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THE ACCOUNTANT.

CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E . C .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability. Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut. -General J . H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . H . R . SNELGROVE , Esq., The Vicarage, Exmouth .
The Rev. W . F , GOOD , D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon. HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . — RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F.R .G . S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .
The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - 1 :THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book-keeping in
1 street. ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed the hands of the Subscribers .
ng £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the

penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pubpersonsnot having banking accounts, or not wishing to draw small cheques.

1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent, allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.

I street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards ,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These 1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,- The ONLY issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

1 SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The PEOPLE' S I description of Bound Financial Business.

BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - strret.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces PublicTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion
L Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 Companies of a bona- fide character.muneration Dependent on Profits.

| HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
1 count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .whole amount of the Liability .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans"THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria - street. 1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes onI THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK._ No Liability
1 Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares .beyond amount of subscription .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion HouseTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.— The Secrecy and
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House .Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the AgenciesTHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A fixed instead
1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign1 of an uncertain Scale of Profits .

Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Eighteen per
TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply1 Cent, per Annum paid Monthly.
I and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

IT'HE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY.
1 cruing Reserve Fund.

1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total
TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE

1 Withdrawal atter six months on Sixty Days' Notice .
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn , Denbigh , Dundee, Edinburgh , Glasgow , Inverness, Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington ,
Bristol, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Shields, Woolwich , Sunderland , Bishop Auckland , Exeter, Blyth , Bradforå-on
Avon , Newton Abbott , Neath , Newport (Mon .), Middlesborough , Plymouth , South Shields, Worcester, Sheffield ,
Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton, Leicester, Moreton -in -the-Marsh, Hull, Norwich , Portsmouth, Easingwold,

Birmingham and Greenock.
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THE ACCOUNTANT.

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'

" The source ofmany awriter's Foc has been | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS !! PENS ! ! 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E . C .
“ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl,and the Waverley Pen ."
“ Thomisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN

1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See
Graphic, 17th May, 1873. Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.ld .
Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin .

burgh. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn , Esq .

CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL , BRONZE, AND ORMOLU . H . J . Atkinson, Esq .
TABLE GLASS AND CHINA. Thomas Ball, Esq.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s. Walter Griffith , Esq.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS George M . Kiell, Esq .
for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham . George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.
WEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y William Merry, Esq .

PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE . John Napier , Esq .
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq

FOUNTAINS.
John Vanner, Esq.

STORER 'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,
S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d . to 100 guincas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS. Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216,115 13 5

Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 223 ,613 2
RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED

0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . .. . . . . . . 581,774
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents,

6 2
Temporary

Claims PaidRooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .
. . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS. Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE. obtained on application to the Head Office .

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH . W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .
Tus ONLY AND SPECIAL

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. CORBENIS VON DES
" MEDAL

WHITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention FOR PROGRESS."
in the curative treatinent of Iſernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
worn round the body , while therequisite resisting power is sup Eisone Schranke und
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had , HOBBS, HART, & CO .,ard the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ) , forwarded by post, on

1 circumference of the body two inches below the hips being AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
s into the manufacturer ,Mr. JOIN WHITE, 228, Piccadilly ,
Loadon . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s . , 26s, 60 , 31s. 60 , This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s . 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Post

testify marked Progress .age free . An Umbilical Tsusr, 428 ., and 52s. 6d . Postage

free. P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE , Post -office , " FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
E Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c . for Varicose
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c . Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like use of False Keys.
an ordinary stocking Price from 4s. 60 , 7s, 6d ., 108 , to 16s . each . N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Postage free . Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no folse duplicateit
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES , for both sexer . For gentlemen they kers of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - securityki
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ; against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
they prevent stooping and preserve the syminetry of the chest. Prices this Lock may at any time be obtained in fireminutes by simply filingaway
for children , 58 . 6d . and 7s. 61. Adults, 10s. 60 ., 159. 6d. , and 21s. each . the thicklers of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . Th

Postage frco . - John WHITE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London . a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself)
to the NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

TPPS'S COCOA . — " By a thorough knowledge of the
The lock and key may thn be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

by a careful application of the fine properties of weil-selected cocoa, Mr. copics of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , videl

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage u Tirnes. " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; ver
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until extensive robberies (in onc case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccte 3
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle by thismeans.
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak IIOBBS, IIART & CO .,
point. Wemay escape many a fatalshaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." . - Sce article in the

LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MINUFACTUFERS
Civil Service Gazetts, 76 Chcapside, London , E . C .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM .

VOL . I. - No. 1 . 7 OCTOBER, 1874. s . Subscription ,
{ 10s. 6d. per Annum .

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the PART NAPITAL LEASEHOLD INVESTMENT (95 B ) .
N NERSHIP lately existing between myself and Mr. James William U To be SOLD , SIX WELL BUILT HOUSES at King's Cross, all let
Thomas, as Public Auditors and Accountants , has been DISSOLVED to first-class tenants, and producing £172 per annum . Messrs. HARVEY
as from the 17th August , 1874, and that all debts due by the late firm & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill , E . C .)
will be paid byme, and all debts due to the late firm will be received by
mealone, and my receipt alone will be a discharge. SOUTHAMPTON (94 B ) . – To be SOLD, a first

JNO . H . TILLY, D class FAMILY RESIDENCE , containing ninebed and three recep .
Victoria -buildings, Queen Victoria-street, London. tion rooms, stabling and coach -house , large flower and kitchen garden ,

meadow , & c ., in all about 5 acres . Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS.

126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)
ESTATES AND BUSINESSES .

Established 1843. ON THE BANK OF THE THAMES (868).
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES, U A comfortable FREEHOLD RESIDENCE to be LET or SOLD,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c. pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 5 % acres, and containing eight

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are bed -rooms, bath -room , three reception -rooms, with stabling and conch

NI preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly house . Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Corn .
hin , E .C .)AUCTION . which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included PRIXTON ROAD (83 B ) . - Desirable investment
in the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land

D in shop property. To be SOLÍ , FOUR CAPITAL SHOPS (all
and Reversion Offices , 54, Cannon -street, London . let ), and producing a net income of £127 per annum . Price £1, 100 .

Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)
MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER ' S
M REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Resi. LOREST HILL (81 B ) . -- To be SOLD , a well-built
dences, and property of every description , is published monthly , and T DETACHED FREEHOLD RESIDENCE, containing five bed .
may be obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices , 54,

rooms, bath - room , three reception -rooms, & c . ; good garden . Messrs.
Cannon -street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E .C .)

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
I Landed Estates, City Properties,and upon sound securities of all TREEHOLD GROUND RENT of £15 per annum

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS , & MILNER have at the present time T to be SOLD , well secured on property at FINCHLEY. Messrs.
access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .) . - ( 75 B . )

approved securities . - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices
( Established 1643 ) , 54 , Cannon -street . MORTGAGES. SECURITIES REQUIRED

Il for several FUNDS amounting together to £130 ,000 . Interest
LAND. - MARSH , YETTS, AND MILNER, from 4 per cent. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate

Land Valuers ,and Timber Surveyors, have a number of WEALTHY Street (Cornhill, E . C .)
BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in LANDED ESTATES.
Agricultuml and residential owners of marketable properties , wishing To LAND OWNERS. — WANTED to PUR
to effect advantageous sales , are therefore invited to forward plans and 1 CHASE 2 FREEHOLD ESTATE of from 1,000 to 3,000 acres.
particulars , which when received will be judiciously placed before in Would be preferred if coal abounded . Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS,
tending purchasers free of any charge. - Address MARSH , YETTS, and 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)
MILSER, Iand and Timber Surveyors, 54, Cannon -street, E . C .

SURREY. - PLEASURE FARM and HUNTING - A large Manufacturing Business for
D BOX. - LEASE for SALE , nominal rent £60, premium £500, forty Optical, Mathematical, and Scientific Instrumente ,

doing a good tradeat large profits, is for immediate disposal in conse
ininutes from London , Brighton line ; 37 acres good pasture , inexpensive

quence of the time and attention of the proprietor being otherwise
residence, lawn , garden , stabling for ten horses, cow sheds, barns ; good

engaged . It is a well established concern , and is principally occupied
hunting , field sports ; healthy neighbourhood. Immediate possession ,

in manufacturing articles of scientific utility and continually increasing
with or without furniture. - Apply to Messrs. MARSH , YETTS , and demand. It is excellently adapted for any gentleman fond of themanu .
MILNEE, Land and Estate Agents, 54, Cannon -street, E . C . Personally facture of optical or electrical instruments . The premises are well
inspected . situate in the City of London , and are held for about 20 years unexpirell,

at a low rental. Altogether this is a good opportunity for any gentle
( HANKLIN , Isle of Wight. For immediate man having time and capital at command to obtain ample and remunera
D DISPOSAL , owner having left the Island, a detached FAMILY tive employment . Apply to Messrs. John Bath & Co ., Accountants,

RESIDENCE, occupying a very choice position upon the East Cliff , 404 , King William Street, London Bridge, E . C .
surrounded by residences of the aristocracy and nobility . Railway
communication from Ryde. Price £1,800 . - Apply to Messrs. MARSI ,
YETTS , and MILNER , Land and Estate Agents, 54 , Cannon -street , SHARES .
London , E . C . Personally inspected . PERIAL HOTEL COMPANY, BLACKPOOL
CUSSEX , 40 miles from London, 14 from Brighton . (LIMITED ) .

D FOR SALE , 287 acres of FREEHOLD LAND , at an agricultural Capital, £40 ,000 ; in 8 ,000 Shares of £5 each .

price , in a ring fence. Small residence, farm -house, capital buildings, VICTORIA PIER AND PROMENADE HOTEL
cottages , park -like table -land , game coverts, delightfulneighbourhood . COMPANY, SOUTHPORT (Limited ).
Price to an immediate purchaser £13,000 , timber by valuation. A Capital, £60,000 ; in 12 ,000 Shares of £5 each .
splendid site for a iuperior residence. Address Messrs. MARSI , YETTS ,

and MILNER, Land and Timber Surveyors, 54, Cannon-street , London. EN ' S THEATRE,MANCHESTER (Limited ) .

Capital, £40 ,000 ; in 8,000 Shares of £5 each.
TENT, BECKENHAM . — A very choice Resi ITED KINGDOM LAND AND BUILDING

dential Estate of 40 acres , 10 miles only by road from the City and

West End . A superior mansion , with primæval forest surroundings, a ASSOCIATION (LIMITED ).

most attractive park , and all the accessories of a first - class residence , Capital, £100,000 ; in 10,000 Shares of £10 each .
the land very rapidly increasing in value. Price , timber and fixtures Applications for Shares in the above Companies may be made to
included , £28,000. - Apply to Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER , Land ASPDEN and MARSHALL, Accountants, 38, Barton Arcade, Man .
and Timber Valuers, 54, Cannon Street , London , Personally inspected. | chester,

D BOX - LEA bon, Brighton line on horses , cow shelis:
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ALFRED W . GEE,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

59, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of
all kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly

inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion

in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded .
Same rates charged as at the publishing offices.

GEORGE BERRIDGE & CO .,

Steam Lithographers and General Printers ,

STATIONERS, & c.,
Execute Bankruptcy Forms, Dividend Notices, Balance Sheets, & c.,

with the utmost dispatch. Pamphlets, & c ., in a few hours.

PRINTING OFFICES- EASTCHEAP WORKS.

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT— 37, EASTCHEAP, E . C .

the entire concurrence and hearty support of the leading mem

bers of the profession, The ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a

large measure of success in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by

any professional organ . THE ACCOUNTANT will thus secure to

Advertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive character ;

and it will be particularly valuable as a medium for the

announcements of members of the profession , as to Estates and

Declaration of Dividends, and the appointment of Trustees and

Receivers ; for Publishers, Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers ,

and Estate Agents ; for the advertisements of Insurance and

Public Companies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c .

The charge for single insertions of ordinary advertisements

will be 1s. per line ; a liberal reduction will be made for a series,

and special terms allowed for standing trade announcements.

Advertisement " copy " should be forwarded , if possible, by

the middle of themonth , butlate announcements can bereceived

up to the morning of the day previous to publication .

i

The Accouutant

countant.

OCTOBER, 1874 .

Will be published for the present on the lot of every month .

The subscription will be 10s. 6d. per annum , entitling the

subscriber to one copy per month (post free). Single copies

will be sold at 1s. each. Subscriptions to be forwarded to Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, 59, Basinghall-street, E . C . (post office orders

payable at the Lothbury office), to whom also applications for

advertisement space, and letters relating to the general business

of the Paper, should be addressed . Literary communications

should be directed to the editor of THE ACCOUNTANT, at the

same address.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In presenting the first number of THE ACCOUNTANT to the

subscribers, the Editor feels it necessary to explain that, owing

to the difficulty of making numerous arrangements in a com

paratively short space of time, the reports of liquidation and

bankruptcy cases, which it is intended should form a special

feature of the Paper , are neither so numerous nor so complete

as it is hoped they will be in future issues. At the same time,

it should be understood that the Editor will be compelled to

rely to someextent upon accountants for information respecting

liquidation meetings and other matters of importance to the

profession occurring in their respective districts, and it is hoped

that all members will thus contribute towards the attainment

of the object with which the Paper was started, viz ., the

advancement of the interests of the accountants of the United

Kingdom .

The Editor will be glad to receive early information of any

proceedings of unusual importance which may be about to take

place ; and in case a special report is required, the services of a

shorthand writer may be obtained upon certain specified terms,

which can be ascertained on application . In all cases where it

is practicable theMS. should be forwarded to the Editor by the

middle of themonth .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Advertisers to

the special advantages offered by this Paper as an advertising

modium . Starting with a good guaranteed circulation,and with

THE “ ACCOUNTANT.”

In days when the world is flooded with the off

spring of the pen and the printing press,when anyone

attempting to read å tithe of the periodical literature

having some sort of claim on his attention would

find himself harder worked than the busiest profes

sional man, any addition to the mass of newspapers

and magazines should perhaps be ushered in with

something in the nature of an apology . Our raison

d'être is that we do not enter the general literary

race in thehope of gathering together a constituency

of readers, but rather of supplying the wants of one

already in existence. It would probably cause some

surprise to many outside the professional ranks to :

learn that such an important body as the accountants :

of the United Kingdom , a body dealing with valuable

interests of the utmost magnitude, and directly

affecting the whole mercantile community of the

| country , has not, up to thepresent, been represented

1 :by any organ of the press to chronicle its doings, to

discuss points of law and practice in liquidations in

chancery , and in bankruptcy , in which accountants, as !'

the agents of the public, are so largely concerned . "

It is the purpose of THE ACCOUNTANT to fill this gap ; 21

and perhaps the only reason which it is needful to :"

urge in justification of the establishment of the 1

journal, is the extent and value of the interests thus

involved.
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The main object of TIE ACCOUNTANT will be to admit of precisely the samedescription of malpractices

raise the status of, and generally to benefit, the pro- as formerly , with some few additions. Sworn affidavits

fession ; but it may reasonably be hoped (though in of creditors apparently provided a safeguard against

all modesty ) that our labours in a field where abuses the operations of “ friendly ” creditors and the inter

and extravagances are far from infrequent may result vention of disreputable advisers ; butthe wide use of

i indirectly to the advantageof that portion of themer. proxies encourages a system as discreditable to our

cantile world which looks to our Bankruptcy Laws for integrity as it is harassing and unjust to the real

assistance and protection . The publication of reports creditors; and themanner of convening and holding

of caseswith which accountants have to deal from all meetings is also open to grave condemnation. A for .

parts of the kingdom will be one of the means cible illustration of this was recently exposed in a case ..

adopted to secure this end , which will be further ad heard before Mr. Justice Quain at the Central

vanced by original articles, and an interchange of Criminal Court. Hall,an attorney 's clerk , by using

opinions and experiences upon professional topics. the name of a solicitor, undertook to release a certain

It is manifest, however, that these means will only debtor from his liabilities for a money consideration.

be made available by the personal assistance of A petition for liquidation was filed , the necessary

members of the profession . The columns of The formalities completed, and a meeting of creditors

ACCOUNTANT will be open at all times for the discus- duly summoned. The next stage of the proceedings

sion of principles and rules of procedure , and the was the receipt by the Registrar of certain reso

ventilation of important matters connected with lutions purporting to have been passed at themeeting

accountancy ; and wewish it to be thoroughly under for the liquidation of the bankrupt’s affairs, which

stood that the gauge adopted in the admission of would have been followed in the ordinary course by

literary contributions will be onehaving regard solely the appointment of HALL as trustee,and the granting

to their general utility and fitness for publication, of the bankrupt's discharge. · However, it subse

subject, of course, to considerations of the limited quently transpired that not a single creditor attended

space at our disposal. It is our intention to use all the meeting, that proofs and proxies were forgeries ,

el means to make THE ACCOUNTANT in every respect as were also the signatures of the Commissioners

1 ; the representative organ of the entire profession,and before whom the affidavits were said to have been

so we hope in carrying out this view to receive the | sworn , and that Hall himself was the only person

-s hearty support of all accountants . present at the so -called meeting. Eighteen months'

h ' Webegan with a semi-apology, and may therefore imprisonment with hard labour rewarded this man's

consistently conclude, to some extent, in a similar ingenuity ; but it is not unreasonable to suppose

J strain . The time has been too short to make com that other cases of a similar character have escaped

S plete arrangements for the supply of literary matter, detection .

ce and there are consequently deficiencies, particularly It is more within the province of the legal pro

e in regard to the reports of cases ; but we hope to be fession to suggest a remedy for the evil we diffi

o judged not by results actually shown in our first dently point out; but it may be asserted that the

S number, but by the indications therein given of the presence of a Registrar of the Court, instead of a

e course which it is intended to pursue in the conduct chairman appointed by the meeting, which admits of

ý of this paper. a person holding the proxies of a quorum of creditors

to elect himself to the office -- the presence,wesay ,

d There is, perhaps, no subject so important to the of a Registrar of the Court at the meetings of

Lo, world of commerce, or more worthy the consideration creditors , and a narrower limit to the number of

111 of the LORD CHANCELLOR in the present recess, than proxies, would do much to deter people from

2 , the laws which govern our Bankruptcy Court. It hazarding fictitious proofs, and would render impos

was hoped that the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 would sible the holding of phantom meetings. " A thorough

- : remedy the patent evils existing under the old revision of the liquidation and composition clauses

o statutes which it repealed , and that some of the is perhaps desirable in order to prevent the possi.

. avenues to the perpetration of fraud would be closed bility of devising and carrying out the forms of

' against evil-doers. But the reverse is the case. The fraud resorted to . Though at first sight it may

liquidation and composition clauses of the Act still appear an enormous undertaking to amend the
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Bankruptcy Act which has already undergone so LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES ACCOUNTS.

many changes , yet we venture to think that the
By the passing of the Life Assurance Companies'

remedy lies mainly in the hands of the Chief Judge

and the LORD CHANCELLOR, in whom power is vested
Act of 1870, the accounts of all Life Assurance Com

panies transacting business within the United King
to make and vary the rules of procedure. The

dom became subjected to the supervision of Govern
alterations these officials may themselves effect

ment, in that they were required to present annually ,
would be found sufficient to repair most of the

to the Board of Trade, in prescribed forms, copies of
defects ; for it is not so much the general working

their revenue account and balance- sheet, in addition
of the Bankruptcy Act that is to be condemned as

the looseness of certain formalities in the conduct
to (at each valuation for declaration of bonus) a

valuation account of no mean dimensions (extending
of liquidations. These formalities are entirely at the

as it has, in some cases, to upwards of between 25
discretion of the officials wemention to modify, or

and 30 pages of closely printed matter). The Board
add to, without reference to higher authority ; and

has further assumed the power to take exception to ,
it is to be hoped the exposures which have taken

place may lead Lord Cairns and his colleague to
and demand explanation of, any items bearing, in

however small a degree, a suspicious appearance .

The sudden change produced by the passing of the

We have received from a subscriber copy of above Act,from various, and free-and- easy systemsof

correspondence published in a provincial newspaper
book -keeping, to others that necessitated the almost

upon a subject which, although to some extent of
entire modification and alteration of the different

only personal interest, nevertheless embraces a point
books requisite for this somewhat exclusive business ,

which should be seriously considered by accountants .
startled to no small extent the officials holding snug

A circular is issued , stating that the member of appointments in the different departments of the

one firm has been appointed receiver of certain pro
life offices. The services of professional accountants

perty, “ upon the application of a leading trade were immediately obtained,and under their directions

creditor.” This is followed by a joint application themany quaint old formsand bookswere abolished to

from two other firms, in which it is asserted that the | make way for those of a more practical and useful !

first-named gentleman “ has been appointed receiver nature, and adapted to facilitate the preparation of

at the request of the debtor.” Accountant No. 1 | the companies' accounts in accordance with the re

contradicts this, and adds that it might have been quirements of the Act.

easily ascertained that the assertion complained of The magnitude of the transactions of the life

was incorrect , and his solicitor further requests an assurance companies carrying on business within the

apology from the opposition , who, however,decline United Kingdom fully demonstrates the necessity

to apologise, on the ground that they were justified which existed for compelling them to make certain

in making the statement, whereupon the first-named returns in specified forms. This crery company has

gentleman, in order to clear himself with the creditors had to do, but notwithstanding that the schedules

and the public, publishes the correspondence. It is appended to the Act requiredetailed accounts of the

not our purpose to enter into the merits of this par same nature to be furnished in every instance, it is

ticular case, but rather to call attention to the loss of open to doubt whether half-a -dozen companies would ,

dignity to the profession (to say the least) which upon investigation, be found to be keeping their

must inevitably arise from exposures of this kind , books upon anything approaching the samesystem .

and to urge upon accountants the necessity of taking After the disastrous failures of the Albert and

measures to remove the blot. This is a work which European Life Offices it is obvious that the inter

the several accountants' societies in the kingdom - - ference of Government in the affairs of the surviving

cach having some sort of authoritative control over offices became an absolute necessity, inconvenient as

its members - might well take in hand . it probably at first was to such as were doing com

fortableand honest businesses. Weshould , however,

Vice -Chancellor Hall has appointed Mr. John Henry Tilly be glad to see that interference go a step further, in

(Messrs. Tilly & Co.) official liquidator of the Penallt' Silver
the shape of the compulsory adoption of a good sound

Lead Mining Company (Limiteil), in the room of Mr. J . W .

Thomas. system of book -keeping by such offices as have not
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so much often depends — some means should not be

taken to prevent the incapable and ignorant indivi

duals who are at present bringing their profession

into contempt from doing so any longer. It is

essential that all respectable accountants should lay

aside petty jealousies and co -operate together to

obtain the sanction of Parliament to an association

yet availed themselves of one, and theemployment of

a professional accountant in the compilation of their

accounts, who should be held personally responsible

for the correctness of the figures presented under

his authority to the assuring public.

The Blue Book for 1873 informs us that 125

different companieswere carrying on business in the

United Kingdom , and, excluding four American

companies, the result of whose transactions were not

to be obtained, and one company from which no re

turn had been received, we learn that the income for

1872 of the remaining 120 life offices reached the

enormous sum of £10,824 ,093 derived from " pre

miums," " consideration for annuities,” “ interest and

dividends,” and “ other receipts;" while the accumu

lated funds possessed by the above offices , invested

or in hand , and available for satisfying claims liable

to arise under policies in force to the extent of

£338 ,882,752, amounted to £94, 260,592. From the

foregoing details it will be apparent to everyone that

the protection of so large an amount of what is

neither more nor less than public money was by no

means uncalled for, the only question being, not as

to the necessity of legislation in the matter , but

whether it has gone far enough .

reputation ; then the profession would be of some

commercial influence, and able, in cases of legislation

affecting its interests, to express its views to Parlia

ment with some weight.

Such an association would also tend to promote a

better understanding between accountants and mem

bers of thelegal profession,and would materially assist

in theconduct of the business of both. It is becoming

an absolute necessity that the distinction between

lawyer and accountant should be moredefined and

known, and that members of both bodies should be

restrained within certain limits in practising their

profession . Complicated and incorrect statements

of accounts, and bad legal advice, are often the re

sults of the lawyer attempting to play the accountant,

and vice versá , and the time has arrived when an end

should be put to a state of things by which so much

loss and inconvenience is thrown on the public. To

carry out this view it would be necessary to devise a

scheme for the examination of all personsdesiring to

practise as accountants ; and this would be a matter

requiring some consideration at first, but ultimately

there would be no more difficulty than there at pre

ACCOUNTANCY.

The profession of a public accountant dates back

but a short period, and has, likethe profession of the

civil engineer, been mainly created by the magnitude

the growing wants of the age. Law and medicine,

being of ancient date , are intimately connected with

the laws, customs, and traditions of our land, and

almost from time immemorial have been guarded by

regulations to prevent, as far as possible, improper or

incompetent persons from practising in them . The

professions of public accountant and civil engineer ,

on the contrary , are open to any persons who choose

to adopt them , though the engineers have their

institutesand degrees for competentand distinguished

members.

This free trade principle does not so much matter

in the case of the engineers, in whom incompetency

would very soon be discovered and reputation accord

ingly lost, but it is a great question whether in that

of the public accountant — who, if ignorant and incom

petent, may make the most egregious blunders with

out discovery , and on whose integrity and capability

fession .

The Institute of Accountants in London , and the

Society of Accountants in England , have been formed

with the object of examining all persons desiring

admission as members, and have moreover started

libraries at their offices in London , and collect and

issue information on all subjects of interest to

accountants . To effect these and other beneficial

objects,and to give bona fide public accountants that

status to which they are entitled by virtue of their

responsibility and skill, it would be well for all the

respectable members of the profession to bind them

selves together and , avoiding small matters of differ ,

ence, work with a will to obtain the ultimate forma

tion of an acknowledged profession. Independent

local associations are of very little use in themselves,

but one general association, with local brauches, con

structed on a right basis, properly conducted, and
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well supported , would be very effective in raising the A man starts in trade upon borrowed capital, or

standing and promoting the interests of accountants, even insolvent, obtains credit by misrepresentations,

and thereby benefitting the public at large. recklessly incurs debts without the slightest prospect

of being able to discharge them , lives extravagantly,

BANKRUPTCY LAWS.
and diverts a portion of his assets ,keeping no books,

or only making pretence to do so. After a time he
It is universally allowed that England has full

is pressed for payment; he puts off the evil day as
title to rank as the first commercial country in the long as possible , and when the limit is reached files

world, and, indeed , in most respects, her assumption a petition for liquidation. At the meeting he pro

of that position is fully justified ; but it is open to

question whether she does not at times fall behind can only be tested at a heavy expense to his estate ),

some of her competitors in one or more ways. offers no explanation as to his deficiency, and event

The Bankruptcy Acts of 1861 – 8 were certainly ually is generally able to get through by making a

defective. The present one was ushered in with a ridiculously small offer . Perhaps, however, his

great flourish , as offering a check to the recklessness creditors, being dissatisfied, decide to liquidate or to

which constitutes the objectionable feature of “ free throw the estate into bankruptcy ; in either case he

trade.” The community were led to expect that the obtains an extended period of protection , and

provisions of the Act of 1869 were such as to ensure probably, in consequence of the trouble and expense

suspension until 10s. in the pound as a minimum had entailed by following up the matter to its proper
been obtained , and that defaulters whose estates end, finishes by getting his discharge either for

produced less should be deterred from resuming nothing or for a much smaller sum than was originally

business until they had paid the required dividend . refused .

How far these anticipations have been realised has The French bankruptcy laws,and public opinion
been learnt by sad experience. The Act of 1869, as

in France, go to the other extreme, and among the
interpreted by the administrators of the law (who, of

better classes the disgrace of a father's bankruptey
course,cannot be held responsibleforitsdefects), is very is a sufficient stigma to stand in the way of his
stringent upon the solicitors , receivers, and trustees children 's marriage.

practising and appointed under it, but there never The German laws give more latitude ; they are

was a merrier time for dishonest insolvents, whether severe upon dishonest, and lenient towards honest
in bankruptcy, liquidation, or under composition. insolvents. A house built upon a bad foundation

Bankruptcy is and always will be, under any will not stand , and the many good intentions con

English or Continental laws, hard upon and tained in the 1869 Act are , for want of a proper

painful to honourable men ,who, by misfortune or basis, rendered ineffective. This basis can easily be

errors of judgment, fail to meet their engagements ; created . Any one seeking or obtaining credit, either
the disgrace consequent upon publicity being a in trade, speculation, or otherwise , should by law be
severe blow to all right-thinking men, but to rogues compelled to keep, de die in diem , a true record of

who are devoid of the sense of shame,the chances of all his business transactions, and any neglect to com

succeeding (under our present laws) in bold and ply with such law should be prima facie an offence

impudent trading are twenty to one in their favour. punishable by a specified term of imprisonment,
The reason of this is palpable. The principle of reducible in the discretion of the judge, upon the

fair play is with us carried to such an extreme that offender proving satisfactorily that no fraud was

until convicted every man is legally assumed to be intended or contemplated .

innocent. This is doubtless sound in principle,but if We offer these opening remarks, as we purpose
we not only assume the innocence of a defaulting | dealing in a series of articles with the winni

debtor, but go farther,and invite him , so to speak , to features of the bankruptcy lawsof other countries ;

conceal every clue to the detection of hisguilt, so that and in order that the subject may be thoroughly

while the onus probandi is thrown upon the injured gone into, shall have pleasure in opening our columns

individual or upon the general body of his creditors, to any gentlemen who may be willing to communicate
the pièces de conviction are generally only obtainable their experiences.

(if at all) at great loss of time and expense. H . B .
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LAW AND ACCOUNTANCY.

You may, Mr. Editor, be inclined to allow me

sufficient space in one of your early numbers to ex .

press a few thoughts upon the relative position of

lawyers and accountants. An accountant may very

fairly take upon himself lowliness and humility of

spirit in the presence of so vast and powerful a body

as that of the organised solicitors of the United

Kingdom . I am aware that the science of numbers is

as venerable as that of the law , and that both of them

rest equally upon the basis of pure reason,and achieve

their successes, so far as they proceed in accordance

therewith ; but I must bow down before the ancient

organisation of the law and confess its superiority over

that of accountancy. Hundreds ofyears have rolled

away while the law has been slowly but surely con

solidating itself into the form of an adamantine

science, and binding the sons of men with cords

which cannot be broken . With this organisation

accountants cannot compete ; but the principles of

the accountant's profession are as ancient as those of

the law , and as important and necessary for the

wellbeing of all mercantile nations, and need but

the combination of the members of that profession

to place them in as unimpeachable a position before

the commercial world .

Is there a platform for each, and can they work

together for the benefit of the public without inter

fering with, or injuring each other ? Certainly. Is it

necessary that either should decay in order that the

other may flourish ? Certainly not. They are two

worlds, each distinct in itself. Neither profession

ought to trespass on the other. In times past, and

under the dictation of work -hunger, either party

may have been guilty of breaking into the work of

the other ; but those times are past and gone, let us

hope never to return.

It has passed into a proverb that solicitors are the

worst accountants, and the liberal members of their

profession will readily admit its truth. Speaking from

an experience of about twenty years, Imay say I have

met with very few solicitors who could have become

accountantsif they had eversomuch desired it . At the

sametime I freely confess that the accountantmakes a

very bad lawyer. The action of the solicitor's in

genious and subtile mind is naturally adverse in its

operations from the sharp and rapid action of the

vivid and concentrative mind of the accountant.

Both sets of qualities are seldom to be found in one

brain , and there is little risk of the two running

against each other if care be exercised in their pro

fessional practice .

A plain understanding only is required to make

out separate grounds and domains, which shall be

sacred to each profession respectively. One shall be

at home on one ground and the other on the other.

If there is to be lasting peace between the two pro

fessions somesuch termsmust be arranged, founded

in equity and sustaining the self-respect of both . To

dabble in law should be utterly renounced by

accountants, and to dabble in accounts should be as

completely renounced by solicitors. Matters which

require the intervention of a solicitor should be at .

once handed over to him , and matters of accounts

should be handed over to the accountant. Weshould

all agree in the propriety of these principles , and it

is worth while to see how far they are now being

carried into execution. Is there any effort being

made to recognise these principles in practice ? I am

afraid not. Let us take the business of liquidation,

& c. Does the solicitor, as a rule, employ an

accountant to do the work of the figures, or do it

himself ? Why, is it not a fact that in at least

eighty to ninety per cent. of the cases the solicitor

does the work himself, and becomes for the time

being both accountant and solicitor ? In this matter

then, at least, I am forced to believe that there is no

progress being made towards the settlement of this

most important question of the proper division of

labour.

In other branches of the profession also, it is said

the solicitor only employs an accountant when he

cannot do the work himself. Is this then to be the

rule, that each profession may do what it can either

in law or accountancy ? I am afraid that at present

there is no other solution of the difficulty . Wemust

not ask what is right or proper, but what is legal.

I fancy that each profession must ascertain and

stand upon its legal rights, and wait for such a solu

tion of its difficulties as time and wisdom may afford .

I shall be glad if any member of either profession

can give some other answer to the very difficult pro

blem before us. J . B .

The Glasgow Herald states that Messrs. M ‘Fadyen and Co.,

shipbuilders , of Port Glasgow , have suspended payment.

At a meeting on the 23rd ultimo of the creditors of Messrs.

Gomersall Brothers , woollen manufacturers, of Dewsbury, the

liabilities 'were stated at £63,097, and assets at £24,193. It

was resolved to accept a composition of Os. in the pound ,

payable within 18 monthis.
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REGISTRARS. mapped out which will, if followed, greatly help

(COMMUNICATED). | accountants in reaching that firm , ackuowledged

A doubt is sometimes expressed as to whether an position which the public demand ,and which it is the

accountant can , under any circumstances, give a ' interest of all members of the profession to attain .

favourable opinion of a solicitor. It is true it is a

doubt only, for, of course, no such feeling as SOCIETIES OF ACCOUNTANTS.

mere envy dwells in the mind of any respectable THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

member of either profession ; but to leave that Welearn from the report of the Council, presented at the

part of the question, it may be asserted in the thirit annual general meeting of the Institute, held at the

Cannon Street Hotel on the 22nd April last , that the number
fullest confidence that in nearly every case in which ofmembers is now 151, that is to say, 89 Fellows and 62 Asso

a solicitor becomes a registrar, he worthily joins a ciates. The extension of the scope of the Institute has been so

class of gentlemen whose conduct towards the pro
far successful, that, up to the present time, thirteen provincial

accountants have been elected to bemembers of the Institute,

fession of an accountant entitles every member of it eleren of them as Fellows. With the view of promoting a com

to the highest respect. There is in them a frankness
munity of interest between the London and country account

ants in the proceedings of the Institute, the Council consider it

in admitting the necessity of the accountant's pro expedient that those practising in various parts of the country

fession, and a disinterested desire to assist in its
should be represented in the governing body, and, therefore,

recommend that the number of members of the Council be in

being placed upon some formal and definite platform , creased from twelve to sixteen , the additional four members to

with distinct and easily comprehended duties and
be provincial accountants. The Council call especial attention

to the circumstance that twomonths only remain of theextended

proper modes of remuneration , which must secure time during which Rule 9 , for the admission of Fellows, will

the admiration of every onewho is not most bigoted continue in operation . ( This rule is as follows : - The Council

shall have power to adınit as Fellows, if otherwise eligible , all
and narrow -minded . persons in practice as professional accountants in the United

It may be that the rules and orders, fees and Kingdom , who shall make application for admission previously

to lst July, 1878 , provided that the applicant shall have been
charges, are capable of alteration, and are not the in uninterrupted practice as a professional accountant for the

best which could have been drawn, and that it would five years immediately preceding his application . With a view

have been better if accountants had been allowed to
to the convenience of provincial candidates for admission as

Associates, the Council propose that, with each provincial

express an opinion upon them attheir formation. But member of the Council who is ex officio an examiner, there

that is clear and distinct enough from the duties of
shall be associated a paid local examiner, for the purposes of

the examination contemplated by Rule 16 . ( The rule here

the registrar, which are simply to administer the referred to states that - -applicants for admission as Associates

rules and orders after they are made, and it is in this up to 1st July , 1878 (save as hereinafter provided) ,must be

twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than
aspect that the writer gratefully takes this oppor five years as clerks, either articled or otherwise, to a member

tunity of publicly testifying to the uniformly kind
of this Institute, or of some other institute or society of

accountants, or else must have been in partnership with such

and gentlemanly treatment he has received at the person for not less than four years, or have been in practice as

hands of every registrar to whom he has made an a professional accountant for the five consecutive years prceeding

the date of application , and shall undergo such examinations in
application, of whatever kind or nature ;while in the their knowledge of book -keeping and accounts, of mercantile

matter of taxation, the requirements registrars have and bankrupt law , of the duties of auditors , and of the prac

made have been simply invaluable in suggesting the
tical working of liquidations and bankruptcies, as the Council

shall from time to timedirect.) The proviso herein referred to

proper formation of an accountant's bill. It is, of runs as follows : - -Up to the 1st July , 1871, each Fellow may

course, easy enough to be captious and fault-finding
recommend as an Associate one clerk , who shall have been in

his employ at the date of recommendation not less than five

towards the person who is asking you for more than years , and the Council may in their option admit such applicant

you think you oughtto do — and that is a course which
without examination . The account of receipts and expenditure

during the year ending 31st December, 1873, presented with this

is often taken by an accountant before a registrar, report, shows that the entrance fees amounted to £393 15s.,and

Instead of diligently trying to comply with all the the annual subscriptions to £558 18. Od . The Institute has

inrested £33,402 5s., and the cash at bankers is set down as
requisitions in the best manner possible, and leaving £591 13s. 7d . In the rulesand regulations for the guidance of

the impossibilities to stand out by themselves, plain members, the objects of the Institute are described as being “ to

in their unreasonableness, he is frequently politely
elevate the attainments and status of professional accountants,

to promote their efficiency and usefulness, and to give expression

stubborn and cross-tempered ,and unobliging enough to their opinionsupon all questions incidentto their profession .”

almost to provoke even a registrar. But it should
The scale of entrance fees and subscriptions is as follows :

Persons applying previously to 1st July, 1874, and who may be

be remembered that in an obliging compliance with admitted as Fellows without first becoming Associates, shall on

the requirements of registrars and a profitable use
admission pay the sum of £31 10s. by way of entrance fee ;

persons applying later than 30th June, 1874, if admitted as

of their wisdom and experience, there is a course | Fellows without first becoming Associates, £52 10s. cutranoc
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fee ; persons applying previously to 1st July, 1874, and admitted

as Associates , £15 15s. entrance fee ; persons applying later

than 30th June, 1874, £26 5s. entrance fee. Associates ad

mitted on an entrance fee of £15 15s. are required to pay a

further sum of £15 15s. on admission as Fellows, and those

in the other class a further sum of £26 5s. The yearly sub

scription for Fellows is fixed at £5 5s., and for Associates at
£2 2s. The general meetings of the Institute are held on the
fourth Wednesday in the months of April and October .

list 47 fellows and 5 associates. Welearn from the report of

the council to the third annual general meeting held on the 6th

April last, that “ the council have not been successful this year

in inducing members to prepare and read papers on subjects

connected with their profession . The only paper read during

the year was one by Mr. Thomas, on The proposal for a

National Institute of Accountants. The council observing in

the public prints that Mr. Birley, M . P., intended, when the

Juries Bill was brought up on report in Parliament, to propose

certain exemptions from service, considered it desirable that

the exemption of accountants should not be overlooked , and

they will, when opportunity arises, revive the matter . The

most important action of the institute has been in relation to

the question of the assessment of the income-tax, and at one of

the quarterlymeetings certain resolutionswere passed, a printed

copy of which was forwarded to all themembersof the institute ,

the inembers of both Houses of Parliament, the chairmen of the

various chambers of commerce in the kingdom , and to the

secretaries of the different institutes in England , Ireland, and

Scotland . A copy of such resolutions was inserted in the lead

ing papers of London and Manchester."

INCORPORATED SOCIETY OF LIVERPOOL
ACCOUNTANTS.

The memorandum of association of this society, which bears

date April 7th , 1870 , describes the objects of the association as

follows :- " First , — The protection of the character , status, and
interests of the accountants of Liverpool, the promotion of

honourable practice,the settlementofdisputed points of practice,
and the decision of all questions of professional usage or

courtesy in conducting acccountant business of all kinds.
Secondly , — The consideration of all general questions affecting

the interests of the profession at large, or the alteration or
administration of the law . Thirdly , -- The doing of all such
other things as are incidental or conducive to the attainment

of the above objects.”

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

On the 11th January, 1872, a public meeting of accountants

practising in London was held at the Cannon Street Hotel, for
the purpose of establishing “ The Society of Accountants in
England." At that meeting suggestions as to the constitution

of the society were discussed , the work then initiated being

matured at a meeting held on the 21st February, and the rules

and regulations adopted at a general meeting of members held ,

on the 14th March in the same year. The objects of the

society are thus described : “ To promote the acquisition of
those branches of knowledge which are essential to the practice

of an accountant; to decide upon questions of professional usage
or courtesy ; and generally to advance the position and interests

of members of the profession .” The society consists of three
classes of members, namely, Fellows, Associates, and Honorary

Members, with a class of students attached . The qualifications

for a candidate for admission as an associate of the society are

as follows : - “ 1. He shall have been in actualpracticeon his own

account, or in partnership as a public accountant, on the 11th
day of January, 1872, and shall have made his application on

or before the 1st day of January, 1873. 2 . Or sball have been
a clerk to a public accountant on the 11th day of January,
1872, and shall have been in actual practice on his own account,

or in partnership , as a public accountant for three years con

secutively after that date, and prior to the lst day of January,

1878. 3. Or shall have served under articles for a period of

three years to a public accountant in actual practice. 4 . Or
shall have been employed as accountant to a corporation or

public body for three years, oras a clerk to a public accountant,

or firm of accountants, for a period of seven years at the least ;

but the employment need not have been for more than two

years continuously with one and the sameperson or firm . 5 . Or

shall have taken a degree at one or other of the universities of
Oxford, Cambridge, Durham , London , or Dublin , and shall
hare served under articles for a period of two years to a public

accountant or firm of accountants . 6 . But no candidate shall
be eligible for admission as an associate after the 1st day of

January , 1878, until he shall have passed an examination as to
his proficiency to the satisfaction of the examiners of the society.”

The number of associates originally elected was 101. The

report presented at the first annual general meeting of the
society , held on the 13th May, 1873, stated that “ the society
started on the 11th January, 1872, with a provisional committee

consisting of 65 accountants, representing the metropolis and
all the large provincial towns. All but a very few of these
became associates, thus first forming a recognised society. Since

then, and up to the present time, the members have increased

by 114, making a total of 170.” The second annual general
meeting of the society was held at the Cannon Street Hotel on

the 12th May last. The report presented by the council on that

Occasion drew attention to the " success which has attended the

society during the past year," and stated that “ the members
now number 181, and the accounts up to the 31st December ,

1873 , show an available balance in hand of £509 10s. 3d .

This ainount has been still further increased by the subscriptions

for the current year, and in consequence the council has been
able to add a further sum of £200 to the existing deposit account,

making a total of £500 to the credit of this account.”

BANKRUPTCY STATISTICS.

An analysis ( compiled from the Controller's Report for the

year ending December 31, 1873) shows that of 430 estates

closed in bankruptcy during 1873 , in 135 cases the costs were

one hundred per cent., in 146 cases serenty-one per cent., in 149
cases thirty -nine per cent. An analysis (made from the same

source) of bills taxed since the Bankruptcy Act shows the fol
lowing result :

Solicitors ' Bills... 1868 £56 , 936

1869 61,570

1870 . .. 62,391

1871 163,362

1872 177 ,870

1873 224 ,831

Accountants' bills 1868 £7,436

6 , 142

3 ,709

3, 189

, 1872 3 , 135

„ 1873 3 ,951

The Controller's report also shows that whilst the 1s. com
positions were 94 in 1870, they were 352 in 1873, and that the

compositions from 75. 6d . to 10s. were 482 to 1870, and 205 to
1873 .

The Bankruptcy Act seems to be, therefore, plainly re

sponsible for three results, and the General Rules for a fourth ,
which is perhaps worse than all the rest. The first result is the

enormous expense of bankruptcy ; the second result is the rapid

increase of legal charges ; the third result is a severe diminu

tion in the rate of creditors' compositions ; and the fourth and

worst result is the power given to the debtor to place his
estate beyond the control of his creditors and under that of his

agents , and, in fact, to revive the old evil of debtors ' petitions
in their worst and most expensive form .

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

,

„

1869

1870

1871

MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

This society was established in 1871, and it has now on its
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“ DESCRIBED AS AN ACCOUNTANT.”

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

Sir , It is not unfrequently that one sees in the police intel.

ligence of the daily papers a report of some swindling case

or other, in which the person accused is “ described as an

accountant.” This description , I fear, to no little extent

tallies with one that was adopted a few years ago by somefast
fellows who , when their pranks necessitated their removal to

the nearest police station , invariably described themselves as

“ medical students," gentlemen studying medicine being pre

sumably allowed greater license than others. A shrewd and

sensible magistrate, however, suddenly put a stop to this

assumption of description by stating publicly that he should

inflict the heaviest penalty allowed by law on the next pseudo

lot of aspirants to the healing art that came before him ; the

result being a marvellous diminution in the numbers of the

stereotyped announcement, “ described as a medical student."

I think, Sir, you would be doing the body of bona fide account.

ants an immeasurable benefit if you could , through your

columns, call the attention of our magistracy to the “ described

as an accountant " nuisance, and prevail upon them to deal

in the strictest manner with the dishonest rogues who, when

their rascality is brought to light, adopt a description to which

they have no title, simply for the purpose of leading “ his

worship " and the public to believe them respectable men of

business. I am , Sir , yours truly ,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

Sir , - I beg to call your attention to two rather interesting

blunders in the Life Assurance Companies' Act of 1870 , namely ,

in the Revenue Account (first schedule ) , and the Consolidated

Revenue Account (fifth schedule ), where the Dr.and Cr.sides

have been made to change places. Is the public to accept the

alterations to which I refer as an “ official ” blunder, or are we

to take them as a further demonstration of the arbitrary and

overwhelming power possessed by an Act of Parliament ?

Yours truly,

City, 28th September, 1874. ACCOUNTANT.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .

September 3 .

Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING RICE, as Chief Judge.)

IN RE J . H . DANVERS. -- The debtor, described as of 33,

Wormwood -street, and Croydon , wine merchant, trading as

Danvers and Company, recently filed a petition for liquidation ,

and the Court last week appointed a receiver of the estate,and

granted an interim injunction staying further proceedings at
the suit of certain creditors. The liabilities are returned at

£5 , 200, and the assets, consisting principally of stock and book

debts , are estimated at about £1,800 . His Honour continued

the injunction until further order .

IN RE WIRTH BROTHERS, artistic furniture manufacturers,

Paris, Brienz, and London . - The debtors filed a petition for

liquidation on Monday, September 7th , and on the applica

tion ofMessrs. Lumley & Lumley, of Conduit- street, solicitors

to the debtors, Mr. Harry Brett , public accountant, of 150,

Leadenhall-street, was appointed receiver . The liabilities are

estimated at a little over £15 ,000 , with assets at £20,000 , con

sisting principally of stock and book debts.

( Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY.)

IN RE T . STURDY. -- At a first meeting held under the bank .
ruptcy of Thomas Sturdy, of 66 , Ludgate -hill, African mer.

chant, proofs of debts were admitted , and a resolution passed
appointing Mr. W . J . White, accountant, Cheapside, trustee. A

statement of affairs discloses liabilities £9,965 , and assets £997 .

September 4 .

( Before the Hon. W . C. SPRING RICE.)
IN RE J. R . YGLESIAS AND Co . -- The debtors were mer.

chants of Jeffery's -square, St. Mary -axe. This was an appli

cation on behalf of Messi's. J . M . Ortiz and L . Zereleta , mer.
chants, of Lima, for an order that Mr. Turquand , the receiver

and managerappointed under the petition for liquidation , should

hand over a bill of lading relating to certain hides, or the
proceeds of the same. It seemed that in April last 1 ,000 hides

were consigned to the debtors on the joint account of Ortiz and
Zereleta , and the hides had arrived in this country, but were

not yet sold . Mr. Turquand , as representing the debtors'

estate, set up no claim against the bill of lading , but desired to

be protected by the order of the Court before parting with the

same. The Court accordingly made the desired order.

September 8 .

( Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE E . Scott Jervis. - - The ease of this bankrupt, who is

described as of Queen 's-gate, Hyde-park , camebefore the Court
upon the occasion of the first meeting for the proof of debts,
and the appointment of a trustee to the bankrupt's estate.

The bankruptwas adjudicated on the 21st of July last, the in

sertion of which in the Gazette was stayed pending the result

of the meeting under the liquidation petition . The resolutions
passed at that meeting were to the effect that the estate should
be liquidated in bankruptcy, and the adjudication then adver

tised . There was a large attendance of the creditors, debts to

the amount of between £30,000 and £40,000 being admitted
against the estate. Resolutions were come to appointing Mr.

John Pattinson (Messrs . Harry Brett , Milford , Pattinson ,

and Co.) trustee of the estate , with a committee of inspection .

No statement of affairs was produced , but the secured and un

secured liabilities are at present estimated at about £140,000 .

The assets consist of equities of redemption on large estates in
Wales.

September 9 .

IN RE TIDEN, NORDENFELT, AND COMPANY. — Mr. H . P .

Sharpe applied , under proceedings for liquidation by arrange
ment instituted by Messrs. Lorentz Tiden and Thorsten Nor

denfelt, merchants, of 34, Clement’s-lane, trading as Tiden ,
Nordenfelt, and Company, that Mr. Robert Fletcher,

accountant, 2 ,Moorgate-street, should be appointed receiver of
the estate. The liabilities are returned at £547,752 in the

aggregate ; of the value of the assets no estimate has yet been

ACCOUNTANTS ' DIARY.-- Mr. Alfred C . Harper announces
the publication of whatmay be looked upon as a desideratum
by the profession , viz ., a folio diary for the special use of
accountants. In addition to a variety of general information
which will be very serviceable in the course of daily business ,
we have promise of a Directory giving the names and addresses
of accountants in England and Scotland , and a list of the

several societies and institutes , with terms and modes of
admission .

VALUE OF LIFE REVERSIONS. - It frequently happens that
accountants are called upon to give the present value of rever
sionary property on the spur of the moment, and when they
probably bave not their tables at hand to assist them . The

following method , devised by Mr. C . M . Willich, will be found
to afford a ready means of ascertaining the value of such pro
perty : - When the age of the life is between 5 and 60 years,
then 81} , minuspresentage, divided by 3 and multiplied by 2 ,
equals the expectation of life ; age from 60 to 74, 883,minus
present age, divided by 2 , equals expectation of life ; age 74 to

90 , 103, minus present age, divided by 4 , equals the expectation
of life .

The failure was reported on the Stock Exchange last week

of a firm of “ jobbers ," due to speculative operations for a fall

in Imperial Ottoman Bank Shares, which of late have risen

to a very important extent. The partners succeeded about

three years ago to the business of an old and influential

member of the “ louse," and Je'r iabilities are understood

to be rather considerable .
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formed. A creditor for £4,200 supported the application , and
his Honour made the desired appointment.

( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING RICE.)

IN RE GRANT AND BRODIE. — The debtors were merchants
carrying on business in the East India -avenue. They recently

filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement, with liabilities
estimated at £185,000 in the aggregate ; assets of uncertain
value. At the first meeting of creditors a resolution was passed

for a liquidation by arrangement, Mr. John Weise, accountant,

Tokenhouse-yard , being appointed trustee to act with a com
mittee of inspection. A question bad arisen whether the
necessary majority of the creditors had assented to the resolu

tion. Messrs. Phelps and Sedgwick,as the solicitors having the
conduct of the proceedings, now applied for leave to register .

It appeared that some of the bills upon which the debtors were
liable had run off since the institution of the proceedings, and
in other cases existing liabilities would not rank against the
estate. The debtors alleged that the necessary majority had

been obtained . His Honour allowed registration, subject to
the examination of the figures , it being understood that Mr.

Penn, chief clerk, would go through the proofs and certify .

September 15 .

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE A . L . MOXCKTON AND CO. - This was a first sitting

for the proof of debts and the appointment of a trustee. The
bankrupts, Messrs. Arthur Lewis Monckton, Charles Compton,
and T. G . Doughty, were colonial brokers, carrying on business
at 13, Great Tower-street, as " A , L . Monckton and Co.” A
statement of affairs showed the debts of A . L . Monckton , the
senior partner , to be €4,685 , with assets £307 ; the joint debts
amounted to £304 only , with assets £2 2s. Mr. Calkin , on
behalf of the separate creditors of the bankrupt Monckton ,
applied that his clients, although “ separate creditors," should
be permitted to vote in the appointment of a trustee . Mr.
Lindo, for the petitioning creditor, in opposition , contended
that as the bankruptcy was a joint one, joint creditors only
could vote in the appointment of a trustee. His Honour held ,
in accordance with the Act and the settled practice of the

Court, that although separate creditors might prove their debts,
they could not vote. Mr. B . P . Daniels, accountant,was then
appointed trustee, to act with a committee of inspection .

September 22.

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)

IN RE MARQUER AND ECKHAUS. -- The bankrupts, Henry
Marquer and Philip Eckhaus, described as of New London .

street, Fenchurch -street, steamship owners and general agents,

were adjudicated on the petition of Mr. J . R . Palmer , printing.

ink manufacturer, Wine Office-court, Fleet-street ; and the first
meeting under the adjudication was now held. Mr. Dubois
said he appeared for the bankrupt, Marquer, and desired to

tender a protest against the continuance of the proceedings, on

the grounds, first, that they had not come to his knowledge ;
and, secondly, that the firm had been adjudicated bankrupts in
May last by the Tribunal of Commerce , Antwerp. The act of
bankruptcy upon which the adjudication was founded was the
alleged departure of the debtors from England with intent to

deieat or delay their creditors, but the fact was that thedebtors

were never residents in England at all, and the petitioning
creditor' s debt had been contracted abroad. His Honour said

he could take no notice of the protest , as any application to set
aside the proceedings must bemade in a formal manner. The

protest might, however, be placed upon the file . Mr. Sydney
stated that he appeared for the bankrupt Eckhaus, and inti
mated that he should apply for the annulment of the adjudica
tion . With that view he asked for an adjournment of this

meeting. His Honour thought that if there were any boná

fide intention to apply to set aside the adjudication, it would

be convenient for the meeting to stand adjourned . Mr. Difton ,
who represented the petitioning creditor, did not object, and

the meeting was adjourned accordingly .

September 23.

(Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING RICE.)

IN RE SIR WILLIAM RUSSELL, BART. — The debtor, one of
themembers for the city of Norwich in the last Parliament,was

a shipowner and merchant of Salter 's Hall-court , Cannon -street ,

trading as Campbell and Co., and also late of the Bathurst
Cement Works, cement merchant. He recently filed a petition
for liquidation , and the creditors have passed a resolution for
liquidation by arrangement, coupled with a proviso that the
debtor should set aside his income beyond £600 per annum for
the benefit of his creditors until they should be paid in full.
His liabilities were £52,052, and asseis £1,934, in addition to
half -pay of £200 per annum as a colonel in the army. Mr.
Munns now applied for registration of the resolutions. Mr.
Linklater, on behalf of an opposing creditor, took the objection

that the proceedings under a petition for liquidation presented
by the debtor in March , 1870 , were still pending , and in fact
there were no assets which could vest under the present peti .

tion . His Honour : The point is an important one, and well
worthy of consideration. Mr. Munns said he had understood
the notice of objection to refer to the insufliciency ofassets,not
to the point as to whether or not the assets could , under the

circumstances, vest in the trustee appointed under the present
petition . Mr. Linklater said that he could not oppose the
adjournment if his friend was taken by surprise and desired to

consider the point. His Honour thereupon granted an

adjournment.
September 29.

( Before Mr. Registrar ROCHE.)
IN RE EVERSHED . - A first meeting for the proof of debts

and the appointmentof a trustee was held under the bankruptcy
of Arthur Evershed , described as of 8 , Bellevue, Hampstead,
licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians. A preliminary
statement of affairs shows the following figures : - Creditors,
£4,515 ; and assets, book debts, £49 ; cash at bankers, £19 ;
furniture , fixtures, and fittings at Bellevue, £920 ; other pro
perty, £30. Theadjudication had been made upon the petition
of a creditor for £1,750, the act of bankruptcy being a declara
tion of insolvency. Mr. Strangways appeared for the petitioning
creditor,and Messrs. Field and Co. also attended theproceedings.
The case was atljourned , with a view to a proposal being made
by the bankrupt for the annulment of the adjudication and the
payment of a composition .

ROLLS' CHAMBERS.

September 29.

THE CROWN CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY. — This society, which
was carried on in Craven -terrace, Lancaster-gate, was under a
winding -up order, and an application was made to carry on the
business in order to sell the same as a “ going concern ,” by
which the creditors would be paid in full . Mr. Peckham , as
solicitor for the official liquidator,Mr. White, and other parties,

represented to the Chief Clerk (Mr. Peak) the importance that
the business should be continued, by which it was expected
that the creditors would be paid 20s. in the pound . The Chief
Clerk sanctioned the course proposed , and directed the official
liquidator to carry on the business to the 31st October.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS IN THE PROVINCES.

SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.

Accountants have, if one may judge by that part of their pro
fessional practice which comes to a certain extent before the

public , of late been tolerably busy in the Sheffield district and

at Sheffield itself. During the past month , for instance, there
have been numerous small failures, besides one or two of con

siderable amount, involvingmuch care and trouble in extricating

matters from the state of chaos into which they had fallen , and

reducing them to the clearly -defined condition of balance- sheets

for presentation to the creditors . The largest failures which

havo been dealt with are those of Mr. John Whall,
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solicitor, & c., Worksop, Mr. Henry Hawkesley, Sheffield , Mr.
Henry James, Sheffield , and Mr. Arthur John Fretwell, Whit

tington — the last three trading jointly as a brickmaking and
colliery company, besides their separate estates ; and of Mr.
John Smith Swinton and Mr. Thos. Green, grocer, & c., Rother

ham . Taking matters in the order of sequence in which they
have occurred, I find that the failures, & c., of the past six weeks

or so are as follow : - On July 31st a meeting of the creditors
of Wm . Steele , late a farmer, but now of Ellesmere Road ,

Sheffield , was held at the offices ofMr. F . E . Machen , solicitor,

Sheffield ; liquidation was resolved upon , Mr. Cowton Appleby,

accountant, being appointed trustee . On August 1st a meeting

of the creditors of Mr.Wm . Hanson, tailor, & c., of Hatfield ,

was held at the offices of Mr. E . C . Peagam , Doncaster, liqui

dation resulting, with Mr. Edward Bennett, Sheffield , as trustee.

On August 3rd a meeting of the creditors of Mr. George
Richardson, hatter , & c., of 70, Infirmary Road, Sheffield , was

held at the offices of Mr. W . C . Auty, solicitor, 66 , Queen

Street, Sheffield . It was decided to adopt liquidation , Mr.

Isaac Jackson , of York Place, Leeds, being appointed trustee,

with Mr. Auty to register the resolutions. On the 16th of
August the creditors of Mr. Archibald Haswell, draper, & c .,

Brookhill, Sheffield , were called together at the offices of Mr.

George Mellor, solicitor, Sheffield . The accounts showed the

liabilities to be £794, and assets £305 . It was resolved to wind

up the estate in liquidation , Mr. Cowton Appleby being chosen

as trustee, with Mr. Mellor to register. On August 21st the
crecitors. of Mr. William Hunter , Bailey Lane, Sheffield,

assembled at the offices of Mr. Fairburn , solicitor, Sheffield,
liquidation resulting, with Mr. Edward Bennett as trustee and

Mr. Fairburn to register. Three days later (August 24th ), the

creditors ofMr. Arthur Rawson , plumber and glazier, 21, Allen

Street, Sheffield , met at the offices of Mr. Ralph Nicholson ,

solicitor, Sheffield . It was decided to adopt liquidation , Mr.
Thos. G . Shuttleworth , accountant, Shetlicld , being appointed

trustee, and Mr. Nicholson to register. On August 26th Mr.
Robert Hyde’s creditors (Meadow Street, Sheffield , grocer , & c .)

met at the offices of Messrs. J . Brook , Greaves, and Allen ,

Sheffield, and decided to liquidate the estate ,Mr. Francis Day,

accountant,being selected as trustee, and Mr. Samuel Allen being
chosen to register the resolutions. The same day the creditors
of Mr. John Smith , timber merchant, grocer, and dealer, & c .,

met at the Prince of Wales Hotel, Masborough. Mr. C . H .
Moss (Hart and Moss, Rotherham , accountants), the receiver,

read a statement explaining the debtor's affairs, and showing

that during a recent partnership he lost £1,300 , besides a
further sum of £500 since its dissolution . The total liabilities

were about £4,000 , of which £800 were secured , and available

assets £1,339. The meeting was adjourned until the following

Thursday, when an offer of 58. in the pound was offered , but
liquidation was resolved upon, with Mr. Moss as trustee, and

Messrs. Lee, Asker, Wood, Waddington , and Corbidge as the

committee of inspection . During the next week, however (on
Sept. 9th ) , the committee met on the debtor's premises and

decided to accept an offer of 6s. in the pound , in two instalments

within three months. On August 27th the creditors of Mr.
Joseph Blake, tobacconist, & c., Doncaster, held a meeting at the

offices of Messrs. Shirley and Atkinson , solicitors , Doncaster,

and decided to adopt liquidation, with Mr. Edward Bennett as
trustee,and the solicitors named to register. On August 31st

a very noisy meeting of the creditors of Mr. John Whall,
solicitor, Worksop, was held at that town. The liabilities were

shown to be £20 ,228, and assets £2,702. Mr. E . S . Foster,

accountant, Sheffield , read a long and exhaustive report on the

state of Mr. Whall's affairs , detailing a very grave state of

things. Many serious charges and allegations were made, both

in the report and by those present at the meeting, it being

alleged that a great portion of the total liabilities was formed

of monies entrusted to Mr.Whall for investment or as security

by clients. Mr. Foster was appointed receiver, and at a subse.

quentmeeting, held at the Sheffield County Court, Mr. Foster

trustees. On September 2nd Mr. IIenry Hawkesley, carrying
on business as a hatter at Sheflield , and in partnership with

other persons as the Whittington Brickmaking and Coal Com
pany, near Chesterfield , filed a petition in the Sheffield Bank

ruptcy Court, and Mr. G . T . Earle was chosen as receiver.

Next day a petition was filed against Mr. Henry James,another

partner in the company, accountant, & c., Sheflield . Mr. James

having absconded , an adjudication in bankruptcy was made

against him some days afterwards, with Mr. E . Bennett as
receiver, under the direction of the Court. Then , again, a few

days later, Mr. Cooper Corbidge was appointed receiver and
manager by the Court in the joint estate of the Brickmaking

Company, Mr. Arthur J . Fretwell, the other co-partner ,having

no separate estate. On Sept. 21st a meeting ofMr. Hawkesler's

creditors was held , liquidation being adopted , with Mr. \ . F .

Tasker as trustee, the liabilities and assets being shown to be

nearly even. On Sept. 4th a largely attended meeting of the
creditors of Mr. C. H . Disney, Morley Park Iron Works,Derby

shire, was held at Derby, Mr. Bean (Butterley Iron Company)
being in the chair. The liabilities were stated to be £16 ,004 195.,

and assets £2,984 18s. Liquidation was adopted , with Messrs.

Harrison of Derby as trustees. On Sept. 3rd the creditors of

Mr. Thomas Nicholson, grocer, & c., Harvest Lane, Sheffield ,

was held , Mr. Isaac Ellis , accountant, St. James's Street, being

selected trustee. On September 7th a meeting of the creditors

of Messrs. John and Alexander McIntosh , drapers, & c., was

held at the offices of Messrs. Binney and Sons, Queen Street,

Sheffield , liquidation resulting. On Sept. 15th the creditors of

Mr. Thomas Green, grocer, & c., College Street , Rotherham , inet
at the offices of Messie. Badgers and Rhodes, solicitors, Rother

ham . Mr. Chapman (Hazlehurstand Sons,Runcorn ) presided .
The liabilities were shown to be £2,535,and assets £1, 262. An
offer of 78. 6d . in the pound was accepted , the first three pay

ments of 2s., 3s., and 25., respectively , to be guarantecd . Mr.

Moss was voted trustec. On Sept. 16th a petition was filed in

the Shetlield County Court in the affairs of Mr. George A .

Robertson, pawnbroker, & c ., Sheffield , the liabilities being esti
mated at £1,300, and assets £300 . Mr. John Edey was

appointed receiver. On Sept. 17th a petition was filed in the

Sheffield Bankruptcy Court against Mr. Wm . Topliffe, publican ,

Doncaster , the liabilities being estimated at £1,500. Mr. E .

Bennett was appointed receiver. On Sept. 18th a meeting of the

creditors of Mr. Thomas Moreland, draper, & c., Sheffield , was

held at the offices of Mr. Crang, solicitor, Sheffield ; liabilities

£943 3s. 7d., assets £755. Liquidation was decided upon, with

Mr. Chesney, accountant, Bradford , as trustee. On Sept. 19th

a meeting of the creditors ofMr. Job Henry Smith , grocer, & c .,

New Whittington , Chesterfield , was held at the Chesterfield

County Court. The liabilities were shown to be £1,313, and

ossets £335 . It was resolved to wind up in bankruptcy, Mr.

Johu Edey , accountant, Sheffield , being chosen trustee, with a

committee . It will thus be seen that there have recently been

numerous failures, and it appears probable that several others

will shortly take place. I have not space to mention several

dividends which have just been declared invarious estates.

BIRMINGHAM .

JOHN THORNELOE, hairdresser, on the 31st August, at the
office of Mr. Parry , solicitor, Bennet's -hill ; two shillings in the

pound was accepted , payable in three months. - JOHN PERRY,

boot dealer, at the offices of Mr. Wilson , Bennet's- hill, on the

3rd ult. ; resolved to wind up the estate. - - John ERNEST HYDE ,

Aston , schoolmaster, at the offices of Mr. J. F . Grove,solicitor,

on the 2nd inst. ; composition of ls . in the pound was accepted .

-- JOHN SMITH , junior, grocer ; the Hen and Chickens botel,

on the 9th ult. ; Mr. W . Lomas Harrison presided , Mr.

Henry IIawkes, solicitor, represented the debtor ; liabilities

€1,466 8s. 1d., assets £1,023 13s. 1d . ; a composition of 9s. in

the pound , payable in two and four months,was accepted ; Mr.

C . T . Starkey, accountant, was appointed trustee. - JOSEPI
Levi, outfitter 's manager ; held at the King's Head hotel on
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Liability Company, with which this firm was connected, it is

stated , has its capital intact. Some other establishments in

Newcastle are said to be involved in transactions with this

firm , and probably will have to appeal to their creditors for

forbearance. There can be no doubt, however, that the com

mercial credit of the Tyne is in a thoroughly sound state, and

the present embarrassments that have arisen have had their

origin , not in business, but in inflated credit, or as some people
put it , using too much paper.

PALMER'S SHIPBUILDING COMPANY. — The annual report of
this company, which has just been issued , states that the

works have been actively employed during the financial year.
All the departments of the company (except the shipyard , in

respect to the old contracts taken before the advance in prices,
as stated in the last annual report, and completed during the

year) have given satisfactory results ; and but for the unfor

tunate and annoying losses on those old ship contracts , and

the bad debt made with Watson and Campbell, of Glasgow,
the profits of the year would have been satisfactory, and the

directors would have been able to declare a liberal dividend.
The net profits , as shown in the balance sheet, are

£25 ,102 178. 10d ., and the directors recommend a dividend

at the rate of 21 per cent. per annum , which will absorb

£22,522. The reserve fund remains at £30,000 , and the actual

share capital is £900 ,880. The meeting was held on Saturday

stormy character , considerable discussion arising as to loss on

certain ships and as to circular issued in regard to the accounts

and balance sheet by Mr. Bishop ( Turquand , Youngs, & Co.) ,

oneof the auditors ; the result in the latter case being a decided

opposition to Mr. Bishop's re- election, and ultimately Mr.
Collier (Chadwicks , Adamson, and Collier, of Manchester) was

elected in his stead .

the lst ult. ; liabilities £1,089, assets nil ; Mr. Cresswell

appeared for the debtor ; a composition of ls. in the pound was

declined . — JAMES OSBORNE, mattress maker ; at the offices of

Mr. A . East, solicitor, Colmore -row ; a composition of 23. 6d .

in the pound was accepted . — Joan and ALFRED ('RESWELL,

builders, contractors, and agents ; held at the Queen ’s Hotel

Company, on the 11th ult. ; Mr. E . Lloyd, Great Grimsby,
presided , Messrs. Ryland , Martineau, and Carslake represented

the debtors ; receiver, Mr. Harrison (Laundy, Harrison , and
Harris, accountants) ; liabilities £5, 762 58. 8d., assets

€3,607 16s. 9d . ; a composition of 7s. 6d . in the pound, payable
in one, six , and twelvemonths,wasaccepted ; Mr. C . A . Harrison ,

accountant, Waterloo-street, was appointed trustee. - - F . J .

('RESWELL, contractor ; held at the offices of Mr. W . H . Grillin ,

Bennet's -hill,on the 11th ult . ; Mr.Williams, solicitor, presided ;

liabilities £128 23. 5d ., assets estimated at £90 ; Mr. C . A .

Harrison , accountant, appointed trustee. - THOMAS FORTNAM ,

Redditch , farmer ; before Mr. Registrar Chauntler, Birmingham

County Court, Mr. Parry, solicitor for the petitioning creditors ;

Mr. L . J . Sharp , accountant,was appointed trustee. — WILLIAM
COPE, brass caster ; held at the office of Mr. R . Duke, solicitor,

on the 11th ult. ; Mr. A . C . Cox, accountant, presided ; a com :
position of ls. in the pound accepted . - CHARLES PORTER ,

surgeon ; held at the offices of Mr. Crowther Davies, solicitor,
Bennet's-hill ; a composition of 5s, in the pound accepted .

TERTITS FARADAY, brush manufacturer ; held on the 11th

inst . ; Mr. E . Wignall, accountant, was appointed trustee.---

Piwn and Davies, electro -platers ; a meeting held on the 23rd

Sept., at the offices ofMr. J. M .Green , solicitor ; a composition

of 15s, in the pound accepted, and Mr. L . J . Sharp ,accountant,

appointed trustee. - HENRY BURNHAM , draper ; meeting held

on the 16th ult ., at the offices of Messrs. Reece and Harris,

solicitors ; a composition of 28. 6d . in the pound was offered

but refused ; it was, therefore, resolved to wind up the estate

in liquidation , and Mr. Marris, accountant, was appointed
trustee. - ZACCHEUS BOWEN, Hereford , gunmaker ; meeting

held at the offices of Mr. Richard Free, solicitor, on the 21st

ult. ; the statement of accounts submitted to the meeting

showed liabilitiesamounting to £1, 156 6s.4d.,assets £264 Os. 6d.;

it was decided to wind up the estate in liquidation , and Mr.

Robert Free, accountant, Bennet's -hill, was appointed trustee.
Whilst upon this subject , wemay quote the following from a

paper forwarded to us by a London accountant, who is of opinion

that “ the present state of the debtor and creditor insolvent prac

tice is the worst in history, so far as the creditors are con

cerned - viz ., the average costs under a petition for the
proceedings up to the first meeting are £1 per creditor. The

average number of petitions from 1867 to 1872 is 11,054 per

annum . The average number of creditors under each petition

is 42. Then , 11,054 X 42 = 464,268,and that number,reckoned
at £1 each ,may be taken as the fair average amount of un .

necessary yearly expenses which the rules have compelled

debtors to inflict upon their creditors. The rate of dividend

has decreased . In 1870 the dividends at and over 78. 60 ., com :

pared with those at and under 2s. 6d ., were two to one. In

1872 they were one to two (see bankruptcy returns, 31st
December, 1872). Further, the average rate of composition

dividends in 1872 was lower than in any year since 1862, viz .,

43. 6 ; d . The arerage amount from 1862 to 1870 was 5s.63d.

so that the rules have caused a loss of ls. in the pound to the

creditors . The amount of this loss may be arrived at as follows:

the average amount of liabilities of the failures in each year

from 1867 to 1872, both inclusive, is £32,186,071, and 18. in

the pound upon that sum is £1,609,302. If to this amount be
added the estimate of £464,269 for legal costs, we may charge

the rules with inflicting a loss upon creditors exceeding

£2,000 ,000 per year."

BIRKENHEAD. - In the County Court of Cheshire, in re Annie

Metcalfe, of Dacre Hill, Rock Ferry, a bankrupt. This person
was made bankrupt under a petition filed by Henry Wilson ,

a butcher, for £122 18s. 2d . In the statement of accounts filed

by her and examined by the trustee, J . G . B . Mawson , of

Birkenhead, accountant, the liabilities are £532 15s. 11d., and

assets stated to be nil. Public examination adjourned to
13th October.

LIABILITY OF TRUSTEES.

At the Tunbridge Wells County Court ( J . J . Lonsdale, Esq.,

judge) the case of John Humphrey v .George Herbert Ladbury
was a claim for £6 , defendant being an accountant, of London ,

who was appointed trustee and manager of the estate of Henry

Sandars, of Ticehurst , a liquidating debtor , and plaintiff a

tallow chandler, & c ., of Tunbridge Wells. Mr. Cheale for
plaintiff, and Mr. Knight, of London , fordefendant. Plaintiff

stated that on April 11 last he received an order from Mr.
Sandars for certain goods, which were sent by carrier, and on

the 15th he executed a second order. In reply to Mr. Knight,

he said he debited the goods to Mr. Sandars, and Mr. Ladbury

had told him that he knew nothing about them . Had proved

former debts under Mr. Sandars'bankruptcy , butnot the present

sum . James Jenner, carrier, proved the delivery of the goods,

the second lot, on April 16 . Henry Sandars, grocer , carrying

on business at Ticehurst, stated that on April 11 he filed a

petition for liquidation , and Mr. Ladbury was appointed re

ceiver and manager. On that same day he gave an order to the
plaintiff for some goods. The receiver did not come down

until the 15th , and between those dates he (witness) carried on
the business . He also gave the second order on April 15 . In

cross -examination he said he gave orders on his own account.
He never received any instructions from Mr. Ladbury not to
order goods, and what he did was to carry on the business . He

gave no orders after the receiver arrived . Mr. Knight said

Mr. Ladbury, who was engaged largely as a receiver, considered

that he might be ruined if held responsible for all orders given

NEWCASTLE-ON -TYNE .

There was a good deal of excitement on the Quay-side last

week on account of one large firm having handed their books

over to accountants and stopped payment. The large Limited
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by persons filing petitions. The petition was not filed when

the first parcel of goods was ordered, and Mr. Ladbury knew

nothing about them . Hewas sued as a trustee to the estate ;

but if a debtor ordered goods prior to the filing of the petition
of bankruptcy the creditor must prove that claim under the

bankruptcy ; and if orders were given afterwards by the bank

rupt, he must be held personally responsible . Defendant stated

that he had never given instructions to Mr. Sandars to purchase

goods on his credit, and he knew nothing about the goods. He

gave strict injunctions to his man in possession that no goods,

were to be bought without his knowledge. Mr. Cheale main

tained that the goods having gone into the estate , and the re

ceipts therefrom and profit, if any, to the trustee, he was re

sponsible for all goods received . His Honour said that the re
ceiver should have found outwhat goods had been ordered, and

then he could have rejected them , but he failed to do so . He

thought that he should have inquired , and therefore must make

an order against him as liable .

CHARGE OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.

Mr.Gustavus Marks, a merchant, of No. 16, Gould -square,

Crutched - friars , surrendered to his bail, before Sir Thomas

Dakin , at Guildhall, to answer the charge of having committed

various offences under the 11th section of the Bankruptcy Act.

Mr. Ditton , solicitor, said that he had been instructed by the

majority of the creditorswho wereopposed to the prosecution to

ask for a remand . The trustee had not taken the proper course to

get in the assets, or theymighthavebeen realised by other means.

Mr. Besley objected to Mr. Ditton being heard, as he had

no locus standi, he not being engaged either for the prose

cution or defence. The prosecution had been ordered by

the Court of Bankruptcy, and the evidence would show that

that prosecution was justified . In July, 1872, the defendant

started in business as a merchant, in Gould -square, Crutched

friars, and opened an account at the National and Provincial

Bank of England with £50, and in the course of seven months'

trading he had managed to run into debt £3,500 , for which the

creditors had not received one farthing. The petition in bank

ruptcy was filed against him on the 4th of February, 1873,

and he was adjudicated a bankrupt on the 25th of March

following. On the 17th of April a trustee was appointed ,

and the defendant was examined in May and July, but he

failed to produce any accounts. In November he was ordered

to file cash and goods accounts, but he did not do so. A per

emptory order was then made that he should do so , but he

neglected to do it , until an application was made for his com

mitment for contempt. On the 27th of June, 1874, he filed

his accounts,and at themeeting of creditors which was held on

the 29th their consideration was adjourned until the 31st of

July last, when the meeting was adjourned sine die , with leave

to the trustee to prosecute. The trustee was Mr. Jules

Grabowski, of No. 66, Aldermanbury, and he was the agent for
Messrs. Niel Frères, woollen manufacturers, of Paris. The

defendant went to Mr. Grabowski, and wanted to purchase

about £400 worth of merinos,but as he at that time owed them

pearly £600 Mr. Grabowski refused to let him have them . It

was ultimately arranged that the defendant was to pay £200 in

cash , and the remainder in a bill ,and then he should have them .

On the 18th of December hegave them a cheque for £194, being

one half of the amount, less discount at three per cent., and

the goods were transferred at the packer's from Mr. Grab

owski's name to the defendant's . At the time he gave that

cheque for £194 he had only 13s. 2d . at the bank to meet

it, and he never afterwards had any more there . He knew

that the cheque would have to go to Paris, and be some days

before it would be presented ; and therefore as soon as the

goods were under his control he went to a person named Davis ,

and obtained an advance upon them of £300 . When the

cheque was dishonoured Mr. Grabowski went to him , and he

said that it was only a temporary difficulty -- his money at the

bank had been attached , but it would be set right in a few

days. In his statement he had put Messrs. Niel down as

creditors for £800,whereas they were creditors for over £1,000 .

In fact, there was scarcely an offence under the 11th section

that the defendant had not committed . He had kept no

accounts , he produced no books, he had made no entries of the

receipt of money, he had disposed of his goods otherwise than

in the ordinary course of business , and had not accounted for
money that he had received .

Chårles G . R . Lenfant, clerk in the Bankruptcy Court,
produced the proceedings in bankruptcy, which were in detail
asMr. Besley had stated them generally .
Mr. Straight complained that application had been made to

the registrar in bankruptcy for copies of the documents in the

proceedings, and he had refused to give them . Perhaps if he

(Sir Thomas Dakin ) were to express an opinion before the

Oflicer of the Bankruptcy Court which he could convey to the
registrar all further difficulty would be avoided . It was the

most extraordinary and unheard-of thing that a person charged
with a criminal offence should be refused copies of official

documents. - Sir Thomas Dakin said he thought there could
be no doubt that the defendant should have copies of the

documents furnished to him . - Mr. Besley said he would give

his learned friend every assistance, but the matter had been
argued before the registrar, and he had given his opinion that

copies of these documents ought not to be given .

Evidence was then given as to the above facts.
Mr. Lenfant objected to Mr. Straight looking at the bank .

ruptcy proceedings, and said that he had been instructed by

the registrar not to allow that to be done.
Mr. Straight said that Mr. Spring Rice ought to be ashamed

of himself to give such an order, but he would not dare to say
the same thing to him . He was not going to steal the docu

ments, and he did not care what the registrar said .

Mr. Lenfant said there was an order on the file that the

defendant was not to see the proceedings.
Mr. Straight said he should like to know how he dared to

make such an order. He did not care what order the registrar
had made ; the documents were in court, and he should look at

them . Mr. Besley asked him to read the order,

Mr. Straight complied . The order stated that defendant

had applied to inspect and copy the proceedings, and the appli

cation was refused . That was really monstrous. If they

were at the Old Bailey he wondered what the Recorder would

think of such an order, and what attention he would pay to it .

The documents were there in evidence and he should look at

them . Mr. Besley knew the laws of evidence, and that he had

a right to look at them .

At this stage of the proceedings the case was adjourned , the

defendant being admitted to bail on thesame sureties as before .
At the adjourned hearing, on the 16th Sept., Mr. George

Blagrove Snell,oneof the official shorthand writers of the Court
of Bankruptcy, proved the notes he had taken of the exami.

mations of the defendant before the Registrar in Bankruptcy.
Other evidence was taken as to the transactions of the defend

ant, after which he wasagain remanded .

ELECTION OF AN ACCOUNTANT TO THE

COMMON COUNCIL .

On Wednesday, the 23rd September, a numerously attended

meeting of the inhabitants of the Ward of Bassislaw was held
in the vestry-room of the Church of St. Michael, Bassishaw , for

the election of a Common Councilman , in theroom of the late Mr.

Deputy Heath . Four gentlemen were duly proposedand seconded ,

viz . : - Messrs . William H . Pannell (of the firm of Slater and

Pannell, accountants) , ofGuildhall Chambers, Basinghall-street ;

W .Whitton , W . H . Osborn, and W . Matthews. Mr. H . A .

Dubois, in proposing Mr. Pannell, said that gentleman bad
time at his disposal, which he was willing to devote to the

interests of the ward and thecity generally . He was a member
of the Loriners' Company, and was in every way qualified

to fill the oilice which he sought at the hands of the ward . Mr.

Walter W . Brown seconded the nomination . Mr. Alderman
Stone put the names of the four candidates to a show of hands,
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and declared it to be in favour of Mr. Pannell, whereupon a
poll was demanded on behalf of the other candidates, which

took place on the following day. The poll opened at 10 o ' clock and

closed at 4 , the numberof votes recorded being — for Mr. Pannell,

59; Mr. Whitton, 43 ; Mr.Matthews, 43 ; and Mr. Osborn , 12.
The announcement was received with very loud applause. Mr.

Pannell, who was very cordially received, said he was deeply

sensible of the honour which had been conferred upon him that
day, and he was also fully alive to the responsibilities of the

position . Hewas proud indeed at having been elected as a

member of the ancient Corporation of the City of London - -the

greatest city in the world. He did not know whether politics

were quite out of place at that meeting, or whether he was

wrong in telling them that in politics he was a Conservative
(hear, hear, and cheers) . Whether or not that statement was

out of place he would at once tell them that he was not at all

ashamed of being a Conservative (cheers), and he certainly
would not be onewho would support, or approve, of the sweep

ing away of existing things unless they could be bettered . He

would not pledge himself to support any rapid changes that
might be proposed , but he would promise to give to every

matter of public interest that came before him his best and

most earnest attention and consideration . To their worthy

alderman he begged to return his sincere and warm thanks for

the kindness and urbanity with which he had presided over the

election , and he also expressed his acknowledgments to his
brother candidates for the great courtesy and goodwill he had

met at their hands throughout the entire election. He also

thanked his numerous friends for their assistance during the

contest, and said he attributed his present position entirely to
the efforts of his friends who had sacrificed their time and

interests for the promotion of his own . (Loud cheers.)

W
A
N
N
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GARDEN PARTIES AND FETES.

Henry Charles Winston England , aged 24, of 36 , Polygon ,

Somers' Town, described as an accountant, and Cecilia England ,

aged 66 , of the same address, surrendered to their recogni.

sances, at Clerkenwell Police -court, on Friday, to answer a

charge of unlawfully assaulting and beating George Frederick

Beverton in the execution of his duty as sheriffs' officer for

Middlesex, and rescuing Philip Newbury England , a money

lender, from his lawful custody at the above address. On the

10th of September the complainant went to England 's house

and apprehended him on an order from the Court of Queen 's

Bench , signed by Mr. Justice Blackburn, for his eommittal for

six weeks for thenon -payment of a sum of £1,033 19s. 6d., in a

case of “ Jennings v . England .” On that occasion Philip New

bury England made his escape, but he has since surrendered ,

and is now in custody at Holloway Gaol. The assauſt now

complained of was that the defendants struck Beverton , and

pulled him away. Complainant said he did not tell either of

the defendants on the day of the assault in question who and

what he was, nor did he produce his warrant. Police-constable

Bowen , 409 Y , proved that when Beverton attempted to enter,

the male defendant caught hold of the side of the door, put his

left arm around the neck of the prosecutor, and his hand over

his mouth, and said , “ I will see if you come in here.” When

evidence was given which confirmed the complainant's statement,

Mr. Montagu Williams, who appeared for Henry England,

said that he hoped the magistrate would not decide the issues

raised in this case until the summons as to the validity of the

present proceedings was decided. The matter would come

before the judge at chambers. Mr. Cooke said he should

most certainly not dismiss or commit for trial until the

case had been settled elsewhere. Heshould like the learned

gentleman to look up the case , as to whether the com

plainant was a peace officer or not. That the sheriff was a

conservator of the police there could be no doubt ; butwhether

the complainant was he would not at present say. At present

his strong opinion was that he was not. He then adjourned
the case for a week , and the defendants were allowed at large

in their own recognisances.

The ENTIRE ARRANGEMENTS CARRIED OUT, introducing

the FETES of LANTERNS. ILLUMINATIONS in VARIEGATED

COLOURS for OIL or GAS, CRYSTAL PRISMATIC DEVICES, the

FAIRY FOUNTAINS, LIME LIGHT, & c .

TETES and REJOICINGS. ATTAINMENT
of MAJORITIES.

DEFRIES and SONS,

RALL-ROOMS and GARDENS, & c., Decorated
and Illuminated.

IS , TEMPORARY ROOMS ERECTED ,
So that Furniture, & c., need not be removed .

CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS, MIRRORS, & c .,
Table Glass and China , Perfumed Fountains and Table Decorations,

Lent on Hire .

PYROTECHNIC DISPLAYS UNDERTAKEN .
Flags, Bannerets,and Floral Decorations. Estimates and Designs Free .

J . DEFRIES and SONS,

147 , HOUNDSDITCH (five minutes' walk from the Bank of England ).

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
PERFUMING FOUNTAINS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

The Storer 's Patent Perpetual Perfumed Crystal Table Fountain for

Dining , Drawing, and Ball Rooms,

In Crystaland Gilt , £2 178 . Bd . to 100 Guineas.

I DEFRIES AND SONS CITY SHOWROOMS,

HANDELIERS, CRYSTAL, BRONZE, and
ORMOLU . TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS for INDIA .

Works : London , Birmingham , and Paris.

FOR
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PARTNERSHIPS.
TINGINEERING WORKS. — A Gentleman having
U been in business as an Engineer for several years past, finds

it would now be advantageous to receive a Partner having from £1,000
to £2,000 at command. The business is well established and a profitable
one. Further particulars and accounts may be obtained from Messrs.
John Bath & Co. , Public Accountants , & c . , 40A, King William Street ,

London Bridge, É .C .
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CASZONYOS
TAVSSTELLUNG 10111

BAN FELTSCANIC

PARTNER wanted with £3,000, in an old -estab
1 lished City Business, at present making good profits . The Business

is that of a Decorator and Contractor for Repairs ; it has been estab .
lished more than half a century, and has the monopoly of a special

agency . The present returns, about £9,000 per annum , can be very
much extended . The incoming Partner to have charge of the financial
department. Full accounts will be submitted for inspection . Apply to
Messrs . John Bath & Co ., Public Accountants, & c ., 40A , King William

Street, London Bridge, E . C .

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

“ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,"
Was aucarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisene Schränke und

Kunstchlösser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & Co .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inrentions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the use of
False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe
or Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false dupli .
cate keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold

security against burglars , and secrecy against prying curiosity. A new
change in this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by sim .

ply filing away the thickness of a hair from one ormore of the steps of
the Key. The Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus
made to adapt itself to the NEW KEY, after which no other Key will
open the Lock

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be
virtually a NEW LOCK and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the
aid of a Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use
of fraudulent copies of theoriginalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin
of £630 , ride “ Times," 12th Sept., 1873) . This Lock affords effectual
protection from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manu .
factories ; very extensive robberies in one case 13 Safes in one vault )
having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
LOCK, SAFE, AND STRONG-ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76, Cheapside, London, E .C .

TOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association . Attends and

Reports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free
of charge.

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.
OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

TILL I A M JOHN PARRY,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, & c .

OFFICES : 14 , HIGH STREET, CARNARVON ,
AND

4, WILLIAMS COURT, BETHESDA.

TDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON ,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

JORDAN WELL , COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 1853.

B . ROBERTSON , ACCOUNTANT,
47 ,GEORGE IV BRIDGE, EDINBURGH,

Conducts commercial enquiries, collects bills and outstanding debts ,
and attends to the interests of creditors on bankrupt estates , & c .

T F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 , PRINCES STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll .
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Roomsfacing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort , and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISI DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 1s. PER WEEK .
And an equally love Tariff for Déjeuners, Dinners, & c .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

W . R . WILCOX,

MANAGER OF THE CLARENDON BANK, PUBLICATIONS.

Can be seen there daily from 11 a .m . till 3 p .m .
Money advanced on Reversions, Notes of Hand , Life Policies , Bills

of Sale , Shares in Building Societies, Public Companies, and all other
Securities at a few hours ' notice .

Appropriations in the following sums:- £200, £250, £300 , £400,
£500 , £600, £700, £800, £900, £1,000 to £1,200, always ready. Repayable
£2 10s. per £100 Quarterly .
Themoney ready to be advanced with promptness on Freehold and

Leasehold Property and Land ; by adopting this system many persons

now tenants may becometheir own landlords.
Agent for the Crown, Provident Clerks', and London and Southwark

Life and Fire , Railway Passengers', Accidental,and London and General
Plate Glass , Insurance Companies, 451, Mile End Road : Secretary to the
130th and 142nd Star- Bowkett Building Societies, 132 , Leadenhall-street,
City , and the City National Building Society , 70 , Whitechapel Road ;

also Secretary to the Strand Building Society.
Appropriations or Books in Building Societies purchased for Cash ,

Advances made on Shares. Advice given on Building Society matters
free of charge.

Mr.Wilcox can be seen at his residence, 451, Mile End Road , every
morning from 8 .30 till 9 , and on Saturday evenings from 6 till 7 o ' clock :
at 132, Leadenhall Street , on Monday evenings from 6 .30 till 9 , and at

70, Whitechapel Road every Friday evening from 7 .30 till 8 .

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.
The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft.-- Accurate

and neily rerised .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

RAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION ,
AND ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the
ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND,
Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Open

ing and Closing in the Three Degrees . Questions to Candidates before
being Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to
Officers . The Initiation . Passing and Raising . The Tracing Boards,

& c ., & c .
PROSPECTUS FREE.

Sent post free on receipt of 8s . 6d . (or before remittance is made. if

desired ) . Payable to A . E . MASON ( P . M ., 30° ) , Bank Top View , Rich .

mond Yks.; or from ELLIOTT STOCK ,62, Paternoster Row , London .

UNTANTS ' DIARY AND DIRECTORY
FOR 1875 .

The above will be published on the 1st December next, applicatious
for which , and correct names and addresses for insertion in the
Directory, are requested to be sent without delay to Mr. ALFRED C .

HARPER , 2, Cowper's Court, Cornhill. Price 5s.A GENTLEMAN in the Midland Counties is de.
A sirous of Articling his Son , who has had a liberal education , to a
professionalAccountant or Actuary in London . The highest references
given and required . Apply “ Pater,” Post Office, Leicester.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by GEORGE BERRIDGE & Co .,
37 & 42 , Eastcheap, E . C . - October 1st , 1874 ,
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NOTICE. I have this day taken into Partnership NAPITAL LEASEHOLD INVESTMENT (95 B ) .
N Mr. HARRY PEARCE GOULD,who has been with me for nearly four To be SOLD, SIX WELL BUILT HOUSES at King's Cross , all let
years in the capacity of confidential clerk . The style of the Firm will to first- class tenants, and producing £172 per annum . Messrs. HARVEY
be SAMUEL CULLEY & Co . & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)
Guildhall Chamberg , Norwich , SAMUEL CULLEY,

1st October, 1874 . Public Accountant. SOUTHAMPTON (94 B ) . - To be SOLD, a first
D class FAMILY RESIDENCE , containing ninebed and three recep .

ESTATES AND BUSINESSES. tion rooms, stabling and coach -house, large flower and kitchen garden ,
meadow , & c ., in all about 5 acres . Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS,

Established 1843. 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornh

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c. ON THE BANK OF THE THAMES (86B ) .

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are U A comfortable FREEHOLD RESIDENCE to be LET or SÓLD,

1 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 54 acres , and containing eight

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
bed -rooms, bath -room , three reception -rooms, with stabling and coach

house. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Corn .ingure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included
hill, E . C .)in the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land

and Reversion Offices, 54, Cannon -street, London . PRIXTON ROAD (83 B ) . - Desirable investment

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER' S D in shop property . To be SOLD, FOUR CAPITAL SHOPS (all
let), and producing a net income of £127 per annum . [Price £1, 100 .

M REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Resi. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E .C .)
dences, and property of every description , is published monthly, and
may be obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, !

Cannon-street, E .C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . TOREST HILL (81 B ) . - To be SOLD , a well-built
T DETACHED FREÈHOLÓ RESIDENCE, containing five bed .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon rooms, bath -room , three reception -rooms, & c . ; good garden . Messrs .

Il Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street '(Cornhill, E . C .)

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS , & MILNER have at the present time
access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon TREEHOLD GROUND RENT of £15 per annum

approved securities. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices T to be SOLD , well secured on property at FINCHLEY. Messrs.

(Established 1843 ) , 54 , Cannon -street. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .) . - (75 B . )

TAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges,Woods,Forests , MORTGAGES. — SECURITIES REQUIRED
U and Important Residential Estates. - Messrs. MARSH , YETTS , U for several FUNDS amounting together to £130,000 . Interest
and MILNER, Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number from 4 per cent. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate
of WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICUL. Street (Cornhill , E . C .)
TURAL, SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS

ofmarketable properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are there. TO LAND OWNERS. - WANTED to PUR
fore invited to forward plans and particulars , which , when received , will

1 CHASE a FREEHOLD ESTATE of from 1,000 to 3, 000 acres.be judiciously placed before intending purchasers . Written terms are
invariably settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Would be preferred if coal abounded . Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS,

Messrs. Þarsh , Yetts, & Milner, Land and Timber Surveyors, 54, Cannon . 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)

street, London , E . C .

CURREY. - PLEASURE FARM and HUNTING
D BOX . - LEASE for SALE, nominal rent £60, premium £500, forty D By Her Majesty' s Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874.

minutes from London , Brighton line ; 37 acres good pasture, inexpensive It is well known that a steel pen, after being used for a short time, is
residence, lawn , garden , stabling for ten horses, cow sheds, barns ; good

corroded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and " scratchey ” at the

hunting , field sports ; healthy neighbourhood . Immediate possession , point or knib , and consequently useless. By means of the “ Corrector "

with or without furniture.-- Apply to Messrs. Marsh , YETts, and This sharpness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again .

MILNER, Land and Estate Agents, 54 , Cannon -street, E . C. Personally The “ Corrector " is , practically , indestructible , and can be carried in

inspected .
the waistcoat pocket, or attached to any desk , counter, or place where

penmanship is exercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use ) by

CHANKLIN , Isle of Wight. For immediate the inventor,George Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham , 6d. each ; by

D DISPOSAL , owner having left the Island, a detached FAMILY post , seven penny postage stampe, and may be bad of all stationers.
RESIDENCE, occupying a very choice position upon Effectiveness guaranteed .

surrounded by residences of the aristocracy and nobility . Railway

communication from Ryde. Price £1,800. -- Apply to Messrs. MARSH,

YETTS , and MILNER , Land and Estate Agents , 54, Cannon -street , SHARES .
London , E .C . Personally inspected . TMPERIAL HOTEL COMPANY, BLACKPOOL
SUSSEX , 40 miles from London, 14 from Brighton . (LIMITED).

FOB SALE, 287 acres of FREEHOLD LAND , at an agricultural Capital, £40 ,000 ; in 8 ,000 Shares of £5 each .

price, in a ring fence . Small residence, farm -house, capital buildings, VICTORIA PIER AND PROMENADE HOTEL
cottages, park -like table-land , game coverts, delightfulneighbourhood . COMPANY, SOUTHPORT (Limited ) .
Price to an immediate purchaser £13 ,000, timber by valuation . A

Capital, £60,000 ; in 12 ,000 Shares of £5 each .
splendid site for a iuperior residence. - Address Messrs. MARSH , YETTS,

and MILNER, Land and Timber Surveyors, 54, Cannon -street, London. QUEEN 'S THEATRE,MANCHESTER (Limited).
Capital, £40,000 ; in 8,000 Shares of £5 each. "

KENT, BECKENHAM . — A very choice Resi. TTNITED KINGDOM LAND AND BUILDING
dential Estate of 40 acres, 10 miles only by road from the City and

West End . A superior mansion , with primæval forest surroundings, a
ASSOCIATION (LIMITED ).

most attractive park , and all the accessories of a first- class residence, Capital, £100,000 ; in 10 ,000 Shares of £10 each ,

the land very rapidly increasing in value. Price, timber and fixtures Applications for Shares in the above Companies may be made to
included , £26 ,000. - Apply to Messrs. MARSH, YETTS, & MILNER, Land ASPDEN and MARSHALL, Accountants , 38 , Barton Aroade, Man.
and Timber Valuers, 54 , Cannon Street, London , Personally inspected . I chester .
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The Accountant

ALFRED W . GEE,
bers of the profession, THE ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a

large measure of success in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by

ADVERTISING AGENT, any professional organ. THE ACCOUNTANT will thus secure to

59, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, E .C . Advertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive character ;

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of and it will be particularly valuable as a medium for the

all kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly
announcements of members of the profession , as to Estates and

inserted .

N . B . In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion
Declaration of Dividends, and the appointment of Trustees and

in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded .

Same rates charged as at the publishing offices. Receivers ; for Publishers, Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneerz,

and Estate Agents ; for the advertisements of Insurance and

GEORGE BERRIDGE & CO ., Public Companies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c .

Steam Lithographers and General Printers, The charge for single insertions of ordinary advertisements

STATIONERS, & c .,
will be 1s. per line ; a liberal reduction will be made for a series ,

Execute Bankruptoy Forms, Dividend Notices , Balance Sheets, & c.,
and special terms allowed for standing trade announcements.

with the utmost dispatch . Pamphlets , & c., in a few hours. Advertisement " copy " should be forwarded , if possible , by

PRINTING OFFICES - EASTCHEAP WORKS. the middle of themonth,butlate announcements can be received
STATIONERY DEPARTMENT — 37 , EASTCHEAP, E .C . up to themorning of the day previous to publication .

N . B . - During the past month the Proprietor has received

communications from several Advertisers as to the excellent

results which have attended their Advertisements in the first

Will be published for the present on the 1st of every month. number of this paper, thereby affording very.gratifying proof

The subscription will be 10s. 6d . per annum , entitling the of the value of THE ACCOUNTANTas a medium for advertising

subscriber to one copy per month (post free). Single copies Vacant Partnerships, Estates, & c.

will be sold at 1s. each. Subscriptions to be forwarded to Mr. NOTICE.

ALFRED W . GEE, 59, Basinghall-street, E . C . (post office orders In consequence of the large demandsupon our space, it has

payable at the Lothbury office), to whom also applications for been found necessary to increase the size of THE ACCOUNTANT

advertisement space, and letters relating to the general business from Sixteen to

of the Paper, should be addressed . Literary communications
TWENTY -FOUR PAGES .

should be directed to the Editor of THE ACCOUNTANT, at the Notwithstanding the increased size, a considerable quantity of

sameaddress. matter, including both London and Provincial reports , is
TO SUBSCRIBERS. unavoidably omitted . The Proprietor wishes to impross upon

The Editor desires to express his thanks for the many flatter Advertisersand Contributors the urgent necessity of forwarding

ing and encouraging communications he has received relative to their “ copy ” in all cases where it is practicable by the 20th
the first number of THE ACCOUNTANT. It is impossible to of the month .

obtain anything like completeness or perfection at a bound , but

the Editor is encouraged in the hope that THE ACCOUNTANT

will in time prove of great value to the profession ,

It should be thoroughly understood that the Editor will be

compelled to rely to someextentupon accountants for information
NOVEMBER , 1874.

respecting liquidation meetings and other matters of importance

to the profession occurring in their respective districts, and it is

hoped that all members will thus contribute towards the attain . The case of alleged conspiracy to defraud creditors,
ment of the object with which the Paper was started, viz ., the recently brought before the Middlesborough magis .
advancement of the interests of the accountants of the United trates, is one which should possess a certain amount
Kingdom . of interest for all members of the profession. Not

The Editor will be glad to receive early information of any
that there is any special feature in the incidents of

proceedings of unusual importance which may be about to take
the alleged fraud . On the contrary, according to the

place ; and in case a special report is required , the services of a

shorthand writer may be obtained upon certain specified terms,
statement for the prosecution, there has been nothing

which can be ascertained on application . In all cases where it much more original than an attempt to defraud by
is practicable the MS. should be forwarded to the Editor by the means of an antedated agreement,and , if considered

on that ground only, the affair would have no parti

TO ADVERTISERS.
cular claim upon the attention of accountants . But

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Advertisers to
when we learn that two of the leading actors are soi

the special advantages offered by this Paper as an advertising disant “ accountants," it becomes not merely a matter

medium . Starting with a good guaranteed circulation ,and with of curiosity or interest, but one of positive duty for

the entire concurrence and hearty support ofthe leading mem - | members of the profession to give their serious con

countant.
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sideration to the case . A brief statement of the this unsavoury story, quite apart from any considera

facts will suffice : - An innkeeper, named Hodgson , tions as to the guilt or innocence of the parties

became insolvent in May, and his affairs were in concerned, viz., as to the necessity for thoroughly

liquidation,when (according to the prosecutor's case) united action , with the view to obviating the discredit

he made, on the 17th June, an assignment of certain which inevitably attaches to exposures of this kind .

fixtures, & c., in satisfaction of a debt of £80 said to Of course we do not mean that any action account

be owing to an auctioneer named Hedley, who is, by ants may take will prevent attempts at fraud ; but

the way, a member of the Middlesborough Town it is very desirable that the various accountants'

Council. The story of the witness who prepared the
societies should unite in trying to bring about the

agreement is that it was done on the 17th June, that
establishment of a duly constituted authority, to

he was told by his master to leave the date blank ,
decide upon , and enforce, a standard of admission to

and that he subsequently received instructions to
the profession , and to punish members found guilty

insert “ April 27th .” This was, in substance, the
of fraud or questionable practices, as a barrister

case upon which the prosecutor relied , whilst for the
would bepunished by being disbarred,and a solicitor

defence it was contended that themoney was actually

owing to Hedley, and that the document referred to
by being struck off the roll. Such an authority

was drawn up and attested on the 27th April, and
would not put a stop to frauds by the black sheep

not, as alleged , on the 17th June.
of the flock, but it would, at least, ensure respect.

ability and comparative competency at the outset

We can very well take up this matter without any
of a professional career, and would tend to obviate

infringement of the wholesome rule which bars dis
the scandal attendant upon persons convicted of,

cussion upon the merits of anything pendente lite ;
or charged with, malpractices being subsequently

our comments will have reference solely to the so

called “ accountants," who cut such very dubious
paraded through the length and breadth of the land

figures in the case. Mr. John Henry Bennison , the
as “ accountants .”

master, stands accused of complicity in a gross fraud,

and his confidential clerk ,Mr. John Gibson, appears
RECEIVERS' DUTIES.

as the accuser,and relates a " plain unvarnished tale" A case we report from the Liverpool court is of

of his own exploits, and his connection with the case, interest, bearing as it does upon the duties of

such as is seldom heard from the respectable stand receivers. We cannot say, however, that the ruling

point of a witness-box. Indeed, the offence with of the judge meets altogether with our approval.

which the master is charged pales into comparative Bankruptcy and liquidation proceedings are of the

insignificance when placed by the sideof the achieve same force and effect. It has been the immemorial

ments of the clerk, who has served one term of custom for the officer of the court, where he could

imprisonment for forging the name of a witness , not obtain peaceable possession , to effect forcible

and a second term for forging a testi.nonial to his entry. It is quite true that an execution by the

own character, and who, in the course of his life, sheriff could not be similarly enforced without ren

has dwelt in many places and cities, changing his dering him liable to an action, but in bankruptcy

name with his dwelling ,and playing billiards inces who is there that could bring an action ? Surely not

santly " when umoccupied by weightier affairs. After the bankrupt, for the property seized does not belong

such a career Mr. Gibson must have felt rather to him , but to his creditors, and it would be rather

strange in thewitness-box, and it washighly essential an anomaly if the representative of the creditors

that the prosecutor should bring other witnesses to could not take forcible possession of their property .

support his story of the tell-tale diary, the purchase | Where the property of a bankrupt is in possession

of a new one, the exciting negociations as to “ old of third parties it is only right that the directions

ink ," and of his having virtuouslyrefused the elegantly and authority of the court should be invoked, but

couched proposals of his master to copy another surely not where it is ostensibly in the possession of

diary and “ square " the matter for £10. However, the bankrupt, he being the tenant of the premises.

upon the joint testimony of these witnesses, the By the very terms of his appointment, the receiver

magistrates could scarcely have adopted any other is required to take immediate possession of all pro

course than that of committing the accused for trial. perty, and it appears to us that he would sadly fail

Accountants may draw a very palpable moral from in his duty if he waited until the formality of obtain
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ing thedirections of the court had been gone through. skill in preparing accounts. In questions of law

Pending such application every fragment of property which may possibly arise, the legal profession is

might vanish , and it would be difficult to say in such entitled to be consulted , but certainly not in questions

case who would be answerable to the creditors. of accounts. The estate of an insolvent or deceased

It is further extremely doubtful if the court would person should be administered in the samemanner

make any order, as the provision of the Act has as if his business had never ceased , and the lawyer

reference more to the administration than to acquir . should be resorted to on such occasions only as he

ing possession of an estate. Assuming that the | would have been under ordinary circumstances.

court were to give directions, it is questionable An accountant, untrammelled by 6s. 8d. and

whether the act of taking forcible possession would 13s. 4d. items, devotes his time and takes an “ un .

be valid or regular. If it be irregular to break into professional” view of the difficulties which arise in

the premises of a bankrupt, no order of any court the administration of an estate ; and at a moderate

can make it regular. It is much to be regretted and reasonable charge. The only drawback existing

that the rules do not always definitely state what are is that at presenthe is looked upon as an irresponsible

the duties and powers of a receiver, and, as the chief party , and, unlike the lawyer, he cannot, except for

judge possesses ample authority to alter and amend embezzlement, be made amenable to the courts in the

existing rules, as well as to framenew ones,we hope same way as a solicitor. To meet this requirement

it will not be long before the omission and difficulty is one great object of the societies recently formed ,

to which we refer willmeet with his attention . and their utilisation in that respect ought not to be

long delayed . The accountants supply a growing

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. want of the age, and their main object should be to

The recent Bankruptcy Act, 1869, has been of no institute some test of fitness, both as to skill and

small assistance to accountants in bringing the respectability,which would secure for them a position

importance and value of their business more directly upon which men of business would look with admira

before the public. A few years back and the tion and respect.

accountant was comparatively unknown ; but with

the growth of commercial pursuits and the extension The Law Times says, “ An accountant offers his

of our home and foreign relations, the necessity of a | services to solicitors in the following patronising

talented , experienced body of men for the purpose terms:

of regulating business transactions becameapparent, " I take the liberty of enclosing my card . I have re

and now manifests its presence in the persons of the cently commenced business as Law Stationer, Law Bill

men who have adopted accounts as their profession .
Clerk , Public and Private Auditor and Accountant, House,

Land , and Estate Agent, Rent and Debt Collector, and

The various societies that have been formed show Trustee in Bankruptcy . From my past experience in

the growing wants of the day, and the ultimate
Solicitors' Offices in the various capacities of Engrossing

Clerk , Law Bill Clerk , Cashier, and Managing Clerk (ex

development of a new and acknowledged business tending over a period of twenty -two years), I have confi

cannot be far off. The legalprofession generally has dence that I am able , to your satisfaction, to audit your

been for many years entrusted with the duties now
Books and Prepare Bills of Costs for delivery to your

Clients, or for Taxation . In addition to the ordinary duties

undertaken by accountants, but in alnıost every case of a Law Stationer and Law Bill Clerk, I assist Solicitors

it has been found that the services of an expert, one in Drawing Conveyances, Mortgages, and other Deeds,

conversant with the puzzles of book -keeping, have

Abstracts of Title , Wills, Agreements, Affidavits, Condi

tions of Sale, Residuary, Succession and Legacy Duty

had to be obtained in order to disentangle the cob. Accounts, and Pedigrees Tracing Heirships, Searching for

web of figures which the well-meaning attorney has
Wills and Registers , Seeking up and Procuring Evidence,

and Preparing Briefs and Cases for Counsel's opinion . I

been vainly striving to master . make journeys for the Examination of Abstracts with the

Enormous costs, delay of business, and unsatis Muniments of Title, and I attend Sales by Auction of

factory results are ipso facto the outcome of incom
Properties. I am present at the Assizes and Sessions to

conduct Cases on behalf of Solicitors. I take journeys to

petence, and accounts furnished by the lawyer 's Northallerton to search for Incumbrances and Register

clerk entail one of the three in almost every case. Deeds.'

In the administration of the estateof an insolvent or “ So long as the advertiser confines himself to

deceased person, for instance, the only essential endeavouring to do the work of solicitors for solicitors

requisites are a general knowledge of business, with we cannot complain , but we are afraid the advertise

--
-
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ment will lead to an infringement of the law . Per is not entitled to take an inventory, or at least he

haps a change is coming over the spirit of the must not ask to be remunerated for the trouble of

accountants." so doing. To “ collect, get in ,and receive " certainly

We think our contemporary is disposed to be also implies that it is part of a receiver's duty to

rather hard upon accountants in describing this apply for book debts (and when required, to deliver

jack -of-all-work as “ an accountant,” for, to adopt particulars of the same), and this the more so as it

this enterprising advertiser's own description , he is, is 'far from uncommon for a bankrupt to collect

first and foremost, “ Law Stationer and Law Bill and divert allhe can ; nevertheless the taxing-masters

Clerk ," and hisstrong point in the way of recommen have ruled that a receiver is not only not entitled to

dation is that he has been for twenty -two years in collect book debts, but also that it is no part of his

“ various capacities " in solicitors' offices. It is duty to send notices of his appointment to debtors

sarcastically suggested that “ perhaps a change is to the estate. Common sense would also argue that

coming over the spirit of the accountants; ” but a receiver should know ofwhathe is to take possession ,

looking at these facts, it certainly seems that Law , and for this it would in many instances be necessary

and not Accountancy, is responsible for theproduction that he should have the books made up to date ; but

of this wonderful hybrid . However,we can assure if he does so he will again find himself at variance

the Law Times — if any such assurance be needed with the taxing -master . The difficulties of a receiver

that this individual is just as much, or, rather , just í ship in this respect might certainly be rendered

as little , allied to respectable accountants as (weare much less and the result more satisfactory , if power

charitable enough to suppose ) to the members of existed (pending the passing of a law rendering

the legal profession, for whom he is so anxious to book -keeping compulsory on traders) to compel

“ take journeys to Northallerton .” bankrupts, under a penalty for contempt, to make up

in books detailed accounts of their liabilities and

BANKRUPTCY LAWS. - No. 2 . assets, without waiting until the estate is partially

RECEIVERS. wound up. Let it not be supposed that we are

In our last issue we proposed to deal with the seeking to find fault with these gentlemen , who

Bankruptcy Lawsof theleading commercial countries. carry out their duties with unfailing courtesy.

The first on our list are naturally those of England, Their position is in this respect as undefined as that

and following the rotation in which the Act, rules,

and orders have been framed , bankruptcy claims the certain duties, but can only by practice (and at a

first attention . The steps requisite to obtain an sacrifice of time and money) learn what those duties

adjudication in bankruptcy are under the control of really are . In fact there is in the Act and rules

the legal profession ,and it is only upon the appoint nothing to clearly show what a receiver should and

ment (where necessary) of a receiver that the what he should not do. Webelieve the now accepted

services of accountants are called into action . The practice has arisen mainly from the fact that in the

position of a receiver is somewhat anomalous. By majority of early cases (under which the principles of

his order of appointment (Form 13) he is directed taxation were fixed ) the assets were so small, in propor

to “ collect, get in , and receive ” the property of the tion to the difficulties presented ,that their value was

bankrupt. These directions certainly appear to be indirectly made the basis of the system of remunera

clear enough. Supposing the estate to consist (inter tion, instead of the receiver being remunerated for

alia ) of stock and book debts, it would to all practical the time and trouble involved . Notwithstanding

minds seem not only desirable, but even necessary, these facts a receivership entails serious respon

that the receiver should take an inventory of the sibilities, so that while a receiver's hands are fettered

stock of which he is to possess himself, in order by thepresent restrictions hemay find himself called

that he may control its custody, and account in due upon to make good a missing asset, which was

course to the trustee for the same. In one instance perhaps only nominally under his control, unless he

within our knowledge the bankrupt (a publican ) was succeeds in satisfying the court that he has not been

detected throwing bottles of wines and spirits out of guilty ofneglect. For the interests of the profession

a window to conniving friends; and yet it has been and of the public (upon whom defective laws neces

decided by the London taxing-masters that a receiver sarily re -act) wetrust that somegood representative
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case will be brought under the notice of the Lords paratively small though the work is, the book -keeping

requirements of a solicitor are very fully entered into and
Justices, in order that the duties of a receiver may

explained , whilst upwards of forty pages are devoted to

thereby become clearly defined, and more especially examples of various detailed accounts. Although the

with regard to stock , and book debts. At the present author modestly affirms in his introductory observations

that he does not presume his treatise to be altogether
time a receivership implies both too much and too capable of supplying a long-standing want, it is, never .
little . theless, apparent that his endeavours have been so far

H . B . (London ). successful as to have placed within reach of the lawyer a

knowledge of book -keeping sufficient to enable him almost

to be his own accountant, or at any rate to understand

Reviews. how his accounts should be systematically and correctly

kept. The examples given of the entry -book , attendance

book , and disbursement- ledger, are, perhaps, rather out of
PRACTICAL BOOK -KEEPING. *

place, but there can be no doubt as to their absolute prac

It is,without doubt, a somewhatventuresome undertaking tical utility in the course of business. The only fault,
to lay before the public a work professing to deal with the if any, in the other examples of accounts consists in the

many varied systems of book -keeping , more particularly peculiar wording adopted in thein , which , however, there

when it is in the wake of a numerous body of writers on would be no necessity to copy . However, altogether the
the subject that an author necessarily has to follow . A work is certainly very complete in itself, and is a thorough
treatise explaining the practical keeping of accounts or digest of the whole system , upon which the accounts of
books for any and every description of trade, it might |

solicitors might be easily and simply conducted .
reasonably be surmised , would be a work of no small
dimensions, and at the first glance it appeared to us hardly

credible that, in “ Practical Book -keeping ," the author THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. - At the half -yearly

could possibly have carried out what he claims in his title meeting of the Institute,held on the 28th October, at the
page to have done. He gives, however, in as concise and

City Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street,Mr. Samuel L . Price
handy a form as possible, and in a terse and simple manner,

an extraordinary amount of useful information and instruc
in the chair, the minutes of the annual general meeting

tion , supplying at the same time, in an appendix , an held in April were confirmed . The chairman announced

explanation of the terms peculiar to commercial transac that this meeting was held in conformity with rule 46, for
tions and accounts. By dividing the work into separate the purpose of electing members under the special power

parts, and dealing with the different systems individually , conferred by rule 19, and discussing questions incidental to

the confusion which generally attends the perusal of books
the profession . The election of Mr. Charles John Schreidau

of this class is avoided ; consequently for the student or the

practitioner, no publication could possilly be more handy as an Associate was then proceeded with,and that gentleman

for instruction or reference. In Part I. the principle of was declared to be unanimously elected. A discussion

double entry is lucidly explained , and the various plans, so ensued as to the desirability of fixing a day when the
to speak , adopted by wholesale traders, life assurance, members of the Institute may dine together (as they did
limited liability, and shipping companies, are amply illus towards the close of 1873), and the council was requested
trated . Section 6 deals with the “ cost book ” system , and

furnishes specimen pages of a working cost book . Part II.
to do what may be necessary in the matter. Some further

is devoted to the principle of single entry , with a set of
discussion took place as to what topics could with propriety

books illustrative of the accounts of retail traders . In be brought under the notice of a general meeting of the
Part III. the autlior deals in an exhaustive manner with Institute , and as to the advantage which would result if

what he aptly terms the mixed method of book -keeping ; somemember of the profession would make a commence

and the forms of accounts showing the Scotch and English
ment of the discussion of topics of general interest by pre

methods of keeping solicitors' accounts are well worthy of

attention . Specimens of judicial, factory , and curators
paring a paper on one of such topics ; after which thanks

accounts, accounts for newspaper and printing businesses, were voted to the chairman, and themeeting terminated.
books for private investors and for public institutions, with SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. - The monthly

many valuable remarks, are here given . In conclusion , we meeting of the council of this society was held on Wednes

may observe that the work has been carefully got up , and day last, at the oflices, Cowper's-court , Cornhill,Mr. John

the author has wisely availed himself of the assistance of Batlı, vice-president, in the chair. Mr. John Hepburn

many practicalmen ,whose courtesy he amply acknowledges Dudgeon , of 61, Austin - friars, was admitted an Associate

in his prefatory remarks. The book should certainly be in of the society, and two other applications for admission

the hands of every student, and indeed it is of so complete were considered by the council. The chairman moved ,

a nature that we do not doubt that it will become a and Mr. G . E . Ladbury seconded , the following resolution :

favourite with many practitioners. " That steps be taken to ascertain what work can be legally

undertaken and charged for by accountants," and the

SOLICITORS' BOOK-KEEPING .+ secretary was instructed to communicate with the secretary

In presenting to the public this practical work on the of the Incorporated Law Society on the subject of this

resolution .

has undoubtedly been accomplished by the author. Com Messrs. Iart Brothers & Co., accountants, 57, Moorgate

• Practical Book -keeping, by F . Hayne Carter , CA., Edinburgh.
street, announce that, having taken Mr. Tibbetts (who has

London , Simpkin , Marshall, & Co . been connected with their house for over 20 years) into part

+ Solicitors' Book-keeping. By Robert Henry Richardson, Ravenscout. nership, the style of their firin will be in future Hart Brothers,
park , Hammersmith , Tibbetts, & Co.
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Correspondence.
with this. The transfer of landed property is one thing,
and the transfer of personal property another ; but some

members of the legal profession oppose this with mistaken

A . B . C . - The point referred to in your letter should be left and misplaced energy , and I must say , with rather bitter

to the personal judgment of the firms concerned . temper. I say somemembers, because I well know that the

opposition is not at all universal, and that there is a feeling

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. and opinion in the legal profession that the outcry of some

SIR , — The subject of the respective provinces of solicitors in that profession is unreasonable ; and I have even heard

and accountants having been noticed by J . B . in your first in high legal quarters, such an expression as." tight- laced ”

number for October, 1874, and there being evidently , to used in reference to those who stickle so unreasonably for

judge from the frequent remarks and letters as to " Our what they are pleased to think and term their privileges,
Invaders ” in one, at least, of the legal journals,much mis but which are no privileges at all.

apprehension on this subject, I am induced to ask for space Now I have mentioned the outcry in legal journals of

in your next number for this letter. “ Our Invaders." Let us see who the real invaders are,

Before proceeding further I beg readers to bear in mind bearing in mind that the attorney or solicitor must confine
that though I use the word “ Accountants," I do so the himself to themonopoly granted by his certificate, and that
rather because under that designation the said legal journals he has no prima facie right to claim more than it gives.

often class those whom they call “ Our Invadlers." Yet Monopolies are proverbially odious in a state, and he who

under that term must evidently be included a number, I claims one must abide by the very letter of his charter .

may almost say a great number, of professional persons This monopoly, as I have said , is that he only shall conduct

other than accountants, namely, land , house, and estato proceedings in the courts of law and equity, and prepare

agents ; stock , share, and ship brokers, & c. I premise that, conveyances and mortgages of real estate. It is within

in my opinion , no respectable accountant would ever think living memory that one of the first noblemen in the king

of invading the province of an attorney or solicitor ; but it dom had not long ayo a land agent who kept the court rolls

appears to me that no good will result from any discussion of his manors, which were and are both numerous and

on the subject until it is clearly ascertained what an extensive, and prepared the admittances in respect of lands

attorney or solicitor is, and what are his privileges. therein . And it is also within living memory that a cor

Now an attorney or solicitor is protected by his certifi poration (I do not disclose whether it was à lay or an

cate, and by that only, and the protection extends thus ecclesiastical corporation )had a land agent who did just the

far : he alone can act in the courts of common law and in samething ; and lest it should be said that these are things

the Court of Chancery, and he alone can prepare convey of the past (though that would be no good answer), I add

ances of land and real estate in general, including, as quasi that at thismoment I know there is a titled commoner of

conveyances, mortgages ; leases - whether I am technically large possessions whose land agent keeps the manor books,

right or not I expressly except, for reasons which will pre holdsthecourts,and prepares theadmittances,and from whom

sently appear . For this privilege he pays a stamp on his even the solicitor of this titled commoner does, when occa

articles, and certain fees on his admission and future prac sion requires, take admittances for his clients, without for a
tice . I ignore any plea for exclusive privilege on the ground moment thinking of any interference. And why should
of his legal education , because it probably costs as much for not this be so ? There is little or no special or peculiar

a respectable accountant - in which word , once for all, I in knowledge, save that of a well educated man , required in

clude a land, house, and estate agent ; stock , share, and the land agent for this duty .

ship broker, & c. — to becomemaster of his profession as it Then as to leases of houses or farms,as before intimated,
does an attorney or solicitor to acquire the requisite know does not the agent prepare or settle all the important parts

ledge and ability. Why, then , should not an accountant of such leases, and could the attorney or solicitor prepare a

prepare transfers of stock , shares in public companies, or in proper lease without him ? Certainly not. The fact is,

ships ? Why should he not prepare leases of houses and attorneys and solicitors have by somemeans or other crept

land ? He is certainly more likely to be competent for this into offices which do not, as is evident from what I have

duty than any attorney or solicitor ; nay , it is certain that adduced , belong to them , and that THEY are the real

when any transfer, or any dealing with stocks or shares is “ Invalers.” If their unreasonable claimsare allowed, the

concerned , a broker is more competent than an attorney or liberty of the subject must be greatly interfered with , and
folicitor, and that, in point of fact, a broker is actually , the Solicitor-General was quite right in opposing the lately

directly or indirectly, employed , and really does all the attempted Attorneys and Solicitors and Legal Practitioners

work required ; and it is also well known that in cases of Bill as at first framed . Why do not they , who so cry out,

leases of houses or farms the agent is the person who really demand that there shall be no land or estate agents, no

prepares the lease ; for an attorney or solicitor generally, if stock , or share, or ship brokers ; no insurance agents ; and

not universally , knows nothing of the details as to repairs, why not also demand, for it would be equally reasonable,

routine of cropping, and management in general, which are that no one should transact any business with any other

necessary to be provided for in a lease. It may safely be person unless there be an attorney or solicitor behind his

said that nine- tenths of such a lease are really prepared by counter or in his office ?

the agent, and that only one -tenth falls to the attorney or Commercial men understand commercial matters ; land

solicitor to put into shape ; and further, that this one-tenth , and estate agents understand matters relating to houses and

though of a legal nature, is not so much so but that any land ; brokers understand stocks and shares, and all that

person of ordinary capacity and business training may do relates to them , far better than attorneys and solicitors, who

what is necessary as well as any attorney or solicitor. indeed are proverbially nearly useless in anything but

A great effort is being made, and a great and constantly technical points of simply legal practice or learning. I am

increasing desire is being expressed , for facility in the far from contending that accountants should act in legal

transfer of, and dealing with , landed property , and it is matters , but the question really is, What are legalmatters ?

argued that landed property ought to be dealt with and 1 Would it be tolerated for one moment that attorneys and

transferred as easily as stocks and shares. I do not agree solicitors should take out of the hands of stock and share
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brokers their peculiar business ? and yet these stock and mirable system of book -keeping , but have found it unne

share brokers, I suppose, transfer as much property in one cessary to make any material change in their book -keeping

day as all the attorneys and solicitors transfer - in real in consequence of the Act of 1870. Moreover, I believe,

estate - in a year. Even the legislature, or at least the in no case has the operation of that Act rendered it necessary

executive, fully recognise all this by providing printed for the companies I have referred to to call in professional

forms on stamp for such transfers. No ; the idea of giving
attorneys and solicitors such a monopoly could not be enter It would indeed have been matter of surprise had it been

tained for a moment. No minister of the country would otherwise, since the managers of at least the Scotch offices

listen to such a proposal, and the case is the same with are thoroughly trained men , and many of them were

respect to ships, leasra of houses, or farins and personal formerly prominentmembers of the Society of Accountants

estate in general. in Edinburgh, videlicet Mr. Raleigh , of the Scottish

The true distinction in deciding on this question appears Widows' Fund ; Mr. Maclagan , of the Edinburgh Life

to be that, as respects landed property, an attorney or soli Office ; Mr. Ramsay, of the Scottish Union ; the late Mr.

citor alone should prepare transfers , whether by way of George Todd , Scottish Equitable Society , & c. As so large

absolute sale or mortgage ; but that as respects personal a proportion of the life assurance business of the country is

property and leasehold interests there should be no restric transacted by the Scotch offices, it is a matter for regret

tion , or any such exclusive right or privilege ; and unless that the paragraph in question was expressed in such un

it be as to leases— possibly — there is none by the present qualified terms.

law . The second matter I would especially refer to is the

I have not noticed wills, because I conceive that it paragraph on page 10 , headed “ Value of Life Reversions,"

would be simply impossible, except at the sacrifice of all giving the very ingenious method of Mr. C . M . Willich

justice and freedom of the subject in general, without for ascertaining approximately the expectation of life accord .

reference to right or wrong in the matter, to impose any ing to the Carlisle table. It would have been well to have

restriction ; but I will just add that from thirty -five years' added to this paragraph a caution toavoid the very prevail.
experience I learn that where one will prepared by a so ing error, on the part of accountants who are not actuaries, of

attempting to value reversionary interests by discounting the

safely say, prepared by attorneys or solicitors, are contested sums in reversion for the period indicated by the expectation

or come into question. And in conclusion , supposing of life . The effect of this very natural, but very serious error,

attorneys and solicitors obtain the exclusive privileges when the sumsdealt with are of large amount, is pointed

which some- but only some, and they the least important out in “ Jones on Annuities," vol. i., p . 122 ; and I may

members of the profession -- ask for, ought they not to be mention that in a calculation of the value of certain life

prohibited from acting as brokers , insurance agents, col. interests which I had occasion to make last week , the

lectors of debts, rent, and interest, & c . For why should difference in the twomethods amounted to no less than

they claim both a monopoly in one thing and also the £3,000. One other remark I would makeon this paragraph

privilege of trespassing in respect to every other thing ? If is, that the Carlisle table (which , although notmentioned

I read the signs of the times aright I would advise the by you, is the table approximated to by the formula given)
attorneys and solicitors to be VERY QUIET. Accountants, has been proved by recent investigations to be totally
properly so called , will know how to accept these remarks, unreliable at theadvanced ages, its expectation of life being
which constitute, as I hare said , only an exercise ; but considerably too high .

legal journals having chosen to use the title “ Accountants ” in I ain , Sir, your obedient servant,
their attacks on those they call “ Invaders," I had no other Edinburgh , Oct. 16th . J. E . D .
alternative than to take the name chosen by themselves.

Respectable accountants know their own business . I may VALUE OF REVERSIONS.

just add that not only “ Accountants," so called by the law TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

journals, but barristers also are at present, and have been SIR - I observe in your last number a paragraph , under the

for some time past, treated as invadlers. above heading, professing to gire, under the authority of the

I am , & c., late Mr. Willich, a compendious rule for the valuation of rever .

26th October, 1874 B . J . sionary interests , for uso " on the spur of the moment." It is
duo to the late Mr. Willich to say that the rulo quoted has no

reference to the ralue of reversions, but supplies simply an ap
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTAXT.

proximation to the “ expectation of life .” Accountants should
SIR , — I am favoured with a cory of No. 1 of THE by nomeans use this rule , as it is both inapplicable and incom

ACCOUNTANT, in common , I presume, with other members plete . There are many elements that affect the market value

of the profession . The paper supplies a want in the pro of a reversion as distinguished from the table value ; the secu

fession , and with a continuance of the caterprising spirit rities in which the funil is ingesiel, the limitations of titlo to

indicated in the first number, the proprietors will, I trust, the sumc reserved by the conditions of sale, the costs of litiga .

succeed in making the paper intrinsically valua ! le. Tliere tion and winding up, legacy duty, & c., all more or less infuence

are one or two matters,however, referred to in ACCOUNTANT the market value.

No. 1, in regard to which , with your nermission, I would It is an error to suppose that any reversion that possesses &

make a few remarks. The first matter I would refer to is " tablo raluo " (when properly computed , and not by false rule

the article on Life Assurance Companies' Accounts , the abore referred to) will sell for a fair valuc, or sell at all. Tbore

second paragraph of which is very greatly at fault. It are many reversions that are good to hold , but ralueless, or

makes a sweeping assertion regarding the look -keeping of nearly so , at auction . Accountants should note this when deal
ing with bankrupts ' estates, and especially when the interests

life assurance companies prior to 1870, and the effect of the
are contingent and remote. I must refer to the suggestion of

Act of that year, which calls for very grave qualification .
making valuations “ on the spur of the moment.” My strong

In short, the general terms of the statement are only appli recommendation is never to give any opinion or valuation either

cable to certain of the English companies, and these not of “ on the spur of the moment," or whilst people wait. I am

the best, while the whole of the great Scotch companies , often pressed to do so, but always decline.-- Yours, & c .,

without exception , have not only been built upon an ad - | Fleet-street, Oct. 12th . AOTOARY.

-
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN EDINBURGH . related to the granters, and to transactions involving pre

( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER .) * ferences to particular creditors ; (6 .) The datos, import, and

The business open to an accountant in Edinburgh is effect of the modern Sequestration Statutes, and the leadiny

varied and extensive, embracing not merely all matters rules of law applicable to the administration of bankrupt

of account, but requiring for its proper execution a know estates ; (c.) Specially the rules of Ranking of Creditors,
ledge of actuarial science, and a thorough acquaintance secured and unsecured , at common law and under the

with the general principles of law , particularly of the law Statutes ; and the mode of treating Claims against Com

of Scotland, and more especially with those branches of it panies and individual Partners , and upon Accommodation

which affect mercantile relationships, insolvency, and Bills ; (d .) The dates, import, and effect of the Statutes and

bankruptcy, and all rights connected with property. The Acts of Sederunt relating to the estates and affairs of

Court of Session - the Supreme Law Court in Scotland minors and incapacitated persons, and to property subject

has frequently before it suits involving matters of account to Judicial Factory , and the legal principles applicable to

ancy , in the extrication of which an accountant is almost the powers and duties of officers appointed by the Court

invariably employed to aid the court in eliciting the truth, to manage such estates ; (e.) The principles of law and

as such investigations are manifestly quite unsuited to such practice applicable to Judicial Reference and Private Arbi

a tribunal as a jury, yet cannot be prosecuted by the court tration , and the powers and duties of Arbiters acting under

itself without professional assistance on which it can rely, the same; ( f.) The law relating to Partnership, Succession ,

the accountant to whom such a remit is inade by the court and Life Assurance. 2 . Actuarial Science :- (a .) Com

performing in substance all the more material functions pound Interest and Annuities certain ; (6 .) The Elemen

discharged in England by the Masters in Chancery. tary Theory of Probabilities ; (c.) The Elementary Prin

Accountants in Edinburgh are also largely employed in ciples of ' Life Annuity and Assurance Calculations.

judicial remits in cases which are peculiar to the practice of 3 . Candidates will also be examined upon their knowledge

Scotland, as, for instance, in bankings and sales, in processes of the general business of an accountant ; this examination

of count and reckoning,multiplepoinding, and others of a will embrace (a .) The Theory and Practice of Book -keep

similar description . They are also commonly selected to ing ; (6.) The Management of Sequestrated Estates, Private
be trustees on sequestrated estates, and under voluntary Trusts, Judicial Factories , & c . ; (c.) Audit of Accounts.

trusts. It will be readily understood that, with such a The society awards one Fellowship of the annual value of

range for professional practice, a successful accountant in £30 in respect of the highest proficiency attained in this

Edinburgh requires not only great experience in business final examination . The Fellowship is held for three years,

and very considerable knowledge of law , but also other and is awarded only in the event of the examiners being

qualifications, which can only be attained by a liberal
satisfied with the proficiency attained .

technical education, and it was specially in order to provide
We may mention that the honour of being the first

this necessary training that the principal members of the | holder of this newly instituted Fellowship was awarded by

profession, in the year 1854, applied for, and obtained from the examiners, at the beginning of the present year, to

Government, a royal charter, incorporating them under the Mr. John Edwd. Dovey, C . A ., 6 , North Saint David Street,

nameof “ The Society of Accountants in Edinburgh ." Edinburgh. The society is in a flourishing condition , and
The regulations for admission to the society, which in at present numbers 113 members.

the matter of the examinations have recently been placed

on a new footing, now stand as follows : - The applicant

must serve an apprenticeship of five years to a member of
THE ACCOUNTANT. — The Law Times says : - “ We are

the society, under a duly recorded deed of indenture (the
glad to see that the accountants have determined to be

apprentice foe being 100 guineas). Hemust be 16 years of
represented in the Press . A new monthly periodical called

age before he can be articled , and must also first pass satisfac
by the appropriate title of “ The Accountant” under

torily a preliminary examination in rudimentary education .
takes to support their interests. We can assure our

In the third year of his apprenticeship the candidate
contemporary that solicitors have no ground of com

undergoes a further educational examination , divided into
plaint against accountants as a body ; they only find

two branches, viz., imperative and voluntary . A bursary fault with individuals when they attempt to overstep the

of £10 , tenable for two years, is annually awarded for the
limit of their own duties and to perform the duties of

highest proficiency in the imperative examination , and
solicitors. We hope that the new publication will take

another of £20 , also for two years , to the apprentice highest
accurate views of the relative positions of solicitors and

in both the voluntary and the imperative.
accountants, and enforce them by a strong expression of

In the course of his apprenticeship the candidate is also opinion . If it takes this course we shali wish it every

required to attend the Scottish Law and Conveyancing success.”

Classes at the University of Edinburgh . After his appren IMPORTANT TO TRUSTEES. — The following case washeard

ticeship has been completed, and the discharge of his before the judge of the County Court at Romford , on

indenture recorded in the books of the society, he may Tuesday, 27th October : - Blows v . BATH . — The plaintiff

apply for final examination previous to being proposed for sued Mr. Jolin Lath , of 40a , King William -street, account

admission. ant, for the sum of about £13 , for goods supplied to carry
As the final examination indicates the extent of the pro on the business of which the defendant was the trustee, on

fessional training required by the Edinburgh society, we the ground that the goods were ordered by the man placed
give the syllabus of examination in full, as follows : - 1. Law in possession by the defendant. Objections were taken by
of Scotland :- (a .) The dates, import, and effect of the Mr. Rawlings, of Romford , solicitor for the defendant, first,
Statutes on which the original Bankrupt Law of Scotland that defendant could not be personally liable, and ought to
was founded, and the principles thereby established appli have been sued , if at all, as trustee ; secondly , that the
cable to alienations by insolvents in favour of parties man in possession had no authority to pledge the trustee's

credit ; and thirdly, that the goods were in fact supplied

• The members of this society, in common with the Glasgow society, to the debtor, and not to the trustee. Verdict - Plaintiff
are distinguished by the initial letters " C . A .” (Chartered Accountant)
written after their names, nonsuited, with costs, the third point not being considered.
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CONTEMPT OF COURT.
At the Liverpool County Court , on the 3rd Oct., application

was made to Mr. Registrar Watson for a rule nisi upon John

Mayor, of Byrom -street, provision dealer, and Alfred John
Richards, of Victoria -street , provision merchant, to show causo
why they should not be committed for contempt of court. Tho

circumstances,stated shortly were these : - A petition for liqui
dation was presented by Mayor two months ago, and at the
first meeting of cre litors his explanation of his affairs was
deemed so unsatisfactory that the creditors refusel to pass any
resolution, but one of them at once filed a petition for adjudi.
cation in bankruptcy. This petition , as is usual, was inade

returnable seven days afterwards, but as service thereof could
not be effected the time was extended for a fortnight, in order

that the necessary advertisements might appear . Pending the
hearing of the petition , Mr. William Williams, solicitor to the
petitioning creditor, obtained the appointment of Mr. Bolland

88 receiver of the property. This consisted of stock -in -trade in
Byrom -street , and the furniture in the dwelling-house. The
former, it appeared , had been transferred somemonths ago to
Mr. Richards, and he was in possession , and the latter also was
claimed by Mr. Richards, but he was not in possession . This

property was accordingly seized by the receiver and a bailiff
left in possession. It appeared that on the day after possession
was taken Mayor and his wife obtained entry to the house on
the pretext that they wanted a change of linen , and they, a few
minutes afterwards, on hearing a tap at the door, opened it and
Bdmitted some eight men , who were apparently acting under
the directions of Mr. Richards, who was present. The receiver 's
bailiff, after showing his authority to retain possession, and
expressing his determination to prevent any removal, was then ,

by direction of Mr. Richards, seized by two of the men , and

hours until the whole of the property had been removed. The
possession of the receiver being deemed to be that of the court,

any attempt to disturb the same is a contempt of court, and

the present application was for the committal of the parties

implicated . Mr. Williams, after proving the facts detailed ,

said that he founded his application upon the 66th section ,

which conferred upon the court all the powers and jurisdiction

of the Court of Chancery. Here, it was true, there had been

no adjudication of bankruptcy, and the course of procedure

defined by the rules in order to commit did not apply ; but in

the absence of any prescribed mode there was no reason why

the procedure adopted for a committal after an adjudication of

bankruptcy should be varied in the case of a committal before
adjudication. The 178th and 179th rules defined the mode of

commitment, and the present application was in conformity

with those rules. The Registrar said he considered it a proper

case to be brought before the court, but he had grave doubts

as to the mode of procedure. The rules referred to did not

apply, as they had reference to the committal of someone over

whom the court had jurisdiction by virtue of the bankruptcy,

but here there was no bankruptcy. The practice in Chancery

was to proceed by way ofmotion , and that appeared to him

the proper course here. Mr. Williams replied that where

there was shown so glaring a contempt of the authority of the

court as this, it ought not to be too technical in themode of
bringing the delinquents before it, as the sooner it asserted its

authority the better. Further, he submitted that there was no
distinction between the present and the case of restraining an

execution creditor in bankruptcy or liquidation . There ,

although there were no rules defining the practice, the court,

in the first instance , granted a rule nisi calling upon the creditor

to show cause why he should not be restrained . Where a

person was alleged to be a wrongdoer the more summary the

method of putting him on his defence the better . Praciically

there was no difference between proceeding by way of motion

and that now proposed , except the delay. The motion would

be that the parties be committed , and they would have the

right to appear and show cause why they should not be com

mittod . In the present case, he asked for an order calling upon

them at once to show cause why they should not be committed ,
and there was really no difference in the modes suggested ,
except that one was more summary than the other. The

Registrar said that the difference was something like issuing a

warrant from a police- court where a summons was suflicient,
and in a matter which might affect the liberty of the subject

he did not feel disposed to issuo any order, but would fix the
earliest day for the court to consider the question by way of

motion . Mr. Williams expressed his regret that the present

Bankruptcy Act could be so construed as to throw a shield

over bankrupts to the detriment of creditors. He should ,

however, act upon the Registrar's suggestion, and would

proceed by motion.

The application was renewed before Mr. Collier on the
13th ult. Mr. W . Williams appeared for the receiver ; Mr.
Kennedy, barrister, for Mr. Richards ; and Mr. Nordon for
the bankrupt. Mr. Williams said his contention , which was a

very simple one,was that the goods and chattels of Mr. Mayor,
the debtor, being in the hands of the oflicer of the court, they
were in reality in the custody of the court. His Honour : How
did the receiver get in ? Mr. Williams : That seems to me

immaterial. His Honour : No, it does not seem to me imma
terial. It is an omission in the history of the case, and I should
like to have some information on that point in order to consider

whether it is material or not.

Mr. Williams said his contention was, that so long as he was

in possession , it was immaterial how he got possession ; and

that whether the goods were the goods of the debtor was
equally immaterial, because the parties who had any complaint
to make or any claim to make upon the goods ought to havo
come to this court to establish their right, and to have obtained

an order against the receiver to deliver them up. He asked
the court to commit both the debtor and Mr. Richards to
prison for contempt of its authority .

Mr. Kennedy, on behalf of Mr. Richards, said that if his
client had acted illegally ho desired to make the most amplo
apology, and to express his deepest regret for such conduct.
Mr. Nordon, on behalf of Mr. Mayor, made to the court

the amplest apology for any illegal act which his client might
have committed whilst acting under the impulse of themoment.

Mr. Williams, in reply , submitted that, having ascertained
that John Mayor, the bankrupt, resided upon the premises, tho
receiver was fully justified in taking possession of the house,

even without being furnished with a key, and in taking possos
sion of the property.

His Honour thought that the receiver in this case was

undoubtedly justified in taking possession of this property . It
was quite clear - indeed , it was admitted -- that the house , 7 ,

Grey-road , Walton , was in the occupation of the bankrupt, and
the receiver had no notice of any bill of sale, and therefore he

was justified prima facie in taking possession of the property.
But he did not think he was justified in taking forcible posses.

sion of the property. The premises being shut up , it was the
receiver's duty to apply to the court for directions how to act ,
and therefore, in the first place, there had been an irregularity ,
if he inight use such an expression, on the part of the receiver.
At the same time, the receiver being in possession , and showing
the authority of the court, it appeared to his Honour that there
could not be any doubt that it was a contempt of court to

interfero with the receiver when he was still in possession .
The party who had any grievance against the receiver should
haro applied to the court, and the courtwould have done justice
between them . Although he considered the receiver had acted

wrongly , it was quite clear to him that Mr. Richards and Mr.
Mayor were a great deal more in the wrong, and he could not

help thinking that an act of contempt of court had been com
mitted . IIe quite agreed with the solicitor for the receiver that
his wrongful possession - assuming it to be so - did not make

any difference in the nature of the offence ; but it made a very

considerable difference in the degree of the offonce , because the
receiver thereby set an example of irregularity . If there had
been no irregularity on the part of tho receiver, if there had been
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no pretence of any right on the part of Richards, he should

hare felt it his duty to award a commitment in this case. He
was not sure that he was right in stopping short of a commit

ment, but, having regard to the circumstances brought to light,
he thought the justice of the case would be met if he ordered
the costs the receiver had been put to in consequence of this
interference, and the costs of the motion, should be paid in
equal parts by Mr. Richards and Mr. Mayor. Judgment

accordingly. An order was also made that the property in

question should be restored to the custody of the receiver. An

adjudication of bankruptcy was afterwards made against
Mr. Mayor.

CHARGE OF CONSPIRING TO DEFRAUD CREDITORS.

The attention of the Middlesborough magistrates has lately
beenmuch takenup by a chargeof conspiracy to defraudcreditors ,

in which two so -called “ accountants have played conspicuous
parts, one in the character of accused , and the other as a leading

witness for the prosecution . The case has caused considerablo

sensation in the district, the leading facts being as follows :

On the 30th of July , James Hedley, auctioneer , and a member

of the Middlesborough Town Council ; George Harper, income
tax collector ; John Henry Bennison , " accountant ; ” and

Frederick Hodgson , late innkeeper,all oftheborough of Middles

brough , were charged by Jolin Braithwaite, accountant, of

Middlesbrough , the duly appointed trustee of the estate of the

said Frederick Hodgson , a debtor in liquidation , “ that within

six months last past , at the said borough , they did unlawfully

conspire, combine, confederate and agree together by divers

false pretences and representations and subtle devices, falsely

and fraudulently to obtain for themselves certain moneys, or

securities for money or divers goods, the property of the

creditors of the said Frederick Hodgson, he the said Frederick
Hodgson then recently having become a liquidating debtor,

with intent to defraud, contrary to the statute.” As alleged ,

theact of conspiracy to defraud consisted in theante-dating of

an agreement to the 27th of April, 1874, the agreement being

really signed on the 17th of June. Hodgson , one of the

defendauts , had become bankrupt in May, and his estate was

tberefore in the hands of his creditors. It was contended that

he consequently had no right to assign over any of his goods,

and that the anto-dating was concocted in order to make the

transaction appear as though conducted before Hodgson's bank .

ruptcy. The following is a copy of the agreement :

Agreementmade and entered into this 27th day of April, 1874 ,

between Jas . Hedley , of Middlesbrough , auctioneer , and

Frederick Hodgson, of the Ship Inn , Middlesbrough,
innkeeper.

Whereas the said Frederick Hodgson is indebted to the said

James Hedley in the sum of eighty pounds for fixtures and

fittings, being in and upon the Ship Inn , Middlesbrough , and
being about to leave the said house and unable to pay such sum

of £80 , hath applied to the said James Hedley to release and

indemnify him , the said Frederick Hodgson, from and in re
spect of such sum . And it is hereby agreed between them that,

in consideration of Christopher Bateson taking and becoming

tenant of the said house known as the Ship Inn, and agreeing
to purchase the whole of the fixtures in respect of which the

said sum of £80 is due and owing to the said James Hedley,

and upon the said Christopher Bateson agreeing to pay the

said James Hedley the sum of eighty pounds for such fixtures,
the said James Hedley hereby releases and exonerates the said

Frederick Hodgson from and in respect of the said sum of eighty

pounds for such fixtures as aforesaid , and the said Frederick

Hodgson bereby assigns the whole of such fixtures and his

interest therein to the said James Hedley, in consideration of

such release and indemnity as aforesaid. As witness our hands

the day and year first aboro written .

Geo. HARPER , JAMES HEDLEY,

Witness to the signatures of FRED. Hodgson,

J . Hedley and Fred . IIodgson . 27th April, 1871.

[ Stamp.]

For the defence it was stated that it was a fact that Mr.

Hedley sold Hodgson fixtures in the “ Ship ,” and Mr. Hodgson
paid him partly in cash and partly in bills . One bill for £80

was dishonoured , so that in April £80 was actually due from
Hodgson to Hedley, and Hedley had a lien upon the fixtures

for £80. Mr. Bateson wanted to go into the house , and Hodg.

son wanted to give up possession . It was then agreed that Mr.

Bateson should become the purchaser of the fixtures, and that

the liability for the £80 should be transferred from Hodgson to

Bateson. Mr. Hedley at that timeheld Hodgson 's dishonoured
acceptance, and he was then a creditor and held a lien on the

fixtures. It was then agreed that Hedley should give up his
bill against Hodgson on having the liability transferred to
Bateson . He held the bill on the 27th April, and that docu

ment explaining that transaction was prepared , drawn up ,

signed, and attested on that day, and could not dofraud or pre
judice Hodgson 's estate. In point of fact it released that

estate from a liability of £80 , and that document was not &

benefit to Mr. Hedley . The examination of the bankrupt
Hodgson before the county court registrar was put in and read ,

and the caso was then adjourned , and next came up for hearing

on the 24th of August. On that occasion John Gibson,
“ accountant," was the first witness examined for the prosecu

tion . His evidence was to the effect that on the 17th of June

he was a clerk with the defendant Bennison , and on that day
Bennison came into the office where ho was, and told him to

prepare an agreement between Hedley and Hodgson, so as to

secure the fixtures of the Ship Inn against Hodgson 's trustees.

He was told to leave the date blank , and the date “ 27th "
April was afterwards sent up to him from Harper on a piece of

income-tax paper. Hemade an entry at the time in a diary ho

kept, charging the drawing and engrossing of the agreement
under the date 17th June. When Hodgson had to be ex
amined before the Registrar respecting his bankruptcy, it was

found that the entry in his cliary would look awkward if investi

gated by the Registrar. Bennison tried to get a similar diary,
and Hedley endeavoured to persuade Gibson to copy out a

fresh diary, putting the charge respecting the agreement under

the date 27th of April, offering him as much as £10 to do this,
and when he persisted in refusing, threatened to ruin him .

John Henry Holmes, a clerk in the employ of Mr. Braithwaite,
the prosecutor, was also examined , and his evidence caused con

siderable sensation , asheadmitted having given information to
the defendants of matters he had become acquainted with as

Mr. Braithwaite 's clerk . Mr. John Kemp, of the firm of Mr.

John Kemp and Co., of tho Mercantile Ollices, 46 , Cannon

street, London , produced a letter from Mr. Bennison , asking

him to procure for him a Renshaw 's diary for 1874, a diary

similar to the one kept by Gibson . At the request of the
counsel for tho prosecution , the case was then adjourned to a

day to be afterwards fixed upon, and the prisoners were then

requested to enter into personal recognisances of £50, and two

suretics each of £25 .
The adjourned hearing took place on the 30th September,

the leading witness being John Gibson, “ accountant," whose
charming candour upon the subject of his exploits and anto
cedents generally forms quite a noticeable feature in the case.

The story of Mr. Gibson 's accomplishments, as elicited by the

opposing attorney, is as follows:
Have you ever gone by the name of Albert Gibson ? I have.

IIave you also gone by the name of Fitzclarence ? No. Have

you ever been known by the name of John Albert Fitzclarenco

Gibson ? No. What other name have you been known by ?

Fitzmorris. What is your true name? John Gibson . When

did you first assume the name of Albert ? I can 't tell. When

were you first known by the name of Fitzmorris ? When I

was about 16 years of age. What other towns have you lived

in ? Glossop , Leeds, York, London , Oldham ,Chertsey, Peters

fiell, St. llclens, and Bath . Where were you first convicted ?

St. Helens. What were you convicted of there ? Forgery.

What kind of forgery ? Forging a witness's name to an order

of sessions. What term of imprisonment were you sentenced

to ? 16 months. What year was that in ? I think about '69.
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Where did you serve the term of imprisonment ? At Kirkdale behalf of the bankrupt to annul an adjudication . He had
Gaol. Where were you next convicted of forgery ? I was carried on business at 42, Cable- street, Whitechapel, as a corn
convicted for forging a testimonial as to my own character. and coalmerchant. Mr. Doria supported the application ; Mr.
That is two years ago. Where were you tried ? At Worcester. Powell appeared for the petitioning creditors. His Honour
And you were convicted ? I pleaded guilty, and was sentenced annulled the adjudication , subject to the payment of the costs
to twelve months' imprisonment. Where did you serre that of the petitioning creditors.
term ? AtWorcester Gaol. On that occasion was your pre IN RE BARWICK. — This was an application by a debtor, who
vious conviction for forgery produced in evidence against you ? had filed a liquidation petition and effected a composition with
Yes. Are those the only two occasions you have been con his creditors, to restrain proceedings by Mr. J. Willis, a boot .
victed ? Yes. Have you erer been in prison on any other maker, of Sloane- street, Chelsea . Mr. R . Griffiths supported the
occasion ? No. I have been locked up one night at York , application , which was opposed by Mír. H . O . Barker, on behalf
when I was about 16 or 17 years of ago. It was on a warrant of Mr. Willis. It appeared that notice of the meeting of
for assault, which was withdrawn the next morning . It was creditors at which the resolution in favour of the composition
stated the warrant would not have been applied for had was passed had been given to Mrs. Willis, the wife of the
it not been for a mistake. Have you been charged before the creditor,who carried on until about ninemonths since a separate
magistrates in this cause for stealing a book from Mr. Bennison ? business as a milliner at another house in Sloane-street. Mr.
Oh, yes, of course, that is a necessary result of this case . Were Willis denied having received the notice, but he stated that he
you in the employment of Mr. Brewster of this town once ? gave his solicitor, Mr. Barker, a " proxy ” to attend the second
Yes, when I was 16 or 17 years of age. I am 31 now . Were or confirmatory meeting, and he believed that Mr. Barker was
you dismissed ? I was. Were you then charged with stealing the present thereat. His Honour thought there had been an
moneys of your employers? ' No. Was that alleged against inadvertence on the part of the debtor , of which the execution
you or named ? No. Were you in Mr. Brewster's debt when creditor could not properly take advantage, and that under the
discharged ? No. I was discharged for being out of the oflice circunstances all parties were bound by the resolution. The
playing at billiards incessantly . Were you discharged at Bath ? injunction would therefore be granted , subject to the payment
No. I left with the best testimonials. I was not accused of of £2 2s . costs to the execution creditor.

taking my master's money. Witness then proceeded to give October 21.
evidence as to the circumstances above stated , and other wit .

( Before Mr. Registrar ROCHE.)
nesses were called upon to prove the facts relied upon by the

IN RE C . J . WEALE.- - Under a petition for liquidation
prosecution . For the defence it was suggested that the charge

presented by Charles James Weale, described as of 1, Adam
had arisen in consequence of ill feeling on the part of Mr.

Braithwaite against Bennison personally as a rival accountant,
street, Adelphi, wine merchant, trading as Bull & Weale,
resolutions were passed to wind up the debtor's affairs by

and it was strongly maintained that none of the accused had

done a single act that could be construed into conspiracy to
arrangement, not in bankruptcy,Mr. Jas. W . Sully, accountant,

23 , Gresham House, Old Broad - street, being appointed trustee,
defraud, and several witnesses were called on their behalf.

to act with a committee of inspection ; and Mr. Hughes (Link
The case lasted two days. The defendants were ultimately com

mitted for trial at the next York assizes, bail being accepted
later & Co.) now applied for leave to register the resolutions.

It seemed that certain small creditors had not received notice
for their appearance.

of the meeting, but the validity of the resolutions was not

affected by the omission , and his Honour allowed registration .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. Thedebtor returned his liabilities at £14,838, with assets £7,404.

October 2nd . October 22.
( Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Juge.)

( Before Mr. Registrar BrorGJIAM , sitting as Chief Judge.)IN RE J . J . ITODGE. - Mr. Spyer applied under proceedings
IN RE ELLIS BROTHERS. - The debtors, Ellis Ellis and Henry

for liquidation instituted by Joseph James Ilodge, paper mer
chant, College-hill, Cannon -street, that ir. Javnard , account Ellis, of 21, Cockspur- street, Pall-mall, general merchants ,

trading aš Ellis Brothers, have presented a petition for liquidaant, Old Broad -street, should be appointer receiver and manager
of the estate ; liabilities estimateri at about £15 ,000 , with assets tion by arrangement or composition ; and Mr. A . E . Copp now

£1,000 . His Honour granted the application .
applied for the appointment of a receiver and manager of the
estate . The application was supported by creditors, and his

October 6th . Honour appointed Mr. Sydney Smith , public accountant, re
ceiver.

Cattle Market, Islington , licensed victualler. Unsecured debts , (Before Mr. Registrar Rocne.)
£5 ,177 ; debts for which security is held , £1,718 ; and debts

IN RE H . MYER. - At a first meeting held under the bank .
partly secured, £1,500 ; with assets , £655 . A petition for

ruptcy of Henry Myer, described as of 138, Englefield -road ,
liquidation had in the first instance leen filed ; but the creditors

Islington , diamond dealer , a statement of affairs was produced ,
declined to pass any resolutions thereunder, and an adjudication

showing liabilities to the amount of £6 ,491, and assets £486 .was made. Mr. E . Moore, public accountant, was appointed
Mr. John Slater, public accountant, was appointed trustee,

trustee, together with a committee of inspection ; Messrs. Lay .
together with a committee of inspection, Mr. Louis Barnetoton , Son, & Lendon being the solicitors to the proceedings.
being the solicitor to the proceedings. Mr. G . Lewis also

October 7th . appeared for creditors.
IN RE BARON L . DE LIEBENBERG . - - The debtor, who is de.

October 26th .
scribed as of 3 , St. James-street, of no occupation , presented a IN RE LEMON HIART AND Son. - The debtors ,George White

petition for liquidation on the ilth of September last , with and David Hart, were wine and spirit merchants, of George

liabilities to the amount of £22,966 18s. 8d . The assets showed street, Tower-hill, trading under the style of Lemon Hart & Son .

a large surplus over the liabilities, being estimated at £10,120 ; Their liabilities are estimated at about £200,000, and the assets

they are chiefly derirable from property in Austria . Resolu comprise stock and book debts to a large amount, some heavy

tions had been come to liquidating the estate by arrangement, contracts being also outstanding which it was necessary to com

and appointing Mr. H . Brett trustee, with a committee of
plete. Proceedings in bankruptcy and at common law had

inspection . Upon the application of Messrs. Lumley & Lumley, been commenced , and it was material that the estate should be

Conduit-street, Bond -street, lis lionour directed registration . protected . Accordingly , upon the application of Mr. Hackwood

October 17 . (Linklater & Co.), his Honour appointed Mr. Arthur Cooper ,
( Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .) accountant,George-street,Mansion House, receiver and manager

IN RE CHARLES COCHRANE.-- This was an application on of the estate, and granted the usual interim injunction .
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directed the examination to take place on that question and

the debtor was sworn , but in reply to the first question said

that, under the advice of his counsel, he declined to answer

any questionswhich might be put to him . His Honour said
that the debtor was guilty of contempt of court, and after somo
considerable discussion as to the debtor's position , his Honour

ultimately said , to avoid anything being done in regard to the

criminal trial, he would adjourn that part of the examination
which affected it. Mr. Carter was then allowed to proceed
with his examination of the debtor as to a particular debt, and

tho examination was afterwards adjourned until the 2nd

November.

THE PROVINCES.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, BRISTOL .

October 10th .

( Before Mr. R . A . FISHER, Judge.)

IN BB JOSEPH BUMPORD, late of the “ Jolly Farmers,"
Great George-street , Bristol. - The debtor, having been com .

mitted for trialby themagistrates under a prosecution ordered

by the late judge of the court, had raised an objection to his

examination and had refused to answer any questions ; Mr.

Carter, barrister (instructed by Mr. S . B . Ward ), therefore

desired to bring the matter before the judge, and stated that

he had been met by arguments that, as the debtor was being

prosecuted under the criminal law and had been committed , he
must not be examined because his answers might tend to

criminate himself. Mr. Carter consequently applied that the

debtor might be committed for contempt, unless he submitted

to be examined . Mr. Norris, barrister (instructed by Mr.

Williams), said that, as a matter of common justice, the
examination should stand over until after the trial of the debtor.

His Honour apprehended that the objection was that, because

the debtor stood committed , the other side sought evidence by
& course of examination in order to support the coinmittal.

Mr. Norris said that was so. In reply to an inquiry by his

Honour if there was any provision in the Bankruptcy Act that
& trustee might from day to day examine the debtor until he

had sufficient evidence to satisfy himself , notwithstanding the

charge against him , Mr. Norris said that it depended upon the

view the court would take of the 96th and 97th secs. of the
Act. Mr. Carter drew attention to a case, re Heath , reported

in Deacon & Chitty 's Reports, and said that in ex parte Jones re

Jones, which was an appeal from a county court, it was decided

that the court had jurisdiction , if a dissentient creditor made

out a prima facie case of fraud, to order an examination of the

debtor as to his affairs. His Honour said , what occurred to

him was, whether a bankrupt could be examined when criminal
proceedings had not only been instituted , but were pending,

and asked if the 19th sec. did not contemplate the continuance

of proceedings in that court, without reference to a criminal case

being taken . It seemed to him to be a course not in accordance

with the principles of the law of the country, and , assuming

that he granted Mr. Carter's application , he thought it would

be competent for the judge trying the case to say that that

which had been extracted from the debtor after the criminal

proceedings had been instituted could not be used in evidence

against him . Mr. Norris thought it could be used against him

by the prosecution producing a witness at the trial who might

say that he had heard the prisoner examined and that he had

heard him say so and so. His Honour thought he might avoid

the difficulty by adjourning the examination , and asked whether

be might not say that it was an inopportune time for tho

application , and adjourn the examination until after the trial.

If the application was bona fide and in respect of the property,
it could be made as well after the criminal proceedings as

before. If he had the power to acljourn the examination ho
should be disposed to exercise it. The Registrar of the Court

said he had no doubt the judge had the power. His Honour
said that if the debtor closed his mouth and declined to answer

he must commit, and Mr. Carter could not then get the evidence

he wished. Mr. Carter said that the effect of the delay might

be very serious, for, supposing that property was collusively
withheld from the trustee, there would be ample time for the

persons holding it to dispose of it. It was not a mere inference
or presumption , because there had been an actual committal

for fraud . " His Honour said it would seem that he had the
power to adjourn , and he wished to prevent an injustice being

done, and if he ordered an adjournment it could not be said

that an injustice had been done. Mr. Norris said that, as the

debtor would be tried at Quarter Sessions in thirteen or fourteen

days, an adjournment could not prejudice the estate. His
Honour did not like the evidence being given with a view to

aiding criminalproceedings. Mr. Carter applied to put questions

to the debtor which were innocent and would not tend to
criminate him , in respect to a proof for £41. His Honour

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. - October 10th .

( Before Mr. COLLIER , Judge .)

IN RE ARTIUR GREER . — This was an application involving
a question of practice . The debtor was a metal merchant in

Liverpool, and the creditors at their first meeting resolved to
liquidate by arrangement, and to delegate the grant of the dis

charge to Mr. Chalmers, the trustee. These resolutions were

duly registered, but that with respect to the discharge was held
by the Registrar to be ultra vires, the Act giving the creditors

no power to delegate their right to grant a discharge. A new
meeting was accordingly called by the trustee in mode pre
scribed by Rule 95 , viz ., by transmitting to each creditor, at

the address given in his proof, a notice of the meeting and its

object. At that meeting the statutory majority of creditors
allowed the discharge, but on the same being presented for the
signature of the Registrar, it was refused , on the ground that

the meeting had not been advertised, as was required by the

practice of the court and the ruling of the Chief Judge. Mr.
Goldney, on behalf of the debtor, now asked the court to vary
the Registrar's decision , and after a careful analysis of tho

rules , submitted there wils no necessity to have advertised tho

meeting. The only pretence for insisting upon the meeting
being advertised was that afforded by the 21st section , which

enacted that all the provisions of the Act with respect to the
first meeting shall apply to subsequent meetings ; butalthough

the first meeting was advertised , it was not by virtue of a pro

vision of the Act, but only of the rules. There was a dictum

of the Chief Judge reported in Hazlitt and Rocho's Practice, to

the effect that all meetings at which the majority bind the
minority , must be advertised , but that had not the force of a
rule and was not binding on the court. In fact it was incon .
sistent with the practice of the court over which the Chief

Judge presided , for second meetings in composition cases, also

meetings to pass a trustee's remuneration, and many other
meetings, where the majority bind the minority, were never
advertised . His Honour said , although he was not in favour
of a multiplicity of Guzette advertisements, and consequent

expense to estates, he was indisposed to disturb any settled
practice. In the present case he did not think the dictum of
the Chief Judge a sufficient authority to bind the court, and,

therefore, taking his own view of the construction of the rules,

he considered a Gazette advertisement unnecessary. The dis

charge would accordingly be signed. .

IN RE DUCKWORTH AND HINDLE. — At the county court, on
October 16 , there was an application in this case to vary the

decision of the Registrar refusing registration of certain resolu
tions of creditors, whereby they agreed to accept a composition

of 5s. in the pound , to be secured to the satisfaction of the
chairman of the meeting. By the 280th rule it is prescribed

that a composition, or any instalment thereof, may be secured

in such manner as may be approved by a creditor, or creditors

to be named in the resolution . In the present case the chair

man was not a creditor, but the proxy of a creditor, and the re
solution provided that the proposed composition was to be

secured to his satisfaction. The resolution was presented for

registration , but objected to by the Registrar on the ground
that there was no certificate of the ch airman that the payment
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seized and sold by Mr. Greenlaw under a bill of sale dated April

24th of this yeur, and the residue had been taken by Mr. T . H .

Sheen, accountant, under a bill of sale dated 25th April follow

ing, given to him as security for repayment of a loan. The

trustee impeached the validity of both these bills of sale , but to

suit the convenience of Mr. Sheen ,motion was now made with
respect to Mr. Greenlaw 's only. Mr. Wilson contended , first ,
that the bill of sale dated April 24th , 1874 , must have been

given for a past consideration , the loan being in August, 1873,

and therefore comprising, as the bill of sale did , the whole of

secondly, it was executed , or purported to be executed , a month

after the act of bankruptcy, on which the adjudication was

founded , and of which Mr. Greenlaw must be assumed to havo

of the composition had been secured to his satisfaction. Mr.

Rodway, on behalf of the debtors, appealed from the Regis
trar's ruling, and the court, after hearing him , reserved its

judgment until Tuesday, when it decided, without expressing

any opinion as to the validity of the objection raised by the

Registrar, that the resolution was in violation of Rule 280, there

being no power conferred upon the creditors to delegate the
approval of security to a proxy, but only to a creditor. Mr.

Rodway said the point raised by the court bad taken him by

surprise, and he should be glad of the opportunity of looking to
the authorities and re-arguing the case. His Honour assented ,

and accordingly the question was again brought before

him . Mr. Rodway submitted that by virtue of section

80 a proxy, for all the purposes of the Act , stood in the same
position as the creditor who appointed him , and therefore the

chairman in the present case, being proxy for a creditor, was

vested with all his powers. He could , and often did , turn the

scale in passing resolutions ; he could also grant a discharge ;

and it would be an anomaly if, when admittedly possessing such

powers on behalf of his principal, he could not act for him in

certifying as to the sufficiency of a proposed security . Further,

the question of security was outside the provisions of the Act,

and in the rules was merely supplementary. A resolution to

accept a composition without security was equally as valid as

one where security was named . If the form or mode prescribed

for securing the composition did not in the opinion of the

court exactly fit the terms of the rules it was but surplusage,
and the court had no right of its own motion to prevent the

creditors securing themselves in such way as they liked . The

policy of the present Act was to confer upon the statutory
majority of the creditors power to deal with their debtors'

affairs as they thought best, giving them at thesame timepower
to apply to the court to enforce their requirements. There

was nothing in the Act or rules to prevent the creditors passing
a resolution like the present, and he maintained , according to

the decisions he cited, that the resolutions to be ultra vires

must be something in contravention of the rules, and not sup

plementary thereto . He further urged that if it amounted to

an irregularity , the court, by section 82, had power to rectify

the same. His Honour said he was still of opinion that the

sufficiency of the security should be certified by a creditor and

not by his proxy ; but as it bad been suggested that that por.
tion of the resolution might be so regarded as not to vitiate the

whole, he would consider the matter further. Judgment was

accordingly reserved .

falsely dated the 21th of April, at Liverpool, as the bill of sale
given to Mr. Sheen , dated the next day,was executed at Cannes

(where Count D 'Aragon was residing ), before the British Consul

Mr. Wilson was about to adduce authorities in support of his

contention, when the Court interposed, and stated that it was
unnecessary, as the point last taken was sufficient to warrant it

in declaring the bill of sale void , and it accordingly made order
in the termsof the prayer of themotion .

BIRKENHEAD .

At the County Court, Birkenhead , motion was made to Mr.

Tidswell for an order that a bill of sale executed on the 24th

April last by Count D 'Aragon , of Clifton -park, Birkenhead ,

whereby he assigned to Mr. Greenlaw , of Liverpool, auctioneer,

all his household furniture, in consideration of a loan of £200 ,

be declared null and void , and that the proceeds of the sale of

the furniture comprised in the bill of sale be paid to Mr.

Bolland , the trustee of Count D 'Aragon 's estate. Mr. J. B .

Wilson appeared for Mr. Bolland ; the debtor was unrepresented .

The facts stated shortly were these : - In August , 1873, Count

D 'Aragon, being in want of money, obtained from Mr.Green

law £200 upon the security of a bill of sale of his furniture,

valued at £500. That bill of sale was not registered within the

twenty -one days prescribed by statute . In January of the

present year, Count D 'Aragon returned to France, where he

still remains. Whilst abroad he remitted severalsumsofmoney

towards the payment of his debts,Mr. Greenlaw receiving £70,
and the original vendor of the furniture to Count D 'Aragon

receiving in all about £300, in payment of £500, the purchase

money. The latter being unable to enforce payment of the

balance , obtained an adjudication of bankruptcy against the

Count, the act of bankruptcy being that he had remained out of

England with intent to defeat and delay his creditors. A

trustee was in due course appointed , and he, on proceeding to

realise the estate, found that the furniture had in part been

SHEFFIELD .

There have been numerous failures in this town and district

during the past four or five wecks, which have resulted in the
necessary meetings of creditors. There has also been at least

one important decision given by the judge of the local county
court (Mr. Thomas Ellison ), the point in question being as to

the adjudication of one partner in a concern in which there

were three co -partners, the other two having been already dealt
with by the court, the one partner having no private estate, and

consequently no private liabilities. Details of this case, with

his Honour's decision , will be found below . Resuming our

report at the point at which last month' s list terminated , the
first failure is that ofMr. Join Johnson, plumber and copper
smith , of Pinstone-street , Shellield , against whom a petition in
bankruptcy was filed in the Shellield County Court by Mr.

Benjamin Taylor, builder, Sheflield , the debts being £130. On

the application of Mr. E . K . Binns, solicitor, Mr. C . Appleby
(Appleby & Lawson ) wasappointed receiver and manager. It
being understood that Mr. Johnson was away from Sheflield,

and the necessary notice having been given , an adjudication was
made against him by Mr. Registrar Wake on September 28th,
the liabilities being stated at £700 , and the assets £256 . The

meeting of creditors was held at the County Court Hall on the
15th of October ; Mr. Appleby was appointed trustee, with a

committee of inspection . - On September 20th a petition was

lodged against WILLIAM TOPLIFFE, publican and fariner, of

Bearswood -green , Hatfield , near Doncaster , and themeeting of

creditors was held at the offices of Messrs . Bennett & Co., ac

countants, 50 , Norfolk -street, Shefield , on October 12th . The

statements of accounts presented showed the total liabilities to

be £1,266 14s. 6d ., with assets valued at about £195 . Liquida
tion wasadopted , Mr. Edward Bennett being appointed trustee,

with Messrs. F . Brewster, N . Buchanan , and Cooper Corbidge
as a committee of inspection ; Mr. Peagam , solicitor, Doncaster ,

to register the resolutions. - A first meeting of the creditors in

the private estate of Mr. HENRY HAWKSLEY, carrying on busi

ness as a batter , and also a partner in the Whittington Brick ,
& c., Company, was held on September 21st. Mr. Fretson , soli
citor, represented the debtor, and Mr. Limrey (Denton) occupied

the chair. A detailed explanation of the peculiar position of
the debtor (in consequence of the proceedings in the joint
estate) was given by Mr. Fretson , who recommended the ad

journment of the meeting until the result of the petition against
the firm became known . Mr. Earle , receiver, read a report on
the debtor's transactions, and presented a balance- sheet showing

that in the private business Dir. llawksley's liabilities were
£2,221 4s. ld., after deducting £1,057 195. 100. for crcditors

fully secured , the total assets being £1,106 14s. 3d. Healso
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gave an estimate of the Brickmaking Company's position , show . contra of £449 11s. 8d. as the over security held by fully

ing its total debts to be £2,020 28., those figures, however, being secured creditors claiming £2,980 10s. 4d .) , and assets

the balance after £7,296 179 . had been taken into account for £149 11s. 8d . Mr. E . Bennett was elected trustee, with a

fully secured creditors, who held security valued at £8,830 . committee of inspection , the proceedings being in bankruptcy ,

The assets he estimated at £2,093 39. After a long discussion as the debtor had absconded . - A meeting of the creditors of

it was decided to wind up in liquidation , Mr. W . Fisher Tasker Messrs. GOMERSALL Bros., manufacturers, Dewsbury, was held
being chosen trustee, with Messrs . Z . Dearden (Denton ), Limrey at Wakefield on October 3rd . The liabilities were about

(Denton ), Brewster (Sheffield ), and N . Buchanan (Sheffield ), as £70 ,000. A former offer of 7s. 6d . in the pound being now

a committee ; Mr. Fretson to register. - In the liquidation of repudiated , it was decided to wind up the estate in bankruptcy .

Mr. GEORGE MOUNTFORD, jun ., Eccleshall, Sheffield , Mr. W . - On October 8th a petition which had been filed praying for

Fisher Tasker was appointed trustee. - On September 25th a the adjudication in bankruptcy of Messrs. HENRY HAWKSLEY,

meeting was held in re the estate of Messrs. WILKINSON and HENRY JAMES, and ARTHUR JOHN FRETWELL, the three

LONG, surgeons, of Rotherham and Parkgate, at the offices of
Mr. John Unwin Wing, accountant, Sheffield ; a dividend of bearing beforeMr. Ellison , judge of the Sheffield County Court.

a fraction orer 2s. in the pound was declared in the joint estate. The application was opposed on the part of the trustees in the

Mr. Long had his discharge granted some time previously. In separate estates of Hawksley and James. Long arguments

the separate estate of Mr.Wilkinson a dividend of 78. 3d . in the were given pro and con, but it will suffice for all practical

pound was declared ; his release was granted from November purposes to place on record a précis of his Honour's decision ,

10th, and the trustee will be released on December 31st. Mr. which was reserved and given on October 15th and 16th . His

Marsh , solicitor, Rotherham , acted for the creditors in this Honour said the petition prayed for the adjudication of the

matter.-- A petition in bankruptcy was filed at Sheffield on the the three partners named ; the acts of bankruptcy alleged

25th September against WM. JARVIS , farmer, of Nine Scores, against them being that Hawksley had filed a petition for

Finningley, near Doncaster , the liabilities being estimated at liquidation , that James had absconded, and that Fretwell had

£5 ,000 ; small assets. Mr. E . Bennett, Sheffield , was appointed filed a declaration of inability to pay his debts. The petition,
receiver. The meeting of creditors was held at Doncaster on however, was merely an ordinary one-- it alleged no special act
October 23rd . In this instance also the debtor had been mixed of bankruptcy against the three partners, as such. He had ,

up in bill transactions with Mr. James, of the Whittington therefore, to take into consideration whether heought to make

Brick Company. - On September 26th a meeting of the creditors a joint adjudication on such a petition . So far as Hawksley
of Mr. ALFBED E . BUZZARD, veterinary surgeon , & c ., Clay Cross, was concerned, no doubt the filing of his petition was an act of

was held at the offices of Mr. Gee, solicitor, Chesterfield . The bankruptcy - an act which could not now be disputed ; at one

liabilities were stated at £368 14s. 1d., and theassets £33. Mr. time it might have been disputed ,but after the decisions which

N . Jepson was appointed trusteo, and a composition of 6s.6d. had been given upon the point it was now too late . His Honour

in the pound (guaranteed by the debtor's father ) was accepted . cited cases from the equity reports, in which it had been held
- At a meeting of Messrs. DAVIE BROTHERS & COMPANY that a petition for liquidation was not always available, and

(Limited ), Shellield , on the 30th of September last, it was de then reviewed the evidence in the present instance . He said
cided to increase the capital of the company to the extent it had been advanced that it would be more convenient that

of £50,000 . - On September 23rd a petition in bankruptcy was there should be a joint adjudication against the three, and it

filed in the Sheffield court againstMr. JOHN WHITTINGTON ,oil was also stated that there was some difficulty in proving the

and grease merchant, Darnall, but on the hearing the petition joint debts. He saw no difficulty in doing so , seeing that

was thrown out and the proceedings nullified. -- On Sept. 23rd under the 101st soction of the Bankruptcy Act he had power

petitions were lodged against DAVID Tear ,draper, & c ., Sheffield , to adjudicate against Fretwell, and his estate , if any, would

and WILLIA ' McDOWALL, draper, Sheffield, both meetings thon vest in the trustee of James's estate , which was already in

being held on October 2nd. At McDowall's meeting, held at bankruptcy. What he should do would be to adjudicate
the oflices of Mr. Alfred Taylor, solicitor, Norfolk -row , the Fretwell a bankrupt, to dismiss the petition against the other

liabilities were shown to be £417 17s. 5d., and the assets £225 . two partners (who were already dealt with by their respectivo
Mr. J . Weir , Rotherham , trustee, with a committee. At Tear's proceedings), and then , if application were made, he might

meeting, held at the offices of Binney & Sons, solicitors, tho further direct that the amalgamated bankruptcies and pro

liabilitieswere expressed at £880,with assets estimated at £460. ceedings in liquidation be consolidated and carried on jointly .
Liquidation was adopted , Mr. P . K . Chesney, Bradford , being Next day, on the question of costs, his Honour decided that the

appointed trustee, and Messrs . Binney to register, subsequent petitioning creditor was not justified in making the application
proceedings being transferred to the Bradford court. - About against James and Hawksley, and condemned him to pay the

the samedate a petition was filed by John HORSFALL,machine advocates', & c ., fees incurred in resisting the application by

maker, Huddersfield , with liabilities of over £1,000. - A meeting the trustees in their estates. This decision is undoubtedly

of the creditors of DUNCAN MCMASTER, draper, Retford , was worthy of being made a “ note one." Mr. Corbidge was

held on October 6th ; liabilities £4,188 4s. 2d., with assets worth continued in his appointment as receiver and manager of the
£2,263 48 . 3d. ; liquidation was determined upon , with Mr. joint estate until the meeting of creditors therein . - A meeting

Joshua Crowther , York -street, Manchester, as trustee, without of the creditors of G . H . BRUNT, provision dealer, Rotherham ,

& committee, and Mr. Bescoby, solicitor, Retford, to register. held atthe sametimebefore theRegistrar,resulted in bankruptcy,

- On the 5th October theaffairs of Mr. Henry James, " some the liabilities being £150 , and assets £50 . Mr. Joseph Pearson ,

timeaccountant and financial agent, Sheffield ,” a partner in the Harlshead , was chosen trustee, with a committee of three.

Whittington Brick Manufacturing and Coal Company, near An application was made to the judge asking for the commit

Chesterfield , and a partner in other affairs , came before a ment of EDWARD GAMBLE, steel and file merchant, Sheffield ,

meeting at the Sheffield Court. Mr. Bennett,the receiver, read in whose accounts there was an alleged deficiency of £1,130 ;

a statement of the private affairs, giving the net liabilities no cash-book had been kept, and articles had been disposed of
(after deducting £5 ,925 for fully secured creditors, who held since the bankruptcy. It was ultimately decided to adjourn tho

£6,451 worth of securities, and £2,146 for partly secured matter for onemonth ,to enable the debtor to give full explana
creditors holding £1,980 worth of securities) at £11,159 8s. 3d . tions. - At the same date and place, a meeting of the creditors
The assets he estimated at £1,119. In the estate of a colliery of JAMES KEEN , late of Masborough, Stockport, and Denton ,

at Whittington , the balance sheet made the net liabilities and now of Beighton , was held . Liabilitios £538 11s., and
£1,639 (after dealing with £4,354 11s. 2d. fully secured debts, assets £197 2s. 6d. Mr. John Robertson , Market-street, Man

held by creditors, with securities worth £5 ,250 ) and the assets chester , was appointed trustee. - Same day Mr. John Weir,

£1,555 89. 10d . As a partner in the Whittington Brick accountant, Rotherham , was appointed receiver in the affairs of

Company, the net liabilities were £980 (taking a balance to | JAMES M 'DOWALL, draper, Fitzwilliam -street, Sheffield , whose
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liabilities werementioned at £1,200 . - The estate of CORNELIUS

CHAMBERS,an absconding bankrupt, has realised 20s. in the
pound, and his examination has necessarily been adjourned

sine die. - Same date a petition was filed in the affairs of Mr.
E . C . WEBB, surgeon , Sheffield . - On Oct. 13th the creditors of

Mr.GEORGE A . ROBERTSON , jeweller and musical instrument

dealer, met at Sheffield . Mr. John Edey, the receiver, stated
the liabilities at £1,467 11s. 3d., and the assets at £263 11s. 9d .

Liquidation was adopted , with Mr. Edey as trustee, with a

coinmittee of three, and Mr. F . T . Hawkin , solicitor, to register. |
- A special meeting of the shareholders of the SHEFFIELD

WATERWORKS COMPANY On August 12th ,authorised the directors

to borrow £55 ,333 6s. 8d ., the second one-third part of the

whole sum of £166 ,000 authorised to be borrowed by the Com
pany's Act of 1867. — The SHEFFIELD UNITED GASLIGHT COM .

PANY pay 10 per cent.as usual for the half-year hot take £2,674

from the reserve fund to do so, the half-year j cofits having
been only £18 ,266. - - On October 14th a petition in liquidation
was filed on behalf of Mr. JAMES CHAMBERS, iron merchant,
Sheffield , with liabilities amounting to £4,000. - On October
15th the creditors of Mr. GEORGE COOKE, grocer and publican ,

met at Gainsborough. Liabilities £339 6s. 11d ., and assets
£66 4s. Mr. George Jay, Lincoln , was elected trustee , with a
committee. - A meeting of the creditors of Arthur W . BUTTER
WORTII, grocer, & c ., of Sheffield , granted his discharge from
December 9th, when the liquidation will be closed. - On October

20th a meeting of the creditors of WILLIAM TOPLIS , late vic
tualler, Sheffield, was held and adjourned. - On October 21st

the creditors of Mr. JOIN COrson, draper , & c., Sheffield ,met
at the offices of Binney & Sons, solicitors, Sheffield . The state .

ment showed the liabilities to be £667 9s . 5d., and assets
£170 5s. 6d . Liquidation was decided upon, with Mr. P . K .
Chesney , Bradford , as trustee, and Messrs. Binney to register.

Samedate a meeting of the creditors of JOSEPII BIRD, grocer,
& c ., Swinton , was held at the offices of Messrs . Webster,
solicitors , Sheffield . Liabilities £1, 147 18s. 2d., and assets

£414 7s . 1d. Liquidation was adopted , with Mr. II. A . Styring,
Sheffield , as trustee, and Messrs. Webster to register. — October
22nd had been fixed for the public examination of Mr. John
WHALL, solicitor, Worksop, but as the bankrupt died a few
days previously , the Sheffield County Court judge granted the
necessary order to continue the bankruptcy - A meeting of the

creditors ofMr. ALEXANDER CORson ,dra per , & c ., Sheffield , has

been held , the liabilities being given at about £600. Mr. Chesney,
of Bradford, was appointed trustee , with Mr. Crang, solicitor,
to register. — On Friday, October 23rd , petition filed in the

Sheffield Bankruptcy Court in the affairs of Messrs. BENJAMIN
MATTHEWMAN & Sons, cutlery manufacturers, Milton -street ;

liabilities estimated at £4,500,with assets of considerable value.
- On October 23rd , at a meeting of the creditors of Mr.

GEORGE HARRISON , grocer, Brownhall-street, Sheffield , held at
the offices of Mr. J . S . Birks, Sheffield , a dividend of 78. 6d. in

the pound was declared , and the debtor's discharge was granted .
- On October 24th a meeting of the creditors ofMr. WILLIAM
JARVIS, farmer, of Mirescones, Finningley , near Doncaster, was

held at the offices of Mr. Peagam , solicitor, Doncaster, under the
chairmanship of Mr. George Wiles , of Sheffield ; Mr. Bennett
(Sheffield ), the receiver, presented a statement of accounts,
showing that the unsecured creditors were £3,764 2s. 9d . ; other

liabilities, £1,475 178. 9d . ; rent, taxes, & c ., £10 ; total, £5,250
Os. 6d . ; assets, tenant right, £350 ; realised at sale, £1,510 ,

less £1,248 for claims, rent, and charges ; total, £612. Liquida
tion was determined upon,Mr. Bennett being appointed trustee ,
with a committee of four,Mr. Peagam being entrusted with the
usual registration. - On October 26th a meeting of the creditors
of JAMES CHAMBERS, iron agent, Parker's- road , Sheffield, was
held at the offices of Messrs. Broomhead , Wightman , and

Moore, Sheffield , the liabilities being stated at £2,712, and
assets at £157. The chief creditors refused to pass any
resolution in the matter.- Same day a meeting was held

of the creditors of JOAN McDowALL, draper, Sheffield .
Liquidation by arrangement was adopted , with Mr. Chesney

(Bradford ) as trustee, and Messrs. Binney & Sons, solicitors ,

to register. - On October 9th a meeting of the creditors of JOB

PEASE, Denby Dale and Cumberworth Half, manufacturer of

fancy skirtings and waistcoatings , was held at the Huddersfield

County Court. Liabilities £2,661 5s. 7d ., assets worth £946

3s. 5d . Liquidation by arrangement was decided upon , with

Mr. Grisdale as trustee, with a committee of three, and Mr.

Berry, solicitor, to register. - On October 24th an important
motion came before Serjeant Tindal Atkinson , judge of the
Huddersfield County Court, in re the bankruptcy of JOHN

JAGGER, on a question of costs. His Honour had, on the
application of Mr. Lowe, the trustee, made an order setting

aside a deed of conveyance by which the bankrupt had con
veyed a large amount of property at Leeds to Mr. Walter

Battle, cloth merchant, of that town. Mr. Atkinson, barrister,

appeared for the trustee, and applied for costs. On the part of
Mr. Battle ,Mr. Bond , of Leeds, submitted that the costs should

not be given against his client, on the ground that the trustee

did not succeed to the full extent of his motion , that was to

say, he applied for an order to set aside the deed without

attaching the stipulation that he should pay whatever he found

to be due to Mr. Battle for money he had paid in mortgages on

the property. Mr. Atkinson argued that the proceedings were
rendered necessary by Mr. Battle's own conduct, which his
Honour's decision had proved to be fraudulent, consequently

he was not entitled to any relief, to say nothing of the fact

that there had been no offer on his part by which these
proceedings might have been rendered unnecessary. His

Honour said his decision did not impute any fraud to Mr.
Battle, but merely that there had been no adequate considera

tion , and that Mr. Battle had made a mistake ; the fact that

the consideration had been inadequate was sufficient, therefore

Mr. Battle must pay the costs. - On October 24th a meeting in

bankruptcy of the creditors of Messrs. GOMERSALL BROTHERS,

manufacturers, of Saville-townand Dewsbury,was held at Dews.

bury County Court . Proofs forupwards of £50,000 wereadmitted ,
but others for debts due on sundry bills of exchange were rejected

on the ground that thebills were not produced . Mr. Gordon , of

Leeds, accountant, wasappointed trustee , with a committee of in
spection of five. During themonth the following dividendshave

been declared in the estates respectively enumerated : JOEL and

GRIFFITHS, 4s. in the pound on £2,000 liabilities ; second and

final of ls. 3d . in the pound, C EORGE SCORAN , timber merchant,

& c . ; first of ls . 8d ., CHARLES ADOLPI BENNO PFEILSCIMIDT,

commission agent ; first and final of 78. 3d ., HUBERT H . B .

WILKINSON , Rotherham , surgeon ; first and final of ls. 10d .

in the pound , Joun B . NAYLOR, cattle salesman ; first of 3s.

in the pound, JOHN SMITI , Swinton Bridge, grocer, & c. Divi
dends are on the point of being declared in the estates of A .

HASWELL (draper), WM. STEELE (out of business) , GEORGE

MOUNTFORD, jun . (scythe manufacturer), W . SOUTHERN,

ARTHUR RAWSON (plumber, & c.), SAMUEL OSBORNE & Co.

(steel manufacturers), and SETI PEACE (coal merchant). In

the bankruptcy of JOHN AUGUSTUS MELTON, of Sheffield and

Chatham , the trustee was released on September 25th .

BIRMINGHAM .

The following creditors' meetings have been held during
October: - WILLIAM Davis,brassfounders' agent, Birmingham ;

meeting held on the 23rd Oct., at the offices of Mr. M . A .

Fitter, solicitor ; liabilities £2,830 8s. 7d ., assets , consisting of

stock -in -trade, & c ., £4 ,745 . It was decided to wind up the

estate in liquidation . — John McLINTOCK , Liverpool, jeweller ;

meeting held at the offices of Mr. C . B . Hodgson , solicitor,

Waterloo-street, Birmingham , on the 2nd Oct. ; liabilities

£4,000 5s. 11d., assets £302. An offer of composition of 5s
in the pound was refused , and it was resolved to remove the

proceedings from Liverpool to Birmingham , and to wind up
the estate in liquidation , Mr. Spencer Dominy, Waterloo -street,

Birmingham , being appointed trustee. At the adjourned
meeting on the 23rd Oct., a composition of 6s. in the pound
was accepted . - JOHN MCCLURE, tailor and draper ; meeting

on the 7th Oct., at the oflices of Messrs. Rowlands and Bagnall,

solicitors, Colmore-row . Mr. Bunkle , accountant, read a state
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ment of accounts, showing liabilities £1,921 11s. Id., assets The liabilities are £14 ,660, and the assets £6,780. - A petition

£771 Os. 61 . ; the creditors agreed to accept a composition of for liquidation of his affairs was filed on Monday, October 19th,
103. in the pound, payable in six, twelve, eighteen , and twenty in the Bradford County Court, through Messrs . Lees, Senior,

four months. - WILLIAM OAKES ; meeting at the office of and Wilson , solicitors, New Ivegate, Bradford , by Mr. JOHN

Mr. A . G . Buller, solicitor ; liabilities £200 78. lld ., assets GARBUTT, dyer and finisher, ofGarnett-street, Bradford. The

£19 ; composition of 2s . 6d. in the pound accepted. - JOB estimated liabilities are about £10,000. The estate is likely to

COLLINS, painter and paperhanger ; mecting at the office of realise a good dividend . - On Saturday, October 17th , a meeting

Mr. East, solicitor ; liabilities £332 ; composition of ls. in the of the creditors of W . HARKER , of Wilfred -street, law clerk ,

pound accepted. — JouxKENDRICK EDWARDS, plumber, glazier, was held at the offices of Messrs. Peel & Gaunt, Chapel-lane,

and painter ; mecting held at the offices of Mr. Fowke, solicitor, Bradford . The liabilities were reported at from £500 to £600 ,

Ann -street, Birmingham , on the 8th Oct., Mr. J . R . Chirm in and the assets consist almost entirely of household furniture.

the chair ; liabilities £903 ls. 9d ., assets £259 13s. 11d. A The creditors separated without coming to any decision as to
composition of 3s. in the pounil was offered and refused , and the course to be adopted .

through the efforts of Mr. Starkey the amount was increased RE KERSHAW JOWETT, innkeeper, of Tyersal, near Bradford .

to 5s., payable in three, six , nine,and twelve months. - WILLIAM - A first general meeting of the creditors was held on October

FBYER , painter and house decorator ; meeting held on the 12, 1874. The statement of affairs produced by the debtor

12th Oct.,at theoffices ofMessrs.Wrightand Marshall, solicitors, showed liabilities about £650 , against assets of about £150 ,

Town Hall Chambers ; liabilities £768 1s., assets £185 6s. 10d . ; which latter are subject to the claim of a bill of sale to be con

resolution passed accepting a composition of 4s. in the pound tested in the county court. Liquidation was resolved upon ,
in two instalments . - PITTOM MESSENGER,wlicelwright ; meeting Mr. Atkinson, accountant, Bradford , being appointed trustee,

held at the office of Mr. Lowe, solicitor, Temple -strect, on the with a committee of inspection .

12th Oct. ; liabilities £520, assets £85 ; composition of 2s. in Re Joseph LOFT, of Hull, innkeeper. - A meeting of creditors

the pound accepted . - SILADRACH WILLIAMS, ironfounder ; was held on October 5 , 1874, at the offices of Mr. Summers,

meeting held at the office ofMr. Edwin James, solicitor, Cherry. solicitor, Hull. Mr. Atkinson, accountant, of Bradford, was
street, Mr. C . II . Edwards in the chair ; liabilities £821 58., appointed trustee , with a committee of inspection . The debtor 's

essets £134 15s. ; composition of 2s.6d . in the pound accepted. discharge was granted conditionally on his paying into the

- F . A . JONES, Stourbridge, cooper ; meeting held at the offices hands of the trustee 5s. in the pound and all costs within a

of Mr. Green, solicitor, Waterloo-street, Birmingham , on the month.

24th October . Liabilities £1,340 14s. 10d ., assets £184 48. 10d .

It was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation . Mr. L . J . NEWCASTLE -UPON -TYNE.

Sharp was appointed trustce, and Mr. J . M . Green represented The third annualmeeting of the shareholders of LANGDALE's

the debtor. CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY, Limited , was held on Tuesday,
at the offices of the auditor, Mr. Charles Tattersall, 14 , Mars

BRISTOL. den -street, Manchester, and was largely attended . It appeared

A meeting of the creditors of ROBERT HOCKING, of Maesteg , that Mr. 8 . Langdale (the managing director) having failed in

Glamorganshire , ironmonger , painter, and glazier , was held at business, his holding of £30,000 in the shares of the company

the offices o Messrs. Denning, Smith , & Co., accountants, was subject to forfeiture, and that gentleman consequently ten

Bristol, on the 13th Oct. ; total liabilities £880 7s . 10d., and dered his resignation , as did all the directors. The resignation

assets £563 175. 7d. ; composition of 10s. in the pound accepted ; of Mr. Langdale was accepted ; but Mr. John Knowles, Mr.
Mr. H . H . Beckingham , solicitor. - On 17th October a meeting Carl Lange, Mr. John Rycroft, and Mr. Scptimus Brown, were

was held at the office of Mr. Albert Essery, solicitor, Broad . unanimously re-elected ; and the following names were added

street, of the creditors of EDWARD SMITI (trading as E . SMITH to the board, viz ., Mr. J . Leppoc and Mr. Wright Turner , of

& Co.) , of 40, Bridge-street, Bristol, wholesale stationer and Manchester ; and Mr. Scott and Mr. Bell, of Newcastle . Mr.
printer ; statement of affairs produced , prepared by Mr. Pitt, Charles Tattersall was re- elected joint auditor along with Messrs.

accountant, and the receiver in the matter, disclosed liabilities Goddard, of Newcastle, for the ensuing year.- - The failure of

£736 Os. 2d ., and assets £212 6s. 3d. ; no offer being forth Messrs. JOHN SOFTLEY & Co ., iron ship builders, of North

coming liquidation resolved upon, and Mr. William C . Harvey, Shields, is likely to involve several establishments in loss, though

of the firm of Gamble & Harvey, 1 ,Gresham -buildings, Basing the indebtedness is understood to be a good deal scattered . It

hall-street, London, was appointed trustee, and the debtor's is said their liabilities are about £55,000. The firm is stated to

discharge was refused . - Sept. 29, RICARD CHANDLER, of have taken their orders too low , and it is said that the

Patchway, Almondsbury, Gloucestershire, builder, filed his liquidation will be unfavourable to the creditors. During

petition for liquidation in the Bristol County Court , and the October petitions were filed in the Newcastle County Court by

firstmeeting was afterwardsheld at the offices of Messrs. Hunt, the following : - M . STENHOUSE & Co., merchants and com

IIodgson , & Bobbett, solicitors, Bristol; there did not scem to mission agents ; SPIER & WOODGATE, chemical manuremanu

be any estate to liquidate , and the creditors separated without facturers ; Thos. W . HUGHES (trading as Loss , BORRIES, &

passing any resolution. -- PAUL THEODORE PETERS and JOHN Co.), merchant and commission agent ; sworn under £10,000 ;

SANEL JEFFCRIES (trading as PETERS & JEFFERIES ), of 80 , HESLOP, WILSON , & BUDDEN, iron and metal brokers ; JOIN

Quay , Bristol, india rubbermanufacturers, filed their liquidation ELLIOTT, iron rolling mills, Jarrow -on - Tyne ; JOHN SOFTLEY

petition in the County Court, Bristol, on the 30th Sept., and & Co., iron ship builders,North Shields ; SAMPSON LANGDALE,
Their first meeting was held at the offices of Messrs. Murly & manure manufacturer, & c. ; gross liabilities sworn under

Sons, solicitors, Bristol, on the 16th Oct., when a resolution £100,000 ; T . S . BRAMWELL, chemical and iron broker .

was passed to liquidate by arrangement, and a trustee appointed .
NOTTINGHAM .

BRADFORD. The first meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Thos. HUTTON

RE WILLIAN WOODIAD, OF BOWLING. - On Monday, Oct. FARMER and WILLIAM BROWN, Stoney-street, lace manufac

19th , a meeting was held at the offices of Messrs. Terry and turers , was held on Friday, the 9th Oct., before the Registrar,

Robinson , Bradford , of the creditors of William Woodhead , of Mr. Patchitt. The object was the appointment of a trustee,

Park-road Works, Bowling, trading under the firm of William and other business. Mr.Gilbertwas attorney for the bankrupts ,

Woodhead & Co . At the last meeting the creditors accepted a and Mr. Richards, for the petitioning creditors, had theconduct

composition of 7s. 6d . in the pound , payable by tlıree equal of the proceedings. Mr. Richards commenced by producing

guaranteed instalments of four, eight, and twelve months. The various proofs of debts from the creditors, to which no objec

resolution of the previous meeting was confirmed, and Mr. Peter tion wasmade. It transpired that their joint estate amounted

Kerr Chesney, of Bradford, accountant, appointed trustee. I to £7,808, their joint assets to £3,302 5s. 4d. ; liabilities of
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Mr. Stewart Souter Robertson , Hutton Bank, Hamilton, was

examined in bankruptcy. The sederunt comprised Mr. J .
Clark Forrest, banker, Hamilton , trusteo ; Mr. Alex. Wylie,
W .S ., with Mr. E . T . Dykes, Hamilton, law agents, for the

trustec ; Mr. J. T . Bannerman Robertson, advocate, for the
bankrupt ; Mr. Alex. Fleming, S . S. C ., for Messrs . TodsMurray

and Jamieson , Edinburgh ; W . Archibald , solicitor, and Mr.

J. F . Mackenzie for creditors. The bankrupt was examined at
length , and during tho proceedings a draft statement of his
aſfairs was handed in showing assets £29 ,439 odd , and liabilities

£34 ,666 . Adjourned till November 2nd.

liabilities of William Brown's separate estate £105 38 ., assets
£82 18s. 6d. Mr. Charles Rogers, accountant, Willoughby
House, was appointed trustee, with committee of inspection .

COVENTRY.
At the Coventry County Court , on the 30th September, a

case was heard , involving a charge of fraud against a bankrupt

named William Furnivall, residing at Earlsdon , near Coventry,

veterinary surgeon, the trustee being Mr. E . T . Peirsou , public

accountant, Coventry . The main point upon which fraud was

alleged was as to the sale , or pretended sale , of bankrupt's fur

niture to a brother - in -law named Nichols, the bankrupt's story

being that Nichols agreed to purchase the furniture, and paid

the sum of £117 10s. for it. On the other side therewere very
damaging affidavits as to the position and means of the man

Nichols , and, under the circumstances, the solicitor to the

trusteo made application to the court to have “ the sale or pre

tended sale" by the bankrupt of his furniture, & c., declared

fraudulent and void as against the bankrupt' s creditors and the

trustee of his estate . Immediately upon the case being called ,

the solicitor who appcared for Nichols and the bankrupt inti.

mated that hewas not disposed to fight the case, and , addressing

his clients in open court, said he could see great mischief likely

to arise if the matter were pursued . He advised them both ,

therefore, to abandon the position they had taken up, and allow

the furniture to be handed over to the trustee. He warned

them that if they did not they might both be prosecuted for

conspiracy, and might find themselves lodged in Warwick gaol

for a long period . The Judge said no reasonable man could

doubt that the transaction was a gross fraud . Even though

money did pass, the transaction appeared to be a mere juggle,
and as far back as the reign of Queen Elizabeth a statute had

been passed rendering void transactions of this sort, where no

actual transfer had been made. The whole thing, he added ,

stints of fraud, and no amount of ingenuity on the part of their
solicitor could have rescued these persons from their position .

An order pas then made by consent for the delivery of the fur

niture and other effects in question , to be delivered to the

trusteo, and Nichols signed in court an undertaking to give up
possession forthwith . The costs of the application were also

ordered to be paid by him .

GLASGOW

THE BANKRUPTCY OF Messrs. MACFADYEN AND Co., Snip .

BUILDERS. - On the 20th October the examination of the

members of this firm took place in Glasgow before Sheriff
Guthrie, and as it was one of the concerns connected with the

late failure of Messrs . Watson and Campbell, iron merchants,

some interest was taken in the proceedings. The liabilitieswere

stated to amount to £31,496 , and theassets to £13, 131, showing
a deficit made during the 22 months the firm was in business of

£18 ,365, and this deficit was attributed to losses chiefly on the
building of 13 steamers of 6 ,323 tons. Mr. Archibald Mac

and Co, had commenced business in October, 1872. The total

capital of the firm at that time amounted to £1,450 . The

partners were the bankrupt himself, Mr. M ‘Culloch, Mr.
Polinus, and Mr. Low . Mr. Low had died on the 30th of

September, 1873, and the firm paid out to his exccutors the
eum of £948 128., being his original capital and estimated share

of profits . No balance of the books was made at Mr. Low 's

death , but the share allowed him was estimated by themembers
of the firm to the best of their ability . The bankrupt had

charge of the commercial, Mr. M 'Culloch of the iron, Mr.
Polinus of the wood, and Mr. Low was draughtsman. At the
beginning each partner drew £2 a week , after Mr. Low 's death

£3, and subsequently £4 . The firm first felt itself in difficulties

HUDDERSFIELD.
A meeting of the creditors of Messrs. BANCE & CARTER,

woollen merchant , of Huddersfield ,was held on the 23rd Oct. ;

the liabilities were stated at £20,130, and assets at £14,598.
It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement and not in bank .

ruptcy.

BATH .

At the usual woekly meeting of the Board of Guardians held
on the 14th October, Mr. H . Ponter , accountant, was elected
Registrar of Births and Deaths for the district of Tiverton , in
the place of Mr. McClure, surgeon , of Tiverton , who had lately

vacated the same.

EDINBURGH BANKRUPTCY COURT.

At this court on the 7th October, William David Mackay,

commission agent, residing at Lochside House, Duddingston ,

appearod before Sheriff Hallard for examination as a bankrupt.

There were present Mr. W . B . Robertson , C . A ., trustee ; Mr.
Robert Menzies, S . S . C ., agent in the sequestration , and Mr.

Campbell Smith, advocate, mandatory. From the state of
affairs put in process, it appeared that his liabilities amounted

to £642 8s. 7d., while his assets were estimated at £50 15s.,
leaving a deficiency of £591 138. 7d . After examination , in

the course of which numerous details were entered into, the

statutory oath was administered .

THE BANKRUPTCY OF MR. ROBERTSON, CHAMBERLAIN TO

THE DUKE OF HAMILTON . - In the Hamilton Bankruptcy

Court, on the 12th October, Sheriff Lees, Airdrio, presiding,

the firm had acceptances to the amount of from £18 ,000 to

£20,000. All the vessels had been built under contract. The

firm made no balance of their affairs when they commenced
finance. The other bankrupts, M 'Culloch and Polinus, were

afterwards examined, and corroborated the statement made

by Macfadyen . The statutory oath was then administered .

There were prosent Mr. James M ‘Kenzie, writer , Glasgow ,

agent in the sequestration ; Mr. A . S. M 'Clelland, accountant,
trustee ; and Mr. T . C . Young,writer, agent for a creditor.

At the Glasgow Bankruptcy Court, October 16 , John Gil.

mour, baker, Glasgow , was examined before Sheriff Murray by
Mr. J . A . Spens. The liabilities were stated at £2,479 , and
the assets at 8570 . The statutory oath was administered .

In the Glasgow Bankruptcy Court, October 15 , John Walker,
grocer, Strone, wasexamined asto the cause of his insolvency . The

bankrupt stated that his liabilities amounted to £153 10s. 7 .1.,

and his assets to £9 1 14s., leaving a deficiency of £350 16s.6d.
The statutory oath was admivistered.

Thomas Henry Young, lithographer, Glasgow , was examined

under bankruptcy on the 13th October, before Sheriff Guthrie,
by Mr. J . H . Fergusson), accountant. Liabilities were stated at

£1,434 , and assets, after deducting preferable claims, £1,241.
The oath was administered .

Thomas Harvie , sadler, Airdrie ,was examined in the Bank

ruptcy Court, Glasgow , on the 13th October, before Sheriff
Clark, by Mr. Meikleham , accountant. The liabilities were

stated at £273, and the assets at £71. The oath was adminis

tered .

John Renton , formerly accountant, Glasgow , now quarter.
master, Glasgow , was examined in bankruptcy on the 6th

October before Sheriff Galbraith , and stated his secured liabili.
tics at £363, and ordinary liabilities at £1,625, while his assets

were £764. The examination was adjourned .
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October. Having deliberated several hours, and after twico

declaring their inability to agree upon one of the counts, the

jury found a verdict for the plaintiff on all the issues. The

judge, however, stayed the bankruptcy proceedings pending

a legal argument before one of the superior courts.

DUBLIN .

In the Local Court of Bankruptcy , on Wednesday, the 24th
October, Mr. Barnard Cracroft, stockbroker, Austin - friars ,

London , sought to have John Westby Smith , stockbroker, of

Belfast, adjudicated a bankrupt on failing to pay complainant's

claim of £32,495. The case for Mr. Cracroft was that he acted
in the purchase of stocks, shares, and securities for Mr. Smith ,

under a contract that the dealings should be conducted under

the rules and regulations of the London Stock Exchange , and

that he was to be indemnified from all losses. Mr. Smith

pleaded that even if the contract had been made, it was void on

account of being made for the purpose of gambling and wager

ing. The plaintiff, Mr. Cracroft, was ( counsel said ) a gentle

man of education . He graduated in arts at the University of

Cambridge, and was called to the English bar. In early life

he became acquainted with some of the principal moneyed
people in London, including the Rothschild and Goschen

families, and other magnates of the financial world. When
engaged in producing a history of banking institutions he

applied for information to the directors of the Belfast Banking

Company, and hewas referred to Mr. William Smith , brother

of the defendant, then chief accountant in their establishment.
At this time the defendant, Jolin Westby Smith , was also an

officer of the bank, but soon after left and set up in business as

a stock and share broker. In January, 1872, the defendant,
his brother William , and Hugh W . Rogers, manager of the

Cookstown branch of the bank, conceived the idea of entering

largely into transactions upon the London Stock Exchange.
In order to carry out this design it became necessary to obtain

the services of a member of the London Stock Exchange of

character and ability. Accordingly, on the 12th o ! January,

1872, the defendant, signing himself John W . Smith and Co .,

No. 2 , Rosemary -street, wrote a letter to Mr. Cracroft. Mr.

Cracroft being in Italy at the time, this letter was opened by

his confidential manager , Mr. Murray Astin , who proceeded to

Belfast, and saw Mr. Smith . The latter represented that he

had at his back a powerful " syndicate " of wealthy men . He

did not mention the names of any of the so -called syndicate,
butMr. Murray Astin returned to London , and commenced

business transactions with Mr. Smith . All the documents for.

THE “ CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ” is the title of a

novel and bold attempt to invite public subscriptions on the

basis of confidence in a single individual,underthe inspection

of a board of accountants. It is not within the scope of this

journal to advocate the claims of public companies or other

form of joint-stock enterprise, but the peculiar principles

on which the bank is founded induce us to draw the

attention of the profession to the features of the scheme

as propounded in the prospectus in another portion of our

columns. The propositions of the projector and proprietor

may be shortly stated as follows : - 1. Financial business is

eminently profitable . 2 . It is virtually a monopoly, being
confined to a few great firms. 3. It requires a large con

mand of capital. 4 . Like contracting , and other businesses

of a cognate character, it can bemore successfully conducted

by individual skill than by the cumbrou machinery of a

board of directors . 5 . The management shall receive no

remuneration until the contributors have been paid their

interest , and a proportion of profit set aside for reserved

fund, 6 . The remuneration of the manager being dependent

on the remainder, it is his direct interest to manage the
business prudently. 7 . The board of auditors shall be

chosen from amongst the first accountants in the kingdom ,

and report quarterly to the subscribers the position of the

bank. * 8 . There is no partnership liability, and , on the

other hand , no published list of shareholders for “ bears"
to terrify by mendacious circulars. The obvious objection

to the schenie is, that the entire management is committed

to a single individual. To this objection the projector

replies, “ I am perfectly master of the business I offer to

undertake. I am not a paid servant, but entitled to a

remainder in case of success. Any man will be honest and
prudent if you make it worth his while to be so ; in this

concern the remuneration you offer me in case of success
is splendid - ergo , I shallmanage your affairs honestly and

prudently ; and if from lack of skill or other cause I fail

to conduct your affairs successfully , your auditors will

speedily inform you."

of the proceedings bore on the face of them words stating that

all transactions were conducted under the rules and regulations

of the London Stock Exchange. From February , 1872 , to

November, 1873, all transactions between the parties appeared

to have been closed, and it was in reference to the dealings in

the month of December last that the question now at issue

arose. During the earlier period Mr. Sinith had sustained

beavy losses, but be had honourably met his engagements

so far. It was because he did not continue to do so that this

case was brought forward . His losses had been in all over

£30 ,700 , and perhaps the jury would wish to know where the
monop came from to meet this large amount. He (Serjeant

Armstrong) would inform them . All this timeMr. Smith , the

chief accountant, and Hugh W . Rogers, the manager of the

Cookstown branch , were engaged in robbing the bank, until at

length their frauds reached a sum of no less than £142,000.

William Smith and Hugh W . Rogers were arrested and com
mitted for trial. They pleaded guilty , and were sentenced ſto

long terms of imprisonment. This brought William Smith's
career to a close, and then he wrote to Mr. Cracroft to say

“ My syndicate is discovered, and allmymoney is gone." There
was not a word of truth in the original statement to Mr. Astin .

The " syndicate " was a myth . There was not a soul in con

nection with him , and he had no money to meet his liabilities .

The magnitude of the transactions might be gathered from the
circumstance that from the end of November to the middle of

December, when they closed completely, the purchases had

amounted to over £1,600 ,000, and that the loss upon them was

€52,870. The defence set up was that the transactions were,

with a few exceptions, gambling pure and simple . The case

lasted several days and was concluded on Saturday, the 31st

REAL PROPERTY STATISTICS . - A recent Parliamentary return

shows that as to property tax assessment, from the years 1815

to 1873 , inclusive, the gross value of real property , according

to Schedule A , in 1814 - 15 , was £53,495,374 . The gross rental

of lands was, according to Schedule B , £36, 260,000. In 1871- 2 ,
theamountsunderthesotwowere £159,983,932,and £48 ,914 , 230 ,

respectively. The gross estimated rental assessed to the poor

rates was, in 1855 -6 , the first year which appears in the return ,

£86,077,676 ; in 1872- 3 it was £132,453,870. The rateable
value assessed to the poor rate in 1810 -11 was £62,450,030 ; in

1872 -3 it was £112,317 ,603. The total sum levied as poor rate

in 1814 - 15 was £7,547,676 , and in 1872- 3 £11,486 ,117 . The

sum expended in the relief of the poor in 1814 - 15 was

£5,418 ,816 , and in 1872- 3 £7,692, 169, according to this return .

ERIE RAILWAY. - The report of Messrs. Quilter, Ball, & Co.,

and Turquand, Youngs, & Co., the accountants appointed to

investigate the affairs of the Erie Railway Company, states that
the earnings were sufficient to justify the payment of the divi.

dends on the Preferred Stock for two years ending 30th Sep

tember, 1873. But by reason of deficiencies discovered in the
accounts of the Gould administration , there was no sufficient

balanco applicable to the payment of dividends on the common
stock .
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EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION .

A sitting in this matter was held on Tuesday, the 20th |

October, at Westminster-chambers, by Mr. F . S . Reilly, the

assessor. From the affidavit of the liquidators of the

English Widows' Fund , it appeared that that company was

wound up as far back as 1863, and up to the present time

no call had been made. Several annuitants having now

made claims against the company, it was necessary to make

calls , in order to meet the sum of £5 ,937 18s. 7d ., but as

only about £200 was anticipated to be received from a

certain portion of the contributories, another call of £4 per

share was rendered indispensable. Great opposition was

made to this. An objection was put in by one contributory

on account of eleven years having passed, but without avail.

Another contributory 's case was permitted to stand over, on

account of his connection with the British Nation , the

winding-up of which , he stated , had reduced his circum

stances to nil. A Mrs . Gilbert endeavoured to obtain

exemption , on the ground of her having distributed the

estate of her late husband , who was the holder of the shares

for the call upon which she was now to be made liable , but

notwithstanding her statement that she had lost heavily by

the Albert and European Companies, the assessor, although

condoling with her misfortune, retained her name on the

list. Mr. John Young (the liquidator) promised to give

her case his best consideration. The late Marquis of
Northampton was settled on the list for one share , and the

Duke of Cambridge for ten shares. A case was obtained
by a gentleman , a general in the army, for the decision of

the arbitrator as to the legality of the call.

The settlement of the B list was subsequently taken - a

call of £3 on those who had paid £4, and £7 on those who
had paid nothing. A solicitor disputed the liability of his
client, on the ground of his having transferred his shares

before the date of the winding -up order, but, as the Court
of Chancery had settled him on , the assessor stated that the
arbitrator would be bound by that. Another solicitor con
tended that the annuitants had freed the English Widows'

Fund from all liability by accepting the British Nation in
place of the former company, and that the oflicial manager
had agreed to settle the matter for a stipulated amount.

Mr. Mercer observed that the only way of upsetting the
calls would be to upset the claims, and that a summons for

that purpose could be taken out, and the solicitor said that
he would certainly adopt that course. The 5th instantwas
named as the day when the case would be brought before

the arbitrator.

on behalf of the Court of Chancery _ boxes containing securities ,

jewellery , title-deeds, a will, personal ornaments, plate, a por

trait , diamond necklace, coronet,and earrings, and many other

articles , each box being marked with the title of the cause or

matter in which the contents are in dispute or under discussion .

The Controller and Auditor-General has had to report on the

accounts , and observes that the limited audit which alone is at
present possible does not fulfil the object contemplated by the

Treasury in 1871 – viz . the establishment of a “ complete check

on Chancery expenditure.”

FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. -- At the Guildhall, on the

20th of October , Gustavus Marks, described on the charge
sheet as a furrier, of No. 41, De Beauvoir -road , Kingsland ,

surrendered to his bail to answer several charges under the 11th

clause of the Bankruptcy Act. Mr. Besley appeared to pro
secute, and Mr. Wontner defended the accused . The evidence ,

which had extended over several examinations, went to show

that the defendant started in business as a merchant in July,

1872, and in February, 1873, became bankrupt, with unsecured

liabilities £3,500, and assets virtually nil. Mr. E . J. Yaldon ,

accountant, of 70 , Cheapside, was called , and stated that by

order of the court he had had placed in his hands the goods,

cash , and deficiency accounts of the defendant. He had inves

tigated them , and could say from those accounts that it was

untrue for the bankrupt to say that he had bought goods for

cash . Hehad not accounted in his books for any of the advances

he had received for the goods he obtained on credit. If he had

bought any he had omitted them altogether from his accounts.

It was impossible that the goods account could be a true one ;

therewere discrepancies in that account and a uniformity in the

amounts which , as an accountant, he could say could not occur

in mercantile transactions. Some formal evidence having been

given , Mr. Alderman Cotton fully committed defendant for

trial, but admitted him to bail, two sureties in £200 each , one

in £300, and himself in £700 . The trial took place at the

CentralCriminal Court , and Mr. Justice Lush passed sentence

of 18 months' imprisonment, with hard labour.

We learn that the improvementswhich are being carried out
in connection with the Bankruptcy Court and its offices in

Portugal-street and Lincoln 's Inn -fieldswill soon be completed.

On the completion of the work we understand all the business
will be transacted there. This will be a great convenience to

professional gentlemen, who have for a long time had their

energies severely taxed in carrying on matters at Basinghall

street and Portugal-street simultaneously.

The Secretary of the London Financial Association (Lim .

ited ) , writes : — - " In consequence of the sudden and lamented

death of the late manager, Mr. B . Dunn , soon after the last

half -yearly meeting of shareholders , the Board of Direc.
tors have anxiously considered the best course to be adopted

for supplying the vacancy so occasioned . I am directed to in .

form you that the result of these deliberations is that they have

appointed Mr. John Ball, of the firm of Quilter, Ball, & Co.,
provisional manager , to assist the directors in the realisation of

the securities of the association ."

A petition for winding up the London and Paris Hotel Com

pany (Limited ) , has been presented to the Court of Chanecry.

Mr. Albert Grant was presented on Saturday with a hand

some silver centre piece by the Conservatives of Kidderminster ,
in acknowledgment of his political services to the borough . A

presentation was also made to Mrs. Grant.

LEMON Hart & Son. This case was brought before Mr.

Registrar Hazlett to day (November 2 ), the interim injunction

being continued upon the application of Mr. Linklater .
We leam from the City Press that Mr. D . R . Harker

died at his residence , Osborne-villas, West -green -rond , Totten

ham , on Tuesday last, in his 70th year. Mr. Harker held

the position of toastmaster for 38 years, till he retired a

few years ago through ill-health . He was well known in
connection with many other oflices, and was much respected

in the City .

IN CHANCERY. - The first account of the Paymaster-General

under the Court of Chancery Funds Act shows that on the 31st

of August, 1873, the securities and money in the Court of

Chancery belonging to suitors reached the value of £66,239,818,
or rather that nominal value, for the securities are not put at

their actual cash value, but are the amount of stock which has
been brought into court or purchased . The “ caslı " is not

quite fourmillions sterling. Of this amount nearly twomillions

and a half are duefrom the Consolidated Fund, being the “ book

debt " due in cash from the Court of Chancery to the suitors.

Nearly £600 ,000 had been placed upon deposit under the 14th

section of the Act . The item of " securities” amounts to aboro

sixty -two millions sterling, and is constituted chiefly of Govern

ment or Indian Stock, but includes a multitude of other invest.

ments, such as railway stock or shares, dock andassurance com

panies' stock, colonial bonds, Brazilian and various South
American bonds, Spanish bonds, St. Pancras Skinner's Estate

bonds, & c ., all brought into court for safe keeping during some
strifo or suit . There are also a large number of boxes and

miscellaneous effects in the Bank of England, deposited there
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PARTNERSHIPS AND INVESTMENTS .

PARTNERSHIP WANTED by a Gentleman , with
1 a capital of £1,000 to £2,000 , in a sound London business. The
advertiser will require to be satisfied as to the results of at least threo
years' working. Apply , with particulars , to Messrs. John Bath & Co.

Public Accountants, 406, King William -street, London Bridge, E . C .

FOUNTAIN.PER
PET

UAL

A COUNTRY SOLICITOR, having a very good

A connection and a Capitalof about £1,500 at command , is desirous
of joining a gentleman with an established practice in London . Apply
to Messrs. John Bath & Co., Public Accountants, & c., 404, King William
Street, London Bridge, E . C .

GENTLEMAN , having £1,000 at his disposal,
A wishes to find employment for the same in somewell-established
business ; small manufactory in town or country preferred . Apply to
Messrs. John Bath & Co , Public Accountants, 404, King William -street,
London Bridge, E .C .

PARTNER WANTED with £3,000 in an old -estab
1 lished City Decorators and Contractors for Repairs. The business ,
which has been established more than a century, has the monopoly of á
special agency, and is at present making good profits. The incoming

partner to take charge of the financial and counting -house department.

The business being thoroughly well established , full accounts will be
submitted on application , and arrangements may be made whereby the

incomer can test the bond ides of the concern prior to the whole of his

capital being introduced . Apply to Messrs. John Bath & Co., 404, King
William -street, London Bridge, E . C .

A SOLICITOR with from £3 ,000 to £5,000 may
A enter into partnership with an established London firm . Apply to
Messrs. John Bath & Co., Public Accountants, & c., 40A, King William
Street, London Bridge, E . C .

WOOLLEN TRADE. - A Gentleman who has
W been in business several years (Special Branch ), and is wishful

to extend same, is open to treat for admission of a Partner who can
introduce a capital of from £2,500 to £3,000. Sleeping or otherwise.
For particulars apply to Alexander Atkinson, Publio Accountant,
15, Kírkgate , Bradford ,

A PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT ( M . S . A . ENG.), re
A siding in a county town in the West of Èngland, is willing to enter

into arrangements with a Gentleman to join him as WORKING
PARTNER . Highest references given and required . Address “ Alpha,"
Editor of ACCOUNTANT, 59 , Basinghall-street, E .C .

TOSIAH BEDDOW & SON , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
AND AUDITORS,

Have several clients with capital— from £1,000 to £10 ,000 — requiring
ective or sleeping Partnerships, or Businesses for disposal. Full parti.
culars, in confidence , to above address.

GARDEN PARTIES AND FETES.
The ENTIRE ARRANGEMENTS CARRIED OUT, introducing

the FETES of LANTERNS. ILLUMINATIONS in VARIEGATED

COLOURS for OIL or GAS, CRYSTAL PRISMATIC DEVICES, the
FAIRY FOUNTAINS, LIME LIGHT, & c .

TETES and REJOICINGS. ATTAINMENT
of MAJORITIES.

DEFRIES and SONS,

RALL-ROOMS and GARDENS, & c., Decorated
and Illuminated.

S , TEMPORARY ROOMS ERECTED,
So that Furniture, & c ., need not be removed.

CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS, MIRRORS, & c .,

Table Glass and China, Perfumed Fountains and Table Decorations,
Lent on Hire.

PYROTECHNIC DISPLAYS UNDERTAKEN .
Flags, Bannerets, and Floral Decorations. Estimates and Designs Free.

J. DEFRIES and SONS,
147, HOUNDSDITCH (five minutes' walk from the Bank of England).

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
PERFUMING FOUNTAINS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .
The Storer ' s Patent Perpetual Perfumed Crystal Table Fountain for

Dining, Drawing , and Ball Rooms.

In Crystaland Gilt, £2 178. 6d . to 100 Guineas .

I DEFRIES AND SONS CITY SHOWROOMS,
FOR

NDELIERS, CRYSTAL BRONZE, and
OF ORMOLU . TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces , £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS for INDIA ,

Works : London, Birmingham , and Paris.

TOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.
Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association . Attends and

Reports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free
of charge.

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.
OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

WILLIAM JOHN PARRY,

OFFICES : 14, HIGH STREET, CARNARVON ,

4, WILLIAMS COURT, BETHESDA.

TDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON ,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,
46, JORDAN WELL , COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 1853 .

W B . ROBERTSON, ACCOUNTANT.
47,GEORGE IV . BRIDGE ,EDINBURGH,

Conducts commercial enquiries, collects bills and outstanding debts,
and attends to the interests of creditors on bankrupt estates , & c .

T F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCES STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

AND
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PUBLICATIONS.
Second Edition, revised and enlarged,

PRACTICAL BOOK-KEEPING. Adapted to

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.
Price 78 . 6d .

LU .

Commercialand Judicial Accountancy .
By F . HAYNE CARTER ,

Member of the Society of Chartered Accountants, Edinburgh .
Fellow of the Faculty of Actuaries in Scotland.

CONTENTS .
Various systems of Book -keeping Explained . - Books for Wholesale

and Retail Trade. - Lawyers. - Life Assurance, Shipping , and Limited
Liability Companies . -- Collieries , Mines, and Quarries. - Public and
Charitable Institutions. -- Private Housekeeping, and for Dealers in
Stocks and Shareg. ---Curators, Judicial and other Factors. - News.
papers,and Printing Establishments, & c .; algo , Articles on English and
Scotch Banking, and Bills of Exchange.- -Outlines of Book -keeping, & c . ,
for Beginners. - Explanation ofCommercial Terms -- Authorities Recom .
mended for Study, and Advice to Junior Book-keepers and Clerks.

MENZIES & CO ., Edinburgh and Glasgow .
And all Booksellers .

TEMPORARY OFFICES :

EAST INDIA CIAMBERS, 23, LEADENIALL STREET,

First Issue of Capital £500,000,
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No cash required for

Subscriptions exceeding £50. Nofurther Liability. Open to all.

Euh cash Subscriber is entitled to a Bonus of £1 10s. per
cent. per month, which will be paid in CASH .

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements , with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies .
BY JOHN BATH , F . S . A . E .

Price 60 .
WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London, E . C .

Price 6d ., post free for six stamps .

AIDS TO SHORTHAND-WRITING , comprising
Arbitraries, Prefixes, Terminations, & c., adapted to all systems of

Stenography . Also , Shorthand Maxims. By HENRY NEWMAN .

Published by the Author, 33, Harmer-street,Gravesend.

Demy 8vo., price 5s. ; cloth boards.
SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation
D of Double Entry to the Practice of Solicitors. By ROBERT
HENRY RICHARDSON, Associate of the Society of Accountants in
England , Law Accountantand Auditor.
Theabove will be ready the second week in November , and sent post

free on receipt of order for 5s . (crossed London and County Bank ),

payable to R . H . Richardson , Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith ,
London .

ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY AND DIRECTORY
FOR 1875 .

The above will be published on the 1st December next , applications

for which , and correct names and addresses for insertion in the
Directory , are requested to be sent without delay to Mr. ALFRED C .
HARPER , 2 , Cowper ' s Court , Cornhill . Price 58.

THE READY-MADE LEDGER INDEX ,
1 arranged for Ledgers to contain a numerous quantity of Miscel

laneous Accounts. No. 1 for a Three -and - a -half quire book ; No. 2 for

a Seven , and No. 3 for Ten -and - a -half quires . Price 28 . 60 . each , or the

three for 6s. , post free . Edward Sandell, Accountant, 4 , Skinner ' s -place ,

Queen Victoria -street, London .

TRUSTEES.

LIEUT. GENERAL J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Deron.
WILLIAM LAKE, Esq., Darnley Road , Gravesend .
THE REV. W . F . GOUD , D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon .

AUDITORS, -

BANKERS. --
MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR .

RICHARD BANNER OAKELEY, F . R .G . S .

SECRETARY.

The object of this scheme is to afford to smaller capitalists an oppor.
tunity of participating in the enormous profits which are daily being
made in the London Money Market by the magnates of finance.

It embraces all the useful featuresof a Syndicate , a Joint Stock Bank ,
a Private Bank , and a Finance Company, without the disadvantages
attending either of them . In comparison with a Syndicate , it possesses

a wide and varied , instead of a limited and special, field of operations.
Its profits are frequently divided, instead of awaiting the result of
operations which may require years to mature. It is conducted by one
mind , thereby avoiding divided counsels, a constantsurce of ruin to
Eyndicates. Its members can withdraw at any time, on giving the
stipulated notice , instead of having their capital locked up indefinitely .
It will command a larger range of credit than ever attached to any
syndicate yet formed, being capable of unlimited extension , founded on
first class personal responsibility , and it requires no cash payment for
subscriptions exceeding £50.

If compared with a Joint Stock Bank, it will be found to possess all
the weight and influence of such an association. Here again it utilises
a far wider field of operations. The vast bulk of its en pital being held
at long notice of call, it can safely enter into lengthened engagements

which no bank , liable to be called upon for its deposits at a moment' s
notice, could with safety undertake. No panic in the Money Market
can affect it adversely ; indeed , its profits can be made as readily in
time of panic as in seasonsof prosperity . Again , it can suffer from no
division of opinion at its council board ; its profits are divided monthly
instead of half-yearly ; and its balance -sheet audited and rendered
quarterly , instead of a six months' report. Itsmembers can withdraw ,
as aforesaid , at any time, the withdrawal being accompanied by an
entire release from all liability . Lastly, the profits are immensely
greater than can be obtained by investment in the shares of any joint
stock bank, and , in this undertaking, accrue on the whole amount of
the subscriptions instead ofon the paid -up portion only .

In comparison with a Private Bank , it possesses equal secrecy as
regards individuals ; and it has also the same advantage of individual
management. But, whereas, in a private bank the co -operative element
is essentially absent, in this project it forms a prominent feature . No
private banker publilies a balance-sheet ; he relies on his own credit
and reputation , and trades for himself alone. The Co -operative Credit
Bank , on the other hand , divides a large share of its profits with its
constituents monthly , aud renders to them a certified balance-sheet
quarterly .

Lastly , to compare it with a Finance Company. Societies of this
nature were introduced into England in the year 1861- 5 , projected on
the basis of the French Credit Mobilier , Credit Foncier, & c . They were
eagerly taken up by the public , but they did not succeed , and for the
following reasons : - Firstly , they were burdened with enormous suns
of promotion money and preliminary expenses , and extravagant salaries
to chairmen , deputy -chairmen , directors , and official statt . Secondly,
they were, almost without exception , projected to benefit some rar
ticular individual, or firm , and to carry out some particular scheme ;
and that failing they had neither money nor credit to embark in any
other business. Thirdly , they were projected with the idea that their
acceptances would be universally discountable ; whereas, the market
being flooded with their paper, no banker would look at them ; and
this arose , not only from the large quantity afloat, or attempted to he
fioated , but also from the general distrust in the responsibility of the
shareholders, who, it was known , were in many cases men of straw ,
who had subscribed for the shares on the small preliminary deposit
and allotment call, expecting to sell them avain at premiums. Although,
therefore , a large margin of capitalnominally appeared behind the paid .
up capital, it was notorious that further calls would not be readily inet ;
and subsequent events justified this opinion . Fourthly , the directors
of these companies were harassed by the double fear of movements on
the Stock Exchange, tending to depreciate their shares and credit at
the sametime, and ofmaking calls which would be distasteful to their
shareholders and with difficulty collected . The Co -operative Crediit

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.
The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Accurate

and newly rerised ,

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF
RAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION ,

AND ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.
As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND ,
Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Open .

ins and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before

being Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to
Oficers. The Initiation . Passing and Raising . The Tracing Boards,

& c ., & c .
PROSPECTUS FREE.

Sent post free on receipt of 88 . éd . (or before remittance is made, if
desired ) . Payable to A E MASON ( P . M ., 300) , Bank Top View , Rich .
mond Yks . ; or froin ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .
Lale Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll .

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Ilotel, East Street. Public and Private Roomsfacing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort , and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITELAIT.
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 1s . PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarift for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c .
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and TwoMinutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway.
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11th . - Quarterly published Balance sheet issued and certified by
auditors.

(Signed ) RICHARD BANNER OAKELEY,
Dated 21st October , 1874 .

LETTER OF PROPOSAL.
SIR ,

I hereby propose to subscribe the amount of £ for
capital in THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, and undertake to give you
my acceptance or acceptances at three months' date , renewable for like
periodsuntil further notice, for that amount, in termsof the Prospectus
on the other side.

Signed . ....
Dated .
Address....
Profession

1st Reference
2nd Reference

To R . B . OACELEY, Esq.,
Co -operative Credit Bank ,

East India Chambers,
23 , Leadenhall Street , London ,

N . B . - As the operations of this Bank are based on first -class credit,
proposing Subscribers are cautioned to subscribe for no larger sum
than they are fully responsible for .

N . B . - As the Subscribers are sible for .Bankaarskrase da com tiroteclass credit,

FORM OF PROPOSAL TO BE FILLED UP WHEN THE SUBSCRIPTION IS
WHOLLY PAID IN CASH , AND FORWARDED , TOGETHER WITH COPY OF THE
PROSPECTUS ATTACHED :

To R . B . OAKELEY, Esq .,
Co -operative Credit Bank ,

East India Chambers ,

23, Leadenhall Street, London .
SIR ,

I herewith send you a cheque for £ , which I wish you to
receive and employ for the purposes of the Co-operative Credit Bank ,
in termsof your Prospectus, dated 21st October , 1874 , a copy of which
I have attached to this letter .

Signed
Dated
Address

Profession

TOENIG VON
B
O
N
E
T

Bank avoidsall these rocks. It is burdened with neither preliminary
expenses, promotion money, nor extravagant salaries, nor commission
to chairmen , deputy -chairmen , directors, or expensive officials ; the first
charge on the projits of this Co-operative Bank, after working expenses, being
the payment of the Bonus to Subscribers ; the second charge being applied
to the formation of a Reserve Insurance Fund ,as hereinaftermentioned ,
and the proprietor deriving his remuneration from the remainderalone.
It is his direct personal interest , therefore , to make the largest profits
and the smallest losses . The constituents of the Co -operative Credit
Bank are cautioned to subscribe for no more of the capital than they
can really afford . Their responsibility is individually tested : the
solidity of the Bank ' s credit can therefore never be brought in question .
It has no shares to be gambled with on the Stock Exchange ; no
fluctuations on the quoted list can disturb its credit or the peace of
mind of its constituents . It is not projected to serve any individual
purpose or particular scheme. It will operate for its own benefit, when .
ever and wherever it finds profitable opportunity. It affords to all
classes a channel of investment, and it cannot be too clearly stated that
the proprietor is directly responsible to his constituents for the due
application of the funds and guarantees entrusted to his charge, and is
checked in the possibility of malversation by the independent quarterly
audit and certified balance-sheet.

The subscribe fund will commence with £500 ,000 , to be increased as
oocasion oifers in amounts as above .

A fixed proportion of the profits, viz ., £1 per £100 permonth , will be
paid IN CASE to each subscriber .
Any person desirous of becoming a Subscriber must sign the letter of

proposal to such amount as he or she wishes to subscribe, and forward
the same to the proprietor, together with two references as to his or
her responsibility . If accepted after inquiry, his or her name will be
registered for the amount, and a bill at three months' date for the
amount of the subscription will be forwarded for his or her acceptance.
This bill will be discounted with one or other of the bankers or discount
houses with whom this Co -operative Credit Bank is connected, and the
proceeds used in the operations of the Bank . It will be renewed from
time to timeas it falls due, so long as the proposal remains in force .
If , however, the Subscriber prefers to pay up in CASA the amount of the
proposal, instead of giving an acceptance , he or she can do so , and
interest will be allowed thereon at the rate of six PER CENT. PER
AXXUX , IN ADDITION TO THE ORDINARY FIXED RATE OF £1 PER CENT.
PER MONTH , MAKING IN ALL 18 PER CENT. PER ANNUM . In such case &
special deposit receipt will be given for the amounts paid up in cash ,
The proposalmust be made in the first instance for six months certain ,
but at expiration of that period can be withdrawn at 60 days' notice ,
when both the proposaland acceptance, if any, will be returned can .
celled to the Subscriber . The proprietor similarly reserves to himself
the right of terminating the engagement by notice of 60 days after
expiration of the first six months.

All subscriptions not exceeding £50 must be up in cash , and in
order to afford the INDUSTRIAL CLASSES an opportunity of participating
in the project, such applications will have priority in acceptation. Such
Subscribers are required to sign the subjoined form , and to forward the
mme, together with a copy of the Prospectus attached , and the amount
of their subscription , to the Bankers . On acceptation of the subscrip
tion , a special deposit receipt for the amount subscribed will be given .
All such subscriptions are available for the same periods, and are sub
ject to the same terms of notice of withdrawal, on either side, as the
proposals aforesaid , and will receive interest at the rate of 6 per cent.
per annum , in addition to the ordinary fixed rate of £l per cent. per
month , making in all 18 per cent. per annum .

The proprietor undertakes to get aside 30 per cent. of the remaining
net profits to form a Reserved Insurance Fund , so long as any proposal
remains in force . This , it is calculated , will accumulate at the annual
rate of five chillings for every pound of capital subscribed , and will be
invested in the names of trustees elected annually by the Subscribers .

• The business of the Bank will embrace operations in stocks and shares,
home and foreign funds , public loans, concessions , contracts , the pro .
motion of public companies, discount of bills , advances on deposit of
deeds and other valuable securities , mortgage loans, and every de
tion of sound financialbusiness .

For the convenience of subscribers , drawing accounts will be opened
with them on the usual termsof London bankers.
The Bank is under the sole proprietorship and management of Mr. R .

B . OAKELEY , who has had many years ' experience in financial circles.

All the books. vouchers, and accounts will be independently audited
on behalf of the Subscribers by two well-known firms of Accountants,
and a Balance-sheet published quarterly and forwarded by them to each
Subscriber . The quarterly Balance sheet will also be published in the
leading papers , so that each Subscriber will be accurately informed of
the progress and position of the undertaking .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ARE :
Ist . - No proinotion money or preliminary expenses.
2nd . - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment

ot constituents' proportion and provision for reserve fund .
3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .
4th . - -Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large

variety of subjects .

5th .-- The proprietorship being vested in one person, no liability be.
yond the amount of subscription can accrue.

6th . - The secrecy and dispatch of individual management, so impor
tant in financial operations.

7th . - A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of profits.
Sth .- - A monthly distribution of the same.
Ath . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trus

tees.

10th . - Power of totalwithdrawal after six months on 60 days' notice.
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Was auarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisene Schränke und

Kunstchlösser Fortschritts ,” toAVEL WORD
SOLTAUSSTELLUNG I

DEN TARTECHRITT

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT TIIE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

erip

CHIANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Invented cspecially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the use of

False Keys,

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe
or Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false dupli .
cate keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold
security against burglars , and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new
change in this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by sim
ply filins away the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of
the Key . The Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus
made to adapt itself to the NEW KEY, after which no other Key will
open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be
virtually a NEW LOCK and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the
aid of a Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use
of fraudulent copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin
of £630 , vide “ Times," 12th Sept., 1873 ) . This Lock affords effectual
protection from duplicate or " Master ' Keys secretly made in manu
factories ; very extensive robberies in one case 13 Safes in one vault)
having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
LOCK, SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 , Cheapeide, London, E .C .

YOUTH REQUIRED to be Articled to an old
1 established London firm of Accountants. Premium 50 guineas.

Salary second and third years . Apply to “ Y . R ., " Housekeeper, 2 ,
Greshain-buildings, Basinghall-street, London .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL.

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice - President. - JOHN BATH , London .
ALFRED ALLOTT , Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, | EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON , Coventry ,

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . | THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London , JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London. WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London , LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London . JOAN ALLISON HESELTON , Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WAŤSON, Sheffield.
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London , GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London . | EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. | FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . | JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES . JOHN BATH, 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN, Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington .

TREASURER.— JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122, Leadenhall Street,and 1, St. Mary Axe, London,
AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BANKERS. - MESSRS. WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, London .

SECRETARY. - ALFRED C . HARPER .

OFFICES.— 2, COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

LIST OF FELLOWS.
M . C ., Member of the Council.

ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell-street, Plymouth. GEARD, JOHN BRADLEY, 6, Princes-street, Ipswich, M .C .
BATH , JOHN , 40a, King William -street, London, Vice-President,

Trustee, and M . C . HARPER, EDWARD NORTON , 2, Cowper's-court, Cornhill,
BEDDOW , JOSIAH , 2, Gresham -buildings, London , M . O . London , M . O .
BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John -street, Liverpool, M . C . HARRISON ,WILLIAM LOMAS, 37 , Cannon -street, Birmingham ,
BOLTON, JAMES CHARLES , 122, Leadenhall- street, and 1, St. RVEY, WILLIAM COMBEN, 1, Gresham -buildings, London,

Mary Ase, London , Treasurer and M . C . M . O .

BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenhall- street, London , M .C .

BRIGAT, GEORGE MONEY, 8 , Great Winchester Street-build . NICHOLLS, FRANCIŚ, 14, Old Jewry-chambers, London, M . C .
ings, London, M .C . VIPOND, JOSEPH, Sandgate, Penrith.

BUCK , ROBERT, 56 , Fawcett-street, Sunderland. VOISEY, LEWIS, Bewsey -street, Warrington, M . C .
DAVIES , JOSEPH, Bewsey- street, Warrington, President, Trustee, WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield , M . C .

and M . C .

The objects of the Society are
To promote the acquisition of those branches of knowledgewhich January , 1872, and shall have made his application on or before

are essential to the practice of an Accountant ; to decide upon the 1st day of January , 1873 .
questions of professional usage or courtesy ; and generally to (2.) Or shall have been a clerk to a public accountant on the
advance the position and interests of Members of the profession . 11th day of January , 1872, and shall have been in actual prac.

CONSTITUTION ,
tice on his own account, or in partnership , as a public accoun .
tant for three years consecutively after that date, and prior to

The Society shall consist of three classes of Members, namely , the 1st day of January , 1878.

Fellows, Associates, and Honorary Members,with a class ofStudents ( 3.) Or shall have served under articles for a period of threeattached.
years to a public accountant in actual practice.

ELECTION OF ASSOCIATES. (4 .) Or shall have been employed as accountant to a corpora .

Every application for admission as an Associate of this Society
must be made to the Council, and must be accompanied by a accountant, or firm of accountants, for a period of seven years

written recommendation from at least two Associates. at the least, but the employment need not have been formore

than two years continuously with one and the same person or
ENTRANCE FEES AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS. firm .

Every Associate who shall be elected a FELLOW of the Society (5 .) Or shall have taken a degree at one or other of the
shall, upon such election , pay the sum of £15 15s, by way of fee Universities of Oxford , Cambridge, Durham , London , or

upon his election as Fellow . Every person admitted as an Dublin , and shall have served under articles for a period of
ASSOCIATE of the Society shall, on admission , pay the sum of two years to a public accountant or firm of accountants.
£5 5s, by way of entrance fee if he be practising in the City of ( 6 .) But no candidate shall be eligible for admission as án
London or within the London postal district ; or the sum of £3 38. associate after the 1st day of January, 1878, until he shall have
if he be practising beyond such district ; and the undermentioned passed an examination as to his proficiency to the satisfaction
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Society, that is to say : of the Examiners of the Society.
FELLOWS, £5 58.; ASSOCIATES PRACTISING IN THE CITY (7 .) Or shall conform to such conditions as the Council shall
OF LONDON , or within the London postal district, £2 29. ; in any particular case require to be observed , but such admis
ASSOCIATES PRACTISING BEYOND SUCH DISTRICT, sion shall only be made upon the written recommendation of

£1 ls. ; and STUDENTS, £1 Is. each . at least three-fourths of the Council present at a Meeting

specially called for the purpose.
Every candidate to be hereafter proposed for admission as an STUDENTS.

Associate shall be twenty -one years of age or upwards, and shall Students shall be persons, not under 18 years of age, who are

come within one of the following conditions : or have bve been pupils of Fellows or Associates of the Society , and
(1 .) He shall have been in actual practice ou his own account, who have the intention of becoming accountants ; and such persons

or in partnership as a public accountant, on the 11th day of may continue Students until they attain the age of 26 years.

Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to the Secretary.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by GEORGE BERRIDGE & Co., 37 & 42, Eastcheap, E .C . - November 2nd, 1874 .
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MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
11 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinda. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS , & MILNER have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon
approved securities . - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices

(Established 1643), 54, Cannon -street.

By order of Mortgagee.-- Surbiton . --Excellent Business Premises close
to Railway Station , and with siding thereto .

MESSRS. HARVEY and DAVIDS will SELL
M1 BY AUCTION , at the Southampton Hotel, Surbiton , on TUES .
DAY, December 15th , 1874 , at Seven o ' clock precisely , valuable L ' ASE .

HOLD PROPERTY, situate in Victoria - road , Surbiton , comprising

commanding double -fronted Shop , with Dwelling-house above, also
Stablius , Coach -house, & c . , in rear. Lease eighty -seven years ; Ground

rent £7 10s . Particulars of T . Donnithorne, Esq . . Solicitor. 30. Grace .

church -street, E . C ., and of the Auctioneer, 126, Bishopsgate-street,
Cornhill.

ESTATES AND BUSINESSES.
Established 1813 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

NESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included

in the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land
and Reversion Offices , 54 , Cannon -street , London .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER' S
11 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES , Town and Country Resi.
dences, and property of every description , is published monthly , and
may be obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54,
Cannon-street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

TAND , Domains,Mountain Ranges,Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. - Messrs. MARSH , YETTS,
and MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number
of WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICUL
TURAL , SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS

ofmarketable properties wishing to effect advantageons sales are there .
fore invited to forward plans and particulars, which ,when received , will
be judiciously placed before intending purchasers . Written terms are
invariably settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address

Messrs.Marsh , Yetts , & Milner , Land and Timber Surveyors,54, Cannon
street, London , E . C .

PROPERTIES DISPOSED OF BY PRIVATE CONTRACT.

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, AND MILNER an .
IT nounce that the following PROPERTIES, recently offered for
Sale , have been DISPOSED OF by Private Contract.
KENT. - The important Freehold Residential Estate , distinguished

88 Onkwood , Beckenham , consisting of a superior mansion and 40 acres

of primæralforest surroundings. Sold for £25 ,000 .

ARGYLLSHIRE . - Freehold Highland Estates, Knockroy and Cal.
limore, consisting of 3 ,000 acres of Mountain , Lowland, Loch , and Moor .
Sold for £13,000 .

ESSEX, Chelmsford. - Baddow Court, Freehold Residence, grounds,
and meadow land of 17 acres. Sold .
MIDDLESEX, Isleworth . - Freehold Residence and Land , Sold .

SHANKLIN , Isle of Wight.- Residence, Lawn, and Grounds, upon
the East Cliff . Sold .
NOTTING -HILL .- - The Freehold Residence, 50, Ladbroke-grove.

Sold .

SOUTH HAMPSTEAD.- - Stabling in Elizabeth -mews. Sold .

CAMDEN -ROAD . - Residenceand Gardens, 53, Hildrop-road . Sold .
NORFOLK .- Freehold Property , known as White Slea . Sold .

TON . - Freehold Residence. No. 6 , Stanley -gardens. Sold .

PECKHAM .-- Eleven Leasehold Houses, in the Bird and Bush -road .

Farm and Building Land.

MESSRS. HARVEY and DAVIDS beg to announce
M that the following PROPERTIES may now be TREATED FOR
by Private Contract :
CLAPTON . - Freehold Building Land in London -road , having a fron .

tage of 81ft ., and a depth of 184ft .
SUFFOLK , eight miles from Beccles. - Freehold Farm of 45 acres,

with buildings ; let at £120 ; upset price , £2,200 .
BATH . - Compact Freehold Estate of 22 acres, with excellent resi.

dence ; there is also a Slate Quarry on the property. Upset pr.ce, only
£5 ,000 ,
HAMMERSMITH . - By order of the Trustees. - Five Freehold Resi.

dences , let on lease , producing £280 per annum .

Particulars obtainable at the Auction, Survey, and Land Agency
Offices , 126 , Bishopsgate -street , Cornhill ,

NAPITAL LEASEHOLD INVESTMENT (95 B ) .
U To be SOLD , SIX WELL BUILT HOUSES at King's Cross, all let
to first - class tenants , and producing £172 per annum . Messrs. HARVEY

& DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E .C .)

SOUTHAMPTON (94 B ). — To be SOLD , a first
D class FAMILY RESIDENCE, containing nine bed and three recep

tion rooms, stabling and coach -house , large flower and kitchen garden ,

meadow , & c ., in all about 5 acres. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS.

126 , Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)

ON THE BANK OF THE THAMES (86B).
J A comfortable FREEHOLD RESIDENCE to be LET or SOLD,

pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 5 % acres, and containing eight

bed -rooms, bath -room , three reception rooms, with stabling and coach

house. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate Street (Coru .

hill , E . C .)

PRIXTON ROAD (83 B ) . - Desirable investment

D in shop property . To be SOLD, FOUR CAPITAL SHOPS (all
let ), and producing a net income of £127 per annum . Price £1, 100 ,

Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E .C .)

TOREST HILL (81 B ). - To be SOLD, a well-built
DETACHED FREEHOLD RESIDENCE , containing five bed .

rooms, bath -room , three reception -rooms, & c . ; good garden . Messrs .
HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E . C .)

WESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are
DL instructed to prepare particulars of the following important
PROPERTIES, which will be OFFERED to AUCTION in the early
spring, unless previously disposed of by private contract :
SyšSEX. - A Freehold Estate of 287 acres,with residence and capital

buildings , at an agricultural price ; with possession .

SURREY. - A Freehold Residential Estate of 13 acres, with superior

massion , beautifully situate , near Surbiton, upon the crown of a salu
brious eminence .
HERTS. - A Freehold Residential Estate of over 500 acres, with

Spacious mansion and noble park -like surroundings, delightfully situato
in this notedly aristocratic county.
HEREFORDSHIRE A Freehold Residential Estate of 2 ,000 acres ;

an ancient inheritance , beautifully situate in the heart of this rich and
much admired county .

SUFFOLK, - A Freehold Agricultural Estate of 63 acres, let at £130
per annum ; low price, £3,000 , to effect an immediate sale .
DORSETSHIRE . A Freehold Manorial Estate of over 700 acres,

producing upwards of £1,000 per annum .

SUSSEX, near HASTINGS, - A Freehold Residential and Sporting
Estate of 250 acres ; with possession .

HANTS, BISHOPSTORE. - A Freehold Residence, lawn , grounds,
and river frontage : good fishing

Particulars and full information on application at Messrs. Marsh ,
Yetts , and Milner' s , City Land and Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon .
street, London, E . C . Established 1843 .

TREEHOLD GROUND RENT of £15 per annum
T to be SOLD, well secured on property at FINCHLEY. Messrs .
HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornhill, E .C .) . - 175 B .)

MORTGAGES. - SECURITIES REQUIRED
I for several FUNDS amounting together to £130 ,000 . Interest

from 4 per cent. Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate

Street (Cornhill, E . C . )

mo LAND OWNERS. - WANTED to PUR
LCHASE a FREEHOLD ESTATE of from 1,000 to 3 ,000 acres .

Would be preferred if coal abounded . Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS,

126, Bishopsgate Street (Cornbill, E .C .)
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ALFRED W . GEE,
ADVERTISNG AGENT,

59, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON , E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of

all kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly

nserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion

in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded .

Samerates charged as at the publishing offices.

GEORGE BERRIDGE & CO .,

Steam Lithographers and General Printers,

STATIONERS, & c.,
Fixecute Bankruptcy Forms, Dividend Notices, Balance Sheets, & c.,

with the utmost dispatch. Pamphlets, & c ., in a few hours.

PRINTING OFFICES - EASTCHEAP WORKS.

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT- 37, EASTCHEAP, E .C .

The Accountant.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Notwithstanding the increase in the size of the paper (from

16 to 24 pages) , the Editor has been obliged to omit a large

quantity of matter , including original articles, and reports from

London and the provinces. This lack ofspace,when considered
in connection with the very flattering amount of encouragement

and support which THE ACCOUNTANT has received , has induced

the Proprietor to decide upon a further alteration , with the

view to enhancing the value and usefulness of the paper. This

object, it is considered , would not be attained by making the

present monthly paper still larger, but rather by publishing

more frequently , and the Proprietor has therefore resolved to

issue Tue ACCOUNTANT weekly, the alteration to commence
with the new year.

A paper issued every Saturday will possess a degree of im .

portance and value which could not possibly be attained by a

monthly organ, however efficiently conducted. Opportunities

will thus be afforded for bringing important topics at once
under the notice of the profession ; the Editor will be able to

comment upon matters as they arise from week to week , to

" shoot folly as it flies," and to bring any abuses or malprac
tices directly within the ken of the profession generally ; whilst

the reports from themetropolis and the provinces being pre

sented weekly, will thus possess more of interest and of prac

tical utility to accountants than when issued at intervals of a

month . The Proprietor hopes that this will prove to be an

important step towards one of the main objects for which the

paper was started , viz., the advancement of the interests of the

profession of accountants throughout the United Kingdom .
The weekly paper (No. 1 of which will be issued January

2nd, 1875 ) , will consist of 16 pages, each number being sold at

6d. The price per annum will be 286. (including postage), the

following being the reductions for payment in advance :

Annual subscription , 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly subscription,
13s . ( post free). Cheques and post-office orders to be made

payable to Mr. ALFRED W . GEE .

In regard to the original subscribers, the Proprietor wishes

it to be thoroughly understood that in making this change he

has no desire to disturb the first arrangement entered into with

them . The whole of the original subscribers (including those

who have subscribed up to the presont time, all having, with
very few exceptions, received copies from the commencement) ,

will therefore be supplied with the weekly issue regularly with

out any extra payment for the remainder of the term of their
original subscriptions, viz ., until the commencement of October

1875 . The Proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts in

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and satisfac

tion of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving of increased

suppport on their part, particularly in regard to advertise.

ments-- a valuable aid to a newspaper , which accountants

speecially can readily render in the ordinary course ofbusiness .
It may be added that the publication of the paper weekly

will constitute THE ACCOUNTANT a " newspa per ” within the

meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and the members of the pro

fession will thus have the opportunity of contributing towards

the success of their own organ by the insertion of statutory

notices required to be advertised under this and other Acts of

Parliament.

Subscriptions, applications for advertisement space, and

letters relating to the general business of the paper, should be

forwarded to Mr.ALFRED W .GEE, 62,Gracechurch -street, E .C .,
Literary communications should be addressed to the Editor of

THE ACCOUNTANT at the same address.

As indicated above, the next number will be published on

Saturday, January 2nd, 1875 , and after that date the paper

will be issued weekly .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Advertisers to

the special advantages offered by this Paper as an advertising

medium . Starting with a good guaranteed circulation ,and with

the entire concurrence and hearty support of the leading mem

bers of the profession, The ACCOUNTANT may fairly hope for a

large measure of success in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by

any professional organ . THE ACCOUNTANT will thus secure to

Advertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive character ;

and it will be particularly valuable as a medium for the

announcements ofmembers of the profession , as to Estates and

Declaration of Dividends, and the appointment of Trustees and

Receivers ; for Publishers, Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers,

and Estate Agents ; for the advertisements of Insurance and

Public Companies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c.

N . B . - During the past few weeks the Proprietor has received

communications from several Advertisers as to the excellent

results which have attended their Advertisements in this paper,

thereby affording very gratifying proof of the value of The

ACCOUNTANT as a medium for advertising Vacant Partnerships,

Estates, & c .

Accountant.
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In another column will be found a letter from an

auctioneer to which we willingly give insertion, one
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& grievance in " Auctioneer's" case , but it is only a

phantom wrong ; and we decline to believe that the

general body of auctioneers would be found to

endorse the claim to such a monopoly as that im .

plied in our correspondent's letter .

In another part of our columnswe publish a letter

signed “ Unfortunate Creditors," and which appeared

in the Times of the 20th November, with the remarks

of our contemporary on the subject. The very grave

charges against accountants there advanced (although

to some extent qualified in the last paragraph of

the letter) cannot be passed over without notice.

It is, at least, satisfactory to note that our con.

any questions at all affecting the interests of

accountants or the business in which they are

engaged. If auctioneers really have a grievance

against accountants, it is as well that the latter

should be made aware of the fact, and that the

claims to a monopoly, such as that set forth in our

correspondent's letter, should be thoroughly sifted .

It appears to us, however, that " Auctioneer ” starts

from altogether wrong premises in his sweeping raid

against accountants,who,by theway, willbeinterested

to learn that in the eyes of this gentleman of the

rostrum and hammer,“ they have really no recognised

professional position.” Our correspondent does not

complain that he has caught an accountant (either

soi disant or properly so described ) in flagrante delicto

dilating upon the beauties of this estate or the

excellent position of that mansion , preparatory to

announcing it as " going ” or “ gone ” at such a price ;

on the contrary the gravamen of his complaint is

that “ in almost every daily paper, and in nearly

every advertising organ,are to beseen announcements

of this, that, or the other partnership , business, & c.,

being for disposal, full particulars to be obtained of

80 and so ,accountants.” Our correspondent's charge

being thus narrowed to one respecting private arrange

ments as to partnerships, & c ., we ask in reply, by

what right, specific or inplied , auctioneers claim a

monopoly of this particular business . The avocation

of an auctioneer, rightly so called , is, as we take it,

to manage an auction, in other words,a public sale, in

which the property is disposed of to the highest

bidder. Would it be desirable or even practicable

to trumpet forth to the world the advantages of a

partnership in this or that profession or trade,

or to detail in glowing terms the special channels and

monopolies of a particular business with the view to

its disposal? Nobody questions the ability of

auctioneers generally to negotiate matters of this

kind , but it must be done privately ; and that being

80, the vendor, or the person desiring to enter into

partnership relations, naturally turns to the account.

ant who has had the management of his financial

affairs , or to the solicitorwho has had charge of his

estate, as the person most fitted to do the work .

For it should be remembered that for every six

accountants whose names appear in these advertise

ments, there are half -a -dozen solicitors mentioned

in a similar capacity. If there is any “ trenching "

upon another's rights, solicitors are guilty in an equal

the entire body of accountants, whose practice takes

them into the bankruptcy court, would support, and

we agree that “ legal supervision ” and “ fixed

charges ” would go far to remedy the evils which

doubtless exist. It is, however, in a combination,

only , of the entire body of accountants , to which we

must look for assistance and reform in the direction

of restraining or legally prohibiting practitioners of

a doubtful character from transacting their business

in a manner not only unprofessional, but seriously

affecting the credit and status of the body to which

they nominally belong. The personal attendance of

creditors at meetings, as suggested ,would be accom .

panied by great inconvenience to themselves, and

the proposition appears to be somewhat impractic.

able. The remedy for the evils detailed certainly

rests to a considerable extent with the creditors

themselves. Let them use some little discrimination

before accepting the services of an accountant, in

the same manner as they would in employing any

other man of business, and they will probably find

some of the difficulties with which , according to the

lament in the Times, they are at present afflicted

vanish at once into thin air.

In a case we report from the Sheffield district, it

appears that after an appointment duly and properly

made by the registrar, the creditors have stepped in

and negatived the matter by giving the receivership

to a nominee of their own. This is, unfortunately ,

not without precedent, similar cases having arisen in

the London Bankruptcy Court . Frequent complaints

are made of the great expenses attending the liquida

tion of estates, and loud dissatisfaction is often
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expressed at the absurdly small dividends those | ment of the excellent position of certain offices, both

estates produce. It would seem , however, by this English and Scotch , would be a matter of super

and similar instances, that “ Unfortunate Creditors,” fluity , as those offices are , and have been for years,

upon whom so much sympathy is occasionally lavished, capable of ignoring all criticism ,owing to the praise

are sometimes not disinclined for a little litigation . worthy manner in which they are being, and have

But if under such circumstances only meagre results been, managed ; but when we come to accounts,

are obtained , it is hardly just, though very much matters assume an entirely different aspect. The

the fashion now -a -days, to turn round and lay the expressions employed regarding the systems of

blamewholesale upon the shoulders of the profes keeping life offices' accounts might have been

sional man,who has probably been doing his best to “ qualified ” in a certain way by singling out those

carry things on smoothly and with the minimum of companies which have never had to make any altera

expense. tions in their systems in order to obtain speedily ,

easily , and accurately , the necessary details for
A legal contemporary has discovered the appended

filling up the forms of account required by the
advertisement, which it quotes with the following

Board of Trade ; but my contention is, that those
comment : - “ Here is another attempt to deceive the

forms of account should be a part of the accounts
public . Wewill supply all information to any society

kept. As regards the Scotch societies to which
which can see its way to a prosecution .”

“ J. E . D .” refers in his censorious remarks, they
" LEGAL ASSISTANCE . - Messrs. - - Legal Agents

number about twenty, eight of which were founded
and Accountants, are prepared to carry out and conduct liqui

dations and arrangements with creditors upon reasonable terms, before 1830, and seven before 1810 , the remainder

without publicity, bankruptcy, or suspension of business. Also
having been ushered into existence since that date ,

all actions and executions, whether in the Superior or County

Courts, immediately stayed by injunction . Chancery , divorce, 1870, I think , being the last year in which any, and

probate suits , wills prored , and common law actions conducted then but two, made their appearance. It would be

with dispatch , and County Courts attended . Wills, leases,

assignments, and agreements prepared . Money advancel on injudicious for onemoment to question the abilities

mortgage, reversions, bills of sale , & c ., and debts collected at
of the gentlemen whose names and offices your

5 per cent. interest. – Apply to (name of firm and address ).' ”
correspondent details, but I find English offices to

Our contemporary has our entire sympathy in its
be equally blessed with able and competentmanagers.

efforts to expose cases of this kind . Probably, if
What is so astonishing and perplexing is, that the

the facts could be investigated, the advertisers would
societies founded previous to 1830 and 1840 had so

be found to possess as little right to be considered
organised their accounts that no alteration was

accountants, as ability to give " legal assistance."
necessary when the 1870 Act came into operation !

Assuming, however, that they have some claim to

THE WRITER OF THE ARTICLE .
the title “ accountants," we are sure that all respect

able members of the body will be with us in repu

diating such mongrelism .
THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS AND

ACTUARIES IN GLASGOW .

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
The Institute of Accountants and Actuaries in Glasgow

was incorporated by royal charter, bearing date 15th

SIR, I cannot permit “ J. E . D .'s ” remarks con March , 1855, and registered and sealed on the 16th May in

cerning the article on “ Life Assurance Companies'
the same year. The prayer of the petitioners, as recited in

Accounts,” which appeared in your first number, to
the charter, was :- “ That the profession of an accountant

has long existed in Scotland as a distinct profession ofgreat

pass without offering an explanatory reply . It
respectability ; that originally the number of those prac

appears your evidently able correspondent (who tising it were few , but that, for many years back , the

addresses you from Edinburgh) is dissatisfied with number has been rapidly increasing, and the profession in

the quantity of “ sweeping assertions" and the paucity Glasgow now einbraces a numerous as well as highls

of “ grave qualifications ” contained in the second respectable body of persons ; that the business of an

paragraph of the article in question . Perhaps
accountant requires, for the proper prosecution of it , con

siderable and varied attainments ; that it is not confined to
if a more general and impartial view of what was

the department of the actuary, which forms indeed only a
written had been taken, no necessity for the use of branch of it, but that, while it comprehends all matters

such terms as sweeping and grave would have connected with arithmetical calculation , or involving in

occurred to your correspondent. The acknowledg vestigation into figures, it also ranges over a much wider
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council will, in the ordinary course, recommend him for

admission at the next quarterly general meeting of the

Institute . The sum to be paid on admission as a member

of the Institute is 50 guineas, the yearly contribution being

one guinea . By the rules of the Institute forfeiture of

business of a manufacturer, merchant, or land agent, & c .

The number of original members in October, 1853, was

9 ; the names of 49 members appear upon the charter

granted in 1855 ; according to the list published in 1870

there were then 64 members ; and the roll for 1874 con

tains 69 members. It may be added that the Institute is

possessed of premises acquired about two years ago , and

including a handsomely - furnished hall, containing a library ,

and in which themeetings of the Institute are held .

field , in which a considerable acquaintance with the genera

principles of law , and a knowledge in particular of the

law of Scotland, is quite indispensable : That accountants

are frequently employed by courts of law , both the Sheriff

Courts, and the Court of Session , which is the Supreme
Civil Tribunal in Scotland , to aid those courts in their

investigations of matters of accounting, which involve, to a

greater or less extent, points of law of more or less diffi

culty : That they act under such remits, very much as the

Masters in Chancery are understood to act in England, and

that they are also most commonly selected to be trustees

on sequestrated estates, and to act as trustees under private

deeds of trust on large landed estates ; and that, in these

capacities, they have often to consider and determine in the
first instance important questions of ranking and of com

petition between creditors, and many other important

questions of law relating to property : That it is obvious
that to the due performance of a profession such as this, a

liberal education is essential, and that the object in view in

the formation ofthe Institute of Accountants of Glasgow ,
of which the petitioners are themembers, was to maintain

the efficiency as well as the respectability of the profes

sional body in Glasgow to which they belong : That it

appears to the petitioners that this object will be further

greatly assisted by the formation of the petitioners into a

body corporate and politic , having a common seal, with

power to make regulations and bye-laws respecting the

qualification and admission of members, and other usual

powers," & c.

The objects of the Institute, as described in the book of

rules, are " to elevate the attainments and status of the

accountants and actuaries of Glasgow , to promote their

efficiency and usefulness , and to give concentrated expres

sion to their opinions upon all questions and laws bearing

upon, or incident to , the business of their profession."

By the form of application for admission the applicant is
made to declare that he is “ not engaged in the business of

a merchant, manufacturer , or land agent,” and in order to

ensure consideration by the council, the application inust

be accompanied by a written recommendation from three

members of the Institute not being members of the

council.

Applicants for admission must have served for four

years at least as clerk or apprentice with a member of the

Institute, or of someother institute or society of accountants

or actuaries in Scotland, or have been in partnership, for

four years at least, with a member of the Institute, or of

some other institute or society of accountants or actuaries

in Scotland.

The candidates are required to undergo an examination

by the committee of examination , consisting of any two or

more members of the council, with the addition of any

other party or parties who may be specially appointed by
them for that purpose, in their knowledge of the principles

ofarithmetic and algebra, bankrupt law , book-keeping, and

accounts,and the practical working of bankruptcies, trust

estates, and judicialand extra-judicial factorships.
If the applicant succeeds in satisfying the examiners, the

ACCOUNTANTS ' DIARY AND DIRECTORY. – We have re

ceived advance sheets of the “ Accountant's Diary and Di

rectory," compiled by Mr. Alfred C . Harper, which will be

ready for issue to the subscribers by about the second week

in December. This is, we believe, the first publication of

the kind brought out for the use of accountants, and Mr.

Harper certainly deserves to be complimented both upon

his enterprise in undertaking the task ,and upon the admir

able manner in which the work has been carried out. In

addition to a good -sized and convenient professional diary,

accountants have here a mass of varied information well

arranged for reference , and likely to prove of great service

in the course of every -day business. A statement of some

of the contents will suffice to show the general character

and extent of the diary and directory. Mr. Harper gives

a list of the offices and officers of the London Bankruptcy

Court ; a list of the county courts having bankruptcy

jurisdiction , and those excluded froin such jurisdiction ;

table of fees in bankruptcy ; instructions as to Gazette no

tices ; forms required under the Companies Acts, 1862 and

1867 ; and specimen tables of joint stock companies' books ;

statements of atfairs in bankruptcy , and principal forins re

quired , & c. In the directory portion we have the titles

and names of officers of all the accountants' societies in

England and Scotland ; an alphabetical list of accountants

Scotland, arranged alphabetically ; and also in towns.

There is also an interesting treatise on the Scotch Bank

ruptcy system . Mr. Harper has evidently worked with

industry and energy, and we have little doubt that the

Diary and Directory will be found upon the tables of the

majority of accountants before the commencementof 1875.

At a meeting, November 13th, of the creditors of Messrs.

Lemon Hart & Son , whose suspension was announced on the

26th ult., a statement of affairs was submitted by Messrs.

Cooper Brothers , & Co., the accountants, showing a total in

debtedness expected to be proved against the estate amounting

to £83,069 178. 3d., against assets of £28,608 198., being equal

to 6s. 10d . in the pound. No acceptable proposition was

made to the meeting, and it was decided to wind up the estate

in_bankruptcy.
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CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN SCOTLAND .

A copy of a lecture on “ The Origin and Present

Organisation of the Profession of Chartered Accountants in

Scotland," by Jas. M 'Clelland, late President of the Insti

tute of Accountants and Actuaries of Glasgow , has recently

been forwarded to us for perusal. The lecture was written

and delivered by Mr. M 'Clelland more than five years
ago, and as a consequence some of the writer's comments,

and the comparisons drawn between English and Scotch

accountants, are scarcely applicable to the altered circum
stances of the present day ; nevertheless, the lecturer' s

remarks are well worth quoting, as illustrating the nature

of the training and the duties performed by Scotch
accountants. And indeed England may well take a wrinkle

from Scotland in regard to the curriculum considered

necessary before the chrysalis student is allowed to appear

as the full-blown accountant. Having introduced his sub

ject with a review of some of the great financial schemes

originated by Scotchmen , instancing the Mississippi bubble ,

and of some great commercial failures, Mr. M 'Clelland

says

Besides the employment which accountants have always

found under insolvency and bankruptcy , many of them , from

time to time, have been engaged under the courts in remits
relative to intricate accounts ; in appointments as judicial
factors for landed proprietors and deceased partners, and in

numerous family trusts, needing men trained to keep accounts

and analyse the wishes and directions of testators under family

trusts. The profession in Scotland , unlike the same class in
England, thus became similar to what was termed under the

old administration of the Court of Chancery, Masters in
Chancery - a class of men who were appendages of the court,
and to whom every matter of accounting in litigation , where
the necessity arose , was remitted for report. In this way the
Scotch system camematerially to differ from that in England .

Under the one system , the accountants leant on their educa

tion , qualification , and merits. Where these were deemed suf

ficient, the courts remitted cases to them on any question
requiring investigation in figures, and their application to the
cases pending ; whereas the practice in England , not only in
Chancery, but also in Bankruptcy, was to lean on the officers of

court, and on paid oflicials named and appointed by the courts
or by theGovernment of the day. In this way the merit of
Scotch professional accountants was unknown in England , and
is even at the present day only beginning to be understood .
And the practice above alluded to in England could not make
it otherwise. While the Scotch system reared up a class of

trained men , independent of patronage, to labour and practise
the same rocation as in England, the English system has failed
till lately to bring to the front men thoroughly trained as
accountants. Hence the import of the word in the two

countries has quite different significations. About this period
(1853) a movement was made to form the body of accountants

practising in Glasgow into an Institute of Accountants and
Actuaries. The proposal was willingly taken up and adopted .
It not only seemed to find favour with mercantile and profes

sional bodies, but after being fairly constituted , and in opera
tion as an Institute, it found themarked approval of the then

Lord Adrocate for Scotland, James Moncrieff, Esq. ; and so

satisfied was this gentleman of the importance of the movement,
thathe suggested to the Government of the day to recommend
to the Queen to issue a charter in our favour, constituting us a

corporate body ; and it is under the auspices of this Institute

weare now met. It may be proper at this stage to notice also
the further recognition of the profession by the Act of 31 and
32 Victoria , cap . 100 . The 81st and six subsequent sections of
that Act recognise , under remits from the court , the legality of

the employment of such accountants out of court as may by
the judges be thought fit to undertake the duty committed to

them . This is very important to the whole profession ,marking

theperiod wherein the legislature hascomeformally to admit the

status of such a body as chartered accountants . Mr. Moncrieff

now began to apply his mind strenuously to the question of

reform in bankruptcy, and a bill under his auspices was intro

duced in 1855, and received marked attention from all public

bodies throughout the kingdom . This bill took the simplest

form , dealing only with the administration of the debts and

assets of a bankrupt, and leaving the prosecution and punish

ment of those malversations, so prevalent among certain classes

of traders on the eve of insolvency, to be dealt with by the

criminal law of the land . This measure passed into an Act in

the session of 1856 , and has since been found to work bene

ficially , expeditiously, and economically for the public. It
gives the creditors thorough control and possession of the

bankrupt's property throughout the three kingdoms. Itallows

them to appoint a trustee to manage and wind up the whole
affairs, and protects the creditors by stringent provisions in the

management. A reform suggested by our Institute , and among

variousother suggestions adopted by the Lord Advocate, was
the appointment of an accountant in bankruptcy, whose solo

duty was, at stated times, to call for, record , and examine the
accounts of the trustee, as these had been submitted to and

approved of by the commissioners ; and with power, should such

call not be made, to require from the trustee reasons for the

omission . Should these prove unsatisfactory, he is required to

appear before the court that the case may be dealt with as

seems fit. In this way the trustee is bound to get an audit

made three times in the year of his intromissions, and copies of

the accounts certified by the commissioners are transmitted to

the accountant in bankruptcy. This appointment under the

Act has been found to be of the greatest consequence ; and the

present accomplished and talented accountant in bankruptcy

does his duty in a manner highly satisfactory to all members of

our profession . Wehave now to direct your attention to the

qualities necessary to make an accountant. You will have

gathered from what we have alrendy said, that such a party

cannot be constituted by simply appending the word to his

name. This is often done, however, and the public thus suffer

through simple ignorance, both of the man and of his calling .
Let us begin with a youth fresh from the public schools and

from college, entering the counting-house of parties in the

usual employment of chartered accountants. The youth ,

after writing out his own indenture , which is usually for a

term of four years, enters upon the routine of all well -con

ducted offices . He soon finds that the education he hus
obtained at school only gives him , in a more or less efficient

form , according to the attention he may have paid to his

studies , the tools whereby he can be trained to the details
of his profession . He soon masters many of these ; and at

about the end of the second year of his work , he sees the

necessity of becoming more intimately acquainted with the

higher branches of arithmetic and algebra, with a more
definite knowledge of the art of bookkeeping, and learning

for himself to note entries for books kept by double entry .

His mind is led again to the knowledge of commercial,

bankrupt, and civil law ; and in order that he may be
grounded in these branches of his profession , he finds it will

be necessary for him to go back to school, and attend the

prelections of the professors of commercial and civil law ;

and in giving his mind to this branch of knowledge, again ,

that it will need at least two sessions at college properly

to follow out the study of these subjects. While at these

classes, his companions in study will doubtless be found to be

the Institutes of the Law of Scotland by Erskine, as edited by

Lord Ivory, and the Commentaries of George Joseph Bell on
the Bankrupt Law , as edited by Patrick Shaw . We should

also call to his notice a standard English authority, entitled

Archbold 's Law of Bankruptcy . He will then find it necessary
to turn to another branch of study, of great importance in the

extended trade and commerce universal throughout the king .
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Correspondence.

A COMPLICATED ESTATE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT,

DEAR SIR , -- The following case may interest someof your

readers :

Some twenty -five years ago, A ., B ., and C . commenced

business in copartnership in Switzerland, each partner in

troducing capital. The business premiseswere taken in the

name of A ., but the partnership was (and is ) well and pub

licly known to exist, and indicated by the headings to

letters , invoices, and bills of exchange. A . married ; his

wife , unde: her wedling contract, paid her dowry into the

general business. B . also married, and his wife brought

money into the business ,under her ante -nuptial settlement.

C . remained unmarried . Both wives, pursuant to the

laws and customs of France and Switzerland, control

their separate estates. Under English law the claimsof

the wives are certainly not preferential. Under Swiss

law the claims of the wives are preferential to the extent of

fifty per cent., the remainderranking for dividend with the

general body of creditors. Under French law the claimsof

dom . He will find that with the imports and exports of the
country reaching nearly five hundred millions sterling, few

insolvencies or bankruptcies now take place without the parties

haringmore orless extended transactions with foreign countries.

This will lead him to acquire some knowledge of the various

qualities of goods, manufactures, and productions sent out of

this country, and of the productions of foreign countries

acquired in exchange for these ; and to understand the opera

tion of such transactions, he will find it necessary to study and

make himself master of the various exchanges with foreign

countries, to enable him to turn them into sterling values. To

ascertain , for example , the sterling value of a tael in China , and

of a Chinese , North American, South American , and Spanish

dollar. To learn the value of the rupee in India - of the franc

in France - of the lire in Italy - of the gulden in Austria and
some portions of Germany — of the thaler in Prussia ---of the

rouble in Russia - - and of the process necessary to understand

the worth of coins in the Roman States. This seems a formid .
able catalogue, but a little study and a little practice will soon

enable the student to comprehend this important branch of

knowledge. And for this purpose we cannot recommend to

you a better book on Foreign Exchanges than the Modern

Cambist, by William Tate, published in London by Effingham

Wilson. We have now to turn your attention to another
branch of our profession , a class of employment in which many

qualified men obtain a large amount of work - in remits from

the court - in adjustment of partnership accounts -- in judicial
factories for deceased , insane, or incapable parties - - and in

family trusts under wills of deceased parties. The student will

therefore require his attention directed to the practice of these
heads, and to the work necessary to make clear, distinct, and

accurate statements and reports on trusts, and to see, where

these are wanted , that proper books are kept for the various

parties interested . A branch of the profession , which has
hitherto bad but a limited scope in Glasgow , compared with its

derelopment and practice in Edinburgh , we should like to see

cultivated among the members of our Institute. The branch
to which we allude is the important one of Life Insurance, and

of the preparation necessary in the higher branches of arithmetic

and algebra , to make the student an expert in the necessary

calculations and problems required in this very large business.

There are a vast variety of books on Life Insurance which the
student will no doubt have at his command in the Library of
the Institute . De Moivre and Price are among the authors

who in their day held the most advanced views, and their books

arewell worthy of attention ; but the works now most consulted

are those of De Morgan , Baily , Davies, Jones, Peter Gray,
& c ., & c . The article on “ Insurance " in the twelfth rolume of

the last edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica gives a learned

and comprehensive view of the whole subject. And now to
conclude, my young friends you see from the foregoing details

which we have given, that there is thus placed before you a

useful and honourable calling- one which places you in the

position of inquiring into and administering sometimes to the

fortunes, and at other times to the necessities of your fellow .

men , and thus becoming , with your training and your applied

knowledge, a helper to both . Let us entreat you , therefore, to

persevere in the walk of life you have chosen , with the single

aim of thoroughly and conscientiously doing your duty to every

one by whom you may be entrusted with employment. You
may thus become to one class of society as beneficial as the

me lical profession is to all classes . They nobly pursue their

calling in administering to the sick, and in restoring to health

those a Bicted with disease. You are, on the other hand , and

in another sphere, independent of other portions of your

profession , often found to be devoting your talents to the relief
of families in misfortune, and are sometimes called upon to be

the advisers and comforters of the widow and the fatherless ;

and thus in attending on your daily avocations, you are per

forming one of the first practical duties of the religion common
to us all.

subsequently established in England and France, A . con

ducting in the name of the firm ) the Swiss section ,

B . (in the name of the firm ) the English section , and C .

(in the name of the firm ) the French section. Upon

balancing accounts between the respective branches, the

Swiss appeared to be largely indebted to the English , and

the English to the French branch . Under English law a

partnership undoubtedly exists, and the three branches are

but portions of one whole. Foreign and English creditors

(with the exception of those who are preferential or secured ) ,

ranking alike. Neither partner claims to have a separate

estate other than his capital in the business . The Swiss

law requires that a partnership should be officially an

nounced in a specified manner - by an oversight this had not

been done.

Pecuniary difficulties having arisen in Switzerland , A .

in order to protect all parties, sought to file a petition on

behalf of the firm ; but the Swiss creditors (many of whom

held his drafts on the firm ) intervened and insisted that he

must file the petition in his own name, and that the Swiss

estate was only available for them , and not for thegeneral

body of creditors . A .'s petition having been so filed

some of the Swiss creditors, on acceptances , commenced to

attack the English firm , thus seeking to participate twice

in respect of the same claim . A petition for liquidation
was thereupon filed in England in the name of the firm :

The Swiss creditors, by appropriating (through their

trustee) that section of the estate, clearly constituted them

selves secured creditors. Inasmuch as they could not

foresee the dividend result, they could not safely estimate

the value of such security , without which iſ challenged by

ticipate here. Admitting the correctness of the Swiss argu
ment, that no partnership existed there, it is evident that the

capitalgtandingto the creditof B . and C .,asalso the balancedue

by the Swiss to the English house, would become admissible
claims (thus practically doubling the liabilities of that
section independently of the wives' claims to preference) .

Owing to the above complications, and the difference in

the various codes, it was evident that if one house was

liquidated the same result must follow with the other two,

as no composition could have been carried for one section

alone. Three trustees, each holding the views laid down

by his own laws, would therefore have had to be appointed ,
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business of others, upon which , it cannot be denied ,

they now - a -days closely and improperly trench . - Yours

obediently,
AUCTIONEER .

entailing three distinct sets of costs, and endless litigation

would undoubtedly have ensuel.

All these facts having been brought under the notice of
the English creditors, they recommended theSwiss creditors

to adopt the English view , viz., to treat the three estates as
one,and acceptone general arrangement. Aftermuch trouble

and negotiation , the Swiss creditors were induced to see
matters in the same light ; and the liquidating firm having

made a proposal to pay in full, with interest, all these
complicated points of law were fortunately avoided. If
litigation has arisen in any similar case , it would be inter

esting to know what decisions were obtained. — Yours truly,
H . B . (LONDON).

|

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUCTIONEERS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

Sir , - A great deal has been written , and a good deal
more has been said , concerning the relative positions of

accountants and solicitors . Pending the solution of the

many points upon which those two classes of (to the com

munity ) invaluable business men are at variance, I crave

permission to say a few words in the interest of the

auctioneers.

Asmatters stand, it is admitted by the accountants them
selves that they have really no recognised professional

position , and this becomes indisputable from the fact that

they are at present, to some extent, agitating to obtain an

alteration for the better of the place they occupy in the

commercial world - namely, to become professional men .

As an auctioneer, I cannot say that either I or my brethren

aspire to a similar change ; but whether some do or not,

there exists no doubt but what we are , at any rate, more

legally entitled to call ourselves auctioneers than the

accountant is to style himself accountant, and this I will

show . After having been articled, at a premium of from

one to five hundred guineas in some cases more) to a firm

of auctioneers, for the purpose of learning the peculiarities

and duties connected with his very versatile business, the

auctioneer has to pay annually a fee of £10 to the Treasury

in order to enable him to follow his adopted calling.

What, I ask , has the accountant to contribute to the

revenue in order that he may carry on his business ?

Nothing. I have no wish to cry down accountants, many

of whom I am intimate with , and nearly all of whom I

respect as good and shrewd business men , but, “ given : a

brass plate and a connection ; result : an accountant," is a

saying I have heard , which is not in some cases far from

the truth .

Now , I have to point out a great grievance of which

auctioneers have to complain . In almost every daily

paper, and in nearly every advertising organ, are to be seen

announcements of this, that, and the other partnership ,
business, & c., being for disposal, “ full particulars to be
obtained of So -and -so, accountants." I would gladly

learn what accountants can possibly have to do with the
disposal of property of the above-mentioned description ?

Surely should not transactions of the nature referred to be

negotiated through an auctioneer ? or is it to be accepted
that the accountant claims to be equally entitled to the
nickname, “ happy medium ,” as the auctioneer ? I submit
auctioneering is not accounting any more than drawing a

will or a marriage settlement is bookkeeping.

In conclusion , I take the liberty of suggesting that it

would be as well for accountants, in making any efforts

to gain the position they are apparently endeavouring to

reach , to betake themselves more exclusively to their own

affairs, and not to interfere with the legally authorised

PROCEDURE UNDER THE BANKRUPTCY ACT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

Dear Sir , -- Among the many anomalies which the

present Bankruptcy Act has given rise to, is the one of the

procedure under that Act being practically left to the

rules and orders of the registrars. " This was fairly illus-

trated in a recent case of ours under the 28th section . The

resolutions for a composition were duly passed at a meeting

called for that purpose, everything was found in order by

the clerk (it was in the London Court), and an appoint

ment obtained before the registrar. On attending this ,

however, with the solicitor who had been concerned in the

matter throughout, we were asked , to our astonishment,

whether notices had been sent to those creditors who had

not signed the resolution . Our answer being made in the

negative, we were informed that the appointment must be

adjourned for that purpose , upon which we immediately

applied that the resolutions be confirmed at once, taking as

the grounds of our application : ( 1) That the sending of

these notices was merely a practice of the court, and as

such could be put aside by the registrar. ( 2) That the

notices of the meeting which had been sent to each

creditor, and advertised in the Gazette, stated full particu

lars of the composition . (3 ) That the composition was a

fair one, as shown by the statement of affairs and, the

reports of the trustee and the committee of inspection .

(4 ) That a large body of the creditors had signed the reso

lution , and that the meeting had been unanimous in

accepting the composition . Our arguments were, however,

of no avail, and the appointment was consequently ad

journed -- the clerk this time being good enough to inform

us that, beside the notice itself, a copy of the resolutions

would in addition have to be sent to each creditor. On

conforming with these rules and attending the adjourned

appointment, the resolutions were duly confirmed without

opposition .
We find , on reference , that the first regulation referred to

above - that of sending notices to all those creditorswho had

not signed the resolution - is inserted in the second

edition of Roche and Hazlitt's Bankruptcy Act, as a

practice of the court (in a note to the 28th section ), but no

mention is made of a copy of the resolutions having to be

sent with such notice.

We do not wish to say anything as to the reasonable

ness of these or any such regulations, but would merely

observe, that in our opinion , notice should be given of

them either by posting them up in a conspicuous place

in the Registration Office, by advertising them in the

London Gazette, or by some other efficient means, which

would not only benefit professionals, but would also draw

public attention to them . - Yours truly,
J . B . & Co .

“ TOUTING .”

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

SIR ,-- I wish , through the columns of THE ACCOUNTANT,
to draw the attention of the profession to the very objec

tionable svetem of canvassing for proofs and proxies, which

is. I am afraid , being extensively adopted in matters of

liquidation and bankruptcy, to secure the appointments of
receiver and trustee. This system must, I am sure, be

repugnant to the feelings of self-respect of all right
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" The remedy, as has been stated , is simple : in a great meisure it is

in the hands of the creditors themselves, if they will only withhold
their support from stray accountants , and attend these meetings per
Bonally . Undoubtedly many are unable to do so, and , unwilling to
devote time to the recovery of something out of a loss already incurred ,
are glad to be relieved of trouble without additional expense .

" Moreover, the mode in which they are first approached throws

creditors very frequently off their guard when representations such as

the following aremade : - ' I represent Messrs. A and B , or the
Bank, and other principal creditors of Messrs. C and D , and am

instructed to look into their affairs , and in this my friends desire you to

co -operate,' & c . Such is the formula sometimes adopted , in somecases

with , and in others without the authority of those professed to be

represented .
i It should be distinctly understood that these observations in no way

refer to the many eminent firmg of accountants who are known to dis
countenance the practice complained of, if possible even to a greater
extent than the many who, with us, must subscribe themselves

“ UNFORTUNATE CREDITORS."

minded and respectable men , and cannot, I feel convinced ,
be countenanced by the better portion of the profession .
To bankers, merchants, and the trading community
generally , the being continually pestered by these solicita

tionsmust be a complete nuisance. Surely men of this

class are competent to judge and decide for themselveswho
are suitable and likely persons to be entrusted with the

protection of their interests, without unscrupulous parties

endeavouring to forestall them in their choice. In a great

measure the putting down of this touting rests with the
lezal profession . If, when consulted by a client as to his

affairs, they were to confer with one ormore of the principal
creditors as to the appointment of a receiver, satisfaction

would be given to the general body that a fit person had

been selected, and the feeling often entertained that the
receiver is merely the nominee of the debtor, and seeking
only his interest , would be done away with , and confidence

established that the interest of the creditors would be safe .

This mode of nomination would, I believe, be generally

acceptable to all respectable professional trustees, and be
upheld by them . As matters now stand, it appears to be
a race with some parties as to who can get first information

of either a bankruptcy petition or a petition for liquida
tion ; to get a nomination for the receivership from some

creditor for an insignificant amount ; then to run round

and endeavour to secure the proxies of other small credi
tors , and afterwards rely upon the feeling of others who , to
some extent, think it invidious (however dissatisfied they

may be with the selection ) to supersede a person who has

already pushed himself into the Lusiness — and the general
chapter of accidents, to secure the trusteeship .

C. J. B .

THE BRITISH IMPERIAL ASSURANCE CORPORA

TION AND THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.

In our November number we drew attention to thescheme of

financial association, advertised in our columns under the

title of the Co-operative Credit Bank , the pith of which is indi.

vidualmanagement, under the inspection of a board of account

ants, in contradistinction to themultitudinous controlof a board

of directors. There can be no doubt that if the public could

be satisfied with such a scheme of management as is adrocated

by Mr. Oakley, the principle would be extended to a great
variety of businesses. It is in the experience of every account.

ant to have clients who are perfect masters of their respective

businesses, but who are obliged to allow opportunities to slip

through their hands for wantof sufficient capital,andwho would

be only too glad to share their profitswith one or more capitalists

under the inspection of a respectable firm of accountants. This

question of public confidence is answered by an announcement,

made in another portion of our present issue, to the effect that

the British Imperial Assurance Corporation, Limited , one of the

most flourishing life offices in the kingdom , has intrusted the

agency for issuing 90,000 shares of unallotted capital to the

Co-operative Credit Bank. It is only necessary to glance down

the list of names of those connected with the British Imperial

to appreciate the importance of the operation with which Mr.

Oakley bas inaugurated the public career of his remarkable

enterprise.

“ UNFORTUNATE CREDITORS” UPON
- TOUTING .”

The following appeared in the columns of the Times of
the 20th of November :

it is difficult to see any remedy for it so long as the parties
interested are allowed such freedom from legal supervision .
The facilities afforded by the Act of 1869 for “ liquidation by
arrangement ” have not done the good intended , but they
decidedly have often left both debtor and creditor helpless in

the hands of third parties ,whose interest it is to make the most
out ofboth . Accountants ought to be tied down to fixed charges ,
and should never be allowed to act as irresponsible trustees."

“ London, Nov. 17 .
“ SIR , - The time that has intervened since the coming into operation

of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 has witnessed the gradual development

of what may now be considered to have climaxed in a system of touting
by accountants , or persons styling themselves as such .

" As the evil is one which admits of easy remedy, we venture to ask
your powerfulaid in the matter, being ourselves, at present, creditors
on fire estates .

" The course to be complained of is as follows : No sooner does a

debtor suspend payment than an active canvass of the creditors is com

menced , each being asked to concur with others whom the accountant
alleges he represents, in some course of action he indicates, invariably

having for its ultimate object his own appointment as trustee . To

attain this , all manner of expedients are resorted to ; charges of mis .
conduct are made against the debtor, in many cases without the

shulow of foundation , and the claims of other bona fide creditors, who
it is supposed will act upon their own judgment, disputed , no expe

dient being omitted to obtain & proxy .

“ The support of some few unsuspecting or inexperienced creditors
having thus been secured , the accountant attends the statutory

meeting, armed with his proofs and proxies. Anything more deplorable

than the mode in which the proceedings are conducted at some of these

meetings it is impossible to conceive. Proofs are challenged and

objectei to , the debtor is sometimes again and again examined , and

every reasonable suggestion , as to the mode in which the estate shall

te realised in the interest of all concerned , thwarted . Eventually the
creditors, utterly weary of useless discussion , arrive at some hasty
decision , the opposition being frequently bought off .

" It is surprising that this state of affairs , the preying upon the

Carcazs of a bankrupt, has not earlier received consideration , together
with certain other points in our Bankruptcy Laws that are generally
admitted to need amendment.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE. -- A bank carrying on business in Bom

bay sold to a Bombay firm acceptances of the bank for £25,000 ,
payable three and four months after sight, in consideration of
£5 ,000 cash and bills for £20,000 drawn by the Bombay firm
on a London firm , and payable six months after sight. All the

bills were accepted . The Bombay firm indorsed the accept
unces for £25,000 to the London firm . The bank being unable
to pay the three months' bills when they became due, gare the
London firm security for £10,000 , the amount thereof. Soon
afterwards the bank was ordered to be wound up , and the

Bombay and London firms both became bankrupt. The

trustees of the London firm sent in a claim in the winding-up
of the bank for £5 ,000 , treating the acceptances of the London

they subsequently realised their security. They now sought to
amend their claim (haring ascertained that the bank had dis

countel all the acceptances of the London firm , and was not

entitled to a set-off in respect of them ) and to prove in the
winding up of the bank for £19,000, the amount of the bank's
acceptances, which were in the hands of the London firm at
the date of the winding-up order. It was held (affirming the
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decision of Vice -Chancellor Hall) , that as the London firm were

indorsees for value, they were entitled to prove for the £19,000 ;

that this proofmust not be treated as a new proof, but as an

amendment of the claim for £5,000, and that therefore the
amount realised upon their security should not be deducted

from the £19,000 .

JURISDICTION OF THE COURT.- -Where creditors have by the

requisite statutory majority resolved , under the 110th section

of the Bankruptcy Act, 1861, to suspend proceedings in bank

ruptcy, and to have the estate wound up by trustees, the Court

of Bankruptcy has still power, under the 136th section of the

Act , to determine any questions that may arise in the winding

up of the estate by the trustees, and will therefore restrains

Chancery suit for the administration of the estate.

retain the proceeds as against the trustees. The allegation was

that, pursuant to a secret arrangement, whereby the debtor
agreed with Mr. Hooper, the agent of the bill of sale creditors ,

that in the event of the debtor getting into difficulties, and a

seizure of his effects being made under an anticipated execution ,

at the suit of some Bristol winemerchants, he should commu.

nicate with Hooper, who would then take possession ; and

accordingly a request was made by the debtor to Hooper, by
means of a telegram , to put the bill of sale into effect, and in

consequence of such telegram , Hooper did , on the 4th day of
July , place a man in possession under the bill of sale, but Clark

was allowed to continue in apparent possession of the effects

and to carry on the business without any interference, and so

continued until he filed his petition on the 11th day of July,
and under which John Coombes was appointed receiver. On

the 6th August the order appealed from was made on the

application of the bill of sale creditors. Subsequently the pro
ceedings were , by resolution of creditors, removed to Bristol. In

support of his contention that the goods were in the order and
disposition of the debtor, within themeaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, at the time of the committal of an act of bankruptcy by

him , the learned counsel quoted , exparte Jay ro Blenkborn , a

case recently decided by the Lords Justices, and upon the
authority of that case, and looking at the suspicious circum

stances connected with the case and disclosed by the affidavits

filed by the respondents in thematter, he applied to have the

SERVICE OF SUMMONS UNDER BANKRUPTCY
ACT, 1869.

Before theCHIEF JUDGE IN BANKRUPTCY .
Novomber 9th .

EXPARTE BOLLAND , RE HOLDEN. — This was an appeal from

the Liverpool County Court, and the case was brought to the

Court of Appeal, avowedly at the expense of the solicitor, in

order to decide the question whether the privilege of serving

summonses under section 96 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869,
belonged exclusively to the high bailiff to the court, or whether

they might be served by the solicitor to the trustee . In this

case service by the solicitor had been refused by the registrar ;

and on the matter being brought before the judge at the

County Court, he had held that he had no option to allow

service to be effected by anyone except the high bailiff. From

this decision the solicitor to the trustee appealed . Mr.

Channel (Mr. Herschell with him ) , for the appellant, con .

tended that, in accordance with rule 58 , service might be

effected otherwise than by the high bailiff, when " directed or
permitted by these rules ; ” and that it was so directed or

permitted , was evident from rule 167 , under which subpæna,

might be served by the person at whose instance they were

issued , or by his attorney ; it being clear that subpanas and

summonseswere practically the same, by their being sometimes

used indifferently,asin form 75 . He also urged ,that,as a matter of

convenience, it was much better they should be served by the

solicitors. Mr. De Gex and Mr. Beaumont, for the respondents
were not called upon . The Chief Judge held that it was a

matter in the discretion of the County Court judge as to which

course was most for the benefit of the public . The County

Court judge ha 1, by refusing to allow service to anyone buttho

high bailiff', practically exercised his discretion, and he could

find no fault with the decision arrived at. Tho appeal was

therefore dismissed .

Mr. De Gex having been heard .
His lordship said he was clearly of opinion that the goods

were in the possession of the debtor at the time of the liquida.

tion ,and therefore passed to the trustees on their appointment.
The order made in favour of themortgagees would bedischarged .

No order would be made as to costs , but the deposit made by

the appellants would be returned .

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. — The monthly

meeting of the council of this society was held on Wednesday

last, at the offices , Cowper's-court, Cornhill,Mr. John Bath ,

vice-president, in the chair . The following gentlemen were

admitted as associates of the society : Elias Needham , 121,

Norfolk -street, Sheffield ; William Augustus Quant, 16, Acres

field , Bolton ; Harry P . Gould , Guildhall-chambers, Norwich ,

and Robert A . Pratt, Spalding : three other applications

for admission were also considered. The secretary (Mr. Alfred

C . Harper ), was instructed to procure information as to the
charges made by accountants, with the view to drawing

up a definite scale of accountant's charges.

IMPORTANT BANKRUPTCY CASE .

Before the CHIEF JUDGE. - Monday, 9th November.

EXPARTE GARDENER AND ANOTHER - IN RE JOHN CLARK . - -

This was an appeal from the Bath County Court against an

order made by the Judge, on the 6th August last, directing the

receiver, John Coombes, of Devizes, auctioneer, and the debtor,

John Clark, and all other persons acting under either of them ,

and any trustee who might be appointed , to withdraw from ,

and they were each of them thereby restrained from interfering

with the possession of the effects in andabout the Black Swan Inn ,

Devizes, & c. Against this order the trustees, George Frederick

Gardenerand William Day, appealed ,and they were represented
by Mr. Cookson and Messrs. Ruddle and Thomas Skeate

Ruddle ; the respondents were represented by Mr. De Gei,
Q . C . The learned counsel for the appellants stated that the

contest was between Messrs. Gardener and Day, who were

appointed trustees, under the liquidation of Jobn Clark , at a

meeting of creditors held at Bath on the 8th day of August
last, and the mortgagees, under the bill of sale, who had ,

pursuant to the order of the Bath County Court, realised and

sold the whole of the debtor's effects, and claimed a right to

Among contemporary class publications we notice with

pleasure THE ACCOUNTANT,described as" a medium ofcommuni

cation between accountants in all parts of the United King

dom .” At present the term " accountant " is used as vaguely

as " agent; ' and we may meet at every street corner men who

describe themselves as accountants, for the negative reason that

they are nothing else . The gulf is wide indeed between these

nondescripts who haunt the precincts of county courts , and

turn up at small debt-collecting offices , and the educated , care

fully-trained gentlemen who are really professional accountants,

to whose ability and honour confidential transactions are con

fided. The publication under notice will help to mark the dis

tinction , and its well-written articles may be consulted with

advantage by erery man of business. - Warehousemen ane?

Drapers' Trade Journal.

Mr. Edward T . Barrett, accountant and auditor, of 8 , Fins .
bury Circus, London , E . C ., has taken into partnership Mr.

Henry H . Patey, a gentleman well known in City legal circles.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

November 3rd .

( Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

IN RE SIDNEY AND WIGGINS. — In this matter it appeared

that the debtors filed a petition for liquidation in 1873, and

under that the creditors agreed to accept a composition of

2s. 6d . in the pound , to be secured by certain promissory notes.

This arrangement they failed to carry out completely , having

paid some creditors ls. 6d ., and others nothing. A year passed,

and the debtors incurred fresh losses and liabilities, and were

unable to pay the composition , and being pressed by creditors

they filed a second petition , under which a statutory majority

of the creditors agreed to accept6d. in the pound. The resolu

tion came before Mr. Registrar Roche, who adjourned the case

for a fortnight to enable the debtors to consider their position .

It now came on before Mr. Registrar Keene. The objections

were stated in the notice of motion to be that the filing of the

second petition was irregular and contrary to law , and not

November 17.
IN RE J . G . TAYLOR. — The debtor, who was a stockbroker

carrying on business in the City, recently failed for a consider
able amount, and Mr. H . Harcourt (Harcourt and M ‘Arthur)

now applied for registration of certain resolutions paosed at á

meeting of creditors in favour of liquidation by arrangement.

Registration was opposed by certain creditors, who objected to

the proof of the official liquidator of the Silver Star Mining

Company for a sum of £10 ,000, partly for calls already made
and partly in respect of liabilities for future calls . Mr. Har

court called attention to the 75th section of the Companies '

Act of 1872, by which liabilities for future calls constituted a

specialty debt which might be estimated . The calls already

made amounted to £5,000, and the calls to be made were esti

mated at the sameamount. His Honour refused to allow the

proof for more than the amountof the calls actually made, and

this being insufficient to carry the resolutions the same were not
registered .

November 19.
(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , as Chief Judge.)

IN RE OPPENHEIM AND SCHREDER. — The debtors, who were
merchants trading in Mark - lane, failed in June, and it was re

solved that their estate should be liquidated by arrangement,

not in bankruptcy. The liabilities were returned at £140,971,
and assets £37,615 . In the course of the proceedings certain

proofs tendered against the estate have been rejected by the

trustee, and the case now came before the court on the hearing

of appeals from such rejection . The proofappointed for con

sideration was presented by the Credit Lyonnais , Lombard

street, for £1, 938, which had been rejected on the ground that

due notice of the dishonour of the bill of exchange for the

amount drawn by the debtors had not been given by the Credit

Lyonnais. It appeared that the bill had been drawn in Eng
land and made payable in France , and the question mainly for
consideration was whether notice of the dishonour should have
been given according to the English or the French law . The
authorities on the question were in conflict, but his Honour
thought, having regard to the case of “ Hirschfeld v . Smith,"

previous petition and the resolution for a composition being

still in force, and the creditors thereunder being still entitled to

receive the amount of the composition ; and further, that

previously to the filing of the second petition application was

made to the debtor's agent, and to the debtors themselves, for

payment of the dividends under the first resolution , and pay .

ment had been refused ; and that it would be inequitable to

register the said resolution, on the ground that all those credi

tors who had already received a dividend of 1s.6d . in the pound

would , if such resolution were registered , receive 2s. in the pound

on their respective debts, whilst those creditors who had not

been paid the dividend of ls. 6d. would , if such resolution were

passed, receive 6d . in the pound only . Mr. F . O . Crump

having been heard for the debtors, the registrar, without calling

upon the representatives of the opposing creditors, said that

hisopinion was that the resolution was inequitable , and that the

second petition was illegal. In the first place, it was inequitable

because all the creditors were entitled to come in and get what

they could under the first composition ; secondly , the proceed

ing was illegal : there cannot be a second petition including

debts which have been the subject of a first petition. The

creditors had a right to say they would not take the 6d ., and

that they preferred that the debtors should go into bankruptcy.

The creditors had a perfect right to object, and he refused to

register.
November 6th .

IN RE FRUHLING AND CONRATH . - In this case a second

petition for liquidation had been filed in consequence of diffi.

culties having arisen in carrying out the terms of certain

composition resolutions, which had been passed under a

previous petition. The debtors were commission merchants of

Brabant-court, Philpot-lane. Their liabilities were estimated

at £60,000 , but it was beliered that certain bills would run

off, and the amount be ultimately considerably reduced . The

assets comprised furniture, and book debts to a large amount,

and as remittances were daily coming to hand , it was asked

that a receiver should be appointed . The application was
supported by creditors for £3,500 . His Honour,however ,thought

that in a case where the liabilities were so heavy, the con

currence of a larger body of creditors should be obtained , and

the application stood over with that object .
November 13th .

IN BB ALEXANDER M 'EwBN . - HEAVY FAILURE IN THE

CITY. - Mr. Munns applied to the court for the appointment

of a receiver, and an interim injunction , staying proceedingsby

creditors in the case of Alexander M 'Ewen , of George-yard ,

Lombard -street, financial agent, who has filed a petition for the

liquidation of his affairs by arrangement of composition . The

liabilities were about £400,000 , security being held to the ex

tent of £300,000 ; and the assets comprised hook debts to the

amount of £40,000 , which were continually coming in . The

appointment of Mr. S . L . Price, public accountant, was pro

posed . His Honour appointed Mr. Price receiver, and granted

an interim injunction .

be construed in reference to the circumstances of the particular

case . In the present case the notice had been given according

to the French law , and although the question was a doubtful

one, the court would hold , under all the circumstances, that

the notice was reasonable. The proof would , therefore, be

admitted , and the creditors might take their costs out of the

estate . Mr. Lord was counsel for the Credit Lyonnais ; Mr.

Lanyon, as in the previous claim , for the trustee.

COURT OF CHANCERY. -- November 14th .

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

EXPARTE SIR W . FOSTER, IN RE POOLEY. — This was an

appeal by Sir William Foster against an order madeon the 24th

July last, by Mr. Reginald Pepys, acting as chief judge in

bankruptcy,whereby heannulled an adjudication of bankruptcy

made against Mr. Alexander Gopsell Pooley, on the 14th

March last, on the petition of Sir W . Foster. His petition was

filed on the 14th January. On the 27th February Pooley filed

a liquidation petition. On the 14th March the adjudication was

made, and all proceedings under it were, with the consent of

Sir W . Fostor, ordered to be stayed till after the 16th March ,

on which day the first meeting of the creditors under the

liquidation petition was to be held . At that meeting the

creditors resolved to accept a composition of 19s. lld. in the

pound , payable in three instalments of 10s., 53., 45. lld ., at

twelve, cight, and twenty- four months. This resolution was

confirmed at the second meeting, and was registered on the 8th

May . The proceedings under theadjudication had mean hile

been on several occasions stayed again , and on the 20th May

u final order to stay them was made. On the 21th July the

registrarmade the order annulling the adjudication . Sir W .

Foster appealed . Mr. DeGex, Q . O ., the Hon . A . Thesiger,

| Q . C ., and Mr. Bagley were for the appellant ; M - . Roxburgh ,
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Q .C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight were forMr. Pooley. Their
lordships were of opinion that the order under appeal was
justified under sec. 80 (sub-sec . 10) of the Bankruptcy Act of

1869, and the 266th of the Bankruptcy Rules of 1870, and they

affirmed the decision of the registrar, dismissing the appeal
with costs.

claim , and decided that the trusteo had the same power to

reject a claim under composition as under liquidation . Costs
were allowed to the trustee .

IN RE JOHN W . Fox , 62, Seymour-street , Euston-road ,

Tobacconist. - A meeting of creditors in this case was held at

the offices of Messrs. Willoughby & Cox (solicitors to the pro

ceedings), 13, Clifford 's-inn , on Thursday, the 19th November.

The statement of affairs showed liabilities £575 14s. 7d .,

assets £299 78. 6d . No offer being made by the debtor, the

creditors resolved to liquidate, and Mr. W . L . C . Browne,

public accountant (C . Browne, Stanley, & Co.), 25, Old Jewry,

E . C ., was appointed trustee, with Mr. Coultman (Tyler &

Coultman ), 2 and 3 , West Smithfield , and Mr. Richard Lloyd

(Richard Lloyd & Sons), Holborn -bars, as a committeo of

inspection.

BRIGHTON COUNTY COURT. — Monday, November 9th .

BeforeMr. W . FURNER, Judge.

IN RE BOSTEL. A motion was made by Mr. William Bott.

ing, builder, Ship-street, Brighton , and a creditor of Daniel
Thomas Bostel, sanitary engineer , Duke-street, Brighton, who

had filed proceedings under sections 125 and 126 of the Bank

ruptcy Act, 1869, by his solicitor, Mr. Lamb, for the court to

determine whetherMr. Frederick George Clark, beingappointed

a trustee for receipt and distribution only of the composition

in the proceedings referred to , under rule 279 of the Bank .

ruptcy Rules, 1870, had any power to decide for what amouut
Mr. Botting could claim for the purpose of participating in

the composition resolved by the creditors to be accepted in

discharge of their several claims; and if Mr. Clark had any

power to reject the proof tendered by Mr. Botting in support

of his claim . Mr.Warner Sleigh , instructed byMr. A . F . Gell,

of the firm of Messrs . Black , Freeman , & Gell, appeared for

the trustee. Briefly , the question raised was whether, under

tbe rule mentioned , the trustee was empowered to reject any

debt. Mr. Sleigh pointed out that from rules 252 to 315 was

a set of rules for certain purposes, and all the purposes ana

logous. The heading of the 252nd was, “ Proceedings for
liquidation by arrangement or composition with creditors ; "

that was, that themodus operandi of liquidation or composition

was the same in either case , whichever was taken , so far as
these rules went. The concluding clause of rule 279 was,

" and they may name some person as trustee for receipt and

distribution of the composition " - not as agent, not as bank

rupt, not simply as receiver, but as trustee. And a trusteehad

responsibilities to bear, and duties to perform , not merely as
trustee for property, not merely as a receiver, but as a trustee

to see that the property was properly managed . The rule 313

stated themodeofproceedingsunder liquidation or composition ;
wherever the trustee rejected the claim or proof of any

creditor, he should give notice to the creditor. Mr. Lamb

HALIFAX COUNTY COURT. - November 17th .

( Before Serjeant TINDAL ATKINSON ).
IMPORTANT APPLICATION IN BANKRUPTCY, REWAITWORTH .

- In this matter the application was dated the 8th of August,

this year, and was made by Mr. George Mumford, solicitor,
Bradforl, on behalf of Messrs. Gibbes & Co., of Charlestown,
America , and in connection with the liquidation of the
affairs of Messrs. R . Whitworth & Co., Lee Bridge, Halifax,

and Boy Mill, Luddenden Foot. The application was to
his Honour to order and determine the ownership of
serenty-eight bales of cotton, which at the timeof the appli
cation were in the possession of the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Company, having been received by them from the
“ Republic ” and “ Celtic," at Liverpool, conveyed by them
to their station at Luddenden Foot. It was further stated in

the application that the cotton was sent from Messrs. Gibbes

and Co. to Messrs . Whitworth on their order ; but before it was

delivered to that firm the petition for liquidation was filed .

Mr. Geo. Jordan , barrister, of Manchester, appeared for the

trustee in the liquidation , instructed by Messrs . Rawson ,
George, & Wade, of Bradford, and Mr. Shaw , barrister, of
Leeds, was instructed by Mr. Mumford , on behalf of Messrs .
Gibbes & Co. Numerous affidavits were filed in the matter ,
from which it appeared that Messrs. Wbitworth had been in

the habit of buying large quantities of cotton for the purposes
of trade from Messrs. Gibbes & Co ., and a short time before
the institution of proceedings for liquidation by Messrs.Whit

worth , Messrs . Gibbes shipped seventy -eight bales of cotton
from New York to Messrs. Whitworth, Luddenden Foot. The
bill of lading consigned the goods to Liverpool, where they were
received by Mr. Windle , manager of the Lancashire and York

shire Railway Company, who paid the shipping freights, & c.,
on behalf of Messrs. Whitworth, whose order he awaited for
the cotton to be forwarded to their works at Luddenden Foot.

Upon their order he sent the goods to Luddenden Foot, where

they remained on the Whitworth siding — a siding made not at
the expense of Messrs .Whitworth, but for the mutual conve
nience of both that firm and the railway company. Whilst the
goods were upon this siding, the petition in liquidation was
tiled , and the cotton claimed by the trustees as a part of the
estate, and Messrs.Gibbes inserted in the list of creditors as
creditors for the amount which the cotton in question was
worth . The point at issue seemed to be as to whether the

cotton had been taken into possession by Messrs. Whitworth
before their proceedings in liquidation were taken , or whether
it was still in trunsit (under which circumstances its delivery to

an insolvent firm could be arrested), whilst remaining on the
siding at Luddenden Foot. His Honour reserved his decision
until the next court.

ceedings were closed , and contended that it ought to have been
given before they were properly filed . Mr. Sleigh remarked

that at themeeting itself notice was given that a majority was
against Mr. Botting, and that the claim would not be allowed ;
and maintained that the delay was not fatal, and that the

question to be decided was, had the trustce the same duties to
perform under composition as under liquidation ? Mr. Lamb
replied in the negative, holding that, as far as composition was
concerned , the trustee was merely a recipient of a certain sum

of money for distribution only . Whether thedebt was £1,000

or £500 was to him a matter of no consequence ; but where
a man was trustee under liquidation — where there was a
general distribution of property among the creditors - -then the
trustee had a perfect right to come forward and say that he
objected to a claim . His Honour held that it was incumbent

upon the creditor to comebefore the court and establish his

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. - November 14tb .

(Before Mr. COLLIBR, Judge.)

AN UNCLOSED BANKRUPTCY. - IN RE COHEN V . HOLDEN.
This was a case of considerable importance, and , somewhat sin .

gularly , is the first which has raised the question of the status
of a bankrupt whose bankruptcy is unclosed, and his right to

property which he may acquire during the continuance of the

bankruptcy. Under former bankruptcy statutes it was con
sidered that all property acquired by a discharged bankrupt he
was entitled to retain , but it appears such is not the case now ,
and that, although hemay be discharged , his property is liable

to be seized by his trustee until the close of the bankruptcy .
The present bankrupt was Mr. John Peakman , of Liverpool,

metal merchant. His bankruptcy took place two or three

years ago, and although there are no assets, the trusteo, Mr.

Bolland, had not closed the bankruptcy. The question was

raised by an interpleader issue, and came before the court on

the 4th November. His Honour now said : This was an inter
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pleader issue to determine the right to certain furniture taken

in execution for a debt. Holden, the execution creditor, levied

an execution on the householà goods of the execution debtor,

at his house at Blundellsands. The execution debtor was a

him , according to his evidence,during the continuance of his
bankruptcy, with monoy acquired in trade. Before he re

moved to the residence at which the execution was levied, he

had given a bill of sale of it to Cohen, the claimant. The

validity of this bill of sale was not disputed . According to the

form in which interpleader issues are tried in the County Court,

the claimant is the plaintiff, and the execution creditor the

defendant. The claimant has, therefore, to establish his title ,

and this I think the defendant can defeat by showing that the
title is in some one else ; for this the cases of Green v . Rogers

(2 Car. and K . 148 ) and Gadsden v. Barrow (23 L . J . 134 ,

EL.) are sufficient authorities. The title defendant set up was

that of thetrustee under the bankruptcy of the execution debtor,

and it remains to consider whether his title was a good one.

By sect. 15 , sub-sect. 3 , of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, the pro
perty of the bankrupt divisible among his creditors (in the Act

referred to as “ the property of the bankrupt " ) comprises all
such property as may belong to or be vested in the bankrupt at

the commencement of the bankruptcy, or may be acquired by

or devolve on him during its continuance. By sect . 17, when a

trustee has been appointed, the property of the bankrupt forth
with passes to and vests in the trustee. By sect. 19, if tho

bankrupt shall fail to deliver up possession to the trustee of

any part of his property which is divisible among his creditors,

and which may for the timebeing be in his possession or under

his control, he is guilty of contempt of court. A bankrupt

may be allowed to carry on business, and no doubt in many

cases it is for the interest of the creditors that he should do so .

If he may carry on business, he may contract and buy and sell

and possess goods ; but I think the policy and intention of the
present bankrupt law is that until the close of the bankruptcy

ell his dealings should be carried on for the benefit of his credi
tors. It appears to me that any property he acquires forth

with passes under the Act to the trustee,and that the bankrupt

can only dealwith it on the sufferance of his creditors. It can

hardly be said that a bankrupt's purchase of furniture for his

own use is for the benefit of his creditors ; and in this case, as

the trustee had no notice of his possession , it cannot be inferred

that he possessed it by the sufferance of the trustee or the

creditors . In my opinion the furniture passed, as soon as pur

chased, to the trustee, and the bankrupt had no permission,

expressed or implied , to part with it. There was no laches by

the trustee in asserting his right, for he had no notice of the

purchase, and therefore the bankrupt had no power to transfer

it, and the claim of Cohen must fail. My judgment will there.

fore be for the execution creditor, with costs .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, BRISTOL.

November 7th .

(Before Mr. R . A . FISHER, Judge.)

IN RE COATES, SHARP, AND GRANGER, LATE OF BRISTOL,

DRAPERS. - Mr. Swann, of the firm of Fussell, Prichard, and

Swann, said he appeared in this matter on behalf of the

trustees, who were resident in Manchester, and who had taken

a position in opposition to the registrar of that court . The

debtors had carried on business in Bristol, and the estate was

of considerable magnitude, and in consequence of several Man

chester houses being the principal creditors,they had appointed

trustees in that city , but allowed the proceedings to remain
in the Bristol Court, instead of removing them to Manchester.

At a meeting of creditors, duly convened , amongst others a

resolution was passed that the trustees' accounts should be

audited by two of the largest creditors nominated by the meet

ing . The resolutions were presented to the registrar of that

court for registration , but he declined to do so, on the ground

that the trustees' accounts had not been filed . Mr. Swann

contended that as all the requirements of the Act had been

complied with , the registering of the resolutions was purely

ministerial, and further, that as the accounts had not been sub

mitted to themeeting at which the resolutionshad been passed ,

the registrar had no right to require that they should be filed .

The registrar (Mr. Harley) said that the resolutions were in

complete without the accounts, and that the resolutions sought

to be registered released the trustee. The judge remarked

that the accounts were part and parcel of the resolutions, and

the latter were not in their absence complete, and, in his
opinion , they ought to be filed . If that was not done, and the

file of proceedings should some years afterwards be overhauled,
theabsence therefrom of the accounts might create consider

able difficulty. His Honour upheld the opinion of the regis
trar, and ordered that the trustees' accounts, showing special

payments and disbursements, be filed within fourteen days ,

and upon that being done the resolutions would be registered .

Mr. Swann intimated thathe should appeal to the Chief Judge

in Bankruptcy.

Curious POINT. - IN RE PATTERSON , RICE, & Co., CON

FECTIONERS.- - Mr. Beckingham appeared in this case on behalf

of the trustee of the separate estate of Thomas Clark Rice, who

carried on business in conjunction with Mr. Patterson , his

partner, as confectioners near Bristol. Mr. John Parsons, of
Bristol, accountant, was the trustee of the joint estate, and

was then present. The separate estate of Mr. Rice had been

closed by the creditors, and the trustee discharged, under the

impression that there were no assets beyond £15 or £20 dis
closed by the debtor in his statement. Some months after

wards it was discovered that there was a valuable equity of re

BANKRUPTS CHARGED WITH FALSIFYING BOOKS. - - At Wol.

verhampton , on Friday, the 30th November , James, Thomas,

and Edwin Smith , ironmasters, Bilston , were charged with

that they, being persons whose affairs were under liquidation ,

had falsified their books with intent to conceal the state of

their affairs and defeat the law . There was a considerable

number of charges against the defendants, the theory for the

prosecution being that in order to account for the large de

ficiancies they had made false entries in their books. Defen

dants had failed for over £15,000,with £2,000 assets, calculated

at £80 per week during the whole time they had been in
business . The case was adjourned , and was concluded on

Saturday, when the defendants,who reserved their defence, were

committed for trial, bail being allowed in two £200 sureties
each .

At a meeting of the Finance Committee of the Urban Sani.

tary Authority , held at the Town-hall, Preston , on Thursday,

the 19th November, Mr. Joseph Smirk, borough accountant,

tendered his resignation of the office, which was accepted .

debtor's explanation why this was omitted from his statement

convinced him that the debtor had acted bona fide, and that

the omission was not fraudulent, but that he really believed

that the house was not worth more than theamountadvanced

on mortgage , and that he did not think it worth while to in

clude it in his statement. The trustee had , however , sold the

house , and after paying themortgage and the expense of reali

sation , there was a surplus of £136 in hand. Mr. Beckingham

submitted that notwithstanding that the liquidation had been

closed , and the trustee released, the money should still be

divided amongst them , as being an asset of the separate estate,

and not an asset of the joint estate. His Honour took time to

consider his judgment until the 3rd December next.

FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY . - - At the Bristol Quarter Ses.

sions, Joseph Bumford , on bail, 39, licensed victualler, tiler,
and plasterer, was indicted for that he " being a person whose

affairs were in liquidation by arrangement, in pursuance of the

Bankruptcy Act, 1869, did not fully and truly discover to the

trustee administering for the benefit of his creditors all his real

and personal estate, with intent to defraud." This is the case
in which an application by way of motion was made to the

judge of the Bristol County Court,on the 10th ult., foran order
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for the committal of the debtor to gaol for contempt of court, month for travelling expenses, but could not say how he

and was fully reported in our last issue. Evidence having been

given as to the charge, the Recorder summed up, and the jury, in order to make his accounts balance ! Notwithstanding this

after some deliberation, through their foreman announced that he had nerer obtained a single order after April 7th . Taking

they could not agree — that ten of them were satisfied that the all these circumstances into consideration , he submitted that

prisoner was guilty. The Recorder directed them to retire and the bankrupt had not made a full disclosure of his estate, and

further consider their verdict, and they ultimately found a ver that the law had not, therefore, been properly carried out.

dict of guilty. The Recorder sentenced the prisoner to twelve His Honour said that he quite agreed with them so far, but he

months' imprison-ment with hard labour, and refused to pass did not see the use ofadjourning sine die. The bankrupt could

a lenient sentence, although the prosecution recommended him not obtain his discharge unless he obtained 10s. in the £ ;

to mercy . there was no probability shown that he was able to do this,and,
therefore, hewas practically in their hands. Mr. Clegg rejoined

THE PROVINCES.
that if a man could manage to pass his examination , he could

alwaysgo into business again in somebody else's name. Thetrustee

SHEFFIELD.
and committee thought that this bankrupt oughtnot to get off
80 easily , having acted as he had done. Judging from his own

On October 28th a petition was filed in the Sheffield Bank balance -sheet, he commenced business with a deficiency of

ruptcy Court in the estate of MARY Hirst, widow , Alma-road, £200 , and although only in business thirteen months, had ended

Rotherham . At the meeting of creditors held Nov. 17th at the with a deficiency of £1,100 . His Honour remarked that he

offices of Mr. Hoyle , solicitor, Rotherham , the statement of didn't do so very badly . Many people. had done much worse

accounts presented showed the liabilities to be £1,106 98., and than that. Mr. Clegg answered that the bankrupt had spent

the assets £306 178. 10d . Mr. Bellamy, accountant, Ro £900 of the creditor's money within twelve months, and he

therham , was appointed trustee, with a committee. therefore contended he ought not to be allowed to pass his

Same date an application was made for the adjudication of examination . Mr. Binney (for the bankrupt) admitted that

Messrs. J . & M . WOOLLEN , bone and scale cutters , Daisy . his conduct could not be altogether defended . He had been

walk . Mr. Brailsford , solicitor, who appeared for the exceedingly injudicious. The deficiency at the outset was

petitioning creditor, said notice had not been given really cash advanced by his brother long before the business

of any intention to dispute the adjudication, and it being was commenced . The man had been unsuccessful , but there

shown that the act of bankruptcy was fortified by affidavit , his had been no fraudulent intention , consequently he held that he

Honour granted the application . The liabilities in this case are ought to pass his last examination . As to the sale of the

about £1,200. - -On October 30th a meeting of the creditors of phaeton he (Mr. Binney ) was prepared to hand over the

HENRY WARRINGTON, butchers' steel maker, was held ; tho amount for which it had been sold . The adjournment of the

liabilities £800, assets £276 189. Liquidation" was adopted , examination sine die would do no good . His Honour was of

with Mr. James Andrews, jun ., as trustee. - On November 2nd opinion that if the trustee pressed for the order he should be

a petition was filed in the Sheffield Bankruptcy Court, in the bound to make it. Mr. Clegg intimated that hemust adhere

affairs of Mr. JOHN WALKER , draper, Castle -etreet, Sheffield . to his application, whereupon his Honour remarked that

Liabilities stated at over £4 ,000 . - A day or two afterwards a although the bankrupt had gone through the form of giving a

petition was filed in the same court in the affairs of Mr. JOHN deſciency account, and had answered the questions put to him ,

JAMES BAGSHAWE, trading as J . J . BAGSIAWE & Co., Thames the court could not deem his answers satisfactory. Upon that

Steel Works, Arundel-street, Sheffield , with liabilities estimated point the court was bound to consider the view taken of the

at over £8 ,000. - On November 5th a meeting of the creditors matter by the trustee, because he (the trustee) was appointed

of James Downey, Sen ., tailor and draper , of Chesterfield , was by the creditors to investigate the bankrupt's accounts. When

held at Sheffield , the liabilities £948 11s. 10d ., and assets the trustee came before the court and said that the bankrupt's

£522 26 . 9d. Liquidation was adopted , with Mr. Blackburn , answers were not satisfactory, that he had money at the time

of Leeds, as trustee. -- Same day a mecting of the creditors of of the bankruptcy which was not accounted for then , although

Mr. JOHN Gow , draper, & c ., Sheffield , was held , and Mr. P . K . the judge's view might be that to adjourn the examination was

Chesney, Bradford , was appointed trustee. - A meeting was utterly useless to the creditors, and would inflict no injury

held , also on November 5th, at the Sheſlield County Court, of whatever on the bankrupt himself, still he was bound to make

the creditors in theseparate estate of Mr. ARTHUR JOIN FRET an order that the examination be adjourned sine die. This

WELL, one of the partners in the Whittington Brick Manu decision is of considerable value to trustees generally . - On

facturing and Colliery Company. The statementof accounts pre November 9th a meeting of the creditors of John JOSEPH

sented byMr. Cooper Corbidge, jun ., for the receiver,showed the Mason , hotel keeper and music hall proprietor, was held at

liabilities to be £1,794 38. 11d., with assets estimated at £900 . Chesterfield , the liabilities £820, and assets £144 . Liquidation

Mr. Corbidge was appointed trustee, with a committee of in being resolved upon , Mr. Jephson , Chesterfield, was appointed

trustee without a committee: - On November 12th ,at the Shef
COATEs, innkeeper, Doncaster , was held in that town, and Mr. field Court, an umisual application wasmade for the ousting of

Bennett, Sheffield , was chosen as trustee in liquidation . - On a receiver who had been appointed by the court at a previous

November 5th an application was made to Mr. Ellison , Judge sitting. The facts were, that a petition having been filed by

of the Sheffield Court, for an adjournment sine die to be made B . G . Holland, builder and contractor,Mr. Appleby,accountant,
in the examination of EDWARD GAMBLE, steel and file manu wasappointed receiver by the court. A meeting of the credi

facturer, Sheffield. The application involved points of im tors was afterwards held , and a mnjority of them decided to

portance. Mr. Clegg ( for Mr. Pearson , the trustee) applied appoint Mr. Andrews as receiver. It was therefore asked that

that the passing of the bankrupt's last examination be post Mr. Andrews might be substituted for Mr. Appleby. Mr.

poned sine die. The ground for this was, that the day before Barker, barrister, on behalf of Mr. Appleby, opposed the ap .
The adjudication was made the bankrupt said he had in hand plication on two distinct grounds. First , that the creditors

£84 178. 5d ., but he had never handed that sum over to the could only appoint a receiver where no one had been appointed

trustee. They might, as his Honour gaid , prosecute him . by the court, that being the language of the first part of rule

Again , in his examination before the Registrar, he had said he No. 262. He further held that the nomination paper was not

had a phæton , and without knowing whether it was " in his duly signed by the majority of the creditors, inasmuch as one

order and disposition ," he had sold it, after the adjudication , signature wasby a director on behalf of a limited liability com

for £23. That sum , also , he had never handed to the trustee. pany , and another was signed per procuration of a third party .

A diamond ring, and other property, also some gold studs, had He was informed that the practice of the court was only to

been sold , but not accounted for. He had put down £30 a 1 appoint the nominee of the creditors in cases where the receiver
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Mr. J . H .South , of the firm of W . H . Williams & Co., had been

appointed receiver on the nomination of creditors, in substitn .

tion for the one appointed at the instance of the debtor, and
the meeting had been remored to Bristol by order of the court

from the otlices of Messrs Linton & Williams, solicitors , 4 ,

Cauda -street, Aberdare. Statement ofthedebtors' affairs pro

duced ,showing liabilities £929 1ls. 5d . ; assets £278 14s. iod .

No offer being forthcoming from the debtor, resolution passed
to liquidate by arrangement, and Mr. J . H . South appointed

trustee. Debtors' solicitors, Messrs. Denton & Williams,

of misconduct. There was no such imputation in this case.

His Honour said there was certainly some difficulty in con

struing rule 262, but in construing it they must bear in mind

that the ruling principle in liquidation was to leave everything

to the creditors. He consequently held , according to the

practice of the court, that if the creditors appointed a receiver

where one had been previously appointed by the court, the
court was compelled to accept the creditors' nominee in place

of its own . He should , therefore, accede to the application ,
allowing costs out of the estate. - .At the Sheffield County

Court, on Nov. 19th , a meeting of the creditors of J. and

M . WOOLLEN was held , and Mr. Edward Pearson was ap.

pointed trustee, the liabilities being £1,150 . - On Novem

ber 20th meetings of the creditors in the joint estate

of MATTHEWMAN & Sons, Sheffield , and the separate
estateswas held . In the former theliabilitieswere £2,694llslld .,

with assets valued at £1,543 . Liquidation in this case was

adopted , with Mr. Francis Day, Accountant, as trustee.

IN RE W . A . Dext, of Ebbw Vale , Monmouthshire, iron .

monger. – First meeting of creditors held at the offices of

Messrs . Barnard, Thomas, Tribe, & Co, Albion Chambers , Bris

tol, accountants, on Saturday the 7th of November, when a

statement of the debtor's affairs was produced, showing lia

bilities to creditors unsecured , £701 6s. 4d., and assets

£151 16s. ld . A composition of 8s. 6d. in the pound, payable

at four, eight , and twelve months, and secured by J. G . Dent,

of Aberyschan accepted . Mr. H . H . Beckingham , of Bristol,
solicitor.

IN RE D . T . JAMES, Grocer, Trecynon, Aberdare, Glamor.
ganshire. - First meeting of creditors held at the offices of

Messrs. Alexander Brothers, of 76, St. Mary -street, Cardiff,
on Saturday, the 7th November. Mr. G . Harris, ofthe firm of

Messrs . Harris, Brothers, & Co., in the chair. Statement laid

before the meeting disclosing liabilities £756 ls. 7d., assets

£326 4s. 7d . Offer of 7s. 6d . in the pound composition made

by the debtor, and increased to 88. in the pound ; the principal

creditors refused to take less than 108. in the pound. It was

ultimately resolved to wind the estate up in liquidation, and
Mr. James Collins, of 39, Broad -street, Bristol, was appointed
trustee. Mr. Thos. Phillips, of Aberdare, debtor's solicitor.

BRISTOL.

IN RE DATID GRIFFITHS, of Llanelly, Currier. - First

meeting of creditors held at the offices of Messrs. Barnard ,

Thomas, Tribe, & Co ., of Albion Chambers, Bristol, account.

ants. Statement of affairs showed liabilities £5 ,702 15s. 5d.,

end assets £4,312 2s . 11d . Liquidation resolved upon . Mr.
Francis Elliott Swann, of Bristol, public accountant, appointed

trustee ; Messrs. Fussell, Prichard, & Swann , of Bristol,
solicitors.

Second general meeting of the creditors of ROBERT HOCK .

ING , of Maesteg, Glamorganshire, ironmonger, painter , and

glazier, was held at Messrs. Denning, Smith , & Co.'s., account.
ants, Bristol, on the 23rd October, when resolutions to accept

103. in the pound , secured , were confirmed . Mr. H . H . Becking .

ham , solicitor.

RICHARD LEWIS Smith , of Trnypandy, Brecknockshire,

Tailor. - A meeting of creditors was held , under petition for

liquidation filed in the County Court ofGlamorganshire,holden

at Merthyr Tydfil, at the offices of Mr. J . Collins, No. 39,

Broad-street, Bristol. Statement of the debtor's affairs pro
duced , disclosing liabilities £1,117 10s.6d. ; assets £504 6s. 2d ,

Resolution to liquidate passed , and Mr. J . Collins appointed

trustee. A meeting in the same matter has, however , been

held on the 17th November at the same place, under the 28th

section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and a composition of

12s. 6d . in the pound, payable at three, six, nine, twelve, and

fifteen months (first instalment unsecured , the remainder
secured ) , has been accepted by the creditors . Messrs. Simons

and Plews, of Merthyr Tydfil, solicitors for the debtor, and

Messrs. Salmon & Henderson, of Bristol, solicitors for the

creditors.

On the 26th October a meeting was held at the office of Mr.

H . H . Beckingham , solicitor, Bristol, of the creditors of JOHN
FREDERICK PHILLIPS, of 74 , Oxford -street, Swansea , grocer

and provision dealer, when the debtor's discharge was granted ,
and the liquidation closed, a first dividend of 4s. in the pound ,

and a second and final dividend of 38. in the pound having been

previously declared and paid . Mr. James Collins, of 39, Broad

street, Bristol, trustee.

IN BE ALFRED ERNEST BABER , of White Hart-yard,

Bristol. - Petition filed in Bristol County Court for liqui.

dation . First meeting held at Mr. J . S . Pitt's ollice,

Albion Chambers, Bristol, accountant, on Saturday, 31st
Ortober, Mr. William Thomas in the chair, Composition

of 6s, in the pound, payable in six weeks, accepted . Mr. J . S .

Pitts appointed trustee ; Mr. Albert Essery, of Broad -street,
Bristol, solicitor.

RE THOMAS FOxall, of 56 , Gadly ’s -road , Aberdare, Gla

morgan , Draper.- The first meeting of creditors, under

petition filed in the Aberdare County Court, was held at the
offices of Messrs. W . H . Williams & Co., of the Exchange,

Bristol, public accountants, on Wednesday the 4th November ,

tition for liquidation of affairs filed by debtor in the Bristol

County Court, and first meeting of creditors held at the offices

of Messrs. Salmon & Henderson, Broad-street, Bristol, solicitors,
on Friday, the 13th November. Liabilities £258 14s. 8d ., and
assets £168 16s. ld . Resolution passed to liquidate by ar.
rangement,and Mr. James Collins appointed trustee .

IN RE HENRY RANGER PARTON , of Cardiff, Grocer. - First

meeting under petition for liquidation , filed in the Cardiff

County Court, held at the offices of Messrs. Barnard, Thomas,

Tribe,' & Co., of Albion Chambers, Bristol, accountants, on

Monday, the 16th November. According to the debtor's

statement of affairs his liabilities appeared to be £1,101 9s. 10d .,

and assets £716 18s. 11d . It was resolved to liquidate by

arrangement. Mr. W . C . Clarke, of Cardiff, accountant, and

Mr. James Collins, of Bristol, joint trustees. Messrs. Griffith

and Corbett, of Cardiff, solicitors.
IN RE Thomas Dyer, of Redcliff-street and Old Market.

street, Bristol, Grocer. -- Petition for liquidation filed in the

Bristol County Court, and first meeting thereunder held at the

offices of Messrs. William Tricks, Son , & Co., of City
Chambers, Nicholas-street, Bristol, accountants, on Monday,

the 9th November. Statement of affairs, as prepared by Mr.

James Collins, of the Merchants' Association, Bristol, pro

duced , showing liabilities £4,034 Os. 10d., and assets £2,081

18s. 4d . Resolution passed to accept a composition of 98. in

the pound , and Mr. James Collins, of No. 39, Broad - street,

Bristol, was appointed trustee to distribute the composition .

Mr. Charles Taddy, of Bristol, solicitor.

On Friday, the 20th November, a meeting of the creditors of

THOMAS BRINTON LONNEN , of Avon -street Temple , Bristol,

victualler and coal merchant, washeld at the offices of Messrs.

Hancock , Triggs, & Co., of the Guildhall, Bristol, accountants,

Mr. H . W . Povey, chairman . A composition of 2s. 6d . in the

pound, payable at the office of debtor's solicitors , Messrs . Benson

and Thomas, No. 39, Broad -street, Bristol, was accepted .

MANCHESTER.
A meeting of the creditors of WILLIAM ASHFORD , of 25 ,

Cross-street,Manchester , building merchant, was held on the
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bilities £340 ; assets , consisting of stock - in -trade and book
debts, to about £540 . Mr. Kennedy offered , on behalf of the
creditors, 20s. in the pound secured , payable in three , six , and
nine months. After a long discussion this was rejected , and it
was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation, Mr. L . J :
Sharp being appointed trustee. - GEORGE JOSEPI HANDS ,

leather seller ; meeting held at the offices of Mr. C . B . Hodg
Bon ,Waterloo-street ; liabilities £726 2s. 1d .,assets £115 6s. 7d.;
resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation .- - HENRYHOB

DAY, grocer, Birmingham ; meeting held at the offices of Mr.
W . H . Powell, solicitor ; liabilities £400, assets estimated at

was not to receive his discharge until he had paid his creditors

10s. in the pound. Mr. Sharp was appointed trustee, and Mr.
Powell solicitor .

13th November, at the offices of Messrs . Rideal and Shaw ,

solicitors. The statement of affairs was read by the receiver,

Mr. Beswick, of Manchester and Leeds, accountant, showing

total debts £4, 233 4s. 7d ., and total assets £1,701 16s. lld .

Liquidation was resolved upon , and Mr. Beswick and Mr.

Harding, accountants, Manchester, were appointed trustees .

The debtor's discharge was unanimously refused . The regis

tration of the resolutions was entrusted to Mr. A . M . Blair,

solicitor, St. James's-square , Manchester. - A petition for

liquidation has been made in the Manchester County Court, by

Mr. David CURR, of Chapel-square, Birchin -lane, Manchester,

and of Bury , jute spinner and manufacturer, trading under

the style of " D . Curr , Langford , & Co.," and lately carrying on
business at New Mills as a paper stuiner and manufacturer,

under the style of “ A . F . Langford , & Co.," surviving partner

of Aaron Ferns Langford , deceased , lately carrying on the said

business together at Chapel-square, Birchin -lane, Manchester ,

Bury, and New Mills, respectively aforesaid , under the said

styles respectively ; liabilities, £27,300. - A meeting of the

creditors of Mr. SAMUEL ANDERTOX , of this city, lead and

glass merchant, was held on the 20th November , at the offices

of Messrs . Sutton & Elliott, solicitors, when the statement of

affairs submitted by Mr. C . B . Harding (of Sutton & Harding) ,

the receiver, showed liabilities £5 ,206 12s . 8d ., and assets

£1,426 48. 6d . It was unanimously resolved to wind up the

estate in liquidation ,Mr. Harding being appointed trustee,

with power to sell the estate, for a sum equal to 108. in the

pound , the debtor to have his dischargo. — Petitions for

liquidation havebeen filed in the Manchester County Court bythe

following persons : JOSEPI M KINNBLL the younger, of Holt

Town Mills , Ancoats, Manchester, paper stainer (trading under

the style of Edmund Grime and Co.) ; liabilities £4,800.
MAURICE NEURNAN, 45, Argyle -chambers , Hanging-ditch ,

Manchester, publisher , printseller, and importer of foreign

fancy goods, also carrying on business at the same place, in
partnership with Abraham Neurnan (under the style or firm

of M . & A . Neurnan ), as jewellers; liabilities £4,100.
NATHANIEL CLAYTON UNDERWOOD, and JOHN JONES (trading

as Underwood & Jones) , of West Gorton , near Manchester,

machinists; liabilities £2,000. - W . Bryce FLOWER, 15 , Green
wood -street, Manchester, paper merchant and commission

agent, and also carrying on business at the same place, in part

nership with William Stevenson ,as a packer ; liabilities £4,500.

Thomas SUTCLIFFE, 8 , Market-place, Manchester , and 57,
Wilmslow -roud , Risholme, near Manchester, bookseller and

stationer/; liabilities £1,200.

LEEDS.

On November 9th a petition for liquidation was filed in the
Leeds County Court by Mr. DANIEL JACKSON , cloth manufac
turer, Aire -street, Leeds, with liabilities estimated at about
£8,000 , but with considerable assets. - - A meeting was held on

the same date of the creditors of B . BENJAMIN , woollen mer
chant, of Leeds and London, whose liabilities were estimated
to be £18,000, or thereabouts, and the assets about £700 . The
creditors were stated to number 198, and it was stated that the
bankrupt had absconded, prior to which (within about six
weeks) he had bought £8 ,000 worth of goods without having

paid for them . Liquidation was resolved upon ,with Mr. Routh ,
accountant, Leeds, as trustee. — Mr. Join SUTCLIFFE, cotton

dealer , West-end Mills, Bradford , with £3,500 liabilities, and
good assets. - A meeting of the creditors of W . H .MARTEN ,
woolstapler, Bradford , trading as W . H . Marten & Son , was
held , the liabilities being £14,384, and assets about £809. It
was decided to make the debtor a bankrupt . - At the examina

tion of BENJAMIN WARD , wool merchant, the liabilities were
stated at £39,190, with assets worth £1,100 . The debtor
admitted he had been dealing in accommodation bills for two
years with various persons, amongst others with his own book
keeper, to the tune of £4,050. This examination was adjourned .

- At the same court, sameday, the affairs of ROBERTWEBSTER ,
manufacturer, of Leeds and Pudsey , were investigated . Hehad
been mixed up with bill transactions with Ward , the debtor in

the last -named case. His liabilities he estimated at £7,800,
of which £6,468 would rank against the estate, with assets
which had realised £1,115 . The further examination was
adjourned .

SINGULAR PARTNERSHIP. - On Wednesday, the 11th Novem

ber, at the Leeds Bankruptcy Court, the case of JOSEPH WALSH ,
tanner and currier, of Otley, came up. The total liabilities are
£27 ,468, whilst the assets only amount to about £2,357. Walsh

on a former occasion stated that he had been requested by Mr.

Henry Henchman , late manager of the Midland Banking
Company (Limited ) in Leeds, to “ launch out ” and attend his
business, saying that if he did so he (Mr. Henchman ) would
increase his overdraught at the bank to the tune of several

thousands. Walsh did so , and then Henchman wished to limit
the overdraught or else to be taken in as a partner with Walsh .
After some consideration Walsh agreed to accept Henchman
ashis partner, the bank manager promising to put £500 into the
concern , and according to Walsh 's statement, to receive £500
per year for the loan of it. The transactions between them
lasted about two years, but by that time Walslı had got tired
of the bargain , and gave Henchman eight six -months' bills for

£300 each to get him out of the concern . One of these bills
had been met , and Mr. Henchman was now attempting to
prove the others against the estate. Mr. Henchman, who is
not now a bank manager, was to -day examined at considerable

length by Mr. Simpson, solicitor, as to his dealings with the
bankrupt. Headmitted that the turn -over had largely increased

after he had accommodated Walsh. Hedeclined to say whether
or not he told his directors he was a partner. At the instance
of the directors he attempted to induce Walsh to reduce his

BIRMINGHAM .

CHARLES JAMES ARBLASTER, chemist and druggist ; meeting
on the 11th November ; liabilities £3,228 ile. 6d., assest

£723 Og. 4d . ; liquidation resolved upon ; Messrs. Starkey
and Luke J . Sharp trustees. — THOMAS MILNER, ironmaster,
Great Lister-street ; meeting held on the 13th ; liabilities

£3,731 4s. 5d., assets 3 ,270 128. 60 ; to be wound up by liquida

tion ; Mr. Luke J . Sharp appointed trustee. - JOHN COOPER ,
boot and shoe maker ; meeting held on the 24th ult. at the
offices of Mr. Duke, solicitor ; liabilities £967 11s., assets

£67 78. 6d . Resolved to wind up in liquidation. — WILLIAM
Lewis, jeweller, Birmingham ; meeting was held at the offices

ofMessrs. L . J. & E . Sharp ,accountants; liabilities £636 13s. 2d.,
assets £205 10g. 7d . An offer of 3s. 6d. in the pound, payable
in a month, was made and accepted . - - MATTHEW PAYNE
HILL, furniture dealer ; meeting held at the offices of Mr.
Blewitt, solicitor, Waterloo- street ; resolved to liquidate the
estate. - - ROBERT COTTIS, commission agent, Small-heath ;

meeting held on the 10th ult. at the office of Mr. Collis, solicitor ,
Bennett 's-hill ; composition of 2s. 6d. in the pound. - JOHN
CLEMENTS, fruiterer, Balsall-heath ; meeting held at the office
of Messrs. Maher & Poncia , solicitors, on the 11th Nov. ; com
position of ls. in the pound accepted. -- EDWARD Davis ,
tailor and draper ; meeting held on the 20th ult. Mr. C . R .
Kennedy represented the debtor. The statement showed lia -
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account. He had received bills from Walsh to the extent of agreed to accept a composition of 78 . 6d. in the pound. The

£2,400 to dissolve the connection . Only one had been met . application was opposed , and an adjournment was asked for , on

The examination was adjourned . the ground that there had not been time to answer the afli

In the Court of Bankruptcy, November 6th , the liabilities of davits filed in support of the motion , in consequence of the ill

Mr. BENJAMIN WARD, a foreign woolmerchant, were stated at ness of an attorney , and also on the ground that the resolutions

about £10,000, including £31,320 on accommodation bills, were obtained by fraud . After each side of the case had been

while the assets represented only £1, 100 . stated at length , the registrar said he could not try the ques

tion of fraud , and it was no answer to thatmotion . He would,

DEWSBURY. however, grant an adjournment if it was desired . It was de

IN R3 BENJ. BENJAMIN , of London . - On Thursday, the cided to abandon the request for an adjournment, but to come

19th November, at the Dewsbury County Court, before Mr. before the court subsequently with a substantive motion . The

Serjeant H . Tindal Atkinson , judge, Mr. G . A . Rooks, solicitor, registrar thereupon granted the motion .

London , appeared on behalf of the trustee in the liquidation of

Benj. Benjamin, clothier, of London , to make several
PLYMOUTH .

applications. Mr. Rooks said he appeared on behalf of Mr. SALES BY INSOLVENTS. — The case of E . W . Pinches, a bank
John Routh , trustee in the liquidation of the affairs of Benj. rupt, came before Sir James Bacon , the chief judge in bank .
Benjamin , to make several applications. The first was for an ruptcy, on Tuesday, Nov. 10th . It was an appeal on behalf of
order of the court empowering him to examine witnesses,and also Mr. E . Wilkes, accountant, of Plymouth, the trustee of the
authorising him to examine those witnesses in a London court, bankrupt, who formerly occupied the Bedford Wine and Spirit
inasinuch as the said witnesses resided in , or near to London. Vaults, Plymouth , against an order pronounced by the judge

They were persons to whom the debtor had sold property of the Stonehouse County Court on the 12th of August last ,
within two months before he filed his petition . The debtor whereby he refused the application of the trustee, that Mr.
had conducted the business of a clothier in London ; had Edward George Lewer, brewer, of Plymouth , should pay to
purchased his cloth in the West Riding of Yorkshire ; then him as trustee the sum of £67 6s. 4d., and likewise ordered the
manufactured such cloth into wearing apparel, which he sent trustee to pay Mr. Lewer's costs from the timeof filing certain
into the provinces. Strange to say, in themonth of July , and affidavits used in support of such application . Mr. Robertson
in fact, up to the month of October,the debtor greatly increased Griffiths (instructed by Mr. Abraham Rhodes, solicitor, of
bis purchases. They amounted in August to £2, 100 ; Sep London , agent for Mr. J. E . Curteis, solicitor, of Stonehouse),
tember , £3,300 ; and October, £1,061. On the 9th October appeared for the appellant, and Mr. F . Knight (instructed by
the debtor filed bis petition ; and at a meeting of creditors, a Messrs. Guscotte, of London , solicitors' agents for Mr. Sparkes,
statement was made which showed that debts , amounting to solicitor , of Crediton ) for the respondent, Mr. Lewer. From
£17,278 bad been contracted. The creditors, up to the present the affidavits filed it would seem that at a timewhen bankrupt
time, had made every possible inquiry , and they discovered was perfectly insolvont the respondent, on bebalf of himself
that in July last the debtor opened a place of business in and Mr. Badcock, of Crediton , purchased the bankrupt's busi
Leeds. Goods were purchased , sent to Leeds, then to London ness, and claimed to deduct the debts due from Pinches to him
to the debtor, and subsequently to various packers, and those self and Badcock . The County Court judge decided that he
packers were amongst the persons against whom subpænas had was entitled to do this, but the trustee being dissatisfied with
been issued . After the 9th of October, and 80 late as the this decision appealed . Mr. Griffiths contended that the sale
22nd October, the debtor had dealings with a number of by Pinches to Lewer was for a past debt, and without adequate
personis , amongst whom was a person named Richardson . consideration , inasmuch as the £28 paid was not sufficient, and
Someof the goods sold to Richardson had found their way to thatnot only was Lewer's a bygone debt,but Badcock's was one
Birmingham , and afterwards to the warehouse occupied by also . Mr. Griffiths quoted an analagous case of Newton ,
Messrs. Taylor, of Southwark . Messrs. Taylor had been sum assignee of Steelfox v. Chandler, in which Lord Ellenborough
moned to show cause why they did notgive up the property. He decided in favour of theassignee. Mr. Knight argued that the
(the speaker) also desired to apply for an injunction , restraining judge of the County Court was right in making the order.
any person from removing the goods from Messrs Taylor's His Honour held that whaterer verbal agreement might have
premises ; also for a warrant enabling them to search the been come to on the 17th Dec. about deducting the amount of

goods ; and hemight say that the court had power to grant that the debts from the purchase money, not one word to that
application under 76th and 99th sections of the Act . He also effect was inserted in the agreement signed on the 19th of that
made an application for the postal direction of letters. month , and could not therefore be entertained . Anything
Richardson was apprehended last Tuesday, in Birmingham , more of a fraudulent preference to Lewer and Badcock he

and when conveyed to a police-station in London, a ticket was could not conceive. Lewer could not say he was ignorant of
found upon him which had enabled the trustee to trace where his (Pinches) condition, for he was told that the bailiffs were
abouts of the goods. His Honour suggested that the er. in Pinches' house, and knew of his poverty by advancing him
emination ought to be taken in London . All the other £10. Badcock likewise showed by his acts that he was aware

applications were granted , with the exception of the one of Pinches' condition . He had not, therefore, the slightest

relating to the search warrant, his Honour holding that the hesitation in saying that the knowledge of Pinches' position
goods were not concealed . had been brought home to Lewer before the contract had been

completed , and as nothing could be clearer in his mind than

HUDDERSFIELD . that Lewer was bound by the express terms of the contract, it

At the County Court, on the 11th Nov., an application was was unnecessary to refer to any cases. The trustee being

made on behalf ofMr. Savile Crowther, late waste dealer, Hud . bound to ask Lewer to pay the balance of the purchaso money,
dersfield , asking the court to make absolute an interim in his application to the judge of the County Court was a proper

junction , granted in June, restraining Mr. Henry Hirst, jun ., one, and therefore his order was that the order in the court

and Mr. Henry Wild , accountant, creditors of the estate by below be discharged , Mr. Lewer to pay to the trustee the
virtue of being executors under the will of the late Mr. S . K . £67 6s. 4d. and the costs in the court below .

Hirst, and also the Sheriff of Lancashire and his officers at
Liverpool, from proceeding further with an execution under a WOLVERHAMPTON.

writ of fi . fa., and also , so far as Messrs . Wild & Hirst were A meeting of the creditors of WILLIAM ALFRED CLARKSON,

concerned, from proceeding with an action upon an open ac of Hednesford , in the county of Stafford , cabinet maker and
count against the debtor. The motion further asked the court general dealer, was held on Saturday, at the offices of Mr.

to confirm resolutions passed by the creditors, by which they Charles Barrow , solicitor, 48 , Queen -street, Wolverhampton ;
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Mr. T . Broadhouse, of Wednesbury, in the chair. Mr. Barrow £1,750 , on the ground that only £1,450 was due. After some

appeared for the debtor, and Mr. C . L .Starkey, of Birmingham , discussion the registrar allowed the claim . Mr. Watts opposed

accountant, represented creditors. Liabilities, unsecured, the bankrupt being allowed to pass his last examination on the

£479 19s. 2d. ; assets, consisting of book debts, & c., £84 58. 7d . ground that the accounts were not satisfactory. It was ulti

It was resolved that the estate should be wound up by liquida mately arranged that the books of the bankrupt should be

tion , that Mr. Starkey be appointed trustee, the debtor re. deposited in the court, and that if the petitioning creditor
ceiving an immediate order of discharge . -- A second meeting thought it necessary, an accountant might be employed to

of the creditors of Mr. John MORRIS JONES, of North -street, examine them . Upon this the bankrupt was allowed to pass

Wolverhampton , grocer and provision dealer, was held , also on his last eramination .

Saturday, at the offices of Mr. Charles Barrow , Queen -street, in A meeting of creditors of JAMES RICHARDS, greengrocer, of
this town. Mr. Barrow appeared on behalf of the debtor , and Clifton, Bristol, was beld at the office of Mr. H . M . Clark , of

Mr. Stratton and Mr. Starkey, of Birmingham , accountants, High -street, Bristol, accountant, on Saturday, 7th November.

represented creditors . The statement showed liabilities un . Mr. Frederick George Gardener, chairman . Liabilities £320 ;

secured £816 9s . 4d ., assets £310 14s. 7d . Resolved to liqui. assets £8. Liquidation resolved upon . Mr. H . M . Clark ,

date the estate by arrangement,Mr. Starkey being appointed trustee .
trustee , and Messrs. Skidmore, Ingram , Roberts , Hibbert, and

Warren , being appointed a committee of inspection . MIDDLESBOROUGH .

BIRKENHEAD.
A meeting of creditors of Mr. JAYES HEDLEY, auctioneer

and valuer, of Middlesbrough , was held on the 19th Norember,
At the County Court, on November 17, before Mr. Gilmour, at Wharton's Hotel, Leeds, to consider the proposal he had to

deputy judge, Mr. Downham , instructed by Mr. Thompson , make to them . At the firstmeeting of creditors, held a short
trustee of George Briscoe, saddler, of New Ilaymarket-square, time ago , it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement,

whose affairs are in liquidation under the Bankruptcy Act of and Mr. J . S . Barnfather, accountant, of Leeds,was appointed
1869, applied for an order against Susan Livingstone, of 5 , the professional trustee, with a committee of inspection . It
Hampton -street, Birkenhead , for the delivery of household was now stated that the debtor was prepared to offer 10s. in the
furniture once belonging to the debtor, and in her possession , pound , and this composition was yesterday accepted by the

which formed part of his estate. She did not appear. The creditors. Mr. Hedley's liabilities were stated at £2,190, and
debtor, on being sworn , said Mrs. Livingstone had taken part his assets at £803.
of the goods in question from his premises before he filed his

petition, and part afterwards, and that they belonged to his GLASGOW .
trustee. Order accordingly.

BANKRUPTCY COURT- - A TRUSTEE CENSURED. - On the 19tli
During the month petitions have been filed by FREDERICK

WILLIAM THEOBALDS, victualler and
November, before Sheriff Dickson , Mr. Peddie , trustee in the

farmer ; liabilities

£1,200 , assets estimated at £280 ; in liquidation . -- John LAN
sequestration of James Anderson, commercial traveller, was

examined as to his non -appearance at a previous diet, and
CASTER HOPKINS, grocer, and wine and spirit merchant ; lia

bilities £1,200, assets estimated at £400 ; adjourned . stated that a petition having been presented to the Court of

Session , praying that the sequestration might be annulled, he

WEDNESBURY.
had understood that his duties were at an end . By the Sheriff 's

order he then made out a written explanation ,which he handed
STEPHEN JUKES, grocer, Darlaston. A meeting of creditors

in . Mr. W . B . Faulds, writer, who appeared for a creditor,
in this matter was held at the offices of Mr. Sheldon , solicitor, contended that the reasons given by the trustee were wholly
Wednesbury, on the 20th Nor. Liabilities £1,791 15s. 8d.,

inadequate , and that he could not resign bis duties whenever
assets £433 14s. 10d . A composition of 78. 6d . in the pound ,

he pleased . After hearing the trustee, the Sheriff pronounced
secured, was accepted, and Jir. 0 . T . Starkey (Harrison & the following interlocutor :- “ Having considered the trustee 's
Starkey ) was appointed trustee to distribute the bills.

explanation , finds that the same is unsatisfactory , inasmuch as

the sequestration was subsisting at the time when the trusteeBRADFORD.
failed to appear : Finds that the trustee has neglected his duty

At a meeting of the creditors of Mr. W . H . Maiten, wool. in failing to attend personally or by agent on the day appointed,
stapler, Bradford , held on the 9th Nov ., the liabilities were and censures him accordingly , and ordains him to proceed with

stated at £14,384 , and the assets at £809 1le . ld . the discharge of his duty as trustee , and more especially to take
RE WILLIAM POSKITT, of Pontefract-common, Brewer. all proper steps to have the state of the bankrupt's affairs

Meeting held on the 10th of November ; liabilities about prepared and lodged in process, and to have the bankrupt
£2,000, assets about £750 ; liquidation resolved upon ; Mr. brought up before the Sheriff for examination ."

Atkinson, of Bradford , accountant, and Mr. Londen, of Ponte

fract, joint trustees. LEITH .

BLACKBURN . EXTENSIVE FAILURE. - Messrs. H . P . Hansen & Co., ship

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. Alexander Marnie, pro
brokers and coal exporters , have had to call a meeting of their

vision merchant, of Blackburn , was held on Wednesday, the
creditors. Their liabilities are variously stated at between

18th Nov., at the office of Messrs. Addleshaw & Warburton , £10,000 and £20 ,000 , but as heavy consignments are afloat, it
is difficult to come to an approximation of the realamount.

solicitors, Manchester . The statement of accounts showed the
debtor's liabilities to be £1,617, and assets £827.

The failure has arisen from contracts having been entered into
The debtor's

offer of a composition of 6s . 8d . in the pound was accepted.
with coalmasters at a period when prices were extremely high ,
and for some time past the foreign market has fallen very con

YEOVIL . siderably . A general decrease in freights has also helped to the

present unfortunate result. Another house not engaged in the
Before J. BATTEN, the Registrar. coal trade, but having extensive dealings with Messrs. H . P .

IN RE ALFRED PATCH , Brewer,Martock, Somerset. - A meet . Hansen & Co .,has also succumbed , and it is rumoured that two

mgwas held for the bankrupt's last examination. Mr. Watts more firms are unable to meet their liabilities.

appeared for the petitioning creditor ; Mr. Thomas Westlake, A mecting of the creditors of Messrs . II . P . Hansen & Co .

of Singleton , and Mr. M . Millan , of South Petherton, for bank was held on the 19th November. A statement of affairs was

rupt ; and Mr. Marsh for the trustee, Mr. Smith, of Bristol. | shown which made the liabilities £37,000. The assets are cal.
The trustee had rejected the petitioning creditor's proof for culated to pay a dividend of 1s. 3d . per £ .
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Vice Chancellor Hall has appointed Mr. Charles Lee Nichols,
of the firm of Chatteris, Nichols , & Chatteris , official liquidator
of the London and County Tramways Company (Limited ) .

The Northampton Chamber of Commerce has issued a circular

suggesting an amendment of the bankruptcy law by which it

should be requisite to secure the consent of not less than half

the number of his creditors, and throe - fourths of the value of
their claims, before an insolvent is allowed to have his discharge.

JUDICIAL SERVICES. - - In the last financial year the pensions
for judicial services in Great Britain amounted to £58,681 3s. 3d .,

and in Ireland to £17,258 18s. 8d .

FOUNTAIN .PER
PET

UAL

PARTNERSHIPS AND INVESTMENTS.

DARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman of business habits
I desires to INVEST £2,000 or £3,000 in an established London busi
ness. Particulars, D ., ACCOUNTANT Office , 62 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A Gentleman ( a good Com .
I mercialAccountant) wishes to unite himself,by way ofPartnership
or otherwise, with one of good practice, to whom active service and

capital would be acceptable. Confidential letters to W . E . X ., Messrs.
Deacon 's , Leadenhall-street.

ACCOUNTANCY BUSINESS - In one of the
A largest towns in the kingdom . - A Gentleman about to retirewishes
to dispose of his business, from which a good , regular, and certain
incomemay be relied upon . Will give personal introductions during the

first six or twelve months. The books for the last ten or twelve years

may be inspected , Price £1,500 ; apply by letter to E . R ., Post Office,
Liverpool.

TO CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS .-- Wanted to
1 Purchase, a good business in a Suburban District or the Country .

Apply to Fred. Wood Morphett, Accountant, 35 , Moorgate-street,
London , E . C .

TOSIAH BEDDOW & SON , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
AND AUDITORS.

2,GRESHAM BUILDINGS, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON ,
Have several clients with capital -- from £1,000 to £10 ,000 - requiring

active or sleeping Partnerships, or Businesses for disposal. Full parti.
culars , in confidence, to above address.

GARDEN PARTIES AND FETES.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A Gentleman who has held
1 a responsible position in an Accountant's Office for a considerable

period , during which he has been entrusted with important duties ,

desires a Re- Engagement. Moderate salary ; good references. Address,

stating terms, A . Š ., ACCOUNTANT Office, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

ROOK -KEEPER. - A middle- aged man, who has
D held a responsible office which he lost through illness, desires an
Engagement. Can keep books or do general office work . W . W .,
ACCOUNTANT Office , 62 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

TOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association . Attends and

ReportsMeetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free

of charge.
Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH ,

The ENTIRE ARRANGEMENTS CARRIED OUT, introducing
the FETES of LANTERNS. ILLUMINATIONS in VARIEGATED

COLOURS for OIL or GAS, CRYSTAL PRISMATIC DEVICES , the

FAIRY FOUNTAINS, LIME LIGHT, & c .

TETES and REJOICINGS. ATTAINMENT
of MAJORITIES.

DEFRIES and SONS,

L -ROOMS and GARDENS, & c , Decorated
and Illuminated.

TS, TEMPORARY ROOMS ERECTED ,
So that Furniture, & c ., need not be removed .

CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS, MIRRORS, & c .,
Table Glass and China , Perfumed Fountains and Table Decorations,

Lent on Hire.

PYROTECHNIC DISPLAYS UNDERTAKEN .
Flags, Bannerets,and Floral Decorations. Estimatesand Designs Free.

J . DEFRIES and SONS,
147, HOUNDSDITCH (five minutes' walk from the Bank of England).

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
PERFUMING FOUNTAINS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE ,
The Storer ' s Patent Perpetual Perfumed Crystal Table Fountain for

Dining , Drawing , and Ball Rooms,

In Crystal and Gilt , £2 175. 6d . to 100 Guineas.

DEFRIES AND SONS CITY SHOWROOMS,

IL LI A M JOHN PARRY,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, & c .

OFFICES : 14 , HIGH STREET, CARNARVON ,
AND

4 , WILLIAMS COURT, BETHESDA.

TDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON ,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY ,
JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY .

ESTABLISHED 1853. FOR

F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCES STREET, IPSWICH.

RECEIVER AND TRUSTED IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

HANDELIERS, CRYSTAL, BRONZE, and
ORMOLU . TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 108.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS for INDIA ,

Works : London , Birmingham , and Paris .
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PUBLICATIONS. Ninth Edition .

TOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Actsand Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies .
BY JOHN BATH , F . S . A . E .

Price 6d .
WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London , E . C .

Second Edition , revised and enlarged ,
pon Price 7s. cd.

RACTICAL BOOK -KEEPING . Adapted toDAMU

Commercial and Judicial Accounting .

BY F . HAYNE CARTER, C . A ., Edinburgh ,
WITH

STYLES OF BOOKS FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE,

SOLICITORS, LIMITED LIABILITY AND OTHBR COMPANIES,
JUDICIAL AND OTHER FACTORS, INVESTORS IN STOCKS
AND SHARES :

ALSO ,

OUTLINES FOR BEGINNERS, ARTICLES ON BANKING , BILLS
OF EXCHANGE, & c .

MENZIES & CO ., Edinburgh and Glasgow .
SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, & CO., London .

RAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTOR. ]
D By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent , dated 6th June, 1874 .
It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is

corroded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and “ scratchey " at the
point or knib , and consequently useless . By means of the “ Corrector "
this sharpness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again .
The “ Corrector" is , practically , indestructible , and can be carried in
the waistcoat pocket, or attached to any desk , counter, or place where
penmanship is exercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use) by
the inventor, George Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham , 6d . each ; by
post, seven penny postage stamps, and may be had of all stationers .
Effectiveness guaranteed .

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered. "

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! ! !
" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick , the Owl,and the Waverley Pen .''
" The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."
Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1 . 200 Newspapers recommend them . SeeGraphic

17th May , 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ,1s. Id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33, Blair-street, Edin
burgh .

OKENEN

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS, & c .
“ The book should certainly be in the hands of every student, and

indeed it is of so complete a nature , that we do not doubt that it will
become a favourite with many practitioners ." - The Accountant (London ) .

“ We cordially recommend all in business who wish to keep an
accurate record of their transactions, and of the position in which they
from time to time stand financially , or who may be dubious of the

correctness of the plan of their books, to procure this work ." - Edin .
burgh Courant.

" All may study with advantage the section ofMr. Carter ' s excellent

treatise devoted to solicitors' books." - Dundee Advertiser .
" English and Scotch banking are treated in a masterly style ; were it

only for this single chapter we recommend the book . . . . Its closing
pages, on bills of exchange, outlines for beginners, & c., contain a great
mass of information , so useful that, we venture to say, will place the

work in every well appointed counting -room in the kingdom ." -- North
British Advertiser .

“ Mr. Carter explains various transactions on the Stock Exchange, of
which nine-tenths of our readers very probably know little or nothing .

. . We can recommend this new edition of a most usefuland care .
fully written work to all professional or commercialmen , as a first- class

book of reference." - Glasgow Herald .
“ This is a work of exceptionally high value in its class." -- Daily Free

Pross (Aberdeen ).
“ A work which should find a place in the office of every one engaged

in mercantile pursuits." - North British Daily Mail.
“ The fact that this book has reached a second edition is proof that it

has been appreciated , and we have no hesitation in saying that it richly
deserves to be so ." - Leeds Mercury .

“ This is a very useful manual of bookkeeping ; business men of al

classes might gain useful hints , andmany something more than hints
from Mr. Carter 's book. " -- Sheffield Independent.

" A business book from a business man , in a thoroughly business
form : it is a book which will outlive its generation , and rank side by
side with the best authors on the subject." - Daily Revieve .
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ACCOUNTANTS’ DIARY AND DIRECTORY
FOR 1875. Price 5s.

The issue of this publication is unavoidably postponed for a few days.
Orders should be sent without delay to Mr. ALFRED C . HARPER ,
Public Accountant, 2 , Cowper' s Court , Cornhill, E . C .

shed by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence-lane. Cheapside.

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisene Schränke und

Kunstchlösser Fortschritts," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the use oj
False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe
or Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false dupli.
cate keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold
security against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A ne
change in this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by sim .
ply filing away the thickness of a hair from one or more of the stepsof
the Key . The Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus
made to adapt itself to the NEW KEY, after which no other Key will
open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be
virtually a NEW Lock and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the
aid of a Lockmaker or of any second person, thus frustrating the use
of fraudulent copiesof theoriginalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin
of £630, vide “ Times, " 12th Sept., 1873). This Lock affords effectua 1
protection from duplicate or “ Master" Keys secretly made in manu .
factories ; very extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vau lt)
having been effected by this means .

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
LOCK, SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 , Cheapside, London, E . C .

Just Published , Demy 8vo., price 5s., cloth boards.
SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation
D of Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT
HENRY RICHARDSON , A . S . A . Eng. , Law Accountant and Auditor.

Theabove will be sent post free on receipt of Order (crossed London

and County Bank ) , by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith ,

London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Booksellers, & c.,'
100 , Chancery -lane, London .

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY .
The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft.-- Accurate

and newly rerised .
THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

CRAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION ,
AND ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT. FREE , AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND .

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Open .

ing and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before
being Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to

Officers. The Initiation . Passing and Raising . The Tracing Boards,
& c ., & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE .
Sent post free on receipt of 8s. 6d . (or before remittance is made, if

desired ) . Payable to A . E . MASON ( P . M . , 30 ) , Bank Top View , Rich .mond Yks, or from ELLIOTT STOCK 6 Patan 101 .View , Rich
or trom ELLIOTT STOCK , 62 , Paternoster Row , London ,

OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .
FISH DINNERS AND WHITE BAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls . PER WEEK
And an equally low Tariff for Déjeuners, Dinners, & c .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.
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BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION , LIMITED ,
Life Premiumsinvested in English Government Securities,deposited in Trust in the Bank ofEngland.

HEAD OFFICES : BROWN-STREET AND MARSDEN -STREET, MANCHESTER.

LONDON OFFICES : NEW BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, Mansion HOUSE CHAMBERS, QUEEN VICTORIA -ST., LONDON, E . C .
MANAGER : RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY , F . R .G . S .

Has received instructions to invite Applicationsand receive Subscriptions for an issue of 90 , 000 Shares of One Pound each , represented by Share
Warrants payable to bearer, being the balance of unallotted Capital in the British Imperial Insurance Corporation , Limited , the Capital of which
is £200,000 , in 200 ,000 Shares of £l each , of which 100,000 have already been subscribed , and fully paid up, and Ten Thousand are reserved for
private subscription .

Ten Shillings per Share to be paid on Application, Five Shillings on Allotment, and the Balance on the 1st day of February,making £l per Share
fully paid up.

VICE -PRESIDENTS and COUNCIL of TRUSTEES.
CHRISTOPHER WEGUELIN ( Thomson , Bonar, & Co.), Director of JAMES H . OWEN , M .A ., Chief Architect, H . M . Board of Public

the Bank of England, 57 ) , Old Broad -street , London , E . C . Works, Ireland , Custom House, Dublin .

WILLIAM GIMBER GOODLIFFE, late Accountant-General, India ' ROBERT H . JEPHSON (Poor Law Commissioner), Custom House,
Otce, Westminster, London . Dublin , and Clarinda Park , Kingstown .

W . LANGTON , Chairman Mersey Dock and Harbour Board (Messrs. JAMES SÉLKIRK (Okell, Selkirk , & Co.), Merchant, Trongate, and
T . & W . Earle & Co. ) , Talbot Chambers , Fenwick - street , Liverpool. Buckingham -terrace , Glasgow .

GEORGE MELLY, M . P ., Stoke-upon - Trent (Messrs. Melly, Forget, | THE HON . PHILIP STANHOPE, 2, Queen ’s -square-place, West.
& Co. ) , Liverpool. Dublin . minster , London .

EDWARD HENRY CARSON , M . R . I. A ., and E . C ., Harcourt -street, ' JAMES WILSON (James Wilson & Son ), West India Merchant,
GENERAL J . C . HANNYNGTON , Corrig Castle - terrace , Kingstown, John-street,and Trinidad-villa , Paisley -road, Glasgow .

County Dublin .

DIRECTORS.

ALFRED BOWER (W . Bower & Son , Cotton Brokers), Brown' s . JOHN ALBERT FEIGAN ,Glen May, Fallowfield , Lancashire (Brown .
buildings, Exchange, Liverpool. street and Marsden -street, Manchester) .

ERNEST ARNOLD FREDERICK DELIUS (Voss & Delius ), Mer . RICHARD JONES (Richard Jones & Son ), Ardwick and Broughton
chant, 3 , Parsonage, and Heald -grove, Moss-side, Manchester . New Park , Manchester .

JOHN PARKINSON , Merchant, Frenchwood -street, Preston . | JOHN TURNER (late Lamb & Turner), Edgerton House, Southport.

COURT OF REFERENCE .

JAMES T. HAMMICK , Fellow and Treasurer of the Statistical Society, | JAMES WATSON, Barnsrigg, and Florentine-place, Hillhead , Glasgow .
General Register Office , Somerset House, London. ROBERT BRUCE, Woodside Paper Mills, and North Park -terrace,

HAMMOND CHUBB, Bickley-by-Bromley, Kent, Secretary, Bank of Hillhead , Glasgow .
England . BENJAMIN ARMITAGE, Albert Mills, Whit-lane, Pendleton, Man .

The Hox . HENRY L . BOURKE (Barnett, Ellis , & Co.), 18 , Finch chester .

lane, London , E . C . . JOHN GADSBY, Town Clerk , Derby.
WILLIAM HARRIS (Harris Brothers, Merchants ), 8, Leadenhall. CAPTAIN W . CLODE, Brockett House , Surbiton -hill, Surrey .

street, London , E . C . LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHN HARGREAVES, Broad Oak, Accrington ,
S . OG DEN , Merchant and Manufacturer (Director of the Chamber of WILLIAM I . R . CROWDER , J . P . (ex-Mayor) , Stanwix , Carlisle .

Commerce , President of the Manchester Atheneum ) , Manchester . FREDERICK W . BEDFORD , LL . D . , Lauriston , Edinburgh ,
GEORGE MÁYALL , Junr., Cotton Broker, Manchester -buildings, ALDERMAN AIKIN , Lonsdale -street , Carlisle .

Tithebarn -street, Liverpool. ISAAC JAMES, J . P . , George-street, Carlisle .
JOSEPH INGRAM , J . P ., The Elms, Sale, Cheshire.

LOCAL TRUSTEES.

CHARLES SUTHERS, J. P ., Oxford Mills, Oldham , and Rivergvale , 1 CAPTAIN WILLIAM BICKFORD SMITH , J . P ., Camborne, Cornwall,
Ashton -under-Lyne. GEORGE JOHN SMITH , Trern House, Camborne, Cornwall.

J. ESKRIGGE, J.P . (Kershaw , Lees, & Co., Cotton Spinners and ALDERMAN WILLIAM SHEPLEY, J . P . . Glossop, Derbyshire .
Manufacturers) , Holywood , Stockport . WILLIAM CORBITT (William Corbitt & Co . ) , Masbro ' Works, and

JOHN HIRST, Junr. (John Hirst & Sons), Manufacturer, Dobcross, Elm Tree Bank , Moorgate, Rotherham .
Saddleworth , Manchester JAMES POE, Registrar of District Court of Probate, The Parade, and

JAS. BUTTERWORTH (Edmund Butterworth & Sons ) , Denshaw Vale Troy' s Wood , Kilkenny, Ireland .
Print Works, Saddleworth , and 72, Faulkner-street, Manchester . JAMES GEORGE ROBERTSON , Priory Orchard , Kilkenny, Ireland.

HENRYATHERTON , Cotton Spinner and Manufacturer, Woodend , FREDERICK WILLIAM HUDSON (John Torr & Co.) , Merchant and
Lees, Lancashire. Shipowner, High -street, Hull.

G . A . FERNLEY , J . P . ( Thomas Fernley & Son , Spinners and Manufac ALDERMAN JOHN LUMSDEN , J. P . (Brownlow , Lumsden , & Co .), Ship
turers ) , Moseley .street, Mancheste , and Edgeley, Stockport. owner , Minerva -terrace , Hull.

ALDERMAN H . BOWMAN (J. H . & H . Powman), Broughton Works, CAPTAIN SEPTIMUS BOURNE (West Cumberland Hematite Iron Co..
Salford . Limited ) , Marsh Side, Workington , Cumberland .

JOHN WEBSTER , J. P ., 3, Claremont-place, Glossop -road , Sheffield. CHARLES J . VALENTINE (Kirk & Valentine ), Belle Isle -street.

GEORGE OCTAVIUS CUTLER , F . R . S . L ., Yelson -terrace, Glossop . Workington , Cumberland .
road , Sheffield . CAPTAIN THOMAS A . ANDRUS, Scadbury, Southfleet, Kent.

JOHN HOPKINS, Merchant, The Brows, Malton , Yorkshire . CHARLES F . HUMBERT, Little Nascot, Watford , Herts, and 88 , St.
WILLIAM C . COPPERTHWAITE . Agent to the Right Honourable James' s Street , London .

the Earl Fitzwilliams, K . G ., The Lodge, Malton , Yorkshire . W . F . M . COPELAND ( W . T . Copeland & Sons) , 160 ,New Broad -street.
SHEPHERD FLEEMAN ( R . Floeman & Sons ) , Flax Merchant, Raw London ; Watford , Herts : and Stoke-upon - Trent, Staffordshire.

cl: ife, Selby , Yorkshire. THOMAS STEVEN , Provost of Helensburgh, and Milton Ironworks,

ROBERT RYDER (Ryder & Sons), Manufacturer, Portholme Mills , Glasgow .

Selby , Yorkshire.

AUDITOR STANDING COUNSEL.
To the Government Security Banking Life and Self Insurance Funds, J. HOLKER, Q . C ., M . P ., Solicitor-General, Cornhill.

DR. WILLIAM FARR , F . R . S ., & c ., & c .

SURVEYORS : HARVEY & DAVIDS, 126, Bishopsgate Street .

BANKERS.

BANK OF ENGLAND . LONDON . UNION BANK OF LONDON .

BANK OF SCOTLAND, EDINBURGH . CITY OF GLASGOW BANK , GLASGOW .

BANK OF IRELAND, DUBLIN (and its Branches. ) CUNLIFFES, BROOKS & CO .,MANCHESTER ,

GENERAL MANAGER : JOHN A . FEIGAN .
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full. In case of endore the age specified in

children with GoSernin

Issue of remaining portion of the Capital of the BRITISH IMPERIAL 2138 15s., being the value of the policy after three premiums have been
INSURANCE CORPORATION, LIMITED. paid . Under Dr. Farr 's system , a policy valuation table is published by

which each insurant can ascertain for himself the correct realisable
The finalallotments of shares in the corporationwhen made, are issued valuable of his policy for every premium paid . Under the title of " Sell

as share warrants to bearer, and are therefore freely negotiable as a Insurance, " the new system has been advantageously combined with

Bank of England note , and devoid ofall risk to the purchaser. cases where policies are made payable at a certain specified age, during
the life of the insurant ; in case of death before the age specified , the

The half-yearly interest and bonuses are payable to bearer, and these insurance being paid in full. In case of endowments on the lives of
facts are recorded by endorsement on the warrants, so that no irregu . children with Government security , nearly the whole of the premiums

larity can arise, paid are returned in case of death before the age at which the endor .
ment is made payable . Contrasting this plan of life insurance with that

These warrants are always available as a security for monetary pur. heretofore in operation , it will be found that insurants enjoy privileges
poses , and can be so employed without exposure ofany kind ; this fact of a most valuable character ; and the public will do well to look into the pris .

confers a sterling value on shares represented by warrants to bearer, ciples of the new system now in operation , which offers perfect security and
also protects their rights and interests.

which ordinary registered non -negotiable shares can never attain .
The shares are entitled to 5 per cent. interest , and further participate It is obvious that as this equitable system of Insurance becomes

in 20 per cent. of the profits. The financial position attained by the genorally understood by the public that the law of natural selection wil
BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION is , that the snbscribed operate, and that it will receive a very largemeasure of support. The
capital, guarantee fund and amount invested in English Government profits of a Life Insurance Company increases in enormous ratio as the
Securities, exceeds ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY THOUSAND POUNDS . business increases. It may be assumed , therefore, as a fact, that as
The corporation has already issued nearly 3,000 life policies, insuring the business acquires larger dimensions the presentmoderate payment

TAREE QUARTERS OF A MILLION STERLING , and has received more than of 5 per cent. will form the least portion of the profits of the share.
£60 ,000 in premiums. holders.

The capital asat present issued is held by more than 800 shareholders ; The premiums are the source from which theadmitted large profits
the entire constituency, policy and shareholders, exceeds 4,000 persons, of the shareholders in such establishments are derived , the ratio of
thereby influencing a large connection , and one which is capable of profits being , as a rule , governed by the extent of the business - that is
enormous development. to say, by the number and amount of the policies issued.

The features of the BRITISA IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION , As observed in a circular recently issued , it is the surplus premium
Limited , have been thus summed up in The Times, January 1st, 1869. income that has caused the £10 shares in the “ Law Life " to be worth

From " The Times," London £104 ; the “ Rock " shares, with 10s. paid , to be worth £8 158. ; the
It is now pretty generally known that the surrender value of an “ Crown " shares,with £5 paid, to be worth L32 108. ; the " Star, " with

ordinary life policy is for years worth next to nothing, and that even £1 59. paid , to be worth £13 ; the “ Life Association of Scotland " shares ,
when the policy has acquired some value the surrender price is totally

disproportionate to the premiums that have been paid . It is true that with £l per share paid , to be worth £25 109. ; and those of the “ Stand .
the gains on insurances from lapsed policies swell the profits of an office ard ,” with £l paid , to be worth £73, and has caused the value of the
and that on the muttial principle those lives that are enabled to hold on shares of many other companies to run up to hundreds per cent, aboveparticipate in the surplus derived from such source ofrevenue ; but the
dread of the risk of forfeiture of the sum ingured , and of the loss of the the sums originally paid upon them .
value of the policy , havo hitherto proved great obstacles to the extension These great advances in sterling value are due to the profits or
of life insuranco, for if the insured at any time should fail to pay the bonuses divided among the shareholders, with dividends of twenty,
annual premium when due, the policy would be forfeited , and any
fraction which might be allowed for it would be accorded as a pure act thirty, forty , and in some cases even more than forty per cent. Prices
of grace , and be uncertain in its amount. By a new system devised by naturally rose in corresponding ratio .
Dr. Farr , and adopted by an insurance company at Manchester and Some life offices have increased their paid -up capital many times over ,London, an insurant can , at any timeafter having paid his first premium ,
even when the policy is only one year old , draw out, either as a loan or and continue to pay liberal and rising dividends upon the vastly aug
as the surrender value of his policy , rather less than one-half of the mented amounts. Thus both the incomeand the solid capital of the
whole amount of the premiums that have been paid As each policy shareholders have been multiplied .

has a current realisable value , it becomes a security as readily negotiable The BRITISH IMPERIAL has now passed the period of early
As a bank -note, and can at any time be converted into cash . The only development, and has entered into the position of an established life
form of investment allowed by the Company is Government security . office, when theapproach of very high profits may be predicated with aEighty per cent. of the premiums is invested in the Funds, at compound

certainty greater than of most other sound commercial enterprises
interest, to provide for the policies ; the remaining twenty per cent.
being set apart for expenses. The insurance premiums being thus The extension of capital, by the issuo now offered for subscription .

invested in theGovernment Funds, the risk necessarily attendant upon will enable the corporation to make advances in association with life
doubtful security is avoided . Even to persons of settled and certain policies on a larger scale . This is one of the most lucrative features of

means the loss ofall controlover their contributions, and the compulsion life insurance , and uniformly proves most successful in attracting

to go on paying the premiums punctually , down to death , under pain of business.

forfeiture , are objectionable , but to themillion whose incomes are uncertain .
and which mightperish on an interruption of health , a decline ofbusiness, or FACTS WORTHY THE ATTENTION OF INVESTORS .
the approach of old age, the system of insurance in general use, prosents great 1. Lite offices, when properly constituted and well managed , are the
hardships. Another new feature connected with the “ BRITISH IMPERIAL satest and most lucrative joint stock companies ever devised . The
CORPORATION " consists in the endorsement of the surrender value on
the back of every policy issued , for the first and every subsequent year

experience of over a century and a half demonstrates this.

it may be in force . Some of the improvements which are offered to
2 . The security , the solidity , the continuously rising nature ofthese

the public by Dr. Farr' s now system may be shown as follows: profits are characteristics to be kept in mind . There is admitted truth

A man , twenty -seven years of age, insures for £300, to be paid at in Professor DE MORGAN ' s remark , “ That nothing in the commercial toorld

his death , for which he pays £7 ls. 31 , per annum . Immediately £5 13s. approaches even distantly to the security of a well -established life office. "

is invested in Government securities, and of this sum £3 is withdrawable They are steadier in their action at all times, whether during monetary

or on demand , either for temporary or permanent use , on deposit of the panics, epidemics, or other visitations, than any other description of

policy. Suppose at the age of 37 , when his policy has been ten years in joint stock company or mercantile undertaking, public or private ,
existence, he is taken by reverses of any kind , and requires tein porary
assistance, he can demand the banking account invested in Government liabilities under policies cannot fall in at greater rate than is known

Becurities , amounting to £34 ls ., and thus obtain the aid he requires and amply provided for .

without prejudice to his insurance . Under these arrangements every 3 . There is a greater field for the development of life insurance in this
ingurant participates equally in the same solid advantages ; there are country than for alınost any other branch of monetary business. There
no benefits to one at the expense of the other , therefore the principle of are millions of personswho could ,and would ,effect life policies, provided
equity has full play . Another illustration of the advantages of the new the doubts and uncertainties attendant on ordinary life insurance were
system may be shown thus : - A person accustomed to travel, aged 46 removed .
next birthday , effects a Government security life policy of £2,500 on his 4 . The BRITISH IMPERIAL effectually removes all objections, and has
own life. After a period of three years circumstances require him to

already obtained a large amount of public attention and support.
resido abroad . The usual renewal notice is forwarded , but it fails to
reach the insurant : the premium is not paid ,and therefore , in ordinary 5 . In proportion to the amount of life and self ingurance business

care 3 , the policy would be valueless . This can never happen under the transacted , so may shareholders look for profits , because there is no
new system . The insurant dies at the end of the next seven years. Bpeculation involved in transacting a sound and well- established life

His executors , on searching among the papers of the deceased , find the business.
policy and three receipts for premiums paid . On examination of the 6 . The new life business presented at each successive weekly board
policy they discover that it possesses an indisputable value, and that , meeting is of a most encouraging and satisfactory oharacter , and is
in accordance with the banking account endorsed upon the policy largely in excess of the business obtained by many of themost respect .

opposite to the third year, they can demand the immediate payment of | able and best known old life officea .
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The following Table will show at a glance

THE VALUE OF LIFE INSURANCE SHARES
To those Proprietors who originally purchased

THE STOCK OF THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES.
Extracted from the " Economist's ” Investor's Monthly Manual.

PARTICULARS AS TO CAPITAL .

NAME OF COMPANY. Year

Founded .

Amount | Number

originally
paid up. Shares .

INCREASE IN
VALUE.Subscribed

Capital,

of

Present
Market

Value of

each Share.

Amount Amount paid
of each | up on
Sbare . each Share

originally .

€

1838
1833

1839

1844

600,000
501,000

City of Glasgow · ·
Edinburgh Life .
English and Scottish
Equity and Law .

Law Life . .

Life Association of Scotland
Provident Life .
Rock Life . .

Standard Life
Universal Life

100
50

100

100

er
n

Er
ro

1823
1 ,000,000
1,000,000
400 ,000
250 ,000

1 ,000,000
500 ,000

500,000

1838
1806

1806

1825
1834

60,000
75 ,000
40 , 000

50 ,000
100 ,000

10 .000

25 ,000
100,000
10 ,000
50,000

24 ,000

5 ,000

20 ,000
10 ,000
10 ,000
10 ,000

2 ,500
200,000

10 ,000
5 ,000

uc
a
b
e
l
o

c
o
n
o
c
o
o
b
o
v
e

75 per cent.
133

175
100
850

2 ,450
250

1,550
7 ,400
* 230

E -0

10 ,000, "

The Law Life , with a paid -up Capital originally of £100 ,000 , commands on the Stock Exchange £950,000 .
The Life Association , Scotland 10 ,000 , 255 , 000 .

The Rock 100,000 , 1,650 ,000 .

The Standard 740,000.

The Introducers have great satisfaction in calling attention to the notable names connected with the BRITISH

IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION , eminent in science, finance , and commercial status, and cordially recommend

the undertaking to the investing Public , as one of the most bona fide, substantial, and promising investments that has been
offered to Public consideration for many years.

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR SHARE S .
To be forwarded to Mr. RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, Manager of the

CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .
To the Directors of the BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION , LIMITED .

GENTLENEN , - Having paid to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House Chambers, 12 , Queen Victoria Street, E .C ., the sum
. . . .being a deposit of 10s. per Share on . .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. . .. .Shares, I request that you will allot to me.. .. .. . .......Shares of él each in

the BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION , LIMITED , and I agree to acceptsuch Allotment, or the Allotment ofany less number
than I hereby apply for, and to pay the Call of 5s. per allotmentand the balance on the 1st day of February .

Signed
Dated ... .. ...
Residence

Profession ..

The Allotment of Shares will be made pro ráta on the applications, and if a less number than that written for be allotted , the surplus monies
will be applied to payment of the Call on Allotment.

Post Office Orders to be made payable at Lombard -street, to R . B . OAKLEY, and Cheques to the eame, crossed , CONSOLIDATED BANK, Limited .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . 000 .

SHARES .

TMPERIAL HOTEL COMPANY, BLACKPOOL
(LIMITED) .

Capital, £40 ,000, in 8,000 Shares of £5 each .
TORIA PIER AND PROMENADE HOTEL

COMPANY, SOUTHPORT (Limited ) .

Capital, £60 ,000 ; in 12 ,000 Shares of £5 each .

EN ' S THEATRE,MANCHESTER (Limited ) .
Capital, £10,000 ; in 8 ,000 Shares of £5 each .

ITED KINGDOM LAND AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION (LIMITED ).

Capital, £100 ,000 ; in 10 ,000 Shares of £10 each ,

Applications for Shares in the above Companies may be made to
ASPDEN and MARSHALL, Accountants 38, Barton Arcade, Man.
chester,

BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPO .
RATION , LIMITED .

Head Offices :

BROWN STREET, AND MARSDEN STREET, MANCHESTER.
Established for Banking , Life and Self-Insurance Policies. - Four.

fifths of all premiums received invested in Government Funds. - Fixed
Surrender value and Banking Account, withdrawable after payment of

first year's premium . Full particulars on application .

* JOHN A . FEIGAN , General Manager,

- Ready for Investment at 4 per
• cent. upon Harbour Dues, Tolls, Rātes,

& c. Address, S. Peter Broad, Esq., 87, Bedford -row , W . C .

- In sums of £10 ,000 , upon land at
V . 34 per cent., or good House Property at 5 per

cent. Address , S . Peter Broad , Esq., 37, Bedford-row , W . C .

at 41 per cent. upon Irish Landed
Estates. ‘ Address, S. Peter Broad, Esq., 87 .

Bellord .row , W . C .

STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED 1843.

Empowered by special Act of Parliament.

Chief Office : 48 ,MOORGATE STREET, LONDON.
Chairman : Mr. Alderman MCARTHUR, M . P .
Dep.-Chairman : WILLIAM MEWBURN,Esq .

Assurance and Annuity Fund ... ... £1, 150 ,586 107

Annual Income ... ... ... ... 241,892 96

Bonuses apportioned 581,774 6 2

Claims paid ... ... ... ... ... 1,047,678 13 10
Every description of Life Assurance Business is transacted by the

Society at moderate rates .
Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet, and Prospectus, with all infor.

mation , forwarded on application to

W . W , BAYNES, Secretary .
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .
ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON, Coventry.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY , London .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . | PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.
JAMES CHARLES BOLTÓN , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALLISON HESELTON , Bradford . | WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London . | EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.

TREASURER . JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122, Leadenhall Street, and 1 , St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - W . C. COOPER, 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .
BANKERS. - MESSRS. WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, London .

SECRETARY. - ALFRED C . HARPER .

OFFICES. — 2, COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON.

LIST OF FELLOWS.
M . C ., Member of the Council.

ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell-street, Plymouth . GEARD , JOHN BRADLEY, 6, Princes-street, Ipswich , M . C .

BATH , JOHN , 40a, King William -street, London, Vice-President, | HARDY, RALPH PRICE , 21, Fleet -street, London , M .C .
Trustee, and M . C . HARPER , EDWARD NORTON , 2, Cowper's -court, Cornhill,

BEDDOW , JOSIAH, 2 ,Gresham -buildings, London , M . C . London , M . C .
BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John-street, Liverpool, M . C . HARRISON ,WILLIAM LOMAS, 37 , Cannon -street, Birmingham .

BOLTON , JAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall-street, and 1, St. HARVEY, WILLIAM COMBEN, 1, Gresham -buildings, London,

Mary Axe, London , Treasurer and M . C . M . C .

BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenhall-street, London , M . C . MASTERMAN, JOHN , Barstow -square, Wakefield .
BRIGHT, GEORGE MONEY, 8, Great Winchester Street-build NICHOLLS, FRANCIS , 14, Old Jewry -chambers, London , M . C .

ings, London , M . C . VIPOND, JOSEPH , Sandgate , Penrith .
BUCK , ROBERT, 56 , Fawcett-street, Sunderland. VOISEY, LEWIS , Bewsey -street , Warrington , M . C .

DAVIES, JOSEPH, Bewsey-street, Warrington , President, Trustee, WING , JOHN UŃWIN , Prideaux -chambers , Sheffield , M .C .
and M . C .

The objects of the Society are

To promote the acquisition of those branches ofknowledge which January , 1872,and shall have made his application on or before
are essential to the practice of an Accountant ; to decide upon the 1st day of January, 1873.

questions of professional usage or courtesy ; and generally to ( 2.) Or shall have been a clerk to a public accountant on the
advance the position and interests ofMembers of the profession , 11th day of January , 1872, and shall have been in actual prac.

tice on his own account, or in partnership, as a public accoul.
CONSTITUTION. tant for three years consecutively after that date, and prior to

The Society shall consist of three classes of Members , namely, the 1st day of January, 1878.

Fellows, Associates ,and Honorary Members, with a class of Students (3.) Or shall have served under articles for a period of three
attached . years to a public accountant in actual practice.

ELECTION OF ASSOCIATES. ( 4 .) Or shall have been employed as accountant to a corpora

Every application for admission as an Associate of this Society tion or public body for three years, or as a clerk to a public

must be inade to the Council, and must be accompanied by a accountant, or firm of accountants, for a period of seven years

written recommendation from at least two Associates.
at the least , but the employment need not have been formore

than two years continuously with one and the same person or
ENTRANCE FEES AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS. firm .

Every Associate v ho shall be elected a FELLOW of the Society (5 .) Or shall have taken a degree at one or other of the

shall, upon such election , pay the sum of £15 15s. by way of fee Universities of Oxford , Cambridge, Durham , London , or

upon his election as Fellow . Every person admitted as an Dublin , and shall have served under articles for a period of

ASSOCIATE of the Society shall, on admission , pay the sum of two years to a public accountant or firm of accountants.

£5 5s. by way of entrance fee if he be practising in the City of (6 .) But no candidate shall be eligible for admission as an

London or within the London postal district ; or the sum of £3 3s . associate after the 1st day of January , 1878 , until he shallhave

if he be practising beyond such district ; and the undermentioned passed an examination as to his proficiency to the satisfaction
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Society, that is to say - of the Examiners of the Society .

FELLOWS, £5 58. ; ASSOCIATES PRACTISING IN THE CITY
(7 .) Or shall conform to such conditions as the Council shall

OF LONDON, or within the London postal district, £2 28 . ; in any particular case require to be observed , but such admis.

ASSOCIATES PRACTISING BEYOND SUCH DISTRICT, sion shall only bemade upon the written recommendation of

£1 ls. ; and STUDENTS, £1 Is. each . at least three-fourths of the Council present at a Meeting

specially called for the purpose .

Every candidate to be hereafter proposed for admission as an STUDENTS .

Associate shall be twenty -one years of age or upwards, and shall Students shall be persons, not under 18 years of age, who are

come within one of the following conditions : or have been pupils of Fellows or Associates of the Society , and
( 1 .) Heshall havebeen in actualpractice on his own account, who have the intention of becoming accountants ; and such persons

or in partnership as a public accountant, on the 11th day of l may continue Students until they attain the age of 26 years.

Further information can be obtained , and copies of theRules can be had , upon application to the Secretary,

Printed and Published for the Proprietor byGEORGE BERRIDGE & Co., 37 & 42, Eastcheap, E .C .- December 1st, 1874 .
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PUBLICATIONS,

THE ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY & DIRECTORY.
This Publication is NOW READY, and contains, besides useful in

formation and an ample Diary, a Directory of all the Accountants in Eng
land - nd Scotland. Aeplication for the same should be made as soon as
po sible to Mr. ALFRED C . HARPER. 2, Cowper's Court, Cornhill, E . O .,
or to the Publishers, Messrs. WILLIAMS & STRAHAY , 7 , Lawrence
Lane, Cheapside , E . C .

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Srnopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOIN BATII , F . S. A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London , E .C .

Just Published , Demy 8vo ., price 5s., cloth boards.
SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
* Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors . By ROBERT IIENRY
RICHARDSON ASA , Eng , Law Accountant and Auditor .

Theabove willbe sent post free on receipt of Ouder (crossed London and
County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park, Hammersmith , London ,

Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c ,

100, Chancery -lane, London .

iseen on Apply at theche

Established 1843.
PERIODICAL SALE OF KEVEKSIONS, ANNCITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .
VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are

preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTIOX , which is hulu the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , parti wars of Propertics intender to be included in
the nest sale should be forwarded, w .thout delay, to the City Lard and
Reversion Offices, 54 , Carnon -street, London .

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
" I REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices , 51, Cannon
street, E . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

TAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
u and Inportant Residential Estates. - Messrs. MARSI , YETTS, and
MILNER , Land Valuers , and Timber Surveyors, have a nuinber of
WEALTIIY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marmetable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
card plans and articulars, whichi , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers. Written termsare invariably settled before

aby cost er liability is incurred . Address Messrs . Marsh , Yetts ,and Milner ,
Land and Timber Surveyors, 51, ' annon street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Wlanded Estates, City i'roperties, and upon sound securities ofall kinds.
Messrs. MIKSU , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sum ofmoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved
securities. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843) .
51, Cannon -street .

TO SOLICITORS. - A Gentleman is anxious to article
his Son to a good firm of Solicitors. 100 Guineas Premium will be

paid . Address - A , ACCOUNTANT Office, 62, Gracechurch Street, E .O .

UPHOLSTERERS, FURNITURE DEALERS, and
Others . A very old established BUSINESS, situated in a most impor

tant Market Town in Hampshire, is to be SOLD by a Trustee on most rea

sonable terms. No one need apply who cannot give references showing he
possesses about 41,000 . Apply personally, or by Solicitor , to Messis .
BARRETT and PATEY, S , Finsbury Circus, London , E . C . ; Mr. S. CHANDLER ,
Basingstoke ; or to Mr. W . S . COOPER , Auctioneer , Basingstoke.

VONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
* to * n or country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personalsecurity ; also , on mort
gare of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., for a term of
Fears to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq ., 120, Southampton-row , London, W . C .

£2.00 1000 - Ready for Investment at 4 per cent.
V . upon Harbour Dues, Tolls, Rates, & c . Address,

S. Peter Broad, Esq., 37, Bedford -row , W . c .'

$ 400 .000 . - -In sums of £10,000 , upon land at 3 ; per
W . ceat., or good House Property at 5 per cent. Address,

S Peter Broad , Esq., 37 , Bedford- row , W . C .
£300 .000 at 4 ) per cent. upon Irish Landed Estates.

Address, s . Peter Broad , Esq ., 37, Bedford- row , W . O .

BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTOR.
By Her Majesty ' s Royal Letters Patent, cated 6th June, 1874 .

It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor
reded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and " scratchey " at the point or
knib , and consequently uselesy. Bymeans of the “ Corrector ” this sharp
Tess is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor
rector" is, practically , indestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat
poc . et , or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex
ercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use) by the inventor , George
Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham ; éd. each ; by post, seven penny postage
stamps ; and may be had of all stationer : . Effectiveness guaranteed .

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.
The only copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft.- Ac.

curate and newly revisrd .
THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

( *RAFT FREEMASONRY. INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICER .

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges ofthe

ANCIENT, FREE , AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND .

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Opening
and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before being
Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers. The
Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c. & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE
Sent post free on receipt of Ss. rd . (or before remittance is made, if de

to A . EMASON ( P . M ., 30º) , Bank Top View , Richmond
Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62 , l'aternoster Row , London .

THE IRISH LAW TIVES AND SOLICITORS'
1. JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. Theonl:

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established , 1867 .

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY .
Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 105. ; Single Copy 90. ;

delivered Free in Town or Country.

Office: - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Ass ciation , attends and Re.
ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of

charge
Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

| EDWARD THOMAS PE IRSON ,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY ,

46 , JORDAN WELL , COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 18 5:) .

TF. TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANA
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICII .

Indastrial School for Women , 50, Warwick - gardens, Kensington, W .
Terms, 5s. per thousand. Ten to fifteen hundsalways ready. RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.
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ALFRED W . GEE. | for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

ADVERTISING AGENT, Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser .

62,GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C. tion in the current number , should reach the office on

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements an 1 Announcements of all Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re .

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted . ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a
N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now benumber of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices . received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 ,

Strand .

Ube 10countant

The Accountant.
JANUARY 2, 1875.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
As stated in our last issue , the ACCOUNTANT will in

future be published weekly : a change which , it is

hoped, will enhance 1! c value and usefulness of the

paper, and also tend to promote one of the main objects

for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of the

interests of accountants throughout the United King .

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased support on their part, particularly in regard

to advertisements, a valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course

ofbusiness. It may be added that the publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper ” within the meaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, and members of the profession will t!:ushave the

opportunity of contributing towards the success of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia
ment. It may be repeated that this change will not

affect the original subscribers , who will be supplied

with the weekly issue regularly without extra payment

for the remainder of the term of their subscriptions

viz ., until the commencement of October next.

The weekly paper will consist of not less than 16

pages , and it will be published every Saturday in time

for the early morning mails. The price will be 6d. per
copy , or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced termsfor payment in advance being, annual sub .

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do ., 13s. (post
free. ) Cheques and Post - office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisement space and letters

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper should also

bo addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number , correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver .

tisers to thespecialadvantages offered by thepaper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entiro concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a largemeasureof suc

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes.

sional crgan . The ACCOUNTANT will thus secure to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive charac .

ter ; and it will be particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers,Law Stationers,Auctioneers,and Estate Agents ;

It is in no captious spirit of mere complaint, but

with the feeling that there is an error which requires

redress that we have again to call attention to the

unrecognized status of the profession of accountants,

and the manner in which they are ignored by the chiefs

of the legal profession . And a remarkable instance

ofthis is to be found in an occurrence to which atten

tion is called in another part of our columns. During

the past session the Lord Chancellor appointed a cum

mittee “ to consider whether, having regard to the

experience now obtained of the working of the Bank

ruptcy Act, 1869, any, and what, changes, either

through the medium of legislation or orders,might be

advantageously made in the details of the present

system .” The members of this committee are Mr.

Rupert Kettl , the well-known County Court Judge,

Mr. Registrar Brougham , Mr. Mansfield Parkyns, the

Comptroller in Bankruptcy, and one of the official

assignees of the Court, Mr. Henry Nicol, the Super

intendent of County Courts, and Mr. William Hack

wood, one of the best-known of bankruptcy solicitors.

This list, it will be seen , does not contain the name of

a single accountant, nor indeed , with the exception of
Mr. Hackwood , the name of any person practically

conversant with the working of the Acts. The Lord

Chancellor's attention was directed to this omission

bymemorials from several of the Societies of Account

ants , but the gist of the answer received, in at least

one case, is a mere acknowledgment of the memorial,

and an intimation that the committee appointed in

August “ have been now engaged for more than a

month in prosecuting enquiries which , it may be pre

sumed, are now approaching their conclusion .”

This reply can scarcely be regarded as being alto

gether satisfactory . If a committee of men, all of

whom are busily engaged during the day , and one of

whom resides some distance from London , have been
holding their sittingsduring thespace of onemonth only ,

they must either have not made any great advance in

their deliberations or must have met merely to come to
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a pre -determined conclusion . In the former case there solicitor of Worksop, which has been previously re

can be no possible objection to adding one or two ex ferred to in our columns, raised, as will be seen byour

perienced , practicalmen to the committee, a step which report, a question of the extent of the jurisdiction of

is by no means without precedent. The latter hypo the Court of Bankruptcy . Stripped of legal technica

thesis, notwithstanding the sinister rumours of a pro. lities the point is simply this. The Court has power

posed return to a system by which all the bankruptcy to decide any questions relating to or in any way aris

business would , practically, be concentrated in the ing out ofthe bankruptcy, a powerwhich it has shown,

hands of a few officials and their immediate friends, we notably in the case of the Chief Judge, a very strong

prefer summarily to discard. inclination to enlarge as much as possible . But no

The practice of the Bankruptcy Court ought, indeed , one has ventured to assert that any question can be

to be as far as possible analogous to the practice decided which does not directly affect the bankrupt or

of the Court of Chancery in “ winding-up cases ;" the trustee, but in which third parties, whether credi

the object being the same, namely to administer the tors or not, are alone concerned . In the case of

estate in due course, and to realise the assets for | Whall's bankruptcy, a dispute arose as to the right

the benefit of creditors. Let us suppose that the to certain papers, one claimant asserting that they

Lord Chancellor was to appoint a committee to in belonged to him as a mortgagce, and that Whall

quire into the working of the “ Companies Act.”
une che mothen hohe von

Surely in selecting the members he would include be

was only a custodian of them for him , and the

other asserting that he had duly paid off themort

sides one ormore judges, and the chief clerks of his gages, and so was entitled to have them returned to

court,and solicitors, someof the eminent men whose him . Here was clearly a matter in dispute which the

names are painfully familiar to speculative share judge could not settle in bankruptcy in the form in

holders as official liquidators, and their assistance which thematter was brought before him . But sup

would be of the highest possible importance in fram - | posing the mortgagor alleging that he had paid

ing the recommendations of the committee. The off the mortgages, which was admitted by Whall, had

principle holds good in the smaller matter as well applied to have the securities given up and cancelled

as in the greater. The tru tee in whom , in all could not the judge havemade the order ? The practi

cases of liquidation and composition as well as cal point, however, for trustees is as to their costs .

of bankruptcy, the property of the debtor imme- | The trustce were clearly justified in submitting the

diately vests is appointed by the creditors, | question to the Court. With rival claimants, either

and is bound to act entirely for their protection , of whom might have commenced an action against

being subject to a great many liabilities, and de- | them , the course was clear to hold the papers asstakc

pendent for his remuneration on the will of the holder in trust for the real owner. It seems to us

majority of the creditors. Now , it seems obvi that the judge, in refusing the motion, has practically

ous that an experienced trustee, one who has been decided the point at issue, though the trustee cannot

inding-up many bankruptcics, is the yet safely hand over the papers to Mr.Ward.

person whose opinion ought to be sought first of all ,

as to the practical working of the Act. Mr. Mans Our attention has been called to several announce

field Parkyns' experience as an official assignee, and ments, taken from various sources, in which gentlemen

Mr. Hackwood 's skill as a legal practitioner, would be who describe themselves as “ accountants ” undertake

well supplemented by the appointment of a skilled ac to do a great many beneficent things for a confiding

countant, a fair representative of the class of men public. One of these enterprising individuals is under

from whom trustees aremainly drawn. It is not too late the impression that the business of an accountantwill

even now to repair the error that has been committed . be improved by an alliance with that of “ financial

Let Lord Cairns add the name of some well-known agent;" he undertakes to “ negotiate loans " for any

accountant, whose experience as a trustee has been body temporarily in a state of impecuniosity . Another

extensive and varied, and he will notmerely be doing trumpeting philanthropist is kind enough to promise

justice to an influential and honourable profession, but “ immediate protection, and release from judgments ,

he will make his committeee truly representative of liabilities, and suits at law ;" and with the modest

the classes most deeply concerned in carrying the accompaniment of “ reasonable charges,” he ought to

Actinto practical operation.
find plenty of credulity ready to take shelter under his

roof. Wedo not intend to question the right of any

The case of the bankruptcy of Mr. John Whall, a man to adopt what he may consider the best means

con
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to obtain business suited to his varied accomplish - give the proxies may morally justify him in doing so ;

ments, provided there is no infringement of the law , but it is hard to see how any amount of belief in the cor

but accountants generally should not blink the fact rectness of an act can uphold its validity if it is legally

that it is precisely this class of touting which tends | wrong . If at the time Mr. Barker gave the proxies,

so greatly to bring their name into disrepute. Un - | the firm had been dissolved and he himself in liquida

fortunately , there does not appear to be any effectual tion, it is clear that whatever authority he possessed

remedy for the evil without the assistance of legisla - passed to his trustee, and that he could no more gire

tive protection. But the fact that it is possible to , a vote than a receipt for money. The decision

remedy matters to some extent should be sufficient seemsto have been dictated rather by an unwilling .

inducement to the several accountants' societies to take ' ness to set aside an order once drawn up, and reopen

vigorous and united action in the direction of ridding the proceedings at great expense, than by an inten

the profession of the numerous parasitical inconveni- ' tion to affirm the regularity and validity of the proxies.

ences with which it is at present so unpleasantly

surrounded .
BANKRUPTCY LAWS. - No. 3 .

RECEIVERS CONTINU’ED.

The report of a case decided last month by Sir
In our last article we referred to receivers in Bank

James Bacon shows strongly the determination of the
ruptcy. Therein we asserted that at present a Re

Court of Equity to uphold the rights of the creditors in
ceivership means both too much and too little. Since

bankruptcy matters, though , as in the present case, at
then a case, strongly confirming this view , has come

the cost of someapparent hardship to the debtor. The

point is governed by section 125 of the Act, the 10th
for the purpose of restraining actions and taking

subdivision of which provides that “ the trustee shall
possession of goods claimed under a disputed bill of

report to the registrar the discharge of the debtor, and
sale. The usual indemnity was given on behalf of

a certificate of such discharge given by the registrar

shall have the same effect as an order of discharge
the receiver that he would be responsible for any

The decision ,
damages .

given to a bankrupt under this Act.”
The creditor claiming under the bill of sale

attende: the meeting , tendered his proof, was ap
though,however technically correct,seems to bear very

pointed chairman , morally supported an offer of com
hardly on thedebtor. The creditors evidently meant

position, and before the close of the meeting with
to release him entirely, afterthe beginning of Decem

drew the proof. The composition being carried , the
ber, and the delay on the part of the registrar, it may

creditor went on with his bill of sale and cleared the
be fairly contended , ought not to be allowed to preju

debtor out of the only asset practically available for
dice him . Besides, the equity maxim , “ What ought

his composition . The receiver, who has not even
to be done, shall be taken to be done,” may be consi

recovered his charges, is saddled with an amount for

dered to apply, and the certificate of the registrar held
damages and costs, which will have to come out of

to relate back to the time when it cught to have been
his own pocket. Surely if receivers are to be held

given,namely the 1stof December. But, according to the
responsible for acts to which they are only parties

letter of the Act, the decision of the Vice-Chancellor is
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, their remu

fully justified, and the creditors may be congratulated
neration should be based on some rate recognizing

on their lucky windfall.
Trustees,and remunerating this risk.

The receivership ceases at the first meeting of

The question of irregular proxies at the Manchester | creditors, when one or more Trustees are appointed .

County Court was decided too much upon a colla Under our present laws a bankrupt is not required

teral issue to give any guidance to trustees. The to disclose his position or produce a statement of his

Court seems to have goue entirely on the ground
that the order of discharge having been once granted for the purpose of appointing one or more trustees

it could only be set aside, if fraud were clearly esta (with or without a committee of inspection ). In most

blished. As to the validity of the proxics, if the countries one of the preliminary steps in bankruptcy

objection had been taken before the granting of the is the compulsory production by the bankrupt of a

order, nothing seems to have been decided. Probably, statement showing his liabilities and assets, and the

however , they would have been held to be invalid . wantof this information frequently prevents any con

The fact of Mr. Barker believing that he really could certed action between creditors until it is too late to pre
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vent thebankrupt from obtaining the appointmentof his , each creditor shewn on the statement of affairs. 4 . File

ownnominee. The duties of a trustee,unlikethose of a re a copy of the Papers containing the advertisements,

ceiver, are well defined and very stringently enforced. together with an affidavit of postage of notices, with

Where no committee of inspection is appointed, the su . list of creditors to whom sent. (These duties were

pervision of the Trustee's Estate Book falls upon the formerly left to the solicitor to the Trustee, but in

Registrar, whose duties are already sufficiently oner consequence of the decisions of the Court that they

ous. For this reason , and also in order to relieve thc apply personally to the Trustee the practice now is for

trustee from a portion of his discretionary responsis him to perform them .) 5 . The Trustee should also

bility , we prefer the supervision of a Committee of In - , ascertain that the aflidavit of service of summons on

spection ,who should be consulted on allimportantpoints the Bankrupt (to attend on his public e

and their views (so faras is compatible with practice ) has been duly filed . 6 . As soon as convenient after

adopted . The administration ofan estate while fresh is his appointment the Trustee should take steps to exa

generally interesting to inspectors ; butwhen,as too of | mine the Bankrupt as toíhis affairs and if the statement

ten transpires, themajority of the assetsprove valueless is not in his opinion (or a that of the Inspectors) sat

and the prospect of a dividend remote, they are apt isfactory, he should withoutdelay demand of the Bank

to think that they can abandon their duties and, with rupt in writing, such further accounts as are deemed

out resigning, refuse to act. When such is the case , necessary, notifying to him at the same time that

the trustee is placed in a very awkward position, as | unless such accounts are forthcoming (in duplicate ) at

without them he cannot render his three monthly a given date prior to the public examination, steps

audited accounts to the Comptroller, and if their refusal willbe taken to enforce his compliance with the Trus

to act is persistent, the trustee must either report them tee's requirements ; and that in the eventof the public

to the Court and make them pay the costs , or be himself examination being adjourned in consequence of such

reported and ordered to pay the costs personally. It delay, application will be made to render him respon

is the practice with many of the accountants who take sible for the expense. 7. The proof of each creditor

upon themselves the duties of trustee to study as should be carefully investigated , and as soon as the

much as possible the convenience of the inspectors by Trustec is satisfied as to its genuineness, it should be

sending a clerk with the accounts and vouchers to the endorsed and signed by him as “ admitted ,” and placed

offices or residences of themembers of the committee, on the file of any Court. Should the Trustee have

but this courtesy is not always appreciated, and some rcason to doubt the bona fides of any claim , or the bank

times the inspectors still refuse either to act or resign. rupt adduce good reasons (in writing, or in preference,

In poor cases, where perhaps the only items in the ' by affidavit) to dispute it, the Trustee should in writing

Estate Book are disbursements made out of the trus - | apply to the creditor for a detailed statement of his

tee's own pocket, the auditing of a miserable sum of claim , and, if not then satisfied, consult the solicitors

2 or 3 shillings frequently entails an expense and loss to the Estate, as to the course to be pursued. Under

of time amounting to £4 or £5. The Act requires it, no circumstances should a Trustee take upon himself

the Comptroller will have it, and it mustbe done. The finally, to reject a disputed claim , as the Court alone

French law is much more practical and reasonable. can deal with it if the creditor persists. We shall

There, when the Trustee reports that there are not continue the subject in our next issue.

assets enough to cover costs , the Court directs the sus II. B ., (LONDON.)
pension of the Bankruptcy until by a later report the

Trustee states that he has discovered available assets THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS .

when theCourt orders the resumption ofthe Bankruptcy . The members of this Institute dined together on

The position of Trustee is at the best a thankless Friday, the 11th Dec., atthe Albion Tavern , Aldersgate .

one, for creditors are too apt to look at the dividend street. The chair was taken by the Vice-President,Mr.

result and not at the anxieties, and difficulties, and Wm . Turquand . Amongst those present were,Mr.John

risks sometimes necessary to get in the Estate. In

chronological order the duties of a Trustee may be Fletcher,Mr. A . A . James, Mr. G . H . Ladbury, Mr. S.

stated as follows : - 1 . On his appointment withdraw L . Price, Mr. G . E . Swithinbank , Mr. F . Whinney, and

all proofs, bis certificate, & c., from the file of the
Mr. John Young.

The toasts proposed were : - " The Queen and Royal
Court . 2 . Insert notices of appointment (and request Family ," “ The Institute," “ The Legal Profession,"

for all claims to be sent to him ) in the London Gazette « The President and Vice-President,” “ The Visitors,"

and local paper. 3 . Send a copy of such a notice to 1 and “ The Officers of the Institute."
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In proposing the toast of the evening – “ The Insti- 1 more members ofthe body being placed upon this Com .

tute ” — Mr. Turquand alluded to the fact of the com . mittee. We have before us a copy of the memorial

mittee lately appointed by the Lord Chancellor for the forwarded by the Society of Accountants in England ,

purpose of considering whatamendments can be effected which is worded as follows: - " In accordance with a

in the details of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 ; and exe vote of the Council of this Society , we, the undersigned

pressed a hope that its labours would be productive of members thereof, beg to memorialize your Lordship

good results. He referred to the wish entertained by with reference to the expediency of placing one ormore

many members for the incorporation of the profession Accountants, experienced in the practice ofbankruptcy,

in some manner recognized by the law , as one which liquidation and composition matters, upon the Commit .

might in timebe fulfilled , notwithstanding the serious tee , recently appointed by your Lordship , to consider

obstacle presented by the alteration of the practice of the working of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. As a rule ,

the Government as to granting charters.
receivers,managers, and trustees,under the present Act

Mr. W . Bush Cooper in responding to the toast of are elected from members of our profession, and princi.

the Legal Profession , took occasion to observe that pally on the ground that they are Accountants; hence

the advantages obtainable from a legal incorporation of your Lordship will not fail to observe that Accountants

the profession might perhaps be counterbalanced by the must necessarily be familiar with the working of the

loss of that entire freedom in the management of its rules and orders in bankruptcy . Should yourLordship

internal affairs which was now enjoyed by the Institute . deem it advisable to accede to this memorial, a special

Mr. Markby, however , drew attention to the position meeting of our Council shall at once be called for the

attained by the Incorporated Law Society , and was in . | purpose ofnominating foryour Lordship ’s selection such

clined to consider the advantagos of public recognition gentlemen as are, in consequence of their experience

as being much more important than any disadvantages and position ,most suitable to act on the Committee.”

of the kind suggested .
The reply to this communication , received a few days

Mr. Robert G . C . Hamilton, of the Board of Trade, ago, was as follows:

responded on behalf of the Visitors .
" I am desired by the Lord Chancellor to acknowledge

Mr. Wolton, on behalf of the Officers of the Institute, the receipt of a memorial from the Society of Account

gave expression to their anxious wish to advance its
ants in England with reference to the expediency of

interests ; and added that the Council might soon per.
placing one or more accountants upon the committee

appointed to consider the working of the Bankruptcy

haps see their way to the enactment of such bye-lawsas Act of 1869. The Lord Chancellor desiresme, in reply.

would assist in regulating the practice of the profession , to inform you that the committee referred to was ap.

and strengthen the hands of any of its members who pointed as far back as August last, and has been now

might, through adhering to a strictly professional line engaged for more than a month in prosecuting its in .

of action, find themselves subjected to attack .
quiries, which it may , therefore, be presumed are now

approaching their conclusion, and his Lordship , under

these circumstances, does not think that it would be ad .

ENQUIRY INTO THE WORKING OF THE visable to make any addition to , or alteration in , the

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.
composition ofthe committee."

According to an announcement made a short timemont made a short time . It may be added, that wehave reason to believe that

ago, by a legal contemporary, the Lord Chancellor has the replies to the other memorials were not more satis .

appointed a committee to enquire into the working of factory in one sense than that above recorded , although

the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. This authority states that we are not at present possessed of information as to the

the members of the Committee are :-- Mr. Rupert Ket. exact nature of these answers.

tle ,Judge ofCounty Courts; Mr. James Rigg Brougham ,

one of the Registrarsofthe Court of Bankruptcy ; Mr. THE GRIEVANCES OF TRUSTEES.
Mansfield Parkyns, Comptroller in Bankruptcy ; Mr.
William Hackwood, Solicitor, (of the firm of Linklater , “ An Unhappy Trustee writes as follows :

Hackwood,Addison ,and Brown),and Mr. Henry Nicol, There appears to be a prevalent idea that the

Superintendent of the County Courts Department of charges of Accountants acting in the capacity of

the Treasury ; the object of their appointment being Trustees to the various estates which succumb to

" to consider whether having regard to the experience liquidation under the 1869 Act, are more than neces

now obtained of the working of the Bankruptcy Act, sarily heavy, and are in fact unjustifiable and extra
1869,any and what, changes, either through the medium

of legislation or orders,might be advautageously maile
vagant. On the other hand, complaints are made of

in the details of the present system .” Since the an .
the difficulties, annoyances, and impediments which

nouncement was made, we believe several of the So .
are so obstructive to the speedy and amicable realiza

cieties of Accountants in Great Britain , bave memo. tion of estates ; and, in justification of the so-called

rialized the Lord Chancellor, urging the desirability of “ enormous charges ,” it is urged that a remedy should

the Accountants being properly represented , by one or be looked for in the abolition of a quantity of the ab
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surd routine, that has to be strictly observed before a | frame its amendments, will consider the real practical

matter can be finally and definitely wound up. If working of the Act . With the view to securing this

these complaints represent a general grievance, the it appearsmost advisable that the services of an ac

office of the Comptroller in bankruptcy would seem to countant of experience should be obtained , in order

be seriously ineffic.ent, and greatly needing improve that the irregularities and blunders now existing may

ment ere the existing inconveniences can be removed ; be removed . Should the post of Oilicial Trustee come

or else it requires replacing by somemore satisfactory into existence, there can be no doubt that many evils

court of administration . In thecase of an absconding now complained of will be remedied , but it would be

bankrupt, a trustee not infrequently findshimself in a rather premature to enquire at this stage whether

comparatively ridiculous , and palpably unenviable estates in liquidation would be in any way benefitted

predicament, when the arsets of the estate are ascer- | by such an appointment,or whether creditors would be

| any the more satisfied , or their dividends any larger

ings are perhaps pending or necessary, in order to | or smaller than at present.

obtain the best arrangement for the creditors . The

failure of the litigation carried on under such circum THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN

stances, invariably entails considerable pecuniary loss ABERDEEN .

upon the trustee, who having no one upon whom to This Society , though not an extensive ono in point of

rely for his expenses, has to meet them entirely out numbers, has been established for several years, the

Royal Charter of Incorporation bearing date March ,

of his own pochet. On the one hand he sees the any
1967. The petition upon which the charter was granted

thing but gratifying picture of a body of dissatisfied sets forth : “ That the profession of Accountants in

creditors, in whose interest he has unsuccessfully Aberdeen , to which the Petitioners belong, has of late

worked, and on the other, the anything but comfort
years grown into considerable importance : That the

business of Accountants, as practised in Aberdeen , is

ing prospect of nothing in the pound, combined with varied and extensive,embracing all matters of Account,

the disadvantage of having wasted his own time and and requiring for i' s proper execution an acquaintance

money. The fact of acting in concert with a duly with the general principles of law , particularly of the

Law of Scotland , and more especially with those
appointed Committee of Inspection (asserted to be

branches of it which have relation to the law of mer.

one of the most farcical of institutions) gives the chant, to insolvency , and bankruptcy , and to all rights

Trustee no other assistance than a periodical worry. connected with property : That they are also frequently

Of very little use at the best, gradually becoming
selected to take the charge of landed properties and of

bankrupt, insolvent and other trust estates, and in that

quite tired out by litigious and other impedimentary capacity they have duties to perform , not only of the

proceedings, and ultimately ready to put their signa highest responsibility and involving large pecuniary

tures to anything to be “ rid of the job,” the members interests, but which require in those who undertake

them , great experience in business, very considerable
of the committee probably add to the serenity of the

knowledge of law , and other qualifications which can

Trustee , by gradually disappearing , and the “ delin only be attained by a liberal education : That in these
quent ” Accountant is then reported to the Court, circumstances the petitioners are induced to form

mulcted in the payment of costs, and peremptorily
themselves into a Society. to be called “ The Society of

Accountants in Aberdeen ,' with a view to unite into one

admonished to close the matter without delay ; the body those at present practising the profession , and to

last proceeding involving increased loss, and personal promo: e the objects which , as members of the same

inconvenience . The outcries of a similar strain to that profession , they entertain in common . " Amongst the

power's granted under the charter is one to " constitute
in the letter of “ Unfortunate Creditors,” are not alto

and appoirt a committee of cxaminers for the purpose

gether made on a genuine basis. Where there are of regulating and conducting such examinations of per

sufficientassets , and the Trustee demands a propor sons desirous to become members of the Society , as the

tionate and equitable amount of remuneration for ad .
Society may, from time to time, direct, and in such

manner as they may appoint, in furtherance of the

ministering them , the censure now so rife with respect objects of the Society ; and that the course of education

to charges made, becomes unreasonable , and there is to be pursued , and the amount of general and profes

sional acquirements to be exac:ed from such persons,

shall be such as the Society shall, from time to time,

ment, that because the assets are small, the charges fix ." In the Society's book of rules,we find certain

should be correspondingly minute , it being invariably orders as to apprentices. An apprentice must have

the case that the collection of a number of debts is far attained the age of fourteen years, and the period

more tiresome and expensive in a small estate than in
of service is fixed at five years except under the

following circumstances, viz : “ It shall be competent

a large one. Now that an alteration in the law is con to a member to take an apprentice for a shorter

templated, it is to be hoped that those appointed to period of service than five years, where the persou
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Correspondenc:.entering into indenture has been previously in the

business chambers of a member of the Societies of

Chartered Accountants in Edinburgh, orGlasgon , or of

a member of the Corporation , or of a member of the

Society ofWriters to the Signet, or of a member of the

Society of Solicitors before the Supreme Courts of

Scotland , or of a member of any Incorporated Society

of Solicitors-at-Law , or with a member of the Society

of Advocates in Aberden, or with a member of any

other body of Soliciters in Scotland - such shorter

period to be computed on the principle of deducting one

year from the term of service under indenture for each

two years during which such person has been previously

employed as above ; but in no case shall the term of

service under indenture with a member of the Corpora .

tion be less than three years. The apprentice fee is

fixed at twenty - five guineas. All apprentices are re .

quired to attend during their apprenticeship a course of

at least two Sessions of Scots Law Lectures in Aberdeen

University . All indentures are required to be lodged

with the Secretary, for the purpose of being recorded
by him , within six months from the commencement of

the apprenticeship ; the dues of recording being £1 1s.,

payable to the general fund of the Society.” On the

completion of the apprenticeship , the apprentice may

apply for examination , and the rules under this head

provide that “ The examinators shall examine candi

dates for admission in such form and to such extent as

they may consider necessary upon subjects usually oc .

curring in the practice of the profession, such as algebra,

including the use of logarithms- annuities- life assur.

ances - liferents - reversions — book -keeping framing of

statesunder sequestrations, trusts ,factories, executries

the Law ofScotland , especially tbat relating to bankruptcy ,

private trust and arbitration , and rights and preference

of creditors in rankings.” The entrance fees are twenty ,

forty , and sixty guineas according to the date and

conditions of entrance , the annual paymentbymembers

being fixed at one guinea . The rule having reference

to “ malfeasance ofmembers," states that “ In order to

maintain the respectability of the Society , it is ordained
that if it shallappear that there are reasonable grounds

for suspecting that any member of the Society may be

charged with any flagrant misdemeanour or breach of

duty , the Council shall make strict enquiry into the

circumstances, and if, after such enquiry , or such other

enquiry as may be directed by the Society - full

opportunity being always afforded to the member

charged ofbeing heard, and ofproducing evidence in his
vindication - the Society shall, by a majority of three

fourths of the members personally present at any meet

ing, called with notice of the object, declare such

charge to be well founded , and of such a nature as to

render the person so charged unworthy of being or con
tinuing a member of the Society , they may resolve to

exclude or expel such person from the Society, and

thereupon he shall forfeit all claim , benefit , or privi.

lege upon , or from , tbe Society or ils funds." The names

of twelve gentlemen appear upon the petition for the

charter ; and the Secretary informs us that the Society

at presentnumbers fifteen members.

TO THE EDITOR OF TIIE ACCOUNTANT.

SIR, — You are doubtless aware that the Lord Chan .

cellor has appointed a Committee, to enquire into the

working of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and I think it

will be well for accountants to be on the qui vive re .

specting any proposed alterations that may affect their

interests.
I have reason to believe that it has already been de .

cided , to recommend a return , as far as possible, to the

old system of “ Official ” Trustees ; that in every case

High Bailiffs shall be appointed Receivers, and that no

Trustee shall be allowed to act unless “ certified " by

the Comptroller in Bankruptcy : hat the powers under

the system of Debtor Summonses shall only be exercised

in the interest of all the creditors of an estate , and that

a printed copy of the request list shall be sent to every

creditor in Liquidation cases. The Committee are re.

ceiving suggestions from County Court Registrars, and
it is but natural they should recommend the “ Offi .

cial ” system , as in many towns theClerks of Registrars

at present make a considerable addition to their income,

and consequent saving to their employers, by getting
appointments as Receivers and Trustees — and as the

taxation of solicitor's bills is usually practically in the

hands of a Registrar's Clerk , it is a direct inducement

to Solicitors to nominate him as Receiver. Unless ac .
countants are up and doing , it is quite possible that they

may find quite unexpectedly that their occupation as

receivers and trustees will be gone. Of course it will

be quite impossible to frame a Bankruptcy Law that will

satisfy crediiul's until they get oue whicb will ensure

them 20s. in the £ , and therefore it is not unlikely

that persons like the “ Unfortunate Creditors " quoted in
your December issue will be quite willing to welcome a

change in the law which will apparently guarantee an

effectual supervision over estates, but will in reality
bring back one of the chief evils of the old system ,

that is, a practically irresponsible management of

estates. Under the present system an Accountant who

desires to gain and retain a connection in bankruptcy

matters must of necessity give all his energy lo satisfy
bis employers, the creditors, but an official trustee not

having those inducements;would naturally go through a
certain routine and consider his duties fulfilled. In a

large number of estates the principal assets often con .

sist of book debts , more or less doubtful, and requiring

great care and patience to recover ; and no person who

was devoid of a direct interest in collecting them would

give any special attention beyond a formal application

and registering the result. I have in many small cases

paid handsome dividends by patience and perseverance

in recovering such debts, which without the stimulus I

have referred to , I certainly should not have exercised .

It will be thus seen that it is for the interest of creditors

as well as accountants that such matters should be left

in the control of accountants, amenable to those who

employ them , and not in that of county court clerks.
Yours truly,

QUI VIVE.

TheMaster of the Rolls has ordered the voluntary TO THE EDITOR OF TIIE ACCOUNTANT.

winding up of Balfer Bros. and Co. (Limited ) to be continued Sir , - I beg leave to trespass upon your space in order

under tho supervision of the Court, and has confirmed the to make a few remarks regarding the committee re

appointment of Mr. Alfred A . Broad ( Broad, Broad , and Pater cently appointed by the Lord Chancellor to consider the
son ) and Mr. J. W . Sully (Sully and Girdlostovo) as liquidators. I working and advisability of amending and patching up
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the ridiculous legislative failure called “ The Bank . 1 ( If Auctioneer refers again to our remarks he will

ruptcy Act of 1869 " To the two appointments of an find that no such plea was urged in " justification ” of

able Registrar in Bankruptcy and a well-known solicitor Accountants. Wesaid — “ If there is any 'trenching ,'

conversant with common and commercial law , no one Solicitors are guilty in an equal degree with Accoun .
will take the least exception , although there might be tants.” As to the second point of criticism , we referred

some question as to the special fitness of one or two of to private sales only as compared with public auctions.
the remaining members ; but why the committee has - Ed. ACCOUNTANT. ]

not been strengthened by the appointmentof two or
more accountants of experience and ability is certainly,

I think , a very serious matter that requires explanation . GRESHAM LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

İ . E . G . The report submitted to the shareholders at the meeting held

on the 29th October is of a very satisfactory character. Mr. W .
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES ACCOUNTS . H . Thornthwaite , the chairman , lucidly explained their position .

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.
Ho said : “ Tho report states that, during tho financial period ,

SIR , - I regret that the terms of the explanatory reply
3,518 proposals for assurance weremade, and that 3 ,017 policies

of your correspondent on this sabject, which appeared

in your last issue, render it necessary for me again to
were issued, the aggregato assurances being £1,384,577. These,

trouble you . gentlemen, are very large figures ; but in my opinion , they do

With every desire to take a general and impartial not give a fair idea of the amount of labour, intelligence , and

view of the statementmade in the second paragraph of activity which is necessary to get together such an extent of

the article in your October number, I am unable to put business in a single year. It represents an average of upwards

any credible construction upon the general terms in of sixty policies per week , and the amount of labour entailed, I

which it is expressed . Certainly, neither the “ free and need hardly say is very vast. For the results attained, a mood

easy systems” of book -keeping , nor the " startled offi of praise is due to the agents who have devoted themselves so

cials” referred to by your correspondent, were to be entirely to the interests of the society, to the energy of our var
seen in Assurance Offices on this side of the Tweed , and

ious branches, and more especially , I think , to the very able and
from your correspondent's reference to the able mana

skilful executivo which is possessed by this parent stem - our
gers of the principal English offices, it is not likely that

his description was more applicable to them than to
chief office. The report goes on to state that the incomederived

their Scotch confrères . If this be so , it was surely un .
from premiums is £378,826 , including £13,016 in premiums for

fair to characterize Life Offices generally in terras the first year ofassurance. I may say that the financial part of

applicable only to some inferior companies. the report is a kind of paraphrase of the first and second sche

I would only further add that the writer of the article , duleswhich have already been circulated amongst the members ;

in concluding his explanatory reply , has apparently not so that, if I call your attention to those schedules, it will in effect
observed tbat my remarks as to no material change in | bo tracing the chief itemsof the report through those accounts .

Referring to the first schedule, you will seo that the amount of

necessary by the Act of 1870, had no reference what available fund with which the society commenced the year's
ever to the forms in which it was the practice of com .

operations was £1,842,795 9s. 8d. To that must be added the
panies to prepare their annual accounts prior to that

date , butwere strictly limited to the book -keeping of
different receipts of the year. The new premiumswere £43,016 ,

the Life Offices referred to . It is a pity that your corres and the renewals £338,914. It may strike you as curious, that

pondent did not observe this in time to save himself the
although the new business during the year really produces an

* astonishment” and “ perplexity ” which the statement annual income of £47,000 odd , the amount set down here is

appears to have occasioned hiin . - I am , & c ., only £43,000. I have explained this discrepancy on provious

Edinburgh , Dec., 1874 . 'J. E . D . occasions. It is due to a number of the assurances being paid in

quarterly and half- yearly premiums, and consequently the whole

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUCTIONEERS. year's premium does not come into tho account. We have, then,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. received as consideration for annuities £19,837 195., and in inte

SIR , - I beg to thank you for your courtesy in insert rest and dividends £86, 964, making a grand total receipt of
ingmy letter on the above subject in your last issue, £2,322,424. The amount which is really invested and producing
and also for the editorial comments with which you were
pleased to noticemy communication . I regret, however,

interest is £1,828,225 1s., and the annual interest which this

that the matter should not have been allowed a longer
yields is 5 .115 per cent. The amount which is, as I havo ex

time for discussion , and that you deemed it necessary to
plained, a kind of floating balanco, is £171,646 7s. 3d. If you

raise , in justification of Accountants' acts, the plea that
add this to the .£1,828,000 odd, which is bearing interest, it will

Solicitors tread asmuch, and as often , on our toes. As form a total, as I have just mentioned, of close upon £2,000,000

regards your remarks concerning private arrangements The interest which we receive upon that sum is equal to 4 :65

for the disposal of businesses, etc ., my answer is simply , per cent. Now , when Imention to you that our valuation as

if private, where does the cogency of advertising them given to you last year is made upon a basis of 3 per cent., you

exist ? will seo that the investments fully , and more than fully , bear out

In again trespassing upon your space, I trust you will the rato atwhich the policies have been valued. This must, I

permit meto observe that, although the argument you

use against the views I hold respecting the relative posi.
am sure, be very satisfactory. The general operations of tho

tions of the Accountant and the Auctioneer , is by no
year may bo epitomized in this way : in round figures we have

means to be unheeded , there does exist many an Ac.
increased our contingent liabilities by £1,300,000 of new busi

countantwho transacts business which should properly
ness, represented by an annualincome of £47,000 ; contingent

and fairly be conducted by an
liabilities have been entirely extinguished to the amount of just

AUCTIONEER . ' upon half a million pounds; and we have boou able to add to the
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general fund £106,000. The roport having been adopted , Mr.
Dovonshire proposed that Messrs. G . H . Ladbury and Venn bo

re-appointed auditors, and in doing so paid a high tribute to the
ability of those gentlomon . Mr. Janes seconded themotion , wbich

was then put and carried. The Chairman proposed , in highly

eulogisticterms, a very cordial vote ofthanks for the greatenergy,

skill, and urbanity with which their chief officer, Mr. Curtis,

conducted the business of the office. Mr. J . Williamshad great

pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks. The resolution was

carried with acclamation . We congratulate the directors and

shareholders on the strong position of the society.

standing upon his rights, and if he is standing upon his rights

he ought to have thom . Mr. Barker : If your Honour would

wish to hear me upon the rights I think I could show you that

the papers belong to my client, but I do not think it is for your
Honour to interfere. Mr. Pye-Smith : Tho trustees prefer that
the Court would settle the matter. The Judge : The Court has

power to settlo the wholo mattor. Mr. Pvo-Smith : There are

several cases of this description , and it would be the cheapost

way to sottle the question of priority in this Court. Mr.

Barker : If it is stated on the other side that your Honour

should decide the question finally , subject of course to the Court

of Appeal in Bankruptcy, I am willing that the case should go

on , but not when it is declared that "ówo will get the decision

from your Honour and fight it out hereafter ." His Honour to

Mr. Smith : Do you contend I have no jurisdiction in the

wholo matter ? Mr. Smith : All wo ask your Honour is to

make an order for the papers to be given up to us. Mr.

Pye-Smith : I have no power to put any pressure on Mr.
Smith , but as a matter of saving expenses, tho trustees would

prefer that your Honour would decide this under section 72.

Wehold the deeds as trustees of Mr. Whall ; the parties were at

liberty to go into Court. His Honour : I shall consider it ; I do

not think I am quito clear on the point. Mr. Pye-Smith said
they had no right to retain the papers ; they bulongod to one

QUESTIONS UNDER A SOLICITOR'S BANKRUPTCY.

The Judge of the Sheffield County Court has been occupied
for two days in dealing with an application affecting the trus

teos of tho estate of John Whall, a solicitor of Worksop . Tho
case has been referred to in previous numbers ofthe Accountant.

Tho bankrupt died during the progress of the proceedings. On

the 10th December the matter was brought before the Judge in

the form of an application by Mr. J. R . Smith , of Mansfield , on
behalf of Joseph Harvey Roper, letter-carrier ,of Mansfield , for

the recovery of cortain doods now in the possossion of the trus

toes of tho estate . - Mr.Pye Smith said he appeared on bohali uf

the trusteos. There wero soveral cases in which tho mortgagor
had paid over monies to the bankrupt to be handod ovor to tho

mortgagoe. These monios had never been handed over, and

the parties for a time thought all was right, but now thoy were

brought face to faco, rival claims were made for documents. The

trustoos felt that they could not decido betwoen the parties, and

asked them to come bofore his Honour. - Mr. Barkor, instructed

by Mr.Whall, son of the bankrupt, said ho appoared on behalf
of Mr. Wm . Squiro Ward , who had paid off a debt, to object to

havo these papors given up to the original lendor of the

money, on the ground that they had dischargod the debt
by payment. Ho thought that if these documents should

be given up to anybody they ought to bo given up to his client.
Having paid off tho dobt he was entitled to the documonts .

Mr. Smith said that with regard to the two sums of £100 thoy
wero advanced hy Mr. Whall in Mr. Roper's name, and a pro
missory note wasdrawn in his favour, andan oquitablochargo for

a memorandum of agreemont upon cortain property. At Mr.

Whall's bankruptcy these papers were found among his papers,

and , as Mr. Roper stated that ho novor gavo Mr. Whall autho

rity to roceive tho principal of the money, he applied to -day to

mako the trustees give up these papers. The Judge : The
question arises whether the attorney is the agent or his client.
Mr. Smith : Thatis so. Wonover gave any authority oither ex

prossed or implied. Ho thon procooded to quoto from “ Witt
ington v . Tato " and othercases in support ofhis case, and stated
that he made the application under Rulo 50. Mr. Barker de

sired to know under what section the application was made.

The Judge : I suppose it is under section 72 ? Mr. Smith : No ;
it is under section 20. Tho Judgo : I think you would be safor

under section 72. Jr. Barker said the only offoct of this appli

cation would be that they should give up the documonts and

they would be loſt to fight it out. He did not soe that any ad

vantago would arise from the papers being given up. Tho

trustees woro willing to produc ) the documents so that the
parties could seo them and copy them and pursue their reme

dies. It was an ec pule application to tho Court to say who

were the proper parties to hold tho papers, yot his Honour's de

cision was not to bo decisive, but tho question was to bo litigated

upon hereafter. Thoapplication wasquito unnocossary, as nothing
would be gained or lost by it. If it wore necessary to go into the

case ho could show to his lionour that his client was entitlod to

the papers. His Ilonour : If the papers are his , and thoro be no

claim upon them , ho ought to have thom . Mr. Barker said

thoy did claim them , but when the applicant said ho would
movo horeafter he thought it would be better to let the trustees

retain them and tight the action. His Honour : Ho is morely

method to let this Court docido the matter. Mr. Barker sub

mitted that Mr. Sunith had never proved the debt, and had thore

fore no locus standı. His Honour, to Mr. Sunith : The objection

to you is that you , not being a party to the bankruptcy, have

no right to inaka a motion of this kind. If you submit yourself

to the bankruptcy then you can make tho motion . If the trus
tees retain the doods wrongfully you can got them out of this

Court through the trusteos, and you can bring an action against

them or any other body who may wrongfully hold the doods.
Mr. Pye -Smith asked what right Mr. Smith had , not being a

creditor or representing a creditor, to come there and move in

the bankruptcy ? The Judge : He says, “ The bankrupt

wrongfully took upon himself to rocoivo somo monoy, and
I, repudiating his action , wish to got my doods or monoy ."
In answer to Mr. Pye-Smith , his Honour further said that

the applicant could bring an action against him as trastoo.

Mr. Pyo -Smith : I do not deny ho can bring an action against

us, but we want to have the question docided as cheaply aspos

sible . His Honour said it was his improssion that under the

circumstances he had no jurisdiction . Mr. Sunith said the deeds

camo into the handsof the trustees as trustees of the bankrupt.

His Honour : The question is whether they can retain them or

not. Mr. Pye-Smith : We do not want them on behalf of Mr.
Whall, but wehave two clairns. Mr. Barker said that an action

might be brought against the debtor, and the trusteos would
moroly bo required as witnossos to produce the papers. Mr.

Pye- Smith : An action of cletinue might be brought against us.

Mr. Barker said that, looking at the first paragraph of the ap
plicant's affidavit , thoy found that he stated that he gave Mr.

Whall .£650 to invest in his name, but is was clear that Mr.

Whall had no specific instructions how to invest it Applicant

further stated that he had ropeatedly asked Mr. Whall how the

monoy was invested , which showed that up to the time of the

bankruptcy applicant was ignorant of how themouoy was in

yestod . The fact of the doods romaining in possession of Mr.

Whall when Mr. Roper could havo claimed tho:n showed the
consent of the applicant in the action of Mr.Whall. His Honour:
No,not consent. Mr. Barker : Woll, if not consentat least acqui

escence. Ho contended that the money wasmerely handed to Mr.

Whall to invest as he thought proper. Mr. Smith stated that his

cliont nevor applied for themonoy to Mr. Whall, Mr. Barker did

not think that affected the position of his client. llis Honour said
thatthequestion waswhetherMr.WhallwastheagontofMr.Roper.

Continuing further , he said this raised the whole question of

jurisdiction . SometimesincetheCourt of Bankruptcy decided that

they could enter intomattersoutside the bankruptey, butthiswas
toowide a jurisdiction ,andliter it will illthatthey could not

interfere in anything butthe partios aud matter within the bank
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ruptcy. The case then stood over for a wook, when his Honour 1 sale. Mr. Harding's nomination paper was signed by four
gare judgment as follows : - This was a motion made on behalf of creditors, representing £236. Of ihese , one ( the holder of the

Joseph Harper Roper, and he applied to the Court for an order bill of sale ) was a croditor for £221, and the three others only

upon the trustees under the bankruptcy of John Whall to do £15. Tho nomination , therefore, of Mr. Harding was not

liver up to him all deods and documents belonging to him , par signed by a majority in value, asappearod by the three requests

ticularly a certain indonture, dated 1871, botsveon Cuckson on filed , and thorofore tho orilor of the Court must be cancellod .

the ono part, and Roper on the other part ; and, socondly, a Mr. Lascelles, who appearod to show cause against tho order,

promissory nota for £100, datod 1871, drawn by William Squire said that Mr. Harding's Domination was perfectly regular ,
Ward in favour ofRoper ; and , thirdly , a memorandum of agree boing supported by a majority of tho creditors according to the

ment, dated June, 1871, and made between Ward and Roper. lists then on the filo, and although ho admitted the force of

The motion was served upon Ward , butnot upon Cuckson ; and Mr. Cobbett's argument, based upon tho list now presented,

the discussion that took place was really botwoen Ropor, Ward, still the order applied for was entirely within the discretion of

and the trustoo. Tho facts were very clear, and woro not in the Court. Upon this tho Rogistrar reinstated Mr. Kidson .
dispute between the parties. Whall was a solicitor provious to

his bankruptcy, and, as Roper's solicitor, he received from him

£150 ior the purpose of investment. Of that sum £100 was A QUESTION OF IRREGULAR PROXIES.
lentby Whall to Ward upon his promissory noto and a momo A caso recently bofore tho Manchester County Court affords
randum , by way of equitablo mortgago, which wero the two sumo rather striking comments upon the proxy systom . The
documents sought by this motion to bo given up. Thoy re mattor arose out of the bankruptcy of Washington Irving, Mr.
mainod in Whall's custoly until his bankruptcy, and thon Konnion ( instructed by Mossrs.Earle,Oxford, and Earle )moving
they came into possession of the trustees. Ropor now 10 set aside a motion which had been made in this case on
askod that they might be given up to him . Of course, behalf of the firm of J . B . Thompson and Co.,of Liverpool. An
if there was nothing more in the case ho would be entitled to order was made on the 4th of June by which a dischargo Was
them , and the trustee would by wrong in detaining thom ;

given to the bankrupt. That order wasmade by the court in
but the respondent Ward set up an entirely different case.

purs ;ianco of a resolution passed at a meeting of the creditors
la stated that aftor ropeatod applications he paid the money on the 4th of May. At thatmeeting Robert Wood Barkor, ono

back to Whall, who had promisod to return the poto and memo
of the firm of Messrs. King and Company, who were creditors

randum , hat did not do so, and he now claimed thom . There against the estate to the amount of £2, 734 , gave to Mr. Honry
iora , upon the facts there was a question to be tried , but it was Earlo proxios, and it was by means of these proxios that tho

not a question between Roper or Ward and tho trastoo, but en resolution giving tho bankrupt his discharge was carried . The
tirely a question betwoon Ropor and Whall. Th3 question was, I learned counsel contended that at the tim3 Robert Wood Barker

- Had ho jurisdiction to make this ordor either by trying the gave the proxies on behalf of King and Company he had no

question or without trying the question ?" It was absurd to powor to do so, as they were then bankrupt, and whatever
say that he had jurisdiction to make an order without trying power ho possessed bad then vested in the trustee of the ostate .

the qnestion, bocauso that would be a palpable injustice. It Barker, at the time of the occurrence, was the only member of

was a monstrous proposition , and only roquired to be stated to the firm of King and Company residing in England , tho other
show its absurdity . He did not consider that he had jurisdic mombers of tho firm at the time of the bankruptcy being in
tou to settle that quostion , oron if ho were asked to do so . India . These proxies given by Barker on behalf of the firm were

Sapposing Roper brought an action to recover the money which therefore irrogular and illegal. They were given by Barker as
hesaid was unpaid , could he (the Julgo ) restrain that action ? a partner of the firm , but at that tiro the partnership had long
Clearly not ; but that he must do iſ ho considered the question ; sinco boon dissolved , and any power that ho possessed when the

therefore there was no jurisdiction for the Court of Bankruptcy firm existed had passed away . After the dissolution of partner
to dealwith this inotion . Therefore, the motion must be rofused , ship Mr. Barker went into liquidation, and , therefore, all the
and he thought it might be rafausd with costs as againstWard, interest ho had was vested in the trusteo under his bankruptcy .

fhe respondent. With regarl to th ) costs of the trustoo, it would Tho only person who could have given the proxies was the

be for him to show that he would have incurred risk in giving trustee. In the affidavits that had been filod there wero allogit

to the documents. Jr. Pre-Smith roplie i that they had notice tions of fraud , but lio ( the learned counsel) would frankly say

puriralclaimants to thes , cocinonts. His Honour thoroupon that there was no proof of fraud ; but there was proof and sus

granted the trustee his costs picion of some sort of collusion between Barker and the bank .

rupt Irving. After the bankruptcy of Irving, Barker came
undor liquidation , and amongst tho croditors was Irving, to

RIVAL RECEIVERS. whom it was alleged money had been lont by the firin of King
The Registrar of the Janc':ester County Court has just and Company , and an unconditional discharge was given by

reinstated a receiver who had been supplanted two or three Irving to Barker. This was the collusion of which he com

days after his appointmont, upon the action of certain creditors. plained. Mr. Jordan contended that Irving's voto at the moet
The facts wers as follows : - Tue debtor filed a potition on tho ing of creditors did not affect Barker's discharge at all. There

lith of Vorember, and estimated the amount of his liabilities could be no doubt that Mr. Barker honestly believed that lie had

at £500. On the samo day he filed a request and list of crodi. power to give the proxics, and bufore the motion could be set
tors representing dobts to tho amount of £293 10s. Id. On aside it inust be provod that fraud had been committed in

the 19th of November he filod a further roquest reprosenting giving the prosies. The Registrar said that uploss it could be

£199 15ô., and on the following day Mr. Harding (Messrs . shown to the Court that the order which was sought to be set

Sutton and Harding ), accountant, filed a nomination paper, aside had been obtained by direct fraud, the Courtmust dismiss

signed by four creditors, for appointment as receivor and the motion. It was clear that there was no evidence of fraud .

manager in lieu of Mr. Kidson , who was appointed on tho filing The question was whether the order of discharge was valid or

of the petition . On tbe 23d of Novomber the debtor filed a pot. The Court having granted the order it must bo held as

third request and list of creditors ropresenting £102 133. The valid , and it could not be rescinded uuloss proof was given of

aggregats amount of debts, as represented by the throe fraul. Proof of this had not been given, and he would make an

lists , was £396. Mr. W . Cobbott subsequently applied , on be order dismissing the motion, butwithout costs.

hali of certain creditors representing a wajority in number and

value , ior an order of the Court, under the 262d and 263d | Mr. James Waddell, accountant, bas been appointed
rules, cancelling the appointment of Mr. Harding, and rein - | receiver in the liquidation of Messrs.Wyldo and Co., bankers, of

stating Mr. Kidson as receivor. He did so on the ground that Southwell, Nottinghamshire, who suspended payment on the

Mr. Harding was the nominee simply of the holder of a bill of | 14th ult., with liabilities ustimated at £100,000.
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SENTENCES FOR FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

At the Contral Criminal Court, Dac . 17th , Arthur Cooper, December 2 .

who had been convicted under one of the clauses of the Bank ( Before Mr. Registrar Murray.)

ruptcy Act, of unlawfully obtaining goods vithin four months IN RE M 'Ewen and M ‘EWEN. -- A petition for liquidation by

of his bankruptcy, under the falso colour and pretence that they arrangement or composition was recently filed by Alexander

were to be used for the legitimate purposes of his trade, and JI.Ewen, a well-known financial agent, described as of Lom

afterwards disposing of them with intont to cheat and defraud bard House, George -yard , Lombard - street ; and Mr. Muons

his creditors, was broughtup for judgment. The Common Ser (Lewis, Munns, and Co.) now applied to the Court under the

geant said be fully concurred in the verdict of the jury, and it follo sing circumstances. He stated that when the separate pe

was quite impossible for mercantile mon to have returned any tition was filed by Alexander M Ewen , his brother, Lawrenco

other verdict than they had done. Thera were, however, some T . V ·Ewen , was in America, buthe had since returned to Eng

circumstapceg of mitigation in the case, and he believed that his land . The receiver (Mr. S . L . Price) upon investigating the

conducthad been reckless rather than intentionally fraudulent. case, found that a considerable portion of the liabilitie ; and

This being so, as he had been already in prisou for a month ,ho assets which Alesander M .Ewen considered to be separate were

should only sentence him to be further imprisoned for a inonth . in fact joint, and in this state of things it was deemed expedient

- James William Olivor was charged with obtaining goods that a joint petition should be filed, which , accordingly, had

within four months of his bankruptcy, with intent to defraud been done. Mr. Price stated that a large portion of the in

his creditors, and also with wilfullymaking away with his books, debtedness of Lawrence T . M .Ewen, in respect of which he was

and with making falso answers in his examination bofore the liable , on the 17th Jupe, 1873, when the partnership between

Court of Bankruptcy. In the course of tho case it was proved him and Alexander M .Ewen was dissolved , was still unsatisfied ,

that on some occasions the defendant directed his cashier not to and that a considerable portion of the partnership assets exist

make anymore entries in the daily takings book , and that only iny at that date were still unadministered . Hewas also satis

£20 were entered when the actual takings were £50 ; it also fied thatmany of the transactions of the debtors had since the

appeared that during a period of seven weeks' trading the de date of the dissolution of partnership been so conducted as to

fondant had actually taken nearly £800 over the counter, create a continuing partnership between the parties. The ap

which was entirely unaccounted for. It was further proved pointment ofMr. Price as receiver under tho joint petition was

that the prisoner's books wore last soeu in his own possession , now proposed. -- His Honourmade the appointment,and granted

and from that timo they had been missing. The jury found an interim injunction restraining proceedings by creditors, so

the defendant guilty, and he was sentenced to eighteen months' far as the same atřectod Lawrence T . M .Ewen. — The liabilities

hard labour. are about £400,000, against assets £300 ,000, and Lawrence T .

M :Ewen is stated to have separate property to the value of

SEE-Saw in BANKRUPTCY. -- The Law Journal says: £6 ,000,

“ The decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy in ex parte
Decomber 3.

Bolland re Holdon is very unsatisfactory. The solicitor for the
(Before Mi Registrar ROCHE. )

trustee was laudably anxious to settle the question whether
IN RE LEMON HART AND Son. -- The bankrupts, George

summonses under section 96 of the Bankruptcy Act must be
White and David Hart, had traded in copartnership as wine and

serred by the high bailiff, or whether such summonses could be
spirit merchants in George- street, Tuwer- hill, under the nameof

served by the solicitor. Section 96 relates to the discovery of
Lemon Hart and Son . The failure occurred about six weeks

the bankrupt's property, and empowers the court, on the appli
since, and a petition for liquidation , filed by the debtors, fell to

cation of the trustee, to summon before it for examination the
the ground, the creditors preferring that the estate shoul<l be ad

bankrupt, orany ono who can give inforination concerning the ministered in bankruptcy. Mr. Arthur Cooper, public accoun .

bankrupt's property or dealings. It is manifest that casesmight
tant, was now appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection ,

arise in which it would be of advantage that the solicitor should
consisting of five of the principal creditors. — The statement of

serve such a summons, as having a better opportunity of know
affairs disclosed liabilities to the amount of £83,069, and assets,

ing the parties and effecting service without delay, and without
.£28 ,608. - Messrs. Hollams, Son , and Coward are the solicitors

any uncertainty as to the identity of the partiesserved . Now rulo to the proceedings; Mr. Linklater represented the debtors.

58 says that, unless otherwise directed or permitted by the rules, ( Before the Ilon. W . C . SPRING RICE, as Chief Judge.)

it shall be the duty of the high bailifi to serve all orders, sum IN RE Sir William RUSSELL, Bart. - This was an application
monses, petitions, and notices ; while rule 167 permits a sub for leave to register certain resolutions come to by creditors in

pana to be served by the person issuing it, or his attorney. The this case, providing, inter alia , for liquidation of the debtor's
summons contemplated in section 96 is in the nature of a sub affairs by arrangement. It appeared that the debtor,who traded

pwna. When the matter was before the County Court Judge at as a shipowner and merchant in Salter 's -hall-court, Cannon

Liverpool, his Honour thought thathehad no authority to permit street, had , under a former petition filed about four years since,
the solicitor to serve the summons, In fact, he considered that covenanted to pay , as a condition that he should receive his

rule 58 was imperative ; that it notmerely defined the duty of discharge, the sumsof £4,000 and £5 ,000 respectively. He paid

the high bailiff, but ma le service by the high bailiff essential to the £1,000 and £2,000 out of the £5,000, and the question arose

its validity. In a word , his Honour held that he had no option whether the resolutions come to under the second petition for
or discretion in the matter, and so refused the application of the liquidation could be registered , having regard to the non com

solicitor to be allowed to effect service of the summons without | pletion of the proceedings under the first petition . The case

the intervention of thehigh bailiff. The Chief Judge dismissed was argued about threo weeks sinco, when judgment was re

the appeal on the ground that tho County Court Judge had ex served. - His Honour said that registration was opposed on the
ercised his discretion in the case, and that, as it was a matter of ground that the resolutions were unreasonable anıl inequitable ,

public convenience, as to which the County Court Judge could and that in substance thedebtor had no assets. This latter part

well decide, he would not interfere. The result is that the of the objection proceeded upon the assumption that the debtor

Chief Judge has refused to impeach the discretion ofthe Court could have no assets inasmuch as the proceedings under the
below on a matter concerning which that court held that it had first petition had not been closed when the second petition was

no discretion . The Law Times, referring to the appeal says : filed . In reply it was said that it would be premature for the

" Without confining ourselves to the facts of this particular Court at this stage of the proceedings to consider the question

case, we do nothesitate to say that in very many cases it would of assets ; but his Honour took a different view , as the proceed

facilitate the despatch of such business as that in question to ings under the first liquidation were still pending, and therefore
allow solicitors acting for trustees to serve such sumunonses. | prima facie there were no assets capable of administration under

Solicitors aro often better informed as to the whereabouts of the present petition . One of the resolutions was in the nature

those proposed to be so served, and are, moreover, more likely of a composition resolution, but it had beon duly confirmed ; and

tako unusual trouble to effect such service.”
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another resolution, grantisg the debtor his dischargo subject to Great Winchester- street-buildings, applied (by adjournment) to
certain conditions, was ultra vires. Upon the whole the Court pass his public examination. Mr. Willoughby, for the trustee,

must decline to allow the registration. -- Mr. Munns gave notice said the bankrupt, who was an American, came to this country
of appeal, and his Honour, in view of the importance of the in September, 1872, being then possessed of £10,000 . It ap

question , resorved the costs, stating that it would be very desir peared thathe had since engaged in largo speculativo transac

able to obtain the opinion of the Court of Appeal upon the tions jointly with a person nained Davis, who afterwards left the

subject. country. Profits to the extent of £116 ,000 had been made, but

December 14 . the bankrupt's accounts now disclosed a total liability of £12,000 ,

(Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.)
the assets being returned at £120 only. The bankrupt had fur

nished a siatement of losses in explanation of his deficiency,
EX PARTE BOTTING , IN RE BASTEL . - This was an appeal from containing the following itoms: - L033 by - Josepha ” Mine, pur

the Sussex County Court, holden at Brighton , the question chised in Spain , £8,000 ; loss by iron patont, £10,000 ; ditto by
mainly involved being whether a trustee appointed under com Montrotier Asphalto shares, £5 ,000 ; ditto by Saturn Alining

position resolutions to receive anıl distribute composition pay sharos and debontures, £10 ,000 ; ditto by Erie shares, £60,000 ;

able by the debtor was ontitled to reject a proof tendered by a depreciation in value of “ Teconia " shares, £3,400 ; depreciation

creditor. In this case the trustoo had rejected a prooi tendered in other shares by fall in markets, £50 ,000 ; and private ox

by Ir Botting, and such rojection had been confirmed by the penditure, £5,000. It was submitted that further details of

County Court judge. Mr Roxburgh , Q .C ., and Mr Crump now theso losses should b3 furnished . Mr. Harston , who supportod

argued that a trustee appointed as in this case was not at liberty the bankrupt, said it appeared from his answers to interroga

to reject a proof, his duty, as prescribed by the resolutions,boing | torios, that he could furnish no better accounts, and it would ,

simply to receive and distribute the composition . A trusteo therefore, b3 useless to keep him before the Court. His Honour

under a liqui lation by arrangement had larger powers ; but in held that the bankrupt could not be ailowed to pass his exami

composition resolutions the estate continued to be vested in the | nation without furnishing a better accountof his deficiency , and

debtor, and any questions arising upon tho proofs had to be de therefore ordered a further adjournment.
cided hetween the creditors on the one hand and the debtor on Dacomber 23.
the other, not between the creditors and the trustees. Hero, ( Before the Ilon. W C . SPRING Rice, sitting as Chief Judge.)
also, the trustee had absolutely rejocted the proof, instead of

IN RE Sussex NEWTON.-- Tho bankrupt, formerly carrying on
adinitting such portions of it as to which there could be no ques

business as a licensed victualler at the Duke of Sussex tavern ,
tion, and requiring further evidence in support of the residue.

High -street, Kensington, was adjudicatod in August, 1870, and
Mr De Ges, Q .C ., and Mr Horton Smith were counsel for the

subsequently passed his examiuation on accounts showing debts
trustee. Too Chief Judge, without deciding whether a trustee

to tho ainount of £9,803 , with assets £7,879 ; but it appeared
appointed under composition resolutionswas entitled to reject a

that nothing had been realised for the creditors . This caso now
prooi, held that ia the present case the proof ought not to have came before tho Court on the hearing ofan application for the
been absolutely rejected, and directed an inquiry for the purposo

confirmation of certain resolutionsrecently cometo at a meeting
of ascertaining what amount was actually due to the creditor, tho

of creditors, held in pursuance of the 28th section, providing
costs being reserved. The order of the Court below was accord

for tho acceptance of a composition of ls, in the pound, payablo
ingly discharged .

Docember 15.
by two instalments at six and twelve months ; and tho annul

mentof the bankruptcy. Mr. Polak , a creditor, opposed, and
( Before Mr Registrar KEENE.) stated thatbut for the resolutions which had been come to , the

IN RE G . C . HOUXSELL. — This case came before the Court right of tho creditors to enforce payment of the full amount of

their debts would have revived by operation of the 54th section ,

first meeting of creditors. The objections to proofs were inasmuch as the bankruptcy had boen closed very nearly tbroo

withdrawn on all sides ; but tlo moeting having beon twice ad years before the passing of the resolutions, and the bankrupthad

journed by rerbal resolutions to different premises, the point not obtained his order of discharge. His Honour said that ho

was raised whether the proceedings were in order. Mr Vait was bound to give effect to the wishes of the majority of credi

land argued that the proceedings were quite regular, it being a tors, and as they had agreod to accopt ls. in the pound in satis

continuous meeting. The Registrar decided that by Rule 275 faction of their claims, the resolutions would be confirmed.

the Court was bound to talo cognizanco of only such resolutions IN RE W . G . SWINIOE. — This was also an application for the

as are reduced into writing. Registration was accordingly confirmation of resolutions come to under the 28th section . The

allowed . resolutions provided that the bankruptcy should be annullad ,
Dezber 17 . the bankrupt agreeing to remain liable for the payment of the

(Before VI :. Rojistrar BROUGHAM.) full amount of the provable debts. His Honour, considering the

IX RE LEWIS Brodziak . - This was an adjourned meeting for resolutions absurd , being in the nature neithor of a composition

public examiaation. Thu bankrupt had traded as a merchant
arrangemont, nor of a schome of settlement as contemplated by

in Coleman -street . Mr. T . Phelps, who appeared for the trustee,
the Act, refused the application .

stated thatthe bankrupt had filed accounts disclosing liabilities

to the annount of £10 , 157, with assets £3,676, of which £3,455 IN CHANCERY : BENNETT' S TRU : TS.

was representert hy an alleged surplus from consignments to On August 22, 1872, Mr. C . J . Mold filed a petition for
Sydney ; but according to information received from Sydney, liquidation of his affairs by arrangement, and on Sep
th consignoes, instead ofbeing indebted , had a large claim upon

tember 16, 1872, his creditors passed the necessary
the estate . It was therefore submitted that the bank :upt ought

resolution for liquidation , and granted his order of dis.
not to bo allowed to pass upon the accounts as they stool. Mr.

charge from December 1, 1872. On February 4 , 1873,
J . Einanuel, for the bankrupt, submitted that hewas not respon

the registrar certified the order of discharge . J . B . H .sible for the accounts rendered by other parties. He hail filed

the best accounts in his power, and any further adjournment Benuett died on January 13, 1873, having by his will
would be uselos3. His Honour hold that the bankrupt was given a legacy of £1,000 to C . J . Mold. The executors

bound to give further particulars respecting the consigaments, paid this money into Court under the Trustee Relief Act,

and sail that there must be another adjournment for that pur C . J . Mold and certain assignees petitioned for payment

pose . out to them , but Vice-Chancellor Bacon held that the
December 21, discharge did not take effect till the registrar's certifi .

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.) cate , and that consequently the legacy was the property

IS RE Asa P . STANFORD. - The bankrupt, described as of 6 , 1 of the trustee under the liquidation .
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Mr. Edward Sylvester, accountant, of Oxford, was
amon yst tho victims of tho railway accident at Shipton on the

24th Decomber ; his remains were interred on the following
Tuesday.
· Vice Chancellor Hall bas ap ? ointed Mr. Victor Bauer

official liquidator to the African Barter Company .

GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. - In our notice
of this Instituto published in the Decembernumber, it was stated

that the applicant for admission is required to declare that he is

not engaged in the business of “ land officer ;" this should have

been printed law officor , the Scotch term for solicitor.

· Mr. W . T S . DANIEL , Q . C ., on Tuesday, the 8th December

delivered judgment, in the Bradford County Court, on the mo
tion of Mr. A . B . Komp, trustee under the bankruptcy of Moses

Topham , for an order compelling the Exchange and Discount
Banking Company, Bradford, to pay to him an aggregato
amount of £1,695 3s. 6d., which Topham had paid into their

bank after they know he was insolvent. His Honour granted
the order with costs.

THE WARDMOTES. - Mr. Waddell, of the firm of James
Waddell and Co., accountants, has been elected as a reprosenta
tive of the Ward of Cheap , in place of Mr. Togų, resigned. At
the Bassishaw Wardmoto, Mr. W . H . Pannell (Slator and Panpell,
accountants) was re- olected , and in returning thanks spoke

ofthe Tomple Bar question, and of the Municipal Govornment
of London Bill.
Messrs. G . Whiffin and Co., public accountants, have

announcod that from the 1st January, 1875, the name of their

“ The source ofmany a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS! ! PENS ! ! !
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick , the Owl,and the Waverley Pen."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See Graphic,

17th May, 1873 ,
Sold by every respectable Stationar. Pos , Is . id .

Patentecs , MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33, Blair-street, Edin
burgh .
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consist, as hitherto, ofMr. George Whiffin and Mr. Charles John
Schneidau .

A FREE AND Easy INSOLVENT. - A meeting of the cro
ditors of David Davies, of Dark Gate, Carmarthen , was held at

the Town Hall, Carmarthen , on Saturday, the 26th inst. Messrs

J. Parsons ( J . and S . Parsons), Bristol ; J . Kemp, Birmingham ;
Charles T . Starkoy (Lomas Harrison and Starkey ), Birming

ham ; and MrRollason, from Mr G . B. Lowe's, solicitor , Bir
mingham , were representing nearly the whole of thetrade credi
tors in their several districts. There were also present Mr
Thomas (Barnard , Thomas, Cawker, and Co.), Swansea, repre
senting a few trade creditors. MessrsGreen and Griffiths and
tho insolvent's solicitor represented a number of persons claim

ing to be creditors for money lont. The total liabilities are esti

mated at £5,041 18s. 8d ., and the assets at £2,039 12s. 3d . Thero

was considerable dissatisfaction expressed at the meeting being
called for the day after Christmas Day, such day being a gono
ral holiday, and also being held at Carmarthen , when the prin
cipal trade creditors resided in the Midland district. Much dis
cussion ensued as to two proofs held by Mr Griffiths, viz ., one of

the insolvent's brother for £790 138., and one of Lowis Daniel

(tha insolvent's late partner in the ironmongery trado and pre

sont partner in the market tolls ) for £529. In answer to ques

tionsas to the cause of the deficiency of £3 ,000 , insolvent stated

that he had drunk and smoked most of it, and boon robbed of

the remainder. An offer of 78. 60. in the pound wasmade by

the debtor's solicitor and rofused . The meeting was adjourned
until the following Saturday, to be held at the offices of Mess' s

Lomas Harrison and Starkey, 37, Cannon -street, Birmingham .

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS," /

IPas awarded for “ Feuerfeste VED
Eisone Schränke und

kunsichlosser Furtschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medol is only given to Echibitors whose Now Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Inpontod especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of theKey. The Lock

by a simple movementof the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself to the

NEW KEY, after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into whatwould be virtualls

a Nw Lock and KRY, as often asmay be d sired , without the aid of a Lock

miker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies

of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 1630 , ride Times,"

12th Sept. , 1973 ) . This cock affords eflectual protection from duplicate or

• Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

(in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
| LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 , Cheapside, London , E . I .

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS
OF

THE GRESHAM LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

1871.

THE DIRECTORS have the pleasure to present their Annual Report on the 1 been receivelat the date of closing the accounts, is included in the item

operations of the 26th financial Year of the Society, ending June 30,
of “ Outstanding Interests" among the assets .

The claimsmade upon the Society, and admitted during the year, under

During that year 3,518 proposals were made to the Society for assuring Life Assurance Policies , were for an amount of £174,713 0s, 80 ., of whichu

the sum of £1,623,661, of these proposals 3 ,017 were accepted for the as.
sum £457 133 . 3d . was reassured , whilst the claims under Endowment

surance of £1, 384,577, and Policies were issued for thatamountofassurance ,
Policies which had reached their terin , amounted to £51, 161 8s. The sum

with a corresponding annual income of £47,577 18 . lld . The Annuities of $ 31,239 2s. 6d, was also paid to l'olicyholders for the surrender of the

granted during the year were 11,420 78. 10d. per annum .
policies which they desired to discontinue.

The incomederived from Premiums, after deducting there from the amount After providing for these amounts - for the annuities falling due within

paid for Re -assurances, was £378,826 179 . 10d ., including £43,016 89 , 3d . in the year , for all necessary office expenses and every other charge on the

Premiums for the first year of assurance.
income of the year - there remained a balance of £105 , 273 17s , 4d . , which

merged in the fund available for the existing policies of the Society . This

The balance of the Interest Account amounted to £86,964 1s. 8d . The fund amounted, at the end of the financial year, to $ 1 ,927 ,357 78., and to .

interest, which had become payable during the year butwhich had not gether with the amount of £60, 802 18, 3d. reserved for settlement of claim
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Before they could arrange terms with this Society, the Commissioners of
Sewers found it necessary to negotiate with the Corporation of the City of
London , and to purchase from them somepart of the area required by the
Society for its new offices.

These negotiations were unavoidably very protracted ; but the additional
property required from the Commissioners gives to the whole a greatly en
hanced value, and fully justifies the delay which these negotiations have
occasioned in the prosecution of the works.

The whole freehold area , which has now become the property of this

Society has a frontage, in themost central position of the City of London ,

of 108 feet , and it will be covered by a suitable building standing alone,

ontstanding for the payment ofannuities , & c ., not applied for, and for other
purposes specified in the balance-sheet,make up a totalof £1,999,871 8s. 3d . ,
which the Society possess in realised assets, as shown in the 2nd Schedule .

The accounts have been duly audited by G . H . Ladbury, Esq ., the public
accountant (a shareholder of the Society ) , on the part of the shareholders,
and by the notary public , William Webb Venn , Esq . ( a policyholder ,
on behalf of the policyholders. The whole of the securities, or documents
representing the realised assets of the Society , have been verified both
by the Directors and by the Auditors above named .

The funds of the Society invested at interest will , upon theaverage, yield
folly 5 per cent. The income from interest on invested funds, added to that
arising from premiums, raises the generalincomeof the Society for the cur
rent year to £471,684 12s. 40.

A list in detail of realised assets, althongh not required by the terms of
the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870, is subjoined to this report.

This detailed list of the assets showsthe nature of the securities selected
for investment, the nominal capital purchased , and the price paid for it .
Therefore, a correct judgment on the value of the investments can be
formed .

The Directors have given complete information as to the composition and

value of their invested funds , deeming it essentialto the full enlightenment

of the assured upon so importanta branch of the operations of a Life Assur

ance Company.

With reference to the freehold property belonging to the Society in the

Poultrs . the Directors have to report that the negotiations, which they have

been carrying on for some time past with the Commissioners of Sewers,
for the mutual cession and acquisition of ground, have been brought to a

satisfactory conclusion .

The Directors retiring on the present occasion are William Trego , Alfred
Hutchison Smee, and Joseph Williams, Esquires, who, being eligible, aro
recommended by the Board for re- election .

Mr. Ladbury and Mr. Venn retire as Auditors , but, bcing eligible , they

offer themselves again for election -- the former on behalf ofthe shareholders,
and the latter on behalf of the policyholders.

The Directors are convinced , that, by persevering in the samecourse of
prudent and energetic action which they have followed hitherto , the Society
willmaintain its present high position amongst kindred institutions.

By order of theRoard .

F . ALLAN CURTIS, F .I.A .,

Actuary and Secretary.
October 29, 1874,

Dated this 161 (signed )
WILLIA

Ce.

FIRST SCHEDULE. SECOND SCHEDULE.
Revenue Account of “ The Gresham Life Assurance Society ," Balance Sheet of “ The Gresham Life Assurance Society," on

for the Year ending June 30, 1874 . June 30, 1874.
DE.

LIABILITIES.Amount of Funds at the beginning of Sharenolders' Capital paid ups . $ 21,712 0 0the year . £1,842,793 98. . . . Assurance Fund . 1 ,796 ,775 5 10Premiums - First Year Annuity . . .. . . . . . . . . . 130 ,582 1 2Renewals 338,918 41 Total Funds as per First Schedule £1,949,069 70- £381,931 12 4 Claimsadmitted but notpail. . . . . .. 48 ,609 0 10
Less Reassurance Preiniums . . . . 3 ,107 14 6 Less Reassured ... ... . . . . .. . nil.

378 ,826 17 10 48,6090 10
Consideration for Annuities . . 13, 837 19 0 Annuities outstanding . .. 1,504 12 3Interest and Dividends . . 86 ,961 18 Share Dividends and Bonus not applied

for . . . 195 19 10
£2, 322 ,421 8 2 O . her Accounts, viz . :

We haveexamined the above Statement with the Books of Account, and
Commission ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 492 8hereby certify the same to be correct .

Dated this 16th day ofOctober , 1874 ,
£1,999 ,871 8 3G . H , LADBURY,

uditors ,WILLIAM VT , VENN Wehave verified , at the Bank ofEngland, the inscription of the Govern
ment Funds, in the name of THE GRESHAM LIPE ASSURANCE SOCIETY , and

Claims under Policics : have examined the Books, Documents, and Securities representing the pro

perty contained in this Balance Sheet, and hereby certify the correctness
Deaths . . . . . . £174,713 0 8
Endowments . . . 54 , 164 8

of the same.0
£228 ,877 88 G . II. LADBURY, Auditors.

Less Reassured . . .. . . October 16, 1874. WILLIAM W . VENN467 13 3.. ..
£228,409 15 5
31, 239 2 6 ASSETS.Surrenders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Annuities . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 20 , 289 8 €258,711 4 94 1 Mortgages on Property within the United Kingdom
Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 28 , 299 1 11 Mortgages on Property out of the United Kingdom 1,000 0 0
Expenses of Management : Loans on the Company' s Policies within their surrender

For the acquisition of New Business value . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 156 ,797 13 2
Inspectors , Agency, and Tra Investments :

velling Expenses . . £12,135 7 7 In British Government Securities . . . . . . ... 149,199 j1 10
Advertising 4 , 928 16 1 Foreign Government Securities . .. 392,503 0 7
Medical Fees 2 ,858 16 Ī Railway and other Debenture and Debenture Stocks 442,012 9 9

Railway Shares , Preference and Ordinary 19 ,211 17 10
£19,923 0 3 House Property . . . . . . . . .. . 245 ,388 0 7

General Expenses 28 , 575 00 Loans upon Personal Security . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 834 10 0

Fiscal Expenses Credit Premiums 55,258 8 2
Stamps and Income Tax (Eng. Advances on Reversionary Interests and on Deposits of

lish and Foreign ) 3,987 6 4 Securities . . . . 72 ,308 4 4
52,485 6 7 Furniture and Fittings 6 , 267 2 1
12 ,485 120Dividends and Bonus to Sharcholders Agents' Balances 50,818 16 3

Bonus in Cash to Policy -holders . . 116 14 51 Outstanding Premiums ... 63,579 5 10
Amount of Funds at the end of the Outstanding Interest and Rents . . 25, 231 3 7

Year, as per Second Schedule . . . . ... ... .. . . 1, 949,069 7 0 Cash in haud and on Current Account 25,719 19 6

£2,322,424 8 2 £1,999,871 8 3

ned )

(Signed ; ( Signed )W . H . THORNTIIWAITE , Chairman .

JOSEPH WILLIAMS, Director.
GEORGE TYLER , Director.
F . A . CURTIS, Actvary and Secretary .

W . H . THORNTHWAITE, Chairman .

JOSEPH WILLIAMS, Director,

GEORGE TYLER, Director.
F . A . CURTIS, Actuary and Secretary.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND,
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. Vice -President. — JOHN BATH, London .
ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON, Coventry.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, Loudon . Loudon . " THOMAS JOSEPU SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro ' | JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London. RALPH PRICI HARDY, London , JOHN HENRY TILLY, Loudon .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London. WILLIAM COMBEN BARVEY, London , LEWIS VOISEY , Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, Loudon . | JUHN ALLISON HESELTON, Bradford. ) WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffi ild .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGAT, London. GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY, London . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester , FRANCIS NICHOLLS, Londou . JOIN UNWIN , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOIN BATH, 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN, Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington .
TREASURER. JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122 , Leadenball Street, and 1 , St. Mary Axo, London .

AUDITORS. - W . O . UOOPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sbeffield .

BANKERS. - MESSRS. WILLIAMS, DEACON , & CO ., Birchiu Lane, London .

SECRETARY. -- ALFRED O . HARPER.

OFFICES. – 2, COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON.

LIST OF FELLOWS.
M . C.Member of the Council.

ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell-stre t, Plymouth . GEARD, JOUN BRADLEY, 6 , Princes.street, Ipswich, M . C .
BATH , JOHN, 40a, King William street. London , Vice- President, HARDY, RALPH PRICE, 21, Fleet-street, London . M . C .

Trustee, and M . C . HAKLER, EDWARD NORTON , 2, Cowper's-court, Cornhill,

BEDDOW , JOSIAH, 2 , Gresham -buildirgs, M . C . London , M . C .

BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John -street, Liverpool, M . C . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37, Cannou -strot, Birming
BOLTON , JAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall- street, and 1, St. ham .

Mary Axe, London , Treasurer and M . C . IIARVEY, WILLIAM COMBEN , 1, Gresbam -buildings, London ,

BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leaden hall- street, London , M . C . M . C .

BRIGHT,GEORGEMONEY, 8 ,Great Winchester Street-buildings, MASTERMAN, JOAN , Barstow .square , Wakefield.
London , M . C . NICHOLLS FRANCIS, 14, Old Jewry-chambers, London, M . C .

BUCK , ROBERT, 56, Fawcett- street, Sunderland . VIPOND, JOSEPH, Sandgatu, Penrith .

DAVIES, JOSEPH, Bewsey- street,Warrington, President, Trustee, | VOISEY, LEWIS , Bowsey - street, Warrington, M . O .
and M . C . | WING , JOIIN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield, M . C .

The Objects of the Society are
To promote the acquisition of those branches of knowledge January, 1872, and shallhavemade his application on or before

which are essential to the practice of an Accountant ; to decide the first day of January, 1873,
upon questions of professional usage or courtesy ; and generally to ( 2 .) Or shall have been a clerk to a public accountant op the
advance the position and interests of Members of the profession . ilih day of January, 1872, and shall have been in actual prac.

CONSTITUTION . tice on his own account, or in partnership, as a public accoun
tant for three years consecutively af:er that date, and prior to

The Society shall consist of three classes of Members, namely , • tbe Ist day of January , 1878.
Fellows, Associates, and Honorary Members, with a class of Stu (3 .) Or shall have served under articles for a poriod of three
dents attached . years to a public accountant in actual practice.

ELECTION OF ASSOCIATES. (4 .) Or shall have been employed as accountant to a corpora
Every application for admission as an Associate of this Society tion or public body for tbree years, or as a clerk to a public

must be made to the Council, nod must bo accompanied ng a accountant, or firm of accountants , for a periou of suven years
written recommendation from at least two Associates. at the least, but tbe employment need not bave been for inore

ENTRANCE FEES AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
than two ycars continuously with one and the same person or

firmi.
Every Associate who shall be elected a FELLOW of the Society

(5 .) Or sball havo taken a degree at one or other of the Uni
shall, upon such election, pay tbe suin of £15 15s. by way of fee veisities of Oxford , Cambridge, Durham , London, or Dublin ,
upon his election as Fellow . Every person admitted as an

ASSOCIATE of the Society shall, on admission , pay tho sum of
and shall have served uuder articles for a period of two years

£5 5s, by way of entravce lee if he be įractising in tbe City of
to a public accouutant or firm of accountants .

London orwithin the London postal district ; or the sum of £3 3s,
( 6 . ) But no candidate shall be eligible for admission as an

if le bo practising beyond such district ; and the undermentioued
associate after the 1st day of January , 1878, until he shall bave

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Society, that is to say : -
passed an examination as to bis proficiency to the satisfaction
of the Examiners of the Society .FELLOWS, £5 58.; ASSOCIATES PRACTISING IN THE

CITY OF LONDON, or within the London postal district, £2 2s. ; (7 .) Or shall couform to such convitions as the Council shall

ASSOCIATES PRACTISING BEYOND SUCI DISTRICT, in any particular caso require to be observed , but such admis

sion shall only be made upon the writteu recor.
£1 1s. ; and STUDENTS, £1 ls. each .

'ati .

at least three- fourths of the Couucil present ile Meeting
specially called for the purpose .

Every candidate to be bereafter proposed for admission as an STUDENTS.

Associate shall be twenty -one years of age or upwards, and shall Students shall be persons, not under 18 years of age, who aro
come within one ofthe following conditions : or have been pupils of Fellows or Associates of the Society, and

( 1 ) He shall bave been in actual practice on his own acconet,* | who have the intention of becoming accountants ; and such persons

or ju partoo ship as a public accountant, on the 11th day of may continue Students until they attain the age of 26 years .

Further information can be obtained , and copios of the Ruleg can bu had, upon application to the Secretary.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO -AMERICAN Times Press, 127, Strand, London . - January 2, 1875.
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Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS , & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTIOX , which is hela the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded, without delay , to the City Land and
Reversion Offices , 54 , Cannon - street, London .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Kcsidences ,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54, Cannon
street, B . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

LAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Iniportant Residential Estates. - Messrs . MARSII, YETTS , and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
Ward plans and jarticulars, which, when received , willbe judiciously placed
before intending purchasers. Written terms are invariably settled before
aly cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs . Marsh , Yetts, and Milner,
Land and Timber Surveyors, 51, ( annon street, London , E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS or SOLICITORS with a
I LARGE CONNEXIOy, or to SECRETARIES of Public Companies.
To be LET, somevery fine SUITES of OFFICES on the first and second

floors, with fire - proof strong room , at New Bridge strect- chambers , 23,

New Bridge- street , Blackfriars. Appis on the premises, to the Secretary
of the London Cemetery Coinpany .

E . NORTON HARPER & SON , F .S . A . E & A .S . A . E .,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

2 , Cowper' s Court, Cornhill.
Messrs. E . N . HARPER and SON beg to inform the Profession that they

have opened a Branch Office at 12, MILL STREET, MAIDSTONE, and that they
will be happy to undertake any Agency Business in that locality .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER. AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re.
ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of
charge.

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocalterms.

OFFICHS : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTII.

VORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
* Landed Estates , City Properties , and urn sound securities of all kinds.

Messrs.MARSH . YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sum ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved

securities. - Apply atthe City Landand Reversion Offices (Established 1843) ,
61, Cannon -street .

HAMMERSMITH (Best Part of). - Five well built
Houses all Let Two on Lease) and producing £280 per annum . Lease

OVCT 80 years. Price £3,350, or will be divided . - Messrs. IIarvey and Davids,

126 , Bishopsgate-streel, Cornhill ( 114 B )

CLAPTON (Best Part of London -road ). - Freehold
Land for SALE, having a frontage of 81ft, and a depth of 184ft.

Messrs. Ilarvey and Davids, 126 , Bishopsgate-street, Cornhill,

SUFFOLK , Eight miles from Beccles. — Compact
Freehold Farm of orer 45 acres, with Farm Buildings, & c . Let to a

yearly tenant at £120 per annum . Price £2,200 . - Messrs . Ilarvey and
Davids, 1:26 , Bishopsgate-street , Cornhill. (1022 )

A WINE and SPIRIT BROKER can receive an in
telligent, gentlemanly boy as PUPIL . Premium £100 : Salary Giren .

Address, S . P ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Grace.
charch -street, E . C . .

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS. - A ship and in .
surance broker has a vacancy for a HUPIL ,with residence. Terms 200

guineas per annum for two years. Apply S, ANGLO -AMERICAN TIMES, 127 ,
Strand .

PARTNER required with £10,000 in a London
Brewery . Apply io W . EDWARDS, Esq ., 18, King- street,Guildhall

A YOUNG MAN at present in the tea trade, who is
desirous of changing his occupation is open to a PARTNERSHIP

in a wholesale business . Well acquainted with business. Can introduc :
from £3,000 to £5.090. Address, O . P ., W . Edwards and Co.' s, 18, King
street, Cbeapside , E . C .

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS. - A YOUNG
GENTLEMAN required by a firm of brokers in London , trading in

sencral East India produce. Premium expected . Salary during articles .

Address Broker, care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising Agent,62, Grace .
charcb - street, E . C .

ARTICLED CLERK WANTED by a London Solici.
tor in good practice . Premium required . Residence could bearranged.

Apply to Q ., ACCOUNTANT Office , Gracechurch -street.

VEW BRIDGESTREETCHAMBERS. - To be LET.
N som fine light OFFICES, on the second and third floors. Apply to
the Secretary of the London Cemetery Company, 29, New Bridge-street ,
Blackfriars.

EDW A RD THOMAS PEIRSON,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

46 , JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY .
ESTABLISHED 1853 .

J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANI
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCESS STREET, ITSWICII.

RECEIVER AND TRUSTBE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATJOX .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or country , from £.50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also , onmrt
gage of freehold or leaseholit property from three per cent., ſor a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission ,

Apply to R . F . Prestox ,Esq ., 120 , Southampton -row , London , W . 0 .

£2.000 .000 - Ready for Investment at 4 per cent.
' • upon Ilarbour Dues, Tolls , Rales, & c. Address,

8 . Peter Broad , Esq., 37, Bedford - row , W .C . '

- -In sums of £10,000 , upon land at 3 ; per
cent., or good House Property at 5 per cent. Address,

8 Peter Broarl, Esq., 37, Bedford-row , W . C .

) at 4 per cent, upon Irish Landcd Estates.
Address, s . Peter Broad , Esq ., 37 , Ledford -row , W . C .

RAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTOR.
D By Ner Majesty's Royal Letters Potent, dared 6th June, 1874 .
It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor

roded by oxidation, and becomes sharp and " scratchey " at the point or
knib , and consequently useless . Bymeans of the " Corrector ” this sharp
ness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor

rector " is, practically , judestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat
pocket, or attached to any desk , counter , or place where penmanship is ex

ercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use) by the inventor. George
Bailey , Law Stationer, Cheltenhain ; ed. (ach ; by post, seven penny postage
stamps ; and may be had of all stationers. Efectiveness guaranteed .

UPHOLSTERERS, FURNITURE DEALERS, and
Others. A very old established BUSINESS, situated in a most impor

tant Market Town in Ilampshire, is tɔ be SOLD by a Trustce on most rea
sonable terms. No one need apply who cannot give references showing he
possesses about £1,000 . Apply personally , or by Solicitor , to Messrs.

BARRETT and PATEY , 8 , Finsbury Circus, London , E . C . ; Mr. S . CHANDLER ,

Basingstoke ; or to Mr. W . S . Coorer, Auctioneer , Basingstoke.

TO SOLICITORS. - A Gentleman isanxious to article
1 his Son to a good Firm of Solicitors. 100 Guineas Premium will be

I paid . Address - A , ACCOUNTANT Office, 62, Gracechurch Street, E . O .
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ALFRED W . GEE .

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .

N . B . – Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 ,

Strand.

London Gazette Notices , and Advertisements and Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a

number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded. Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices .

The Accountant.

JANUARY 9, 1875.

The Accountant
Two correspondents , whose letters we print in an

other column, call attention , in a clear and practical

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS. manner , to some of the defects in the Bankruptcy

The ACCOUNTANT is now Publisbed Weekly : a change

dating from the commencement of the present year, and
Act, and suggestamendments which well deserve con .

which, it is hoped ,will enhance the value and usefulness sideration by the Lord Chancellor's Committee. “ Mat.

of the paper, and also tend to promote one of themain ob ter of Fact's ” letter directly hits a blot which is, we

jects for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of

the interests of accountants throughout the United King.
believe, the main cause of nearly all the delay, expense,

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts
and inconvenience wbich occur in the working of the

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and Act : that is, the appointment, with a desire of saving

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving expense , of a trustee who has really no professional
of increased support on their part, particularly in regard

to advertisements, a valuable aid to a newspaper which
acquaintance with his duties. In very many cases

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course one of the creditors is chosen trustee ; a good man of

of business. It may be added that the publication of business, possibly , in the ordinary relations of life,
the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper" within the meaning of the Bankruptcy
thoroughly honest, knowing perhaps enough book

Act, and members of the profession will thus bare the keeping to enable him to keep his accounts with suffi .

opportunity of contributing towards the succes of their cient correctness as regards his own affairs , but utterly

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia
incompetent to unravel the intricate meshes in which

ment. The Weekly Paper is Published erery Saturday the affairs of a bankıupt are frequently involved. Such

in tinie for the early inorning mails ; price 6d . per a man is soon in difficulties. The accounts of the

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced termsfor payment in advance being, annual sub .
bankrupt have probably been kept in a very loose and

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s . (post unsatisfactory style ; of the creditors, the majority

free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be madepayable may be straightforward honest men , but some may

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracechurch .street, E . C . be inclined to adjust their proofs to meet the proba
to whom applications for advertisementspace, and letters

relating to the generalbusir.ess of the paper, should also
bility of a small dividend, or may be in open or secret

be addressed . Literary communications should be leaguewith the bankrupt.Such a trusteenaturallyresorts
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same to a solicitor on every occasion , in alarm at the liabili

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to
ties and responsibilities he is incurring,and declines to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. take any step whatever, unless he is fortified by legal

advice . Of course , costs under these conditions, soon

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adrer .
become excessive and the mythical Jarndyce v . Jurn .

tisers to the specialadvantages offered by the paper as an
dyce, is repeated in many a trifling case of bankruptcy.

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed It is generally in the instance of small estates that

circulatior.. and with the entire concurrence and hearty thesemiscarriages occur. In the effort to save money ,
support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a large mensure of snc.
and to carry the proceedings through in as economical

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes. a manner as possible, the creditors are apt to aroid

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad seeking the assistance of really qualified persons.

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
This leads us to notice the advantages of the Scotch

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as
system , under which a staff of trained and qualified

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap | accountants is always at hand from whom a proper

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, trustee can be selected. The saving of expense by
Priuters, Law Stationers, Auctioneers,and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .
the adoption of this course would be immense, and

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant it would be, in reality, almost as acceptable to solici

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser : tors as to creditors Many of the occasions on which

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, bę re .
the advice of the solicitor is sought are such as

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon) on Friday .
demand the aid of practical experience rather than of
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what
specanother office of

Oficialcers

deep legal knowledge. The doubts and hesitation of | And then the double passing of accounts is absurd.

the unfortunate trustees are such as would never | At present, the trustee, having passed his accounts

occur to a practised mind, and are such as the most with the Comptroller, goes over them again with the

nervous of tradesmen placed suddenly in a position Official Assignce for the satisfaction of the Court."

of responsibility, would never entertain , if he was If the Court is not satisfied with the approval of the

chosen as a trustee on a second occasion. And a re Comptroller, who is one of its officials, it is not easy

spectable solicitor is placed in a somewhat delicate to see what special virtue can be attached to

position , in such a matter. Hehas either to submit to | the approval of another official, even though he

| bears the time-honoured title of Official Assignee.

or else must deliver a bill of costs made up of trifling Surely the certificate of either of these officers ought

items with the probability of finding himself amark for 1 to be sufficient. Considering the constitution of the

the light artillery of the cheap press, and the columns Lord Chancellor's Committee we would urge upon

of our contemporaries filled with indignant references those of our friends who have practical experience of

to the disgraceful extravagance of thenew Bankruptcy the defects of the Bankruptcy Act, to communicate to

Act. But a skilled accountant would stand in a very us any suggestions for their amendment, not only

different position . He would not only be able to dis . with reference to the points we have mooted

cntangle difficult accounts , but he would make light above, but as to the general working of the Act. The

ofmost of the so -called legal difficulties which prove important point obviously is, how to realise the

so formidable to the inexperienced. The Act presents assets of a debtor to the best advantage, and with

but little real difficulty, and the very slight know . | the least possible delay, and at the same time at the

ledge of law which is required for its administration smallest cost consistent with efficiency. Whether the

vonld soon be learnt by familiarity with its provisions. | amendment sought is to be effected by removal of

Under such circumstances far more reliance might | vexatious restrictions, by the creation of a regular

be placed by both court and creditors ,upon the trustee's practised body of trustees, or by some other method ,

knowledge of his duties. He might be allowed to can be known only by a comparison of experiences.

give notice of his appointment to creditors who had In any case the collection of such a body of skilled

commenced actions, and after such notice no creditor opinion can scarcely fail to bear good fruit.

should be allowed to continue proceedings without

lease of the Court ; while if he was not hampered with The point as to therival receivers noticed lastweek in

vexatious regulations, he would soon be able to lay a | our reports from theManchester County Court is so ob

clear statement of facts before the creditors. He vious, even to a non -legalmind, that it is difficult to

might, also, be armed with decisive powers as to ad . inagine how it ever came to be seriously raised . No

mitting or rejecting proofs ; and further, have | thing is clearer than that the choice and appointment of

power to state a short case for the opinion of the a receiver is in variably in the discretion of the Court.

Court, when any novel or difficult point arises, so as to In the Courts of Equity an order will be made for the

obtain a decision for his guidance in the shortest and appointment of a receiver, on due cause being shown ,

most summary manner, and without swelling the but, unless with the consent of all parties , and even

expenses by legal costs. Indeed , the Court ought at then only after careful discussion, no individual is ac

once , on an application by a trustee, to give an autho - | tually named for the office,but it is referred to the Judge

ritative interpretation of any of its rules. Our in Chambers to select a fitting person . In Bankruptcy

practical correspondentwho signshimself " A Trustee | proceedings the receiver is not, as he frequently

in Bankruptcy," objects also to the vexatiousness of is in the Court of Chancery, a permanent official,

a three-monthly audit of the trustee's accounts, and but is appointed merely to preserve the property

the difficulty he finds in getting a committee to meet and prevent litigation till a trustee is duly cho

with sufficient regularity for the purpose either of sen. If the Registrar of the Manchester County

auditing the accounts or certifying that there have Court had upheld the appointment of Mr. Hard

really been no accounts to audit. His proposition of ing on the ground that he was the nominee of a

having the accounts verified by aflidavit, and then statutory number of the creditors who had proved at

audited by the Comptroller, seems to us thoroughly a certain date , he would have set a very dangerous

sound. The practice of verifying accounts by affidavit precedent. In that case the receiverwould be liable to be

is common in proceedings in the chambers of the removed at every meeting of creditors, as the majority

Chancery Judges , and is found to work well there. | fluctuated with the accession ofnew proofs,and the un
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certainty of his position would completely paralyse his observed, too, that the suspension or witholding of

utility. In any case,however, the Registrar's judgment the order of discharge is in thediscretion of the Court,

was correct. Thegentleman appointed at the filing of the but that the creditors must pass a special resolution

petition , chosen, it is to be presumed, after due evi to call the attention of the Court to the fact that the

dence as to his fitness, ought not to have been capri bankrupt has made default in giving up property, or

ciously removed from his post, at the will of the is to be prosecuted as a fraudulent debtor. In Mr.

majority of the creditors for the time being, and it is Marsh's case this does not seem to have been shown.

easy to see how a collusive arrangement mightbe | To punish a man for reasons apparently dehors the

effected very detrimental to the interests of the bonâ
| Act is possibly another thing, which was never meant

fide creditors. If, on the other hand , Mr. Kidson was by Parliament when they passed the Act.

properly removed , it follows as a matter of course

that as soon as, by further proofs coming in , the

minority who had supported him became a majority,

The two cases on the law of Bills of Sale, reported

they were justified in appealing to the registrar to

| in our present number, require but slight comment.

reinstate him . In the interests of all concerned , we

The first case, re James, proceeds in accordance with

hope that the registrar used his discretion on the first

the doctrine that the date of the act of bankruptcy is

mentioned ground .

the date from which the trustee's rights commence ;

and as Harris and Co. had notice of this act their claim

was clearly bad, except as regards the bills of sale,

The case of Mr. H . D . Marsh, in which Registrar which they had paid , and which were registered before

Keene refused to register a resolution for liquidation

the committalof the act of bankruptcy. Asthe holders

on the ground that the “ Court of Bankruptcy was would have been entitled to enforce their security, the

never intended to be the means of whitewaslıing creditors generally are not damnified by the ordinary

debtors," seems a little at variance with the plain

rules of equity being allowed to prevail,and the brewers

wording of the Act. The 125th section deals with

are allowed to retain the money they had actually paid .

liquidation by arrangement, and the 4th subdivision The second case seems to press heavily upon the

provides that upon a “ special resolution for liquida

money lender, as the “ condition ,” which he omitted

tion , together with the statement of the assets and

to register, though hard upon the debtor, was not of

debts of the debtor, and the name of the trustee

a kind to make the bill of sale illusory. The point

appointed , and of the members , if any, of the com

worthy of notice in this case, is that the omission to

mittee of inspection being presented to the Registrar,

register the slightestmemorandum involves the inva

it shall be his duty to inquire whether such resolution
lidity of a bill of sale as against any trustee or cre

has been passed in manner directed by this section ,

ditor enforcing his legal rights, if the goods are in the

but if satisfied that it has been so passed , and that a

“ apparent possession " of the bankrupt. In this case,

trustee has been appointed , he shall forthwith re

though a man was in possession , he seemsnot to have

gister the resolution .” If therefore, as seems by

interfered in the management of the farm . Themoral

the report was the case , the resolution was re

to be deduced is, that holders of bills of sale should

gularly passed, the Registrar was bound to re.

exercise their rights more in their own interests than

gister the resolution , whatever may have been his
in those of their debtor.

private knowledge of the purposes for which the

Court of Bankruptcy was not meant. The 9th | A report of a case in which a post-nuptial settle

subdivision, too, provides that the discharge of the ment was set aside in consequence of the bankruptcy

debtor shall be granted by the creditors, and they of the settlor, leads us to the consideration of the law

might refuse to grant this , even though the liquidation on this subject as it now stands, a point on which a

proceeded. Moreover, the 48th section of the Act
good deal of misconception exists . Formerly &

provides that an order of discharge shall be granted settlement not made for valuable consideration could

if the creditors think that “ the failure of the
be upset only upon proof that the scttlor was in

bankrupt to pay ten shillings in the pound, has in debted and insolvent at the time he executed the

their opinion arisen from circumstances for which the settlement and the onus lying upon the creditors to

bankrupt cannot justly be held responsible, and desire show this, gave rise to many scandals, The 91st

that an order of discharge should be granted to him ," section now provides that any voluntary settlement

which seems to have been the case here. It may be l made by a trader is absolutely void as against
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creditors, if the settlor becomes bankrupt within two | the ultimate acceptance or rejection of a proof must

years after the date of settlement, and will be void if | depend upon the Court, if the creditorchoose to appeal

the settlor become bankrupt within ten years from to it. The reason for the decision probably rests on

its date, unless he can prove that at the time of the inferior authority of the position of a trustee un .

making the settlement, he was able to pay his dera composition as compared with a liquidation . In the

debts in full without the aid of theproperty comprised one case the whole management of the debtor' s estate

in such settlement, a fact very difficult of proof. It devolves upon him to the exclusion of the debtor

must be observed that these provisions apply only himself, in the other case he has no right to do more

to the case of one of the classes of persons de than obtain and distribute the composition. He is in

fined as traders in the schedule to the Act. In the | fact a mere executive officer of the Bankruptcy Court.

case of a non -trader the old law stands. An ante

nuptial settlement, even in the case of a trader, will

however almost invariablyhold good,althouh the whole
Another so-called “ Accountant” has been paraded

of his property be settled , leaving hinn nearly insol
in the daily papers as the accused on a charge of

vent. Any interest he has reserved for himself will
embezzlement. In this case the prisoner acquired his

nevertheless devolve on the trustee. Such, for in professional knowledge in the service of a firm of

stance, is a first or second life interest in the pro tailors and robemakers, and when they dissolved

perty . Such a settlementmighthowever be set aside,
partnership , he was entrusted with the collection of

as has been done by the Court of Chancery , if the
their debts, and , in consequence, dubbed himself

Court considers that the marriage was a mere ar
“ Accountant.” It is really quite time for the Ac

rangement for the purpose ofdefrauding the creditors.
countants' Societies to take some steps to secure

But since Hardey v. Green , marriage settlements
an acknowledged status for the profession , and to pro.

are almost unimpeachable, and this view has been
tect it against hangers.on of this character.

taken in a very recent decision in Bankruptcy .

THE ENQUIRY INTO THE WORKING OF

An important point to trustees was decided in the THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

case re Bostel, (reported in the present number,)
We printed last week the text of the reply forwarded

which narrows to extreme limits the duties and rights
by the Lord Chancellor to the memorial from the

of a trustee under an arrangement for a composition. Society of Accountants in England, asking his lordship

In case of bankruptcy, or of liquidation, theduty de | to place one or two accountants upon this committee.

volves upon the trustee of accepting or rejecting the This reply was considered at an adjourned meeting of

proof of any creditor. He is governed in these cases the Council of this Society held two or three days ago

by the 720 and 313th rules. On examination of the - a report of which will be found elsewhere . We now

proof, if he considers the evidence of the debt unsatis .
learn that the Manchester Society of Accountants re.

factory , he can peremptorily reject the claim , and no
ceived a communication similar to the oneabove referred

to in answer to their memorial ; and we understand that
dividend is, in this case, payable to such creditor, unless

this society has under consideration the possibility and
within fourteen daysfrom the timeof the rejection ofhis

proof he has appealed to the Courtto vary or reverse the
practicability of placing before the Committee of En.

quiry certain suggestions with the view to the improve.

decision . In the case ofa composition, it isauthoritatively ment of the Act. Webelieve that theLiverpool Society

decided that the duty of a trustee is, to be the mere of Accountants has not thought it necessary to take any

channel for the reception and distribution of the amount action in reference to this matter.

due to each creditor . This construction is fully justi.

fied by the wording of the Act . At first sight the

distinction seems unreasonable . The proceedings are HARD -HEARTED CREDITORS. – At the meeting for the

80 little varied in any of the three ways of arrange
adjourned examination of a Scotch bankrupt, a medical

certificate was read to the effect that he could not at.
mentmentioned in the Act, that the rules for the guid tend cn accountof the state of his health . Some of the

ance ofthe trustee are nearly invariable. In liquidation creditors were unbelieving, and the Sheriff sent a dov .

or bankruptcy, however, it must be noted that all the tor to examine and report upon the bankrupt.

property of the bankrupt vestsat once in the trustee. The Liverpool Town Council have just increased the

In the case of a composition the bankrupt retains
salary of Mr. P . S . Rhind, the Borough Auditor, from

£650 to £750 per annum . Mr. Rhind was appointed in
possession of his property on the condition of paying 1859 at a salary of £300, which was increased in 1860 to

duly the amount he covenants to pay. In any case | £400, in 1863 to £500, and in 1870 to £650.
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BILL OF SALE.

Es PARTE COLLINS, RE LIES. This case raised an

important point as to what constituted a " condition "

which ought to be registered under Section 2 of the Bills

of Sale Act, 1854 . The debtor, John Lees, was a farmer.

On February 11, 1874 , he applied to Collins, who re

sides at Nottingham , for an adiance of £130 ,and executed

a bill of sale of his live stock all other effects to secure

that amount. The money was to be repaid by instalments

of £3 per month , though the bill of sale gave Collins

power to sell at once. Only £38 was ever paid to Lee3,

£30 being retained as a bonus, and £2 for expenses. With

the bill of sale, Lees signed a memorandum , which

stated that the £30 was to be paid to Collins in full, not

withstanding that themoney secured by the bill of sale

might be repaid , or the rights of Collins under the bill of

sale enforced , before the expiration of the time for repay .

mentmentioned in the bill of sale . The bill of sale was

duly registered, but thememorandum was not. On March
6 , Collins put a man in possession , but did not interfero

with Lees' management of his farm . On March 10 , Lecs

filed a petition for liquidation , and on the 11th a receiver

was appointed . On March 13 the man who was put into

possession drove away some cattle, and sold them i Note

tingham . The trustee under the liquidation made an ap

plication to the County Court for an order that Collins

should pay to him the amount he had received for the cattle .

The Chief Judge held that the bill of sale was void , be .

cause the memorandum amounted to a condition , and, as

such , ought to have been registered under section 2 of the

Bills of Sale Act. He considered the trustee right, and

ordered Collins to refund him the amount he had received

for the caitle .

EFFECT OF A BILL OF SALE.

Ex PARTE HARRIS , RE JAMES. - On January 14 , 1874 ,

the debtor , who was a licensed victualler, committed an

act of bankruptcy . On May 23 he executed a bill of

sale of his effects to Harris and Co., brewers (to secure

£193),who, however, had notice of theact ofbankruptcy .

Of tbe £193 the sum of £122 was paid by Harris and

Co. in satisfaction of two properly registered bills of

sale , which had been executed previous to the act of

bankruptcy . These securities were, however, not trans .

ferred or assigned to Harris and Co. The bill of sale of

May 23 was duly registered . On the bankruptcy of

James, the County Court judge, on tho application of
the trustee in the bankruptcy , declared that the bill of

salo was void against such trusteo. On appeal, how .

ever , the Chief Judge held that Harris and Co. were

entitled to have the £122 paid to them in satisfaction of

the prior bills ofsale , before the trustee could claim .

COMPOSITION AND LIQUIDATION .

A case originally decided by Judge Furner in the

Brighton County Court, and finally decided by the Chief
Judge, draws a strong distinction between the powers of

a trustee under composition and under liquidation . A

petition for composition or liquidation was filed by Mr.

D . T . Bostel on the 27th of June, 1874 . The first meet

ing of creditors was held on July 15, and resolutions

were then passed in favour of accepting a composition .

Atan adjourned meeting of creditors, a creditor who had

opposed the composition , presented a proof for £488 .

The trusteo rejected this proof, and gave notice of bis

rejection to the creditor, according to rule 313, at the
sametime asking him to comein and prove his debt be .

fore the Court in the usual way . The creditor declined

to do this, and moved before the County Court for a

declaration that the trustee being merely , according to

rule 279, a " trustee for receipt and distribution of the

composition ," had no power to reject the proof. The

Judge held that a trustee had power to reject proofs
under composition as well as under liquidation ; but on

appeal to the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy, Sir J . Bacon ,

held tha : there was a distinction between a trustee in

liquidation and in composition with regard to the powers

to reject proofs, that the trustee had no right peremp.

torily to reject the proof, and that the proper course

would be to refer thematter back to the County Court

to ascertain the amount of the debt due at the time of

the composition , the trustee to pay to the creditor the

composition on such amount when so ascertained .

THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN
ENGLAND.

The adjourned monthly meeting of the Council of
this Society was held at the offices , 2 , Cowper's -court,
Cornbill, on Wednesday evening last ; present, Messrs ,

Jno. Bath (Vice - President), in the chair ; E . N . Harper,

G . E . Ladbury, J . H . Tilly , F . Nicholls, Joseph An .

drews, and E . T . Peirson (Coventry).
The chief business before the meeting was the reply

of the Lord Chancellor to the memorial of the Societ ;

urging “ the expediency of placing one or more accoun .

tants experienced in the practice of bankruptcy , liqui.

dation , and composition matters" upon the committee

appointed to consider the working of the Bankruptcy

Act, 1869. As stated in our previous issue, the reply of

Lord Cairns was to the effect that the committee ,having

now been engaged for “ more than a month , " his lord .

ship “ presumed ” that their labours were “ now ap .

proaching their conclusion ," and therefore did not con .

sider it advisable " to makeany addition to, or alteration

in , the composition of the committee."

This reply was now discussed by the Council, various
suggestions being made ; and it was ultimately resolred ,

upon the motion of Mr. E N . Harper , seconded by Mr.

G . E . Ladbury , that a Committee be appointed to con

sider whether any, and if so , what reply should be for

warded to the communication of the Lord Chancellor,

the Committee to report the result of its deliberations

to a specialmeeting of the Council on the 14th inst.

An order was afterwards made for the purchase of

certain books to go towards the formation of a library

for the use ofmembers of the Society .

The following gentlemen were admitted as Asso .

ciates of the Society : - William King , Prideaux Chain .

bers, Sheffield ; Geo. Henry Carter, 1, Queen -street,

Cheapside ; and James Heys Atherton , 4 , Union -build .

ings, Liverpool.

AMERICAN FAILURES. - The following failures are just
reported from America : - Messrs Thornton and Sunith, owners

ofthe Wamsutta Mills, Philadelphia, with liabilities of £20,000 .

It is thought they will be granted an extension . Messrs Rice,
Goodwin , Walker, and Co., dealers in silk goods, 476 Broadway ;
liabilities estimated about £60,000. Messrs Minzesheimer,
Lindheim , and Co., in the millinery trado,534, Broadway, close

on £20,000. Messrs Stimson , Marguand, and Co., jobbers of

woollens, & c., had also beon announced .

A petition to wind up the Lion Assurance Company,

Limited, is to be heard on the 15th inst.
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Correspondence.AUDITORS.

No. 1. - AUDITING.

One of themostimportantrequirementsin an Accoun

tant is the capability of fulfilling faithfully and with

satisfaction to his clients and himself, the manifold

duties which he undertakes in accepting a position of

the above nature. To look over, in a hurried and cur

sory manner, the accounts rendered for inspection, was

at one period frequently the mode of conducting an

audit, but this fashion of auditing has proved to be

entirely insufficient. Errors and discrepancies, unavoid

ably passed unnoticed , in the course of a short and

superficial investigation , were subsequently exposed in

the settlement of business transactions ; consequently

professionalmen have found it absolutely necessary to

alter in its entirety the system of auditing, and to

adopt a more perfect method of determining the accu

racy of the various accounts placed in their hands for

verification . It would be out of place, in these columns,

to refer particularly to the enormous frauds that have

remained for great lengths of time undiscovered, owing

rather to the laxity or ineffacacy of the system of

Audit, than to the wantof efficiency or fidelity in the

Auditors ; but that many such milpractices have been

unwittingly favoured by the former cause cannot be

disputed . For many years a fraud may have been

creeping gradually along in the security afforded by

the want of thorough examination ; when the stringent

exercise of their duty by those employed to detect

irregularities and discrepancies, would have checked

it in its infancy. There are many systems now in use ,

one, the most general, being to follow and check the

various items, which culminate in the details forming

the Balance Sheet, or whatever Statement requires

authentication ; another and more laboriousmode is to

analyze the whole of the transactions in abstracts spe

cially prepared for the purpose, something in theman

per adopted in compiling a statistical return . Some

Auditors however, are satisfied with simply checking

the totals here and there of the Cash and other books,

ascertaining that the statement rendered,agrees with

the Ledgers, and that the result tallies with precedents.

There exist many more ways of auditing , some more

or less complicated, but the three quoted will serve to

illustrate the work of an Auditor, who, notwithstand

ing the smallness of his fee, is expected to verify

accounts which, perhaps on a thorough investigation

would be found teeming with errors and inaccuracies.

In a subsequent article I propose to refer in detail to

the duties of auditors, and in a third 'contribution to

their responsibilities.

TEE GRIEVANCES OF TRUSTEES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

Sir , — With reference to the Bankruptcy Act of 1869,

permit me to reply to the grievances complained of by

" an unhappy trustce ” in your paper of the 2d inst.

Your correspondent refers to tbe complaints made of

the “ extravagant charges" ofaccountants when acting

as professional trustees on the one band , and of the

“ absurd routine” which impedes tho speedy realization

of estates on the other . T'ho former is presumably a
creditor's grievance, while the latter is a trustee's com .

plaint, and apparently put forward as a reason for, and

the cause of, the former. “ An unhappy trustee " then

proceeds rather illogically to attribute both complaints

to the " inefficiency of the office of comptroller in bank .

ruptcy. “ Inefficient " means producing no effects, yet

the office in question is charged with being the cause of

the ill effects coniplained of. Further, your correspon .
dent states that the office must be greatly improved or

replaced by a more satisfactory court of administration

ere the existing grievances can be removed . In what

respect the office of the Comptroller, as at present con

stituted , is a “ court of administration ," or what sug .

gestions " an unhappy trustee ” makes for improving
that office, I entirely fail to gather from his letter. What

has the question of “ extravagant charges " to do with

the Comptroller in bankruptcy ? Your correspondent

is , or ought to be , aware that the remuneration of a

trustee is determined by the creditors themselves,

and all the Comptroller has to do with the mat.
ter is to see that what tho trustee charges in his

accounts has been properly voted by the creditors.

Perhaps your correspondent, howerer, means that “ ex .

travagant charges " would be lessoned, and the good

effects of the office of Coinptroller increased by giving

that officer power to cut down such charges. Again ,

how does the office cf Comptroller “ impede the realizik.

tion of cstates? " The realization ofthe estate is entirely

in the hands of the trusteo, subject to the directions of
the creditors and the committee of inspection . The

trustee has simply , so far as the Comptroller is con .

cerned , to make periodicalretirns showing what hehos

realized , and how the proceeds have been disbursed.

With regard to delinquentaccountants being reported to

the Court and ordered to pay costs personally for neg
lecting to make the prescribed returns to the Comp

troller, my experience is that if a srustee gets reported
it is his own fai.lt . The trustce's attention is called to

the fact of his returns being due by cironlars from the

Comptroller, and if he has any good reason for failing

to furnish such accounts, such as the neglect of tho

committee of inspection to attend the audit moetings,

tbe Comptroller is not so unreasonable as to report the

trustee, for wbat he cannot belp . On the contrary, I

bave found the Comptroller always ready to assist

trustees in this respect by calling upon defaulting com

mittees to attend to the performance of their duties. If

a trustee having a reasonable excuse for notmaking his

returns, fails to acquaint the Comptroller therewith , he

must not be surprised if he finds himsolf reported to

the Court. Your correspondent “ H . B . " takes a more

correct view of the office and duties of the Comp.

troller , and it seems to me be hits the grievance
which we at present feel from the action of the

Comptroller's department. The periodioal returns are
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peremptorily required , whether there be any estato in pursuance of section 47 would effect a desirable im .
or not. " 'The Act requires it, the Comptroller will provement in the present procedure. Trusting these
have it, and it must be done." But it is absurd to blame remarks may come under the notice of the Councils of
the Comptrollor for insisting on trustees doing what the the Accountants' Societies, and result in a memorial to
Act and rules require them to do. The fault, then, is the Lord Chancellor's Bankruptcy Committey , I remain ,

in the Act of Parliament and rules or courts, and doos ! yours truly, A TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

not lie with the officer who performshis duty by insiste i London , 4th January, 1875.
ing upon the requirements of the statute being obeyed . I
If these requirements are unnecessary - and I think | THE INQUIRY INTO THE BANKRUPTCY ACT

someof thein are - the true remedy is to get rid ofthem , ! OF 1869.

and now is the time to do so . A bankruptcy committee TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

is now sitting , and although, as I regret to see from , Sir , - I shall be glad if you will allow me to make a
your journal, the Lord Chancellor bas declined to allowOW | few remarks upon the constitution of the committee ap .for

our profession to be represented on it, still it is open for pointed by the Lord Chancellor to inquire into the
us, I should imagine, to memorialize the committee working of thu Bankruptcy Act of 1869 . Exception ap
itself. Any suggestions coming from the councils of pears to have been taken to themembers of that com .

the societies would no doubt meet with that attention mittee, or someof them ; but in myopinion the fault lies

and consideration at the hands of the committee which
in the fact of the committee not being sufficiently com .

their importance may demand . In the first place , some prehensive . I think it would have been more satisfac .
more discretionary power should be vested in the Comp. tory if professional accountants had been represented on
troller to waive the requirements of the rules where he the committee by one or two eminent accountants prac
thinks propor. It is , in my opinion , quite unnecessary tising in bankruptcy. One or two commercial gentle.
to have an audit of a trustee's accounts every three men interested in the subject of the bankruptcy law
months till the close of the bankruptcy. An audit overy mightalso have been advantageously added to the com .
four months during the first year of the bankruptcy, mittee. It is,however, quite evident, from the tone ofthe

and every six months afterwards, would answer all pur Lord Chancellor's reply to the memorial of theAccount.
poses. Then , as to the manner of audit, I think some ants' Association thatthe committee will notbe enlarged .
altoration should bemade. I have had some experience As already announced , it is composed of Mr. J . R .
of the diffi. ulty of getting committees to meet every Brougham , Mr. Rupert Kettle, Mr. Mansfield Parkyns,
three months to audit the accounts or sign certificates Mr. H .Nicol,and Mr.Hackwood. The first-nained gentle.
of no receipts or payments. Why could not the ac man is one of the Registrars of the London Bankruptcy
counts be verified by affidavit, and audited either by the Court, and will no doubt ably represent the official ele
Court or the Comptroller ? The latter would be pre ment on the committee . Mr. Rupert Kettle is a well
ferable, as no fee should be charged for auditing the known County Court Judge, and one of the Standing
accounts . The “ periodical worry ” we at present expe .

Committee for framing rules and orders for County
rience would then disappear. I do not propose that Courts. He has also had the advantage of having been
committees of inspection should be got rid of altogether. consulted by the Associated Chambers of Commerce
That would be very undesirable, as they have at pre. with reference to the amendments in the Bankruptcy
sent other important duties to perform besides that Act and rules proposed by the Chambers. Mr. Parkins,
of auditing the trustees' account. I have in who is the Comptroller in Bankruptcy , may bo looked
many cases received valuable assistance from com upon as the connecting link between the old and new
mittees with regard to tko manner of realizing the systomsofbankruptoy administration . He was formerly ,
effects of bankrupt traders - such assistance as could not but is not now , as erroneously stated in your leading
possibly have been rendered by the Court in the absence article of the 2d inst., an official assignee of the Lon .
of a committee. I see no reason why a single creditor don Court. His experience under the present act
should not be eligible to act as the committee, when the

may be judged of by the annual reports which
creditors desire it. At present the Courts generally

he has made to the Lord Chancellor, and which
insist upon the committee being composed of at least two

exhibit no inconsiderable acquaintance with the work
members. If these alterations are adopted , the griev .

ing of the Act. Mr. Nicol is the superintendent
ances of trustees, in the audit of their accounts, would

of the County Courts, and also holds, I believe, a
disappear, and there would be no grounds whatever for

distinct appointment as “ bankruptcy adviser to tho
laying the blame of “ excessive charges' to “ absurd

Great Seal.” It is only natural, therefore, that ou
routine.” On one other point I would suggest the

societies should recommend an alteration — that is with
any question affecting theamendment of thebankruptcy
law , ibe Lord Chancellor should refer to him . In fact,

regard to the close of a bankruptcy. There is, I consi. the other gentlemen on the committee may be looked
der, especially in the London Court, an unnecessary

amount of routine required to be gone through by a
upon as aiding Mr. Nicol in coming to some definito

conclusions as to what amendments may be desirablo.
trusteo before he can obtain a closing order. In cases

Mr. Hackwood is well known as one of the principal
where there are no assets, this bears heavily on trustees,

London solicitors, practising in bankruptcy , and ono
and where there are assets the credi' ors have to bear

who is practically acquainted , not only with the opera
unnecessary expense. It seems very absurd that, after

having passed his accounts with the Comptroller, &
tion of the 1869 Act , but also with that cf former Acts.
So that, altogether, I can see no objection to the consti.

trustee should be compelled to go over the sameground

again with the official assignee for tho “ satisfaction of
tution of the committee, so far as it goes, the only fault,

the Court.”
as before stated , appears to me to be that it does not go

A certificate from the Comptroller to that

effect ought to be quite sufficient to satisfy the Court of
far enough ; but, such as it is, the accountants should

the desirability of closing a bankruptcy, and a rulemade
make the best of it, and lay before it any difficulties
they at present experience in the performance of their
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duties as professional trustees with a view to their re . Theyappointchartered accountants, who have passed a thorough

moval. -- Yours truly , A . A . examination in Bankruptcy Law , as trustees, and the Act thoro

London , 5th January , 1875 . is found to work well. Where the shoo really pinches, is in the
preliminary costs incurred prior to the first general meeting,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.
the expensivo process of calling tho creditors together, and
obtaining injuuctions.

SIR , - I sce by your last number that the Lord Chan
The costs of calling tho first meeting are

enormous, and could be done for one- fifth of the present charges.
cellor has informed the Society of Accountants in England Thoy make a large hole in the assots bofore the creditors have

that the Committee of Enquiry into the working of the a chanco of arriving at any decision. When a debtor files

Bankruptcy Act , 1869, " was appointed as far back an a petition for liquidation, nearly overy form is printed, or can

August last, and has been now engaged for more than a bo printed at a very small cost ; one shilling per notico

month in prosecuting its inquiries, which it may , there would pay well ; 2s. Cd . for each affidavit and the stamp duty.

fore, be presumed are now approaching their conclusion .” A meeting therefore of say 100 creditors could be called for a

What are we to understand by this ? Has our Judicial littlo over £10 . The costs now , on tho lower scalo, amount to

nearly £40 , even where no receiver is required. Let there bo
an approved list of receivers and trustees on the roll of the

back as August last," hasactually been engaged for “ more
Court, and let the debtor or the creditors select any of these inthan a month ; " and moreover these five gentlemen , seeking ,
their turn to take possession , investigate , & c . Let a form of

it would seem to rival that nasty job of Hercules in
notico, to bo approved , be served upon any creditors to be re

the Augean stables, are getting towards the end of strained, the receiver being responsible, in caso ho makes an

an enquiry into the working of the last Bankruptcy Act improper injunction , either personally or out of the estates as
in " a little month ,” as Hamlet says : “ Oh most wicked the Court may determino. The creditors at the first mooting

haste.” Appointed since last August, and working cannot then have any but a professional trustee, but the costs

" more than a month " (extreme diligence , or taking can romain as now a matter of contract between the creditors

things easy , as you please , Mr. Editor ) ; and the Lord and the trustee. The chances are that tho receiver, a public

Chancellor presumes that their labours are approaching
accountant, would carry the whole mattor through, and there

conclusion. Well, either Lord Cairns is guilty of great
would be no doubt about his being an independent person, not

pominated by the debtor or his friends, an objection often set
presumption , or the phrase " approaching their conclu .

up under the present system . Let it also be made a standing
sion ” inust be taken to mean something like that order that every trader must keep proper booksand accounts of

“ Christmas,” which is no doubt “ coming " for good his trading, and unless he does keep proper records, and is in

little boys, even at this early period of the year. solvent, or obtains goods within four months from his bank
Yours truly , Q . E . D . ruptcy, ho shall be deemed guilty of fraud . Let the onus of

proof bo upon the debtor to show ho was solvont, and not upon

“ BANKRUPTCY ABUSES.” the croditor. If there bo oxtonuating circumstances, the debtor

A correspondent of the City Observer , who signs him .
will have the benefit of them , and let the Bankruptcy judgo sen

self “ Matter of fact," comments upon the correspon .
tence for the fraud without having to go to any other tribunal.

dence which has recently appeared in the Standard , re.
Let thoro bo a more summary modo oi disclaiming cases and

onerous contracts, also of getting in the book debts due to tho
lating to the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. “ Matter of Fact " .

estatos by a form of notice that must be answered on affidavit

tells us that he has had “ a very largo experience " un . by the person who is indebted to tho estate of the insolvent, or

der this Act, and some of his comments and suggestions

are certainly worth reprinting for the consideration of under Section 2 of tho County Court Act. All this will lead to

accountants. He writes: cut down the expenses by a saving of labour and red tapeism ,

" It ever was, and will be always tho caso , that trifling assets and the trustees will be able to windup ostatos with much groater

are absorbod in costs, thoro boing precisely tho samo routino to expedition . I will not say much about the provincial trustees

go through as in larger estates ; and it would be by no means many of them calling themselves accountants. But there is now

always fair to estimato the value of professional work by the an Instituto and a Society of Accountants , the respectability of

amount of the real assets, which are often most deceiving on any one of whose members can be easily ascortained ; and if

paper. I know , froin large esperience, ofmany instanceswhere creditors will give their proofs and prosies to Tom , Dick or

the creditors havo subscribed to pay tho professional charges, Harry, it is their fault if tha estates get badly handled . I do

there being insufficientass .ts in the estate, and prosocuted the not say much about the circulars asking for proxies, provided

debtor. I hopo I shall not be accused of being more or loss in there are nomisstatements . Itlets thecreditors know who is in the

terested ’ if I venture a few remarks on solicitors' charges, and field , and oíton brings about a bonolicial combination by which

the way to reduce them . Your correspondent G . J. G , statos larger dividends are obtained, and provents the debtor and his

that out of an estate of £125, he had to pay law costs, £69, and friends from carrying their own resolution. A single-handed

that he had no control over tho taxation. Probably, the solicitor creditor, unless his debt happens to bo one-fourth of the whole

had a great deal of work to keep G . J. G ., straight. Hecortainly of the liabilities, may have no control over the proceedings. But

shows a lamentablo want of knowledge of the Bankruptcy Act evils hore , as in everything else, will loom in the distance, and

in respect of law costs, at any rate. In tho first place, the solici they must bo guarded against and aroided as much as possiblo .

tor was bound to give tho trustee notice of taxation if requirol, That the Act doos want rovising there is no doubt, but all will

and if he did not do this , buttaxed behind tho trusteo's back , tho admit it is the best Act wohave had for many years, if worked

trustee could have obtained , by paying for it, an office copy of by the creditors properly, as was intended . Creditors have ever

the Bill ; and if tho work cbargod for had not beon dono, he beon clamorous for reform . No one was ever satisfied with the

could have made an application to roviow the taxation in the Insolvoncy Laws and never will be. But if thoy want the legis

usual way. The loss the trustoo knows of his business the lature to provido an official staff at tho exponso of tho country to

more lo inust go to the law yer,and I think it will be found that look after their bad dubt departments so that they may porsocuto

fit and proper persons as professional trustees are the cheapost and torture many roally unfortunato debtors within au inch of

in the end.' Creditors really know littlo of the hoavy rosponsi their lives and then for a very small por contago wind up their

bilities that rost upon a trustou who, though only tho bailleo of a ostatos, all I can say is . don 't they wish they may got it.' ”

trifling estato of £100 , may havo ap action broughtagainst hiin

for hundreds of pounds, for which ho is personally liablo outside | There are 167 original applications to be admitted as

the estate , if he for want of knowledgo,or by any other accidont, attorneys in the ensuing term , in addition to a number of renewed

makes a mistake. In Scotland thoy manage those thingsbetter . I notices,
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EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . A SCOTCH BANKRUPTUY EXAMINATION .

The correspondence in last Thursday's Times included
We extract the following report of an examination in

the following lament :
bankruptcy from the columns ofthe Glasgow Daily Mail.

“ Sir, - All • European policyholders ' ought to bo grateful to
It possesses rather a novel freshness for English readers

you for the lotter you inserted from one of their number in tho
unacquainted with the phraseology ofScotch law reports.

Times of yesterday. Your correspondentspeaks of “ a miserable
The scene is the Sheriff Court,Glasgow , the subject, the

dividend of only 2s. in the pound after an interval ofnearly four
sequestration of Bowers, Aitken , and Co :

years of anxiety aud suffering. What, then , is to be said of the
Compoared Wm. R . Dick , commission merchant, Glasgow ,

case of those who, liko myself, have had no dividend at all, but,
who doponed — I have had transactions with the firm of Bowers,

on the contrary, have had largosimsofmonoy taken from them
Aitken , and Co. These transactions consisted of discounting

by the liquidators ? You kindly admitted into the Times last
bills and lending money on I 0 U 's. I began by charging bank

October a letter ofmine which led to a long correspondence, the
interest on tho bills discounted , latterly at 5 per cent commis

good effected by which in drawing atteation to the present con
sien . Interrogated : Did you in ' any of yonr transactions with

dition of life insuranco officos has beon incalculable. Your ad
the firm deduct from the proceedsof tho discounted bills a sum

vocacy of the causo of us downtroddon policyholders oven put a
amounting to 25 per cont ? Depones : I charged 5 per cent in

littlo vitality into the dry bones of the European Arbitration ,
terost and 5 por cont commission . Question repeated . De

and stirrod up the liquidators to a consciousness that, possibly ,
pones : I may have done so, but it arose in the following way :

there was room for a little moro activity in their operations.
I explain now thatthe above statement is incorrect, and that I

On the 6th of November I actually received a letter from Messrs
nover charged moro than 5 per cent interest an: 5 per cent

S . Price and J . Young, official liquidators,' informing me that,
commission . Thus, for eximple , supposing thoy came to me

under the docision in · Cuff's case ,' I was entitled to a refund
with £100 bill at four months, I would charge them £5 of com

of the last premium paid by me to tho European . I was, how
mission and £1 16s 8d of interest, and would thus deduct

evor, recommended to wait before I applied for payment till the
£6 16s 8d from the £100. I am not aware that I ever charged

Arbitrator had decided whether the shareholders in the British
moro than 5 per cent commission besidos the usual rate of inte .

Nation (on which I had a prior claim ) were liable as contribu
rest, but I am aware of charging less . On 4th October, 1873, I

tories. Meanwhile numerous letters from fellow - sufferers,
obtained from Mr Bowers an assigpation ofhis life policy for £300 .

scattored throughout the country, poured in , thanking me for
Interrogated : Whatwere tho good and onerous causes and con .

having written to the Times, and exuberant with expressions of
siderations for which the assignation was granted ? Depones :

gratitude to the Times for having taken up their cause . Theso I got it as security to be held by me till such time as I got clear

rustics' were simple enough to suppose that tho fathomloss
from Bowers, Aitken , and Co., and till every obligation of theirs

stream of Arbitration was about to roll by, and so onable them
to me was cleared off. I refer to obligations both prior and

to walk across to an Elysium on the opposite shore, where
subsequent to the date of the sequestration. I do not remember

radiant liquidators would recoive them with open armsand pre
if that was explained to Mr. Bowers at the time, because it was

sent them with cheques for the full amount of their claims. I
giren gratuitously, and ho at the same time offered me another

was myself simple enough to fall into the trap of waiting, as
bill for £500 which I reiused. The obligations for which the

recommended by Messrs. S . Price and J . Young, for another de
assignation was granted have not being implemented . I have

cision of the Arbitrator. I forgot that official liquidators are
soveral of their unpaid bills. Interrogated : Wore there two bills

generally disciples of a school of chronology in which days and
drawn by Thomas Forgie or J .and T . Forgie on Bowers, Aitken ,

weeks are merely figurativo expressions for indefinite aons of
and Co., one for £55 , and due 6th Oct., and another for £25 , duo

time, and that to wait for a fe rv weeks mightmean to sit down 4th Oct., endorsed in your favour by Mr. or Messrs. Forgio ?

patiently while the Herculean task ofattempting to unravel knot
(Question objected to , and objection repelled .) Daponos : Yes,

after knot of conflicting claims, hopelessly entangled , was
I believo so. Compoarod John Bowers, one of tho bankrupts,

bringing down another Arbitrator with sorrow to the grave. In
who deponod that it was nevor meant or explainod that th3

short, three years have gone by, two Arbitrators havo passed assignation of his lifo policy should cover futuro as well as past

away, and I am still in the attitude of Rusticus expectans. Arbi- ! obligations. After making som further explanations with

tration has as yot done nothing whatovor for me, or for thousands rogard to tivo other bills, th3 statutory oth was administered to
of others who are less able to afford delay than I am . Arbitra both bankrupts.

tors may come, and Arbitrators may go, but the stream of
Arbitration — and that, too, without liquidation - seems likely
to flow on for over." BANKRUPTCY OF AN INSURANCE MANAGER . - - At the

The same correspondent writog subsequently to say that he Birkenhead County Court on Tuesday, the Judge was occupied
has received a communication from Mossrs Prico and Young, for some timewith the bankruptcy caso of Edward Galo, who
onclosing two printed forms for my signature, with the view to was some time ago a manager of the London and Lancashiro

the refunding ofmy last premium and the payment of 2s. in tho Insurance Company. His alleged defalcations woro £1, 700 ,
pound dividend on the value ofmy policy . Tho policy, how and ho abscondod from thonco on his defalcations becoming

over, is estimaied at only a little more than half tho actual sum known. Warrants wero issued for his approlension ; and on
paid bymo in premiums for 26 years." the 21st of Novembor Mr. J. P . Harris presented a petition , at

Mr. F . S . Reilly , tho assessor to this arbitration , has had an
interview with the Lord Chancellor respecting the uniortunato under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. Tho potition was notified in
condition of tho matter, and the manifold difficulties which tho tho London Gazette and the local papers, and a receiver was

unfinished decisions of Lord Romilly, roversing those of Lord coincidently appointed. On the 12th December last another
Westbury, have brought about, Lord Romilly's death having petition , at the suit of David Forbes and John Wilson Paton ,

supervened just at tho critical moment when so many cases of surgeons, of Rock Forry, was filed by Mossrs. Kenion and
vital interest to the share and policy holders awaited determi Tyrer. The act of bankruptcy allogod in the first petition was

nation . The object of Mr. Reilly's interview with Lord Cairns that he had departed the kingdom . There had been so veral ad

was to obtain his lordship 's sanction to the appointment of an journments of both petitions, some difficulty having arisen ia
arbitrator ad interim , and it is expected that this will be forth proving tho trading according to tho form required by the Act.

with done. It is stated that owing to tho complicated state of At this sitting, on the request of Mr. Harris and Mr. Kenion, thio

mattors, no ox-Lord Chancellor can be at present prevailed second petition was heard , and evidence offered of the debtor

upon to accopt the post until the difficulties have been removed having absconded from the country . Adjudication followed .

by means of an Act of Parliament. It was generally believed | Mr. Moore, who represented an execution creditor, wished to be

that Lord Solbourne would consent to act as arbitrator, but his | hoard, but his Honour ruled that he had no locus standi. The

lordship's detorinination on the matter is not yet known. mooting of creditors was fixed for the 22d instant.
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A PROVINCIAL CRITIC ON THE BANKRUPTCY |

LAWS.

The following brilliant specimen of Quixotic, slap.
dash criticism (cut from a provincialdaily ) will interest

the members of “ a most lucrative profession " therein

mentioned . We are almost tempted to regret that the

writer has not imitated theworld and given us details of

these startling cases. This is the way the Don charges

the windmills :

“ Wehave had five Bankruptcy Acts, and are to have a sisth ,

making one for bankrupts on every day of the wook . The first

was in 1821, the second in 1825, tho third in 1819, tho fourth

(Lord Westbary' s ) in 1861, and the fifth ( Sir Robert Collior's )

in 1869. They have given rise to such a mass of litigation and
exponse that thero is no chance of our making thoi fairly

workable , and rather than amend the prosent Act, it is found

easier to bring in a now one, of which we presume Sir Richard

Baggalley will have charge. Hore are a few spocimons of pro

ceedings under the present law . In one caso the estato of a

debtor was supposed to yield 7s, 6d. in the pound only ; one of

the creditors, disbelieving this statement, was advised to offor

10s., and take the estato himself. The solicitor offered him a

bribe, which he refused, and the result was that tbe estate paid

153. instead of 7s. 60. A wholesale manufacturer compounded

for a few shillings in the pound , and immediately bought landed

property to the value of £10,000. A firm of accountants (a most
lucrative profession ) were appointed liquidators of a company

holding a largo estate ; after a good pull out of it they sold it

for £1,000 to nominal purchasers, then the solicitor got up a

company, and £120,000 was obtained for the property. In

many cases it is notorious that first -class houses will lot debtors

who have just compounded for a small sum , bave goods to go on

again with , believing that they have money at their back ,

throagh the smallness of the composition paid ; whilst the un

fortanate but honest trader who has givon up every pennyworth

he possessed is distrusted as being troubled with a conscience.

Certainly a law which suffers such things to be requires amond

ing very much indeed."

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
January 2 .

( Before M : . Registrar BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE THORN AND LAWRENCE. -- Messrs Honry Friend Thomas

Thoro, and Charles Delanoy Lawrence, army agents, of 443,

Strand, have filed a petition for liquidation, with debts returned
at £1,816 , and assets £1,600 .-- Mr Harcourt applied that Mr

William Brooks, accountant, of 11, Old Jewry -chambers, should

be appointed receiver of the estato . It appeared that tho
debtor was being suelby creditors, and that his assets consisted
partly vf bills of exchango falling due, and in respect of which
the dobtor boliovod that sundry sums of money would be paid
bofore the first general meoting of creditors. -- His Honour
granted the application, an interim injunction being also al
lowod to restrain proceedings by some of the creditors.

January 5 .

( Before Mr Registrar KEENE.)
IN RE H . D . MARSH . - Tho debtor, formerly an officer in the

Army, is described as late ofHertfordshire House, Coloshill, near

Amorsham , also of theGrand Hotel, Scarborough, and now of
Gloucester -street, Pimlico, farmer. His debts are returned at

£7,036, of which £4,305 are unsecured, with assets £20 15s.

only. It appeared that at the first meeting of creditors a com

position was proposed, but at the second meeting a resolution

in favour of liquidation was passed and a trusteo appointed ,

leave being reserved to sell the equity of redemption of the
debtor's farm for £150 . Mr.Gammon now applied that the
second resolution should be registered, but a difficulty arose as
to tho figures, there being assets of £20 only to moot unsecured

debts of over £4,000 , besides the cost of the proceedings. In

answer to Mr. Registrar Keeno, Mr.Gammon stated that tho

debtor valued the equity of redemption at £20 only, but some

of the croditors considered it to be worth £150. The creditors
were aware of the position of tho dobtor's affairs, and thoy

desired to gire him his dischargo. Mr. Registrar Keone said
that under tho circumstances he could not assist the debtor. It

was never intended by the Act of Parliament that the Court of

Bankruptcy should be the means of whitewashing debtors.

The Act of 1869 was passed in order to put an end to the prac
tice, and he declined to register the resolution in the present

case. Application refused .

January 6 ,

(Before the Ilon . W . C . SPRING Rice, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE SKINNER . — This was an application for an order upon

the Sorjeant at Maco of the City of London to withdraw from

possession of the goods of a debtor who had presonted a potition

for liquidation. Mr Brough appeared in support of tho applica
tion ; Mr Stopher for the execution creditor. The petition was

presented by the debtor ( a trader ) on the 22d of December, and

on the same day a receiver wasappointed , who entered into pos

Bossion of the property. At that time an action was pending

agtinst the debtor in the Lord Mayor's Court at the suit of Mr

Hull, who claimed to be a creditor for the amount of certain

goods sold, but, the debt being disputed , the name of Mr Hull

was not included in the list of creditors filed at the registration

office. A few days aftor the presentation of the petition Mr Hull
recovered a judgment in the Lord Mayor's Court against the
debtor, who then , for the first timo, caused notice to be given to

Hull of the first meeting of creditors. On the 4th inst. the Ser

jeantatMace of the City of London leviod an execution upon the
debtor's goods at the suit of the judgment creditor, and it ap
peared that the receiver had required him to withdraw , but ho

declined to do so. In support of the application it wascontended

that the judgment creditor had no power to proceed to oxecu

tion after notice of an act of bankruptcy ; but, on the other side,

it was argued tbat tho debtor having chosen to exclude him from

the list of creditors, tho proceedings were not binding upon him .
His Honour said the duty of the debtor was to have inserted the

debt in the list as “ disputed .” Asthe matter stood the creditor

had been allowed to incur additional costs by proceeding in his

action . At the sametime he had no right to retain possession
of the debtor's property , and an order would be made that ho

withdraw , but upon the terms that the creditor received out of

CHARGE AGAINST AN “ ACCOUNTANT." - At the Cam
bridge Borough Sessions on Thursday, before Mr Bulwer, Q .C .,

Recorder, James Hall, described as an " accountant,” surron

dered to his bail to answer a charge of having embezzled two

suuns of monoy received by him from foriner mombers of the

University for, and on behalf of Messrs Milligan and Johnson ,

tailors and robemakers. Upon this firm dissolving partnership,

Hall, who had previously been their clerk, but who then set up

as an accountant, was entrusted to get in certain outstanding

debt Having a difficulty with some of the debtors, he, with
the consent of the prosecutors, employed a solicitor, who ob

tained the sumsmentioned from gentlemon named Wood and

Bindley. These moneys were handed over to Hall, and the pro

secutor ( Johnson ) alleged that he never received them . A legal
point was raised as to whether Hall was a clerk or servantwith

in the meaning of the act constituting the crimo of embezzle

ment ; but the learned Recorder said that he should decide, for
the purposes of this indictment, that there was a caso to go to

the jury, and allow the prisoner a case for the Court of Criminal

Appeal, if necessary. The jury, after a long deliberation, found
the prisoner guilty, but recommended him to mercy, on account
of his previous good character ; and he was bouud over in bonds

of £100 to come up for judgmentat the next sessions, by which
time the legal point will havo beeu decided.

FAILURES IN PARIS . — The number of failures in Paris

during the year 1874 was 2 ,044, or a diminution of 84 on 1873.
As usual the wineshop -keepers furnish the largest contingent

numbering 287 ; next in order como the merchants and whole
sale houses, of 143, and they are followod by hotel and lodgiog
house keepors, 121 ; cafés, 60 ; builders, 57 ; commission agents,
49 ; grocors, 46 ; upholsterers, 23 ; linendrapers, 19, & c. Six
directors of thoatros ormusic -halls also failed .
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the estate the amount of costs incurred subsequently to the date | missing cash -books— that for 1867, showing cheques from the
when notice should have been given to him of the filing of the father for the building society 's instalment,and the cheques wero
petition , together with the costs of the prosent application . also produced . After observing upon the debtor's affairs that

January 7 . ho owed £35,000, and the assets were about £5,000, he must

( Before the Hon . W . C. SPRING Rice.) docide that the property in question be declared part of the

IN RE EMILE ViesER. – At a firstmeeting under an adjudica
ostato, and against the claim of the son to be a large creditor

tion obtained against the bankrupt, described as a merchant, on the estato in respect of property sold . He would make the
late of Aldermanbury Postern, and Darenant- road, Upper Hol requisito order.
loway, proofs of dobtworo admitted, and Mr. Nassy, accountant,
24 , Gresham -stroot, was appointed trustoo, to act with a com CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
mitteo of inspoction . The bankrupt, who has abscondod , was The following are amongst the creditors' meetings
adjudicated upon tho petition of Mr J. G . Mare, of 7 , Savago which have been held during the past few days :
gardons. Mr. J . R . Bailoy appeared for tho potitioning creditor. WADE BROTHERS. - A preliminary meeting of the creditors of
No statoment of affairs has yet boon producod , but tho liabilitios

Mossrs Wado Brothers, contractors, of Miles Platting, Man
are believed to be of considerable amount. It was stated that,

che ster, & c., was held on Tuesday, at the offices of Messrs
on account of the character of the bankrupt's transactions, strict Marriott and Woodall, solicitors, whon the statement of affairs
invostigation would be necessary .

submitted by tho roceirer, Mr E . B . Harding (of Sutton and
IN RE R . G . J . BARNETT. — A first mooting was also hold in this

Harding, accountants), showed liabilities, £10,963 14s 11d, and
case, which resulted in the appointment of Mr. A . Ford, accoun .

nosets £2,360 18s 3d. After a loug discussion it was resolved
tant, 46 , Ludgato -hill, and Mr H . A . Dubois, accountant, 2 ,

to appoint a committee of three of the creditors to investigato
Gresham -buildings, as trusteos. Tho bankrupt is describod as

the affairs of the debtors , in conjunction with the recoiver, and
a commission agent, of 8 , Buckingham -stroot, Strand . Debts
amounting to about £5, 000 woro proved, but no accounts havo

Messrs Sale and Co., and Mossrs Sutton and Elliott, of London,
yet boon furnished appeared for the creditors.

January 8.
È . CAZEAUX AND Co. - A moeting of the creditors of Messrs

( Before Mr Registrar Roche.) Edward Cazeaux and Co., of Liverpool and Nowcastle-on - Tyne,
IN RE L . DIESPECKER. – Upon the application of Mr. R . importers of Spanish copper, lead , zinc, and iron ores and es

Martin, an interim injunction, granted last wock, restraining parto, was held at the office of Mr Sydney Mayhow , solicitor,

proceedings instituted by creditors against Louis Diespocker, Walbrook , London. After some discussion it was resolved to

wino and commission agent, of Colebrook -row , Islington , who wind up the estate in liquidation, and not in bankruptcy,
has filed a petition for liquidation , was continued until further and Mr Henry Bolland , of Liverpool, public accountant, was ap

ordors. Debts ostimated at about £2,000 , and assets £200 . pointed trustoe . The total indobtedness amounted to £5,500 ,
IN RE G . BARGEN . — A similar order was made in the caso and tho assets woro estimatod at £1,012.

ofGustav Bargen , described as of Railway -place , Fonchurch W . H . SMARPLES AND Co. - A meeting of the creditors of Messrs

street ; of Oxford -terraco, Islington ; and of the German Gymn W . H . Sharples & Co., 8 ,Walton 's -buildings,Cannon -st. ,Manches

nasium , King's -cross, restaurant kecper, who returns his debts tor, yarn merchant and bleacher, and trading with J. Nichols,

« t £5,400,and assots at £1,350. at Bridgefield Works, Glossop , was held at the offices of Messrs

Gardner, Horner, and Co., solicitors, 26 , King- street. The state

ment of affairs submitted showed : Liabilities, £1,795 178, 3d. ;
CURIOUS BANKRUPTCY CASE AT HULL. and assots, £1,098 10s. O } d . Liquidation by arrangement was

Mr. Bedwell, judge of the East Riding County Court, rosolved upon , and Mr J . J . Graham , accountant, with MrPeter

recently gavo judgment on matters connected with the Kovan , accountant, Bolton, woro appointed trustoas.
bankruptcy of Duncan Dawson , leathor seller, Hull. The ROBERT STRAHAN. - A meeting of creditors under the failure

bankrupt, who has for many years dono a largo trade of Mr Robert Strahan , of Tomplo Lane, Liverpool, was held at

time ago to a very considerable amount, owing on bills

about £20,000 , the partiesdrawn upon being district customers,

in many cases of small means. The overdraw on thoso cus

tomorsand others was abont £11,000 bəyond what they owed

in trado, and tho bankrupt said they had allowed it in consi

deration of the accommodation ho gave them with goods. It

was stated that a very loose system had provailed in connoc.

tion with the bills, and customers had loſt blank bills with Mr.

Dawson for him to fill in asho choso . Tho bankrupt admittod

ho know most of the country sido who had given bills would

stop if he stopped. In 1805 a Nowcastlo accountant, at the

instance of the bankers, oxamined Mr. Dawson 's affairs, aud

reported thom £4,000 to the good ; but the trustee now con

tonded ho had not taken into account the bills, £3,000 of which

woro bad. In that yoar Mr. Dawson made a post-nuptial

sottlomont of his placo of businoss and other property on his

wifo , and it was contonded that as ton yours bud not olapsod ,

apd bankrupt was thon ipsolvent, tho dood should be set

asido. It was also sought to claim property which for years

had been allowed to accumulato in tho vamo of the debtor's only

son . - His Honour, aftor a long roviuw of the Bankruptcy Acts

of 1849 an l 1869, and the Act of Elizaboth, decidod that the

onus of proof of solvency of the debtor lay with thoso claimi
under tho deed . As to tho property in tho son ' s name, ho do

scribed the ovidence of the debtor, wife, and son as most un

satisfactory and contradictory. Tho statomonts that the son

paid for tho proporty out of his and his mother's savings, and

that the father did not assist, was disproved by one of the

ing to £2,500 wero proved , and MrBellringor was elected chair .

man. The statoment ofaccounts disclosed trade debts, £2,646 ;

liabilitiesas part owner of the steamship Boverloy, £10,919 ; and
other liabilities, £1,213. Tho assots consist of stock in trade and

dobts, ostimated to produce £1,098 , and also half share of the

Bevorloy, valued at £9,000. There being no offer of composi
tion , it was resolved to liquidato tho ostato by arrangement, and

to appoint Mr Bolland trustoo without a committee of inspection .

Mr Bollringer was rotained as solicitor to tho trustee.

FISHER AND COLLINS. - A meeting of tho creditors ofFrederick

A . Fisher and Josiah Collins, 56 , Charlotte -street, Birmingham ,

was held on Thursday at the offices of Mr Jelf, Newhall-street.

The statement of accounts submitted to the meeting showed

that the debtors' liabilities wero £1,009 ; assets, £850 9s. 10d .
A composition of 143, in the pound was accepted , payable 6s, in

one month , 4s, in two months, and 4s. in three months. Mr.

Walkor N . Fisher was appointed trustoo.
At a meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Zerelech Brothers,

held on Wednesday, at the offices of Messrs. Cooper Brothers and

Co., resolations wero passed accopting a composition of 78. 6d .
in the pound. The creditors of the Triosta and Corfu houses
have also accodod to arrangemonts.
Walter John Nowoy, stay and corset manufacturer, of Bir

mingham , has filed a petition for liquidation, with liabilities

estimated at £3,500 or thereabouts. Upon the application of

Mr. John Borastun , solicitor for the potitioner, Mr. Registrar

Chauntler has appointed Mr. William Honry Brown , of Bennett's

Hill, accountant, rocoiyer of the estate .
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CHARGES OF FRADULENT BANKRUPTCY. The Bank RATE. - After being maintained at 6 per
At the Couoty Sessions, Northampton, on Thursday, Jobo Blun . cent. for rathermore than five weeks, the Bank rate was lowered

stooo surrendered to take his trial on the charge of concealing a portion on Thursday to 5 per cent. The principal object for which it
of his propertyfrom his creditors,Mr. Merewether, M .P ., prosecuted had been found nocessary to keep the rate for so long at the
on behalf ofthe trustee. The evidence proved that in May last defen - highost point reached in the yoar 1874 may be said to have been
daot, who was a miller and corn merchant, carrying on business at achieved in a sufficient dogree bofore the old year had closed, as
Slapton Mill, Oxfordshire, and Yardley Gobion, Northamptonshire,

shown by the course of the Bullion -market and the oponMonog
purchased a quantity of growing corn at Woodside of Mr. Tow
chester. In the July follo .ving, he lecime a bankrupt, and in

market for some little timo past : but at the turn of the year

August the corn was reaped and disappeared . From subsequent
and in tho early days of January themovements ofmoney ara

informatiou it turned out it was concealed by defendant in different always very considerable, involving, as we have seen , largo
parts of the country. On this being discoverod , the attention of transactions betwoen the Bank of England and the doalors in

monoy in the outor market, and until such operations havo beon

criminal prosecution . The defendant stated that the business at satisfactorily adjusted the course which has been pursued by

Yardley Gobion belonged to his mother, and ho purchased the the Bank is tho natural ono under the circumstances. While it

corn on her account. It was shown that the practice of the defen was possible to lend money on Government security in the open

dant appeared to be to give large orders for corn , ospecially favour markot at 7 per cont., and that in large amounts, the directors

ing the factors of distant places. Hethen mado ao entry of having could not be expected to make a reduction in their rato of dis
sold this corn to his mother, and aiterwards disposed of it for her count on bills, knowing as they did how very limited was theas her agent. The mother could not now be found to substantiate
this statement. - The Jury fuund the prisoner guilty . - Before pag

demand. During the last two or three days, however, the
ging sentence,Mr. Merewether stated that in 1868 tho prisoner had advancos reforrod to were rapidly cloared off , and the market
been a bankrupt, and he then carried on the same plan, with the outsido gave way, especially on Wednosday, in a manner
difference of substituting his brother for his mother. Unfurtunately which showed pretty cloarly that a 6 por cent. Bank rato had
there was no Debtor's Act then , and he could not be progecuted . - run its course. The return issued on Thursday afternoon shows
The Court sentenced him to fifteen months'imprisonmentwith hard somo considerable changos in the totals, resulting in an increaso
labour. of something under £100,000 in the reservo, and an improve
At the Birmingham Police Court, on Thursday, before mont of rather over 1 per cent. in the proportion of reserve to

the Mayor, Maurico Jacobs, described as a general dealer, of 193, liabilities. The Governmont securities are about three mil
Gooch-street, was charged , on re lionsmore, and the public deposits about £2,300,000 loss, from
the bankruptcy Act. Mr. Motteram (instructed by Messrs. Row . which it may bo inferred that the Bank has repurchased some
lands and Bagnell) prosecuted ; Mr. Loxdale Warren (instructed by thing under three -quarters of a million of stock upon which it

Mr. Crowther Davies ) defended . - As alleged, the accused obtained borrowed in Docember, and has lont the Governmentabout two
goods on the representation that he was solvent, whereas a pork millions and a quarter. The other securities, as wis expoctod,
batcher in Birmingham had a bill of sale over his stock . in -trade.- -

show that loans to the extent of three millions and a half havo
Evidence having been given as to prisoner' s transactions with various

boon paid up, and the bullion is increased by £592,518. Inhouses, and as to his dishonoured bills, a policeman was called

stated that at about 20 minutes to six on the morning of the 13th whichover direction the course of the market tonds, 5 per cent.

Jangary, 1874, he saw a furniture van at the back door of the pri is a point at which the value of monoy has not, as a rule, long
soner's house in the Lower Priory. Entering the shop, le found romainod, a woek or somewhat moro having boon the duration
that most of the goods had been cleared away. A van loaded with during tho past fow years, and thorofore, unless business is
goods stood at the door. - Mr. Luke J. Sharp, accountant, trustee to stimulated by the cheaper money which now provails, causing
the prisoner' s estate in bankruptcy , stated thatafter boing appointed a niuch better demand for capital — of which there is notmuch
he had a conversation with the bankrupt relative to a bill of sale sign at present - or some other unforeseen circumstanco comos
given by him to Henry Stephenson . Prisoner stated that themen into operation to roverso the presont tendency , we may reason
who packed up the goodson the morning of the 13th were placed on

ably look for lower figures. At the corresponding period of lastthe premises by Stephenson , under the bill of sale, and that the
goodswere re.noved at about six in the morning . Prisoner also said

year the Bank rate was reduced from 45 to 4 per cent., and on

thathe never knew what becameof the goods, and added that his the 15th of January to 31. - Times.

brother- in - law bought the furniture from Stephenson for £12 or FAILURE OF AN EYE LIQUID MANUFACTURER . – At a

£14 . - Prisoner , who pleaded not guilty , and reserved his defence , meeting of the creditors of John Ede, Birchfields, patent oyo

was committed for trial at the Sessions, bail being allowed, himself liquid manufacturer, tho statement of affairs presented showed

the total liabilities to be £10,535 193, 2d ., principally unsocured

Nathaniel Riley, of Leeds, flax spinner, was brought creditors. The assets amounted to £945, loss creditors to be
up on Thursday, and romanded for a week , bail being refused, paid in full, £29 159. 7d., making the totalassets £915 4s. 5d .
on the charge of committing various offonces under the Bank MrLomas Harrison , the receiver, road a report that he had pre

ruptcy Act. Prisonor, it was stated , had filled a potition for pared, and which showod the number of creditors to be 489, the
the liquidation of his affairs, after which he had drawn several greator portion of thom holding bills in respect of advortising .
samsof money, amounting to nearly £2,000,withoutaccounting It was apparent that the debtor had conductod his businoss in a
for them . Ho had also handed over to his brother and another rockless manner, moro ospocially as rogarded his extonsivo

person noarly £1,000. modo of advortising. The debtor's adrertisements had boon out

ofall proportion to the amount of business he had carried on ,

or was likely to transact in the futuro . It was agreed to appoint

A New THING IN INSURANCE. — The police of the
a committoo to investigate and report.

Northorn District havo ascertained that amongst , numerous The liquidators of the Mercantile and Exchange Bank ,
body of the lower grades of the working classes, there exists a Liverpool, having sold the Rotunda Buildings, in Bold -street,
kind of insurance society against punishment for assaults. If Liverpool, are onabled to make a tenth return of capital of
any one of themombers of the body is fined for assaults or dis. 7s. 6d. per share . As the remaining assets are of small value,
orderly conduct, the hat is set round, and the requisito amount | and will take a considerable timo to collect, a plan is in cou
is collected in sixpences and threopences. It was for a while templation to enable the shareholdersto dispose of their interest
& matter ofastonishmonthow readily tho money was forthcoming in thoso assots, so that a final dividond may be paid, and the
for liberating men who did not appear to be possessed of a shil liquidation completed early next year.
ling in the world . But the question was solved when it was DAILY NEWSPAPERS. - According to the Printers' Re.
ascertained that there existed this novelmode of insurance. The gister, there are now published in the United Kingdom 137 daily
most of the heavy penalties imposed this week for grave assaults nowspapers, distributed thus : - London, 21 ; provinces, 78 ;
in the Northern District wero promptly paid . - North British Scotland 15 ; Ireland, 18 ; Wales, 2 ; Channel Islands and Íslo of
Daily Mail. Man, 3.
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FREEDOM OF THE CITY, — The freedom of the City may 1 On New Year's Day , the “ City Article " of the Times

be obtained — 1st. By servitude, being bound to a freeman according was for the first time dated from “ Printing House Square." As

to the custom of the City, and serving duly and truly at least seven our readers are aware, though bearing no addross, it was always

years. 2nd. By patrimony ; that is, being the son or daughter (un . supposed to be written from the City, and under the undivided

married or a widow ) of a freeman born after the admission of the responsibility of the City oditor . Doos this change indicate that

father . 3rd. Gift of the City , or honorary freedom . 4th. By re. the responsibility of tho - City Article ” will hencoforth be as
demption or purchase, viz ., persons on the Parliamentary register

of voters for the city are admitted upon their application to tho
sumod at the head office ? - Birmingham Morning News.

Chamberlain (either with or without the interference of the com . Petitions have been presented to the Court of Chan

pany ), and withoutthe usual presentation to the court for an order. cery for winding up the Shrewsbury Colliery Company Limited ,
Persons not on the Parliamentary register for the City , but who are

£10 householders, and rated to the police and other rates, upon
and Cwm Rycham Silver Load Mining Company, Limited.

producing a certificate (on their application to the Chamberlain ) SEQUEL TO A LIBEL CASE. — The sequel to the Liver.
from the beadle or other authority of their ward that they are so
rated , are admitted (with or without the interference of a company)

pool Leader libel case , which resulted in a verdict for £3,000

upon the Chamberlain presenting their names to the court, and ob .
against Mr Frederick Lowry Richardson, proprietor of the

taining an order for their admission . Persons who are neither on
Leader, was a petition in bankruptcy at the instanco of the

the register, nor aro rated,nor resident in the City are admitted by
plaintiffs, the liquidators of the Civil Service Association . An

order of the Court of Aldermen, if free of one of the livery compa . adjudication followed , and several meetings of creditors were

nies. All the foregoing pay 58. on their admission . All persons called , butat nono was there a quorum . Application was there

are admitted by order of the Court of Common Council, on payment fore made under the 8th section that the bankruptcy should

of £2 lls. 8d. The sons of aliens born in England. & c., are now bo annullod , and this wasdone.
admitted the same as natural born subjects. All the fees for free .
doms are carried to the credit of the Freemen 's Orphan School. INSURANCE IN 1874 . - It will probably be found that,

City Press. despite tho unfavourablo offect on the public of the cry of Insol.

LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT. — The Solicitors' Jour. rency, which causod a serious diminution of proposals in the

nalprints the following judicialstatistics for 1873 : - Under the last two months, the year 1874 has been, on the whole, mora

soparato heading of liquidation by arrangement, it appears favourable to our Life Offices even than its predecessor. Fow

that there were 7 ,673 petitions, and that 4, 152 resolutions were Companies will, we believe, have to complain of excossivemor

registered ; and that the gross amount of debts was £11,019,375 , tality, or of a falling off in now premiums, whilo somo will, in con

and the gross amount of the estates, £4,034 ,553. Under the head sequenco of larger views obtaining with roforence to investments,

ing of compositions with creditors it appoars that 2 , 422 resolu show a percoptiblo improvement in tho rate of interest on ac.

tions were registered , and that the gross amount of debts was cumulations. -- Post Magazine.

£4,120,310 , and the gross value of the estates was £1,228,541.
Of the whole number of compositions, it appears that in 2 ,25 7

A PROVISION MERCHANT'S BANKRUPTCY. - In the course

estates tho composition was less than 103. in the pound , and in
of an examination under the bankruptcy of Messrs, Hoppnor,

165 casos it was over that amount; in only 40 casesws tho
and Bergl, provision morchants of Leith , it was stated that the

composition 20s. in tho pound . According to tho summary of
horrings purchased by the tirm amounted to £103,580 in valuo,

liabilities and assets in bankruptcies, liquidations, and composi.
and the loss sustained under this hoad was estimated at £5, 195.

tions, it appears that in 187: the total liabilities were IRISH LAW APPOINTMENTS. - Lord Chancellor Ball has
£19,184,812, and that the total assets were £5,938, 117 ; in 1872 continued Mr Arnold Lawson and MrClifford Lloyd , who had been

under the same hoading the total liabilities amounted to appointed to the offices of purse bearer and train bearer by the Com .

£14,287,418, and the total assets to £4,311,597. missioners of the Great Seal, in their offices. In consequence of the

A CONTRACTOR's FAILURE . - John Dickson , of 9 , Hamil lamented death of Mr. William Napier, who had been designated

ton -square , Birkenhead , one of the contractors for the Jersey
for the office of secretary , the duties of which he had,under thecom .

tunnel, filed his petition under ths 125th section of the Bank
missioners, discharged with remarkable ability, Mr. Robert Arbath .
not Holmes, an officer of the Court of Probate, has been appointed

ruptcy Act, for the liquidation of his affairs, and on tho 30th
official socretary. Mr. Alexander Bamilton , barrister-at-law , is the

December a rosolution to liquidato was passed by his croditors, private secretary .
Tho statementof accounts showod liabilitiesamounting to about

£16,000, and assets represented to be about L14,000. The re
DOUBLE PROFIT. - A correspondent of the Times calls

solutions had not boon filod within the required timo, the appli attention to what he considers to be “ a system of imposition

cation was malo at the Birkenhead County Court on Tueslay
in practice at Somerset-house in the Post and Stamp-office Do

that, notwithstanding the delay, the registrar should bo allowod partments." Hesays : - “ Some months ago a correspondent in

to receive thom . An aſlidavit of the debtor was put in , showing
the country sentus a deed asking us to get it stamped with a

that in consequence of the sheriff being in possession ofhis goods 30s. stamp, and onclosing a Post-offico order on Somerset-house

he had been unable to raiso tho stamp duty, but the trusteo had Post-offico for the money. Our messenger got tho money and

since advanced the required amount. Iiis Honour diroctod tho took it and tho deed into the Stamp-office, when they charged

registrar to receive and file the proceedings. It was incidon him 8d, for light gold . This morning the same thing has oc

tally mentioned that the stamp duty would bo argued before the curred. We received a deed to be stamped with a 10s. stamp

and Post-offico order for the mony on Somerset-house Post

RE HENRY Börring, BUILDER AND CONTRACTÈR, No. 73, office. The messenger got a hall-sovereign at the Post-oflice

GEORGE-STREET, PORTMAN -SQUARE . — A first generalmeeting of
and took it and the dood to the Stamp-office , and was charged

the croditors was held at the oflices of Mossrs Doano, Chubb, 2d . for light gold ; so that it would from this seem to be the

and Co., 14, South -square, Gray’s- inn, on Monday, tho 4th inst. practice to pay in light gold at the Posc-ollico and charge the

From the statoment of affairs preparo by MrFlaxman Haydon , public for it in the Stamp-oflice."

the receiver and manager, it appeared that tho uusecured cre DEATII OF SIR SAMUEL BIGNOLD . We have to record
ditor3 anounted to £2,357 155. 5d. ; assets, consisting chietly of the doath of Sir S . Biguold , of Norwich , in the 84th year of his
book dobts, plant in town and coautry, and amount (subjoct to

ago. In 1815 he was appointed socrotary of the Norwich Union
realization ) on a contract, £5,783 63, 5 .1. Resolved to wind up

in liquidation , Mr Haydon being appointed trustoo, with a com
Life Office, and in 1821 secretary of the Norwich Union Fira

Oliico, both of which institutions wero foundod by his father.
mitteo of inspection .

The bills and chequc3 cleared through the Bankers' The Post Magazine in its review of 1874 , says : “ Two

Clorring-house for the week onding the 6th instant amounted to defaulters, a Manager and an Accountant, disgraced the Insur

£124,012,000, against £120,225,000 at the corresponding period of anco profossion . Neither have,we are sorry to say, been bronght
last year, to justice."
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Heavy FAILURES IN SCOTLAND . — The failure of Mr.
John Russell, grain merchant, Glasgow , is announced , with
liabilities of about £60,000 . It is stated that the estate shows

lis, in the pound . Messrs. Ross and Co., dyers, Milngavie, havo
also been announced, and at a meeting held on Wednos.lay the
state of affairs showed liabilitios close upou £34,000 .

A petition for the winding up of the Tecoma Silver

Mining Company (Limitad ) is to be heard in the Court of Chin
cery on the 15th inst.

A petition for the winding-up of Dando and Co.
(Limited ) is to be hoarl in the Court of Chancery on the 16th
instant.

The Law Times says it is reported to have been foand
impossible satisfactorily to tinker the Bankruptcy Act, 1869.
Consequently a new bill is to be introduced into Parliamont next
gession .

A member of the New York Stock Exchange has been

expelled for having purchased stocks heavily, knowing himself
to be a bankrupt.

The Manager of the Westbourne-grove Drapery
and Furnishing Company (Limited ), Bishops-road , Bayswater,
writes to disclaim any connection on the part of this com
pany with the Bayswater General Drapory and Mourning Ware
house Company Limited ), whose books are now in the hands
of a firm of accountants. He says that tho Wostbourne-grove
Company is in a prosperous condition , having a paid up capital
of £17,000 with an unpaid rosorvo of £7,500 , and that a num
ber of the shares havo lately been dealt in at a premium .

PHENIX FIRE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
Lombard - street and Charing -cross , London . Established in 1782 .

TRUSTEES AND DIRECTORS.
John Edwarı Bovill Fsq . | Kirkman D . IIodgson , Esq, M . P .
Decimus Burton , Esq . Sir John Lubbock , Bart., M . P .,
The Ilon . Jas. Byng F . R . S .
John Clutton , Esq . Charles Thomas Lucas, Esq .
Octavius Ed , Coope, Esq ., M . P . John Dorrien Magens, Esq .

John Coope Davis , Esq . John Stewart Oxley, Esq .
George Arthur Fuller, Esq . i Benjamin Shaw , Esq .
Charles Emanuel Goodbart, Esq . William James Thompson , Esq .
Osgood Hanbury, Esq . | William Whitbread , Esq .
Auditor 3 - John Hodgson , Esq . ; Dudly Robert Smith , Esq . ; Walter

Bird, Esq.
Secre aries - George William Lovell ; John J. Bloomfield.

Persons whose Insurances fall due at Christmas are requested to take

notice that the receipts for their renewal are now ready at the Company' s

offices , as above . Tne liberality and the promptitude of the Phonix Fire

Office in the seitlement of clinsare well known , and the importance of
its rclations with the public may be estimated by the fact that since its
estublishinient it has paid m re than tea million pounds sterling in dis

chirge of claims for losses by fire.

PUBLICATIONS.

" . The source of many a writer' s woe has been

disc , vered . "

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! ! !
" They come as a boon and a blessing to mea ,
The Pickwick , the Owl, and the Waverley Pen . ”

" Th misery of a bar! Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "
Anotlcr blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

. 1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See Graphic,
17th May, 1873 .

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Pos' , 13. Id .

Patentecs, MACNIVES & CAMEROX, 23 10 33, Blair-street, Edin .
burgh .

TASTOE ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY & DIRECTORY.
Thuis Publication is NOW READY, and contains, besides useful in

formation and an ample Diary, a Directoryfall the Accountants in Eng

laod and Scotland . Application for the same sho ' ll be made as soon as
pa aible to Mr. ALFRED C . IIARPER , 2 , Cowper' s Court. Cornhill, E . O . .

or to the Publishers, Messrs. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 , Lawrence
Lane, Cheapside, E . C . KOENIG VONE
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Niath Eliti n .

VOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements , win a Sinopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Composi ions, Liquiciations, and Bankruptcies,

BY JUBIV BATII, F . S . A . E .
Price Cd .

WILLIAMS & STRALLAX , Lawrence Lane, London , E . C .
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Just Published, liems 8vo , price 5s., cloth boards.

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT IIENRY
RICHARDSOX , A SA., Eng , Law Accountant and Auditor.
The above will be sent post free on receipt of Oider (crossed London and

County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Ilammersmith , London ,

Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Booksellers, & c ,

100 , Chancery-lane, London ,

RARE AND VALUABLE Work on FREEMASONRY.
The only Cupyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Ac

curate and newly reris d .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

( *RAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICER % .

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ASCIENT, FREE , AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND.
Ernbracing the whole of the craft Masonic Ceremonies. The () ; eniny

and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before being
Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to oificers. The
Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c . & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE
Sent post free on receipt of 8s. Ed . (or before remittance is made, if de.

sired ). Payable to A . E .MASON (P . M ., 30°) , Bank Top View , Richmond
Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOOK , 62, Paternoster Row , London ,

was awarded for " Feuerfeste

Eisone Schränke und

Kunschlosser Fortschritts," lo .

HOBBS, HART, & CO ,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Iclal is only given to Exhibitorswhose Now Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PRJOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CIIANGE LOCKS AND KEYS, "

Inpented especially for Safi's and Strong Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False keys.

NB. - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security
a zainst burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one ormore of the stepsof theKey. The Lock ,
by a siin : le movement of the Regulator , is thusmade to adapt itself to the
New Key, after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a NW Lock and KKY, as often asmay bed sired , without theaid of a Lock

miker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies

of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 103 , ride Times ,"

12th Sept. , 1973) This Lock affords effectual protection from duplicate or

" Master " key's secretly made in manufactories ; Very extensive robberies

(in one case 13 Safes in one rauit ) having been effected by thismans.

IIOBBS, HART, & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 , Chcapside, London , E . C .
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President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. . lice - President. - JOHN BATH, Londop .
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SECRETARY. - ALFRED C . HARPER .
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ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell- street, Plymonth. GEARD, JOHN BRADLEY, 6, Princes.street, Ipswich, M .C .
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HARPER, EDWARD NORTON , 2 , Cowper's-court, Corphill,

BEDDUW , JOSIAH , 2, Gresham -buildings, M .O . London , M .C .
BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South Jobp- street, Liverpool, M . C . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37 , Cannon -street, Birming
BOLTON, JAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall-street, and 1, St. ham .

Mary Axe, London, Treasurer and M . C . HARVEY, WILLIAM COMBEN, 1,Gresham -buildings, London,
BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenhall-street, London , M .C . M . C .

BRIGIIT ,GEORGEMONEY, 8,Great Winchester Street-buildings, MASTERMAN, JOHN , Barstow .square, Wakefield .

London , M . C . NICHOLLS, FRANCIS, 14, old Jewry -chambers, London, M . U .
BUCK, ROBERT, 56 , Fawcett-street, Sunderland. VIPOND, JOSEPH , Sandgato , Penrith,

DAVIES,JOSEPH ,Bewsey -street,Warrington , President, Trustee, VOISEY, LEWIS, Bowsey -street, Warrington , M . O .

and M . C . | WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield , M . C .

The Objects ofthe Society are

To promote the acquisition of those branches of knowledge January, 1872,and shall havemade his application on or before

which are essential to the practice of an Accountant; to decide the first day of January, 1873 .

upon questions of professional usage or courtesy ; and generally to (2 .) Or shall have been a clerk to a public accountant on the

advance the position and interests of Members of the profession. 11th day of January, 1872, and shall have been in actual prac.

CONSTITUTION .
tice on his own account, or in partnership, as a public accoun

tapt for three years cousecutively af:er that date, and prior to
The Society sball consist of threo classes of Members, namely , tbe Isi day of January , 1878.

Fellows, Associates , and Honorary Members, with a class of Stu (3 .) Or shall have served under articles for a poriod of three
dents attached. years to a public accountant in actual practice.

ELECTION OF ASSOCIATES. (4 .) Or shall have beon employed as accountant to a corpora

Every application for admission as an Associate of this Society tion or public body for three years, or as a clerk to a public

must be made to the Council, and must bo accompanied by a
accountant, or firm of accountants, for a period of seven years

written recommendation from at least two Associates.
at the least, but the employment need not bave been for more

ENTRANCE FEES AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS. than two years continuously with one and the same person or
firm ) .

Every Associate who shall be elected a FELLOW of the Society (5 . ) Or sball bave taken a degree at one or other of the Uni
shall, upon such election , pay the sum of £15 15s. hy way of fee versities of Oxford , Cambridge, Durham , London, or Dublin ,
upon his election as Fellow . Every person admitted as an

ASSOCIATE of the Society shall, on admission , pay tho sum of
and shall bare served under articles for a period of two years
to a public accouutant or firm of accountants .

£5 5s. by way of entrauce fee if he be practising in the City of (6 .) But no candidate shall be eligible for admission as an
London or within the London postal district : or the sum of £3 3s.

associate after the 1st day of January, 1878, until he shall baveif he ba practising beyond such district; and the undermentioned
passed an examination as to his proficiency to the satisfaction

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Society, that is to say :
of the Examiners ofthe Society .

FELLOWS, £5 58. ; ASSOCIATES PRACTISING IN THE
CITY OF LONDON, or within the Londop postal district, £2 2s. ;

(7 .) Or shall couform to such conditions as the Council shall
in any particular caso require to bo observed, but such admis

ASSOCIATES PRACTISING BEYOND SUCH DISTRICT
sion shall oply be made upon the written recommendation of

£1 1s. ; and STUDENTS, £1 1s. each . at least three- fourths of the Council present at a Meeting

specially called for the purpose .
Every candidato to be bereafter proposed for admission as an STUDENTS .

Associate shall bo twenty.ope years of ago or upwards, and shall Students shall bo persons, not under 18 years of age, who aro

come within one of the following conditions : or have been pupils of Fellows or Associates of the Society , and

(1 ) fIe shall bave been in actual practice on bis own account, who have tho intention of becoming accountants ; and such persons

or in partnership as a public accountant, on the 11th day of I may continue Students until they attain the age of 26 years.

Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to the Secretary.

Printed and Pụblished for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN Times Pross, 127, Strand, London. - January 9, 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM .

VOL. I. — NEW SERIES. No. 6 .] SATURDAY, JANUARY 16 , 1875.
[PRICE 6D.

Established 1843.
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES, WANTED by a YoungGentleman about 30 years of

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c . Age, and who has at command a capital of £3,000 , a jartnership
in a Mercantile Ilouse in the City . He has had many years ComMESSRS. MARSH , YÉTTS , & MILNER are
mercial Experience, is of first rate address, and able to assume thepreparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthl
managementof a large concern . Particulars of business which will bear

AUCTIOX , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . 1 ,

thoroughly investigating , may be forwarded to J . Esq ., care of Messrsinsure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

Browne , Stanley and Co., Public Accountants, 25 , Old Jewry, E . C .the next sale should be forwarded, without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54, Cannon -street , London .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - The Advertiser having bad
MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S some Experience in an Accountant' s office , desires a re -engagement.
DI REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences , Good references. M . M . D ., care of Editor, ACCOUNTANT, 62, Gracechurch

Street, E . C .
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices , 54, Cannon

E . NORTON HARPER & SON , F . S . A . E & A . S . A . E .,street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,and Ininortant Residential Estates. - Messrs M 'SI . YETTS. and

2 , Cowper's Court, Cornhill.
MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of Messrs . E . N . HARPER and SON beg to inform the Profession that they
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL, have opened a Branch Office at 12, MILL STREET, MAIDSTONE, and that they
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable will be happy to undertake any Agency Business in that locality .
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
Fard plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
before intending purchasers . Written termsare invariably settled before

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .aty cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs . Marsh , Yetts, and Milner,
Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders ' Association , attends and Re.Land and Timber Surveyors, 54, Cannon street , London , E . C .

ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of

charge.MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocalterms.

Messrs . MAREH , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .large sumns of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon approved
securities. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843) , | EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON ,
54, Cannon -street.

AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,SALE BY AUCTION .
TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

Drapery Salvage, ex Jaso, London to Sydney.
, JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.J A . and W . LYON , and Co. will hold their third

ESTABLISHED 1853 .V . SALE, by public AUCTION , ofDAMAGED GCODS, ex this vessel,
at their Salvaze Warehouses, 8305, Old Kent-road, on Tuesday, January 19,LJ F . TITCHMARSH , . PUBLIC ACCOUNTANI
consisting of longcloth , sheeting, quilts, flannels , cloth , slops , shirts , carpets ,

AND AUDITOR,& c . Goods on view on Monday, 18th inst. Catalogues on Friday, 15th

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICII .
inst ., at the Shippers' and Underwriters' Salvage office, 1 , Cowpers' - court,

Cornhill, E . C . London buyers are requested to apply for catalogues.
RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

TO ACCOUNTANTS or SOLICITORS with a
KEVANS AND KEAN,LARGE CONNEXION ,or to SECRETARIES of Public Companies.

To be LET, some very fine SUITES ofOFFICES on the first and second ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,floors , with fire -proof strong room , at New Bridge -street-chambers, 29 ,

38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,
New Bridge - street, Blackfriars . Apply on the premises, to the Secretary

DUBLIN
of the London Cemetery Company.

NEW BRIDGE STREETCHAMBERS. -- To be LET, | MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
- torn or country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one* some fine light OFFICES, on the second and third floors. Apply to

to five years , at five per cent, interest on personal security ; also , on mortthe Secretary of the London Cemetery Company, 29, New Bridge- street,
gage of freehold or leasehold propery from three per cent. for a term of

Blackfriars .

years to be agreed upon . No commission .TO LIMITED COMPANIES, & c . -- A gentleman, Apply to R . F . Puestox, Esq., 120, Southampton -row , London, W .C .
- having a good office, with board room , in one of the best situaticns in

Manchester , where the business ofone company is carried on , is open to $ 2 .000 .000 . - Ready for Investment at 4 per cent.
treat with another good company requiring office accommodation Address

V . upon Harbour Dues, Tolls, Rares, & c . Addrcss,J , T . S.,General Post Office, Manchester .
S . Peter Broad, Esq., 37, Bedford -row , W .c . '

VACHT FOR SALE - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying 00 - - In sums of £10,000 , upon land at 3 per
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com

• cent., or good House Property at 5 per ceot. Address,plete, £70. Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising S . Peter Broad , Esq., 37 , Bedford -row , W . C .Agent, 62, Gracechurch - street, E . O .
f300 000 at41 per cent. upon Irish Landed Estates.PARTNERSHIP. - WANTED , a PARTNER, with Address, s . Peter Broad, Esq., 37 , Ledford-row , W .C.from £5,000 to £10,000 capital, to join an established business in the BAILEY’ S STEEL PEN CORRECTOR.

wholesale tea trade. Principals or their solicitors apply to John Henry

D By ller Majesty's Royal Letters l'atent, dated 6th June, 1874 .10 ., Accountants , 10 , Basinghall-stre
It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is corPARTNER required with £10 ,000 in a London roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and " scratchey " at the point or

Brewery. Apply to W . EDWARDS, Esq., 18 , King-street, Guildhall . knib , and consequently useless. Bymeans of the " Corrector " this sharp

ness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ CorA YOUNG MAN at present in the tea trade, who is
rector ” is , practically , indestructible , and can be carried in the waistcoat

2 desirous of changing his occupation , is open to a PARTNERSHIP pocket , or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex
in a wholesale business . Well acquainted with business. Can introduc ; ercised. Sold (with printed instructions for use) by the inventor. George

from £3 ,000 to £5,090 , Address, C . P . , W . Edwards and Co. ' s , 18 , Kiog Bailey , Law Stationer, Cheltenham ; id. cach ; by post , seven penny postage

street, Cheapside, E . C . stamps ; and may behad ofall stationera . Effectiveness guaranteed .
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ALFRED W . GEE. N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 ,
ADVERTISING AGENT, Strand.

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements anl Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisementordered for insertion in a

number of Newspapers, only oneMS. copy need be forwarded . Same rats

charged as at the publishing offices ,

The Account.a u k.
JANUARY 16 , 1875.

The ecountant The tendency of modern legislation is undoubtedly

chiefly directed towards the simplification of legalpro
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change cess, and is framed in the interests of that numerous

dating from the commencementof the present year , and class of persons who are crying out for a system of
which , it is hoped , will enhance the value and usefulness law which everybody can understand and practise for

of the paper, and also tend to promote one of themain ob .
himself. To a great extent, no doubt, simplicity is

jects for which it was staried - viz ., the advancement of

the interests ofaccountants throughout the United King. beneficial to all concerned in legal matters, and, in

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts deed, themost rigid enthusiast for the wisdom of our
in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

ancestors can scarcely maintain that even our present
satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased supporton their part, particularly in regard much -improved system of judicature is immaculate.

to advertisements , a valuable aid to a newspaper which But there is a growing divergence, in allmatters which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course may be governed by science, between the thoughtless

of business . It may be added that tho publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a
mass of public opinion and scientific men . The first

“ newspaper” within the meaning of the Bankruptcy cry out for general education, and for law , physic, and

Act, and members of the profession will thus have the divinity ,made easy and plain to all capacities. The

opportunity of contributing towards the success of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required
latter are more and more subdividing their ranks into

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia bands of specialists, who understand, it is true, little
ment. The Weekly Paper is Published every Saturday more , perhaps, than the one subject to which they

in tinie for the early inorning mails ; price 6d. per have devoted the attention of their life, but who are
copy, or 283. per annum (including postage ), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being, annual sub. thoroughly masters of it. The results of their study are

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s. (post communicated to the world , and by this means a vast
free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

edifice of knorr 'edge is rapidly , though laboriously ,
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters built up. It used to be a current saying that know

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper, should also ledge was knowing the book to which to look for

be addressed . Literary communications should be information. Knowledgemay be better defined , in the
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

same spirit, as knowing a specialist in the subject of
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to inquiry .
forward their copy as early in the week as possible. One of the chief outeries against the law is that

while every British subject is theoretically supposed to
TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver. be acquainted, not only with the contents of all the

tisers to the specialadvantages offered by thepaper as an statutes that have ever been passed, but with every
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed rule of law and equity, he must go for their interpreta

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , tlie
tion to somelawyer, whose profession it is to expound

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a large measure of suic . them , and even then with the knowledge that he will

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes. get only an opinion, varying in authority with the
sional crgan . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

experience and position of his adviser, but still entirely
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium valid,cnly ,exceptin rare cases,when it hasbeen actually

for the announcements of members of the profession, as confirmed by a judicial decision. The panacea for this
to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap is supposed to be a simplification of the law , which

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers ,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; it is fondly imagined can be, with a little arrange

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com ment, so condensed and cut down as to be ac
pawnies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant tually , and not theoretically , within the grasp of
l'artnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

every man of ordinary education . A very little re
tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re . flection will dispelthe illusion. The general principles

ceived up to 12 o ' clock (noon ) on Friday. | of law are well-known to every educated lawyer, and
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may be learnt from countless textbooks ; the real dif- | ted no grievous error, and whose knowledge of law

ficulty consists in their due application to the facts. was absolutely nothing, to act as trustee in a bank

It is very seldom that any barrister can, even after ruptcy ; and we showed further, that in the attempt to

hunting through volume after volume of reports, lay save expense the estate was frequently saddled

his finger upon a decided case which is on all fours heavily with costs, which might have been avoided by

with the statement of facts before him . His skill is | a judicious expenditure in the first instance . A man

used rather to reason by analogy on the point, and to might certainly learn enough law to carry him safely

form a quasi- judicial opinion on the facts . Take, for through the trusteeship of an ordinary bank

instance , the various cases as to priorities, of which ruptcy, but it is doubtful if anyone would take

several have been reported in our columus. These are the trouble to do so, unless he expected frequently to

governed by a well-known maxim , “ Qui prior est in avail himself of the knowledge he had acquired. It

tempore potior est in Jure," which we may familiarly will therefore be always necessary to seek professional

render, “ First come, first served .” Ofthe law there is no assistance, whether that of a solicitor, whose general

doubt. The ingenuity of counsel and the judicialmind legal training has fitted him to carry a client through

of the Court are occupied mainly in settling which the mazes of bankruptcy ; or an accountant, whose

claimant was first in order, as a matter of fact, and “ specialism ” may be equally useful for the purpose.

whether there was any such fraud or unfair dealing as If an Act of Parliament is to be duly carried out, its

would tend to invalidate his claim . administration must invariably be trusted to those

In fact, itmay be laid down generally thatin law as in | classes, who havemade its details their special study.

everything else, there must be men whomake it their

profession , and devote their time to its exposition .

And there, too, the division of labour obtains. Justas It has often been said that companies have neither

a medicalman, in a difficult case, or one requiring spe bodies nor souls upon which penaltics , temporal or

cial treatment, recommends his patient to go to one spiritual, may be inflicted, but it seems that insurance

who has studied particularly the disease, so a solicitor companies possess highly sensitive feelings which

will select for further advice one of a special class of may be very seriously wounded by the shafts of those

counsel. One man is a famous criminal lawyer, an rude critics who, sualente diabolo, have suggested

adept in the arts of cross-examination, but would break that the accounts which these benevolent institutions

down utterly in some dry argument before a Judge are compelled to render, do not invariably bear out

in Equity . Another is a learned conveyancer famed the flourishing statements of their actuaries and

for unravelling any title however abstruse and com . managers. Nothing can be more distressing to a

plicated , but would be hopelessly at sca in trying mind duly impressed with the immaculate condition

to address a jury. Thus to all who are invo 'sed in

any legal troubles the rule will always be, to seek of Mr. Kuott, who is so presumptuous as to think

the advice of the most noted practitioner in the that the interests of the insured are more to be con

requisite line. No amount of legislation can ever | sidered than the tender feelings of companies, and

alter this. The most violent reformers never seriously has actually ventured to tabulate the results of their

contend that cases should be tried before a man who | accounts, and afford a rough and ready test by which

has not had a vast amount of legal training and ex - a man may judge whether the payments he paiufully

perience. It follows that the arguments must be makes towards a provision for his family are likely

conducted before him by men in the same plane of or not to be wholly thrown away. Mr.Knott thought

thought and mental habit. The difference between that no bad test of the stability of an office was

the confusion of our county courts, and the practice afforded by an estimate of the proportion which its

of our law courts, is clear evidence of the truth of assels bore to its liabilities, and its expenditure

both rule and deduction .

The difficulties of trustees in cases of bankruptcy af- ! tables, showing this in the case of several offices .

ford a final illustration of our views. We pointed out ! Unfortunately the Prudential stood at the bottom of

last week that it was absurd to expect a man whose the list of companies, classificd according to the

business horizon was bounded by his own counting . percentage of assets , and at the top of the list of com

house, whose knowledge of accounts was sufficient panies classified according to the percentage of ex

merely to enable him to keep his books on a system | penses, and Mr.Kuott, not content with this , actually

peculiar to himself, or to see that his cashier commit- | cast some doubts on the literalaccuracy of the figures
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and estimates of persons whose business it is to make bankrupt in good faith and for valuable consideration ,

matters appear as pleasant as possible . The re. before the date of the order of adjudication, with any

sult was that the Prudential filed a bill in Chan person not having,at the time of themaking of such

cery, praying that Vice-Chancellor Hall would disposition of property , notice of any act of bank

restrain the further dissemination of such state- ruptcy committed by the bankrupt, and available

ments. The Vice-Chancellor was, however, blind against him for adjudication,” shall be held valid . If

to themerits of the case. He was unmoved by the | Gowlay v. Hodge had been an English case, this section

statement that the company was formed in the interest would have governed it,and thedecision would probably

of what it termed touchingly , the Industrial Classes, have been the same. The charges of collusion must

and made its profits by the habit of the working man,
be taken as badly founded, and in the absence of notice

of letting his policy lapse after paying a few pre
of any specific act of bankruptcy the transactions

miums. Without even calling upon the defendant's would have held good, especially as the delivery of

counsel, Sir Charles Hall dismissed the bill, and thus
goods was made for valuable consideration. It must

increased still further the percentage of expenses by
be observed, too, that the defendant's knowledge of

the addition of the costs of an unsuccessful suit. The
debtor being in embarrassed or even insolvent circum .

decision is undoubtedly right. As long ago as Lord
stances would not be sufficient to invalidate the

Eldon 's time, it was held that the Court of Chancery transaction, as the Act says, plainly, notice of “ an act

would not interfere to prevent the publication of a of bankruptcy,” which must necessarily be one of the

libel, except in such cases as belong to the protection various acts enumerated in its opening sections. We

of infants, and even a guileless Insurance Company must note also that the Scotch limit is more favour

scarcely comes under that category . It is difficult to able to the debtor than our own, which extends the

understand why the matter was brought into Court period to three months, the penal clauses of the Act

at all , as the result will scarcely remove any extending as far back , in the case of any fraudulent

unfavourable impression which the pamphlet may debtor, as four months. Nearly all cases of this class

have caused. In the interests of criticism , we are , however, cases more of fact than of law , the

are glad that the motion was refused. The law bona fides of the transaction being the main point for

of contempt of Court has been lately greatly
decision . The case from the Halifax County Court,

abused,and the fairest comments may render the writer which we give in another column, thoagh turning in

liable to a criminal prosecution at the instance of a another point, shows that to upset any transaction,

rich and ambitious adversary . It is the duty of the
notice of the Act of Bankruptcy must be clearly

press to watch and check the undue pretensions of proved.

individuals of all sorts and conditions, of course

exercising that power within the limits of fair

criticism . If any malice had been shown the case Had the order of the County Court Judge been

might be different ; as it is, if the Prudential does upheld, the case ofWilliam Smith,reported in this issue,

not answer a fair test, the sooner it reforms its ways would have added materially to the many difficulties

and moderates its expenditure , the better both for of the arduous and responsible post of an under-sheriff.

itself and those who look to it for a provision for their The debtor was really and ostensibly a farmer, and, as

own old age or their orphan children. such, not amenable to those numerous sections of the

Bankruptcy Act, which relate exclusively to traders .

Indeed, not only does the defining schedule to the Act

The quaintly worded Scotch case, which we quote expressly declare that a farmer shallnot be considered

at page 13, with its , uncouth jargon of strange law as a trader, but a series of decisions such as the fa

terms,may be fitly illustrated by reference to ourown mous case of the Queen v . Silvester, where it was des

Bankruptcy Act. Section 92 makes void as against cided that a farmer wasnotwithin themeaning of the

the trustee any transfer of property and every obliga Lord's Day Act, have established this position . The

tion incurred, with a view of giving the creditor a 87th section of the Bankruptcy Act, which was

preference over other creditors, if the debtor becomes referred to in argument, provides that " where the

bankrupt within three mouths after the date of the | goods of any trader have been taken in execution, un

transaction. This clause is to a certain extent modi- , der a judgment for a sum exceeding fifty pounds, and

fied by the 98th section , which provides that “ any | sold , the sheriff shall retain the proceeds of the sale in

disposition of property , by delivery of goods, by any | his hands, for a period of fourteen days ; and, upon

condit
ion

If any powe
r
with
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notice being served on him within that period, of a | attainment ofall objects sought," and this advice, so

bankruptcy petition having been presented against the circular says, is to be given gratuitously. And if

the trader, shall hold the proceeds, after deduct the client is not satisfied with the wisdom gathered

ing expenses, on trust for the trustee.” The point from long experience, he is “ prepared to recommend

is of more importance perhaps to under-sheriffs , solicitors and counsel pre . eminent in particular

than to trustees . It is clear that the selling or branches of the law .” Now , anybody who can do an

being ready, if a purchaser came, to sell any articles addition sum (and even that may not be considered a

in the way of ordinary business will constitute a sine qua non )may set up as an accountant or liquidator,

trader,and, being such, a debtor within the more and so long as the individual from whose circular we

stringent clauses of the Act. Notice to the sheriff have quoted “ inspires confidence ” in his customers,

should , in all such cases, be given without a moment's and keeps clear of the law , probably nobody hasmuch

delay . If the sheriff had had notice that the debtor right to interfere ; but it is a mistake to suppose, as

was being proceeded against as a trader, he would some do, that accountants of respectability and stand

then have been bound to retain the goods. . . ing encourage this sort of poaching on legal preserves.

A part from questions of right and privileges, the

The case of Mr. Von Hafen 's bankruptcy was de
profession have nothing to gain by dabbling in

cided clearly in accordance with the 103d section
lawyers' work, and they cannot set their faces too

of the Act, which provides that “ if one partner of a strongly against touting of this character.

firm is adjudged bankrupt, any creditor to whom the

bankrupt is indebted jointly with the other partners of The contributories and shareholders of the Bramp

the firm , or any of them , may prove his debt for the ton and Longtown Railway have been the means of

porpose of voting at any meeting of creditors , and pointing anew a valuable moral to those who invest

shall be entitled to vote thereat, but shall not receive moneys in companies. It is the old story told again ;

any dividend out ofthe separate property of the bank
the value of an indemnity, and the fallacy of people

rupt, until all the separate creditors have received the
expecting to have work done for them for nothing .

full amount of their respective debts.” This sectio : is Investors and speculators generally would do well to

intended to apply to the case of one member of a
beware of any condition that nothing shall be paid

firm becoming bankrupt, though his partners were unless the work is actually done, and should put scant

still carrying on the business, and adjusts fairly enough faith in “ representations” of any kind made by pro

the rights of the respective parties. In the case of moters, unless they are content to look to them for

the full amount being received, the bankrupt would guarantee against any loss. Whether an action upon

of course, be entitled to be recouped a due pro the alleged covenant of indemnity would lie , must

portion by his partners. The present case is not
remain for the judgment of a court of law . It is

only strictly within the section, but it is easy to
difficult to imagine, having regard to the wording of

see that injustice would have been done if a creditor
the Companies Clauses Consolidation Act, how the

had been allowed to release entirely the estate of one
Lord Chancellor could have come to any other deci

debtor, and by so doing, reduce the dividend payable
sion than that at which he actually arrived .

to the creditors of the other. By postponing his

claim till the separate creditors are paid in full, this is | The failure of an eye-liquid manufacturer, which

avoided . Any other decision would infallibly have resulted in a meeting of his creditors at Birming

opened way to undue favour and fraud. ham , will afford a useful lesson to those traders

who pin their faith exclusively on advertising.

We have been favoured with a copy of a litho It used to be frequently said that any man who

graphed circular sent out by “ an accountant and would spend ten thousand pounds in advertising

liquidator, with a view to the extension ” of his an article would be sure to make double the amount

practice . This gentleman is prepared to undertake | by his speculation. The creditors of Mr. Ede scarcely

a great variety of work, from “ balancing books ” to viewed his prospects in so sanguine a light, and re

“ obtaining marriage licenses ;" he is equally ready to jected a proposition that they should recoup them

attend “ county and other courts of law ," or to ad selves for their losses by expending £2 ,000 in adver

vance cash " at a few hours' notice.” From his “ long | tising and making £10,000 profit, in favour of a more

experience in commercial and doinestic law ,” he is moderate resolution , to content themselves with a

" bold to assert that bis advice would lead to the dividend of threes ings in the pound .
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Another “ accountant ” (so described), figures in

this week's police reports, and the Morning Advertiser

finds in the fact a fitting theme for a little merriment,

at the expense of accountants . There is a certain

amount of cynical humour in the way in which the

organ of the publicans puts unfortunate public -house

customers into the pillory . Our contemporary says :

“ We live and learn. From a Polico Roport of yosterday we

learn that accountants, as represented by a Mr James Thomas

Dawson, carry umbrellas of the valuo of thirty- five shil .

lings. Secondly, we learn that accountants , as represented

by Mr James Thomas Dawson , drink with privatos in cavalry

rogimonts, on Sunday evenings at half-past clevon, until at least

one of tho said privates is the worse for drink . Thirdly, we loarn

that it is not beyond tho scopo of the hobdomadal otium of an

accountant to offer a privato in a cavalry regiment a lift home

in a cab , to ontrust him with that rarity, a thirty - five shilling

umbrella , and finish up by giving the very •full ' privato into

custody for felony because ho lovants to the barracks with the

article in question . It is impossible to admire too much the

courage of - not theman of war - but the accountant, in coming

forward to give a detailed account of the evening's amusement,

and itmust havo been somewhat depressing to that individual

to bo told by Mr d 'Eyncourt that it was not fair to give the

prisoner into custody on a charge of felony. Seeing tho pri

soner was the worse for drink, the prosecutor ought not to havo
entrusted him with the umbrella.' ”

Truly : “ we live and learn," and the writer of this

article may learn that, to use a hackneyed expression,

there are accountants and accountants. We have no

wish to detract from the importance and respectability

of the principles and interests represented by the

Morning Advertiser, but we venture to think that res

pectable accountants do not congregate in public

houses late on Sunday nights ; and it should be added ,

that — notwithstanding the elasticity of the term

" accountant,” — the name of the prosecutor in this

case, does not even appear in the published lists of

accountants. After all then , it would seem that the

chief claims of Mr. Dawson , to the honour of a recog

nition by the 'Tizer, are, that he is the possessor of

“ that rarity , a thirty.five shilling umbrella,” and the
boon companion of publicans and sinners.

Correspondencz.

FIRE INSURANCE OFFICES .
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

SIR, - A recent edition of the Hour contained an article

on the above subject, in which certain critics were

charged with questioning the solvency of certain offices .

It is well that the public should be cautioned against

someof the " chevaliers d 'industrie " who, by courtesy

only , can receive the name of “ critics." When I started

in practice, some 5 or 6 years ago, the “ European” was

the subject ofmuch discussion, and I was sent for by a
certain gentleman who, “ being desirous of pushing me

on in the world ,” had expressed to a friend ofmine

much interest in my welfare. Being naturally anxious

to obtain business, I promptly called upon him ,

and was then informed that he and his friends had

combined and marked down nine offices for destruc

tion , and that if I would come to terms with them as

to participation of the plunder, they, without asking

me to find any funds, would put me forward as liqui

dator of each in turn , the names of the offices being

mentioned to me “ in confidence ;' some of thom are in

high repute at tho present day. The game was to

" wreck ” one office at a time, and by the profitable result

avoid all future business cares. Although a member of

a much maligned profession , I had some scruples of

conscience, and having been taught to call a spade a

spade, called the scheme a piece of wholesale villiany ,

and refused to have anything to do with it. One of the

offices, the first on the list of victims, has since

come to grief, but, fortunately for the public , the

clique in question did not ca:'ry its proceedings.)

My frankness was not appreciated , and I was

called a fool for my scruples, which very naturally

created a lasting coolness between myself and the phi.

lanthropist who was so anxious for my success in life !

Heand his set may, however, be on the move again ,

and it would be well for share or policyholders to con .

sult a respectable actuary before allowing themselves to

be influenced by broadcast assertions against any office .

But while caution in this respect is necessary on the

part of those who have invested in either shares or poli.

cies, equal c.cution should be employed i trusting any

office whose position is not honestly and regularly made

public. Sometimeago my firm was induced to accep:

the auditorship of an insurance office, which was to start

with certain new , but as I still believe if they had been

fairly carried out) sound principles. My firm accepted

the position , conjointly with another firm , upon the ex .

press understanding that we should be allowed to audit

thoroughly , and not certify to balances found in the

ledge: without knowing how those balances were ar .

rived at. Things went smoothly for a while, and we

were instructed to open , and write up, a set of books

for the company. The manager, who was the originator

and promoter of the company, wasmost anxious to have

things donehisway, “ in consequence of his many years'

experience of Life Assurance business ;" but we pre

sumed to differ from him , and while obeying his in .

structions, which were frequently altered , point-blank

told him thatwe should , asauditors, refuse to passmany

of the cutries. Although we had been appointed audi

tors by the shareholders, the balance-sheet was issued

unaudited by us, as, in spite of our written protest to

the Board , we were not allowed to audit . A wild scheme

has since been issued by the manager, and was discussed

Tue ENQUIRY INTO THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. - At

the adjourned meeting of the Council ofthe Society of

Accountants in England , held on Thursday, the reo oro

of the committee appointel to consider what reply, if

any, should be forwarded to tho communication of the

Lord Chancellcr relative to the above mitters, was pre .

sented and adopted by the council, tho con nite :

recommending that no reply be sout.

INSURANCE CRITICISM IN AMERICA . — The American

papers record a little incident ofhow an insurance critic

was settled there. Col. Tardy having criticised ( in an

insurance journal) a company of which Dr. Lay was

actuary , and the former having acknowledged that he

was the author, was struck by the fiery actuary. A duel

followed in which the critic was killed . The Edinburgh

actuaries,and the critics of the Briton,"may thank their

stars that they don 't live in America .
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at 2 " privitemeeting " convened for thepurpose,where, I was also profitable . As far as he could recollect, his
thunkito questionswe is shareholders were enabled to uncle and him realized a profit of about £4 ,000 on it.

pui (nut one of which was answered straightforwardly ), He thought the Oban contract would terminate about

the shireholders did not increase their holdings. The 1864 or 1865 . Immediately after that he obtained a

las: published balance sheet of the company (which h :23 contract to form the branch railway from Ratho to

renoved its offico from London ), is not reassuring, and Dalmeny, known as the Queensferry Branch . That con

the prospects of a call cere promising. It is such o lico3 tract resulted in the loss of about £20,000, of which

as this one that do the hurm in creating distrust. No bankrupt lost £13,000 and Mr Bruce about £9,000 . Mr

bona fil: olive need dread to make its position publicly Bruce was also his partner in the Oban contract, and he

known ; on the contrary , it is the best advertisement it was engineer for all the contracts, except the Queens .

can have . Tne more stringent the requirements of tho ferry one. After the completion of the last-named con

Board of Trade are , the better for all. It should be im . tract,Mr Bruce and bankrupt took the Shilliehill Bridge

possible for life assurance offices to keep back or garble contract at Dumfries for about £5 ,000. The profit

any facts in connection with their position . Some years realized from it was about £300 or £400. Bankrupt and

ago when a " life assurance panic' existed , I spoke with a Mr Bruce then took the Arkan drainage contract, which ,

wealthy business friend ,who told mehe had dropped his like the preceding, lasted about a year. The amount of

policies , considering his first loss the cheapest, and reg . the contract was £10 ,000. So far as he could recollect,

larly insested in consols for tho benefit of his children, that contract would be about square - i. e ., there was

the monies he would othewise have paid in premium3. neither profit nor loss. His brother, Thomas Hunter ,

This, I argued , was taking an extreme view ; but he who was also a contractor, and bankrupt, then went

revorably urged that he had no time to investigite into partnership , under the firm of Hunter Brothers.

ceoushimself (even if he had the power), and ho Their first contract was the Wigtown Waterworks. It

would not,after the exposures which had (then ) recently amounted to a few hundred pounds. There was no profit

taken place, trust his money out ofGovernment Sevi. on it. Their next contract was the Ballater Railway,

riting, where they were safe. Every sound office will , which amounted , he thought, to £4 ,000 or £5 ,000. After

with the public, approve of the Board of Trade 's decision the partnership with his brother, Mr Bruce halno co .

with regard to the Briton office, and, if that office is partnery interest in any of the contracts. He thought

resily sound, publici'y is the best advertisement it can they would lose about £300 by the Ballater contract.

hire. I shall be happy to satisfy you personally as to There was still a balance due to the firm under theaward

the truth of all the above statements, and encloso my of the arbiter, Mr Bruce, but bankrupt could not name

card . Were it not thatby so doing this letter might be the exact sum . Their next contract was the Glasgow

constraedintoan advertisement Iwould publish myname. Corporation gas tank, amounting to £10,000, which re.

- Yours traly , A PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT. sulted in a profit of about £1,000 . Their next contract

was from the Maryhill Gas Company, which was a

scheduled one, and was paid according to thework done.
BANKRUPTCY OF A SCOTCH CONTRACTOR . They next had the Hilton Railway, in England. The

On Tuesday afternoon George Hunter, contractor,
amount of that contract was £30 ,000 . The firm first felt

themselves in difficulties in November, 1872, when they
Port Hopetoun , Edinburgh, was examined on commis .

sion , before Mr. Gardner (Sheriff Clerk Depute ), at his
stopped payment. They then consulted their law agents,
Lindsay, Paterson,and Hall. The firm of witer Brothers

residence , 10, Archibald -place . Sederunt - Mr W . B .
never kept a regular set of business books. They made

Robertson , accountant, trustee ; MrGeorge Beg, S . S .C ., up a state of their affairs in Norember, 1872 , which was
ayent in the sequestration ; Mr A . J . Young, advocate ,
for workmen at Ratho Quarry ; Mr. Theodore Müc.

handed to their agents. Being shown a conveyanceby his

firm to MrBruce, dated 7th May, 1873, and interrogated
donald, ironmonger, a commissioner on the estate ; Mr

John Robertson , jun ., S . S .C ., for Mackenzie and Ker.
What was your understanding of the nature of that con .

veyance when you signed it ! Depones — ThatMr Bruce

mack , agents for Mr George Caddell Bruce, a crediter ; was to pay all debts remaining due by the firm ofHunter

and Mr John W . H . Corns, for Wr. D . Marshall, C . A . ,
Brothers in the best way he could . The firm

also creditor. The bankrupt made the following state of Hunter Brothers ceased to carry on business after
inent of his transactions : - He commenced business as a

November, 1872. Bankrupt had carried on Ratho
contractor about twenty years ago atNewcastle , with no

capital. He continued there for six years and then
Quarry , on his own account, for about seven years. He

ceased to work that quarry some time before the rent
came to Edinburgh , where he entered into partnership becaine due at Martinmas last. He could not carry it
with his uncle , Taylor Hunter, a contractor, in a joint on for want of means. He did not think the men had
adventure to finish the harbour at Granton . About ten

refused to work . He continued , however , to carry on
years ago he had also a contract on his own account in Crooks' Quarry , because the stones were selling at a
connection with the Bridge of Weir Railway. The con . higher price . When he ceased the Ratho Quarry he was

tract lasted about eighteen months,and was a profitable largely indebted to the workmen in arrears of wages,

one . He never kept any regular set of business books, which might amount to about £300. He had been in ill

except in connection with a Queensferry contract, and health , and unable to give close attention to business for
these were burned by bankrupt and MrGeo . C . Bruce, the last ten months. He had latterly always been in
C . E ., in the oilice at Port Hopetoun. Hedid notremem difficulties as he had had no capital since the dissolution
ber the exactday on which the books were burned , buthe of Hunter Brothers. The workinen at Crook Quarry
thought it was on the day on which he signed the lease of were all paid with the exception of one week . At

Patho Quarry. At the sametimethat heballthe Bridge of

Weir contract,hehadalso one forthebuilonzolit new piir
the time of his sequestration the men would not allo 'N

the stones to leave the quarry, which presented their
a : Oban . He realized about £1,000 of clear profit out being paid wages. Two or three months ago he con .
of that contract. The Granton Breakwater contract !' tracted for a drain at North Berwick , and be then re .
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moved a few picks, a hammer , and other tools from

Ratbo Quarry . The contract price was about £100 . He
worked at it for about a fortnight,but he found he was
unable to carry it on for want of means. On the motion
of the trustee , the commissioner adjourned the further

examination of the bankrupt till Monday.

| the acceptors are all good. After the sequestration wasawarded

I mado an offer of 20s, in the pound in cash to the creditoru
mentioned in the state of affairs. The ofr of 20s. per pound

was contingent to my being able to settle certain claims for

damages for breach of contract, and I had settled all these with

the exception of one which amounted to £24,802. I do not admit
thatliability at all. I explain that that creditor referred to was

willing to modify his claim to £13,000. This sum was larger
than I could pay, and so my intention to pay 20s, a pound

fell through. My drawings from the company were at the
rate of ono hundred pounds per month , or £1, 200 a year. I
karo marlo a full disclosure of my affairs to the trustoo.

Audrow Barclay, the other partner, was next examined , and

business ofthe company. Ho had handed to the trustee a state
of his individual affairs. There were two policies of assurance

on his life to tho amount of £7,000. Those policies were in
force. Mr W . D . Paterson, on behalf of the creditors, moved for

an adjournmont of the oxamination sine die. The Sheriff ob
jected to the adjournment of the examination without fixing a

specific date. His lor Iship fixed 19th January for the adjourn
ment.

THE FAILURE OF THE LOWTHER HEMATITE

COMPANY.

An examination respecting the affairs of theNorth of
England Hematite Iron Co ., now known as the Lowther

Hematite Iron Co., carrying on business atWorkington ,
Cumberland, and St.Vincent-street, Glasgow , took place

in the Sheriff Court,Glasgow , on Tuesday. There were
presentMrAndrew Paterson , C . A ., Edinburgh, trustee ;

Mr Robt. Ross, writer , Glasgow ,law agent in theseques.

tration ; Mr W . D . Paterson, S. S .C ., for the bankrupt,
Barclay; and a number of creditors. The following state

ment as to the affairs of the firm was given by David

George Hoey , an accountant in Glasgow . He said :
I am an accountant in Glasgow , and a partner of the Lowther

Hematite Co. The partners of that concern were Mr Andrew
Barclay and myself. Itwas formed in 1872. It began under the

namo of the North of England Hematite Iron Co., but the name
was changed in July last to the Losther Homatite Iron Co. The
reason of tho change was to preventmistakes as to thecaracter

and quality of the iron , there being North of England iron in the

market which was of an inforior quality to that produced by our
company . There were one or two drafts of co-partnership pre
pared, but they were never completed. Mr Barclay and I were
to be equally interested in the business, both as to profit anii

loss. We were also to provide the capital in equal proportions.

£10, 000 of capital was put into the business , £6 ,000 of which was
contributed by ine,and £4,000 bgmypartner. Iwas to take charge
of the financial department, and Mr Barclay of the practical.
Wo commenced to build the works at Workington, near Cum
berland , in September, 1872, on ground acquired on a 99 yoars'
lease from Lord Lonsdale. The first furnace was put in blast in

April, 1873, and another in September, 1874. The works at
presont consist of two furnaces completed and in working order,

while the foundation of a third has been laid . The works cost
£109,523. That was exclusive of railway rolling stock , movable

plant, and utensils, which cost about £7,000 additional. The
iron work was mainly and the machinery was entirely supplied

by Messrs Andrew Barclay and Son , Kilmarnock, who were paid

luy acceptances. The greater portion oftheso acceptaucos haro
beon paid , but thero is betweon £14,000 and £15 000 still un
paid . Wo carried on a profitable business from tho tiine wo be

gan to make iron. We made £17 ,000 profit the first year of th3

company's operations. In consequence of tho depressed state of
the iron trado our profits after that were not so largo. Early in

187 + we were pressed for capital, and we raised £35 ,000 on tho

works. In July following we got a further advanco on the works,

of which there is still a balance owing of £44 ,000. The liabilities

of tho firm amount to £121,979, and the assets to £115,834,

which show & deficiency of £6 , 145. Tho value of the works

and machinery is £80 ,000, being £29,523 less than they
cost us. The depreciation of the works is more than suffi

cient to account for the deficiency in our stito of affairs.

Posidos tho liabilities of my own firm for its own business we

are liable for £13,329 of acceptances of Andrew Barclay and

Sons to us and endorsed by us. These acceptances were for the

accommodation of Andrew Barclay and Sons, who were indebted

SHERIFF COURT,GLASGOW .
( Before Mr Sheriff GALBRAITH.)

RE ANDREW BARCLAY AND Son. In the sequestration of

Andrew Barclay and Son, engineers, Kilmarnock , and St. Vin
cent-street, Glasgow . There were present- MrAndrew Pator

son , C . A ., Edinburgh, trustee ; MrRobert Ross, writer, Glasgow ,

law agent in soquestration ; and Mr John Naismith , writer,

Glasgow , for a creditor. Andrew Barclay, one of the bankrupts,
was oxamined, and stated that he had been in business in Kilmar

nock for upwards of thirty years. Until early in 1874 he carried

on the business under his own name, and had no partner. About

the month of May, 1874, ho assumed his son, James Wilsoa
Birclay, as a partner. There was, hosover, no contract finally

concluded botwoon them . There was an undorstanding that his

son was to have a fifth share, butno finalarrangementwasmade.

His son gave him £1,000 some time before ho was assumed as a

partuer, and the sum was allowed to lie in the business capital.

That was all the capital his son had put into the business. In 1871
he becamo pressed for capital, and he had to get indulgence from

his creditors . He paid thom 20s. in the pound, of which 10s.
waspaid in cash and the balance by bills , all ofwhich were duly
retired . About the time of the arrangement with his creditors,

ho took the assistance of Mr Hoay, accountant in Glasgow , to

manage his financial afřairs and koop his books. Mr Hooy Ład
no interest in the businoss, but was paid a salary. From that
time to the present his financial affairs and books were kept
under Mr Hoey's supervision. Hewas a partner in the Lowther
Hematito Company, which was formed in 1872. Since the
formation of that company he had been engaged exclusively

at Workington managing the business for that company.

Ho had the chargo of the working department. He was

not conversant with the whole details of the Kilmar .
nouk business during his absence. His son James touk

charge of the practical department of the basiness. His Kil .

marnock business was a profitable ons up to the time of his

suspension . Ho had banded to the trustvo a statement of the
afisirs of his Kilmarnock business . It was made up by him from
information communicated to him by his son James. The state

mont showed tho assets to amount to £47,050, subjoct to a

horitable security, on which there was a balance due of £13,500 .

The liabilities in the statement amounted to £26 ,946 10s. ld.

llis Kilmarnock businoss was very much mixed up with the

Lowther Iron Co.'s afiairs. He had granted for tho benefit

of the Lowther Iron Company, two heritable socurities, on which

there was owing £35 ,000 and £44,000 respectively . There were

numerous bills to a large amount between the Lowther business

and tho Kilmarnock business which were at present unadjusted .

These bills were in the hands of third parties. Mr. Hoey could

give a better explanation than he could of the complication be

tweon the two firms, and he must refer to that gentleman . Ho

bankruptcy acceptances to a large amount were current, and
which were all for value. I was the financial manager of An

drow Barclay and Sons, and I interposed to get these bills in

part. I am individually viablo to Audrew Barclay and Sons for
cash crodit bonds amounting to the extent of £15,000 . I en
dorsod all their bills receivable as their commercial manager,

but I do not anticipate any loss will arise on that account, as
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had heritable properties at Kilmarnock and Kilbirnie which bg would have had to show , as against the directors, all those

longed to himself individually. The Kilbirnie property, he elements of mistake and irregularity which would alone

tbought, was subject to a heritable debt of £400 . These proper entitle him to relief on that ground. But that was not the case

ties were also included in the heritable securities granted for tho here. The directors and Mr Hartley some years before the

benefit of the Lowther Co. Mr Ross at this stage moved foran winding -up, apparently in perfect bona fides, considered the

adjourninont, and thu Sheriff accordingly adjourned the exami. question , and determined that it was not the intention of the

vation until the 19th inst . directors to give, while it was not the intention of MrHartley to

receive, anything but paid -up shares which could legally be

allottod . When they found that, through completo inadvert

COURT OF CHANCERY ence , a mistako had been made, they agreed to cancel the shares

LINCOLN 's - INN, Jax . 12 . as having been allotted in error. In order to invalidate the

(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR and Lord Justice MELLISH.) transaction , it was incumbont upon the official liquidator to

IN RE THE POOLE FIRE BRICK AND BLUE CLAY COMPANY show that what was done was not done bona fide or under cir

HARTLEY'S CASE. — This was an appeal by the official liquidator
cumstances which would give him the right to undo the trans

of the Poole Fire Brick Company from a decision of the Master action . It appeared to his Lordship that it was a perfectly bona

of the Rolls declining to fix MrHartley with liability in respect fide transaction , and that it was not incompetent, a mistako

of 200 shares of which tho allotment had beon cancellod . The having been made, to the directors to cancel the allotmont. He

company, which was registored in December, 1870 , entored about might also observe that this was a case in which no harm had

the same time into an agreement for the purchase of property boon done to any ono. No one, either creditor or shareholder,

and plant for the purposes of the company' s business. The con
could havo boen misled , as no return was made to the Registrar

sideration was to consist of £1, 200 cash and £4,800 in fully of Joint- Stock Companies until after the original had been re

paid -up shares of the company. In January, 1871, pursuant to
placed by the new allotment. The official liquidator, therefore,

was not entitled to fix Mr Hartley with the original 200 shares.
the vendor's request, 200 fully paid -up shares (part of those to

which he was entitled ) were allotted to his nominee, George The motion failed altogether andmust be dismissed , with costs.

Hartley, one of the directors of the company. In June, 1871, Lord Justice Mellish was of the same opinion . The real ques

the directors discovered that the agroementwith the vendor had tion was whether it was the intention of all parties that the 200

not been filed with the Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies, as
shares should be cancelled. When the mistake was discovered ,

required by the Companies Act, 1867, sec. 25 , and they there they perceived that the vendor had not, in fact, been paid by
thoso 200 shares. It was for the common benefit of all parties

upon cancelled the shares issued to Hartley, who delivered up

the certificates of the shares to the secretary, who wroto across
that the mistake, whether of law , in ignorance of the require

the counterfoil - issued in error and cancellod .” On the 13th ments of the Act of 1867, or of fact, should be rectified, and it

oi Jane, 1871, the agreement was duly filed with the Registrar
was competent to them to do so. This they did by cancelling

of Joint-Stock Companies, and 200 fully paid -up shares were the shares issued in mistake and by issuing new ones. The ap

subsequently issued to Hartley in lieu of the 200 shares cance! pealmust be dismissed , with costs .

led . In March, 1873, a rosolution for voluntarily winding up JAN . 14 .

the company was passed , and in the course of the winding -up ( Before the LORD CHANCELLOR and Lord Justice MELLISH .)

the liquidator sought to make him liable in respect both of the IN RE THE BRAMPTON AND LONGTOWN RAILWAY COMPANY

214 shares allotted in June, 1871, and also in respect of the ori Shaw 's CLAIM - NIMMO AND M Nar's CLAIM . -- These were ap

ginal 200, the allotment of which had been cancelled . The Mas peals from a decision of Vice-Chancellor Bacon . The Brampton

ter of the Rolls having decided that MrHartley was not liable in and Longtown Railway was projected in 1863. A subscription

respect of the original 200 shares, the liquidators now appealed. contract was signed by several landowners and others resident

MrA . G . Marten , Q . C ., and Mr Chester appeared for the liquida in the district, and an Act of Parliament was passed in 1866 in

tors in support of the appeal ; Mr Crackpall, for Mr Hartley, corporating the company to construct and work the railway ;

was not called on . The Lord Chancellor said that the facts of but sufficient subscriptions could not be obtained , and the pro

the case which appeared necessary to be stated were that ject had to be given up. A warrant for authority to abandon

an agreementwas entered into with the owner of the estato on the railway was granted by the Board of Trade under tho

which the works of this company were to be carried on for the Abandonment of Railways Act, and the company was ordered to

sale of the laud to certain persons. Part of the payment for the be wound up on petition in the Court of Chancery. Messrs

land was to bo in the shape of paid -up shares in the company. Nimmo and M .Nay, engineers, claimed to prove for a debt in

After the formation of the company, but before this agrooment respect of plans and surveysmade and work dono preliminary

was registered, as required by tho Companies' Act 1867, 200 to the passing of the Act. Mr Shaw , the solicitor engaged

paid -up shares (part of the stipulated payment) were allotted in preparing the Bill, in like manner claimed for preliminary

at the request of the vendor, to Mr. Hartley, one of the direc. expenses. The claimswere grounded on the general provision

tors of the compauy. The form of allotting these 200 shares in tho Companies Clauses Consolidation Act,making such ex

was gone through , and the certificates were made out. This
penses debts of the company, and also a clause to the like

was in January, 1871 ; and in June, 1871, notice was taken by effect in the special Act of Parliament. The claims were re

the directors, and apparently also by tho vendor, that the agree sisted by the subscribers to the scheme other than the claim

ment in question had notbeon registered , and accordingly that ants, on the ground that they had been inriuced to subscribe

there had been an irregularity in the issue of shares which inight on the representation that they should bu liable for nothing

render the whole transaction opon to question. The agreement unless the line was actually made. The Vice-Chancellor ad

was then registered , and the original allotment of shares can mitted the claims. Soine of the alleged contributories appeared.

cellod , and 200 shares wore de novo allotted to Mr Hartley as The Lord Chancellor said that for the present purpose the ap

paid -up shares, together with an additional 14, as to which no pellants stood in exactly the same position as the official liqui

question arose. It had boon contended on behalf of the official dator, and they must show that Mr Shaw and the other claim

liquidator that he had a right to fix Mr Hartley, notmerely with ants were not entitled in respect of their pröfessional services to

the 214 shares allotted de novo, but also with the 200 shares maintain any claim whatever against the company. The ques

professed to have been cancelled. Now , this was not the caso tion was, whother, assuming the evidence tendered on behalf of

in which Hartley was applying for the first time, either before the claimants to bo uncontradicted , there was any evidence of a

or after the winding -up, to have his name removed from the contract to indemnify the company against theso claims. His

register. If sucb an application came to be made after tho Lordship thought that what occurred did not amount to any

winding- up it appearod to his lordship that, having regard to contract intended to inure for the benefit of the com

the authorities, it would have beon difficult, if not impossible , pany ; it was at tho utmost a contract made with indivi

to accede to it ; iſ made before the wilding-up, Mr Hartley duals for the purpose ofassuring them that they , as individuals,

would have been put to strict proof of his case, and ho I would not, by reason of their signing the subscription contract,
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bo called upon to pay anything if the railway was notmid3. It curred among life assurance companies within the last 30 years
was, however, argued that inasmuch as the individuals could had been caused by reckless extravagance of management, and
only be called on to pay as contributorius to a common rund, th ) that, in judging of the solvency of an office, the question of ex
agreoment was in effect an engagement not to call upon any one penses demanded serious attention, proceeded to add that the
to contributo to that fund, in case the line was not made, and immediato questions that concerned policy holders wero - What
therefore not to call on the company. That argumoptcould not was the present position and what were the future prospects of
prevail. Taking the evidence to be uncontradictod , tho agroo those offices which from their high por contago of expenses, and
mentalleged did not amount to moro than an agroomont to in from other reasons, wero placod beyond what wore admittedly
demnify individuals. Whether thero was in fact such an agreo tho limits of safety ? Of the 41 offices in that category, or
ment, his Lordship expressed no opinion now , and how effect ** Black List," as it might well bo tormod, two only having
should be given to it if it existod could not be decided upon tho a premium incomo of over £200 ,000 woro to be found . The
present occasion . All that could now bo said was that the ro porcentage of one of thoso offices was 22 por cent., while that
spondents were entitled to makothese claims in the winding up , of the other was 46 por cent. In other words, that latter office
but nothing was decided as to tho quantum of tho claims. The was unable to collect £158,262 without incurring an outlay of
appeals must be dismissed, with costs . Lord Justice Mollish was £213, 984. The pamphlet, then ,without specifying tho peculiar
of the same opinion . The Lord Chancellor said the order would nature of tho plaintiffs' company's industrial business, con .
bo made without prejudice to any claim which the contribu trastod their expenditure with that of other offices in their ordi
toriey might mako to an indemnity in any other way . nary life assurance business ; spoke of the folly of considering

valuations mado by a company's own actuary in any light than
that of “óa serious joke,” reforring, in proof of that, to the caso
of the plaintills' company. The pamphlet also statöd that if by

LINCOLN'S -INN, Jax. 12 . any possible chance or misconception the reader still hankered

(Before Vire- Chancellor Sir C .ULL .) after the valuation flesh -pots of the office in which , possibly , ho
THE PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY V. KNOTT. – This suit might be assured , he was invited to note that, whereas every

was instituted for an injunction to restrain the defendant from | life office showed by valuation a surplus, Yr Spraguo, in a

publishing or cirvulating a pamphlot which he had written , en recent lottor to the Times, stated that the result of the publica
titled “ Solvent Life Offices and others ; or, What Becomes of tion of their accounts by certain companies, so:ne of which were

Ten Millions a Year.” Tho bill in the suit stated that the doing a large business, had led the actuaries who had studied

plaintiffs' company (which has been in existence since 1848 ) them irresistibly to tho conclusion that the companies in quos

carried on the business of life assurance on an extensivo scale, tion were insolvent boyond al hope of recovery. The effect of

but the character of its business was very exceptional. It con - the defendant's pamphlet was to represent that tho plaintiffs'
sisted for the most part of what is termed “ industrial business" company was being managed with reckless extravagance, and
— that is to say, the business of granting policies of assurance was in a state of insolvency and unable to fulfil its engagements .

upon tho livos of artisans and other members of the working Those representations wero utterly untrue. The coinpany's

classes of society . The plaintiffs' company was the only English affairs woro managed without any extravaganco. It had been

lifo assurance office wlich transacted industrial business upon formauy years past, and was now , in an exceedingly prosper

any considerable scale . Its in lustrial (which was its principal) ous and thriving condition , abundantly solvent, and earniog
usiness was one of great magnitude ; but its other, or ordinary . largo profits, and the continued publication of the pamphlet,

business was comparatively insiguificant. Tho policies elected which the defendant threatened , would be most injurious to the

with the industrial department were in a large majority of cases credit and groatly damage the business and profits of tho com
kept on foot for a fow years only. The promiumson them were pany. The case now came on upon an interlocutory motion for

numerous, and , having regard to the expenses of their collec an injunction, and considerable evidence of actuariesand others

tion , upusually high ; bnt the ratio oftheamount of the reserve was adducod on both sides. Mr Dickinson , Q .C ., and Mr Phear

fund in the industrial business to the total amount assured for the plaintiff's, insistod that the pamphlet was a false and
might properly be and was correspondingly small. In short, no libellous attack on the company. They did not imputo wilful or

fair estimate could be formed of the solvent or other condition malicious motives to the defendant, but they said that when a
of an office carrying on industrial business by comparing the person undertook to write about any special subject it was his

ratio of its expenses with its premium income, or the ratio of duty to master it previously . The dofondant hid not dono so.
the amount of its reserve fund with the total amount assured ,as Had he inquired at the company's offices ho would have found

might be ascertained in the cases of offices transacting ordinary out the truo nature of their business, and would have seen that

life assurance business. The defendunt, who lud taken a pro it was unlike that ofother offices. They concluded an elaborat 3
minent part in the discussions which have prevailed with re argumentby an analysis of the particular business of the plain
spect to the solvency of companies engaged in the business of tiffs' company, showing that the common calculations with
life assurance, had published tho pamphlet in question . On respect to ordinary insuranco oflicos did not apply to this one ;

one of the fly leaves of it were the following passages : - - Ten that it was clarly in a flourishing condition , that it was im
millions sterling are paid annually by the public for lifo as perilledby tho defendant's pamphlet; that, although this Court
surance. It behoves every policy -holder to ascertain , before it inirlit not havo power to restrain a “ libel" simpliciter (which
is too late, whether the life oflice he has chosen is solvent, or ono was al crimes, if a libolwas accompanied -- as this was - by injury
of the others.' Particular attention is directed to pages 32 and to property, then the Court had complete jurisdiction to restrain

43." Then , at page 32, there was a tabular statement, setting tho libel by an injunction , and that an order for onu should ac
out the names of 15 chief oflices, arranged according to “ per cordingly be made upon this motion . Mr Osborno Morgan,
centago of espeuses and commission to reiniam income." Q .C ., and Mr 11. B . Inco, for the defendant, were not called upon.

The plaintiffs' company stood at the head of that list, and oppo Tho Vice-Chancellor said the question he had to determine was
sito to their names 46 per cent. That was the largest per whether he should , at the presentinstance of the plaintill's, grant
centage in that list ; tho leust, or last on it , being 3 per cent. an injunction to rostrain the publiertion by the defendant of the

Ao the foot of that list was this note, appended to the plaintify' pamphlot in dispute. The plaintili's complained of it in two

name " Largely industrial.” At pago 45 thoro was another important respocts. They said the defendant had adopted two

tubular statement, setting out the namos of 15 chief offices, tests of the solvency or insolvency of insurance companies, which

arranged according to “ percentago of assets to liabilities." did not apply to the plaintiff's 'company ; and that the defendant
Tho plaintifis' company stood at the bottom of that list, and by publishing the pamphlet wuch mentioned those tests, so

opposito to their name, I per cent. That was the smallest per really in applicable to the company, had libolled it. It will
centage in that list ; the largest, or first on it , being 55 por neceszélry, therefore , to roſor to tło charactor of tho painpilet,

cont. Tho bill then stated that the pamphlet, after asserting tho object of it, anıl, to somo oxtant, its probabl. elluvia

that by far the groatest proportion of the failures which had oc- ' writer of it was a gentlone who had turued his attention to

is. The
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insuranco offices, and he had conceived the idea ofwriting a book FARMER OR TRADER .
about them , which should be profitable to himself and aseful to Er parte The Sherirr or HereroRDSHIRE. Re Wu. SMITH .
th , public . All possible notion of any malice on his part to (Boforo the CHIEF JUDGE in Bankruptcy .)
wards the plaintiff's was entirely out of the crise . He, however, The debtor was a farmer in Herefordshire. In 1872 ho in

haring in his mind the idea suggested , thought he could bring vento la medicine for the curo of the foot-and-mouth disease

all insurance offi :os to a test as to whother they were sfo or anong cattle, which he advertise extensively, and succeeded

unsafe, and that hy could explain the natura of that tost to tho in solling a considerably amount of it. At the close of 1872 the

public at large. No doubt by the word “ unsafo" hz would cattle disease abater , and after that time tho debtor had no

imply insolvent. I. the pamphlet ho had spocified curtain further sale for his medicine, thongh he stated that he always

oflices which , ac ording to his test, would appar to be insolvent. kept a stock on hand ready for salo . Iu May, 1874, judgment

Bat on that the Vice-Chancellor would express no opinion . Thu was recovored against the debtor in an action , and on May 18 ,

plaintiffs had producod the ovidence of two most eminent ac at the direction of the osecution croditor, the sheriff of Here .

tuaries in proof of the fact that their company was perfectly fordshira levied tho amount and costs on th3 farm , stock , and

solvent. If, indeed, it had been necessary to consider that , ho goods of the debtor. The sheriff retained the amount leviod in

should have thought the plaintiff's had a good case as against the his hands till May 30, and on that day paid the amount re
pamphlet in question ; but it was not requisits for him to give covered to the execution creditor. On Juno the 1st the

any opinion on tbe point ; and, after all, although the pamphlet debtor filed his petition for liquidation , and on the same
contained the names of as many as 41 companios, which the day (being within fourteen days after execution ) notice of
writer placed in what he called the “ Black List," it was tho petition was served on the sheriff. The trustee under
only his opinion as to them , and a more statement of what the liquidation claimed from the under-sheriff the amount

he (the writer of the pamphlet) thought about them . The ho had paid to the execution creclitor, on the ground
readers of the work must be left to exercise their own judg that, the debtor being a trader within the meaning of section

ment in the matter. If the writer had takon an erroneous eighty -seven of the Act, the under-sheriff ought not to havo
view of the natura and applicability of his proposed tests, disposed of the amount he had levied in execution till after tho
the publis and persons who had studiol the subject wera ) fourteen days had elapsod. For the under-sheriff it was con
fully capable of pronouncing upon them . The tests pro tended that theman was a farmer, and appeared nothing but a
posed - yiz ., the percentage of expenses and commission to farmer, and as the under-sheriff had no knowledge of his being
premium income, and the percentage of assets to liabilities a trader, he was right in paying the money to the execution

- were things as to which many peoplo were not agreed . creditor within the fourteen days. The Chief Judge held that

The whole matter way, after all, one of opinion only . But it would be unreasonable to cast upon the sheriff the duty of

it had been specially argue i on behalf of the plaintiffs that the
defendant in his pamphlet had not fully explained - had sup engaged in any transactions which amounted to trading . No

pressed - certain particulars which, if he had stated them ,woald notice of the trading having been given to him , the sheriff had
bave shown that his proposed tests wore not applicable to the merely discharged his plain duty in handing over tho proceeds
plaintiffs' coinpany. The plaintiff's might be right as to that, of the execution to the execution creditor.

but the defendant thought they wero not. Judging from the

evidence adduced , it would seem that he was wrong, and that

his views wero unfounded . But, before an injunction could be THE FAILURE OF AN EYE LIQUID MANUFACTURER .

granted on this motion to restrain the publication of the pam A state nent of the affairs of John Edo, eye liquid manufac

phlet, the Courtmust be reasonably satisfied thatthere had been turor, of Birmingham , was submitted to a meeting of the credi

soch a suppression of circumstances as would , if stated , hulle tors held on the 8th inst. The chair was occupied by Mr J . B .

inade a diference in the result of the cause at the hearing. He Dyson, of Bartholomew -street, and Mr J . F . Grove appeared for

thought there had not been sucli a suppression as to justify th3 tie debtor. Mr Griffin , Mr Collis, Mr Josoph Rowlands (Row
Court in stopping the publication of the pamphlet on that linds and Bignail) Mr W . Fellows, Mr Lomas Harrison (the re

ground. Then again , having regard to the evidence adduced , ceiver ), Mr Spencer Dominy, and others, appeared on bəhalf of
althongh the writer's view was such as had been mentioned , it the creditors. Mr Grovo stated that the proposals ho had to

could not be said that the matter of his pamphlet was libellous ; make to the meeting were, that the original offer of 2s, in the

aol so far, also , the plaintiffs ' caso for an injunction was not poanddown should be accepted, or that the creditors should

in da out. Indeed , az already observed , the subject was one take 20s, in the pound in “ eye liquid ,” or that 3s. in the pound

which , after all, was a matter of opinion . It was not to b3 as should be paid - 1s. 6d . down, and Is. 6d . in six months, secured

sumed that the public would be led by the noso by this contlo to tho satisfaction of the chairman of the meeting for contirin

man's statements, por was there such an injury to property in tion , or that the debtor should carry on the trade under inspec

the case as required the interference of this Court by an injunc tion for six months, the creditors undertaking to expend in that
tion . He should have thought that the plaintifis might have period £2,000, or thereabouts, in advertiaing, and to pay thedebtor

protected themselves by some published statement of their own a salary. Mr Fellows proposed " That the offerof 38. be accepted."

against the allegations in the pamphlet, sɔ as not to lose the con Mr Collis seconded thy proposition. MrStratton proposod, as an
tidence of the public . On the wholo caso , he considered that it amendment, “ That the affuir be worked for 12 months under a

was not one in which the plaintiff's should bo protected by tho compittee of inspection , the debtor receiving 30s. per week as
injunction of this Court ; and the motion must be reiusod , with remuneration .” Ho cousidered thatthe debtor's trade had boon

costs. of the most reckless kind, and he would ask tho creditors whe
ther they were going to let a reckless man liko Mr Ede squaro

INTEREST TIME TABLES. - We have received a copy of up his accounts for 3s. in the pound, anl then go and laugh at
the Interest Time Tables compiled by William Lewis, them . He (the spoaker) had calculated that the advertisements

of Plymouth , and published by Efficgham Wilson , Royal
would provide an incoine for the next year of something like

£10 ,000 . Mr Fellows : Waat, outof the eye liquid ? Mr Stratton :
Excbange. The compiler claims for his work , “ the Yes. He does not come here to put himself in our hands, but
advantage of sbowing at a glance ,without anymoveable he only offers to work under a coinmittee of inspection for six
or sliding parts , the number of days, from any day in months. Mr Rowlands thought the working of the concern
the year to any other day in the saineor following year, under a committee of inspection for six or twolvo months would

This result is obtained by having a page for every day, not be at all practicable . The debtors assets amountod to £915

from the 1st January to 31st December , and citlculated 4s. 5d ., and tho offer of 38. in tho £l would amount to noarly

to 365 days." 'ihis claim is amply substantiated by in £1,600 in round numbers. Adding £200 or £250 for cash , the

spection,the chief merits of the book ,being, as indicated debtor would have to pay close upon £2,000 if the offor woro

abore, clearness and simplicity.
accepted . Ho strongly objocted to give three or six months for
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the payment of 18. 6d, in the pound, and he proposed that 38 .
in the pound should be paid cash . Mr Batos seconded the pro
position. Mr Lewis proposed, “ That we don 't take less than
6s. 8d.” Mr Sargent seconded the motion . The last motion ,
upon being put to the meeting, was lost, seven voting in its
favour and ten against it. Mr Rowland's proposition was thon

put and carried, 17 being in its favour and one against it. Put
as a substantivo motion, the result was 12 votes in its favour, .
and three against. It was remarked that “ cash ” meant pay
ment in a month . Mr Grove said the debtor was unable to pay
the sum required down ; and MrRowlands ultimately proposed

“ That such composition of 3s. in the pound be paid or secured
within such time and such manner as the Chairman may ap

prove bofore the confirmation of the rosolution.” Carriod. The
meeting thon terminated .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .
January 9.

( Before M :. Registrar Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)
RE WUSTENFELD AND SIEDENBERG . - The debtors, des

cribed as merchants and commission agents, of Dunster

house, Mincing -lane, hare filed a potition for liquidation,
with liabilities returned at £10 ,000, and assets, comprising
stock - in - trade, book debts, and furniture, about £4,000. It ap
peared that the debtors had been extensively engaged in the
cotton trade. Claims to portions of the assets had been made,
and in order to guard against fluctuations in the market, it was

necessary thatthe cotton now on hand should be roalized. Mr.

W . A . Crump now applied that Mr. Shubrook, accountant, Graco
church - street, should be appointed receiver and manager. He

stated that contracts were pending which rendered the appoint

mont desirable. His Honour granted the application .

January 11.

This being the first day of Hilary Term , the sittings in Lin.
coln 's - inn - fieldswere resumed . The morning' s listwas unusually

short, two cases only being entered for hearing beforo Mr Re
gistrar Hazlitt, as Chief Judge.

RE ERNEST SCOTT JERTIS . — This was a sitting for public
examination . The bankrupt, described as of 54, Queen 's - gate,

Hyde Park, of no trado or occupation, had been adjudicated
upon the potition of M . Rudolphe Holbroyner, embroiderer, of

Regent-street, a creditor for £261, for goods supplied to the

bankrupt. The debts aro estimated at £150,000 , with assets of

doubtful value. At a former meeting the bankruptwas ordered

to file his accounts, but he had not yet done so. Mr Brough ,
for the trustee, asked that a peremptory order should be made

requiring the bankrupt to filo his accountswithin a period to be

LIABILITY OF TRUSTEES.
At the Halifax County Court on Tuesday, before Mr Sorjeant

Tindal Atkinson, Judge, an application wasmade by Mr Jubb,
on behalf of Mr Frederick Whitaker, woolstaplor, Halifax, for an

order calling upon Mr 0. J . Rhodes, the trustee in the bank
raptcy of John Shackleton , woolstapler , Halifax, to deliver up
to Mr Whitaker three sheets and three balos of wool, delivered

to the bankrupt Shackleton on the 12th December last, or in de

fault to pay £61 10s. 6d., the value of the wool. Mr Smith (Hol
rogde and Smith ) represented the trustoo. The facts of the case
were as follows: On the 5th December MrWhitaker had a sale

by auction at the Mechanics' Hall, at which he disposed of vari

ous lots of wool, which had been previously advertised and cata

logued. The bankrupt attended the sale , and became the pur

chaser of the wool in question, which , however, remained in Mr

Whitaker's possession until the 12th December, when it was

delivered to the bankrupt's carter. On the 19th ult. MrWhit

aker was surprised to find Shackleton 's bankruptcy advertised ,

and he at once consulted his solicitors, who gave notice to the

registrar of the court, acting for the time being as trustee, not

to dispose of the wool. It transpired that a debtor's summons

was served upon the bankrupt on the 230 November ; that he

committed an act of bankruptcy on December 1st ; that a poti
tion in bankruptcy was filod and served upon him on December

3d ; that he attended Mr Whitaker's sale on the 5th ; that

the wool was delivered on the 12th, and that Shackleton was

adjudicated a bankrupt on the 14th, two days after the deli
very. The debtor had given no notice of any intention to dis

puto the petition as was required by the Act, hence Mr Jubb

contended that at the time he purchased the wool, Shackleton
had committed an act of bankrupty, and that goods coming into

the possession of a bankrupt after a bankruptcy, were not in the

order and disposition of the trustee. MrSmith maintained that

asMr Whitaker had parted with the possession of the wool, and

had failed to take any steps to regain its possession, the bank

rupt was ontitled to it. Mr Jubb repeated that Mr Whitaker
know nothing about the bankruptcy until tho 19th December.

His Honour ordered the wool or its value to be given up to Mr
Whitaker.

mination should be adjourned. Mr Lumley, for the petitioning
creditor, concurred in the application . His Honour made a

peremptory order that the bankrupt should file his accounts

within one month, and adjourned the examination until the 22d
of February

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.)

RE DEAN , GILBERT AND ELDERKIN . - Application wasmade to

continue the interim injunction granted against several sueing

creditors until the further orderof the Court. The debtorsare wool

len warehousemen , Little Britain , and 4 , Carr 's Lane, Birming

ham , who failed in December last for £4,000, the assets being

about £3,000. An application wasmade to the Court last week

for the appointment of Mr James Waddell as receiver and mana

ger of the estate , in the place of Mr J. Jordan , who had tendered

his resignation at the first meeting , at the request of the credi.

tors — he having been a clerk in the employ of the debtors. Mr

H . Wright now applied to his Honour to continue the injunction

granted against five of the creditors until the further order of

the Court. In reply to a question from the learned Registrar,
Mr. Wright stated thathe applied on behalf of the late receiver,

Mr Jordan, on whose behalf he had given notice of the present
application prerious to the appointment of Mr Waddell. His

Honour continued the injunction against all the creditors until

tho furthor ordering of the Court.

January 12

(Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge.)

RE FRANCIS GODRICH, JON. — Thebankrupt was the defendant

in the late divorce suit of “ Godrich v .Godrich.” He had been

adjudicated upon the petition of Mr A . Beddall, solicitor, a

creditor for £253 10s. 6d., being the petitioner's costs directed to

be paid pursuant to an order of Sir James Hannen. There have

been several adjournments of the sittiug forpublic examination ,

and at the last moeting, held on the 24th of November , the bank

rupt was ordered to file a full account of his transactions with

| his father, to whom , it was alleged , his property had been trans

ferrod A statement of afľairs showed debts of £2.081, and

thers were no assets, MrBoddall appeared for the trustee ; Mr

Bagley for the binkrupt. It wild slutaid that since the last sit

ting the bankrupt had tiled an account of his transactions with

| his father, but the trustee, who still opposed , pointed out that

| the statement rendered was detective in several material parti

HARD HEARTED CREDITORS. - As a sequel to the para

graph under the above heading which appeared in our
last issue, it may be stated that the doctor appointed to

examine the bankrupt submitted a certificate setting
forth that the state of his health was such that he would

incur great danger in attending the Court, and it was

consequently resolved that the examination should take

place at the bankrupt' s residence.

The Law Times is requested to state that any sug .
gestions to the Bankruptcy Committee appointed by the
Lord Chancellor, may be addressed to them at the
Treasury .

A petition for the winding up of the Teplitz Colliery

and Coal Oil Company (Limited ) is to be heard before the
Master of the Rolls on the 23rd inst.
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the petition of Messrs D . McStephens and Co., discount brokors,

Manchester. - Mr Baker, who appeared for the trustoo, said he
understood that tho bankrupt had been provonted by illnoss

from filing his accounts, and desired further timo for the

purpose ; also to enable him to annul his bankruptcy upon pay

ment by instalmonts of a composition of 10s. in the pound . - Mr

E . Leo represented the bankrupt. - A further adjournmentfor a

month was taken by consont.

IN RE VINCENT CHARD. The bankrupt, who was a stock
broker, of 31, Threadneedlo -street, late of Auston- friars, was
allowed to pass his public examination without opposition on a
statement of affairs disclosing liabilities to the amount of
£4,938, and assets £150. — MrLumley appeared for the trustee,
and Mr. Rooks for the bankrupt.

ACTION AGAINST A LIQUIDATOR .

(before Baron BRAMWELI and a Common Jury.)

January 14 .
Coulson V. ROBERTS . — Mr Garth, Q . C ., and Mr Israel Davis

were counsel for the plaintiff ; Mr Grantham , Mr Fullerton ,
and Mr Kildare Robinson for the defendant. The plaintiff was

a book -keoper to the Co-operativo Croydon Browery Company,
now in liquidation , and the defendant was the liquidator of the

company. The action was brought for an alloged slander, im

puting dishonosty and embezzlement to the plaintiff, and ovi
dence was called to prove the terms of the slander ; but upon

the defendant denying that he had ever cast any imputation on

the plaintiff's moral character, although he had complained of

the negligent manner in which he kept the books, the jury

stopped the case, and found a verdict for the defendant.

culars. On behalf of the bankrupt, and in opposition to any

further adjournment, it was urged that the case had been before
the Court for more than a year, and the facts had boon fully in
vestigated . The bankrupt was described as thenot very careful

son of a very indulgent and liberal father ; hehad been engaged

in unfortunate litigation , which had led to his ruin , and in the
absence of books no better accounts could be rendered . His
Honour thought the bankrupt was bound to furnish specific

details respecting the payments made by his father on his behalf.
Ho regrettod that much perverseness had been shown through
out the case, and said that one of the parties had acted very

improperly in writing a letter to him privately. MrsGodrich
said she did not intend to prejudice the mind of the Court in any
way. She had been most cruelly treated . His Honour said that
if Mrs Godrich had any complaint to make she could bring it
forward in the usual way. The matter was then adjourned, Mr
Paget, the official assignee,undertaking to assist thebankrupt in
the preparation of the further account desired .

January 13.

( Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
RE VON HAFEN . — The question in this case was whether a

joint creditor, who had obtained an adjudication againt ono of
twomembers of a firm , wasontitled to provo upon the soparate

estate for tho purpose of receiving a dividend . Mr Da Gex ,

Q . C., and Mr Bagley were counsel for the petitioning creditor,
and MrDavey and Mr F . O . Crump for the trusteo. It appeared

that on the 2nd of May, 1874, Sir Thomas Pasley, being a creditor

ofMessrs Von Hafen and H . Pasley for the sum of £3,186 , filed
a petition against Von Hafen , under which , on the 19th ofMay,

adjudication was made. On the 7th of May the same creditor

presented a petition against H . Pasley, and on the 27th adjudi.

cation resulted , but an order was afterwardsmado, by consent,

that the two bankruptzies should be worked separately . No

claim had beon made by Sir Thomas Pasloy to rank against H .

Pasley' s estate in respect of his joint debt, but, as petitioning

creditor, he sought to prove and receive dividends under tho

separate estate of the bankrupt Von Hafen . His Honour held ,

however, that the petitioning creditor could not receive any
dividend out of tho soparato property of Von Hafon until all

the separate creditors had received the full amount of their

debts .

RE LAURANCE VAN PRAAGH. — The debtor, who is a diamond

merchant and jeweller, carrying on business in Oxford -street,

has filed a petition for liquidation , with liabilities of £6,000, and

a38ets, consisting of stock in trade, £1,500 ,and book debts £200 .

Upon the application of Mr C . Harcourt, for the debtor and two

of the creditors, the Courtappointed Mr T . H .Wintlo , accountant,

Coleman -street, receiver of the estate.

January 14 .

(Before Mr. Register BROUGHAM , as Chief Judge.)

IN RE GRANT, BRODIE, AND Co. — The debtors, who traded as
commission merchants in East India -avenuo, failed in June last,
and their affairs are now under liquidation by arrangement, in
pursuance of resolutions come to by the creditors. The liabili

ties were returned at £167,556 and assets £23,755 . The case

now came before the Court on the hearing of a motion made on

behalf of Messrs J . C . im Thurn and Co., agents for Messrs L .

C . Stagg and Co., ofGuayaquil, for an order that the trustee do

hand over to Messrs J . C . im Thura and Co., as such agents, re

mittances amounting to £1,760, subject to a slight doduction , and

which remittances had been cashed by the debtors at the date of
their suspension of payment. - Mr Nicol appeared in support of

the motion ; Mr Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr Morloy wcro counsel for

the trustee. -- It not appearing for whatpurpose the remittances

in question had been made, his Honour said this was very

material, and allowed thə motion to stand adjourned for further

evidence on the point.

January 15 .

( Before Mr. Register Pepys, as Chief Judge.)

IN RE HENRY BRINSLEY SHERIDAN, THE YOUNGER . — This was
an adjourned meeting for public examination. The bankruptwas

described as of George- street,Westminster, and Garway -road,
Bayswater, contractor, trading under the style of Sheridan ,

Komball, and Co. ; and adjudication against him was made on

COURT OF SESSION, EDINBURGH .
JAN . 7 .

( Before Lord YOUNG .)

GOURLAY (PINKERTON AND SONS' TRUSTEE ) V . HODGE. - In
this case the trusteo on the sequestered estates of John Pinker

ton and Sons, merchants, Glasgow , sued William Hodgo for ro

duction of cortain delivery orders, & c ., of pease, beans, and oats

sold and delivered by the bankrupts to the defender , the valuo

amounting in all to £238 5s. The pursuer alleged that the

parties were conjunct and confident, the defender being father

in - law of one of the bankrupts, and that the transaction was

struck at by the Act 1621, cap. 18. The pursuer further al

leged that at the date of tho transaction, which was within sixty

days of the bankruptcy, the bankrupts were insolvent, and were

largely indebted to sundry persons who havo since ranked on

their estates, and that tho samo fell under the statute 1696 ,
cap . 5 . In defenco it was maintained that the goods in quos

tion had boon delivered in partial implement of a contract
of sale, under which the price had been paid to the de
fender ; that the action , so far as founded on the statute

1696 , cap . 5 , could not be maintained , in respect the de

liveries were made not in satisfaction or security of prior deli
very, but in fulfilment pro tanto of the bankrupts' obligations
under the contract between them and him ; that the deliveries

not having been mado to a conjunct or confident person without

a just, true, or necessary cause, to the prejudice of pursuer's cre

ditors, they were not challengeable under the Act 1621, cap . 18 ;

and that tho defender having under the transactions in question

paid the sum of £500 to the bankrupts within sixty days of the
bankruptcy in consideration and on the faith of performance of

their counter obligations as to delivery, and the deliveries made

in pursuanco of the contract having been of much less value

than said sum , the defender ought to be assoilzied . The Lord

Ordinary docided that the deliveries of the goods referred to in

the summons and on the record were not in contravention of the

Act 1696 , and therefore assoilzied the defender from the conclu

sions of tho summons, with expenses.

January 9.

THE SCOTTIAH HERITABLE SECURITY COMPANY (LIMITED ) v.
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Re O ' TOOLE AND Son. - Thɔ bankrupts were printers carrying
on businoss in Great Brunswick -street, and the moeting was for

examination of witnesses . Evidence was given in reference to

a bill of sale of their premises to a DrGordon in 1873 , and also

in referonce to certain contracts for the printing of books not

yet completed Mr Scallan appeared for Miss Cusack , of Lime

rick ; MrHoron , Q . C ., appeared for Mr Duffy, publisher, Wel.

lington -quay ; and Mr Samuel Walker, Q . C ., for Mr Wyley. It

was arranged that the bankrupt should be permitted to complete

the worksatpresentin hand,after which tho caso was adjourned.

Mr Perry (instructed by Mr Davoren ) was for the assignees.

WATSON AND Sox . - This is an action of poinding the ground

against John Watson and Sons, coalmasters and oil manufac

turers at Bathville , near Bathgate, and in Glasgow , and the in .

dividual partners thereof, and William Mackinnon, accountant,

Glasgow , trustee on their sequestrated estates. Watson and

Sons obtained an advance from the pursuers of £6 ,500 in 1871,

in consideration of which they granted an absolute convoyance

in favour of the pursuers of the farm of Harestanos, now called

Bathville , belonging to them . A personal bond wasalso granted

at the same time, in which it was stipulated that, notwithstand

ing the absolute conveyanco in favour of the pursuers, they

were to allow the defenders to possess, manage, and draw the

rents of tho subjects thereby convoyed , so long as the instal

ments stipulated in the bond were regularly and punctually
paid . Tho defenders having failed to make any payment to

account since Whitsunday, 1874, the present action has been

raised. The estates of the defenders were sequestrated on No

vember 24, 1874, and the trusteo has lodged defencos, in which

he pleads that the pursuers being, at the date of instituting the

action,heritable proprietors infeft in the subjects in question, and

the bankrupts being in the lawful occupation thereof with their

consent and not in virtue of any real contract or other heritable

right or title, their effocts are not liable to be attached by the

diligence of poinding the ground ; that the debt due by the
bankrupt to the pursuer not being debitum fundi, the same is
not a sufficient ground and warrant for tho issue of the diligenco

of poinding the ground ; and that the present action is not a
habilo or effectual mode of attaching the bankrupt's effects ;

thatunder the Bankruptcy Act, 1856, the rightof the defenders,
as trustee to tho whole of the effects situated in said subjects,
is preferable to that of the creditor poinding the ground after

tho dato of sequestration ; that in the circumstances the pur
suer's preferenco is limited to the specific subjects conveyed to
thom under the ex facie absolute titlo ; and that in any view ,
the subjects ought to be attached, and particularly the
machinery, coals , & c., are not subject to the diligence of poind
ing the ground at the instance of an heritable creditor.

January 13.
PETITION - BLAIR OFFICIAL, LIQUIDATOR OF SOUTHERN BANK

or SCOTLAND. - This is a petition at he instance of Hugh Blair, C . A .,
Edinburgh , official liquidator of thefficial liquidator of the Southern Bank of Scotland.

for winding up the attairs thereof, in terms of the Companies' Acts,
1862 and 1867. The bank io question was established in Dumfries

in the year 1838. It was formed on the footing of a joint-stock
company, under an order contract of copartnery among the share

holders, but without any charter or Act of Parlia nent. The Com
pany commenced business on the 1lih June , 1938, and after about

four years its busiаess was íraasferred to the Edi burgh and Leith
Bank . It was part of the arrangement and transfer of the business
that the Southern Bank should realize its assets and dischargils

Jinbilities. The petitioner was appointed by the Court in Novembir,
1873, and hemade up a list ofthe coutributorios, aod now presented
the present petition for the purpose of having tho sail list settled,

and for further purposes, with a view ofwinding up said bank . A re
vised list of contributories has now been settled , and the Court to - dity

ordered claims to be lodged within eight days.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

The following meetings of creditors have been held
during the week :
KELLY; Hill, & Co. (GLASGOW ) - At a meeting of the creditors

of Kolly , Ilill, & Co.,merchants and colonialagents , St. Vincent

street, Glasgow , held on Thursday, in the Faculty Hall,MrWm .
Brown (of Vooro and Brown, accountants, Glasgow ) was electe 1
trustee. The liabilities were stated at £12,417 12s. 8d ., and

the assets at £9,317 12s. 8d .

Thos. BROWN (BINGLEY). — A firstmeeting of the creditors of
on Mr T . Brown, bobbin maker, Beechfoot Mill, Bingley , was held

Thursday afternoon at the office of Messrs Leos, Senior, and

Wilson , solicitors, at Bradford . From a statomont of affairs pro

duced by Mr Buckley,accountant, it appeared that the debtor's
liabilities wero £1,621, and the assets £1,817 , which weremoro

than equal to the payment of 20s. in the pound . Some diffe

rence on tho matter of insurance had involved tho debtor in

difficulty . It was resolved to liquidate by arrangoment, and

the debtor roceived his discharge, and Mr C . J . Buckley was

appointed trusteo, with a committee of inspection .
E . T .WOOD (MANCHESTER). - The first meeting of cre litors of

Edward Thos.Wood, 49, Ashton Now - road, Beswick , and Hyde
road , Manchester, baker and flour dealer, was held on Thursday

at the Manchester County Court, before JrRegistrarKay. Tho

statement of affairs produced showed liabilities £1,937 148, 5d.,

assets £1,487 9s. 4d . Mr Cobbett (Messrs Cobbett, Wheeler, and

Cobbett ), solicitor , appeared on behalf of the principal creditors.

Resolutions were passed appointing Mr Wm . Butchor, of 73,
Princess-street, public accountant, the trustee, with a committeo

of inspection .
David DAVIS (CARMARTIIEN ). - An adjourned mooting of credi

tors ofDavid Davis, ironmonger, Carmarthen , washold Jan . 11 at

the offices of Messrs Lomas, Harrison , and Starkey , accountants ,

Cannon -st., Birmingham . Mr Parsons, Bristol, presided. After a
long discussion, Messrs Parsons,Kemp, and Larrison, who repre
sented creditors, succeeded in obtaining a composition of 123. Cd .

in the pound from the debtor, who was represented by MrLloyd .

It was resolved that the composition should be payable -- 5s. at
three months from the 22nd January, os. at six months, and

2s. 6 : at nino months from the said dalo . It was also agreed
that themoney should be paid by tho jointand several promis

sory notes of the debtor and another person to the satisfaction

of Mr Parsons.

ROBERT LIMGAIR (ARBRVATU ). – At the Forfar Sheriff Court,ou
Monday ,Mr R .Lumgair ,export merchant and manufacturer, Ar
broath , was examined in bankruptcy. He said hehad been in

business sinco 1847, as a partner in tho late firm of David Lum
gair and Sons, Millgato. That firm was dissolved in 1860, when

tho bankrupt commenced business on his own account- his capi

tal amounting to £2,700 , to which had been added £3 ,000 which

ho bad received from the estate of his father and sister. Somo

of his books were “ back ” for two years. His last balance was

made in December 1870 , when his assets amounted to -- freight

consignments, without advances, £10,989 15s 6d ; with advances ,

roversion after deducting advances, £11,737 10s 3d ; cash , £12

Is Od ; flax stock , £927 13s 8d ; manufactured stock , £3,400 ;
heritable property, £2,519 13s Sd ; an expected sum from his

fathor's estato, £1,000 ; and sundry small sums, amounting in

all to £113 4s 8d - total, £30 ,750 7s 3d . His liabilities at that

dato amounted to £15 ,676 19s ld , leaving a roversion in his

favour at that time of about £15 ,000 . The state of affairs ho

mado up for his firstmeeting of creditors showed a deficiency

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .
January 12.

( Before the Ilon. Judge VILLER.)

Re Edyond O 'BLIRNE . - The bankrupthad beon maonger of
a branch of the National Bank at Kells, county Moath . Ho had

left the country, having first executed a deod , yesting his prc

perty in trustees. The liabilities were considerable. The pre

sent sittingwas for the examination of witnesses, to whom the

bankrupt had been indebted -- Mr Francis Chadwick , Mr Joseph

Marley, solicitor to the Crown Assuranco Company ; and Major

John Leslie. These gentlemen denied having any knowledge of

the deed executed by the bankrupt, and stated that the lattor

before leaving the country, went to them stating that arrange

ments had been made for the payment of theso debts, and the

promised payment was nevermade afterwards. Mr Carton (in

structod by Mr Larkin ) appeared for the assignees ; Mr Foley,

Q . C . (instructed by Mr Foley ), for the bankrupt ; and MrEaton ,

solicitor (Oldham and Eaton ), and Mr Fitzgerald ( D , and T .

Fitzgerald ) for witnesses.
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of £1,640 , which he now amended bymaking the value of his . , RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.
household furniture £1,000 instead of £500. Hebelieved , how The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Acever, that he had overstated the reversion by about £840. This curate and newly revised .

arose from an omissiou on the part of his clerk . He attributes THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

his losses to laying out money on the factory to the extent of ( RAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
£1,500 beyond its value ; on the mill to the extent of £500 ; ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.

on Greenbank House to the extent of £1,000 , and the deprecil As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges ofthe

tion on foreign consignments. About two years ago he also
ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND .
Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Opening

made a bad debt of £1,000 . His averago annual expondituro and Closing in the Three Degrees. 'Questions to Candidates before being
Fa3 £900, and he paid £2,500 a year for commission and dis Passed and Raised. Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers . The
count. He had lattorly entered into a partnership in the firm Initiation . Passing and Raising . The Tracing Boards, & c . , & c .

of Lumgair and Son, the partnors being his son and himself. The PROSPECTUS FREE .
Sent post free on receipt of 8s. 60. (or before remittance is made, if de

usual oath was administered . sired ) . Payable to A . EMASON ( P . M . , 30º) , Bank Top View , Richmond
J. MELROSS AND Co. (GLASGOW ) - Ata meeting of the creditors of Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London .

Jas. Melross and Co., commission merchants, Hutchesori-st., Glas. THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'gow , held on Monday, Mr David Black, Hutcheson -stroot, Glas JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. Theonly
gow was appointed trusteo ; and Messrs Roger , Watt , and Paul LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established, 1867.
Glasgow , law -agents in the sequestration. Tho liabilities of the PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

firin amount to between £600 and £700 , and the assets nil. Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108. ; Single Copy, Od . ;
CHARLES QUERNER (LIVERPOOL). - At the County Court, on delivered Free in Town or Country .

Wednesday, before Mr Registrar Watson , a meeting of creditors Office : - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .
was held under the bankruptcy of Charles Querner, of Lombard
chambers, Bixteth -street, commission merchant. The accounts PHENIX FIRE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
disclosed liabilities £4,36€ 195 8d , and assets £170, consisting - Lombard - street and Charing - cross , London . Established in 1782 .

TRUSTEES AND DIRECTORS.of book debts £6,073 , estimated to produce £140, and office fix John Edwarı Bovill, Esq . Kirkman D . Hodgson , Esq , M . P .
tures £30. Dabts amounting to £1,600 wero proved , and Mr Decimus Burton , Esq . Sir John Lubbock , Bart., M . P . ,
Bolland chosen trustee, with a committee of inspection . Mr W . The Hon . Jas. Byng F . R . S .

Morris and Mr Lyon represented the creditors. The public ex John Clutton , Esq . Charles Thomas Lucas , Esq .

Octavius Ed. Coope, Esq., M . P . John Dorrien Magens, Esq .
amination wasappointed for the 12th February . John Coope Davis, Esq . John Stewart Oxley, Esq .

ROBERT TAYLOR HARDING . – The debtor, described as a pack George Arthur Fuller, Esq . i Benjamin Shaw , Esq .
ing-case and paper -box maker, of 21 and 22, Caroline- street, and Charles Emanuel Goodhart, Esq . William James Thompson , Esq .

Osgood Hanbury, Esq .
Victoria - cottage, Hunter's -lane, Birmingham , has filed a petition

| William Whitbread , Esq .
Auditors - John Hodgson, Esq. ; Dudley Robert Smith , Esq. ; Walter

for liquidation , with liabilities estimated at £2,000, and assets at Bird , Esq .
£500 or thereabouts. Upon the application of Messrs Saunders Secretaries - George William Lovell ; John J. Bloomfield .
and Bradbury, solicitors for the debtor , Mr Registrar Chauntler Persons whose Insurances fall due at Christmas are requested to take
appointed Mr Charles Wm . Elkington , the High Bailiff of the notice that the receipts for their renewal are now ready at the Company' s

offices , as above . The liberality and the promptitude of the Phonix Fire
said Court, receiver of the estate. Office in the settlement of claimsare well known , and the importance of

its relations with the public may be estimated by the fact that since its
A petition bas been presented to the Court of Chan . establishment it has paid more than ten million pounds sterling in dis

charge of claims for losses by fire .
cery for the winding-up of the Peat, Coal, and Charcoal Com

pany (Limited ). THE ONLY AND SPECIAL
Sir Sydney Waterlow , Bart., M . P ., has been appointed

by the Union Bank of London a duly qualified proprietor, to fill 66 MEDAL

the vacancy caused by the death of Mr W . W . Arbuthnot. FOR PROGRESS,"

PUBLICATIONS. Tas awarded for " Feuerfeste

THE ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY & DIRECTORY.
Eisone Schränke und

1 This Publication is NOW READY, and contains, besides useful in Kuns!chlosser Fortschritts,” to
formation and an ample Diary , a Directory of all the Accountants in Eng -
land and Scotland . Application for the same should be made as soon as

possible to Mr. ALFRED C . HARPER , 2 , Cowper' s Court, Cornhill, E . O .,
or to the Publishers, Messrs. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 , Lawrence AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
Jane, Cheapside, E . c . This Medol is only given to Exhibitors whose Now Inventions

TO ACCOUNTANTS. testify marked Progress.
Just Published , 374 pages, 8vo., cloth , price 12s. 6d. " FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESSTABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of

1 Days from any one day to any other day, either in the sameor the fol CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

lowing year . By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth . Invented especially for Safes and Strong -Room Doors, to frustrate the

London : EFFINGHAM WILSON, Royal Exchange, use of False Keys.

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son . N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

Ninth Edition . key3 of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.
the thickness of a hair from one or more ofthe steps of the Key . The Lock ,
by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself to the

BY JOIIN BATH , F . S. A . E . New Key, after which no other Key will open the Lock .
Price 6d , The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

WILLIAMS & STRAU AN, Lawrence Lane, London , E . C . a NEW LOCK and KRY, as often asmay be d - sired , without the aid of a Lock

Just Published , Demy 8vo., price 53., cloth boards.
miker or of any second person, thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies
of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vide Times,"

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of 12th Sept. , 1873) . This Lock affords effectual protection from duplicate or
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors . By ROBERT HENRY - Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

RICHARDSON , A . S . A ., Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor. (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected by this means.
The above will be sent post free on receipt of Order (crossed London and HOBBS, HART, & CO .,County Bank) , by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith , London ,

LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,
Bold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c .

100 , Chancery-lane, London , 76 , Cheapside, London, E . C .
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND,
COUNCIL .

President.--- JOSEPH DAVIES , Warrington , Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .
ALFRED ALLOTT. Sheffield . . | EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, I EDWARD THOMASPEIRSON,Coventis.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' | JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester,

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London. JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY , Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALLISON HESELTON , Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WATSON, Sbeffield.
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY, London . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Cbester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . | JOHN UNWIN 'WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH, 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN, Leicester; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington .
T'REASURER. - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122, Leadenhall Street, and 1, St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - W . O . COOPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sbeffield .

BANKERS. - MESSRS.WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES. — 2 , COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

LIST OF FELLOW S .

M . C . Member of the Council.
ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell-street, Plymouth . GEARD , JOHN BRADLEY, 6, Princes.street, Ipswich, M . C .

BATH, JOHN, 40a , King William -street. London, Vice -President, HARDY,RALPH PRICE, 21, Fleet-street, London, M . C .
Trustee, and M . C . HARPER, EDWARD NORTON , 2, Cowper's- court, Corphill,

BEDDUW , JOSIAH , 2 , Gresham -buildings, M . C . London , M . C .

BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John- streot, Liverpool, M . C . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37, Cannon- street, Birming

BOLTON , ŠAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall- street, and 1, St. ham .

Mary Axe, London , Treasurer and M . C . - HARVEY,WILLIAM COMBEN, 1,Gresbam -buildings,London,
BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenball-street, London , M . C . M . C .

BRIGHT,GEORGEMONEY, 8 ,Great Winchester Street-buildings, MASTERMAN, JOHN , Barstow .square, Wakefield .

London , M . C . . NICHOLLS, FRANCIS, 14 , Old Jewry -chambers, London, M .U.

BUCK , ROBERT, 56, Fawcett-street, Sunderland. ! VIPOND, JOSEPH , Sandgato , Peprith .

DAVIES, JOSEPH, Bewsey- street,Warrington, President, Trustee, VOISEY, LEWIS , Bowsey-street, Warrington, M . C .
and M . C . | WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield, M .C .

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to
ALFRED O . HARPER, SECRETARY.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL , £500, 000 .
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability . Open to all.

Each Cash Subscriber is entitled to a Bonus of £1 108. por cent. per month , wbich will be paid in CASI .

TRUSTEES .

LIEUT. GENERAL J. H .GASCOIGNE, C. B ., Ivybridge , Devon .
WILLIAM LAKE, Eeq., Darnley Road , Gravesend .

THE REV. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR .

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business .
Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable firms, and interest at the

rate of 5 per cent. per annum will be allowed on the minimum monthly
balances. Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are:
1st. - No promotion money or preliminary expenses .

2nd . - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of
constituents proportion and provision for reserve fund.

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .

4th . - Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety
of subjects .

5th . - - The proprietorship being rested in one person , no liability beyond
the amountof subscription can accrue .

6th . - The secrecy and despatch of individualmanagement, so important
in financial operations.

7th . A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of rofits.

8th . - A monthly distribution of the same.

9 h . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustees.
10th . lower of totalwithdrawal after six months on 60 days ' potice .

11th . The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscribers.

12th . - Quarterly published Balance-sheet issued and certified by the
Auditors,

For Prospec'uses and formscfapplication apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY.

Printed and Pablished for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN Times Press, 127 , Strand, London . - January 16 , 1875 .
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PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES, TO ACCOUNTANTS. SOLICITORS , & c . - The
dvertiser seeks an appointment of trust in a Professional or Mer.

cantile firm . Fifteen years in recent situation . Address W . B ., care ofMr.
Alfred W . Gce, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP WANTED , by a Gentleman , who
can pay down £3,000 , and find a further sum when necessary . He ha

a good knowledge of counting-house business, and would be very useful in &
manufacturing or Manchester warehouse. Address H . W ., care of Messrs.
Read , Danzerfield . and Smith , Accountants , Albert buildings, Queen
Victoria - street, E . O .

VESSRS. MARSH, YETTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is heli the FIRST TIIC RSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon -street, London .

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agescy Offices, 51, Cannon
street, R . C . or will be forwarded by post on application .

| AAD, Domams, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Foresis ,
and Iniportant Residential Estates. - Messrs. MARSII, YETTS, and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIKOUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
Fard plans and articulars,which , when received, willbe judiciously placed

before intending purchasers . Written terms are invariably settled before

asy coat or liability is incurred . Address Messrs. Marsh , Yetts, and Milner,

Land and Timber Surveyors , 51, ( annon street, London , E .C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - ADVANCE of £80 000
required at 6 per cent. per annum on first-clags Freehold

Proper y . Bonus for introduction . Address Money, " care ofMr. Alfred

w . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman with £5 , 000 can be
admitted into an Established Business in London upon advantageous

terms. Principals or theie Solicitors only communicated with . Address,

“ Partnership," Messrs. G . M . Bright and Co., 8, Great Winchester-street,
E . C .

TO CAPITALISTS. A Gentleman with £10,000
I can be taken as a Partner in a ManufIcturing Business. For particu

lars apply to " A ." care of Mr. Alfred W .Gee, Advertising Agent, 62,
Gracechurch -street, E . C .

ACCOUNTANCY. - A Gentleman , aged 30, respect
11 ahly connected , is wishful to negotiate a Partnership in an established
Accountancy business as a WORKING PARTNER . He is at present
Managing Clerk to a firm of Accountants , with whom he has been 13 years .
Would be wiiling to pay a Premium . First-class references as to ability and

character. Address “ Opus," Editor ofACCOUNTANT,62, Gracechurch-street.

TO PARENT ) and GUARDIANS. - A firm of Ac
1 countants in the City of London have a VACANCY for an ARTICLED
PUPIL . Premium 100 guineas . Salary in proportion . Apply to John

Bath and Co., Public Accountants, 40a, King William street, E . C .

SLEEPING PARTNER , in Warehousing line,
Capital required , about £10 ,000. Share over 10 per ceat. “ L . C ., "

Accountant Office, Gracechurch - street.

VORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities ofall kinds.

Messrs .MARSIL, YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sum of money ready to be immediately advanced upon approved

securities. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Oflices (Established 1843) ,
54, Cinnon street .

LANDED ESTATES . - Farms, Town and Country
Houses, for SALE or to be LET, in all parts of England . - Messrs .

HARVEY and DAVIDS will FORWARD PARTICULARS of suitable

properties Free of charge on receiving statement of requirements from

Intending Purchasers or Tenants. - Auction , Survey, and Land Agency
Offices , 125 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill,

FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD properties for occu .
pation or Investment ; also GROUND-RENTS, & c . - Messrs.

HARVEY and DAVIDS having a large and well selected List of proper

ties on the Registers, will be happy to FOR WARD PARTICULARS to Appli.

cants Free of Charge. - Survey Offices, 126, ishopsgate-street, Cornhill.

TO OWNERS of LANDED ESTATES, Farms,
Bo'ldings, Land, & c . - Messrs. HARVEY and DAVIDS having nume

rous Applicants desirous of Purchasing , will be glad to RECEIVE PARTI

CULARS from Gentlemen wishing to sell. References can be given to

present and past clients if required . No charge made unless business be
don - Auctioneers and Surveyors, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill ,

FREEHOLD OR LEASEHOLD HOUSES, Ground
Rents. Buildin : Jand , Weekly Properties, & c . , REQUIRED for in

tending purchasers. No charge made unless business be done. Particulars

to be forwarded to Messrs. HARVEY and DAVIDS, Surveyors, & c ., 126 ,
Bishopsgate -street Cornhill .

( OMPENSATIONS. - Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS
have several Railway and other cases under their charge , are

prepared to protect the interest of parties whose properties a e damaged or

required for any new scheme. No charge made to owners in these instances,
all costs being paid by the promoters. Land Agents and Surveyors to the

British Imperial Insurance Corporation (Limited ), 126, Bishopsgute-street,
Corphill.

TO OWNERS of CITY and WEST-END PRO .
PERTIES. - The CoxCISE REGISTER , issued gratis, and entered at

Stationer's Hall, is the best medium for Letting Offices, Warehouses,

Cellars , Manufacturing Premises, Shops, Wharves, & c . Particulars should
fore the 25th of each month , and are inserted free of charge ,

125 , Bishopsgate-street, Cornhill.

MORTGAGES . - £500, £1,000, £2,000 , £3,000, £5,000 ,
2 £5,500, £6,000 , £7,000 £10,000 , £15 ,000 , L20 ,000 , £30,000 , £50,000 ,

£70,000 FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD SECURITIES required for the

above amounts, interest from 4 per cent. Apply to Messra, HARVEY and

DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill.

WANTED by a Young Gentleman about 30 years of
Age , and who has at command a capital of £3,000, a partnership

in a Mercantile House in the City . He has had many years Com .

mercial Experience, is of first rate address, and able to assume the
management of a large concern . Particulars of business which will bear

thoroughly investigating, may be forwarded to J . Esq ., care of Messrs

Browne, Stanley and Co., Public Accountants , 25 , Old Jewry, E .C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. — The Advertiser having bad
someExperience in an Accountant's office, desires a re -engagement.

Good references. M . M . D ., care of Editor, ACCOUNTANT, 62, Gracechurch
Street, E . C .

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com

plete , 270. Address H J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising

Agent, 62 , Gracechurch - street, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
V town or country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from ono

to five years , a ' five per cent. interest on personal security ; also , on mort .

gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTOX, Esq., 120, Southampton -row , London, W . C .
-

f20 000 to LEND on FREEHOLD PROPERTY
V or GROUND RENTS, at 41 to 4 per Cent. Address,

| D . W . LAMBE, Accountant, 32, Walbrook, E . C .
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N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127,
Strand .

ALFRED W . GEE .

ADVERTISING AGENT,
62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisementordered for insertion in a

number ofNewspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded . Same ratts

charged as at the publishing offices .

The Accounta n t.
JANUARY 23, 1875 .

The accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change

dating from the commencementof the present year, and

which, it is hoped ,will enhance the value and usefulness
of the paper , and also tend to promote one of the main ob .

jects for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of

the interests ofaccountants throughout the United King .

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased support on their part, particularly in regard

to advertisements, a valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course

of business. It may be added that the publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper " within the meaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, and members of the profession will thus have the

opportunity of contributing towards the success of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia

ment. The Weekly Paper is Published every Saturday
in time for the early inorning mails ; price 6d. per

copy, or 288. per annum (including postage), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being, annual sub .

scription 24s. (post free ) ; half yearly do., 13s. (post

free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be madepayable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracechurch .street , E . C .

towhom applications for advertisement space,and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

The pamphlet of Mr. Knott, which the Prudential

Assurance Company hasso kindly advertised for him ,

willbe of good service, if it draws the attention of in

surers to the varying positious occupied by themany

offices which compete for their patronage. Till the

Board of Trade compelled Insurance Offices to publish

their accounts , there existed no means of ascertaining

whether an office was solvent or not, except to those

initiated into city mysteries. And, even now , the

published accounts are hard to understand . Facts

and figures are proverbially fallacious, and we suspect

that to the vastmajority of the world a balance-sheet

night as well be a piece of blank paper for all the in

formation which it conveys to them . What the pro

portion of assets to liabilities ought to be, what is and

what is not an extravagant percentage of working ex

penses, can hardly be decided by any general rule, as

it depends on many things — on the age of the com

pany, on its constitution, whether mutual or pro

prietary, or on its system of division of profits, and,

it may be added , on its practice of selecting lives care

fully, or of admitting old and young, strong and sickly,

with equal want of discrimination . Nor is it easy

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver .

tisers to the special advantages offered by thepaper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the professiou , the

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a large measure of suc

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes .

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

L'artnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser .

tion in the current number , should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re .

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

Few persons can dissect themass of figures, and those

who can are seldom wholly disinterested . Almost

everybody who likes can become an agent for some

office or another. His duties are confined to filling up

a few forms and answering a few questions, while his

remuneration is dependent on the amount of business

he does. Go into a solicitor's office. It is decorated

with an almanac containing much information about

the affairs of some insurance office. Ask the solicitor's

advice . He is probably an agent for that very office ,

and his opinion , though genuine, can scarcely be dis

interested. Hemay know literally nothing about the

position of the office ; indeed he has seldom any op

portunity of ascertaining it. But to say so would be

fatal to his chance of gaining his commission. He will

probably strongly recommend the office for which he

is concerned. Allmay turn out well ; the office may

meet any claim on it punctually and honourably . But

if anything goes wrong, theagent shields himself un

der the plea that he really knew nothing about the

state of the company's affairs .
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It is, perhaps, wise to choose an uno
enn for which al guide him . A young office is alwaysmore or less un

solicitor is agent. The law offices are namerous aus

well managed, and a professional man has a character
intain . The strain is seldom felt till after five and

for prudence and caution in business matters, which
amount of businistence. Then an office doing a large

is generally justified by facts. His investigations smaller one. So long as enougessarily safer than a

may not be very profound, and his knowledge of ac acted to afford a proper average of profit df trans

counts still less so, but he hasmeans of forming an in sufficient security is given, the true test being the

dependent judgment, and it would be damaging to his ratio between the assets and liabilities. But, as to

reputation to be connected with anything which was these points, the best advice will be given by men who

not tolerably substantial. But, unfortunately , agents make a profession of giving it, and whose status is a

are of all classes, and the lower their social status the guarantee for their responsibility . They will be bound

more pushing they are. The commission allowed is down to serve no particular masters, whose wishes

a nice addition to the returns of their business, it is they must promote at all hazards ; but they will feel

earned with but little trouble , and, the insurance once that their duty is to their clients , and that duty need

secured, it is regularly paid . The statements of agents not clash with their own interests. Besides such, a

for any particular office should , therefore, be very keen watch would be set on the doings of various

carefully sifted , and treated merely with the amount companies. This seems a duty that accountants as a

of respect due to the recommendations of interested body mightwell perform . How much business is done

persons. through agents the vast sums paid for commissions

Anintending insurer therefore is driven to relymainly sufficiently show . If accountants , as a rule, acted on

upon his own observation, and, perhaps, his best course the principles we have indicated above, all parties

is to apply to one of a class ofmen which is not very | would be gainers. Insurers would be protected from

numerous, but of extreme utility . There are firms loss, and companies would gain not only in business

whomake it their business to advise on all questions but in experience of what the public really desires.

of insurance , and whose advice is generally straight The ideal system of life assurance has yet to be de

forward and of some practical value. They can set | vised.

before him the terms of various cffices, and point out

to hiin which offices charge the lowest premiums, and The little note as to the Cheque Bank which we

which,while charging apparently high rates,make up quote from the Pall Mall Gazette does more credit to

for it by their additions to the value of a policy. This our contemporary's sense of wit than its knowledge

plan might well be extended, and many accountants in of the practical working of the institution in question .

provincial towns might devote some attention to this For its rules clearly provide that the suppositious

branch of their business. An iusurer must, in most “ Smith," on showing his counterfoil duly filled up

instances,beguided by considerationspeculiar to himself. with the amount of one pound only, shall be credited

Hemay look upon insurance not so much as amcans with the balance. But there is another point which

for providing against loss to his family by a sudden is not so clear, and that is the course which the

death ,but as a judicioussystem ofsaving money,and his Cheque Bank would take in case of forgery . Their

attention will be naturally directed towards the question cheques are analogous to a circular note . The

of large bonusesand a full division of profits . Hemay amount must be lodged before the cheques are issued ,

be a poor man, to whom it is a matter of extreme self. and is retained till the cheque is presented for pay

denial to lay by the due amount of premiums. He ment. By this means the payment of a Cheque Bank

chooses, therefore, an office in which the rates are low . cheque is absolutely certain . But supposing that a

Decision must in each case be the result of a close depositor loses bis cheque-book or has it stolen, and

comparison of relative advantages ; and to afford the that the new possessor determines to utilize the

means of obtaining this comparison is a beneficialand cheques. IIe may fill them up with any name he

lucrative branch of business , which might, with ad pleases and in any kind of signature, and the forgery

vantage to all concerned, be far more developed than cannot be detected by a person to whom they are

it is at present. paid . In such a case, will the bank pay the cheques,

Wehave left to the last the all-important question : 1 and if so, on whom will the loss fall ? It is obvious

how can a man make certain that the money he has that to cast upon the casher of the cheque the duty

invested in insuring his life may not after all be of inquiring whether the signature is genuine would

wasted ? In the first place, a few simple rules may | destroy that perfect negotiability of their cheques
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• an hie

wow. 10 is certainly strange doctrine

which is essential to the success of the system of ope- / justice on hiJawv a trustee should be bound to act not only as an

rations of the bank . And if the cheques are to becot officer of the Court to manage and distribute theestate

available as bank.notes , they minevitable result of but also as legal adviser to the creditors. It is satis,

loose in the res, and a consequent loss to the bank . factory to find that we aremore technical and, indeed ,

He do not know how this difficulty is solved, but we more practical in England .

would suggest to the directors that they might, if they

think thepoint worth consideration, still further assimi A case reported from the Birkenhead County Court,

late their practice to that of bankers when issuing cir - and which follows a decision of the Chief Judge, is worth

cular notes, and give each customer a paper on which noting for practical guidance. The stamps to be

hemay write his usual signature, to be formally at affixed to a special resolution for liquidation , are to

tested and sealed with the seal of the bank . This denote a duty computed at the rate of five shillings

document can be produced whenevera cheque is signed, per cent. on the gross amount of the estimated assets,

and would afford an easy mode of testing the genuine such duty not in any case to exceed £200. This rule

ness of the signature. Of course if it was not asked has been furthermodified by the Chief Judge in a man.

for, the person neglecting the precaution would have ner which is only fair. Where the assets exceed the

to bear the loss , in the event of his cashing a forged liabilities, duty is to be paid upon them only to the

cheque. In country townsand abroad, the genuine amount of such liabilities, and not according to the

ness of the signature is, according to our own tolerably strict wording of the rule. It will be necessary for

varied experience, the subject of considerable investi trustees to exercise due care in estimating both

gation. Unless some such plan is adopted, it is pos assets and liabilities, before the resolution is presented

sible that some ingenious gentleman may turn his at for registration, or they may have to pay heavier

tention to the reproduction of cheque bank cheques. stamp duties than the case warrants, as the Courtmay

To imitate the cheques of any ordinary bank , would hold as it did in the present instance, thatas there is a

not be a very profitable speculation , but if the cheque possibility offurther claimscoming in , the assessment

bank cheques are taken without inquiry in every of the stamp duty was premature .

quarter, a sure fortunemight be reaped by a successful

forger. Wecommend these observations to the con

sideration of the directors.

We call attention to the Lord Chancellor's judg .

ment in the Prudential Assurance Company's case, as

It is rash for persons south of the Tweed to com

it confirms most strongly the view we took last

ment upon Scotch law , but the case of Ritchie v. Bal

week , and as to which there has hitherto existed some

garnie and Ritchie seems to bearrather hard by upon the

difference of opinion among lawyers. The doctrine

trustee. The point is simply this . The trustee re

we laid down that the Court of Chancery would not

jected a proof as insufficient, but allowed the creditor

interfere to prevent the publication of a libel, has

eight days within which to adduce more satisfactory
been called in question by one or two correspondents,

evidence. This the creditor failed to do, and he also

whomaintained that where there was danger of in

took no steps to appeal against the trustec's decision

jury to property the Court would interfere. This

within fifteen days, the time limited by the Scotch

opinion was, however, summarily disposed of by Lord

Bankruptcy Act. The creditor however, when the

Cairns, who referred to the very decision of Lord

trustee was proceeding to distribute the assets, ap

Eldon's in Gee v. Pritchard, which we cited . The

plied for an injunction to restrain him from so doing ,

liberty of the press is surely sufficiently curtailed

on the ground that the trustee ought to have informed

by the growth of criminal informations, and the

him that any appeal must be lodged within fifteen

extension of the doctrine of contempt of Court, with

days, a theory which was supported by the Court. In

out adding to these checks the terrors of a possible

England the answer to such a claim would have been,

injunction , especially as the question of what is a libel

thatevery man is supposed to know thelaw thoroughly ,

is mainly one for the consideration of a jury .

and that it was not the trustee 's business to inform

him of it. In conformity with this doctrine, we find 1 Sir Charles Domvile 's case shows that the Court

that in ex parte Hinton Sir James Bacon summarily of Bankruptcy in Ireland is as determined to oppose

dismissed an appe which was not lodged within due any attempts to restrict its jurisdiction , as the Court

time, though the appellan some show of technical of Bankruptcy in England. Such a question as the

he
ex® Che
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validity of a lease would be clearly within the pro - | by any evident and plain sign or testimony the debtor is
vince of the Court to determine , if any question of | not able to pay his creditor 205. in the pound, the estate

of the debtor belongs to his creditor, and that it is con
fraud was raised , and it was contended that the lease trary to all true principlesof statesmanship and legisla
was merely colourable or amounted to a fraudulent tion for any State, by its own action , and through the
preference, and the case may now be tried before a instrumentality of the law , to meddle with the matter

jury in the same way as in a Court of Common Law .
unless it be to empower the creditor to take possession
of the effects of the debtor ; for, to put the case in the

Both simplicity of procedure, and limitation of ex simplest form , if A obtains from B goods to the amount
pense , are promoted ny construing, as widely as of £10.000 , and then avowedly is made to pay for these

possible, the powers of the Courts of Bankruptcy in
goods, surely Bonght to take back those goods, or so
nunch of them as is left on the failure of A , and the case

dealing with the contracts and engagements of any is just the same if B represents 100 , 500 , or 1.000 credi

baukrupt. tors ; the whole business is evidentl: heir own business,

and the only question is how far legislation is to inter

vene in the realization of the bankrupt's estare . The
first consideration is that the whole mat' er lies between

Correspondence, the debtor and his creditors ; the public and the State at
large have nothing to do with the matter, and as, by

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. The necessary terms of the question , A cannot pay 20s.

SIR , - It seems that notwithstanding all the legisla . | in the pound, the whole matter is with the creditors , it

tion of the last 300 years, the Law of Bankruptcy is not
follows that legislation should be appii d only ; first to

yet satisfactorily settled . What can be the reason ? I protect A . if necessary , from his creditors,and secordly ,

think it is because no propor basis has been fixed . I do
to protert iherreditors from one another buit ans in er:

not wish to notice the rarions complaints made from
ference of public courts public trustees or assignets,

time to time by creditors and others as to this or that
and macbiniers like the old Bankruptcy ( ourts , & c ., is

particular part of the Law of Bankruptcy , or rather I altogether out of the question ; the creditors , tbe estate

would pass by all the grievances of both creditors and
being altogether theirs , oughtto please themselvesbuw

debtors, and endeavour to discuss the matter in some.
they dispose of it, without any interference from with .

thing like a scientific manner ; for I am persuaded that
out, whether Parliamentary, legal, or otherwise, subject

the dissatisfaction evinced with respect to the Bank only to an appeal to some court, and to the law , if they

ruptcy Acts is almost entirely, if not altogether , owing
do not right, either as between the debtor and them .

to the absence of a proper consideration of the subject .
selves, or as between one another . If this view be cor .

I am , however, quite aware that to treat of the subject
rect, then it is plain that there ought to be no Bank

as it requires would demand a small volume rather than
ruptcy Court that is as hitherto constituted , and only for

a letter, and I shall endeavour as much as possible to
decision of legal points and questions, no Official As.

compress my remarks, and give, as it were , only hints
signee, no Comptroller, & c ., & c ., but that the creditors ,

and heads of thought, that others may work out my
whose the estate avowedly is, should be at liberty to make

ideas. The first statutemade concerning English bank.
themost for themselves ofthat which , by the very terms

rupts appears to have been the 34 Hen . VIII., c . 4 .
ofthe proposition, is their own property . And this brings

Then Sta :ute 1 Jac . 1, c . 15 , and 21 Jac . 1, c . 19, with
me to observe that, in my opinion the Bankruptcy

subsequent statutes until 5 Geo. II., c . 30, and so on to
Act, 1869, is, in the main , a good Act ; it recognises

tbe last Act of 1869. Now , a bankrupt was at first con
all I have said in its provisions for liquidation and

sidered merely as a criminal offender, and his punish
composition ; it seems to say “ the estate belongs to

ment was transportation . To realize this fact wemay
the creditors, let them do as they please with it" ;

perhaps do well to revert to the ancient Roman law of
whilst it makes provision for appeal both by debtor and

the XII Tables, by authority of which the creditors
creditors to a court if any injustice is complained of .

might cut the debtor's body into pieces, and each of
With respect to complaints by creditors of expenses and

them take a proportionable share ; and although some
small dividends, it surely is evident, without any proof

learned men have doubted whether the law , “ de debitore
that in all these cases expenses must be incurred and

in parte secundo, ” is to be understood in so very
that dividendsmust depend upon realization of assets.

batcherly a light, I am mistaken if one or more of the
As to the first, a very sensible rule has been adopted in

Latin poets do not favour themore literal interpretation .
one or more districts of making a trustee' s remuneration

Be this as it may, our own laws in the time of James I.
the same as that fixed by the bankru toy rules for the

treated a bankrupt as a criminal, and, to be very short,
Registrar when acting ex officio , and such further re .

it is equally clear that subsequent legislation has pared
muneration , if any, as the committee of inspection - or if

down the horror of opinion as to bankruptcy until we
no committee, the registrar - shall allow . Nothing,

have now come to such a pass that the creditorsmay be
surely , could be fairer than this , at least for the credi.

thankful if they escape the condern nation which for
tors ! As to the latter, it is quite clear that if the remus

merly awaited the bankrupt. I must not be sentimental,
neration lie on this footing, it is the interest of the trus.

but keep to mytask . What, then , is the true state of
tee not only to get in asmuch of the estate as he can ,

things in a bankruptcy , looking at the matter in a
but also to keep down expenses, so as to pay as large a

strictly scientific manner ? or, rather, what should
dividend as possible ; indeed , this admirable arrange .

be done in a bankruptcy, judging philosophically ,
ment simply makes the whole matter the business of the

and with a view to the fair sertlement of the law in
trustee to do the best he can for himself by doing the

any state concerning it ? It appears to me, at the outset,
best he can for the creditors. I cavnot now work out

that taking the case of a debtor and creditor, in which
the question , but a reference to and consideration of the
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rules will show that I am right in my argument. Then ACTION AGAINST A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
as to the parties to be appointed trustees. In the first In the Court of Exchequer, on Tuesdiy , (Barons Oloasby, Pol
place, itmay be remarked that by the law , as it now is , lock , and Amphlott sitting in banco ), judgmentwas pronounced

solicitors MAY act as trustees. I suppose that none will
in the case of Beako v . tho British Imporial Insurance Com

contend that the law should be that none but solicitors
pany.” Itwas an action arising upon an in32rnce policy effected

by the lata Dr. F . B . Beasley with tho insurance company for
shall so act ; for it would be obviously impossible to

£1,000 . The plaintiff was the widow of a man to whom tho po
pass such an obligatory enactment ; and I know from ex. licy had been assigned, and who was killed by a railway train
tensive experience that solicitors, after having had a passing over his body at the Battersea Station . Dr. Beasley, who
little trial of the thing, shun the office and will not have had been a medicalofficer of the defendants', was drowned while
it . The same reasoning applies to creditors ; it could attempting to ford a stream or river in New Zealand. The ac

notbe that any section of a bankruptcy act should de. tion was tried before Baron Pollock at the after -term sittings in

clare that none but a creditor should be a trustee ; a Juno last, and resulted in a vordict for the plaintiff for the sum
creditor can be a trustee now , but he cannot either now claimod . Subsequently a rulo nisi for a new trial was obtainod,

or hereafter be compelled to be trustee ; and here also on the application of the Solicitor-General, on the ground that

I remark that I have known creditors determinedly re . the deceased had voided the policy by going to New Zealand
without the leave and license of the company, and without

fuse the office ; it does not suit them to leave their re . paying for the additional risk incurred , as required by the
gular business , in which they are making, not perhaps conditions of the policy. It appeared that Dr Bjasloy had
cent per cent, but some per centage, to look after the made two voyages to Now Zealand within the period of 12
dilapidated affairs of a bankrupt for the benefit, not of months. On the occasion of the first voyage the pre
themselves alone, but itmay be of a hundred other cre mium for thu additional risk of such voyage, amounting to 1 por
ditors. Thore remains, therefore, unless the office of cont. had been duly paid . Röturning to England within the

trustee is to be , as at present, in the choice of the cre . period of about five months, he undertook a second voyage to
ditors, as it is contended it ought to be, thewhole affair New Zoaland, butmot his death in the way described about a

being theirs - only the old official trustee or assignee . day or two bofore the expiration of the twelve months from the

Surely we have had enough of him . The commercial date of his certificate of loave, and the paymont of the £10 for

world, suffer as theymay from smalldividends, will never
the additional risk . Before the news of his death reached Eng

consent to restore him ; is there any one so bold as to
land the plaintiff applied for, and ultimately obtained, from tho
defendants the cash value of the policy in accordance with a

propose his reinstation ? If permitted to offer a recom . clause in the policy. The facts of his death , and the circum
mendation , I should , on the whole, propose that there stances attending it, having arrived in this country a few days
should be no longer any such thing as simple bank afterwards, the plaintiff, through her solicitor, tendered back to
ruptcy , and that liquidation or composition should be the insurance company tho monoy she had received from them ,
the only modes of winding-up an estate ; then I and demanded the entire amount of thə policy on the ground
think the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, along with the Debtors' that the death of Dr Beasley had takon place on the 27th of
Act , 1869, would , with some slight but effective altera September, 1873, before the expiration of the year from the

tions, put the Law of Bankruptcy on a sound basis . date from which the policy ran. The company having refused,

What those alterationsought to be, so far asmy opinion on the ground that the policy had boon put an end to , the ac•

goes, I may endeavour to show in a subsequent letter :
tion was the result. The chief point to be determined was

in the meantime, I would beg all who take an interest
whether the leave and license granted to Mr. Beasloy was only

in the matter to take a comprehensive view of it and go
for one voyage or whether it was for one year. The Court
made the rulo absolute on the ground that it was only for one

to the root of it. The old principle was “ bankruptcy is
voyage.

criminal,” just as burglary, & c . ; themodern principle

is , " bankruptcy may result from unforeseen and even
unavoidable consequences” — that is, considering the WORKMEN UNDER A SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION . - Sheriff
course of modern trade and commerce, and the bank. Frasor has issuod an interlocutor in the case of the workman ,
rupt ought not to be punished as a criminal unless,he Rodgers, against the trustee on the sequestrated estate of the
has been fraudulent, but under any circumstances it firm of Macfadyon and Co., shipbuilders. The action was to re

is recognised by the provisions in the Act of 1869 for cover wages due, and payment of which was refused by the

liquidation and composition that when a debtor cannot
trustee, on the ground that the pursuer was earning wages be

pay 20s. in the pound his estate evidently is the estate
yond £60 per year, that being the limit fixed by the Bankrupt

Act for the preferable payment of wages to servants and others
of his creditors, and that they must, subject to certain on sequestrated ostates. The case was decided adversely to the
conditions and restraints as amongst themselves, be at pursuer by Shoriff-Substituto Smith , and tho pursuer lodged a
liberty to appoint what trustee they like, and to do as roclaiming petition, the case being a test one, raised on behalf
they like with what is in fact their own property. - I of tho other unpaid workmen of the late firm . Sheriff Fraser

am , Sir, & o ., B . J . dismisses the appeal, and adheres to the interlocutor of Sheriff

Smith , finding the respondententitled to expenses. In a note,
MESSRS. OVEREND, GURNEY , AND Co. - Messrs. Tur . his Lordship says he has great doubts as to the competency of

quand and Harding, the liquidators of Overend, Gurney, and such a petition . If there be a good claim against tho trustee,
Co., have published a statement of the affairs of the company as the modo of making it effoctually is by summons in the ordi
they stood at the end of the year. From this we learn that the nary way , which , itappoars, has been already tried in the Sum

ealized £41,496 13s. cd last year, allowing a further 10s . mary Court ineffectually , and if the amount of wages in dispute
to be distributed to shareholders. There are still considerable be of the importanco stated in the reclaiming petition, the ques
sums to be realized , but those assets ofwhich the liquidators feel tion should be tried in such a form as will enable the petitioner

satisfied that the value will come up to their estimate only reckon to got a judgment on behalf of himself and his fellow -work .
for £38,471 98. 4d. The doubtful assets left to be realized (Class

mon , without tho risk of the case being shipwrecked upon a
Bin the account) aro nominally worth $ 224,425 18s. 2d., but wbat
they will yield cannot be stated . It is some satisfaction, however, technicality. - -Glasgow Daily Mail.

to find that so far as the liquidation has gone, the properties of The Lords Justices have confirmed the ordermadeby
the firm havo realized £1,515 odd more than estimated . £20,218 Vice-Chancellor Maling ordering the socretary of the Emma
bs. uld. was received from the life interest last year, and some | Mining Company to produce all the books and documents of the
insignificant sums have come in on account of calls upon shares. Company before the special examiners.
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COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN 'S INN . and had now become ontitled to the benefit of the proofs against
January 15 . the drawers, acceptors, and prior endorsers of the bills. The

( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.) liquidators ofBarned 's Banking Company insisted that the proofs
Ex PARTE SYDNEY. IN RE SYDNEY AND WIGGINS. — This was in respect of the bills now held by the JointStock DiscountCom .

an appeal from a decision of Mr Registrar Hazlitt , acting as pany ought to bo roduced by the amounts paid to the bill-boldors
Chief Judge in Bankruptcy, and it involved a question of some out of the proceeds of the sale of the ships ; and dividends had
general importance with regard to the power of a debtor who been paid to the Joint Stock Discount Company on the amounts
has instituted proceedings under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, to of the proofs so reduced. The Joint Stock Discount Company,
instituta fresh proceedings before the first have come to an end . on the other hand, claimed to be entitled to receive the dividends
Massrs Edgar Sydney and Edward Joynes Higgins were ship on the full amount of the proofs, and the question was raised by
brokers in partnership , carrying on business at Greonwich and an adjourned summons taken out for the purpose of enforcing
in Great Tower-street. On the 19th of July , 1873, they filed a their claim . The Master of the Rolls refused the application ,
liquidation petition. They stated their debts as being £29,023, holding that the proofs mustbe reduced by the amounts actually
and their assets as £779. Their creditors agreed to accept a com received, according to the order made in “ Ex parto Waring,”
position of 2s. 6d , in the pound, payable in three instalments of when, according to the view taken by Sir G . Jossel of thatmost
6d, ls, and ls, at periods ofthreo months, six months,and twelve complicated and abstruse decision , Lord Eldon treated themat
months from the date of the registration of the resolutions, Tho ter as if the securities had been already realized at tho moment
resolations were registered on the 9th of September, 1873 . The of bankruptcy and the proceeds actually applied at the time
debtors then resumed their business and incurred new debts, when they ought to have been applied (i e ., as soon as tho bills
On the 26th of August, 1874 , before the third instalments of the became due) , so that the holders could not provo in bankruptcy
composition became due, they filed a second liquidation potition , for more than the difference between what they were thus sup
stating their debts to be £42,682 , and their assets to be £81, posed to have received , and the amountactually due. From the
Dieetings of the creditors, old and new , were held, at which it decision of the Master of the Rolls the JointStock Discount Com
was resolved by the proper statutory majority to accept a com pany had appealed. Mr Romer (Mr Roxburgh , Q .O ., with him ),
position of 6d in the pound. The registration of these resolu in support of the appeal, contended that the caso was not gov
tions was opposed by some of the old creditors, and Mr Regis erned by the rule in “ Ex parte Waring,” but by the doctrino
trar Keene refused to rogister them , on the ground that the com provailing in Chancery and in winding - up cases, according to
position accepted under the previous petition had not been fully whi 1. where both drawer and acceptor becamo insolvent, the

paid, MrRegistrar Hazlitt affirmed this refusal. The debtors proof of the bill -holder was not affected by any payments mado
appealed. Mr Davey and Mr F . O . Crump, in support of the to him out of tho realized proceeds of securities given for tho

appeal, argued that the sole duty of the Registrar was to seo that
the resolutions had been duly passed in compliance with the ing Company, wore not called on , Tho Lords Justices concurred
provisions of the Statute. It was admitted that this had been in tho view taken by the Master of the Rolls - that the case was
done in tho present case, and therefore the resolutions ought to governed by the rule in " Erparte Waring,” and that the holders
bave been registered . M . De Gex, Q .C ., Mr Finlay Knight, and of the bills were not entitled to the benefit of the realized seou
Mr J, Linklater, for the opposing creditors, were not called upon . rities without having their proof against the estates of the in
Lord Justice James wasofopinion that the decisiou of the Regis solvont parties to the bills reduced to that extent. The appeal
trar was right. The real question was, whether there could be would be dismissed , with costs.
in truth two compositions subsisting at tho samo time ; whether January 20 .
when thero was a composition which was capablo of being on Before the LORD CHANCELLOR and the LORDS JUSTICES.)
forced by this Court against the debtor, he could get another TIE PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY V. KNOTT. — This was
couposition resolved upon so as to interfere with the rights of an appeal on behalf of the company from an order of Vice -Chan
creditors under the first. His Lordship thought that when a

1 cellor Hall, refusing an interlocutory injunction to restrain the
debtor bad onco placed his affairs under the Court he could not publication and circulation by the defendant of a pamphlet en
summon a ineetingofhis creditorsas ifhe bad notdone 60. Until titled “ Solvent Life Offices and others ; or What Becomes of
the proceedings first commenced were at an end he was not a Ten Millions a Year." This caso was bofore the Vice-Chancellor
free man capable of entering into a new arrangement with his at the beginning of the present Term , and was reported in the
creditors, so as to intorfere with tho rights of the creditors under last issue of the ACCOUNTANT. It will be sufficient to state that

the previously existing arrangement. The Registrar was, there the case made by the bill was that tho effect of the defendant's

fore, right in holding that these dobtors wero not in a position pamphlet was to represent tbat the plaintiff company (together

to make a new composition, and, in refusing to register resolu with other companies, the statistics of which were appended to
tions which were inoperativo as regarded the old creditors, and , the pamphlet in a tabular form ) was being mauaged with rock

therefore, inoperative as regarded the new creditors also . The less extravagance, and was practically insolvent and unablo to
appeal must be dismissed, with costs . Lord Justice Mellish fulfil its engagements. These statements were met by the com
concorred. pany with an unqualified denial, and evidence was produced

January 18.
RE BARNED' s BANKING COMPANY. This was an appeal on

that the company had been for many years past, and now was,
in an exceedingly prosperous and thriving condition , perfectly

behalf of the Joint Stock Discount Company from an order of solvent, and earning large profits . The Vice-Chancellor was of
the Master of the Rolls, directing, in accordance with what is opinion that tho pamphlet, being a mere expression of the
technically known as the rule in “ Ea parte Waring,” 19 “ Ves." writer's opinion as to the solvency and mode of conducting the
345, that the proofs against Barned 's Bauking Company in re business ofthe plaintiff company and other insurance companies,
spect of certain bills of exchango endorsed by the Banking Com the matter of bis pamphlet was not libellous, and that the caso

pany, and now held by the Joint Stock Company, ought to be was not one in which the plaintiff's were entitled to the protec

reduced by the amounts paid to them out of the realized pro tion of this Court by injunction . From this decision the plaintiff
ceeds of certain securities for the bills in question. The billshad company appealed, and the case having been argued, the appeal
been endorsed by (among other parties ) Barned 's Banking Com was dismissed with costs.
pany, and payment thereof had been secured by mortgages of
certain sbips. All the parties to the billshad becomo insolvent,

and the bills had been proved against the estates of all of them
by the holders, whose claims had been satisfied, partly out of The late Mr. William Milner, a safe manufacturer,
the proceeds of the sale of the ships and partly by dividends of Liverpool, has in his will bequeathed to the charitable insti.
paid by the liquidators of Barned' s Banking Company. The tutions of Sheffield about £4,000. The charities of London ,

Joint Stock DiscountCompany (which was in liquidation ) had Liverpool, and Manchester will also rocoivo a similar amount
endorsed tho bills subsequently to Burned' s Banking Compapy, labout £4,000 to each town.
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BOLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE.

( Before the MASTER of the ROLLB.)
January 16 .

TH . LLANGENNEOH COLLIERIES COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Mr

Southgate, Q .O ., and MrDixon appeared in support of a share.
holder's petition for continuing the voluntary winding up of
this company under the supervision of the Court. Mr Badnall,

for the debenture holders' trusteos, supported the petition. Mr
Rozburgh, Q . O ., and Mr Caldecott, for the minors omployed by
the company, to whom a large arroar of wages was alleged to be

duo, said they had no confidence in the liquidators nominated

by the directors, and contended that there ought to be a compul

sory order, having regard to tho circumstances under which the

oompany was launched ; but the Master of the Rolls granted

tho prayer of the petition .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
January 16 .

( Before the Hon . W . O . SPRING -RICE , sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE T . S . WEBB . — The debtor, Thomas Stammers Webb, a

colliery proprietor, having offices at 85 , Gracechurch -street, bas

filed a petition for liquidation, with liabilities estimated at

£94,000, and assets £80,000. Upon the application ofMrMorley,

his Honour appointed Mr H . J .Walter, accountant, 24,Gresham .
street, receiver of the estate, and granted an interim jojunction
to rostrain proceedings under an execution for £500 levied at

the private residence of the debtor.

IN RE WILLIAM FINNEY. - The bankrupt was a coal merchant

carrying on business at the Coal Exchange. His accounts dis

closed unsecured debts of £13,293 ; creditors holding securities

(of no present value ), £5,000 ; other liabilities, £7,000 ; with

assets returned at £3,803 . This was a sitting for public exami

nation . Mr Crump appeared for the trusteo ; Mr Bagley and
Mr Finlay Knight for opposing creditors ; and Mr Bush Cooper

for the bankrupt. The bankrupt’s transactions had been of

considerable magnitude, and a cash account required by the

trustee had been filed very recently . The opposing croditors

asked that further time should be allowed for investigation .
The Court ordered an adjournment for one month .

IN RE WILLIAM JAMES CROOK .- The bankrupt was a mer

chant carrying on business at 77, Gracechurch -stroet. He now

applied to pass his examination on a balance -sheet which showed
debts amounting to £7,539, of which £5 ,469 was due to un

secured creditors, with assets £350. Mr Digby appeared for
the bankrupt; the trustee appeared in person. It was stated
that the bankrupt intended to submit a proposal to his creditors

with a view to the annulment of the adjudication. He passed
his examination .

January 18 .
( Before Sir J . Bacon, Chief Judge.)

EX PARTE HINTON , RE HINTON. -- This was an appeal from an

order of the County Court of Stoke-upon - Trent refusing to ro

gister a resolution in favour of liquidation by arrangement. Mr

Bush Cooper appeared for the appellant. MrDo Gox, Q .C ., and
Mr Cracknell, for the respondent, took a preliminary objection
on the ground that the appoal was too late. Although the order
under appeal was dated the 27th of November, the decision of

the Court was pronounced on the 3d . The 143d rule provided

than an appeal from an order of a Judge of a County Court

should be entered with the Registrar of Appeals within , and not

lator, than 21 days from the decision or order. The appeal in
the present case was not lodged until the 12th of December.

The Chief Judge held that the appeal was too late. The reason
of the role was obvious, and it was the duty of the appellant

to have drawn up the order before. The application was made

to the County Court on the 3d of November , and was then dis

posed of. The appealmust be dismissed .

Es PARTE THE EXCHANGE AND DISCOUNT BANKING COMPANY
OF LEEDS AND BRADFORD, RE TOPHAM . — This was an appeal

from an order of the Bradford County Court directing the pay.

ment by the appellant to the trustoo under the bankruptcy of
Moses Topham of sums amounting to £1,605 . Mr West ap

peared for the appellant, and MrDo Gex, Q .C ., and Mr Wilber

force for the respondent. The bankrapt formerly carried op

business at Bradford as a stuff mercbant. He had a banking

account with the Exchange and Discount Banking Company of
Leods and Bradford , which he had been allowed to overdraw in

consideration of certain securities held by the bank and a

guarantee from a gentleman named Tattersall. In the spring

of last year the bankrupt got into difficulties , and athis monthly

pay -day on the 16th of April he was unable to make his cus
tomary payments to creditors, his banking account being then

overdrawn to the extent of £2,000 . Between the 18th and the
29th of April the bankrupt, for the purpose, as it was alleged,

of protecting the surety,made payments to the bank amcunting
in the aggregate to £1,695. The manager of the bank was
aware that in the early part of the samo month the bankrupt

had dishonoured a bill of exchange, and he know or suspected

that hewas in difficulties. On the 1st ofMay the bankrupt was

adjudicated upon the petition of a creditor served on the 27th

of April, and his liabilities then amounted to £18,000, vith

assets £711. The trustee under the bankruptcy afterwards

brought the matter before the County Court Judge, and his

Honour decided that the payment to the bank constituted &

fraudulent preference, and ordered the sum of £1,695 to be re.

funded to the trustee. From that order the bank appealed .
Without calling upon the learned counsel for the respondent,

Sir J . Bacon held the evidence to be clear and distinct that the

bankrupt at the time of the payment being made was unable to

pay his debts as they became due from his own mopeye, and

that he intended to profer, and did prefer, the bank to his other

creditors. The manager of the bank knew that the bankrupt

was insolvent, and that proceedings in bankruptcy were going

on against him . The appealmust be dismissed .

( Before Mr Registrar Hazlitt.)
IN RE VALNAY AND PITRON . — The bankrupts, Messrs Ernest

Valnay and Alexis Pitron, were formerly the proprietors of the
Princess's Theatre, Oxford -street. They had been adjudicated
upon the petition of Mr Edouard Ambrosetti, theatrical agent,

Ruo Chabannais , Paris, a creditor for £106 , monoy lent to the

bankrupts and paid for them ; and at the first meeting Mr

James Waddell, accountant, was appointed trustee, to act with
a committee of inspection . A statement of affairs disclosed
debts of £2 ,087, and there were no assets. The bankrupts came

up for public oxamination in November , when an adjournment

was taken for the purpose of submitting a proposal to the cre

ditors. This was an adjourned sitting. It appeared thatnego

tiations were still ponding with a view to the annulment of the

adjudication , and a further postponemont sine die was arranged.

Mr G . Lewis represented the trustee.

January 19.

( Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE WHITE AND HART. - The bankrupts, Messrs George

White and David Hart, were wine and spirit unerchants, carry

ing on business at 1 , 2 , and 3 , George-street, Tower-hill, under
the firm of Lomon Hart and Son . A joint statementof affairs

showed the following itoms: - Unsecured creditors, £36, 137 ;
creditors partly secured, less value of securities held , £37,563 ;

creditors for rent, rates, & c ., £4,632 ; liabilities on bills dis
counted, of which it was expected would rank against the estate

for dividend , £4,736 . The assets consisted of stock - in -trade at
Tower-hill, estimated at £3,400 ; at the cooperage, £596 ; and

in bond, £8,527 ; book debts, £23,084, estimated to produce

£12,284 ; bills of exchango, £1l ; and surplus from securities in

the hands of creditors, £3,659. The separate debts of the bank.
rupt Hart were returned at £360, and those ofWhite at £4,000,
without assets in either case. This was a sitting for public exa
mination . MrHollams, jun ., appeared for the trustee, and Mr

Harvia Linklater for the bankrupts. On behalf of the trustee

an adjournment was asked for, in order that the accounts, filed

only on the previous day, might be investigated . The bank

rupts had carried on a very large business, and inquiry was

necessary, particularly as to the stock -in - trade and the book debts.
An adjournment was not resisted by the bankrupts, but their

I solicitor stated that the accounts were identicalwith those which
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only

co

were propared under a petition for liquidation in October last. | his reasons for wishing to have the proof expunged , but the

His Honour granted an adjournment until the 23d of March . Court ruled that although it was a convenient practice for the

(Before Mr Registrar KEENE.) trustee to stato his reasons, and one that should be adopted , it

IN RE M 'EWEN AND M 'Ewen . — Thedebtors, Messrs Alexander thought, under the circumstances of this case , it might bo dis

V•Ewen and Lawrence Thomson M 'Ewen, were financialagents pensed with . Mr Kennedy then submitted that the Courtought

carrying on business in George-yard , Lombard - street. Their not to entertain the motion of the trustee unless it was satisfied
liabilities were returned at £132,490, and assets £24 ,623 , socu other information bearing upon the claim had come to his know

rities being also held by creditors to tho extent of about ledgo than that possessed by him when he admitted the proof.

£190 ,000. At the first meeting the creditors passed resolutions Ilore all the facts were before him on its admission , and it was

to wind up the estate by arrangement, Mr S . L . Price, account too late now to ask the Court to expunge. He further urged

ant, 13 , Gresham - street, being appointed trustee to act with a that tho proofnow sought to be expunged from Holden 's estato

committee of inspection , and the discharge of the debtors being was for a sum which was in a different category to that dealt

also granted . Upon the application of Mr Munns, registration with by ihe court previously ; and finally, ho contended that,

of the resolutions was ordered . assuming it was not so , Holden , who signed the contract in his

Er parte JARDINE re M 'MANUS. - This was an appeal from own name, could not rid himself of his liability because be bap

pened to be contracting for principals of his firm . The creditors
the decision of the judge of the Blackburn County Court, who

had a right to claim either from him or his firm . Mr Potter
had ruled that certain stock - in -traco mentioned in an inventory

argued that the decision of the Court as to the admission of
attached to an indenture of mortgage, but not included in the

Perry 's proportion of loss against the joint estate governed
deed itself, did not pass with the other effects contained in the

the prosent claim . Perry and Holden were precisely in the
mortgage. After lengthened arguments the appeal was dis

sameposition with respect to this co -adventure, ard as the Court
missed with costs. It was stated that the liquidating debtor in
this case failed for £18,900, the creditors being chiefly Manches had found that Perry 's loss, althongh apparently on indivi.

dual account. was for partnership purposes, and
tor, Sheffield , Blackburn , and Liverpool firms.

bo allowed to rank on the joint estate . it followed a

January 21. that llolden 's loss must rank similarly. As to laches on the

(Before Vr. Register BROUGUAM , sitling as Chief Judge.) part of the trustee , the reverso had been proved. On the proofs

IX RE LEWIS BRODZIAK . - The bankrupt, described as a mier being teudered he considered himself bound by the award of Mr

chant of 68, Coleman -street, applied to pass his examination . Fleet, and was prepared to admit them against the individual

Ho had been before the Court since December, 1973, and his estates ; but the claimants were not satisfied, they acce tho

amended statement or affairs showed liabilities of £16 ,875 , with offer to rank on the estate of Holden, which shows 20s. in the

assets £200 . Mr Phelps appeared for the trustee ; MrEmanuel pound , but declined to rank against the estate of Perry , which

for the bankrupt. Tho bankrupt passed his examination. is nil, and successfully asserted their right to rank on the joint
estate. The court having decided that the co -adventure was on

partnership account, the trustce would have been guilty of
LIVERPOOL COUNTY COUPT. laches if he had not moved for the proof he admitted against

January 1.5. Holden 's estate to be expunged . With respect to the question
( Before Mr. J. F . CULLIER, Judge.) of principal and agent, it did not apply to a case like the pre

Ix RE HOLDEN AND PERRY.-- This was an application on be sent. His Houour said he must accede to the application .

half of MrBolland, the trustee of the property of the bankrupts, This conclusion , he said, necessarily followed his decision in

coal mercbants, in Liverpool, to expunge a proof of debt for the former case. The costs of the trustee would come out of

£123, which it was alleged had been improperly admitted . The the estate.
circumstances aptly illustrate a line of Shakspeare -— “ That IN RE J . S . EDGAR. — This was an application to the court for
striving to do better, oft wemar what’s well.” It appeared that an order upon Mr Bolland, the trustee, and the committee ofin
Holden and Perry, with three other persons, were ongaged in spection, to proceed with the investigation of the affairs of the
an adventure which had resulted in a loss, and that an action debtor, who formerly traded as a wino merchant in Liverpool,

by those who had paid the loss against Holden and Perry for under the style or firm of “ R . P . Stainton and Co.” It appeared

their proportion , had been referred to Mr Fleet, who found that that the proceedings in liquidation were instituted so far back as
Perry and Holden were individually liable for their share of the August, 1873, and at the first meeting of creditors it was re

1033. They subsequently became bankrupts, and thereupon solved to wind up the estate in liquidation, to appoint Mr Bol
proofs of debt were tendered for Holden's proportion against bis land trustee, to nominate a committee of inspection consisting

separate estate , which has yielded 20s. in the pound, and for of five creditors , and to grant the debtor his discharge, on the

Perry's proportion against the jointestate of Holden and Perry, trustee and committeo certifying that they were satisfied
it being contended as a point of law that Perry , in taking part with his disclosure of his estate. An investigation of his
in the adventure, was merely tho agent for undisclosed prin affairs took place shortly afterwards in presence of the com

cipals, viz ., his firm of Holden and Perry, and that on the dis mittee, and although tie debtor's explanations were not consi

covery of the principals the claimants had a right to elect to dered satisfactory and not altogether borno out by his books, tho
raok upon their estate. There was no separate estato of Perry, committee, with the exception of one of their number, whose

and but a few shillings in the pound in that of Holden and debt was twelve times in excess of all the rest, expressed their
Perry . The trustees admitted the proof against the separate opinion that there had been a full disclosure of the estate . They,

estate of Holden , but rejected that against the joint estate, on nowever, at the instance of the dissentient committee -man ,
the ground that he was bound by the award of the arbitrator, agreed to withhold their assent to the discharge until he and the

Mr Fleet. From his rejection of the proof the parties appealed debtor had met and further investigated the affairs. From

to the court, and it, after an investigation of the books of the various causesno such investigation had up to the present time
bankrupts, by which it appeared that the co -adventure had taken place, and the Court was now asked to force the inquiry

been on partnership account, notwithstanding the award of forward or to grant the debtor his discharge: Mr Segar, in
the arbitrator, decided that the proof against the joint structed by Bimson , appeared for the debtor, and Mr Bellringer

estato had been improperly rejected . Under these cir for Mr Bolland . Mr Bellringer took exception to the jurisdiction
cumstances the trustee now moved as a necessary se of the court over the committee of inspection and trustee in

quence that the proof he had adınitted against tho sepa liquidation cases, and citod several autorities on the point. His
rate estate of Holdon might be expunged . Mr Potter, Honour, after hearing Mr Segar, said he had considerable doubt
instructed by Messrs Barrell and Rodway, appeared for the on the point, and would prefer, until he had further considered
trusteo ; and Mr Kennedy, instructed by Messrs Duncan and the matter, not to make any order. A long discussion followed

Co ., for the creditors. Mr Konnedy took exception to the mo as to the jurisdiction of the court, tho proper course to be pur
tion , proceeding on the ground that the trustee had not given sued under the circumstances, and the duty of the trustae, and
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finally , after several inefiectual attempts on the part of Mr guess as to the value of the assets were to be necessarily
Segar to enter upon the merits of the case, it was agreed to adopted.” Following the order of the Chief Judge in ex parte
allow themotion to stand over for the debtor to supply the trus Murray, I apprehend the registrar would have had no difficulty

teo with a deficiency account, and for the trusteo within a fort had the liabilities of the debtor in this case been ascertained ,

night afterwards to call the committeo together and report to and not have been , as they are, in considerable doubt and un
them the result of his investigation . certainty ; for it is possible, as I have already observed, that

they may even exceed the estimated gross assets, and,
applying the language of his Lordship in re Berger, I

BIRKENHEAD COUNTY COURT. think it would lead to almost uncontrolled abuse if I

January 15 . were to adopt the view which has been pressed upon

( Before MrGILMOUR, Deputy - Judge.) me ; if the trustee 's mere guess " of the liabilities of the

IMPORTANT BANKRUPTCY CASE. — An important decision was debtor, derived under the peculiar circumstances of this estate ,

rendered by the judge, in reference to an application from Mr as revealed by the filed statement of the debtor, were adopted .

Goldney (instructed by Mr Isham Gill), acting for the trustee of I think the registrar was right in refusing to register the resolu

the estate now in liquidation of Mr John Dickson, of Hamilton tion, and this application must therefore be refused.

square, Birkenhead, contractor. The application was that the THE AFFAIRS OF A RATE COLLECTOR. - FORD V . EARP .-- Mr

judge would order the registrar, Mr Wason , to register the cre A . L . Ford , trustee of the estate of JamesMoseley, formerly rate

ditors' resolutions under the circumstances set forth in the judg collector of Liscard, whose affains are now in liquidation , sued

mont. His Honour, in delivering his decision , said : - An appeal Joseph Earp , of Church -street, Egremont, for £2 18s 4d, money

has been made to me, from the decision of the registrar of this paid for rates. Mr Pugh for plaintiff, and Mr Parkinson for

court, who refuses to register tho resolution of the creditors of defendant. MrMoseley stated that he paid the money in 1872,

the debtor, at theirmeeting held on the 30th December last, that in order to close the rate. It was now observed by Mr Ford that

the affairsof the debtor should be liquidated by arrangementand this was but one outof many similar cases, and it was a test for

not in bankruptcy. The registraris ofopinion that the stamp duty the rest. The overseers' books were put in , showing thatMose

impressed of £40 5s. is insufficient, because the statement of the ley had entere'l the amount to his own debit, and that the

affairs of the debtor shows an estimated gross amount ofassets of counterfoil receipt book showed the absence of the receipt.

£114 ,125 158., which would require , if no cause to the contrary Moseley said he had never been requested to pay the amount.

were shown, a stamp duty of £200 . It appears also that the He admitted the defalcations arose in his office and led to his

local liabilities, exclusive of disputed claims, amount to £16 ,008 dismissal, and that he had paid the money out of his own pocket.

7s. 3d . The trustee, in his affidavit , says that to the best of his The defence was thatdefendant was quite willing to pay to the

knowledge and belief, the amount of the assets to be distri proper authority when called upon to do so. Mr Pugh argued

buted amongst the creditors does not exceed £16 , 100 ; but the that the plaintiff was entitled to recover, inasmuch as the law

difficulty of the registrar seemsto have been this : looking at the held him responsible for the accounts in his book , and liable to
filed statemept of the affairs of the debtor and the affidavit of the a surcharge by the auditor. Mr Parkinson said he was assistant

trustee, how to determine the duty. The disputed claimsbeing overseer only, and not personally liable to a surcharge. - His

neither ascertained nor satisfactorily estimated , it may be Honour nonsuited.
doubtful whether the liabilities are only £16 ,000 , or whether
they may not exceed the £114 , 125 of estimated assets . It ap

pears to me that the trustee's affidavit , made from the neces COURT OF SESSION , EDINBURGH .
sarily slight information afforded him at this early stage of the Jan. 14.
proceedings, is based on unreliablematerials. What timehasho RITCHIE V. BALGARNIE AND RITCHIE . — The estates of Ritchie
had ? Having been appointed so recently as the 30th of Decem and Co., wholesalo tea, wine, and spirit merchants, Leith -walk ,
ber, he has ovly had a few days to inform himself of the facts Edinburgh, and of John Ritchie , sole partner, thereof, were se
and conditions of a large estate like this. The scale of fees an questrated on 3d December, 1873, upon the application of the

nexed to the bankruptcy rules, tablo A , provides that “ Every bankrupt, with concurrence of his father, Malcolm Ritchie,

special resolation presented to a registrar for registration under residing in Blackness-road, Dundee, who claimed to be creditor

section 125, par. 4 , shall bear stamps denoting a duty computed to the extent of £406 16s. 10d ., in respect of two bills granted

at the rate of 58. upon £100 , or fraction of £100, on the gross by the bankrupt to him , the one being for £210 , dated January

amount of the estimated assets, not exceeding a total duty of 16 , 1873, payablo twelve months after date , and the other being
£200 .” Following this table, the registrar would probably bavo for £200 , dated 13th August, 1873, payablo six months after

had no difficulty in settling the duty, were it not for the deci dato . Mr J. H . Balgarnie , C .A ., Edinburgh , who was appointed
sions of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy which have been brought trustee in the sequestration, rejected Mr Malcolm Ritchie's
before me in the argument of Mr. Goldnev, and which , as I claim as not being sufficiently vouched, he being the bapkrupt's
gather from the language of the registrar'smemorandum of re father, and therefore conjunct and confident with him . But the

fusal, have been present to his mind in his consideration of this trustee allowed him eight days within which to lodgo corrobora

matter. In ex parte Murray the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy held tive evidence of his claim . Mr Ritchie not having submitted

that “ where the assets of a liquidating debtor exceed his debts, any further evidence to tbe trustee, and not having appealed

stamp duty upon the registration of the special resolution of the ag ainst the deliverance within fifteen days of the date of its pub

creditors is not payable upon any amount exceeding the sum lication , the same became final in terms of the 127th section of
estimated as necessary to pay all the creditors in full. His the Bankruptcy (Ecotland ) Act, 1856. Somo correspondence

Lordship said : “ I think the intention was that in a liqui thereafter took place between Mr William Stiven, accountant,

dation theduty should be payable upon no larger amount than Dundee, on behalf of Malcolm Ritchie , and Mr Balgarnie , in the

that which is necessary to satisfy the debts." In re Berger a course of which the latter refused to delay payment of the
debtor filed a liquidation petition , and in his statement he esti dividend which he proposed to pay to Ritchie and Company's
mated his assets at £4,660. The creditors resolved on a liqui creditors. Malcolm Ritchio thereupon presented a note of

dation . When the trustee presented the resolution for registra suspension and interdict, praying that the trustees should be
tion ho had made an affidavit in which he stated that he be interdicted from paying said dividend until he had a proper op

lieved the assets would not realize more than £1,000 . It did portunity of establishing his claim . In that suspopsion he alleged

not appear that the value of the assets , as estimated by tho that he had acted in the matter on the advico of Mr Balgarnie ,
debtor, would be more than enough to pay the creditors in full. the trustee, who failed to inform that it was necessary to lodgo

His Lordship held , in that case, that stamp duty must be paid further information within fifteen days from the date of the de

on the amount of the debtor's estimate. He said : “ It would liverance ; and that payment of the proposed dividend would
lead to almost uncontrolled abuses if I were to adopt the exhaust the wholo bankrupt estate, whereby the complainer

viow which has now been pressed upon me, if the trusteo's moro . would bo deprived ofany share thereof. He ploaded, inter alia,
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also sought to b3 roluced was subsequently granted in torms

thoroof. The pursuer pleads thatthe said minute of agreement

and bɔnd and disposition in socurity, having boon granted by

Willian Robertsoa when hewis in solvent circumstances,with

out any consideration having baon paid therofor in favour or for

bohoof of a conjunct or confident porson, and the sam3having

operatou to the prajadi3 of thy piruras trist33 aforosaid , is

null and voil in toring of the Act 1621, cap . 18 , and ought to bu

roduced . The dofondors plead that the pursuor had no title or

interest to sue, that all parties aro not called , that tho roduction

sought by tho pursuor is incompotont, boingwithout restitution

of the consideration given for the said William Robertsons' ob

ligations undər the agreement, and of the defondər's position at
its dato ; that the said William Roburtson and his soquostrated

ostato having takon and rotiined all the bonofits which formod a

congidoration for granting the doods.

that having been throughout th3 procoedings misled by tho ro

spondont as to his claim , the intərdict onght to b3 granted . Tho

respondent maintain : 1 that no appoil having buon prezzatal

against his deliverance within the fiftoon days in question , th3
32 na bocan final aul conclusivo ; thit as regards the divilənl

tis said delivoran : ) was 1 valid objectioa to the clain ia que

tion, notwithstanding theallowance thorain of furthor evidency ;

ani that thy complainer not having tiken alvantuzu of tv 0 )

portunity allowed him to produc3 furthor ovidenco within t 'ia

tin specifiel, the rajoction became absoluto and final, ani no

appeal having been presuntod against the deliverancy, the samo

is nox final and conclusiva. After proof, the Lord Ordiniry

(Young ) repelled the reasons of suspynsion, refused thy not ,
and found the conplainer liablo in expongo3. Tho conplinor

roclaint . After hearing counsel, th Court to- zy rucalled th

interlocutor reclaimid against, sustained thy raasons of suspen

sion, and interdicted , prohibitul, and discharged thu rispondent

from prosos ling to divide said ostaty or any portion thereof

antil hy has disposed of the complainer's claim , oither by ro

jecting or admitting the sama. They also found thy respondent

liable in exponses.
JAN. 15 .

(Before Lord SHAND. )
GLENDINNING (ROBERTSOY's Trustees) v . LESLIE AND Orhers.

- This is an action at the instance of the trustee on the soques
trated estate of Wm . Robertson, farmer, Whitokirk Mains, Had

ding topshire, and residing in Glasgow , against the trustees
under the marriage contract between his son Goorge Bishop

Robertson , some time farmer at Whitekirk Mains, now at Ber

wick -on - Tweed, and his wife, concluding for reduction ( 1 ) of a

minute of agreement entered into betwoen tho said Wm .Robert

con and G . B . Robertson , whereby the said Wm. Robertson be
camebound to grant a bond and disposition in security in favour

ofhis son ' s marriage tristees for £1,000, boing, as alleged, a

sum which had been lent by said trustees to the said G . B .
Robertson , and had not been repaid by him ; and ( 2 ) of a bond

and disposition in security granted by tho said Wm. Robortson
in implement of that agreement, whereby he conveyed to the
said trustees cortain heritable subjects in Dunbar then belonging

to him . The bankrupt, Wm. Robertson , carried on business for
many years as a clothier in Glasgow . In 1862, with the view

oi setting his son up in life, he took for him a lease of said farm

ofWhitokirk Mains for a period of nineteen years, the rent of

which was £1,800 per annum . Mr. G . B . Robertson, the

pursuer alleges, had no means of his own, and the farm was
stocked and the necessary improvements executed at the

esponse of his father, William Robertson, the cost of
these improvemonts for the first six yoars of tho lease
amounting to upwards of £6,000. William Robertson was

at and prior to 1862 in good circumstances, being pos

Sessed of a considerable sum of money realised from his busi

Dogs in Glasgow , Tho pursuer further alleges that, owing to
the extravagant habits and reckless management of the said

farm by G . B . Robertson, the speculation proved ruinous to his

father ; that domands for largo sumsofmoney to meet obliga
tions and debts contracted by G . B . Robertson wero from timo

to tice made, until the whole means and estato of the said Wm .

Robertson woro squanderel ; that the liabilities thus incurred

by him rendered him insolvent, and the large cash advances to
meet obligations undertaken by him on account of his son wero

tha sole cause ofhis insolvency, which resulted in the sequestra
tion of his estates. The pursuer also alleges that in December,

1869, Mr G . B . Robertson importuned his father to advance him

a farther sum of £1,000, to save him from the diligence of his

creditors ; that Mr Wm . Robertson declined to lend his namo

further, knowing that he was then unable to meot the liabi

lities already undertaken by him ; that he ultimately sent
to his son's marriage trustees a bill held by him for a
doposit, but declined to become security either directly or

indirectly for his son. Mr William Robertson thereafter took

over the lease of the farm to himself, to terminate further
liabilities, and a minute ofagreement was entered into botweon

him and his son 's trustees with that view , being the minute now
sought to be reduced. The bond and disposition in socurity

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS IN SCOTLAND.
THE LOWTHER HEMATITE Co. - At the Sheriff Court, Glas .

gow , on Tuesday, the adjourned examination in regard to the

affairs of this company took place. There wera present Mr

Andrew Paterson , C . A ., Elinburgh , trustee ; Mr Robert Ross,
writor, Glasgow , law agent in the sequestration ; Mr D . W .

Paterson , S . S . C ., for the bankrupt Barclay ; Mr Duncan Mac

farlane, writer , Glasgow , for creditors ; Mr J . A . Bryson ,writer,
Glasgow , for a creditorand a number of creditors. David Geo .

Hooy, accountant, Glasgow , one of the partners of tho company,
stated : When Mr Barclay and I resolved to build first, beforo

the formation of the company, the first estimate of the cost of

the works then to be erected , consisting of one small furnace,

was £15 ,000. I cannot say that it was, in the proper sense of

the word , an estimate, but it was a jotting . Tho outsido cost of

one furnaco was stated to mo at about £30 ,000 , and never

higher. The £6 ,000 of capital contributed asmy share was in

cash , which belouged to myself, and I did not borrow any of it.
Mr Barclay 's share of capital was £4,000 , consisting of two bills
for £2,000 , drawn by James Wilson Barclay, and discounted by

us. The capitalto be outlaid at the highest ostimate over given
to mo was £60,000 , and I saw my way clear enough in the cir
cumstances to finance sufficiently for the purposes of the com

pany. The advance of £35,000, which we raised on the works

in the boginning of 1874, was procured from tho Heritablo In

vostment Association . I think the security took the form of an
absolute conveyance, qualified by a back letter. Tho advance
was to be repayable in eight years by half-yearly instalments.
We were to pay interestat the rate of 6 per cent. In July last
I received a further advance of £35 ,000 from a gentleman in

Glasgow . The advance was contained in his acceptances to

anothor person , and the proceeds after the bills were discounted
were receivod by our firm . Theso bills wero all granted at one
time. As a security to the acceptor, I granted him a con
voyance and bill of sale to our reversionary interest in the

heritable subjects proviously conveyed to the Horitable As.
sociation . That doed was osecutod in July last. It was
executed on the same day as that on which I received the ac

coptances, and, in fact, itwas one transaction . At the time that

these bills were accepted for our accommodation , I did not ex

hibit to the acceptor any balance -sheet showing the state of our
affairs. He was, and has for a long time boon , well acquainted

with the state of our affairs, and I have no doubt he saw our

balanco-sheet ofMay, 1874 . Hewas also a creditor at that time

to our firm . Our books were balanced as at 30th May, 1874 .

The balance -sheet is engrossed in our business books. My at
tention is called to the state of the company's affairs, and to an

asset, tho Wolborough Mine, upon which no value has been put

by me. This was a mine which was purchased by tho company

in midsummer last from Vr J. F . Harrison , M . P . for tho Kilmar

nock burghs. The price was to be £6 ,000 , payable two years

after the date of purchase. Mr Harrison drew a bill on us for

the £6,000,which was discounted by the Credit Foncier Company

of England (Limited ). This was the only transaction wo ever
had with the Foncier Company prior to that date. There w2.8 a
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further arrangement under which we were to pay £4,000 addi on Thursday . The bankrupt deposed he commenced businoss as a
tional, provided the oro of the mine was found to produce first corn and commission agent in September, 1873. At thattime ho
class Bossomer iron in our works. On the faith of the mino was a partner of George Steel and Co., grain and manure agents,
turning out, and as part of the arrangement, wo gave the firm 's Montrose. He had no capital and no property at that time. The
accertances to Mr Harrison for the £4,000 additional. Mr Har. only property possessed by said company was a store with ground
rison was to renow these bills from time to time, and this was attached at Laurencekirk , the value of which was about £400 ;
expressed in a formal agreement or letter whiclı passed betwoen but there was a security over it for £200 . His father died on
us, and which is now in the hands of the trustee. None of these 15th December, 1873 . Besides the property atLaurencekirk his
bills for £4,000 have been paid, and to the extentof £3,000 these father loſt a policy of insurance and some household effects,
appear in the list of bills payable . With reference to the romain which were realized by bankrupt in payment of his father's
ing £1,000 of the £4000 , I explain that on one occasion , when a debts, the result being that the estate owed him £200. In
£1,000 bill fell due, MrHarrison asked me to discountthe accept Marel , 1874, a new company was formed in Montrose under the

ance with his firm ofHarrison and Son for that amount instead of paimu of Steel and Company. That company had a capital of

his disc hunting another acceptanco by my firm . This was £163, advanced by bankrupt's wife to hismother, one of the part
done by bills discounted on the Scotch bank , and the discount pers. He wasnotaware that his wife got any acknowledgment
was iscluded in the bills. The discount of the £4,000 was pay of the debt. His interest in that company was half the profits.

ablo by Mr Harrison as arranged . Mr Harrison stated to me The business of said company paid well enough while it was in

that he had spent £4 ,000 in working the mine in addition to the existence , but like his own business, it suffered through the in
purchase price paid by him , which he stated to be £6 ,000, and it solvency of Spier, Woodgate , and Company, Newcastle, the
was in consequence of this that he asked us to pay £10 ,000 for amount of loss being £60 . The furniture in bankrupt's house
the mine, and we having rofused to do so, he then asked the ac was the property of his wife. It had been bequeathed to her
ceptances under the arrangement. Wehad ore brought from the by her mother under her settlement. A portion of bis wife's
mino to our work , but in my opinion it was an uttor failuro . estato secured to her by her mother's settlement was still un
Boiore effecting the purchaso Mr IIarrison produced an analysis realized . Besides the furniture, his mother -in -law left his wifo
of the ore, and Mr Barclay inspected tho mino twice, and it was a house in Montrose and four shares in a Patent Slip Company.
upon theso reports that I consentod , very unwillingly, to the Ho kuew of no other property to which his wife had succeeded.
purchase of the mine. I had been all along against such trans By Mr. Sutherland - Who lid you first find yourself in difficul
actions as the loans and the purchase of the mino. My par ner ties ? Binkrupt - When I cominenced business. The liabilities
and I frequently diffored on that point. I urged him to agree were stated as £3 ,127 10s, 3d ; the assets, £565 16s. 4d ; defi
to the introduction of a money partner ; indeed , from the time ciency, £2,561 198. 11d .
that tho original cost of £15 ,000 was mentioned I was in favour

of a money partner being assumed. I named several persons
who were willing to becomo partners ; but Mr Barclay would

nover come to the point, and when it came to the point he posi COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY ; DUBLIN.
tively refused, and said he would rather become bankrupt than January 18 .
assil no a money partner. The sequestration was rendered ne ( Before the LORD CHANCELLOR the Lord Justice of Appeal and
cessary owing to our inability to meet cortain bills which he had Mr Justice Lawson .)
discounted for Andrew Barclay and Son, Andrew Barclay , the In the matter of Sir CHARLES DOMVILE, Bart., a bankrupt.
othor partner, having boen esamiu d , tho statutory oath was This was an appeal from an order of Judge Harrison , restraining

administered to both bankrupts. Mr Robert Roberts from prosecuting an action at law against
ANDREW BARCLAY AND Sons. In the sequestration of An tho messenger of the Court of Bankruptcy. The case had been

drew Barclay and Sons, engineers and ironmasters, Kilmarnock , partially Leard last term . It appeared that on the 23rd ofMay,

Andrew Barclay, the senior partner of the firm , stated .-- In 1871 1874 , the bank rupt executed to Mr Robert Roberts, who had
when I made arrangements with my creditors, Mr Clinkskill, been his steward , a lease of Santry -place and demense for his
consulting engineer, Glasgow , valued my works at Kilmarnock own life at the yearly rent of sixty pound . On the
* t £24, 115 193. 10d . I think myworks are now worth £30 ,000 ; 14th of July following a notice was served on behalt
that is tho reason I have put them down at that sum in mystato of the assignees for an order that this lease might be
of affairs. That is my own estimato . I estimate the work in set aside as fraudulent and void against the assignoes. The
progress at about from £1,000 to £5,000. I cannot bo certain , action in question had been broughtagainst MrFrooman , the Mes
as that is a very difficult thing to estimate ; and I have been a songer of the Court, for an alleged trespass on thelands comprised
good deal away from home for some time. Mr Clinkskill, at the in the lease, and in the affidavit of MrRoberts' attorney, it was
date of his report, valued the work in progress at £9,000 odd. submitted that he (Mr Roberts )was entitled to have the validity
Except a depreciation of tools and tear and wear I consider the of his lease triod atcommon law , and, as he declined to submit
works quito as good now as they were in 1871. I consider an to the jurisdiction of the Court, the judge had zo jurisdiction to
allowance of 74 per cent. a reasonable de luction for such depre declare the lease invalid . A motion wasmade on behalf of tho
ciation . These works ofmine bave beon convoyed to the Herit official assignee for an injunction to restrain the proceedings
able Security Society as security for the loans, but no letter was at law , but MrRoberts again protested against the jurisdiction
passed stating the torins on which the loans had been of the Court. The jndge held that he had jurisdiction to hearand
got. I wanted to get one, but it was never got. James Wil determine the question as regards the lease , and made an order
son Barclay, the junior partner, concurred in the deposi restraining Mr Roberts from further prosecuting the suit com
tion of his father . He had mad up and handed to the trustee menced , from which order the present appeal was brought.
a stato of his affairs asone of the partners of the firm and as an The arguments occupied the day. On the following day tho
individual. According to it the liabilities were stated to be Court gave judgment in favour of the order below , and dis
£1,205 , and the assets £4, 50 ) . He explained that tho entry of missed the appeal, with costs .

£4,000 in the state of affairs as against the Hematito Iron Co., IN THE MATTER OF RICHARD WARING , AN ALLEGED BANK
was for money advanced by him , and for that amount ho was a RUPT. - This was an appeal from an order of Judge Miller, made
creditor on the estate. Nothing was arranged as to what this ou the 6th of October, 1874, when he adjudicated the appellaut,
money was advanced to tho Ilmatite Iron Co . for. I got in a Richard Waring, of Ligoniel, near Belfast, a bankrupt. The
letter from MrHooy relative to that £1,000 , and dated 19th Sept., potition was presented by the Provincial Bank of Ireland against
1574. No interest had boen paid on that monoy. The statutory Nr Waring, who had dealings with the firm of Lowry, Valentine,
oath was adıninistered to both bakrupts at the close of the and Kirk, and he mortgaged to them a policy of insurance to
examination . secure the general balance which might be due from time to

John Steel,cornand commission agent,RoyalExchange, time by him to them . Messrs Lowry, Valentine, and Kirk de.

Edinburgh ,was examined in bankruptcy before Sheriff Hamilton 1 posited this mortgage and policy, with other securities, with the
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Re J. C . LEE (BIRMINGHAM ). -On Thursday a meeting of the
croditors of James Christopher L90, draper, Birmingham , was

held at the offices of Mr East, 9 , Colmoru row . It was rosolved

to liquidate the estato by arrangement, Mi Toshua Crowther,
of York -stroot, Manchester, public accountant, bulag appointed

trustoo. The liabilities were stated to be £1,453 14s. 12 ., and

the total assets £411 168.

Re Thomas HAWKES (ALCESTER .) - A meeting of the creditors
of Thomas Hawkes, of Haselor, near Alcester, innkeoper and
farmer, was held at tho office of Mr Edward Eaden, solicitor ,
21, Bennett's -hill, Birmingham , yesterday. The statement o :
accounts showol the liabilities to be - unsocured croditors,

£919 59. ; creditors for ront, taxes, & c., £154 14s. 2d . ; total
£1,073 195. 20 . ; assets - stock -in -trade at farm , £240 ; furniture,
& c ., at the Crown Inn, £100 ; total, £340. Deducting payments

unsecured creditors wero £185 53. 10 . The mooting which was

largely attended , passed a resolution for liquidation by arrange

ment, authorising the trustee, Mr Alfred Eaden , accountant, the

receivor, to sell the business to the debtor or any othor person

for a sum sufficient to pay a dividend of 2s. 60. in the pound.

It was also resolved to grant a disch irgo to the debtor.

WALTER JOHY NEWBY (BIRMINGHAM.) - 1 meeting of the

croditors of W . J . Nowby, stopy manufacturer, Birmingham , was

hold on Thursday, at the office of Mr John Boraston , solicitor ,

55, Ann -street. The liabilities wero estimated at £3,518, and

the assets at £1,033. Mr. Borastou , on behalf of the debtor,

offored a composition of 5s, in the pound, which was rejected ,

and ultimately it wasdecided that the estato should be wound up

in liquidation , with Marris as trusteo , and a committee of

inspection .

R . MAXWELL AVD Co. - At a mooting of the creditors of

Rɔbort Maswoll and Company, hold on Thursday, a statoment

af atfirirs propirod by Mossrs Broad, Broad, and Patorson was

Provincial Bank, to socurə the balance due on their account
with the bank. The bankrupt contended that this depositmade
the Provincial Bank secured creditors of his within the mean

ing of the Bankruptcy (Ireland ) Amendment Act, 1872. The
bankrupt had shown cause against the adjudication , which

cause was disallowed by Judge Miller, and it was against the

order disallowing the causo that this appealwas brought. Th3

Court gave judgmentaffirming the adjudication.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS .

The following meetings of creditors have been held
during the week :

W . WILEMAN (LIVERPOOL). - A statutory meeting of the cre

ditors of Wilmot Wiloman , of Cablo -street, Liverpool, wino and

spirit merchant, was held at the office of Mr J . Carruthors , soli

citor, on Friday. The debtor's statement showed liabilities to

creditors socured and unsecured, £3,273 0s 7d, with assets £345

1636d. After considerable discussion, the meeting was ad

journed , to enable the debtor to amend his accounts and to pro

duce a deficiency account. Mr Etty, solicitor ,and Mr T . H .

Sheen represented several trade creditors.
HIGGINBOTTOM AND WILLIAMS (Souru PORT). - A mooting of

the creditors of Messrs Higginbottom and Williams, of South
port, wine and spiritmerchants, was held on Friday, at the office

of Mr Qaelch , Dale-street, Liverpool. A statement ofthe affairs

of the debtors propared by the receiver was produced , showing

liabilities £1,054 33 7d, and assets £170. No offer of a compo

sition beingmade, the creditors resolved to wind up the estata

in liquidation , and appointed Mr Thomas H . Shoon (Sheen and

Broadhurst) the trustoo, without a committee of inspection .
JOHN TOMLINSON (BLACKBURN). - A statutory meeting of thy

creditors of John Tomlinson , tailor and draper, King William

street, Blackburn , washeld on Thursday. Vir J . H . Tattorsall,
solicitur , attended on behalf of the debtor. Mr Hutchinson (of

the firm of Broadbent and Hutchinsun, accountants, Blackburn )
presented a statement of affairs. After very little discussion ,
the creditorg rogolved to accept a composition of 103. in the

pound , in satisfaction of their debts, to be paid by several instal
monts, extending over a period ofeighteon months. Mr Hutchin
son and Mr Barrow (of the firm ofBarrow and Gate, accountants,

London) were appointed trustees.
WILMOT WILEMAN . — The meeting of the creditors of Me

W .Wileman, adjourned from the 15th inst. in ordor that th3
debtor might amond his accounts and produce a deficioncy

acoonnt, was held on Monday at the officos of Mr J. Carruthers.
No offer of composition being made, liquidation by arrange
ment was resolved upon , and Mr Hayes Sheen (Sheen and

Broadhurst) was appointed trustee , with a committon of inspec
tion .

N . D . CARANDREA (MANCHESTER ). - At a meeting of the cre

ditors of Mr N . D . Carandrea, Bond-street, Manchestor, a mer

chant in the East India and Levanttrade, it was stated that Mr

Carandraa having left the country, his position with his Con
stantinople correspondents could not be ascortainod . The stato

ment presented showed his liabilities to bo £6,627. The creditors
formed a committee of three of their number to docido upon

the course to be pursued in the interest of the creditors.

R . D . RoSDEN (MANCHESTER ). - A mooting of thy creditors of

Richard Dann Rusden , of 56 , Dale-stroot, Manchester, merchant,

who suspanded payment in July, 1873, and whose affairs arə
being wound up in liquidation , has been held , and a resolu

tion granting tho dobtor his discharge duly passed .

D . PRETON (COLNE). - .It the first statutory mooting of the
creditors of Daniel Preston , cotton and worsted manufacturer,

of Banker's Hill Vill, Colno, the statement presented showed

liabilities to unsacured creditors, £2,239 12 s. 5 l.; to fully socured
ereditors, £2,245 ; other liabilitios, £37. Assots - machinery

and stock , & c., £1,053 ; book dobts, £93 ; surplus for securities,

£55 . Liquidation by arrangomentwas resolved upon .
J . Kxox (PAISLEY ). -- A meeting of the creditors of Messrs

J. and J. Knox , saddlers , Paisley, was held on Tuesday, Mr
James Winning, accountant, Paisley, being elected trustee.
The liabilities of thebankrupt are stated to be about £1,000 , and

tho assets have not been ascertained.

whicb about £12,00 ) woro fully secured ; and assots of small

amount. Liquidation by arrangement was resolved upon , and

Mr H . Evans Broad was appointed trustee , to act with a com

mittos of inspection . The detyrë' discharge was also granted .

ALAINGRE (SHEFFIELD ). - A meeting of the creditors of

line,was held on Thursivy, at the officoz of Mr. Chirles Godfrey
Esam , solicitor, George-street, Sheffield . Mr. John Neal occupiel
the chair. – Mr. Shuttleworth , as receiver , read a statement of the
affairs , which showed -unsecured creditors, £ 190 103 2d . ; creditors
fully secured , £322 113. ; (estimated value of securities, £1,201 ;)
creditors pirtly secured . €175 , holding securities valued it t377 63 :

creditors for rents, rates, and taxes, £111 .., showing total liabilities
(unsecured ) £733 133. 20. Assets, £183 165. 5d After a co siler.

able discussion , it wils resolved to liquidato che affairs by arrangement
andnot in bankruptcy, Mr. T . G . Shuttleworth being appointed trus.
toy, with a committee of inspoction .

FAILURES.

The foilowing failures have been announced during
the week :

ENGLAND. - Tho failure of Thomas Webb , a South Wales col

liory proprietor, is announced ; liabilities, £90,000 .
AMERICA. -- Advices from America report the failuro of Messrs

Roa Brothers, wholesale grocers, with liabilities of £38,000.
Mossrs Schworin and Blum , Philadelphia , in the boot and shoo

trade, had also suspended, with liabilities of £5,000 . Messrs

Evang, Webstor, and Co., in the dry goods trade, Boston, had
stopped. The suspension of the dry goods houso of Messrs J .

and D . S . Saulsbury, at Providence, with liabilities of £36,000,
had been announced. New York advicos received on Tuesday

announco tho failure of Messrs Chas. T . Goodwin and Sons,
bakers, 226 , Front- street. Liabilities estimated at £20 ,000.

AUSTRALIA. — Melbourno advices announce tho suspension of

Messrs Wilson, Crosbie, and Co., wholesale grocers, with liabili

tias closo on £24 ,000 . An offor of 14s. in the pound had been

accopted . Tho failuro of Mossrs William Mitchell and Co.,

brewors, Richmond, had also transpirod ; Jiabilities, £4,500.
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NOTTINGHAM COUNTY COURT.

Jaguary 19.
(Before Judge WILDMAN )

RE JOHN FEATHERSTONE.- In the case of John Featherstone,

Mansfield , grocer, Mr. Hind, on behalf of the trustees, made an

application to the Court against Joseph Greenwood, of Manstield ,

for the delivery of a sewing machine and a piano, which the bank
rupt bad given to Greenwood on the eve of his bankru : tcy . Mr.

Belk appeared for Greenwood, and Mr. Iſiod for the trustmes. From

the evidence of the bankrupt's wife, and of Greenwood, it appeared
that ihe Act of bankruptcy was the absconding of the deb :or on the

evo of his bankruptcy. The evidence of the bankrupt's wife wout

to show that in September last, a day or two prior to the abscond
ing of the debtor, the piano and sewingmachine had been given in

snti- faction for a debt. Greenwood said the defendant owad him
money, and he pressed him for payment. His Honour held that it

was a fradulent preference , and ordered the piano and sewing

machine to be surrendered , Mr. Hind also examined the bank

rupi's wife as to an equitable morigage security wbich she and her

husband gave to Mr. John Adlingtov, for securing £200 . Mr.

Smith , of Mansfield, appeared for Adlington . From the examina
tion ofihe baukiupi's wiſe, it appeared ibat a day or two before th: o

Lauhruptabsconded, her husband signed a memorandum cha ginz

their property with the payment of £200 . It transpired in the
evidence that this was given after Mr. Adlington had issued a

debtor's summons against ile bankrupt. His honour held that the

charge was not a voluntary one, as it was given under pressure.

Hle, therefore, refused to recognize it, but would not give Mr. Ad
lington his crists .

RE L'ALLISER. - In the matter of Palliser,bankrupt, who failed for
nearly 61,000, Mr. Hind appeared for thu trustees, and applied for
the public examination of the bankrupt to be postponed uuril tho

1815 February . The application was granted .

In the so-called Times libel case - Mr. M . B . Sampson ,
the late City editor of that paper and Baron Grantbeing parties
to the suit — the jury, on Monday, found , firstly, that the articles

were libellous ; and secondly , that plaintiff was not grilty of the

charges imputed to him . They assessed damages at £500 ; and

found that Baron Grant was not a party to the publications,
Tha jury deprecated further legal proceedings as threatened.

CHECK -MATED. - A correspondent, adopting the signa
ture of “ Jones," writos to us :- - “ I am a shareholder in the

Cheqı1o Bank, and I owe Smith a grudge which I have long de
clared I would giro a sovereign to gratify. Smith has just been
fool enough to pay mo £l that he owed me by a Cheque Bank
draft covering £10. i have put the said draft into the fire,
thereby enriching the bank to the full amount of £10, which
Smich cannot touch whilo tre draft is outstanding, and leaving
my friend Smith and his heirs £9 out of pocket for ever.” — Pall
Mall Gazette .

BRAZILIAN LOAN . - Messrs. N . M . Rothschild and Sons
have issued the prospectus of the new Brazilian 5 per cent.loan,

which is for the nominal amount of £5,000 ,000. The price is

96 } per cent., and, allowing for the discount on payment in full,
thë net price is roduced to 943 per cent. Redimption is to be
effected by a 1 por cent. sinking fund, to commence on the 1st
January , 1877. No roſeronce is made to the objoct for which the
loan is required .

AN ABSCONDING BANKRUPT. - On Wednesday, at the
Birmingham Police Court, Mr. John Wood, a bankrupt, wbo bas
been “ wanied" for several months, surrendered himself under a
warrast. Mr. Wood had carried on the business of a pork butcher
and provision denler, and occupied extensive premises in Great

Hamptun -g 'reet , Birmingham . lle filed his petition for liquidation
of his affairs on the 3d March last, at the Birmingham County
Court , wiib liabilities amounting to about £14 ,000, and assets

about £7,000. Several examinations of the debtor took place.
Mr.Wood , hewever, absconded , and in July last a reward of £50
was offered by the trustee for his apprebepsio n .

Mr. Johann Treuttman ,merchant,ofGreat St. Helen's,
was charged at the Mansion House, on Thursday, with conspir

ing to dufraud tbe Stock Excbange Committee and others by means
of falso allegatious respecting the Illinois, llissouri, and Texas
Railway Company. The pro or in this case was a 'Mr. Burkett,

who had supplied the defendant with a large quantity of goods, and

taken the bouds of the company in part paynient. Tbe summons

was adjourned after the prosecutor had been partially examined.

The County Courts BILL. - A deputation from the
Associated Chambers rif Commerce waited on the Lord Chancellor

on Weduesday on the subject of tbe County Courts Bill, which

provides for the appoiutment of a commercial assessor . The Lord
Ohancellor declined to give the assessor the rank of a judge. Other

points were discussel, but the in -erview was private.

At the annual meeting of the Birmingham Law
Society, on Wednesday, a resolution was carried to the effect that

in the opinion of themeeting , the rules requiring bankruptcy pro
cesses and summonses to be served by the bailiff of the Court was

inconvenient.

We are requested to state that Mr. William Wain .
wright, junr., has joined Mr. Henry Nottingham , accountant, 1,
King' s Armsyard, Moorgate -street. The business for the futuro
will be carried on in the nameof “ Wainwright and Nottingham ."

In the Rolls Court, on Saturday , in the case of the Ips
wich Public Hall Company Limited ), the usual compulsory

winding up order wasmado with the assent of the company.
An order to wind up Dando and Company (Limited ),

under suporvision , was made in the Rolls Court on Saturday.

Vice-Chancellor Malins has granted an interim order,
restraining Messrs. Bischoffshein , contractors for the Honduras
Loan , from destroying documents relating to the loan. The ap

plication was made on behalf of the holiler of a £1,000 bond, who

has filed a bill in Chancery against the contractors.

The Bombay Guzette says : - “ Our readers may be

interested to learn that the Mi: Alex . M 'Ewen , whose failuro in

London for £200,000 has just been announced , is theman who

came out hero and established that pretty speculation the Lon

don , Bombay, and Mediterranean Bank. Perhaps somo of tho

" grateful" saarulolders in that coacula ia Bombay might get

up a subscription for poor ]I•Lwen in his hour of vood .

NEW COMPANIES.

The Investors'Guardian gives the following list of companios
registered uuiug the week : -

Abbey Mil Spinning - Capital £50,000, in £5 , shares.
Albert Bowling Club - Capital £2,000 , in £5 shares.
Buxton Stone,'Brick , and Tile - Capital £10 ,00, in £l shares.
('alder Chemical - Capital £7 ,750 , in £5 shares. "

Card gan United Lend Mining Capital £40 000 in £5 shares,

Chaudrr's Pulent Self. Lighting System - Capital £5,550, in
£5 Ils. shares.

Cromer Waterworks - - 'apit. 1 £10,000 in £5 shares .
Derbyshire Steam Cultivation - Capital £6 000, in £50 shares.
Drysaltery,Chemical,and Sanitary Capital £60 ,000, in £5 shares.

Garoswllt Colliery - Capital £2,500, in £100 shares.

Giimsby Laundry -- Capital £3 ,1.00 , in £10 shares.
Flurmums' Hotel (Uulimited ) – apital £28,00r. in £100 shares .

Joseph aud Robert Dodge - Capital £10,000 , in £20 shares.

Liveip ol Northern Loan ani Discount - Ca itul £5,000, in £5
sbyres.

Loudon Provincial Carriere Insurance- Capital £25,000, in £5
shares,

Longridg : Cos) and (anuel Capital £6 ,000, in £l shares.

Mottram Lighting - Capital £2,000, in £1 -bies.
Ryde Pavilion - Capital £5 ,000, in £5 shares.

Southsea and South of England Co -operative Supply Association

- Cantal £10,000, in £1 shares.
Tveiford Temperance Hotelaud British Workman - Capital£300 ,

in £1 shares.

Vosper PatentSewing Machine Capital €1,000, in £ ! 0 shares.
Warrington Lion Hotel Cipi al £12000 , io € ! 0 shares.

Wesion Point Steam Towirs . Capital £10,000, in £10 shares.

pro -ecutor in this ne

LIQUIDATIONS.

The following are amonyut the petitions for liquida .
tion filed during the week , with the appointments

nade, & c . :

James CHAPLIN , licensed rietvaller, of the Red Lion Inn ,

Smallbronk -atrert, Birmingham ; liabilities estimated at £1,300.
Mir Luke Jesson Sharpe, public accomptant, receiver.

CHARLES LYons, licensed victualler, of Knowle , Warwick ;
liabilities estimated at £1,20 ). MrWm . Lomas Harrison , public
uecountant, receiver.

ILAMUTOV ( ERRAND, drapor, of 2, Anderton -street, the Sand

pits, Birmingham ; liabilities estimated at £2,500. Ir Luke

Jesson Sharp, public accountant, receiver.
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BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTO R .
By Her Majesty ' s Royal Letters Potent, cated 6th June, 1874 .

It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor

roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and scratchey " at the point or

knib , and consequently useless . Bymeans of the " Corrector ” this sharp

ness is inmed ately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor

rector " is , practically , indestructible , and can be carried in the waistcoat

poc . et, or attached to any desk , counter , or place where penmanship is ex

ercised. Sold (with printed instructions for use by the inventor. George

Bailey , Law Stationer, Che tenham ; id. cach : by post seven penny postage

stamps ; and may be had of all stationers. Effectiveness guaranteed .

E . NORTON HARPER & SON , F . S . A . E & A . S . A . E .,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

2 , Cowper's Court, Cornhill.
Messrs. E . N . HARPER and SON beg to inform the Profession that they

have opened a Branch Ofice at 12 , MILL STREET, MAIDSTONE, and that they

will be happy to undertake any Agency Business in that locality .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Ass 'ciation , attends and Re
ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of
charge.

I'ruxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

WINDING UP PETITIONS. - A petition for the winding.
ap of the Mutual Society Trust Fund is to be heard before Vico
Chancellor Malins on the 29th inst. - A petition has been pre
sented to the Court of Chancery for the winding up of the
Catherineand Jane Lead Mining Company. - A petition for the
windiog -up of the Hart's Pure Whole Meal Bread and Biscuit

Company Limited ), is to be heard in the Court of Chancery on
the 30th instant.

REVENUE RETURNS. - The receipts on account of re .
Tenue from the 1st Ayril, 1874, when there was a balance of
£7, 442.854, to the 16th ins were £75 ,038 ,606 ; against
555 ,732,608, in the corresponding periodof the proceding finan

cial rear, which bogan with a balance of £11,992,705. The net
expon liture was £60,942, 171, against £63, 289,182 to tho samo

date in the pravion3 year. The Trəngury balance on the 16th
inat. amounted to £1,619,031, and at the s. me date in 1874 to
£1, 236 , 156 .

A FAMILY ARRANGEMENT. – At the Colchester County
Court tho Jaiga hoar l ai appeal to the court from a decisio
arrived at ia hinkruptcy by the Registrar, in the matter of Mr.
Puphin, a tumbour-workor , of Coggeshall. It would soom that
the debtor called to gather his creditors in London , and the pro
eedings partook so much of a family or friendly arrangement
tist Ur Goody, who appearad for creditors, protested, and ob
jectel to tho resolutions being filed . Some informality having
b » n proved, the Registrar refused to file the resolutions, and
Mr Airi now appealed agıinst the decision. His Honour, after
a long investigation , upheld the decision of the Registrar, and
strongly ceasured the proceedings taken by the debtor and his
a lsisors.

PUBLICATIO .VS.
TOE ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY & DIRECTORY.

This Publication is NOW READY, na cptains, besides useful in

formation and an ample Diary , a Directory of ail the Accountants in Eng
lind » nu Scotland . Application for the same should be made as soon as
possible to Mr. ALFRED C . HARPER, 2, Cowper's Court, Cornhill, E . O . ,
or to the Publishers, Messrs. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 , Lawrence
Lane, Cheapside, E . O .

TO ACCOUNTANTS .
Jast Published , 374 pages, 8vo., cloth , price 12s. 6d .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
1 Days from ans one day to any other day,either in the sameor the fol

losing sear. By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .
London : EFFINGHAM WIL ON, Royal Exchange .

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son .

Ninth Edition .

VOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
| Private Arrangements, with a s nopsis' of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOIN BATH , F . S . A . E .
Price it

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, Lawrence Lane, London , E .C .

HDW A R D T H O M AS P E IRSON ,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,
4 , JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 1853.

F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANO
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSUICII .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

KEVANS AND KEAN,
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

38, LÀWER ORMOND QUAY,

DUBLIN .
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THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

“ MEDAL

FUR PROGRESS," ||I
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ANTALIITILING 1011

NON PO SCRIT

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY,

The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowleriged by the Craft. - Ac
curate and newly reris d .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

( 'RAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICER .

As taught in all theMaster Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MISON OF ENGLAND .
Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Opening

and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to candidates before being
l' ogged and Raised. Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers. The
luiga on . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c . & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE
Seat post free on receipt of 8s. rd (or before remittance is made, if de

sired ). Payable to A . MASON OP M 309 ). Bank Top View Richmond

Yks ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London .

* 1Vas awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schränke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medol is only given to Echibitors whose Now Inventions
testify marked Progress.

| 6 FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS, ”

Invented especially for Safes and strung Room Doors, to frustrate li e
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or
Stroug- Room Door, depends on the fact that the e are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence The object of a Lock is twofld security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or moreof the steps of the Key. The Loc. ,
by a sim : le movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself to the

New Key, after which no other Key will open the Lock
The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Look aud KKY, as often asmay be d sired , without the aid of a Lock

m .ker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies

of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 63 ), oide Times,"

12th Sept , 1973) This lock atfords electual protection from duplicate or

Master " Keys secretly made iu manufacturies ; Very extensive robberies

(in one case 13 safes iii oue vault) having been effected by this mcaus.

HOBBS, HARI, & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, ANO STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFATURERS

16 , Cheapside, London, E . ,

PAE IRISH LAW TIVES AND SOLICITORS'
JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

LegalNeAspaper published in ireland - Established , 1867 .

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

Anoual Subscription . Payable in advance, £1 108. ; Bingle Copy 90. ;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

Ofice: - ), T E SACEVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND,
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. Vice - President.-- JOHN BATH , London.
ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON, Coventry .
JOSEPH ANDREWS, Loudon . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton.
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester,

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London , WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London . JOIN ALLISON HESELTON, Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sbeffield.
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. | FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. -- JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER . - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 , Leadenhall Street, and 1, St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .'
BANKERS. - MESSRS.WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, London ,

OFFICES. - 2, COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

LIST OF FELLOW S.
M . C .Member of the Council.

ARLINS, W . W ., Westwell-stret, Plymouth . GEARD, JOHN BRADLEY, 6 , Princes.street, Ipswich , M .C .
BATH, JOHN, 40a, King William -street, London , Vice- President, HARDY, RALPH PRICE , 21, Fleet-street , London, M . C .

Trustee, and M . C . HARPER, EDWARD NORTON, 2, Cowper's -court, Corphill,

BEDDOW , JOSIAH, 2 , Gresham -buildings, M . C . London , M . C .

BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John -street, Liverpool, M . S . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37, Cannon -stroot, Birming
BOLTON , JAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall- street, and 1, St. ham .

Mary Axe, London , Treasurer and M . C . HARVEY, WILLIAM COMBEN , 1,Gresbam -buildings, London ,
BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenhall-street, London , M . C . M . C .

BRIGHT,GEORGEMONEY, 8 ,Great Winchester Street-buildings, MASTERMAN, JOHN, Barstow .square, Wakefield .

London , M . C . NICHOLLS. FRANCIS , 14 , Old Jewry -cbambers, London , M .C .

BUCK , ROBERT, 56, Fawcett- street, Sunderland . VIPOND, JOSEPH , Sandgato, Peprith ,

DAVIES, JOSEPH , Bewsey -street,Warrington, President, Trustee, VOISEY, LEWIS , Br-wsey - street, Warrington , M . O .

and M . C . | WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux - chambers, Sheffield, M .C .

Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to
ALFRED C. HARPER, SECRETARY.

CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK

MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000.

In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability. Open to all.
Interest , in lieu of Dividend, 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly .

TRUSTEES.

LIEUT. GENERAL J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B., Ivybridge, Deron .
WILLIAM LAKE, Esq ., Darnley Road , Gravesend .

THE REV. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR.
RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business .
Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interest at the

rate of 5 per cent. perronum will be allowed on the minimum monthly

balances. Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are :

Ist. - No promotion money or preliminary expenses .

2nd . - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of

constituents proportion and provision for reserve fund .

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .
4th . -- Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety

of subjects .

5th .-- The proprietorship being vested in one person , no liability beyond
the amountof subscription can accrue.

6th . The secrecy and despatch of individualmanagement, so important
in financial operations.

7th . -- A fixer instead of an uncertain scale of profits ,

8th . - A monthly distribution of the same.
9 h . - A constantly aceruing reserved insurance fund rested in trustees.
10th . - Power of total withdrawal after six months on 60 days ' notice.

Ilih . - The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscribers.

12th .-- Quarterly published Balance sheet issued and certified by the
Auditors.

For Prospectuses and forms of application apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO -AMERICAN TIMES Press, 127 , Strand, London .-- January 16, 1876.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM .

VOL. I. — NEW SERIES. — No. 8.] SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. SOLICITORS, & c . - The
Advertiser seeks an appointment of trust in a Professional or Mer

cantile firm . Twenty years in recent situation . Address W . B ., care of Mr.
Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman , (now engaged as an
- Accountant, but wishing to extend his sphere ) , ofmuch experience in

he management of Public Companies. Official and Voluntary Liquidations,

Bankruptcies and General Accountantov , desires to obtain a Working Part

tnership in an established business capable of extension . All information
given and required . Address L . II . R . , care of Henry Greenwood , Adver
ising Agent, Liverpool.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - ADVANCE of £80 ,000
required at 6 percent. per annum on first- class Freehold

Properly . Bonus for introduction . Address Money ,” care ofMr. Alfred
w . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP. -- A Gentleman with £5,000 can be
admitted into an Established Business in London upon advantageous

terms. Principals or their Solicitors only communicated with . Address ,

“ Partnership ," Messrs. G . M . Bright and Co., 8 , Great Winchester-street,

E .C .

TO CAPITALISTS. A Gentleman with £10,000
can be taken as a Partner in a Manufacturing Business . For particu

lars apply to " A ," care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62,
Gracechurch -street, E . C .

AGENTLEMANLY YOUTH , age 18 , seeks an EN
- GAGEMENT in an accountant's office , haring had two years' expe

rience in the same. Address Beta, 85 , St . Paul's -road, Highbury, N .

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS. - A firm of Ac
countants in the City of London have a VACANCY for an ARTICLED

PUPIL . Premium 100 guineas. Salary in proportion . Apply to John
Bath and Co ., Public Accountants, 40a , King William -street, E . C .

Established 1843.
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, '& c.
MESSRS. MARSH , YÉTTS, & MILNER are

preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTIOX, which is heli the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

ineure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon - street, London .

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54, Cannon
street, E . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
and Important Residential Estates. - Messrs. MARSI , YETTS, and

YILNER . Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,
SPORTING . and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
Ward plans and țarticulars,which, when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers . Written termsare invariably settled before
any cost or liability is incurred . AddressMessrs. Marsh , Yetts ,and Milner ,
Land and Timber Surveyors, 51, Cannon - street, London , E .C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all kinds.

Nessrs. MARSU , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to
large sums ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved

Securities. - Apply atthe City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843),
51, Cannon -street.

LANDED ESTATES . - Farms, Town and Country
Houses, for SALE or to be LET, in all parts of England. - Messrs.

HARVEY and DAVIDS will FORWARD PARTICULARS of suitable

properties free of charge on receiving a statement of requirements from

Intending Purchasers or Tenants. - Auction , Survey , and Land Agency

Offices, 126 , Bishopsgate - street, Cornhill,

FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD properties for occu
pation or Investment; also GROUND-RENTS, & c. - Messrs.

HIRVEY and DAVIDS having a large and well selected List of proper

ties on the Registers, will be happy to FORWARD PARTICULARS to Appli.

cants Free ofcharge. - Survey Offices, 126 , Bishopsgate-street , Cornhill.

TO OWNERS of LANDED ESTATES, Farms,
Buildings, Land, & c . - Messrs. HARVEY and DAVIDS having nume

rous Applicants desirous of Purchasing, will be glad to RECEIVE PARTI

CU'LARS from Gentlemen wishing to sell. References can be given to

yresent and past clients if required . No charge made unless business be
donc. - Auctioneers and Surveyors, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill ,

FREEHOLD OR LEASEHOLD HOUSES, Ground
Rents, Building Jand , Weekly Properties, & c ., REQUIRED for in

tending purchasers. No charge made unless business be done. Particulars

to be forwarded to Messrs. HARVEY and DAVIDS, Surveyors, & c ., 126 ,
Bishopsgate -street Cornhill.

COMPENSATIONS. - Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS
have several Railway and other cases under their charge, are

prepared to protect the interest of partieswhose properties are damaged or
required for any new scheme. No chargemade to owners in these instances,
all costs being peid by the promoters. Land Agents and Surveyors to the
British Imperial Insurance Corporation (Limited ) , 126 , Bishopsgate -street,
Cornhill.

TO OWNERS of CITY and WEST-END PRO
PERTIES. - The CONCISE REGISTER , issued gratis , and entered at

Stationer's llall, is the best medium for Letting Offices, Warehouses,
Cellars, Manufacturing Premises , Shops, Wharves, & c . Particulars should

be forwarded before the 28th of each month ,and are inserted free of charge,
123, Bishopsgate -street, Cornhill ,

MORTGAGES. - £500, £1,000, £2,000, £3,000, £5 ,000,
£3,500 , £6,000, £7,000 £10 ,000 , £15 ,000, £20 ,000 , £30,000, £50 ,000,

£70 ,000 FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD SECURITIES required for the

above amounts, interest from 4 per cent. Apply to Messrs. HARVEY and
DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill.

SLEEPING PARTNER, in Warehousing line.
N Capital required, about£10 ,000 . Share over 10 per cent. " L . C ., "
AccountantOffice , Gracechurch -street.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. — The Advertiser having bad
some Experience in an Accountant's office, desires a re-engagement.

Good references. M . M . D ., care of Editor, ACCOUNTANT, 62, Gracechurch
Street, E . C .

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames . Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings como

plete , £70. Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee , Advertising

Agent, 62, Gracechurch - street, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also , on mort.
gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., Tor a teria o

years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120, Southampton -row , London, W . C .

£20 .000 to LEND on FREEHOLD PROPERTY
or GROUND RENTS, at 47 to 44 per cent. Address,

D . W . LAMBE, Accountant, 32, Walbrook, E . C .

RAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTOR.
D By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874 .

It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor

roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp aud " scratchey " at the point or
knib , and consequently useless. By means of the " Corrector " this sharp

ness is immediately removed, and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor

rector ” is , practically, indestructible , and can be carried in the waistcoat

pocket, or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex

ércised . Sold (with printed instructions for use ) by the inventor , George

Bailey, Law Stationer , Cheltenham ; 6d. each ; by post , seven penny postage

stamos : and may be had of all stationera. Electiveness guaranteed .
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ALFRED W . GEE.
N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

ADVERTISING AGENT,
received at the Branch-office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 ,
Strand.

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .

kinds, for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers , promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a

number of Newspapers, only oneMS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices .

The Accountant.
JANUARY 30 , 1875 .

The Jccountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change

dating from the commencementof the present year, and

which , it is hoped,will enhance the value and usefulness

of the paper , and also tend to promote one of the main ob

jects for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of

the interests ofaccountants throughout the United King.

dom . The proprietor ventures to bope that his efforts

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased support on their part, particularly in regard

to advertisements , a valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course

of business . It may be added that the publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper " within the meaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, and members of the profession will thus have the

opportunity of contributing towards the success of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia

ment. The Weekly Paper is Published every Saturday

in tinie for the early inorning mails ; price 6d . per

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being , annual sub

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s. (post

free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT jat the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver .

tisersto the specialadvantages offered by thepaper asan

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation . and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a large measure of suc .

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes.

sional crgan . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers,Law Stationers, Auctioneers,and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser.

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re .

ceived up to 12 o'clock (noon ) on Friday.

A legal contemporary, in noticing our issue, raises

again the old cry that accountants are infringing the

privileges of solicitors, and gives as an instance that

our columns are to a considerable extent filled with re

ports of bankruptcy decisions and of comments on the

points of la .v raised therein . For our own part, we

can only say, that we have scrupulously sought to

define the limits that separate the two professions.

We are , of course, not liable in any way for the doings

or pretensions of the so -called accountants, who pro

fess to transact every style of business from bank

ruptcy to conveyancing , and from advising on simple

points of law to carrying through a law suit. The

men who frame these announcements are not in reality

accountants at all. They are mere outsiders doing

all sorts of work, and seeking to obtain credence in

their professions of professional knowledge by usurp

ing the title of accountants. “ Captain " is, we all

know , a good travelling name, and possibly “ ac

countant” may be considered a good business name,

but it is as absurd to consider the eminent body

of men who form the backbone of the profession as

responsible for the vagaries of their self -styled asso

ciates , as it would be to consider the whole military

service disgraced by the acts of a swindler who

styles himself a captain .

In truth the lines of demarcation which separate

the professions of solicitors and accountants are not

so easy to trace exactly , though there are certain

well defined limits whlch no accountant could over

step. Our contention is, thatthere is business habitu

ally transacted by solicitors which belongs in all

strictness to accountants . Questions of account, of

investigation of the state of business of insolvent

firms, of the value of assets , belong to the domain of

accountants . And these are questions which arise in

cases of bankruptcy, of composition, and of liquida

tion. If points of law arise , if legalmeasures have to

be taken to enforce payment of debts, then comes the

time for the intervention of the solicitor. Of course,

an accountant, if appointed a trustee would take upon

himself to write such letters and transact such busi

ness as the bankrupt himself would have done. A

letter enclosing an account and asking for payment

would be properly written by an accountant. If the
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debtor refuses to pay, and a writ has to be issued, the liquidation of the affairs of companies and the affairs

matter is removed from the province of the accountant of individuals , and seemed to intimate that the

and placed in the hands of the solicitor. statutory majority of three- fourths ought to decide

We have said that, bankruptcy and the hquidation the fate of companies. The practice of winding up a

of companies should be ruled by the same guiding company compulsorily at the request of a single

principles. In both the object is the same- to realize creditor, is likely to be injurious to the safety and

and distribute the assets to the best advantage. The stability of any concern .

duties of the official liquidator, and the solicitor, are

as distinct and clearly defined as possible ; and surely

no man would raise the cry of unprofessional conduct
The system of deferred payments is being so widely

if one ofthe well-known men , whose names are seen
adopted that the decision of the Chief Judge in Bank

in connection with the winding up of so many com
ruptcy, in ex parte Marston, may usefully be studied

panies, were to purchase, and carefully study all the
bymany persons. The Judge considered the practice

textbooks and reports which would help him in his
of the trade as to hire to be clearly proved, and he

business, and enable him to form a clear opinion , on
possibly attached some importance to the peculiar

the various points which arose . If either trustee or
wording of the alleged condition, which makes the

liquidator relied too strongly on his own judgment,
transaction a loan , with an option of purchase at the

and made mistakes, hewould be personally responsible ;
end of a certain time. But in the case of a piano

and the liability to be fixed with heavy costs, would
bought on what is termed the “ three years system ,"

ensure his taking steps to procure proper professional
che question of ownership must frequently arise . Here

advice when it was needed.
there is not the case of the hire of an article with an

What the liquidator may do cannot be wrong for the
option of purchase, but a distinct provision that the

trustee. Our object in giving these reports and com
piano shall becomethe property of the hirer at the end

ments , which have so grievously vexed the spirit of
of the three years, if the instalments are duly paid . It

our contemporary is, merely to afford a simple code
is true that these agreements usually contain stipula

of rules for the guidance of accountants in cases
tions that any failure to pay an instalment shall cause

of any doubt. It can be no disadvantage to any man
a forfeiture of all preceding payments ; but it is doubt

to be thorough master of his profession, and it is a
ful how far such a clause could be legally enforced .

decided advantage to those who employ him . It is a
Certainly the three years system , and the variety of

trifle upgracious in a class journal to twit us upon
documents by which it is carried out, must cause some

seeking to advance the interests, and improve the
embarassment to trustees.

professional knowledge of the class to whose support

weappeal. If our contemporary will point out and A correspondentwho sends us the report of a case in

expose thedevices of theso- called“ accountants,” itwill the Barnsley County Court in which the executors of a

be doing a service to both professions, and in pursuing surgeon brought an action to recover a sum of money

this course, at least, solicitor and accountant will work from a debt collector, enters a complaint against “ the

together with hearty cordiality. race of debt collectors who unblushingly style them

selves ' accountants ,' and not infrequently bring dis

The stringency of winding up onders is being much credit upon a profession to which they do not belong ,

modified , and the Court of Chancery has shown an and into which they would not be admitted." There

increasing disposition to consult the wishes of the is, no doubt, reason in the charge : but, as we have

vast body of shareholders or contributories, instead of pointed out several times of late , the remedy rests

making a winding up order in the petition of a single with accountants themselves, and the work is one

individual. In the case of the British Timber Company, quite worthy of joint action on the part of the various

Vice -Chancellor Malins, who has always shown a
accountants ' societies throughout the Kingdom . It is

strong desire to check the scandals which winding -up quite time that accountants of respectability and

cases so frequently present, carried out this doctrine,
standing showed themselves alive to the necessity of

and refused to make an order for the compulsory erecting a strong and palpable barrier between them .

winding up of a company at the instance of one
selves and men who, however honest and respectable

creditor, when the majority were in favour of a volun - |
their calling, have no right to a place in the profes

tary liquidation . The Vice -Chancellor drew the sional ranks. Accountants must set their own house

analogy we have so frequently insisted upon between ' in order, and the sooner they do it the better. .
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The attention of trustees should be called to the

case of exparte Leonard, in which it was decided that

the “ representation” to be made by a creditor or

inspector, that the debtor has been guilty of any

fraudulent act, in order to induce the Court to order

a prosecution , must be in writing . It is to be noticed

that Section 16 of the “ Debtor's Act ” sets. the

power of the Court to order a prosecution on the

“ report” of a trustee, or the “ representation ” of a

creditor . A report, obviously means a report in writ

ing , and the proceedings are now assimilated . It

would have been as well if this had been distinctly

stated in the Act .

BANKRUPTCY LAWS.- No. 4.

TRUSTEES CONTINUED).

In the preceding article we recommended the

trustec , in dealing with disputed claims, to consult the

solicitor to the estate . It is as well to point out that

although the trustee cannot employ a solicitor without

the sanction either of the creditors or of the Com

mittee of Inspection , when such consent is given , the

nomination rests solely with the trustee who is entitled

to select any one he chooses. This fact is of impor

tance, as, although it is customary to consult the
wishes of the inspectors,there may be, and occasionally

are cases in which it is desirable that this option

should be exercised ; as for example when inspectors

have interests distinct from those of the general body

DRAPERY “ LIMITED.”

Our attention has been called to the balance sheet,

dated December the 23d, 1874 , of the Bayswater General

Drapery and Mourning Warehouse , Limited, of West

bourneGrove. A capital consisting cf 1,446 shares, at

£5 per share, should naturally produce £7,230, but

when 500 shares, announced as having £4 paid upon

them , become, in accordance with arrangement, the

.property of the vendor, and sundry debtors on shares to

the extent of £4,546 10s., have not the good- feeling to

" pay up ” the remaining “ cash " capital at disposal,

amounting to £683 108., would appear barely sufficient,

even to the most sanguine of enthusiastic promoters, to

carry out the beneficent objects, whatever they may

have been , of the Bayswater Company. Its transactions,

of a more than ordinarily limited nature, and, extending

over a by no means lengthened time, have resulted in a

deficiency of £1,088, 5s., for a portion of which sum

“ debtors on goods account;" to the extent of £730, 2s.

7d . are held to be responsible . On the other side,

creditors appear in a rather formidable array to the

amount of £5,468 3s. 10d., the sum total of the whole

statement, embracing everything , reaches £16 ,686 2s.

10d . Salariesdue,and Directors' fecs,would seem to have

but a small chance against an available cash balance

of a shilling in thepound, and itmay be said thatbutlittle

scrutiny of this company's affairswould have sufficed to es

tablish the absurdity of its formation. Ononeside atleast,

the Bayswater Drapery concern is a success,and although

the benefits expected to be enjoyed by its supporters

may or may not be looming in the distant future, they

bave certainly cause for congratulation at having their

affairs laid before them in so open and straightforward

a manner; but it would , perhaps, not be amiss to warn

sentimental or susceptible investors that there are,

judging, at least from the present instance , better ways

of making money than “ going into mourning."

wards, or related to, the bankrupt. In the event of

such sanction being withheld , and the trustee consi

dering that legal advice is necessary, he has the right

to go to the Court, and the Court, if satisfied that

the circumstances of the case warrant it, will make

the required order. As a rule , however, the necessary

permission is asked for, and obtained , at the first

meeting of creditors .

The trustee havingmade such examination into the

bankrupts' affairs as the materials he has been able

to get together afford him the means of doing , should

be in a position , prior to the date of the public exami

nation , to consult his committee as to the course to

be then adopted. Assuming that the bankrupt bas

complied straightforwardly with what has been re

quired of him , and that the trustee and Committee of

Inspection are satisfied as to his disclosures and deal

ings, (no opposition being offered,) the bankrupt is

allowed to pass ; but if on the other hand he has

neglected to comply with the requisitions served on
him (and which requisitions should be approved by

a resolution of the Committee of Inspection ) the

solicitor should be fully instructed (in preference in

writing) as to the grounds for opposing thebankrupt's

passing , with a view to obtaining such order thereon

as the circumstances of the case may justify ; but, in

asmuch as the interpretation of the Act is the reverse

of hostile to bankrupts, it behoves the trustee to be
very accurate in his complaints and requirements .

Under the old Act a bankrupt who had passed his

public examination was to all intents and purposes a

free man , whereas under the present Act he is not

released without the payment of 10s, in the pound,
unless by a resolution of his creditors, and with the

sanction of the Court. Thelearned Registrars, having ,

we suppose , this distinction in view , and bearing in

mind that the trustee can always (even after

the Bankrupt has passed his public examination ) de

mand his attendance , and, if necessary, examine him

on oath as to his dealings and transactions, appear to

regard such passing as immaterial. The experience
of trustees does not, however, accord with this view .

In the first place, a certain dread ofrepeated publicity

and possible censure, with the contingent risk of a

At the Mansfield County Court Judge Wildman has

decided that a £5 note of the Southwell Banking Company,

which had been paid after the bank had stopped, but before it

was known, was not sufficient paymont.
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committal for contempt, undoubtedly have an influence paid on or before a certain date, the solicitor to the

even over the most unscrupulous bankrupts, who are l estate will be instructed to proceed .

generally well enough versed in the act to know that A trustee should also, when assisted by a solicitor,
when once they have passed , the trustee must pay invariably send him a notice to attend each committee

travelling and other expenses either out of the estate meeting , for the recent decisions throw so much per

(if there are assets), or out of his own pocket (if there sonal responsibility upon trustees, that unless acting
are none ). It is in connection with the bankrupt's underlegaladvice hemay find himself directed by thein

accounts , and his public examination that, to our spectors in perfect good faith , to assumeafalse and dan

mind, one of the greatest defects of the present Act is gerous position ; and every trustee should bear in
to be found. It is true that “ the freedom of the sub - , mind that any liability incurred is personal to

ject ” is one of the greatestboasts of England ; never himself, and cannot be passed on to his inspec

theless a paternal form of government is gradually tors, although the result of their directions. The

creeping onward . People are not allowed to be nuis latter may, however, by resolution (duly stamped )

ances to their neighbours , sanitary defects are reme jointly , or jointly and severally , indemnify the
died compulsorily , and education is no longer a matter former against the consequence of any acts which

of choice. On what ground then should this paternal they desire to have performed. It is in this respect

principle be ignored in connection with Bankruptcy that the greatest tact is often required. Inspec

Laws, upon which , to a great extent, the trade of the tors are frequently ignorant of the first princi

“ first commercial country in the world ” depends ? Is ples of the law , and regarding questions from a com

itnot a pecuniary wrong to the nation, as well as an mon sense point of view only, are apt to take umbrage

indirect attack upon commercial morality , (which is at the objections of the trustee ; and here the solicitor
certainly at a discount just now ) , that honest and of the estate is often enabled to intervene and, by

industrious traders should have to compete with men expounding the principles of the law , prevent mis

who start in business unhampered by any scruples of understandings and unpleasantness.

conscience, and with the practical certainty that they H . B ., (LONDON.)

may (except in very rare instances) perpetrate with

impunity almost any degree of rascality. Wehave
ACTION AGAINST AN “ ACCOUNTANT.”

before urged, and we insist ,that no Bankruptcy Laws

will prove effective until weaccept the principle, adop A correspondent sends us the following : - At the

ted almost without exception by continental nations,
| Barnsley County Court, on the 19th inst., before Mr.
Vincent Thompson , Deputy Judge, Messrs. Squire and

ofmaking it compulsory formen who trade (or specu Gill, executors of the late Mr. Allott, surgeon , of Hoy .

late ) to keep books, therein recording every transac land Nether, near Barnsley , brought an action against
tion, under, in the event of failure, a penalty reducible Mr. Thomas Swaine, a rent and debt collector at Barns.

in the discretion of the judge, if the insolvent can ley, to recover from him the sum of £49 6s. 11d. Mr.

adduce good reasons for a mitigation of his sentence. Ownsworth appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Free

We would go even farther than this , and do away mzan for the defendant. Mr. Ownsworth said that the

with the necessity for a public prosecutor ( so far at defendant had long practised in that court as an ac

least as Bankruptcy is concerned ) by giving the Chief
countant. The money claimed was a sum which had

been collected by the defendant as a rent and debt col.
Registrars, aided if needs be by a jury, the power to

lector. He (defendant) had paid £22 into court, but
imprison . There would be no danger in this, for if they claimed £49 odd , less certain deductions. His clients
they have a failing, it is that of too much leniency bad engaged MrSwaine to collect the debts at 5 percent.,
towards “ unfortunate bankrupts " ; the creditors and which was the usual rate of commission paid, but the

trustees receiving far less consideration at their defendant had charged 10 per cent., which , on being

hands ; thanks, perhaps to the tendency of the pre- | objected to, he had reduced , first to 71 and then to 5 per

sent laws. cent. In addition to commission at 5 per cent., the

To resume the duties of trustees which we left at plaintiff had allowed the defendant certain expenses,

the question of public examination . It must not be
but not so much as he claimed . For instanco, Mr.

Swaine bad the audacity to charge a shilling a letter
supposed that the trustee has no other duties to per

for writing 117 letters . He (Mr. Ownsworth ) did not
form until that point is disposed of. As soon as he know thatan accountanthad any right to charge for writ .
has by receipt of the Statement of Affairs (which ing letters ; he thought that was a right which belonged
should be produced at the first meeting of creditors, exclusively to the legal profession . His Honour said
but which is often not forthcoming until compulsion that writing letters was work which any man had a right
is used ), the bankrupts books, or by other means, to charge for. Mr. Ownsworth proceeded to say that

- ascertained the particulars of the assets (if any ) , he
the defendant had also charged commission on debts

should proceed to realize the samewith all due dili
which he had not collected , but which had been taken

gence, consulting the views and taking the directions
outof his hands by the plaintiffs. His Honour thought

it would be best to refer the matter to an accountant.
of the inspectors as to realization of stock in trade, Mr Ownsworth objected ; submitting that it was not a
freehold or leasehold property , reversions, & c., and question of account alone, as he contended that the

applying for the book debts . If , after a second appli- | defendant had no right to charge for writing letters,

cation , the debtors neglect to pay , a third courteous more especially after he had agreed to collect the debts

Lut firm notice should be sent intimating that unless for 5 per cent. commission . IIis IIonour said he knew
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of no law which prevented a man charging for writing
letters. Mr Ownsworth replied that his clients consi.

dered that 5 per cent. on the amount actually collected

was quite sufficient without other charges and expenses.

His Honour said that would be so if any agreementhad

been made to collect the debts for 5 per cent. without

other charges, The defendant was then called , and

said that he had been instructed by the plaintiffs

to get in the debts, but he had never made any

agreement as to what he was to charge for col.

lecting them . Before he could begin to collect

the debts he had to examine and make up the books,

which was an acoountant's , and not a collector' s work .

For collecting tradesmen 's debts his charge was 5 per

cent., but, in this case, owing to the greater difficulty

of getting in doctor's bills , he had charged a higher

rate of commission . Although some of the debts had

been taken out of his hands, he claimed commission on

the whole, because he had had as much trouble with

the debts taken out of his hands, as with those he had

collected . After having heard the evidence of Mr.

Squire (one of the plaintiffs) and of a clerk lately in the

employ of the defendant, examined on behalf of plain .

tiffs, his Honour went into a minute investigation of the

caso , and concluded by giving the plaintiffs' a verdict

for £18 2s. Ild , in addition to the £22 paid into Court

by the defendant.

LIFE ASSURANCE STATISTICS.
The following summary of the Revenue Account,

Assets, and Liabilities of British Life Assurance Asso .

ciations, reported in 1873 and 1874 , is prepared by

William White . F . S . S ., compiler of the " British Life

Insurance Chart " :
Reported in

Income. 1874.

Promiums after deduction of Ro-as.

surance Promiums ................... 10,538 ,317 ... 10 ,845, 266
Annuity Purchase .money ................ 275 ,088 ... 251,599

Interest on Investments .. . ... .. . .. . .. ... .. 4 ,319,209 ... 4,493,097

Other roceipts, comprising profit rea .

lized, additional capital, fines, feos,
and other items......... 402,967 269,131

Total income........................ 15,535,561 ... 18 ,819 ,053

Expenditure.
Claims under policies after deduction

of sums re-assured ..................... 8 ,459,913 8 ,746,301

Surrenders... .. .......... ... ... 498,568 ... 458,375

Annuities paid ...... ........ ................ 416 ,083 451,492

Managementand other expenses....... 1,552, 282 ... 1,637,879
Dividends and bonuses to shareholders 423,470 .. . 392,500

Cash bonus and reduction of premium 599, 178 ... 534,618

Other payments, comprising loss or
depreciation , income tax, and other

items.... ... ... 145 ,793 ... 188,871

Totalexpenditure........ ....... ... 12,125,292 12,410,036
Excess of income over expendi.

tare...
3,410,289 ... 3,409,017

15,535,581 15 ,819 ,053

Life assurance policies in force (ap . £
proximated ) ......... ... ............. 352,667,453 ... 362,233,534

Life and annuity funds ................. ... 95,393,871 ... 98,812,235

Share capital paid -up ..................... 10 ,483,600 ... 10,511,243
Total accumulated funds, including

fino , reserve, and other funds, but
exclusivo of sums for payment of

outstanding olaims and dividends,

tradeaccounts, & c....................... 113,437,829 ... 117, 936,670
Ratio of management and other ex .

pensos to premium income... ... .... .. 1473 ...

COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN'S-INN .
January 23.

( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)

LEWIS V . KING . – This was an appeal from a decision of Vice

Chancellor Malins. In November, 1871, Mr John Vaughan
Lewis was indebted for various croditors at Bath in sums

amounting to £420. Somo negotiations were entered into be
tween his solicitors with a Mr King, one of the creditors, on

behalf of himself and the others. A proposalwas made that an
insurance should be effected on Lowis's life by way of security
and that the debts should be paid by instalments. On the 5th
of February, 1872, Lewis's solicitors wrote a letter to King, in

which they said : “ If you effect an insurance on Mr Lewis's
lifo for £500, what would become of tho money assured thereby
when you woro paid ? If it should only stand as a security to

you and those acting with you for the amount which mightbe
duo to you and them , and it is understood that the samo shall
bo assigned to him or his representative on payment of what is
due to you and your colloagues, and interest, then we see our
way to advise MrLowis to accedo to the same." In roply to this

letter the solicitors of the creditors wrote on the 12th of Feb
ruary, 1872, to Lowis's solicitors as follows: - “ The creditors
who wonld join in paymont of the promiums on the policy
would assign it to Mr Lowis on payment of thoir debts, together
with all promiums paid and interest on such premiums. The
policy must be offocted through us in the Law Life Office.”
This was accoded to , and Mr King and a Mr Mann , as trustees

for the creditors, effected a policy on the life of Lewis for £500
with the Law Life Offico. The policy was dated the 7th of March ,

1872 ; the annualpremium was £10 7g. 110., Lewis being then

agod 26. It was arranged that the debt should bo paid in nine
instalments, the first instalment being payable on the 31st of
May, 1872, and the last on the 31st of May, 1874. Lewis gavo
promissory notes to the creditors for what was due to them ,

with interest. Tho creditors paid the first two premiumson the
policy. All the instalmonts were duly paid . “ On the 25th of
February, 1874, shortly before the third premium became dao,
the solicitors of the creditors wrote to the solicitors of Lewis ,

“ Do you feel disposed to take an assignmentof the policy on
payment of the premiumswe havo paid , and interest, or are we

to let it drop ?” Lewis's solicitors declined this proposal, but
afterwards offered on his behalf to give £10 for tho policy. This
offer was not accepted . On the 27th of May, 1874, Lewis ' s

solicitors sent to the creditors' solicitors a cheque for the last

instalment, and thoy, in acknowledging the chequo, wroto :
“ As soon as we get in all the promissory notes we will send

them to you . As to the policy, if none of the creditors will

purchase it, we will let you know , in order that you may tako
it if you feel disposed . Under instructions from one of tho

creditors we paid the premium last due, so it is in full force."
On the 19th of July Lewis diod , having by his will given all his
proporty to his widow , whom he appointed his executrix . She
in August last offorod to pay the three promiums, with intorost,
and demanded an assignment of the policy. The creditors
refused to accede to this. This bill was then filed against
King and Mann, and tho Law Life Socioty to enforce the
widow 's claim and to prevent the society from paying tho
£500 to any one except her. The defendants King and
Mann demurred to the bill for want of equity. The Vice

Chancellor overruled the demurrer and the defendants appealod .
Lord Justice James was of opinion that the demurrer ought to

have been allowed. Ho quito agreed that ifthis policy had been
the property of Mr Lewis and had been pledged by him to tho

creditors, and thoy, though undor no obligation to keep it alive,
had chosen to do so , it would still have been tho property of the
pledger, and would have retained its original character of a re
doomablo pledge. But the policy in this case had no resemblance

whatever to property of a debtor pledged to a creditor. The

creditors effected it with their own monoy, without there being

any obligation on the part of tho debtor to repay them anything
which they paid for it. Thoy might at any timo havo droppod
the policy if thoy pleased. Their only bargain with him was
that when he had paid the whole of tho debts, with interest, ho
should be ontitled to the option of having the policy assignod to

him on paymont of the promiums which had beon paid wtih in

1873.

tore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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terest. This was a right given to him , and it was his duty to

ask for the policy. There was no obligation on their part to

tender it to him . He was bound to exercise his option within a
reasonable time. Itwas like a lottery ticket for which the cre
ditors had paid , and it was his duty to have applied for the

policy within a reasonable time after the 31st of May, 1874.
He did not do this, but he waited till the chance had become a

certainty - till the lottery ticket had drawn a prize. He was
not entitled to do this . It could not now bo averrod in a Court of

Law or in a Conrt of Equity that he had always been ready and

willing tomake the payment. The correspondenco strengthened

this view of the case. After the letter of May 27,1874,his Lordship
thought itwas absolutely incumbent on MrLowis, if he meantto

insist on his right to the policy, to have written by return of post,

and to have said, “ Don 't sell it at all ; I am willing to pay the

money ; keep it forme." Itwas too late to make tho claim now ,
after the accidenthad happened which had madethe policy a valu

able property. Lord Justice Mellish was of tho same opinion .

The first quostion arose upon the construction of tho letters,

whether tho policy was to be considered as originally the pro

porty of Mr Lowis or of the creditors. As they woro to pay the

premiums, prima facie it would be their property ; and this, his
Lordship thought, was the true construction of the letters. Then

came the question whether he had exorcised his option in duo

time. There were somo negotiations before the third premium

became payable, and Mr Lowis might then have said , “ I de

cline to exercise my option at all untilall the instalments of the

debts have been paid .” But he did not. Ho declined to take

the policy at the price asked. Then afterwards he offered £10

for it. This was not acceptod , and one of tho creditors paid the
third premiam . Perhaps even then Mr Lewis was not absolutely

precladed from his option . Butnothing wasmore natural than

that the creditors should suppose that he had abandoned it alto

gether. Then came the lotter of the 27th of January. The

meaning of that plainly was, - Wo take it for granted that you

do not intend to oxercise your option under the original agree

ment. But you have offered us £10 for the policy. If none of

the croditors will give more for it, we will let you have it for

that sum ." On receiving such a lotter he was bound to answer

it at once, and if he meant to insist on his original option ho

should have said, — “ I have changed mymind, and I am ready
to take the policy on the original torms." Hedid not do so,and

this amounted to an admission on his part that tho policy was

the creditors' property.

VICE-CHANCELLOR'S COURT.
January 22 .

( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir R .MALINS.)

IN RE THE EUPION FUEL AND GAS Co . (LIMITED ). This

potition was prosented ex parte under section 167 of the Com

panies Acts, 1862, by the official liquidator of the above com

pany, now in course of winding-up, and by the prosecutors in

the proceedings against the directors of the company, before the

lato Lord Mayor Lusk, who it will be romembered, committed

the defendants, Messrs. Aspinall and others, for trial, the Grand

Jury ultimately finding true bills against them . The petition

asked that the official liquidator might be at liberty to conduct

the prosecution on behalf of the prosecutors , and that the costs
of the prosecution might be paid out of the assots of the com

pany. The Vice- Chancellor declined to make any order on the

petition ,but without prejudice to any application being made to
the Court of Appeal on the subject.

IN RE THE BRITISI TIMBER Co. (LIMITED ). — This was a

petition for the winding-up of this company, prosented by the

executors of a shareholder and debenture holder. The company

was formed in April, 1865, but having rocontly got into dimcul.
ties, a resolution was passed by a large majority of the share

holders, at a meeting held in November last, for a voluntary
winding -up, and liquidators were duly appointed. Mr Higgins,
Q .C ., and Mr W . F . Robinson for the petitioners, contended that,

being creditors, they were entitled to a compulsory order, or at

least a supervision order. MrGlasse, Q .C ., and Mr North, for
the company, opposed the petition on the ground that an over

whelming majority of the shareholders and also debentureholders
were in favour of a voluntary winding up . Mr Rigby, for a do

bonture-holder, also opposed the petition. The Vice-Chancel.
lor said that when the case was first prosented to him he thought

it was simply a petition by a creditor against shareholders, and

was, therefore, inclined to mako an order ,as he did not see why

the managoment of the affairs of the company should romain in

tho hands of the debtors instead of the hands of the croditors,
Butnow it appeared that not only all the shareholders but also

all tho creditors, oxcept the potitioners, or at all events an over

whelmingmajority of them , wero unanimous in the desire that

the Court should not interiere in the affairs of the company,

but that they should be left to manage them themselves. Mr
Higgins had argued thathe was entitled to an order en debito

justitiæ ; but, as he had already decided in the case of the
*6i Langley Mills Steel and Iron Company ” (“ L . R ." 12 Eq. 26 ),
where ho carefully considered the subiect, the Court most, in

deciding whether å winding-up order should be granted or not,
have regard to the wishes of the majority of the contributorios
of the company. That was, in fact, laid down by the 91st soc

tion of the Companies Act. In the case of the “ Brighton Hotel

Company " ho directod a meeting of the shareholdors to bo called ,

in order that their wishes might be ascertained, and if this woro

a doubtful case he should adopt the same course . But here it
would bo useloss , as it was perfectly cloar that the resolution

would bo in favour of a voluntary winding -up. Therefore, as

ho must regard the wishes of the shareholders and creditors, he
found that there was an overwhelming majority in favour of a

voluntary winding-up, and the majority must bind the minority.

In bankruptcy, three- fourths of the creditors could bind the ro

maining fourth, but here the majority was far greater than

throo- fourths. He must, thereforo, loave the matter in the hands

of the majority and refuse the order asked for. With rogard to

the costs, the petition had been presented in good faith , and

therefore, he should make no order, except that the costs of all

parties on the petition be paid by the official liquidator out of

the assets of the company .

GLASGOW . - INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. -- Althe twenty
| first annual meeting of this institute , held a few days

ago in their own hall, the following gentlemen were ap
pointed office -bearers for the ensuing year, viz . : - Wm .
Anderson , president ; Alex . Moore , George Robson , A .

S . M 'Clelland, John E . Watson , John Miller, Samuel

Robertson , jun ., members of council ; with Walter
Mackenzie , auditor ; Robert M 'Cowan , treasurer ; and

Alex. Sloan , secretary .

ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE .

( Before the MASTER of the Rolls.)
January 23.

THE AGRICULTURIST CATTLE INSURANCE COMPANY. — A curious
question in the winding up of this company came before the

Court by adjournmont from Chambers. It appoared that a call
of £20 per share, being the remainder of the share capital, was
made by the official manager on the 11th of October, 1863.

Other calls were subsequently made, and the question was whe
ther the sums received by the officialmanager under compro

mise with a number of contributorios ought to be taken as paid

in respect of the first call, or to be apportioned ratoably among

all the calls . The question was of some importance to the ro
maining contributorios, from the liability of the shareholders

being unlimited as regards outsido croditors, though limitod to

the capital as regards policy holders. The Master of the Rolls

held , following a decision of Lord Justice Jamos, when Vice

Chancellor, in the State Fire Insuranco Company's case , that

the sums in question ought to be apportioned rateably among all

the calls.

AMATEUR AUDITING . - In regard to the flight of Mr.

Stiles, late cashier of the Melksham branch of North

Wilts Bank , whose defalcationsare estimated at £15 ,000

it is stated that “ The accounts of the Melksham branch
were regularly examined every half - year by two resi.

dent directors , and it was not until that duty devolved

upon the manager at the end of the past year tha ' ! !10
real state of the case was ascertained ."
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: COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. were notaware of such custom , that they believed the cabs to

January 22. be the property of Hill, and that if they had been aware of the

( Before Mr. Registrar PEPYS, sitting as Chief Judge.) circumstance that MrMarston was the owner, they would not

IN RE JOSEPH WARD. -- The debtor, a surgeon of Heath - street, have supplied goods to Hill upon credit. The Chief Judge beld

Hampstead , filed a petition for liquidation in July last, and at that, dealing with the evidence as it stood , the custom contended

the firstmeeting the creditors passed a resolution accopting a for by the appellant had been proved , and that it could not bo

composition of 8s in the pound, payable by instalments . Mr
said the cabs were in the possession of tho dobtor with the con

Ransford was appointed trusteo for roceipt and payment of the sent of the true owner. So much of the order of the Court below

composition , and to him the debtor undertook to assign his fur
as refused the dolivory of the cabs to tho appollant must be dis

niture as security for his obsorvance of the terms of tho rosolu charged, without prejudico to any application the trasteo might

tion . The debtormade dofault in payment of tho instalmonts, be advised to make as to the deposit in the hands of the appol.

and the trustoo called upon him to execute an assignment of the lant.

furniture, but he rofused to do so . Hoafterwards romovod a por Ex Parte LEONARD, RE LEONARD. — This was an appeal

tion of the furniture, which had been allowed to remain in his from an order of the County Court at Bury St Edmund's that the
possession pending tho liquidation petition ; but upon criminal bankrupt, a cattle -dealer at Soham , in Cambridgeshire , should

procoedingsbeing instituted againsthim ,he paid to the trustee the bo prosecutod for offences under the Debtors ' Act. During the
sum of £200. Thematter was now brought to the notice of the opening of the appeal it transpired that the representation " of
Court by the creditors, who asked that the amount in the trus the creditors made to the Court upon the hearing of tho applica
teo's hands should be distributed rateably among them . His tion for leave to prosecute wasmerely a verbalone, and that the

Honour was of opinion that as the debtor had made default in evidence of the trustee had not beon reduced to writing and

paying the composition, the creditors had a right to ask that
the funds in the hands of the trustee should be distributed nion that tho " representation," which the Act required , should

according to the terms of the resolution . Application granted. bo in writingand filed with and made a part of the proceodings,

January 23, and that tho ovidenco should appear upon the record. His
Lordship discharged tho order, withont prejudice to any fur

IN RE T . S . WEBB.--- The debtor, described as a colliery pro ther application which the trustoo might make to the County

prietor of 85, Gracechurch -street, had filed a petition for liqui. Court.

dation , with liabilities returned at £94,000, and assets of uncer (Before Mr Registrar HAZLITT.)

tain value. His Honovr now granted an extension until further IN RE A . P . STANFORD. - This was an adjourned meeting for

order of an injunction rostraining procoedings under an execu public examination under the failure of Asa Philip Stanford ,

tion levied at the debtor's private residence, but at the sametime described as of 6 , Great Winchester- street-buildings, and who
declined to direct the sheriff to withdraw , had been engaged in large speculative transactions in mining

IN RE ABRAHAM POWELL . — Thedebtor is a warehouseman , car and other sharos. The bankrupt had filed accounts disclosing

rying on business at 79, Wood- street. He has presented a liqui liabilities to tho amount of £42,052, and assets £120 only. Ho
dation petition, the liabilities being estimated at £9,000, assets, had been adjourned on several occasions for the amendment of
consisting of book debts, £3,000 ,and stock - in -trado about£2,000 . his accounts ; and MrWilloughby, who appeared for the trusteo,

His Honour now appointed Mr J . D . Viney receiver of the estate , said that the bankrupt had not complied with a former order of
ani granted an interim injunction to restrain action by creditors. the Court, but proposed to submit the accounts to a meeting of

January 25 , his creditors. With that view he consented to a further ad
( Before Sir J. BACON, Chief Judge.) journment. His Honour allowed another adjournment for a

Ex PARTE MARSTON , RE HILL. — This was an appeal from month .

the Nottingham County Court, and involved a question of some IN RE JOHN CRUICKSIIANKS.— The bankrupt, described as of

little importance to carriage builders and proprietors. The ap Belgrave- road, St. John's -wood, commission agent for the sale of

pellant, MrMarston , was a carriage builder at Birmingham , and wines, was allowed to pass his public examination on a state

he had been in the habit of letting out cabs upon hire to various mentof affairs showing - Unsecured debts, £1,478 ; and assets,

persons upon the “ deferred payment principle,” or, in other £120.
January 26 .

deposit and for hire, with a provision that at the expiration of a (Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge.)
certain time the hirer should have the option of purchasing tho IN RE FRANCIS GODRICH , Jun. - An adjourned public es .

cabs, the money paid to be taken as part of the price ; and with amination was held under an adjudication obtained against the
a further provision that if the hirer made default in carrying bankrupt, who was the defendant in the protracted divorce

out the terms of the agreement, the money paid should be for suit of 6 Godrich v .Godrich.” At the last sitting the trustes

feited. On the 20th of June, 1874, an agreement of this nature opposed, and the proceedings were adjourned until to -day in

was made between the appellant and James Hill, a cab proprie order that the bankrupt might filo a further account in refo

tor at Nottingham , for the hire of two Hansom cabs. Hill paid renco to his expenditure . MrBeddall, for the trustee, reforrod

a deposit of £52, and tho cabs were delivered to him , and his to various itomsof the accounts which ho considered to be un

namoappeared to have boon painted in gilt letters upon both satisfactory, but left it to the Court to decide whether tho

sides of them . Tho cabs remained in tho possession of Hill bankrupt should be allowed to pass his examination . Mrs

until the 9th of October, when he filed a petition for liquidation Godrich , who appeared to opposo, pointed out that the bauk

without havingmade any further payment to the appellant ; and rupt had not made a complete return of his profossional earn .

the trustee subsequently took possession of the cabs, on the ings. She stated that he had at one time an income of £3 ,000

ground that they were in the possession of the dobtor with tho per year, and that up to 1871 heheld a public appointment ;and

consent of the true owner at the time of the presentation of the sho reiterated in general termsher complaints in regard to the

petition . Mr Marston afterwards applied to the County Court conduct of the bankrupt. Mr Bagley, in support of the ap

for an order for the delivery of the cabs to him , but the learned plication to pass, urged that the present was an exceptional

Judge declined to interfere. Mr Marston appealed. Mr Finley case, and, even assuming that the bankrupt had beon wrong

Knight appeared for the appellant ; and Mr Bagley for tho throughout, the only question now bofore the Court was whether

trustee. On behalf of the appellant the evidence of carriago the accounts were reasonably sufficient. Ho deprecated these

builders and others engaged in , or connected with the trade was public displays, which had the tendency to provoke scandal.
adduced, which showed that thero oxisted in the trade a well His Honour regretted the animosity which had boen exhibited

known custom and practico to let out carriagos and other vehi throughout tho proceedings, and said he believed the bankrupt
clos upon what wasknown as the “ deferred payment principlo." had given thebest statementof accounts that was possiblo . He

On tho other hand, evidence was given which went to prove that might now pass , but he would remain liable to answer any

no such custom prevailed, and creditors of Hill statod that they ! question that mightbe put to him ,
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January 27. LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.
(Before Mr Registrar MURRAY.) ( Before Mr. J. F . COLLIER, Judge.)

IN RE B . F . H . CAREW . - Tho debtor,described as of 29, Duke IN RE JAMES FERRY SILBY. — This case incidentally involved
street, Manchester-square, gentleman, filod a petition for liquida a somewhat important point of practice. Mr Silby, the debtor,

was formerly in partnership with Messrs J. and H . Keyworth ,
was accepted, payable within 14 days from registration. It ap as agricultural implement makers. The partnership was dis
peared that the debtor was tho tenant for life of estates of tho solved by mutual con sont in 1869 , and upon the taking of ac

value of £6 ,000 per annum , which were settled under the counts botwoon tho parties it was found that Mr Silby was in

Carew Estates Act. In order to satisfy his creditors ho obtained dobted to the firm in a considerable amount, which was ulti

a loan of £26 ,000 upon security of the estates from the Eaglo mately fixed at £1,500 . The continuing partners, Messrs Koy
Insurance Company. The composition was duly paid by trustees worth , agreed to accept the sum of £750 as a compromiso, pay

appointed to roceive and distribute it, and the debtor now ap able by instalments socured by bills of exchange at long dates,

plied to the Court for the return of £1,123, which he alleged to without intorest ; but it was also agreed in writing that if de
bo the balance in the hands of the trustees after satisfying the fault wero made in payment of the bills, the debt or sum of
creditors. The claim was disputed by the trustees, who ad £1,500 was to revivo, loss any sum that might have been paid

mitted that they had only a balance of £2, 148 to account for, in the moantime. The bills were regularly met until November

and they were also placed in a difficulty in consequence of hav of last year, when , £500 of the £750 having been paid , Mr

ing received notice of a claim from the plaintiff in the Chancery Silby presentod his petition under the arrangement clauses

suit of “ Pigot v . Stuart.” Mr Winslow , Q .C ., and Mr Bradford of the Act. At the first meeting of his creditors a resolution
appeared for the debtor in support of the application ; Mr Do was passed to accept a composition ,Messrs. Keyworth tendering

a proof of dobt for £1,300, being £1,000 the balanco of tho
Laurence and Mr E . C .Willis represented other interests. The original debt, and £300 for interest. Tho proof was objected to
case having been partly opened, his Honour said he presumed on behalf of the debtor, on the ground that interest was not pay
that the object of the motion was to obtain an account from the ablo undor the agreement. This objection was duly marked on

trustees of their dealings with the funds which had come into the proof by the chairman (MrBolland ), and on the resolutions
their hands. Mr Winslow said this was so, but he contended being presented to Mr Registrar Watson for registration ho ruled

that before any such account was taken the trustees were bound that in a case of composition where the question of the amount

to pay over in the first instance the admitted balanco. The case of the proof did not affect the passing of tho resolution - i.e.,

had not concluded when the Court rose on this day. that, whether the objection was a valid one or not, where the
January 28. resolution was assentod to by tho statutory majority of creditors

(Before Mr Registrar ROCHE.) - he had noalternative but to register, and leave the parties to
IN RE H , W . HEMSWORTH . — The bankrupt, described as of seek the opinion of the court as to the validity of the objection.

Stratford -place,Marylebone, gentleman, was adjudicated on the He ruled that rulo 271 and subsequent rules must be read
petition of the Rev. J . A . Gilos, D . C . L ., of the Rectory, Sutton , together. The matter accordingly now camo beforo the

in respect of a sum of £3,132, due under a marriago settlement, court, on motion , to reduce tho proof by the amount of

and for which judgment had been recorered . The unsecured interest charged, £300 . Mr Rodway appeared in support
debts were returned at £6 ,905, and debts for which security is of the motion , and Mr. Gill opposed on behalf of

beld £2, 300 ; with assets, £4,502. Several proofs were ten Mr. Banner, the liquidator of Mossrs. Keyworth’s os

dered and discussed, and an adjournment ordered . tate. It was submitted by Mr Rodway that, inasmuch as
January 29. the agreemont did not actually provide for the payment of inte

( BeforeMr Registrar Pepy3.) rost, no intorest could be recovered . The intention of tho parties
IX PE N . KETTLE .- This was a novel application . The debtor undoubtedly was that on the original debt being revived no in

carried on business as a bootmaker in Fulham - roud , and a resolu . terest, was (asis usual on the dishonour of bills of exchange, to bo
tion to liquidate his estato by arrangement has been passed by the

creditors . Mr.Michael, as representing the trustee, said that the
charged , but that the originaldebtshould be merged in the com

resoluticn had been lost, and he applier for permission to filo a
promiso ; and, in fact, until Mr Silby had mado default in meet

duplicate resolution which was duly verified . There was no pie . ing his bills , the original debt was not revired . It was expressly
cedent for the application , but Mr. Michael said he would contend stated in the agreement that the £750 was not to bear interest,

that the resolution was not a sheet of paper signed by the credi. and it could not have been intended íhat the £1, 500 was to be

tors- the paper being merely evidence of the wishes of the credi. chargeable during the currency of the bills. Further, it was

tors - and not the resolution itself. He iead an affidavit in sup. necessary , as a matter of law as to interest, that it should havo

port of the application , and it appeared that the creditors desired been inserted in the agrooment, as no parole ovidence was ad

that a duplicate resolution should be filed and registered. His missible that had the effect of adding to tho written agreement.
Honour thought that strong grounds had been shown in support of MrGill, in reply, urged that tho original debt, with all its in
the application , and allowed a duplicate resolution to be filed .

IN BE L . A . DA COSTA . — This was also a singular application .
cidence, revived ; if it was originally a debt that bore interest ,

The bankrupt, who was a merchant, of King.street, Cheapside, had
such interest must be allowed. He further contended that evi

filed a petition for liquidition, but the proceedings proved abortive, donce might be received to show that the debt was of such a na
and an adjudication which followed , had also been annulled . It ture . His lionour said ho was of opinion that it was necessary
was now asked that the liquidation proceedings might be revived , the agreement should havo provided for interest, to enable tho

and leave given to call a new meeting of creditors. His blonour parties to recover . He also considered it clear that it was not

suggested that the proper course in the first instance would be to the intention of the parties that interest should be charged , or it

apply for the dismissal of the petition for liquidation , the proceed . would have been so expressed in the agreement. The order
ings thereunder having become abortive. The Solicitor said that would bo to reduce tho claim by £300, the respondents to pay
with bis Honour's permission he would now ask for the dismissal the costs of the motion .
of the petition ; but the learned Registrar declined at present to
deal with the application.

MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. - The Council

The Lord Mayor has dismissed the summons against
of this institute has prepared a series of suggestions for

Mr Johann Trautinann , a City merchant, who was charged last | the improvement of the working of the Bankruptcy

week with having obtained a largo quantity of goods in ex Act, 1869 ; and these suggestions have been forwarded

change for somo bonds of the Illinois, Missouri, and Texas Rail to the Lord Chancellor's Committee for their conside.

way Company. The prosecution withdrow all imputations, and | ration .

Mr Poland stated that the defendant had been summoned under BANK RATE. — The Bank rate was on Thursday re.

a coupleto misapprehension , and thatthere wasnot tho slightest duced from 4 per cent., at which it has romained for a fortnight,

foundation for the charge. to 3 per cent.
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day.

A BOGUS CREDITOR . SCOTCH COURT OF SESSION .
At the Manchester County Court, on Thursday, before Mr Jan . 26 .

Registrar Kay, Mr Sampson (Mosers Grundy and Kershaw ) DUNCAN V . MIDDLETON AND Co. - The estates of William Mil
moved the Court to rescind an ordor made by the Court on thé ton, who sometime carried on business as an ironmonger and

12th instant, directing certain rosolutions to be registered. The | coal agontat Larkhill, were sequestrated in June last, and the

motion wasmade on the ground that the passing of the resolution pursuer, Thomas Duncan , banker, Larkhill, was appointed

had been obtained by fraud. The debtor whose estate the reso trustee on the sequestratod estate . Prior to the date of his

lution affocted was Mr T . W . Whitchurch , a botanist in Tib sequestration Mr Milton supplied tho dofon dərs, D . Middleton

streot. Previous to the filing of tho petition on the 4th Decem and Co., timber and coalmerchants, with oortain quantities of

bor last the debtor saw Mr Goorge Melville , auctioneer, at his coal amounting in value to £640 198. 9 d . The defonders mado

office at 28 , Old Millgato , who also acted occasionally as an certain paymonts in cash to MrMilton , and returned two wag

attornoy's clerk . Affidavits filed in court by the debtor state gons of coals suppliud to thom . They also furnished to Mr

that by Melville's directions a bogus creditor was inserted Milton a qnantity of pit-props, and the pursuer alloges that the

in thò request and list of creditors in ordor to obtain balance due to him , by the defenders on these transactions as

the majority requisito to carry the liquidation . Melville's trusteo, amounts to £256 18s. 6d. ; and tho prosent action was

clerk , it was statod, was thereforo ontered . Resolu raised to onforco paymont of that sum . The defenders averrod

tions were by this moans passed, one of which ap that Milton was in the habit of forwarding quantitios of coal to

pointed Molvillo trustoe. The dobtor, howover, sub thom and other partios in the north without orders. When
soquontly gave Melvillo notice not to procood further those coals roached their destination the parties to whom they

with the liquidation proceedings, bocause his relations wero were addressed, on various occasions, refused to take delivery ;

about to pay all his croditors in full. The creditors wore paid anddomurrage, and other charges, were incurred to, and claimed
on 8th December ; Melville 's clork , of course, excepted . This by, the carriers. On these occasions Milton was in the practice
fact, it is stated , was made known to Melvillo by several credi of appealing to the defenders to relieve him of the coals on any
tors, but Melville persisted in his course , and applied to the terms, and to pay the demurrage and other charges on his beha!i ,
Court for an order to register, and he placed throo men in pos and the defenders frequently did so ,atthe sametimo debiting him
session of the debtor's property. On the application of the debtor with the demurrage and other charges, which they paid on his
on the 13th Melville was directed to withdraw from possession account. Thoy also forwarded , under contract, certain quantities

by the order of tho Court. Themotion now before the Court was of pit- props, part of which Milton refused to take delivery of,

first heard on the 15th instant, when Mr Fleming appeared as and the defendors avor that they have thus suffered loss and

counsel for MrMelville . The motion was then adjourned to al. damage to the amount of £421 13s. 1d . They therefore pload

low Melville to filo affidavits . He now , howovor, withdrow op that thoy aro entitled to absolvitor. Tho record was closod to
position to the motion, and consented to pay the debtor's costs .
The Registrar said it was well that such a course had boon taken . January 27 .
Had tho mattor gono on , steps would have boen ordered by him

which would have been very sorious to parties concerned ; for it
(Before Lord Young.)

appeared to him that there had been an ondeavour to play a GLENDINNING V . LESLIE AND OTHERS. Wo roportod the par

grogs fraud upon the Court, and at the timo the fraud was at ticulars of this caso lately . The pursuer, Peter Glondinning ,

tempted he foared the trustee know more about it than he should estate factor , rosiding at Louchold, Dalmony Park , noar Edin

have done. burgh , trustoo on the sequestratod ostato of Wm . Robertson ,
farmer atWhitekirk Mains, Haddingtonshiro, residing in Glas
gow , sued the marriage contract trustoos of Georgo Bishop Ro

AN INSURING BANKRUPT. - The estate and interest in bertson , rosiding at Borwick -on - Twood , for reduction of a

policies of insurance of a bankrupt stockbroker's clerk minute of agreement ontored into between the bankrupt and

have been put up for sale in Dublin . The details of tho said Georgo B . Robertson , dated 8th August, 1870, whereby

the bankrupt's provident forethought in this respect,
the bankrupt agreed to grant a bond and disposition in security

in favour of the dofendors, as trustees under said marriage
and the results of sale , are as follow : - Policy of insur

contract, for £1,000, boing, as therein allogod , a sum which
ance, with profits, dated the 3d of July , 1873, on the

had been lont by the trustees to Geo. B . Robortson , son of the said
life of the bankrupt for £100, effected with the Masonic Win . Robertson , and had not been ropaid by him , and ( 2 ) a pre

and General Insurance Company ; annual premium , tended bond and disposition in security for the said sum of £1,000

£2 10s.; sold for £2 10s. Policy for £100, with profits , said to have been granted by the bankrupt in implementof the ob

Royal Exchange Assurance Corporation , January , 1871 ; ligationsallogod tohave been undertaken by him under said minnto
annual premiuin , £5 133 . 60 .; sold for £9. Policy for of agrooment, whereby the said Wm . Robertson bound himself

£200, with profits, City of Glasgow Life Insurance to pay tho said sum of £1,000 to tho defenders, and in further

Company , dated 21st February , 1873 ; annual premium socurity ho disponed to the defenders certain subjects at Dun

for first five years, £3 58. 4d ., and thereafter £6 10s. 8d .; bar then belonging to him . Tho defenders pleaded that the

sold for £2 10s. Policy for £200 , Provident Life Assur
reduction sought by the pursuer was incompotent, being with

ance Society, dated October, 1867 ; half-yearly premium ,
out restitution of the consideration given for tho said Wm . Ro
bertson's obligations under the agreement and of the defender's

£2 12s.; sold for £15 . Policy with the Scottish Provi. position at its date ; and that the deeds sought to be reduced
dent Assurance Company for £300, dated November ,

having been granted by Wm. Robertson whon solvent, and for
1866 ; half -yearly premium , £3 3s. 9d . ; sold for £15 . onorousconsiderations, and the action boing otherwise unfounded
Policy for £200 , Scottish Provident Assurance Company, in fact and law , tho dofonders were entitled to absolvitor with

dated December, 1861; half-yearly premium , £1 18s. 6d .; expensos. The caso camo up in the Procedure Roll to -day, and

sold for £17 . A debenture of five shares of £l each on after hearing counsel for the pursuer the Lord Ordinary stated

the British Imperial Investment Corporation , limited ; that ho was satisfied without calling upon the defenders to rje

sold for £1 59. ply. Ho found that the agrooments libelled wore not granted in

The Morning Post says : - " The well-knownGog and
favour of conjunct and confident porsons, and he therefore

Magog figuros, striking the hours and quarters, in front of Sir
assoilziod tho defonders with oxpenses,

John Bennott's Choapside watch manufactory, have been sold to

a nobleman, and will be immediately set to work at the castlo to

which they aro to bo transferred . In their places in Cheapside, Vice-Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr. J . Wag.
wo aro informed , will forth with appear a new and moro remark staff Blundell (Wagstaff Blundell, Biggs, and Co.), official

ablo sot of figuros." liquidator of tho Barry Railway Company.
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BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS IN SCOTLAND. / were discounted with the bank by the bankrupts, wore drawn

KELLY, HILL, AND CO. - At the Sheriff Court, Glasgow , on against cortain quantitios of iron shipped by them to Tyndall

Tuesday, in the sequestration of Kelly, Hill, and Co ., merchants and London . On the 7th and 8th of April, an agrooment was

and colonial agents, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow , James Kelly inado botween the Union Bank and certain other banks holding

was examined , and stated that he began businoss in partnership bills of tho samo parties, on the ono hand , and Tyndall and Lou

with Mr Hill in October, 1872, asmerchants and colonialagonts, don on the other, by which Tyndall and Loudon on the narra

with a capital of £1,000, which was put in by Mr Hill. During tive that they would bo unablo to meet their accoptances when

the first year, the business of Kelly, Hill, and Co., was profit duo, surronderod their ostatos, and particularly a quantity of

able, at least he thought so , although thoy had not mado a com iron lying in thoir storo at Dublin , to the banks ; and Messrs

pleto balance. They, however, made a trial balance, but it did John Stewart and Sons wora appoiutod to sell the iron and divido

not show their profits or losses. That was the only balanco they the procoods among tho banks. It was agreed that in conside

over made prior to their stoppage. Their business consisted ration of doing so, Tyndall and Loudon should , subject to tho
chiefly of purchases from housesabroad to their ordor and con . consent of Watson and Campbell's trustoo, roceive a full die
signments on their own account. They first found themselves chargo of their liabilities under tho bills in quostion . The iron

in difficulties about the end of Soptember last by the non -arrival was sold , and it was admittod that Union Bank rocoived in No

of expected remittancos, chiefly from the West Indies. They vombor last tho sum of £980 78, as its share of the procoods.
suspended payment on the 21 October last, and endoavoured to Tho trustoo maintains that the Union Bank can only bo rankod

effect a composition arrangoment with their croditors of 7s. per for the amount of thoir claim aftor doducting this sum of £980

£ , but they failed to carry out the offer, somo of the creditors 7s. ; and it was contended in a full and ablo argument
having declined to accopt it. Ho had a difficulty in putting a that the agreoment or the possession of the iron by Messrs

Faluation upon debts due by the foreigu houses, but in his Stewart for the bank (it doos not clearly appear which )

opinion they would realise the amounts at which they were sot was a socurity ovor part of the bankrupt's estate , on

down. Tho liabilities of the firm amounted to £13,088 5s. 70., which the bank in their oath for ranking were bound by
and the assets to £3, 100 , showing a deficiency of £1,938 58. 70. soction 65 of the statute to put a specified value, which
The chief losses of tho firm aroso from bad debts and consign should be deducted from their debt. The respondent's case was

ments. — At the close of tho examination the statutory oath was mainly rosted on this clauso of tho statute, and ho attempted

administered . from the proofs to show that the iron shipped by the bankrupts

At the Edinburgh Bankruptcy Court, on Friday, James to Tyndall and Loudon, having boon consignod to them as fac
Patterson , farmor, Chapolhill, Hawick , appeared before Sheriff tors for sale, and not having boon sold to them as morchants,
Hamilton for examination in bankruptcy . An amended state was really part of the bankrupts' estate. The ovidence on this
of affairs was produced showing debts and liabilities amounting subject is certainly looso and unsatisfactory, partly because the

to £10 ,414 195. 2d . Of that sum there were preferablo claims partners of the iron firm woro not adduced as witnesses, and

to the amount of £505. His assets were £2,427 ls. 3d. Bank partly , perhaps, because the torms of the transaction woro not

ruptaccounted for the deficiency of his estato and his present very precisely dofined as between the parties originally engagod
position by the following causes : - It had beon moro imme in thom . After considering the evidenco, tho Sheriff-Substitute

diately occasioned by the liabilities under accommodation is rather inclined to think that tho transactions between the

bills granted to Mr Sampson Langdale , of Newcastle , and rola bankrupts and Tyndall and London should bo rogarded as salos.

tives of that person , who appeared to havo got bills with bank They aro so er facie, and he thinks that the burden of proof

rupt's name upon them from Langdale to the extent of £3,391 must be on the party maintaining tho reverse. Thoro are cer

2s. 6d. Secondly, he lost on farming when in Ireland , and tainly some probabilities arising from the circumstances of the

which now formed part of claimsagainst him , £100. Third , his parties, in favour of the trustee' s contention ; but these do not

farm had been carried on entirely on money got on credit, for seem sufficiont to counterbalance the considerations the other

which he had to pay a continuous largo rate of interest. That way, and particularly the fact that tho trustee himself made a

interest could nos be less during his possession of the farm than claim upon the iron in Messrs Stowart's hands as a simple credi

£3,000. Fourth , he expended considerable sums of money in tor or Tyndall and Loudon 's, so late as 9th and 21st July last,

draining and liming the farm , waich had not been restorod after he had the conversation with Mr Loudon , from which

during the curroncy of the lease , and he calculated this expon ho appears to havo got the information upon which tho de

diture at £1,000. On various recent occasions he had expori
liverance appoalod against procoeds. Porhaps, howevor,

enced losses by death of shoop and horses to the value of £350. it is not very material to determinowhother these

All these losses amounted to £8,141 2s. 6d. The statutory oath
transactions wero sales or not. Even if it be assumod

was administered . that the iron was consigned to Tyndall and Loudon
UNION BANK OF SCOTLAND V . TRUSTEE ON SEQUESTRATED as agonts for sale on behalf of Watson and Campbell, as the re

ESTATE . — This was an action in the Glasgow Sheriff Court at spondent contends, the caso appears to fall within the opera
the instance of the Union Bink of Scotland against a dolivor tion of two well-ostablishol principles which lead to a difforont
ance of the trusteo in the sequestration of Messrs Watson and rosult from that ombodied in the doliverance appealed against.

Campbell, iron merchants , Glasgow . It appears that the pur The bank is holder of a bill, and claims in this case on the
saers claimed to be ranked as creditors for tho sum of £13,040 estate of the drawer . It is settlod by a sories of decisions that
178. Id , but the trustee on the sequostrated estate deductod tho the rights of parties claiming on a bankrupt estate must be ro

sum of £980 10s. 4d . in respectthat the claimants held security to gulated as at the date of the sequestration, and that therefore a

that extent for iron belonging to the bankrupt, or that they had payment rocoivod from a co -obligant or his ostato, after soquos

realized that sum by the salo of the iron . The Union Bank tration, is not to bo imputod in extinction pro tanto of the debt.

appealed to the Sheriff against thedeliveranco,and Sheriff-Sub
The Shorill- Substituto apprehends that this rulo must apply

stitute Guthrio has issued the following interlocutor on tho
in the presint circumstances, even if the iron had been con

subject : - “ Having heard parties'procurators, & c ., on the ap
signod to Tyndall and Loudon as the agents of the bankrupts .

peal for the Union Bank of Scotland, for the reasons stated in
For in this case Tyndall and Loudon were entitled , in accord

the noto sustains the appeal and remits to the trusteo to rank anco with the rulo cloarly expressed in Broughton v . Stowart,

the appellants (the Union Bank of Scotland) on their claim Primrose, and Co., Duc, 17, 1814, and ever sinco actod on in tho

without any deduction in respect of the sums received on ac
law of S :otland , to sell tho iron in thoir handsin order to relievo

count of the iron montioned in the deliverance appealed against;
themsolves of the obligations thoy had undortaken for their prin

finds the appellants entitled to expenses, & c." Tho noto is as cipals, Watson and Campbell. This they did in the present

follows : - " Tho Union Bank is a creditor of the bankrupts as
caso by tho agreement No. 43 of process, and no plaus

holders of certain bills current at the date of the soquestration
iblo reason has boen suggested for holding that it was not

(March 17 , 1874 ), drawn by the bankrupts and accepted by compotont for thom to make effectual their lion as fac
Tyndall and Loudon , iron merchants , Dublin . The bills, whică ! tors by applying it upon condition that the assigneo
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should pay over the proceods to the creditors on the billsthe croditors on the bills

drawn by the principals . The result may be shortly stated

thus , if there was a sale to Tyndall and Loudon, tho 05th sec

tion of the Bankruptcy Act does not apply, because the iron

was no part of the bankrupt's estate. If there was no sale to

Tyndall and Loudon, the iron vested in the trustee by section

102 of the statute, subject always to the factor's preferablo

right to sell or assign their right of sale , for rolief of their obli

gations on behalf of their bankrupt principals. It was only in

right of Tyndall and Loudon, the primary obligants in the bills,

and in virtue of the lion which thoy possessed, and which their

principal's bankruptcy entitled them at once to make good by

salo ; that Messrs Stowart conld sell the iron , and the paymont

of the proceeds to tho appellants must, therefore, be regarded in

any view as a paymentout of their ostate after tho soquestration,

and pot as one out of the bankrupt's ostate . It is not, therefore,
to be deducted from tho amount of tho appellant's claim before

ranking."

stoppage, and he now estimates tho debts to be proved on the

estate for dividend at £90,918 4s. 7d., and the assets to produce

£10,005 9s. 9d. At the meeting the sameday debts amounting

to £10 ,000 and upwards were proved , and Mr Pickering was
appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection ,

MR. E . G . KEAY (BIRMINGHAM ). - On Friday, at the office of Mr.
W . H . Griffin , Bennett 's -hill, a meoting of the creditors of Edwin
George Keay, Vale street, Birmingham , boot and shoe mannfac
turer, was held . Mr. Barrow , of London ( receiver), read the state
ment of affairs, showing unsecured creditors to the amount of
£2, 175 115. 11d . ; creditors fully secured, £111 11s., less estimated

value of securities, £590 ; Eurplus to contra, £178 98. ; total assets,
£691 15s. 4d. It was resolved that the affairs would be liquidated
by arrangemont, thatMr A . Barrow and Mr L . J . Sharp should be
appointed trustees, with a committee of inspection.
MR. G . B . BLOOMER (WALSALL ). - On Tuesday, a meeting of the

creditors of Mr. G . B . Bloomer, consulting engineer and machinery
and goneral broker, Walsall, was held at the offices of Messrs.

Duignan , Lewis, and Williams. Mr. Bissell, jun., occupied the
chair. The creditors were represented by Mr. L . W . Lewis, who

presented a statement of accounts,which showed that the liabilities

amounted to £9,000 ( £7,000 of which would rank against the

estato), and the assets to £1,300. The majority of the creditors
were in favour of liquidation, with the appointment of trustees.
Mr. Griffin , of Birmingham , who represented a creditor for £4,000 ,
would not agree to such a resolution , and no resolution was ar
rived at.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

The following meetings of creditors have been held
during the week :

J. E . GALE (BIRKENIIEAD ). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr

J . E . Gale , the defaulting manager of the London and Lancashiro

Insurance Company, was held on Friday, in tho Birkenhead
County Court. The bankrupt having absconded , there was ro

statement of accounts ; but debts amounting to about £15 ,000,

principally due to loan societies, were proved , and a trustee was

appointed.
ROBERTMAXWELL AND Co. - Ata meeting on Thursday of the

creditors of Robert Maxwell and Co., tho statement of affairs

shewed liabilitios £102,833, of which about £12,000 was fully
secured , and assets of small amounts. It was resolved to liqui
dato by arrangement.

A . LYNN, (GLASGOW ). – At a meeting held in Glasgow , on Fri
day, of the creditors of Alexander Lynn, engineer (partner of
the now dissolved firm of Lynn. Mann, and Louden , engineers,

millwrights, and waggon builders, Irvino ), Mr John Gourlay,

C . A ., was appointed trustoo. Tho bankrupt's liabilities amount

to about £7,000 .
John EDE, ( BIRMINGHAM ).- An adjourned meeting of the cre

ditorsof Mr John Ede, of Birchfield, Aston, the manufacturer of
“ Ede's Eye Liquid ," was held on Friday morning. The proceed
ings were purely formal, the object of the meeting being to con
firm the resolution passed at a meeting on the 8th inst. accepting
a composition of 3s in tho pound. It was resolved to confirm
this resolution , and that the composition should bo paid ; ls 6d
cash in a month , and 1s Od within six n .onths, to bo secured by

the jointand several promissory notes of the debtor and his two
brothers.

Chas. SULLEY (MANCHESTER.) - Ata meeting of the creditors

ofMr Chas. Sulley, manufacturer, 7, Bale-street, Manchester,

held on Tuesday, the resolution accepting a composition of 10s.

in the pound, payable in four equal instalments at three, sis ,

nine, and twelvemonths, was unanimously confirmed .

JOIN ASHTON (MANCHESTER.) - A meeting of tho croditors of

Mr John Ashton , of Ilollinwood, contractor, was held on Tues
day in Manchester. The liabilities were estimated at £9,200,
and the assets at upwards of £3, 700 . It was resolved that the
ostate should be liquidated , and terms of arrangement satisfac
tory to the creditors were accepted .

R . WILSON AND SONS (NEWCASTLE.) - - A mooting of the cre

ditors of Messrs. R . Wilson and Sons, provision merchants, of

Newcastle , has been held. Their liabilities are put down at

£79,589, with assets at £11,401.

CASTLE KELSEY (HULL ). - At the Ilull County Court on Wed
nesday a firstmeeting was held in the bankruptcy of Castle
Kelsey, of Ilull,merchant. The bankrupt stopped payment in
September last. The gross liabilities at that time were

£2: 0 ,054 je. 1d ., and since then about £50, 00 of liabilities on

bills receivable have run oil, leaving the gross liabilities of every

kind at this date £170,000 . Tho accounts have been in the

bands of Mr Benjamin Pickering, the accountant, since the

FAILURES.

The following failures have been announced during

the week :
ENGLAND. — Messrs. Benjamin Wilson and Co., plush manufac.

turers , 81, Southwark -street, London, have suspended payment.
The liabilities are estimated at about £100,000 , and the books have

been placed in the hands of Diessrs. Kemp, Ford , and Co., Wal.
brook .

SCOTLAND. - Tho failure is reported of Mr Malcolm M ‘Donald ,

tho solo partner in the firm of Messrs Malcolm M ‘Donald and
Co., merchants and manufacturers, of Glasgow and St Louis ,
United States. The liabilities amount to about £34,000, while
the assets show only 4s. 5d . in the pound .
AMERICA. — The failure of Messrs . M ‘Brido and Williams, butter

merchants, 333, Greenwich . street, New York , is announced with
liabilities close on £20,000 . The Allegheny Trust Company, of
Allegheny City, have suspended payment, with liabilities put
down at £25 ,000. - The suspension is reported of Messrs. Waring ,
Brothers, and Co , a well-known and extensive oil firm in Pitis.
burgh . They had a very extensive trade and stood high. Depres
sion of trade and heavy investments are said to be the cause of
their difficulties, which , it is thought, they may overcome. Mr.
JValter M . Rico. of Montreal, has made an assignment of bis

estate with liabilities of about £40 , 000 ; his assets, it is said , will
exceed that amount.-- New York advices announce the suspension
of the Union Bank of Jersey City. When the mail left the liabilities
had not been definitely ascertained, but itwas hoped the assets would
meet all claim 8 . The cause of stoppage was attributed to a large ac .
cumulation of suspended paper taken under the formermanagement
of the Bank , Tho present directors havo only been in office six
months.

The South African papers report the failure of Messrs. Benjamin
Brothers ,woolwashers, ofGraham 's Town, with liabilities amount.
ing to about £140,000.

. It is rumcured that a large wino merchant in Dublin and
Armagh is arranging with his creditors, to whom it is alleged lie
owes C180 ,000. Serious losees will be incurred by several horses in

Dublin .” - Glasgow Herald .

WINDING -UP. - In the Rolls Court on Saturday the 23d

inst., an order was made for the winding -up of the Teplitz Col.

liery and Coal Oil Co. (Limited ); and an arrangement was made

continuing the voluntary winding-up , under supervision of

Joseph Lucko and Co. (Limited. - A petition for the winding
up of the lart's Pure Whole Méal Bread and Biscuit Company
(Limited ) is to be heard in tho Court of Chancery to-day (30th ).
- Fetitions for the winding up of the Morvale Consols Tin
Mining Company (Limited ), and the Treleigh Wood United

Mining Company (Limited ), are to be heard by the Vice -Warden

of the Stannaries on the Cth proximo.
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THE EUROPEAN ARBITRATION .

Mr. C . J . Bunyon writes the following in Wednes.

day' s Times :

Šir, - Having seen the European Society's Arbitration como

to a completo deadlock , from which the temporary acceptanco
oftheoffice of Arbitrator by oven so accomplished a lawyor as
Lord Justico James can scarcely bo said to have completely re
leased it , wo may find it not uninstructive to look back and re

trace the steps which have led to this deplorablo history. It is

said that nothing is certain save the unexpected ; but nothing
that has happened has been unexpected in this caso . Evory

false step , misadventure, and misfortune was foresoon and foro
told in your columns, and the voice of warning was freely

raised , though it met the fate ofthe voice of Cassandra. When

Vice -Chancellor Malinsmade the provisional order for winding
up the European, the Albert Arbitration was going rapidly for

ward, and it was at once proposed to follow that precedent. But

the dangers of that course were very apparent to those who

were then intrusted with tho management of the liquidation ,

and by them a bill was prepared which received the cordialap

probation of the Vice-Chancellor, which in the place of tbo vio
lept remedy of an arbitration should enable the Court of Chan

cery to carry out the liquidation with rapidity and cortainty.

** The provisions proposed wero, inter alia , to limit the right

of appeal from the Vice-Chancellor's Court to the Court of Ap

peal alone ; to prescribe the modo in which all contingent inte
rests, such as policies and annuities, were to be valued; to throw

upon the liquidators the duty of valuing all such claims, and

satiling the list of contributories according to the modo pursued
in voluntary liquidations; and to provide for thewinding-upof in
demnifying and indemnified companies in such a manner thatno

disputed claimson the latter could delaythe liquidation of the for
mer." Thisbill was unfortunately lostin the SelectCommitteeofthe

House of Commons without a witness being heard in its favour.

" prefer the Arbitration Bill," said theChairman,on theprinciple,
po doubt, of the dicta , “ As little law as possible, if you please,

gentlemen ," and " Whatever you do, keep out of the Court of

Chancery." An arbitrator in the eyes of our legislators was to
be a deus ex machinâ ,to descend from an exalted sphere, and sot
all things right by magic. They little knew that a legal arbi

tration without appeal or responsibility represented the legal

disease in its most virulent form . The rejection of this bill did

not, however, sottle this controversy, tho Arbitration Bill was

only viewed with increased repugnance , and it was pointod out

that, in addition to the objections arising upon constitutional

and public grounds, the practical difficulties would be insuper

able. « The same questions," it was said , “ will be fought over

aoi over again . Thero will be no binding precedent, since the

opinions of successive judges are sure to vary in this as in all

other branches of the law , and the result must be mere

chaos and confusion . Not only will thero bo unscoily con

tests of opinion , butovery unsuccessful suitor who would have
obtained a decree in his favour from a previous arbitrator will feel

himself wronged, and nothing but discontent can follow .” In

consequence of theso objoctions (as prophecies since fulfilled to

the letter) clauses were introduced by the Board of Trade, with

the advice of the law officers of tho Crown, into a bill then pass

ing through Parliament, and which has since become law as the

Life Assurance Companies Amendment Act, 1872, to enable the
Court of Chancery to deal with compound companies liko tho

European, and rondor Arbitration Bills unnecessary. Whon
these clauses had become part of a Government measure it was

not surprising that it was expected that they would supersede
the Arbitration Bill, and that no further attompt was made to

improve the lattor by at least introducing a provision to give
the suitor a limited right of appeal. I have reason to think that

in the oarly part of the proceedings Lord Westbury would not
haye objected to some such provision, but it would have been a
concession , and was not volunteered. Itwould , moreover, havo

greatly altered the character of the moasuro, which would havo
become little more than one to orect an additional Vico -Chan

callor's Court to meet an extraordinary press of business. That

tris privato Arbitration Bill and the public bill to render Arbi

tration Bills unnecessary should have passed the Upper House

on consecutive nights might have been thought incredible .

We have now seen the result, but I cannot doubt that if the
liquidation had been allowed to proceed either under the origi
nal bill approved by the Vice -Chancellor, or under the Amend

| ment Act of 1872, it would by this time have been far advanced

towards completion, and an immense and profitless expendituro

would have been avoided . What is of still greater importance,
instoad of tho “ more chaosand confusion ” into which the subject
has fallon, we should have had a continuous and orderly series

of decisions of the Court of Appeal, consistent in themselves

and settling for the futuro the principles upon which such

liquidations are to be conducted . It now romains to be seen

whether any remedy will be proposed in the ensuing session
of Parliament. Should the liquidation remain in the hands of

the Lord Justico — and no abler hands could be found to
direct it - it would not soem unroasonable that, with his con

sent, an Amondment Bill should bo introduced giving a

limited right of appeal for the very purpose of clearing and

consolidating tho law . Should he not propose to retain it, the

Arbitration Court might be reduced to more modest dimon

sions as a mero additional Vice-Chancellor's Court, or the wholo

proceedings transferred back to the Court from which they were

taken . In any case there nood be no interruption to the

work now in progress, and the officers of the Arbitration Court

might become those of the new tribunal, and wo need not have

the scandal of seeing a new set of men paid to learn a lesson

which had been previously mastered by others . There is ano

ther even more important cognato question upon which legisla

tion is required , and that is how to prevent liquidations of this

nature in future. They are wholly unsuited to the settlement

of the affairs of an insurance office, unless it has reached the

very depths of insolvency , and the truo remedy is the reduction

of the contracts and the reconstruction of the office, or the trans

for of its business to another. This is far from impossible , and

the principle is already rocognized in the Life Assurance Com

panies Act, 1870, but in torms far too general to hayo

any practical effect. The true application of the principle

has, moreover, been only lately recognized even by actua

ries. It is in the placo of a dividend in cash , to give a ro

duced insurance for tho sum provided in each case by tho
dividend, and also such an insurance as the premiums pay

able would provide at the advanced ages, and to reduce every

policy to the addition of these two sums. If the calculations

which gavo effect to such a scheme woro made upon sound

principles, there would be littlo , if any, inducement to themore

recent insurers to leave an office thus rostored to a thoroughly

safe footing, while the oldər insurers would be placed in a far

botter position , and there would be few , if any, casos of real

hardship. Shareholders liable for a deficioncy could not escapo
from their responsibilities, but even for them a very consider

able relief might be provided . Such a measure as this might

with advantage occupy the attention of the Board of Trado,
whose authorities must be well aware of the dangers which

beset the woakor offices - dangers which the events of every
year prove to bo intensified by the imperfect provisions of the
Act of 1870 ."

The following is from a Times leader commenting upon this

lottor : - " In time to come, when the judicial system of this
country has been brought into harmony with the dictates of
plain good sense, the history of the European Assurance Arbi

tration will bo rogarded with amazement. Already the perpe

tration of a sorios of melancholy blunders has to be confessod,
and at every turning -point in the process a fresh controversy

arises. Tho mischiof is, indood, irreparable in the case ofmost
of the unfortunato persons who were interested in the liquida .

tion of the European Society. IIardly any exertion of legisla
tivo capacity, of judicial acumen , or of practical wisdom could

now avail to improve their condition. But, at all events, tho

lessons of this painful experience may bo condensed and made

roady for future use. If thoy can be omployed to mitigate the

evils that were inflicted upon innocent persons by the original

breakdown of our judicial arrangements, and by the mistakes
made in the attompt to dovise a makoshift, wo shall be well

pleased ; but we confess we are not confident that a great doal
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can be done, eitherby Parliament or by any other power. Tbol holders of the European and its amalgamated companies have

Arbitration, like everything else, must come to an end some every reason to be content, provided only they can be left to
time or other, and after a while its distressing incidents, him . But, if it remain possible to reopen questions that have

its vexatious delays, and its disturbing vicissitudes will been apparently closed , the labour of the ablest lawyerswill be
be forgotten ; but it does not appear to be within the thrown away, suitors will continue to look for changes in their

scopo oven of an omnipotont Legislaturo or of an infallible fortunos, and the law will elude definition . The suggestion

tribunal to accomplish what timoalone can effectually achieve. that a limited right of appealmight be provided by a short Act

By the time the affairs of the European Society were recognized of Parliament does not appear open to objection if Lord
to be so hopelessly involved that liquidation was inovitable , and Justice James is willing to retain charge of the business. If

the powers of the Court of Chancery wero seon to be inadequate not, and if the Amendment Act of 1872 is a sound workingmea
for the task , the embarrassments of the Albert Association had sure, the Court of Chancery ought to be able to finish the
already boon submitted to an arbitrator, and Lord Cairns was work which it was formerly compelled to declino. But nothing
energetically carrying through the toilsomo business of unravel that is now to be dono can repair the waste of time and money,
ling hundreds of intricate and disputed contracts. Arbitration , or compensate the sufferings of innocont litigants, or obliterate
therefore, suggested itself to many people as the simple, swift, the discredit of a judicial conflict without an effective solution .
and efficient solution of the difficulty . Others foretold that tho

working of the Arbitrator's Court might produce results not so NEW COMPANIES.
satisfactory to the suitors aswere then anticipated, and an offort

The Investors' Guardian gives the following particulars of new
wasmade to substitute for the suggested arbitration a bill en companies, during the week :
larging the powers of the Vice-Chancellor's Court and providing Anglo -Danubian Bank - Capital £800,000, in £20 shares.
an appoal. This bill was promoted by the persons who were at Blackburn Discount, Investment, and Loan - Capital £50,000,

that time intrustod with the liquidation , but there was a goneral in £10 shares.
feeling thatany settlement, provided it was rapid and final, was Coventry Public Cattle Sales - Capital £7,500, in £5 shares .
better than the misery of prolonged suspenso. Tho solect com Garw Valley Collieries - Capital £100 ,000 , in £10 shares,

mittee of the House of Commons was unanimous in approving Harland's ' Patent Lock -Nut, Knob , and Handle - Capital

the bill which set up the Court of Arbitration, while tho moa £10 ,000, in £5 shares .

sure supported by those in chargo of the liquidation was Huddersfield Incorporated Chamber of Commerce - Limited by
guarantee to £5 .

rejected , as Mr Bunyon reminded us, “ without a witness being
Industry Cotton Spinning - Capital £60,000 , in £5 shares.

heard in its favour." Accordingly , the business of unravelling J. M . Johnson and Sons- Capital £50 ,000 , in £5 shares.
the intricacies of the European Society was given over to Lord Lincoln and Lincolnshire Hide, Skin , Fat, and Wool - Capital
Westbury with thesameample and irresponsible powers that Lord £4,000 , in £l shares.
Cairns had received in the case of the AlbertOffice . In neither Lyttle's Iron Agenoy - Capital, £ ,7 ,000, in £5 shares.

was an appeal provided, though a divergence of opinion between Mitchell's Emery Composition Wheel - Capital £5 , 000 , in £5
two Judges so different in character was seen from the outset to shares.
be probable. The natural result was that the suitors in both Moorfield Spinning - Capital £70,000, in £5 shares.
arbitrations became discontented ; the shareholders on whom Itational Penny Bank - Capital $ 15 ,000 , in £10 sharse .

Lord Westbury's decisions in the case of the European Society Newcastle and Gateshead Chamber of Commerce - Limited by

bore heavily, appealed to the different measure which Lord
guarantee to £2.

Cairns was meting out to the shareholders of the companies that Portable Printing Roller - Capital £10,000 , in £1 shares.

had been amalgamated with the Albert, while the policy -holders
Preston Cotton Spinning and Manufacturing - Capital £50,000 ,

with whom Lord Cairns dealt, were envious of the more fortu
in £5 shares.

Rochdale and Rossendale Erewery - Capital £10,000, in £5
nato lot of those who came under the jurisdiction of Lord West shares.
bury. Then came another turn of tho whool. Lord Westbury Royal Park and Belle Vue Gardens - Capital £15 , 000 in £5
died, and was succeeded by Lord Romilly , who at first was in shares.

clined to follow the principles laid down by his prodecessor, but Scott Brothers and Co. - Capital £20,000, in £20 shares.

who soon adopted the very different conception of the law on Spon Lane Colliery - Capital £100 ,000, in £10 shares.
which Lord Cairns had acted. There was nothing to bind Lord Thrapston Iron Ore - Capital £15 ,000 , in £10 shares.

Romilly to follow Lord Westbury's judgment more than that of Wigan Rolling Mills - Capital £50,000, in £100 shares.

Lord Cairns, and he soon broke away from the authority of the

former. As if the scandal of the two co -ordinate tribunals de FRAUDS UNDER THE BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869. - The Law

ciding similar cases in different ways were not onough , we saw Times says : - " A solicitor, who has had a large experience

two successivo arbitrators dealing with successivo portions of of the working of the Bankruptcy Acts of 1849, 1861, and

the same proceeding upon different principles. The death of 1869, assures us that he is confirmed in his opinion by offi
Lord Romilly bas involved a further chango, the effect of which cials in the Bankruptcy Court and others fully competent to

upon the parties to this long and barron litigation can at present form an opinion that the percentage of casos under the last
only be guessed at. Meanwhile, the utmost confusion and discon named Act, which are more or less tainted with fraud, is far in

tent aro rifo among tho persons concorned in these proceedings. excoss of the number of similar cases under the two previous

Suitors who have boon disappointed by tho docision of one arbi Acts, and moreover, so unsatisfactory does ho consider the

trator are tompted to agitato for a ro-opening of settled ques working of the present Act to be, that in tho interests of credi

tions by looking at the law laid down in some caso analogous tors he would far sooner go back to the Act of 1849 and reviro

to their own by another arbitrator. If they havo beon unsuc the office of official assigpoo. Savo in the case of those who are

cessful in making their viows prevail with Lord Westbury or dependent upon bankruptcy business alone for a livelihood, tho

Lord Romilly , they think , perhaps, that Lord Justico Jamos, or prosont Act seems condemned on all sides.

somebody else who may succood him , will do them fuller jug FACULTY OF ACTUARIES IN SCOTLAND. - The annual

tice. This unsettled state of opinion is destructive, wo neod general meeting of the Faculty was held in the Standard As

scarcely say, of all the public benefit that logal tribunals are surance Office on Wednesday, Mr Spencer C . Thompson in tho

intended to bring the community ; nor is it much more con chair. A highly satisfactory report by the Council on the pro
sistent with the individual interests of the litigants. It has ceedings of the past year was read, in which it was stated that

always boon held to be for the advantage of the State that there the mombership consisted of 8 honorary follows, 59 fellows, and

should be an end of lawsuits, and this desirable finality relates 12 associates ; that, of the 33 candidates for examination last

not only to the time that is wasted and the passions that are ! April, 19 were passed through the several stages , and that the

roused in the course of litigation, but to the settloment of legal matriculated students now numbered 145 . Messrs. Samuel
principles. But regrets are now unprofitable . With the ap - | Raleigh and A . H . Turnbull were elected to fill the vacancies in
pointmont of Lord Justice James the policyholders and share . I the council.
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Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATH , F .S . A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London , E . C .

Just Published , Demy8vo., price 5s., cloth boards.

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
O Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT HENRY
RICHARDSON , A . S . A ., Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor .

The above will be sent post free on receipt of Order (crossed London and

County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park, Hammersmith , London ,

Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Booksellers, & o .,

100 , Chancery-lane, London ,

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.

The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Ac
curate and nercly rerised .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

CRAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND ,

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonio Ceremonies. The Opening

and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before being
Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers. The

Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c. & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE,

Sent post free on receipt of 8s. 6d. (or before remittance is made, if de

sired ). Payable to A . EMASON (P . M ., 30 ) , Bank Top View , Richmond
Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London .

THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . — The Lord
Chancellor has appointed the Rigat Hon . Sir William Milbourne
James , one of the Lords Justices of the Court of Appeal in Chan .
cery, to be arbitrator under the European Assurance Society Arbi
tration Acts , 1872 and 1873. Theappointinent of so able and astuto
a lawyer for the performance of the many onerous duties in con
Dection with the arbitration of cases constantly arising under the
above Acts, reflects as much credit upon the judiciousness of the

selection as it does honour to the right bon . gentleman appointed,
and will inspire confidence amongst the sufferers by this disastrous

failure. The Law Times, referring to theappointment, says : - “ It is
generally understood that the new arbitrator will not at present enter

upon the litigating part of thework, butwillmerely carryon theadmi.
nistrative portion , until an application has been made to Parliament
to reconstitute the arbitration , with a view to allowing appeals from

the arbitrator . At preseat the arbitrator is omnipotent, having
power to settle matters " not only in accordaace with the legaland

equitable rights of the parties as recognized in the courts of law or
equity, bat on such terms and in such manner in all respects as he
in his absolute and unfettered discretion thinks most fit, equitable,
and expedient, and as fully and effectively as could be done by Act,
of Parliament. This uncontrolled power in the hands of Lord Cairns
led to a speedy and satisfactory settlement of the affairs of the
Albert Assurance Company. But in the case of the European

Assurance Company, the unfortunate deaths of LordsWestburyand
Romilly , and the fact that some of their decisions are conflicting ,

have led many to think it advisable that an opportunity of appealing
should be established."

The Master of the Rolls has made an order to wind
up the People ' s Coal and Colliery Company (Limited ), and has

made Mr John Smith, of the firm of Harding, Whinnoy, and Co.,
the official liquidator.
Mr John Peter Gassiot has retired from the board of

direction of the London and Westminster Bank .

The office of Secretary of the Norwich Union Fire
Insurance Society, vacated by the recent death of Sir Samuel

Bignold , has been filled by the appointment of his son,Mr Chas.
Edward Bignold ,who was on Tuesday olectod solo secretary of
the society .

Vice-Chancellor Bacon has granted a sequestration

against the South Metropolitan Tramway Company for breach
of an injunction restraining thom from su conducting their busi

ness as to cause a nuisance to the occupant of the Manor House,
Brixton .

FAILURE OF A LAW FIRM . - On Monday an advertise .
ment appeared in the newspapers calling a meeting of the cre.
ditors of Messrs Scarth and Scott, W . S ., Leith . As the firm was
an old -established ono, standing high in public estimation, the
circumstanco took people by surprise . Much sympathy was

felt for the partners of the firm , especially the senior one, Mr
Scarth , who is far advanced in life. Strange rumourswere
afloat regarding the causes of the failure. It is supposed the
liabilities are considerable - some say as much as £60,000 .

Fears are entertained that not a few clionts and aged people ,
whose business was in the hands ofMegers Scarth and Scott, will
lose heavily . - Edinburgh Daily Review .
The suspension of the Ohno Bank , the second in im .

portance of the native banking ostablishments of Japan , has
been anpoanced. The unsecured liabilities amount, it is said ,
to about a million and a half of dollars, the socurod being little
short of ten millions.

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL,with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - - Established , 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108 . ; Single Copy, 9d . ;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

flice: - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE -STREET, DUBLIN .

E . NORTON HARPER & SON , F .S . A . E & A . S . A . E .,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

2, Cowper's Court, Cornhill.
Messrs . E . N . HARPER and SON beg to inform the Profession that they

have opened a Branch Office at 12, MILL STREET, MAIDSTONE , and that they

will be happy to undertake any Agency Business in that locality .

MESSRS. HARRY BRETT, MILFORD, PATTIN .
SON and co .,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS ,
OF LEADENHALL STREET,

beg to inform the profession , that for the convenience of their friends at

the WEST END, they have Opened Branch Offices at

12 , VIGO STREET, REGENT STREET, W .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re:
ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of

charge .

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

EDWARD THOMAS PE IR SON ,
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

46, JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.
ESTABLISHED 1853 .

PUBLICATIONS.

ITAE ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY & DIRECTORY.
This Publication is NOW READY , and contains, besides useful in

formation and an ample Diary, a Directory of all the Accountants in Eng

land and Scotland . Application for the same should be made as soon as

possible to Mr. ALFRED C . HARPER , 2 , Cowper 's Court, Cornhill, E . O .,

or to the Pablishers, Messrs. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 , Lawrence
lane, Cheapside, E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS .
Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo., cloth , price 12s. 60 .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
Days from any one day to any other day, either in the sameor thefol.

lowing year. By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .
London : EFFINGUAM WILSOX, Royal Exchange .

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son ,

J. F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR,

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

KEVANS AND KEAN,
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,
DUBLIN
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . l'ice- President.-- JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, I EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON, Coventry.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London. London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton ,
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEYGEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, Loudon .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . / PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington.

HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALLISON HESELTON , Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth ,
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHIOLLS, London . | JOHN ONWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. — JOIN BATH, 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN, Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122, Leadenhall Street, and 1 , St.Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield.
BANKERS. -- Messrs. WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, London ,

OFFICES. — 2 , COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

LIST OF FELLOWS.
M . C . Member of the Council.

ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell- strett, Plymouth. | GEARD, JOHN BRADLEY , 6 , Princes. street, Ipswich , M . C .

BATH , JOHN , 40a , King William street. London , Vice- President, | HARDY, RALPH PRICE , 21, Fleet-street, London, M . C .

Trustee, and M . C . HARPER, EDWARD NORTON, 2 , Cowper's - court, Corphill,
BEDDOW , JOSIAH , 2 ,Gresham -buildirgs, M .C . London , M . C .
BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John -street, Liverpool, M . O . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37, Cannon-street, Birming
BOLTON, JAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall- street, and 1, St. ham .

Mary Axe, London , Treasurer and M . C . HARVEY,WILLIAM COMBEN , 1, Gresbam -buildings, London ,
BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenhall-street, London , M . C . M . C .

BRIGHT,GEORGEMONEY, 8 ,Great Winchester Street-buildings, MASTERMAN, JOHN, Barstow -square, Wakefield .

London , M . C . NICHOLLS, FRANCIS , 14 , Old Jewry -chambers, London , M . C .
BUCK, ROBERT, 56, Fawcott-street, Sunderland. VIPOND, JOSEPH , Sandgato, Peprith ,
DAVIES,JOSEPH,Bewsoy -street,Warrington,President, Trustee, VOISEY, LEWIS, Beweey -street, Warrington , M . C .

and M . C . WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield, M . C .

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to
ALFRED C. HARPER, SECRETARY.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000 .
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability. Open to all.

Interest, in lieu of Dividend , 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly.

TRUSTEES .

LIEUT. GENERAL J. H . GASCOIGNE, C .B ., Ivybridge, Deron.
WILLIAM LAKE, Esq ., Darnley Road, Gravesend.
THE REV. W . F . GOOD , D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS .
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR .

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business .

Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interestat the

rate of 5 per cent. per arnum will be allowed on the minimum monthly

balances. Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are:
1st . - No promotion money or preliminary expenses .
2nd. - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of

constituents proportion and provisior for reserve fund .

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amountof the liability .

4th . - -Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety

of subjects.

5th . - The proprietorship being vested in one person , no liability beyond
the amount of subscription can accrue.

6th . - The secrecy and despatch of individualmanagement, so important
in financial operations,

7th . - A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of ofits ,

8th . - A monthly distribution of the same.

91h . -- A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustces.

• 10th , lower of totalwithdrawalafter six months on 60 clars' notice .

* 111h . The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscribers.

$ 12th .- -Quarterly published Balance sheet issued and certified by the

Auditors .

For Prospectuses and forms of applicasion apply to1

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN Times Press, 127 ,
rand, London. - January 30, 1875.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM .

VOL. I. — New SERIES. — No. 9.] SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1875. [ PRICE 6D.

TO BANKS AND INSURANCE OFFICES. - Ex
tensive and Commandins Premises suitable for a West-End branch ,

near Oxford -circus Long Lease . - For particulars, apply by letter to

Richard R . Robinson , 19 , St. Swithin 's -lane, E . C . No agents need apply .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
torn or country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years , at five per cent, interest on personal security ; also , on mort.

gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120 , Southampton -row , London, W . C .

Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YÉTTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 , Capnon -street, London .

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54, Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

T AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Inaportant Residential Estates. - Messrs.MARSH , YETTS , and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
Fard plans and articulars, which, when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers . Written terms are invariably settled before
ágy cost or liability is incurred. Address Messrs . Marsh , Yetts, andMilner ,

Land and Timber Surveyors, 54, ( annon street, London , E . C .

£20 .000 to LEND on FREEHOLD PROPERTY
or GROUND RENTS , at 41 to 4 per ( ent. Address,

D . W . LAMBE , Accountant, 32, Walbrook , E .C .

PUBLICATIONS.
TO ACCOUNTANTS.

Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo., cloth . price 123. 6d .
TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
1 Days from any one day to any other day, either in the sameor thefol

lowing year. By WILLIAM LEWIS , Accountant, Plymouth .

London : EFFINGI AM WILSOx , Royal Exchange.
Plymouth : W . BRENDOX and Sox .

JUST PUBLISHED .

AN ESSA Y
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
OF

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,
Addressed to the Profession, Merchanis, Traders, Landowners, and

Companies ,
By JOHN CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.

Price 23. 6d .

London : Letts, Son , and Co ., Limited, 8 , Royal-exchange, and all book
sellers.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
" Landed Estates , City Properties ,and upon sound securities of all kinds.
Messrs . MARSH , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sums ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved

securities. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843 ),
54 , Cannon - street.

ACCOUNTANCY - A Gentleman , aged 30, respect.
A ably connected, is wishful to negotiate a Partnership in an established
Accountancy business as a WORKING PARTNER . He is at present
Managing Clerk to a firm of Accountants, with whom he hasbeen 13 years.
Would be willing to pay a Premium . First-class references as to ability and
ebaracter. Address " Opus," Editor of ACCOUNTANT,62, Gracechurch -street.

TO ACCOUNTANTS, SOLICITORS , & c . - The
- Advertiser seeks an appointment of trust in a Professional or Mer

cantile firm . Twenty years in recent situation . Address W . B ., care of Mr.
Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - ADVANCE of £80.000
required at 6 per cent. per annum on first-class Freehold

Property. Bonus for introduction . Address “ Money," care ofMr. Alfred
W .Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E .C .

TO CAPITALISTS. - A Gentleman with £10,000
I can be taken as a Partner in a Manufacturing Business. For particu

lars apply to " A , " care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62,
Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP. - A Thoroughly Experienced AC .
1 COUNTANT desires a PARTNERSHIP . - Address , with full particu
lars, to X . A ., Kelly 's , Gray's-inn Gateway, Holborn .

PARTNERSHIP . - TU WOOLLEN WAREHOUSE
MEN - A Gentleman with £4,000 capital and some personal know

ledge may be admitted to a SHARE in an old -established Wholesale
Business, - Particulars of Mr. R . Y . Barnes , Public Accountant, 52, Grace

charch -street.

WANTED , a CLERK who writes SHORTHAND.
Apply by letter, stating salary required, to Mr. Gamble , 1 , Gresham

baildings , Basinghall-street, E . C .

SLEEPING PARTNER, , in Warehousing line.
Capital required , about £10,000. Share over 10 per cent . " L . C .,"

AccountantOffice , Gracechurch -street. ,

VACHT FOR SALE .- A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
1 in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com
plete, £70, Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62, Gracechurch-street, E . C .

NOW READY, Price 1s.

BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION , a Roview ; with
D some Remarks on the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, and suggestions for
its Amendment. By GEORGE WREFORU , of the Repartment of the

Comptroller in Bankruptcy. Published by EFFINGHAM Wilson , Royal Ex
change, London .

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATH , F . S. A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAY, Lawrence Lane, London , E . C .

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY,

The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknorcledged by the Craft. - Ac
curate and nercly revised .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMOSIES OF
( RAFT FREEMASONRY. INSTALLATION , AND

ADDRESSES TO OFFICER .

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT. FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND.

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies . The Opening
and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before being
Passed and Raised. Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers . The

Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c . & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE,
Sent post free on receipt of 8s. 60 . (or before remittance is made, if de

sired) . Payable to A . E .MASON ( P . M ., 30°) , Bank Top View , Richmond

Yks , or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London ,
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ALFRED W . GEE,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .

N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 ,

Strand .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements an 1 Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers , promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisementordered for insertion in a

number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices.

The Accountant.
FEBRUARY 6 , 1875 .

Tbe Jccountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change

dating from the commencement of the presentyear, and

which , it is hoped , will enhance the value and usefulness

of the paper, and also tend to promote one of themain ob .

jects for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of

the interests of accountants throughout the United King .

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased support on their part, particularly in regard

to advertisements, & valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course

of business. It may be added that the publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT

“ newspaper " within the meaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, and members of the profession will thushave the

opportunity of contributing towards thesuccess of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia

ment. The Weekly Paper is Published every Saturday

in time for the early inorning mails ; price 6d. per

copy, or 288. per annum (including postage ), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being, annual sub .

scription 24s . (post free) ; half-yearly do., 138. (post

free. ) Cheques and Post-office orders to bemade payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee , 62 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

The discussion on the auditing of accounts which

has been commenced in our colums will, wetrust, lead

to the remedying of a very serious and growing evil.

Commercial integrity is limited and fenced in by so

many " customs of trade ” and secret understandings,

that it has come to mean something very different

from what the plain significance of the words would

imply . Recent polemical discussions have taught us

all something about the way in which casuists inter

pret such terms as “ morality ” and “ conscience.”

But all have agreed in this : that a man who refers

anything to the decision of his conscience or the pre

cepts of morality, uses those words to express some

higher authority than mere human law's, and is to be

considered, so far as he is guided by them , as a good

and upright, though possibly a mistaken man. But

the adjective " commercial” is more qualifying even

than adjectives generally are , and not only modifies,

but actually changes the sense of the word with which

it is united. Commercial morality and commercial

honour are fine-sounding terms ; too often in the pre

sent day they are like the tale,
« Told by an idiot full of sound and fury ,"

“ Sigoifying nothing ."

There is perhaps scarcely anything more deceptive

than a balance sheet, except to really practised eyes.

The way in which items appear apparently twice over,

the very multitude of the figures confuse an ordinary

mind . The innocent shareholder gazes in amazement

at the report of the company in which he has invested

his money, and probably reads no more than the state.

mentof the dividend, or of the absence of a dividend ,

and the dignified sentence in which the auditors cer

tify their examination of the company's accounts , and

testify to their correctness . The auditors are probably

men of respectability and high standing, and he is

satisfied with the fact that their names are appeuded

to the balance-sheet. What their examination has

been, and to what they really testify , he perhaps

scarcely knows. They may have made the searching

investigation which it was their duty to make ; they

may have vigorously disallowed every payment for

which a voucher was not produced ; they may have

estimated each asset at its real and not its no

minal value, or they may have gone through their

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper asan

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a large measure of suc .

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profeg .

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as & medium

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser .

tion in the current number, should reach the office on
Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re .

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (2008 ) on Friday .
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task in a perfunctory manner . Probably all has been | bis money is misapplied. And, unfortunately, charit

regularly done. But the auditor can only certify to able accounts receive far less scrutiny than they

the correctness of the balance-sheet, as it is made out. deserve. The auditing is too often confided to some

To give a true statement of the affairs of the com liberal donor, who appreciates the “ brief authority "

pany they ought not merely to be audited, but to be comprised in the name. The spirit of charity has

actually sifted and set out by an independent and skil so thoroughly permeated his mind, that he “ thinketh

ful accountant. no evil” of the figures that are laid before him ; he

For the true method of auditing we can only say, is afraid to make investigation, and he finally appends

that the more the subject is discussed in our columns, his name to a balance-sheet in which any prac

the more likely will be the arrival at some accurate tised person would find much to which to object.

decision . The practice widely differs, and possibly There can surely be no graver crime than to mis

the reputation of the auditormay safely be taken as a apply the funds of benevolence, whether incapacity

guarantee for the thoroughness of his system . Direc or a worse motive be the cause . The best security

tors of companies are generally chosen on the " lucus is unquestionably found in proper auditing . And

a non lucendo ” principle, and their knowledge of the there is a curious feeling , as the Hospital Sunday

affairs of their company varies frequently in an in Committee can tell us, on the part ofmany charities

verse ratio with their confident assurance of its against allowing any investigation into their affairs ,

stability . There is one master spirit, be he secre This is strangely blind. Let the accounts of all chari

tary or managing director, to whom every particle ties be audited by a professed accountant, and those

of the concern is familiar, and in whose . hands that were well managed would soon reap the benefit .

his nominal superiors are mere children . Too His certificate would do more to promote a wise dis

often the auditors are as simple as the directors, and tribution of charity than any amount of sensational

are thus made the medium of still further deception. advertisements and piteous appeals for help. Many

But a strong and resolute man can here be of im | are now deterred from giving bythe scandals of charity

mense service. If he considers himself, as he, in fact, administration. Here is the remedy. Restore con

is , the delegate of the shareholders, chosen to protect fidence, and the stream of giving will at once flow .

them and to act entirely in their interests, if he looks There are manymen who would give their professional

upon officials as his natural enemies and pursues his services. Only let it be understood that the task of

task of investigation with fearless thoroughness, no auditing is not the mere pastime of amateur account

harm can arise. Possibly reports would be less plea ants , but the serious work of men whose business it is

sant reading , and general meetings less peacefully to detect errors in accounts and test the proverbial

serene ; but many insolvent companies would be ex fallaciousness of figures; and the duty would be placed

posed before they had time to do much mischief, and in the proper hands. No better reform can be taken

investors, apart from pecuniary saving, would be more up by our charity organizers.

at ease in their mind in knowing the worst at once,

and have the satisfaction of reflecting that there had

been no opportunities for crafty knaves to reap a har | It is satisfactory to think that the Lords Justices

vest by reading between the lines of an apparently have finally settled the law as to the discharge of

cheering balance sheet. sureties in all cases under the Bankruptcy Act. That

There is another series of cases in which , after all, the discharge in bankruptcy of a principal, does not

auditing is still more at fault than in the instances to discharge a surety has long been law , and though the

which we have alluded. Wemean in the accounts of case has not been formally decided in Bankruptcy , it

hospitals and other charities. A man who invests his has been held that in the case of liquidation , the surety

capital in financial companies , or foreign mines, is pre still remains liable to the holder of the security for

somed to have the design of increasing his income, any balance due. The only question remaining for

and must be supposed to know the risk he runs of re decision was as to the resultof accepting a composition.

ceiving nothing in return for his money, except the

benevolent one of having contributed to the main in the fourth volume of Barnewall and Creswell's re

tenance in luxury of a class of men who could best ports, which decides that a creditorwho has released the

benefit the world by quitting it. Such a man must debtor, in consideration of a composition , loses his

take the consequence of his action . The charitable right of action against the surety. This decision pro

donor is really to be condoled with , who finds that I ceeds in the well-known principle of law that where
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the position of a surety is altered by the actof the cre

ditor, his liability atonce ceases. Lord Justice James

in giving judgment referred to this doctrine, but dis

tinguishes such a case from those arising under the

Bankruptcy Act by saying that the proceedings were

governed by the desire of themajority of creditors, and

that whether the holder of the bill voted or not he

would still be bound. But it is conceivable that the

statutory majority might only be obtained by the vote

of such a creditor , and that he might be induced to

accept a smaller composition from the knowlege that

any balance mustbe paid him by the surety . Again

is a surety , strictly speaking, a person “ jointly bound

with the debtor " so as to be within the 49th and 50th

Sections of the Act. The decision is , doubtless,

good law , but it certainly seems to confirm the theory

which is now universally held , that the Act of 1869

opened the door to a vast amount of fraud .

The letter of J . H . C ., though correct in saying that

a trustee cannot himself examine a bankrupt on oath

requires a little comment. The writer of the article is

however right, though his language is a little liable

to misconstruction. The entire sentence runs as fol

lows: — The Registrars, bearing in mind that the

trustee can always demand the attendance of the bank

rupt, and examine him on oath , appear to regard such

passing as immaterial. This refers obviously to the

power given to the trustee to bring the bankruptbefore

the Court for examination , and would , we imagine,

be so regarded by most persons. But we cannot un .

derstand the last part of our correspondent's letter.

Surely all proofs of debts must be verified by affidavit

made before some commissioner, and not by oath to

the trustee . And the office of commissioner would

not empower him to examine any human being on

oath . A commissioner's duties are simply to swear a

witness to the truth of his affidavit, and sign what is

technically called the “ jurat.” Anything beyond

this would be utterly ultra vires.

BANKRUPTCY LAWS. — No. 5.

( TRUSTEES CONTINUED .)

Circumstances alter cases, and no two trusteeships

are exactly alike, but the general principles are identi.

cal, and the necessity for a practical accountant is daily

proved . And when we speak of a practical accountant

we no notmean simply a man who is versed in the
question of debit and credit, but one who is well ac

quainted with trade customs, & c ., which vary with

every trade and every country . Considering that

England boasts of her commercial supremacy, that her

business relations extend over the major part of the

habitable globe, and that scarcely one business estate

out of twenty is without some amount of foreign

transactions — we,as taking a very high view of the pro

fession of accountant, would strongly and earnestly

urge upon all its members the desirability of making

modern languages, and the commercial laws and cus

toms of the leading nations, their especial study.

The position of an accountant has never been

clearly defined . So far as Bankruptcy laws are con

cerned, we will endeavour to give our view of

that position. Over and above the qualifications as

to questions of account, he should be well versed in

the various English and foreign trade customs and

usages, and should make himself conversant with all

the important decisions, thus constituting himself not

a competitor of, but an adjunct to the legal pro

fession . The professions should always run parallel

and never “ collide.” They are or should be entirely

distinct. Figures and facts are accountant's work ,

and if they go beyond this, both they ,and their clients

are likely to suffer for their temerity. The interpre

tation and application of the laws belong to the

sister profession . The important point to trustees is

the question of remuneration. This must be ap

proached with much caution , for it is one of themost

difficult questions to deal with . Various principles

have been tried, such as a percentage on the liabilities

and assets , fluctuating according to the magnitude of

both , or either, but we believe the result of the appli

cation of this principle , although perhaps satisfactory

in isolated inetances, has not proved so when dis .

tributed over a series of cases. The amount of the

liabilities is no certain guide - claims may be put

in which the trustee feels bound to contest, and the

legal disposal of which may entail a serious loss of

time. On the other hand an estate may show

a large amount of paper assets , and nothwithstanding

the trustees exertions he may succeed in getting in

but a small portion, and that at a heavy cost only .

In many instances trustees have to run personal risks,

in order to endeavour to get in assets, in which , if

unsuccessful, the costs of the other side are payable

out of the trustees own pocket if no estate is available

— see re Angerstein , also ex parte Villars re Rogers,

and other cases) -- and it would be unreasonable to deal

with such cases as a question of percentage only . On

the other hand, where no disputed claims exist and

the assets come in readily, a small percentage would

A review of bankruptcy legislation from the pen of

Mr. George Wreford , of the Department of the Comp.

troller in Bankruptcy , will shortly be published . The

pamphlet is dedicated by permission to the Right Hon .

Sir Stafford Northcote, as President of the Exeter

Chamber of Commerce .

The Scottish Widows' Fund and Edinburgh Life As

surance Companies, being assessed for inhabited house duty ,

sought to bar the claim by urging that their promises were used

for trade purposes-- the servants residing in them being there

only to protect them . The Commissioners refused to entertain

this appeal, and the companies having taken the case for opinion

to the Court of Session, the Court has found the companies liablo

in assessment, holding that they are not engaged in trade within

the meaning of the Act.
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fairly remunerate the trustee for his services. We, , very vague are the views of the different parties signa

however, are strongly of opinion that the fairest way ing the accounts on the subject. At any rate , whether

both to the trustee and to the creditors, until bymutual I take a wrong view of the matter or not, it is certainly

understanding or an improvement in the law some one which must sooner or later be discussed. The
more defined principle can be arrived at,is to make the public as well as the profession (which would gain also
time occupied the basis , and leave the rate to the ap in status very considerably ), would be gainers by the
preciation of the committee of inspection . Trustees duties of an auditor being properly understood , de .
donot make the la .vs, and they are noteven consulted fined , and performed as a bona fide service , instead of,

in the framing of them ; it is therefore hardly fair to
as it appears to be a mere sham , and as fees paid and

throw all the responsibilities on a trustee, and then to various forms of certifying prove it to be at present."
base his remuneration on the unsatisfactory result.

Our correspondent adds : - " I am glad also to notice
Trustees have of late been much abused , but one

an article in the ACCOUNTANT of 2nd inst., on those
fact is generally forgotten , and that is that

who style themselves accountants , professing at the
although the trustee has all the risk , responsibility,

and trouble, of realising the estate, he is not entitled
same time to be Jack3-of-all-trades, and touters accord .

to any remuneration until all prior costs are paid , and ingly . Whatwewant is a feeling of esprit de corps, in

therefore, even if there is an estate , he has to take the profession , and a determination on the part of its

his chance of being paid for his trouble. In fixing the respectable members to set their faces against anything

percentage of profit in any business, the average of of the sort. Touting should be denounced, and those

risk and bad debtmust be taken into account,and pro descending to it should be shown up. I am in hopes

fessional trustees cannot deviate from this principle , that the profession of a P . A ., may someday be looked

which is too sound to be ignored . At the sametime, upon as the most honorable of honorable callings.

it would be greatly to the advantage of all parties if

some fair principle of remuneration could be arrived

at and finally determined, in order that the present
Correspondence .

uncertainty may cease . H . B ., (LONDON ).

TO TIE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

AUDITORS AND AUDITING .
SIR , — The letter of your correspondent “ B . J.," ap

pearing in your issue of 23d ult., has much interested

A correspondent writes to us as follows: - " I am me. He is certainly not devoid of vigour, and would

glad to observe that this subject has been taken up probably prove a doughty opponent in a tilt. It seems

by a writer in the ACCOUNTANT, who promises twomore to me, however, that he would have done better to point

articles thereon . I am sure it is one which demands
out the particular defects of which he complains, rather

attention , with the view to defining what the duties
than have gone in for sweeping changes. It would
prove of little advantage to do away with the bankruptcy

of an auditor really are, and the value of the ser . section of the Act, without at the same time so amelio
vice, when properly rendered . It would be well rating the defects of the liquidation and composition

clauses as well as the Debtors Act, so as to make them a

matter, as also in that of accountants ' charges , which
perfect substitute for bankruptcy . On many points I

like the duties of an auditor, require to be defined with
agree with him . A bankrupt should not per se be re .

garded as a criminal. There are in modern trade many

the object of securing uniformity . I believe no dozen causes which might bring the most honest and indus.

men would have the same view as to the said duties ; triousman to grief ; and where a man 's failure, (and con .

nor do directors, or the public , appreciate as they ought, | sequent deficienci s) is proved by him to be bona fide,
the immense value of them , if honestly performed . the law should endorse the general feeling of credio

Many consider an audit has nothing more in it than cer
tors (who, as a rule, are far from hard upon their

debtors), and leave the insolvent free to begin the

tifying to the agreement of balances in a balance-sheet
world again. " B . J .” is, however, right in saying that

with those in the ledgers from which they are taken ; at present (like railway legislation , which has run from

and that cash at the bankers is stated conformably with one extreme to the other) " creditors may be thankful

the pass book , (cash in hand being in some cases abso . if they escape the condemnationwhich formerly awaited

lutely ignored). An auditors ' duties are much more the bankrupt.” Theoretically , too, “ B . J.” is right in

saying that where the debtor is not able to pay his cre .
important, and should embrace his right to have

ditors 20s, in the pound the estate should belong to his
the accounts kept on such a system that he can really creditor , or rather to his creditors, if he have more than

get at the essonce of affairs; and that his supervision one ; but in practice I do notagree with him that “ it is
should extend throughout a year, and not merely at the contrary to all true priuciples of statesmanship and
end of it . His signature to a balance sheet then legislation for any State, by its ownaction and through

would mean something , and responsibility in the shape
the instrumentality of the law , to meddle with the

natter unless, ” & c . “ B . J .' s theory is as good , theo .
of a guarantee, would rest upon him towards the share

retically , as that of a friend of mine who asserts that
holders, for which fees should be paid equivalent. See

until we dispense with kings, priests , and lawyers, the

the various forms of certifying accounts, daily appear. | world will not be happy ; but my friend qualifies his

ing on balance-sheets, and you at once detect how remark by adding, that this can only happen when
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every man is his own king , his own priest, and his own COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN s Ixx.

lawyer, which will happen when the millenium January 29 .

arrives. “ B . J ," however, forgets that credi. (Before Lord Justice James. )

Ex Parte JacoBS, IN RE JACOBS. - In this case a question oftors sometimes require protection against each other .

It is a sad thing to say , but nevertheless true , considerable general importance with regard to the construction

of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, was raisod, a question , too, upon
that there is about as much cohesion among a

which there have bo9n conflicting decisions in the Courts of Com
body of creditors, as among a parcel of jack tars - each

mon Law and Equity. It is well settled that the discharge in
tries to take care of himself, and will follow the dictates bankruptcy of a principal debtor doos not operate to dis
of human nature in that respect unless the law inter charge his suroty, and in the recent case of “ Ellis v . Wil
venes and prevents him from taking a preference over mot” the Court of Exchoquer held that the discharge of a prin .
his co-sufferers. Why should not the continental prin cipal debtor in liquidation proceedings under sec . 125 of the Act

ciple be adopted ? Compel a man to keep books, take does not release his surety. But the further question remained,

out an annual statement of his position , and as soon as whether , when the creditors of a debtor resolvo, under sec . 126
he finds himself deficient. render it obligatory on him of the Act, to accept a composition in satisfaction of their debts,

to deposit a statement of his position at the Court, not the rights of the croditors against suroties are thereby put an

necessarily with a view to bankruptcy , but in order that ond to. In " Wilson v . Lloyd ” Vice- Chancellor Bacon decided

that the acceptance of a composition from the principal debtor
in the event of a subsequent adjudication the real com .

released the surety ; but in the later case of “ Mograth v .Gray "
mencement of bis deficiency may be verified . “ B . J . "

thu Court of Common Ploas arrived at an opposito conclusion.
appears to be a ready writer , troubled only with a too In the present case the same question aross under the following
great prodigality of ideas. Let him do violence to his circumstances: - An appeal was brought by Mr Sidney Jacobs,
feelings, and , by degrees, impart to his colleagues , of Camberwell New -road, from an adjudication of bankruptcy

through your columns, the benefit thereof. I for one made against him on the 17th of Septomber last by Mr Registrar

will promise to read such communications with atten . Spring Rice, acting as Chief Judge in Bankruptcy. The poti

tion and gratitude. - Yours truly , tioning creditor was Mr James Martin, of Epsom , a trainer of
EXPERT COMPTABLE. racehorses. Martin was the holder for value of a bill of ex

February , 3d , 1875.
change for £100, dated the 13th of April, 1874, which had been

drawn by Jacobs upon, and accepted by, ono Samuel Phillips,

BANKRUPTCY LAWS.
and was payable two months after date. Phillips was a trim

ining manufacturer, carrying on business in Ely -place as S .
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. Phillips and Co. On the 1st of June, 1874 , ne filed a liquidation

SIR , -- In the ariicle on “ Bankruptcy Laws - No. 4 , ” . petition . The first meeting of the creditors was held on the
the writer says that the trustee can always demand the 30th of June. Martin , who was inserted in Phillips's statement

bankrupt's attendance , “ and, if necessary , examine him as a creditor in respoct of the bill of exchango, and who had

on oath ." I venture to submit that the statement which made an affidavit on the 29th of June to prove his debt, at

I bave italicized is incorrect, and that a trustee has only tended the meeting by his solicitor as his proxy. Themeeting

power to administer oaths in connection with proof of was adjourned to the 14th of July , Martin 's solicitor voting

debt ( B . Act 1869, Sec. 25). Anything more than this for the adjournment. On the 14th of July the creditors

would render a trustee liable to criminal proceedings, resolved by the proper statutory majority to accept a composi

tion of5s in the pound " in satisfaction of the debts due to them
unless, of conrse, he held some authority independent

from Phillips." Martin 's solicitor on this occasion voted against

of theabove Act ,such as being a solicitor who was also the composition. The resolution was duly confirmed at the se

a commissioner, & c . I held a different opinion once, cond moeting on the 24th of July, and was afterwards registered .

and my solicitors submitted a case for opinion of coun . Martin's solicitor vote i on his behalf in favour of the confirma
sel ,who enunciated the views expressed in this letter. - tion , but the majority would have been sufficient indepen

Yours truly , dently ofhis vote . Martin afterwards filed a petition in bank

J. H . C ., London . ruptcy against Jacobs as the drawer of the bill, upon wbich
potition the adjudication now appealed from was made. Tho

objection to it was that Martin had , by reason of what he had

dono under Phillips's petition, discharged Jacobs, the drawer of

Society Of Accountants IN EDINBURGH. - At the an . the bill. Secs. 49 and 50 of the Act provide that an order of

nual general meeting of this society , held on Wednes .
discbargo in bankruptcy shall discharge the bankrupt from all

day, the following gentlemen were elected office-bearers
debts provable in the bankruptcy, with certain specified excep

tions, but shall not reloase any person who at the dato of the or

for the ensuing year : - President - Mr. C . M . Barstow . dor of adjudication was jointly bound with him . Sec. 125 pro

Members of Council - Nessrs. D . S . Peddie, J . M . Mac . vides that, with certain modifications, all the provisions of the

andrew , Charles Pearson, Thomas Martin , Thos. Scott , Act shall, so far as they are applicable, apply to the case of a

AdamGilliesSmith ,Kenneth M .Kenzie,and F . H . Carter. liquidation by arrangoment in the same manner as if the word
Examiners - Messrs. George Auldjo Jamieson , Samuel “ bankrupt " included a debtor whose affairs are under liquida

Raleigh, and William Woud . Secretary - Mr Jas.How . tion, and the word " bankruptcy ” included liquidation by ar
den . Treasurer - Mr. A . W . Robertson . Auditor - Mr rangement. One of tho modifications referred to relates to the
David Pearson . Law Agent - Mr. J . Clerk Brodie, W . S . modo in which an order ofdischargo is to be granted. Section

The society when electing Mr. Barstow as President,
126 provides that “ the creditors of a debtor unable to pay his

requested him to sit for his portrait as an expression of debtsmay, without any proceedings in bankruptcy, by an ex

the esteem in which he was held by them , and their
traordinary resolution resolve that a composition shall ba ac

copted in satisfaction of the debts due to thom from the debtor,"
appreciation of the services rendered by him as Presi

and that “ the provisions of a composition accepted by an

dent during the last six years. oxtraordinary resolution shall be binding on all the croditors

Vice- Chancellor Bacon will for the future take of . | whose names and addresses, and the amount of the debts

posed po.iti ' s every Saturday after the unopposed petitions, in , due to whom , are shown in the statement of the dobtor."

stead of ou alternate Saturdays, as has been his practice hitherto. The appeal was argued on the 15th January, and this morning

Parliament was opened yesterday (Friday) by Com . the judgment of the Court (which had been propared by Lord

mission . Justice Mellish ) was road by Lord Justice Jamos . MrDe Go
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VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURT, LINCOLN'S-INN,
February 1 .

( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir R . Bacon.)

Re CAERPHILLY COLLIERY COMPANY (LIMITED ). -- This was a

petition for winding up the above-named company. The Com
pany was established in 1869, with a capital of £20 ,000, divided

into 4,000 shares of £5 each. In 1871 the company raised a

sum of £3,500 by an issue of debenture bonds. In the year
1872, howover, the company got into difficulties, and on the

20th of March, 1873, a specialresolution was passed for wind

ing up voluntarily ; at the same moeting MrMaclare, of Lon

don, and Mr Schofield , of Huddersfield, were appointoi liqui

dators. The colliery which the company was established to

work , and which was hy tho debonturo bonds mortgaged to the

bondholders, was sold by the liquidators, and realized £3,000.

Somsof the bondholders now presented a petition alleging that

this £5,000 had boon improperly applied by MrMaclure, and

that their rights would b3 prejudiced if the voluntary winding
up were continued, and praying for a winding -up order by the

Court. The Vice- Chancellor, while acquitting Mr Schofield

from any suggestion of impropor conduct hold that the condact

of Mr Maclure in the matters connected with the liquidation

had been such as the Court could not be expected to counte

nance, and that there was abundant ovidence to show that the

oontinuation of tho voluntary winding up would be prejudicial

to the petitioners. Hº therefore made the usual order for

winding up by the Court.

Q . C ., MrWinslow , Q .C ., and Mr E. C . Willis wore for the appel
lant ; Mr Roxburgh, Q .C ., and MrLamaison, of the Common Law
Bar, were for MrMartin . Lord Justico James, after stating the

facts and referring to “ Wilson v. Lloyd” and “ Megrath v.Gray,”

said - We entirely agroo in the docision of the Court of Common

Pleas and the reasons they have given for it. We think that

the discharge of a debtor under a liquidation or a composition is

really a dischargo in bankruptcy by operation of law . When

a creditor voluntarily agrees to a composition by deed or agree
ment with the accoptor of a bill, it is by his act alone that

the acceptor is discharged , and the position of the drawer
altered . When, however, a debtor summons his croditors

under the 125th and 126th section of tho Bankruptcy Act,

the proper majority of the creditors have power to assent

to the terms on which the debtor is to be discharged ,

whether the creditor who is the holder of tho bill chooses to

attend or not, or chooses to voto or not. The consequence of
deciding that the holder of a bill could not vote at a meeting of

the acceptor's creditors without discharging the drawer would

be that in many cases & great number, and in some cases the

majority , of tho creditors could not vote at the mooting. On the

other hand , if resolutions for liquidation by arrangement or for

composition were to contain a reservation of romedies by the
creditors against any other person than the debtor, the conse

quence would be that the debtor would not, either by arrango

ment or by composition, bo completely dischargod from any of
those of his debts in respect ofwhich the creditors had a remedy

against any other person . This, we think , would be contrary
to the intention of the Act. On the whole we are of opinion
that the order of the Rogistrar must be affirmed, and the appeal

dismissed .

February 1.

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)
IN RE THE INTERNATIONAL LIFB ASSURANCE SOCIETY. - In the

Finding -up of this society an arrangementwasmade that the

Prudential Assurance Company should assume the liabilities of

the society in consideration of a payment of £329,000 out ofthe

society's assets, which was by a subsequent agreement roduced
to £303,000. The question now raised, by way of appeal from
ad order recently made by Vice-Chancellor Malins, was,whether
the Prudential Assuranco Company were entitled to havo two
sums of £13,322 and £4,069, raised by means of calls upon the

shareholders of the International in excess of the nominal
amount of their shares. The sum of £13,322 reprosented de
ductions in respect of costs which had been made from a sum of

£20,000 deposited in America by the International as a security
for the falfilment of their policy contracts there, and it was part

of the arrangements that this £20 ,000 was to be handed over to

the Prudential on their assuming the American liabilities of the

International. The £4,069 also related to the American policies.

The Vice- Chancellor decided this question in favour of the Pru .

dential Company. The International shareholders appealed.
Their Lordships held that the Pru lentialCompanywore entitled
to ba paid these two sums out of the assets of the Intornational,

but not to have any calls made on the shareholders beyond the

nominal amountof the shares. They variod the Vice Chancel

lor's order accordingly .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

( Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge at
Lincoln ' s Inn .)

IN Re . BEDELL. - In this caso , coming op by way of appeal
from Mr. Rogistrar Keone, the following important question
aroso: — Heading and Bodell had been in partnership , and on tho
retirement of the latter he rocoived a bond to secure the ropag
ment of his capital which remained in the business. In 1864

Bedell made an arrangemont, by which he agreed to pay all his
creditors in full, by instalmonts extending over several years,

but in 1867, having again fallen into difficulties an arrango
mant wasmado with all his creditors,who agreed to tako 10s. in
the pound. Heading was party to this agreement, and con
sentod to postpone the payment of his debt,which was estimated
at £6,500, for the period of 10 years, Bedell, on his part, covon
anting to pay off the debt by cortain quarterly instalments ex
tending over the samo period. The deed, which was intendod to
give effect to this agroomont, provided “ that in case the debtor
should become bankrupt, or liquidate his estate," the entire debt
of £6,500 should revive and bocomo payable ; but the provision
immodiately following declared that in no caso should moro
than ono half, namely, £3,250, bo recovorablo in any action or

proceeding whatever . Bedell filed his petition for liquidation
in October, 1874, and at the first meeting Heading tendered a
proof for £6,500, which Mr. Røgistrar Keene had reduced to ono
half, deducting from that one half the sum of £1,848, which
Bedéll had paid in instalments. Mr Robson, in support of the
appeal, argued that the arrangementwas made with tho full con
sentof all the parties ; that the postponement of Mr Heading 's
claim had been benoticial to the creditors, who otherwise would

nothave received their 10s, in the £ , and that under the circum
stances Heading was entitled to prove for the full amount of his

debt, in the event which had now happenod, viz., the liquidation

of the debtor's estate. Mr De Gox, with whom wasMr Finlay

Knight, insisted that the provision with regard to the rovival of

the original debt was contrary to the policy of the Bankrupt
laws, because he gavo a preference to this particular creditor,

and cited re Murphy, 1 Schoales and Lefroy. Mr Registrar
Roche said that no rule was clearer than this, that when an
arrangement was mado with creditors thero must be perfect

equality. In the proseut instanco, if the provision in the dood
was held to bo good, the appellant would roceivo a dividend of
20s. in the £ , and thus have a proforenco over the other credi
tors. Besides, the two provisions in the dood wore wholly in

Sheriff Court, Aberdeen, on Saturday, Sheriff Dove Wilson is

reported to have adverted to the serious defects of the law he

was administering, saying that it was extraordinary that im

prisonment for debt should still exist in Scotland when it had

been abolished in England and Ireland and most other civilised

countries. Again there was one law for the bankrupt on the

larger scale and another for the bankrupt on the smaller. The

large trader can always obtain , after a certain time, a discharge

from the court ; but for the smaller class of bankrupts, with

nothing but a fow small debts, or perhaps, as in this case, a
single creditor, the benefits of the bankruptcy laws aro abso

lately closed.
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consistent, for if the debt revivod that right was limited and cut 1 and contractor. The liabilities are stated at £27,904, with as
down by th words which followed immediately after, namoly, sots of very considerable value ; the debtor being now engaged

bithat in no caso should more than one-half bo recoverable." He in the completion of outstanding contracts. His Honour ap
matt holel that the arrangement with Heading was contrary to pointed Mr Edward Hart, accountant, Moorgate -street as re
the Bankrupt laws, and affirmed the decision of Mr Registrar coiver and manager, and granted the usual interim injunction.
Keone. Mr Dj Gex prossed for costs. The Registrar said no IN RE ALFRED WILLIAM MABERLY. — The debtor, who is an
doubt Mr Heading had acted with kindness in postponing his architect and survayor, carrying on business in the Strand and
claim , but as the luw was against him the strict rule must be at Gloucester,has presented a petition for liquidation , estimating

onſorced ; he must pay tho costs. his liabilities at £8,000, and his assets, consisting chiefly of book

January 29 . debts, furniture, & c ., at £1,000. Upon the application ofMr.

( Before Mr. Registrar Perys, sitting as Chief Judge.) Guscotte (Guscotte, Kelly , and Scott), his Honour appointed Mr

IN RE JAMES BUCHAN. — Tho bankrupt was a morchant carry Flaxman Haydon, accountant, of 29, New City Chambers, ro
ing on businoss at 3 , Great Winchester- street-buildings as coiver of the estato .
Nankevill and Co. ; and this was an application on behalf of the ( Before Mr Registrar KEENE.)
trustee that Messrs Emil Henkin and Henry Sleoman should be IN RE O . W . SPARK. - Registration wasorderód of a resolution
ordered to pay to the trustee the sum of £102 8s. 2d., roceived of creditors in favour of liquidation by arrangement. The debtor

from the bankrupt on thə 1st of September, 1874 . Mr Duria was a mine proprietor and ironmaster, of 31, Threadneedlo-st.,
was counsel for tho applicant, and Mr J. Linklater for the re and also of West Brompton , and elsewhere. His liabilities

spondents. Itwould appear that on tho 23d of July, 1874 , the amounted to about £20,000, and assets £4,536 .

bankrupt was sorved with a dobtor's summons at the guit of February 3 .

Messrs Honkin an 'l Sleeman , and on the 19th August a petition ( Before Mr. Registrar MORRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
for adjudication , returnable on the 27th, was left at the bank IN RE LOUIS Faber. — The debtor, a wino morchant, carry

rupt's office. On the 27th of July Mr A . A . Rumpff, another ing on business at23, Rood -lane, has filed a petition for liquida
creditor, caused a debtor's summons to be served upon the tion , with liabilities stated at £15,000, and assets, consisting of
bankrupt, who, in order to avoid an adjudication,applied to the book debtis, stock - in -trade, furniture, and other items, of the es

solicitor acting for the respondents for time, stating that he timated value of £8 ,650. Mr Finlay Knight, for the debtor and
wasnegotiating a sale of his businoss as a wine merchant, then ono of the creditors, applied that Mr J . T . Snell, accountant,

carried on by him under the style of Nankevill and Co.. The should be appointed receiver and manager of the estate . It ap

proceedings upon the patition were adjourned from time to peared that a creditor had placed an attachment upon the debtor's

timo accordingly , and on the 1st of Soptember the bankrupt banking account, and the premises had been closod. As remit

paid to the respondents' solicitor the sum now claimed , and the tancos would be forthcoming before the firstmooting, it was de
petition was thereupon dismissed. On the 26th of October ad sired that the business should be continued, and the proposed
judication occurred at the instance of Mr Rumpff, the act of receiver and manager had undertaken to provide the funds ne

bankruptcy alleged being the non -compliance with the termsof cessary for that purpose. His Honour granted the application ,

tho debtor's summons served on the 24th July. The ground (Before Mr Registrar ROCHE.)

uson which the present application mainly rested was that at IN RE W . J. PROSSER. – At a first meeting under an adjudica
the time of the payment being made tho respondents had notico tion obtained against the bankrupt, a wine merchant, of 20,
of an act of bankruptcy committed by the bankrupt and avail Mark -lane, formerly carrying on business in partnership with

able for adjudication. His Honour held that sufficient notice John Prossor, under the firm of Prosser, Brothors, proofs of debt
had been given to the respondents of the act of bankruptcy, amounting to about £9,000 were admitted ; and Mr F . B . Smart,

and that the sum claimed haviug been received subsequently, accountant, was appointed trustee to act with a committee of in
they were bound to refund it. Application granted. spection. The bankrupthad filed a petition for liquidation, but,

February 1. the creditors not having passed any resolution, an adjudication

(Before Mr Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.) followed. A balance-sheet showed liabilities amounting to

IN RE B . F. H . Carew . — This was an application on behalf £34,102, with assets estimated at £13, 142.

Mr Bopjamin Francis Hallowell Carew that the trustoos under February 4 ,

a deed of composition should bo ordered to pay over the sum of (Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Judge.)

£4,129, being the alloged difference between the amount re His Honour was engaged during the greater part of the day
ceived under the deed and the amount which they had paid or in hearing motions under the liquidation of Messrs Grant,
wore en itled to retain . It would seem that in May, 1874, Mr Brodie, and Co.

Carew being in temporary pecuniary difficulties filed a petition IN RE JOSEPH ASPINALL. — The debtor, a merchantand finan
for liquidation by arrangement. Ho then owed to secured and cial agent, carrying on businessat 33, Gresham -house, presented

uvsocured creditors the sum of £22,000, and he was entitled yesterday a potition for liquidation , with liabilities returned at

under the provisions of the Carew Estates Act, 1859, to a life £41,000 , and assets consisting of shares in public companies,

interest of very considerablo value. On the 230 July a meeting furniture, & c., £1, 264. Upon the application of Mr W . H . Ro

of creditors was held, when a resolution was passed for the ac borts, and with the concurrence of creditors for £26 ,500, his
coptanco of a composition of 195. 11d . A dood embodying the Honour appointed Mr Lewis Henry Evans, accountant, Cule

rosolutions was aftorwards prepared , and trustees were ap man -streot, receiver of the debtor's property.
pcintod thereundor for the purpose of receiving and distributing February 5 .
the composition . The creditors were satisfied , and the trustoos . ( Before Mr. Registrar PEPY8.)
admitted that there was a balance of £2,143,not £4,129 , in their IN RE W . A . AND A . BURR. — This case has been frequently

hands, but desired to be protected before parting with the fund , before the court . The bankrupts werometalmorchants, carrying

inasmuch as they had received notice of a large claim from tho on business in Gracechurch -street. Mr Bigham , who appeared

plaintiff in a Cliancery suit of " Pigott v . Stewart.” The argu for the trustee, asked for a further adjournment of the bank

ments occupied the whole day, and, at their conclusion, the rupts' examination for three months. Mr H . F . Linklater, on
Court reserved juilgmont. behalf ofcertain opposing creditors, said he desired to examine

February 2. the bankrupts, but thoy failed to appear, and a memorandum of
( Before Mi Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge.) non -appearanco was rocorded. An outline of the bankrupts '

IX RE: Josepu CHAPPELL . - Jr Oldman applied under pro accounts has already beon published , and discloses liabilities to

ceedings for liquidation instituted by the debtor that a receiver the amount of £81,986 , with assets £5 ,787.
and manager should be appointed, and for an interim injunction
to restrain actionsby creditors. Tho debtor, it appeared, carried An action is proceeding against Sir John Hay and
on business at 6 , Lima- street, Chelsga ; 174 , Lancastor-road , other directors of the Canadian Oil Works Company, on the
Notting-bill ; and also at Holboach, in Lincolnshire, as a builder | chargo of issuing a falso and decoptive prospectus. . .
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judgment obtained by Messrs Miller to be paid by the trustee.

Mr Griffiths, who appoared for the trusteos, said he should not

oppogo such an order being made. His Honour, in giving his

juilgment, said it was the duty of overy official of the County

Court in every possible way to assist suitors, and to render

available the judgments of the Court, and not to prevent suitors

from taking out warrantz. Under certain circumstances, in cer

tain placos, it might bɔ necessary to fix a hard and fast rule ,

buth3 hoped to find overy official of his court rendering willing

aid towards forwarding the business of the court at all times,

evon at a little personal sacrifico. Then there was a serious

imputation upon Mr Lloyd, that having received this warrant
he availod himself of it to inform the defendant, and sent to him

in order that he might come to him (Mr Lloyd ) and evade the

order of the Court. A more grave imputation it was impossible

to imagine, and he (the judge) thought he could say it was not

proved . Still he thought it was only fair to Mr Lloyd that he

should be sworn, and give his own version of the affair . Mr

Lloyd said he had no objection to be sworn , and on

thə oath being administered, said : I never saw Mr Burton

until ho came to my office . I had no communication either by

writing or by word ofmouth with him until he came to myoffice

on the morning of tho 13th. His Honour expressed himself

satisfied with Mr Lloyd 's statement. The effect of the judgment

is that Messrs Miller's debt is declared to be exempt from the

bankruptcy, and leave was granted them to opforce the lovy

which was in process of execution when the restraining order

was received . The bankruptcy proceeding will remain in force.

CARMARTHEN COUNTY COURT.

The Judge of the Carmarthen County Court has recently

heard a motion in regard to the bankruptcy of William Burton ,
involving some rather lively incidents. The facts stated in
opening were as follows : -- An action was brought in the Pom

brokeshire County Court on the 12th December last, in which

Miller and Miler were the plaintiffs, and Burton the defendant.
Judgment was recovered, and an order made for immediate

execution . One of the plaintiffs, accompanied by Mr Thomas,
an accountant, proceeded by the next train for Havorfordwost,

the residence of Burton , and went to the Registrar's office for
the purpose of having the order reissued . Tho Registrar, who

was in his office, declined to reissue on the ground that it was
past office hours. Under these circumstances the warrant was

left in the hands of Mr H . Davies, who, on the following morn

ing , soon after the opening of the office, got the reissuo signed ,

and lovied on the goods of Burton . MrLascelles added that he

should be able to prove that on the next morning, in conse

quence of messages sent him from the Registrar's office, Burton

went there and filed a petition in bankruptcy , and as a conse

quence, on the 17th of the samo month a restraining ordor was

served on the man in possession , signed by the Registrar.

Under these circumstancos, he submitted that the petition in

bankruptcy could not havs boon filed in time, and on these
grounds he asked that the procoedings in bankruptcy bo set

aside, or that tho trustee in bankruptcy be ordered to pay the

amountof the judgment given in favour of Messrs Miller . Mr

Griffiths, who appeared on behalf of the debtor, trustee in bank

ruptcy, and Mr Lloyd, the registrar, said he bolieved there was
a rule by which the County Court offices were closed at four

o'clock . His Honour remarked that if the Registrar had been
away from the office, the warrant could not have been reissued,

but as he was there he ought to have dono it . Writs of execu

tion were oftentimes matters of the mostextremo nocossity , and

ought to be enforced at once. It was quita right to fix certain

hours in large towns, but for a little office like Haverfordwest

to refuse a reissue a short time after hours was absurd .

la the course of the evidence, Mr Thomas, accountant,

Pembroke, gave the following account of the affair :

He went to Haverfordwest on the 12th of December with Mr

Miller. Called on the Registrar and asked him to re-issue the
warrant, and he refused . Witness asked Mr Lloyd particularly

to re- issue the execution, and told him that Messrs. Edmonds

and Rees had sent circulars round saying that if a composition

of 5s. in the £ was not acceptod Burton would go through the

Court. On my pressing him and informing him of this cause,

the Registrar said there was no fear of Burton going through

the Court, because a few days ago ho had paid a large sun of

money into Court. Witness again asked him particularly to re
issue, but the Registrar said he would not and walked away.
The Registrar did not call attention to any irregularity in the

warrant, nor did witness observe any. Witness attended the

meeting of creditors on the 30th at Mr Lloyd's office. When

witness went into the room the only persons there were Mr

Edmonds, Mr Lloyd, and his clerk . Mr Lloyd said, “ Let's begin

business," and asked for proxies. Mr Edmonds proposod and
seconded that himself be appointed chairman, and as there was

no one else there with proxies he was appointed . Mr Lloyd

asked witness if Messrs Miller and Miller intended proving.

Witness said " No," and Mr Lloyd then said he had better leave.

Witness declined, and asked Mr Lloyd if he had any proxies,

and Mr Lloyd said “ No,” he represented Burton . Witness
asked Edmonds if he had Allsopps' proxy, and Edmonds replied ,

" No, " and asked witness if he had. Witness said , “ TŁat is best
known to myself." The bankrupt and other witnesses having

been examined , Mr Lascelles submitted that the appointment

of the trustee was irregular ; he appointed himself, seconded

himself, and took the chair at themeeting ; and further, that the

petition was not filed according to the rules laid down in the
Act of Parliament. His Honour : As far asmy experience goes

this Act ought to be cited as an Act of Parliament to encourage
fraudulent debtors, Mr Lascelles said the object of the action

was to set aside the bankruptcy, or to ordor the amount of the

BANKRUPICY PROCEEDINGS IN SCOTLAND.
At the Sheriff Court, Glasgow , before Mr Sheriff Guthrie , in

the sequestration of Campbell and Alexander, thread manufac
turers, Glasgow , present Mr Walter Mackenzie , accountant,
trustee, Mr David Lockhart, writer, law agent in the sequestra
tion, John Campbell, one of the bankrupts, deposed : Mr

Alexander and I entered into partnership as thread manufac
turers in December, 1867, for the purpose of carrying on busi
ness at Rutherglen . No formal dood of copartnery was executed
between us. We were equally interested in the business. I put
in £2,000 capital at the outset, and about two years afterwards
a further sum of between £2,000 and £3,000. That money be
longed ontirely to myself, and was not borrowed . We kept
regular books, in which were entered all our business transac
tions. Mr Alexander put in £1,000 of capital. The capital
contributed by the partners was to bear interest at the rate oi 5

per cont., that is to say on the £2,000 originally put in and Mr
Alexander's £1,000 ; but the additional contributions bymowero
to bear interest at the rate of 74 and 10 per cent. The state of

affairs shows the liabilities to ainount to £17,062 23 2d, and the

assets to £9,546 2s 6d, showing a deficiency of £7,415 198 8d.
That stato of affairs is correct. Robort Alexander, the other
bankrupt, having been examined, the statutory oath was ad

ministered to both bankrupts.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .
January 29.

(Before Judge MILLER .)

IN RE THOMAS FLANNERY. — The bankrupt was a draper at
Ballagaderreen, county Mayo. The sitting was for final exami

nation ,which was opposed by Mr Blood, upon the grounds that

the bankrupt's schedule was totally unvouched , and that under

any circumstances the examination should not be passed until

the debts were collected. Judge Miller said he would allow the

bankrupt to make his final doposition, but he would adjourn

the passing of the final examination pro forma for a month, in

order that the bankrupt should have an opportunity of assist
ing the official assignee in collecting tho debts due to the estate.

February 2.

( Before Judges MILLER and HARRISON .)
IN RE THE BANBRIDGE EXTENSION RAILWAY COMPANY. - Tho

Court delivered judgement in this matter, which came before it
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on motion, on behalf of the trade and official assignees and one GEORGE WADE AND SONA (BRADFORD ). - A meeting of the
of the creditors, for liberty to sell the estate and interest of the creditors of Messrs. Goorge Wade and Sons, commission wool.

assignoes in the company, which had been adjudicatod bankrupt combers, of Clarence Works, Thornton -road, Bradford , was held

in the year 1865, without appealing to Parliament for a special on Thursday, at the office of Messrs. Terry and Robinson, 80

Act. Judge Miller delivered a lengthened judgemont, holding licitors. From a statoment of the affairs of the firm , submitted

that in no view of the caso did he consider that the Court had to the meeting by Mr C . J. Buckley, public accountant, it ap
power to direct a sale of the property without the intervention peared that their liabilities were £2,675 19s., and the assets

of a spocial Act of Parliament, and that, therefore, the applica £1,999 15s. 3d. It was resolved to liquidato by arrangement,

tion should be refused , each party to pay his own costs. Judge and Mr C . J . Buckley was appointed the trastse, with a com

Harrison concurred. The application was accordingly refused . mittee of inspection.

FRANK ACKBOYD (MANCHESTER). - A mooting of the creditors

of Mr Frank Ackroyd, of 26, Fennel- street, provision merchant,

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
was held on Thursday, at the Angel Hotel, Liverpool. The

statement of affairs submitted to the mooting by Mr Sutton (of
THE SOUTHWELL BANK . - A large and stormy meeting of the Sutton and Harding, accountants), the receiver, showed total

. creditors of the Southwell Bank, Nottingham , was held in the liabilities, £2,099 6s 8d, and assets £598 4s 9d. It was resolved
town on Friday, the 29th January, to hear the result of the in to wind up the estato in liquidation ,MrSutton being appointed
vestigation of the accountant, Mr Waddell. The examination trustee .

was instituted on the death , in Docomber last, of Mr Bradwell, ROBERT HUME (North wich ). - A moeting of the creditors of
who had been manager for over 40 years. MrWaddoll statod MrRobertHume, of Cuddington Mills, near Northwich, miller
that, as far as he could estimate with the books in confusion , the apd corn merchant, a bankrupt, was held on Thursday, at the
liabilities to rank woro £96, 244 10s. 4d., and the general assets officos of Mr J . Best, solicitor, Rogent Chambers, 64, Lower
£44,305 178. 3d . After somehours' discussion the creditors ro King -stroet, when resolutions were passed to remove Mr T .
solved to liquidate the affairs by arrangement. Mr Baker, of Capper from the office of trustoo of the estato, and appointing
Lawrance, Plows, and Co., was the solicitor having the conduct | Mr Peter Batus, of Stockport, accountant, in his stead , for the
of the proceedings. romoval of Messrs Cross and Goode from the committee of in

JOHN PRIESTLEY(HUDDERSFIELD ). – At a meeting of the credi spoction , and appointing Messrs Hudson and Cookson mombers
tors of Mr. John Priestley, cotton -spinner, of Huddersfield, it | in their place ; and for the transfer of the proceedings to the
was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation and not in Manchester County Court.
bankruptcy . The liabilities amount to about £35 ,000. N . D . CARANDREA (MANCHESTER.) At the Manchester Bank .
HART, MACFARLANE , AND Co. (GLASGOW ). - At a mooting of | ruptcy Court on Thursday , in the matter of Nicolaos D . Carandrea ,

the creditors of Hart, Macfarlane, and Company, merchants in of 20, Bond .street, and late of Lloyd's -house, Albert -square ,mer
Glasgow (individual partners of Macfarlane, Blair, and Com chant, now a bankrupt, the first meeting of creditors was held . The

pany, merchants in San Francisco ), the liabilities wero reported bankrupt did not appear. Proofs ofdebts amounting to £3, 172 were
to bo about £60,000. The suspension is due to a fall in the admitted , and Mr. J. Lawson , manufacturer and agent. Kennedy.

price of Californian wheat, and in freights of ships during last
street, was appointed trustee , with a committee of inspection cou .

yoar. The assets are chiefly in San Francisco , and the amount
sisting of two of the principal creditors.

to be paid to the creditors will depend upon their roalisation .
JAMES GUTHRIE (DARLINGTON ). - A meeting of the creditors

of JamesGuthrie , of Darlington, buildor and provision dealer, A LAND SOCIETY IN LIQUIDATION. - A sitting of the

was held on Saturday at the Fleece Hotel, Darlington. The Birkenhead County Court was held on Monday, beforo MrGil
statomont of affairs showed unsecured creditors to the amount mour, deputy judge, for tho purpose of fixing a list of contribu

of £3,427 ; creditors fully secured , £24,680. Estimated value of tories in connection with the Birkenhead Freshold Land Society,

securities, £31,971 ; surplus to contra, £7,291 ; total assets, under a winding -up order from the Court of Chancery. Mr
£7,857. It was resolved that the affairs shonld be liquidated by Billson appeared for the official liquidator, Mr Strongitharm , and

arrangement, and that Mr G . Hudson (Hudson and Pybus, ac Messrs Downham , Moore, Pugh , and Kent for various defen

countants, Darlington ) and MrBrown, of Darlington, builder, dants. The society was registered in 1856, and it soon after

should be appointed trustees with a committee of inspection . wards became ownor, by purchaso, of an estate in Higher Tran

WM TIMMS (WORCESTER ). - A mooting of the creditors of Mr more, known as Tranmore-park , The land was vested in three
Wm . Timms, who is to be tried at the next Oxford Assizes, on a trustees, who, after the shares had been generally paid up , al

charge of abduction , was held on Monday, at the White Hart lotted the groater part of it to the members. In the case of one
Hotel, Ohipping Norton . Mr Saunders, Chipping Norton , ro allotment the purchase money was not all paid when the con

presented the debtor,Messrs. Wilkins, and Maco, Chipping Nor voyance was executed to tho purchagor, and a dispute subse

ton , and Mr R . J . W . Pitt, Worcester, the creditors. MrPrior quently arose regarding it. Eventually it was decided to dispose

having boen elected chairman ,Mr Saunders laid the following of this particular holding, and Mr D . Roberts, of Higher Tran

statement of Mr Timms' affairs before the meeting : - Secured mere, becamo the purchaser. He could not obtain any title, nor

debts, £35,932 ls 70 ; partly secured, £4,543 ; unsecured, would the representative of the society consent to recoup him
£4,577. The assets, which included the estimated valuo of the for all the oxpense he had gone to, and allow tho purchase to be

mortgaged farms, stock - in - trade, book debts, cash in hand , & c., voided. He then broughtan action in the superior courts, and

showed a balance in favour of the debtor of £6,934 7s 8d. Mr obtained a verdict for £102 5s. 4d. and costs, but as the society

Mace moved, and Mr Saunders seconded, that in conseqnencs of had no property from which to recover the amount of this large

the stato of affairs, tho presence ofMr Timmsbe dispensed with . claim , he applied to the Court of Chancery for a winding -up

Mr Pitt strongly opposed this, and urged that having called his order, which was granted by Vice -Chanoellor Bacon , and the

creditors together, Mr Timmswas bound to appear and answer matter referrod to the Birkenhead County Court. Had this

any question which any of the creditors or those who represented dispute nover arisen the society must have wound up its affairs

them might wish to put. He moved that Mr Timms b3 re at the time, the object for which it was formed having beon ac

quested to come to the meeting . Mr Wilkins socondod this , and complished. There were now 218 names on tho defendants'

after some discussion , Mr Timms was sent for. On his arrival, list, of whom a certain number admitted liability to the amount

Mr Pitt questioned him at some longth as to themanagement of of ninety sharos. A majority resisted the claim , and after the

his affairs, after which MrMaco moved, Yr Saundors soconded , court had been sitting for several hours deciding who should be
and the meeting agroed, with the exception of Mr Pitt, who contributories, an adjournment was agreed to until the 12th
withdrew his proofs, thatthe affairs ofWilliam Timmsbe liquida instant. Some of the defendants had never been rocognized

ted by arrangomont, and that a committee of inspection, bo ap . members of the society, or connected with it for a long period
pointed . I of years.
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FAILURES. which are thus heavily indebted . The annual almanacs give ue

AMERICA. - American advices report the failure of Messrs some assistance in the subject ; and the careful information

Davidson , Judd , and Co., dry goods dealers, Philadelphia, with which the Economist publishes in the “ Investors'Manual” afforde

liabilities of £10,000 ; assets £10,000 . The suspension of Mossrs also considorable help in solving the question . The following

Babcock and Co., wholesale grocers, Park - place, New York , is are the bestestimates which we can form of the principal national

also stated . The firm was largely interested in lard, and wore debts at the present timo. We have contrasted them with the

understood to have been “ short.” MessrsWaring Bros., petro figures which we gavo two years ago :
leam dealers , of New York , Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Pitts Debt (Estimated ).

burg , had suspended. Liabilities, £150 ,000. The Sturtevant 1873. 1876. Increase. Decrease.
Manufacturing Company, of Lebanon , N . H ., have made an as Country. £ £

France........ ... . 7 .18 ,000 ,000 900 ,000 ,000 162,000 ,000
signment of their property in trust to Mr D . N . Skillings, of

Great Britain... 790,000,000 780.000,000 10,000,000
Boston. Their personal property alone, however, will pay all

United States... 433,000,000 440,000 ,000 7, 000 ,000
liabilities, and leave a surplus of £14,000 in shops and machi Italy ... .. ... ... 360 ,000 ,000 390 ,000 ,000 30,000 ,000
Dery . Spain ...... ....... 261,000,000 375 ,000,000 114 ,000 ,000
ENGLAND. - Messrs Carter, Tyrer , and Parker, timbor mer Austria ...... ... 306 ,000,000 350 000 ,000 44,000,000

chants, of 15 , Canada Dock , Liverpool, have suspendod paymont, Russia .. . . . . . . . . . . 305 ,000 ,000375,000,000 340,000,000 15 ,000,000
with liabilities amounting to upwards of £120,000. Over-im German Empire
portations of pitch pine are said to have produced tho catas. (Sts. composing) 208,000 ,000 200,000,000 8 ,000,000
trophe. The estate is expected to realise about 15s. in tho Turkey .. . ... .. 124 ,000,000 135 ,000 ,000 11,000,000

India
pound. - Mr Jamos Loar, of Caroline-street, Birmingham , and 103,000,000 130 ,000,000 22,000,000 -

Montreal, has made an assignment to a public accountant of

Montreal for the benefit of his creditors. Amount of liabili 3,690,000,000 4,040,000,000 380,000,000 33,000,000
ties, principally in London and Birmingham , about £17,000 ;

Net increase ..................................... £347, 000 ,000assets about £3,000 . It is expected that tho ostate will not re
alize more than about 28. or 28.6d . in the pound . The failure The apparent incroase in the indebtedness of the United States

is said to have resulted from overtrading and the high pricos and the apparent decrease in the indebtedness of the Russian
Empire are due to our having followed on this occasion a diffo

paid for discount and monetary accommodation . - A petition

for liquidation was filed on Tuesday in the Manchester County rontand, we believo, moro accurate authority than in 1873.
Those ton countries, thorofore, owo in the aggregato upwards of

Court, by Messrs John Ward and Co., of the Beehive Mills,
£1,000,000 ,000, and have added nearly 10 per cent. to their in

Jersey - street, Manchester, cotton spinnors and doublers. Mr debtednoss during the last two years. No other country in the
Wm. Dowling is the solicitor in the matter, and the Court ap

world owes aaything like £100,000, 000 . The ten next largest
pointed Mr John J. Graham (Lees and Grahum , accountants),

debts stand, wo beliove, about as follows : --Brazil, £82,000, 000 ;
Manchester, recoiver and manager.

Holland, £80,000,000 ; Egypt, £75 ,000,000 ; Portugal, £69, 000,000 ;
GERMANY. — The National Zeitung reports tho suspension of

Mexico, £63,000,000 ; Australasian Colonies, £46, 000 ,000 ; Peru ,
Messrs E . Schlomer and Co., in the corn trade, of Lubeck , with

£37,000,000 ; Belgium , £36,000,000 ; Hungary, £32,000,000 ;
liabilitios estimated at £40,000. Canada, £30,000,000 ; making a total of £550,000,000. The 20

largest national debts in the world amount, therefore , in the age
INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES. gregate to £4,590 ,000 ,000 . If wo add £160,000,000 for the

The following gentlemen have been elected Fellows by this Insti. smaller debts, the national indebtedness of the world must
tate: - William Wilberforce Baynes, Star Life Assurance Society ; amount to £4,750 ,000 ,000. It is nearly as difficult to ascertain
Wilhelm Lazarus, Assicurazioni Generali, Hamburg ; Emory

the charges which these debts involve asthe amountof the debts
M 'Clintock, Milwaukee, U . S .; Arthur Thomas King , National
Debt Office ; George William Lane, London Life Aseociation ; John

thomselves. But again taking in the main the Economist as

Thomas Miller, British Equitable Assurance Company ; John W . our guide, we shall arrive at the following conclusions :

Miller , Scottish Widows' Fund ; Herbert Puckle , London Life As. Debt Interest Rate per cent.
sociation , 81, King William -street ; Charles Richard Ray, Hand -in . France ..... ............£900,000 ,000 ... £33,000,000 ...

Hand Insurance Company ; Charles Rutherford, 29, St. Switbin 's . England ... ............ 780,000 ,000 ... 26 ,700 ,000 ...

lane ; Frederick Terry, Legal and General Life Office ; Francis United States ...... .. 440,000 ,000 20,600 ,000 ...
Drummond Hay Ruighlis Thomson , Royal Exchange Assur. Italy ... 390,000,000 ... . 15 350,000 ...
ance Company ; Charles Godfrey Knight, Wellington , New Austria .. . .. 350 '000 ,000 ... 15 ,000 ,000 ...
Zealand ; James Hollis Randell, Badbrook, Stroud , Gloucester . Spain .. ..... . .. . . . . 376 ,000,000 .. . 11,000 ,000 ...

The following have been elected Ass ciates : - James Blakey, Russia ... .... .. ... 840,000,000 13,450,000 ...
3 , Canonbury Cottages, Canonbury-road, N . ; Samuel Stan Turkey ... ..... . 135 ,000 ,000 9 ,500,000 .. .

ley , Commercial Union Assurance Compiny ; George Francis Germany... .. 200,000,000 9,000,000 ...
Hardy, British Empire Mutual Lifa Assurance Company ; William Egypt ......... 75,000,000 7 ,500,000 ...
Joha Lancaster, Prurlential Assurance Company ; George Huton India .. . . .. . . . . 130,000,000 5 , 900,000
Morris, London and Lancashire Insurance Company ; William Mexico . .. . .. . . . . 63,500 ,000 4 ,000,000
Heary' Perratt, Whittington Life Assurance Company ; Francis Brazil . .. . 82,000,000 3 , 100 ,000
Willian Picloy. 10 , Norfolk -squaro, Hyde Park ; Henry John Australasia 46 ,000 ,000 2 ,700,000

Puckle , National Life Assurance Society ; Anthony Purjoy, Bank Peru . . .. . . . . . .. 37,000,000 2 ,600,000 ...

of Englaod ; Robert Charles Sayce, King 's College. Holland 80,000,000 2 ,250, 000 ...
Portugal... ... ... . 69,000,000 2 ,150,000 ...
Belgium .. ..... . .. . 36 ,000,000 1, 750 ,000

THE DEBTS OF THE WORLD . Hungary ... ... ...... ... 32,000,000 ... 1 .500.000 ...
The Pall Mall Gazette publishes the following curious statis Canada . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 30,000,000 ... 1,500,000

tics : - We endeavoured nearly two years ago to give in these
£4,590,000 ,000 £188,550,000columns an approximate estimate of the national debts of the

world . We concluded on that occasion that the indebtedness of The debts of these 20 countries alone impose, then , a charge of
the world might be placed at about £4,200,000,000. During the £188,000,000 a year on their inhabitants . If we add £11,000,000

two years which havo since passed there is good reason to be. or £12,000,000 for the unenumerated debts , the national debts

lieve that a large addition has been made to this sum . New must impose a charge of £200 ,000,000 on the taxpayers of the

countries and old countries vie with each other in the money world , or of twice the sum which France, the country with the

markets of Europo ; and ovon China has within the last few largest revenue in the world, is annually raising. The rate of in

weeks commenced a national debt. There is a considerable terest which these countries aro soverally paying on the nomi
difficulty in ascertaining the liabilities of the various nations | nal amount of thoir debt must not, of course, bo confounded
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with the rate at which they can now borrow . Judged by the

latest quotations on the Stock Exchange, some of these may be
given as follovs: – England, 34 per cent; India, 4 por cent ;
Holland, 44 per cent ; Canada, 45 per cent; Australasia, 45 per
cent; United States, 47 per cent; France, 5 per cent ; Russia ,

5 per cent; Brazil, 5 per cent ; Italy , 6 por cent; Portugal, 6
por cont ; Hungary, 77 per cent; Egypt, 8 per cont ; Turkoy,
10 per cont; Peru , 10 per cent ; Spain, 15 per cent ; Mexico, 18

per cent.

WHY PAY MORE ?

The Law Journal, in an article under the above title ,
says :--

“ Whon the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, was before Parliament,
no small debate was held as to the conditions of the order of
discharge.' Commercial morality had sunk pretty low in the
water under the combined weight of Lord Westbury's Act of
1861 and the panic of 1866 . Virtuous people thought it high
time to enter a protest against óshilling lists and eighteen

ponny' lists of creditors wiped off at such modest compositions ;
and at last the Legislature was induced to enact that au abso

LIQUIDATION . - - The Law Times says : - " It seems to
be pretty gonerally admitted that liquidation , whether of the

ostates of companies or individuals, is a blunder . Had we not

the remarkablo evidence furnished by the European and Albert

Insurance Societies bofore us, we should have declined to be

lieve it possible that any human affairs could have assumed a
shape of such complication and apparently interminable diffi

culty. Again , did wo notknow intimately the iniquitous abuse

to which liquidation under the Bankruptcy Act is liablo , wo

should have deemed it impossible that any Bankruptcy Act could

80 thoroughly and completely defeat the end and object of
bankruptcy. The idea of Parliament that it would be advisablo
to wind-up the affairs of a company by means of a single arbi

trator, whose decisions on all questions should be final, was most

unfortunate. In practice it has proved positively disastrous,
but, as Mr Bunyon points out in a letter to the Times on Wed

nesday, the question now is how to prevent liquidations of this

nature for the future. Unless an insurance office has no pro

perty at all, “ unless it has reached the very depths of insol

vency,' Mr Bunyon thinks that reconstruction or transfer must
bo betier than liquidation . We quite agree, and the observation

is applicable to bankruptcy. In the vastmajority of liquida

tions creditors got nothiag ; any estate remaining is, as a rule ,

swallowed up, no one knowshow ; the files of the Court are on

cumbered with ' proceedings,' all sorts of " points ' are taken by

trustees ; and, to tho scandal of our jurisprudesce be it said , tho

only personswho profit by liquidation in bankruptcy are law

yors and accountants. It may be to the presont interest of these

gentlemen that this condition of things should continuo, but the

result must be a violent change, a wrench which will dislocate

many existing arrangements. For this reason , we hope somo

assistance will be given to the committee now sitting by those

most competent to give it. The avidity with which creditors

snap at any composition is the best possible evidence that

liquidation and bankruptcy are distrusted by the public. There

is, however, no valid reason why dividends should not be se.

cured out of insolvent estates . There are those who consider the

old system of official assignees preferable to that which now

prevails, and unquestionably the Court of Bankruptcy should

have a larger control over trustees than it now exercises. We
du not profess, however, to be able to devise any plan for

amending tho law , and wo shall await the report of the Lord

Chancellor 's committee with considerable interest.”

SERVICE OF BANKRUPTCY SUMMONSES BY Bailiff.

The Birmingham Law Society has passed a resolution to tho
effect that the rules requiring bankruptcy processos and sum

monses to be served by the bailiff of the court are inconvenient.

The Law Times, referring to this and to the caso of ex parte

Bolland re Holden , reported in the ACCOUNTANT - is " more than

over impressed with tho opinion that, in a largo number of
cases in which service of summonses and other process issued

under the Bankruptcy Act, aro required to be served on persons

who may fairly be expected to avoid or delay such service, it is

desirable to entrust such service to some officer of the court

(especially solicitors) more interested than a bigh bailiff, in
effecting such servicó. Practitioners in County Courts are only

too familiar with the oft-repeated irregularities which tako

place in regard to the service by bailiffs of the common law
process of such courts, and we are satisfied that if County Court

judges would exercise the discretion which is vested in them

by certain of the bankruptcy rules of 1870, espocially rules 58
and 167, by entrusting service of processes, by such rules au

thorised to be issued, to solicitors, great advantage would fol.
low such a course . In the ovent of a now Bankruptcy Act the

point should not be overlooked .”

unless the debtor paid a dividend of at loast 10s. in the pound.

On paper nothing could look better. Even experioncod people
were beguiled by this show of novel honesty. Two rogistrars of
the court sang a sort of pæan at this triumph over the compo

sition mougers. " The conditions in section 48,' said Messrs

Roche and Hazlitt, 6are substituted for those provided in sec .

tion 159 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1861, which , though carefully

framed , failed to exclude thatclass of insolvents with whom the

process of 6 whitewashing," as it is called, was so popular.'

Even Mr Edward Lawrence seems to have been doluded by the

soction , for he actually took the trouble to protost against its

principle, and to argue that it was expedient to discharge all

bankrupts who had given up all thoir assets, and so let them start
once more free in business. The hopes of the two registrars

and the forebodings of Mr Lawrence wore alike futile . Where

there is a good property , capable of paying costs, proceedings in

bankruptcy are occasionally instituted , and carried through in

the most orthodox mannor ; and there may be some cases in

which the insolvent is relegated to his “ throo years ' probation .
Butnothing of the kind takes place where the estate is ut

terly impecunious, and where the assots are practically nil. It
is not, then , worth while for solicitors and accountants to trouble

themselves about tho matter , and nobody is eager to be trus

tee. So parts vi. and vii. of the Act come into play . “ Liquida .
tion by arrangement and composition ' usurp the place of a
regular and formal bankruptcy ; a generalmeeting is held , and

after some protests from indignant and inquisitive creditors,

and some skilful mancuvres un the part of the debtors' frionds,

an . extraordinary resolution,” accopting a composition in satis
faction of the debts due, is passed by the requisite majority

in number and value, and solemnly registered . The farce

having been played out, the debtor is .whitewashed ,' qnite
as effectually as over he was by the colebrated deeds under

Lord Westbury' s Act ; and having paid , or perhaps only

promised to pay, some wretched fraction of a pound ,

ho starts for fields untried and pastures new . To a

gentleman of this class section 48 of the Act of 1869 is a
capital joke, and the greater the disparity betweon his liabilities

and his assets, the moro completely does ho defy the doctrine of
conditional discharge.' But even an insolvent of this stamp

has his superiors in the art. Wewonder whether Mr. Registrar

Hazlitt remembered his own delightful comment on the old

system of whitewashing,' when the case of Messrs. Sydney and
Wiggins was before him . These worthy traders, according to
the report, were shipbrokers in partnership, carrying on busi

ness at Greenwich and in Great Tower-street. On July 19,

1873, they filed a liquidation petition . They stated their debts

as being £39,023, and their assets as £779. Their creditors

agreed to accept a composition of 2s. 6 . in the pound , payable

in three instalments of 6d., 1s., and 1s., at periods of three
months, six months, and twelve months from the date of the

registration of the resolutions. The resolutions were registered

on September 9, 1873. The debtors then resumed their

business and incurred new debts. On August 26, 1874,
before the third instalmont of the composition becamo due ,

they filed a second liquidation petition, stating their debts

to be £12,682, and their assets to be £81. Meetings of the
creditors, old and now , were held , at which it was resolved
by the proper statutory majority to accept a composition

| first insolvency wero actually so unreasonable as to object to

this pleasant arrangement, and to insist on payment of their
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third instalment of ls, in the pound . Mr Registrar Keone | We observe that a patent has been taken out by Mr.

agreed with these uncomfortable remonstrants, and refused to John Bath , the Vice-President of the Suciety of Accountants in

register the resolution for a composition at 6d . in the pound ; Fogland, for obviating those dreadful results which follow from

on appeal MrRegistrar Hazlitt did the like. The debtors, who the breaking of a wheel or axle when the train is in motion . It is

seemed to have quite as much money to spend on the lawyers evident that, under the present system of running, the breaking of

as on their creditors, appealed to the Lords Justicos, who had either of the fourwheels upon which the carriage runs must be fol.

no difficulty in dociding that a debtor who had not yet completed
Jowad by the tipping over of that carriage, its almost sudden stop .

one set of procoedings in liquidation or composition wasnotcom
page, and the impringement upon it of the wholo force of the after
part of the train , before thebreak cao bo employed . Mr. Bath pro

petent to commence another set. This is rather a fortunate poses to attach a chain fron the top corner of the preceding car

judgment, and shows that in insolvency, as in all other things in riage to the bottom corner of the succeeding one, and to do this at
this world, the lino must be drawn somewhere. Thero is a good each of the four corners , so that in case of even all the

coming off ,the body of the carriago would remain suspended from

offer of balf -a -crown in the pound to his creditors, and who ex the ground. We are not engineers, and so cannot give an opinion
pressed in bitter language his disappointment at the rude, un upou the practicability of the plan , but wo conceive that a railway

seemly, and unamiable conduct of some of his creditors at the journey would be vastly more pleisant by the consciousness that

meeting. One of them , however,' said the gallant officer, a the carriage in which we were riding was in some degree protected

corn -dealer, spoke up liko a man and said , “ Well, gentlemen ,
against the frightful consequences of a broken whool or axlo . -

so far as I am concerned, the captain shall never want a feed
[COMMUNICATED. ]

of corn for his horses so long as I am in business." ! This EXTRAORDINARY BILL TRANSACTIONS. - At the Bradford

is the sort of creditor whom compounding debtors thoroughly Bankruptcy Court, on Tuesday, soveral cases wore heard , in tho

admire, and Messrs Sydnoy and Wiggins must be regarded as course of which some oxtraordinary revelations were made re

very unlucky in having such a set ofmalcontents in their half spocting bill transactions. In the affairs of Foster and Hinings,

a crown list. There is a Bankruptcy Committee sitting at the wool merchants, a motion was made on behalf of J . Hainsworth

Treasury at the instanco of the Lord Chancellor, and hints froin and D . Hainsworth, cloth manufacturers, of Farsley, asking that
the profession and from traders are invited. Perhaps the credi an order of the court might be made directing the trusteo in Fos

tors of Messrs Sydney and Wiggins will favour the committee ter' s estate ,Mr H . Dickin , to set aside his objection to their proof

with their views on the law of bankruptcy." on the estate for the sum of £873. It appeared that the Hains

worthsand Foster had done business together, and shortly before
Foster's failure in the early part of last year, he had gone to Hains

NEW COMPANIES. worths' and asked them to give an accommodation bill. David

The Investors'Guardian gives the following particulars of new Hainsworth got a 9s. bill stamp out of his pocket, and wrote on

companies, during the week : it a blank accoptance, to be filled up by Foster. Fostor drew a
Amazon Tug and Lighterage - Capital £100,000, in £10 shares . bill on it for £873 , giving to Hainsworth an indemnity to the
Birtle Cotton Spinning - Capital £1,200, in £300 shares. effect that ho (Foster ) would meet the bill when it becamedue.
Boundary Spinning - Capital £50 ,000, in £10 shares. The bill was given to another firm - Lister Greenhough , of
Cambrian Patent Fuel - Capital £20,000 , in £10 shares. Bradford - and shortly after Foster failed . On this Hainsworth
Cardiff Silica Fire -brick - Capital £10,000, in £5 shares.
Central Fondale Silver- Lead Mining- Capital £10,000, in £2

being anxious about the bill, Fostor, after he had filed his peti

shares.
tion, gave Hainsworth a bill accepted by himself for £900 ,

Clanghton Bowling Club - Capital £1,50.), in £5 shares. dating the bill on a dato anterior to the presentation of his pe

Dunmow Corn Exchange - Capital £2,500, in £10 shares . tition , in order to recoup Hainsworth for his loss on the bill for

Fir Tree House Colliery - Capital £35 ,000, in £5 shares. £873. This coming to light, however, Hainsworth now wished

Guernsey Newspaper - Capital £2, 000, in £1 shares. to abandon this £900 bill, and to prove on Foster 's estate for his

Guide Bridge Spinning - Capital £60,000, in £5 shares . indemnity for £873 . His Honour, however , hold the fact that

Gaadaloupe (Pointe a Petre and Basseterre Gas) - Capital Hainsworth had accepted the bill for £900 as satisfaction for

£50,000, in £1 shares. his claim would debar him from proving for the £873 , the in
Haitian (Port-au- Prince) Gas - Capital £50,000, in £1 shares. domnity.
Halifax Joint-Stock Banking (Unlimited ) - Capital £500,000, in

£25 shares. THE TRANSFER OF FOREIGN Bonds. - A proposal has

John Perrin and Co. - Capital £10,000, in £10 shares. been put forward by a member of the Stock Exchange with a

John Knaps - Capital £10,000, in 45 shares. view to obviate the risks and inconveniences which dealers and

Lansdowne Cotton Spinning - apital £40,000, in £5 shares. holders experience by the present system of transferring foreign

Lady House Cotton Spinning - Capital £15,000 , in £5 shares. bonds from one person to another. Thoro is a serious loss of

Nassjo Oscarshamn Rolling Stock - Capital £10,000, in £10 time in counting the bonds, which are ofteu for small sums each ;
shares. risk of loss in passing tho bundles from office to office, inconve
New Fire Light - Capital £2,000. in £1shares. nience through their bulk , as well as danger of coupons getting
Patent Davit and Boat Detaching - Capital £50,000, in £5 dotached and lost. These and such evils Mr Ingall proposes to

shares .

Phoenix Land and Building Capital £50,000, in £10 shares .
remedy by establishing, under Government supervision , or as a

Prince ofWalos Spinning - Capital £80 ,000, in £5 shares .
branch of the business of the Bank ofEngland , what we take to

Railway and Public Works Contract ---Capital £20,000, in £5 bo a sort of clearing-houso for bonds. Instead of bonds passing

sbares. from hand to hand, as now , receipts or certificates would be

Shepherd 's and Blackburn's Cotton-Spinning - Capital £35,000 given on stamped paper , to be crossed or not at the holders' op

in £10 shares. tion , while the bonds would be deposited to lio secure in tho

Solihull Public Hall - Capital £2,000, in £5 shares. coffers of this oflice. It would be, in short, a sort of Hamburg

Sun Shipping - Capital £300,000, in £10 shares. Bank, only that the property lying in its vaults, and trans
Tresmarrow Slate and Slab - Capital £30 ,000, in £5 sharez. ferred from hand to hand by tickets and lodgor ontries ,would be
UnitedKingdom Aquarium - Capital £200,000 , in £10 sharos. binds instead of bullion . So far as the Government is concerned
Wisbech Mustard Mills- - Capital £20 ,000, in £5 shares .

we do not think that the proposal is feasible , except as a sourco
Yorkshire Fibre Spinning - Capital £30,000, in £10 shares.

of revenuo ; but there does not seem any roason why tho Bank

of England or sumo equally unimpeachable institution should
A special meeting of the Prudential Assurance Com . not do such work, and reliovo dealers and the public from much

pany will be held on the 8th February, to confirm the resolu worry and trouble. The labour would still be very hoavy, but it

tion passed on the 21st ult., " approving the bill proposed to would be concentrated in one placo, and the risks would be

be introduced into parliament forremoving difficulties attending fower, while much timo mightbo saved, as after a timo peoplo
the conduct of the business , and the exercise of the powers of would buy and sell the cortificates as they stood, singly or in
the company, and for other purposes." bundles. -- Times.
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ENGLISH AND Scotch BANKERS. - The Daily News un . | dry and Horse Shoe Works Company ; and petitions in respect of

derstands that final arrangements have now been made on be the Cagliari Mining Company case came on again to be heard , and
considerable discussion the Vice -Chancellor said that the pre

half of the London and English provincial bankers to introduce
sent voluntary winding up would be continued, but under the super.

a Bill into Parliament early next Sossion prohibiting the Scotch vision of the Court. The petitions for the winding up of the
banks from establishing branches in England, and directing such Tecoma Silver Mining Company were ordered to stand over till
branches as have been already established to be closed , unless after the result of an action against the company becomeknown.
the privilege of note -issue in Scotland is surrendered. In the Coursel' s Fees. - It has been publicly announced that
event of a resolution to inquire into the matter as a preliminary

the fee paid to Serjeant Ballantine upon his retainer to defend
to such a Bill being carried, it is proposed that an interim Act

the Guicowar of Baroda was 5 ,000 guineas, and that a “ further
should be passed prohibiting the Scotch bauks from establishing

scale offees" not likely to be less than 5 ,000 guineas,but “ depend
any now branches in England until the inquiry has been made

ing somewhat on tho timethe Serjeant will be absont from Eng
and a reasonablo interval for taking action upon it has alapsod.

land,” has been also“ arranged.” Speculation hasalready fixed the
Without discussing the propriety of the course to which the

poriod of absence from England at aboutthree months. If this
English bankers are thus finally committed , wemay expross the

be correct, the honorarium is probably among the largest over
hope that the discussion which must be raised will be benoficial

paid to counsel, and it furnishes a curious commentary on the
to the public, and that an inquiry into the whole subject of the

superstition which , asMrForsyth tells us (“ Hortensius, " p .410 ),
currency arrangements of 1844 will be found inevitable. It is

has prevailed in every country where advocacy has been known,
clearly in the interest of the public to make banking as froe as

of looking upon the exertions of the advocate as giren gratuit
possible, and place all banking institutions on an equal footing ;

and a measure in a contrary sense , which aimsmerely at putting
ously. It hardly needs, howover, the example which he cites

from Roman history of the speedy relaxation of tho decree of
an end to what is thoughtby some of the monopolists themselves

Augustus prohibiting advocates from taking fees to show how
an extremely unfair adjustment of the privilege to the advan

rapidly the custom becomes more honoured in the breach than
tage of certain of their number, is manifestly a step in the

in the observarce. In our own country, except in the ecclesi
wrong direction. When asked to pass such a measuro, Parlia

astical courts ( see canon 131), the rule has always been that a
mentmay well inquire why it should not rather extinguish all

barrister has no legal right to a fee. Tho roward, says Sir
monopolies, and either extend the privilege of note -issuo to

John Davys, “ is a gift of such a nature, and given and taken
every respectable bank which deposits with the Government

upon such torms as alboit the ablo clientmay not neglect to
amplo security for the full amount of its issues, or substitute a

give it without note of ingratitude. . . . yet the worthy coup
State paper currency, so as to doprive all banks alike of the

sellor may not demand it without doing wrong to his reputa
privilege. Meanwhile it is reported that several of the Scotch

tion .” A curious comparison of the fee-books of Dunning and

Kenyon may be found in the life of the latter recently pub
expedioncy of doing so provisionally , in order to escape tho opo.

lishod by his great-grandson . It appears that the atmost
ration of any measure which would take advantage of their not

amount realized by Lord Kenyon in one year (when he was
having como already, to place them on a differont footing in

Attornoy -Genoral) was £11,038 11s., of which more than 3,000
point of right from those which have already established

guineas was mado by opinions. The fee-book of Lord Eldon
branches. .

when Attornoy -General is given by Lord Campbell in his " Lives
FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. - At the Central Criminal of the Chancellors," and the highest total for one year is put

Court on Wednesday Ewen Morgan surrendered to take his trial down as £12, 140 15s. 8d. Erskine appears to have received
for having, after being adjudicated a bankrupt, fraudulently £1,000 for the defence of Admiral Keppel, but that was after

concealed a portion of his estate, with intent to defraud biscre the acquittal. In our own timo two fortunate Attorney-Gone
ditors, and also with having by falso representations induced rals and a late leader of the Parliamentary Bar are stated to

them to accept a composition of 5s. in the pound upon the have respectively received £30,000 in one year. But as far as

amount of their debts. Mr Straight and Mr Gill prosecuted ; we remember, although refreshers have often been very liberal
Mr Besley andMr G . Lewis appeared for the defence. The de in proportion to the retainers, no retainer, since the foe of 4 ,000
fendant carried on business as a grocer in the Kent-road , and guineas marked on the brief of Serjeant Wildo in “ Small v .

failed for about £300, and subsequently made an offer of 5s. in Atwood,” has at all approached in amount that given to Serjeant

the pound to his creditors. According to his own statement of Ballantine. - Solicitors' Journcl.

his affairs, his assets would have been about £70, but it was OUT OF THE FRYING Pan , & c . At the Birmingham
subsequently discovered that he had concealed certain articles, County Court on Monday the Judge granted an order for the re
which were recovered, and in the result the creditors obtained lease of J .Wood,an absconding bankrupt.MrWood wasaccordingly
about £167. The prisoner pleaded guilty while tho caso was pro released about four o'clock , but was almost immediately after
ceeding. The Recorder said there were somo mitigating circum

wards arrested on a warrant, charging him that he " being a
stances in the prisoner's conduct, and he should , therefore , only

person whoso affairs were being liquidated by arrangement, in
sentence him to twomonths' imprisonment. pursuance of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, did not, to the best of
WINDING UP PETITIONS. - Petitions have been presented his knowledge and belief, fully and truly discover to Luke Jes

to tbe Court of Chancery for the winding up of the Bradford Trans son Sharp , the appointed trustee, administering his estate for
ways Company and Leicestershire and North of England the benefit of his creditors, all his property , real and personal,
Fire Insurance Company (Limited ). A petition for the wind .

and to whom and under what circumstances, and when , he dis
ing -up of the Mountain Chief Mining Company of Utah (Limi. posed of any part whereof, except such part as had been dis
ted ) is to be heard boforo Vice-Chancellor Malins on the 12th posed of in the ordinary way of his trade (if any ) or laid out in

instant. Petitions have been presented to the Court of Chan .
the ordinary expenses of his family ." At thé Birmingham

cery for the winding-up of the London Cotton Mills (Limited ), Police Court on the following day the prisoner was brought up,
Steam StokerCompany (Limited ), Vimenet and Co. (Limited ), and it was stated that the deficit amounted to about £10 ,000 .

and Pirsch Silverine Company (Limited).
THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SOCIETY. - A meeting

WINDING UP ORDERS. - In the Rolls Court on Saturday, was held on Monday of the Internatoual Financial Society, Mr. R .
Jan . 30th , the usual winding up order was made in the case of the A . Heath in the chair. On the Chairiman moving the adoption of

Catherine and Jade Lead Mining Company (Limited ) , and of Hart's the report, Mr. Dupphy, after attacking the policy of the Board , and

Pure wliolo Meal Bread and Biscuit Company (Limited ). In the complaining that the fees paid to the directors and solicitors were

first case it was suggested that the mine should be carried on in excessive, proposed the following amondment: - “ That the state
order to avoid a forfeiture of the lease , and the Master of the Rolls ment of accounts to received, and that the dividend bo declared :
observed that any person advancing money for that purpose would but that, regard being bad to the serious losses or suspension of
be entitled to a charge on the property for the money advanced , capital, and that expensive and unnecessary cost ofmanagement, as
with interest at 5 per cent. In the Vice -Chancellor's Court, Jan . evidenced by the circumstance that £52,000 had already been taken
29th , an order was made for the winding up of the Battersea Foun by the directors, whilst they had sauctioned the payment of foos
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to the solicitors to the extent of £14,250, in addition to untaxod | THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
costs , no election of directors should bo made until a committee of JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only
independont shareholders shall have reported on the history and I LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established , 1867.
position of the society ." This resolution failed to find a seconder, PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.
and the original motion in favour of the directors' report was
carried, a dividond of 5s. per share, or at the rate of 5 per cent.,

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy , 9d. ;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

being declared , £10,000, added to the reservo fund, raising it to

£70,000, and £4,351 carried forward . Office : - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE -STREET, DUBLIN .

Mr. M 'Ewen , the London stockbroker, who recently
failed with very large liabilities, attributed his collapse to the MESSRS. HARRY BRETT, MILFORD, PATTIN .

critical onslaughts of the World , and intends to suo one of its SON and co ,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS ,proprietors, who was also the writer of thearticles, for damages,

OF LEADENHALL STREET,

Fhich he lays at the substantial sum of £100,000. beg to inform the profession , that for the convenience of their friends at
TYPE -SETTING TOURNAMENT. - A type-setting tourna

the WEST END, they have Opened Branch Offices at

12 , VIGO STREET, REGENT STREET, W .
ment is to take place shortly in Washington, in which the con
testants are all to be boy apprentices in tho printing offices of LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
that city. The person setting the most type in two hours is to RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .
receive a German - silver composing -stick . Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re

ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of

charge.

BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTO R . Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

By Her Majesty 's Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874. OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor

roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and “ scratchey " at the point or EDWARD THOMAS PE IR SON .
knib , and consequently useless . Bymeans of the " Corrector " this sharp

ness is immediately removed, and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
rector " is, practically , indestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,
pocket, or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex

46, JORDAN WELL , COVENTRY.ercised. Sold (with printed instructions for use) by the inventor, George

Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham ; Cd . each ; by post , seven penny postage ESTABLISHED 1853 .

stamps ; and may be had of all stationers. Effectiveness guaranteed .
F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANI

AND AUDITOR ,
TPPS'S COCOA. _ " By a thorough knowledge of the 17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICII.

natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr. RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

Epps has provided ourbreakfast tableswith a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until KEVANS AND KEAN,
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti 38, LOVER ARMOND QUAY,
Bed with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Ciril Service Gazette , DUBLIN.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000 .
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability . Open to all.

Interest, in lieu of Dividend, 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly,

TRUSTEES.

LIEUT.GENERAL J: H . GASCOIGNE, C . B., Ieybridge, Derop.
WILLIAM LAKE, Esq., Darnley Road, Gravesend .
THE REV. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs . R . W . HUDSWELL & CO ., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR .

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F. R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financialbusiness .
Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interest atthe

rate of 5 per cent. per rinum will be allowed on the minimum monthly
balances. Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are :

Ist. - No prom ti' n money or preliminary expenses .

and. - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of
constituents proportion and provisior for reserve fund.

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .
Ath . - Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety

of subjects.

sth . -- The proprietorship being vested in one person, no liability beyond
theamountof subscription can accrue.

61h . - The secrecy and despatch of ir. dividualmanagement, so important
in financial orerations .

7th . - A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of profits .
Sth . - A monthly distribution of the same.
9 h . -- A constantly accruing reserved insurarce fund vested in trustees.

16th . - Power of totalwithdrawalafter six months on 60 days' notice .

11 h . - The whole of the book -keeping in the hands ofthe subscribers.
121b . - Quarterly published Balance -sheet issued ard certified by the

Auditors.

For Prospectuses and forms of application apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY.
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H . D . RA W LIN G S,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES,

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH,

H . R . H . TAE PRINCE CHRISTIAN,

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III,

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturien and Commerciale de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for Home Consumption and Exportation ,

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN TIMES Prece, 127, Strand , London . - February 6, 1875.
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PUBLICATIONS.

OF

JUST PUBLISHED.

AN ESS A Y
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,
Addressed to the Profession , Merchants , Traders, Landowners, and

Companies,
By Jour CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.

Price 28 . 8d.

London : Letts, Son, and Co., Limited , 8, Royal-exchange, and all book
sellers .

Just Published, Demy 8vo., price 58., cloth boards.

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors . By ROBERT HENRY

RICHARDSOX, A . S . A ., Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor.
Theabove willbe sent post free on receipt of Oider (crossed London and

County Bank ) , by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith , London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c .,
100 , Chancery -lane, London .

TO ACCOUNTANTS.
Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo., cloth, price 12s . 6d .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
1 Days from any one day to any other day , either in the sameor the fol

lowing year. By WILLIAM LEWIS , Accountant, Plymouth .

London : EFFINGHAM WILSON, Royal Exchange.

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YÉTTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded, without delay , to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon -street, London .

VESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
1 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 51, Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application.

TAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
I and Iniportant Residential Estates. - Messrs . MARSI , YETTS, and
MILNER . Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers . Written terms are invariably settled before
any cost or liability is incurred . AddressMessrs. Marsh , Yetts , and Miluer ,

Land and Timber Surveyors, 51, Cannon street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
W Landed Estates, City Properties ,and upon sound securities of all kinds.

Messrs. MARSU , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to
large sum ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved
securities. -Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843) ,
51, Cannon-street.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - ADVANCE of £80,000
required at 6 per cent. per annum on first - class Freehold

Property. Bonus for introduction . ‘Address “ Money, " care ofMr. Alfred
W . Gee , Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

TO BANKS AND INSURANCE OFFICES. - Ex
tensive and Commandins Premises suitable for a West-End branch ,

near Oxford-circus. Long Lease. - For particulars, apply by letter to
Richard R . Robinson , 19 , St. Swithin ' s -lane, E . C . No agentsneed apply .

TO ACCOUNTANTS , SOLICITORS, & c. - The
Advertiser seeks an appointment of trust in a Professionalor Mer

cantile firm . Twenty years in recent situation . Address W . B ., care ofMr.
Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

FOR OFFICES. - To be LET. TWO LARGE
ROOMS on the first and second floor, unfurnished. - Wilcox and Co.,

336, Oxford -street, corner of Argyll. street. '

ARTICLED PUPIL , – Vacanoy for an educated young
gentleman , who would be instructed in Sub-editing and GeneralNews

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 ,Gracechurch -street, E .C .

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com .

plete, £70. Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

NONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent, interest on personalsecurity ; also, on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120, Southampton -row , London , W . C .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
JOURNAL,with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established, 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.
Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108. ; Single Copy, 9d . ;

delivered Free in Town or Country.

Office: - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE -STREET, DUBLIN.

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATII, F . S . A . E .
Price 6d.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAX, Lawrence Lane, London, E .C .

NOW READY, Price Is .

RANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION , a Review ; with
some Remarls on the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 , and suggestions for

its Amendment. By GEORGE WREFORD , of the Department of the

Comptroller in Bankruptcy . Published by EFFINGHAN WILSON, Royal Ex

change, London .

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.

The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Ac
curate and newly rerised .

TIE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

( RAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.

As taught in all theMaster Masons' Lodges ofthe

ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND .

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies . The Opening
and Closing in the Three Degrees . Questions to Candidates before being

Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers . The
Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c . & c .

PROSPECTUS FRLE .
Sent post free on receipt of 8s , 6d . (or before remittance is made, if de .

sired ) . Payable to A . E . MASON ( P . M . , 30°) , Bank Top View , Richmoud

Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62 , Paternoster Row , London .

THOMAS WESTERBY,
ACCOUNTANT,

QUEEN STREET, HUDDERSFISLD
WESTERBY and Co. ,

Accountants ,
Market- place , Dewsbury .

Agency business promptly attended to .
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ALFRED W . GEE.
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .

N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch-office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127,

Strand .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted .
X . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisementordered for insertion in a

number of Newspapers , only oneMS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices.

The A c T ounta n t.
FEBRUARY 13, 1875.

The Accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS,

The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change

dating from the commencement of the presentyear, and

which , it is hoped, will enhance the value and usefulness

ofthe paper, and also tend to promote one ofthe main ob .

jects for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of

the interests ofaccountants throughoutthe United King .

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased supporton their part , particularly in regard

to advertisements , a valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course

of business. It may be added that the publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper " within the meaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, and members of the profession will thus have the

opportunity of contributingtowards the success of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia

ment. The Weekly Paper is Published every Saturday

in time for the early inorning mails ; price 6d . luur

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being, annual sub.

scription 24s. (post free) ; half -yearly do., 13s. (post

free .) Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracechurch - street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisementspace, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.

tisersto the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertisingmedium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation. and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT may fairly hope for a large measure of suc.

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profeg .

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioncers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

papies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser .

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re .

ceived up to 12 o ' clock (noon ) on Friday .

The announcement with reference to the European

Assurance Arbitration , forms a curious comment on

the extravagant expectations which the system of

arbitrators raised and, also, in some degree throws a

light on the means by which the much talked of

régime of cheap law will be, probably brought about.

It is difficult to imagine how arbitration could be ex

pected to do what it was intended to effect, unless it

could be invariably entrusted to the hands of one man .

The complications and difficulties that have arisen

might, with a very little foresight, have been antici

pated, though the devisers of the system can hardly

be held liable for the consequences that have resulted

from the appointment and the death of Lord Ro

milly . But that arbitrators would differ among

themselves was certain, especially when no very
distinct rules were ever laid down for their guidance,

and the present scheme will, at any rate , establish

some definite code by which liquidators and share
holders may ascertain their relative duties and

liabilities.

Arbitration, as originally planned , sounds very

plausible. The unfortunate contributories startled by

the application of the doctrine of novation , were to

have their liabilities defined without suffering the

agonies of delay, or having their burdens increased

by the addition of heavy law costs. The still more

unfortunate sufferers, who saw all the provision they

had made for their families suddenly swept away,

were in like manner to be speedily relieved from

anxiety, and to have a large fund provided to meet

their claims without a toll being levied thereon, by

solicitor and liquidator . At first nothing could have

worked better. The arbitrator was bound to be an

ex -judge in whose matured wisdom , and trained legal

intellect, unfettered by precedent, every confidence

was to be placed, and Lord Cairns was pre-eminently

fitted for the post. His decisions on themany points

that arose out of the Albert Arbitration were pretty

generally approved, even among lawyers, and those

who differed from him were satisfied that the system

possessed great advantages. But the European arbi

tration produced a decided alteration. Lord Westbury

was a lawyer , whose reputation is in no wise inferior

to that of Lord Cairns, and who was actuated by a
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peculiar independence of thought, and a strong view | chief clerk, and contents himself with preparing the

of his own on every subject. Naturally his decisions | ground for the ultimate decisions of a superior tribunal

on the great question of novation were in some re his work will be worth doing. But it cannot be

spects hard to reconcile with those delivered by Lord denied that his appointment is a complete aban

Cairns, and the element of uncertainty at once arose. donment of the old system .

Had Lord Westbury lived to complete his task, all The course that has been adopted in the present

would yet have been well, and, though a valid and instance, forms a likely precedent. The business of

binding 'settlement of many of the legal questions the Court of Bankruptcy is mainly carried on by offi

involved might still have been lacking, yet each ar- | cials of an inferior legal status, subject to a right of

bitrator would have brought his own task to a con appeal to the Chief Judge. Probably this will be the

sistent conclusion . The death of Lord Westbury solution of the difficulties caused by the block of

proved thereal hollowness of the new system . business in the Law Courts. Instead of an increase in

The completion of the European arbitration was the number of judges, we shall have a class of sub

entrusted to Lord Romilly , an ex-judge far inferior in ordinate officials who will deal with the great mass

legal strength to his predecessors . As Master of of ordinary every day business , and prevent the time

the Rolls he was generally liked and esteemed, and of the judges from being wasted on matters of no im

many of his decisions evinced a practical spirit and portance. Wedonotwish to infringe on the privileges

an eagerness to do equal justice between contending of the legal profession when we state that the great

parties, which were well in accord with the traditions majority of cases may be disposed of in this way.

of the Court of Equity . Yet as a matter of fact there | Points of pure law will still be left for judicial decision,

was no judge whose ruling was soseldom upheld by the ordinary questions can best be dealt with by lay

Court of Appeal, or whose opinion on a pure point of assessors.

law carried with it so little weight. But to his own

views on every subject, carefully reasoned out and The ingenuity of contributories is very marvellous,

carrying undoubted conviction to his own mind, he and Mr. W . A . Richardson certainly stands very high

nevertheless adhered , as far as he possibly could , re in the list of his talented brethren . Usually the con

gardless of superior authority and precedent. As an tributory, when expectant of being obliged to contri

original arbitrator, Lord Romilly would have been bute against his will, finds some man of straw into

perfectly satisfactory . He might not have delivered whosename hemay transfer his shares ; and the num

any of those luminous and exhaustive judgments on ber of worthless individuals, — worthless, that is in a

points of law which command the willing respect and pecuniary sense, who appear on the register as the

obedience of the profession . But his decisions would holders of many shares, and dignified with brevet

have been carefully considered and calculated to do rank , and who are ultimately removed therefrom by

rough and simple justice, from which those who con the energy of the official liquidator and the virtuous

sidered themselves aggrieved would scarcely dissent. indignation of the Court of Chancery, would gratify a

As a successor to Lord Westbury, Lord Romilly philanthropist who was writing on the elevation of

threw matters into confusion . He declined not only to the toiling million . Indeed, individuals who are will

walk in the lines laid down by his predecessor, but in ing to hold shares in a company which is in danger of

some cases he actually reopened questions which had being wound up,are at as great a premium ,asdummies,

been already decided , and the result was a painful when some eminent financier wants to promote a new

amount of expense and confusion . venture. Mr. Richardson's plan combined safety in

As it is now definitely announced, the main work business,with a praiseworthy parental affection. He

of the arbitration will be entrusted to the assessor bought his shares in the nameof his infant son, there

Mr. F . S . Reilly, subject to a right of appeal against by escaping, as he fondly hoped, all liability to calls,

his decisions. This virtually puts an end to the and, we hope, duly applying the dividends he received

much lauded system .Mr. Reilly has doubtless gained to the maintenance and education of his offspring. It

very considerable experience during the performance seems almost a pity that so ingeriously benevolent a

of his duties as assessor, but it can scarcely be pre scheme should not have succeeded ; but Vice -Chancel

tended that his decisions will command any great lor Bacon characterized the transaction somewhat

amount of respect. Mr. Reilly 's standing at the bar / harshly , and placed Mr. Richardson himself on the rea

is some twenty years or more, though his name is not gister. It is to be hoped that filial gratitude will

very widely known. Still, if he fulfils the duties of a | make up for the harshness of the law .
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AUDITORS. | lication of half-audited accounts, his testimony of their
No. 2 . - ( THEIR DUTIES. ) correctness should decidedly be withheld . To detail

In continuation of the article on the above subject, the duties of those who make this their special busi

we now proceed to deal with the duties and obliga ness would be impossible in these columns ; butamong

tions of professional auditors. For the purpose of the general matters requiring careful scrutiny may be
avoiding complication , it must be borne in mind that mentioned the vouchers, and cash securities. A code
there are two distinct classes of general audits, which, embracing the most important points relative to the
for the sake of convenience, may be briefly character duties of auditors, drawn up and adopted by the

ized , one as of a restricted , and the other of an unre various London and Provincial Societies, would with

stricted , nature. Regarding the former, it may be out doubt, give universal satisfaction . This would

taken for granted that a definition of the duties is at demonstrate to the public the amount of security

the outset arranged with the client; and the extent afforded by the employment as auditors of Accountants

and period of the investigation determined ; and it actuated by a full appreciation of their obligationsand

follows that any subsequent dissatisfaction and per duties.
sonal responsibility become disposed of so long as the

mechanical work undertaken is performed as agreed .

Such audits, however, being mere affairs of routine Correspondence ,
and of but little practical value, need not be further

discussed, it being obvious that unless an investiga
THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869, AND IT'S

tion can be carried on in an unrestricted and independent
PROPOSED AMENDMENT.

manner its utility is insignificant. One of themost
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

essentialqualities in anauditorshould beastern determi
Sir , - I hope the gentlemen who have been intrusted

with the work of providing suggestions for the amend .
nation to fulfil his obligations in a free and unfettered

ment of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, will not fail to con .
manner. In far too many cases personal feelings sider whether one of the amendments called for is not

tend to bias the professionalman in the performance that of giving to a short assignment for creditors the

of that which should be divested of the minutest taint force and effect of an adjudication in bankruptcy. The
of partiality. Again , he may find himself obliged to present law is , to my mind, and I venture to think it is

co-operate with unprofessional men , who, however not less so to the minds of many others, much over

praiseworthy theirintentions may be, are unfortunately
weighted with formality and routine. Its provisions,

80 carried away by the fact of holding an appointment,
while suitable to , or desirable for , some conceivable

or are so flustered and timid in consequence of their
cases and circumstances, are not, to my thinking , the

best suited for a large number of others. Imean ,more
inexperiencein matters ofbusiness, that it verges almost

especially those instances where proceedings are insti .
on the impossibleto maintain a systematic regularity in tuted by a debtor himself, in all of which , I think, an

examining accounts under such circumstances. Hence assignment for creditors could be used with quite as
arises the imperative duty of ascertaining beforehand much of present good effect, and yet at a very much

the qualities of the colleagues with whom it may less expense .

become necessary to act. In public companies Most of us know the reason why an assignment for

the inconveniences of such associations is more par
creditors is rarely resorted to now . I have with diffi

ticularly manifested , and the Accountant-auditor should
culty , but successfully , used it myself ou some occa .

sions, and always with the effect of satisfying creditors,
use everylendeavourto clear himself from theopinionated

both in the matter of expense and the time taken up in
impedimenta known as co -auditors . To those who are

realizing and dividing the estate. Two-thirds of the
young and growingup in the profession , it cannot betoo estates I have liquidated under the 1869 Act,and I have
strongly pointed out that officials and others having dealt with no small number,)might have been realized

some latent purpose to serve, will, by a plausible argu in the same way , and with the same satisfactory result,

ment, or an off-hand representation , seek to hide the if in the outset an assignment had been available with

importance of an auxiliary book or document, thereby the requisite statutory force to bind a dissenting mino.

successfully concealing transactionswhich , if broughtto
rity Accountants of experience must, many of them ,

light, might possibly lead to an awkward exposure of
be able to call to mind instances where an assignment

has been generally desired , and called for, and even pre .
careleseness, neglect, or fraud . Consequently, the

pared and assented to by say ( for example) eighteen out
principle of self -reliance is by no means the smallest

of twenty creditors, but which after all has had to be
of the qualifications for the post of Auditor. Referring abandoned simply because the two dissenting creditors
more particularly to the auditing of companies' ac having , it may be comparatively , small claims, and

counts, it must be remembered that a large portion of being under no legal obligation to concur, have refused
the public will as a rule rely more implicitly on the | to give in their adhesion .

Report of the auditor than on any other statement Cheapness and despatch are always desiderata with

submitted to them , so that the authentication of this creditors, but they are not often unanimous on any

class of accouats should not be undertaken without the
other common ground. The use of the assignment I

strictest scrutiny. Many whose tendencies lead them
suggest would give these desiderata .

Accountants, who for the most part monopoliso the
to a connection with concerns either for the purposes bankruptcy practice, are doubtless,and perhaps without
of investment or speculation , place the utmost faith in exception , experienced and acceptable men , and , in the

theauditor's certificate ,and rather than permit thepub - ' case of practitioners in provincial districts, well known
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to the officials of the local courts. To these accountants , I have written , and I feel quite sure that the only true
would be commonly depil' ed the office of trustee. The principle in respect to bankrupt or insolvent estates is

trustee under an assignment should , in accepting the to leave the matter , subject always to the protection , as
trust, be made to take upon himself the obligation of to the bankrupt or debtor on the one hand, and as to the
preparing a statement of affairs and calling a firstmeet. creditors amongst themselves as just indicated on the

ing of creditors, and to that meeting might be left the

power to retain that trustee, or to substitute another in stato officials. .

his place , subject only to the reto of the local Registrar, I think no argument can dissolve the fact that, if a

to whom mightbe left that power for the purpose of debtor, avowedly, cannot pay 20s. in the pound , all his
checking the caprice, and often mischievous influences estate justly belongs to his creditors, and that the cre.

of proxies. To the Registrar might also be left the ditors ought to do as they please with the estate, it being

daty of vouching and ultimately passing the trustee's really their own ; but here comes in the objection that
accounts, 6 there is about as much cohesion among a body of

An amendment in this simple form would soon tell creditors as among a parcel of Jack Tars ; each tries to
its tale, and one of the first effects from it would be, I take care of himself, & c., " and then there is mention of
feel sure , a saving to creditors upon many small estates “ taking preference over his co -sufferers." Be it so ,
of at least fifty per cent. We all know that the pre . But whatmore cohesion would therebeif thematter were
sent costs up to a first meeting, and before a trustee being dealt with by a Bankruptcy Court with all the
moves or does any of the work that creditors value array of Commissioner, Registrar, & c . , & c .,ad infinituin .
(that is realizes) - constitute a very great diminution of And, therefore, from here I confess I cannot follow

small estates. There is no doubt about it ; these heavy " Expert Comptable, " for if any creditor will not take

preliminary expenses ought to be done away with . the trouble -- and,mark , if he will not take the trouble it

Under the plan I suggest £15 ought to be the outside is his own business and that of no one else, whether

average expense up to , and inclusive of, a firstmeeting, private individual or official) — to attend the requisite

when a trustee would , in the average cases of liquida meeting and speak for himself, who is to blame ? And

tion, be able to state the ultimate expense. The proceed . how is such neglect to be rectified , or rather, who else

ings filed in the courts under the present practice bear has anything to do with it or has any right to speak

evidence of a lot of trouble on the part of trustees or about it ? But if he does attend , and votes for a trustee,

solicitors ; but it would be interesting to know what or is outvoted if there should be more than one pro

proportion of the work thus hidden away , and the fees posed as trustee , where can anv blame rest ?

paid in connection therewith , might not just as well As I pointed out in my letter, if the trustee is ap

have been left undone and unpaid . The average credi. pointed and provision made as to his remuneration ,

tor is a man of good sense and business knowledge, and, surely all has been done that can possibly be done ; the

according to my experience, refuses to believe that a trustee has every incentive to make the best of the
large proportion of the estates that go into liquidation matter, the creditors go away and look after their ordi.

cannot be liquidated without a beavy preliminary ex. nary business and do their best tomake nomorebad debts

pense, amounting on occasion to, say from £50 to £100 . instead of looking over their shoulders at the bad debt

They are not always the trustee's charges that consti . already made ; and in one sense there is an end of the

tute the objectionable items in a liquidation account, matter . But I beseech “ Expert Comptable, " that come

though it is no uncommon thing to hear the contrary. whatmay , good , bad , or indifferent, he will nerer vote

I would undertake to realize and distribute under an for an official assignee of the old type. This is one of

assignment any estate (with rery few exceptions ) of those cases in which , if you cannot do as you wish , you

£500 (estimated worth ) at an expense varying from £25 must do as you can , and, in short, make the best, of it.

to £50 ; and if creditors would realize to themselves As to the prior part of “ Expert Comptablo's " letter, I

whether there is anything or nothing in my suggestion , said in minethat some provision would have to be made

let them recall to iheir recollections what have been if pure bankruptcy were abolished ; and I hiuted that

their experiences in the past with estates of the same I might say something more on tbat head . I have not
value. V . been able as yet to do so, but I may be allowed just to

reiterate my own opinion , whatever it may be worth ,
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. that pire bankruptcy ought to be abolished . I hope I

Sir , I would much like half an hours chat with may be able soon to revert to the topic. “ Expert
“ Expert Comptable,” your correspondentof February 6 , | Comptable” ought to sce that my plan would really

1875 . I feel sure we should come to an understanding , make every creditor his own king, his own priest, and
because he writes so reasonably and courteously. He, his own lawyer also ; and that I am vain enough to

however, does nct, I think , render a true account ofmy | fancy that I could accomplish all this without waiting

remarks, when he says that I forget that creditors 1 for the millenium , which , however, I devoutly wish

sometimes require protection against each other ; if he might begin to .morrow .
again , reads my letter he will sce that this is one of the I cannot understand what “ Expert Comptable ”
two conditions I insist upon , which conditions being means by " a too great prodigality of idea ". ” I am

fulfilled , I contend that official interference ought to be sure I thought I was burdened with only one idea , per

excludod . I said, in effect , that the bankrupt or debtor haps a large one in my opinion, but still only one ; he

ought to have proper protection against his creditors, is , howerer, so kind that I cannot quarrel with him .

and iha ; the creditors ought to have necessary protec . To conclude, he has raised a point which I have

tion as amongst themselves. I have no doubt “ Expert often raised , and I fully agree with him when he says,

Comptable " will at once see this , and, therefore , I say “ Compel a man to keep books. " I say let no man have

NO in ore on that point. :1. li charge or certificate who has not a complete set of

Perhaps it may not be impertinent to say that a 30 , Duks to hand over to his trustee. Without these

years' experience, or thereabout, has led me to think as creditors may talk , trustees may investigato , and the
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law may threaten, but you cannot track the bankrupt | A SCOTCH HAIRDRESSER' S BANKRUPTCY.
or debtor backwards, so as to decide reasonably and At tbe Edinburgh Sheriff Court, on the 10th inst.,fairly , whether he is to be dealt with as a man who has Henry Stanislas Bourdeaux, described in the Gazette as

fallen from adverse and unavoidable circumstances, or

as a fraudulent debtor and bankrupt. - Yours truly,
lately known as Herry Bourdeaux Stanislas, hairdresser,

perfumer, and milliner, 29, Hanover-street, Edinburgh ,
February 10 , 1875 . A , B .

and 153, Great Western-road , Hillhead, Glasgow , ap .

peared for examination . In the course of the examina.

tion the bankrupt gave some rather likely particulars
LIQUIDATIONS BY ARRANGEMENT. as to domestic affairs. He said that he commenced

business at No. 3 , South College street, Edinburgh , on
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT,

1st September, 1866 , and remained there for 3.1 years.
SIR - I have read with astonishment an extract from after which he went to 29, Hanover- street. When he

the Law Times in your issue of the 6th inst. It runs first began business he had only a few pounds of capi.
thus : - " In the vast majority of liquidations creditors tal, which was supplemented by Mrs Horne and some
get nothing ; any estate remaining is, as a rule, swal. friends. He began business as a milliner in October,
lowed up, no one knowshow . " Having had a large and 1873 . He was married on 28th December, 1869 , to Miss
varied experience as trustee under the Act of 1869, I Christina Wight. She was at that time a milliner at 7 ,
state that these assertions are entirely void of founda . South St. Andrew -street. She brought some money
tion , and contrary to actual facts, In all cases of liqui. with her. How much ? - I cannot recollect exactly ;
dation under my supervision , with only one exception , but during the last ten years Miss Wight has been
I have paid dividends ranging from 20s. down to Is. 9d . giving memoney . What to do ? - She has given me
in the pound ; and in the case excepted the estate was money to take her to a ball, to buy champagne, and to
very small, and various grave complications attached . buy a suit of clothes . Bankrupt continued : She had
The writer then goes on to state : - " The avidity with funds of her own, amounting to upwards of £1,000,
which creditors snap at any composition is the best pos . which at various times before and after our marriage
sible evidence that liquidation and bankruptcy are dis I received from her. Before our marriage I think I
trusted by the public. " This is certainly not borne out would receive about £700. I did not consider myself
by my practical experience. As a rule , creditors do not solvent at the date ofmy marriage. Besides themoney
snap at a composition . A debtor offering a composition above referred to mywife had millinery goods and some
generally asks his creditors to accept something less furniture. The latter has all been disposed of with the

than his estate shows. Ho also asks for time, say pay . exception of a wardrobe and a small dining table . Mrs.
able by instalments of three, six, and ninemonths, or Bourdeaux consented to the sale of the furniture, the
other similar terms. On the other hand , I generally proceeds of which I received . I consider that at the
find creditors sufficiently wide awake to examine how present time the whole three branches of my business
speedily an estate can be realized ; and if it can be done are going on well, but as yet little profit hasbeen derived
readily , then I say that, as a rule, in eight cases out of from them . I have not disposed of any goods since my

ten they will resolve for liquidation . This is my own sequestration other than appear from my books, and I

experience, and I have not the slightest doubt but that have not put away since that date any of the wines

it is also the experience of professional trustees gene. which were in my cellar. I have prepared a state of

rally . It is very well to sneer and state that it is to the affairs, which shows liabilities to the extent of £1,466

interest of accountants and solicitors that the present 78. 7d., and assets to the amount of £2, 127 29. 1 d .,

condition of things should continue ; but I fearlessly leaving a surplus of £660 14s. 6 d . I have not included

assert it is also for the benefit of creditors that they in that state any claimsby my wife. I am aware that

should continue, rather than revertto the old system of she hasmade claims in an action at present pending in

official assignees, practically answerable to no one as to the Court of Session . I have seen the record in that

the administering of insolvent estates. The present action , under which she claims a sum of £3,500 as due

system is capable of improvement in many points , but it to her by me under her contract of inarriage. I do not

is preferable to the old one . Creditors have now a admit that claim , and am disputing it . I do not con .

supervision ; before they had little or none, and they sider she has any legal claim under the contract of

may make their own selection as to who are fit and pro . marriage, except to a very limited extent. Have you

per persons to intrust with their interests. The great nothing remaining of the furniture or other articles

points to be remedied in the Bankruptcy Act seem to which belonged to your wife except the wardrobe and

me to be more stringent provision for the punishment dining table previously mentioned P - I have a variety

of debtorswhen necessary . - Yours truly , C . J . B . of other articles in my lodgings. My reason for not

mentioning them before was, that I considered them to

bemine asmuch asmywife' s. I account for my banke

Mr. Crawford, Director of the Bank of England, late ruptcy by the proceedings at the instance of my wife ,

M .P . for the City , was recently presentod with a testimonial by and in particular, by her having arrested my bank

someof the leadingmen who had been in his constituency. So accountand the most ofmy book debts. The moneys I
long ago as May last a few of these met and proposed calling a received from Mrs. Horne were handed to me expressly
public meeting to give expression to tho feeling entertained

as loans. My reason for not granting Mrs. Horne
towards Mr Crawford , but that course was abandoned on its

being represented that such a step would be distasteful to him .
acknowledgments was because she never asked for

The movement resolved itself therefore into a private one, but such . Do you know the reason why she didn 't ask

it has been very cordial, and the committee who took charge of for them P - I suppose she expected me to marry her.

the work had the pleasure of forwarding the gift at the end of Was there anything to cause your insolvency in your
lastmonth, along with a letter expressing the feeling which had wife's extravagance - She is a very jealous woman ,

prompted Mr Crawford 's old friends to present it. bought goods recklessly , and conducted the household
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affairs in an expensive manner. Sometimes I supplied Chancellor ho could not concur in his view that the quostion

herwith from £3 to £5 a week , and occasionally I added of the validity of the compromiso could be gono into upon

sums of £5 for pocket money. Re-examined : My father the prosent application. It would be pessimi erempli if on an

application for a call everything previously settlod and dono

themoney he gave me. I never paid any interest to in a winding -up should beunsettled and undone. Thoso things

my father or to Mrs. Horne, who never asked for it. -
must bo considered as settled and dono until proper stops
were taken to unsettlo and undo tham , In this case, rightly

The statutory oath was administered to the bankrupt. or wrongly, large claimswere made or threatoned by the Eu

ropean Bank against the Birmingham Bank . On the othor

hand, it was admitted that but for thoso claims the European

COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN's Isn. Bank was bound to indemnify the Birmingham Bank against
Fobruary 10 . tho liability to the landlord. Then the two agreements for

( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.) compromise were made. For tho present purposo it must be

IS RE THE LOxdox, BIRMINGHAM , AND South STAFFORDSUIRE assumed that these compromises wore well made and woro

BASK (LIMITED ). — This was an appoal from a decision of Vice binding. They were mado in 1873 , and no one had yet taken

Chancellor Malins. In February, 1865, an agrooment was en any proper stops to get rid of them . That being so, it was a
tored into between the above bank and the European Bank, that mere matter of courso that a call should be made to raiso

the former should transfor its business to the latter upon cortain those sums which wero payable under the compromises. It

terms. Five thousand four hundred and forty shares in the was said that the liquidator ought to havo funds in his

European Bank vore to be allottod to the shareholders in the

Birmingham Bank . Tho lattor bank was to wound up volun and that he had committod some breach of duty. But that
tarily , and Mr C . F . Kemp was to bo appointed liquidator. Tho would be no reason why the landlord and the Europoin

assets of the Birmingham Bank were to be applied ( 1 ) in pay Bank should rot be paid in the way provided by the com

mont of the costs of the liquidation . These costs were to bo ro promise ; but as there was an application to mako Mr Komp
couped by the shareholders of the Birmingham Bank in the event personally liablo for noglect it was right that an account should
opls of the surplus assots of the bank being ipsufficiont to pay be taken of his receipts and payments in the liquidation . The
£15 por share and £10 ,000 to the reserved fund of the European present order would be without prejudice to any claim which
Bank ; ( 2) in paying and satisfying the debts and liabilities of the shareholders might be advised to make against Mr. Komp

the Birmingham Bank ; ( 3 ) in finding £6,000 for the purpose of personally . Probably , thoy might by content without any fur
compensating the officers of the Birmingham Bank at the dis thor litigation . Tho costs , and every othor quostion would bo ro
crocion of the directors ; (4 ) the surplus (not exceeding the served , and in particular the question how tho call was to bo

amount of £15 per share on 5 ,440 shares ) to be paid to tho Eu apportionod between two classes of sharoholders. Lord Justice

ropean Bank ; (5 ) tho surplus (if any) not exceeding £10,000 to Mellish said that thoro were conflicting claims which resulted

bo carried to the credit of the reservod fund of the Europoan in the compromiso which was confirmed by the Vice-Chancellor .

Bauk, subject to the paymentthereout ofany losses or expensos That was, therefore, a valid and binding compromise. If there
consequent on the arrangement. Tbe ultimate surplus (if any ) was any reason why it should be set aside by a Court of Equity,

was to be divided among tho shareholders of tho two banks. proceodings for that purpose must be takop. Till that was

No calls were to be made on the shareholders of the Bir done it must be treated as binding,and upon an application for a
mingbam Bank except only for the costs of the liquidation call to carry out the compromise it was not open to say that
in tho event of the surplus assets not being enough to pro it was notbinding. Boing so treated, there were two sums of
vide the £15 per share and the £10 ,000 , and , subject as afore money to be paid by the Birmingham Bank , and they must bə
said , the Egropean Bank were to indemnify the Birmingham raised by a call unless there wero other funds applicable to pay
Bank against all their debts and liabilities which should not be them . There were no funds in the liquidator's hands, but tho
satisfied out of their assets. This arrangement was duly ap shareholders said that thoy had a claim againsthim personally.

proved by the shareholders, and the winding-np was resolved That claim must ( if necessary ) bo investigated, but no order

on, and Mr Kemp appointed liquidator. Tho liquidation was could be made against the liquidator porsonally now . The Euro

afterwards broughtunder the supervision of the Court. In 1866 pean Bank and the landlord , however, could not be compelled

the European Bank was ordered to be wound up . The Birming to wait until that investigation had been made.

ham Bank occupied some leasehold premises, for which they

paid a rent of £800 a year . This rent was paid for several years
by the European Bank , but the lease was never formally as. VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURI', LINCOLN'S -INN ,

signed to them , and ultimately their liquidator repudiatod any February 9 .

liability on the lease. There were conflicting claims made by ( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir JAMES Bacox.)

the two banks, and ultimately in November, 1873 , an agree IX RE THE IMPERIAL MERCANTILE CREDIT ASSOCIATION

ment for compromiso was made between Mr Kemp, as liquida (Lauated ) - RICHARDSON's Case . -- This was an application by

tor of the Birmingham Bank, and tho liquidator of the European summons ou bohalf of the official liquidator of the abovo com

Bank , by which it was arranged that £1,500 should be paid by pany, to place the namo of Mr Win . Arthur Richardson on the

th , Birmingham Bank to the European Bank . Anothor agroe. list of contributories in respect of 20 sharos, instead of that of

ment of the same date wasmade betweon the same parties and Frank Win . Richardson . In Januiry, 1867, Mr W . A . Richard

the landlord of the leasehold premises, which provided for tho son bought ton shares which ho transferre l into the name of his

surrender of the lease to the landlord , and the reloase ofthe Bir son , F . W . Richardson , who was thou a boy of nine years of aga

mingham Bank from all liability undor it, in consideration of the at school, noar Reading, the father exocutel tho transfer him

paymont of £2,500 to him by them . These compromises wero soli in his son 's namo. In the instrument of transfer tho son

afterwards approved by the Court. The liquidator of the Bir was described as “ Esq ., of Walthamstow , " where thy fathor was

mingham Bank applied to tho Court to order a call to be made thon living. In March , 1856, the father boughttomora shires,

on the shareholders to raise these two sums of £1,500 and which were transferred in the sam3way, except that the son

£2,500, and also a further sum of £2,000 for costs, making was described as ofBolvidoro, the place to which thy father had

altogether £6,000. This application was opposed by some removod his residency. The son whon applied to for calls re
of the shareholders, and it was alleged that Mr Kemp pudiatod liability on account of infancy. Thy application was

ought to have had funds enough in his hands for resisted on the part of thy father, who alloged that the shares

the purpose without having recourse to the shareholders, and had been bought bona file for the benefit of the son, and that
also that the compromises were not binding . The Vico. | the porson, if any, liable to the company for each set of shares

Chaacellor declined to order a call, and tho liquidator appeale 1. ! it' e transferer. Mr Kay, Q .C ., and Mr Inco appeared for
Lord Justice James said that with all deference to the Vice- ' triviellquilator ; Vr H . A . Gifferd opposed. Tho Vicu .
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Chancellor said thecase was a most transparont one. If John cation then fell to the ground. The receiver in liquidation took

Thomas bought an estato at an auction in the name of John possession on the 14th of August of the business premises of the
Brown, and took a conveyance in tho name of John Brown, ho debtor in Old Change,and of his privato residence at Peckham ,

would bo treated as the real purchaser. That was just the and remained in possession until the 20th of October. The re

case hero, and Mr Richardson , senior, must havo his namo ceiver in bankruptcy also went into possession at Old Chango

placod on the list of contributories, and pay tho cost of the sun upon his appointment, and retained possession until the 29th of
mons. September. Both roceivers afterwards carried in their bills for

taxation , the one claiming .£61 0s. 1d., and the other £31 3s. 5d.,

constituting a total chargo by the two of £92 3s. Od. Upon the

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . bills being brought before tho taxing master he refused to treat

February 5 . them as other than one bill, and taxed them accordingly. The

( Before Mr. Registrar Perys, sitting as Chief Judge.) master, in his certificate , stated that in his opinion the ap

IN RK T . G . TAYLOR. - This was an appeal from an order of pointment of two roceivers was utterly unnecossary, and he

Mr Registrar Keeno. The debtor, a stock and share broker, car pointed out that the fact that one receiver having already

rying on business at Pinner's -hall, Old Broad- street, had pro been appointed bad not been mentioned to the Court when
sontod a potition to the Court, under which tho croditors resolved application was made for the second appointment ; and ho

to liquidato by arrangement. The debtor, it appearod , was a declined, without tho authority of the Court, to allow moro

shareholder in the Silver Star Mining Company, and hehad been than ono set of costs, which ho divided between the two ro
placed on the list of contributories in respect of 1,000 shares. At ceivers. Mr Bastard, in support of the application, contended

the first meeting of creditors the liquidators of the company that the master, in exercising the discretion upon which ho

sought to prove for £10,000, of which £5 ,000 was the amount of proceeded , acted altogether ultra vires, and that he had no autho

calls already made upon tho debtor, and the other £5 ,000 repre rity whatever to go behind the orders appointing the two re

sented the estimated amount of future calls . Upon the matter ceivers. His honour held , however, that the decision of the

being brought before MrRegistrar Keene, he rojected the proof master was not only sound in principle , but warrantablo in

so far as it related to future calls ; and registration was disal practico. The amount in question might be small in comparison

lowed on the ground that tho requisito statutory majority of the with tho daily spoliation of ostates by the charges of professional

creditors bad not been obtained to the resolutions, The debtor receivers and professional trustees, but the principle was the
appealed, and the question argued was whethor tho amount of same. As to the second order, the solicitor was under the im
the future calls was proveable . Mr Finlay Knight, for tho ap pression that the circumstances of an existing receiver had been

pellant, submitted that by Section 75 of the Companies Act, 1862, brought to the notice of the Registrar who made the second

the right to prove was clearly established . Mr G . Henderson order, but his Honour found, upon inquiry, that this was a mis

appeared for the liquidators of the company. MrHorace Davey, apprehension ; on the contrary, the affidavit in support of the
for the respondents, contended that the debtor had been impro application proceeded expressly upon the ground that the

perly placed upon the list of contributories, and that, beforo so debtor (a publican ) was about to dispose of his business to his

largo a claim as £10,000 was allowed, further investigation was late barmaid , and that a notice was posted on the premises, then

necessary. His Honour thought if the liquidators wero entitled closed , that the business would be opened by her in a few days .

to prove for £5 ,000 they were, by virtue of tho Companies Act, What the personal services of the receivers in this case might

entitled to prove for £10,000 ; they had a right of proof for have been tho Registrar could not say, but where, as 60 fre .

£10,000, or for nothing. If the resolutions were rogistored , the quently happened, the samo accountant was receiver or trusteo

power to apply to the Court of Chancery for the removal of the under a dozen , or a score, or evon moro, different estates, his

debtor's name from the list of contributories would not be pre capacity for personal service in each case must be of a very ex

judiced. As the matter stood now , the order of Mr Registrar traordinary ubiquitous power.

Koeno must be reversed . IN RE FRCHLING AND CONRATH . — The bankrupts, Messrs.

February 6 . George Charles Fruhling and Anton Mortimore Conrath, were

(Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING -RICE sitting as Chief Judge.) commission merchants, carrying on business at 3, Brabant

IN RE PITCHFORD AND PITCHFORD. — The bankrupts, Messrs. court, Philpot-lane. Thoy now passed their examination with

Edward Beaumont Pitchford and Alfred Thomas Pitchford,were out opposition .
lead merchants and manufacturers, carrying on business at tbe February 9 .
Island Lead Works, Limehouse. This was an adjourned sitting (Before Mi. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge.)
for public examination . Mr F . H . Linklator appeared for tho IN RE BAUM . — The debtor, Godfrey Baum , á banker and
trustee. The bankrupts, who had been closely associated in their money-changer, carrying on business at 46 , Regent-street, has
business transactions with Messrs Burrs and Co., wore adjudi Siled a petition for liquidation, with liabilities stated at £10,000 ,
cated about a yearsince, and adjournments have been taken from and assets about £700 . His Honour appointed Mr H . J . Bart
time to time for investigation . A statement of affairs as of the lett, accountant, receiver of the proporty, and granted an in

5th of February, 1874 , disclosed debts of £137 ,053, with assots terim injunction to restrain proceedings under an execution

£19,544, exclusive of an anticipated surplus from the separate levied at the private residenco of the debtor at Westbourne
estates of £1,000. The present position of matters in regard to park .

Messrs Burrs appeared to be this — that Mossrs Pitchford claimed Fobruary 10 .
to be their creditors for £37,000, and on the other hand , Messrs (Before Mr Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

Burrs alleged that the bankrupts were their debtors in the sum
IN RE B . F . H . CAREW .- - This was a motion on behalf of a

of £40,000 . His Honour, with the consent of the bankrupts , or
compounding debtor seeking to obtain an order for payment to

dered an adjournment for three months. him by tho respondents, Messrs IIammond and Davis, of a sum
February 8 . of £4 ,129 15s. 2d ., which ho represented as the balance or sur

plus remaining in their hands of a sum of £26,819 6s. 10d . de
IN RE WILLIAM PEARSON . — This application to review a taxa- posited with them , or which has como to their hands for the

tion raised a question of some importance to receivers. On the purpose, among other things, of paying an agreed composition

7th of August, 1873, the debtor filed a petition in liquidation , with creditors of 19s. 11d . in the pound, for the distribution of
and on the 14th a receiver was appointed . On the 13th of the which Messrs Hammond and Davis had been appointed trustees.

samomonth a petition in bankruptcy was presented against the The notice of motion had also been served on tho plaintiffs in a
debtor, and on the 20th another receiver was appointed under suit of “ Pigott v . Stewart," now pending in the Court of

that petition . At a meeting of crelitors, held under the liqui Chanc ry, for the recovery from the debtor and other defendants
dation proceedings,on the 18th of the samemonth, the petition . | in tho suit of a sum of money in respect of a breach of trust,

ing creditor was appointod trustee, and the petition for adjudi- į for which it was alleged that the debtor was liable at the date
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formerly the proprietor of the Junior Oxford and Cambridge

Club. His accounts showed that he owed £3,292 to creditors,
and there were no assots, the lease of the club and the furniture

being held by one of the creditors as security . The trustee
asked that the bankrupt should be ordered to file a cash account

for 12 months, and also a deficiency account. His Honour
thought the bankrupt should be required to supply accounts
extending over the period of his ocoupation of the club . The
bankrupt said that he had kept no books in his business, and,
however willing he might be to assist the trustee, it was im

possible for him to file the desired accounts. His Honour said
that if the bankrupt had kept proper books the application of

the trustee might have been unnecessary . As matters stood,

ho was bound to ronder the best accounts which he could , and

until he had complied with the order he would not be allowed to
pass his public examination .

of the filing of his petition for liquidation . It appeared that in

May, 1874, Mr Carew , finding himself vory heavily involved,
filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement. He was then

entitled to a life interest in settled estatos producing an in

come of £6,000 per annum , and his unsecured debts amounted

to about £10 ,000, tho secured debts being stated at £12,000.
At a meeting of creditors held in Juiy tho dobtor proposod to
pay a composition of 19s. 11d. in the pound to his creditors,
which they accepted , and the rosolutions having been con

firmed , a doed, of which tho draft was produced at the

meeting, was executed , whoreby the debtor covonanted to
pay into the hands of tho trustoes a suflicient sum of money
to meet the composition . A loan of £26 ,000 was afterwards
obtained from an insuranco office upon the security of the

bankrupt's life intorest, and, with tho sanction of tho debtor,
the money was paid to Messrs Hammond and Davis, tho
trustees, a further sum of £819 being also paid to them by
Messrs Davis, the solicitors ofthe debtor, and which represented

the alleged balance remaining in their hands of other monoys

which they held belonging to him . The case was arguod some

days since, when his Honour took timo to consider his decision .

Mr Registrar Murray, in giving judgmont, said the sum ad
mitted by the trusteos to have come to their hands was £26 ,819,
and from that amount they were now asked to discharge them
selves in this Court upon an application by the debtor himself,

his motion being launched , and his caso urged at the bar, on
the broad ground that, after providing for and paying the com

position of 198 1ld in the pound to all the creditors, or at least
those whose claims the trustees wero bound to regard, they had
a surplus of £4,000 in their hands which belonged to him , and

formed part of his estato. The case of the trusteos was that
the claim of the debtor was extravagant and unfounded ; that,
atter paying the composition to all the creditors (except the

claimants in the suit of “ Pigott v. Stewart” ) and making
other large payments which they said were authorized by

the debtor himself, and which they were propared to justify ,
and setting aside the surplus of £2, 148 to answer the claim
of the plaintiffs in “ Pigott v . Stewart ” in the event of an

adverse decree being made against the debtor in that suit,
there was, in fact, nothing whatever coming to the debtor.
Now it was clear that if this Court were to entertain such
an application it must result in accounts being taken be
tween the debtor and the trustees in order to ascertain the

rights of the parties. If the Registrar could havo se on his
way to any such course ho would have been glad to hi: ve dealt

with the case in such a modo as would have been , if not satis
factory to all parties, at least the means of disposing of all the
questions at issue between them in this court. Buthe coill not
assume jurisdiction where it did not exist, and , s,) fir az ha

kney, there was no precedent for this court exercising sich a
jurisdiction in reference to the estate of a compounding debtor.

To establish any such precedent would appoar to bo as incon
venient as it would be improper. His Honour thon proceeded

to refer to recent authorities bearing upon the question of juris
diction , and held that the application was not ono which the

Court could entertain . - Application refusod .

IN RE CORNELIUS B .HARNESS. — The debtor, carrying on busi

ness as an importer and shipper of jowellery and foraign goods

in Aldersgate -street and the Strand , also at Battersoa and Paris,

in partnership with Henry Tebbitt , under the firm of Harness

and Company, las petitioned under the liquidation clauses, his

liabilities being estimated at about .£10,000 , and assets £7,000 .

His Honournow appointed a receiver and manager, and granted

an interim restraibilg order

February 11.

( Before Mr. Reyiidrar BROUGHAM, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IK RE WILLIAM SHERWOOD .— This was an adjournod sitting

for public examination . The bankruptwas described as a club

proprietor, of 12 and 13 , Grafton -strect, Bond -street, and he had

been adjudicated upon the petition ofMrGeorgo Sims, looking

glass waduiacturer, Aldersgate-street, a creditor for goods sup

plied . Mr J. S . Salaman for the trustee, said the bankrupt was

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

February 5 .

(Before Mr. PERRONET THOMPSON, Judge.)

IN RE GEORGE HARDY. - This was an application of impor

tance to trustees in bankruptcy. It appeared that Mr. Hardy,

a builder at Kirkdale , failed in February , 1871, and prosented a
petition for the liquidation of bis affairs by arrangement. At
the first moeting of creditors it was resolved that the estate
should be liquidated in bankruptcy, and , accordingly, an adjudi

cation took place, and Mr. J . P . M ‘Arthur, timber merchant, was

chosen trustee , with a committeo of inspection, and Mr. Etty was
retained by tho trustee as the solicitor in the prosecution of tho
bankruptcy, the committee of inspection , as is provided by the

Act, sanctioning such ratainer. The statementof accounts dis

closed debts £1, 115 , and assets £347. The latter item , it ap

peared by the affidavit of the trustee, had , by preforential pay
ments and other expenses, been reduced to £7 78, which was

the only sum in his hands applicable to payment of costs. In
tho prosecution of the bankruptcy legal proceedings were insti

tuted with the view of impeaching a security held by a creditor
but without success. The bill of costs of Mr Etty in these and

other proceedings was taxed at £43, and there being no funds
in the ustate, ho commenced an action against the trustee for

its recovery . The motion now on behalf of the trustee was that

the action of Mr Etty be restrained . Mr Lewis Williams, in

structed by Messrs. Miller, Peel,and Hughes, appeared for the

trustee, and Mr Potter for Mr Etty. At the outset of the caso

it was stated that the trustee, who had made an affidavit in sup

port of the motion , was not present, although notico had been

given on the part of MrEtty that his attendance would be re

quired for the purpose of cross-examination . Mr Potter on that

ground objected to his affidavit being road, and after a long dis

cussiou as to tho practice, the court hold in accordanco with the

case of Parkor v . M 'Kenna in the Court of Chancery , 30 L . 1 .

reports, that it could not receive, as facts provod, on behalf of a

party to a motion evidenco upon which he had not been cross

examined. Under these circumstances, the partiesagreed to an

adjournment to the 12th February, for the attendance of the

trustee, the question of costs to be reserved.

IN RE BARNETT, Cox, AND Co. - This was an application for

an order upon Mr Bolland to pay a Mr Cusker his costs for at

tending on an unsuccessful notion against him to give up cer

tain securities he held upon the debtor's property . Mr Martin

appoared for the trustee, and the applicant appeared in person ,

His Honour, after hearing the facts , disinissed tho motion .

IN RE DAVID PILLING . – This was an application for the ap

proval of the court to a re solution of creditors, whereby they

assented to accept a composition of one penny in the pound and
to annul the bankruptcy. The debts of the bankrupt, described

as a gentleman residing at South port, amount to £2,799. Mr

R . J . Jones appeared for Mr Bolland, the trustee. Hiy Honour

suid he could not interfere with the wishes of the creditors, and

therefore the resolution must pass. Approved accordingly .
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NEWCASTLE COUNTY COURT. BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT.
IN RE JAMES DRYDEX. - At this Court, on tho 2d inst., bəfore At a sitting of the Birmingham County Court on Tuesday,

Mr T. Bradshaw , in the matter of James Dryden , of Newcastlo , before MrGilmour, the affairs of Mr John Dickson , of Hamilton

grocor, an application was made on bohalf of the trusteo (Mr square, which are iu liquidation , camo boforo his Honour. Mr

Bowden ) against Mossrs Thom and Co., wine merchants, Mark Potter, instructed by MrGill, made an application to restrain an

lano, London, to show cause why they should not pay to tho action brought against the debtor in the Court of Eschequer by

trustoo £55, the value of two hogsheads of wine sold by J35313 a creditor, named Edward John Cox Davios. The affilavit in

Thom and Co. to Dryden , and which the trustoo claimod to form support of tho motion statod that the declaration had been do

part of the debtor's estate ; andalso calling upon Mos3r3 Thom livered on the 21st January, that the dobtor had a good defenco
and Co. to deliver up a quarter cask of wino or pay its value to upon themorits, and that the plaintiff was pot entitled to prove,

the trustoo, Mr Thoo . Hoylo appoarod on behalf of the trustee, but that his claim should be investigatod by the trustoo. Mr

and Mr Davis (from Messrs Mather, Cockcroft, and Mather's ), Etty, who roprosonted the croditor, objected that the affidavit

appoared for Mossrs Thom and Co. MrHoyle said that, accord had boon sworn before MrGill, the attorney in these proceedings
ing to the affidavits filed by the trustoo, Drydon , in November, for the debtor. After considerable discussion the judge decided
1869, purchased from Messrs Thom a hogshead of wine, which to receive tho affidavit, but dismissod the application on the

was in bond at London Dock, and paid the prico, £20, and Dry ground that theresolution, although passod by the creditors, had
den received a delivery noto, but did not get the wing out of not been registered ; and that although the trustee had been
bond. In November, 1871, Drydon purchased another hogshoad appointed by tho creditors,and the certificate of his appointment

of wine, and also a quarter cask of wine from Messrs. Thom , had been delivered, he had no locus standi in tho mattor then

and gave a bill of exchango for £48 78. 10d. in paymont ; and urgod . His Honour was of opinion that after the resolution was

Drydon rocoived a delivery order, but did not tako tho wine out registered tko 289th rul: would give all that was wanted , and
of bond. Mossrs Thom discounted the bill, which , on becoming that until aftor rogistration he could not intorfero. The appli
due on June 1st, 1872, was dishonoured , and Drydon paid then cation was accordingly dismissed.

£10 on account of the bill. On August 27th , 1872, Dryden filed
a petition iu bankruptcy, and on September 9th , 1872, Mossr3
Thom proved againstDryden 's ostato for £38 Is. 6d., the balanco COURT OF SESSION , EDINBURGH - Feb 5 .
due on the bill, and no mention was made in the proof of their (Before Lord Yousg .)
holding the wine as a lien . On Docembor 13th , 1872, Messrs ANDERSON (Watsov AND CAMPBELL'S TRUSTEE) v. BROWN
Thoms' solicitor wrote to the trustoe stating that he withdrew

AND SIMPSON , EX E COXTRA. - The pursuer in the leading action
Mossrs Thoms' proof of debt. The proof was then on the file, and

was Wm . Anderson , C . A ., Glasgow , trustoo on the soquestratod
no ono was entitled to romovo it. The law laid down that a cro ostates of Watson and Campbell, iron morchants, Glasgow , and
ditor who elected to prove his debt lost his lion if he had any, he suod Brown and Simpson , shipbuilders, Dundje , for the sum
and thatbeing done in this case, the trustoo was ontitlod to the of £1,371 178. 7d., being the price of iron supplied to him by
property which Messrs Thom claimod to have a lion ovor. If

the defenders, and also for £170 in name of damages in rospect
Messrs Thom had put Dryden 's bill of exchange in their cash

of th3 defender's failure to accopt the endolivorod balance of
box and kept it until it becamedue, then their lion would novor

iron which they had contracted for with Watson and Campbell.
have been lost ; but thoy discounted the bill, and having thus

The contract in question was entored into in January, 1871, and
partod with thoir lien , it never could bo revived . MrDavis con

under it Watson and Campbell undertook to supply the defen
tondod that Mossrs Thom did not lose their right to rocover by

dors with a specified quantity of iron for the purposes of their
discounting the debtor's accoptance ; and, as thoro wos no de trade as shipbuildors. Part of the iron under th3 contract was
livory, the vendors had a perfoct right to stop the goo 13 until delivorad ; but on 17th Mirch thereafter the estates of Watson
paid for . The proof was made by a clerk of Mossrs Thorn 's by

and C .mpboll were sequestrated . The defenders, on 21st March ,
inistake, and who was ignorant of the fact that the wing re

wrote to thebankrupts stating that as they required the shell
mainod in bond in Mossrs Thym 's nams; and, according to the

platos of the ship they were building, they prosumed
law , whore a proof was made in ignorance of the existence of a

thit in thy circumstances thoy would havo to cancel the
lion , there was power to withdraw it ; and Messrs Thom with

contract, and roorder them elsowhere. On 27th Mirch ,
drow their proof, and elected to retain the wine. As to the

tro pursuor was appointed trustoo on the sequostrated estates,
quarter cask of wino,Messrs Thom wore willing to give it up to

anlimino liately thereafter he intimated to the defendors his
tho trustou on payment of 7s. still due on it. Th » julio give la linoss to fulfil the coa tract. The defenders tolegraphed inju lgmont for the trustoo, and allowol costs against V 1513

ruply that they had cancelled the contract, and intonded to lodge
Thom .

a claim for damagos sustained by them through the detontion
of the iron. The pursuor thereafterhad iron manufactured and

suat to the defenders, who, being urgently in neod of it at the
THE SCOTCH JUDICIARY. – We understand that Lord timo, took delivery of the sine. The value of said iron was

Advocate Gordon is about to introduco into Parliament a bill £1, 371 173 1d , as first conclu lod for, but that sum was paid by
effecting important changes in the whole judiciary system of the defenders subsequent to the raising of tho action . The
Scotland. Its general object may be described as the transfor pairsyer m : intained that he was ontitled to the sum of £170 ,

of a large amount of legal business from the Court of Session to concluded for in respect of the defender's failure to take de

the Sheriff Courts. Themain proposal, as we hear, is to extend livery of the bilance of tho iron contracted for. Brown and

the jurisdiction of the Inferior Courts to questions affecting Sinpson m : intained that they were not bound to take delivery

heritago to an extent not exceeding the value of £2,000 , to ac . of any irou froin the trustvo, and they raisod a counter action

tions of declarator, to the reductioa of deeds, and to such mate against him , conclu ling for £1,030 in namo of damagus in ra

ters of administration as the appointment of titors and curator3. spect of Watson au l Campbell having failed to deliver the iron

It is rumoured that there is also an inteution to reduce thenum contract d for in terms of the contract. Thy actions having

ber of Lords Ordinary in the Court of Session by two - a stop been conjoined , proof was lod som3 timo a go, and to -day th ,

which would probably be accompanied or followedby an increase Lord Ordinary gave julzmint in both cases. His bord

in the salaries of the romaining Judgos. - Scotsmaın . ship sustained the dooncus, anl assoilzied Brown and

WINDING UP PETITIONS. - A petition has been presented Simpson in the first action, in respect that they

to the Court of Chancery for the wiading up of the Common wero not bound to accept the trustoo as contractor
Rond Conveyance Company (Limited ). - Petitions have been in place of Watson and Campbell. His lordship was of upin .
presented to the Court of Chancery for tho winding up of tho ion that it was not tho duty , or within the power, of a trustee

Cheap Fuel Supply Association (limited ), and the Gravesond | under the Bankrupt Act to adopt a speculative contract so as

Stoam Colliory Company (Limited ). to bind the estate in its implement. Io did not, bowever,
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doubt that a trustee, with consent of the creditors, could effec- the London and Middlesex ArchäologicalSociety a paper on th3

taally bind both himself and them to give implement of such history of Temple Bir and of the banking-house of Myssrs. Child .

a contract, tho other party consenting to go on with it on their As an instanco of th ) proverb that it is an ill wind that blows

obligation . In such a caso tho trusteo and creditors wera bound no ono somu gool, ” Mr Price stated that tho threatsnad downfall

to the other party absolutely, and in such a manner as to give of Temple Bir last summer led to searches being mid , among

him a right of action against thom personally for inplement or the archives of Mossrš Child , who for yoars havo b39n tonants

for damages in case of failurə to implement; but th defendors

were ontitled to have a contractor of their own selection to fur away their ledgers and journals for two centuries. On their

nish tho iron required , and they were not bound to accept the removal into the house those archivos were carefully searcher ,

responsibility of the trustoo or creditors, assuming that the and matorials were found towards a tolorably complota history
trustee was authorised to pledge their credit. With regard to of Messrs. Child , whos3 houso is “ universally acknowledged to
the counter action , ho was of opinion that it was untonable. by the first banking-houso in succession to thò goldsmith 's trade

The bankrupts were prohibited by statuto from giving implo out of which it sprung." It is generally said , but the fact rosts
ment ofthe contract, and the action against the trastoo in tho only on tradition, that Oliver Cromwell kopt hera his cash ac
sequestration was clearly not maintainable as to the breach of counts ; but it is cortain that NollGwynno did so , and the lodgers
contract by the bankrupts. His lordship thoreforo sustainod of the firm show the accounts of her oxocutors, and also thos3

the defoncos iu both actions, and found neither party entitled King William II L. and of Queen Mary, his consort. The ori

to esponses. ginal sign of the house was the “ Marygold ," which may still
bo seen in the watermark of all the choques drawn on Child and

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS IN SCOTLAND.
Co. The original sign, too, though no longer sot up outside in
the street, is preserved in the “ shop," as it is still callod. It is

THE SEQUESTRATION OF GEORGE HUNTER, CONTRACTOR, of oak , the ground stained groon , with a gilt border, a marygold

Port HOPETOUX. - At the Edinburgh Bankruptcy Court on and a sun ; and below is the motto , Ainsimon âme. Ming of
Thursday, John Robertson Kidd , chiof clork to the bankrupt, was the customers of the bank towards the end of the 17th century

re-examined . Before this was proceeded with , however, his used to address their letters to 6 MrAlderman Child and Part

lordsbip said it appeared that several important booksnecessary ner, Goldsmiths, at the Marygold, next door to Tomplo Bar” ;
in this examination were not forthcoming, and matters in his and cheques with the same address are extant, dated as early as
previous examination satisfied him (the Sheriff ) that Kidd was 1694. Again , in 1732, when the socond Sir Francis Child was

the last known custodier of them . The learned Sheriff had to in - | Lord Mayor, the Earlof Oxford addressed his chequos and orders

form witness that if he did not give such information as would on the firm to “ The Worshipful the Lord Mayor and Company
lead to their recovery,hewould send him to prison . Hewas quite at Temple Bar.” The sign of the Marygold appears to havo

satisfied thatKidd had been receivingmonies that he did not wish arisen out of a tavern or public ordinary, which is known to
to account for, and thatwas the reason that the books had been have existed on the site as early as the reign of James I., and in

removed. Kidd , on being then sworn, was called upon to pro 1619 its kooper, one Crompton , was “ presonted ” by his neigh
duce the books and papers referred to in his last examination bours on account of tho disorderly character of his tavern . It

as having been removed by him in October last, or give such in was in 1681 that Francis Child took a loase of the promisos

formation as will lead to their recovery. Witness adhered to from St. Dunstan 's parish , agreeing to lay out £800 in building ;
his former statement with reference to the altercation with the aud it appears that in course of time both the “ Sugar

workmen near Ratho Station . Ho did not say to them that ho Loaf and "Groon Lüttico," and also the “ Dovil Tavern,"
was taking the books to the Sheriff. They were insolent, with which Bon Jonson 's name was associated, were absorbod

and he threatened to take them beforo the Sheriff. When ho into the banking-houso, and the adjoining houses in Child 's
broke open Mr. Nicholson , the foreman's desk , and removed place. The kitchen in the rear of the presont bank , and th3

the books, he did not examine them to see what he was commodious cellars below it, in Mr Price's opinion, balongad
taking away, but he took all the contents of the desk not to the “ Devil,” but to the “ Sugar Loaf and Lattice.” The

and what papers and books were lying outside. Ho Dəvil's Tavern was pulled down in 1787, and no doubt origi
could not say ho v many books there were, because he did not nally it had for its sign “ St. Danstan pulling the Dyvil by th )

count them . Oa bringing them to Elinburgh he laid them in Nose .” The original rules of the “ Apollo ” Club, which met

the office beside the safe , and they lay thero until thedy that here, are still in the possession of Messrs Child . H ; notad as
the trustoe took possession of them . He did not say to any of worthy of remark , and as showing how the banker grow out of

the workmen at Ratho on that day he removed the bustant the goldsmith, the fact that the front office at Messrs Child 's is
Hunter was down, or anything to that effect. He did not say still called tho “ shop ," and the back offico , where the lodgers
to John Nisbot, quarryman , that if he got ono of the boo's ; in are now kept, the counting -house. " Ha next noticed Nell
particular he did not care for the rest. Whon Mr Hunter told Gwynna's account, and the fact of her dying in 1637 with her

him to go out for the books he said he was afraid they might banking account overdrawn - a debt which her executors agreed

be tampered with . Ho did not say who was likely to tampor to pay off with the very moderate interest of 5 por cont. 000
with them , but witness underst:90 ] he referrod to the workmen . of her executors was Laurence Hyde, Earl of Rochester. Thou
The trusteo (Mr W . B . Robertson , accountant) stated that the he connected the bank with Sarah , Duchess of Marlborough, by

day on whicb the keys of the bankrupt's office at Port Hope the following anecdote : - " It is racorded that in the year 1639
toun wero handed to him he visited said office and took au in the stability ofChild 's Bank became procarious in consequence of a

rentory of all the books and papers that it contained ; that the rumour being provalent that a “ run ' was about to bemade upon

only book relating to the Ritho quarry which he foun 'l was th3 it. This coming to the kuowledge of the Duckoss, then Lady
piecework -book for last year. He, therefore, submitted that Churchill, she set to work and collected among her friends ag

the witness (Kidd's ) deposition regarding the books and papers much gold as she was able, which she brought down to the bank

removed by him from Ratho Quarry in Octob )r lass was not in her coach on the very morning of the intended run, and so
satisfactory , and he moved that the diet bo adjourned till that enabled the firm to moot all demands upon them .” Hə also

day week at twelve o'clock noon , and that iho witness bə ors traced the use of pass-books as far back as the raign of Q :1901

dained to produce the whole of the books or papers lomoved by Anne, previous to which “ó a customer was wont to call occa

him other than those already handed over to himn (the trustee ), sionally at the bank and check his account in the lodger in the

or to give such information as shall lead to their recovery . The presence of ono of the partnors. The customor having agreod

Sherifi adjourned the diet accordingly. that his account was corroct, would sign his namo on tho folio

of the lodger, adding, " I allow this account ;' and very frə .

quently the partners signed it as wall." The first pass-book ap

AN OLD BANKING HOUSE. - On Monday evening, the pears to have boon issued to Lady Carteret, in compliance with

8th inst., Mr. F . G . Hilton Price, F .G . S ., read at a mooting of a request convayed in a letter ; so that possibly wo muy oweto
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a lady this improvement on such primitive banking as that ditors ; and after somediscussion, it was resolved to pass no ro

above described. In those early days of banking, added Mr solution under the liquidation procoodings.
Price, London bankers issued their own notes ; thera havo Pedley, Bros., (BRADFORD ). - A meeting of the creditors of

hitherto been stored away above Temple Bar whole files of such Mossrs. Podley Brothors, manufacturers, Thornton Road , Brad

bank -notes of Messrs Child , all of which bear the Bar itself, and ford , has been hold . The liabilities were stated to be £3,362 ,

not the Marygold , as a vignotte. Mr F . Child , it appears , in and the assets £2,050. It was agreed to accept a composition

1729, devised a new form of promissory note, with a picture of of 103 in the pound.

Temple Bar in the left -hand corner ; but they were discontinued Taylor , Suitu And Co. (MANCHESTER ). - . I meeting of the

before the end of the last century . creditors of Messrs. Taylor, Smith , and Co., of George-street,
Manchester, and Whalley, calico printers, was held at their
warehouse, Fob . 9 , when a statement of affairs prepared by Mr

CREDITORS' MEETINGS. Korr, accountant, of 28, Faulkner-street, showod the liabilities to

ba £1,476 and the assets , £1,865 . After explaining the causos
The following meetings of creditors have been held of tho doficiency, and laying boforu the meoting an offer for the

during the week : ostate, which was expocted to pay 5s in the pound , it was unani

THE SOUTHWELLBANK . — The creditors of the Southwell Bank , mously resolved that the samoshould be accepted, and that Mr

Notts, at thoir adjourned mooting on Friday appointed Mr J . Korr be appointed the receiver and trustee for the purpose of

Waddell, accountant, and a local croditor, Mr Milward, J. P ., carrying out this resolution .

trustees, with a committee of inspection of the largest creditors .
The Glasgow Daily Mail understands that the creditors of

Messrs. Alexander Ross and Co., dyers, Milngavie, will roceiro
T . M . MILLER (HALIFAX). - On Monday afternoon a meeting

close on 93 in the pound .
of the creditors of T . M . Miller, dr:uper, Hillhouse, was held ;

the liabilities are £3,496 25. 9d . It was resolved to wind up the

estate in liquidation .

Thomas KERSHAW (HALIFAX). - A meeting of the creditors
CHARGE OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY AT

ofMr Thomas Kershaw, worstod spinner and woolstaplor, of

Halifax , was held on the 5th inst. Mr James Bowman ,manager BIRMINGHAM ,
of the Halifax and Huddersfield Union Bank , presided. The

statement of accounts showed that the total liabilities were At the Birmiùgham Polica Court, on Tuesday, bofora Mr. T . C .
£10,510 98. 2d., of which £532 11s. 1d. are accounts to b3 prid S .Kyonersley, John Wood , pork butcher and wholesalo provision

in full. The assets are £5 ,016 ls. 11d . Mr Kershaw made an merchant, formorly ofGt.Hampton -st., and Low . Hockley - st ., was

offor of a composition of 7s. in the pound , payable by throg in brought up, on remand, charged with various offencesunder thu

stalmonts, viz., 2s. 6d in threo, 23. in six, and 2s. 6 . in nino Dabtor's Act, 1869 ,by defrauding his creditors, & c . Mr.Motterham

months, the last instalment to bɔ secured . This tho mooting ( instructed by Beale ,Marigold , and Beale) aproared in supportof

accopted, and Mr W . Irvine,accountant, ruceiver, wasappointd the prosocution ; and Mr Duke defended . Mr Motterham , in

trustee to distribute the composition . opening the case, reviewed tho whole of the details, pointing

W . RUTHERFORD AND Co. (LIVERPOOL ) - At a mooting of out several transactions by tho prisoner of a fraudulent nature.

the creditors of Mossrs William Rutherfori and Co., timber mer Prisoner ,he said , would be charged under the 1st , 2nd , 4th, 5th

chants , held in Liverpool on Saturday, a composition of 15s. ia and 6th sub -section of the 11th section of the Debtor's Act, 1869 .
the pound was accepted, payable in twelve months and four in Contrary to the 1st sub-section, ho had failed to make a full dis

stalments. The liability was stated to bə undor £13,000. covery of his property ; 2nd, he had failed to deliver up the

BOWLES BROTHERS. - At a mooting of the creditors of Messrs whole of his property ; 4th , he had concealed his property ; 5th ,

Bowles Brothers and Co., held at the Cannon -street Hotel (Sir he had fraudulently removed property of the value of upwards

Antonio Brady in the chair), the triple currency funding schemo of £10 ., and contrary to the 6th he had made a material omission

ofarrangement, proposed by the firin - now in reconstruction in his statement relating to his affairs. It was proposed

was unanimously adopted. to go into thoso cases, which would bo the easiest to prove,

A . Davis (GLASGOW ). - On Monday at a moeting of the crodi and at the least expense. He would call witnesses who

tors of Alfred Davis, lessee and manager of the Princo of would show that the prisoner had neglected to account for,
Wales Theatre, Mr John Gourlay, C . A ., was electou trusts . The and hail concealed goods, he had in a house at Birch field , and in

liabilities are stated to be between £500 and £60 .). a garden at Soho. One of the mostdiscreditablo and fraudulont

J . W . BAUBERGER (MIDDLESBOROUGH ). - -Amoetingof the credi transactions of the prisoner was with a Mr Adams, pianoforte

tors of Julius Walton Bamberger, brandy merchaut, Middles maker, of Great Hampton -street, from whom he purchased a

borough , was held at Barker's Temperance Hotel, Middles. piano nine years ago. Prisoner went to him , and got him to
borough. From a statement of the affairs of the debtor, sub enter the piano in his (Adams, books as a hired instrument, so

mitted to the meeting by Mossrs. J. Braithwaito and Co., public that his croditors should not think it was his (prisoner's ). Wit

accountants, Middlesborough , it appears that there are unse nesses were then called. Mr L . J. Sharp , trustee to the pri
cured creditors to the amount of £2,235 5s 2d ; creditors partly soner's estate under the liquidation , produced tho statement of

secured, £3 ,185 ; estimated valuo of securities, £1,370 . Assets, the affairs of the prisoner, presented at a generalmeeting of the
£1,097 . It was resolved to liquidato by arrangement, and Mr. creditors. It purportod to be a statement of affairs from the 3d

John Braithwaite (of Braithwaite aud Co.) wasappoiuto I trustue , of March , 1874, and was signed by the prisoner. It did not con

with a committee of inspection . tain anymention of or reference to the bill of acceptance spoken

E . B . TURNER (WEDNESBURY). - On Thursdaymorning amoeting of by a witness. Wm. Ben . Thomas Adams, pianoforte dealer, 4 ,

of the creditors of Edward Baglall Turner, gasfitter and tube. Great Hampto2-stroot, Hockley . Nearly rino years ago witness

maker was held at the offices of Mr. Ebsworth . The statement sold the prisoner a pianoforto for 60 guineas, and he paid him

showed liabilities, £3,983 ; as ots , £1,- 106 . Anoffer of 63. 8 .1. in the for it . In the beginning of the year 1874 prisoner came to wit

pound , in tbres i stalments of four, eight, and twelve mon his was ness and said Mr Adams, I wish you to protect a piano for

rejected , and a resolution carried to wind up under liquidation . me." As prisonor owed him a little accouut, witness consented
J . MAURICE ( ASCHESIER ). - A meeting of the creditors of to do so . Prisoner askod him to enter the piano into his book

MrMoritz Maurice, of Manchester, wino and spirit merchant,
as a hired instrument, as if it belonged to him , witness. An

was held , Feb , 9th , at the Clarenco Hotel, wlien the statement of
agreement was then prepared to the effect thatWood had hired

affairs submitted to the meeting by Mr B . Aldred , of Bolton , the piano from witness. Evidenco having been given by tha
accountant, showed liabilities £10 ,616 163 10d, and assets £716 . County Court bailiff and others as to the removalor guals, pri

MrRamwell, Mr Ellictt, and MrBest, solicitors, and Mr Harding
soner was committed for trial at the Quarter Sessionu, bail being

(Sutton and Harding), accountant, represented the principal cre- ! accepted , himself in £600 and two suretios in £300 each ,
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CHARGE OF FRAUD AGAINST A BANKRUPT.

On Tuesday last, at Dublin , bəfore Judge Fitzgerald and
Mr. Baron Deasy, Samuel Doylo was indicted for having, on tho

16th of November, falsely represented that he was a solvent

man, living at Greystones, and that he had an account in the

bank, and was able to pay the sum of five guineas, and that he

did falsely protond that ho was able to pay said sum . The pri

soner pleaded not guilty. Miss Catherine Darcy deposed that
she was an assistant in the establishment of Messrs. Newton and

Wilson ,Grafton - street. The prisoner came to the establishment,
and , after selecting a sewing machine, said he would come back

and tell her where to send the machine. He (the prisoner) came

back about the second day, and selected the five -guinoa ma

chine, saying that he would send a cheque for it, he being a

merchant in Greystones. She produced pens, ink, and paper

for him to write his address, but he told her to writo it, and gavo
the name Samuel Doyle , Greystonos, merchant. Ho afterwards

sent a letter, on the strength of which the inachine was sent to

the house , 30, Stafford -streot. A second letter came the same

day, directing that a machine should be sent to Bray, and his

van would call for it. An assistant in the pawn-offico of Mr
Martin , 48, Fleet-street, doposed that the prisoner pawned the

machine with him for £l on the 27th November. Mr. Henry

Ebbs, returning officer of the county Wicklow , deposed that ho

was presont at Mona-place, Greystones, on the 4th September,
1874, when an execution was levied on the house and goods of
the prisoner. Ho (witness) gave possession of the house to Mr
William Bazil Orpin . Mr William Young Donnelly , an officer

of the Court of Bankruptcy, produced tho petition of the Bank
ruptcy Court on which he was adjudicated a bankrupt on the
16th September. Ho had never received his certificate, not
having passed a final examination . The jury, after an absence

of a few minutes, returned into Court with a verdict of guilty

FAILURES .

The following are amongst the failures reported
during the week :

ENGLAND. - The bills have bɔen returned of Messrs T . and C .
Kingsford, corn and four factors, of Soething -lane and Dapt

ford , a firm established in 1816 . Their liabilities are under

stood to bə rather considerable , but a favourable liquidation is

anticipated. The house had originally largo contracts with the
English Government, but the business appears to havo boon

gradually diminishing for years past, and a largo logs was mado
upon the termination of the Franco-German war. — The failuro

is reported of Messrs. Hassall and M Murdo, timber morchants ,

of Liverpool, whose liabilitios ara estimated at about £50,000 .

The estate is expected to show from 53. to 78. 6d . in the pound .

- Mr Hugh Davies, timber merchant, of Liverpool, successor to
Mr Charles Chaloner, has suspended payment, with liabilities

amounting to about £7,000 . Judging by the results of other fail

ures in the trade, the estate will probably realisomora than 103

in the pound. — A petition for liquidation has been filed in the

Dudley County Court on bəhalf of Joseph Beard, ofNetherton,
Dudley, draper, through his solicitor, MrGeorgə Burn Lowe, of
Birmingham and Dudley. The liabilities arə estimated at £1,200,
and the assets about £300. Tho Registrar has appointed Mr

George King Patton, of 47, Ann -street, Birmingham , public ac
countant, the receivor of the estate. - Tho failure of a sugar

refining -house recently opened at Plymonth, has been an

nounced. The liabilities are under £20,000. One of the prin

cipal creditors is said to bo & Bristol bank for nearly £8000.

Mrs Sarah Whitehouse, of the Bradford Ironworks, West Brom
wich , has failed for £1,053 16s. 7d ., the assets being £211

153. 9d .

SCOTLAND . - The suspension is announced of Messrs M ‘Kellar,
Duncan, and Co., general warehousemen, of Glasgow , whose
liabilities are estimated at from £10 ,000 to £50,000 . The firm
have issued a circular to their creditors, in which they say they
expect thatwith an extension of time,and the forbearance of their

creditors they will be able to meet all their liabilities.

The Japan Mail says : - “ Following closely upon the failure of

the Ohno Bank the suspen sion of a large native house , with
branches throughout the country, is reported. The failure is attri.
buted to large speculatious in grain , entered upon in expectation

of the impending war. Ohno has resumed business , the Government
haviog assisted him with a credit to tide him over his difficulties.

Reports areLOW current of the shakiness of another banker, almost

equally known ."

AMERICA. — The suspension is roported of Məsgrs Martin
Brothers, extensivemanufacturers and dealers in iron, of Phila
delphia , with liabilities amounting to £100,000 . – J . P . Fulton &
Co. of Conshocken, Ponn., manufacturers of iron pipos, had also
failed . Owing to the failure of the firm , the Landenburgers
Hosiery Mills , at Frankford , Philadelphia , had been closed ,
throwing some 1, 000 persons idle. Messrs Holmes and Liss
berger, metal dealers, Pearl- street, New York , had held a
meeting of their creditors. The claims of the secured credi
tors amounted to about $ 360 ,000 , while those unsecured

are put down at about 700,000 dollars. The rumoured

complications in the trust account of Mr Henry Nicoll, of the

law firm of Nicoll, Thurston , and Amman , 32, Pine-streot, New
York , are said not to involve more than £10,000 , and his assets
are said to be ample to meet his liabilities. The George Wash
ington Bank, of Corning, a privato institution, had susponded
with liabilities of £20,000. Advicos from Boston state that a
mecting of the creditors of the dry goods firm of Heath, Ander
son, and Co., had been held ; liabilities about £60,000 , assets

£60 ,000 . Messrs Hunt and Congdon,book publishers ,and E Brock
and Co., wholesale grocers, both of Philadelphia , had susponded .

- Buenos Ayros advices state that several failures have oc

curred in the Argentine Republic. Messrs Lazica and Lanus,

one of the most important houses in the River Plate , tal boon

compelled to ask for a suspension of payments for twelve

won ths. They aro said to have surplus assets close on a mil

lion sterling.

Tho prisoner was put back for the present, as there were other

chargos to be brought against him .

THE CANADIAN OIL WELLS CASE . - At the adjourned

hearing of this case on Thursday, Mr James Waddell, of the

firm of J. Waddell and Co., accountants, was examined, and

stated that on the 17th August, 1871, Mr Sturgeon asked him

to call at the office of the Canadian Oil Wells Company, in Pall.

Mall East . Ho called on the 18th , and saw Mr Longbottom and

two or three other gentlemen . A prospectus was given to him

and the report of Mr Francis and somerailway vouchors, and ho

was requested to check the statements in the prospectus by the

vouchers and Mr Francis's report and MrHerman 's certificate .

He suggested that it would be better to obtain these results from

the books. Mr Longbottom replied that that might be the view

of an accountant, but it was not their view . They preferred to

have vouchers. He also said the property belonged to two or

three owners, and that it was impossible to get the books. Ho

sent the certificate on the 21st, and it was sent back , and the

clerk told him Mr Longbottom desired that a paragraph it con

tained, “ that, as accountants, they have wished that tho re

turns were made from the books," should be struck out. Ho

refused to strike it out. Oross-examinod by Sir H . James : Tho

prospectus speaks of the purchaso -money being £140,000.

There was another certificate , not drawn up by himself, placed
beforo meby Mr Sturgeon and Mr Curtis , which I declined to

sign. Mr Day submitted that this was not evidence against his

client. The Lord Chief Justice : We have not heard MrOurtis 's

name before, but Mr Sturgeon signed the articles of association ,

The witness seems to have acted with thorough conscientious

ness. ( To witness) : You had no data but the figures put be

fore you, no means of verification ? Witness : No, and I was

careful to state the data on which I went. I may state ,my lord,

that I novormade any charge for my services, and to this mo

mont romain unpaid. The Lord Chief Justico : I am afraid you

are likely to remain so. (Laughter.)
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THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . terms and in such manner in all respects as he in his absolute

The European Assurance Arbitration is to be rovolutionized . and unfettered discretion thinks most fit, equitable , and expe

When we consider in what confusion Lord Romilly left its af dient, and as fully and effectually as could be done by Act of

fairs, we cannot think it at all too soon for something to be done. Parliamont. " All this is to be changed . The all -powerfulmo

A bill that has received the approval of the present arbitrator, narch will notbe dethroned ; but, instead of exercising an un

Lord Justico James, is to be brought into Parliament to amend limited sway, he is to be a constitutional sovereign merely.

tho Acts of 1872 and 1873. In considering the proposed changes, The bill proposes to enact that he shall settle and determine

it is well to ask why it is that, while the Albert Arbitration,
matters in accordance with what are in his judgment the logal

under Lord Cairns, was so great a success, the European Arbi and equitable rights of the parties as recognized in the Courts

tration , with an exactly similar Act of Parliament, is in its pre of Law and Equity, and not otherwise .” When the Arbitration

sent state of muddle . Every one must remember with what Bill was before Parliament in 1872, it was felt that it was re

vigour and with what ability Lord Westbury commonced the sorting to a dangerous expedient to give so great powers to one

liquidation of the European Society. His judgments were mas individual ; but it was also thought that the risk would be com

terpiecos of eloquent reasoning and judicial acumen ; and if he ponsated by the advantages. This was found to be the case in

had lived, he would doubtless have completed the winding -up the Albert liquidation . But the European confirms the opinion

with the same ability , the same speed, and the same aroidance
that to allow a single Judge of First Instance to be uncontrolled

of greatexpenso as that with which Lord Cairns has settled the by the feeling that there is another Court which can reviso his

affairs of the Albert Company. Unfortunately, his successor, judgments, is most unadvisable , unless he be a man of the vory

Lord Romilly , did not think it incumbent on him to continué highest capacity. There is one part of the Amending Bill

tho arbitration on the lines which Lord Westbury had laid down.
which may be reconsidered with advantage. It is proposed

In one very important subjoct he thought Lord Westbury had
to grant appoals from all decisions of the Arbitra

erred , and ho, accordingly, proceeded to establish different
tor, both past and future. Now , it is only on one

principles and to rehear Lord Westbury's decisions. At the time
subject -- on novation — that the Arbitrators havo differed .

we drew attention to the confusion that would ensuo from the That, no doubt, is an all- important subject, affecting nearly the

adoption of this course , and to the perplexity which a third ar whole of the intricate ramifications of the liquidation. Nover

bitrator would feel in entering on his office . It is to these pro theless, in order to settle these differences, it doesnot appear to

ceedings on the part of Lord Romilly that the failure of the be necessary to give an opportunity of ripping open other cases

Arbitration may be attributed . The Act of Parliament no in which there has been unanimity. It would be a waste of the

doubt enabled him to take this course, as it gave him un company's money and a hardship on individuals to allow all the

limited powers ; but it was a glaring fault of the Act that
old battles to be fought over again, when they have all this

it did not contain a provision directing successivo Arbitra time been supposed to be finally settled. It will be to repeat

tors to be bound by the proceedings of their predecessors. with regard to other things what Lord Romilly unfortunately

The way in which it is now proposed to extricate the liquida
did with regard to novation. Interest reipublicce ut sit finis

tion from its present difficulties is by allowing an appeal to the litium . The other cases compriso well-established principles of

Court of Appeal in Chancery . This will be abandoning one of law ; butwith respect to novation, as applied to insurance poli

the cardinal portions of the original scheme. When the wind . cies, it is altogether a now subject ; it is not so much a question

ing-up was in Chancery, it was at once seon that the machinery of law as of the result of the application ofprinciples of law . The

ofthat Court was not adapted to so intricate a matter, and that acts of the policy -holders and the companies in past years havo

somo special legislation was nocessary, in order to avoid inter been very vague ; and tho difficulty lies in determining what

minable delay and unlimited expense . It was thought that inference can be drawn from theso vague acts as to the con

spoedmight be attained and expense diminished by having ono tracts that were intended by tho contending parties. On this

man at all times propared to decido any litigating cases that question lawyors of the highest eminence aro totally at variance.

might be ready, and to superintend the managemont of the liqui Lord Cairns took one view , emancipating the absorbed com

dation generally . And if that man were one who could com panies from a great deal of thoir allogod liability . Lord West

mand universalconfidence, it was also thought thatthe enormous bury took another view , increasing the liability of the sharo

delay and expense of appealing might with safety be prohibited . holders, and giving the policy -holders a corresponding advan

This was an essential feature of the Act of 1872. And with this tage. The latter view , though perhaps less in accordance with

view the office of Arbitrator was limited by the Act to present the principles of law , was cortainly, in popular opinion, more

and past Judges of the Superior Courts and of the Privy Coun consonant with justice. Thon followed Lord Romilly , who gave

cil. Now that appoals will allowed, the Lord Chancellor will be his support to Lord Cairns's opinions. A similar disagreement

enabled to appoint to the arbitratorship from among barristers would be found to exist in the gonoralbody of lawyers. It sooms

of 15 years' standing. It is stated that this provision is intro to us that, with regard to past decisions, it would bo sufficient

duced with a view to the resignation of Lord Justico Jamos, who to limit tho appeals to these knotty and unsettled cases of no

holds the post temporarily, and to the appointment ofMrReilly, vation . The Court of Chancery would quickly settle once for

who forabout five years has had the experience which attaches all in what way the acts ofthe policy-holders and the companies

to the office of assessor to Lords Cairns, Westbury, and Romilly , are to be interpretod ; and when “ novation " is no longer a

Under the altered circumstances of the liquidation , it is probable stumbling -block , the Arbitration would , it may be hoped , re

that no exception will be made to such a provision ; moro espe . cover its former stability. Times.

cially as in any case of doubt the Arbitrator will, under the pro

posed bill, be authorized to state a case for the opinion of the

Court of Appeal, and will be ablo to take the advice of the Lord

Chancellor on any matter arising in the winding -np ; in fact, the Mr. H . D . Rawlings, the well-known mineral and
Arbitrator, instead of being “ omnipotent " asbefore, willbe in aërated water manufacturer, ofNassau -street, has had conferred

great measure carrying out the winding-up under the direction upon him tho gold medal of the Société Nationale Agricole ,

and control of the Lord Chancellor and the Court of Appeal. Manufacturiere, and Commerciale de Paris , for the superiority

It will, we think , be a surprise to many to hear that there is at and excellence of his mineral waters. This firm enjoys already

this present moment a Judge in England who is above the law , a world -wide reputation , but this distinction may be considered

who can pronounce decisions either according to, or contrary to , another laurel, and it must bo the more gratifying after the

law - who cap, in fact, legislato . But such is the position of outcry wo have heard of lato as to lead and other foreign mat

the Arbitrator of the European Assurance Society . He can ters having been found in mineral waters, that Mr Rawlings '
settle and determine the matters of the Arbitration , “ not only waters bave been pronounced pure by the most eminent French

in accordanco with the legal and equitable rights of the parties analysts. This honour will no doubt still further increase the

as recognized in the Courts of Law and Equity, but on such | already extensive export trade of the firm ,
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KEVANS AND KEAN,

J . DEFRIES ' AND SONS' EDWARD THOMAS PE IRSON

CHANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE, and ORMOLU .
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA . TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s. 46 , JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

ESTABLISHED 1853 .
for INDIA .

Works :-- London and Birmingham .
LJ. F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANI

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY | AND AUDITOR,
PRESENTS. 17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTOY AND LIQUIDATION .

STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,
for Dining , Ball, and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,

£2 173. 6d. to 100 guineas.
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

FETES AND REJOICINGS.
38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,

RALLROOMS and GARDENS. & c ., DECORATED
DUBLIN

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties . Tents , Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Ilalls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS. BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTO R .
By Her Majesty ' s Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874 .

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE. It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor
J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH . roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and " scratchey " at the point or

knib , and consequently useless . By means of the “ Corrector ” this sharp

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England. ness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor

rector " is, practically, indestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat

MESSRS. HARRY BRETT, MILFORD, PATTIN . pocket, or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex

SON and Co ., ercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use) by the inventor . George

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, Bailey , Law Stationer , Cheltenham ; 6d . each ; by post, seven penny postage

OF LEADENHALL STREET, stamps ; and may behad of all stationers . Effectiveness guaranteed ,
beg to inform the profession , that for the convenience of their friends at

the WEST END, they have Opened Branch Offices at FPPS' S COCOA. - " By a thorough knowledge of the
12 , VIGO STREET, RFGENT STREET, W .

u natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

RECEIVER . AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

charge. maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escapemany a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms. fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH . Civil Service Gazette.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000.
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability . Open to all.

Interest, in lieu of Dividend, 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly .

TRUSTEES.
LIEUT.GENERAL J : H . GASCOIGNE, O . B ., Ivybridge, Deron.
WILLIAM LAKE , Esq., Darnley Road, Gravesend .
THE REV. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR .

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business .

Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interestat the
rate of 5 per cent, per ppnum will be allowed on the minimum monthly

balances. Cheque Books provided .
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are:

1st. - No promotion money or preliminary expenses.
2nd. - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of

constituents proportion and provision for reserve fund .

3rd , - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .

4th . -- Minimum of risk , tbe operations being spread over a large variety

of subjects .
5th . -- The proprietorship being vested in one person, no liability beyond

he amount of subscription can accrue.

6th . - The secrecy and despatch of individual management, so important
in financial operations.

7th , -- A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of profits.
8th . - A monthly distribution of the same.
9ib . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustees.

10th . - l'ower of total withdrawalafter six months on 60 days' notice.
llih . - The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscribers.

- Quarterly published Balance- sheet issued and certified by the

For Prospectuses and forms ofapplication apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY .
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND,

RES.-JOHN BATH:120 )AMES CHLABLEPER, Tilers, DIE

COUNCIL .
President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice - President. - JOHN BATH , London.

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD THOMASPEIRSON , Coventry .

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . I . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' | JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.
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AUDITORS. - W . C . OOOPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .'
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ARLISS, W . W ., Westwell-street, Plymouth . GEARD, JOHN BRADLEY, 6, Princes .street, Ipswich , M . C .

BATI , JOHN , 40a , King William -street. London, Vice- President, HARDY, RALPH PRICE, 21, Fleet -street, London, M . O .

Trusteo, and M .C . HARPER, EDWARD NORTON , 2, Cowper's -court, Corphill,
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BOLLAND, HENRY, 10, South John -street, Liverpool, M . C . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37, Conon-stroot, Birming
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BRIGHT,GEORGE MONEY, 8,Great Winchester Street-buildings, MASTERMAN, JOHN, Barstow .square, Wakefield

London , M . C . NICHOLLS, FRANCIS, 14, Old Jewry -chambers, London , M .O .
BUCK , ROBERT, 56 , Fawcett-street, Sunderland. VIPOND, JOSEPH, Sandgato, Penrith .

DAVIES, JOSEPH,Bewsey-street,Warrington , President, Trustee, VOISEY, LEWIS , Bowsey -street, Warrington , M . O .
and M . C . WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield , M .C .

Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to
ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES,

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH ,

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN ,

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III,

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE .

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and
EXPORTATION . . . . . .

PRICE LISTS on Application , at theManufactory , Nassau -street, W .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN TIMES Press, 127, Strand, London. - February 18, 1875 .
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THE BANKRUPTCY ACT. 1869.
IN THE COUNTY COURT OF NORTHUMBERLAND, HOLDEN AT

NEWCASTLE.

A FIRST and FINAL DIVIDEND of 58. 90. in the pound has been de
clared in thematter of proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement

or Composition with Creditors, instituted by GEORGE IRVING , late of No. 60 ,
De Grey Street, in the Borough and County of Newcastle-upon -Tyne, and

formerly carrying on business as a Grocer and Tea Dealer, at No. 5 , Side,
in the said Borough and County , and will be paid by me, at the Offices of
Messrs . GILLESPIE , SWITHINBANK , and Co ., 10, Royal Arcade, Newcastle
upon Tyne, aforesaid , Public Accountants, on and after Monday, the 1st

day of March , 1875 , between the hours of Eleven and Three.
Dated this 17th day of February, 1875 .

RICHARD HENRY HOLMES, F. I. A ., Trustee.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS , & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Montbly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon - street, London .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER' S
V REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be

obtained at the Auction, Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54, Cannon
street, E . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Iniportant Residential Estates. - Messrs.M TSH , YETTS, and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, love a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES , OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plansand particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers . Written termsare invariably settled before
any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs. Marsh , Yetts ,and Milner,
Land and Timber Surveyors, 54, ( annon - street, London , E . C .

COMPENSATIONS. - Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS
have several Railway and other ca 'cs under their charge, are

prepared to protect the interest of parties wlose properties are damaged or
required for any new scheme. No charge madeto owners in these instances,
all costs being paid by the promoters . Land Agents and Surveyors to the

British Imperial Insurance Corporation (Limited ), 126, Bishopsgate-street,
Cornhill.

TO OWNERS of CITY and WEST-END PRO .
- PERTIES. - The CONCISE REGISTER , issued gratis, and entered at

Stationer' s Hall, is the best medium for Letting Offices , Warehouses,

Cellars . Manufacturing Premises . Shops. Wharves, & c . Particulars should

be forwarded before the 28th of each month , and are inserted free of charge ,

126 , Bishopsgate-street, Cornhill.

SMALL BREWERY AND MINERAL WATER
MANUFACTORY.

TO BE SOLD, the Goodwill, Plant, Machinery, Stock - in -Trade, & c ., of
a small Brewery and MineralWater Manufactory .

A Tap attached, which returned last year over £1,000 .
The Premises are Leasehold , 26 years unexpired , at a very low ground

rent, and arestate in a capitalMarket Town about 15 miles from London .

If preferred , a PARTNERSHIP might be arranged .
For further particulars apply to NORMAN AND SON , Land and Estate

Agents, Uxbridge, Middlesex .

TO WATCHMAKERS, JEWELLERS, and OTHERS.
- An old -established JEWELLERY and WATCHMAKING BUSINESS

to be DIS OSED OF, in an agricultural town in Yorkshire. - Apply for

particulars to Mr. M . Samper,wholesalo jeweller, 28, Hatton -garden, E .C .

TOR OFFICES. - To be LET. TWO LARGE
ROOMS on the first and second floor, unfurnished. - Wilcox and Co.,

836, Oxford-street , corner of Argyll street.

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com

plete, £70 . Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62, Gracechurch - street, E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates , City Properties, and upon sound securities of all kinds .

Messrs.MARSH , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to
large sums ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved
securities. - Apply at the City Landand Reversion Offices (Established 1843) ,
54 , Cannon - street.

LANDED ESTATES. - Farms, Town and Country
Houses , for SALE or to be LET, in all parts of England. - Messrs .

HARVEY and DAVIDS will FORWARD PARTICULARS of suitable

properties Tree of charge on receiving a statement of requirements from

Intending Purchasers or Tenants. - Auction , Survey, and Land Agency
Offices, 126 , Bishopsgate- street, Cornhill ,

FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD properties for occu .
pation or Investment : also GROUND-RENTS. & c . - Messrs

HARVEY and DAVIDS having a large and well -selected List of proper
ties on the Registers, willbe happy to FORWARD PARTICULARS to Aupli.

cants Free of charge. - Survey Offices , 126 , Bishopsgate-street, Cornhill .

TO OWNERS of LANDED ESTATES, Farms,
Buildings, Land, & c . - Messrg. HARVEY and DAVIDS having nume

Tous Applicants desirous of Purchasing, will be glad to RECEIVE PARTI

CULARS from Gentlemen wishing to sell. References can be given to

present and past clients if required . No chargemade unless business be

done. - Auctioneers and Surveyors , 126, Bishopsgate street , Cornhill,

FREEHOLD OR LEASEHOLD HOUSES, Ground
Rents, Building Land, Weekly Properties, & c ., REQUIRED for in

tending purchasers. No charge made unless business be done. Particulars

to be forwarded to Messrs. HARVEY and DAVIDS, Surveyors, & c., 126 ,
Bishopsgate-street Cornhill.

MORTGAGES. - £500 , £1,000 , £2,000 , £3,000 , £5,000 ,
· £5,500 , £6,000, £7,000. £10,000, £15,000, £20,000, £30,000, £50,000 ,

£70,000 FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD SECURITIES required for the
above amounts, interest from 4 per cent. Apply to Messrs. HLARVEY and

DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill.

PARTNER WANTED (Active or Sleeping), to assist
1 in developing a large, well-established, and sound country Drapery
concern . Capitalwanted , 3 ,000 . Investment highly profitable and safe. --

Apply to B . A ., Post -office, Ely , Cambridge.

TO ACCOUNTANTS , SOLICITORS, & c . - The
1 Advertiser seeks an appointment of trust in a Professional or Mer

cantile firm . Twenty years in recent situation . Address W . B ., care of Mr.

Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street , E . C .

ARTICLED PUPIL , – Vacancy for an educated young
A gentleman, who would be in ;tructed in Sub editing and GeneralNews
paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles . Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE , ACCOUNTANT Office, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
V town or country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also , on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent , for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission .
Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120, Southampton-row , London , W .C .

RESTAURANT,

13, OXFORD-STREET, Tottenham -court-road,

known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of Mr. L .

BOECKER, late of 13, Idol-lane, City.

Luncheons from the joints,hotor cold ,including vegetables and bread , Is.3d .

Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish
vegetable, cheese and bread , 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 26. 6d. to 108 6d.
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS,

President, WILLIAM QUILTER:

Vice-President, WILLIAM TURQUAND.

COUNCIL

JOHN BALL (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).

HARMOOD WALCOT BANNER (Liverpool).

HENRY WEBSTER BLACKBURN ( H . W . and J. Blackburn, Bradford, Yorkshire).

GEORGE AUGUSTUS CAPE (Cape and Harris , London ) .

HENRY CROYSDILL (Croysdill, Saffery, and Co., London ).

EDWARD CARTER (Carter and Carter, Birmingham ).

WILLIAM WELCK DELOITTE (Deloitte, Dever,Griffiths, and Co., London ).

ROBERT FLETCHER (Robert Fletcher and Co., London ).

ROBERT PALMER HARDING (Harding, Whinney , and Co., London ) .

CHARLES FITCH KEMP (C . F . Kemp, Ford, and Co., London).

GEORGE HERBERT LADBURY (Ladbury, Collison, and Viney, London ).

SAMUEL LOWELL PRICE (Price, Waterhouse, and Co., London ).

WILLIAM QUILTER (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ) .

GEO. EDWIN SWITHINBANK (Gillespie, Swithinbank , and Co., London , and Newcastle-on- Tyne).

WILLIAM TURQUAND ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London).

JOHN YOUNG (Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

TRUSTEES.

WILLIAM HOPKINS HOLYLAND (London).

ALFRED AUGUSTUS JAMES (James and Edwards, London ).

ALEXANDER YOUNG (Turquand , Youngs and Co., London ).

AUDITOR S .

HENRY CHATTERIS (Chatteris , Nichols and Chatteris, London ).

FREDERICK WHINNEY (Harding ,Whinney and Co., London ).

BANKERS,

MESSRS. FULLER, BANBURY, Nix , and MATHIESON, 77, Lombard Street, E . O .

SOLICITOR:

HENRY MARKBY (Markby, Terry and Stewart), 57, Coleman Street, E .C .

SECRETARY.

THOMAS A. WELTON, 30, Moorgate Street, E .C .

Under RULE 16 , applicants for admission as Associate up to 1st July , 1878 (save as provided by RULE 19 ) must

be twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than five years as clerk , either articled or otherwise,

to a member of this Institute or of some other Institute or Society of Accountants, or else must have been in

Partnership with such a person for not less than four years, or have been in practice as a Professional Accountant

for the five consecutive years preceding the date of application .

RULE 10 is to the effect that Fellows shall (except as provided by RULE 19) for the future be elected from

among the Associates only ; RULE 19 enacts that it shall be competent to the Institute , in special cases, to admit

persons either as Fellows or Associates who may not be eligible under the foregoing regulations, provided such

persons havemade application to the Council, accompanied by the proper written recommendation according to

tho Rules, and have received the recommendation of three- fourths at least of the Council.

Applicants for admission as Associate must be recommended to the Council by at least one Fellow of the

Institute in the terms prescribed .

Applicants for admission as Fellow must be recommended in likemanner by at least three Fellows.

The membership of the Institute is by RULE 53 restricted to persons who are not engaged in any other pursuit

than that of a Professional Accountant.

THOMAS A . WELTON, SECRETARI.
30, Moorgate-street, E .C ., 18th February, 1875.
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N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127,

Strand.

ALFRED W . GEE .

ADVERTISING AGENT.

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a

number ofNewspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices .

The Accountant.
FEBRUARY 20 , 1875 .

The Accountant.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change

dating from the commencementof the present year, and

which , it is hoped , will enhance the value and usefulness

of the paper , and also tend to promote one ofthe main ob .

jects for which it was started - viz ., the advancement of

the interests of accountants throughout theUnited King .

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts

in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving
of increased supporton their part , particularly in regard

to advertisements, a valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course

of business. It may be added that the publication of

the paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper " within the meaning of the Bankruptcy

Act, and members of the profession will thus have the

opportunity of contributing towards thesuccess of their

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia
ment. The Weekly Paper is Published every Saturday

in tinie for the early morning mails ; price 6d . per

copy, or 28s. per annum (including prstage), the re

duced termsfor payment in advance being , annual sub

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s . (post
free.) Cheques and Post - office orders to be madepayable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper , should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

Sir William Russell's case, and the remarks of

Lord Justice Mellish in delivering judgment are well

deserving of careful study by all who are , or may be

in any way concerned in bankruptcies or liquidations.

The casemay be briefly summarised, but we strongly

urge our readers to read through the full report

which we give in another column. In 1870 Sir Wil

liam Russell filed a petition for liquidation of his affairs

by arrangement, and a trustee was duly appointed .

The arrangement come to , provided, in effect that, Sir

| W . Russell should pay to the trustee a sum of

£4,000 down, and execute a deed of covenant to pay

to the trustee, the sum of £5,000 by equal yearly in

stalments . In the event of non -payment of any of

the last mentioned instalments, the trustee, on being

required by any of the creditors to do so, was to

institute and duly prosecute against the debtor pro

ceedings in bankruptcy in respect of the balance of

instalments then remaining unpaid . The £4,000 was

paid and two instalments of the £5 ,000 , and then

Sir William Russell, whose business transactions

seem to have been singularly unfortunate, failed

again , this time for a sum of £50,000 and only

nominal assets to set against it. Naturally he tried

the effect of a second liquidation , and his creditors

agreed to this, and chose the same trustee as under
the previous proceedings. The trustce, it must be

noted, was trustee under both liquidations, and his

vote it was, that carried the resolution on the second

occasion. The validity of the proceedings under the

second resolution were impeached on several grounds.
First, it was said that till the first liquidation had been

fully carried out, it was not competent to the debtor to

present a second petition , as his former creditors had

full power over his assets. Next, it was urged that

the trustee had no right to vote withoutthe permission

of the committee of inspection . And, lastly, it was

submitted that theproceedings under the second liqui

dation were entirely for the benefit of the debtor, and
in no respect for that of his creditors . It must

be noticed that no creditor had required the

trustee to institute any bankruptcy proceedings.

As regards the first point, the Court was of opinion

that the creditors had fully exonerated any after

TO ADVERTISERS .

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.

tisersto the specialadvantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT may fairly hope for a large measure of suc.

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes .

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers , Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser.

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can, however, be re .

ceived up to 12 o'clock (noon ) on Friday ,
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thatthe trustee was fully justified in voting . But on 1 sailor shipwrecked in sight of port. But the Chief

the last point the judgment of the Court was clear. Judge in deciding that the section is retrospectivewas

The resolutions were passed entirely in the interest of clearly right. The plain words of the Act apply to

the debtor, and could not in any way bind dissentient past as well as future cases, and are not in any way

creditors. The second liquidation, therefore, fell restricted in their operation . In Acts of Parliament

through. the time for the commencement of the operation of

As regards all points the judgment of the court the Act is usually indicated or limited. Thus, in the

seems unimpeachable . It was clear that the creditors Trustees and Mortgagees Act, if we may, being but

estimated the debtor's after-acquired property as simple laymen, be allowed to illustrate our mean

being worth less than £5,000, or they would never ing by reference to the statutes of the realm ,

have assented to the composition, and given up their | we find it enacted that settlements and other

rights. The second pointis more doubtful,asopening the deeds should be deemed to contain certain powers.

door to fraud ; and but for the thirdpoint; which prac This would apply to all deeds of whatever date, but

tically raised the question of collusion , would doubt the 34th section provides that the provisions of the

less have been differently determined . But there can Act shall extend only to deeds executed after it has

be no dispute that such transactions can never be become law , that is on the 28th of August, 1860. So

allowed to hold good. Otherwise, with a friendly in the 91st section . If it had been meant to have no

trustee , a new loop-hole would be opened to frau retrospective effect, it is to be presumed that words

dulent bankrupts. A man unable to pay his to that effect would have been inserted, and the sec

debts summons a meeting of his creditors , tion would have run, “ Any settlementmade after the

and, secure of a majority of votes, or by various passing of this Act.” Besides, the 126th section of the

promises succeeds in appointing a friendly trus Act of 1849 had been actually repealed .

tee. What composition is to be paid is perfectly

immaterial. No sooner is one transaction com
Touting seemsto be a vice inherent in mankind, and

pleted, and possibly, one instalment paid , than the
is usually termed forming a business connection . We

time arrives for complete liberty . A few fresh debts

are incurred to friends, a petition is filed , a meeting
solicitors are occasionally guilty of this failing, aswe

is held , and the debtor is released at once from all
thought that it had been hitherto confined to " ac

liability . Wedo not say that this was the case as
countants.” The case cited by our energetic con

regards Sir William Russell ; we are pointing out
temporary is, we agree , one of touting pur et simple,

merely what might have been done, in strict com
and we cordially join in reprobating it. But, with

pliance with the act, and yet utterly ousting the
every deference to the letter of our correspondent,

claims of the creditors . It is satisfactory to find that
“ Lex,” we must say there is a difference be

the Court decided on broad general grounds. “ The
tween mere touting and legitimate business efforts .

act,” said Lord Justice Mellish , " gave the ma.
Surely if a post is vacant, it is not touting to go

jority power to bind the minority , but that was only
and canvass for the directors in whose gift it is, or

for the purpose of doing the best for the creditors. If
to bring to bear any friendly influence that may be

the votes were given only forthe purpose of benefitting
possessed. And in the case of official liquidators it

the debtor, the minority could not be bound.” On
cannot surely be wrong for candidates for the post to

these plain and simple principles the attempted

liquidation fell to the ground. The Bankruptcy Act
make known their readiness to accept it. To under

mine a tottering company is simply disgraceful, but to
is not very firmly established in popular favour ; a

take advantage of its collapse is ordinary business.
different decision would have given it the coup de

What is really “ Lex's” complaint ? A winding up
grâce.

order is made ; candidate for the post of liquidators

meet, and an applicant is either selected by the

The case of ex parte Dawson reads a sharp lesson to judge as “ specially gifted ” or chosen by the

debtors. The question was as to the retrospective majority of the shareholders. What better, or

effect of the 91st section, which makes void or void . more legitimate mode of appointment can be devised !

able the voluntary settlements of a trader . In

this case the settlement impeached was made in

1865, and Mr. Dawson must have realised the saying
The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. Cape (Capo

| and Harris) the Official Liquidator of the Toplitz Colliery and

about “ nine points of the law ," and felt almost like a Coal Oil Company (Limited).

Thors. The ale
section,

Wements of was madeing
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REVIEWS restraining order , which should become absolute upon

An Essay on the Qualifications and Duties of Ac.
an order of adjudication being made. In both of these

countants and Auditors. By John Caldecott. Lon .
recommendations we cordially concur. We should be

doing no service to Mr Wreford if we were to make
don : Letts , Son, and Co.

long extracts from his little book , which we cordially
Weare pleased to note the recent publication of an essay recommend to all interested in bankruptcy reform .

on the Qualifications and Duties of Accountants and He writes in a clear and plain style ; free from
Auditors, addressed to " the profession ,merchants, traders , all technicalities such as make legal treatises some.
landowners , and companies.” In addition to the fact that what repulsive to lay readers, and there is scarcely
the essay proceeds from the pen of a provincial accountant any suggestion which is not of some practical
of acknowledged standing, the little pamphlet possesses an value. With one of his statements we cordially
interest as being, we believe, about the first attempt to agree, that legielation should be simply of an amending
deal with the somewhat enigmatical question of “ Who character, and as the Lord Chancellor is the author of
is an accountant ? ” The first essential qualifications of what in Mr. Wreford 's opinion was the most workable
an accountant the author correctly states to be the Bankruptcy Act ever suggested , we may hope for some
possession of a complete knowledge of the theory of ac good alteration from the present Government. Meantime
counts , and the ability of applying that knowledge prac | we advise every reformer to study Mr. Wreford 's pamphlet,
tically ; although the originality of this information is by which is as practical a work , and contains as much infor
no means apparent. The essayist's selection of quota mation in a small compass, as we have seen for some
tions from the works of Malcolm (A . D . 1731) and Mair time.

( A . D . 1760 ), relating to “ the theory of this beautiful and

curious science,” and “ the gentleman accountant, a

person of honour," are of a rather more interesting Correspondence.
nature to the brother members of his profession . Not

withstanding the care evidently bestowed on the compila TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

tion of the essay , a quantity of matter, rather foreign to

the announcement on the title page, occupies a large portion
SIR , — There has been , of late , a considerable outcry

raised about the practice of touting for business ; and
of the work , which might have been made to serve a more

the objectionable system pursued has formed the subject
beneficial purpose in extending the thread of useful argu

of tedious comment in most legaland commercial papers
ment and discussion . In Part I. the accountant will find on too many occasions. I have ,however, observed,that
his duties clearly defined, though perhaps in a rather too

while reference has been made to touting for business
elementary manner . In Part II, the author sets forth at connected more especially with bankruptcy matters,
considerable length his own ideas on account keeping , nothing has appeared to demonstrate that the habit is
claiming for his system the title of “ The New Plan ." In

Part III. the qualifications of auditors are minutely de
carried on to as great an extent for the purpose of secur

ing business, in the form of liquidations " in ,” as well as
tailed , and liquidators in chancery, trustees, and receivers out of, “ Chancery .” It is notmy wish in offering these
in bankruptcy , are told pretty succinctly what the author remarks to defend the system even in the most abstract
considers to be their duties. The future of the profession

forms the subject matter of Part IV ., and is as strongly
manner ; butmy object in addressing you is , to show

that certain of the profession who elect to practicemore
written as any other portion of the work . We cannot

particularly in bankruptuy, do not exclusively represent
however, endorse the statement that “ auctioneers , ap the class which should be subjected to the stigma im .
praisers, and discounters would , instead of weakening , posed on them by the press and the public. Taking
strengthen the profession of accountants and auditors ; ' Chancery practice ; no sooner does a Company(" Limited "

and the author must not be surprised to find this opinion or otherwise ), whose tottering condition has been care.

the subject of a considerable amount of adverse criticism . fully watched , appear to be on the point of collapsing,
However, we venture to think that the author will have than a list of the shareholders is somehow obtained ,
attained no mean object, if his essay serves to bring about clerks are set to work , and circulars are forwarded to
a little wholesome discussion on the subjects dealt with in the unfortunate speculators informing them of the date

these pages . sot down for hearing the petition , and appointing an
Bankruptcy Legislation . By George Wreford . Lon . | official liquidator, enclosing a proxy or form of re .

don : Effingham Wilson , Royal Exchange. 1875. quest, stating the advantages to be derived by filling
Wehave seldom met with a more thoroughly practical up the form in favour of theapplicant, and an announce .

pamphlet than the one before us. Mr. Wreford , as an ment that, all further information will, if required , be

official of the Court of Bankruptcy, has gained consider furnished with the greatest pleasure. Following upon

able insight into the working of the various acts, and this, on the arrival of the day for appointing the offi .

has stated with admirable clearness the result of his ex cial liquidators, four or five, or more gentlemen at

perience. We have pointed out in so many cases the tend, all eager for the affair , and not always in the best

various shortcomings of the Act of 1869, that we shall of tempers nor in the politest ofmoods when they see a

not attempt to recapitulate any of them . It is satisfac . chance of their being oasted . Sometimes one carries all

tory to find that Mr. Wreford's practised judgment before bim and is appointed ; atanothertimeone oftheap .

coincides in many points with our own views. Wewill plicants appears so specially gifted that the judge selects

state shortly some of the alterationswhich Mr. Wreford him ; ard not infrequently two join issue, and are legally

suggests. In the first place, he thinks that the limit of metamorphosed into co-liquidators. Such is a brief

£50 for the petitioning creditor' s debt is too high, and outline ofwhat goes on “ in chancery .” Touting among

that it should be reduced to £20 , the lowest amount the directors for a vacantauditorship is an equally com .
for which a writ can be issued . Then he recom mon occurrence, and calling either alone or with an

mends that the filing of a petition should operate as a I introduotion in the shape of a friend who is to be " re
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membered ,” is another style ofobtaining business ; and | Charter prevents the prompt and effective extinction of

the system of feeing is so generally known that I need such benefactors to human kind ! - Yours truly ,

hardly dilate upon it - Yours, & c., LEX. EXPERT COMPTABLE.

London , 15th February , 1875.
TO TIE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

SIR , - Some great authority said of the judgments of COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN'S INN.
a learned judge, - " Oh, yes ; your decisions are all

February 12.
right,but confound your reasons.” It was in some such

spirit that I read a report in your last issue of a judg
( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)

Ex PARTE SIR W . RUSSELL . - This appeal, from an order
ment of Mr. Hazlitt. I hope I may never be found

mado by Mr. Rogistrar Spring Rico, sitting as Chief Judgo in
wanting in reverence towardsthe judgment of a gentle

Bankruptcy, raised a question of considerable importance as to
man so well versed in bankruptcy practice as is Mr. the effect of the discharge of a liquidating debtor under the
Hazlitt , but at the sametime Imust have a gentle laugh Bankruptcy Act, 1869. Soction 15 of the Act provides that the
over the " tarradiddle " about accountants which accom . proporty of a bankrupt divisible among his creditors is to com
panied it. The “ daily spoliation of estates by profes . prise (among other things) “ all such property as may belong

sional receivers and trustees " quotha ! Why, does he to, or be vested in , the bankrupt at the commencement of the

know that professional receivers and trustees cannot get bankruptcy, ormay be acquired by, or devolve on, him during

their bills taxed to the amount of £10,000 per year, the continuance." By Sec. 47, “ When the whole property of

while the solicitors get more than £200,000 ? " Where the bankrupt has been realized for tho benefit of his creditors ,

or so much thereof as can , in the joint opinion of the trusteo and
the aocountant was receiver under a dozen , a score, or

even more different estates, his capacity for personal
committee of inspection, be realised without needlessly protrac

ting the bankruptcy, or a composition or arrangement has been
service in each mustbe of a very extraordinary ubiq

completed ," the trustee is to make a report accordingly to the
uitous power. ” Yes, that is what he said . Well, the Court, and the Court, if satisfied of the truth of the report,
idea at the bottom of that, which is to compel a receiver “ shallmako an order that the bankruptcy has closed, and the
to serve personally behind a draper's counter , is too bankruptcy shall be deemed to have been closed at or after the

rich to be seriously dwelt upon . If I were discussing date of such order." By Soc. 48, “ When a bankruptcy is closed ,

the sayings of a lesser magnate , I should certainly say or at any time during its continuance, with the assent of the

they were positive proofs of “ accountant on the creditors, testified by a special resolution , the bankruptmay

brain ." As it is , I only call them “ tarradiddle' s," and apply to the Court for an ordor of discharge;" and by Sec. 49,

rest and be thankful it is no worse. But one word thisorder, when granted, is (with certain exceptions) to release

seriously : Is it not time that the accountant should be the bankrupt from all debts provablo under the bankruptcy.

By Sec . 125, sub- sec. 7 , all tho provisions of the Act (with cer
treated as reasonably as any other human being ? If

tain modifications ), “ shall, so far as the same are applicable,
he works, why not pay him ? If he is a necessity , why

apply to tho caso of a liquidation by arrangement in tho samo
not acknowledge him ? Il surely cannot be fair to take manner as if the word bankrupt included a debtor whose
his services and continually grumble against him be

affairs are under liquidation , and the word “ bankruptcy ' in
cause he wants to be paid for them ; nor can it be that cluded liquidation by arrangement." Tho modification referred

an accountant is the only person in England who is not to is continued in sub-sec. 9 , and is this, that the close of the

allowed to live by his profession . The moral of this liquidation may be fixed, and the discharge of the debtor and

letter is " Accountants, combine.” - Yours truly, the release of the trustee may be granted, by a special resolu

Aco. tion of the creditors in general meeting, and the accounts

may be audited in pursuance of such resolution, and at such

TOUTING .
time and in such manner, and upon such terms and conditions

as the creditors think fit." Sir William Russell fiied a liquida
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. tion petition in 1870. On the 26th of May, 1870, his creditors

SIR , - A client of ours having recently had occasion resolved on a liquidation by arrangement, and appointed Mr

to give a Bill of Sale,received shortly after its registra C . F . Kemp trustee. They further resolved that “ the dis

tion the enclosed interesting document. The issuer of charge of the debtor should be granted to him upon payment

the said document claims to be an “ Official Liquidator being made on his behalf to the trastee of £4,000 within one

and Bankruptcy Trustee," as also the proprietor of month after the registration of the resolution , and upon tho

“ Liquidation and Accountancy Oifices.” To these very debtor executing within the same period a deed of covenant

or a bond for payment to the trustee of £5 ,000 by five equal
useful ayocations (when properly carried out) he adds

annual instalments ;" but the deed or bond was to provide
other (valuable ? ) avocations, such as gratuitous advice,

that if default should be made in payment to the trustee of
and advance of money to any amount on all sorts of secu any of the instalments for twenty -one days, the whole of the

rities ; money lending is also a portion of bis profes . then unpaid instalments should at once become payable. In

sion , the rate per cent. however is not shown. The case default should be made in payment of the £4,000, any of

perfection of impudence is, however, reached in the the creditors was to be at liberty to present a petition for ad

last paragraph , which is to the following effect : judication of bankruptcy, ormake such application ashemight

“ Caution . - Several unqualified persons are copying think fit against the debtor, to the intent that he might be ad

this circular with an object to extort fees. ” I have been judicated a bankrupt under Sec. 125 of the Act, and the debtor

engaged in professional accountantship for a consider .
and the trustee wero to consent to such adjudication being forth

able time, and never had theadvantage of coming across
with mado. In case default should be made in payment of any

this wonderful gentleman ; I should however imagine
of the annual instalments of the £5,000, the trustee, on being re

quired by any creditor, was to instituto and duly prosecute pro
that his appointments as official liquidator must be few

ceedings in bankruptcy against the debtor in respect of
and far between , as touting in the Court of Chancery is the balance of the instalments thon remaining unpaid .
supposed to render a man ineligible for such post. I These resolutions were registored ; the £4,000 was paid ,

am happy to see that the advertiser's namedoes not and the deed of covenant to pay tho £5 ,000 to the trustee

appear as a member of any Society of Accountants ; was entered into. Sir W . Russell went into business again ,

nevertheless, it is to be regretted that the want of á 1 and incurred fresh debts. Ho paid the first two instalments of
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the £5,000, but failed to pay any more of them . In June, 1
charged . In a case of " Ex parte Tinker," the Court held that,1874, be filed & second liquidation potition . His statement of
even though no discharge had been granted, yet if the creditors

affairs showed that his debts were over £50,000, and that his
had dealt with the debtor in such a way as that it would be con

assets were practically of no value, the only property available
trary to good faith that they should have his future-acquiredfor the creditors being his half-pay as an officer in the Army,
property, that property would be free. The construction of the

amounting to £200 a year. The creditors on the 30th of July
resolutions passed in the prosent caso appeared to his Lordshipresolved on a liquidation by arrangement, and appointed Mr
porfectly plain . On the debtor paying the £4,000, and executKemp trustee. They also resolved that, until full payment of
ing the covenant to pay the £5,000, there was (so to say ) a purall the debts provable under the liquidation , the debtor should
chase by him of his future property, as between him and his cre

pay to the trustee the surplus of his income above £600 a year,
ditors. All his then existing estate was vested in the trustee,

and that as soon as he should have executed a deed to give
and therefore this purchase-money could not have been paid outeffect to the resolution he should be discharged from all debts
of that. The difference between the provisions in case the

provable under the liquidation , but that the discharge should be
£4,000 was not paid , and in case the instalmonts of the 5 ,000void if he failed to perform any of the covenants in the deed ,
were not paid , made this quite plain . In the first case, the

and the trustee should certify that such failure had , in his
debtor was, if he made default, to be made bankrupt upon the

opinion, been wilful. The trastoo under the first liquidation
act of bankruptcy committed by the filing of the liquidation po

voted in favour of these resolutions, having proved for the un
tition ; in the second case, a fresh proceeding in bankruptcy

paid balance of the £5 ,000, and withouthis vote the resolutions
was clearly contemplated ; not a proceeding under the old act of

would not have been carried . No creditor had required the
bankruptcy under which he had already got his discharge. The

trustee under the first liquidation to take proceedings in bank
trustee was to take proceedings as a creditor in respect of the

ruptcy against the debtor. The Registrar refused to register
unpaid balance of the £5 ,000 , with all the ordinary rights of a

the resolutions passed upder the second petition , on the ground
creditor. If the old creditors gave the debtor credit for this sum

that the first liquidation was still pending, and all the debtor's
as the price of his future assets, they could not at the same timo

property vested in the trustee under it, and that, till it had
claim those assets to the exclusion of the future creditors. As

been closed, no valid resolution could be passed under a second
to the objection that the trustee in the first liquidation could not

petition . Sir W . Russell appealed. Mr De Gex, Q . C ., and Mr
properly vote in to second liquidation without the assent ofBagley (with whom was Mr R . Taunton Raikes) for the appel
the committeo of inspection, his Lordship thought that the pro

lant, argued that, even if the first liquidation was not closed ,
visions of the Act as to the powers of a trustee did not apply to

still the effect of the resolutions then passed was to release all
a case whero the creditors had cometo an arrangement like thisthe debtor' s after-acquired property upon payment of the £4,000
with the debtor. The trustee was placed in the position of a

and execution of the deed of covenant. The resolutions con
creditor, and was entitled to vote in the ordinary way. The

templated that he was to bo a froo man and earn fresh property .
third objection , that there were practically no assets, and that

Hehad been allowed to trade and to contract fresh debts, and
the liquidation was resolved on , not in order to distribute thethe new creditors had thus acquired rights which could not be
assets of the debtor among his creditors, but only for the debtor'sinterfered with . Mr Little , Q .C ., and Mr F . H . Linklater for a
benefit, was deserving of great consideration . It was clear fromdissentient creditor, relied upon the provisions of the Act and
the debtor' s statement of accounts that he had practically no asthe recent decision of the Court of Appeal in “ Ex parte
sets, and that there could be no dividend. The only thing reallySydney.” The debtor had not fulfilled his contract under the
available for the creditors was the debtor's half pay, and the effirst liquidation, and till he had done so his after-acquired pro
fact of the resolutions was to free that entirely from contributing

porty was not free. Moreover the trustee under the first
anything to the payment of the creditors, and there was not theliquidation had no power to vote in the second withont the
smallest security that they would ever get anything. There

authority of the committee of inspection. In this case he not
might be nothing morally wrong in creditors agreeing to suchonly had no such authority, but he voted against the express
resolutions, but it was impossible that they could have beenwish of one of them . Further, the debtor having practically
passed bona fide for the benefit of the creditors ; they could onlyno assets, the votes of the majority wore really given simply for

his benefit that he might get his discharge, and votesthus given have been passed from kindly feelings for the debtor. Resolu

could not bind the dissentient minority of the creditors. Mr tions so passed could not bind the dissentient creditors. The

Justice Mellish said that the ground on which the Registrar re Act gave the majority power to bind the minority, but that was

only for the purpose of doing the best for the creditors. If the
fused to register the resolutions was that the former liquidation

votes were given only for the purpose of benefiting the debtor,
proceedings were still pending. If those proceedings had been

the minority would not be bound. On this ground the order ofreally still pending his Lordship would have thought, in con
the Registrar must be affirmed, and the appealmust be dis .formity with the decision in “ Ex parte Sydney,” that it would
missed with costs . Lord Justice James concurred .

not have been competent to the debtor to present a second

petition ; but he thought that the test whether the old pro February 13.
ceedings were still pending was this — whether the debtor's ( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL ).
future - acquired assets still remained liable to the creditors Ex PARTE WALTON -- IN RE DANDO. — This wasan appeal from

under the old liquidation . If they did , then whether a decision ofMr Registrar Pepys, as Chief Judge in Bankruptcy.

there might be a bankruptcy or not (a point which it was On the 4th of January last a petition for adjudication of bank

not necessary now to decido), still the debtor could not, under ruptcy against Mr W . E . Dando was presented by Mr John Fitz

such circumstances, present a fresh liquidation petition . On patrick . The petition came on to be heard on the 28th of January

the other hand, if the debtor's future assets were discharged and an adjudication of bankruptcy was then made. On the pre
by the creditors under the first liquidation , then the future cre vious day Dando had filed a liquidation petition , and the first
ditors must be entitled to the future-acquired assets. They meeting of the creditors under this petition was fixed for the
would be entitled to take proceedings in bankruptcy, and his 18th of February. On the 4th of February an application was

Lordship could not see why the debtor, having acquired assets,
made ou behalf of the bankrupt and some ofhis creditors to the

might not present a liquidation petition . The question pow to
Registrar to stay the advertisement of the adjudication till after

be decided was whether the future estate of Sir W . Russell was
the 18th of February. This application was refused, and from

discharged by the resolutions passed in the first liquidation. It
this refusal tho present appealwasbrought. Lord Justice Mel

was clear that the creditors had power to do this by virtue of lish said he thought that, under sec. 80, sub -sec . 10, of the
sub - section 9 of Section 125 of the Act, and it seemed clear also

Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and the 266th rule of 1870,the Registrar
that if the creditors had resolved that the debtor should be had under the circumstances a discretion whether he would sim
discharged and the liquidation closed as from a certain day,

ply make an adjudication, or make an a ljudication and stay all
though the whole ostate vested in the trustee had not been dis further proceedings until after themeeting of the creditors un
tributed, nevertheless, the future estate would have been disa ' der the liquidation petition , or postpone his decision altogether
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until after the meeting. His Lordship said he had expressed Kingsford and Charles Tomson Kingsford , millers, cornfactors,

this opinion in the recent case of “ Ex parte Foster " though it and biscuit-bakers, carrying on business at the Corn Exchange,

was not necessary for the decision of that case . But on further Mark -lane, at- 35 , Seething-lane, and several other placos, under

consideration he adhered to that opinion. The cnly question, the firm of Kingsford Brothers, havo filed a petition for liquid .

therefore, was whether the Registrar had properly exercised his ation . Their liabilities are returned at £39,200, with assets

discretion in the present case , and upon consideration of the £15,600, and it would appear that the debtors are engaged in
circumstances, his Lordship thought that he had. The appeal, outstanding contracts which require completion . Mr Watney

must, therefore, be dismissed . Lord Justice James concurred . applied , with tho concurronce of creditors for £20, 000, that Mr

J . Ford , accountant, Cheapsido, should be appointed receiverand

COURT OF BANKRUPTOY . manager of the proporty. His Honour granted the application .

February 15 . IN RE WILLIAM HOULDER , SON , AND Co . - - The Court also ap

(Before Sir J . Bacon, Chief Judge.) pointed a receiver and manager in this case. The debtors, who

Ex PARTE DAWSON — RE DAWSON. — This was an appeal from have petitioned under the liquidation clausos, aro vitriol and

a decision of the Hull County Court, aud involved a question ag chomical manufacturers, of Paul' s Wharf,Upper Thamos- street,

to the effect which the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and Southgate . Liabilities, £15,000, and assets ostimated at

has upon voluntary settlements executod prior to the passing of about tho samo amount.

the Act. The 91st section provides that “ any settlemontof pro February 18.

perty madeby a trader . . . shall if the settlor becomes bank (Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)
rupt within two years after the date of such settlement bo void IN RE Thomas KEEPING . – Tho bankrupt was a stock and
as against the trustee of the bankrupt appointed under this Act, sharebroker and dealer in shares, late of Copthall-court, Throg

and shall, if the settlor becomes a bankrupt at any subsequont morton -street. Hewas adjudicated upon the ground that he

time within 10 years after the date of such settlement, unless departed out of England in April last with intont to defeat or

the parties claiming under such settlement can prove that the dolay his creditors, and now failed to attend tho sitting ap
settlor was at the time ofmaking the settlement able to pay all pointed for his public examination . At the first meeting seve
his debts without the aid of the property comprised in such set ral proofs were admitted, and a trustee appointed, but no ac
tlement, be void against such trustoe.” The deed in this caso counts have been filed . - Upon the application of Mr Doria , on
was executed in the year 1865, and if it was within the 91st sec behalf of the trustee, his Honour ordered the usualmemorandum
tion the onus of proving it would be thrown upon the persons to be entered .

claiming under its terms. On behalf of the appellants, it was
argued that the deed must be dealt with undor the 126th soc
tion of the Act of 1849, which provides that “ if any bankrupt LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.
being at the time insolvent shall, except upon the marriage of February 12.
any of his children or for some valuable consideration, havo

(Before Mr. J . F . COLLIER , Judge.)conveyed , assigned , or transferred to any of his children or to
any other person any hereditaments . . . the Court shall havo IN RE GEORGE HARDY. — This was an adjourned application

power to order a salo for the benefit of the creditors under the by a trustee for an order to restrain his solicitor from sueing

bankruptcy.” The learned Judge held that the 91st section of him for his bill of costs. The facts which wehave already pub

the present Act was retrospective in its operation, and that the lished , were shortly these : - Hardy, the bankrupt, a builder at

deed was void under it. The wife and son of the debtor ap Kırkdale, failed in February , 1871, and after unsuccessfully at

pealed from that decision. The Chief-Judge held that the 01st tempting to arrango with his creditors, was driven into the

section was retrospective, and that the 126th section of the Bankruptcy Court , and at the first meeting of creditors one of

Bankruptcy Law Consolidation Act, 1849, which had been in ex their body (Mr J . P . M 'Arthur, timbermerchant), accepted tho

press terms repealed, had nothing whatever to do with the pre office of trustee. According to the bankrupt's statement, the lia

sent case. To prevent any mischief arising from the ropeal of bilitieswere £1,115 , and assets £347; but the latter item , instead

that statute the 91st section of the present Act was introduced, of realizingthatsum ,appears,as is too frequently thecase in bank

which applied to every settlement made by a trader “ not being ruptcy to havo vanished into thin air , forthe trustee, after making

a settlement made before, and in consideration of, marriage or certain preferential payments, found himself with a balance in
made in favour of a purchaser or incumbrancer, in good faith hand of only £7 7s.,and a solicitor's bill of £43 unpaid . Appli

and for valuable consideration , or a settlement made on or for cation was made by the solicitor, too, for payment of this bill,

the wife or children of the settlor of property which has accrued but it was resisted on the ground that thero were no funds ap

to the sottlor after marriage in right of his wife .” The deed in plicable to its discharge, and accordingly the solicitor instituted

this case was clearly invalid , and the trustee under the liquida proceedings against the trustee, personally , for its recorery. The

tion was entitled to the property comprised in it . Appeal dis two questions now raised were, first, whether the court had any

missed . power to restrain the proceedings of the solicitor, and, second,

February 16 . assuming it had , whether the claim was one that the trustee

( Before Mr. Registrar ROCHE , sitting as Chief Judge.) could be relieved from , seeing that there was no estate . Mr

IN RE J . STAMMERS WEBB. — Application was made in this Lewis Williams, instructed by Messrs Miller, Peel, and Hughes,

case for the registration of resolutions alleged to have boen appeared for the trustee ; and Mr Potter for Mr Etty, the so

passed by creditors in favourofliquidation by arrangemont, and licitor. The case stood adjourned for the cross-examination of

appointing a trustee. The debtor was a colliery proprietor, the trustee, who had made an affidavit in support of his appli

having offices in Gracechurch -street, and his liabilities, in ad cation . Long and exhaustive arguments were addressed to the

dition to secured debts , amounted to £32,753, the assets boing court by the respective counsel, and the court afterwards re

returned at £10,602. Mr Douglas Straight appeared for the served its judgment.

debtor ; Mr G . W . Hemming , MrHorace Davey, and MrFinlay February 15 .

Knight for creditors. From an examination of the debtor it was ARRANGEMENTS WITH CREDITORS. — This application raised

elicited that he had been engaged in some partnership trans soveral points of importanco affecting the validity of ar

actions in connection with collieries and ships, the particulars
rangements with creditors which purported to be within

of which did not appear in the statement of affairs . Mr. Regis the purview of the present Act. A debtor, who carried on

trar Keone held that the proceedingswere defective, and, in ac business in Liverpool as a speculator in cotton , early in

cordance with the case of “ ex -parte Cockayne, re Cockayne" the present year failed, and presented a petition for the liqui

refused to registor the resolution. dation of his affairs by arrangement or composition . At tho

February 17. first meeting of creditors it was resolved to liquidate the estate
( Before Mr Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.) | by arrangeipent, and to appoint a trustee. A further resolu

IN RE KINGSFORD BROTHERS. — The debtors, Mossrs "Charlestion was passed , but on a separate form , allowing the debtor bis
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discharge on payment to tha trustee of a sum of £1,500. The course, by the terms of the 289th rule , that every creditor, in
debtor's accounts disclosed liabilities £9,280, and assets £70 .

respect of a provable debt, must be restrained, unless it was
The resolution to liquidate was duly registered, and the one shown that such creditor was prejudicially affected by the re
allowing the discharge was filed with the proceedings. A cre

solution . Here the resolution was to liquidate the estate by
ditor for £1,000 who dissented from the liquidation commenced arrangement, and to vest it in a trustee for equal distribution
proceedings against the debtor for the recovery of his claim , amongst all the creditors, and he could hardly conceive how , by
and the presentapplication was to restrain him from prosecuting such a course , ono creditor could bemore prejudicially affected
those proceedings. Mr Pottor, instructed by Messrs Batteson and than another. The separate resolution to allow the debtor his
Company,supported theapplication,andMrLupton, instructed by discharge was not before him on the present application , and
Messrs T . & T . Martin , for the dissentient creditor,opposod . Mr could not be considered. The order to restrain the creditor,
Pottor said the present application was one which ought to be therefore, must be allowed. Ordered accordingly ,
granted, unless the Court, as pointed out by rule 289, was of
opinion that the rights of the dissentiont creditor woro proju.

dicially affected by the resolution , or that the estate would yield

a larger dividend if administered in bankruptcy. Here the MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT.
contrary was shown, as, in addition to the assets vested by the

February 13 .

resolution in the trustee, the friends of the debtor had come
( Before Mr J . A . RUSSELL, Q . C ., Judge.)

forward to pay £1,500 for his discharge. By Rule 301 the An application was heard in this Court involving a question

passing of a special resolution to liquidate is deemed conclusivo
under the 49th section of the Debtors' Act, 1869. The appli

evidence that the debtor had complied with the provisions of cation wasmade by MrAmbrose, Q . O . (with him Mr Jordan ), on

the statute, and by section 127 the registration of such resolu behalf of Mr G . F . Freeman for the dismissal of a debtor's sum

tion is, in the absence of fraud, conclusive evidence that such
mons taken out against him . The summons was taken out for

resolution was duly passed , and the requisitions of the Act a judgment debt by the Broughton Copper Company (Limited ),

complied with . Mr. Lupton , in reply , urged that the resolu
for whom there appeared to support the summonsMrWilliams,

tions were not binding on the dissentient creditor, inasmuch as
Q . C ., and Mr Taylor. Mr Freeman , a metal agent and commis

they had been assented to by creditors to whom the debtor had sion merchant, was a liquidating debtor, and had lately received

given preferences, or made promises of payment at a future
his order of discharge, and the question to be decided by the

time. His Honour said that he could not, on the present appli Court was, whether the debt for which the summons was taken

cation , go behind the resolution to liquidate, which appeared out was or was not barred by the order of discharge according

to be duly registered . It was true fraud vitiated overy
to the 49th section of the Act. Under that section the order of

thing, but the proper time to have raised that question
discharge did not relieve a debtor from any liability which he

was on the application to register, or by a substantive motion
had incurred through fraud . The debt in respect ofwhich this

to cancel tho registration . Mr. Lupton contended that summons was taken out wasmade up of a sam of £300 awarded

the power to grant the injunction to restrain was purely dis
to the Broughton Copper Company by the verdict of a jury in a

cretionary with the court, and he proposed to adduce evi
case brought by them at the LiverpoolAssizes against the plain

dence to show that this was not a caso in which it should ex
tiff , and of the costs incident to thataction . Oneof the counts on

ercise its discretion adversely to the creditor. Ho then called
the record on which the jury' s verdict was based, stated that

Mr Freeman, having been employed as the agent of the plaintiff
the trustee and several of the creditors, who on examination

deposed that prior to the statutory meeting of creditors a preli
to purchase for them old copper rollers , neglected in certain

minary meeting was held , and that to one ot the hostile creditors
cases where he was able to do so, to purchase such rollers for

a promise of payment of part of his debt in fullhad been made. the plaintiffs, and purchased them on his own account and for

It further appeared that the discharge of thedebtor was granted his own profit, in violation of his duty. It was contended by

on the understanding that only a portion of the creditors were
MrAmbrose and Mr Jordan that in the verdict given , only a

to participate in the £1,500 . This condition , Mr Lupton con
breach of contract was implied , and no breach o

tended , was at variance with the policy of the Bankruptcy Act,
fraud ; and in reply to Mr Williams and Mr Taylor, who said

which contemplated an equaldivision of the assets amongst all
they were ready to prove that Mr Freeman's liability was in

the creditors. Either, he said , those excluded from the arrange curred by fraud , they held that it was not now competent to

mentwere not creditors at all, or they must have consented to
bring such proof. It was the judgment thatmade this debt, and

be excluded from friendly feelings to the debtor : but in either
if the record upon which the judgment was obtained did not

case the resolution was not a genuine expression of the wishes of
allege fraud, counsel contended that evidence of fraud could

the creditors. He cited a caso decided in the Court of Appeal
not now be adduced . Mr Ambrose, however, stated that if the

on Friday last, in which it was held that resolutions passed
facts were gone into ho would show that there was in reality no

from kindly feelings to a debtor could not bind dissentient
fraud. After a long argument, which the Judge described as

creditors. There was nothing morally wrong in creditors agree
very able on both sides, his Honour decided that, as the decla

ing to such resolutions, but it was impossible that they could
ration in the record charging Freoman with a double breach of

have been passed bona fide for the benefit of the general body of
contract, involving a deprivation cf the Copper Company's pro

creditors. By the acceptance of the £1,500 the future earnings
fits as well as a violation of Freeman 's duty, had been found by

of the debtor were released, and the Act contemplated in cases the jury to be true, it was open to the company now to bring

of liquidation that he should not be so released till he had paid 20s. evidence as to whether for the whole or any part of the sum for

in the pound. The estate of a liquidating debtor did not simply
which the summons was taken out, he was liable through his

comprise what he might possess at the date of the liquidation ,
own fraud . To decide for how much he was so liable, his

but all that hemight hereafter acquire untilhe had paid 20s. in
Honour ordered an issue to be tried at the Manchester Assizes.

the pound, and no resolutions which doprived creditors of this At the Manchester County Court, on the 11th inst. ,

right could bind dissentient creditors unless they were passed
an application was made by Mr Taylor on behalf of the trusteo

bona fide. His Honour said he much doubted the propriety of in the estate in liquidation of Mr John Grimshaw , woollen

having permitted the case to proceed to the length it had, as manufacturer, Rochdale, to compel the payment of £115 by Mr

he was strongly of opinion that thu question of the validity of Thomas Bamford, the brother- in -law of tho debtor. Mr Bam

the resolution by which the creditors allowed the dischargo did ford was bookkeeper to the debtor, and a few days before the

not affect the present application . All that he had to satisfy filing of the petition he had received £115 on the debtor's

himself uçon was whether there had been a resolution to behalf. Bamford pleaded a set-off in the shapo of an account

liquidato duly registered, and , if so, whether it was to tho in
he had against Grimshaw , but the bill having been received by

terest of the general body of creditors that the proceedings of the debtor himself and not by Bamford, his Honour decided that
the dissentient creditor should be restrained. The resolutions the trusteo's claim upon the money was a good one. Hemade
he found were registered , and it followed, almost as a matter of 1 an order for the payment of the money to the trustee.
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COLCHESTER COUNTY COURT. think a single book was brought out, and the state of affairs was

At the monthly sitting of this Court, the Registrar, Mr J. S .
entirely made up from memory, and from accounts lodged . I

Barnes, was engaged several hours in hearing an application in
have no reason to suspect anybody of having removed the books.

the bankruptcy of Freeman Parsons, late of the Star and Fleoce,
I can tell of no motivo which anybody would have to remove the

Kolvedon , by Mr Alfred John Shorten, voterinary surgeon, of
books. I don 't believe Kidd has made away with or destroyed

Ipswich, a creditor for £413 198. 6d., whose proof had beon re
any of the books. Prior to the sequestration I asked Kidd

jected by the trustee , Mr W . H . Cobb. Mr J . M . Pollard of Ips.
whether he had broughteverything from Ratho, and he told me

wich represented MrShorten , and Mr H . Jones appeared on bo
he had. I never destroyed any books, or gavo instructions to

that offect, and am very vexed that any books should have dig.
half of the trustee. Mr Shorton 's proof stated that the bankrupt

was indebted to him in the sum of £413 19s. 6d., being £380
appeared . I don 't know of any one butmyself and the trusteo

“ balance of money lent, advanced, and paid by me, to and for
to whom these books could be of value. At the close the statu .

the said Frooman Parsons, and for goods sold and delivered by tory oath was administered .

me to him , and £33 19s. 6d . for interest on such sum of £380."

As security for this sum , Mr Shorten held a bill of sale . Mr

Jones said his objections to admit tho claim wore these : The COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .

sums were not owing to Mr Shorten ; they were not lent, ad February 12.

vanced , or paid by him to the bankrupt ; and from the divers ( Before Judge MILLER .)

books, papers, and accounts, Mr Shorten did not appear to be a IN RE HENRY ANDERSON . — The bankrupt had been agent to

creditor but a debtor to the said estate . Another objection was the Ironmongers' estate in Londonderry . He was adjudicated

that Mr Shorten and Mr Parsons were partners. The case has a bankrupt on the 1st July, 1873 , but afterwards effectod an

been before the court on several occasions. After a long argu arrangement with his creditors. He was indebted to the Iron

mont,Mr Jones contended that so far as the capital invested in mongers' Company, and provious to his bankruptcy he had ob

the horse letting business was concerned , they could not prove ; tained a loan of £500 from James Hayden on a policy of insur

but with regard to the half yearly receipts,which showed a profit,
there he thought Mr Shorten was entitled to prove against the pany, assigning as a security certain interest derived by him

ostate, because it was a debt fixed and determined between thom under the will of Sir James Anderson. The Ironmongers’ Com

selves. The fact that he was a partner preventing him proving. pany agreed after bankruptcy to lodge £800 in court for distri

The accounts showed that the partnership was treatod by both bution among the creditors if they had assigned to them all the

as existing long after the date of the execution of the bill of sale . interest in the bankrupt's property,which was accordingly done.

The Registrar reservod his judgmont until the next court. Thoy afterwards, however , filed a charge for the sale of the
bankrupt's interest under the will of Sir James Anderson. Mr

Hayden filed a discharge, and the case having been argued, stood

for judgment, which Judge Miller pronounced, disallowing the
BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS IN SCOTLAND. charge filed , but directing each party to pay their own costs.

On the 11th inst. the examination took place of Hart, Mac
farlano, and Co., merchants,Glasgow , and James William Hart

and George Macfarlane, both merchants in Glasgow , the
individual partners of that company, as such partners, NOTTINGHAM COUNTY COURT.

and also as individual partners of Macfarlane, Blair , and
February 18.

Co., merchants in San Francisco , and the said Jas.Wm . Hart,
( Before Mr. R . WILDMAN, Judge.)

as an individual partner of tho firm of Hart, Blair, and Co.,
IN RE FARMER AND BRown, lace manufacturers, of Stogoy .

merchants, San Francisco. The bankrupt, James William
street, Nottingham . - Mr. W . A . Richards appeared for the

Hart, deposed that he was senior partner of the firm of
trustee , and Mr. Gilbert for the bankrupts. Mr. Richards said

Hart, Macfarlane, and Co. That firm commenced busi
that on the accounts supplied during a certain period therewas

ness in the month of August, 1865 . At first the business
no account rendered showing how goods were disposed of.

was fairly prosperous down to the end of 1872, at which time
Their purchases during the time amounted to nearly £4 ,000 . In

the capital at the credit of the partners amounted to £15 ,000.
May last the bankrupts 'estate was shown to be worth £12,000,

In 1873 their business was less prosperous, and during that year with a deficiency of £300. In August last they filed a petition

transactions which were closed in the course of it showed a loss
showing a deficiency of nearly £7,000. This was a very great

of £15,000. During 1874 their losses continued , arising out of
depreciation of the estate of the bankrupts, and he wished for

a number of chartered party engagements they had entered into
an adjournment of the bankrupts ' examination sine die. — Mr.

in 1873, which they had gone into under the advice of their San
Gilbert stated that the trading of the bankrupts was of the

Francisco house, and it was on their account that they were
ordinary laco manufacturing kind. He also alleged that the

made. Their total losses on transactions for 1873 and 1874
bankrupts had furnished the best accounts they could . They

amounted to about £78,000, which included partners' capital. had informed him that no better accounts could be produced .

The liabilities of the bankrupts amount to £66,556 , and the
The Registrar said the bankrupts had filed no accounts ; no ac

assets to about £9,000, which, however, depend upon the reali
counts of their sales for four months. The accounts they had

sation of shipments to San Francisco. supplied showed from whom the goods had been purchased , but

GEORGE HUNTER, CONTRACTOR , PORT HOPETOUN. - On Non
did not show how they had been disposed of. Not even a single

day this examination was resumed before the Commissioner, at
salo had been recorded. The bankrupts had not complied with

the residence of the bankrupt, No. 10, Archibald -place, Edin the order of the Court. Mr. Gilbert - 1 think we have partly

burgh . Iho bankrupt underwent an examination of over three complied with it, although not altogether. His Honour - It is

hours. He was asked - Did you ever give any oro to under necessary that you should supply an account showing how the

stand that you could bring particular pressure to bear upon Mr goods were disposed of. The examination eventually stood ad

Kidd in order to make him of service to you , irrespective ofhis journed sine die.

being your clerk ? Certainly not. I never led any one to be.

lievo that I had a hold over Mr Kidd. I told Mr. Nicholson I Mr. L . Boecker, who formany years kept the French

wanted the books brought to Edinburgh for the sake of handing | Restaurant in Idol-lane, City , where he gained a reputation for

them over to the trusteo . I gave the samo reason to Kidd. I his recherché dinners, notifies that he has undertaken the

said to Kidd, who went to Ratho for the books, that I wanted management of the restaurant in connection with the well

them brought in for fear they might ho tampered with . I don 't known - Bodega ” Wine Stores, 13, Oxford -street, near Totten .

know that the books were brought into the office except from ham Court-road. Mr. Boecker's liberal style of catering will no

what Kidd said . When making up the state of affairs with doubt secure him many regular customers amongst the general

Nicholson and Anderson no books were referred to , and I don 't | public in addition to his old city connection .
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FAILURES.
ENGLAND.- Messrs James Holroyd and Co., woollen manu

facturers and merchants, of Leeds, and Barnard Castle,announce
that they are compelled to suspend payment. The unsecured
liabilities are said to amount to £50,000, and the assets reach
about the same sum . Mr Holroyd says that up to two yoars ago

ho had a very successful business in Loods and a considerable

capital, and it had been lost within that limited period . His

books had been placed in tho hands of Messrs. Simpson and
Burrell, of Leeds. At the Birmingham County Court on Wed
nesday a petition for liquidation was filed on behalf of William
Wadhams, farmer and grazier,ofPerry Barr andGreat Barr, and
also carrying on business at Wood End, Walsall. Tho liabilities
were estimated at £10,000, and assets £1,000 or thereabouts .

AMERICA. - New York advices announce the failure of MrWm .

Rodmond, jr., stockbroker, 18, Exchange place. Messrs C . G .
Harger and Son , private bankers, Watertown, New York , had

stopped. The firm of Ames, Sherman, and Co.,wholesalo dealers
in hats, caps, and straw goods, had gone into voluntary bank

ruptcy, with liabilities estimated at $ 133,410, and assets at

$ 39,252, composed chiefly of outstanding debts. The liabilities

of the Cook County National Bank , Chicago, lately suspended ,
amount to about £160,000 ; the assets will, it is believed , cover

that sum . New York advices state that Messrs Turner Bros.,

who suspended some months ago, have resumed business. It

was reported that the People's Savings Bank , St. Louis,Mo., had

NEW COMPANIES.
The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

the following Companies, registered during the week :
Bell Mill - Capital £20 ,000 , in £5 shares.

Bischof's Patent Spongy Iron Filter - Capital £30,000, in £10
shares.

Blackpool Skating Rink - Capital £3,000 , in £25 shares .

Borough of Wenlock Conservative Newspaper - Capital £1,000,
in £1 shares.
Coldhurst Cotton - Spinning - Capital £50,000 , in £5 chares.

Eli Harrop and Brother - Capital £15,000 , in £5 shares.
“ European Review ” — Capital £20, 000, in £10 shares.
Gardden Lodge Coal, Coke, and Fire-brick - Capital £60,000, in

£100 shares .

H . J . Wadling and Co. - Capital £20 ,000, in £5 shares.
Heywood Billiard Club - Capital £2,000, in £5 shares.
Imperial Investment Association - Capital £100,000, in £5 shares.
Inman Steamsbip - Capital £2,000,000 , in £100 shares.

Llangefin Building Material- Capital £200 , in £25 shares.

Longfield Cotton -Spinning - Capital £60,000, in £5 shares.

North Mill Spinning - Capital £15 ,000, in £5 shares.

Park and Sandy Lane Mills - Capital £40,000 , in £5 shares.
Ridgefield Cotton-Spinning - Capital £50,000, in .£5 shares.
Stock -lane Spinning - Capital £50,000, in £5 shares .
S. H . Swire and Co. - Capital £40,000, in £5 shares.

stopped.
The Buenos Ayres Standard states that the wool

clip this year will give a deficit of 15 ,000 to 20,000 bales.

There have been numerous suspensions and failures. Some of

the largest property holders havo become either bankrupts or in

solvent debtors. Some old -established foreign importers of

horseshave been obliged to suspend business , notwithstanding

that the debtors owo thom millions. All large importing houses

show splendid sales, large assets,but not ono dollar which at tho

presentmoment can bo collected .

American advices state that a well-known merchant in the

city of Mexico had absconded, leaving bohind him liabilities of
£120,000. Several small firms, it was fearer, would be com
pelled to yield in consequence.

It was reported on Tuesday that a leading firm of merchants
engaged in the woollen trade at Malaga had suspended payment,
with heavy liabilities. The chief losses will fall on the Huda
dersfield manufacturers .

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

The following meetings of creditors have been held
during the week :

W . / . HARDY (LEICESTER ). - At the meeting of creditors, it

was resolved that a composition of twelve shillings in the pound

be accepted , payable by four instalments, three at 3s. 4d . each ,

payable at three, six, and nino months from the date ofmeeting,

and a final instalment of 2s, in the pound, payable at twelve

months. The liabilities amount to £6,911 11s. 6d .

Advices from Melbourno stato that a meoting of the creditors

of Mr William Strickland , brewer, Colac, had been held . The

statement of liabilities showed the indebtedness to amount to

£6,000, the assets being estimated at within £50 of the liabili

ties. It was agreed to assign the estate to two of the creditors

present. A meeting of creditors in the estate of Messrs Squire

and Freemar , timbermerchants, St Kilda , had also been held .

The liabilities amount to about £5,000 . The assets show a no

minal deficiency of £700 . It was resolved to put the estate in

liquidation by arrangement under the act,

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY LAWS. - An American critic

writes as follows : - “ The views which we expressed in the last
number of the Review in reference to the policy of the amend
ments to this Act made at the last session of Congress, have
only been confirmed by what we have seen of its working since.
As the law stands to -day, we have no system which can be relied

on to secure the equal distribution of a bankrupt's assets among
his creditors. The State insolvent laws are suspended , and
there is no efficient substitute. The result is that preferences

are the rule ; and, instead of an equal division , we have the
scramble for the lion 's share of the plunder, which it is one ob
ject of bankrupt legislation to prevent. The effect of all the
cunningly devised protections to fraud with which the amond
ments were filled has been nicely calculated by the business
community, and rogues prosper at the expense of honest men .

Wedo not hesitate to say that it would be botter to repeal tho
law altogether than to retain it in its presentshape. Weregret
to find that this opinion is not shared by someof our contempo.
raries, as, for example, the Chicago Legal News, which re
marks with evident gratification , It would be almost as

much of a task to restore the old order of things in bankruptcy
as it would to restore the Fugitive Slave Law .' The News is
hostile to the old system , because it treated everyman who was
in embarrassed circumstances as a scoundrel, and gave an ho
nest debtor no chance to turn himself,' and because it has been

the ruination of thousands of honest men, who, if they had had

the forty days allowed by the present law , would have been able
to save themselves from bankruptcy. In reply to these argu
monts, we can only call the attention of the News to two facts,

tolerably familiar to business men : “ first, that the creditors of

an honest debtor, in ninety -nino cases outof a hundred , are oven

moro anxious to keep him out of bankruptcy than he is to keep
out, since to put him in is only to diminish their dividends by
the expensesof the proceedings ; socond, that a debtor rarely , if
ever, fails to meet his commercial paper, except by accident,
until he has made every effort to “ turn himself,' has exhausted

every expedient, and insolvency can no longer be deferred .
Fourteen days is long enough to determine whether the failure

to pay is merely accidental. Certainly, after a deliberate failure

a debtor's condition rarely improves within forty days so that he
can resume. The extended time now allowed, therefore, is
valuablo merely to the debtor, and to him because he is enabled
to make arrangements that will prevent bankruptcy, or at least

will make its processes of little benefit to creditors."

DEATH OF MR. JOHN GURNEY HOARE. — Telegraphic
intelligenco of the death ofMr. J . G . Hoare, at Biarritz , on Tues
day last, at tho age of 64, was received on Wednesday at the
well-known banking -house of which he was senior partner. The
deceased had been for some time under treatment for Bright's

DEFAULTING TRUSTEES . — The Law Times is responsible

for the following : - “ Since the commencement of the Bank

ruptcy Act, 1869, and up to tha end of last year, thirteen trus

toes have been removed from their office, eightoon have become

bankrupt, twelve have been ordered to be committed for con

tempt of court, and forty -five are not to be found. Several trus

tees have been charged 20 per cont. interest, under sect. 30,
for retaining in their hands moneys belonging to the estates.” | disease.
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A DRAWER 'S RIGHT TO STOP A CHEQUE. - The decision | England and Scotlandwere subjected to new regulations. Those

given by the Court of Exchequer Chamber, in the case of which relate to England were of a very stringentcharacter, and
“ Glyns v .Mesa ,” as to the right of a drawer of a cheque to stop have in fact reduced the country bank circulation of England

payment of it, will give satisfaction , we think, to alſ business from nine millions to six, while the Act is so framed that the

men. The decision is to the effect that a cheque is to be treated English banks can only avail themselves practically of about

as any other bill of exchange, rendering the drawer liable to be three -fourths of this amount. English banks of issue are, mora

sued upon it, if unpaid , by any bona fide holder, who is not over, still prohibited from opening branches in London or within

affected by an “ equity " attaching to the party to whom or on 65 miles of it, unloss, of course, they are prepared to give up their

whose account the cheque was givon . The circumstances of right of issue ; and , in fact, the National Provincial Bank ofEng

the present caso wero that the plaintiffs, being the bankers of land, which had the largest country circulation,has recently aban

Messrs. Lizardi, who failed two years ago, pressed them for pay doned it because they were anxious to establish a branch in Lon

mont of their overdraughts or for additional security , and when don. The Scotch banks possess much greater privileges, in

doing so, on the eve of the failure, received from them an order consequence of which their circulation has considerably in
on the defendants to pay the amount of two bills for £2,000, for creased, and, what is of more importance, they practically enjoy
which order the defendants gave the plaintiffs the cheque now a monopoly of the banking of Scotland. Since the year 1845
in question , which the latter immediately placed to the credit of new banks have been opened in almost every part of England,
Lizardi's account. The defendants, hearing meanwhile that but not a single now bank has been established in Scotland,
Lizardi had stopped payment, instructed their bankers not to while, on the contrary, several of those then in existence have
pay the cheque, upon which the plaintiffs immediately sued. ceased to exist. While these English banks of issuo are pre
Two points were thus raised - one, whether the exchange of the cluded from opening branches in London, or within 65 miles,
order from Lizardi on the defendants for a cheque by tho latter one or two Scotch banks have of late years opened agencies in
was a consideration between thom and the plaintiffs ; and the London . Neither her Majesty 's Government nor tho Bank of
other, whether the plaintiffs had not in any caso a good title to England took any notice of this at the time, being no doubt
the cheque, even if they had received it direct form Messrs. under the belief that these establishments would be mero agen
Lizardi, on the ground that,boing given for an antecedent debt, cies and not actual branches ; for it must be explained that
there was a valid consideration which prevented them from English banks of issue may have, and some of them have long
being affected by the equities attaching to Lizardi. The Court had , agencies in London, and with this right, which would also
below had given must attention to the first point, holding that naturally be conceded to Scotch banks, it is not proposed to
the giving up of the order on the defendants to pay the amount interfere. Within the last few months the Clydesd ale
was a valid consideration for the cheque as botween the plain Bank has opened three branches in the North of England.
tiffs and the defendants; but the Court of Error now went It cannot be supposed that Sir Robert Peel, while ex
further, and decided , with reference to the second point exclu cluding English banks of issue from London , should
sively, that “ a negotiable security given for such a purpose is havo intended to allow Scotch banks, possessing even
a conditional payment of the debt," and, being taken by the more exclusive privileges, to establish themselves there , and it
creditor as “ money 's worth ," is as truly his property as the is proposed, therefore, to provide for what was evidently a casus
money which it represents would have been if paid in Bank of omissus, by subjecting the Scotch banks of issue in this respect
England notes or coin . The defonce had been that a cheque to the restriction already imposed on English banks of issue.
was different from a bill of exchange at however short a date, Butmore than this , the English country banks, while ready to
because in the latter caso the croditor gave delay to his original face any competition on fair and equal terms, submit to Parlia

debtor, and this was a consideration entitling the creditor to ment that if Scotch banks desire to establish themselves in Eng

proceed against the drawer, while there was no such considera land, it is only reasonable to ask thatbefore doing so they should
tion in reference to a cheque payable immediately ; but the surrender their present exclusivo privileges, and become sub
Court, it will be seen , refused to recognise the distinction, and ject to the conditions imposed on all English banks. The English
has placed a cheque on the same footing as other bills of ex non -issuing banks have no wish to interfere with the issuing

change. It is to be regretted, perhaps, that the Court was not English banks so long as their privileges aro exercised in ac

unanimous, Lord Justico Coleridge having dissented from his cordance with the spirit and intontions of the Acts of 1844 -5 ;
colleagues in an elaborate judginent, on tho ground that a but, subject to this, they submit that all banks doing business

cheque is not a bill of exchange, but an instrument sui generis ; in England should do so on fair and equal terms. That these

but the common sense of the matter is so plain that we hope views are not confined to England may be seen from the very
there is no chanco of an appeal or an alteration of the law as able article in the Scotsman of the 13th of October last. Under

now settled . - Economist. these circumstances it is proposed, as a measure which we be
SOLICITORS IN THE COMMON COUNCIL . - Mr. Thomas lieve would be considered just and equitable to all parties, that

Beard, solicitor , of Basinghall-streot, City of London, for some Scotch banks having special privileges of issue should be re
years a member of the Common Council,has boen elected chair quired to abandon those privileges if they propose to open
man of the Officers' and Clerks' Committee of the Corporation , branches in England, and that a similar condition as regards
another solicitor, in the person of Mr. Frederick Kent, is chair Scotland should in liko manner be imposed on banks of issue in

man of the Law, Parliamentary, and City Courts Committoo of England. — Times.

the same municipality , and there aro besides fifteen other At the meeting of the Corporation of Foreign Boud.

solicitors in the Corporation of London in addition to the Lord holders on Wednesday, Messrs Johnstone, Wintly , Cooper, and
Mayor. - In Times. Co. were re-elected auditors of the corporation for the ensuing

Scotch Banks. - As the question of the legal right of year.
Scotch banks to open branches out of Scotland whilo retaining WINDING -UP. -- A petition is to be heard in the Court
there noto issues will, if possible , be discussed in the House of of Chancery on the 26th instant ior the winding up of
Commons this Session, it is important that the points at issuo the Britannia Engineering Company (Limited ). - Vice Chancel

should be rightly understood, and with this object in view we lor Sir Charles Hall hasmade an order to wind up the Battersea

submit the following remarks for consideration : - It has for a Foundry and Horse -shoe Works (Limited ), and has appointed

great number of years been the policy of the Legislature to pre Mr Frederick Whinney official liquidator.

vent London bauks from issuing bank -notes, and it has always i
After remaining just three weeks at 3 per cent., the

been considered just that under these circumstances English

banks possessing a circulation should be presented from carry Bank rate was on Thursday raised to 35.

ing on a banking business in the metropolis. This limitation , Mr Robert A . M 'Lean notifies that he has withdrawn
however, was not imposed on Scotch banks, doubtless because it | from the firm of Barnard, Clarko, M 'Lean , and Co., public
was not supposed that they would open branches out of Scotland . || accountants, and that he will continue to carry on the busi

By the Acts of 1844 and 1845 the banknote circulations of ' noss in bis own name, and on his own behalf.
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EDINBURGH INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. - At the recent

annualmeeting, the following gentlemen , having passed

the usual examinations, were admitted members of the

society : - Mr John Brodie, 29, St. Andrew -square ; the

Hon . Francis Jeffrey Moncrieff, 45, Frederick -street ;

Mr Francis More, 24 , St. Andrew -square ; Mr Douglas
Murrie, 6 , North St. David- street; MrWilliam Pollard ,
26 , Frederick -street ; MrGeorge J . Walker, 49, Castle

street.
BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official return

of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers' Clearing -house for
the waek ending Wednesday, Feb. 10.

Thursday, Feb. 11 ... £14, 565,000
Friday, Feb. 12 ... ... 49, 139,000

Saturday Feb. 13... 23,790,000
Monday, Feb. 15 ... 20, 184,000

Tuesday, Feb. 16 ... 18,822,000

Wednesday, Feb. 17 18,392,000

£144, 902,000

THE BANK OF ENGLAND . - The return of the Bank of England for

the week ending Wednesday, Feb. 17 , compared with that for the
previous week, shows the following changes :
Circulation issue ..... .... ...... £35,023 ,450 Increase ... £103,225

Circulation active ...... ...... 25,663,120 Decrease ...
Public deposits....... ......... ... 6 , 196 ,080 Increase ... 866,551
Other deposits . .. .......... ... .. 18 ,065,308 Increase 707,196
Government securities in

banking department ...... 13 ,595,034 Increase 26 ,313
Other securities in banking

department ................. 18 ,100,241 Increase ... 1,222 ,639
Coin and bullion in both de

partments ......... 20,862,992 Increase 110,035
Seven day and other bills... 355 ,924 Increase 9,117
The Rest . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ..... 3 ,424 ,835 Increase ... 32,938
Notes in reserve . .. ... 9, 360,330 Increase 359,040
Total reserve (notes and

coin )in bankingdepartment 10, 199,872 Increase ... 366 ,850
Mr. Costello , proprietor of an extensive hotel at

Howth , near Dublin , has been committed for trial for setting fire

to his premises with intent to defraud insurance companies.
The property was insured for £27,000.

PUBLICATIONS.
JUST PUBLISHED.

AN ESSAY
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
OF

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,
Addressed to the Profession , Merchants, Traders, Landowners, and

Companies, . .

By JOHN CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor,
Price 2s. 6d .

London : Letts, Son, and Co., Limited, 8 , Royal-exchange, and all book
sellers .

TO ACCOUNTANTS .

Just Published , 374 pages, 8vo., cloth, price 12s. 6d .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
Days from any one day to any other day , either in the sameor the fol.

lowing year. By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .

London : EFFINGHAM WILSON , Royal Exchange,

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son .

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATH , F .S . A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN . Lawrence Lane, London , E .C .

NOW READY, PRICE IS.

BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION , a Review with
Suggestions for Amending the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. ByGEORGE

WREPORD, of the Comptroller's Department, Court of Bankruptcy .

London : Effingham Wilson , Royal Exchange.

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY,

The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Ac
curate and newly revised .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

(YRAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS .

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT, FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND
Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Opening

and Closing in the Three Degrees. Questions to Candidates before being

Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers . The

Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c., & c .
PROSPECTUS FREE

Sent post free on receiptof 8s. 6d. (or before remittance is made, if de
sired). Payable to A . E .MASON (P . M ., 30°), Bank Top View , Richmond

Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL,with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established , 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 108. ; Single Copy, 9d. ;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .

TOENIO VON THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,”S
O
N
O

K
O
U
N
G

KE
STAUSSTELLUNG 107

DEN FORTSCHRITTE

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schränke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE -PRVOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

Indented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
Use of False Keys.

N . B . _ The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars , and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or moreof the steps of the Key . The Lock ,

by a simple movement ofthe Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself to the

NEW Key, after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a NEW LOCK and KRY, as often asmay be desired, without the aid of a Lock

maker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies

of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vid
12th Sept., 1873 ) . " This Lock affords effectual protection from duplicate or

" Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

( in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO . ,
LOCK . AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 , Cheapside, London, E . C .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE, and ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services , Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .
Works :- London and Birmingham .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRA VESEND
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Graresend will find every accommodation at the old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN $ 1 ls. PER WERK

And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners , & c

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen -street,
Huddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market.
place, Dewsbury.

Agency business promptly attended to.
N .
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WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY 1
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Ball, and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt ,
£2 173. 6d. to 100 guineas,

KEVANS AND KE AN,

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,

DUBLIN

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected,

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Fiveminutes' walk from the Bank of England.

“ The source ofmany a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! ! !

" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick , the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."

" Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See Graphic ,

17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable stationer. Post, 18. id .
Patentees , MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 , Blair -street, Edin .

burgh .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re

ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of

charge

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTOR.
D By Her Majesty 's Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874 .
It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor

roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and “ scratchey " at the point or

knib , and consequently useless. Bymeans of the “ Corrector ” this sharp

ness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor
rector ” is, practically, indestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat
pocket, or attached to any desk , counter , or place where penmanship is ex

ercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use) by the inventor, George

Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham ; 6d. each ; by post, seven penny postage

stamps ; and may be had ofall stationer3. Effectiveness guaranteed .

EDWARD THOMAS PEIRS ON

AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY ,

46, JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 1853.

J. F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTOY AND LIQUIDATION.

natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .

C0-0 PERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000.
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability. Open to all.

Interest, in lieu of Dividend, 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly .

TRUSTEES.

LIEUT..GENERAL J: H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Doron .
WILLIAM LAKE , Esq., Darnley Road, Gravesend .

THE REV. W . F . GOOD , D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & 00., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E .C .
MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR.

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

fits .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business .

Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interest at the

rate of 5 per cent. per annum will be allowed on the minimum monthly
balances. Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are :
16t. -- No promotion money or preliminary expenses .

2nd . - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of
constituente proportion and provision for reserve fund .

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability

4th . - Minimum of risk, the operations being spread over a large variety
of subjects .

5th.-- The proprietorship being vested in one person , no liability beyond
bc amount of subscription can accrue.

6th . The secrecy and despatch of individualmanagement, so important
in financialoperations.

7th . - A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of

8th . - A monthly distribution of the same.

9th . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustees .

10th . - - Power of total withdrawal after six months on 60 days' notice .

Ilth . The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscribers .

12th . - Quarterly published Balance-sheet issued and certified by the
Auditors.

For Prospectuses and forms of application apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY .
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THE

HOWE MACHINE COMPANY

HAVE
(LIMITED )

REMO V E D
NEW AND MORE SPACIOUS PREMISES

2, QUEEN'S BUILDINGS, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

TO

AT

In the Show and Sale Rooms is a large assortment of the World -renowned

ELIAS HOWE MACHINES,

Which are acknowledged to be the most PERFECT, the most DURABLE , and consequently the CHEAPEST and the BEST.

HOWE FAMILY SEWING MACHINES .

THE NEW FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.

These Machines possess all the latest improvements, and will Hem , Stitch, Gather, Fell, Cord, Quilt, Braid , and Embroider, and
have all the attachments necessary for performing every description of Needlework.

Price £7 Complete.
Thoso Machinesmake the Howe Lock -Stitch , which is the same on both sides of the material down, is unsurpassed for

strength and durability, and is the one that can be adapted for all kindsof work.

THE NEW TAILORING MACHINE,
Spcially adapted for Wholesale Clothiers.

Tailors and others,MARK .BAD
E
MA

TAS HOW
Purchase

W
E
I
R

Without

no

I
N
V
E
N this

T
O TradeSowing

Machino
&

M
A
N

W
Y
O
R
K

Mark .

KER NEW

THE HOWE MANUFACTURING MACHINE

For Tailors, Boot and Shoe Manufacturors, and others.
Tho Gonuino ELIAS HOWE MACHINES are guaranteed from the excellence of the work dono, to give entire satisfaction .

THE ELIAS HOWE MACHINE

Can be HIRED or PURCHASED from any of our Offices by all who do Noodlework ,
on the New System of

Machines Ropaired and Adjusted on the Promises by skilled Mechanics.

Lessons given gratuitously and Situations provided for Learners when proficient.

THE HOWE MACHINE COMPANY (LIMITED .)

2, QUEEN 'S BUILDINGS, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

BRANCHES IN GREAT BRITAIN .

LIVERPOOL - 67, Bold - street.

MANCHESTER — 22 , Oldham - street.

BIRMINGHAM – Masonic-buildings, New - street.
NEWCASTLE - Grainger - street West.

BRISTOL - 33, High -street.

LEICESTER — 33, High-street.

NORWICH - 31, London -street.

BLACKBURN - 22, Darwin -street.

HUDDERSFIELD _ New _street .

SWANSEA - 97, Oxford -street.

HULL – 45 , Whitefriar-gate.

GLASGOW - 60, Buchanan - street.

EDINBURGH - 18 , Cockburn - street.

DUNDEE — 34, Bank - street.
ABERDEEN - 13, Bridge- stroet.

DUBLIN _ 77, Grafton -street.

Branch Offices and Agencies in overy City and Town throughoat the United Kingdom .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND,
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. l'ice- President. - JOHN BATH, London .
ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield. EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON ,Coventry .
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPU SABINE , Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' | JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester,

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, Loudon .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HÁRPER London. I PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London. WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALLISON HESELTON , Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London . | EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. | FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London. JOHN ONWIN 'WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER . - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122, Leadenhall Street, and 1, St. Mary Axe, London ,

AUDITORS . - W . C . 000PER , 7 , Gresham Street, London ; W .SHORT, Sheffield .
BANKERS. - MESSRS. WILLIAMS, DEACON , & CO ., Birchin Lane, London ,

OFFICES. — 2 , COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

LIST OF FELLOW S .
M . C. Member of the Council.

ARLINS, W . W ., Westwell- street, Plymouth. GEARD, JOUN BRADLEY, 6, Princes.street, Ipswich , M . C .

BATH, JOHN, 40a , King William -street. London, Vice - President, HARDY, RALPH PRICE , 21, Fleet-street, London , M . C .

Trustee, and M .C . HARPER, EDWARD NORTON, 2, Cowper’s-court, Cornhill,
BEDDOW , JOSIAH, 2, Gresham -buildings, M .C . London , M . C .

BOLLAND, HENRY, 10 , South John- street, Liverpool, M . O . HARRISON, WILLIAM LOMAS, 37 , ('annon-stroot, Birming
BOLTON, SAMES CHARLES, 122, Leadenhall-street, and 1, St. ham .

Mary Axe, London , Treasurer and M . C . HARVEY, WILLIAM COMBEN, 1, Grerbar hildings, London ,

BRETT, HARRY, 150, Leadenhall-street, London , M . C . M . O .

BRIGHT,GEORGEMONEY, 8 ,GreatWinchester Street -buildings, MASTERMAN , JOHN, Barstow .square, Wakefiela

London , M . C . NICHOLLS, FRANCIS , 14 , Old Jewry -chambers, London, M . U . .

BUCK , ROBERT, 56 , Fawcett-street, Sunderland. VIPOND, JOSEPH, Sandgato, Penrith .
DAVIES, JOSEPH ,Bowsey -street,Warrington,President, Trustee, VOISEY, LEWIS, Bewsey -street, Warrington, M . C .

and M . C . WING , JOHN UNWIN , Prideaux -chambers, Sheffield , M .C .

Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to
ALFRED O . HARPER, SECRETARY.

LES, 122, Leadet Liverpoo
l
, M . C .

BRETAT Axe, London

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES,

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH,

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN,

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III,

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE .

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and

EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassan -street, W .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN Times Prese, 127, Strand, London.- February 20, 1876.
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PERIODICAL SALE OF REVEKSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is belit the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , partir ulars of Properticz intende 1 to be included in
the next sale should be forwardej , w thout delay , to the City Lind and
koversion Offices, 54 , Cannon - street, London .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and inay be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estase Age cy Offices, 51, Cannon

street, E . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

TAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
and Iniportant Residential Estates. - Messrs . MARSII , YETTS , and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of
WEALTIIY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of mar etable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and rarticulars,which, when received, willbe judiciously placed

before intending purchasers. Written terms are invariably settleil before

any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs . Marsh , Yetts ,and Milner ,

Land and Timber Surveyors, 51, ( annon street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
" Landed Estates , City Properties, and upon sound securities of all kinds.

Messrs . MARSU , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time acces to

large sum of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon approved
securitics. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices ( Established 1843 ),
61, Cannon - street ,

LANDED ESTATES. - Farms, Town and Country
Houses, for SALE or to be LET, in all parts of England. - Messrs.

HARVEY and DAVIDS will FORWARD PARTICULARS of suitable
properties Yree ofcharge on receiving a statement of requirements from
Intending Purchasers or Tenants. - Auction , Survey, and Land Agency

Offices , 126, Bishopsgate street, Cornhill,

TREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD properties for occu .
pation or Investment ; also GROUND-RENTS, & c -- Messrs .

ILARVEY and DAVIDS having a large and well selected List of proper

ties on the Registers, will be happy to FORWARD PARTICULARS to Appli.

cants Free of charge. - Survey Offices, 126, 1 ishopsgate-street , Cornhill.

TO OWNERS of LANDED ESTATES, Farms,
Buildings, Land, & c . - Messre. HARVEY and DAVIDS having nume

rous Applicants desirous of Purchasing , will be glad to RECEIVE PARTI.
CILARS from Gentlemen wishing to sell. References can be given to
present and past clients if required . No charge made unless business be
done. - Auctioneers and Surveyors, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill ,

FREEHOLD OR LEASEHOLD HOUSES, Ground
I Rents, Buildin , Jand, Weekly Properties, & c., REQUIRED for in
tending purchasers. No charge made unless business be done. Particulars

to be forwarded to Messrs. ILARVEY and DAVIDS, Surveyors, & c ., 126 ,
Bishopsgate - street Cornhill.

In Binkruptcy : Re Chavasse . - Lease . Goodwill. Fixtures , and Stock -in .

Trade of a Refrigerator and Washing Machine Maker, together with the
valuable Patent.

MR. EDWARD G . SIM has received instructions to
SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMISES, 50.1, Oxford- street, and

4 . Ilart- street, Bloomsbury , on TUESDAY, March 9 , at twelve prompt, in
three lots, the above valuable CONCERN , and if not sold , then in several
lots , acc ruing to catalogue. The stock -in -trade comprises all kinds of
refrigerators , washing . goffering, and freezing machinei, gas and other
stoves, garden - engices. knife - cleaners , shower-baths, and a large assort .

ment of hardware ; the beneficial ease of the commanding premises, held
for 14 years from christmas. 1858 , at the inadequate rental of £200 per

annum . May be viewed the day previous and moruing of sale . Catalogues

and conditions of sale may be had on the premises ; 01 M . Boyce, ES ,

Solicitor, 21, Abchurch -lane, E . C . : Messrs . Tilley and Co ., Accountants ,

Victoria buildings Queen Victoria -stree ; and of the Auctioneer, 4 , Queen 's .
buildings, Queen Victoria -street, E . C .

SMALL BREWERY AND MINERAL WATER
MANUFACTORY .

TO BE SOLD , the Goodwill, Plant, Machinery, Stock - in - Trade, & c., of
a small Brewery and MineralWater Manufactery .

A Tap attached , which returned last year over £1,0 . 0 .
The Premises are Leasehold , 2 i years unexpired , at a very low ground

rent, and are situate in a capital Market Town about 15 miles from London .

If preferred, a PARTNERSHIP might be arranged .
For further particulars apply to NORMAN AXD SON . Land and Estate

Agents, Uxbridge, aliddlesex .

TO BANKS AND INSURANCE OFFICES. - Ex
tensive and Commanding Tremises suitable for a West Ead branch ,

near Oxford -circus Long Lease. - For particulars, apply by letter to
Richard R . Robinson , 19, St. Switsin 's -lane, E . C . Noagentsneed apply .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants ,

from £60 to £200 per annum ; admirably lighted . - Apply to Mr. Pollock,
34, Walbrook .

FOR OFFICES. - To be LET. TWO LARGE

MORTGAGES. - £500 , £1,000 , £2,000 , £3,000, £5 ,000 ,
NI £5,500, £6,000 , £7,000 £10 ,000 , £15,000, £20,000, 130 ,000, £50,000
£70,000 FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD SECURITIES required for the
above amounts, interest from 4 per cent. Apply to Messrs. HARVEY and
DAVIDS, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill.

COMPENSATIONS. - Messrs. HARVEY & DAVIDS
have several Railway and other cases under their charge, are

prepared to protect the interest of parties whose properties a e damaged or
required for any new scheme. No charge made to owners in these instances,
all costs being paid by the promoters. Land Agents and Surveyors to the

British Imperial Insurance Corporation (Limited), 126 , Bishopsgate-street ,
Cornhill.

TO OWNERS of CITY and WEST-END PRO .
PERTIES. - The CoxCISE REGISTER , issued gratis, and entered at

Stationer's Hall, is the best medium for Letting Offices , Warehouses ,

Cellars, Manufacturing Premises, Shops , Wharves, & c . Particulars should
be forwarded before the 28th of each month , andare inserted free of charge.
126 , Bishopsgate -street, Cornhill ,

336 , Oxford-strect, corner of Argyll street.

VACHT FOR SALE. - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
- in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear ind fittings com .

plete, £70 . Address II J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gea, Advertising

Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman is REQUIRED,with
? £1,000 to £1,550 , to join in an old -established busine: s in the City.
Every facility afforded for investigation. Address L . L ., Office of the
ACCOUNTANT, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS, SOLICITORS, & c. - The
1 Advertiser seeks an appointment of trust in a Professional or Mer.

cantile firm . Twenty years in recent situation . Address W . B . , care of Ir .

Alfred W .Gee,Advertising Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
11 gentleman , who would be in . tructed in Sub editing and GeneralNews

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Storthand
if desired . Three years' articles . Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 ,Gracechurch -street, E .1;. .

RESTAURANT,

13 , OXFORD-STREET, Tottenham -court-road ,
known as the BODEGA , now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13, Idol-lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints ,hot or cold , including vegetables and bread , 18 . 32.

Dinners fron 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish
vegetable , cheese and bread, 2s. .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock, from 28. 6d , to 10s 6d
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The Accountant.

ALFRED W . GEE, N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be
received at the Branch-office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 ,

Strand .
62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .

Londm Gazette Notices , and Advertisements an l Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted.

M . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisementordered for insertion in a

number ofNewspapers, only one MS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices . FEBRUARY 27, 1875.

Tbe Decountant TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

scribers, the proprietor hasmade arrangements for the
The ACCOUNTANT is now Published Weekly : a change

supply of cases for holding and preserving the
dating from the commencement of the present year, and

which , it is hoped , will enhance the value and usefulness Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

of the paper, and also tend to promote one of themain ob . the following terms : -- In green cloth (well got up ),

jects for which it was started - viz., the advancement of with elastics, and " The Accountant " in gold letters on

the interests of accountants throughout the United King. front, 33. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub .

dom . The proprietor ventures to hope that his efforts scribers' names in gold lettering, 13. oxtra. Post Office
in this direction will meet with the appreciation and

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62, Gracechurch .
satisfaction of the subscribers, and be deemed deserving

of increased supporton their part, particularly in regard street, London , E . C .

to advertisements, a valuable aid to a newspaper which

accountants especially can render in the ordinary course
The insurance companies have had some sharp

of business. It may be added that the publication of
blows lately , and it is to be hoped that they may bethe paper weekly will constitute the ACCOUNTANT a

“ newspaper " within the meaning of the Bankruptcy somewhatmore modest in the future. Nothing can

Act, and members of the profession will thus have the be more amusing than the air of benevolence which

opportunity of contributing towards the success of their
these bodies assume. The pamphlets that they circu

own organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Parlia late , telling of the good working man who insured his

ment. The Weekly Papor i . Published every Saturday life , and who, being presumably too good to live, died

in time for the early morning mails ; price 6d . per
in thankful conviction that his children were provided

copy , or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being, annual sub . for, while the wicked working man , who would not

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s. (post insure, or who was one of those customers of the

free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be madepayable Prudential who are always letting

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee , 62, Gracechurch -street, E .C .
their policies

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters lapse, died unrepentant, leaving his family to starve,

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper , should also or be supported out of the rates paid by the en
be addressed . Literary communications should be riched representatives of his excellent brother - in
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

toil — are unphilosophically amusing , and presume
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to a little too much on the childish spirit of their readers,

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. for it is obvious that so many losses would soon

TO ADVERTISERS.
reduce themost solvent office to absolute ruin . Then

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver . the piteous complaints of the chairmen at annual

tisers to the specialadvantages offered by the paper as an meetings that the public will not come and insure

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed
without being canvassed by personal solicitation,

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the flaming placard,or dexterously -worded advertisement,

ACCOUNTANTmay fairly hope for a large measure of suc are amusing to those sceptics who reflect that all this

cess in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profeg . benevolent anxiety for the public good is combined
sional crgan . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

with a strong hankering after divid ends. Discredit
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium has been thrown on insurance companies principally
for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as with reference to their solvency, buttwo cases which

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
we report this week throw some light on another

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers,Law Stationers, Auctioneers,and Estate Agents ; danger to insurers , and one that is far too little

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com . regarded .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant Wehave in a previous article pointed out the diffi
Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser.

tion in the current number, should reach the office on | culty that there is in ascertaining the true financial

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re . position of any office . But a still greater difficulty
ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon) on Friday

lurks in th : conditions. As to these Lord St. Leo
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nards' opinion is well kuown. He distinctly stated offices, thathe was not their agent, but that of the in

that few policies were so framed as to render the sured. The Vice-Chancellor decided against them , on

company legally liable. Without quite assenting to the ground mainly that their objections were not only

this doctrine,wemay lay down that few insurers know frivolous, butsuch as could only have been resorted to

how much they are at themercy ofthe companies, and by persons in so desperate a condition as to catch at

how much they owe, not to theirstrictlegalrights, butto any straw . But the case is none the less a very useful

the so -called “ liberality of the company .” The con precedent. The insurance companies , we believe,

ditions, drawn up with every refinement of technical contend that the agent who effects the insurance is

skill and legal cunning, are framed entirely in the merely the channel to convey premium and proposal to

interest of the insurers, and may be a serious hindrance their office, and is not to be held to fix them with any

to claimants . Lord St. Leonards'assertion is perhaps responsibility for what he says and does. In so far

too sweeping, but there is certainly within our as Vice -Chancellor Malins has disposed of this doc

personal knowledge at least, one company whose trive, he has made a great step towards freeing the

conditions are so framed as to make a strict compliance body of insured from the galling fetters of musty

with them impossible, and to enable the company to precedent. As regards the materiality of the misde

press cruelly on poor and weak insurers . And, then , scription, he expressed no decided opinion. Wewish

as a rule , the insurance companies are the spoilt he had stated boldly that such a misdescription would

favourites of the judges. They are doubtless pecu - affect only the part of the property to which it applied,

liarly liable to fraud, and it has been thought wise to and that the cases of concealment are material only

strengthen their hands, and to strain and wrest the when a fire results from the operation of the facts

ordinary rules of construction in their favour. This which have been conccaled.

has been taken advantage of, till the great rule for a Almost simultaneously with the case we liavo

company in dealing with its customers is conceived in commented upou, an action against a Life Insurance

the spirit which induced the bagman in Punch to ask Company had a similarly happy result. For thirty

the waiter what was the smallest sum lie could give years, Mr. John Wells paid his premiums to the

him without being considered mean; and induces them “ Great Britain Society.” The last premium fell due

to try to compound for the minimum which will be during his illness, and no notice was sent from the

accepted , without the “ liberality ' of the office being office as usual, or even then it would have been paid .

questioned, or the customer resorting to law ; and a On this ground the society claimed that all benefit

judicious use of their conditions is very effectual in from the insurance was forfeited. The “ Great Bri.

producing this result. tain " it must be woted is high in its rates, and it

It is, however, possible to be a little too technical, may be safely estimated that there is a gain to any

and this was themisfortune of the “ Universal Non company if the premiums have been paid for thirty

Tariff Fire Insurance Company ;" for though Vice years. However the directors, while repudiating any

Chancellor Malins attributed their error to their liability , offered to place the matter before the share .

insolvent condition , it is pretty certain that companies holders ; but the solicitors for the plaintiff wisely

nominally solvent have taken similar objections. Their brought their action at once without waiting to have

first condition was in the common form as to misde a portion of their claim paid to them as a charity,

scription , and omission to state any fact material to be with many shrieks of “ liberality.” Mr. Justice Brett

known for estimating the risk , though drawn less strin severely commented on the conduct of the Company,

gently than is the case in some policieswehave seen . A which certainly richly deserved his censure . In fact

fire took place, and the insured sent in a claim . The the conditions of insurance companies ought to be

ground of resistance was that part of the property like the bye-laws of railways good only as far

destroyed was roofed with felt, and that this was a as they are reasonable, and to say that the failure to

misdescription . The answer of the insured was that
pay a last instalment when the amount insured has

this only affected a very small portion, and that the
been more than made up, shall act as a forfeiture of

agent of the company had surveyed the property and
the whole is wholly unfair and unreasonable. We

fixed the premium . This, by the way, happened in
hope that future judicial decisions may be as just and

Lord St. Leonards' case, and was then stated to be no righteous as these which we have recorded .

protection. The company vainly endeavoured to re.

pudiate the act of their agent, and contended, in comcom | The salary of Mr. Monckton , Town Clerk of the City

pliance with a theory much in favour with insurance of London, has been increased from £1,500 to £2,000 a yoar.
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The case of Charlton v. Hay, which has just been public examination of a baakrupt in the form of a

terminated in so unsatisfactory a manner, affords a | resolution by the Committee of Inspection ,

This view has been confirmed by Mr. Registrar
fresh illustration of what we have so often insisted

Roche, who on the 23rd inst., when sitting as Chief
on — the danger of amateurism in matters of business. Judge, laid it down as a trustee ' s duty to consult his

A thorough sifting, by properly -trained professional inspectors , and to take their direction by resolution

men would soon have explained the fraud. Baron in order that the court might be in possession of the

Grant at once saw through the scheme, and Mr. written views of the creditors' representatives.

Mowatt was equally clear in his condemnation . But Coming back to the point at which we made a

Mr. Torrens, in the face of all warning, seems to have
divergence. Within six months of his appointment

the trustee, if he has not declared a dividend, should
been strangely unsuspicious as to the reality of the

call a general meeting of creditors to report the

vendors' statements. Then, again , the persons sent position of the estate and offer explanations as to

out to examine the oil works were Mr.Eastwick — a the reason for such non -payınent. Where the trustee

man ofundoubted integrity, but utterly unfit to under is so fortunate as to have the adınioistration of an

take the investigation and a young engineer, who estate which has enabled him to declare a dividend,

was chosen because he was the son of one of the
such a meeting is not requisite .

In taking steps to declare a dividend , the trustee
directors . How completely they were fooled is now

should give a long notice of intended dividend ; we
a matter of history. The Lord Chief Justice spoke, advise a month clear .

in his charge to the jury, of the conduct of Mr. The trustee mustbe careful not to overlook any claim

James Waddell, the accountant. It is much to which may be mentioned in the statement of affairs ;

be wished, in the interest of all concerned, that Mr. and where there is a difficulty in arriving atan estimate

Waddell had been retained to visit Canada. A man
of the eventual claim - as for instance creditors holding

of his training and experience would very soon have
security - he should apply to them in writing for par

ticulars, and if possible , obtain from thém a valuation

detected the frauds in connection with the railway in
enabling him to estimate the ultimate result. Even if

voices, and the pretended books of accounts, and a creditor neglects to send in his claim , the trustee

even without the aid of a mining engineer, would must in his declaration of dividend make a reservation ,

have stopped the swindle in its inception . Amateur or his neglect to do so will entail a personal respon .

directors are fast falling into universal discredit. In sibility .

As soon as the estate has been realized and distri

future, let intending shareholders insist upon inquiry

into schemes being made by independentmen of posi
buted, the trustee should take steps to close the
bankruptcy and obtain his discharge .

tion and character, each working in his own calling . The formalities requisite thereto, are so distinctly

To decline professional assistance on the ground of laid down by the act and rules, that there is no neces

saving expense is an act the consequences of which sity to give them in extenso here, and, as since these

are soon felt in litigation and ruin . articles were announced , the prospect of material

changes in the Act have become more certain ; we

shall in our next article direct attention to composition

BANKRUPTCY LAWS. - No 6.
and liquidation which run parallel, up to the first

meeting of creditors, and then diverge.
(TRUSTEES CONTINUED .)

H . B . (London.)
Wehope that under the proposed amendments to

the present Act, a portion of the existing red tape will

be done away with , and the unremunerative work of

the trustee be thereby reduced to a minimum . In REVIEWS.
small estates where the assets are insufficient to cover Bankruptcy Legislation . By George Wreford. Lonlon :

ruptcy is kept open owing to the reluctance of the
(SECOND NOTICE.)

trustee to increase his loss by the expenses conse Wemake no apology for returning to MrWreford' s

quent upon closing ; and that the eventual offer to | book , because a second careful perusal has confirmed

annul, (accepted by the creditors perhaps out of | the opinion we expressed last week as to its practical

sympathy for the trustee and solicitor) barely suffice merits. And we think that we shall make a great step

to make good the costs and charges, a large pro towards that full investigation of the working of tho

portion of which represent audits of the trustees Bankruptcy Acts, which is so desirable , and in which

payments and other formalities, which , however desir our correspondents can so often assist 119 by recounting

able in large estates, are of no possible advantage their personal experience, if we extract from Mr Wre .

ford 's work various alterations which he suggests, and
in poor ones.

invite free discussion upon them .
In article No. 4 , we advised trustecs to take their

instructions as to the course to be pursued at the l as to the alteration of the proxy system , and what is
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closely connected with it — the remuneration of trustees.

As to this we agree with Mr Wreford' s observations at

page 33 :

" A creditor should only be ompowered to appoint as his
proxy either another creditor in the matter, whose debt is above

£10, or some person in his own permanent employment. A
proxy should be only available at one specified meeting. No

creditor should represent by proxy more than a certain number

of the other creditors. The remuneration of a trusteo should

not be fixed by resolution of creditors, but should be in accord
ance with a prescribed scalo of percentage on assets realized .

A trustee should not be remunerated by timo engaged, as such

a system is really a diroct premium on delay. But this remark

does not apply where an accountant is employed to investigato

a bankrupt's accouuits or to prepare balance sheets. When so
engaged , remuneration for time occupied may be a reasonable

mode of payment. And on this point it is considered that the

present bankruptcy scale does not afford an adequate remune
ration for the services of a really able accountant, when en
gaged in elucidating intricate or complicated transactions. The

writer is also fully awaro from his own experience that any por
centage scale on assets realized would , in certain cases, be but

a sorry remuneration for the serious risks incuried, and the

great labour and time bestowed by a professional trustee in en
deavouring properly to discharge his duties, and carry out the
instructions of the creditors in relation to the winding up of a

bankrupt's estate. To meet such exceptional cases provision
might be made for the grant of an additionalallowance by the
creditors, under a special resolution setting forth the grounds for

such extra allowance . But to guard against the mal

practices at present prevailing a trustee should be strictly pre
cluded from voting on the question of his own remuneration ,
and any special resolution for remuneration in excess of the

prescribed scale should require the approval of the Court beforo

being operative.”
MrWreford adds that in his view the Court should

have a veto on theappointment ofthe trustee, and should ,

on the representation of the dissentient minority of

creditors, examine into his fitness, and, if necessary , call

upon the majority to make a fresh appointment. On no

account should a relative or any person connected with
the bankrupt, or the Registrar of the County Court, be

appointed . He advocates, also , the approvaland regis .
tration of a class ofpersons, presumably accountants,"

from whom trustees might be selected . With these

suggestions we agree .

We cannot join in MrWreford's proposal to free
after -acquired property of an undischarged bankrupt

absolutely, after the lapse of four years, though we

agree with him that the functions of the trustee might
be made to cease at an earlier period, and the creditors

individually left to their remedy. It is early as yet to

test the working of this portion of the Act, but we are

decidedly of opinion that iheAct should be administered

in the interest of creditors, and that sufficient facilities

“ A debtor desirous of having his estato liquidated should filo
a petition for that purpose with the consent of one or more cre
ditors for £20, in which petition ho should admit his inability to
pay his debts, and should consent to the Court adjudging him
bankrupt in the event of his creditors objecting to a liquidation
and resolving on bankruptcy. He should, thereupon , file a list
of his creditors and statement ofhis assets in duplicate , and the

registrar should summon a first mooting of creditors as in bank

ruptcy ; but giving, in addition to the notico required in bank

ruptcy, a notico by post to each creditor. Too meeting should ,
as a rulo, ke held within 14 days of the tiiing of the peticion . A
return of each petition filed in the country should be made by

the registrar to the London Court, and the duplicate list of credi.
tors and statement of assets should also be forwarded . The filing

of a petition should act as an interim injunction against all pro
ceedings, as proposed with rogard to a bankruptcy petition . The

registrar should protect tho debtor's property tillthe first meet
ing, as in bankruptcy, oithor as provisional trustee, or receiver,
according as it is deemed desirable or not, that the property
should vest in any person prior to the meeting of creditors. Pos
session of the property should be taken by the registrar through
the high bailiff of the Court as in bankruptcy. The alterations
proposed with regard to voting by proxy in bankruptcy should ,
as a matter of courso, be extended to liquidation , for it is in the

latter that its evil offects aremost felt. The firstmoeting should
be held in the samymanner as in bankruptcy, except that it
should be consider:d a private meeting before the registrar in
chambers. It may be satisfactory to havo as the chairman of an

informal preliminary meeting of creditors,which is sometimes
summoned in important cases for the purpose of discussing tho

debtor's affair: , one of the creditors themselves. It is, howover,
quite certain that in the majority of casos a person solected at
random from a body of creditors is quite incompetent to properly

proofsof debthave tobe admitted ,and formal resolutionshave to b )

submitted to themeeting and reduced into writing in the prescri

bed manner. At such meetings the chairman is at present too of
ten either partial or incompetent, orboth . The necessity of having

a registrar of the Court, or some other competent officer to pre

side at statutory meetings of creditors, is therefore very ap

parent. If a certain number of the creditors should desire tbo

meeting in any matter to be held at a placo other than the usual

place of the Court sittings, the rulesapplicablo to bankruptcy

should apply . The objects of tho mecting should be two-fold :

- First, to consider whether the debtor's conduct has beon
honest and straightforward , and, if so, to pass a resolution for

liquidation by arrangement ; but ifunsatisfactory, to determine

by resolution that he be adjudged bankrupt. Secondly , whether

liquidation or bankrnptcy bo resolved on , to appoint a trustee,

committee of inspection, & c ., as at first meeting under a bank

ruptcy. If the creditors determine an open bankruptcy, tho

Court should forth with mako an order of adjudication , and ap

point a sitting for the public examination of the bankrupt. If
à liquidation by arrangemont be resolved on, the debtor should ,

at the meeting, be sworn by the chairman as to the truth of tho

statement of his affairs submitted by him to his creditors. If

the creditors fail to pass any resolution whatever, the Court
should adjudge the debtor bankrupt without petition, and with

or without an application by a creditor.”

Except that the public examination would be dispensed
with , the subsequent proceedings would continue as in

bankruptcy . With regard to compositions, Mr. Wre.

ford seemingly favours the Scotch system , in which a

majority of nine-tenths in value is substituted for our

| majority of t ? ree-fourtb3. The objection to this is , of

course , that one or two hostile creditors might be able

to prevent a really deserving debtor from obtain .

ing his discharge. He suggests also that where a

composition of less than 10s . in the pound is paid ,

the debtor should be protected for the term of three

years, as in bankruptcy , and should then remain liable

for the balance to the dissentients. On the whole we

number. Again , with regard to sections 72 and 92 , as

to the jurisdiction of the Courts and “ fraudulent pre

ferences,” Mr Wreford' s objections come to this, that

the Court is a little too much inclined to rely on prece

dent and not stretch its powers. How does it happen

that a jury decided what constituted an act of bank

ruptcy , (p . 43 ? ) Surely this is a question of pure law ,

and not for a jury to pronounce upon at all. Weshould

like some fuller reference to this case . The trickery

with regard to bills of sale will bemet,we hope, by the
passing into law of Mr Lopes' Act. Liquidations are

undoubtedly much liablo to abuse, and the sketch of the

proceedings which MrWreford gives is very clear and

accurate. His improved system is as follows:
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prefer Mr. Wreford's alternation scheme, which we l 8 . What is touting ? - A system of canvassing result
quote in extenso : ing from the Bankruptcy Laws, which is strongly repro .

- The creditors to have power at the first meeting, under a bated by all respectable solicitors and accountants , and
petition for composition arrangement summoned as above, to

pass a special resolution that any proposal for compounding the 9 . If touting is considered sodrogatory , why, thon ,
debts due from the debtor bo entertained, and that the terms of is it adoptod ? - Because , 1nder our presen ; luws, unless
the proposal be embodied in a deed of composition to be made

it is done, swindlers have it all their own way.
between the debtor and his creditors,or a trustee on their behalf

10. How could it be prevented P - It is difficult to pre .
to be named by the resolution , such deed to be binding upon all

the creditors when signed or assented to in writing by a majo
rent it altogether ; but it could bematerially reduced if

rity in number, and three-fourths in value of all the credi all respectable accountants were to agree not to inter
tors whose debts exceed £10, and when approved by the fere with the accountant who is first called in ;and by
Court ; a period of fourteen or twenty -ono days to be allowed holding him responsible,either pecuniarily,or in reputa .
for obtaining the requisite signatures or assents , and notice of tion , for making statements which he is not in a position
the time appointed by the Court for confirming the arrangement
to be given to every non -assenting creditor - any dissentient to 11. How could the responsibility be rendered effective ?
be heard in opposition to the deed. The Court to be satisfied - By a charter, and by rendering a man liable to expul
that all creditors signing or assenting to the dood have proved

sion from his corporation (thus withdrawing his power totheir debts in the prescribed manner. The debtor's ostato to bo
practice ) in the event of his acts being such as to tend to

protected after the first meeting, and pending completion of thio

deed , by a receiver appointed by tho creditors at tho meeting, bring the profession into disrepute.

or prior thereto, such receiver to be the samo person as the 12. Define an accountant ? - At the present day there

trustee, if any, appointed under the deed . If the debtor fail to are two classes of accountants - those who know their busi

obtain the requisito majority of assents within the prescribed ness and those who do not. Those who know their busi

time, the Court to adjudicato him bankrupt upon the application ness are competent to deal with accounts of all kinds, and

of a creditor for £20, and without petition.” are well versed in commercial customs and usages. They
The extracts we have made will show pretty clearly are eligible as liquidators, arbitrators, trustees, and for

the spirit and the style in which Mr Wreford writes, various posts requiring high business and professional at

and we shall be glad to see his views commented upon . tainments, and demanding integrity in conjunction with

The book can be judged from the specimenswe have efficiency . Those who do not know their business have no

given ; and we repeat our cordial commendation of it business to exist : they are not only commercially , but also
to our readers. physically , a mistake.

13. Is it the duty of an accountant to garble or misstate

accounts in the interest or his client ? - Certainly not ! A
Correspondence.

solicitor is bound to twist ihe law as best he can to suit his

client's interests, because laws are open to various inter
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. pretations and constructions, butaccountants should deal

DEAR SIR , - As under therules of the various Societies with facts and figures as facts. An accountantwhomisre

of Accountants, candidates are frequently subjected to presents figures or facts is a mistake, and should be wiped
an examination , I send you a few questions and answers

to assist both the esaminers and the candidates. 11. Then you have a rather high estimate as to the value

1. What is bankruptcy - A system of whitewashing of an accountant ?-- Certainly , He should be like Cæsar' s
much in vogue at the present time

wife , above suspicion, and honour and brains his sole stock
2 . What are its peculiar advantages to barkrupts ? in trade ?

It enables them , if sufficiently unscrupulous, to punish
15 . But accountants are liable to temptation like other

those creditors who dare to differ from them , and to men ? — There is no denying this , but owing to the peculiar

obtain complete protection from their menaces. nature of their avocations their services should be properly

3 . What are its advantages to creditors ? - Doubtful ;
appreciated , and the penalty for infringement of thehighest

it does, however, enable them to reduce an uncertainty
code of honour, efficiency , and integrity , proportionately

to a practical certainty , i. c ; whereas outside of bank .
severe .

ruptcy they mightbe paid ; in bankruptcy they are sure The foregoing, Mr. Editor, is only a small instalment of

to make a beavy loss .
the outpourings of a fullheart. There is more to come in

4 . How are bankrupts' estates administered P
due course from your obedient servant,

Generally by professional trustees, butnotunfrequently
by trade creditors acting in such capacity, and super. A MAN OF BUSINESS.

vised by a committee of inspection .

6 . What are the trustees' duties P - To get in the TO TIIE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

estate if there is one to get in , to iucur personal risks, Sir , - Some delay in receiving the copy of tho Ac
such as damages and costs, with an occasional variation countant of the 6th inst. and a variety of engagements,

in the monotony of routine, such as being shot at; and have preverted nie from writing in reply to your com .

to receive with good temper abuse or censure from any . ments on my previous letter ; but you have onesentence

body who chooses to volunteer it. To exinine and which contains a statement by no means correct. You

settle the claims, and to hope to ge: puid fur his services say , “ All proofs of debt must be verified by affidavit
once in six times. made before some commissioner, and not by oath to

6 . Is the post often accepted by trade creditors ? the trustee .” I venture to submit that the trustee has

Not unfrequently, but rarely more than once by the ample power to administer oaths in verification of proof

same person , the manice working its own cure. debt in any matter in wbich he is a trustee. In support

7. Is bankruptcy considered distasteful? - Ye3, to of which assertion I beg to refer you to the Bankruptcy
honest men ; but rather agreeable to rogues, as it Act 1869 , sec. 25 , par . 1 ; also to a comment on it in

affords a lively diversion to constantdunning. “ Rocheand Hazlitt's Law and Practice of Bankruptcy,"

out.
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p . 49, which is as follows : - “ As the trustee after his ap. I tried and determined by the Vice -Chancellor and all the expense

pointment at the first meeting is empowered to administer had been incurred on the basis of the order, which had beon al

an oath , persons swearing falsely will be liable to in
dictment for perjury .” - Yours truly, eminently upjust to allow tho official liquidator to go to tho

J . H . C . Houso of Lords and endeavour to set aside all that had boon

done. The Court was intrusted with a judicial discretion , and

was bound to exercise it by refusing leavo to enrol in the pre

COURT OF CHANCERY , LINCOLN 'S Isn. sent case, when the official liquidator had submitted to the order

February 19.
for more than 12 months, and had not only gone on incurring

( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.) expense himself, but had put his adversary to very considerable

BANKRUPTCY Business. - Yesterday Mír Glasse, Q . C ., mon expense, and only now , for the first time, when the decision had

tioned to the Court that Thursday is an inconvenient day for gono against him , turned round and soazht to set aside overy

the hearing of Chancery appeals by reason of its being the mo
thing that had been done under the order. The appeal must be

tion day in the Courts of the Master of the Rolls and the Vice
dismissed with costs. Lord Justice Mellish was of the same

Chancellors. Their Lordships then said that they would change opinion. Of all other orders, an order which prescribed tho

the day for hearing bankrupt appeals from Friday to Thursday ,
mode in which a case should be tried was one that should be ap

pealed from before it was acted upon. Allowing an appeal to
if they found that this would notbe inconvenient for those mem

bers of the Bar who practise in Bankruptcy. This morning the bo brought in this case was entirely a matter in the discretion of

matter was mentioned by Lord Justico Jamos, and both Mr. Do tho Court, and in the exercise of that discretion their Lordships

Gex, Q . C ., and Mr Winslow , Q .C ., agreed that the proposed
must declino to allow the official liquidator, who had waited to

chango would occasion no inconvenience. soo if the docision of the Court below was in his favour boforo
Thereupon , Lord

Justice James said that during the remainder of tho present making up his mind to onrol tho previous order , now to onrol

sittings the bankrupt appeals will be taken on Thursday instead that order so as to enable him to appeal from it to the House of

of on Fridays, and Chancery appeals will be taken on Fridays. Lords.

February 22.

( Before the COURT of APPEAL.) VICE-CHANCELLORS COURT, LINCOLN'S- INN ,
IN RE CHARLES LAFITTE AND Co. (LIMITED ). - LAFITTE'S

CLAIM . — The object of this application was to obtain loave to February 19 .

( Before Vice - Chancellor Sir R . Maling.)oprol an order of Vice-Chancellor Bacon made in Decomber,
1873, with the viow of appealing against it to tho House of IN RE TILE PNEUMATIC COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Ýr Gralam

Hastings appeared in support of a petition by a creditor forLords. The case arose out of a claim by M . Charles Lafitte,
banker and financial agent at Paris, under the winding -up of winding-up this company. Mr. Speod opposed the petition on

behalf of the company, and stated that negotiationswere in pro
gross with two railway companies for a transfor of the undor

company 's breach of their contract to purchase his business.
taking. It appearing that the petitioners, a firm of enginoors,

pose of purchasing and carrying on this business, wis in No hadmado repeated applications for payment of their debt, but

vember, 1866 , ordered to be wound up. After a long litigation , without success, His Honour made an immediato order for a

the House of Lordsreferred it back to the Court of Chancery to compulsory winding-up, butdirected that it should notbe drawn

ascertain what damages M . Lafitte had sustained from the com up for a month .

pany's breach of contract. The official liquidator desired to have February 20 .

the question ofdamages assessed by a jury, and attempted, but IN RE THE UNIVERSAL Nox - Tariff FIRE ASSURANCE COM
without success, to obtain an order to that offect from Lord Sol. PANY (LIMITED ), EX PARTE PETER FORBES AND Co. - Tho argu
bourne, when sitting for the Mastor of tho Rolls in July , 1873. ments upon this adjourpod summons were commenced on Satur
Tho caso was afterwards transferred to Vice-Chancellor Bacon 's day, the 23d of January, continued on Saturday, the 30th of

Court, and on the 11th of December, 1873, his Honour ordered January , and concluded on Monday, the 1st of February, when
that the question of damages shonld be tried boforo himself his Honour reserved his decision . Judgmentwas delivered this

without a jury. This order was not enrolled , and in December morning, and , as it will be seen , the case, which is a claim mado
last J . Lafitto 's claim was heard by Vice -Chancellor Bacon , who in the winding up of the above-named company by personswho
allowed the claim for the whole amount ( £90 ,000 ) with interest. had effectod an insuranco with them , involves important prin

The official liquidator, being dissatisfied with this decisiou, ob cipleswith reference to the law affecting insurances against fire.
tained on the 9th of February, a conditional order to enrol the Mr Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr Langley appeared for the claimants ,
order of December, 1873, notwithstanding the expiration of the Mossrs Peter Forbes and Co., in support of the claim ; and Mr
period of six months proscribed by tho Orders of Court. Causo Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr M . Cookson , on behalf of tho official liqui
was shown against this conditional order on bohalf of M . Lafitto , dator of the company, opposed it . Tho Vice-Chancollor said :
who, on the 12th of February , succoaded in getting it discharged . This company was incorporated and rogistered on the 29th of
From such discharge tho presontappealmotion wasbroughtby tho March , 1871. The capital was to be £250,000 , divided into
official liquidator. Mr Jackson, Q .C ., and Mr Graham Hastings, 100,000 shares of £2 103. cach . The company was a failuro
for the appellant, contended that the burden of showing that from the beginning, for it appears from the evidenco of Mr
the enrolment ought not to bo allowod was thrown upon the Jones, the manager, on his cross-examination of the 16th of
party resisting the enrolment, which simply gave validity to December, 1873, that no more than 1 ,119 sharos were crer taken ,
the order made, and opabled the party wishing to appoal to pro producing a capital of £2,817 10s. (assuming the shares to bo
duce to the House of Lords in the official form alone recognized paid in full , which they were not ), out of which the expenses of
by that tribunal the order of the Court below against which the forming tho company had to bo paid ; and with this capital
appealwas brought. The hearing of the claim for damages in they had the boldness - I may say audacity - to begin the busi
Vice-Chancellor Bacon 's Court had beeu postponed until Decem ness of fire insurers, and to hold themselves out as a substan
ber last by the ponding of other hoavy matters, and until tho tial company, with a sufficient capital to meet all demands that
result of that hearing was obtained it was not worth while to ap could be made upon them . It is plaia that this is an imposi
peal from the preliminary question of assessment by the Vico tion practised on the public for which all the parties concernod
Chancellor sitting alono or by a jury . Lord Justice James said in it ought to be answerable . The claimants in this case wero

that the order of the Vice-Chancellor was quite right. Themodo in 1871 carrying on business as manufacturing chemists and
in which the question was to be tried, whether by the Judgo sit- paraffin oil makers at Port Dundas, Glasgow , and believing
ting alone or with the assistance of a jury, was in this case tho the representation made by this company they had the misfor
question to be tried ; and now that the whole thing had boon | tuno to open uogotiations with them for an insurance on their
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manufactory in the month of May, 1871, which resulted in their to be so insured is contained, and any misstatementof, or omis .
effecting a policy with them on the 8th September following, for sion to state, any fact material to be known for estimating tho

the sum of £1,550. The insured property was destroyed in an risk, rendors the policy void as to the property atfectod by

accidental fire on Dec. 23 following, by which tho claimantshave such misdescription , misstatement, or omission respectively."

sworn that property covered by the insurance to the value of It is suggested on the part of the company that they would

£1,350 was destroyed . The claim for this amount was sent hare refused the risk if they had known of the felt roof, but I

to the company in the usual course, and I have no doubt it am satisfied thoy would not have done so , and that a higher

would havo boon promptly met if they had been in funds, premium would not have been required , and I do not, there

but tho facts I have statod show tbat they were not in a fore , consider that it was a material misdescription within the

situation to meet the demand , and the consequence was that, as meaning of the first condition of the policy, and I ain satisfied

might have boon expected, objections were taken to the vali tbat no such defence would have been set up if it had not boon

dity of the policy which would not have been thought of if it for the miserable state of poverty of this company, to which I

had not been for the wretched state of poverty and insolvency have already referred. Soveral caseswere cited by the counsel

of the company. It appears from tho cross-examination of the į for the official liquidator for the purpose of justifying the de

sameMr Jones, tho manager, that when the demands of the fenco. There is no doubt that if the description is in the form

claimauts under tho policy ought to have becu satisfied , pamely , 1 of a warranty, or amounts to a warranty, it must be strictly

in April, 1872, the balance of the company at thoir baukors was true, or the policy will be void . His Honour then elaborately

£20, and that thoy had the command ofbetweon £200 and £:300 | reviewed the various authorities upon this point, referring to

altogether, though upon being pressed he doclinod to say whoro “ The Nowcastle Insurance Company v . M Mullan," 3 " Dow ,"

it was. Tho claimants, being unable to obtain satisfaction of 255 ; “ Parsons v . Bignold ," 15 " Law Journal Report, Chan

the demand under the policy, presented a potition to wind up cery,” 379 ; " Anderson v . Fitzgerald ," 4 “ House of Lords,"

the company on the 20th of March , 1872. That petition camo 484, 497, 502, and “ Batos v . Hewitt,” “ L . R ., 2 Q . B .," p 595,

on to be heard before me on the 31st of May following , when it from which later case he cited a passage from Cockburn, C . J .,

was resisted on the ground that the company disputed the liabi at pago 604, that “ the party proposing an insuranco is bound

lity under the policy, and therefore the debt upon which it was to communicate to the insurer all matters which will enablo

founded, but they stated most erroneously , as it now appears, him to determino tho oxtent of the risk against which he un

that they were perfectly solvent and able to pay the debt of iho dertakes to guaranteo the insured ." The Vice-Chancellor also

petitioners if they proved it. The debt in respect of which the referred to “ Donald v. the Law Life Insurance Company,”

petition was presented being thus disputed, I ordered the peti “ L . R ., 9 Q . B .,” 328 ; “ Doe v . Manning," 4 " Camp,” 76 ;

tion to stand overuntil the petitioners had proved their debt .For “ Benham v . the Guarantee Society," 7 " Exch.,” 744 ; and

the purpose of doing so they immediately brought an action “ Towle v . the National Guardian Society," 3 - Giffard,” 42 ;

against the company, which was called on for trial at tho Sum and after stating that the principle applicable to the present

mer Assizes at Hertford on the 10th of July , 1872, but as thero caso was that stated in - jmith 's Merc. Law , ” 8th odition ,

was not sufficienttimo to try the caso, a verdict was taken for page 405 - - viz., “ if the desc : iption of the property be substan

the petitioners for £1,350), subject to a special case or some tially correct, and a moro accurate description would not have

other proceedings beforo the Common Law Courts ; but, for variod the premium , the error is notmaterial," continued : - But,

some reason which has not been explained, the Judge who tried assuming the misdescription to be material, I am of opinion

the caso appears to havo required the company to pay £1,000 that it wasmade by Donald, as the agent of the company, and

into Court, which they acrordingly by some means did . Beforo that the assured are not answerable for it. It was strongly con
anything furthor had been done, the company resolved to wind tended by the counsel for the official liquidator that Donald was

up voluntarily in November, 1872, and another creditor having not the agent of the company, but the correspondence between

presented a petition to wind up the company, upon that petition him and Jones, the manager of the company, so completely

an order to continue the voluntary winding up under super showed that he was their agent that this part of the defence

vision was inado byme in December, 1872. Under this order was virtually given up. The proposal for the insurance was

Messrs. Peter Forbes and Co. bave claimed the £1,350 which made by him in a letter of the 30th of May, 1871 , and the

they say is duo to them under the policy as a debt against the correspondence between him and the company was continued

company, and their demand being resisted by the official liqui down to the dato of the policy, and afterwards and through
dator, I have to decide the question which has beon raised as to out that correspondence he was treated as the agent of tho

the validity of the policy. I should state that the premium paid company, and in their books he was stated to be so. A great

on the policy was £33 17s 3d, being at the rato of £3 3s per number of letters were read on the part of the official liqui

cent, on the buildings and 318 6d per cent. on the stock - in -trade. dator , which it is unnocessary to go through ; but thoro is one,

Thoro, I am informed, are about the largest premiums over dated the 22d of August, 1871, from Jones, the manager, to

paid , and it may therefore have been well supposed by the as Donald , which conclusively shows that he was the agent of

surors that they paid such to covor all risks. But the liability the company, for it contains this oxpression : - " Please do not

urder the policy is resisted on the ground that there was such a putthe company on risk until advised of its acceptance from

misdescription of the property insured as to render it void ; and here.” How could Donald put the company on risk if ho was

the misdescription consists in a statoment that the buildings not their agont ? Was he, then, the agent of the company to

wcru slated -- that is, roofed with slate ; while one of them , the inspect and describe the property to be insured ? Upon a care

still and boiler-house, was roofed with ſelt. The assured con ful consideration of all tho evidence in this caso, I am of opi
tind that this is not such a misdescription as to vitiate the nion that the description of the property was given to the con
policy , and that if it could have that effect it would only do so pap y by Donald as their agent, and did not proceed from tho
as to the particular building, to which a liability of £210 valy I assured at all, and that they are, consequently, not responsible
was attached , which they say becamo uviinportant, as that for the mistake which was made as to the felt roof or any other

building was pot destroyed or affected by the fire. And they misdescription of the property. I am , therefore, ofopinion that
also contend that if the misdescription was important, it was the assured haro 'established their right to stand as creditors
rotmade by them , but by Mr Donald , who was iho agent or tho against the compauy for the damago sustained by the fire, not
company at Glasgow to inspect the property for the purpose of exceoding the sum of £1,350 which they claimed in tho action ;
fixing the amount of the premium , and that ho forwarded the and I am also of opinion that the £1,000 paid into court in the
misdescription to the company without having been told by action must bo applied in or towards satisfaction of the amount

them what the roof was, or having mado any inquiry on the | for which thoy may prove themselves to be creditors. I sup
subject. Now , as to the materiality of the misdescription, the pose the amount of tbo lossmust bo ascertained in Chambers if
first condition endorsed upon the policy wasas follows: - Any | it is disputed . They must also have the costs at law and in the
material misdescription of any of the property proposed to be | winding -up.

horoby insured , or of any building or placo in which the property
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COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
February 23.

WALKER AND OTHERS V. THE GREAT BRITAIN MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY. - The plaintiffs were the executors of Mr.

John Wells, and they sued to recover th3amount of two policies

upon his life for £199 each , which were effected in May, 1845.

The defendants disputed their liability upon tho ground that the

last annual premium had not beon paid . " Mr D . Seymour, Q C .,
appearod for the plaintiffs ; Mr M .Lutyre for the defendants . It

was stated that Mr Wells in his lifetiinohad moro than onco sent

the premiums late , and further that the office was in the habit
of sending notices when the timo for payment arrived. Mrs

Wolls would stato most distinctly that she had received no notico

stated that the debtor was a builder, and that the principal part

of his property consistod of two contracts for the orection of
two chapels ; and that, at the time of his failure , some sums of
money were required for the purpose of continving the contracts.
It also appeared that the receiver who had beon appointed on

the nomination of the debtor, was unablo or unwilling to make

the necessary payments, whereupon , at the instance of the prin
cipal creditors, Mr Harvey had been appointed roceiver and
manager, and at the first meeting the creditors assented to Mr

notice she would have paid tbe premium , as she had plenty of

· money in the house at the time. Mr Justico Brett said that the
promiumshad beon paid for 30 years, and now what tho defen

dants relied upon was that the last promium had not beon paid .

Mr M 'Intyre said that was so, but the correspondenco showed

that the directors wrote to the plaintiff's attorneys saying that

thoy had no power tɔ pay the money under the circumstances,

but they would bring the case before the shareholders, and

strongly recommend them to pay it. The plaintiff's attorneys,

however, refused to agree to this, and brought the action at

once. This step having boen taken , the matter must now bo

disposed of according to law . Yr Justice Brett made somo

strong observations upon the course which the directors of the

company had thought fit to pursue. The defendants had re

coived the premiums for 30 years, and their objection now was

that the last premium , which became duo when MrWells was
out of his mind, and dying, was not paid . After some discussion

it was arranged that a juror should be withdrawn, the defen

dants undertaking to pay both policies logs the amount of the

premiumsdue.

sary disbursements. This continued until, at the adjourned

mooting, a composition was offorod and accepted by tho credi

tors ; and a resolution was passed that the receiver and mana

ger 's outlay, and his charges, should be paid in full. On the

presentation of the rosolution to Mr Rogistrar Keene, the

learned Registrar rejected a portiun of the resolution referring

to the receiver's outlay and charges, but registered the rest of

tho resolution as to composition . Vr Harvey had then been

appointed trustee, and had paid an instalment of the composi

tion out of movies handed to him by the debtor for that purpose.

MrHarvey now claimed a sum of about £400 balance of ac

count - having expended very large sums ofmoney, portions of

which he had been recouped ; and he had also his claim for re

muneration as manager. Another instalment of the composi

tion was about to become due, and there were considerable

assets belonging to the debtor in other directions. Mr Harvoy

now applied for an order that he should be recouped his outlay,

and be paid his charges. Mr Salaman referred to the case of

" ru Lyons ex parte Brett, " where it had been decided that, after

the passing of an extraordinary rosolution , the Court had no

jurisdiction under the 72nd section of the Bankruptcy Act to

interfere between the receiver and the debtor ; but argued that,

according to the judgments of the Lords Justices in that case,

it appeared that the Court had jurisdiction , even in cases of

composition , to take the accounts and exercise jurisdictiou b3

tween receivers and the debtor who had been put into posses

sion of his estate , but only subject to the charges created

thereon - such as amounts dus to receivers and managers, for

their charges as officers of the Court. Mr Salaman also referred

to Rules 297, 298 , and 299, the latter of which applied the

principles of the Court of Chancery as to receivers and mana

gers appointed under the Bankruptcy Act, and citod “ Kerr on

Roceivers " to show that the Court of Chancery would direct the

payment of a receiver's expenses, and any amount due to him

where he had made disbursements out of his own pocket in the

management of an estate . MrWilliamsappeared for the debtor,

and contended that the Court had no jurisdiction to entertain

the aprlication . His Hon var expressed his opinion that tho

debtor was liable , but ultimately made an order thatMrHarvey

should deliver his account of his receipts and disbursements to

the debtor, and should carry in his bill of charges and expenses

as receiver and manager to the Taxing Master's office for taxa

tion ; and reserved his judgment upon the rest of the applica

tion , with liberty to apply, and also reserved the costs of tho

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
February 19.

(Before Mr Registrar PEPys, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE HENRI BRINSLEY SHERIDAY , JUN . — The bankrupt was a

contractor carrying on business in George-street, Westminster,
and he had boen adjudicated upon the petition of Messrs D .
M .Stephens and Co., disco :int brokers, Manchester. This was
an adjourned sitting for public examination. Mr Baker appeared
for the trustoo, and Mr E . Loe for the bankrupt. It was statod
that the bankrupt had made a proposal with a view to the an

nulment of the adjudication , and tho proceedings were adjourned
for a month .

IN RE R . L . HOLLAXD . - The debtor was doscribed as lately

carrying on business as an insurance broker at 10 , Clemont's

lane. Ho filod yesterday a petition under the 125th and 126th

sections, with liabilities returned at £17,000 , and assets consist

ing of furniture of the value of £1,000 , and a revorsionary into

rest under a settlement. It appeared thatactionsweru ponding

at the suit of creditors, and in onecase judgmenthad been signed,
and execution would shortly issue. Upon the application of Mr

application.

whose claimsamounted to £3,578, his Honour appointed Mr

Spain, accountant, receiver of the property , and granted an
interim injunction to rostrain actions.

February 20.
(Before the llon. W . C . SPRING -RICE sitting as Chief Judge.)

Ex PARTE EDWARD HARVEY, RE NUTT. - ( The Bankruptcy

Act 1869, s. 126 . Rules 297, 298, and 299. Receivers and

Managers : Payment ofbalances due to them and their charges).

- This was an application by Mr Edward Harvey, the trustee
under an extraordinary resolution for coin position passed under

proceedings for liquidation , or composition , instituted by the

debtor, for an order that the debtor should repay MrHarvey the
balance due to him , as shown by his accounts, whilst acting as

receiver and manager of the debtor's estate ; and also for pay

mont ofMr Harvoy's charges for his services whilst acting as
such receiver and manager, and for the costs of the application .

Mr J . Soymour Salaman, solicitor, appeared for Mr Harvey, and

IN RE Wm. Finney. This was an adjourned sitting for public
examination . The bankrupt formerly carried on business at the

Coal Exchango as a coal merchant, and his accounts showed

liabilities of about £25 ,000 and assets £3,800. He has been

before the Court for a period of nearly 12 months. Mr. W . A .

Crump, who appeared for the trustee, said the bankrupt had
been oxamined privately as to his transactions, and no good

object would bo attained by again adjourning the matter. Mr

Oswald appeared for the bankrupt. The Court allowed tho

bankrupt to pass.
IN RE ROLAND G . T . BARNETT. — This wasan adjourned meet

ing for public examination in thecaso of Roland Gideon Israel

Barnett, described as of 8, Buckingham -street, Strand , commis
sion agont, whose statomout of affairs discloses liabilities to tho

extent of £9997, and assets £40. - Mr G . Lewis, jun., appeared

for Mr H . A . Bass, of Rangemore, near Burton -on - Tront, a cro

ditor for £512, and proposed to examine the bankrupt. On tho
case being called the bankrupt did not appear, and Mr Lewis
said ho presumed that as it was a cold morning the bankrupt
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preferred the comfort of his firesido to attending the court.-- Mr , his brother, Grant Chavasse. An account also appeared in on :
Lee ropresented the bankrupt. - His Honour said that if there of the ledgers, which the trusteo (Mr J. H . Tilly , of the firm of

was no appearance a memorandum to that effect must be filed . Tills and Co., public accountants, Victoria Buildings, Queen

--MrLewis said that the bankrupt had not attended any of the Victoria . street), had reason to believe referred to the Walsall

sittings of the Court. His deeds were not unknown to the Court business, and from entries in this book he believed that the

of Bankruptcy on previous occasions. - - The Registrar : Wowon't business really belonged to the bankrupt, although not so set

discuss them now . - Mr Lewis said the creditors did not intend to out in the statement of affairs. The bankrupt explained this

allow him to pass through the court without opposition . It was heading by saying that it was “ The WashingMachine Account."

noticeable that two trustees had been appointed in the bank In account also appeared in another ledger headed , “ W . Cha

rupt's interest to administer an estate of £40. — MrLee said that vasse, Walsall," which was debited with a sum of £1,300 as

the trusteos were highly respectable persons, and there was no capital carried to the credit of the London business, the natural

ground for making any attack upon them . - MrLewis observed inference boing that the Walsall and London businesses were

that the trustees, at all events, appeared to be represented by ono and the same. The debtor had also refused to give up cer

the bankrupt's solicitor.-- His Honour thought it would be use tain papers and documents in his possession . The Judge ordered

less to continuo the discussion , and directed a memorandum of him to do so immediately. The further examination was then

tho bankrupt's non -appearance to be filed . adjourned to the 21st April, leare being given to the truste3 to .
February 22. apply for a privato examination before the Registrar. The

( Before Mr Registrar MURRAY.) solicitor to the procoedings is Mr. Mathias Boyce , of 21, Ab

IN RE ALBERT PELLY. — The debtor, aſmerchant, carrying on church - lane.
business in Finch -lane, has filed a petition under the liquida February 25 .

tion clausos, with liabilities returned at £44,000, and property ( Before Mr Registrar BROUGHAM .)
of which the value is not yet ascertained. Upon the application IN RE J. LANG ASD Son . — The debtors, James Lang and
of Mr Brough for the debtor , and with tho concurrenco of crc . | Edward Lang, gun manufacturers, of 22, Cockspur- street,
ditors for £20,000, Mr Registrar Murray appointed Mr John Pall-mall, have petitioned tho court, under the liquidation
Young, accountant (Turquond , Youngs, and Co.) receiver of tho clauses of tho Act, estimating their liabilities at £14,300, and
assots, and granted an interim injunction restraining proceed assets at £5,078, consisting of stock -in -trade, furniture, & c .
ings by one of the creditors. Upon the application of Mr Bagley, instructed by Messrs Prit

(Before the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy. ) chard and Englefield , his Honour appointed Mr Josolyne (Baggs,

EX PARTE HALFORDS RE JACOBS. — This was an appeal from Clarke, and Josolyne) receiver of the estate.

the Derby County Court. Shortly beforo the debtor, Benjamin February 26 ,

Jacobs, entered into a composition with his creditors, he per ( Before M : Registrar PEPY3.)

suaded the appellants to renew for a further period of two IN RE JOHN Brown. - The debtor was a shipwright, of Mill
months a certain bill then due. He stated to them in writing wall. Ho presented a petition for liquidation about a fortnight

that he was perfectly solvent, and should be well able to meet since ; but Mr. Owlos now stated that the appointment of a re

the bill atmaturity . Before the bill matured he entered into ceiver and an interim injunction were necessary in consequonco

a composition with his creditors. The appellants proved their of proceedings instituted by a creditor named William Lyno,
debt and accepted the composition offered, but took no further who was seeking to attach money due to tho debtor from a firm
part in the proceedings. They then brought an action against in the City. Unless the Court interfered, Mr. Owles stated that
Jacobs for the balance due to them under section 15 of the Mr. Lyno would shortly be in a position to havo bis garnishoo
Debtor's Act, 1869. The County Court Judgemade an order re order made absolute. -- His Honour, under the circumstances,

straining this action , and from his order this appealwas brought. appointed a receiver and granted an interim injunction .

The Chief Judge held that the County Court Judge had no au IN RE R . L . HOLLAND. - In this case, upon the application of

thority to restrain the action, and discharged the order, giving Mr. Brough, an interim injunction granted last week was con

to tho appellants tho costs in tho court below . tinued uptil further order. The debtor lately traded as an in

EX PARTE DAWE RE HUSBAND, — - This was an appeal from surance broker in Clement's -lane, and his liabilities amount to

the Plymouth County Court. In August, 1873 , James Bishop about £17,000, with assets £1,000.

obtained two judgments against SamuelHusband. The first was

for £80 18s. 4d., and under this he seized the goods of Husband
on September 5 , and sold them on the 17th . Under the second

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.judgment, which was for over £50 , he seized the goods of Hus

band again on September 23, and sold them on the 29th . The February 19.
proceeds of tho first execution were paid to Bishop on Oct. 13 , ( Before Mr. J . F . COLLIER, Judge.)
and the proceeds of the second on the 15th . On October 21 a pe

IN RE GEORGE HARDY. - His IIonour delivered judgment intition in bankruptcy was filed against Husband by two credi

tors, the act of bankruptcy alleged being the execution issued this case , which was reported in the last issue of the Accountunt.
Ho said - This is a motion to restrain an action at law brought

on Septembar 5 , and Husband was adjudicatod bankrupt on this
by Mr Thomas Etty , tho solicitor employed under the bankpetition on November 5 . An application by Dawe, the trustee ,

to the County Court Judgo for an order on Bishop to pay over ruptcy of Hardy against the trusteo, for costs incurrod in and
about the business of the bankruptcy. Mr Etty's retainer was

the proceeds of the second execution was refused , and from this
in the following form : - " Liverpool, 28th Fobruary , 1871. Redecision the trustee appealed. The Chief Judge held that, as the

execution creditor had issued the first execution , he had when George Hardy, a bankrupt. I, the undersigned John Parlano
M 'Arthur, the trustee of this estate, hereby retain MrEtty as

he issued the second execution notice of an act of bankruptcy,
solicitor to the estato . - J. PARLANE M .ARTITUR . Wo, the com

and that, having such notice, he could not hold the proceeds of

the goods seized and sold under the second execution against mittee of inspection , having requested the same -- John Henry

the trustee. The appealwas dismissed .
Mullin , Thomas Taylor, James M Crossan, Ilugh Lowis (per
Hugh Roberts).” An affidavit was filed by the trustee, and he

February 24 . was afterwards cross-examined upon it in court. Tho general
( Before Mr Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

effect of this eviilence may be stated to be that he used due dili
IN RE WILLIAM CHAVASSE, ice safe manufacturer, of 505 ,

gonce in getting in the estate, and that, after paying rent and
Oxford -streot, and Walthamstow . -- A mecting for first examina taxes, and tho solicitor employed in obtaining the adjudication ,
tion was held in this matter, and the bankrupt was examined on

not only aro thero no assets remaining but he is himself under
a proof which had been tendered by his brother, Grant Cha

advances. There are two questions for my consideration : - First
vasse, of Walsall, in which he swore that the bill exbibited was

whether I have jurisdiction to restrain the action ; secondly,
drawn and accepted by the debtor ; but upon the bill being

whether, if I have jurisdiction , this is a caso in which I ought to
placed in the debtor's hands he stated that the sigoature was by !

exerciso it. Tho 72nd soction of the Bankruptcy Act doubtless
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gives very wide powors to the court, but they are given “ sub BIRKENHEAD COUNTY COURT .
joct to the provisions of the act." The 13th section points out in . February 19.
wbat cases actions at law can b3 restrained ; and whero (Before Mi. GILMOUR, Judje.)
ono section of an act gives general powers, and another IN RE J . S . Clewerr. — This was an application to restrain
points out, in a restrictive sense, in what cases an impor a cruditor on a bill of exchango from prosecuting an action

tant branch of those powers is to be exercised, I should against ths debtor, a joinor and buildor at Tranmore, who had

have thought that, according to the received rules of con recently presuntad a patition for liquidation . Vr. Pugh , in sup

struction of Acts of Parliament, the general enactment would port of thy application , cital thy 23 'th rulo , which he submitted
be held to be modified by the particular enactment. Authority conforred power on the court to grant thy order. Mr Rodway ,

is, however, I think , against me on that point in er parte for tho craditor, took excoption to the application , on the ground

Anderson (L . R . 5 , Chancery Appeals 70 ). Giffard, L .J., if I that no receiver had been appointed , the Chief Judgo, in re

understand his judgmentrightly, held a contrary opinion. What Robinson (22 L . T . raport, 217), hiving held that no restraining
he says, howorer, of the 72nd section is this — “ The terms of order coulil b3 grantaiuntil a receiver was appointəd . MrPugh ,
this clauso, in my opinion , give the Court complete jurisdiction in reply, reforred to thy rulo which , aftor providing for tho issuu

to decide everything that it may be considerod necessary to de of a rostraining order, proscrib3t that a receiver also could be

cide with a view to the distribution of the bankrupt's estate." appointod, thereby cloarly implying thatone should be in addi

Taking that interpretation of the section, which I humbly think tion to the other. Further, ho contended that in the case citod

is the correct one, and supposing it to oxtend to the granting of thì circumstances werediffsrent, as thöre the sheriff was in pos

a restraining order, it would not enable me to restrain this ac . sussion , aulit might woll livo occurred to the chief judgo, in

tion , because the action would have no offoct on the distribution romoving the shoriff, that the property should b3 protected by

of the bankrupt's estate. The next section to bo considered is | an officer of tho court. His Honour said his impression was that

the 66th, which gives to a county court judge, in addition to his by the termsof the rulo , a restraiuing order might bo grantod

ordinary powers, all the power and jurisdiction of a judge of tho on tho application of tho dobtor ; bat, as a different construc

Court of Chancery. Again , in the same case of ex parte Ander tion had boon placed upon it by the chiof judgo, he must bow to

son , Giffard, L . J., says, ovidently referring to both the 66th and that authority and rufuso tho order. Mr Rodway then applied

72nd sections, “ I havo no doubt it was the intention of the for a receiver, and the court appointed Mc Bolland to that offico
legislature that the bankruptcy courts should bo complete and
sufficient in themselves, and that they should, for the purposo

of making a complete distribution of the bankrupt's property, CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
exercise at least all the powers conferred upon any judge of the

Court of Chancery." This, I think, is the test thatmust be ap The following meetings of creditors have been held
plied, and as the action would not affect the estate , I during the week :
think no jurisdiction is conferred on the Court to restrain J. LOCKYER. – At the mooting of the creditors of this debtor,
it. I have thought it better to state my opinion on this who is an agent for the sale of fancy goods, the statement showed
point, that it may be decided by authority if desired, al unsecured creditors , £1,802 103. 10d . ; creditors holding soca
though as will presently be seen, according to tho view I tako rities, £233 13s., against assets of £181 198. 9d. Tho creditors
of the case, there was no necessity for my doing so . For, even resolved to liquidate, and Mr W . L . C . Browno, of 25 , Old Jewry,
assuming that I had jurisdiction , I should not exerciso it in this public accountant, was appointed trusteo, with a committee of
case. I apprehend that the Court of Bankruptcy will not inter inspection. Messrs Allon and Edwards, of 8 , Old Jewry, aro
fere to restrain an action at law unless the remedy sought is the solicitors to the proceedings.
contrary to equity and good conscience, or unless the Court of William JACOMB, Taylor and Outfitter, High -street, Poplar.

Chancery has already soizin of thematter, or complete justice At the meeting of creditors, the statomont of affairs showod cre
cannot be dupe between the parties by an action at law . I am ditors unsecured £1, 155 16s. 7d., against assets £175 . The
by nomeans of opinion that this court, proceeding upon motion creditors resolved to liquidato bý arrangoment, and Mr W . L .
and affidavit, is a better tribunal for deciding a matter which C . Browno, of 25, Old Jewry, was appointed trustoo, with a
may possibly depend upon questions of fact - such , for example , committee of inspection . Messrs Kent and Kont, of Red Lion
as whether, by his words or actions, the trustee had rendered court, Cannon -street, are the solicitors to the proceedings.
himself personally liable to the solicitor forhis costs — than a JONES AND FULFORD (Builders, & c .) . - At a mecting of cre
court of law . Again , if I were to be of opinion that the trusteo ditors the statement showed liabilities £6 ,910 2s. 7d., legs cre

had made himself so personally liable , what crder could I mako ditors holding socurity, £4,760 5s.; assots estimated at £592 15s.
on him ? It appears to me that sufficient reason has not been A resolution was passed to liquidato by arrangement, and Mr
shown for the interferonce of the court in this case, even if it W . L . C . Browne, of 25 , Old Jowry, was appointed trustee , with

could interfero, and I shall dismiss the motion . Mr Pottor, who a committee of inspection. Mossrs Evans and Eagle, of 10,
appearod for Mr Etty, applied for costs, which were granted . John -stroet, Bedford -row , are the solicitors to the proceodings.
Mr Lowis Williams, instructed by Messrs Miller, Peel, and HENRY BERRY, propriotor of tho Quoon of England Tavern ,
Hughes, represented the trustoo. Hammersmith. - -At the meeting, held February 18th , tho state

mont of affairs, showed creditors £3, 308 6s. 1d , of whom £2,125

were securod , against assots £182. The creditors rosolvod
SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. - lhe monthly to liquidato byarrangement, and Mr W . L . C. Browne, of 25,

meeting of this Society was held on Wednesday at the Old Jowry , E . C ., who had been appointed receiver and manager
offices, Cowper's. court, Cornbill, presentMessrs. John to the estate, was appointed trusteo with a committoo of inspec

Bath (Vice-President) Bolton , Nicholls, Beddow , H . tion . Mr J . Soymour Hubbard, of London Joint Stock Chambers,
Brett, E . N . Harper, and A . C . Harper (Secretary). West Smithfield , is the solicitor to tbe proceedings.

Two applications for membership were read ; one, being JOHN AUSTIN WILLIAMSON, of 98, Regent- street, Piccadilly,

informal, was not accepted , the other applicant, Mr. trading as the Westminster Coal Company. - At tho meeting

Thos. W . Handley, of Princess-street, Manchester, was
held on the 19th February , tho statement ofaffairs showed cro

elected an Associate of the Society .
ditors unsecured £1,531, against assets, consisting of book debts ,
£100. Mr E . C . Chattorloy, (C . Browne Stanley and Co. ), pub

AMERICAN FAILURES. - The failure is reported of
lic accountant, was appointed trustee to act with a committee of

Messrs. Seggermann and Co , foreign fruit merchants of New York . inspection . Mr F . W . Snell, of Goorge-street, Mansion House,
The requisito number of the creditors of Messrs. Rice, Goodwin ,

Walker, and Co., New York , had united to put the estate into
is the solicitor to the proceedings.

bapkruptcy. Messrs. John Haviland and Co., importers and GEE AND Co . (Boston). At a meeting on Friday of the

dealers in foreign fruits, 267, Washington .street, New York, had creditors of Mossrs Geo and Co., bankers, of Boston , Lincoln

failed with liabilities of £60,000, assets £40,000. Ishire, who stopped paymont iu Juno last, MrWaddell (trustve )
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FAILURES.

AMERICA. -- American advices report the failuro of Mr W . B .
Whitney , of Colunbia , O ., in consequence of speculation in lard ;

liabilities £60 ,000 . Owing to this the England Card and Paper

Company of Springfield had been closed . Mr John P . Schermer

hoon , iron merchant, New York , had called a meeting of his cre

ditors. Mossrs Gillett, Titus, and Co., wholesalo druggists, Chi

cago , had failed. Canadian advices report that a meeting of the

creditors of Messrs R . M 'Kinlay and Co., manufacturers of car

riago wood -work , St Catherine's , Ontario , had been held ; an

offer of 40 per cent. was accepted - payment over two years.

ExGLAND), - MrDavid Booth , cloth manufacturer, of Idle , has

suspended payment. His liabilities, it is estimated , will be

about £8,000 . His failure is attributed to the suspension of

Messrs J . Holroyd and Co of Leods, upon whoso estate ho is a

large creditor.
SCOTLAND . — The Glasgow llerald understands that Messrs

William Cunningham and Co., drers, Paisley, have suspended

payment. Tho amount of liabilities and assets had not been
stated.

mado a report as to the outstanding assets and the prospect of
realisation , and a resolution was passed confirming the arrange

mentmade with the debtors by Mr Kearsey, on behalf of the

trustees, whoreby the liquidation was to be closed on the pa7

ment by the debtors, within a month , of a further 5s. in the

pound - making in all 12s. in the pound.
WILKINSON (GREAT DRIFF 'ELD ). - The statement presented

by the debtor at a meeting ofthe creditors recently heli, showed

total liabilities £3, 262 98. ; assets, £1,075 13s. 8d . The report

of Messrs. M , Şamper and W . C . Harvey (Gamble and Harvey)

joint trusteos, stated that there was a deficiency of £1.86613s. 1d.,

for which the debtor ought to account. They were by nomeans

satisfied with themanner in which he accounted for his losses,

particularly an item of £1,000 at racing. They were of opinion

that the debtor has not made a full disclosure of his assets, and

they purposed laying the result of their investigation before a

meeting of creditors shortly to be called , to take the opinion of

the creditors as to what should be dono with the debtor. A re

solution was passed to liquidate the estate by arrangement.

WITHERS (ROMSEY). --Atthe meeting of creditors the debtor
produced a statement of affairs showing the liabilities to be
£2,053, assets , £823. A resolution was unanimously passed to

liquidate tho estato by arrangement, appointing Mr Gamble
(Gamble and Harvey ) and MrGuo as trustees.

A . PETRALI (CARDIFF). – At a meeting of creditors a rosolui

tion was passed to the following effect: - " That in the opinion
of tho meeting a largo portion of the money received by the

debtor for stock -in - trade, is still in his possession , and that tho

trusteo (Mr. Hurvey, of the firm of Gamblo and Harvoy ) bo re

quested to lay the facts before the court, and apply for an order

to prosecuto the debtor criminally under the Debtors Act." It

was also resolved to transfer the proceedings from the County

Court of Glamorganshire to the London Bankruptcy Court.

W . WESTWELL (BLACKBURN ).- - The first adjourned meeting

of the creditors of Mr Wm . Westwell, waste dealer, of Great

Harwood , was held at the Blackburn County Court, on Wednes

day, for tho purpose of appointing a trusteo. Mr. J. S . Scott

( Blackburn ), and Mr Scowcroft (Bolton ), objected to the proofs

of debt tendered by the father and uncle (Mr Cocper), of the
bankrupt. The statement of the bankrupt's affairs showed - un

secured creditors, £3,088 18s 11d ; assets, £633 18s 8d. The

meeting was adjourned for proofs of debt to be enquired into.

GEERING BROTHERS (BIRMINGHAM ). - A meeting of tho cre

ditors of Henry Geering, jun ., William Aaron Georing, and

George Goering, brass and iron bedstead and galvanised hollow

waro manufacturers, of the Apollo Works, Mosoloy-streot,

trading under the style of “ Georing Brothers,” was held on
Tuesday. The statement of accounts which had been prepared

by Mr. Luke J. Sharp, receiver to the estate , showed the follɔw

ing items: - Liabilities : To creditors, £7,609 2s. 3d .; creditors

fully secured, £192 128.; less estimated valuo of socurities,

£192 128.; creditors to be paid in full, £90 10s. 4 ; liabilities

on bills discounted , £1,690 148. 5d ., of which £70 fs. is expected

to rank against the estate for dividend ; total debts, £7,679

6s, 3d. Assets : Stock -in -trade, estimated to produce £1,472

8s. 70.; book debts, about £1,535 7s., estimated to produco

£857 10s, 7d .; other property , £298 6s. 1d .; total assets, £2 ,628

58. 3d., less creditors to be paid in full ( £90 10s. Ad .), .£2,537

148. 11d . After considerable discussion a resolutiou was passed

to the effect that a composition of 10s. in the pound be ac

cepted, payablo as follows: — 2s. 6d . in twomonths, 2 s . 6d . in
eight months, 2s. 6d. in 14 months, and 2s. 6d. in 20 months ;

that the security of Henry Geering, the elder, of Stechford, he
accopted for payment of the composition ; and that Mr. Luke

J. Sharp be appointed trustee.

SEVERE UPON RECEIVERS. - Occasionally it happens that

doublo appointmenttake place in bankruptcyunder thewinding-up

of single ostates. Itmayhappen that a debtormay file a petition for

liquidation - a trustce or receiver may be appointed . Then a

petition is presented against the debtor, under which he is ad

judicated bankrupt-- another receiver is appointed. So it hap
pened in re William Pearson, a caso which came before Mr
Registrar Hazlitt, sitting as Chief Judge, on the 8th inst. The

petitioning creditor was appointed trustee under the liquidation,
and the bankruptcy petition fell through. Both receivers,
however, took possession of the property , and both bent in bills

of costs, ono claiming £61 and the other £31. They were sub
mitted to taxation , but the tasing master treated them as con

stituting one bill. He considered the appointment of two re
ceivers wholly unuecessary, and pointed out that when applica

tion wasmade to the Court for the appointment of a second re

ceiver , the fact that ono had beon already appointed was not

mentioned . Mr Registrar Hazlitt was rather severe. " The

amount in question might, " he said , “ be small in comparison

with the daily spoliation of estates by the charges of professional

receivers and professional trustees, but the principle was the

samo." He also added , with equal disregard of the feelings of

the receivers, “ what the personal services of the receivers in

this case might have been he could not say, but where,as so frc

quently happened , the same accountant was receiver or trusteo
under a dozen , or a scoro, or even more different estates, his

capacity for personal service in each case must be of very extra

ordinary ubiquitous power." This case and theso remarks fur

nish an excellent commentary upon one of the worst phases of
our law of bankruptcy.-- Law Times.

THE CANADIAN OIL WELLS CASE. -- Lord Chief Justice
Cockburn concluded his summing up in the Canadian Oil Wells

Corporation case on Thursday. Having presented the jury
with an exhaustive history of the undertaking , he directed
them that the first question they had to determine waswhether ,

lookiug at the materials before them , the defendants had an
honest belief in the prospectus when they issued it, and put it

before the public with good faith , and not with the intention to
deceive. If they answered that in the aflirmatiro, noxt came

the point whether, between the 2nd of September, when tho

defendants issued the prospectus, and the 22nd September,

when they received the people's money, anything occurred
to change their honest belief into disbelief and distrust

in the prospectus. If so, they did wrong in not disabusing the

mind of tho plaintiff and in taking his monoy. The jury re

tired to consider their verdict at half-past throo, and remained
in consultation until nearly nine o 'clock , when they returned

ACCIDENTAL DEATH INSURANCE Co. - It is notified that
Mr Edward Hart (Hart Brothers, Tibbetts, and Co .), the liqui

dator of the Accidental Death Insurance Company, bas declared

a fifth dividend of 28, 6d , in the pound, making, with previous
payments, 138, 6d. in the pound. Creditors who have proved

their claimsafter the declaration of tho last dividend will bo on

titled to receive 11s. in the pound, being the amount of the four
proceding dividends.

hope of thoir coming to an agreement. They were accordingly

discharged.
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NEW COMPANIES. mat w .us, hwyror, grunted , anlwin at longth th3 cas camo
The Investors' Guariliui furnishes particulars relative to the on for hearing, not only had th3 witness abɔvo roforrod to left

following Companies, registered during the week : --
Adephia Music Hall and Entertainment -Capital £5,000, in El

the country, but the trusto3 had absconded . I wanted to make

shares. the best of my case with thy remaining witnossos, bat counsel

Albion Chemical - Capital £5,000, in £5 shares. in consultation woro of opinion that it must fall through, and

Belgian Therm7.Electric Generator - Capital £30,00) , in Es submitted to th3 court thrć wy had not sufficiont evidonco to
shares. convict. A verdict of not guilty was thoroforo ratuſnod .

Blackthorn Cottoa -Spinning and Minufacturing - Capital During tho progress of tho casu I laid out about £150 in coun
£20 ,000, in £5 sha es. sul' s foos and other expenses, thinking I was perfoctly justified
Bournemouth Promenade Pier - Capital £1.500 ), in £10 s ' araz. in so doing, and fully protocted by thə ordor of the court. It
Collins Paper Mills - Capital £15 ,000, in £5 shares. will b3 seen that th3 failure of justice was quito bɔyond my
Corporation Property --Capital £15 ,00 ), in £10 shares. control, but on making application under section 17 of the
Dubby Syke Mining - Capital £10 000, in El siaros. Debtors' Act 1869 for payment of my costs (which had been
Esperanza Gold Mining - Capital £150.000, in £5 sharez.
Finland Charcoal Ironworks -- Capital £30,09 ) , in £10 sharez.

taxed under protest ), I was refused without the slightest roason

Folkestone Promenude Pier - Capital £10,000 in £10 shiras. for refusalbeing allogod. Surely I have somsmeans of redross,

Grimsby Good Intent Building - apitil €10,0 ...), in C10 shiraz. and any information by your correspon lents will bɔ gladly

Hyde Loan and Discount -- Capital £1,000, in £10 shtres. received ."

In perial Property Investment - Capital $ 100,000, in El and £10 ALL ABOUT A Bouquet. - The Liverpool Post states
shares, that an action involving the quostion of the right to throw bou

John Bırker and Sons - Capital £10 ,000, in £5 shares. quets to actressus is about to b3 brought against themanager of

Lane Ends Estate - Capital £100,000, in £10 shares. a Liverpool theatre. An elderly gontleman , almost nightly for
London Egg and Poultry Supply Asssciation - Capitul £20 ,00) , sometime, took his placa in the stalls, prepared with bouquets,

in £2, and £50 shares.
Northern Bohemian Collieries - Capital £103,050 in £10 ) an !

and throw them with great regularity at cortain actresses, at

£10 shares. cortain points of the performance, sometimes rising on their ac

Robert Beswick and Co. - " apital £100,090, in £10 shares. ceptance of the nosegays and acknowledging the honour by pro

Rochdale PaperManufacturing - Capital £30,00'), in 5 shiras. found obeisances. Thomanager at length interfered, and logal

Syston Village Hall --Capital £1,010, in £2 shares. proceedingsaro threatenei.
Registered at Truro. Tho Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. B . B .

Wheal Wrey, Ludcott, and North Trelawny Mining - Capitul Daniels (Good, Daniels, and Co., 7, Poultry, E .C .) official liquidator
£10 ,000, in £l shares. of the Bream Iron Mining Company, Limited .

The Glasgow Daily Mail says : - " Provost Neil is in

The Scorci Banks. - The Daily News says : “ In addi. receipt of a lotter from MrGriove, M . P ., stating that ho intonds

tion to a number of letters which we have received regarding the to propose an addition to Mr Fortoscue Harrison' s bill dealing

proposal to turn the Scotch banks out of England , ani which are with the preference payment of the wages of workmen in cases
too long for insertion, we have also had forwarded to us, on behalf of where their employers fail. MrGrieve 's proposed addition is that

the Manchester bankers, a copy of a memorial addressed by them to whore the privelage exists, workmen shall not be compelled to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, setting forth their views of the wait till the ordinary dividend period, before boing paid their

grievance which theproposal is designed to remedy. The memorial wayes; but that, if there be funds, they shall be entitled to pay
explains very clearly the incongruities of the existing legislation , ment at oncy.
by w bich Scotch and Irish banks are permitted to come to London ,

The net income from solicitors' annual certificate duty
wbile English country banks it is said , can only do so on giving up

for 1874 amounts to close upon one hundred thousand pounds.
their noto issue, and by which also Scotch and Irish banks, thoi

having a more valuable noto issue privilege than any English pro The number of certificates issued was 14 ,060, for the United

vincial banks, are left at liberty to competo with the latter on their Kingdom , of which 10 ,983 were granted to English practitioners.
own ground. We tail to see , however, that there is any evidence in CHANCERY Costs. - A new regulation has been made
the past history that the Legislature intendel to prevent such in . that no solicitor in suits in Chancery is to be paid money on account
congruities, and only omitted to do so by accident. It is partly by until the taxition of bills.

accident that the Bank of England itself enjoys its superior mono. WINDING -UP PETITIONS. — A petition for the winding
poly , and if by another set of accidents the Scotch and Irish banks up of the Woollon Trade Association (Limited ) is to bo hoard in
Lave a privilege less valuable than thatof the Bank of England and the Court of Chancery on the 5th of March .
more valuable than the other English banks, they are no more to bo

interfered with on that account than the Bank of England itself.
When the Manchester bankers speak of the “ obvious desigu " of the TIE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
Legislature to make an impartial adjustment of the equities be. LAND , ESTATE , ILOUSE , LICENSED VICIUAILERS' & GENERAL

tween the existing interests affected by the new Acts," they are BUSINESS TRANSPOR " SYNDICATE " AGENCY

really attributing design to the promoters of the Bank Acte of 1814 Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 , Craven

and 1815 in regard to il question which was never in their thoughts
street, Charing cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

" Syndicate " are : - / st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents , of Groundat all. The English bunkers have a good case for altering tho liew R : nts , Frechold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates , Houses, Ilotels ,

in the direction of abolisliing all monopolies, but the less they say Public Houses, Inns, Beer Ilouses, Restaurants, Coffee Ilouses , Tobacconists

about the " equities between the existing interests " the better. The Drapers, and every other descrip :ion of Eusiness. Furniture, Objects,

matter, if now dealt with at all, ought plainly to by touched for tho of Art , or Goods of any descriptioa by Auction , or Private Contract.

public advantage only, and not for the benefit, or supposed benefit,
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents , Land ,
Farms, Estatcs, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses, Chambers, or Offices

of private interests." under private contract. 3rd . - - The Collection of Rents , and the re

COSTS OF PROSECUTING FRAUDULENTDEBTORS. - The fol. covery of cutstanding accounts . Ith . - The Surveys and Valuations

lowing letter appeared in a legal contemporary : - " I should be of Lind, Farms, Estates, and llouses ; also Valuations of Fur

glad if any of your correspondents could advise mo how to pro
niture . Jewelley, and 0 :her Effects , fur probate and other pur
po ( s . 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

ceod under the following circumstances : - Some little time since Aucuole .Is, Surv yors, Lund, llou : e , Estate an i Insurance Agents . Oth .

a client of mine, who was trustco under a bankruptes, was The negotiations of partnerships, and rom unlimited connection with

ordered by a court of bankruptcy to prosecute the bankrupt. Capitalisis , inonetary advances on real and personal securities , as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended for ab .olute

The order was duly drawn up and filed . The bankrupt, after a sale , or otherwisu . 7th . -- Generally the carrying out of all things inci

lengthened preliminary investigation, was committoj for trial. denial or conducive to the above objects, ond every of them ; also
At the timo appointed for the trialthe trustee and all the wit the laying out oi Estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syn

cicate , f om their extended conncctior with the Trades' ProtectionDesses were present, and remained in court four days waiting
Societies and other sources , undertake expeditiously for Clients and others

for the hearing . The prisoner applied for an adjournn ont, to ascertain reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private

which I strenuously opposed on the ground that my principal and confidential character, Liberaltermsto Accountants in town or country

witne s .was shor:ly obliged to loave the country. Tho adjourn , intelucing business.

lgb
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FOR PROGRESS ,"
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IN FORTSCWRNT

U

was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schränke und

Kunsichlosser Fortschritts," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO.,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION

This Medal is only given to Echibitors whose Now Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

Invented cspecially for Safes and Strong Room Doors, to frustrate tic.
use of False Keys.

· N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or moreof the steps of the Key. The Lock .

by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself to the

NEW Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a NW LOCK and KKY, as often asmay bed sired , without the aid of a Lock
myker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies

of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 63) , ride Times,"

12th Sept., 1973) This l.ock affords effectual protection from duplicate or

" Master ” Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies
(in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76, Cheapside, London, E . " .

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.
The only Copyright Perfected Nanual acknowledged by the Craft. - Ac

curate and netoly rerised .

THE ACCEPTED CEREMONIES OF

CRAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICER

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT. FREE, AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Opening

and Closing in the Three Degrees . Questions to Candidates before being

Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M and Addresses to officers. The

Initiation . Passing and Raising . The Tracing Boards, & c . & c .

PROSPECTUS FRIE

Sent post free on receipt of 8y, 6d. (or before remittance is made, if de

sired) . Payable to A . E .MASON ( P . M . , 30º) , Bank Top View , Richmond

Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London ,

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

Legal Ne: spaper published in Ireland - Established , 1867.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy 9d .;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

Office: - 53 . UPPER SACKVILLE -STREET, DUBLIN .

€ 2 .000 .000 at 41 per cent. upon Harbour Dues and
Rates, for a term of years. - Address, PETER BROAD,

Esq., 37 , Bedford-row , W . C .

TRISH LANDED ESTATES . - £400,000 at 41 per
cent.---PETER BROAD. Esq., 37 , Bedford -row .

$ 300 000 at 33 per cent. upon Landed Estates in
England for a long term of years ; most ample value

required. Proposals in sums of £30,000 and upwards only will be enter
tained . - PETER Broan , Esq., 37 , Bedford - row .

4200 000 SCOTCH LANDED ESTATES ; may be
L200 ,000V divided as may b . arranged . - PETER BROAD , Esq., 37 ,
Bedford row .

A USTRIA . - £200.000 REQUIRED by a Nobleman
upon Landed 1 states . Themostample value. Required to pay off

a temporary loan made upon deposit of the deeds. Liberal interest and

costs . - PETER BROAD, Esq . , 37 , Bedford -row .

PUBLICATIONS .

JUST PUBLISITED.

A NESSA Y
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
OF

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,
Addressed to the Profession , Merchanis, Traderz, Landowners, and

Companies,

By John CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.
Price 2s. 6d .

London : Letts, Son , and Co., Limited, 8, Royal-exchange,and all book .
sellers .

SPAIN . - £30 ,000 to £50 ,000 REQUIRED upon un .
limited security in the most flourishing part of Spain . - PETER BROAD ,

Esq . , 37 , Bedford row .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
V top n or country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, ar five per cent, interest on personal security ; also , on mort.
gage of freehold or leasehold propery from three per cent., for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTOX, Esq ., 120, Southampton -row , London , W . C .

J . DEFRIES' A ' D SONS'
CJIANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE, and ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.
Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LANPS
for INDIA .

Works : - London and I irmingham .

years to be agreed upone hanocommission from three per cent

Just Published , Demy 8vo., price 5s., cloth boards.
SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT HENRY
RICHARD SON , A . S . A . , Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor .

The above will be sent post free on receipt of Onder (crossed London and
County Bank ) , by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , llammersmith , London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c ,
100 , Chancery-lane, London ,

TO ACCOUNTANTS.
Just Published, 374 poges, 8vo., cloth , price 12s. 60.

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
1 Days from any one day to any other day, either in the same or the fol.
lowing year. By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .

Londen : EFFINGHAM WILSOX, Royal Exchange,

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Sox.

- Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Aets and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidatior.s, and Bankrupicirs.

BY JOIN BATH , F . S. A . E .
Price 60 .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAY, Lawrence Lane, London , E . O .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN .

for Dining, I all , and Drawing Roons, in Crystal and Gilt ,

£2 17s . td . to 100 guineas ,

NOW READY, PRICE ] s.
RANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION , & Review with
D Suggestions for Amending the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. By GEORGE
W REFOLD , of the Comptroller 's Department, Court of Bankruptcy .

London : Ellingham Wilson , RoyalExchange,

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected.

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CIIINA LENT ON HIRE .
J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England,
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OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .
Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a cpital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DIXXERS AND WITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN £l ls. PER WEEK

And an equally low Tarift for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway , and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

KEVANS AND KEAN,
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

| 38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,

DUBLIN

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Ass ciation , attends and Re
ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of
charge .

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CIAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTII .

“ The source ofmany a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! ! !
" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick , the Owl, and the Waverley Pen .”

" Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
infliction. "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1,200 Newspapers recommend them . SeeGraphic,
17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable stationer. Post, 1s . 1d .
Patentoes, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33, Blair -street, Edin .

burgh .

NDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

46, JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 1853.

BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTO R .
By Ilor Majesty 's Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874 .

It is well known that a steel pen , after being used for a short time, is cor

roded by oxidation , and becomes sharp and " scratchey " at the point or
knib , and consequently useless . Bymeans of the “ Corrector " this sharp

ness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor
rector " is , practically, indestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat
poc . et, or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex

ercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use ) by the inventor , George
Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham ; 6d . each ; by post , seven penny postage
stamps , and may behad ofall stationer3. Efectiveness guaranteed .J. F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR ,

17 , PRIXCESS STREET, IPSWICII.

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

THOMAS WESTERBY, Accountant, Queen-street,
lluddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Markot.
place, Dewsbury.

Agency business promptly attended to .

TPPS'S COCOA. - “ By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti.

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500 ,000 .
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability. Open to all.

Interest, in lieu of Dividend , 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly.

TRUSTEES.

LIEUT.GENERAL J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Deron.
WILLIAM LAKE, Eeq ., Darnley Road , Gravesend.

THE REV. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO ., 23 , Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR.

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound finarcial business . Ch. - ' he secrecy and despatch of individual management, so important
Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interest at the ' in financial operations.

rate of 5 per cent. per rrnum will be allowed on the minimum monthly 7th , - A fixed instead ofan uncertain scale of profits .

balances. Cheque Books provided . Eth . - A monthly distribution of the same.

IIIE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPEP.ATIVE CREDIT BANK are :
9 l . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustecs .
16th . - - Tower of total withdrawal after six ironths on 60 days' notice .

Ist. - No promtinmoney or preliminary expenses . Ilh. - The whole of the book-keeping in the hands of the subscribers .
2nd . - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of 18th . - Qurrierly published Balarce- shcet issued and certified by tho

constituents proportion and provisior for reserve fund .
Auditos.

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .
41h . --Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety For Prospectuscs and formsofapplication apply to

of subje : te .

5th . -- The proprietorship being vested in one person , no liability beyond RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY .
he amount of subscription can accrue .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND,

COUNCIL
President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warringtoo. l'ice - President. - JOHN BATH , London ,

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield .

| EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , I EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON, Covontıy.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, Loudon . Gordon .
THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .

JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich .
EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

JOSIAH BED DOW , London .
RALPH PRICE HARDY, London .

JOHN HENRY TILLY, Loudon .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool.

EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London . WILLIAM COYBEN AARVET, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London,

JIHN ALLISON HESELTON , Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffield .
JEORGEMONEY BRIGIIT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY don . EDWIN WILK vmouth .

TOIN CALD ECOTT, Chestor. FRANCIS NIC |IOLLS, London .
JOHN ONWIN WING , Sheffield .

TREASURER . - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122, Leadealall Street, and 1, St. Mary Axe, London .
AUDITORS. - W . O .COOPER , 7, Gresham Stroet, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BASKERS. - Messrs.WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, Loudon .

OPFICES. — 2, COWPER 'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON.
Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can bu had, upon application to

ALFRED O . HARPER, SECRETARY.

.

B

H . D . RAW LINGS,

PORVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

H . R . H . THE PRISCE OF WALES,

H . R . II. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGII,

II. R . II. TÄIE PRINCE CHRISTIAN,

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III,

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris ,

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and

EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau. street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

C2, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisomonts and Announcements of all kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign News

papers, promptly inserted .
N . B .- In the case of an ordinary Advertisement orderod for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

l
i

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO- AMERICAN Times Pres 127, Strand, London . - February 27, 1876 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM .

VOL. I. — New SERIES. — No. 13.] SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1875. [ PRICE 6D.

Established 1843.
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES ,

LIFE POLICIES, SIIARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YÉTTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is heli the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded, without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon -street, London .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER' S
REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

ined at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 51, Cannon
street, E . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

TAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Íniportant Residential Estates. - Messrs .MARSH , YETTS, and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
Ward plans and particulars,which, when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers. Written termsare invariably settled before
any cost or liability is incurred . AddressMessrs, Marsh , Yetts,and Milner ,

Land and Timber Surveyors , 51, ( annon street , London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all kinds.

Messrs.MARSH , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sum ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved

securities. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843) ,
5 * , Cannon -street.

PUBLICATIONS.
JUST PUBLISHED .

AN ESSAY
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
OF

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,
Addressed to the Profession , Merchanıs, Traders, Landowners , and

Companies,
By John CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.

Price 28 . 6d .

London : Letts, Son , and Co., Limited, 8 , Royal- exchange, and all book
sellers .

TO ACCOUNTANTS.
Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo., cloth , price 12s. 6d .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
1 Days from any one day to any other day, either in the sameor the fol

lowing year. By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .
London : EFFINGHAM WILSON, Royal Exchange,

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son.

Ninth Edition ,

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankrupicites .

BY JOUIN BATII, F . S . A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAIAN, Lawrence Lane, London , E . C .

NOW READY, PRICE 18.

BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION , a Review with
D Suggestions for Amending the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. By GEORGE
WREFORD, of the Comptroller's Department, Court of Bankruptcy .

London : Effingham Wilson , Royal Exchange.

RARE AND VALUABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY,
The only Copyright Perfected Manual acknowledged by the Craft. - Ac

curate and newly rerised .

The only
Copyrighcurate med

CEREMONIESL ATION , ANDlots , accoriing toere valuable CONCERN ' anica 9, at twelve promot in

In Binkruptcy : Re Chavasse. - Lease, Goodwill , Fixtures , and Stock -in .
Trade of a Refrigerator and Washing Machine Maker, together with the
valuable Patent.

MR. EDWARD G . SIM has received instructions to
14 SELL by AUCTION , on the PREMISES, 50. , Oxford -street, and
4 , Hart-street, Bloomsbury, on TUESDAY, March 9, at twelve prompt, in
three lots , the above valuable CONCERN , and if not sold , then in several

lots, accoring to catalogue. The stock -in -trade comprises all kinds of
refrigerators, washing , goffering, and freezing machines, gas and other

stores, garden - engices, knife -cleaners, shower- baths, and a large assort

ment of hardware , the beneficial iease of the commanding premises, held
for 14 years from ( hristmas, 1868 , at the inadequate rental of £200 per

annum . - May be viewed the day previous and morning of sale. Catalogues

and conditions of sale may be had on the premises ; of M . Boyce , Esq ,

Solicitor, 21, Abchurch - lane , E . C . ; Messrs. Tilley and Co. , Accountants ,

Victoria -buildings Queen Victoria -streer ; and of the Auctioneer , 4 , Queen ' s .

buildings, Queen Victoria - street, E . C .

TO BANKS AND INSURANCE OFFICES. - Ex
tensive and Commanding Premises suitable for a West- End branch ,

near Oxford -circus Long Lease. - For particulars, apply by letter to

Richard R . Robinson , 19, St. Swithin 's -lane, E . C . No agents need apply .

CRAFT FREEMASONRY, INSTALLATION , AND
ADDRESSES TO OFFICERS.

As taught in all the Master Masons' Lodges of the

ANCIENT FREE AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF ENGLAND

Embracing the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremonies. The Opening
and Closing in the Three Degrees . Questions to Candidates before being

Passed and Raised . Installation of W . M . and Addresses to officers . The
Initiation . Passing and Raising. The Tracing Boards, & c . & c .

PROSPECTUS FREE .

Sent post free on receipt of 8s. 6d. (or before remittance is made, if de

sired). Payable to A . E .MASON ( P . M ., 30°) , Bank Top View , Richmond
Yks. ; or from ELLIOTT STOCK , 62, Paternoster Row , London .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established , 1867 .

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY .

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108. ; Single Copy, 9d . ;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53, UPPER SAČKVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 , Queen Victoria .street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £200 per annum ; admirably lighted . — Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34, Walbrook.

FOR OFFICES. - To be LET, TWO LARGE
E ROOMS on the first and second floor, unfurnished . --Wilcox and Co.,

336, Oxford-street, corner of Argyll street.

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com

plete, £70. Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising
Agent,62, Gracechurch- street, E .C .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman , whowould be instructed in Sub editing and General News

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Storthand

if desired . Three years' articles . r .omium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, Gracechurch -street, E .C .

RESTAURANT,

13, OXFORD-STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road,

known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 , Idol-lane, City . .

Luncheons from the joints, hotor cold , including vegetables and bread , 1s. 3a .

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish
vegetable , cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 25 . 60. to 108 6d.
Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties og tbe Second Floor.
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The Accounta nt.

ALFRED W . GEE, supply of Cases for holding and preserving the

ADVERTISING AGENT,
Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up),
62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
Londm Gazette Notices, and Advertisements an l Announcements of all

kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted . front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a

scribers' names in gold lettering , ls . extra . Post Officenumber ofNewspapers, only oneMS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices. Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62, Gracechurch.

street, London , E .C .

The Accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the
MARCH 6, 1875 .

paper weekly constitutes theACCOUNTANT a “ newspaper "

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and The great question of the status of accountants is

members of the profession thus have the opportunity being raised both in hostile and friendly quarters. In

of contributing towards the success of their own the columns of our legal contemporaries the profession
organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par is constantly held up to public scoru as being liable

liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday for the discreditable practices of some of those gentle

in time for the early morning mails ; price 6d . per men who advertise themselves as “ accountants,” and it
copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage ), the re

is triumphantly asked what manner of men they can
duoed terms for payment in advance being, annualsub

scription 245. (post free) ; half -yearly do., 13s. (post be,whose pure fameis tainted by such associates. It
free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable is useless for us to explain that these pretenders are
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

utterly repudiated by the profession, just as much as
to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also an advertising quack is by the College of Surgeons,

be addressed . Literary communications should be - the accusation is brought out at every possible
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

opportunity . Now , we emphatically state that no law
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to paper can be more anxious than we are to expose any,

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. and every, one of those men who usurp our name and

TO ADVERTISERS.
standing. We have given publicity to every com

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.
plaint of the kind that has been brought to our notice ,

tisers to the specialadvantages offered by the paper as an and we most certainly shall continue to do so . That
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed themembers of the profession are fully alive to this ,

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty
is clearly shown by two letters we publish to -day, and

support of the leading members of the profession , the
ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success it is to their co-operation we must look for

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes . assistance in eradicating the evil. Once for all, we

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad repeat our determination to purge the profession from
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium the reproaches cast upon it. To -day we shall consider

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as what is the most effectual remedy.
to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap Weneed scarcely insist upon the fact that the pro

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers,Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;
fession of an Accountant is one which demands not

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com . only a peculiar habit of mind, but also very consider.

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant able training. To deal with accounts seems very

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser .
simple to the outside world , but it is, in reality, as diffi

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however , be re . cult a task as to solve many of the legal problems

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday which are submitted to solicitors . There are persons
N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

who profess to teach the whole art and mystery of
received at the Branch - office of the AcCOUNTANT, 127 ,

Strand . Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H .
book -keeping in a few lessons, just as there are books

Smith and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway which profess to contain in a moderate compass an
Bookstalls , and at the Shops of the leading City and answer to any question on a point of law which can be

West-End Newsvendors.
asked . But the trader who trusted to the promises

TO SUBSCRIBERS. of his would -be tutor would be just as much deceived

In consequence of numerous applications from sub. | as the “ gentleman in embarrassed circumstances” who

U
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citor. The difficulty lies not so much in keeping as ness, refuse to call in a medicalman. Then, in cases

in checking the accounts. A very little learning may of auditing. The new Friendly Societies' Billmight

perhaps suffice to enable a man to keeps his books so well make the certificate of a qualified accountant

that he understands them himself. But to extract necessary, with advantage alike to the depositors and

order and method from such books, and to present an the nation .

intelligible balance -sheet to the world , requires very It is too late now to raise the cry that the account

considerable skill and experience. Even in this branch ants are usurping the privileges of the solicitors. The

it is apparent that regular professional training is re profession exists, working within clearly defined

quired, but in the present day an accountant is far limits, and cannot be ignored. That it should be

more than a simple keeper or investigator of accounts. thoroughly organized , composed only of capable men ,

As auditors of public companies, as official liquidators, and enabled at once to put down pretenders and to

or as trustees in bankruptcy, they have duties to per keep at the highest level the status of its ownmem

form which are inferiornot either in difficulty or responsi bers — is as expedient for the goodof the country as for

bility to these of any other profession. We contend, that of accountants themselves. Let then the pro

therefore, that as the term “ public accountant” has fession apply for a charter. Itmust rest on their own

now a definite meaning, some measure should be efforts to obtain one, and public opinion will support

adopted which shall confine the name to qualified and the men who are striving so diligently to maintain

responsible men , and shall prevent outsiders from their professional honour.

adopting such a designation .

At presentthere are several societies , io one or the
The proxy -system is one of the points in liquida

tions peculiarly liable to abuse ,and it was certainlycertain restrictions and tests as to their standing in

the profession, and their capabilities . Now , we would
very ingeniously worked in the case which we report

from the Birmingham County Court. Of course the
suggest that these bodies should unite and demand a

interest of the debtor is to obtain as many proxies as

charter of incorporation, with the power of making
possible, and the solicitor concerned naturally uses

Buch regulations as to admission to their orderas may
every effort to bring |this about The Birmingham

be deemed necessary. The term “ certificated public

case was very simple. The ordinary forms sent outaccountant ” would then be confined to members
to creditors, containing a proxy paper and bearing the

elected into such societies , and it should be made penal
official stampofthe Court, were filled up with the name

for any other person to style himself “ accountant," even
of a particular person, instead of being left blank . Na

though itmightbe found impossible to preventhim from
turally uponreceiving such a form , creditors would hesi

practising as such . The examination should be made
tate before striking the name out and substituting

so strict as to keep out incapable aspirants, and due

provision should be made as to the amount of training
nature of the document, and would return it duly

and study to be undergone.
signed, others again would hestitate ; and so what by

It can scarcely be doubted that such a course would
passive, compliance, and doubting abstinence , the de

greatly elevate the profession. At the present time
sired majority would be gained . At Birmingham ,

it contains men whose names are as well known, and
apparently, no one was to blame. The Registrar was

whose capabilities are as high, as those of any of the
above suspicion, the solicitor perfectly immaculate,andgreat London solicitors. But besides the outsiders
asonlyone paperwas produced, it wasthoughtthat that

whom we have so frequently joined in condemning ,
could be of no real importance, and the matter passed

there are others upon whom the restraining influence
over pleasantly. Itmight be interesting , however,to

of a supreme governing body might act beneficially .
know how many similar proceedings have occurred .And especially in bankruptcy cases would the advan

tage be found . In every town where a County Court

exists would be found a duly qualified person ready | It will be seen that the decision in Ex parte Collins,

and able to act as trustee. Of course there would be Re Lees, reported at p . 6 of our number for January

no compulsion as to this. It would still be open to the 2d, has been reversed by the Lords Justices,who

the creditors to manage matters in their own way . hold that the non -registered memorandum was not a

They might elect one of their own body to the post, condition within the meaning of the Bills of Sale Act.

and might reject an accountant just as they might, if | In their view the condition that the £30 was to be

they chose, dispense with a solicitor, or, in case of ille | paid in any event, at whatever date the principal pum
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was repaid , was merely a memorandum between bor- | comfort and solace , advice and relief, between the hours of
rower and lender, providing for the expenses of the ten to five daily ; but should their feelings be unable to

latter. Chief Judge Bacon' s decision seemed, as we
undergo anything but a special appointment, combined
with an exceedingly confidential conference, the victims of

pointed out at the time, hard upon the unfortunate impecuniosity can be favoured with an interview of an

money lender, but the language of the Court of Ap exceptional nature between seven and nine p . m . on parti

peal which implies that, though a bill of sale must
cular evenings. Seriously , Mr. Editor, allow me most

respectfully to direct the attention of themembers ofthe
be registered , it need not express the real facts of profession to this puff, and especially to commend the

the case,may possibly be interpreted in a sense very advertisement, & c ., to the notice of the several councils

favourable to debtors. There are plenty of collusive
and secretaries of the accountants ' institutes and societies.

When is this sort of thing to end ? - Yours truly ,
bills of sale as it is. Wefear that their number will

INQUIRER .

notbe diminished by the recent decision .

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

DEAR SIR ,-- The enclosed advertisement, cut from
Wewere unable owing to want of time to notice one of the daily papers, is certainly not the sort of thing

the letter of “ J . H . C .” in our last number. We to be issued by an established certificated public ac

acknowledge the justness of his correction as to the countant in the city . " It is no doubt fortunate for the

power of a trustee to administer an oath in connec
said “ public accountant,” to have " a very remunerative
and gentlemanly business, " embracing principally ,

tion with the proof of debts, but we still do not “ Trusteeships and Receiverships in Bankruptcy , and

understand the latter portion of his letter, as to being the carrying out of Liquidations and Compositions."

a “ solicitor who was also a commissioner," & c.
The advertiser is also fortunate , if the major part of

his business consists of such cases, in being able to say

Perhaps weshall save some confusion if we re- state that “ the profits are large," - I am afraid that is not

the law on the subject. A trustee may administer the usual experience of receiversand trustees. No ob .

an oath to a creditor proving his debt, acting, in fact, jection can , however, be taken to these statements if

they are , as I suppose in accordance with facts, but I
as a commissioner, but he cannot do more than this . do , as a practical public accountant, object to the state

So far, “ J. H . C .” is, we take it, quite in accord ment that, “ as a previous knowledge of the profession

with us. Any examination of the debtor on oath must is not requisite, a young man with £1,000 to £1,500 ,

would find this a fine opening ." Surely the day has
take place before the Court, though the debtor is of

passed for unqualified men to call themselves public ac
course ibound to give any information in his power to countants, and I am sorry to see a “ Certificated Public

the trustee . Accountant of the City of London , ” express his readis

ness to associate himself in partnership with another

person simply because that person hasmoney , and en .

Correspondence. tirely independent of the question of efficiency ! When

shall we have a Charter enabling us to offer something
PUFF ! like a guarantee to the public that we are what we pro

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT, fess to be namely - experts P - Yours truly ,

SIR, - My attention has been called to an advertisement London , 1st March , 1875 . PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT.

emanating from a self -elected “ public accountant." The

notification in question is drawn up in the same mono BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION. -Mr. George Wreford writes

tonous manner as that which pervades all such classes of to us as follows in regard to the notice of his pamphlet on

puffing announcements, and is quite a unique specimen of Bankruptcy Legislation which appeared in our last issue :

its kind . “ Debtors requiring independent advice in any - - " There is one point on which the reviewer has misun

financial difficulty may (by rushing into the arms of .this derstood my remarks. I do not suggest that an undis

philanthropic (? ) benefactor ) obtain the practicalassistance charged bankrupt's property should be free at the expi

of a gentleman thoroughly conversant with the law of ration of four years from the date of his bankruptcy, but

debtor and creditor ! ” ( The note of exclamation is , by that the creditors, at the end of four years, shall be free to

the-bye, my own ). All requiring advice as to the unsatis proceed against an undischarged bankrupt for the indivi

factory state of their pockets, and bankers' balances, will dual recovery of their debts under Sec. 154 ( see page 39

be welcomed with open arms by so benevolent an indivi of pamphlet).”

dual, that neither " exposure nor great expense" will be the PLEASANT. - In the report of a bankruptcy examination

consequence of their confidence. Eureka ! Difficulties, in Scotland, published by the Ellinburgh Daily Review ,

accounts requiring adjustment, embarrassments, settle we find the following :-- Mr. M :Kay,agent in the seques

ments with unfortunate duns, and the financial scrapes of tration , proceeded to examine the bankrupt as to certain

the youthful and indiscreet, can all be practically and de bills , when , observing Mr. Scoular, who was present on

finitely dealt with by this “ gentleman thoroughly conver behalf of the creditors, pass near him , and evidently ima

sant with the law of debtor and creditor " ; one who gining he was whispering to the bankrupt, he said , Don't

understands the difference between his right hand and his do that again , Mr. Scoular.' Mr. Scoular denied that he

left , and the intricate morality of the laws of meum and was whispering to the bankrupt, and, addressing Mr.

tuum . Fond parents, responsible guardians, and 6 gentle . M .Kay, added ' You 're a nasty ciir of a fellow to allege

men in absentia " (whoever they may be ) , should , accord . | such a thing against me.' Mr. M .Kay - Don 't say that

ng to the advertiser's meek suggestion , repair to him for again or you will have to go outside. "
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JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COURT OF CHANCERY.
COUNCIL - MARCH 4 .

March 4 .
( Present- Sir JAMES COLVILE, Sir MONTAGUE SMITHI, and Sir

HENRY KEATING.) ( Before the LORDS Justices of APPEAL.)
ADAMS AND ANOTHER v. NICHOLLS AND ANOTHER. — Thiswas Ex PARTE COLLINS - IN RE LEES. — This case involved a ques .

an appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court of the Cape of tion of some importance as to the construction of the Bills of Sale

Good Hope. The original suit was brought by Mr. Nicholls Act, 1854. It was an appeal from the decision of thə Chief Judge

and Mr. Black , tho official liquidators of the Frontier Com in Bankruptcy. The case was argued about a fortnight ago,
mercial and Agricultural Bank, at Grahamstown,against Messrs. and this morning the judgment of thə Court was delivered.
W . J . and A . W . Adams, merchants in London, for the breach of The Bills of Sale Act, 1854, requires that every bill of sale shall

an agreement entered into by them upon a compromise between be filod cr registered within 21 days after execution , in order

the bank and Mr. Locke, one of its customers. Mr. Locke was | to give it validity against the assignees in bankruptcy of the
a merchant in the Cape Colony, and between him and Messrs. I grantor, in all cases in which a sufficient possession of the goods

Adams there had been large commercial transactions. At the included in the bill of sale has not been taken before the com

time of the alleged agreement Mr. Locke was indebted to the mencement of the bankruptcy ; and section 2 of the Act pro

Frontier Bank in the sum of about £34 ,000 , and to Messrs. vides, “ If such bill of sale be made or given, subject to any do
Adams to the extent of £62,000 . In 1869 the Frontier Bank feasance, or condition , or declaration of trust not contained in
waswound up, and Mr. Locke, who found himself unable to pay the body thereof, such defeasance, or condition, or declaration

the amount of his liability, suggested that a compromise of his of trust shall, for the purpose of this Act, be taken as part of
debt should be effected . Mr. W . J . Adams, one of the firm of such bill of sale , and shall be written on the samo paper or

Messrs. W . J. and A . W . Adams, happened then to be at the parchment on which such bill of sale shall be written, before the

Cape , and with the consent of both Mr. Locko and the official time when the same or a copy thereof respectively shall be filed ,

liquidators, he, on the part of his firm , entered into an agree otherwise such bill of sale shall be null and void to all intents

mont that the goods then under order for Mr. Locke, amounting and purposes” as if it had not been registered. On the 11th of

to £10,000 sterling, and such further goods as might be or July, 1874, John Lees, a farmer in Staffordshire, borrowed £100

dered within a year, should be delivered without their demand from Abraham Collins, a money -lender in Liverpool, and to so

ing any preferential security ; that his firm would not withdraw cura the repaymentof the loan ho gave Collins a bill of sale of

their support from Mr. Locko for the same period, and thatthey his farming stock , live stock , and other effects. The dood was
would be contingently responsible for the paymentof the pre - expressed to be made in consideration of £130, lent by Collins

miums on Mr. Locko's life policy , which had been handed as to Lees, and it was provided that the loan should be repaid by

security to the bank . That agreement was sanctioned by the five consecutive monthly instalments of £3 each , on the 11th

Court and ratified two days later by Mr. Adams, on behalf of day of each month , beginning with March , and the balanco of

the firm . In consideration of that undertaking the liquidators £115 on the 11th of August, 1874 , and there was no provision
accepted certain terms of compromise on the part of Mr. Locke, as to payment of interest . The deed gave the grantee power to

including, among others, the payment i intervals of six months, take possession of the property at any time after the execution
of four promissory notes for £1,250 ea . It afterwards turned of the deed, and further power in case of default in payment of

out that so far from £10,000 worth of ,,oods, as stated both in the any of the instalments to sell the property and ropay himself.
agreement and in the subsequont rati.ication , being then under Collins, in fact, retained the £30 as his charge for making the

order from Messrs. Adams to Mr. Locke, the value of the con loan . A contemporaneousmemorandum , in writing , was signed

signment was not more than half. The later transactions be by Lees, which provided that the charge of £30 was to be paid

tween the firm and Locke only amounted to an additional sum in full to Collins, notwithstanding that the money secured by the

of £8,000. The liquidators in the action at the Cape alleged bill ofsale might be repaid to him , or his rights under the bill of

that, notwithstanding the agreements in questiun , the goods sale enforced, before the expiration of the time for paymentmon
then under order were never delivered to Mr. Locke, but were, tioned in the bill of sale. Thebill of sale was registered ; theme
on the contrary, taken possession of by the defendants ; that morandum was not. On March 10 , 1874, Lees filed a liquidation

they did not continue their support to him , but on the contrary petition . Collins had not before this taken any sufficient pos
withdrew it and caused his estate to be sequestrated ; and that session of the property ; but on the 13th of March ho seized

they took from him preferential security to a large amount. some of tho cattle on Leos' farm , drove them away, and sold

In consequence of their proceedings the promissory notes given them . The trustee under the liquidation claimed to have the

by Locke to the bank, with one exceptiou , wero unpaid . The produce of the sale refunded ; but the Judge of the

Supreme Court at the Cape held that there had been a breach of Burton -on - Trent County Court decided against the claim .

the agreement on each of these points, and ordered Messrs. The Chief Judge, however, was of a different opinion , and

Adams to pay to the liquidators, as damages, the sum of £2,000 ordered Collins to refund the monoy. Collins appealod.
and costs. Against that decision the present appeal was in Lord Justice James, after stating the facts, said that the ques

stituted. On the partof the appellants it was urged that thoro tion was whether the non -registration of the memorandum had
had been no breach of contract, that the compromise had not avoided the transaction under section 2 of the Act ; whether the

been effected by falso representations, that the support which memorandum was a defeasance, or a condition , or a declaration

they undertook to give to Locke extended only to the supply of of trust, within the meaning of that section . It was certainly
goods in the ordinary course of trade and not to the advance of not a defoasance ; it was certainly not a declaration of trust .

money, or the guaranteeing of any payments ; and that, in Was it a condition , either in the logal sense of the word or ac

any view of the case, tho damages awarded were excessive. Sir cording to ordinary parlance ? The word " condition” was a
Montague Smith , after reciting the facts and reviewing the ovi term well known to the law . The terms" condition procedent"
donce at much longth , said their Lordshipswould humbly advise and " condition subsequent” were familiar. The former was

her Majesty to affirm the decision of the Court below , and to ono by virtue of which a gift or an estate might never arise ;

dismiss the appeal, with costs . the latter might defeat a gift or an estate after it had arisen .

There might be a third species of contemporaneous condition by

WINDING -UP PETITIONS. - A petition for the winding-up which a gift or estate was qualified or modified . But a condition

of the Aldershot Brick and Tile Works Company (Limited ) is annexed to a gift or estate was always something which di

to be heard before the Master of the Rolls on the 13th inst. A minished the rights of the granteo oraffected thom prejudicially

potition has been presented to the Court of Chancery for the in favour of tho grantor. His Lordship was of opinion that in

winding -up of the Coal Economising Gas Company (Limited ). this memorandum there was no condition to which the bill of

A petition has been presented to the Court of Chancery for sale was made subject. The memorandum did not in any way

the winding - up of the Railway Service and General Co-opera diminish , defoat, or change that which was by the bill of salo
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really an additional bill of sale givep to the creditor. It said in 1

offect, — “ Doubts may arise whether tho £30 was not really in

the nature of interest, and whether, if repayment of the loan

should be made before the end of the six months, there should

not be an abatement from the £30 . To prevent any such doubt,

I declare that the £30 shall be paid in full in any event." It

was an additional right givon to tho creditor, of which , of courso,

ho could not avail himself, because tho momorandum was not

registered ; ho could not rely on it at all. But if that was so,

what were his rights under tre bill of sale ? That certainly

vance was, in truth, only £10 ) . But the Act in no way dealt

with any matter of that kin l. It said that the bill of sale must

bo registered ; but it did not say that it must express the real

transaction between the parties. The bill of sale , when regis

terod,must be dealt with in the sameway as an unrogistered

bill of sale would have been dealt with before the Act. And if

80, could there be any doubt that the creditor was ontitled to be

paid the full amount socured by the bill of sale ? Hecould con

ceive a very sufficient reason why the debtor should not like to

have the real nature of the transaction stated in the bill of sale.

It would go so much against his credit. Buthe well knew what

ho was about. Before the Act he would have been bound by

the termsof the bill of salo , and his creditors would have stood

in the same condition . His Lordship was theroforo of opinion

that the memorandum did not require registration as being a

defeasance, condition, or declaration of trust, to which the bill

of salo was subject, and not included in it, and t': deed must

havo full effect given to its terins. The decision of the County

Court Judge was right, and it must bo restored, and the appel

lant must havo his costs of the hearing before the Chief Judge.

- Lord Justice Mellish was of the same opinion .

VICE -CHANCELLOR'S COURT.
February 26.

( Before Sir C . Hall.)
RE LONDON AND COUNTY TRAMWAYS COMPANY. — This was

a petition by the official liquidator of the London and County

Tramways Company (Limited ), asking for payment out to him
of the sum of £76258 7d, being the money which, under the

Tramways Act, and the rules made in pursuance thereof, had

been depositod by the company bofore a provisional order which

the company had obtained for making “ the Uxbridge and

Southall and Ealing and Brentford Tramways” could be de

livered to the company. The company were the promoters in
obtaining the said provisional order. On the 6th of November,

1874, tho company was wound up on the petition of certain

creditors, and in due course an official liquidator wasappointed .
The petition ra'sed a question as to the construction to be put

upon the 26th rule of the Board of Trade, which seems to givo a
discretion to the Court uither to forfoit thedepositmonoy, or to

pay it to the official liquidator for the purpose of being applied

as part of the assets of the company. His Honour had, when

the petition was first before him , directed the solicitors for the
Treasury to be served. Mr Crossley, for petitioner, now com

mented on the rule , and submitted that as the deposit money

was required for the purpose of paying creditors of the com

pany, it should be paid out to the liquidator, as prayed. Mr
Hemming, for the Attorney -Gonoral, did not oppose the appli

cation ; but argued that the Court had no discretion to pay the

deposit out to the liquidator without the solicitor for the Trea

sury waived his right to have it forfeited, and further, that in

any ovent tho deposit could not be paid out except it was re.

quired for the purpose of paying creditors of the company, and

that it was not the intention of the rule that any part of the de

posit money should be applied for the benefit of the share

holdors. After some discussion , in which reference wasmado

to the rules ofthe Board of Trade ander the Railway Abandon .

mentAct, the Vice-Chancellor ordered thaton an affidavit being
produced showing the amount of uncalled capital of the com
pany, and that the whole deposited fund would be required for

payment of creditors of the company, and the Attornoy -General

pot objecting, the costs of the Attornoy-General should bo paid

out of the deposit fund, and the balanco should be paid to the
official liquidator to bo applied as part of the assets of the com
pany for the benefit of the creditors thereof.

( Before Vice - Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)

IN RE THE HECKMONDWICKE IRONWORKS COMPANY (LIMITED ).

- The voluntary winding -up of this company was ordered to be

continued , under supervision .

IN RE THE CO -OPERATIVE SUPPLY ASSOCIATION LIMITED.

This company was ordered to be wound ap on a creditor's pe
tition .

IN RE THE MUTUAL SOCIETY TRUST FUND . — This was a wind
ing-up petition presented by two investors in the funds of the
above society. Tho investors amounted to 40 in number, and
consisted principally of clergymen and ladies, and persons in
a humble condition of life investing their savings. The society
having got into difficulties, the petition was presented. Mr
Higgins, Q .C ., appeared in support of the petition, which was
also supported by Mr Romer, on behalf of other investors ; Jr

Everitt opposed the petition on behalf of creditors ; and Mr G .

Hastings, for the society, asked that the petition might stand
over, in order that certain persons might bo cross-examined .

The Vice -Chancellor , however , said the case was a very bad ono,
and as clear a ono for winding -up as he had ever seen , and that

theapplication by the company for leave to cross-examino was a
mere subterfugo to gain time commonly resorted to by compa
nies in this position, but which, if allowed , would defeat the ad .

ministration of justice. There must therefore be an immediate
compulsory order for winding up the society.

( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir James Bacon.)
March 3 .

ASHURST V . Mason - ASHURST v. FOWLER . — These were two

contributory suits of some novelty in their facts. Mr Ashurst,

the plaintiff in both suits, was chairman of a company called the

English Assurance Company, which was registered under the

Companies ' Act in September, 1867. A Mr Brockett subscribed
to the momorulum ofassociation in respect of 250 shares. Ho

retired from the Board in July, 1869, and applied to be relievod

of his shares . The directors agreed that his shares sbould be

placed in the names of nominees for the company, and accord .

ingly a transfer was executed to Mr Ashurst, and Mr Loyland,

the manager of the company. About the same timo a Mrs

Elder, who was ontitled to 100 shares as executrix of her hus

band ,being dissatisfied, applied to the company to find a trans

foree, and threatened to tako winding- up proceedings in caso

this was not done. These shares were also transforrod to Messrs

Ashurst and Leyland, and £100 paid out of the company' s assets

as the pricc of thom . Tho company had no power at that time

to in vost their funds in their own shares. The company was

ultimately wound -up voluntarily, under a special resolution

passed and confirmed in December, 1870. Messrs Ashurst and

Leyland were settlod on the list of contributories in respect of

the 350 shares, and Mr Loyland not being able to pay calls, Mr

Ashurst had to pay a considerable amount in respect of calls and

also to recoup tho £100 paid on the late transfer outof tho funds

of the company. He now brought these suits to get contribu

tions from such of his co -directors as approved the transaction .

In the suit of “ Ashurst v. Fowler" a Mr Coles was made party .

There was no evidence against him of knowledge, except that

ho had formally approved tho transfor of Mrs Elder's shares .

In tho suit of “ Ashurst v . Mason " one of the directors who ha i

beon prosent at tho subsequent moeting, when tho minutes of

tho moeting at which the transfer from Brockett had boon ap

proved , was mado party. Tho Vice -Chancellor said that tho

caso was a singular one, but tho principle govorning it wasrea
sonably plain . A number of persons had to effect a common

object como to a common design ; in carrying out that design ono

of them had incurred liability ; it was only reasonable that tho

other parties should contribute their share to the loss and not

escapo. Mr Banner had attended a meeting at which the mi

nutos of the provious moeting had boon read ; ho could not be

allowed to say thathe was not attending, or for somno othor roa

son had not notice. Ho would , therefore, have to contributo in

rospect of the 250 sharos. MrColos was in a difforent position .
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No motive could be imputed to him of the reason of the transfer ex parte Lindsay re Lindsay. On September 18 the creditors of
ho approved , and he would , theroforo, not have to contribute. Marshall,Osborne, and Co. duly confirmed a resolution to accept a
Butagainst the other defendants a docreo was made. composition of five shillings in the pound ; and immediately after,

Mrshall, Osborne, and Co. gave notice to Lindsay that they aban .

doned the contract for the ship . On Novomber 18 Lindsay filed

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . his petition ; and on this petition he was, on December 11 , adjudi
cated bankrupt, and Joseph Greener, the appellant, was appointed

February 26 .
taustee. On January 23, 1875 , Lambton and Co. obtained an order

( Before Mr Registrar BROUGHAM .) from the County Court Judge, declaring that the steamer was a
IN RE CAPEL COAPE. — This was an adjourned first meeting, security to Marshall, Osborne, and Co. for indemnifying them

the bankrupt being described as of Church -street, Fulham , against payment of the bills , and that Lambton and Co. were en .

colonel ofmilitia . He now produced a statement of affairs dis titled to the benefit of the security. From this decision the trusteo

closing debts and liabilities to the amount of £15 , 030, of which appealed . Mr Little , MrWinslow , and Mr Colt for the appellant.

£12,000 had been incurred in connection with various public MrDe Gex and Mr Þoria , for Messrs Laubton and Co., contended

companies in which he had been a director or shareholder. There that the case was govorned by ex parte Waring. The Chief Judge

are stated to be no assets. In consequence of the continued considered that the whole contractwas subject to the builder's lion

absence of a quorum of creditors a further adjourn nont was
for unpaid instalments ; that the case of ex parte Waring did not
apply, because , under the contract, no equities and no legal rights

taken .
could arise until the purchaser had paid the purchase money. As,

Fobruary 27 . then , the purchase had been abandoned , he held that the holders of
( Before the Hon. W . C .SPRING -ŘICE, sitting as Chief Judge.) the bills had no lion on the ship, the proceeds ofwhich belonged to

ÎN RE J . W . F . RosE. - A question of considerable importance The bankrupt's estate alone.

arose in this case . The debtor had filod a petition for liquida March 1.
tion in April, 1873, under which the creditors passed 2 resolu ( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.)
tion to liquidate by arrangement, and they granted the debtor IN RE W . J . PROSSER. — This was a meeting for public exa
his discharge. Now debts had since been contracted , and the mination. The bankrupt was a wino merchant of Mark - lano
debtor, being desirous ofmaking a proposal to his creditors , had and Mincing-lane, formerly trading in partnership with John

signed a second petition, but the Registrar declined to receive Prosser, under the firm of Prosser Brothers. He had filod a
it, on the gronnd that the former liquidation had not been petition for liquidation , but the proceedings fell through and
closed. Mr Finlay Knight now applied for an order to file the adjudication ensued . Liabilities £34, 102, and assets £13 , 142 .
petition , notwithstanding the refusal of the Registrar to receive Upon the application of MrBagley, on behalf of the trustee and
it. He submitted that the debtor, baving obtained his discharge inspector, his Honour granted an adjournment for twomonths,
nearly two years since, had a perfect right to present a second the bankrupt in the meantime to furnish certain additional
petition , and that the omission on the part of the creditors to accounts.
close the liquidation could not affoot that right. Mr Rogistrar IN RE ALBERT PELLY. - In this case an interim injunction
Spring -Rico referred to Sir William Ru sell's case, recently de granted last week , staying further proceedings at the suit of
cided by the Lords Justices, and to the 15th section of the the Cousolidated Bank, was continued upon the application of
Bankruptcy Act, 1369, sub -section 3 , which providod that the Mr Brough until further order. The debtor is a merchant carry
bankrupt's property should compris ) all property belonging to ing on business at 18 , Finch -lane, and his liabilities are esti
him at the commencement of the bankruptcy , or acquired by, mated at about £44,000, the assets have not yet boon ascertained .
or devolving on, him during its continuance. The question was March 3 .
whether there were assets or not; prima facie, the debtor in the ( Before Mr Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
present case had no property whatover. Mr Knight asked that IN RE GEORGE MARRIOTT. — The bankrupt was a boot and
so serious and important a question should not be decided upon shoo manufacturer, carrying on business in White 's -row , Spital
an objection of this kind taken in limine. Mr Registrar Spring fields. He absconded in January last, and adjudication was
Rice said he would consult his colleaguos upon the subject, but made upon the petition of MrWm . Somervell, leather merchant,
the present inclination of his mind was against the filing of the 35 , Noble- street. This was a sitting for public examination . Mr

second petition. He thought a cloar distinction existed between H . Montagu represented the trustee . The bankrupt was not
the discharge of the debtor, and the close of the liquidation . in attendance ; and the Court ordered the usualmemorandum of

March 1. non -appearance to be entered upon the proceedings.
( Before the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy .) March 5th .

EX PARTE GREENER – RE LINDSAY. - This was an appeal from (Before Mr Registrar PEPYS.)
the Newcastle County Court. On October 20 , 1873, Edward Lind IN RE MARY Croxon . - The debtor, described as of the Park
say entered into an agreement with Marshall, Osborne, and Co. to Hotel, Park -place, St. James's, hotel keeper, has presented a peti.
build for them an iron screw steamer at the price of £7,600 . The tion for liquidation, and Mr. Watney , in now applying for the
agreement contained , amongst other stipulations, the following : appointment of a receiver and manager, and an interim injunction
That the vessel and the materials should, from the time of giving or to restrain proceedings by creditors, read an affidavit, from which it
paying the first instalment, be deemed in every respect, and for appeared the debts were estimated at about £6 ,000 , and an offer had
every and all purposes, to be theproperty of Marshall, Osborne, and been made for the purchase of the hotel, furniture, and effects at
and Co. to the extent of their advances, “ subject, nevertheless, to

the sum of £5,000, subject to the business being continued . - His
the builder's lien for any unpaid instalments .” That the vessel
should fbe delivered to the purchasers completo on September 1,

Honour appointed a receiver and manager, and granted an interim

1874 ; and that Marshall, Osborne, and Co. should pay for the vessel
injunction .

as to £500 in cash , and as to the rest in bills of exchange, payments

to bemade by instalments in accordance with the progress in the
LIFE INSU ? ANCE - DEPUTATION TO THE BOARD OF TRADE .

coustruction of the vessel ; but “ all bills given during construction - A deputation introduced by Sir Graham Montgomery, M . P .,

to be retired by Marshall, Osborne, and Co. at completion and and consisting of Mr David Sinith, manager of the North British

transfer.” In July, 1874, £100 had been paid in cash and £3,000 Mercantile Insurance Company ; Dr W . Smith , manager of the

in bills of exchange. The bills were drawn by Lindsay and accepted English and Scottish Law Life Insurance Company ; and Mr

by Marshall, Osborne, and Co., and were expressed to be for " value M 'Candlish , manager of the Scottish National Insurance Com .
received in iron scrow steamer now building.” The bills were ep . pany, had an interview with the Right Hon . Sir C . Adderley at
dorsed by Lindsay, and five out of the six of them , amounting to the office of the Board of Trade on Saturday upon the subject of
£2,700 , were taken by him to his bankers, Messrs Lambton and
Co., and were discounted by them . On July 31, 1874, a pettition for

life insurance . The object of the deputation was to urge upon

liquidation or composition was filed by Marshall, Osborne, and Co.;
the President of the Board of Trade the advisability ofmodify

and on August 14, Lindsay called a meeting of his creditors. On ing some of the provisions of Lord Cairns' Act of 1872. Sir

September 7, Lindsay was adjudicated bankrupt ; but this adjudica . | Charles Adderley promised to give the views of the deputation

- ion was subsequently sot asido under the circumstancos statod in his favourable consideration .
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PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE . seemed to him mostextraordinary. Headded thatan uneducated

HOUSE OF LORDS, TUESDAY, MARCH 2 . creditor might be induced to sign the proxy appointing the

THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY ARBITRATION ACTS, dobtor's solicitor, in the belief that it was an official document.

( 1872 and 1873), AMENDMENT BILL . — The Lord Chancellor His Honour said the document spoke for itself. MrNathan said

presented a bill for amending the European Assu that there was no improper motive attributed to the debtors'

ranco Society Arbitration Acts of 1872 and 1873. As the solicitor. MrWarren : I think your Honour will find it has

bill would have to be brought before the Standing been regularly done. His Honour : Jt has not been regularly

Orders Committee and pursue the course which was usual in done ; it has been done irregularly , and if I had known of it I

connection with privato bills, it was unnecessary for him to should have stopped it long since. MrNathan : It really voids

detain their lordships by any lengthy explanation . The Euro all resolutions taken under such circumstances. You cannot

pean Assurance Company failed some years ago, and there accept resolutions come to by a majority of the creditors when

were involved in it, by amalgamation , as many as 44 other the proxies were obtained in such a manner as that. MrNathan

companies. The affairs of il these companies had to be con then referred his Honour to the various sections of the Act in

sidered, adjusted , andwound up, and for this purposean Actof Par rogard to the matter . His Honour, baving sent for the Regis

liamentwas passed authorising the appointment of an arbitrator. trar, said that Mr Chauntler told him exactly what he expected ,

The Lord Chancellor for the time being was empowered to ap- | that these papers were delivered out of the Court to Mr Bur

point a successor in the event of the arbitrator's death , and man. Mr Nathan : No, they are brought in and posted by tho

any such successor was to be choson among those who had been Court. His Honour : Whose handwriting is this ? Mr Chaunt.

Judges of the superior Courts of Law and Equity . Under ler : The solicitor's . HisHonour : Is this written bofore or after

this power the late Lord Romilly was appointed successor to the soal of the Court ? Mr Chauntler : It is written, no doubt,

Lord Westbury , and it was now necessary to choose another. before . His Honour : It is most improper that a proceeding of

Theamount ofbusiness still to bo done was both largo and irk this kind should be adopted by the officers of this Court. Mr

some, and among those qualified under the original Act there Chauntlor : They never look atthem any more than to soal and

was none who could be found to carry on the work . It had , post thom . His Honour : But the seal of the Court has to bo

therefore, bocomo necessary to enlarge the area under which the put to a document, and beforo this is done it must be in a

choice ofan arbitrator could be made, and tho matter was very proper form , and the idea of putting the seal of the Court

important, inasmuch as, although the past arbitrators had from to a document without looking at it onables this to be dono.

time to time pronounced opinions on the cases wih had come It is grossly improper. Mr Chauntler : It has always been

before them , all that had to be done in the shape of making an done. His Honour: It must never be done again . The

award still remained to be done. Inasmuch as some difference seal of the Court has been put on the document which

of opinion on certain points had been expressed by those who had already boon filled up, and the proxy's namo given ,

had actod as arbitrators in this matter, it was thought desirablo which ought to be blank for the creditor to select his own proxy .

that in the event of the arbitrators differing from the decisions The solicitor in this way can take advantage of his position in a

already given , there should be a sipgle appealallowel in certain way that the Court never would sanction, and I am sure if your

casos to the Court of Appeal in Chancery, in order that a con attention had been called to it you never would have allowed tho

flict of decisionsmight be prevented. With that explanation , seal of the Court to go upon it. MrChauntler : I never see them .

he should merely present the Bill to their lordships, without His Honour : ' hen your clerk is the person who has the respon

asking them to road it a first time on that occasion . sibility ; he puts the stamp on . Mr Chauntler said that the so
HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH 4. licitors brought in the proxies, and they were posted by the offi.

PARLIAMENTARY DRAUGHTING. – On the motion of the Attorney . cors of the Court, who did not examine them beyond the direc

General, a select committee was appointed “ to consider whether tions. His Honour : For the future they must be examined .
any and what means can be adopted to improve the manner and Before the seal of the Court is put to any official document, I ro
language of current legislation , and to report their opinion thereon quiro it, on the responsibility of the registrar, to be examined ,
to the House." and that no seal bo put upon a document that has not been pro

perly verified . It is impossible to say what irregularities may

BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT. arise if this course is permitted . Mr Chauntler : The Act of

February 24 . Parliament has been fully carried out in every respect. His
( Before Mr H . W . COLE , Q .C ., Judge.) Honour: The Act of Parliament nover intended that the solici

THE PROXY SYSTEM - RE CHARLES LYONS, FOREST INN , tor should put in his own name as proxy. Mr Chauntler said

KNOWLE. - In this case Mr Vathan , instructed by Mi J . Ansell , that if his Honour made an order it should be obeyed. His
appeared on behalf of Messrs Ind, Coope, and Co ., who were se Honour: Unquostionably it was an oversight, but it must not

cured creditors in the matter, and objected to the registration of occur again . Mr Chauntler : Oi course if you make this order

the resolution for liquidation passed at a meeting of the credi it shall be done. His Honour : I shall certainly do it. Mr

tors, on the ground of certain irregularities. Mr Loxdale War Nathan : I am told thoro was a communication from the Trea

ren , instructed by Mr W . J . Burman, appeared for the debtor. sury before. Mr Chauntler : That was for the solicitors. Mr

Mr Nathan explained that it was the duty of the officers of the Nathan said that the effect of this practico was to give the deb
court to send to every creditor a notice of the holding of the first tor' s solicitor completo control over the whole of the proceedings.

meeting of the creditors, accompanied with a form of affidavit His Honour pointed out that the officer of the Court who mado

for the creditor to uso in proof of his debt, andappended to such the affidavit had made an affidavit that the notico was sont out

affidavit was a form of proxy for the creditor to appoint somo in its blank form , and he had the notice produced bearing the
person to vote in his stoad at the first mooting. The first objec seal of the Court, in which the form was filled up with tho namo
tion which ho had to make to tho registration of the resolution ofMrBurman , or his clerk . If he had sent out the form in the
was, that tho notico so sont out in this caso was accompanied by way statod in the affidavit it would havo boon right. Mr

an affidavit, having appended to it an appointment of proxy, Chauntlor ropeated that they did not examino the notices, but

not blank, but filled up beforohand with the name of the debtor's simply tho addresses. Mis Houour addod that such a form must

own solicitor or his clerk . IIo handed in the notice containing not be sent out again . Mr Nathan then proceeded with his ob
the appointment of proxy filled up with the name of the debtor's jection to the registration . His Honour said that he had nothing

solicitor, and boaring the seal of the Court, and said that the to show him that there were any other similar proxies, and Mr
document being sept out in that form was in direct contraven Nathan said that ho was unable to say whethor thero woro any
tion of the order issued some time ago that that particular thing more. Mr Nathan contended that the irregularity voided the
should not be done. His Honour said ho considered it an impro procoedings altogether, and said that it was impossible to tell

per thing to do, and he should speak to the Registrar about it. the mischiof which might arise from the practice in regard to tho
Ho was astonished that such a notico should go out officially | voting of the creditors. His Honour said he could not seo that

from his court. It was most improper. Mr Nathan said that it the papor in quostion had any appreciablo effect in the caso. Mr
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Nathan said his next objection was that the notice convoning | tor with the consent of the true owner, passed to the trustee.

themeeting of creditorswas not sent a sufficient number ofdays | The application would be granted with costs.

before the meeting. He argued that it was necessary there

should be fourteen cloar days' notice, and quoted cases in sup
BIRKENHEAD COUNTY COURT.port of that view . MrWarren said that it was a universalprac

tice for solicitors to fill up forms in the way indicated , and it was March 2 ,
not until very recently that the custom had been put a stop to . (Before MrGILMOUR , Deputy Judge.)
The Judge said there was not the slightest imputation upon Mr Mr Potter , instructed by Mr Isham Gill, appeared in behalf of
Burman, Mr Nathan concurred . Mr Warren then contended

Mr Bleaso, trustee of the estate of John Dickson , of 9 , Hamilton
that there was no irregularity in sending out the forms. His

squaro, contractor, whose affairs are in liquidation, for an order
Honour said ho would not troublo Mr Warren on that point. Ho

to restrain Edward John Cox Davies from further proceodings
was of opinion that an irregularity had been committed , for

in an action brought by him against the debtor in the Court of
which the Registrar was not to blame at all. It was not an irre

Exchequer . Tho claim was for £2, 000, and was for liabilities
gularity of that kind which invalidated what had been done.

incurred in employing persons in the business of the debtor ;
The irregularity was occasioned by the gentleman who posted

that he had had an award made against him in the matter for
tbe notice and made tho affidavit. Tho Registrar was not to

money lent, and for money paid. MrEtty, on behalf of the cre
blamo personally ; but the person was responsible for the irre

ditor, contended that as an element of damage entered into the
gularity who, by inadvertence, no doubt, did not perceive that claim , the debt was not a provable one, and until the matter bad
the form in reference to which ho gavo an affidavit was filled up.

been adjudged the trustee could not have cognizance of it. Mr
If, however, it had boen shown that the irregularity had had the
effect of altering the statutablo majority at the meeting of cre

His Honour granted the application but refused costs.
ditors , he should have considered that wonld have invalidated

the proceodings ; but it appeared that the one case did not affect
the majority, and that the vote given by Mr Burman, as proxy,
would have no effect whatever, and he agreed that it did not COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN . FEB. 27.
affect the right to have the resolution registered . Mr Warren (Before Judge MILLER .)

then addressed himself to the question of the fourteen days' no IN THE MATTER OF A PETITION FOR ADJUDICATION . — The
tice, and first of all asked his Honour to decide whether Mr debtor in this case was a farmer residing near Tralee. He
Nathan 's clients had any locus standi, as they did not raiso any farmed over 500 acres of land. He had been adjudicated on a

objection with regard to the fourteen days' notice at the first creditor's petition , in which he was described as a farmer and

mooting of creditors. After further discussion , his Honoursaid cattle dealer. The act of bankruptcy relied on was the failure
that, on the question of fourtoon days' notice , hewas of opinion, te pay, secure, or compound , the petitioning creditor's debt

on the authority of the ease of “ Mitchell and Foster," that four within seven days from the service of the debtor summons.

teen clear days' notice of the meeting should be given. That This summons had been obtained on an affidavit, in which the

being the case, he thought the meeting,which was summonod on debtor was also described as a “ farmer and cattle dealer," and

the 25th of January, and held on the 8th of February, was not immediately after the service of the summons, on a further affi

duly summoned . With regard to the irregularity of the form davit, stating that the debtor had sold all his property and was
of proxy he thought that MrNathan had not shown him that about leaving Ireland, the creditor obtained a warrant from this
any substantial injustice had arisen in consequence ; but he court for the debtor's arrest, and he was subsequently arrested
gavo somo importance to the objection . He held that tho pro and lodged in Tralee Gaol. An application was then made to
ceedings at the mooting were ineffectual, and made an order the Court for his discharge, on the ground that the sum
that anothor general meeting of the creditors should be sum mous was irregular and should be set aside, because in the affi .

moned in the placo of the meeting held on the 8th February. davit obtaining it, and in the summons itself, he was described

He should suspend the registration of the resolution until that as a trader, whereas ho was a farmer, and because the summons

meeting had boon held . required him , as being a trader, to pay, secure, or compound the

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT - FEB. 26.

(BeforeMr. T . P . THOMPSON, Judge.)

IN RE CHARLES QUERNER . — This bankrupt, a commission

merchant in Lombard-chambers, appeared on his adjourned

public examination. Mr. W . Morris represented Mr. Bolland , the

trustee , and stated that the accounts, which were of a compli
cated and voluminous character, had been fully investigated ,

and although the result was far from satisfactory, he did not
think any benefit would accrue from a further adjournment.

The bankrupt, accordingly, was allowed to pass his examination .
The liabilities were £4,364, and assets £470 .

IN RE JAMES TATLEY. — This was an application to set aside

a bill of salo . The debtor, a car proprietor at Ormskirk , pre
sented his petition for liquidation on the 30th December last ,
and on the 14th January of this year liquidation was deter

minod upon , and a trusteo choson . A creditor who held a bill of

salo over the bankrupt's property took possession thereof on the
1st January , and the simple question for the court was, whether

this seizure was not too late, it boing aftor tho commencemontof

the liquidation . Mr. Segar appeared for the trusteo, and Mr.
Cobbett for the creditor. The contention of the latter was that

the liquidation did not commenco until the appointment of a
trustee, and therefore the seizure was in time. Ho argued the
pointat some length , but the court, without calling for reply ,
ruled, upon the authority of casos citod, that the liquidation
commenced on the presentation of the petition, and therefore

case of a non -trader. A great number of conflicting affidavits

was filed on both sides. On the hearing of the motion on Fri
day, the 12th inst., Judge Miller directed it to stand until the

creditor had an opportunity of electing aither to abandon the

proceeding, or to proceed to an adjudication , on the alloged act

of bankruptcy. He elected to adopt the latter course, the debtor
having shown cause on the same grounds, against the adjudica

tion . The case came on to be argued before the Court on

Saturday. The debtor was brought up in custody, and he and

some other witnesses were examined . Judge Miller said the only

point in the case was, whether the debtor was a trader or not.

Without levelling all the landmarks which separated traders

from non -traders, and finding that every farmer who bought or

sold cattle was a trader, he could nothold that the debtor in such

a caso was a trader, and while he did not approve of his act in
selling his property, he should allow the cause against the adju

dication , dismiss the debtor summons, and order the debtor's

discharge, on the debtor undertaking not to bring an action.
His lordship ordered the petitioning croditor to pay the debtor's
costs of showing cause against the adjudication , as well as of the

motion for his discharge, and his expenses back to Traloo. .
March 2 .

IN RE THE BANBRIDGE EXTENSION RAILWAY COMPANY. -- This

matter came before the Court in reforence to the amended bill

before Parliament, in relation to the sale of the line. MrWallaco

entered into a statement as to the details of the bill. The pre

sent liabilities of the company, he said , amounted to £5,600, and
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would leave a balance of about £1,200 . If the matter were got | that the Commissioners, in many thousands of accounts, some

out of bankruptcy, some chance would be given to the original for sums as small as 3s. 1d ., hadmade mistakos amounting in the

shareholders. Judge Miller thought it would be a great matter aggregate to £58 4s, against the surplus fund. It is quite right

if the undertaking could be takon out of bankruptcy. The line that mistakes, however trivial, should be pointed out ; butwhen

had now lain dirilect for ten years, and that in , porhaps, the first the Audit-offico claims credit for having caused the repayment of

county in Ireland, with an opulent resident gentry. " His lord £58 4s., the officers should remember thatby oflicious meddling
ship said he did not seo how the Court could interfere with the they compelled the Church Commissionors to pay £2,500 as a com

matter at present. A bill was now before Lord Rodesdale , of promise for a matter whicb no living man had heard of until the

whose abilities in such matters he (Judge Miller) happened to Accountant-Ganeral poked it up. Next, the report charged the

havo some knowlodge. The Court had already givon its sanc solicitor of the Commissioners with receiving a week 's interest
tion to the promotion of the bill, and would authorise the parties on the small sums lodged by him in the bank , which allowed no

to incur any necessary expense in having proper clauses framed . interest on deposit, and in fine, they altogether mistook thair

He had no doubt that some provision would be made to rovest position , and imagined that an ex -Governor-General of Canada ,

the estate for the benefit of the creditors. officially thanked by his Sovereign and Parliament, and an

honoured judge of her Majesty 's Court of Exchequor, were
warders of convict prisons liable to be called to account in the

" A QUARREL AMONG THE ACCOUNTANTS." matter of a stoo-brush . When the report of the Auditor-Gene
The Liverpool Courier of March 1st contained the ral was presonted to Parliament, there was, of course, a shindy ,

following, under the title of “ A Quarrel among the and all the Roman Catholic members wanted to know how much

Accountants " : was the surplus of the Church spoil and when would it be di
A battle royal, concerning which the public, asyet, hear little, vided . It would be a good thing if Paulas Cullen could get six

but which costs tbat same unconscious public several thousands millions or so of Protestant Church money without delay. But
a year, has been waged, with intervals of months annually , be the Commissioners were silentand bided their time. They say
tween two Government departments for four years. There is they were clothed with judicial powers by the disestablishing
in London a vast establishment known as the Accountant act, and they denied that thoy were bound to accountor send
General's and Audit Dopartment, which is the best customer vouchers to an accountant in London . But, on the last day of
manufacturers of foolscap paper and Dechroic ink ever had . January, 1875, the Commissioners, having completod two parts
This department is under the control of Sir William Dunbar, a of the three entrusted to them , published a full and minuto ac

Scotchman , and, we understand, a connection ofMrLowe. The count of overy shilling received or distributed since their ap
business of this Audit Department was generally connected with pointment in 1869. They do more ; they publish in full the
shoe brushes, wax -ends, tacks, milk for arsenal cats, pens and criticismsof the Accountant-General, and in juxtaposition their
penknives ofGovernment clerks, & c . Vouchers were required refutation . Nopublic body ever received such a quiet but effective
for every article of this and similar classes charged in the pub castigation before. The Audit-office should hencoforth confine its
lic accounts, and in numerous cases the correspondenco caused inquisitorial duties to bills for shoddy, cats ' meat, and lucifer
by the absence of a voucher for a hammer value 5 d . cost tho matches. Thocurious part ofthe history is this : the Commissioners
public ten times the amount in stationery and stamps. It is report extends down to the end of December, 1874 , buton the 1st

said, (although we by nomeans youch for the accuracy of the day of January, 1875, the Accountant-General publishes his
statement,) thatMr Lowe owes his great discomfiture to the comments on the accounts up to December, 1873 ! He had 13

Audit Department. Observing the enormous number ofmatch months to hunt for mares' uests and found none. Altogethor
boxes charged to this department, the office transmitted , as we una ware of the bombshell which was to fall upon him next day,
were informed, statistics to MrLowe. That poor man nover he recapitulated his old charges and inuendoes. He must now

thought of the number of cigars consumed by the legion of gird himself up to the task not only of " answering" the “ an
audit clerks who smoke to pass away the time, but simply took swers,” but of accounting for the animus which dictated his

the returns as the average of the public consumption , and hence State report. The matter is of national importance in this way,
his fall. But when the Irish Church Bill was passed there was The Accountant-General's office demanded and received from
joy in the tents of Dunbar. There were the receipt and expendi out of the Irish Church funds, £6 ,250 for auditing the accounts
ture of 16 millions ofmoney to be accounted for, and would not up to January , 1874 . This is a neat little sum , sufficient to pay

the “ offico" have glorious times of it, picking holes and search a small army of clerks, and to defray the cost of pleasure trips to
ing for mare's nests in the accounts ? So, as soon as the Irish Ireland “ to look at the books." The office compels every public
Church Bill had obtained the royal assent, the Audit-office re institution in the kingdom to furnish accounts and vouchers to it.

ceived a large number of new clerks. Wo admit that it was The head of the office is, as it were, a Commissioner, above all
quite as well that part of the plunder should go to enterprising other Commissioners, an autocrat of all he surveys, and his is
young mon , as to Roman Catholic imbeciles, idiots, and cracked the only offico, and he the only officer,in the entire kingdom who
Cabinet Ministers. Then a special office was formed for the dis is not subject to an audit himself. It is a glorious position this,
covery of mites in the rich cheese of Irish Church plunder. to have all public boards, offices, departments, & c , trembling
The belligerents on the other side are the Church Commis under the touch of the auditor, and paying in to his account vast
sioners ; Lord Monk, late Governor-General of Canada, the sums of money, while no man dares to ask , Pray, have you, Mr
statesman who inaugurated the new Dominion ; the Right Hon . Auditor, a voucher for that odd box of steel pens ?
Mr Justice Lawson , formerly Professor of Political Economy in
the University of Dublin . These gentlemen , in conjunction
with Mr Hamilton, M . P . for the county of Dublin , and Secretary

MESSRS. CHILD' s Bank. - Among the curious papers

of the Treasury, who died in 1869, formed the Board of Irish
recontly discovered on the shelves of Mossrs. Child and Co., in

Church Commissionors. This triad, appointed by Mr Glad the upper room over Tomple -bar, are several of historic interest.

stone, had to obtain accurate information respecting Church Ono tile of ancient documents contained, inter alia , several re
property , to settle the claims of 2,140 clergymen and 4 , 160 ec ceipts signed by the executors of Sir Peter Loly, who lived hard
clesiastical persons, to value all the lands in the possossion of by in Covent-garden . With them was one of Noll Gwyn 's doc .

the Church, to tako up the collection of many thousand ront tor' s bills, which runsas follows : - “ Received by the hands of

charges, to mako arrangements with the Church reprosontativo Mr Child the summeof one hondert and nino pound yn full of

body extending to 11,460 accounts, to manage landed property allremedes andmodecins delivered to MrsEllin Gwyn,decoased, I
estimated at £210,000 a year, and to satisfy overybody. They say received by methis 17 ofNovember 1688 ; Christianus Harell,
never thought of the terrible Accountant-General. In 1870 tho £109 .. 00 ,, 00 .." In the same parcel was discovered an ac
Church Commissioners published their first report, and after an knowledgment for the sum of £200, received from the Duke of

knowledgment for th
interval of 134 months the Comptroller-General pounces down | Bolton, signed by Lady RBolton, signed by Lady Rachel Russell, the widow of William ,
upon them . His report soomed to prove that he had discovered | Lord Russell, who was exocutod in Lincoln 's - inn - fields in 1684.
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. long been associated with religious and philanthropic efforts in
Leeds.

RALPH CHILD (SUNDERLAND). - Messrs Gamble and Harvey
bavo issued a circular to the creditors of this debtor, who is
making application for his order of dischargo. The debtor filed FAILURES.
a petition for liquidation by arrangoment on the 23d October ENGLAND. - The stoppage is announced of Messrs. Schroeder
last, and in the statement of affairs presented to a mooting of and Mortleman , Russia brokers, of Old Broad - stroot, a firm es
creditors on the 19th November , he estimated his liabilities at tablished in 1857 ; but their liabilities aro understood to bo
$ 1 ,498 12s. 7d .; and his assets, consisting of stock in trade small. The difficulties of the house appear to have been chiefly
which cost £702 8s. 4d , and which the debtor put down as caused by the fall in the price of tallow . - Tho suspension is re
likely to realize £562, and book debts £253 3s. 6d., which ho ported of Mr W . H . Pridmore,corn merchant,ofBirmingham , with
thoughtwould realize £155 18. 8d. In his examination before Mr liabilities estimatod atabout.£30 ,000,chiefly due to Liverpool firms.
Rogistrar Murray at the London Bankruptcy Court the debtor The failure in Manchester of Messrs P .and J . M Gregor,machine
admitted that ho gave a number of orders before filing his peti makers, is roportod, with liabilities of £11,000. - Also , MrAlfred
tion , and that goods were delivered within a month of that date Butterworth , shawl and mantle manufacturer - liabilities,
to the amount of £306 2s. 8d . Just about that time he was very £2,600 — and Mr Ohanes Damgagion , merchant and shipper,
much pressed for money, and had been selling goods by auction . with liabilitiesof £8,000 . - Messrs Zucco and Kessissoglu , mor
He was informed that the trustee had only been able to collect chants, Adam 's - court, Old Broad -street, have suspended pay
book debts to the value of 38. Od ., and that all the other letters ment, but their liabilities are understood to be small. - A peti
had come back through the Dead Lotter Office. He accounted tion for liquidation by arrangementor composition with creditors
for the deficiency by the fact that he had been realizing his has been filed in the Halifax County Court by Messrs Cockroft
stock by auction to pay creditors. These facts are placed bo and Chambers , of BottomsMills, Ovenden, worsted spinners. Mr
fore the creditors in order that they may judgo as to using their Samuel Johnson Beswick, of the firm of Beswick and Co., of
proxies towards the debtor 's discharge. Halifax, accountant, has been appointed receiver and manager

A . W . MABERLY, Architect and Sarveyor, Strand andGlo 'ster. to the estate . The liabilities are estimated at between £8,000

- Tho first meeting of creditors was held on Friday, 26th Feb., and £10 ,000. - A petition for liquidation has beon filed in the

at the offices of tho receiver, Mr Flaxman Haydon. The state Sheffield Bankruptcy Court by Mr. John Arthur Ashbury,

mont of affairs disclosed total liabilities £9,685 9d ., with assets carrying on business as a Britannia metal manufacturer at

£850 123, 2d ., besides doubtful items. After long discussion it Sheffield , under the styla of John A . Ashbury and Sons. The

was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation with Mr Hay Jiabilities amount to nearly £4, 000, but the assets are not yet

don and Mr J . Andrews, accountants, as joint trustees, assisted known. The creditors reside in various largo towns.

by a committee of three creditors. MrAndrews, of Ironmongor AMERICA. -- A New York despatch says the large Bowery dry

lane,who appeared for the " Protector ” Life Office , occupied the goods house of Bradbury Brothers has suspended, and makes à

chair. Messrs Guscotte, Kelly, and Scott, are the solicitors to bad exhibit - liabilities, $ 170,000 ; assets, $ 87,000. The estate

the proceedings. promises a dividend of only 25 or 30 per cent. - American

T . AND C . KINGSFORD. - At a meeting of the creditors of advices report the suspension of Messrs. Stauffer and Johnson,
Messrs T . and C . Kingsford, who recently suspende l payment, flour and grain merchants, Philadelphia, with liabilities of
the accounts prepared by Messrs Jamos and F . Ford showed tho £10,000. Messrs. Bradbury Brothors, in the dry goods trade,

following results : - Joint estate , total liabilities, £15 ,221 4s. 5d ., had suspended , with liabilities put down at £34,000 ; assets

of which £3,500 is fully, and £4,296 8s. 2d . partly, secured ; £17 ,000. The estate, it was thought, would yield a dividend of
and assets of £1,917 11s . 7d . ; and the private estate of Mr 25 or 30 per cent. Mr. Jamos Dodds, of Philadelphia, in the

Charles Kingsford - liabilities, £22,041 15s. 9d ., of which caned goods trade, had suspended . Liabilities, £20,000 ; assets,
£9,136 18s. 8d. is fully secured : and assets of £5 ,760 178. 11d . £12, 000.

The creditors ou the joint estate agreed to accept a composition A Liverpool paper says : — “ The recent failures in the timber
of 8s. in the pound in four equal instalments, extending over a trade have served to direct attention to what has for some time

poriod of seven months; and those on the privato estate of Mr C . been felt as an evil - viz., the long -credit system . At present
Kingsford to a composition of 5s. in the pound, to be paid in six months' credit is allowed, but it is proposed to make a deter

threo months, Mr James Ford being appointed trustee. mined and combined effort to bring about a systom of payment
SOUTHWELL BANK . -- Atameeting of the creditors of the South of cash in a month loss 2 } per cent. or of short -date bills, as is in

well Bank , Nottinghamshire, held on Wednesday, the resignation force in London .

of Mr Millward , J . P ., the local trustee, was accepted , and a re The JapanMail says that Shimada, the native banker, stopped
solution was passed appointing Mr Waddell the accountant, as payment on the 19th February. His business ramifications were

solo trustee. very extensive.
J. HOLROYD AND Co. (LEEDS). - A meeting of the creditors of

James Holroyd and Co., woollen manufacturers, Leeds, was held at FRIGHTENING DEBTORS. - The Birmingham Daily Mail
the Great Northern Railway Station Hotel, Leeds, W . B . Dennison says : A practice has grown up of late for creditor3 to send to
in the chair. The greater part of the creditors reside in Yorkshire, their debtors psoudo- legal documents for the purpose of fright
but there are others connected with London and the county of Dur ening them into the payment of their debts. A case of this kind
ham . The statement of affairs prepared by Messrs Burrell and
Pickard, accountants, was laid before themeeting. It showed that

was hoard at Salford Police Court on Wednesday. A tradesman

the liabilities amounted to £56 ,433, and that the assets were esti.
named Rutter and a debt collector named Kitto had , it was said ,

mated at £16 ,835. Iu addition to this statement, the deficienoy ac issued a sham writ, drawn up on a parchment form , purchased
count, showing the losses incurred by the debtor ( James Holroyd) at a law stationer 's by Kitto, who had been promised half tho

during the last two years was submitted . There was a long and dobt, if paid . Hehad beon carefulnot to omit from tho document

excited discussion among the creditors present as to the way in a further demand of 10s. for costs. Both men were committed

which the debtor had conducted his business , upon the deficiency for trial.
account, and the way in which the Barnard Castle mill had been Vice -Chancellor Malins made an order on Saturday
nianaged . Heavy losses in Holroyd's business transactions were in a cause in which it is stated that overy Judge on the Equityfreely commented upon by the creditors. The position of the Bar. Bench has held briefs. It relates to the will of a gentleman whopard Castle estato was also freely discussed, as it appeared that the

died in 1829, leaving an estate which is now valued at £135 ,000.realisation of that property would materially affect the dividend
His three sons have been in litigation over sinco, and the costs

which the debtormight be able to show . No offer being made to
the creditors by the debtor, a committee, consisting of seven credi.

are said to amount to £10,000 .

tors, was appointed to investigate the accounts connected with the Vice-Chancellor Sir C . Hall has appointed Mr. C . J .

Barnard Castle concern , with orders to report to a future meeting | Schneidau, of the firm of Whiffin and Schneidau, official liqui

of creditors. The debtor, trading as James Holroyd and Co., has ' dator of the London Cotton Mills (Limited ).
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NEW COMPANIES.

The Investors'Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to the
following companies, registered during the week :

Belize Estate and Produce - Capital £45,000 , in £10 shares.
Dunkerley and Steinmann - Capital £50,000 , in £10 shares,

Glommen (Norway) Salmon Fishery --Capital £8,000,' in £2
shares.

International Navigation Company, Liverpool - Capital £200,000,
in £10 shares.

London Patriotic Society's Club and Institute - Capital £2,000, in
£1 shares.

Millwall Wharf and Warehouse - Capital £60,000, in £10 shares.
Nicholson's Discount- Capital £20,000, in £100 shares.
North of England Printing and Stationary - Capital £16,000, in

£10 shares.

Oldham Ship Manufacturing - Capital £10,000, in £5 shtres.
Perry Colliery - Capital £150,000, in £20 shares.
Rastrick Stone - Capital £15 ,000, in £5 shares.
Sheffield Blacksmiths - Capital £2,000, in £1 shares.
Sulby Glen Starch - Capital £25, 000 , in £5 shares.
Theatre Royal Company, Manchester - Capital £50,000, in £20

sharee.
Trinidad Gutta percha and Plantation , Capital £5,000, in £10

shares.

Water Supply Apparatus — Capital £20,000, in £5 shares .

William Harding and Co. - Capital £60,000, in £10 shares .

Yorkshire Independent and People' s' Advocate Newspaper
Capital £2,000, in £1 shares.

INSURANCE OF FEMALE LIVES.. - On Monday evening,

at tho monthly meeting of the Institute of Actuaries, held at

King's College, Somerset House, an interesting paper on the
duration of female life as distinct from that of tho male sex ,

was read by Mr Cornelius Walford, F .S.S . He showed that the

subject was one which had not attracted much special atton

tion till a comparatively recent period , Dr Halley, of Breslau ,
who wrote in 1693, having evidently supposed both soxes to

be equally long-lived . Maitland , in his “ History of London ,"

published in 1739, was of opinion that the old idea of there

being more females than males in the world was a fallacy , the

christenings of boys within the Bills of Mortality being 3 per
cent. greater than those of girls. Kerseboom , in his investiga

born alive, fewer males than females survive to any given age."
On the whole the above statement is confirmed, added the reader

of the paper, by the experience of foreign countries, both on the
Continent and in America. But this must be understood with
some qualification ; for, strangely enough, while the expectancy

of lifo is greater generally among women than mon, most officos
find that of a given number of insured lives more women dio

than mon . This, however, was to be accounted for by the fact

that whereasmalo insurers aro drawn from all classes, only ono
small class of females, as a rule , seek to insure their lives

namely, women in a state of actual or expectant pregnancy ;
and hero, as he bolioved, lay the secret of the anomaly which

had been observed , and to which attention had beeu already

drawn in the Insurance Cyclopædia ," now in the course of

publication. The paper gavo riso to a long and interesting con
versation, in which Dr. Alfred Smoo, of the Bank of England ,

Mr W . B . Hodge, Mr Tait, Mr Allen, Mr Curtis, Mr Bailey, Mr
Harben , & c ., took part ; and the proceedings of the evening

were closed with a vote of thanks to the lecturer for his " able

and lucid contribution to actuarial science."
BANKRUPTCY OF A COLLIERY PROPRIETOR. – Atthe Lon .

don Bankruptcy Court, on Tuesday, an application was made

to register the resolution come to by the creditors of R . Ward
Jackson, who failed in January last, describing himself as a

colliery proprietor, of Hyde Park , and Brampton, in Derby
sliire. Tho liabilities, appearing by the statement of affairs,

amount to £74,748 , exclusive of fully secured liabilitios to the
amount of £12,000 , the assets being put down at £7,874. There

is a very large list of creditors, among whom are numerous firms

carrying on business at Leeds, Hartlopool, and Stockton -on
Teos, and other towns in the North Riding of Yorkshire. Messrs

Linklater and Co. applied to registor the following resolutions,

viz . : - " That the estate be liquidated by arrangement, with Mr

J. Cooper , of Coleman -street-buildings, and Mr R . Fletcher, of
2 , Moorgate-street, as trustees.” It appeared creditors to the
amount of £1,970 had not been served with the notice of the

first meeting, but it was explained that they had subsequently
had notice, and did not now attend. Several of them were

creditors on bills which had since run off, and evon if the wholo

of them dissented from the resolution, they would not anything
like affect the majority. All objections to proofs had been with

drawn, and referred to trustees to deal with them . Under these
circumstances the learned Registrar ordered that the registra

tion should take place in the usual form .

THE CREDIT MOBILIER , — At themeeting of the Credit

Mobilier at Paris, on Tuesday, resolutions were adopted giving the
administrative council extensive powers for entering into a compro .
mise respecting the three actions pending between the company and
the former directors. It was also resolved to add to the capitalby

the issue of £100,000 preferred shares, bearing interest at the rate

of 8 per cent. on the whole capital.

· STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. - The thirty - first annual

generalmeeting of the Star LifoAssurance Society was held at the
Society's House, 48,Moorgate -street, on Monday last, Mr Alder

man M 'Arthur, M .P ., the chairman , presiding. The report
showsan addition of 1,502 new policies, assuring £511,240 for
the past year, and states that the invested funds now amount to

no less than £1,216 ,115 . In evidence of what may bo accom

plished by means of careful and ablo attention to the affairs of
life assurance societies by those elected to conduct such busi

nosses, it may be well to mention that the shares of the “ Star,"

on which the sum of 25s. only has been paid , are not negotiable

under £13 per share. The last bonus declared amounted to

£150,464 ; and there is every prospect, considering that each

succeeding year advances the prosperity of the society, that the
noxt quinquennium will afford still more gratifying results to

tho sharo and policy holders, whose interests are allied to this

excellently managed office. Itmay be added that great satis
faction was expressed at the meeting with the manner in which

the secretary ( W . W . Baynes, Esq. ) and the officers of tho staff
had conducted the business of the society. Tho auditors are
Francis Parnell, Esq., Robert Davis, Esq., and Theodore Jones,

Esq., F .I. A ., and the official accountant, G . E . Ladbury, Esq.,
" A . S . A . E .A . S.

the male from the female lives ; buthe does not appear in his

tables to have noted any difference in their relativo longevity .

Four years later, M . Deparcieus, in his observations on the no

mineos of French Tontines, lays it down that the “ expectancy

of life " is greater in the female than in the male at all ases ;

but he does not determine the precise ratio . It was the “ Equi

tablo ” Society which, in 1762, first approximated to the truth
of thematter, by making a distinction of the rates of premium

for each sex, and taking no fomalo lives under 50 years of age
as insurers except at special rates. The well known Dr Price,
a great authority on insurance matters, in 1771- 3, speaks in

cidentally of “ the greater mortality ofmales as compared with
fomales" asbeing generally acknowledged ; and Brand , speak

ing of the “ Amicable,” says that in it “ the life of a woman
as compared with that of a man is of the same proportion as

two to one." Mr T . Chester, in 1783, asserted that the

difforonce between male and female lives was in favour of

tho latter ; and the same rule was laid dowu in some
Swedish tables constructed by Dr Price about the same date .

It is only in the fifth edition of his work on this sub
ject that Dr Prico appears to have awoke to the im
portance of the question , in the interest of insurance com
panies. Mr Walford then quoted the statements of the

Carlislo Tables, of tho Parliamentary Committeo of 1827, of

M Quotolet, of Mossis Bailoy and Day, of Mr Finlaison ,
& c ., as on the whole showing that from first to last the

expectancy of life is greater in the female than in the male sex .

Tho samo result was arrived at from certain statistics of unin .
sured lives among the higher and wealthier classes, which wero

obtained and tabulated in 1874 ; a resultwhich may be expressed

in the following terms— viz ., that " at every ago the aggregato

mortality from birth up to such age is greater among males than

among fomales ; and that out of the same number of each sex,
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A “ BREACH OF PROMISE" BANKRUPTCY. - Geo . Henry

Wildes, described as of Lowndes-square, London, gentleman ,

was formerly a captain in the 2d Cheshire Militia. He was the

defendant in an action brought by Miss Nuttall for breach of

promise of marriage, tried at tho Liverpool Assizes in August
last, in which damages for £3 ,000 were found. Previously to

the trial the defendant re -married his divorced wifo, and took

up his residence in Brussels. Tho plaintiff in the action , unable

to obtain the fruits of hor judgment, instituted proceedings in

bankruptcy, which rosulted, after considerablo litigation and

expenso , in an adjudication . The firstmeeting of creditors was

held in London a fortnightago,when the mother of the bankrupt

tendered a proof of debt for £6, 000 , boing formoney she alleged

she had paid to tradesmon on account of her son at his request,

and for interest thereon. She was examined as to whether her

payments were loans or gifts, but being unable to satisfy the

registrar on the point, the mooting was adjourned to Tuesday

last. On that day sho again appeared and produced an
account by which her claim was increasod to seven thousand

five hundred pounds. Mr. Yate Leo, instructed by Mr. Henry

Gregory, of Liverpool, appeared for the potitioning credi

tor (tho plaintiff in the action ) ; Mr. Bolland , accountant,

attended as proxy for Liverpool creditors ; and Mr Linyon and

Mr Hulso for the bankrupt and his mother. The mothor was

again submitted to an oxamination as to her claim ; but her evi

denco, although it did not differ from that she previously gave,

was in many respocts at variance with the account sheproduced .

The counsel for the petitioning creditors thereupon submitted ,

on the authority of cases he cited , that the proof should not be

admitted , the claims of relatives being those which ought not to

be allowed , unloss indisputable , where they would swamp tho

ordinary trade creditors. Tho Registrar (Murray ) said he was

of opinion that this claim was one eminently requiring the in

vestigation of the trustee ; but, as chairman of the mooting, ho

had no judicial functions. His duty was to satisfy himself as to

the bonu fide character of the claims. Herehe was satisfied there

was a bona fide claim , and such being the case , he should allow

the proof. The doctrine referred to with respect to the proofs of

relatives being leit in the cold was recognized under the former

hankruptcy acts ; but now , as the creditors had the power of

choosing a committee of inspection to superviso the trustee ,

there was no fear, as formerly, of the trusteo being improperly

influenced. The proof was accordingly admitted , and the no

mince of the mother of the bankruptappointed trustee.

sumed to be framed by the lato Lord Chancellor with the assist

ance of the Chief Judge, but they bear no trace of his master

hand. They are in many respects altogether outside the Act of

Parliamont, and in some instances at varianco there with , tho

Lords Justices, on more than one occasion ,having ignored them

in favour of the Act. How the Logislature should have con

sonted to give the force of the Act itself - over nearly overy soc

tion of which thero was a discussion - to rules over which it had

no control, seems inexplicable . Much of the dissatisfaction ex

pressed with tho oxpensive character of tho Act is duo to these

rules, and it is to be hoped that the committee now sitting to

consider the working of the Act will apply themselves to their

spoody amondment.
HONDURAS BONDHOLDERS. - A meeting of Honduras

bondholders was held on Wednesday afternoon at the London

Tavern , for the purpose of adopting concerted action with refe
ronco to proceedings which have been instituted by one of tho

bondholders against tho contractors for the loans. Major Pool

occupied the chair . The proceedings of tho meeting were of a

somewhat stormy character,owing to attempts to prevent any

logal steps being takoy whatover, but a resolution was carried ,

wo are informod, approving of the procoedings in Chancery, and
ofan appeal being made for subscriptions in order to support the

committoo in their efforts on behalf of tho bondholders. Accord

ing to another roport, an amendment was carried in favour of

the formation of a fresh committee, and of the lease of the rail

way to responsibla parties.
BANK OF ENGLAND. - A general court of the proprie .

tors of the Bank of England will be held on the 11th instant, to

declare a dividend. A meeting is also called for the 6th of April,
for the election of a Governor and Deputy Governor for the

year ensuing, and on the following day 21 directors will be

elected . It is understood that MrHenry Hucks Gibbs, of the

firm ofAnthony Gibbs and Son , is recommended by the Court

for the post ofGovernor, and MrEdward Howley Palmer, of the

firm of Dent, Palmer, and Co., for that of Deputy Governor.

A dividend of 6d . in the pound (making 16s.) is pay .

able on the 4th inst. to the creditors of the Oriental Commer

cial Bank (Limited ), at the offices of Mossrs Cooper Brothers

and Co.
Mr. Charles Chatteris, of the firm of Chatteris ,

Nichols, and Chatteris, has been appointed official liquidator of
the London and Southwark Warehousing Company (Limited ) .

AMENITIES OF THE BAR . - On the trial of themunicipal

election petition, Mr Collins was the leading counsel for the
petitioners, and Mr Colo, Q .C ., for the respondent, and there wero
some sharp passages between these gentlemen . Mr Collins har

ing remarked that a certain fact was what he wanted to bring

out, Mr Colo retorted :-- You are a devilish long time bringing it
out. -- Mr Collins : A member of Parliamentand a Queen 's Coun

sel uses such languago as this !-- Mr Cole : Perhaps I ought not

to have said this. - The Commissioner : I think you should not
havemade the remark . I see Mr Collins's drift. - Later on , Mr

Collins asked for certain coal tickets, and said he thought they

were the other side (near Jr Cole ). The tickets were handed to
him by theRegistrar, who had them in his possession . - \ r Colo :
You have them in your hand. - Mr Collins : You can say that

when you see them in my hands. - Mr Cole (angrily ) : You say

I am telling a lie then . I advise you not to do so again . - Vír

Collins: I marle no such imputation . Mr Cole : You did , sir ;

and you had better not do so again . - Vr Collins : You get out

profession are indebted to Mr Forsyth for directing attention to

the language and manner of drawing modern statutes, and more

and referring to, portions of other statutes. There is no doubt,
at present, great ground for complaint, inl Judges andcounsel

alikehave constantly expressed the difficuliy folt in coastruing
the provisions of many of the more recent statutes. A bill, as

Mr Forsyth stated,might be admirably drawn, yet after the
second reading, when it was considered in committee, amend

ments were introduced which conflicted with other parts of the

bill, and which caused the greatest difficulty when thymeasuro
came to be administered as law and construed by the Judges.

These amendments or alterations, it was suggestod , should be

finally considered and revised by a committee of the House,

assisted by a legal officer, who should afterwards report to a
coinmittee of tho wholo House as to the accuracy of language,
consitency of provisions, and harmony with existing legislation .
The Attorney -General admitted the necessity for someamond

ment of the present system , and undertook , on the part of the
Government, that it should receive early consideration . There

is one point to which attention might, with advantage, have

been drawn, whilst this subject was under discussion , namely,
the modern mode of passing what may be termed a skeleton Act

of Parliament, and relocating the minutia of the Act to rules

which are to have tho force and effect of the Act. This is an in

novation of which the prosent Bankruptcy Actaffords an unfor
tunate example. Tho Act itself consists of 136 sections only,

yet the rules number 350, with 200 forms. These rules were as.

I do not.-- Mr Cole : If you do not behave yourself, I shall ask

his Honour to keop you in order. - Vr Collins : His Honour will

tellme if I am wrong. Imade no imputation . - Portsmouth Times.

The report of Brown, Bayley , and Dixon , Sheffield

Steel and Ironworks, publisited March 1 , shows a loss of

£123,000 for the year ending March 1874, and the profit and loss

account to December incroases the loss to over £130 ,000,

Liverpool Courier.
A first dividend of 10s. in the pound has been declared in the

matter of the Vrou United Silver Lead Mining Compiny (Limited ) ,

and is now payable at the offices of Messrs. Tilly and Co., Victoria

buildings, Queen Victoria .street, London, E .C .
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| merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute
sale, or otherwise. 7th . - Generally the carrying out of all things inci
denial or conducive to the above objects , and every of theni ; also
the laying out of Estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syn

dicate , " from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection

Societies and other sources , undertake expeditiously for Clients and others

to ascertain reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private

and confidential character. Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
ntroducing business,

THE ROLL OF THE LORDS. — There are 26 spiritual and
465 temporal Lords upon the roll of the Lords. The total num
ber - namely , 491 - is one less than the number on the roll of
last Session . The name of Prince Arthur, as Duke of Connaught
and Strathearn , appears on the roll for the first time. The

names of Lord Kildare (now Duke of Leinster ) and Lord Pan
mure disappear. The other changes are but substitutions. The

Earl of Clonmell and Lord Castlemaine take the places of two
Irish representative peers deceased ; the Bishop of Ely comes
into the House on tho retirement of the Bishop of St. David 's
and Baron Ravensworth is advanced to a place among the earls.

The House of Lords consists of five Princes of the Blood, 28
Dukes, 32 Marquises, 171 Earls, 37 Viscounts, 26 Prelates, and
192 Barons. John Wilson Patten, Lord Winmarleigh, is still the
junior Lord .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent, interest on personal security ; also , on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission ,

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120, Southampton-row , London, W .C .

I
N
C

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,"STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

H
o
n
o
r
i
s

352

48, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C . SLLAUSUTILAUNC 107 )
BON FOR TEENRITTE

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mowburn, Esq.

H . J . Atkinson, Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq .
Walter Griffith, Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq .

John Napier, Esq .
Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

5) wasawarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schränke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS ,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate ti e
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or
Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fireminutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of theKey. The Lock ,
by a simple movementof the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself to the

New Key, after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Kuy may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and Key, as often as may be desired , without theaid of a Locke
maker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies
of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 1630 , vide Times,"

12th Sept., 1873) . " This Lock affords effectual protection from duplicate or
" Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

(in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO.,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 , Cheapside, London , E. C'.

£ 8. d .
Assurance and Annuity Fund ............... 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) .... 223,613 2 -
Bonuses Apportioned.. ........ 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid .......... 1,140,151 18

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office,

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.

J . DEFRIES ' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE, and ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.
Dinner Services , Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LANPS
for INDIA .

Works :- London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER ' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNT

for Dining, I all, and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
$ 2 173, ed . to 100 guineas.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , ESTATE , Horse , LICENSED VICTUALLETS' & G XERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY ,
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 , Craven

street, Charing - cross, W . 0 . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate " are : - 1st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers , or Agents, of Ground
Ronts . Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .
Public Houses, Inns, Beer llouses, Restaurants, ( offee Ilouses , Tobacconists

Drapers, and every other description of I usiness. Furniture , Objects ,

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction , or Private Contract.
2nd. - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers . or Agents , Land ,

Farms, Estatcs , Furnished , or Unfurnished House. , Chambers, or Offices

under private contract . 3rd . -- The Collection of Rents, and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land , Farms, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur.
niture, Jewellery, and other Effec ' s , fur probate and other pur
poses . 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , IIouse , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- - The negotiations of partnerships, and ?rom unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advancos on real and personal securities, as well as

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents. Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CINA LENT ON HIRE.
J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH ,

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England,
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OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN £1 ls. PER WEEK

And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinnei's, fc .
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

KEVANS AND KEAN,
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,

DUBLIN

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re

ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of
charge.

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocalterms.

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTII.

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered . "

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! ! !
" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick, the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
" Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See Graphic ,

17th May, 1873 .
Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post, ls , ld .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33, Blair-street, Edin .
burgh.

EDWARD THOMAS PE I R S O N
AUDITOR AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

46, JORDAN WELL, COVENTRY.

ESTABLISHED 1853.

BAILEY' S STEEL PEN CORRECTO R .
By Her Majesty ' s Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th June, 1874 .

It is well known that a steel pen , afterbeing used for a short time, is cor
roded by oxidation, and becomes sharp and " scratchey ” at the point or

knib , and consequently useless. Bymeans of the “ Corrector " this sharp
ness is immediately removed , and the pen made useful again . The “ Cor

rector " is , practically , indestructible, and can be carried in the waistcoat

pocket , or attached to any desk , counter, or place where penmanship is ex
ercised . Sold (with printed instructions for use ) by the inventor , George

Bailey, Law Stationer, Cheltenham ; 6d . each ; by post , seven penny postage

stamps ; and may be had ofall stationera. Effectiveness guaranteed .
J F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANA

AND AUDITOR ,

17 , PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDation.

THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen- street,
Huddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market.
place, Dewsbury .

Agency business promptly attended to .

FPPS'S COCOA. _ " By a thorough knowledge of the
naturallaws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti.

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C .

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000 .
In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability. Open to all.

Interest, in lieu of Dividend, 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly .

TRUSTEES.
LIEUT. GENERAL J: H .GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Irybridge, Deron.
WILLIAM LAKE, Esq ., Darnley Road , Gravesend .

THE REV. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO ., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR.
RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business.
Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interestat the

rate of 5 per cent. per unum will be allowed on the minimum monthly
balances. Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are :
Ist. - No promotion money or preliminary expenses.

2nd. - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of
constituents proportion and provision for reserve fund ,
3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability

4th , - -Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety

of subjects.

5th . – The proprietorship being vested in one person , no liability berord
he amount of subscription can accrue.

6th . The secrecy and despatch of ir dividualmanagement, so insoitin
in financialoperations.

7th . -- A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of profits .
Sth . - A monthly distribution of the same.
91h . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustecs.

10th . - Power of total withdrawal after six months on 60 days' notice .

llih . - The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscribers,
12th . - Quorterly published Balance- sheet issued and certified by the

Auditors .

For Prospectuses and forms of application apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice -President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOMASPEIRSON, Coventry.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London. London . THOMAS JOSEPU SABINE, Brighton .

JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH ,Manchester.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London. RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, Loudon .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALLISON HESELTON, Bradford . WILLIAM HENI effi eld

GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London , EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester .
FRANCIS NICUIO udou . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOIN BATH , 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN, Leicester ; JOSEPI DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122, Leadenhall Street, and 1, St. Mary Axe, London .

A UDITORS. - W . 0 . 00OPER , 7, Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BANKERS. - Messrs.WILLIAMS, DEACON, & CO ., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES. — 2 , COWPER'S ' COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can bu had, upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.

8

D
o

H . D . RA W LIN G S ,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES,

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH,

H . R . H . TAE PRINCE CHRISTIAN,

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III,

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE .

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and

EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

A L FRED W . G E E ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 , GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Nows
papers, promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement orderod for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO -AMERICAN Times Press, 127, Strand, London. - March 6 , 1876 ,
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PUBLICATIONS.
Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YÉTTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION ,which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay , to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 , Cannon -street, London .

OX

JUST PUBLISITED.

AN ESSA Y
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,

Addressed to the Profession, Merchants, Traders, Landowners, and
Companies ,

By JOHN CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.
Price 28. 6d .

London : Letts, Son, and Co., Limited , 8, Royal-exchange,and all book
sellers .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54, Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
and Inportant Residential Estates . - Messrs .MARSH , YETTS, and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES . OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, whicb , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers. Written terms are invariably settled before

any cost or liability is incurred . AddressMessrs. Marsh , Yetts,and Milner,

Land and Timber Surveyors, 51, ( annon .street , London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
" Landed Estates , City Properties ,and upon sound securities of all kinds.
Messrs .MARSH , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sums ofMoney ready to be immediately advanced upon approved

securitics. - Apply atthe City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843) ,
54, Cannon -street.

TO ACCOUNTANTS.
Just Published , 374 pages, 8vo., cloth , price 12s. Bd .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
- Days from any one day to any other day, either in the sameor the fol.

lowing year. By WILLIAM Lewis, Accountant, Plymouth .
London : EFFINGUAM WILSON , Royal Exchange .

Plymouth : W . BRENDOX and Sox .

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies .

BY JOHN BATH , F . S .A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrenco Lane, London, E . O .

NOW READY, PRICE 18 .

BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION , a Review with
D Suggestions for Amending the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. By Qxozer
WREFORD, of the Comptroller's Department, Court of Bankruptcy .

London : Effingham Wilson , Royal Exchange.

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public GeneralStatutes . The only

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established, 1867.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY .

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108. ; Single Copy, od. ;
delivered Free in Town or Country .

Office: - 53, UPPER SAÚKVILLE -STREET, DUBLIN .

LANDED ESTATES. - Farms, Town and Country
Houses, for SALE or to be LET, in all parts of land . - Messrs .

and DAVIDS will FORWARD PARTICULARS of suitable

properties Free of charge on receiving a statement of requirements from
Intending Purchasers or Tenants. - Auction , Survey, and Land Agency

Offices , 126 , Bishopsgate - street, Cornhill,

TO OWNERS of LANDED ESTATES, Farms,
Buildings, Land, & c . -Messre. HARVEY and DAVIDS having nume

rous Applicants desirous of Purchasing, will be glad to RECEIVE PARTI.

CULARS from Gentlemen wishing to sell. References can be given to
present and past clients if required . No chargemade unless business be
done. - Auctioneers and Surveyors, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill ,

PARTNERSHIPS. - Several Engineering and Iron
Works, Collieries, and other good -paying concerns on hand. For

particulars apply to Fraser and Co., St. Stephen 's- chambers , Telegraph .
street, E . C .

PARTNERSHIP . - Gentleman (22 ) wishes to attend
the office of an established Firm of Accountants in London for a year

or so , with a view to Partnership . State premium and capital necessary .

Best references given and required. Address, “ Accountant," 3, Bucking
ham -terrace, Glasgow .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 , Queen Victoria -street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £200 per annum ; admirably lighted. - Apply to Mr. Pollock,
34, Walbrook .

FOR OFFICES. - To be LET, TWO LARGE
1 ROOMSon the first and second floor, unfurnished. - Wilcox and Co .,
336 , Oxford-street, corner of Argyll-street . '

YACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames . Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com .

plete, £70 . Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62,Gracechurch -street, E . C .

RESTAURANT,

13 , OXFORD -STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road ,

known as the BODEGA , now under the new mapagomont of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13, Idol-lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints,hot or cold , including vegetables sad bread ,1s. 8d .
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or Ash

vegeta3le, cheese and bread, 26.
Dinners from 6 ul 9 o 'clock , from 26. 6d. to 106 6d.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties au tho Socond Yloor.

DLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a oapital view of the Thames Shipping ,

FISI DINXIRS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN £1 18 . PER WEEK

And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners , fc .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Mlautes from
the Piers, and Tübury and Southend Railway .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub-editing and GeneralNews.

paper Work, in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles . Premium expected . Address, Mr.
ALIRED W , GEE, XQQOUNTANT Once, 62, Gracecburch-street, E , C .
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THE

UNITED KINGDOM AQUARIUM COMPANY,

LIMITED

CAPITAL £200,000, IN 20,000 SHARES OF £10 EACH.

• FIRST ISSUE — £75,000, IN 7,500 SHARES .

DIRECTORS .

CHAIRBAN. Major WALTER C . WINGFIELD, Army and Navy Club, Pall-mall, S.W ., and Rhysnant Hall,

Oswestry .

M . G . Maclaine, Esq., 6 , Prince's- square, Bayswater, W ., and Lochbuy, Argylshire.

R . Gervase Elwes, Esq., C . E ., 7 , Westminster Chambers, S . W .

Frederic Davison, Esq., 24 , Fitzroy - square, W .

OFFICES.

35, Coleman -street, London, E .C .

ABRIDGED PROSPECTUS.

The Crystal Palace Aquarium yields a profit exceeding 25 per cent. ; the Shares of the Brighton Aquarium Com

pany are at 15 to 17 per cent. premium , dividends of 10 per cent. having been paid for the last two years, and £6,850

carried over ; the Hamburg Aquarium recouped the proprietors their outlay in six years . These are results arrived at in

spite of the costly trials which have been going on in the experimental undertakings alluded to .

The United Kingdom Aquarium Company is formed for the purpose of taking advantage of the experience

gained in other undertakings of a similar character , by building Aquaria in various parts of the United Kingdom as

opportunity may offer.

The plan upon which the buildings of the Company are to be constructed comprises à square court, surrounded

by the corridors of the Aquarium . The court itself will be roofed in , and will form , at a small outlay, a spacious

Floral-hall or Assembly -room , adapted for concerts, flower shows, balls, banquets, readings, lectures, exhibitions,

and other entertainments, thus combining under one roof most of the lucrative attractions of the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham .

It is proposed to commence with an Aquarium at Liverpool, and afterwards to erect one at Kingstown, and it

is calculated that the sum of £75 ,000 will afford ample means for carrying out the two undertakings. The subject of

the erection of an Aquarium in connection with the Alexandra Palace at Muswell-hill has also been before the Direc

tors of that Company.

In Liverpool, a favourable site in Myrtle -street has been fixed upon . The buildings there will include a large

Aquarium , a Floral Hall, or Assembly Rooms, a Public Hall, Shops, Club -rooms, and Galleries.

At Kingstown , a site in close proximity to the railway station will, it is expected , be obtained for the purpose of

the Aquarium .

The only contract entered into by or on behalf of the Company is dated the 23rd day of January , 1875 , and made

between Willert Beale of the one part, and Thomas Kynnersley Gardner, on behalf of the United Kingdom Aquarium

Company (Limited ) on the other part.

Prospectuses and Forms of Application for Sharesmay be had of

MR. W . MAUNSELL , in Dublin ;

of Messrs. LANGTON AND MATHISON , 22, Lord -street, Liverpool ;
And at the Offices of the Company.

The LIST of APPLICATIONS FOR SHARES will be CLOSED on MONDAY, the 22nd March , 1875 .
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ALFRED W . GEE

ADVERTISING AGENT.

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all

kinds. for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers , promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisementordered for insertion in a

number ofNewspapers, only oneMS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates

charged as at the publishing offices .

supply of Cases for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on

front, 3g. each ; same in leather , 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 18. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62, Gracechurch .

street, London , E . C .

The Accountant.
MARCH 13 , 1875.

The Accountant.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of
Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the

paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a " newspaper "
within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and

members of the profession thus have the opportunity
of contributing towards the success of their own

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par

liament. The paper is Published every Saturday

in time for the early morning mails ; price 6d. per

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage ), the re .

duced terms for payment in advance being, annual sub .

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s. (post

free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee , 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address , and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

TO ADVERTISERS.
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver .

tisers to the specialadvantages offered by thepaper as an

Advertisingmedium . Starting with a good guaranteed

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes .

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers,and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to . Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o'clock (noon) on Friday

N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

received at the Branch -office of the AcCOUNTANT, 127 ,

Strand. Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H .

Sraith and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway

Bookstalls, and at the Shops of the leading City and
West- End Newsvendors.

We spoke last week of the unsatisfactory condition in

which the profession of accountancy is allowed to remain ,

and suggested to its members the means by which this

might be remedied . But in order to bring about any of .

fectual change it is necessary that the action taken should

be vigorous and united. It should not be left to the energy

of a few isolated men in different parts of the country to

expose pretenders, and to endeavour to obtain legal sanc

tion for themeasures necessary to elevate the profession .

It is to the great firms that we look for action in the

matter. It is to their interest, as much as to that of the

youngest member of the profession , that the evils which

exist should be promptly removed .

Wemust briefly recapitulate what the sham accountant

we have so often alluded to, is. In various papers may be

seen an advertisement, emanating professedly from an ac

countant, which states its author's willingness to under

take business of almost any kind. Liquidations, arrange

ments with creditors, settlement of family matters,

collection of debts, initiation and carrying into effect of

legal process, raising of money , and various othermatters,

are all to be performed by this one man. Not unnaturally

the outside world , but little skilled in professional techni

calities, confound all accountants with such a specimen ,

and are apt in the case of their placing confidence in him

(with the natural result of disappointment,)to cry out,not

against their own blindness, but against the profession

which numbers such men in its ranks. Here is a case

which we urge upon our leaders to take up. Let them

compare with their own apathy the conduct of the

medical profession . No body ofmen were more liable to

abuse than the doctors, and their reputation in many in .

stances suffered from the trickery ofthe various quacks who

abound. But in their own defence steps were soon taken

to put down the evil, and now no man is allowed to hold

himself out as a physician , unless he is duly quali,

fied . Take again the case of the solicitors. There are

good and bad members of that profession , men in whose

honour and integrity secrets are guarded which affect the

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequonce of numerous applications from sub.

scribers, the proprietor hasmade arrangements for the
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nized professi
ng

the protecti
on

of nedy open to him .

well-being of half England,men to whom anything like of itsmembers, to whom , from their professional standing

deception , or taking undue advantage, are wholly and and high position , we look to take the lead in thematter,

utterly unknown, Others, there are whose business is to to exert themselves earnestly, and to let their boast be

fleece their clients in every conceivable way, the entrance that they have regarded honour as much as the acquisi

to whose offices is like the gloomy portals of the tion of wealth . The good name of the profession has

road to want and misery. But irregular practitioners been in their keeping ; they find now that it is smirched

there are none. A client aggrieved by the misconduct of and tarnished by the misdeeds of those associates, whose

his solicitor has an immediate remedy open to him ; and alliance they do not openly repudiate. Let them so work

besides, he has the protection of the great mass of orga that their final recollectionsmay be, that they were not

nized professional opinion which passes with great weight content to leave the status of their profession as they

upon ' even the most untrustworthy. Why should not found it , but that their efforts tended to bring about its

accountants strive to elevate their profession as has been purification and elevation .

done by solicitors and doctors.

We hope to see the profession shake off its apathy in

this matter. So long as any man may legally call him
The case of ex parte Stebbing deserves a few words of

self an accountant, so long will some portion of the dis
comment, as the necessary shortness of our report may

make it a little obscure. In the case of liquidation , the
credit attaching to the misdeedsof pretenders be incurred

Court has power under the 266th Rule -- if it is of opinion
by every one of those who are not striving earnestly to

that it has not sufficient power to protect the estate of
shake off the reproach. The public are not always able

to distinguish between the status of a man who calls him
the debtor by the use of its authority - to restrain actions

to adjudicate him bankrupt, but is bound to suspend
self an accountant, and of a man who bears the title of

Fellow , or Associate of an Instituce , or Society , of Ac
proceedings until it can be seen if fa composition can be

countants . Rightly or wrongly they will hold fast to the
arranged ; and in the event of a composition being agreed

opinion that the difference is one of degree, simply, in
upon, will annul the bankruptcy forthwith. It may be

stead of being as it is , the distinction between a true
presumed that the judge of the County Court con

member of a honourable and responsible profession and
sidered that the circunıstances were such as to justify

a mere outsider. this order, and that the foot of a creditor for so large an

But any action in the matter must be united as well as
amount as to preclude any resolution being passed with

determined . Manchester and Liverpool must join their out his sanction being hostile, would prevent any sub

efforts to those of London , to form the incorporated stantial injustice being done. But it does seem , never

society in which the profession must be fully represented. theless, extremely hard to adjudicate a man a bankrupt

Theremay belocal societies, and localorganizations,but the
without allowing him to be heard in his own defence, and

headquarters should be in London. To this all real accoun
it is satisfactory to find that the Chief Judge took this

tants should berequired to belong.With a stringentexamina
view and reversed the decision. It will still however be

tion for the future,and proper tests,the profession would then open to give proper notice, and try the question of the

take its proper rank. There might still be one difficulty propriety of adjudication .

as to men who are not members of the existing societies,

and whose practice is simply provincial, but who are The point decided in Sir William Russell's case, as re

neverthless well acquainted with the details of their busi- ported by us in our number for February the 20th, has,

ness, and who do not aspire to undertake any of the cropped up again in a somewhat different form , in the

higher branches. Obviously these men ought to be matter of J. F . W . Rose. In this case the debtor having

allowed to retain the name of accountants, and to re received his discharge under liquidation proceedings, filed

ceive the certificate of the new society , though they a second liquidation petition, though matters were not

would not, without some very strong testimonial as to yet wholly closed . In this case the Registrars concurred

their fitness, be placed upon the register of the Bank in thinking that where there were assets for distribution

ruptcy Courts as duly qualified trustees. But then they | the petition might be received , although it might still be

might be trusted not to undertake such business, and the

safeguard against the omnivorous pretenders, whose net W . Russell's case the Court held that the after-acquired

is supposed to sweep in every kind of business, would soon property,having been exonerated, and there being assets in

be relegated to utter obscurity . the handsofthenew trustee, the liquidation mightcontinue,

That the profession stands in need of purifying and l but stayed the proceedings, as being in the interest of

elevating cannot be denied . We earnestly entreat those the debtor, and not of the creditors. If there were no
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assets, it is clear that the creditors could reap no furniture , leases, policies, & c., should all be taken over

benefit, and in this case now no petition will probably be and secured, as well as the whole of the debtor's

received.
books, papers and documents. Following, however, the
strict rule laid down by the court, he must not in .

BANKRUPTCY LAWS.-- No 7 .
vestigate the books (unless appointed by a majority of

LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION . the creditors) ; he must not protect the estate by giving

As pointed out by Mr. G . Wreford in his well written
notice to persons owing money thereto of his appointment ;

“ review ,” it was apparently the intention of the Act to he must not give up possession of goods which the

treat liquidation by arrangement as something entirely
debtor may, undisputedly hold only as an agent ; he must

distinct from composition , but up to the first general not take an inventory ofthe stock, furniture, & c.,although

meeting of creditors, the rules and orders practically treat hemay be put upon his defence on a charge ofnegligence

the two sections as one. We shall, therefore, follow the
if it transpires that any portions thereof have been con

working of the Act, and deal with them as one, so far as
verted without his knowledge ; or rather he may do all

they run together. The object of the legislature in fram these things at the risk, either of being called upon to

ing the present laws evidently was to induce a man who make good the same, or of doing the work for nothing.

found himself unable to pay his creditors in full, to place Weneed not point out how directly this is in contra

himself in their handswith a view to an amicable arrange diction of the accepted practice ; for every respectable body

ment before his estate showed less than 10s. in the of creditors expects themajority of these things to be

pound : and the first impression taken by the commercial done, and every respectable accountant does it, but does

community assuredly was, that “ liquidation by arrange
it at the risk of being disappointed of his remuneration

ment or composition ” would become the order of the for the labour entailed , unless protected by a resolution to

day, and that the majority of estates would produce a that effect.

minimum of 10s. in the pound. How far that happy In one instance which came under our knowledge, the

anticipation has been realized , and to what a fearful debtors (there were two) filed a petition in order to stop

extent the “ liquidation clauses " have become a by-word , bankruptcy proceedings at the last moment, and thereby

is but too well known . We shall in due course have a obtained nearly a month 's delay. That time they care

few suggestions to makeon this point,which may be right fully devoted to the collection of all the realisable book

or wrong , but which are the result of some considerable debts, and levanted to America some days before the

experience extending over a number of cases. At this meeting, having taken the best portion of the assets with

point, however, we will content ourselves with suggesting them ; and yet , although this fact was brought under the

that no arrangement outside of bankruptcy should be notice of the court, it was nevertheless decided that a

binding on dissentient creditors, unless the debtor can , by receiver had no right to charge for notices to debtors.

proper books of account, fully substantiate the causes of In another instance , the liquidating debtor, a publican,

his failure and deficiency. At the present time a debtor (whose estate eventually did not pay the costs out of

“ unable to pay his debts ” has but to petition for pocket ) entertained his friends to sumptuous champagne

liquidation by arrangement or composition, and this he and brandy parties. This, the receiver, notwithstanding

frequently postpones until the last moment, adopting it threats of personal violence, and one actual assault, - suc

as a last resource after he has, by keeping his creditors ceeded in stopping ; but finding the stock diminish rapidly

at arms length , put them to much needless expense. without a corresponding increase in the takings, (but rather

RECEIVER OR MANAGER . the reverse) caused a watch to be kept, and found that
The petition having been duly filed , either the debtor, bottles of wine and spirits were being systematically

if he have executions to restrain , or one, or more of his tossed out of the windows to friends below , but the re

creditors, if they can adduce grounds for such appoint ceiver must not charge for taking stock .

ment, - applies to the Court for the appointment of a In another case the debtor was agent to various firmas

receiver, or of a receiver and manager, if there are whose stocks were kept entirely distinct from his own,

grounds for the latter appointment. A receivership , pure and the receiver having satisfied himself by an examina

and simple, is even more anomalous under liquidation or tion of the books and correspondence that such goods

composition , than in ' bankruptcy. As a rule under were not the property of the estate, and moreover pro
the latter clauses the appointment is only sought by cured very strong affidavits from the respective prin

the petitioning creditors after adjudication, but under cipals - attended before the Court in support of an appli

the former it is generally almost simultaneous with cation that he might be directed to hand over the ar

the filing of the petition. What, it may be asked , ticles specified , but the Court ruled that a receiver had

are the duties of a receiver under the liquidation , no discretionary power, and adjourned the motion until

clauses ? To take possession of all effects in the “ ap after the appointment of a trustee , on the ground that

parent ” order and disposition of the debtor, and exer the trustee might take a very different view of the

cise no discretion whatever in the way of giving up any | matter.

portion of such effects, however strong the evidence ad Notwithstanding the many tricks which have been

duced to prove that the title will not vest in the trustee , played on receivers by unscrupulous debtors, there is one
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although frequently threatened , viz., as to how far a high character ” to investigate the accounts of public or

receiver is justified in allowing stock to leave the pre other companies -- in the face of the large body of eminent

mises in the ordinary way of trade. We are disposed to accountants who are amply qualified to grapple success

think that, although under a petition for liquidation or fully and easily with matters of the greatest intricacy .

composition where there is a reasonable prospect of a The result of appointing Government auditors would be

composition being effected , — the receiver is in the happy to saddle a disagreeable amount of irksome responsibility

position, if he refuses to part with goods on credit, of on some single department, and to bring about a piece of
standing the chance of an action for damage for in - hampering legislation which would prove to be entirely

jury to the debtors connection (under a composition ) or superfluous and equally abortive.

of being held responsible for bad debts made by allow As regards the immediate responsibilities of members

ing credit if liquidation results. It also appears to us

that there is no justification for a receiver being re the present system is not altogether to be admired . If
quired to give an indemnity to restrained creditors. the report or other document of the auditor should be

Wewould emphatically urge thatunder the proposed amend found to be incorrect, and palpably false, a prosecution, in

ment the appointment of receiver for the purpose simply which every matter becomes public, is not always the

of restraining actions should be done away with , and that wisest ormost advisable course to be pursued, and con

notice of the petition should suffice per se to restrain ; sequently an unscrupulous' or incompetent man can

and that where a receiver is appointed, his powers should generally rely on coming out pretty free from any stigma

be extended in order to give him full temporary control attached to his name, beyond what may be known to a

under the supervision of the Court. At the present time certain circle. There is no doubt that all this calls for

estates are put to much needless expense by the almost alteration . In the first place, no one but a professional

universal appointment of receivers ; while the receivers accountant should be allowed to take an auditorship ;
themselves justly complain that their risks are not even secondly , an auditor should be held responsible for any

taken into consideration when the question of remunera misstatements published in the certificate , report, or

tion has to be settled. It is true that in themajority of statement of accounts which he authenticates or vouches.

instances creditors rectify the omissions of the Act where An action for damages would in some cases act as a de

a receiver has done his duty from their point of view ; , terrent to malpractices, and the liability of being removed

but it is nevertheless a fact that he is at their mercy ,and from the power of practising , in the samemanner as a

not infrequently comes off but poorly requited for his barrister is disbarred , and a solicitor is struck off the

services, and more particularly when he is superseded by rolls , would not only make the would -be delinquent

the choice of another person as trustee. Thanks to the auditor scrupulously avoid offending, but would be, to the

present law , many estates do not suffice to cover costs ; public,one of the strongest guarantees for his fidelity . So

and as the trustee comes last he is by the law of self far as the employment of non -professional gentlemen as

preservation , in many instances, bound to protect his own | auditors is concerned , it is a system , the adoption and ex

interest at the expense of the receiver. tension of which is to be thoroughly deprecated. It in

H . B . (LONDON .) volves a vast waste both of money and time, and affords

but a small modicum of security to anybody, to say

nothing of the opportunity afforded for ample excuse in
AUDITORS.

the event of any difficulty arising. There is doubtless a
No. 3 , - THEIR RESPONSIBILITES .

great deal to be said on behalf of those who, having a
Before proceeding to dealwith the legal and moral re

thorough sense of their obligations and a desire to fulfil
sponsibilities of auditors, it would not be amiss to refer them , have to accept for their important services a

to some remarks concerning the auditing of public com
miserably small fee . We would advise such to release

panies which have recently fallen from the pen of a con
themselves, by previous arrangement, from any personal

temporary, and which evince but a somewhat meagre
responsibility , otherwise the position in which they inay

knowledge of the requirements of the day. It can barely possibly find themselves placed through their inability to

perform their contract with justice to themselves . may be
character and fixed position who are only anxious for

more than unpleasant.
something to do, and who would be especially attracted

Wehave before addressed those who are still young in
by a position involving responsibility and rewarded by the profession ; and it will perhaps not be out of place to
emolument, but not accompanied by the necessity for

conclude these remarks by advising the student-account.
daily work." Such a statement appears slightly incon

sistent with fact, and the assumption that a man , in con
ant of to-day to bear in mind that no other branch of

his chosen profession calls for more attention than audit

sequence of his position and character, must of necessity
ing, and the duties and responsibilities connected there

possess pre- eminent qualifications for the onerous duties
of an auditor is decidedly erroneous. What necessity

with . X .

there exists for “ a new and very high profession to spring

up " we fail to see, and are equally as blind to the fact A summons was granted at Manchester on Saturday

that there exists any new and indispensable requirement against Mr Broahead , secretary of the British Guardian Lifo

for the appointment or selection of additional " men of 1 false balance.
Assurance Company (Limited ),London, for obtaining monoy by
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Correspondence.
susponded. The petition , which waspresented some time ago,

had been ordered to stand out of the paper until the cross -ex&
mination should be completed , but having beon restored to the

BANKRUPTCY LAWS. paper it now came on, together with a motion on behalf of the

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. petitioner, to compel the company's secretary to make a propor

Dear Sir, - As the information afforded by the articles production of documents on his cross-examination . On the peti

on bankruptcy appearing in your paper (Eigned H . B .) is, tion being mentioned by MrGlasse, Q .O .,who,with MrMontaguo
Cookson , appoared for the petitioner, Mr J . Pearson, QC. (Mr

generally speaking , of a most reliable character, there is the

more reason why a slight inaccuracy in the article of the 27th
E . C . Willis with him ), for the company, submitted that the poti.
tion was demurrable , on the ground that it was presented by a

ult. should be corrected . H . B ., in considering the duties fully paid -up shareholder. His Honour, however, overruled the
of a trustee in bankruptcy, says — Even if a creditor objection , stating that several authorities had decided that a

neglects to send in his claim , the trustee must in his decla fully paid -up shareholderwas a contributory within the moaning

ration of dividend make a reservation, or his neglect to do of the Companies Acts, 1862, and accordingly entitled to present

so will entail a personal responsibility." This is not so . A a winding- up petition . MrGlasse, Q . C ., and Mr Cookson then

trustee is only required to declare a dividend amongst those argued in support of the motion , and cited his Honour's decision

creditors who have proved to his satisfaction debts payable in the case of the Emma Mining Company, and affirmed on ap

in bankruptcy (sec. 1, 41), and if , after giving the notices peal. The motion was opposed by Mr Pearson , Q C ., and Mr

required by Rule 131, any creditor neglects to prove his Willis, on behalf of the company, on the ground thatthe secre

debt in the prescribed manner,he is properly excluded from
tary had practically conformed to the decision in the Emma

the benefit of the dividend. The trustee is, however,
Mining case , and that the books could not be handed to tho cross

examining counsel without being properly put in ovidence. Mr
bound to reserve the dividend for any creditor who has not Higgins, Q .C., appeared for debenture-holders, in support of the
proved , provided his case falls within the operation of sec petition and motion ; and Mr Bristowe, Q .C ., and Mr W . W .
tion 42, that is , where the creditor's proof or claim has not Karslake, on behalf of shareholders, opposed . The Vice-Chan

been determined by the trustee , or where the creditor re collor said the books oughtnot only to have been simply produced

sides at a great distance from the trustee. but to have been handed to the potitioner's counsel for inspec.

Under liquidation by arrangement the case is different, tion . The petitioner was a shareholder, and therefore there

as a trustee is required by Rule 312 to reserve dividends ought not to have been any withholding ofdocumonts whatever.

upon all debts appearing in the debtor's statement of affairs , The company had resisted the decision of the Court of Appeal in

whether proved or not. I am , yours truly , G . W .
the Emma Mining case, and, more than that, it appearod that the

solicitors for this company were the solicitors for the Emma

Mining Company, and were therefore well awareof that decision,
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. by which the very same objection that they made in this case

SIR - I observe that the Law Committee of the Scot. was overruled. This was a mere obstruction to the proper ad

tish Trade Protection Society have been consid ering the ministration of justice, and those who raised it he could, he ro

propriety of having judicial superintendence of private gretted, only punish by making thom bear the costs occasioned

trusts ; and in their report to a meeting of the Society by it. He was satisfied that the objection raised by the secretary

held on the 2nd inst, they recommend, “ that steps be to allowing an inspection of the bookswas merely made because

taken to prevail upon the Lord Advocate to introduce a
he found himself prossed by the cross-examination . Ho should

now make thesameorder as he did in the EmmaMining case
measure which will place the accounts of all judicial

namely, that the company should , by their serretary, Mr Keith ,
factors and of private trustees under the surveillance of

produce the books and documents in question , and the company
the Accountant of the Court of Session." As regards must pay the application .
the accounts of judicial factories not falling under the IN RE THE UNIVERSAL NON - TARIFF FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

Pupils Protection Act, it may be a question whether it (LIMITED - EX PARTE PETER FORBES AND 00 . -- This was an ap

is desirable that they should be audited by the Accountant plication on behalf ofMessrs Forbes and Co., who had presented

of Court. But surely in the case of private trusts it the petition forwinding up the company and had established a
may well be left to the trustees and beneficiares , in their claim against the company, as reported in The Accountant of

own interests, to have their accounts regularly audited

by competent professional men , which affords as per .
company and of the proceedings thereunder, and of the action

fect security as if audited by the Accountant of Court.
at law under which they established their debtmight be paid out
of the assets of the company, in priority to all other costs. The

If they fail to have this done, they are scarcely to be
whole of the facts of the case will be found stated in our former

pitied if they are subjected to losses, which would bave report. Mr Higgins, Q .C., and Mr Langloy appeared for the ap
been obviated by an annual audit of their accounts. It plicants, Messrs Forbes and Co. ; Mr Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr Mon
is to be hoped the Lord Advocate will not consent to tague Cookson for the company. The Vice- Chancellor said it
introduce such a measure - at least in so far as concerns was clear the costs of Messrs Forbes had been incurred by the
the accounts of private trustees. - I am , sir , yours & c ., unjustifiable conduct of the company in disputing their claim ,

Edinburgh ,March 6 , 1875. J . F . M . and he must consider every member ofthe company as having re

sisted this demand, to which the company ought at once to have

submitted. It was important that liquidators should carefully
VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURT, LINCOLN'S -INN, inquire into the assets of the company in liquidation, and consi.

( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.) der what action or other proceedings ought to be brought or de
March 5 . fonded by the company, and if they allowed improper procoed

IN RE THE LIABON STEAM TRAYWAYS COMPANY (LATED ). - In ings to go on, they must take the consequences. Thoy ought to
this case a petition had been presented by a fully paid -up share know under what circumstances the petitioner was ontitled to
holder for winding up this company on the ground of insolvency, his costs. The ground on which he rested his decision in this
and Mr. Keith , the company's secretary, had been served with a case was that a petitioning creditor was entitled to have his
notice to be cross-examined and also to produce the company 's costo in priority to those of other parties ; that not only his costs
books at such cross-examination. Mr Keith , in the course of 1 in the winding-up, butalso his costs properly incurred in estab
his cross-examination before the specialexaminer, read an entry lishing his right to a winding -up order. " He must therefore de
in one of the books, but refused to hand the book itself to the cide that Messrs Forbes were entitled to have their costs of the
cross-examining counsel, whereupon the cross-examination was petition and of the proceedingsat law and in the winding ap in

priority to all of ber costs.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . pointed Mr J. F . Lovering receiver and manager, and extended

March 6 . The time for holding the first meeting of creditors until the 27th
( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -RICE sitting as Chief Judge.) of May.

İN RE J. F . W . ROSE .-- An important question had arisen in
this case in regard to the right of an insolvent debtor to file a ( Before Mr Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

socond petition for liquidation. The debtor prosontod a first IN 'RE THOMAS STAMMERS WEBB. — This case gave rise to
potition in April, 1873, under which a trustee was appointed, a a question of some importance in practice in regard to the right

of a debtor petitioning for liquidation to conveno a now first

ditors granted a discharge to the debtor ; but the liquidation had meeting of creditors, the meeting originally held having bocomo

not boon closod. The debtor, having incurred frosh debts, abortive. The debtor in the presont caso, described as a colliory

signod a socond petition , which he caused to be tendered to tho proprietor, of Gracechurch -street, had filed a potition for liqui
Rogistrar, but the Registrar declined to receive it without the dation, with debts secured and unsecured amounting to about
order of tho Court. The master was mentioned on Saturday £90,000. At the first mooting, held on the 3rd of February,
last,whon his Honour said he would consult his colleaguesupon creditors whoso debts amounted to £26,537 were prosent in per

tho point. Mr Finlay Knight appeared for the debtor. His son or by proxy , and of those 34 in number, representing an

Honour now said that he had communicated with the other Ro aggrogato of £19,930, voted in favour of liquidation by arrange

gistrars in regard to the right of a debtor to file a second poti. ment, and eight creditors, whose total debts were about £6,600,

tion , and they agreed with him in thinking that each case must dissonted from the resolution . Upon the resolution being sub

stand upon its own grounds, and that the Registrar of Liquida mitted to Mr Registrar Keone for registration, various objec

tionswas quite right in desiring to havo the order of the Court tionswere raised by opposing creditors, and after a short exami
bofore ho roceived the petition. In the present case the first nation of the debtor the learned Registrar (following a decision

potition was filed so long since as the year 1873, and under it of the Chief Judge in “ ex parte Cockayno' ) refused the appli
à resolution was passed granting the debtor his discharge. cation to register, on the ground that the debtor, in his state

Thoro might be circumstances which would disentitle the trustoo ment of affairs, had not distinguished between those debts which

under the first petition to recover the debtor's property as were due from him solely and those in respect of which he was

against the trustes under the socond, and possibly assets might liable jointly with other persons. Thereupon application was

oxist for distribution, but, at all events, that was a point which made to the Court on behalf of the debtor for leave to summon

could be considered at a subsequent stage, upon an application a fresh first meeting . He stated in his affidavit that he pro

boing made to register the resolution of the creditors. He duced to the first meeting a statement showing the whole of his

thought, however, and his colleagues agreed , that, in a case debts and assets , but from inadvertence and ignorance of tho

whore there were no assets for division, the debtor ought not to rule in thatrespect he had omitted to distinguish between his joint

be allowed to present a second petition . As that state of things and separate creditors. Mr Finlay Knight appeared in support
was not shown to exist in this caso, leave would be given to file of the application. Mr De Gex, Q . O ., and Mr Hemming, for

the petition . creditors, opposed, contending where there was a defect that
March 8 . went to the constitution of the moeting the Court had power to

( Before Sir J. BACON, sitting as Chief Judge.) order a new first meeting, but that where the defect affected
Ex PARTE STEBBING - RE STEBBING . – This was an appeal the validity of the resolutions the Court had no such power.

from an ordor of the Colchester County Court adjudicating Mr Registrar Murray, in giving judgment, said it was not sug

George Hutley Stebbing a bankrupt. Mr De Gox, Q . C ., and gested that the whole of the creditors, joint and separate, had

Mr R . Griffiths appeared for the appellant; Mr F . Knight for not receivod notice of the meetiug, nor that any of the creditors

the respondent. The appellant was a farmer residing at Eas. had objected at the meeting to the statement of affairs . Rule

thorpe, near Kelvedon . On the 23d of January he filed a peti 306 provided that any mistake made by a debtor inadvertently

tion for liquidation , and at the first meeting, held on the 13th, in his statement of debts might be rectified with the consent of

the creditors resolved to adjourn until the 20th . In the mean a majority of the creditors present at the meeting. That rulo

timo, on the 19th of February, the London and County Banking applied in the present case, and his Honour had come to the

Company, creditors for £1,300, presented a petition for adjudi couclusion that he might, consistently with the decision of the

cation against the appellant, who was on the same day (under Chief Jucige in “ ex parte Cockayne," and of the Lords Justices

rule 266 ) adjudicated a bankrupt. The appellant deposed that in “ ex parte Cobb , re Sedley," allow a new first meeting to be

Do noticó or intimation was given to him of the proceedings un . summoned ; it being also consistentwith reason and justice that

der the petition for adjudication . There was no proof of the the wishes of a largo majority of creditors should not be ren

debt of the bank beyond the formal allegation contained in the dered abortiva by : omission on the part of the debtor, which

petition ; but it was alleged that the amount was sucb as to was formal more than substantial. The application was ac

preclude the passing of any resolution for composition. His cordingly granted .

Lordship held that it was contrary to the intention of the Act to IN RE ALFRED BOWES. — The debtor in this case carried on

adjudicato a man bankrupt without notice, and that rulo 266 the business of general merchant and dealer in scrap iron at

Queen 's -street, Bermondsey , and New Kent-road . He has filed
would be annulled . a petition for liquidation, estimating his debts at £35,187, and

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.) his assets at £9,000. Mr G . Lumley (Messrs Lumley and Lun
IN REJ. S . De VASCONCELLOS AND Co. — The debtors are mer loy) now applied to the Court for tho appointinent of a receiver

chants, carrying on businessat39, Lombard- street, 24, Brown'g. and manager. He stated that the application was supported by
buildings, Liverpool, and Ceara. Two of the partners have pre creditors to the extent of £10,000, and that a manager was re

Bented a liquidation petition , the liabilities being estimated at quisite in order to prevent the stoppage of the business, which

£120, 000 , with assets consisting of outstanding debts and other was a very valuable one, and would realize a large sum for the

property to about the same sum , subject to realization . The creditors if sold as a going concern. He proposed to ask for
caso was now mentioned to the Court upon affidavits showing the appointment of Mr H . C . Brown, public accountant, of Old

that goods and money to a considerable amount were being re Jowry-chambers. Mr Burend, who stated that he represonted
ceived every day, and it was necessary that the business should a creditor to the extent of £12,000, opposed the application on

bo kopt in working order, and for that purpose that a receiver the ground that it had come on him by surprise, and he wished

and manager should be appointed . It was also alleged that in to consult his client. The learned Registrar said thathe thought

consequence of the principal creditors residing in South Ame a croditor to such a large amount as £12,000 ought to have a

rican States, it would be impossible for them to receive notice of voice in the appointment of a receiver, and as the property was

the procoodings in sufficiont time to attend the meeting of cre quite safe , he postponed making the appointment for 48 hours ,

ditors unless the period limited by the Act and the rules were and gave leave for the application to be made to the Registrar

extended . Upon the application of Mr Brough, the Court ap . Į sitting as Chief Judge on Friday. Mr Burend then applied to
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the Court that hemight be permitted to see the list of creditors
amounting to £325 14s 6d, whereby the liability of the claim

filed with the petition ; but the learned Registrar ruled that he
could only do so after filing an affidavit stating that the credi ants as cautioners foresaid will be reduced to £1, 535 118 ; Finds

tnat the claimants held at the date of the sequestration, andtor in question was a bona fide one, and that the applicant had still hold on titles ex facie, absolute and unchaliongoable secu

his authority to represont him .
rities over contain shares and other assots of the bankrupt ;

March 11,
Finds that the securities so hold by the claimants consist of (1 )

(Before Mr Registrar BROUGHAM .)
600 £10 shares of the State Line Company, the value of which

IN RE EDWARD FULLWOOD .- - This was an adjourned meeting is £1,485 195 8d, being the value of said shares at £3 108 oach ,
for public examination. The bankrupt, described as of Somer or £2,100, less £614 Os 4d, being tho amount of calls paid by
80t-placo, Hoxton, was adjudicated on the petition of the liquida the claimants. (2 ) Claim on Lowis T . Merrow under his lotter
tors of the Montrotier Asphalte and Cement Concreto Paving

to the bankrupt guaranteeing said shares, the value of which is
Company (Limited ), and at the first meoting held under the £50. ( 3 ) Claim on the estate of L . T . Merrow and Co. in rospect

bankruptcy, about a year sinco, Mr James Cooper, public ac
of a bill for £2,500 granted by them to the bankrupt and en

countapt (Johnstone, Cooper, and Wintlo ), one of the liquidators
dorsed by him to the claimant, George Auldjo Jamieson , in 50

of the company, was appointed trustoo. The proceedings havo curity of the claim of the claimants against the bankrupt, the
been adjourned from time to time to enablo the bankrupt to

value of which is £125, being an expected dividend from the
rendor further accounts, as required by the trustee, but he was

estate of L . T . Merrow and Co. of is. per £ ; Finds that in
still in default ; and upon the application of Mr Cooper , his

the value of the said shares there ought not to be included
Honour now adjourned the meeting sine die.

the sum of £430 18s. ld ., being the amount of an expected
IN RE G . GECK . - An adjourned meeting for public examina

dividend on a separato claim in this sequestration made by tho
tion was held under the bankruptcy of GustavusGock , lately

said George Auldjo Jamieson in respect of said endorsed bill of
trading as a merchant in Little Trinity -lane, in the name of A .

£2,500, which claim has been rejected by the trustee ; Finds
T . Geck. The liabilities were returned at £15,023, and assets that the true share of the whole securities so held by the
£16 15s. Upon the application of Mr Cronshoy, on behalf of

claimants is £1,660 19s. 8d. ; Finds that the said securities
the trustee, his Honour allowed a further adjournment for the are available to the claimants for extinction and relief
investigation of the accounts. pro tanto of all their lawful claimsagainst the liabilities for the

March 12. bankrupt ; and that they are entitled to hold and apply the
( Before M : Registrar PEPY3.).

IN RE ALFRED BOWLES.-- This case was again mentioned to the same, in the first instance, for their relief of the said balance of

Court. The debtor was a general merchant of Bermondsey and £1,535 11s., or for such other balance as shall be ultimately

New Kent-road. He had filed a petition for liquidation , his debts claimed from them by Mr Burnett under the aforesaid caution

being estimated atabout £35,000, and assets £9,000. An applica . ary obligation : Finds that on the assumption that the liability

tion made on Wednesday for the appointment of a receiver and ma. of the claimants under said cautionary obligation will amount

nager stood over in order that creditors might be consulted on the to £1,535 11s., the value of their said securities available for
subject ; and his Honour, having regard to a desire expressed by a payment or satisfaction of the debts due to them by the bank
majority in value of the creditors, now appointed a receiver and rupt, and falling to be deducted from the claim of the claimants
manager. in respect of the bankrupt's acceptances to them for £2,000, and

IN RE GRIEVES AND LOVERIDGE.- The debtors, who have peti £700 and interest, £125 88, 8 : Remits to the trustee to rank
tioned under the liquidation clauses, are provisión merchants, of the claimants accordingly, and decerns : Finds the appellants
Wood -street, Westminster. Their debts are about £28 ,000, and

entitled to expenses, & c .
assots of considerable value. Upon the application of Mr Watney,

( 2 ) APPEAL FOR GEORGE AULDJO JAMIESON. — This was a
on behalf of creditors for £20,000, his Honour appointed a receiver of
the estate. claim for £2,465 Os. 4d., on a bill for £2,300 by Lewis T . Mer

row and Co., to the bankrupt, and endorsed by him to the claim
ant. The trustee rejected the claim in respect that a creditor

SCOTLAND. was not entitled to rank on a security (which the present claim

appeared to be for) which he held for a debt due by the bank

rupt. The Lord Ordinary has pronounced the following inter
BILL CHAMBER — March 8 .

locutor : - " The Lord Ordinary having heard the counsel for
( Before Lord CURRIEHILL.) the parties, and considered the noto of appeal and productions,

APPEALS IN STEWART SOUTER ROBERTSON 'S SEQUESTRATION . dismisses the appeal, and refuses the prayer thereof, and remits
- ( 1 ) Appeal for GEORGE AULDJO JAMIESON , Accountant,

to the trustee to proceed : Finds the appellant liable in ex
Edinburgh , and JAMES AULDJO JAMIESON, W . S . there. The penses."
appellants were creditorson the bankrupt estate for two bills ( 3 ) APPEAL FOR D . S. ROBERTSON Or LAWHEAD. -- This claim
for £2,000 and £700 . They were also co-obligants with the was for £2 ,872 8s. Ed., in respect of a bond of caution to the
cautioners of the bankrupt in a bond for £2,000. They also Duke of Hamilton, under which the claimantwas cautioner along

held certain securities belonging to the bankrupt estate , the with the bankrupt. The claim was rejected by the trustee, as

value of which securities they insisted on imputing primarily no rouchers por an assignation were produced , and as the claim

towards payment of their liability under the bond for £2,000 . was a contingent one. The following is the interlocutor in this
The trustee rejected the claim so far as regarded thecautionary appeal : - “ Allows the appellant to amend the note of appeal to
obligation. The Lord ordinary has now reversed the trustee's the effect proposed by him (that the trustee be ordained to set
decision by the following interlocutor, which explains the na apart a dividend corresponding to the debt for which the appel

ture of the claim , & c . : lant claims to be ranked, with bank interest on the dividend from
" The Lord Ordinary , having beard counsel for the parties,

the time the same was or ought to have been set aside by the
and considered the note of appeal and productions, sustains the trustee , and sustains the note of appeal. Recalls the deliver

appeal, and recalls the deliverance of the trustee appealed ance of the trustee complained of, and remits to the trustee to
against. Finds that the claimants are co -obligants with the investigate the claim of the appellant, and dispose thereof in
cautioners for the bankrupt in a bond for £2,000 to Wm . Bur terms of the statute."
nett, which, at the date of the sequestration, amounted, with in ( 4 ) APPEAL - D . S . ROBERTSON. — This was a claim for £2,117

terest, to the sum of £2,033 8s 3d, but in security of which 5s 2á in respect of an acknowledgment for £2,000 by the bank

Mr Burnett held an assignation to certain policies of in rupt to Miss M . S . Robertson, and a letter of guarantee by the

surance on the life of the bankrupt : Finds that Mr appellant to Miss Robertson for that amount. Both documents

Burnett realised the surrender value of said policies, were stamped with a penny stamp only. The trusteo rejected

amounting to £172 2s Ou , sihich reduced the amount due under the claim on the ground of wart of tho proper stamps, the one

the bond of £1,861 5s., for which sum he has been ranked in the document being equivalent to a promissory note, and the other

sequestration , and will receive a dividend of 38. 6d. per £ , ' to a bond, and also thatno assignation had been produced . The
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Lord Ordinary has pronounced the following interlocutor in this and it just came to this, thathe had either to arrange the mattor
Caso :- " Allows the appellant to amend the note of appeal to at once or leave under arrost. The only way to settle the mato
the effect proposed by him (that the trustee should be ordained ter was to givo a cheque for £500, and write a letter to the effect
to ' sot apart' a dividend, instead of making payment of the that he would make good all logs that could be provod. He
dividend corresponding to the debt for which the appellant (Davidson ) hesitated. His wife was lying dangerously ill, and
claimod on his oath to bo ranked with the bank ), and tho same the nows of his apprehension was almost sure to prove fatal to
having been done at the bar, sists procedure to enable the ap her, and were a single whisper of this charge to get abroad it was

pollant to have the documents founded upon stamped in terms
euro to destroy his credit,and he was in credit at that time to the

of law .”
extent of £30,000. Laidlaw promised “ eternal secrecy, " so that

the only course open to him was, in his opinion , to give the

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS IN SCOTLAND.

cheque, the amount being limited for the time to £400, detor

minod at the same timo that, when independent of credit, he

STRANGE DISCLOSURES. -- Thomas Davidson , formerly wool would have the whole matter overhauled . The other £100 was

agont in Hawick, and now committed for trial on a criminal to bo paid along with any balance of loss which could be shown .

charge, was examined in bankruptcy in Jedburgh on Saturday. At a future meeting he (Davidson ) expressed his regretat what
Sheriff-Substitute Russell was upon the bench, and there were had taken place ; but Laidlaw told him that he had made his
present _ Mr Lindsay, C.A ., Edinburgh, the trustee ; Mr J bargain , and he would have to stick to it. On the 10th ( the fol.

Renton, jun ., S .S .C ., Edinburgh, agent for the trustee ; and Mr lowing day ) he went again to Laidlaws', and asked if à list of

Charles Anderson, Jedburgh, local agent. According to the themissing wools had been made up , as he wished a final set

bankrupt's statement, he commenced business as a commission tlement, boingmuch distressed about the whole affair. MrLaid .

agent in July , 1869, for the sale of wool and other articles used law said that the list had not been as yet made up ; but the sum
in manufactures. Ho had no capital. His first agency was would be very large. He, however, would be prepared to take
from Mr Robert Leggett, Edinburgh, and he afterwards sold for £1,500 as a final settlement. He (Davidson ) roplied that if that
Mssers Thos. Laidlaw and Son , manufacturers, Hawick . At first was to be the claim he would demand his £400 back , and leave
he got one per cent. for selling Laidlaws' wool, but it was after him (Laidlaw ) to tako what stops he liked . The claim was then
wards reduced to a half per cent. Ho had no risk from bad reduced to £1,200, and finally to £1,000, including the £400
debts. He invoiced the wools in his own name, collected the already paid . Davidson agreed to pay this on condition that it
money, drew bills and discounted them in his own name on the would be taken in wool, which was dono. During 1871 he
customers, and handed the Laidlaws the procoeds. As a com lost by bad debts about £2,000, and had made it up again
pensation for the reduction of the percentage on the sales of the by the spring of the following year, and he thought that
wool, the Messrs Laidlaw gave him their yarns to sell, also at a the money given to Laidlaw would be just a few months '
half per cent. He had no charge with the yarn , as it was in profit, and his credit would still be kept good. He
voiced by the Laidlaws, and sent from their premises. Hepur found, however, by August, 1873, that, in consequence of
chased a wool store in 1871, and for the sake of appearance, a forced sales, the transaction with Laidlaw had cost him £7,000
large quantity of Laidlaws'wool was placed in it. No rent was or £8 ,000, and to that amount he was deficient, although at the
charged for the storage, though other parties who had wool in date of that transaction his assets were sufficient to meet his
tho store had to pay rent in the usual way . Laidlaws' men liabilities . Future wool spoculations in a falling market proved
brought wool to the store, and took it away again without a great loss, and ho never recovered from his difficulties. He

consulting Davidson , and no record was kept of it. His rea attributed his insolvency , in the first place, to the £1, 000 trans

son for selling wool at a half per cent., and giving storago be action, which on becoming known destroyed his credit, and, in
sides, was that he expected it would give him a status in the the second place, to the forced sales which he was compelled to
trade, and thathe would be able soon to obtain wcols on credit make. Hemade nominal sales of wool to Laidlaw , some of
for himself. At one time the Laidlaws had the wool in the store

insured for £5, 000. Ho had the liberty of showing this wool to
intending purchasers, and to draw samples when necessary. In

the bankruptcy Laidlaw made no allusion to the £1,000 trans

the beginning of 1872 he ceased to sell on commission for the
action, but while he (Davidson ) was in London, after he had left
Hawick, he got a message to the effect that Laidlaw thought he

Laidlaws, and he then requested them to remove all their wools

from his store.

should leave the country. There had been no other directcom
This led to their leasing of the upper flat of

the store, and as their premises were adjoining, communication

municatiou from him , but since Davidson was lodged in gaol ho

was made between the two places. He believed that in two

had been waited upon by Mr Laidlaw 's agent, who said it would

years and a half he would sell for the Laidlawswool to the value

be much better to say nothing about the £1,000. There was no

of from £80 ,000 to £100 ,000 . He afterwards purchased wool

promise of any reward for keeping quiet, only it was said it

from the Laidlaws as well as from other firms. Ho had bought
would be better for him if he said nothing . Davidson had told

wools from them in 1871. About the end of that year, ur the

his own clerk about the £1,000 , and said he had been forced into

boginning of next, he bought from a marine dealer a little Cape
the transaction by severe pressure, but that he hoped to make

fleece wool, which he thought had not been got in a right way.

Laidlaw account for it yet. This closed tho examination for tho

He informed the Superintendent of Police of this, and his advice
present. The bankrupt has beon liberated on bail.

was to continue purchasing this if again he offered it, and this

ROBERT COOPER (GLASGOW ) . - Robert Cooper, importer of

might lead to a detection . He bought small quantities several
times afterwards. The wool was similar to some of his own,

street, was examined in bankruptcy before Sheriff Clark , on

and he took every precaution to secure that no wool should be
Monday. Bankrupt deposed thathe was a partner of the firm of

taken from his place. On the morning of the 9th of August,

Pay, Nillson, and Co., Adolfors, Sweden. The company became

1872, he received a message, on passing Laidlaws' mill, to

insolvent in September or October, 1874 , and were sequestrated .

come and speak with Mr Laidlaw immediately .

The totalamount of his assets was at the date of sequestra
He went

into Mr Laidlaw 's private room , the door of which was

tion £32,607 Os. 11d . ; and his liabilities £32,005 28. 3d . He

at once either bolted or locked.

on the so
Mr Laidlaw then

explained that said assets wero composed of a claim

told him that he had the most serious charge to

questratod estate of Pay, Nillson , and Co., on which no value

make against him which

could be placod . In addition to the above there was an asset of
one man could make against

another. Wool had been missed from

£1,548 19g.6d. in cash in the hands of the trustoo. The statu

their store, and

they had evidence that he had taken it. Ho (David
tory oath was administered.

son ) expressed his surprise at this, and declared his inno

cence, but Mr Laidlaw said it was no uge denying it, for
it was either him or his men , and that warrants were The Bankruptcy (Scotland ) Law Amendment Bill is to
prepared for the apprehonsion of him and two of his employés, I be road a second time on the 17th of March.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN , MARCH 9 . BANKRUPTCY REFORM .
(Before Judge MILLER .) The following is copy of a letter addressed by Mr. Henry

NEW REGULATIONS. -- In the case of a bankrupt in County | Bolland, Accountant, of Liverpool, to the Committee ap
Mayo, a complaint had boen made by the practitioners of the pointed by the Lord Chancellor to enquire into the work
court that the collection of debts had miscarried in consequence

of the now regulations, whereby the official assignees com
ing of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 :

municated diroctly with the trado assignoos, who, it was sub - Gontlomon , - - Tho working of the prosent Bankruptcy Act

mitted , nover know anything whatever about the debts. Judge boing under the consideration of your committeo, I take tho

Millor said thematterwas of considurable importance. Hewould liborty of ofioring a fow suggestions. In doing so I would first

recommend tho orders to be amended by an arrangement that the observe that the rules are answerablo for much that has creatod

official assignees should tako directions from the Chief Registrar, tho strong fooling which exists as to the unsatisfactory character

or the Chief Clerk as to the mode of recovering debts. Mr of the Act. Thoso framed for carrying out the provisions of tho

Larkin suggested that the solicitor for the assignoes in each case 125th and 126th sections, aro porhaps most open to exception ,

should roceive notice of any application mado by the official as and certainly, having rogard to the groat proportion of liquida

signeo to the Chief Registrar or Chief Clork. Judge Miller ap tions and compositions to bankruptcios, desorve greater conside

proved of the suggestion . ration than the rest. The 125th section provides that a debtor

unable to pay his debts may summon a general meeting, & c .,
but there is gothing to imply that the Court must be resorted to

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE. for so simple an object ; yet the rules take the power virtually
HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH 8 . from the debtor and force him to go through the formality of

BANKRUPTCY LAW IN IRELAND . - Mr C . Lowis asked the presenting to the court a petition , and for what purpose ? That

S licitor -General for Iroland whethor the attention of the Gov . I notices convening such meetings of his creditors as may be ne

ernment had been called to the unsatisfactory state of the Law | cessary in course of the proceedings, may be sent in the pre

of Bankruptcy in Ireland , and if any measure for the amend scribed manner. Why should we have to pray to the court for

ment of such law might be expected to be introduced by the so small a favour ? But, further, the court has no power to

Government during the present Session . — Tho Solicitor-General grant the request except as to the first notice, for it has no con

for Ireland : The only communication that the Government has trol over the trustee to compel him to call meetings in any pre

received calling attention to the Law of Bankruptcy as at pre scribed manner. It is true that any resolutionswhich itmay be

sent administered in Ireland is one from theGreatNorthern Lary necessary to submit to tho court for registration , must be passed

Clab, forwarded to us since my hon . friend placed his question at a properly convened meeting, but in liquidations the majo

on the paper, and advising that clauses should be introduced rity of resolutions of creditors are simply for the guidance of

into the Judicature (Ireland ) Bill to facilitate the transaction of | the trustee , and do not come before the court. The great ob

local bankruptcy business at Belfast. I can assure my hon. jection to proceedingsby petition is that it unnecessarily brings

friend that those suggestions, together with any which he him into force court officialism , which means expense, delay, and

self may make, will meet with a very careful consideration . trouble, especially in the country districts, and, furthermore, it

was nover intended under tho arrangement clauses of the Act,

introduce a measure dealing soparately with the Irish Bank that the court should be resorted to except to assist creditors in

ruptcy Laws. asserting their rights . With that viow it is no doubt necessary
MARCH 9 . when a man fails that he should, to protect his property for the

NATIONAL Deer COMMISSIONERS. - Nr Puleston asked the general body of creditors, declare his insolvency. The petition

Chancellor of the Exchequer whether his attention had been referred to contains such a declaration , but in lieu of a petition

drawn to a recent article in the Pall Mall Gazette referring to for that purpose, with all its formality and expense, I would

a deficiency of over four millions and a half incurred by the Na suggest that the debtor who determines to call his creditors

tional Dabt Commissioners in their account with the Trustees of together should simply filo with the Registrar a declaration of

Savings-banks and Friendly Societies, whether such deficiency insolvency ; and to render it interesting as well as useful, the

was still increasing, and whether her Majosty's Government debtor should stato therein the estimated liabilities and assets,

proposed to bring forward any measure to remedy a system and, if requisite, his desire to submit to the jurisdiction of the

which made such accuinulating deficiencies possible . -- The court of the district. In the form of petition now in use he sub

Chancellor of the Exchequer said he had read the article men mits to the jurisdiction of the court to which he presents his

tioned in the question of the hon,member, and which referred petition , allothers being excepted . Thus, for instanco, if the cre

to a question frequently brought before the attention of the ditors transferred the proceedings to another court, the debtor

House in connection with certain yearly accounts supplied under | might, if there wasany virtue in the submission , plead that the

the provisions of an Act of Parliament. The accounts between other court had no jurisdiction. On the declaration being pre

the National Debt Commissioners and the Trustees of Savings sented to the Registrar he should file the same, and, after as

banks and Friendly Societies showed a deficiency against the certaining from the debtor or his solicitor the nature of the

Commissioners, arising from the fact that in former years a caso, i.e., the amount of liabilities, the addresses of the priuci

higher rate of interest was allowed by them than they could pal creditors, and , other particulars, appoint a day and place of

earn from tho investments then open . Of late years the rate of meeting and mark the same on tho declaration , which he should

interest allowed by the Commissioners had been reduced , while forthwith direct to be gazetted. The meeting should be ap

they had been able to oarn a larger amount; but the former de pointed for the earliest possible day, having regard to the mag

ficiency bad gone on accumulating. He hoped before long to i nitude of the estate . In cases where the assots do not reach

call the attention of Parliament to some points connected with £200 , which number eight out of ten , the meeting should bo

the National Debt, and this would form one of them . called on the eighth day, and not later, as it is a source ofgreat

complaint now that a debtor, by filing his petition , can keep
possession of his estate for somo three weeks, and, generally

speaking, during that period , making things, as it is termed,
In re the Erie Preferred Stock , Satterthwaite's circu . i comfortable.' As receiver and trustee of about 500 estates

lar states that the United Statos Supreme Court of the State of , under the present system , I have rarely found an instance in
New York, in the snit of St. John against the Erie Railway Com i which the debtor has been strictly honest ; but always either on
pany, holds that the holders of preferred stock under the manage .

the part of the debtor or his friends, Ihave found the chiefstudy
ment of 1862 have no preference over bona fide creditors of the

has been how to avoid surrendering the whole estate to thocompany wbo have become so since the arrangement, and have no

right to insist, on a dividend unless there is a surplus affirined. This creditors. The present system afiords unoxampled facilities for

we presume, terminates this question, as there is no appeal unless | such purpose. But to return to the suggestions. On tho declara
to the Supreme Court of the United States.-- Liverpool Courier . tion being filed the debtor should be responsible for due notice
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of the meeting being given to all the creditors, and on the i creditor, ought to have power to adjourn the proceedings into
resolutions being presented for registration the Registrar opon court, and to adjudge the debtor bankrupt, as under the

must satisfy himself, as at present, that the meeting has boon arrangomont section of the Act of 1849. At prosent a formal

duly called. The notices could be in a short form , apprising petition has to be filed , the debtor has to be served, and, although

tho croditors of what can be done at the meeting , and not, as at he can havo no answer to the petition, ton days have to elapso

prosent, contain a long logal jargon that is neithor road nor before adjudication, and another fortnight before the creditors
understood by them . A list of creditors ought not to bo filed in can vest the estato in a trustee, at a cost too of £25 at the loast,

court, but should be in the solicitor' s office, and open to the in the wholo estate being possibly loss than £100. There are two

spection of any creditor upon an order of the Rogistrar, which othor points to which, in conclusion, I would refor, viz ., the ac

should be made on somo affidavit setting forth the grounds for counts of the trustoo, and the meetings of creditors. As to the
such inspection . At present the system of filing a list of cre first, I would suggest that thoy should all pass under tho super
ditors in court is productivo of one of the groatost ovils in con vision of the comptroller as in bankruptcy ; and secondly, that
nection with the prosent systom . All over the country there at all firstmoetings of creditors a registrar should preside. At
are established whatare termed protection societies,' societies prosent, creditors are misled by professional and semi-profes
for protection of trade,' or some other dolusive title, which gene sional men to an enormous extent, and often they pass resolu

rally consists of an adventurer who styles himself an accoun tions in utter ignorance of their effect. I have gone seriatim

tant, and issues a prospectus, in which , on payment of a nomi. tlırough the rules, and shall take the liberty of finishingmy re
nal subscription , he undertakes the charge of all subscribers' marks in a few days, providing your deliberations are not at an

bad debts free of cost. These prospectuses are sent broadcast end."

through the country, and nearly in every town they bring a
certain number of dupes. On the statutory notice of a meeting,

therefore, being received, it is sent at once to the so-called THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY
society,and thereupon the accountant obtains a copy of the list of

creditors, and proceeds to scour the country for proxies, making
ARBITRATION .

representations, generally with but one object, viz., to obtain
* Qui Vive” writes as follows in the Times of the 10th

possession of the estate, not in the interest of creditors, but for
inst. :

his own benefit. Whatever amendments your committee may

suggest in the present procedure, there are none which would Another act in this judicial farco was enacted on Friday last.

give greater satisfaction than those which would prevent un Policyholders in companies amalgamated with the European

trustworthy persons from being either receivers or trustees. To Society were summoned by advertisement to attend on that
secure that object every accountant who seeks to undertake day at the office of the Arbitrators to support their claims. At

bankruptcy business should hold some certificate from the the appointed time a mob of some hundreds of all sorts and con

comptroller of his fitness, and there ought to be lodged in each ditions ofmen and women assembled and vainly struggled for

court a list of persons so qualified . The test of fitness is more ingress into the Arbitration Court, which is capable of holding
amatter ofdetail, but it would not be difficult to arrange a mode at the utmost about fifty persons. After an hour or 60 of the

of selection , For instance, let the accountant obtain the signa wildest confusion , the crowd dispersed on a rumour being cir

ture of a certain number of legal functionaries in the town culated that the stairs were giving way. The result of the
he belongs to , pretty much in the same way as a solicitor meeting was announced to those who happened to get within

hearing of the officials in attendance to be that all, claims, ex

davits. A knowledge of accounts is not the sole qualification cept against the European Society proper, were disallowed , and

for a receiver or trustee. Ho ought to be a person of experi that those who desired to pursue their rights must apply off
once, with a thorough knowledge of the Bankruptcy Act, not cially to the Arbitrator. The vast majority of those who at

with a view of advising on matters of bankruptcy, but to tended did not even got within sight of the door of the Court.

enable him to act on his own knowledge and judgment Many came from remote parts of the kingdom ; one poor woman

without having to fly to his solicitor in the smallest diffi stated that she Ead como specially from Ireland ; and the result

culty. My own experience is, that an accountant trustee, sim of the whole affair to thom is that their claimsare disallowed

ply an accountant, saddlos an estate with more legal costs than without their having the opportunity of saying a word in sup
the former unpaid assignee. To return, I would suggest that port of them . Surely, sir, no Oriental Cadi could improvise a

on a debtor filing a declaration his property should be placed | greater parody of justice than this ? My object, however, in
under the protection of a receiver who might be nominated by writing is not so much to comment on the fatuity of the man

himself from the list alreadymentioned. The moment a man ner in which this meeting was conducted, as to offer a few re
commits an act of bankruptcy he ceases to be a free agent ; and marks on the inconsistency and injustico of the course pursued

to prevent him yielding to the importunities of creditors to re with regard to the claimsof the policyholders. The advertise
turn the goodsbought from them , or in someother way to give ment calling the meeting announced that the liquidators, “ hav

them an unduo advantage, his estate should be under the super ing regard to the decisions in the Arbitration ,” would object to

vision of the court. Further, an independent individual should all claimsexcept those of annuitants. Now , it is a matter of

investigate his books, go through his stock , and preparo a reli notoriety that the policyholders have in their favour a

able statement of accounts and report thereon , to be snbmitted large body of decisions by the greatest legal luminary of this
to the meeting of creditors. Having spoken severely of the generation , while they have against them only a few judgments

honesty ofdebtors, I cannot allow the opportunity to pass with of Lord Romilly ; yet, because the latter happen to be later in

out saying that creditors' consciences are equally elastic, and I point of time, they are selected to furnish the gorerning principle

have rarely found a case whero creditors, men of position , don 't in the Arbitration , and that, too, while a bill is actually pending

try all they know to obtain a preference over their fellow suf in Parliament the main provision of which is to provide an appeal

forers. They want watching as carefully as the debtors, and to a regularly-constituted tribunal from the conflicting views of

hence I should say their nomination of a receiver is open equally the two deceased Arbitrators. For what possible object is the
with that of the debtor to suspicion, but for choice give methe decision ofthe Appeal Court thus prejudged, and why are policy.
lattor. In no instance where the receiver has been appointed by holders and shareholders, already driven almost to distraction

the court would I allow him to be displaced by a creditor's no by the vacillations of the Arbitration , put to the trouble and
minee, unless there has been some impropriety of conduct. Both expense of the premature and abortive proceedings I have de
the rules as to receivers and restraining orders, as they now scribed. Surely, Sir, Lord Justico James, the present Arbitra

oxist, might with some slight amendments be retained , the sug . tor, cannot have sanctioned such a course, and when the facts

gestion I have made as to the abolition of a petition not affects are known to him he will surely not allow the unfortunato
ing them . Where at a firstmeeting no resolution is come to, the policyholders to be prejudiced thereby nor the shareholders to

court, on an affidavit of the facts, and upon the application of a l be put to the expense of paying for it ?
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APPOINTMENTS. FAILURES.
{ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appointments of ENGLAND. — The failure is announced, by circular, of Mossr8

Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column.j J. S . de Vascoucellas and Co., of Liverpool, London, and Brazil,
Mossrs Chatteris, Nichols, and Chatteris, and Mossrs Harry

Brett, Milford, Pattinson, and Co., have been roappointed
after nearly forty yoars' srading. The liabilities are £120,000,

including £65 ,000 accoptances, for the taking up of which nogoauditors of the Government Stock Investmont Company
tiations with the drawers are in progress.Messrs Broom , Son , and Hays, and Mr F . Tondron have boon The assets are osti
mated at about £90 ,000, subject to realization . The engageroappointed auditors of the London Tramways Company.
ments of the firm are almost exclusively confined to the ContiMossrs J . Allanson and J . Clark have been roappointed audi nent. The books have boon placed in the hands of Mogers J .tors of the Prudential Assurance Company.

Messrs Chatteris, Nichols, and Chattorishave boon roappointed
and F . Lovering, of Gresham -street, accountants. The Baron de
Vascoucellas, the head of the firm , is in England. - MrMonco

auditors of the Unitod Limner and Vorvohlo Rock Asphalto
Wilkinson, druggist, Sheffield , has been adjudicated bankrupt

Company.

Mr Sydney Smith was unanimously appointed professional
in the County Court there. His liabilities are estimated at about

auditor of tho Somerset and Dorsot Railway Company at the re
£7,000 . MrWilkinson had filed a petition for liquidation in the

London Court of Bankruptcy. - A petition for liquidation by
cont half -yearly mooting of the company.

arrangement has been filed on behalf of Mossrs Crompton ,
Vice- Chancellor Bacon has appointed Mr J. Waddell liquidator of

Cooke, and Co ., Manchester, yarn dyers and polishers. Tbothe Cheap Fuel Supply Association (Limitod ).

Messrs Bates, Dickinson, and Yeats have been re -elected auditors
liabilities are estimated at £600,000 ; assets not ascertained.

of the Railway Passengers Assurance Company. A petition for liquidation was presented on Tuesday on behalf of

Messrs John Bury (Wrexham ) and John Jones (Chester) hare Mr John Davis, trading as John Davis and Co., factors, Ann

been re-elected auditors of the Provincial Insurance Company. street, Birmingham . The liabilities aro estimated at £18 ,000,

the assets being considerable . The failure is attributed to heavy

CREDITORS' MEETINGS. losses in trade. Mr Luke J . Sharpe was appointed trustoo.

The failure of Mossrs Grioves and Loveridge, in the London
JAMES CUNLIFFE (London ). - A first meeting hasbeen held under

the bankruptcy of Jamos Cualiffa, described as of 83, Gracechuroh .
provision trade, is announced, with liabilities estimated at

stroot, steamship owner and commission merchant. No accounts
about £28,000, and the assets at £17,000. - Tho failure is an

were filod, but the liabilities were estimated at about £16 , 000, the
nouncod of the firm of Alfred Bowler, carrying on business in

assets being of comparatively small amount. Bermondsey as a gonoralmerchantand wholesale dealer in scrap

EDWARD WITHERS (Romsey).- A meeting of the creditors of iron . The debts are estimated at £36,000, and the assets about

Edward Withers, of Romsey , upholsterer, cabinet maker, & c., has £10,000. A petition for liquidation has been prosented. There

boon called by Mr. W . C . Harvey (Gamble and Harvey ) one of the are somecreditors in Birmingham andLiverpool, but the country

trustees, for the purpose of considering the propriety of sanctioning, liabilities are not heavy. - William Hales Pridmore, described as

“ A scheme of settlement under the 28th Section of the Bankruptcy a corn merchant, of 9 , Burlington -chambors, Now -street, Bir

Act, 1869, whereby the trustees be authorised to sell to the debtor mingham , has filed a petition for liquidation, with liabilitios
his estate, as disclosed in his statement of affairs filed in Court, for estimated at £34,000 or thereabouts. Hugh Carmichael, of
the sum of £1, 050, and all costs incidental thereto and consequent

upon the filing of the petition, such sum of £1,050 to be paid as fol.
Cambridge-chambers, 77a Lord -street, Liverpool, accountant,

lows :-- £425 in cash within twenty- four hours of the approvalof the hasbeen appointed receiver of the estate.

Court of the Boheme of settlement £312 10g Od at threo months, and AMERICA. — The suspension is reported of Messrs Vyse and Co.,

£312 10s Od at six months, the lasttwo instalments to be secured by of537, Broadway, Now York , in the straw goods line, with lia

the joint and several promissory notes of the debtor, of James bilities estimatod at £200,000. - The failuro is announced of
Withers of Romsey, and of Edward Withers of Lower Clapton ,and Mossrs Jessup and Co., of 256, Broadway, ready -made clothing
a bill of sale over debtors stock- in -tradeand household furniture.” establishmont, with liabilities of about £34,000. — The Grant Lo

The London correspondentof the Manchester Guardian , comotive Works, Paterson, Now Jersey, it is thought probablo ,

gives ourrency to a report thatMr. W . Quiltər , of Quilter, Ball, and will go into bankruptcy ; their liabilities are about £160,000 .

Co., accountants, has paid Lord Dudley £35 ,000 for his interest in American advices roport the failure of Mossrs Foster and Hall,

the HaymarketOpera House. It is further said that the place is to wholesale grocors, Northampton, Massachusetts - liabilities,

be used by Messrs. Moody and Sankey in one of their missionary
£12 ,000 ; Mossrs A . and S . Baker and Co., fruit merchants, 268,

journeys to the residents of the West End . Washington - street, New York - liabilities, £20,000 ; Mr Her.

mann, cotton brokor, and Messrs Hart, Caugher, and Co.,

THE UNITED KINGDOM AQUARIUM COMPANY. - We have brokers, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania .

before usthe prospectus of the United Kingdom Aquarium Com American advicos report the failure of Messrs Vivero and Co.,

pany, which is formed for the purpose ofbuilding aquaria in various Guayaquil, with liabilities of £120,000.

parts of the United Kingdom as opportunity may offer upon a novel The Nottingham Guardian says : - " Disquieting rumours are

plan . This plan, suggested by Mr. Willert Beale, and which it is roported from Belfast regarding the financial position of two or
intended to adopt in the construction of the company's buildings, three houses connected with the linen , yarn , and flax trades.
provides for the erection ofan assembly room within the aquarium ,

• The liabilities of one house (an insurance and commission
a very important feature in the project. The company propose to

start with Liverpool, which may be looked upon as a sort of Metro agency business ) are said to be from £15,000 to £50,000. The

politan centre for the north and north -west parts of England, and principal is said to be connected with some of the oldest and

where there is amplo opportunity for the success of au institution of most respectable firms in the linen trade.' ”

this kind affording high class entertainments with protection from The Liverpool Journal of Commerce states that for some days

the weather. Kingstownwill probably be the noxt field for the com . past rumours have been current at Liverpool regarding the
pany's operations, and an aquarium at the Alexandra Palaco is also financial embarrassments of several firms engaged in the Afri

in contemplation. The financial succoss of the Crystal Palace can trade, and it has transpired that in ono caso a composition
aquarium is patent to everybody, so that the company is not by of 8s. in the pound was offered and accepted.
anymeans starting upon unknown ground. Weventure to think that

tho investing publio - sick of brilliant mines and diamond fiolds

will turn with relief to an undertaking in whioh utility and common

senso are sufficiently allied, and whicb, on the face of the pro. NEW COMPANIES.
spectas, bears evidence of every desire to protect the interest of The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to the
Shareholders by giving the latter as much power, financially, as the

following companies registered during the week .
directors forming the board. African Company - Capital £50,000, in £10 shares.
WINDING -UP PETITIONS. - A petition for the winding-up Ashton-under.Lyne Conservative Land and Building - Capital

of E . Broyauntand Co. (Limited ) has been presented to the Court | £30,000, in £2 shares .

of Chancery. There are two petitions beforo the Court of Chan . 1 Bíllingsley Colliery - Capital £60,000, in £10 shares.

cery for the com pulsory winding up of the Bradford Tramway Bradford Bowling-groen Club - Capital £4 ,000, in £2 sharos,

Company.
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48, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mowburn , Esq .

Brookbotton Spinning - Capital £60,000, in £5 shares.

Bunker's Hill Mill - Capital £4,000,' in £10 shares.
City of London Dwellings - Capital £50,000, in £100 sharos.

Crookes and Co. - Capital £8,000, in £10 shares .
Expenditure Redemption Bank - Capital £500,000, in £5 sharos .

Gilgarran Coal - Capital £20,000, in £50 shares.
Gorleston and Southtown Gaslight and Coke- Capital £3,500 , in

£10 shares.
Grova Mill Cotton Spinning - Capital £25,000, in £5 shares.
Henley Cottage Improvement - Capital £10, 000, in £20 shares.
Holloway Manure and Chemical - Capital £2,000, in £1 sharos .
Industrial Share and Investment - Capital £50,000, in £5 shares.
Kendal Incorporated Chamber of Commerce and Manufaotures

Limited by Guarantee to £5 .
London Anthropological Society (Unlimited ) Capital £2,000, in

£1 shares.
Longride Manufacturing - Capital £20 ,000, in £1 shares.
London Steamboat - Capital £100,000 , in £5 shares.
National Tramway Company of Buenos Ayres - Capital £400,000 ,

in £5 shares.
Rose Hill Spinning - Capital £16 ,000, in £5 shares.
Ruabon Firo-clay and Sanitary Pipe - Capital £40,000, in £10

shares .
Sheffield Laundry - Capital £5,000 , in £5 shares.
Stephenson Boiler -making and Forge - Capital £50,000, in £5

sbares,
Warwickshire Club - Capital £3,000 , in £5 shares.
West Assheton Mining Capital £14,000, in £1 shares .
West Ham and Barking Brickfield Capital £2,000 , in £50

shares.

William Dowling and Co. - Capital £50,000, in £10 shares.
York 's Foundry - Capital £10,000, in £100 shares.
Yorkshire Woollen Manufacturing – Capital£200,000, in £5 shares ,

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq .

Goorgo M . Kiell, Esq .

Goorge Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Morry, Esq.

John Napior, Esq.
Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq.
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .O ., M .P .

BANKOF ENGLAND. -- Atthehalf -yearlymeetingon Thurs.
day of the Bank of England, Mr. Ben . Buck Greene, the Governor,
presiding, it was stated that the net profits amounted to £665,786
18s, making the Rest on the 28th February last, £3,670 ,720 138-5d,
and thatafter providing a dividend of 4 } per cent., the Rest would

be £3,015 ,835 138 5d. The dividend, as recommended,was accord .

ingly declared .
BANKRUPTCY STAMPS. — The amount in fee stamps in

the year ended the 31st of March had increased to £58 ,830 ,

being an increase of £5,211 on the previous year.

8. d .

Assurance and Annuity Fund ............... 1,216 ,115 13 5

Annual Income (1874) .... . 223,613 2 -

Bonuses Apportioned ... 581,774 62

Claims Paid 1, 140,151 18

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office ,

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.

THE ONLY AND Special

“ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,” |

D
E
T

O
N
E
N
T
E

L
.

ANANTY

LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER “ SYNDICATE " AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 , Craven

street, Charing- cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate " are : - 1st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, of Ground

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels ,
Public Houses, Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, offee Houses, Tobacconists

Drapers, and every other description of Tusiness . Furniture, Objects ,
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction , or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents , Land ,

Farms, Estatcs , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses, Chainbers , or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Collection of Rents , and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land . Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses. ' 5th . - - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .
- The negotiations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalista , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute
sale . or otherwise . 7th , - Generally the carrying out of all things inci

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also
the laying out of Estates and surveys for delapidations. The ' Syn
dicate," from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection
Societies and other sources , undertake expeditiously for Clients and others

to ascertain reliably the status of partie3, and make inquiries of a private

and confidentialcharacter, Liberaltermsto Accountants in town or country

Atroducing business.

was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schränke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” 10

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress.
« FIRE-PRUOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys .

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or
Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars , and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps oftheKey . The Lock ,
by a simple movementof the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself to the

NEW KEY, afterwhich no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a NEW LOCK and Kky, as often asmay be desired , without the aid of a Lock

maker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies
of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 1630, ride Times."
12th Sept., 1873 ) . " This Lock affords effectual protection from duplicate or
" Master ” Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

(in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected by this means.

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76, Cheapside, London, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also , on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent. for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission ,

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120, Southampton -row , London, W . C .
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J. DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE , and ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen -street,
Huddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market
place, Dewsbury.

Agency business promptly attended to .

KEVANS AND KEAN,

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

38, LOWER ORMOND QUAY,

DUBLIN

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Ball, and Drawing Rooms, in Crystaland Gilt,

£2 178. Ed. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected ,

CR YSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CUINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England .

" The source ofmany a writer's woe has been

discovered .”

PENS ! PENS PENS ! !

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick , the Owl, and the Waverley Pen."

“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
infliction .”

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See Graphic,
17th May, 1873 .

Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post, 1s . Id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMÉRON, 23 to 33 , Blair-street, Edin .
burgh .

FPPS'S COCOA. - " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point . Wemay escape mapy a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti.

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

Secretary to the Great Yarmouth Traders' Association , attends and Re
ports Meetings of Creditors within 20 miles of Great Yarmouth free of
charge .

Proxies obtained and Accounts Collected upon reciprocal terms.

OFFIOES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS,

12, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C.

FIRST ISSUE OF CAPITAL, £500,000.

In Subscriptions of £10 and upwards. No further Liability . Open to all,

Interest, in lieu of Dividend, 18 per cent. per annum , paid monthly.

TRUSTEES .

LIEUT. GENERAL J: H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon.
WILLIAM LAKE, Esq ., Darnley Road, Gravesend.
THE REV. W . F . GOOD , D . D ., Newton Abbot, Devon .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL & CO., 23, Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR .

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R . G . S .

The Bank transacts every description of sound financial business .
Drawing Accounts opened with all respectable persons, and interest at the

rate of 5 per cent. Per ? Dnum will be allowed on the minimum montbly

balances . Cheque Books provided .

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK are :
1st. - No promotion money or preliminary expenses.

2nd. - Managerial remuneration dependent on profits after payment of
constituents proportion and provision for reserve fund.

3rd . - Participation in profits on the whole amount of the liability .
4th . - Minimum of risk , the operations being spread over a large variety |

of subjecto .
5th . The proprietorship being vested in one person , no liability be 10

be amount of subscription can accrue .

6th. - The secrecy and despatch of individualmanagement, so importis
in financial operations.

7th . - A fixed instead of an uncertain scale of profits.
8th . - A monthly distribution of the same.

91h . - A constantly accruing reserved insurance fund vested in trustees.
10th . - Power of total withdrawal after six months on 60 days' notice .
11th . - The whole of the book -keeping in the hands of the subscriberg .

12th . - Quarterly published Balance- sheet issued and certified by the

Auditors.

For Prospectuses and forms ofapplication apply to

RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY .
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PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES,

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH,

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN ,

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III,
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris .

SODA , BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory , Nassau. street, W .
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ADVERTISING AGENT,
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LONDON , E. C .
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PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intende 1 to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , w thout delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices , 54 , Cannon -street, London .

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER'S
REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthl

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Age cy Offices, 54, Cannon .
street, E .C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

LAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and In portant Residential Estates. - Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, and

NILNER . Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plansand particulars , whicb , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided, and written
terms are invariably settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Ad

dress Messrs. Marsh , Yetts , and Milner, Land and Timber Surveyors, 54,
Cannon street, London , E . C .

PRACTICAL BOO K -KEEPING,

ADAPTED TO COMMERCIAL AND JUDICIAL ACCOUNTING ,

By F. HAYNE CARTER , Chartered Accountant, Edinburgh,
John Menzies and Co ., Edinburgh ,

Simpkin , Marshall, and Co., London .
" Solicitors , judicial factors, newspaper proprietors, printers, invertors ,

and dealers in shares will find a fund of useful knowledge and valuable

hints in th .se pages. . . . Regarding the Appendix , we cannot speak

too highly Eglish and Scotch banking are treated in a masterly style,

showing not only acquaintance with the subjects, butmuch research re
garding their history . Were it only for this single chapter , we recommend

the book . . . . Its closing pages on Bills of Exchange, outlines for Bo
ginners , Commercialand other Terms, & c ., contain a great mass of infor

mation so useful thatwe Venture to say will place the work in every well.

appointed counting- room in the kingdom . " - North British Advertiser .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates , City Properties,and upon sound securities of all kinds.

Messrs.MARSH , YETTS & MILNER have at the present time access to

large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon approved
securitics. - Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established 1843 ) ,

54, Cannon - street,

LANDED ESTATES. - Farms, Town and Country
Houses, for SALE or to be LET, in all parts of England. - Messrs .

HARVEY and DAVIDS will FORWARD PARTICULARS of suitable

properties Iree of charge on receiving a statement of requirements from
Intending Purchasers or Tenants. - Auction , Survey, and Land Agency

Ofices, 126 , Bishopsgate -street, Cornhill,

TO OWNERS of LANDED ESTATES, Farms,
Buildings , Land, & c . - Messre. HARVEY and DAVIDS having nume

rous Applicants desirous of Purchasing, will be glad to RECEIVE PARTI
CU LARS from Gentlemen wishing to sell. References can be given to
present and past clients if required . No charge made unless business be

done. - Auctioneers and Surveyors, 126 , Bishopsgate street, Cornhill,

JUST PUBLISHED .

AN ESSAY
ON THE

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
OF

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,
Addressed to the Profession , Merchants , Traders, Landowners , and

Companies,
By Joux CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.

Price 2s. 6d.

London : Letts, Son , and Co., Limited, 8, Royal-exchange,and all book
sellers.

Just Published , Demy 8vo., price 58., cloth boards.
SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
» Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT HENRY
RICHARDSON . A . S . A ., Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor .

The above will be sent post free on receipt of Older (crossed London and

County Bank ) , by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith , London .
Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c . ,

100, Chancery -lane, London .

TO ACCOUNTANTS .
Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo ., cloth , price 12s. 8d .

TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of
1 Days from any one day to any other day, either in thesameor the fol.

lowing year. By William LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .
London : EFFINGUAM WILSON, Royal Exchange,

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son .
TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A Young Man of respectability
1 (under 21) is desirous of a situation in a good flouse of Business. He

kes had some experience, and his references will prove h

able assistant. If ospital oould be employed in the concern at somefuture

time themore desirable . " Fidelis," Messrs. Deacons, Leadenball-street.

PARTNERSHIPS. - Several Engineering and Iron
Works, Collieries, and other good-paying concerns on hand. For

particulars apply to Fraser and Co., St . Stephen's .chambers, Telegraph .
street, E . C .

Ninth Edition .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies,
BY JOHN BATH , F . S. A . E .

Price 6d.
WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London , E .C .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
JOURNAL ,with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

LegalNewspaper published in Ireland- Established , 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.
Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy , 98. ;

delivered Free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53, UPPER SAUKVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 , Queen Victoria -sireet, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £200 per annum ; admirably lightec.. - Apply to Mr. Pollock,
34 , Walbrook .

YACHT FOR SALE - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com .

plete, £70. Address H . J. W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62, Gracechurch -street , E . C .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
A gentleman , whowould be instructed in Sub editing and GeneralNews
paper Work, in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Storthand

ir desired . Three years' articles, Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
We town or country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent, interest on personal security ; also, on mort.
gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F. PRESTOX, Esq., 120, Southampton-row , London , W .C .
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ALFRED W . GEE, supply of CASES for holding and preserving the
ADVERTISING AGENT, Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C . the following terms:- In green cloth (well got up),

London Gazette Notices,and Advertisements and Announcements ofall with elastics, and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on
kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers, promptly inserted , front, 33. each ; same in leather , 4s. 6d . each. Sub .

N . B . - In the case ofan ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a
number ofNewspapers, only oneMS. copy need be forwarded . Same rates scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office
charged as at the publishing offices .

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62, Gracochurch .

street , London , E . C .

The Accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of
Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the MARCH 20 , 1875 .
paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a “ newspaper"

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and
members of the profession thus have the opportunity It has long been held as an axiom that teaching is
of contributing towards the success of their own | intended for the pecuniary benefit of the teachermore

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par than for the intellectual benefit of the taught, and it is

liament. The paper is Published every Saturday now recognizedasan equallyindisputabletruth thatcom
in tinie for the early morning mails ; price 6d. per panies are often framed less in the interest of the share
copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage ), the re .

duced termsfor payment in advance being, annual sub holders than in that of the directors and other officials

scription 24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly do., 13s. (post thereof. It is true thatdividends are sometimes paid ,
free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be madepayable and that exceptionally fortunate investors may some
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracechurch -street, E . C .

times gain , with much anxiety and perturbation of
to whom applications for advertisement space , and letters

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper, should also spirit, a return nearly as large as they might have
be addressed. Literary communications should be received from a perfectly sound investment, but very
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

often indeed the paid up capital is applied mainly in
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to paying promotion money and salaries . Aud with rare

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. devotion the official tribe cling to the wreck they have

TO ADVERTISERS. made. All hope of success is gone, the utmost that

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver . the most sanguineman can expect is to minimise his

tisers to thespecialadvantages offered by thepaper as an loss as far as possible by a speedy suspension and
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed realization ; but the concern is still kept above water
circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the in the interests of the few , till the knot demands the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success intervention of a stronger power, and the Court of

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes. Chancery pronounces the fiat of liquidation .

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
Such a case as that of the “ London and Paris Hotelvertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium Company” is, we fear, only typical of a great many

for the announcements ofmembers of the profession , as others. The old tale of a rash , and reckless invest

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
ment, of directors neglecting their duties, and of apointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers,Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; concern which had dealt in hundreds of thousands of

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com . pounds kept alive simply to pay over nearly the whole
panies ; and for Notices as to Investments , Vacant of the receipts as a salary to their secretary. The
Partnersbips, & c. Advertisements intended for inser .

tion in the current number, should reach the office on
usual argument followed on the petition, but the

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re. shrewd common sense of Vice - Chancellor Malins

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday broke through the flimsy defences. •• The Companies

N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be Act,” he said , “ provided that the Court mightmake
received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127,
Strand . Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . a winding -up order whenever the Company bad sus

Suaith and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway pended its business for a year . This Company had
Bookstalls, and at the Shops of the leading City and virtually suspended its business for ten years ; the

West-End Newsvendors.
greater part of its property had been squandered long

TO SUBSCRIBERS. ago, and themiserable remnant could only be effectu .

la consequence of numerous applications from sub . ) ally realized under a winding -up order.” And the

criters, the proprietor hasmade arrangements for the order was accordingly made forthwith .
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The powers of the Court of Chancery over companies

have, upon the whole, been wisely and beneficially

exercised, and seldom abused . There are many cases

of delay and of expense, but we believe that on the

whole the result is far more satisfactory than could

have been otherwise attained. One great advantage

is in the class of official liquidators created by

these demands for their services. Every year

adds to their number, and to their experience . It is a

task which calls for the exercise of very peculiar abi.

lities. Apart from the duty of realising assets to the

best advantage, of settling or compounding the claims

of numerous creditors, and of arranging for the due

extraction of the proper amount from the pockets of

the unfortunate contributories, there is evoked another

spirit, the spirit which animates the detective matched

against the thief. To draw to light the truth hidden

and sunk in many a fictitious entry or garbled state

ment ; to reduce to their true dimensions the over

charged representations of those who, having fought

long and hard for the retention of their ill-gotten gains,

now fight as hard to retain the semblance of that hon

our and good reputation which may be so useful to

them in any future attempts to delude the confiding

public a second time; to set out a simple and unvar

nished story for the warning of the speculator is

a work always well and worthily performed .

That stern legislation must some day be involved

to strengthen the hands of those who are grappling

with the giant evil of fraudulent companies, is ad

mitted. It is on the reports of official liquidators that

any alteration in the law must be founded, and their

experience must be resorted to for the necessary mea

sures. If they could only have the power sometimes

of examining into the state of companies before the

petition was made, if upon an application supported

by fit evidence a judge could order an official investi

gation without the publicity of winding -up orders, and

long argument in open court, a great step would be

made. We venture to say thatthe scrutiny of a com

petent accountant would soon purge the country of

such scandals as the "" London and Paris Hotel Com

pany," while it would strengthen many whose solvency

is damaged by speculative machinations .

plied to have the summous dismissed ; and he, in ad

dition ,moved for leave to cross-examine, not the per

son upon whose affidavit the summons had been issued ,

but the actual creditors who were resident, and

carrying on business in Spain . There he was, un .

doubtedly , technically incorrect. The creditors had

made no affidavit, and there were , therefore, no

materials upon which they could be cross -exa

mined . And his practical course was clear. The

creditors had made a claim which was disputed.

It was for them to take the necessary steps to prove

their case . If they declined to appear they left the

field open for the debtor to make an ex parte statement,

the effect of which might be to bring about the instant

dismissal ofthe summons. But it might also fail to

shake the original case in the faith of which it had

been granted. If the contention that the creditors

were to attend to be cross-examined under pain of

having their summons dismissed had been upheld , it

would have proved a great hindrance to any bank

ruptcy proceedings at the instance of foreign creditors .

The debtor has the advantage of being able to defend

himself, and to tell his story in his own way, without

the additionalpower of being able to stave off bank

ruptcy by appealing to narrow technicalities.

The Scotch are so very patriotic and nationally

minded , that it is pleasant to find that they can see

good even in our much abused Bankruptcy Act, and

have condescended to patronize one of its clauses,

while the Lord Advocate seemed to think that the

clause in its entirety might properly be adopted.

There seems no apparent reason why the three bank .

ruptcy codes of England , Scotland, and Ireland,

should not be assimilated by incorporating the good

features, and omitting the bad, even if, as the Lord

Advocate proudly declared,England was to bemade like

unto Scotland, and the faults of English law were to

be held to begin at their departure from the Scotch

system . Each country might still retain its techni

calities of language, and even some slight diversity of

procedure, though the principles of the statute would

be the same in all cases. The diversity of system be

tween the component parts of the same kingdom is

quite as incongruous as the much censured difference

between law and equity.A technical point, possessing more legal than prac .

tical interest, was raised in ex parte Barrow . A deb

tor's summonshaving been issued on an affidavitmade ,

not by the creditors themselves, butby their attorney ,

the debtor took instant steps to dispute it. In doing

this he adopted rather too strenuousmeans of resist

ance. He filed an affidavit denying the debt ; he ap-

The letter in the Times, signed “ Another Solicitor,"

whilemaking some good suggestions for Bankruptcy

Reform , shows that the writer is in a curious state of

darkness as to accomtants , who, he seems to think,

sprang into existence only since the Bankruptcy Act,
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and its system of proxies . Dr. Johnson once said of 1 JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY

a certain writer that he was " generated by the cor
COUNCIL - MARCH 16.

(Present - Lord Justice JAMES, Lord Justice MELLISE , Sir

ruption of a bookseller,” and so we suppose that JAMES COLVILE, Sir BARNES PEACOCK , and Sir ROBERT

“ Another Solicitor” would say that accountants
COLLIER.)

THE BANK OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA V. THE OFFICIAL LIQUIDATOR
were “ generated by the corruption of bankruptcy OF THE TALISKER MINING COMPANY (LIMITED ) AND OTHERS.

officials .” We would respectfully remind him Judgment was also given in this appoal from an order of the
Supreme Court of South Australia. It had been decided by that

that though , as we have often maintained, the tribunal that certain debonture holders of the Taliskor Mining

proxy-system is extremely liable to abuse, it is Company were ontitled, in priority to tho goneral creditors, to

not always the accountants who abuse it, and a case
bo paid tho amounts due to them in rospect of their dobonturos

out of cortain calls on shares of the concern , which calls had oot

we reported recently of the gross irregularities in been made at the date of the debontures. The arguments were

connection with proxies may be with advantage re reported in the Times of Friday last, red it will bo rocollocted
that the main question to be determined was, whether tho com

ferred to as a proof of this. Surely it is time that this pany in August, 1871, had power to mortgage, firstly, sum : thon

silly battle about accountants should cease. remaining unpaid in respect of previous calls on its sharos ;

secondly, calls made after that dato, and bofore the volantary

winding -up of the company ; and, thirdly, calls mado after the

The case of ex parte Kibble in re Onslow gives a winding -up. By its deed of settlement the company had powor

to raiso monoy by way of mortgage of its " property ," or on its
timely warning to those speculative tradesmen who bonds, debentures, loans and promissory notes or other socuri..
do business with “ expectant heirs," and shows that ties. The Court below hold in substance that unpaid and un

made calls formed part of tho company's proporty, and might bo

the Courts of Equity are resolved as far as possible mortgaged . Lord Justice James, in delivering the judgment of

to put down any attempts to evade the spirit of the their Lordships, expressed their regret that the attontion of the

“ Infants Relief Act.” To contend , as the petitioning
Supreme Court had not boon directed to the loading decision of

the subject, namely , Stanley 's case, in which the then Lords

creditors did , that a judgment must be taken as Justicos, affirmi:13 a decree of Vice-Chancellor Kindersloy, held

conclusive evidence of the existence of a debt would
that future calls could not be validly mortgaged under å provi

sion in the deed of settlementauthorizing directors to borrow on

lead , as was pointed out by Lord James, to all sorts the security of the funds or property of the company. That

of family arrangements . The common sense of the judgment was based on most intelligible grounds, and had boen

uniformly acted upon ever since. Their Lordships failed to soo
decision is obvious. And supposing that an order anything in thepresent snit to distinguish it from the principlo

for adjudication had been made, these claims could thore laid down, and they would, therefore, humbly advise her

not have been allowed without diminishing the amount
Majesty to allow the present appeal, and to discharge the order

of the Supreme Court. The two respondents, who woro dobon

of the assets unfairly to the other creditors. The law ture holders,must pay the costs of the appeal.

says, that contracts made during infancy are utterly
void and incapable of ratification , and creditors would

have a clear grievance if such claimswere allowed to COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN'S-INN .
March 11.

rank for dividend merely because thedebtor, careless or ( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL. )

ignorant of his rights, did not choose to resist an action EX PARTE BARROW - IN RE IRVING . - This was an appeal from

in respect of them .
a decision of Mr Registrar Spring-Rice, acting as Chief Judge

in Bankruptcy. On the 10th of Decomber last a debtor's sum

mons was issued by Messrs Barrow and Roman, merchants, at

Correspondence. Almoria , in Spain , against John Irving, a brokor, in Mincing

lane. The summons claimed £178 as duo upon a balance of

account. The affidavit in support of the summons was made,
BANKRUPTCY LAWS.

not by the summoning creditors themselves, but a Mr M 'Allum ,
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. acting under a power of attorney from thom . Irving filed an

Sir , I am obliged by the correction of “ G . W . " affidavit denying the debt, and applied to the Court to dismiss

which appears in your last issue. Theoretically he is the summons. He also gave notice to Messrs. Barrow and Ro

right, but I nevertheless hold that a trustee is bound to man to attend the Court, and be examined on the hearing of his
take cognisance of, and reserve for, claims which are application . The case came on for hearing by the Registrar on

within his knowledge owing, whether in bankruptcy or the 4th February ; Mossrs Barrow and Roman were not presont.

liquidation . How , otherwise, could a creditor partly The Registrar was of opinion that the debtor was er debito jus

secured , but who has been unable to realize his socurity
titiæ entitled to the attendance of the summoning creditors for

the purpose of examination , and on this ground ho ordorod tho
in time to prove for a proposed dividend, obtain that hoaring to bo adjourned to the 4th of March for the attendanco
protection to which he is entitled , viz . , to rank for the of the creditors. Messrs Barrow and Roman appealed . Lord

uncovered portion of his claim ? My practice under Justice James said that tho Registrar had greatly miscarriod.

such circumstances is to ascertain from such creditor The question was whethor tho momont a debtor denied tho dobt

what he considers his security worth . - Yours truly , claimed by a debtor's summons, it was instantly a mattor of

H . B . (London.) right for him to have all the summoving creditors brought from

every part of the world to be examined, when they had made no

NATIONAL DEBT ANNUITIES. - During the year ended affidavit upon which they could be cross-examined. Thoro was

the 5th of January last, the annuities granted for life and for terms no injustico or hardship upon the debtor in saying that he had
of years amounted to £56,961 128. 4d.” The money paid, including / no such right. Ho having denied tho dobt, the creditor must,

commission, was £425,503 88. 6d , just as in an action , provo tho debt to the satisfaction of the
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Court. Hemust prove it either absolutely, or to such an or. | was quite rigbt. It was the settled rule of the Court of Bank
tent that the Registrarmight order the question to be tried. If ruptcy that the consideration for a judgment debt might be in
the creditors did not attend, the debtor would have the oppor quired into. There was obviously very strong reasons for this.
tanity of telling his own story, and the matter would be deter The object of bankruptcy administration was to distributo a
mined on his own ex parte statemont. It would be monstrous if man 's assets among his just creditors. If a judgmentwas always
there were an absolute right to have any number of parties conclusivo a man might allow any number of judgments to go
summoned from any part of the world because the debtor

by default in favour of friends or relatives without any debt
wished it. The Rogistrar's order must be dischargod . Lord being duo to them at all. There was in this case no ratifica

Justice Mellish concurred . tion of the original debt or bill of exchange till aftor action

EX PARTE KIBBLE - IN RE ONSLOW . — This case raised a brought by allowing judgment to go by default. The question

question of some importance upon the construction of the In was whether that ratification was not made in valid by the Act

fant's Relief Act of 1874 . It was an appeal from the refusal of of 1874. The effect of section 2 of that Act was, in his Lord .

Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, acting as Chief Judgo in Bankruptcy, to ship 's opinion, to make a ratification by an infant after the Act
make an adjudication of bankruptcy againstMr Augustus P . L . camo into operation as void as a contract after tho Act was

Onslow , a young gentleman , who attained 21 on the 25th of made by soc. 1. On this ground therefore the Registrar's deci
August last. Before ho camo of age he had incurred debts for sion was right. But as the other quostion , about the form of a

jewellery supplied, and for monoy lent to him by several jewel summons, had been raised, it was right to say something about

lors in London. On the 5th of November last a debtor's sum it ton. It was very inconveniont that a number of creditors
monswas issued against him by Mr Emanuel, of 27, Old Bond should club together to issue the summons, though this course

street, Mr W . Kibble, of 22, Gracechurch -street, Messrs H . C. appeared to be recognized by Form 4 in the Schedule to the
Green and Co., of 94, Hatton -garden , and Mr R . A . Groon, of Rules of 1870. But, if they did unite togother in this way, his

82, Strand, claiming, respectively, debts of £258 3s. 2d ., £53 Lordship thought that they must all stand or fall together. The

188. 73., £14 14s., and £29 6s. On the 8th of Docomber an order summons could not be dealt with piecemeal. There could be

was issued hy Mr Registrar Brougham , on the undertaking of only one act of bankruptcy upon it. The appeal must be dis

Onslow 's solicitor on his behalf to pay Kibble's debtwithin three missed , with costs. Lord Justico Mollish was of the same opi
days, staying proceedings on the summons as to Emanuel's nion . It was quit ) clear that in bankruptcy the consideration

debt, upon security being given, and as to the dobts ofGroon and for a judgment might be examined into , even when the judg.

Co. and R . A .Graon without security , pending the trial of the ment had gone by default. This would not go to the extent that
validity of the debts claimed. Kibble had on the 22d of October whonever a debtor had not ploaded a defonce which ho might
recovered judgment in the Queen 's Bench, in an action com have pleaded , such as that he had no notice of dishonour of a bill
monced on the 10th of October, under tho Bills of Exchange of exchange, the Court of Bankruptcy would say that there was

Act, 1854, upon a bill of exchango for £50 drawn by Onslow no consideration for the debt. But his Lordship thought that

upon and accepted by his mother, on the 18th May, 1874, and the effect of the Act of 1874 was to make this debt one without

endorsed by him to Kibble in payment. Onslow did not appear, consideration, notwithstanding the judgment. The case wasnot

and judgment want by default against him for £53 188, 70., within soc. 1 of the Act, because the bill of exchange was drawn

dobt and costs. The money not having been paid under the un before the Act was passed . But when the Act came into opora

dertaking given on the hearing of the debtor's summons,Kibble, tion the bill was not duo and the drawer had not attained 21.

on the 14th of December, presented a bankruptcy petition The effect of sec. 2 was to prevent any action being brought

against Onslow , founded on his failure to comply with the sum against the drawer, even though he had ratified the contract

mons so far as his debt was concerned. Onslow gave notico of after he attained 21. The consequence was that this was a con

his intention to dispute the making of an adjudication. The tract which the infant could not ratify when he became of age,

debt was disputed on the ground that it had been contracted and that was equivalent to saying that there was no valid con
whilo Onslow was an infant, and that it could not be ratified sideration for the debt. The statute in effect made a debt con

after he came of ago. The Registrar refused to make an adjudi tracted during infancy void like a gambling debt. His Lord .
cation , and Kibble appealed. By the Infants' ReliefAct (37 and ship also agreed with what had been said by Lord Justice James

38 Vic ., c. 62) sec. 1, — " All contracts, whether by specialty or on the other point.
by simple contract, henceforth entered into by infants for the March 18 .

ropayment of money lent, or to be lent, or for goods supplied or Ex PARTE CAREW - IN RE CAREW , - This was an appeal from
to be supplied (other than contracts for necessaries), and a a decision of Mr Registrar Murray, acting as Chief Judgo in
accounts stated with infants, shall be absolutely void ; pro Bankruptcy. Mr Benjamin Francis Hallowell Carew , in May,
vided always that this enactment shall not invalidate any 1874 , filod a liquidation petition . He was then in possession of
contract into which an infant may, by any existing or future an income of £6 ,000 a year, arising from the rents of settled

Statute, or by the rules of Common Law or Equity, en estates, but he had contracted debts beyond his immediatemeans

ofpayment. In the statement of his affairs which ho filed
section 2 — " No action shall be brought whoroby to charge any he mentioned that a claim had been made against him by the

person upon any promiso made after full age to pay any debt executors of Lady Pigott for £1,500, but that he did not admit
contracted during infancy, or upon any ratification made after tho claim . At the first mooting of the creditors , hold on the

full age of any promise or contract made during infancy, 230 July, it was resolved by the proper majority to accopt a
whether there shall or shall not be any now consideration for composition of 19s.lld. in the pound in satisfaction of the debts ;

such promise or ratification after full age.” That Act came into that Messrs William Hammond and Benn Davis should be ap

operation on the 7th of August last. Mr E . C . Willis (with pointed trustees for the purpose of recoiving the composition
whom wasMr Roxburgh, Q . C . ), for the appellant, argued that and distributing it among tho creditors : and that the terms of

the judgment at law was conclusive , as Onslow did not raiso the composition should be embodied in a deed to be made be

the defence of infancy. Yr Winslow , Q .C ., and Mr Bagloy, for tween the debtor, the trustees, and the creditors. The resolu
Onslow , contended that the Court of Bankruptcy was, notwith tionswere duly confirmed at the secondmeeting of the creditors

standing the judgment, ontitled to inquire into the considera on the 4th of August, thoy wore registered on the 6th of August,

tion for the alleged debt, and thatsince the Act of 1874 it is im and the deod was executed on the 18th of August. Before the

possible for a contract made during infancy to be ratified . resolutions were passed notice had been given to the debtor, on

Moreover, oven if it was regular that a number of creditors behalf of the infant children of Lady Pigott, of a claim against
should join together in one debtor's summons, still if they com him jointly with another person, in respect of an allogod broach

menced together they must go on togethor in the subsequent of trust. The sum claimod was £2,215 and interest, and a Chan

proceedings. Oue of thom alone could not sustain a bankruptcy cery suit of “ Pigott v . Stewart” had been instituted to onforce

petition founded on a debtor's summons applying to all . Lord it. No one attended at the creditors' meetings to represont

Justico Jamos was of opinion that the decision of the Registrar ' those claimants, and no one on their behalf oxocuted tho
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not attend the creditors'meetings he might not be able to pro
judice the rights of the other creditors if ho had not given duo
notice to them of his claim . But, as against the debtor , and
when all the other creaitors had been paid their composition,
the money having been paid by the dôbtor to the trustoo for
the general benefit of all the creditors, his Lordsbip could 800

no good reason why a creditor who was not bound by the com
position should not be able to apply to the Court to
enforce its payment to him . In the present case, haring ro
gard to the nature of this claim , which was made in respoct

of a breach of trust, it was clear that, as other porsono
woro involved, the Court of Bankruptcy, in the caso of a proof
in bankruptcy or liquidation , would have allowed the Chancory
suit to proceed and a decree to be made t ) determine tho amount
of the claim , and would then have admitted a proof for tho
amount so determined ; and that which would have boon a pro
per case for admitting a proof in a ban ': r uptcy or a liquidation
was, in his Lordship 's opinion , a cage in which the creditor
might apply to the Court undor a composition in which a sum
had boon placed in the hands of a trusteo for the creditors

generally. It would be wrong to order the trustoo to pay back
to the debtor any of that sum which remained in his hands

while there was a claim made by a creditor which might turn
out to be valid . No order ought to bo mado on this applica

tion until the result of the Chancery suit was known. Tho
order of the Registrar must bo affirmed , and the appeal must
be dismissed with costs. Butthis would bo without prejudico
to any application to be made hereafter. Lord Justico James said,
with regard to the question of jurisdiction, he thought that tho
Registrar could take any account which might be nocopsary in
order to ascertain the roal amount of the balance in the trug.
tees' hands.

dead . To carry out the composition a sum of £20 ,970 was

borrowed by Carəw from an insurance company, and was
placod in the hands of the trustees. This sum included a

provision to meet the claim of the Pigotts. The compo

sition was paid by the trustees to all the other creditors,
and thoro remained in the hands of the trustees a balanco of

£2, 148 . Carew then applied to the Court for an order that tho

trustees should pay over this balance to him . The Chancery

suit of Pigott v . Stowarthas not yet been decided. The Rogistrar
was of opinion that the Court had no jurisdiction to entertain
the application , and he refused it. Carow appealed. Mr Win
slow , Q C ., and Mr Job Bradford , for the appellant, contended

that the Court had jurisdiction , and thatthe claimants, not being
bound by the composition , could derive no advantagə from it.
Mr Roxburgh , Q . C ., and Mr E . C . Willis, for the claimants in

“ Pigott v . Stewart,” argued that any creditor, whether boun1

by the composition or not, had a right to claim the benefit of it ;
and it would be very unjust to pay this balance over to tho
debtor while there was this largo outstanding claim against
him . Mr De Gex, Q . C ., and Mr F . Turner were for tho trus
toes;MrNorthmore Lawrence appeared for tbe solicitors who had
acted for the debtor in the composition proceodings. Lord Jus

tico Mellish said that the statement by the debtor that thoro was

a claim made by the executors of Lady Pigott was not such a

statement of the names and addresses of the creditors and the

amount of the debt duo as that the persons really interested in

thy claim , the infant children of Lady Pigott, would have been

bound by the composition uuder the provisions of section 126

of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. The persons who represented the

infants did not attend any of the creditors'meetings, but they

gave notice of the nature of their claim to the trustees and to

Mr Carow . All the other creditors had received their 198. 11d .

in the pound , and £2, 148 now remained in the hands of the

trustoo3. The first question was whether the Court of Bank
ruptcy had any jurisdiction to entertain this application . His

Lordship was of opinion that, if the trustees had no valid reason

why they should not pay the balance over to the debtor, and if
an account had to be taken hetween them and him , that account

might be taken in the Court of Bankruptcy. Sec. 72 of the Act

applied, for a composition had been decided to be a “ case of

bankruptcy within that section . It was cloar thatany creditor

who claimed to share in the composition might applytile Court,
and his Lordship thought that, if there was a surplus, tire Court

ought to be able to take the account as between tho debtor

and the trustee. That raised the question whether tho account

ought to be taken now , or whether it should wait until the Chan

cory suit had been decided . The first question, therefore, was

whether any creditor who was not bound by the composition

might, nevertheless, take advantage of it if he chose to do so .

His Lordship was of opinion that the provision of section 126
that the composition should be binding on " all the creditors
whose names and addresses, and the amount of the debts due to

whom , are shown in the statement of the debtor, produced to the

meetings at which the resolution has passed , but shall not affoct

or projudice the rights ofany other creditors," was inserted for

the purpose of compelling the debtor to give a full description of
the names and addressos of his creditors and the amounts of

their debts, butwas not intended to enable him , by leaving out

any creditor, whether intentionally or by accidont, to deprivo
him of the advantage of the composition ; and thereforo an ap
plication under the 9th clause of section 126 to enforce the com

position might bo made, not only by a creditor who was bound

by the composition, because he was properly entered in tho deb
tor's statement, but by any creditor who would in a bankruptcy

or a liquidation have been entitled to provo his debt. If therə
wore not funds placed in the hands of a trustee for the purpose

of paying the composition , it would probably not be to the ad
vantago of a creditor who was not bound by the composition to

claim it when ho could sue the debtor for the whole dobt. But if,

asmight be done, the whole proporty ofthe debtor was assigned
to trustees as a security for the payment of the composition, or

if a sum of monoy was placod in the hands of trustees for the

purpose of paying the composition, it mightpossibly be to such

à creditor's advantage to apply for the composition . If he did

ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY -LANE.

March 13.

( Before the MASTER of the Rolls.)

IN RE GLOB . MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF New

YORK. — This was a petition for the return of the deposit of
£20,000 mado a few weeks ago by the above-named company
upon commencing businesswithin theUnited Kingdom , pursuant

to the requirements of the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870,
which deposit is by the same Act repayable so soon as the life
assuranco fund accumulated out of the premiums shall have

amounted to £40,000 . The Master of the Rolls, upon evidence

that the reserve fund amountod to £800 ,000 , made the order .

VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURT, LINCOLN'S-INN,
March 12.

( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)

IN RE THE LONDON AND Paris Hotel COMPANY (LIMITED ). -

This was a petition for winding up this company presented by
three shareholders - Lieut.-General Robertson, Mr Newton , a

wino merchant, and Mr Nichols, an accountant. The company

was formed in 1862, with a nominal capital of £400,000, in

20,000 shares of £20 each . They succoedod in placing out not

more than 9 ,141 shares, of which the greater part were handed

to tho vondors of the property acquired by tho company in part
paymont of tho purchase -money, and one promotor alono, namod
Jay, received no less than £10 ,000 in cash. The only properties
actually acquired by the company were certain leasehold pre.
mises called “ Crockford's," in St. James's-stroot, and a house
adjoining it ; the West Cliff Hotel, Folkestono ; and Mourice 's

Hotel, Paris ; for which they agroed to pay the total sum of
£195,000. Part of the proporty was subsequently sold by the
company's mortgagoesat a hoavy loss. The house in St. James's .
streot was let to the Junior St. Jamos's Club at a ront of £1,500

a year, out of which the compauy had to pay a ground -ront of
£1,000 a year, but outof tho balanco of £500 a yoаr the com

pany had furthor to pay a salary of £350 a year to thoir soure
tary, Mr Baker, who had also been appointed a director at a
meeting of tho Board, without any notice to the shareholders.
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The company novor paid more than one year's dividend, and the they could do so ; and, if they did pass such a resolution , thero

I would inovitably'bo'a petition to continue thewinding -up under
supervision . This, therefore, was not to be thought of for a

momont. It had boon said that a meeting ought to be callod, as

in the Brighton Hotel caso, but that was a going concern, and

there soomed to be a prospoct of the company becoming succogs

ful. The result justified his anticipations, and now the company

were making large profits ; but with this miserable concern tho

caso was quite differont. He was satisfied that this company
had only been kopt on by the directors for the purpose of draw .
ing thoir salaries, and for other reasons personal to themselvos.

Now , what were the circumstances under which the Court would

make a winding -up order ? The 79th section of the Companios

Act, 1862, provided that the Courtmight make the order whon .
over the company had suspended its business for a yoar. This

company bad virtually suspended its business for ten years ; the
greator part of its property had been squandered long ago, and

the miserable remnant could only be effoctually realized under
a winding-up order. Ho was satisfied that to make an ordor to

wind- up was the best course for companies such as this. It was

the clearost case for winding -up ho had over soon ; and he

should therefore make the order, and the company must havo

only such costs as they would have had if they had simply ap

peared and consented to the order.

(Before Sir CHARLES HALL.)

RE THE BOG MINING COMPANY. — This company was estab.

leasehold houso in St. James's-stroot, which thoy had ontored
into a contract to sell for the sum of £2,500. Mr Baker, the

socretary, was cross -oxamined, and stated that at only one or

two mootings in the year wore the directors able to form a

quorum ; that the remuneration of tho directors was £3,500 per

annum , subsequently reduced to £750, and that during the last

fivo yoars about £3,000 had been expanded in law costs. Mr
Nichols, one of the petitioners , was also cross -examined, whon

ho stated that he only paid £10 for the five shares

which he hold . Mr Newton, another petitioner, had died
since the prosentation of the petition ; and Liout.-Gonoral

Robertson , the remaining petitioner, had nosmado any affida

vit in support of the petition , the only potitioner taking any

active part in supporting it being Mr Nichols. Mr Higgins,

Q . O ., and Mr Crossloy appoared for the potitionors ; Mr Glasso,

Q . C ., Mr J . Pearson , Q . O ., Mr C . H . Turner, and MrNorthmore

Lawrence, for creditors and shareholders, supported the potition ;
Mr Bristowe, Q . C ., and MrMontaguo Cookson, for the company,

and Mr Karslake, Q . C ., and MrBigg, for shareholders, opposed

the petition on the ground that the only active petitioner, Mr
Nichols, had no substantial interest in the company, and that

the wishes of the general body of shareholders ought to be con
Bulted before making an order. The Vice -Chancellor said that

if Mr Nichols had been the only petitioner he should not have
paid much attention to the petition , because, although he had

said ho had paid £50 for his shares, it turned out that he had
paid only £10 . That, however, did notdisqualify him from pro
senting a winding -up petition . But whatover objection might

bo mado to his appearing on the petition , there were two other
potitioners, who hold a considorable number of shares. One had

diod, and it was said that the other, General Robertson, was a
petitioner only in name. But he was there in substance, and

had incurred the responsibility of presenting the petition and

the liability of having to pay the costs of it if it should be dis
missed. The petitioners, therefore, were good petitioners. The

quostion then was, what ought to be done with this case ? It

was one which presented a lamentable history, and it was sur

prising that gentlomen in the possession of their faculties could

ombark in such a concern . They commenced business by pur
chasing the four properties mentioned for the large price of

£195,000, a great part of which they had to borrow . The re
sult of it all was that tho not produce of the property now be
longing to thom was less than £50 a year. Under such circum

stancos he should have thought that the shareholders wuuld

have said the concern was a wretched one, the modoy had all
boon wasted , the directors had been guilty of folly, or some

thing worse , to let the concern be wound up ; but, instead of
that, the greater part of the day had been occupied in rosisting

a winding-up. In his opinion there was much in the transac

tions of this company which called for investigation . Here was a
case in which tho time of the Court had been occupied by one

of the most ridiculous contests in resisting a winding -up order

that he had over seen, and he was surprised that a winding -up
should have been resistod. If he refused to wind up this com

pany whatwould be the consequence ? There was some property

which would have to be dealt with somehow or other. Ifhe left

tho matter to the shareholders there would be nothing but

wrangling. Hero was Baker, the secretary, who had insulted
the shareholders by refusing to allow them to inspect the books,

and, in thecourse of his examination before the specialexaminer,

he had obstructed the administration of justico by refusing to

produce them . The manner in which the affairs ofthe company
had boon conducted for tho last five years was most discredita -

blo , and could but be regarded as disgraceful by all mon of ra

tional faculties. Dishonosty there must have been ; and could

it bo said that the largo number of shareholders who had lost
thoir monoy, and the creditors were bound to leave their affairs

in the hands of persons so unworthy to be trusted as Baher and
his co -directors, who could only form a quorum once or twice a

yoar ? He could do nothing for these persons unless he made

of £24 ,000 in £2 shares. The capital was duly subscribed, but

on the 28th October, 1874, a resolution was passed to wind up

the company voluntarily, and Mr A . Good was appointed liqui.
dator. Subsequently , however, a meeting of the company was

hold , at which it was considered that the company might be

carried on at a profit, and in March , 1875 , it was resolved that

the proceedings under the voluntary winding up should be

stayed , and that the directors should be at liberty to mako ar

rangements with the creditors, and that application should be

made to the Court of Chancery in order to carry into effoct tho

above resolution . Accordingly a petition was presented by Col.
Corbet, as representing the company, that the proceedings under

the voluntary winding upmightbe stayed. Mr Greeno and Mr
Grosvenor-Wood, for the petitionor, said that the difficulty was

this : - Under the 131st and 133d sections of the Act of 1862,

after a voluntary winding up the business of the company was

ipso facto stopped. By the 89th soction the Court was autho

rized to stay proceedings at any timo after an order was made,

but thatwas necessarily in a winding-up by the Court. But by
the operation of the 138th section the power given by the 89th

soction was oxtonded to cases of voluntary winding up. Mr

Rice and Mr L . Wobb appoared for the creditors and tho liqui.

dator. The Vice-Chancellor made the order.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE .
HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH 17.

BANKRUPTCY (SCOTLAND ) LAW AMENDMENT BILL . - Mr F .
Harrison moved the second reading of this bill, the objoct of
which was simply to give workmen a proforenco claim in bank
ruptcies to the extent of a month 's wages where their salary

was not more than £100 a year, instead of limiting the salary ,
38 at presont, to £60. The latter amountwas fixed by an Act
of 19 and 20 Vic ., and had, perhaps, been reasonable enough at
the time, but, having regard to the increase of wages, was no

longer sufficient. It was felt by the working classes of Scotland
that they were under a great disadvantago in this matter as

compared with their follows in England and Ireland, who had

tho benefit of later and more liberal legislation . Mr Leith ap
proved the principle of the bill, and would vote for the socond

roading ; but maintained that a much more extensivo moasure

was needed, and that, if possible, thoro ought to be an assimi.
lation of the bankruptcy laws of the United Kingdom . Tho
oxisting diversity was the cause of great evils and inconve

solution to wind up voluntarily, somo timo must elapse boforo ' Chambers of Commorco, the lato Lord Advocato promisod to
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tako up tho mattor, and it was to be hoped his successor would l was concurred in by the whole of the creditors. His Honour

show the samo disposition . With regard to the present bill, it made the appointment.

was to be regretted that it did not borrow from the English Act March 18.

of 1869 the provision which gave to clorks and shopmon a pre ( Before Mr Registrar BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Judge ).

foronco to the extent of four months' wages, and in the case of IN RE JACKSON . — This was an application by a solicitor, who
urers and workmon to the oxtont of two months', with , of had presentod a debtor 's petition for liquidation by arrango.

course , a limitation as to tho totalamount. Sir G . Balfour would mont, and had afterwards boen appointed solicitor to the trustee,
voto for the bill on the ground that it hit an undoubtod defect for payment of the amount of his taxed costs out of the estate.

in the Scotch Act and did not attempt a goneral rovision of the It transpired during the inquiry that the solicitor had rocoivod

law . The Lord Advocate would not oppose the socond roading from the debtor sums ofmoney for payment of ad valorem duty

of the bill, but he should be glad to put himself in communica upon filing tho spocial resolution for liquidation . He had fur.

tion with tbo promotors of it with a view to its improvement in nished his bill to the trustoo without giving credit for those re

committoo. He did not look forward to the assimilation of ceipts. The trustoo was willing to pay the amount actually
the Bankruptcy Laws of the three kingdorns. Thore was no duo, after doducting the duty, but he declined to pay more. His

great dissatisfaction in Scotland, though , of course, there would Honour held that a solicitor , when ho made out his bill, was

always be some, and when the law of England was under revi bound to give credit for overy sixpence which he had received .

sion tho attompt was made to assimilate it as much as possible The matter was so clear that he could not imagine there could

to that of Scotland, from which it seemed to follow that the be any question about it. A solicitor was perfectly justified in

faults of the English law bogan at the points of departure from requiring payment of the duty, but ho was also bound to give

the Scotch systom . (Laughtor.) - The bill was read a second crodit for tho amount. The admitted balance only must be paid
timo, by the trustee .

IN RE SAMUEL BRANDRAM . -- The debtor, a wine merchant,

carrying on business at 12, Pall Mall, and also in Mincing-lane,
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. City , at Aldershott, and elsewhere, recently filed a petition for

March 13. liquidation ; debts, about £30,000. Mr Walters, for the ro
( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -Rice sitting as Chief Judge.) ceiver, now applied for an injunction to restrain the holders of

İN RE SAMUEL BRANDRAN . — The debtor, who has presented a wino warrants deposited by the debtor as security for advances

petition for liquidation by arrangement or composition , was a from proceeding to a sale , the ground of the application being

winemerchant, of Pall-mall, Mincing -lano, Aldershott, and Sur that loss would probably onsuo to the estate by immediato

biton, and also propriotor of the late Junior St James's Club. realization. His Honour said that, primâ facie, creditors hold .
His liabilities, takon at a liberal estimate , amount to about ing securities were entitled to realize those securities, but it
£30, 000 : the valuo of the assets has not yet been ascortained . did not at prosent appear that a sale was contemplated. H .
Upon the application of Mr Walters on behalf of the debtor and must declino to mako any order. Notice of the petition might

cortain creditors, his Honour appointed Mr J. Piorson, public be given to the parties.

accountant, receiver and manager of the estate , it being impor

tant that the goodwill of the business should be preserved.

( Before Mr Registrar MURRAY.) HULL BANKRUPTCY COURT.
IN RE J. R . DEAX. - This was an application on behalf of Mr March 15.

Murray, a creditor, for an order that certain resolutions come to ( Before F . A . BEDWELL, Esq., Judge.)

In re Duncan Dawson, currier and leather, Bridge-street, Hull.
a bootmaker in Buckingham -street, Strand, should be got aside Mr. Hodgson (Holden, Sons, and Hodgson ), appeared for tho trus
on the ground of fraud . It appeared shat the resolutions pro tee. Mr. Pickering and Mr. Spink (Walker and Spink ), for the bank .
vided for the acceptance of a composition of ls. in the pound, rupt. On the 19th of December last, his Honour made an order
but their validity was impoached upon the ground that the deb nisi for the prosecution of the debtor, under or within the 1st, 2nd,

tor's accountanthad bribed a creditor named Marshall by giviug 4th , and 6th sub-sections of the 11th section of the Debtors' Act,

him a bill of exchango for a sum oqual to 10s. in the pound on
1869, and the 3rd sub-section of the 13th section of the same Act.

his debt in fraud of the other creditors. His Honour, in giving
Mr. Spink remarked that under the 16th section of the Act, it was
necessary there should be first & representation of some creditor

judgmont, said it had been laid down by the Lords Justicos, in (which had been made), secondly, that his Honour had grounds for
“ Er parte Cobb , re Sedley, ” in accordanco with previous casos, believing the debtor had been guilty of an offence , and further that

that the power of a majorityofcreditors to bind theminority must there was reasonable grounds for believing the porson charged

be exercised fairly. While acquitting the debtor of any know would be convicted . All the sectionsunder which the bankruptwas

lodge in the first instance of the transaction with Marshall, the to be prosecuted related to the concealmentof property. He could
fact of the bill having been given appeared to have come to his not contend, after the judgment of his Honour, and the result of the

knowledge before registration, and the resolutions being thus appeal thereon, that there were not grounds for believing the bank .

tainted with fraud, the Court would doclare thom to bo void. rupt had been guilty of an offence, but heasked his Honour to con .

Mr Ryan appoared for the applicant ; Mr Button for the debtor.
sider whether there was any ground for believing he would be con.

March 15 . victed. There fad been several attempts to show that he had been

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.)
guilty of various things within thecriminal law . His Honour would

IN RE GEORGE GREAVES. - 'The debtor, who is a machinist
reccllect there was an attempt to show by evidence that he had ob .
tained goods by false pretences, butall the charges resolved into this

and woollon mercbant, of 18, Basinghall-stroot, and Leeds, has one, that he had concealed property from the truetee. If his Honour

presented a petition for liquidation , estimating his liabilities at thought the case camewithin the third requirement of the section
about £25 ,000. Mr Finlay Knight (instructed by Messrs Lea alluded to , he (Mr. Spink ) would reserve his defence, 80 as not to
royd and Learoyd ), in applying for the appointment of a re show what it was.-- His Honour observed that he considered there

ceiver of the estate, said that the debtor was possessed of a largo was a prima facie case, and after his judgment,which wasfortified by

mill and foundry at Loeds, on which there was valuable stock in the decision of the Judge of Appeal (Vice-Chancellor Bacon ), it was

trade, machinery, and effects. There was a mortgago on the
his bounden duty to follow up the judgment by directing the trusteo

buildings and fixod machinery held by a Manchester building
to punish the debtor for what he believed to be an undoubted offence,

society as security for a sum of £30 ,000 advanced ; thomort.
concealing in the face of the Court itself property belonging to him .

It was a question , however, for a jury to consider whether this was sgageos had recently taken possession , and as there was a large
fault for which he was punishable, and the daty was cast by the

amount of stock and effocts, which formed the principal portion legislature upon a jury , and he felt no hesitation whatever in saying

of the debtor 's assets, it was important that a receiver should be that however painful the duty might be, it was his duty to direct

appointod to take possession in the interest of the creditors ; he (following up his previous judgment) that the trustee take the

thorofore asked that Mr Blackburn , public accountant, Park necessary stops for bringing thematter before a criminal court, and

row , Loods, should be appointed to the office. Tho appointmont ! he therefore directed a prosecution . He thought it wasmost judi
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affairs, and r

cious on the part of Mr. Spink , under the circumstances, to reserve bank the proceeds of such bills of lading , a course of dealing which
his defence so as not at present to make known the case hehad on his he believed had continued for some years. Thinrywas no doubt of
brief. - Mr. Spink said heanticipated his Honour's decision , andwas the fact that the ban rupt sold the goods referred to in the bills of

not prepared with any evidence. - His Honour remarked that if Mr. | lading obtained from the bankers, and did not pay to them the spo

Spink had been prepared he should have pressed upon him to reservo cific proceeds or any sum sufficient to cover the value of such bills
his defence. - The order for a prosecution was then made absolute. of lading , a course of conduct which could only be excused - if there

March 17. was any excuse for it - by the course ofbusiness between the parties ,
IN RE CASTLE KELSEY, Cor . MERCHANT. — The case of Mr. and by the lax usagos of commercial life. Messrs Smith Brothers

Castle Kelsey came on for the public examination . - Dr. Rollit and Co. claimed to be entitled to receive certain debts returned by
( Rollit and Sons) appeared for the trustee (Mr. Pickering ), and for the bankrupt as being due to his estate for goods sold by him and

the committee of inspection (Messrs. Joseph Lambert, Maxsted, unpaid for at the date of his stoppaga, on the ground that such

Bailey, E . Harrison , and others ) ; and Mr. Lowo (Moss, Lowe, and debts were for goods included in the bills of lading handed to the

Moss) represented Vessrs. Smith Brothers and Co., bankers, and bankrupt under the circumstances previously stated . If Messrs
another creditor for a very small amount. At the opening of the Smith Brothers and Co. should be right in this claim it would have
case it was stated that Dr. Rollit represented creditors for £55 ,688 , the effect of reducing the bankrupt's assets dividable amongst the
and the trustee and committee of inspection ; and Mr. Lowe repre . general body of the creditors, and, therefore, so far their interests
sented Messrs. Smith Brothers and Co.,whowere creditors for about were in conflict with the general body of creditors. They also

£30,000 , of which £10,000 was secured ,and a small creditor for £53, contended that they were entitled to recover from Mr. W . F . West,

Mr. Henry Briggs. - Mr. Lowe intimated that he should have to a creditor for £9,000, a sum of £3,500 , being th value of certain
ask , after an investigation, that certain criminal proceedings be goods sold to him a few days before the stoppage, on the ground
taken against the bankrupt. - Dr. Rollit read the report of Mr. that such goods were their property, and formed part of one of the

Pickering, the trustee. It stated that the bankrupt had carried on bills of lading referred to, and that the transaction wasnot a bond fi de
a large business in Hull for many years. He had been insolvent galo to Mr. West . This , however, would not, it Messrs Smith were

since 1868. He was insolvent before that date, but recovered his to succeed in their contention ,affect the estate, being simply a trans.
position . Since that date the balances against him in his private fer from one creditor to another. It had also been alleged by the
ledger had been as follow : - 1868. £7 .778 28 3d : 1869. £18 .413 88 bankers that if they were not entitled to recover from Mr West, the

ild : 1870 £24 ,648 4s 70 ; 1871, £26 025 13s 100 ; 1872, £34,012 trustee was entitled to recover on the ground that the transaction

14s 80 ; 1873, £47595 9s 10d ; 1874. £55,924 48 6d . The last had was in the nature of a fraudulent preference. The committee had
been considerably increased by depreciation in the value of grain held not yet come to a determination on this question . The committee

at the date ofthe stoppage. The bankruptstopped payment on the 2d of inspection, whowere merchants of high standing in Hull, and
September last and a private meeting was subsequently held to con . who had heard the allegations of Messrs Smith Brothers and Co.,
sider the course they should pursue with respect to the estate. At did not regard the matter as one that ought to b3 seriously pressed
thatmeeting the trustee presented a statement of the bankrupt's against the bankrupt under the peculiar circumstances of the case.

rs, and reported on the accounts. A committee of investigation , They did not wish the money of the estate to be spent in ventilating

on the suggestion of Messrs Smith Brothers and Co.,was appointed , a grievance of a single creditor, unless such a course would be

consisting of Joseph Lambert, F . B . Grotrian , E . P . Maxstead , c . likely to benefit the general body of creditors . He had no reason
Roberts, E . Harrison, S . Earle, W . Magon , Leeds ;and W . F .West, to believe that the bankrupt had not made a fall disclosure of his
of which Mr. Joseph Lambert, of the firm ofLambert and Smiths, estate, and hehad rendered every information and assistance he had
who were creditors for £14,000, was chairman . Several adjourn . required. The probable dividend was 2s in the pound. -- (signed ),
ments of the meeting tock place, and ultimately, on the 13th B . PICKERING . The bankrupt ultimately passed his examination .

October, a petition for liquidation was filed , under which he (Mr.
B . Pickering) was appointed reeeiver. The first meeting of creditors

under the liquidation was beld on the 2nd November , and , after ro .
peated adjournments, the creditors were ultimately found to bo BANKRUPTCY AMENDMENTS.
divided in opinion , One creditor for £30,000, Messrs. Smith

The following letters have recently appeared in thoBrothersand Co.,who were further secured to the extent of £10 .000 by

the bonds ofMessrs. W . Leetham and W . F . West and another for Times. “ A Solicitor" writes :
£53, insisted on bankruptcy, and creditors for upwards of £50,000 “ Will you permit me through the medium of your columns to
were in favour of accepting a composition of 2s. 6d , in the pound draw the attention of the committee which is now sitting on the
offered by the bankrups, or a liquidation by arrangement, but tbe

Bankrupt Laws to what appoars to be a gravo defect in tho
latter , requiring by the Sankruptcy Act three- fourths in value and
a majority in number, could not carry a resolution to that effect. Bankruptcy Act of 1869 ? By section 16 (sub -section 5 ) a óse

The matter, therefore, fell into bankruptcy, Messrs. Bailey and cured creditor ’ is defined to mean “ any creditor holding any

Leetham , who like all the creditors, except the twomentioned ,were mortgage, charge, or lien , on the bankrupt's estate or any part

not hostile to the bankrupt, were the petitioning creditors, and pre. thereof, as security for a debt due to him . The practical effect
sented their petition through Messrs. Rollit and Sons, who up to that of this clauso is that any creditor claiming upon a bankrupt's
timehad actod for the bankrupt. Mesgrs Rollit and Sonswe. e sub . ostato in respect of any covonant or obligation entered into by
sequently, at the first meeting under the bankruptcy , a pointed by the bankrupt as surets for the benefit of a third party , can prove
the creditors solicitors to the estate . Since the commencement of

upon the bankrupt's estate so as to entitle himself to vote in the
the bankruptcy proceedings, his attention had been principally

proceedings for the wholo of the amount for which the bankruptdirected to making themost of the estate for the benefit of the cre.

ditors, and he had not made any investigation of the bankrupt's may be liable upon such corenant, notwithstanding that the

affairs with a view to his public examination , or any other proceed . creditor may hold from his principal debtor socurity for more

ings against him , the committee of inspection being of opinion that than threo times the amount of his entire debt ; and , no matter

after the repeated examinations and investigationswhich had taken what the number of sureties may be, his right to provo against

place by them , and after the intormation given by the bankrupt, the estate oieach without valuing tho security he holds from the
such a course was unnecossary, and they had passed a resolution , of principal debtor would eqnally apply. The result is that it is a
which the following was a copy : - “ Re Castle Kelsey , resolution constant occurrenco for a creditor in this position to override or

passed at a meeting of the committee of inspection , held the 15th | neutralize the opinion of the whole of the bona fide creditors of
March , 1875 . - Resolved , The trustee having stated thatafter a care. a bankrupt, and practically to take the management of the bank
fnlexamination of the bankrupt's books and paper, he is satistied

rupt's affairs out of the hands of those who, the Legislature de
that there has been a full disclosure by the bankrupt of the state of !
his affairs, and the bankrupt having been examined by the com signed ,should have the exclusive controland dominion over them

mittee, it is resolved that, in the opinion of this committee, it is un .
- viz ., the unsocurod creditors . It seems to ino that in any sup

necessary to examine the bankrupt in public, or to take any further
plementary logislation which may be contemplated for the im

steps against him . - Signed , J . Lambert, É . R . Harrison , E . P . provement of our Bankrupt Laws it should be enacted that no

Maxsted, W . Bailey.” — The statement of affairs presented at the person shall be doomed to bo a creditor or entitled to prove or

first meeting for liquidation disclosed liabilities £90 ,918 4s 7d ; vote in respect of the administration of a bankrupt's affairs un

assets, £10,005 98 9d . The contention of Messrs Smith Brothers less and until he shall havo valued the whole of the securities

and Co., 80 far as he understood it, was that the bankrupt obtained I hold by him ( from whatever source derived ) in respect of tho

from them bills of lading upon an undertaking to pay into the I debt or claim for which he seeks to prove or voto as aforesaid . "
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6 Another Solicitor" retorts as follows: “ March 16 .

“ Your correspondent A Solicitor,' in his communication to " Sir, - Your correspondent, Another Solicitor,' seeing quita' to

you appearing in your City Article of the 10th inst., alludes to have misapprehended the gist of my letter which you kindly per .

a defect in our present Bankruptcy Law, which , upon further mitted to appear in your City Article of the 10th .

consideration,will not appear to exist to the extent suggostod.
“ . Another Solicitor ' observes that the acceptor of a bill of ex .

change is primarily liab ! , to meet it , and although the drawer or
The accoptor of a bill of exchange is primarily liablo to meet it,

endorser may, to enable him to discount it, lodge security with the
and although the drawer or endorsor nay, to enable him to dis holder, under no circumstances ought the acceptor to be treated as
count it, lodge security with the holder, under no circumstances entitled to the beaefit of the security. Atlaw he could not claim it,
ought the accoptor to be treated as ontitlod to the bonofit of this and why should his position be improved when his estate is
security. At law he could not claim it, and why should his in courso of realisation for the benefit of his creditors ? In this I

position bo improved when his estato is id course of realization entirely acquiesce, but supposing the acceptor had himself lodged

for the benefit of his creditors ? The drawer or ondorser of a the security (which , except in the case of an accommodation bill
bill boiug in the case quoted not the holder, is clearly not in a pure and simple, is what would happen in nino casos out of ten ), 18

position to prove, and consequently should the holder having it consistent with either justice or common sense that the holder

socurity be required to give credit for it, the acceptor would should be entitled to rrove agaiast the estate of the drawer and all

avoid all liability for payment, although as between himself and the endorsers, who in this case are morely the acceptor's sureties,

the drawer the liability was his and his alone. I am not now
without first giving credit for the value of the security deposited by

the principal debtor ?
speaking of what are known as accommodation bills. Thereare " My complaint against the present system is that it permits a
other defects in our Bankruptcy Law of a much moro glaring creditor to prove against the sureties, in exoneration in certain casos

description , and which it is hopolwill be dealt with by the com of the principal debtor, and that by this means much practicalhard .

mittee now sitting. Among these I would shortly refer to the ship :nd injustice are occasioned .
distinction preserved by the Act of 1869 and tho Consolidated “ Let me quote a case of actual occurrence . A borrows from B

Order3 botweon Trader ' and Non- Trader,'a distinction the £20 ,000 on the security of a freehold estate. Before, however , ad
necessity for which if it ever existed no longer remains. An vancing the money, B requires that A ' s friends, Cand D , should

other ovil is the system of proxies, which has given rise to join in the covenant to pay as A 's sureties, which they agree to do.

a class of persons styling themselves accountants, whose pro
Ultimately all three, borrower and sureties, go into liquidation,
leaving B 's debt undischarged . Under these circumstances, if B

coduro can only be appreciated by those who are thrown in seeks to prove against the estate of A , the principal debtor, he will
contact with them . Except in cases of a corporation or of a cro be called upon to valuo his security , and will be admitted to prove
ditor residing or carrying on business boyond a givon radius for the difference only, if any. But as against the estates of ( and
from the place of moeting, proxies might well be abolished or D , the sureties, he proves for the whole amount of the debt and

limited to persons in the actual employmeni of the creditor. ignores the security altogether. Is this right or reasonable ?

Another point in which the Act manifestly requiresmodification " In the strictures of your correspondent upon the other defacts in

is this . The creditors of a liquidating debtor may at the sta the existing law to which he points attention I entirely concur. The
tutory meeting agree that his estate shall be liquidated by ar question , however , is of too much importance and much too wide in

rangement and not in bankruptcy, or they may accept a com its bearings to admit of its adequate consideration within the limits

position or como to no resolution at all. ln the event of their of any space which I dare now ask you to accord to me."

accepting a composition this requires confirmation at a subse

quentmeeting, to bo held at an interval of not less than seven

or notmore than 14 days. It would seom reasonable that the FAILURES.
practice should on this point be assimilated, and one meeting
suffice for all purposes. Again , if the creditors separate with FAILURE OF J. C . IM TAURN AND Co. - The suspension was

out coming to any resolution , it becomes necessary, in order to announced on Saturday of Messrs J. C . im Thurn and Co.,mer

vest a debtor's estate in his creditors, that a petition in bank chants, of 1 , East India -avenue, Leadenhall-street, with gross

ruptcy be presented , this involving considerable expense and liabilities of over three millions storling, of which two millions

further delay. All this might be obviated by creditors being are the firm 's acceptances, the remainder boing open claimsand

allowed at the first moeting, under a petition for liquidation , to indorsements on bills receivable. The losses have arison largoly

determine in what way the estate shall be administered. If the
from bad debts and money being locked up, but it is confidently

creditors should decide on bankruptcy , power should be given
believed that the liquidation will be favourable , although it is

to the Court, upon being satisfied that all the requirements of
very difficult to form any reliable estimato. The house was os

the Act have been complied with and the resolution properly
tablished in 1844, and through the porsonal energy and porsg.

pagsod, to forthwith adjudicate the debtor bankrupt, and give
rance of its founder attained the highest character as regards

all necessary directions.”
respectability and means. In 1872 Mr John Conrad im Thura .

“ A Solicitor's " reply to the second letter appeared in
jun., was admitted into partnership, and Mr G . W . Speth re

tired . The books have been placed in the hands of Mossr
yesterday' s Times, with a comment by the editor of the quand, Young, and Co. The Times, roferring to the failuraMoney Article, which we also append : “ The heavy mercantile failure which it was our painful

“ Wesubjoin a further letter on defocts in the present Bankruptcy rouord yostorday furnishes another memorablo instanco
Laws, a subject which , judging by the numbers of letters that reach a parallel for which we have to go somo 10 yoars back , o
us, appears to be exciting much discussion just now . Another cor. lapse arisingmainly from the radically vicious system ofrespondent raises again the question of costs, andmakes the sweep
ing statement that should an estato unfortunately got into the

ing blank credits. It appears that no longer ago th

Bankruptcy Court, every mercantile man knowsthat means nothing,
months the lato firin of J . O . im Thurn and Co. poss

or next to nothing, for the creditors, even if an estate shows 20s. in
capital of about £700,000, having its name under aect

the pound, and would probably realise 15s. if liquidated by the for the enormous sum of about five millions sterling,

creditors with the assistance of the debtor.” We are loth to believe beliovo that largo credits were granted to persons in a ...

that things are come to so bad a pass as that, but there is no doubt ters of the world , Australia alone excepted . Apart from this

that the whole question of bankruptcy costsneeds looking into . They credit business tho firm was largely interested in several specu

are very onerous as mere law charges, and official liquidators' foo3 | lativo enterprises in which it is understood about cno-third of

are also so devoid of any regulation or controlthat public companies as the capitalhas boon lost. On tho first signs of the credit ci the
well as private irms which come into their power find solid assets house being in the slightest degreo impaired by the extent of
melt away with singalar rapidity. It is for tho benefit of the estate,
of creditors, of debtors, and of all but those who officially do the

its liabilitios getting wind , resoluto efforts woro at oncemade

work that insolvent estates should be wound up at little cost, and
to reduco thom ; but such is tho perfection of the machinery

oar Bankruptoy Laws can never be esteemed sound so long as they
of freemasonry among bankors , aided as they are in these

permit a state of things at allapproaching to that depicted in the
times by the telegraph , that all was of no avail. Three

extrast we have quotod : millions of diroct liabilities were disposed of in a short
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timo, and got a houso of thirty years' standing, Since then the ordinary import duties have beon enforced . It

with an acknowlodged reputation in the mercantile has been expected, however, that some indulgouce would have
world, found it impossible to stem an opposition which boon granted , as was the caso at Ancona and Vonico, and large

had gatherod in such unprecedented force against the importations of goods had been made by spoculators in the hope
name in the discount market that apparently the greater the of realising a handsome profit by passing their morohandise

exertions the more hopeless did the task become ofmooting the through the Custom Houso at reduced ratos.

liabilities as they fell due. An impression prevails that the

losses will fall more heavily abroad than here, and it appears

that the difficulties to be encountered latterly woro due in no
CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

small degree to distrust having spread on theContinent to such

an extent that bills which should have been remitted some days

before the maturity of the acceptancos thoy wore intended to
Booth , wholesale grocer, & c ., Hull, the liabilities were stated to

cover were purposely not forwarded, thus loaving the firm to bo £10 ,600 ; assets, £8,500. The estate was sold for 15s. in the

moet its own accoptanco - a precaution taken by tho remitters pound.

for obvious reasons. Such a circumstance, however, shows the Thos. CROOK (BOLTON ) . – At a meeting of the creditors of

danger of these opon credits, and may well actas a warning to
Mr. Thomas Crook , of the Union Foundry, Bolton , enginoor and

others, of whom it is to be feared there are many, with similar
ironfounder, trading uider the style of Rothwell and Co., the

engagoments rosting merely upon the good faith of foreigners, statement of affairs submitted showed the liabilities to be

ofwhoso distant operations too little is known until the truth £67,521 6s. 10d . ; and assets, £15,874 19s. 1d . Liquidation was

comes to light, as is often the caso , that the assistance was ap resolved upon .

plied for because it could not be obtained on the spot, and then W . ILLINGWORTH (BRADFORD). - A meeting of the creditors

helped but to prop up for a short time a position already un ofMr Henry W . Illingworth , cloth manufacturer, of Idle , was

sound . It is thought that the gross liabilities may amount to
held on Saturday at Bradford . A statement of the affairs of the

four millions, of which , however, not more than throo - fourths debtor showed that the liabilities were £5 ,014, and the assets,

will rank against the estate . The very extensivebusiness trans £2,997. It was resolved to liquidato by arrangement.

actions of the firm in every part of the world will ronder it an GEORGE FERRER GREEN (KIDDERMINSTER ). - A meeting of

arduous task to complete the balance-shoot. the creditors of George Ferror Greon, timber dealer and sand

SIORDET AND Co . - The magnitude of the liabilities disclosed merchant, at Kidderminster, was held on Monday at the Lion

by the failure of J . C . im Thurn and Co. prepared the public Hotel, Kidderminster, MrGoorge King Patten, of47, Ann - street,

for further revelations of the samenature , as it is obviously im . Birmingham , accountant, who represented several creditors,

possible that a house having such extensivo connections could took the chair . The statement of accounts showed liabilities,

suspend its payments without causing embarrassment to others. £2,572 12s. 9d. (exclusive of secured creditors for £3,300, and

Accordingly , on Wednesday the stoppage was announced of partly secured for £808 59.6d.), with estimated assets, amount

Messrs. Biordet end Co., of 59, Mark -lane, with liabilities esti
mated at from £250,000 to £300,000. The house has boon in tion of the debtor, a rosolution was carried to sell the estate to

existence between 80 and 90 years, and has undergono various Mr J . T . Lawrence, of Kidderminster, timber merchant (who

changos, the title of the firm originally having beon Jamos L . was included in the list of creditors for a large amount), and to

Siorder and Co., which was altered in 1839 to Siordet, Meyor, pay the creditors a guarantood dividend of 2 s. 6d. in the pound

and Co. In 1868, Mr. Moyer retired, leaving as partners Messrs on the 1st of May next.

John James, Alfred James, and John Louis. In 1870, Alfred HENRY COWL (GREAT YARMOUTH ).- A meeting of the cre

James retired and Mr William Humo Trapmann was admitted ditors ofMrHenry Cowl, of Great Yarmouth, notary public and

as a partner. It is understood that the firm became connected smackowner, was held at the offices of the Registrar of the

with im Thurn by marriage, which resulted in large transac Court, Great Yarmouth, on Tuesday last , when Mr Lovewell

tions between them . As in the case of J . C . im Thurn and Co., Blake, of Hall Quay -chambers, Great Yarmouth , public account.

the books were placed in the hands of Messrs. Turquand, ant, was appointed trustee, with a Committee of Inspection . Mr

Youngs, and Co. C . H . Wiltshire is solicitor in the proceedings.

ENGLAND. - Messrs D . and W . Lockwood, trading as iron . J . HOLROYD (LEEDS). -- At an adjourned meeting of the cre

founders under the title of Foster, Lockwood, and Co., and Wm . ditors of Messrs James Holroyd and Co., merchants, of Loods

Lockwood, carrying on business as a steel and railway spring
and Barnard Castle , it was mentioned that the debtors owed

manufacturer, in copartnership with John Smith , under the do £56 ,433, in addition to liabilities on bills discounted amounting

signation of Lockwood & Smith , have filed a petition in the Shef. to £36 ,174, of which nearly £9,000 is expected to rank , while

field Bankruptcy Court. Liabilities about £5 ,000 . — Mr Thomas the assets represent £16 ,835. It was proposed to pay a divi

Hunter, tailor and outfitter, Bradford, has filed a petition for dend of 6s. 6d. in the pound, but this was refused by the banks

liquidation . The liabilities were stated in the petition at about interested .

£2,000 . W . RILEY (SOUTHWARK) . - At a meeting held at the offices of

AMERICA.-- American advicos report the failuro of Mr James Messrs Gamble and Harvey, the creditors of theabove -named debtor

2 . Woodruff, real estate operator, Indianapolis, Indiana, with
agreed to a resolution providing for the sale of the debtor's estate

liabilities of about £140,000. Several minor failures are also
for £1, 150, payable by four instalmente, at periods extending over
about a year.

reported.

Alfred Bowes, & metal and general merchant, carrying on busi

ness-in Bermondsey, has failed for about £35 ,000, with assets SOLICITORS AND ACCOUNTANTS, — The following is ex

between £8,000 and £9,000. The liabilitieswill be considerably de
tracted from a letter addressed to Mr Charles Ford , as Hon .

creased by bills running off and securities . The books have been
placed in the hands of Messrs. Browne, Stanley and Co., public Secretary of the Legal Practitioners' Society : - " I beg to

accountants, 25 , Old Jewry, E . C . On the application of Mr. suggest that as Government takes about £100,000 from
Barrand Mr. Réad, of Abchurch. lane, has been appointed receiver solicitors yearly for certificate duty, we should be pro

andmanager of the estate. Messrs. Lumley and Lumley, of 15, Old tected from invasion of our rights , as our profession has re
Jewry Chambers, are the solicitors to the proceedings. "

quired years of study and great expense to fit ourselves for
Advices from Naplos, published by the Economiste Francais,

state that a commercial panic prevails in that city.
it ; and, moreover, the Government ought to benefit the

A large
firm of colonial produce merchants has suspended payment, public by making theaccountants a profession qualified in

with liabilitios amounting to upwards of £80,000. Other fail somemanner,as in the case of auctioneers, appraisers, & c.,

uros havo- also occurred . These disasters aro attributed to a so that the public may have a guarantee for their respecta

large accumulation of morchandise at Civita Vecchia , which, | bility, for I assure you , around this neighbourhood , we

until tho boginning of the prosent year, has boon a froo port. I look on them in quite another light."
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NEW COMPANIES. Wm . Peek, the learned judge suggested that he should ha
The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to the asked if he had not done “ a lot of this kind of work ." Here

following companies, which were registered during the week : is a County Court bailiff, of all other unauthorised persons,
Agricola Land Association - Capital £100,000, in £5 shares.

Australian Lithofracteur (Krebs' Patent) - Capital £30,000, in
systematically breaking the law to his own pecuniary advant.
age, and thereby depriving professional mon of omoluments

£5 shares.

Birmingham Great Western Aroado -- Capital £60,000 , in £25
which must othorwise have come to thom . Themystery is that

rospectable pooplo should , for the sake of saving some small
shares.

Blackburn Alliance Loan, Discount, and Deposit - Capital sum in the shapo of professional charges, commit thoir con

£50 000 , in £10 shares. voyancing business to such persons. But we look to

Ducie Club Building - Capital £10 ,000, in £20 shares. the action of the judge of tho Axminster County Court

Globe Advance , Discount, and Investment - Capital £10,000, in in this matter only to find that ho retains this bailiff in his

£1 shares . situation, and to that of the judge of the Exeter Court, only

Herts and Bucks Newspaper - Capital £1,000, in £1 shares. to find him commiserating the bankrupt on the smallness of his

Hollingworth Gas - Capital £3,000, in £1 shares. salary, and not only not ordering a prosecution , as wo renture
Hulme Liberal Club - Capital £65,000, in £2 shares. to think he might have done, but not so much as entering thatKirby Stephen Auctiou Mart - Capital £2,000 , in £5 shares.

strong and emphatic protest against the unlawful proceedings
Leos Estate - Capital £20,000 , in £l shares. of the bankrupt officer of County Courts, which we feel gure
Liverpool Company of Shipowners - Capital £100 ,000 , in £10

would have had a salutary effect on a certain class ofpersons inshares.
Messrs. John Littler and Co. - Capital £10,000 , in £5 shares. the district quite apart from any prosecution which the Pro.

London Publishing Association - Capital £2,000 , in £2 shares. fession in the district may resort to, and should resort to , how

North - street Lecture Hall - Capital £4,000 , in £100 shares. over disagreeable such a proceeding may be. The bankrupt's

Northumberland Engine Works Capital £10,000, in £10 shares. excuse amounts to this , that he thought anyone might pre

Park -street (Heywood ) Cotton-Spinning - Capital £27 ,000, in £5 paro any legal document and charge for it. Such excuses
shares. can no more be tolerated than would a similar ono be, if mudo
Revenue Mineral - Capital £75 ,000, in £10 shares. by such a person appearing to conduct a case in a County Court,
Roach Mill Paper - Capital £20 ,000 , in £5 shares . or say in the courts at Westminster, if that were possible . That

Thames Steam Ferry - Capital £100,000, in £10 shares. he has violated the law is cortaid ; that it is necessary to the
Trust Loan and Mercantilē Agency of the Cape of Good Hope

due protection of the profession, in the interests of the publie, .
Capi'al £500,000, in £5 shares .
Vickers and Co. - Capital £25 ,000, in £5 shares.

that he should be prosecuted is , in our opinion , undoubted, the

York City and County Banking (Unlimited ) Capital £650,000, more so as the whole of the facts, constituting as they do a

in £100 shares. glaring case, havo boen made as public as they well oan bo. Ono

solicitor in writing to us on it, expresses the hope that " sumo
one in authority will take it up ." Our answer is, “ Don't ex

“ ACCOUNTANTS" AND LEGAL WORK.-- The Law Times pect or hope anything of the kind.” Action must be takenly

says : - A solicitor furnishes us with the following portion those in the locality , or the matter will go unnoticed .”

of a circular, issued by an accountant at Hereford . He REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN LOANS AND COMPANIES, - A
• Conducts among other things ( 1 ) Negotiations for the Bill, bearing the names of Mr. H . B . Sheridan , Mr. C . Lewis ,

sale and conveyance of freehold , copyhold , leasehold , and and Mr. M .Lagan , has been printed, which proposes to provide

other property, and for mortgages, assignments , transfers, " for the compulsory registration of foreign loans and the sta
tutes of foreign companies." The Bill is headed “ Foreign

leases, and loans. ( 2 ) The drawing of abstracts of title.”
Loans Registration No. 2 ).” It enacts that all proposals of

In our opinion the preparation of abstracts of title lays an
foreign States to borrow money in England, certified copies of

an unauthorized person so acting open to a penalty of £50 all contracts, agreements, & c., relating to such loans, and
under the Stamp Act. Wehave received similar circulars statutes of foreign companies or associations who sook to raiso
which it will now serve no useful purpose to publish ." capital in England, should be registered by the Registrar of

We can only add that all respectable members of the Joint- Stock Companies, and that tho register should be opon

profession will support the Law Times in exposing so to inspection .

called - Accountants " who profess to do legal work . - THE ALBERT COMPANY ARBITRATIOX . - The formal

En. Accountant. ] closing of the arbitration may now be expected soon . So far as

UNQUALIFIED LEGAL PRACTITIONERS. - The Law Times home matters were concerned the arbitration was completed

says : - “ From threo different sources wehave received a report some twelve monthsago, and the principal part of the expenses

were then stopped . The final award might thon havo been
of a case which came before the Exoter County Court last week ,

which illustrates in a marked degree the necessity for further
mado but for the circumstance that there had beon a large in .

legislation to protect the Profession against depredations by un surance business in India . This branch had been conductod by

qualified and unauthorized persons, and, moreover, it points to the company through local directors, with separate accounts at

the desirability of a ready assistance being lent, to the accom Calcutta , Madras, and Bombay. It thorefore became necessary

plishmont of this object, by members of the other branch of the to give the Indian policy -holdersan opportunity of proving their

Profession ; for, as our readers will see from the report, in more
claimsand receiving their dividends where they had been in the

than one instance con veyancing business (otherwise likely to habit of paying their premiums. This was also considered tho

have found its way into a conveyancer's chamber ) was trans safest and the quickest course. The liquidators have been re

acted by the bailiff, whose appearanco before the court as a bank presented in India under a power of attorney givon by them .

All claims havo now been paid , the accounts closed , and tho
rupt, for the purpose of passing his public examination, led to

booksand vouchers sent to England, and the liquidators will
the startling disclosures to which we direct particular attention .

This bankrupt, then, is a County Court bailiff, who has at the therefore soon be in a position to submit the accounts to the

samo time carried on the business of an accountant. Being
Lord Chancellor as the basis of the final award .

asked if he did a considerable business in conveyancing, he is WINDING -UP. - In the Rolls Court, on Saturday the

advised by his solicitor, Mr Floud, not to answer ; but, happily usual winding-up order was made in the case of the Alder

or unhappily, the facts aro got out by the solicitor of tho shott Brick and Tile Works Company. A petition for winding-up

trustee. Ho admits having « prepared the papers ” for the the Metropolitan Counties Co-operative Coal Company is to be
sale of a house and other convoyances and leaseg, for all heard on the 24th inst. - Petitions have been proseuted to the

of which he charged and was paid ; and in the case of Court of Chancory for the winding-up of the Snowden Slat )
one lease he was paid by both lossor and lessee. On being Quarries Company (Limited ) and Metropolitan Counties Co .

askod if he propared a convoyance of real property to Sirl operative Coal Company (Limitod ). - At an extraordinary meet
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to the reduction of the National; £463,013 Os 7d was applied
in repayment of Bank advances for deficiency ; £222,600 of Exche.
quer bills were paid off in money ; advances for purchase of bullion

and for local works, & c., amounted to £3,399,260 118 8d ; advances
for Greenwich Hospital £135 , 157 3s 11d ; and the balances at the

Banks of England and Ireland on the 31st of December, 1874,
amounted to £3,624 ,904 48. 4d.

A Doggy BANKRUPT. - At the examination of John

Shackloton, of Halifax, who, it seems, combined the business of
wool stapler with that of dog dealer, Mr Jubb, the bankrupt's

attornoy, said he understood there was a dispute between the

trusteo and the bankrupt asto whether somedogs belonging to
the debtor were in the possession of somebody else. MrSmith :
There is one valuable dog that he parted with a few days before

the bankruptcy . Mr Jubb : The trustee will easily find that

ont by bringing before the Court the person who has the dog.
The bankrupt says the statement he hasmade is true, and that

he was agent for these dogs, which he kept for a man named

Wilson , of Huddersfield. In answer to Mr Smith, the bankrupt

deniod having in his possession eight days before the bankruptcy
a bitch called “ Belinda," and eight pups. Hehanded the bitch

over to Wilson in October. The cur dog - Sampson ” he parted

with two years ago. Mr Smith : How is it then that you have

shown the dogs for prizos in your own name ? Bankrupt: It

is a custom among the “ fancy" to borrow dogs from anybody
for that purpose. The examination was adjourned .
APPOINTMENT. - Mr. F . J . H . Ballringer, A . S . A . E ., has

just been appointed Auditor to the Corporation of the Borougb of

Stockton -on - Teos, this being the third time of his appointment
duriog the past ton years.

ing of the North Shields Steam Shipping Company it was re
solved to wind up the undertaking voluntarily. - A petition for

the winding -up of the East Llangnog Lead Mining Company
(Limited ) is tobe heard before the Master of the Rolls. - A peti.
tion has been presented to the Vice-Warden of the Stannarios

for the winding-up of the Crenver and Wheal Abraham United
Mines Company (Limited ). – Vice-Chancellor Bacon has ordered
the Caerphilly Colliery Company (Limitod ) to be wound up
compulsorily, and has appointed Mr Edward Hart(Hart Brothers,

Tibbotts, and Co.) official liquidator. – Vice-Chancellor Maling
has sanctioned the payment of a further dividend of ls in the

pound to the creditors of the Joint-National Agency (Limited ) ,

which will be paid at the officosof Mr J. W . Sully, the liquidator.
- An order has been made for the voluntary winding up undor
supervision of the New Merrybent Company.

The Liverpool Daily Courier says : - " In oommercial
circles there is a pretty generalbelief that the investigation now in
progress before Sir Henry James's Committee on Foreign Loanswill

result in highly important revelations, likely to prove beneficial to
many unfortunate investors. It is expected that in consequence of

these disclosures, the agents responsible for introducing certain of

the loans to the British market will be compelled to surrender a
very considerable proportion of their clients' illgotten gains. Accord

ing to tbe latest report current on 'Change, claims have been pro

ferred to the extentofnearly £3,000,000 by a number of disappointed

subscribers, and the bulk of the loss will fall upon one or two of the

principal financial houses of the city .”

A SPECULATIVE CASHIER. - Mr Edward T . Barry , cashier
to Messrs Duncan, Ewing, and Co., timber merchants, Liverpool,
a bsconded some days ago in consequence of large defalcations in his
acconnts. A warrant has been issued for his apprehension, and in .

vestigations are being made into the state of his books. The firm
believe that the defalcations amount to £20,000, and the accounts

show that Barry , though only a servant, succeeded with theco -opera .
tion of share brokers, in carrying on speculations on the Liverpool

Stock Exchange to the extent of £1,000,000 sterling since 1872.
One transaction extending over about 10 days involved the sum of
£25 ,000 . The firm naturally felt indignant that stock brokers

should have dealt so largely with one whowas not a principal in
business, and they are making the strictest inquiries into the rela .

tions which subsisted between the cashier and certain stock brokers.
Barry wasan officer in a corps of Volunteers.
THE DURATION OF LIFE . - In ancient Rome, during the

period between the years 200 and 300 A . D . the average duration of

life among the upper classes was 30 years. In the present century,

among the same classes of people it amounts to 50 years. In the
tury the mean duration of life in Geneva was 21.21 years,

between 1814 and 1833 it was 40-63 years, and at the present time

as many people live to 70 years of age as 300 years ago lived to the

age of 43. In the year 1693 the British Government borrowed

money, the amounts borrowed to be paid in annuities, on the basis
of the mean duration of life at that time. The State Treasurymado

thereby a good bargain , and ail parties to the transaction were satis .

fied . Ninety-seven years later, Pitt established another tontine or

annuity company, based on the presumption that the mortality
would remain ihe same as 100 years before. But in this instance it

transpired that the Government had made a bad bargain , since,
while in the first tontine 10,000 persons of each sex died under the
age of 23 , 100 years later only 5 ,772 males and 6 ,416 females die

under this age. From these facts it appears that life under certain
favourable influences has gained in many and probably in all its

förmsand manifestations, both in vigour and duration . To still

further promote this tendency, it is only necessary that those con

ditions underwhich the attainment of the desired end is possible be

made to accord with the fundamental natural laws. -- -Deutsche

Versicherunys-Zeitung.
PUBLIC INCOME AND EXPENDITURE . - A Parliamentary

paper was issued on Thursday, containing an account of the gross
public income and expenditure in the year ending the 30th Septem
ber, 1874,and for the year ended the 31st of December, 1874 . The
total income for the year 1874 was £76 ,505 ,790 6s., and the total ex.
penditure £75, 178,323 28 30 ; being an excess ofincome over expen .
diture of £1,327 ,467 3s 90. The balances at the Banks of England

and Ireland on the 1st of January , 1874 , amounted to £3,983,633
Ls 10d . The money raised during the year by the creation of ter.
minable annuities was £1, 100,000 , and repayments of advances
added to the excess of revenue of expenditure over revenue brought

up the balances to £8 , 105,023 78 ild. On the other side of the
account of the balancus, itappears that £1,496, 144 8s 7d.was applied

RESTAURANT,

13 , OXFORD-STREET.

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road ,
known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13, Idol-lane, City.

Luncheons from the joints ,hot or cold , including vegetables and bread, 1s .3d .

Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish

vegetable, cheese and bread, 2s.
Dinners from 6 Lill 9 o' clock , from 25. 60. to 108 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

ry Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.
FISH DIXXERS AND WHITEBAIT

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN £1 ls, PER WEEK

And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners , fc .

Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , Estate , House , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 , Craven

street , Charing- cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

" Syndicate " are : - / st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents, of Ground

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels,

Public llouses, Inns, Beer Houses , Restaurants, i offee Blouses , Tobacconists

Drapers , and every other description of lusiness. Furniture, Objects,
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction , or Private Contract.

2nd. - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estatcs , Furnished , or Unfurnished liouser, Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Collection of Rents, and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture , Jewellery, and o :her Effects , for probate and other pur

pores . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negotiations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute

5 :1 le , or otherwise . 7th . -- Generally the carrying out of all things inci

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also

the laying out of Estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syn
dicate ," from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection

Societies and other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others

to ascertain reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private

and confidential character. Liberaltermsto Accountants in town or country
ntroducing business.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

18 , MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E . C .

J. DEFRIES'ADSONS'
CILANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE, and ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works :- London and Birmingham .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN -

Mr.Alderman McArthur, M .P .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE,

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Tall, and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt ,

£2 17s. 6d, to 100 guineas.

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson, Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq .
John Napier, Esq.
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.
John Vanner , Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected ,

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Fiveminutes' walk from the Bank of England.

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH ,

£ 8 . d .

Assurance and Annuity Fund ............... 1,216 , 115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874 ) ..... ...... ........... ... 223,613 2 -
Bonuses Apportioned .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . 581, 774 6 2

Claims Paid .. ... ..... ... .. ... ... . .............. 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office ,

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
J F . TITCHMARSH, Public ACCOUNTANI

AND AUDITOR ,

17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,

VON

BONESTOEN
IS THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

“ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS," |
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THOMAS WESTERBY , ACCOUNTANT, Queen -street,
Huddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market .
place, Dewsbury.

* Agency business promptly attended to.

CITAUITELLO

O TOATSCWRITEULTR
ONAS

“ The source ofmany a writer's woe has been
discovered . ”

PENS ! PENS PENS ! !
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to me ,
The Pickwick , the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."

* * Themisery of a bad Penis now a voluntary

infliction . "

Anoti er blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See Graphic,
17th May, 1873 .

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Pos , ls, ld .
Pater tees, MACNIVEN & CAJERON , 23 to 33, Blair-street, Edin

burgh .

Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schränke und

Kunsichlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & Co .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and strong- Room Doors, to frustrate tje
use of False keys.

N . B , - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Stroug Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Luck is twofold - security
against burglars, and sucrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may atany timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing alay
the thicknessof a hair from one ormoreof the steps of the Key. The Loch
by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thusmade to adapt itself to the

NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock ,

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a NEW LOOK and KKY, as often as may be di sired , without the aid of a Lecka

myker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulentcopies
of the original key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of t30 , ride Times,

12th Sept , 1873) This Lock affords effectual protection from duplicate er
" Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

(in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected by this mcaus.

FPPS'S COCOA. - " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided onrratasi tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Ilundreds of subtle

maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fed with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .

HOBBS , HART, & CO . ,
LOCK , SAIE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANV ACTURERS

76, Cheapside, London, E . C .
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris .

SODA , BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and

EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, .

D . LONDON , E .C.

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisoments and Announcements of all kinds, for English , Colonial, and Foreign Nows

papors, promptly inserted.
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Nowspapers, only one MS. copy poed

bo forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Pablishing Offices.

· Printed and Pablished for the Proprietor at TAE ANGLO-AMERICAN TIMBS Press, 187 , Strand ,London. — March 20, 1875.
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THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.
IN THE LONDOY" BANKRUPTCY COURT. ' PUBLICATIONS.

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of ALFRED Second Edition , REVISED and ENLARGED, price 7s. 6d .
TOOTH , of 23, St. Thomas-street, Borough , in the County or Surrey ,
Bottled Beer Merchant and Shipper, adjudicated Bankrupt on the PRACTICAL BOO K - K E EPING ,
twenty -seventh day of April, 1871 ADAPTED TO COMMERCIAL AND JUDICIAL ACCOUNTING ,

Creditors who have not proved their debts by the ninth day o : April,
1 75 . will be excluded . By F . ILJYSE CARTER , Chartered Accountant, Edinlurgh,
Dated this 23rd day of March , 1875 .

John Menzies and Co ., Edinburgh.
IARRING TON EVANS BROAD,

Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., London .Trustee .
" Solicitors, judicial factors, newspaper proprietors, printers, investors,

and dealers in shares will find a fund of useful knowledge and valuable

Established 1843. hints in these pages. . . . Regarding the Appendix ,we cannot speak

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES, too highly . English and Scotch banking are treated in a masterly style ,
LIFE POLICIES, SILARES , & c . showing not only acquaintance with the subjects, but much research re

NESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER are garding their history . Were it only for this sir.gle chapter , we recommend
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly the book . . . Its closing pages on Bills of Exchange, outlines for Be

AUCTIOX , which is heli the FIRST TIIURSDAY in every month . To
ginners, Commercialand other Terms, & c . , contain a great mass of infor .

insure due publicity , parti ulars of Properties intended to be included in mation so useful that we venture to say will place the work in every well

the next sale should be forwarded , w 'thout delay, to the City Land and appointed counting- room in the kingdom ." - North British Adverliser .

Reversion Offices, 54 , Cannon - street, London .

JUST PUBLISITED.

NESSRS. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER' S AN ESSAY
N REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences ,

ON THEand property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 51, Cannon QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . OF

ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,

Addressed to the Profession , Merchanis , Traders, ' Landowners, and
TAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests , Companies,

and Ínıportant Residential Estates. - Messrs MARSII, YETTS, and By Jonx CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.
MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of Price 2s , 6d .

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL , London : Letts, Son , and Co., Limited, 8 , Royal-exchange, and all book

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES, OWNERS of marketable sellers,

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed TO ACCOUNTANTS.
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo., cloth. price 12s.60.
terms are invariably settled before any coat or liability is incurred . Ad . TABLES for Finding at a Glance the Number of

Days from any one day to any other day, either in the same or the fol.
( annon street, London, E . C . lowing year. By WILLIAN LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .

London : EFFING Wu ox, Royal Exchange.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon Plymouth : W . BRENDON and SON .

Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all kinds .

Messrs.MARSH , YÉTTS & NILNER have at the present time access to Ninth Edition .
large sum of Money ready to be iminediately advanced upon approved

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , andsecuritics. - Apply atthe City Land and Reversion Offices ( Established 184 % ) .

51, Cannon - street. Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules on
Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies .

PARTNERSHIPS. - Several Engineering and Iron BY JOHN BATII , F .S . A . E .
Works, Collieries, and other good paying concerns on hand . For Price 6d.

particulars apply to Fraser and Co ., St . Stephen 's chambers, Telegraph . WILLIAMS & STRAIAN , Lawrence Lane, London , E. C.

gireet, E . C .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
AN ACCOUNTANT'S CLERK WATED . Must be JOURNAL with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only

istomed to Bookkeeping and Correspondence of good address Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - -Established , 1807.
and charact r . If he can write shorthand and understands double entry PUBLISITED EVERY SATURDAY.
it will be preferred . -- Apply stating qualifications, age , references, and

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy 90 . ;
salary required , to Robt. Mellors, Accountant, Nottingham , delivered Free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53, UPPER SACKVILLE-STREET, DUBLIN .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 , Queen Victoria -street, in quitesQueen Victoria -street . in guites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £200 per annum ; a imirably lighter!. - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 , Walbrook . NONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in

town or country , from £50 upwards, repavable in one sum , from one
OFFICE TO LET (Chancery - lane ) for an ACCOUNT. I to five years, at five per cent. interest ou personal security ; also , on mort

ANT, with joint use of Clerk 's Ofice with a Solicitor, wlio has another gage of freehold or leasehold property from three per cent , for a term of

Offce on samefloor . Rent £28 4 year. Address " C ," Mr. Beck , 27, Bed .
years to be agreed upon . No commnission .

ford - street , Strand . Apply to R . F . PRESTON ,Esq., 120, Southampton -row , London , W . C .

ARTICLED PUPIL , - Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman . whowould be instructed in Sub editing and GeneralNews VACHT FOR SALE , - A Ten Ton Cutter now lying

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand 1 in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings comi.
if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr. plete, £70. Address II J . W .. care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising
AJPRED W . GEB , ACCOUNTANTOfco,63, Gracechurch-street, E . C . Agent, 62, Gracechurch-street, E . C .
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TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed by

some of the subscribers to the Accountant, ho has made arrange

ments for the translation of legal and commercial documents, cor .

respondence, & c ., into the Principal European Languages. Members

of the Profossion are therefore respectfully informed that arrange.

ments can be made for efficient and speedy translations into, or from ,

the French ,German , Italian , Spanish , and Dutch Languagos, on

Modorate Terms.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Iu consequence of numerous applications from sub.
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of Cases for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on
the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant " in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering, ls. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62, Gracechurch .

street, London , E . C .

The Accounta nt.
Tbe Accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS,
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of

MARCH 27, 1875.

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the

paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a " newspaper "
A NAUGHTY SOLICITOR .

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and

members of the profession thus bave the opportunity A legal contemporary — the results of whose lynx

of contributing towards the success of their own eyed search for non -professional persons doing pro

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required
fessional work, or professional persons doing work

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par

liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday in an unprofessional way, we have had occasion to

in tinie for the early morning mails ; price 6d . per note with commendation in these columns — has just
copy , or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re .

got scent of a very flagrant offender, and pillories
duced terms for payment in advance being , annual sub .

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly do., 13s. (post him accordingly with merciless rigour . The Law

free.) Cheques and Post-office orders to be madepayable Times has been so particularly “ down upon” so
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62, Gracecburch -street, E . C . called “ accountants ” who profess to do legalwork ,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the generalbusiness of the paper, should also that we cannot refrain from acknowledging its sin

be addressed . Literary communications should be cerity as a reformer, as manifested by the way in
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same which one, within the legal fold , is subjected to
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

merited castigation for his wrong doings. To benumber, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. brief, our contemporary has discovered the following

advertisement in a country paper :
TO ADVERTISERS. « TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. - Joney to be Lent. -- Sums from

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver. £5 to £100 advanced, un note of hand, to clorgymen, farmers,

tigers to the specialadvantages offered by the paper as an tradesmen, and to any respectablo person, for any timo, from a

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed week to two years, repayablo by instalments if dosired . The

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty strictest secresy observod . Interest moderate. Accoptances.

support of the leading members of the profession , the Trade bills discounted . Proper accommodation bills discounted .

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success Inviolablo confidenco ensured . Discount very moderate. Every

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes. facility afforded for the renewal of bills. Deods and writings.

vional organ. The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
Sums small or largo advanced on deposit of deeds and writings,

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .
at a low rate of interest. No surety or bondsman required. No

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
mortgage or law expenses. May be repaid by instalments if

required . Advances on furniture, stock - in -trade, farming stock ,
for the announcements of members of the profession , as and crops without removal. Loans on plato, watches, books,

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap . jewellery, & c ., negotiated for persons of respectability. Small
pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, sums from £2 to £25 lont to respectablo workingmeu, repay .
Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers,and Estate Agents; able either in ono sum , or by weekly or monthly instalments.
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com Cash advances on lifo policies, shares, and logacios. General
panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant advantages of this office : Advances aro made without delay.

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser . The interest is extremely moderate. So inquiry fees or other

tion in the current number, should reach the office on
preliminary expenses. No law charges. The strictest conti.

Thursday ; late announcements can , however , be re .
donce and inviolable good faith aro ensured . Every facility is

giron for renewing bills or loans, where the security continues
ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon) on Friday

satisfactory. There are no expenses when the loan is paid off.
N . B . - Subscriptions and advertisements will now be

Additional information and explanation freo on application ,
received at the Branch -office of the ACCOUNTANT, 127 , either personally or by letter. - Jr - , Financial Offices, - ,
Strand . Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . High - street, -

Sunith and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway

Bookstalls, and at the Shops of the leading City and One almost gasps for breath upon learning the univer
West-End Newsvendors. | sality and variety of the accommodation offered . IIere
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we have a loan office in which inviolable confidence " I doubts, has come before the Lords Justices, and

is absolutely " ensured,” and money lent upon next to the judgment has now been reversed. It might be

no security at all, “ no surety or bondsman ” being as well to make any such transactions absolutely void

required ; a laron where one may get " proper accom unless they are duly registered. It appeared that

modation bills discounted,” with every facility afforded Hill's name was painted on the cabs, and that he

for their renewal. Iere , 0 ye flyers of kites, is used them in his business as if he was their owner .

accommodation galore , if ye can but iinpart to your Under these circumstances creditors might easily be

" paper" the charm of being “ proper.” And our misled, and consider that these cabs were actually

advertiser is as condescending as benevolent. If bills the property of the bankrupt. It is also very well to

are too high game, he is quite ready to elevate pawn pay due respect to the customs of trade where busi

broking to the dignity of a professionby “ negotiat ness men are concerned, who may fairly be supposed

ing" (mark the delicacy of the phrase) loans on to be aware of those customs, but this doctrine may

watches, jewellery, & c.; old clothes being presumably be carried too far. With reference to the case of re

beyond the pale, for the very sufficient reason that the puted ownership , wemay refer to Erparte Lovering

line must be drawn somewhere , and vests, shirts , re Jones, 432 p . 116 , where the debtor soll his fur

and old boots are “ popped ” in contradistinction to niture , and then hired it back from the purchaser.

jewellery, which is “ negotiated .” After the recital On his filing a liquidation petition it was held that the

of these facilities for discounting , negotiating, or bor furniture passed to his trustee. In our opinion a

rowing , a -cording to the relative degrees of refinement strict system of registration should be adopted. This

in the applicant, wc, of course, expected to find that would prevent a greatmany frauds, and check debtors

the beneficent donor was “ an accountant ;" but no, from obtaining credit under a misconception.

the righteous ire of the Law Times is not this time

aroused by a " layman.” “ We are astonished to find,"

writes our contemporary, “ that Mr — is a prac
We are decidedly of opinion that the name of Jr.

tising solicitor." Vay, more, it would scem , by thə Bolland deserves immortalizing as one of the very

phrase “ financial offices," that he has not only sharpest of sharp trustees, if wemay judge from the

been sojourning in the tents of those Philistines case of J. L . Palethorpe's bankruptcy, which we re.

the “ accountants," but that he glories in it. No port elsewhere . Mr. Palethorpe was not so success

doubt, as our contemporary candidly adds : - " The ful as might have been wished in the business of a

statement, 'No law charges,' together with the ge. cotton broker , and his assets formed a very singular

neral tenor of the advertisement, led us to the con contrast to the amount of his liabilities. Among the

clusion that this was one of those baits held out by few creditors who proved , was one who held security

the many unqualified and unauthorised persons who
in the shape of a policy of assurance , which he valued

trade upon professional usage. In the midst of our
at £200, leaving a very large margin still due to him .

distress at this (to us) painful exhibition , there is
By the 100th rule any secured creditor so proving must

consolation to be found in the fact that the word pay over to the trustee any amount beyond the esti

solicitor ' is not appended to the advertiser 's name,
mated value produced by the realization ofhissecurity ,

who, it may be, is therefore looked upon by many as and the trustee may,atany time before the realization ,

an ordinary money lender or financial agent, who has
require the creditor to hand over the security to him

no sympathy with professional men and their law in payment of such assessed value . Thedeath ofMr.
charges. We may be permitted to add to this

Palethorpe made the policy valued at £200 worth

pathetic admission (with an apology for dragging the
£1,200, and thereupon Mr. Bolland immediately made

Scripture into such company), that the Law Times has
a claim for the balance of £1,000, to which , under the

been so very much occupied of late in looking for rule , he was entitled ; and ascreditors for £4,000 only
" motes” in the form of “ unauthorized persons,” that

had come in and proved their debts, they will obtain a

the discovery of such a transcendant “ beam " as one dividend of five shillings in the pound. We hardly

of the faithful indulging in “ unauthorized practices,''
know which is themore fortunate , the little knot of

must have been painful indeed . creditors who had chosen Mr. Bolland as their repre

sentative, or the fortunate possessor of such acumen .

A case of Er parte Marston 2 Hill, reported in our Wemay add for the information of lay readers , that

number for January 30th , and as to the correctness the trustee in question is a well-known Liverpool

of the decision in which we expressed some slight | accountant.
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The case ex parte Lawrence on the authority of countantship proper is as distinct from law as architecture

which Mr. Registrar Roche refused to allow the
is from engineering. It is most desirable both for the

interest of the public and for the interest of two sister pro
public examination of Messrs. Lemon, Hart, and Son, fessions (which should never, if properly carried out, en

was decided very soon after the coming into opera croach upon each other), that respectable accountants

tion of the act, and may be considered as the leading should be legally recognized , and I am sure that none of

those worthy of the name of accountants would object to a
case which defines the duties of trustees as regards

Government fee similar to that paid by solicitors. Let
the examination of debtors. In his judgment, the Government appoint a Commission for the purpose of

Chief Judge laid down in the strongest terms the settling the principles upon which weshould be remunerated ,

imperative duty of the trustee to make the strictest
and the fee we should pay , and grant us a charter enabling

us to control the acts of our members, excluding or expel
examination into the bankrupt's affairs, so that when ling therefrom all who tend to bring us into disrepute,and

the final examination was held he might be en nobody will welcome the change more heartily than ac

abled to state positively whether or not his countants . True it is that " black sheep may be found in

every fold." The legal profession would not like to have
doubts and scruples had been satisfied . It their reputation for integrity and efficiency as a body

was his duty to summon the bankrupt before him estimated by the conduct of their most disreputable mem

over and over again , if necessary, and to point out bers. Themajority of legal practitioners stand undoubtedly

the information he required to complete the accounts.
high in their reputation for respectability and efficiency,

but it cannot be denied that both fools and knaves in a

If after this anything remained to be explained , it small proportion defile their ranks. Would it be fair to

would be the subject of a special order by the Court. value solicitors at the worth of their most disreputable

The whole judgment is intended directly to discourage colleague ; in fact, to regard the whole profession as a

chain , the strength of which is only equal to the tenacity
trustees from seeking the aid of the Court, except in of its weakest link ? That principle unfortunately appears

an extremecase of emergency, and may be profitably to be adopted by some of our opponents as the test of

studied in vol. 22 of the Law Times Report, p. 246, | merit for thewhole body of our profession . I do not mind

by all who are likely to be called upon to act as
how stringent the law may be made, if once a recognized

status and a proper principle of remuneration is accorded
trustees , to us. There are plenty of men among our ranks who will

succeed in making an honest living out of an honourable

Correspondence. vocation , and who only ask for a fair field andno favour. --

Yours truly, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT.

" SOLICITORS AND ACCOUNTANTS." London 25th March , 1870).

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.
DEAR SIR , -- By your last issue it appears thatMr. Charles

AUDITING .

Ford , as Honorary Secretary of the “ Legal Practitioner's TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

Society," has received a letter containing the following ex

tract : - " I beg to suggest that as Government takes about have appeared in yourcolumns from the pen of “ X ," Iwould

£100 ,000 from solicitors yearly , for certified duty, we venture to ask the favour of a continuance of the subject.

should be protected from invasion of our rights , as our The elevation of our profession is a matter which is of

profession has required years of study and great expense to special consequence to all who are thoroughly earnest and

fit ourselves for it ; and moreover, the Government ought desirous of being recognized , legally , as well as commer

to benefit the public by making the accountants a profes cially, and it is on the ground that there appear so few

sion qualified in some manner, as in the case of Auctioneers accountants ready and willing to publish their views on

Appraisers, & c ., so that the public may have a guarantee

for their respectability, for I assure you around this neigh correspondent to extend his contributions. For although
bourhood we look on them in quite a different light.” in giving vent to an opinion there is no doubtthat a certain

Now , Sir , I, as a public accountant of some years'standing , amount of responsibility is incurred . I do not think there

heartily approve of the principle of accountantship being is much harm involved cither in opening discussion or
recognized as a profession . No profession requires more engendering eren dispute, when in the end a beneficial re

general experience and careful study than ours , and it sult is obtained . “ Auditing ” is merely it bracch of

would probably be found that the business education of the accountancy, and there is ample fie ! l for competent and

majority of those accountants who have made some mark experienced men to give is , their brother accountants, such

in their calling has cost quite as much time and money as assistance and advice through your columns as their pens

is necessary to qualify for the sister profession of the law . are able, and their discretions directs. There are so fer

It must be borne in mind that accountantship proper has books of reference on the subject of accounts, and those

arisen from the requirements of modern trade , so that we which do exist are so obsolete and useless in consequence

have the advantage of not being trammelled by old of their age, that it is most desirable to obtain by the means

fashioned and obsolete customs. Speaking formyself (and | I suggest, and for which you will undoubtedly receive tho

thanks of your supporters - some further information of a
will bear me out) , I can say that I have never met with the reliable nature concerning the duties and obligations of
slightest hostility or jealousy on the part of respectable accountants. In asking for this , I do not infer that the
solicitors. It is true that a certain hostility does exist | body to which I am proud to belong is either negligent or

against us as a profession , but I assert emphatically that it , ignorant of its responsiblities, but there is no doubt that
is due to the animus of men of small reptutaion . Ac- | in complying with my suggestion you will not only be
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acting in accordance with the wishes of many of the pro 4th inst., and this morning the judgment of the Court was deli

fession , but will at the same time be instructing and direct vered by Lord Justico Mollish, who said that there was no doubt

ing the inexperienced. A trustworthy definition of the a complete case within the reputed-ownership clauso, unlose
limits of the practice of the legitimate accountant would be Marston had succeeded in proring the existonce of a custom 80

of infinite benefit to the profession and the public. I hope, well known as to take the case out of the clause. There wasno

therefore, Mr. Editor, you will not deem it inexpedient to doubt as to the law , which bad been fully considered by the

consider the requesi contained in this letter. - Yours truly ,
Court of Appeal in the recont case of “ Ex parte Watkins" (Lnw
Reports, 8 Chan., 520). The custom cannot be proved to such

ACCOUNTANT. an oxtont as that it might be roasonably inferred that the trado

creditors of tho debtor had knowledge of it. In tho prosent
COURT OF CHANCERY, LINCOLN 'S-INN , cage the evidence was very conflicting, and it was almost im

MARCH 24. possible to como to any satisfactory conclusion . The witnossos
( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.) had not been cross -examined on either side, but his Lordship

EX PARTE PRESE IN RE HILL.-- This was an appeal from a thought it was pretty clearly established that Marston had for

decision of the Chiof Judge in Bankruptcy, and it raised a ques. some years been endoavouring to conduct his trado on the do

tion of some interest to traders and thoir creditors with regard ferred -payment system in Nottingham , and that cab propriotors

to the operation of what is known as the “ reputed -ownership " in that town were aware of this. But this, his Lordship thought,

clauses of the Bankruptcy Act. By tbis clause ( section 15 , sub was not enough . A man could not ostablish a custom for him .
section 5 , of the Baukruptcy Act, 1869) it is provided that the self so as to get out of the roputed -ownership clause. Here the
property of a bankrupt divisible among his creditors shall in . Judge of the County Court and the Chief Judge had come to op
clude “ all goods and chattols being at the commencement of the posito conclusions, and after giving the best consideration in

bankruptcy in the possession, order , or disposition of the bank their power to the case, their Lordships had come to tho con .

rupt, being a trador, by tho congent or permission of the true clusion that Marston had not established the existence of the

owner, of which goods and chattels the bankrupt is roputod ow . alleged custom . His Lordship said he was afraid Marston could

nor, or of which he has taken upon himself the sale or disposi not safely carry on this business unless, in addition to painting

tion as owner.” Mr James Hill was a cab proprietor at Notting the name of the hirer on the cab, he also placed his own namo

ham . On the 20th of June, 1874, he entered into a written agree on them with some intimation of his ownership . Tho appeal

mont with Mr John Marston, who is a carriago builder at Bir must be allowed, and the order of the County Court must be ro

mingham , for the hire oftwo cabs, Nos. 1,406 and 1,407, the pro
perty of Marston, for 18 months, at the rent of £5 4s. permonth .

Tho hirer was to pay a deposit of £62 10s. on taking possession

of the cabs, to be held by Marston as security for the fulfilmont ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE.

of the agreement, and in case of failure by Hill to fulfil his part, March 24 .

this sum was to be forfeited to Marston as liquidated damages. ( Before theMASTER of the ROLLS.)
Then there was this clause : - “ If the hirer should l .. lesirous IN RE METROPOLITAN COUNTIES Co -OPERATIVE COAL Asso

to purchase the said cabs ho shall be at liberty to do so within CIATION (LIMITED ):- - The question in this matter was whether
the first 12 months from the date hereof, at the sum of £130 , by the company was to be wound -up compulsorily or under the
giving one month ' s notice of his intention to do so, and all money supervision of the Court. Tho petition was presented by one of
paid for deposit or hire to go towards tho purchase.” Should the directors in his capacity ofan unpaid creditor of the company.

the hirer allow the hire to fall into arrear for one month after MrChitty, Q . C ., and MrHanson for the petitioner, Mr Graham
it became due, or should become bankrupt, insolvent, or Hastings for the company, and MrRomer for a croditor, claimed

make any deod of composition or assignment, it was to be in the a compulsory winding up. Mr Marton, Q . C ., and Mr Kirby, for

power of Marston to tako possossion of tho cabs and terminato a number of creditors, including the promotor, advocated a wind

the agreement, and the advanco in hand became forfeited . This ing up under supervision ay cheaper and bottor for the intorost

species ofarrangement is called tho “ deferred -payment system ." of all concerned. The Master of the Rolls said winding up un

Under this agroement the two cabs were delivered to Hill, and der supervision might be cheaper in the case of a solvent com

used by him in his trade, and his name was painted upon them . pany, but in the case of an insolvent company the less oxpen
He failed to pay any part of the hire, and in October last he filed sivo course was to havo it wound up by the Court. It was ad .
a liquidation petition , under which Mr J, Press was appointed mitted that this company was insolvent, and he should thorofora

trusteo of his estate. Marston claimed to have tho cabs given make the usual order 20 wind up.

up to him , on the ground that it is a well-known custom in the

trade that cabs should be let out for hire in this way , and that

this was sufficient to exclude the application of the doctrine of VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS.

reputed ownership . The trustee denied the existence of the March 19.

custom . To prove the existence there were affidavits made by ( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)

six persons engagod in the carriage building trade - four in Bir IN RE VERNEYS' TRUST8. - This was a petition by Mrs Shap
mingham , ono in Sheffield and one in Nottingham . On the other cott, the tenant for lifo of a legacy under the will of one Peter

hand, the trustee, fivo cab proprietors, a coach builder, and two Vorneys, now represented by a sum of £2,000 Consols, which ,

corn dealers in Nottingham deposed that thoy had nover heard since April, 1870, had boen standing in the name of a singlo

of the alleged custom . The two corn dealors were creditors of trustoo, who, in Decembor, 1874 , was convicted of felony, pray .

Hill. Two of theso witnesses, however, said that they had heard ing that Mr John Batchelor, her solicitor, might be appointed a

that Marston had been endeavouring to introduce the deferred trustee of the fund in question, in tho place of the folon trusteo
paymentsystem into Nottingham . In roply to this, there was for the purpose of transferring the fund into court within a
ovidence that Marston had during the last fow yoars supplied limited time, and that on such transfor boing made tho div .

19 cab proprietors in Nottingham with cabs on the “ deferred donds might be paid to the petitioner for her life . It pppeared

payment system ,” and that another carriago builder in Birming that the trusteo in quostion had boon the manager of the Mar.

ham had lot out cabs in the same way to two cab proprietors in gate Branch of the Canterbury Bank , and that in Docomber,
Nottingham . The Judge of the Nottingham County Court 1874, he was convicted of onbezzling certain money and valu

decided in favour of the trustee, but on appeal to the Chiet | able securition, the property of the proprietors of the bank , and

Jndgo this decision was reversed , and it was declared that sentenced to ten years' penal servitudo. Tho petitioner had
Mr Marston was ontitled to the two cabs, on the ground that placod a distringas on tho fund , and so prosorved it for tho bone

the existence of the custom was proved. The trustoo appealed. it ofherself and the persoas entitled in remaindor. Mr J. E .

Mr De Gox, Q . O ., and Mr Bagloy were for the trustoo ; Mr Horno appeared in support of the petition . The Vico -Chan .

Finlay Knight was for Marston. The appoalwas argued on the collor made the order prayed for, romarkivg that it was sip .
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gular she Legislaturo had mado no provision by which in such a 1 Graham Hastings, for the petitionor, contended that the com
caso as this a fund might be paid into court without the pocos. pany ought to be wound up, not because the purchasors of the
sity of a trustoo being appointed morely for that purpose . mine had beeu imposed on by the rondors, but because the com

IN RE THE EMMA SILVER MINING COMPANY (LIMITED ). — The pany was unable to pay its debts and carry on its businoss, and

hearing of the petition to wind up this company,which waspre the object for which tho company was formed could not bo

sented in October last, after having been postponed in order to carried out, and was practically abando:13d . The mine was, in

give an opportunity for tho cross-examination of Mr. Tooke, tho fact, worked out before it was bought b ; tho compa : y. More
secretary of the company, was resumed this morning. It ap ovor , the presont directors of the company were tıking pro

poared from the statements contained in the petition that the ceedings in America to recover from the vendors the purchase

company was registored on the 8th of November, 1871, with the monoy paid by the company ; and, as they were thus repudiat
object, as stated in the memorandum of association , of carrying ing the contract, they could not claim to continue to hold the
out an agreemont, dated the 4th of tho samomonth , betwoon property acquirod under it ; and , if money was recoverable , the
the Hon. Trenor William Park and G . H . Doan , and of acquir dissensions that existed in the company rondered it most de

ing and working the Emma Mine, in the Territory of Utah , sirablo that it should be recoverod by a liquidator in a winding

with a capital of £1,000,000, in 50,000 shares of £20 onch . up . The assets of the company, as it appeared from the cross

Tho prospectus statod that the extent of the mine was nearly examination of Mr Tooko, consisted of £9,991 18s. 4d . in

half a mile in length , with a right to an oxtension of 600 feet, tho hands of trustees and some assets in America. Tho mino,

that the title was perfect, that the mino was discovered in the somo said , was worthless, others said it was a goological chanco .

early part of 1870, but was not worked to any extent till tho Against those assots there were liabilities of about £15 ,000 in
autumn of that yoar, from which date certain particulars wero respoct of the £18,000 compromise, and further liabilities on

given as to the raising and the shipment of ores, and it was overdue bills in respect of the £33,009 borrowed. It had boon

stated that the estimated net yearly yield was at the rate of suggested by the Court that a meeting of the shareholders
£700,000 per acro, capablo of being raised by economy in the should be called to consider whether the company should notb3

system of working to nearly £800,000 per annum . That the wound up , but seeing that bills had already been filed by Me

purchase-money of the property was to be £500 ,000 in cash ,and M .Dougall to set asido proceedings at past general meetings,
£500,000 in 25 ,000 fully paid -up sharos, for which the company this would be of little uso ; and, under all the circumstances, a

was to get the Emma Mind, the extonsion claim , £16,300 cash winding -up order was the only course. Mr Nash, for seven
profit on consignment, ore forwarded to England of the valuo shareholdors holding 150 sharos, supported the petition. Mr
of £70,000 , ore filed at tho mino of the value of £60,000, ore Higgins, Q . C ., and MrKokewich , for some of the original dire:
developed of the value of £357,750 , and the wholo of the plant; tors, said that upon full consideration, after hearing the open
and it was proposed to pay monthly dividends limited to £18 ing of the petition , they, on behalf of their clients, who had
per cent. until the formation of a fund of £180,000 to equalize placed themselvesunreservedly in their hands, had reluctantly

the dividends, aftor which the whole earnings were to be divided cometo the conclusion that a winding -up order wis advisable .

among the shareholdersmonthly. On the faith of this prospectus, Mr J. Pearson, Q . C ., and Mr F. H . Coli, for the co:npany, and
MrAskow , the petitioner, applied for and had allotted to him also for 700 shareholders bv . ling shares to the amount of

100 sharos, paying for them , it was said , upwards of £2,500 . £416,880 , opposed the petition . Thepresont directors, against
The purchase was completed and the company began to work whom it was admitted not a wo: I could be said, and who had had

themine, but it appeared that these magnificent prospects were uothing to dowith the transactions complained of in the petition ,

not realized, for after paying the monthly dividends at tho rate and were backed by an enormousmajority of the shareholders,
of £18 por cent, per annum for ten months, the payment of di had made themselves thoroughly acquainted with the affairs of
vidends ceased , and no further dividend had since been paid ,and the company. The Vice-Chancellor, stopping them , suggested

itwasstated by the counsel for the petitioner that the monthly whether it might not be desirable that two of these gentlemen
dividends for November and December, 1872, were paid out of a should be appointed liquidators. Mr Glasse, Q .C . (with whom

sum of £33,000 which had been borrowed from Mr Tronor Park was Mr W . F . Robinson ), for Mr M .Dougall and other share

for the purpose. It appoarod also from the statements in the holders, protested against any winding- up ordor being mado at
petition that in the month of July , 1872, the company's title to all. No winding -up ordor could be made except upon allega

the property was disputed by an American company, called tho tions in a petition which would justify tho order, and hero thero
Illinois Tunnel Company, which was compromisod by the Emma were none such. Mr Glasse had only commenced his argument

Company agreeing to pay the Illinois Company tho sum of at the rising of the Court, and the hearing was adjournod until
£18,000. The petitioner submitted that the company was the following Wednesday. Mr Grosvenor Woods appeared for

a bubble company, brought out by fraudulent schemos, and shareholders holding sharos to the value of £2, 000 in oppositiou
that it could not pay its debts, and ought to be wound up . to the petition. The hearing of tho petition was resumed on
Among other evidenco in supportof tho petition, an affidavit of Wednesday before Vice-Chancellor Malins. MrGlasso, resum
ono Wm . Eddy, who had boon a working minor in the Emma ing his argument in opposition to the petition, said that when
Mine, was read, and he deposed as follows: - “ In my judgment the petition was opened on Friday ho was instructed to oppose
as a practicalminer, nearly all the rich deposit of ore was cleared it on behalf of shareholders holding 1,000 shares, and that sinco

out of the Emma Mino previous to the same being sold to the then shareholders holding 20 ,000 more shares had signified their
eompany, and all that romained to be purchased by the company desire that the company should not bo wound up ; so that ho

was the carcase of the old mine, with a very small quantity of now represented shareholders holding 21,000 sharos. Thero
rich ore to go on with that would be readily exhausted . During woro no allegations in the petition upon which a winding-up

the time I was employed at the mino in breaking ore I have order could be founded. There was ore in the mine, and so long
been instructed (as well as other miners ) to allow looso oro to as tho vein of silver was not absolutely lost it might improve

romain on and around tho limestono rock , and in my presence and the mino again bocomo a profitablo concern . Tho mino,

the superintendent has pointed out the same to strangers as a moreover , was perfectly solvent, it did not owe £50 in tho
mass of ore. I considered at tho time that this looso ore was world , and bad £12,000 iu hand , and tho procoods of the mino

loft there for the purpose of deceiving those notacquainted with woro sufficient to cover the working exponses. Up to the 31st
the working of the mine. Shortly before my loaving tho wino of Docembor, 1872 , there had been 2 ,792 tons of ore sold in

orders were given that no minors were to go bolo v the track or England , and 6 ,500 tons of oro sold at Salt Lake, aud there

tunnel floor of the mine, except fouror five men who were spo wero 430 tons of oro on hand, tho net proceeds of these amounts

cially omployed upon that business, and from what I heard I being £167,000. In 1873 , 5 ,587 tons wero sold at Salt Lake,

was very curious to go below and soo for myself. Accordingly , leaving 214 tons on hand , and the estimated valuo of these

ono night I took an opportunity of going down to the bottom of amounts was £74 ,365 . £12.000 worth of oro was raised in 1874,

ihomine, and then saw for myself that the oro was, as I have be . and £5 ,000 worth this voar. Tho evidence of MrEddy as to the

foro statod, practicaliy exhaustod .” Mr Cotton, Q .C ., and Mr ' mino having boon workod out was valuoloss , for ho loſt tho
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mino in August, 1871, before the workings of the company had | Honour's opinion this mine was not worth the working, and it
bogun, and since that time over £200,000 of ore had boon sent appeared that a compulsory order for winding -up would be tho

homo. Then there was the romarkablo circumstance that not bost course . Still, ho must look at the interests of all partios
ono single creditor had come forward to support tho winding -up concerned , and his conclusion might be orroneons, and although

of tho company, which was strong presumptive evidence that the evidenco was strong that tho wholo scheme had boon con
there were no creditors at all. The only persons who desired a cocted and that the mine had been exhausted, it might yet turn
winding -up were the potitioner, whoheld 125 shares, and seven out to be worth working, for there was evidence that miners
other shareholders, who held 150, making altogether 275. On were now at work in the mine, that £12,000 hil been recoivod
the other hand, shareholders holding the overwhelming majority in 1874, and that £5,000 had been earned this year. Whilo,
of 21,000 shares desired that the company should go on , believ therefore, thore was a doubt whether something might not bo
ing that as oro was still being raised and the mino was paying mado by going on , it was clear that if he nois inado an ordor
its expenses, their only chance was to push on the exploration . to wind-up the company ho should be acting in opposition
Tho four present directors woro until the hearing opposod to a to tho wishos of an overwholming majority of the sharo
winding -up, and, though in consequence of the suggestion made holders, of the thron original directors represented by Mr
by the Court three of them had withdrawn their opposition , Mr Higgins, his Honour had no other disapproval to oxpross ox .
Burnand, the remaining director, opposed a winding -up, sooing 1 copt that they had received a presont of the sharos consti
that the imme iso majority of the shareholders who had ex tuting their qualifications - a practice which ho nover heard of
pressed any opinion were in favour of going on . MrGrosvenor without disapprobation . The present directors had only como in at
Woods, for Mr Burnand and other shareholders, also opposed the a late period to do their best to rescue the concorn . Under these
petition. Mr. J. Pearson, Q .C ., and Mr F . H . Colt, on the part circumstances, though it was only suggested that the principal ob .
of the three presentdirectors, said that the withdrawal of their ject of going on was to seek to get back something by litigation with
opposition to the petition was solely owing to the suggestion the vendors, the fact that shareholders holding so largo a portion of

made by the Court. The Vice-Chancellor : The suggestion the capital desired to continue, afforded some evidence that the case

came from me only . Mr Cotton , Q .C ., in reply , whilo admitting
was not a hopeless one. Had it been Mr M ' Dougall alone who was

that fraud in the inception of a company would not give the
desirous of going on with the company, his Honour would not have

Court jurisdiction to wind it up without other circumstances,
been much influenced, for that gentleman appeared to have bought
his shares for litigious , urposes when the company was in a hope .

contended that the company was insolvent; that it was im less state, but if his Honour acceded to the application of so small a

practicable to carry on its business ; and that the mine, its number of shareholders, he would , to a certain extent, bo cutting off

undertaking, was exhausted, and, in fact, abandoned. Litiga all hope. Was it , then , worth while to wind up the company in
tion in America was in prospect, and , considering the dissen order that an official liquidator should conduct the proposed litiga .

sions in the company, the only proper course was a winding -up tion instead of the directors ? It was said that the confusion and

order. The Vice- Chancellor said that when the petition camo disputes existing in this company rendered such a course desirable ,

on he had asked the various partiesappearingby counsel whether but his Honour had the power to rectify theregister ofshareholders,

they supported or approved it, and on that occasion Mr P nrson,
and when that was done the shareholders could select their own di.

who appeared for three out of the fourprosent directors,
rectors, and those gentlemen when elected would be a proper body

is in to conduct the litigation. Although a fully -paid -up shareholder
structod to opposo it. In consequence, however, of a su ges . was in a position to ask for a winding-up order where the com .
tion of his Honour, those three gentlemen withdrew thoir oppo pany is not insolvent, the Court looked with doubt as to the pro
sition , and were ready to consent to a winding-up order. The priety ofmaking the order on his application , and inasmuch as
three original directors who appeared by Mr Higgins also consi such a shareholder already had the protection afforded by his
dered that a winding-up by the Court was advisable. But, be limited liability, the Court ought to be satisfied that he would de .
sides these gentlomon , thero were, on the one side, in favour of a rive some benefit from the order ; and his Honour did not see
winding -up order only the petitioner, MrAskew , who was a holder what benefit the petitioner, who had already lost over £2,000 in this

of 125 shares, and seven gentlomen who held between them 150
company would obtain by winding it up, for it was a matter of

shares. Thus, tho supporters of the winding -up order only held
pure speculation whether anything would be got back from America .

between them 275 shares, while on the other hand, shareholders
Amid these difficulties, however, the Companies Act of 1862afforded

to tho amount of £416 ,800 strongly opposed it, and the views of
guidance to the Court. The 91st section of that Act empowered the

Court in all matters relating to winding up to have regard to the
each side woro urgod so strongly and with somuch zeal, that it wishes of the contributories, and if expedient to direct meetings to
was difficult to know what ought to be done. The facts com be held for the purpose of ascertaining their wishes, and to appoint

mon to both sides showed how unfortunato the shareholder a person to act as chairman of such meeting. It was said , " Why

this company had boon . It had been formed in 1871 upon state hold a meeting in this case, when the wishes of the majority had

mentsof a most delusivo character coming from persons on the been expressed already ? ” His Honour, however, thought that in this

other side of the Atlantic, that the property of the company was case the wishes of the shareholders, as far as they had been ascor.

actually making £700,000 a yoar, and that tho profit might bo tained, had been ascertained in somehaste andwithout full considera.

increased to £800 ,000 a year, the purchase -money asked being
tion ; and ,upon the whole, he cameto the conclusion that it was not

one million . These expectations of a profit of 70 or 80 per
right in this case to make an immediate order to wind.up the com .

7 . but that the shareholders shculd have an opportunity of er .

cent., which induced the petitioner to embark in the concern , pressing their wishes at a meeting which he should direct to be
woro so strong that the company would not take the usual course called for the purpose, and that such meeting should be presided

of waiting till the close of the half-year to declare a dividend , over by some independent person competent to keep order thereat,

but began at ouce to pay monthly dividends at the rate of who should be appointed by the Court for the purpose . The peti.
£18 per cent. per annum . And, no doubt, sooing that this £18 tion must, therefore, stand over in order that such a moeting should

por cont. (not in itself a very common dividend) was only be held , and the time, place ,and chairman of the meeting would be
part of a futuro £70 per cent., the shareholders thought thom determined in his Honour's Chambers.

selves very fortunate porsons. These hopos, however, soon March 20 .

came to an end, for though the company received £176,000 in IN RE THE GENERAL SOUTH AMERICAN COMPANY (LIMITED ).
the course of the first year, thoy only paid the monthly divi - This company was establishod in 1868 as merchants and

bankers, having transactions principally with South America .

whom were throo members of Parliament, a C . B ., and an Am Tho capital of tho Company was £392,000 ip fully paid -up

bassador, had to borrow the monoy to pay the last two monthly shares of £100 each. On the 18th inst. a potition to wind up
dividends. Thon the bubble burst, and tho directors found that the company was prosented by Mr Vonables, à croditor upon

they had been abominably cheated and imposod upon by the pro bills ondorsed by the company, to the extent of about £12,960.
moters of the company on the other side of the Atlantic . This, Some of these bills had been accepted by the firm of Messrs J.

however, was not tho first case of the kind, for similar casos, C . im Thurn and Co., and upon being presontod for payment

such as the Mineral-hill, in which Mr Albert Granthad boon 80 woro dishonoured . It was stated that the company's liabilitios
imposed upon , had already beon before his Honour. In his l amountod to £400,000. On the 19th, upon an er parte applica
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tion made to his Honour in Chambers, Mr G . A . Capo was ap . I respect of it, and he had made no demand on accountof it in the
pointed provisional liquidator until Tuesday, the 23rd inst., and suit of “ Rickards v . Carew ," he (Mr Rickards) was entitled to claimi
at tho same timo his Honour directed a notice of motion for the a priority over MrCroysdill in the distribution of the policymoneys.

continuance of Mr Capo as provisional liquidator, to be forth The object of the bill in this suit was to obtain a declaration that
Mr Rickards bad no charge on tbe polier for advances made to Mr

with served upon the company's solicitors, and that the inotion Carew , after the 6th of August. 1867, a .id for an a count. The

should be brought on this morning at tho sitting of the Court. principal question in the suit was whether the policy passed to the
Accordingly , Mr Glasse, Q .C . (MrMontaguo Cookson with him ), plaintiff by the deed of tho 6th of August, 1867. The Vice -Chan .
now moved that Mr Cape should be continued as provisional cellor, without calling for a reply , held that the polics passod to the
liquidator for the purposo of rocoiving the romittancos coming plaintitf by the deed of the 6th of August, 1857 ; that even if it
in for the company from South America, and to take possession could have ever been thought to have been forfeited , it had beon ro .

of tho company's assets. Mr Higgiu , Q . C ., for tho Crédit Rural, vived ; thatMr Rickards had, iu a letter written by him to the office ,
creditors of the company, supported the motion. Mr W . Poar bimself taken a viow inconsistent with the actual forfeiture of the
son, Q .C . (Mr Everitt with him ) for the company, askod that the policy ; that when hemade the further advances on which he relied be

motion might stand over until Tuesday, stating that if the ap knew ofthe deed of the 6th of August, 1867 ; that the plaintiff bad not

been guilty ofany laches ; and, on the whole case, mado a declara
plication were now acceded to it might seriously affoct tho

tion that Mr Rickards was not entitled to a charge or lion on the
position of the company, it being a going copcorn , and thero moneys pavable in rospect of the policy for any advance to Mr

being a prospect of its being able to meet its engagements. The Carew after the 6th of August, 1867 , and, on tbe footing of that
company had received no notice that the acceptances of Messrs declaration, decreed an account of whatwas now due aud owing to
im Thurn and Co. had boon dishonourod until after the presen MrRickards on bis securities reserving the further consideration of

tation of the petition . After some discussion, the Vice-Chan the cause, and the costs of it.

collor extended the order appointing MrCapo until the following

Thursday. At the sitting of the Court on the following Wed
nesday it was arranged that Mr Schwank, one of the directors COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
of the company, should be associated with Mr Cape as provi March 19.
visional liquidators of the company until the hearing of the

(Before Mr Registrar Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)
petition for winding up the company.

March 24. IN RE HENRY BRINSLEY SHERIDAN , JUN . — The bankruptwas a

( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir C . Hall.) contractor, carrying on business in George- street, Westminster.

CROISDILL V . RICKARDS. - Ile plaintiff in this suit was the trustee undor the style of Sheridan, Kemball, and Co. This was an ad

for the creditors of a Mr Carew , who was the tebapt for life of journed sitting for public examination . Mr Baker appeared for

the estatesmep ioned in the “ Carew 's Estate Act, 1857 ," and also the trustee ; Mr E . Lee for the bankrupt. It was stated tho

entitled to the income of the “ trust stock " comprised in tho Act. failure was attributable to the fact that the bankrupt had en
Tbe material facts of the caso were briefly these : - MrCarew was gagod in a business of which ho had no exporieuco , and to his
in 1866 indebted to Mr. Rickards. In July of that year he effected

having incurred liabilitios on lills of exchango, for which he dida policy on his own life, in bis own name, for £5,000, with the
Englisb and Scottish Law Life Assurance Association , iu Edin

not receive any value. The c.: 30 had been before the Court for

burgh , and banded the policy to Mr Rickards. On the 27th of De. a considerable timo, and a pro; osal, though not of a very defi

cember, 1866, Mr Carow gavo Mr Rickards an equitable mortgage nite character, had been made to the creditors. The trusteo now
of his interest in the Carew estates for £6 ,876 , and agreed to keep pressed an application for tho filing of accounts. His Honour
up the policy to the full amount of his debt. On the 10 . b of May, ördored the bankrupt tu filo his accounts within one month , and
1867,Mr Carew gavoMrRickardsanother security for £8,800, which adjourned the further hearing for six woeks.
included tho previous debt. On the 29th of Juno he gave Mr ÎN RE W . BARKER .-- Tho bankrupt, a goldsmith, jewellor, and
Rickards a further security , which was in effect a memorandum silversmith , carrying on business at 164, Now Bond-streot, has
thatMr Rickards bad that day sent him £200, and be bad bought filed a potition for liquidation, with liabilities stated at £29,000,
a grey cob of him at £225, which he was to keep for him a fow

and assets consisting of stock in trado, the lease of the premises,weeks freo of chargo ; and he had given bim bis acceptance for
trado fixtures, and fittings on the premises, book debts andthe £125 , payable on the 1st of August then next, to be included

in the mortgage, signed C . H . Carew . Mr Carew bad on tbe 10th household furniture of the total value of £30,000, the stock in

of May, 1867, given Mr Rickards a warrant of attorney to enter up trado alone being of the estimated value of £15,000 . Mr Bagloy,
judgment against him for £9,577 128 8d, the aggregate amount for the debtor, and with tho concurrence of creditors, asked
ihen alleged to be due from him to Mr Rickards on the secu . that Mr H . H . Ashworth , accountant, 3, Salter's -hall-court,
rity of the memorandum , with interest at £20 per cent. per an . Cannon -street, should be appointed receiver and manager, and
pum , but that judgmont never was enterorl upon. On the oth of for an injunction to restrain actions by creditors, one of whom
August, 1867 , Mr. Carew duly executed a conveyance to the plaint

had recovered a judgment. The evidence showed that it was
under the 192d section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1861, of all his real

necessary the property should be protected until the first moet
and personal property, and effects wbatsoever, and whother legal or

ing of creditors, the debtor's intention being to offer a composi
equitable, for the benefit of Mr Carew 's creditors. Mr Rickards
was not a consenting creditor to the deed, but he had notice of it , tion . His Honour granted the application .
Mr Carew died on the 17th of September, 1872. The plaintiff March 20 .

alleged tbat there was now due to Mr Rickards, on the security of (Before the llon . W . C . SPRING -RICE sitting as Chief Judge.)

tbe memoranda and policy, £2, 149 or thereabouts, all the interest IN RE CHARLES S . EDWARDS. - The debtor is a warehouse .on the memoranda and all the premiums on the policy having been
man carrying on business at 15 , Watling-street.

paid ; and the plaintiff, tberefore , claimed for Mr Carow 's creditors He has filed

ibo balance of the policy moneys. The defendant, however, claimed
a potition for liquidation , with debts estimated at £15 ,000, and

wholo of the £5 ,000 in respect of further advances which he assets, consisting of furniture, stock -in -trade, book debts, and

had madu to MrCarew after the deed of the 6th of August, 1867 , other property , £5,477. Mr G . A . Rooks, for the debtor, and

and on account of the payments of premiumsby bim (Mr Rickaris ) i with the concurrence of creditors for £6 ,366 , appliod that Mr J .
to keep the policy on foot. He said the policy ought to his beca F . Lovering, accountant, Gresham -streot, should bo appointed

effected in his name, and not that of Mr Carew ; that soon after he receiver and manager. The affidavit used in support of the
had it hadded to him be found one half- year' s premium on it loud : application showed that stocki of the value of £547 had beou for

dot bern paid ; it was forfeited at the date of the ileed ; that he him . warded to the debtor by a firm in the North , now in liquidation ,
self the paid the requisito premiuins, and

in part security for the amount of accommodation accoptancespolicy to be his. At all events the equiiablo mortgage of the 27th
given by the debtor in their favour ; and there was also uponof December, 1865, operated as au assignment of it to him . He hud

in December, 1867, instituted a suit of “ Rickards y Carew ," to the premises stock of tho value of £2,000 forwarded to the

which the plaintiff in the present one was a party . The suit was debtor for sale by various firms. It was of importance to the
aftorwards compromised , MrRickards further insisted that because general body of creditors that a receiver and manager should be
Mr Croysdill had not given any potice to the insurance office of bis appointed to take possossion of the property. His Honour
claim to the policy prior to Mr Rickard 's subsequent advaucos in granted the application .
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IN RE G . N . Caley. - In this case, upon the application of SPRING ASSIZES.

Mr Brough, bis Honour appointed a receiver and manager ; the MIDLAND CIRCUIT.

debtor, carrying on business at the Hope Iron Works, Vincent YORK , MARCH 23.

street, Westiniustor, and at Lambeth, as an ironfounder, having CROWN COURT. — ( Before Lord COLERIDGE.)
filed a petition for liquidation , estimating his debts secured and James Hedley, George Harpor, John Henry Bennison (de

unsecured atabout £10,000, and assots £3,000. scribed as an “ accountant" ), and Frederick Hodgson were in
dicted for a conspiracy to defraud the creditors of Hodgson , whoIs BE WILLIAN AIRD. - Upon the application of MrMunns,
had become bankrupt, and to defeat the provisions of the Bank

his Honour also appointed a rocoiver and manager, under a
ruptcy Act. Our readers will remomber that the caso was re

potition for liquidation prosontod by Wm . Aird , of the Ferry
portod at considerablo length in the Norombor number of the

lano Brick Works, Walthamstow , whose debts are returuod at
Accountant. Mr Maulo, Q . C ., and Mr Skidmoro prosocuted ;£3,000, with assets of about tho samu amount, subject to reali Hedley was defended by Mr Campbell Foster ; Harper by Mr

zation. Whitaker ; Benvison and Hodgson by Mr Tenant and Mr
March 23. Etheringtou Smith . Tho defendants all lived at Middlesborough ,

(Before Mr Registrar Roche, sittingas Chief Judge.) and Hodgson had been tenant to Hedley of a public-house there,

which he gave up in April last, and in June became a liquidating
IN RE LEMON HART and Sox. - Tbis was an adjournod sitting

debtor. The substantial chargo was that the four defendants
for public examination . The bankrupts, Messrs George Whito

had conspired to make a falso agreement in June, which was
and David Hart, wero wine and spirit merchants , carrying on

antedated to April, purporting to assign the fixtures of the pub
business in George- street, Tower-hill, under the firm of Lemon

lic -house to Hedley, in consideration of the reloase of Hodgson
Hart and Son. Thoy had filed a petition for liquidation , updor

by Hedley from a debt of £80, for which the latter held Hodg
which an offor of a composition was inade, but the creditors de

son 's acceptance. The depositions were very voluminous, and
clined to accode, and an adjudication of bankruptcy followed . A

tbe principal witness against the defendants was a late clerk of
statement of affairs showed the following items : - Unsecured

Bennison 's , who had been twice convicted of forgery, and whoso
creditors, £36,137 ; creditors partially secured, less the value of

examination occupied the Court till its rising at 6 .30 last
securities held , £37,563 ; creditors for ront, rates, & c., £1,632 ;

evening. This morning, after the case had proceeded about an
and liabilities on bills discounted , which it was expected would

rank against the ostato , £4,736 . Assets - stock in trade at hour, one of the jury was taken ill , and as his Lordship said he
could not begin so long an inquiry afresh , it being the CommisTower -hill, estimated at £3 ,400 ; at tho cooperage, £596 ; and

in bond, £8,527 ; book dobts about £23 ,084, estimated to produce sion day at Leods, the jury were discharged, and the defendants

bound over to appear for trial at the Summer Assizes.
£12,384 ; bills of oxchange and other similar securities, £41

HOME CIRCUIT.
and surplus from securities in the hands of creditors, £3,659.

BRIGHTON, March 22 .MrLanyon , for the trustee and committee of inspection , pro
( Before Mr Justice DENMAN and a Special Jury .)

posed to examine the bankrupts in regard to their dealingswith
WATSON 1. THE IMI’ERIAL UNION LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

their property. Ho stated that tho transactions of the bank
Mr Day, Q .C ., Mr. Willis, and MrMarshall Griffiths appeared forrupts had been very extensive, and that the trustee was dis the plaintiff , MrSerjeant' Parry, MrMerrifield , and MrGrantham

satisfied with the information he had received. Mr Linklater, for the defendants . This was an action upon a policy of life assur.
sclicitor for the bankrupts, said that accounts prepared by gen ance for £1,000 which was resisted on the ground that the deceased

tlemen of great experience in such matterswere duly filed , and had misrepresented to the defendants the state of his health and

an adjournment had been taken until to -day for investigation . habits. The deceased, a farmer, residing at Hove, executed the

His Honour held, in accordance with a case of “ Ex parte Law . policy sued on in September, 1871, and in answer to the usual

rence ," decided by the Chief Judge, that it would be contrary to questions put to him by the defendants stated that he was in good

health and of temperate habits. He died suddenly in February,
the practico of tho Court to permit a long examination of the

1873 , and it appeared from the post mortem examination made on
bankrupts now . If the trustee required further information, he

his body that the death arose from fatty degeneration of the heart,
could apply for a privato sitting, and the facts then elicited

liver, and kidneys. The case for the defendants (who, owing to
might afterwards be brought under the notice of the Court. An the form of the pleadings began ) was that this was the result of
adjournment was then ordered until the 4th of May, a private chronic drunkenness, and they called a number of medical and

esamination of the bankrupts to be held in the meantime. other witnesses, who deposed that the assured had for some years

March 24. previous to the date of the policy been of excessively intemperato

habits, and that his state of health was in consequence very weak .

(Before Jr Registrar MURRAY.) The medicalwitnesses called by the defendants were also of opinion

IN RE STIFF AND FLOWER. — This failure occurred in Marol , that the state of the deceased 's organs disclosed at the post mortem

examination could only have been caused by drunkenness of long
1874, the bankrupts being then the proprietors of the IVeekly Dis

standing. It was also stated that the assared had concealed from
patch , subject to a mortgago thereon . It appeared that previous

the defendants the facts that he had constantly required medical
to th tcy disputos had arisen between Messrs. Stiff and

Flower, and a suit of " Flower v . Stiff ” was iostituted at the Court attendance, and that he had met with an accident in a Hansom cab .
For the plaintiff it was admitted that the deceased had become ad .

of Chancery, with the object of taking tho accounts and obtaining

a dissulution of the partnership. In Decembor, 1873, Mr Saff-ry dicted to drink before his death, but it was said that this was in

was appointed receiver in the Chancory proceedings, and Mr H . W . consequence of pecuniary and oiber troubles arising after the date

Oliphant napager, for the purpose of carrying on the newspaper. of the policy. His widow , the plaintiff in the action , was called and

Tho trustee in the baukruptcy now applied tbat an accountmight gave evidence to this effect. Sir Cordy Burrows,who bad examined

be taken of what was due under 'the mortgago, with a view to the the assured on behalf of the plaintiffs and passed him as a

application of any balance thatmight so bo found duo to the bonefit " first-class life ," described him as being a perfectly healthy

of ihe unsecured creditors. It was stated that a sale had recently man, and stated that in bis opinion the symptoms de.

been effected of the Weekly Dispatch to Mr Wentworth Dilke for cribed by the doctors who had made the post mortem examina .

the sum of £11,000, abd a question hd aris- n respecting the tion were quite consistent with the assured having taken
to drinking coly a short time before his death .amount that the mortgagees wore ontitled to claim out of that fund . The case

It was alleged that during the Chancery proceedings a deficit bad 1 for the plaintiff was not finished when the Court rose .

occurred in the cash , money baving been paid for advertisemonts The hearing was concluded on the following day. Severaladditional
which were not entered in the books, and the Court had to con. witnesses were called for the plaintiff, who stated that although the

sider whether the mortgages were liable to account for the defi . assured had undoubtedly contracted habits of intemperance shortly

ciency . The evidenco adduced was of a very conflicting character, before his death , still at the date of the policy he was a perfectly

and MrWood , the mortgages in possession, altogether repudiated sober and healthy man. The learned Judge leit it to the jury to suy

any liability in reference to the alleged abstraction of cash . - - Mr whether the statements of the deceased , that he was of temperate

Linklater was coupsel for the trusteo ; Mr R . Griffiths forthe mort. babits and had no regular medicalattendant (or either of them )were

gagée 8 . - At the conclusion of the arguments his Houour reserved uutrue, and if so whether they were fraudulent. The jury, after

judgment. having been absent from court for more than an honr and a half

bank
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were discharged without having been able to agree . The case had l order for the dischargo of the bankrupt on his giving up pog.
beon tried before,atthe last Spring Assizes ,when a verdict was found session of the grazing farm .

to

FAILURES .

LIVERPOOL BANKRUPTCY COUPT. It is stated that the accoptances of Massrs im Thurn and Co.

March 19. have already been taken up by other parties to the extent of

(Before Mr. J . F . COLLIER, Judge.) £1,500 ,000 , and that the dividend to be declared on the estato

IN RE J. L . PALETHORPE . - In this case the debtor, a cotton has been dealt in at 10s to 12s 6d in the pound.

broker in Liverpool, presented a petition for the liquidation of ENGLAND.--- Mossrs T Barnard and Co., Tib -street, Manches

his affairs, in September last , and at the first meeting of creditors ter, warehousomon , havo suspended ; liabilities , £3,500 . - Tho

liquidation was determined upon, and Mr Bolland chosen trus suspension was announced in Bradford on Saturday of A . W .

teo. By the statement of accounts the liabilities wero repre Ramsdon , manufacturer, Bingley. Liabilities are estimatod at

sented to bo £21,189, and assets £163 17s. 6d. Debts amount £40 ,000. The creditors are few in number. - Tho failure of a

ing to £4,000 wore proved at the first mroting, and other debts firm of stuff manufacturers with £25,000 liabilities was an

not then tendered wero subsequently proved by lodging affidavits nounced in Bradford on Monday. Mr. Henry Crosland, of
with the trusteo, a provision in the recent Act enabling credi Netheroyd Hill, stone merchant, formerly carrying on business

tors to make proofs of debts in that manner. Amongst other in copartnership with Mr. Thomas Dyson , Lindley, stono mer

proofs tendered was one by Mr H . W . Meade -King for £1, 209 chant, has filed a petition in the Huddersfield County Court for

is.4d., being for money lent to, and paid for, the use of the deb the liquidation of his affairs by arrangement. The debtor's
tors, and for which , he stated , he hold no security oxcept a po liabilitios are estimated at £3,400 .

licy of insurance on the life of the debtor for £1,200, which ho The North British Daily Mail says - It is announced that the
valued at £200 . By the rules under the present Act a secured banking house of Messrs Caralli, Efstathiadi, is being wound up
creditor is bound to state the particulars of his security in his by the shareholders. Its capital was 1,000,000 francs, but the
proof, and the value at which he assesses the same, and he is to be shares have been for some time past at a considerable discount.
doemod a creditor only for the balance, and if it happensatany . The suspension of payment by the house of A . G .Mavrogordato,
timo afterwards that the socurity produces more than the value of Marseilles, is also announced, and it is attributed to the diffi
at which it has been assessed , the creditor is bound to hand over cultios of the Société do Crédit et de Commission of Constanti
the difference to the trustee. This is an innovation in bankruptcy nople , with which it had large dealings.
procedure which, although the Act has been in operation for fire The National Zeitung reports the failure of Herbers and Com
years past, appears to have escaped the consideration it deserves. pany, sugar manufacturers, of Uerdingon , on the Rhino. The
In the present case the debtor, subsequently to the admission liabilities aro estimatod at upwards of 1,000,000 thalers ,
of the proof of debt, died , and in due course the creditor received Amorican advices report that a meeting of the creditors of
from the insurance office the amount of the policy. Mr Messrs Beal and Hooper, furniture dealors, Boston, had been
Bolland, the trusteo, thereupon made application to MrKing held ; tho liabilities were estimated at £50,000, with assots

for tho odd £1,000 which the security had realized in excess of about £34,000 . Mossrs C . Orff and Co., dry goods, Fort Wayne,

the value placed upon it in the proof, but the croditor's advisers Indiana, had stoppod ; liabilities £13,000, and it was thought

having doubts as to the rights of the trustee. it v they would pay 40 cents on the dollar. Tho creditors of Messrs
submit the case to the ducision of the Court. Ur Kennedy, in May, Moyer, and Co., wholesale dry goods, Cincinnati, O ., had
structed by Messrs Anderson , Collins, and Robinson , appeared bronight a suit against them , with a viow to bankruptcy ; liabi
for the trustee ; and Mr Potter, instructed by Messrs Thornley lities £15 ,000. A financial crisis had been experienced in the
and Dismore, for the creditor. Mr Kennedy shortly stated the Dominion , Canada. Messrs Pickham and Haag, Toronto, Ont.,

facts of the case, and referred to the rules and decisions under extensive lumbor dealers, had failed . The banks had held a

former statutes as to the effect of a secured croditor proving his meeting, and agreed to assist one another in the event of diffi

debt, and Mr Potter was afterwards hoard in reply. His Hon culties. A meeting of the creditors of Messrs Wheatley, Wil

our, without calling upon MrKennedy, said the only question in liams, and Co., extensivo sugar refiners, New York , had beon

doubt was whether a policy of insurance was such a security as held . A statement of their affairs was submitted , aud a com

was contemplated by the 272d rule, and, in his opinion, it was, mittee appointod to investigate .

and, in fact, the creditor had so treated it. The order must be
in the torms of the motion that the creditor pay to the trustee

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
tho difference between £200, the sum at which he bad valued

his security , and the amount of the policy, £1,200 . The costs
Dunn (NEWCASTLE ). - At a meeting of the creditors of this

to be allowod out of theestate .
debtor, held at Nowcastle , the statement of affairs presonted

showod liabilities £1,058 6s. 1d.; assots, £t15. It was resolved

to liquidate by arrangement, and Mr Harvey (Gamblo and Har

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN , MarciI 19. vey ) was appointed trustce.

( Before Judge HARRISON.) At the statutory moeting of tho creditors ofMessrs Crompton ,

IN RE JOHN V•ELWAINE. — The bankrupt was a farmer in the Cooke, and Co., of Chester - street Mills, Chorlton -upon - Vodlock

County Donegal. This was the first public sitting ; but no as yarn polishers, dyers, and doublers, the statement of affairs

signoo was proposod. On a former day an application was made showed total liabilities £3 ,485 ,and total assets £3,374. Liquida

for the dischargo from custody of the bankrupt, who had been tion by arrangemout was rosolved upon .

arrested under a judgment obtained by Lord Leitrim for £100 S . MI .CRACKEN (BRADFORD - On Monday afternoon a meet

for the ront of a farm , and on that occasion the detaining cro ing of the creditors of Samuel M ‘Crackon , of Godwin -street,

ditor opposed the discharge. The bankrupt held two farms, Bradford , wholesale jeweller and hardwareman, was held at the

ono by lease under Lord Leitrim and the othor a grazing farm offico of MrCrowthor Davis, Bepnett's Hill, Birmingham . Mr

of 440 acres, for tho ront of which the bankrupt had boen ar John Brookes (of the firm of Messrs Ashford and Brookos) was

rested . It was stated on the foriner occasion that the bankrupt appointed chairman. Mr Crowthor Davis appeared for the

would be discharged on giving up possession , but there was a principal creditors, and Mr Harvey representad certain London

difficulty in doing this, as tho bankrupt's son had beon givon creditors. The statement of affairs showod total liabilitios

possossion of a houso in which he carried on the busigoss of a £3,311 11s, 5d., and assets £1,900 8s. 11d . After sovoral offora

publican. Mr Scallan now ronewed tho application for the dis had boon inado, liquidation by arrangement wag agrood upon

chargo of the bankrupt. Mr Holmoe (instructed by Mr Lott ) authority, loworor, boing given to tho trustee to sell at a sum

opposod the discharge on the part of Lord Loitrim , unloss goino sufficient to pay 6s. 8d . in the pound . Mr Crowther Davis was

socurity was given by the bankrupt for tho rent which he | entrustod with the rogistration of the rosolution , and Mr L .

-wod. Judge Harrison, by consent of the parties, made an Sharp was appointed trustoo.
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APPOINTMENTS.
A COTTON FAILURE .

[ The Editor wil be glad to receire early nolice of appointments of
Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ] Under the above titlo the Liverpool Courier comments
Mr F . W . Pixley, A .Í. A., his born appointed by the Mastor of upon the case in re J. L . Palethorpe, in the following

the Rolls, official liquidator of “ Hart's Pure Whole Moal Bread terms :

and Biscuit Company (Limitacl)." " A curiousand, if we are not mistakon, a unique incident in
Mr Capo (Cape and Harris ) has boon appointed official liqui bankruptcy procoduro has just occurred in the Liverpool court.

dator of the Lion Assurance Company (Limited ) by Vice Chan A cotton broker, namod Palethorpe, failed six months ago with

cellor Hall, apd official liquidator of the Co -operativo Supply
debts to the ainount of £21, 189, and assets £163 178. 9d ., tho

Association (Limited ) by Vice Chancellor Malins.
lattor sum , we suppose, boing just about sufficient to pay thoVice Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr Jamos Wood Sully
expenses of commercial whitewashing. The estate was so veryofficial liquidator of the Metropolitan Licensed Victuallors and unpromising that fow of the creditors took the trouble of prov

Householders' Colliorios Association (Limited ).
ing their debts, and the total amount provod was only about

Messrs Tilly and Co. liave been reappointed Auditors of the £1,000 . Among the latter was a proof of Mr. Moade King for
Montevidean and Brazilian Tolograph Company, Limited.

£1,209 1s. Ad ., for morey lent and paid on the bankrupt's ac
count, and in respect of which ho statod that he hold no secr

liquidator of the Grovesend Stoam Coal Colliory Company rity except a policy of insurance on Palethorpe's life for £1,200,

(Limited ), and also of the Cwm Bychan Silver Load Mining whish he valued at £200 . This insurance policy has tarned out

Company (Limited). a lucky windfall to the creditors who proved their debts, but

not quite so luckyto the holder as he probably anticipated . By

the rules under tho present act a secured creditor is bound to
BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION . state the particulars of his security in his proof, and the value

" T . A . W ." writing in the Law Journal says : - “ In your issue at which he assesses the same, and he is to be deemed a credi

of March 13 you say : Wethink it would by far better to do away
tor only for the balance, and if it happens at any time aftor

with the liquidation clauses.' Having seen the working of the Acts
of 1849, 1861, and 1869, during twenty -seven years' experience in wards that the security produces more than the value at which

connection with the Court of Bankrupicy, I took the liberty of sug . it has been assessed, tho creditor is bound to hand over the diſ

gesting to the Lord Chancellor's committee on bankruptcy the ference to the trustee. Mr. Palethorpe died, and thereupon Mr.

following as a substitute for these most mischievous sections (125 Bolland , the trustee, with a thorough knowledge of bankruptcy

and 126 ), wbicb , in fact, were a return to the evils of the deed law , and a lynx eye for assets, made a claim for the proceeds of

clauses in the Act of 1861, before they wero so wholesomely correc the insurance policy on behalf of the general creditors. The

ted by the AmendmentAct of 1868, known as 'Moffatt's ' " : question was referred to the judge of the County Court, and his
" 1 . A debtor should be allowed to petition for adjudication of Honour has just affirmed Mr. Bolland's action . The procoeds

bankruptcy against himself, filing a list of creditors as under the of the insurance policy are required to be paid into the general
Bankruptcy Act, 1861, provided he could show £ assets to be estate, and of course the dividend will be increased by this sub .
administered ( 17 & 18 Vict. c . 119, s. 20).

2. A debtor petitioning against himself should be allowed to have stantial addition . The estate will thusyield a dividend of about

the advertisement of adjudication delayed and proceedings stayed 5 shillings in the pound to those of the creditors who thought it

until a meeting of creditors could be called to consider a composition worth while to prove their debts , this result being entirely due

offered for a scheme of settlement proposed by the bankrupt (as in to the shrowdness of the trusteo in understanding the minutiæ

No. 3 ), provided he deposited funds for the expouse of such ineet of bankruptcy practice, and keeping a keen look -out for con

ing, and also produced io the Courtwithin a cortain time the assents tingent assets. Nor is there any reason to complain of the do

of one-fourth in value of his creditors to such course. The cision. It is clearly more equitable that the whole body of

scheme of sottlement might contain a proposal of the terms on creditors should pro rata receive the benefit of tho insuranoe

which the bankrupt should obtain a disclarge from bis debts. policy than that one creditor should be paid in full, and all the
ore such meeting the bankrupt should produce a

rest obtain nothing whatever.'
statement of affairs, and the majority in value of the credi

tors might pass tbe vecossary resolution for composicion or echeme

of settlement, when the proceedings should be followed up als in
No. 3 ; or they might resolve that the state should be admiuistered EJECTING A BANKRUPT IN SCOTLANI) .

in opev bankruptcy,and proceed to choose a creditors' trustee. This We extract the following from the Dundee Advertiser :

course would simplify the proceedings, and do away with the ex William Robertson , iron merchant, Dundee, and Wm . Stiven ,

pense of receivers and restraining ordors . Concurrent petitions by accountant, Dundee, trusteo on the sequestrated estate of Chas.

the debtor and the creditor ought not to be permitted to exbaust Donoon Young, have presented a petition to Sheriff Barclay to

the assets .

“ 3 . T'he bankrupt, after having filed his statement of affairs, grant warrant for summarily removing and ejecting C . D . Young
from Inveralmond House, where he resides. The petition sotshould be at liberty to offer a composition or proposu a scheme of

setitlement, to bo decided in the first instance by the resolutioa of a forth that part of the sequestrated estates of C . D . Young con
majority in value of the creditors present or represented at a met sists of the lease of Inveralmond House up to the term of Whit
ing called for ihe purpose, and to be contirmed by the assents in sunday next (old style ), and also of the household furniture
writing of sufficient creditors to constituto a majority of three thorein ; and on the 1st of the prosunt month Wm . Stiven soll
fourths in number and valuo, or a majority in number and four . to Wm . Robertson the wholo of the household furniture at the

fifths in value, of all the creditors, within a prescribed time. All sum of £555, which price had been paid , it being part of the

asseuting creditors to be required to prove their debts , and the pro bargain thatWm. Robertson should have right to the use of In
Cedivg to by similar to that uoder tho Baykruptcy Aine dinent

veralmond House from the 1st of March current to the torm of
Act, 1868, commonly kuown as Moffatts,'and to be suject to the

Whitsunday, and also that a person on his behalf should be onapproval of the Court upon the report of its officer.”
" I may add , by way of explanation , that No. 3 is tho course titled to onter the house and romain in possession ; that Mr

proposed to be pursued, aiter the appointment of a trustez, iu tho Young, although desired and required by Mr Stiven to removo

case of a bankrupt adjudicated on a creditors ' politi ) . No. 2 is a and fiit on tho 5th March , had declined to do so ; that the peti

siniilar course, before tho appointment of a trustee, in the case of a tioner, Wm . Robertson , in terms of the agreomont botween him

debtor adjudicated on his own petition, in place of the present liqui and Mr Stiven , on tho 2d March sont Robert Pullar, carter, ro
dation procedure ." siding in Dundee, to onter Inveralmond House and remain in

possession of it ; and that the respondent refiised to allow him

to enter, but that, having at last offected an entrance, he wasIRISI BANRUPTCY BUSINESS, - Our Dublin correspons
now in possession of it and the household furniture ; that thedent informsus that thero were nearly 90 entries in the
respondeut illegally and wrongously threatened personal vio .Dublin Bankruptcy Court list for Tuesday last, an un

ruptcy Court list for Tuesday last, an un - lonco towards Josoph Pullar, and summarily throatonod to ojocs
usually heavy accumulation of business. him . Tho potitionors thoroforo prayod tho Sheriff to grant
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warrant to oject Mr Young, to grant warrant against him ejoct percontage of failures in that year must have been three or four

ing Joseph Pullar, and also for interim interdict. The Sheriff times as greatas in 1874. Moreover, if we compare the fail
has issued the following intordict : ures of last year with those of previous returns, the result is

" Perth , 4th March , 1875 . — Tho case being called on the roll less disadvantageous than might havo been supposed. Tho

of new actions, the agent for the defender stated that his client total in 1874 is reported at $ 155 ,239,000. This amount of lia

was at prosent from home, and , from the extrome shortness of bilities was divided among 5,830 insolvent firms. An oasy cal

the inducirc, ho was unable at presentto state a defonco. But he culation shows that each insolvont firm averagod $ 26 ,627 of

callod for production of a mandato from Mr Stiven , the trustee, liabilities, and that assuming the same average for the 650 ,000

authorizing this action,and for the other papers founded on , and solvent firms referrod to above, the aggregate liabilitios of the

which productions tho Sheriff- Substitute orders, and adjourns commercial classes amount to $ 17,307,550,000. In round num

the caso till Friday, at 11 o 'clock foronoon , for roceiving thoso bors, therefore, tho average liabilities may be taken at

productions and proceoding with the record ; aud tho pursuor's $ 17,000 ,000, and assuming that liabilities run off every 30 days,

solicitor having mored for interim interdict, refuses tho samo. the total liabilities croated during the year are noarly

(Signed ) “ Hugu BARCLAY." $ 68,000,000.

“ Nore. - The interdict appears to be most anomalous. If the

petitioners have right to tho furniture they may get it removed :

and if the defender interferes to prevent this they can apply for THE WILLS OF GREAT LAW -MAKERS.
a warrant. If they are entitled instantly to remove the defender and take possession of the house they will in propor time be The fact that the wills of two Lord Chancellors, within ag
heard thereon under the prayer of the petition ; but at their own many years, should have occasioned grave difficulty, is not a

hand to intrude a man into the house in which the defenderand little remarkable . Lord Westbury's will, carefully prepared by
his family are admittedly dwelling, and to seek the aid of the himself, was said to be exceedingly hard to construe by the

law to prevent the possessor from extruding that stranger or Master of the Rolls. In the case of Lord St. Leopards the diffi
any porson whomay succeed him as sentinel, is something most culty is stillmoro grave. His will, written “ in his own hand
extraordinary. A man 's house in this country is proverbially writing, on five or six sheets of old quarto white letter-paper, "
his castlo, and no ono, oven Royalty, can enter without leave has been lost, and the advertisement declares that it has been

or warrant of the law . The householder may be bankrupt and “ lost since August, 1873." Unless the document is forthcoming,
in the depths of poverty, but this only renders him all thomoro the presumption of law may possibly be in such a caso that the
entitled to the protection of the law against such invasion or testator destroyed this will animo revocandi, and serious results

inroad .
to his family may be the consequence. It is curious how often

tho wills of eminent lawyers have occasioned litigation . Lord

Chief Justico Saunders appears to have made a speculative de

AMERICAN FAILURES. vise, upon the validity of which his executors-- Maynard, Holt,
Tho Financial Chronicle gives the following comparative and Pollexfen , all great lawyers — were divided in opinion . The

statoment of the failures since 1857 :--
wills of Lord Chief Justice Holt and Mr Serjeant Maynard were

FAILURES IN THE CHIEF CITIES, 1857 TO 1873 .
the subject of Chancery proceedings. So was the will of Chief

New York . Boston .
Baron Thomson . Mr Serjeant Hill's will was “ so singularly

No. Amount. No. Amount.
confused that, but for the respect due to the very learned serjeant,

1857 ......915 $ 135 ,129,000 253 $ 41,010,000
it might, not unreasonably, havo been held void for uncer

1858 ... ...406 1 7 ,773,462
4, 178,925 tainty.” The will of Sir Samuel Romilly was inartificially

1859 .. ... 299 13, 218,000
4 ,759,000 drawn. The will of Mr Bradley, the celebrated convoyancer,

1860... ...428 22,127,297
172 4 , 956 ,760 was set aside by Lord Thurlow for uncertainty ; “ and a late

1861... . .. 980 69,067, 114
480 18,317, 161 learned Master in Chancory directed the proceeds of bis estato

1862... .. . 162 7,491,000
2 ,013,000 to be invested in Consols in his own name." -- Pall Mall Gazette

1863 .. 34 1,670,000 1,096 ,100

1868 ... ...417 31,654,000

1869 .. . . . .418 21,370 ,000

1870 ... ...430 20,573,000
AN EXALTED Audit. - The Spectator says : - " There

1871.. . .. .324 20 , 740,000
are hundreds of men of high character in England, and scores of

1872... ... 385 20 ,684,000

men of high character and fixed position who are only auxious for

. ..
1873 ... .. .644

something to do, and who would be specially attracted by a position

92,635 ,000

1874 ... . ..6453 2,580,000

involving responsibility and rewarded by emolument, but not ac

companied by the necessity for daily work . It would be in vidious

Philadelphia .
United States. to mention living names, but take a man like the late Sir Charles

No. Amount. No.
Jackson , wbo investigated the affairs of the former Bank of Bom

1857... . ..280 $ 32,954,000 4932 $ 291,750,000
bay and of the London , Chatbain, and Dover Railway with such

1858 .. . .. . 109 10 ,002 385 4225 95 ,749,000
success. What would it bo worth the while of any company to

1859.. .. . . 105 2 ,589,000 3913 64,394,000
pay for his distinct assurance after investigation that all was going

1860.. . . . . 144 6 , 107, 936 3676 79,807,000
on straight ? We do not say that any minor company could afford

1861.. . .. .389 21, 294,363 6993 207,210,000
to pay such a visitor, but a dozen companies might, and would in

1862 .. .. .. 60 1,310,000 1652

paying him secure services as valuable as those or a State auditcr

28,049,300
1863.... .. 14 401,500

-- and indoed more so, as the State auditor would be compelled ,

485 6 ,864,700 moro or less, to trust the figures before him . We believe, if tho

1868.. . .. . - 2608 63,774 ,000 innovation becomes general, a class of men would come forward

1869... 2799 75 ,054,000 who would be as much trusted as the judges, and very nearly as

1870 .. . 3551 88 ,242,000
discreet, whose visits would bo tbe terror of dishonest directors,and

1871.. .. .. 2915 85 ,252,000
who would bave the power to insist that any suspicious transaction

4969 121,056 ,000
or method of doing business should be at at once abandoned . A

5183 228,499,000
now and very high profession would spring lup, with a professional

... 5830 155,239,000
honour, and with , in time, a certainty that the raspy honesty wbichi

Long as was the record of the failures last year, wo seo from

might occasionally cost them work would in the end recommend
tbem to the public choice. It is in the existence of an officer with

the foregoing statistics that the number in 1861 was much
greator. As to their aggregate amount, the failures of last year

power to investigate, yet unfettered by personal responsibility for
the measures adopted , that the security of shareholders must lie ,

were almostequalled by those of 1872,andgreatly exceeded by those and he can be obtained only through the intervention of the State,
of 1857, 1861, and 1874 . The suggestion may also be made that the lor their own eleotion .
totalbusiness of the country has doubled since 1857, so thatthe CHIEF CLERKS IN CHANCERY. Ofthese officers there

123

123

Amount.

1872.. . .. . -
1873 . .. .. .
1874 .. ..
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are twelve. Three are attached to the Master of the Rolls, and nine | insurance as to lend any countenance to the opinion hazarded
are distributed amongst the Vice-Chancellors. They are paid a ! by the Commissioners. Such irregularities as occur are clearly
minimum salary of £1,200, and a maximum of £1,500 . They are due to tho smallness of the numbers under observation in the
assisted by 46 clerks,viz . : - Twonty - five junior clerki, at a minimum various districts; the larger the number of deaths in a district,
salary of £100, advancing by yeưrly increments of £20 after five the less aro the irrogularities ; and they are not confined to any

s ' service to £500 ; nine a Iditional clerks, of whom eight are at

fixed salaries, ranging from £200 to £300 , and one enters at £250
particular months as the 7th and 13th , but in one district occur

and advances by £10 a year to £300 : twelve assistant clerks, who : nono month , and in others at quito differentmonths. Although

enter at £150, and advance by annual increments of £10 after five in tho case of London an apparont suddon increase in the rate of

years' service to £250 . i mortality is soon in tho 13th month , there is , in anothor

I FANTMORTALITY AND INSURANCE . - Mr T . B . Sprague, instanco - - that of Leels -- a still more markod diminution of the
Vice -President of the Society of Actuarios, has just completed á mortality in that month ; and the general conclusion is, as
report on the mortality among the infants whose lives aro in stated above, that such fluctuations in the rate ofmortality as

sured in the Royal Liver Friondly Society . The investigation, this tablo oxhibits are to be considered as the accidental fluc

ho explains, was undertakon in cousoquenco of cortain remarks tuations that are unavoidable when limited numbers of obsorva

contained in the fourth report of the Friendly Societies Com tions are dealt with . Although , in making the investigation

missioners. Tho Commissioners state that thoy cannot agroo abovo describod, my object has boen not so much to cloar the

with tho opinion oxpressed by the House of Coinmons Soloct ; Royal Liror Society from the chargos brought against it in

Com -nittee in 1854, that tho instances of child murder with the common with other Societies as to ascertaia tho roal facts of

motivo of obtaining money from a burial society are very fow ; / the case, yet it is no little satisfaction to me to find that the

and they add that the rocords of the criminal courts unhappily result so convincingly proves that the Commissioners ar3

prove that the danger to human life froin insurance is roal. In wrong , and that tho House of Commons Select Committee in

support of these views, various facts and argumentsare brought 18.54 was more correct when it said that the instances of

forward in the report, including, Mr Sprague regrets to say, an child -murder, where the solo object has boon to obtain money

erroneousdeduction from his ovidence before th , Commissioners. from a burial society , are so few as by nomeans to imposo upon

MrSprague continues : - 66Althouch I stated that the mortality Parliament au obligation for the sake of public morality to

among the general body ofmembers in the Loa lon district of the logislat ) spociaily with a viow to the provontion of that crime.' ”

RoyalLiver Friendly Socioty was much higher than the mor: I WINDING UP . - In the Rolls Court, on the 20th instant,

tality throughout the wholo country. I did not say this was the an order was mado to wind up tho Leicestershire and North of

caso as regards the children insured in this socioty ; and , as a ! Euglaud Fire Iusurance Company (Limitod ). A petition for

matter of fact, I did not find the rate ofmortality among those the winding-up by the Court of Chancery of the General South

children unduly high . Tho committee of mana goment of th3 American Company (Limited ) is to be heard before Vice -Chan

Royal Liver Frienilly Society, immediately on becoming awaro cellor Malins on the 16th prox . A petition has been prosented

of the opinions on th3 subject of infantmortality expressol to the Court of Chancery for the winding -up of the Great Na

by the Commissioners, at oncu rezolved to make thè con . tional Fira Insurance Company (Limitoil). A potition has been

plotost possible investigation into the actual facts of their prosented to the Court of Chancery for thu winding up of the

experienco as regarls infant mortality, feeling cortain that Builders' and GeneralAdvance Association (Limited ).
tho rasults would show that tho opinions hold by the Com Tue LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT. - The court will be

missiouers arə ontirely mistaken -- t all ovenis, as rogaris closed until the 15th of April. Applications may be mado at
the lives insured with theRoyal Livor Society . Tho rogistors the court in Basinghall-street, oxcept on the 27th and Easter

kopt at the head offive of the society in Livorpool furnish all the Monday and Tuesday, on which days the courts and offices will
materials that are necessary for any invostigation of the kind . be entirely closed.

In thosu tre rocoried the name of overy member, the date of Berrow 's Worcester Journal, of March 20th , says that
joining th3 socisty , the particulars of the insurance,and the in the casy of Alexander Hunter, a bankrupt, formerly of this
dato of death, or (as nearly als can bo ascertained ) the city, an application wasmade by the Comptroller for the coin
date of the membur loaving the Society voluntarily. Those mittal of Vi Charles Russell, accountant, Dudley , trusteo in this

rezistors having byen carefully kept sincs the lst of January, bankruptry, for failing to comply with a requisition of the
1869, a vast mis of statisticalmaterialhas been accumulated , Comptroller as mentioned in an order of the Court, made on
from which exact information can be readily extracted , January 2 ). On the application of Mr Ernest Whitehouse, Dud

as regards the raty of mort:ality among the members, and ley, who appeared for MrRussell, his Honour allowed a further

siinilar questions. The conmittee ofminngementhaving pree ! period of fourteen days for the trustee to comply with the oriler
viously rosolved to have a complet , investigation and valuation of the Court. - We do not find the name of this trustee in the

of tho Society's affairs mula up to the 31st of December, 1871, , last published list of Accountants in England . — ED, Accountant.]
the number of members of tha Society at that date had bsan NEWSPAPER STATISTICS. From the “ Newspaper Press

carefully ascertainod , and the particulars of their insurances | Diroctory " for 1875 we extract the following on the present pos.

extracted from the registru. Thonunbər ofmembɔrs dying at ition of the Newspaper Press :- - " There are now published in

oach age during the years 1871 and 1872 wis also carefully the United Kingiom 1 ,609 newspapers, distributod as follows :

ascertained ; and by means of these facts I wig enalled to - -Englan :1 --- London, 308 ; Provinces, 939 . - 1,217 ; Wales, jo ;

arrive at the conclasions as to the rate ofmortility among the , Scotland, 149 ; Ireland, 137 ; Isles, 18. Of those there are

children up to threo yours of age, contained in my report to the daily papers, England), 93 ; Walos, 2 ; Scotland, 14 ; Ireland , 1J ;

corrmittoo ofmanagement of the 19th of June last, from which Islos, 2 ." On reforonce to the first odition of this directory (1845 )

the following is ostractel." After giving various tables of we finil the following intorosting facts - viz ., that in that year

mortality among th ) insured , and commenting oi thom , Vir . I there were published in the United Kingdom 519 journals ; oi

Spragus concludes : - “ It is now clear beyond disput3 that, these 14 were issued daily - viz ., England 12, Ireland ? ; but in

ragarding the Society as a whole , these filet ; conclusively 1875 thors are now ostablished and circulated 1,60 ) papers , of

prove that the cold -hloo lod calculations attributed by the I which no less than 135 are issued daily , showing that the Press

Commissioners to the membors of tho Royal Livor (among other of this countryhas very greaily extended during the last 29 yoars,
Societieg ) havo no existenco save in the imagination of the Com - and especially so in daily papers, the daily issues standing 13 .)

missionors. When the figures for the individual districts are as against it in 1846 . Tuo migaziuos now in course of publice

examined , it is founl that in consequence of the numbers of tion , including the quartorly reviews, number 613, of which 21 )

children under observation being smaller, tho figures ropresent aro of a decidedly religious character, representing the Church

ing the rates of mortality in successive months do not proveed of England, Wesloyans, Mothodists, Baptists, Independonts,RJ

siune general character , andnowhere is there soon any such !

sudden increase in the mortality at tho 7th or 13th month of
INSURANCE OF INFANT LIVES. - A deputation recently

waited upon the Chancellor of the Exchoquer, with whom
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was the Home Secretary, with reference to the “ Infants ' Insu - 1 silver from South America rose to £3,996 ,316 , and from Ger

ranco " clause of this moasure, to ask that thio Governmentwould many to £2,331,968 ; the import from France declined to
not limit the insurance, as proposed, because of the “ stigma" £1, 172,272, and a very great decrease brought the import from

attaching to the working classes in consequence . Mr. Mac the United States down to £3, 177,322 . The export of silver to

donald , M . P ., introduced the doputation, among whom wero Mr. Egypt, destined chiefly for China and India , roso to £6,683, 156 ,
Georgo Pottor, Mr. George Howell, Mr. Broadhurst ,Mr. Cam or much more than doublo tho amount in 1873 ; the export to
pin , Mr. Thomas Conolly, Mr. Wheatstone, Mr. Thomas Ashton , Spain roso from £376 ,700 to £1,882,312 ; but the oxport to

and Mr. Dyor . Soveral mombors of the doputation addrossed Franco being but £1,321,658, wasmuch less than half that of
tho Ministors, and put it that a docidod stigma would bo at 1873. The result of those Custom -houso roturns is that thoy

tachod to the working classes if tho £3 limit was maintainod , show in 1874 imports of gold exceoding the exports of gold by
and said that £6 would not moro than cover funeral oxpensos. £6, 101,716, and imports of silver oxcooding the oxports of silver
Mr. Broadhurst went furthor, and said that there should be no by £1,425,659, making our total increase £7,527 ,375 in the year.

limitation , as the parents could not afford to pay inany pre PURCHASE OF GOVERNMENT LIFE ANNUITIES. -- In the
miums. Sir Stafford gaid ho had listened with great interest to year 1974 lifo annuities amounting to £56 ,499 were purchased
the views which had been expressed , and he said he should like by the public at the National Debt Office. The consideration for

to know if they discussed the matter as a question of roason or the grant of these annuities consisted of £172,307 stock , anil
of feeling. If they looked at it as a question oi feeling, he should £ + 23,693 money, transferred and paid to the National Dabt
like to ask thom if they could conceive any motivo the Govern . Commissioners.

ment could havo in doing anything which would unnecessarily DEFAULTING TRUSTEES. - We are indebted to the Law
wound the feelings of the working classes. Nothing but the Times for the following inforination : — Fire hundred trusteos

conviction that what the Government had proposed was neces were summoned before the Bankruptcy Courts during 1873, at
sary for the real interest of the working classes would havo in the instances of the official assignoe, for noglect of duty, chiefly
duced the Governmont to undertake this measure . He thought in regard to audit of accounts. About 200 of theso, comply
too inach had been said of the stigma which would attach if this ing before the hearing of the summons, no orders were mado

clause passed . No such idea was in the minds of the Commis
against them . The majority of the remaining 300 were or

sioners or of the Government, and it was with great regret he dered to furnish tho required accounts, and to pay the costs

had seen it stated that this stigma would attach . Ho proceeded occasioned by their default, which camo in the aggregato to a
to point out that the ovidence of the Commission showed that considerable amount.
the children had to be protected against others than their parents,

and ho stated that it was within kis experience that this was 60, RESTAURANT,
as a father at Liverpool had told him that others had had to do
with the death of his child . Sir Stafford pointed out, too, that 13, OXFORD -STREET,
no other class of the community could insure infant lives but Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road ,
members of Friendly Societies, and that, therefore, it was a known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
privilege and not a right ; and the nocessity of its boing Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 , Idol-lane, City .
guarded he showed from statements of the Macclesfield Luncheons from the joints,hot or cold , including vegetables and bread ,Is. Sc .
Societies, an officer of the Association of those Societies Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish
having statod that one child was found to be insured in vegetale , cheese and bread, 2s.

several to about £30. Sir Stafford spoke also of the “ drinking" Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clo . k , from 2s, 60. to 108 6 .

rules of other societies, and said the Government did not desire Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

to stop the progress of Friendly Societies, but to urge them on

in a right way, and to give them all the support the law could . OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND
lle concluded by putting some practical quostions to the deputa Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

tion , and by assuring them of the best desire of the Govern Late Chefde Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
ment towards the working classes. Mr Howell acknowledged Visitors to Grarcsend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

that the bill was a good one and fair towards the working classes, Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

and the Chancellor of the Eschequer reiterated that he should opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a c pital view of the Thanics Shipping .
FISH DISERS AND WITTEBAIT .

be glad of information on all points. The deputation then BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN £l ls. PER WEEK

retired . And an equally low Tarifl' fur Dejeuner's , Dinner : , fe .

BULLION AND SPECIE. - The Custom -house accounts of Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

the imports and exports of gold and silver bullion and specie
registered in the year 1874 show £30,380 ,968 as the value of TEE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
tho imports into the United Kingdom ,and £22,853 ,593 the value LAND, ESTATE, IIOISE, LICENSED VICTVAILERS' & G XERAL

of the exports, both amounts being less than in the preceding BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

year, the imports by £3 ,222,256 and the exports by £6, 045 ,692.
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 , Craven

street, Charing- cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
The import of gold in 1874 amounted to only £16,743, 52, a * Syndicate " are : - )st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, of Ground
decrease of £3 ,867, 163 ; and the export of gold was £10,641,636 , Rents, Frechold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Ilouses, llotels,
a decrease of £8,429,584 . The import of gold from Australia Public Houses, Inns, Beer llouses,Restaurants, i offee Houses, Tobacconists

declined from £9,444,495 in 1873 to £6 ,720 ,878 in 1874 ; from
Drapers, and every other description of Iusiness . Furniture , Objects,
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction , or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,
£2,206, 804 to £223,250 ; from France from £1,51 8 ,985 to Fame, Estatcs, Furnished , or l'nfurnished Blouses, Chambers, or Offices

£740,395 ; but our importofgold from the l 'nited States increased
under private contract. 3rd. - - The Collection of Rents , and the re

from £3,174,472 in 1873 to £4, 508,740 in 1874. The decrease in
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land , Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

our exports of gold wasmost marked in the instance ofGermany , niture, Jewellery, and o :her Effects, fur probate and other pur

the export thither falling from upwards of eight millions in pos( s . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

1872, and upwards of seven millions in 1873, to £132,000 in
Auctioreers, Surveyors, Land, llouse , Estate and lussuance Agents. Oth .

- The negotiations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection wiih
1857 ; the export to the United States and to Spain fell to capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

a merely nominal amount in 1874 ; tho export to Egypt from merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute

£1, 178 ,069 in 1873 to £910,663 in 1874 ; but our export of gold
sale, or otherwise. ith - Gencrally the canı ying out of all things inci
dental or conducire to the above objects, ind every of them ; also

to Sonth America increased from £928. 034 in 1873 to £1,876 ,727 the laying out of Estates and suiveys for delapidations. The “ Syn
in 1874 ; and to France from £632,316 to no less than £4 ,848,562. cicate ," from their extended connectior, with the Tradea' Protection

Our imports of silver in 1874 amounted to £13,637 ,616 , being Societies and other sources, undertakeexpeditiously for Clients and others

more by £644, 907 than in 1873 ; and our export of silver in 1874 to ascertain reliably the status of parties , and make inquiries of a private

rose to £12,211,957, an increase of £2,383,892. The import of
and confidential character, Liberaliermsto Accountants in town or country
introducing business.
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J . DEFRIES'ADSONS' STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,
CHANDELIERS, in CRYSTAL BRONZE, and ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LANPS DIRECTORS.

for INDIA .
CHARMANWorks : - London and Birmingham .

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .
WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y

DEPUTY CHAIRMANPRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for tho DINING TABLE. William Mewburn, Esq.

FOUNTAINS. H . J . Atkinson, Esq.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

Thomas Ball, Esq.for Dining, Call, and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
Walter Griffith , Esq.£2 178. Ed . to 100 guineas.
George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq .
FETES AND REJOICINGS.

Sir Francis Lycett.
RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED William Merry, Esq.

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Tarties. Tents, Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Ilalls erected, John Napier, Esq .

Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq.CRYZTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

John Vanner, Esq.TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON IRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCII. S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C ., M . P .

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England.
£ 8. d .

Assurance and Annuity Fund ............... 1,216,117 13 5
Annual Income (1874) .... ...................

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, Bonuses Apportioned ... .. . .. .. . .. .... .. . .. .. . .. .
581,774 6 2RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. Claims Paid . . .. .. . . ............ 1,140, 151 18SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH . obtained on application to the Head Offico,

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTAN2
AND AUDITOR ,

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL17, PRINCESS STREET, IPSITICII.

" MEDAL 1 RORECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

FOR PROGRESS. " /

THOMAS WESTERBY , ACCOUXTANT, Queen-street,
was awarded for “ FeuerfesteIluddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY , ACCOUNTANTS, Market. Eisone Schränke und

place, Dewsbury . Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to
Agency business promptly attended to.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,

" The source of many a writer's woe has been AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION
discovered . " This Medol is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions

PENS ! PENS PENS! ! testify marked Progress.
". They come as a boon and a blessing to mo, • FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

The l' ckwick , the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ." CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
" Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate te

infliction . " use of False Keys.

Anotiser blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . N . B . _ The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sare or

1 . 200 Newspapers recommend them , SecGraphic, Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

17 : h May, 1873. keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Pos' , Is . ld . against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

Patentees. MACXIVEN & CAJERON, 23 to 33, Bla:r -street, Etiin . this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away

burgh . the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of theKey. The Loca ,
by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself to the
NEW KEY, after which no other key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtuallyTPPS' S COCOA. - “ By a thorough knowledge of the a w Lock and KKY, as often as may be desired, without the aid of a Lock
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and miker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent copies

by a careful application of the fine pzoperties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.
of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 1030 , ride " Times,

Epps hay provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
12th Sept , 1873 ) . This I ock atlords effectual protection from duplicate er

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
“ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very extensive robberies

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
(in one case 13 Safes is one vault) having been effected by this means.strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Ilundreds of subtle

maladies are floating arounds us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
HOBBS, HART, & CO . ,point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG - ROOM DOOR MANU ACTURERS
Chit Sereice Gazette. 76 , Cheapside, London, E . C .
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ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . EBENÉZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD THOMAS PEIRSON, Coventrs .
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale de Paris

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and

EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau. street, W .

A L FRED W . G E E ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,
62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds, for English, Colonial, and Foreign News

papers, promptly inserted .
N .B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only ono MS. copy need

bo forwarded. Same rates charged as at tho Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor at THE ANGLO-AMERICAN TIMES Press, 127 , Strand, London. - March 27, 1876.
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Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, YÉTTS & MILNER are
preparing their printed partioulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUC , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

ARTICLED PUPIL .- Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman, who would be instructed in Sub -editing andGeneral News

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W .GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office , 62 Gracechurch-street, E . C .

PUBLICATIONS.

MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS & MILNER' S
11 REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction, Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Caunon
street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
and Ímportant Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, and

MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES . OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms are invariably settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Ad

dress Messrs. Marsh , Yetts , and Milner, Land and Timber Surveyors, 54

Cannon -street, London , E .C .

Second Edition , REVISED and ENLARGED, price 78. 6d.
PRACTICAL BOO K -KEEPING,

ADAPTED TO COMMERCIAL AND JUDICIAL ACCOUNTING,
By F . HAYNE CARTER , Chartered Accountant, Edinburgh. '

John Menzies and Co., Edinburgh.
Simpkin , Marshall,and Co., London .

“ Solicitors, judicial factors, newspaper proprietors, printers, investors,
and dealers in shares will find a fund of useful knowledge and valuable

hints in these pages. . . . Regarding the Appendix , we cannot speak

too highly. English and Scotch banking are treated in a masterly style ,
showing not only acquaintance with the subjects, but much research re

garding their history . Were it only for this single chapter , we recommend

the book . . . Its closing pages on Bills of Exchange, outlines for Be

ginners, Commercial and other Terms, & o ., contain a great mass of infor

mation so useful thatwe venture to say will place the work in every well

appointed counting -room in the kingdom ." - North British Advertiser .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
I Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNEŘ have at the present time
access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842) , 54 Cannon -street.

ON THE

OP

JUST PUBLISHED ,

AN ESSAY

QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
ACCOUNTANTS and AUDITORS,

Addressed to the Profession , Merchants, Traders, Landowners, and
Companies,

By JOHN CALDECOTT, Public Accountant and Auditor.
Price 2s. 64 .

London : Letts, Son , and Co., Limited, 8 , Royal-exchango, and all book
sellerg,

PARTNERSHIPS, - Several Engineering and Iron
. Works, Collieries, and other good paying concerns on hand. For

particulars apply to Fraser and Co ., St. Stephen ’s- chambers, Telegraph .
street, E . O .

A PARTNER WANTED to work an excellent patent.
£1,000 required . No agents need apply . For particulars, address

8 ., 5 Muscovy -court, Trinity - square, E . C .

ACCOUNTANCY PARTNERSHIP . - A City Ac
countant having Capital and the nucleus of a business, is desirous

of purchasing a partnership in a well established firm . Address G . R . D .,
care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street .
London, E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS.
Just Published , 374 pages, 8vo ., cloth , price 12s.6d .

MABLES for finding at a Glance the Number of Days
from any one day to any other day, either in the same or the following

year . By WILLIAN LEWIS , Accountant, Plymouth .

London : EPPINGHAM WILSON , Royal Exchange.

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son.

AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTANT'S CLERK (40) .
n Well up in 'Audits, Balancing, & c . , is open to an engagement, tem
porary or permanent. Town or Country . Unexceptional referenoes and

testimonials . Address J. D ., 60 Thurston Road, Lewisham .

W ANTED in an Accountant's Office in the City.- A
Gentlemen who has a thorough knowledge of the practice of

winding up Joint Stock Companies- Apply, giving full particulars of ex
perience, and stating age and salary expected, to X . Y ., caro of Mr. Alfred
W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

mo ACCOUNTANTS. - A few copies of the Account
ant's Diary and Directory for 1875 are still unsold , and they are now

offered to the profession at the reduced price of 48 . post free . Early ap .

plication should be made, as there are only a few remaining , to A . C .
HARPER, 2 Cowper's Court, Cornbill, E . C .

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS .
“ Useful to the profession , and affords ample writing space.” - Times.
“ Containsmuch information of value to the profession . ” - Hour.

“ Contains a variety of useful information for the body to which it ad .

dresses itself. " - Morning Post.
“ Besides an unusually ample Diary , there is a Directory of Accountants

and a variety of information of interest to the class addressed . " - Echo .
“ The information contained in this work will doubtless be very useful to

Accountants generally . " - Standard .

“ Wehave not seen one for a long timeso suitable for general use."
Monetary and Mining Gazette.

“ One interesting feature is a list of Accountants in London and the

Country . ” — Metropolitan .
“ In addition to a good - sized and convenient professional Diary, Ac

countants have here a mass of varied information well arranged for refer

| ence, and likely to prove of great service in the course of overy day
business," -- The Accountant,

OFFICE TO LET (Chancery Lane), for an Accountant
with joint use of Clerk 's Office, with a solicitor, who has another

Office on same floor . Rent £28 a year. Addross, C ., Mr. Beck, 27 Bed .
ford Street, Strand.

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,

at 106 Queen Victoria -street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent
from £60 to $ 200 per annum ; admirably lighted . - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 Walbrook.
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NINTH EDITION . -

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules and

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATH , F . S . A . E .

Price 6d.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London, E .C .

scription 24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post
free ). Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

Just Published , Demy 8vo., price 55., cloth boards.

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERTHENRY
RICHARDSON , A S . A ., English Law Accountant and Auditor.

The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order ( crossed London

and County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith ,
London ,

Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Booksellers, & c .,
100 Chancery Lane, London .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL,with Law Reports and PublicGeneral Statutes. The only
LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108.; Single Copy, 9d. ;
delivered free in Town or Country,

Office :- 53 UPPER SACK VILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security Iso on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession, the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ. The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the me

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number , should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o ' clock (noon ) on Friday.
N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs . W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls ,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End
Newsvendors.

VACHT FOR SALE. - A Ten Ton Cutter, now lying

1 in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price , gear and fittings com
plete, $ 70 , Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising
Āgent, 62 Gracechurch -streot, E .C .

TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C.,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for. holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ),
with elastics , and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on

front, 3s . each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering, 1s . extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch
street, London, E .C .

The Accountant.

The ccountant.NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
APRIL 3, 1875.The Proprietor desires to call the attention of

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the

paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a " newspaper"
within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and Two letters which we publish on the subject of
members of the profession thus have the opportunity bankruptcy reform deal with the question from a
of contributing towards the success of their own

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required different point of view . The solicitor, as usual, rails at
to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par the accountants, objects to local courts of bankruptcy,
liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday

and has, evidently , but little faith in County Courtin time for the early morning mails ; price 6d. per

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re Judges,who ought certainly to be prodigies of learning
duced terms for payment in advance being annual sub- l and intelligence to fulfil the various duties cast upon
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them . The letter of Mr. Bolland is a sound and prac policy. In a case we reported last week, of Watson v.

tical contribution to the story of the working of the Act. The Imperial Union Assurance Company, a question

He has undoubtedly shown that, with regard to the turning on this point was tried . Mr. Watson , in answer

realisation of small estates, it is impossible to devise to the usual questions putwhen he effected his insurance,

any satisfactory means of preventing the costs swallow asserted that he was in good health , and of temperate

ing up a large portion of the assets, though he thinks habits, and also that he had no regular medical atten

that a very little alteration would render the machinery dant. His death was, there seems to be no doubt, ac

of the Act admirably fitted for realising and distributing celerated by drink, and the great question was whether

large estates. Many ofhis suggestions for diminishing he had indulged in this habit previous, or subsequent, to

petty expenses are good , and we cordially echo his insuring his life, for though Mr. Watson had represented

protest against the excessively high charges of the himself as being of temperate habits, there was no

auctioneers, which need certainly not be higher than in undertaking on his part to continue so . The evidence

ordinary cases of sale. We are glad to see that was of the usual conflicting description, some doctors

Mr. Bolland endorses the views we have so often ex saying that his intemperance must have been of long

pressed as to the difficult and laborious nature of the standing, others, among whom was the medical officer

duties which devolve upon the trustees in small estates. of the company, being equally positive that there was

The question of their remuneration is a difficult one. no appearance of this. Mr. Justice Denman left the

Of course a per centage arranged upon a sliding scale

would answer very well in large matters, and we should is often done, expressly raising the question whether or

be inclined to apply it to all cases. But then we ad not the statements were fraudulent, though it is usually

" vocate the establishment of a class from which official held that the company escape payment if they have

trustees might be chosen . This class might fairly be been , even unintentionally , misled . The jury were

required to undertake duties which would be little more unable to decide between the various statements made

than barely remunerative, if they were employed also in to them , and were discharged without giving a verdict.

heavier cases which would pay them well for their time The evidence of the physician to the company is perhaps

and trouble. It mightalso be in the discretion of the court themost curious feature in the case, and we should have

to award an extra fee , if satisfied that features ofunusual thought the most conclasive. Medical evidence too often

difficulty or laboriousness had presented themselves. labours under the suspicion of not being free from par

And a ratio might be established between the estimated tisanship , and the conflicting opinions exhibited in every

and realised assets, which might also be taken into trial have not tended much to raise the professional in

consideration in calculating the amount of extra remu general estimation . The present instance is a striking

neration . One thing is certain , that the amendment of exception .

the Act is only to be effected by the co -operation of the

much abused accountants ; and if they take the chief
part in working it, they are surely the persons best A letter from W . J . R ., commenting upon the de

qualified to offer suggestions as to its alteration or im - cision in Mr. Palethorpe's case ,must be read in con

provement. We hope to record manymore letters, as nection with our remarks of last week. From the report

fertile ofsuggestion and as practical in spirit as that of by which we were guided , we gathered that the debts

Mr. Bolland. provable amounted only to £4 ,000 , including in this

total the unsecured portion of Mr. Meade King's claim ,

after deducting the £200. This,we understand from

We have before spoken of the contract with Insurance W . J . R ., who speaks with apparent knowledge, is in

Companies, and of the manner in which these bodies correct. Of course, if other creditors can prove their

protect themselves by carefully drawn conditions, so | claims in time, the dividend will be proportionately

framed as not only to render the enforcing of a fraudu diminished. But we must call the attention of our

lent claim next to impossible , but to act in too many correspondent to the 43rd section of the Act, which

instances as a weapon with which to resist claims of un provides that though “ a creditor who has not proved

doubted justice. One of these conditions is as to mis- his debt before the declaration of any dividend shall be

representation , which it is provided shall make void the entitled to be paid out of any monies for the time being
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THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A TRUSTEE.

(From a Correspondent.)

There has just been brought to our notice a little inci.

dent at the present Liverpool Spring Assizes, the circum

in the hands of the trustee any dividend or dividends

he may have failed to receive before such monies are

madeapplicable to the payment of any future dividend

or dividends, he shall not be entitled to disturb the

distribution of any dividend declared before his debt

was proved, by reason that he has not participated

therein .” Nor is it obligatory on the trustee to provide

for any debts appearing in the bankrupt's schedule,

except those of persons who, by reason of residence at a

distance, have not had time to prove their claims, or of

claimsnot yet determined. It is , therefore , quito pos

sible that a large dividend may yet be paid ; and as the

committee of inspection , if there is one, determine the

declaration of a dividend, and as such committee is

chosen by the creditors who have proved at the first

meeting, the sooner W . J . R ., if he is a creditor, sends

in his proof the better. Reasonable notice (Rule 181)

is a term of varied meaning. We must add that our

remarks applied to the case of bankruptcy only, and not

to that of liquidation , as the report we had before us

when we wrote treated the case as one of bankruptcy

pnr et simple. If, however, the proceedings were by

liquidation , then of course the 312th Rule applies.

Wemay refer as to this to the letters of G . W . and

H . B . in our numbers for March 13th and March 20th .

It will be seen from our report that a new first

meeting of creditors under Sir W . Russell's liquidation

is to be held . The grounds on which the Registrar

refused to register the resolution were, that a second

petition could not be presented till the first liquidation

was closed . This reason the Court apparently dis

approved . But it was held most clearly that unless

it appeared that the creditors were to obtain some

advantage by these proceedings, the Registrar's decision

must be upheld . The leave now given is based entirely on

the fact that a fair proposition will probably be made to

the creditors ; unless this is done, the proceedingsmust

again prove abortive.

responsibilities attaching to the office of Trustee in Bank

ruptcy,are deserving of some comment. A short narrative

of the facts, though no very momentous issue is involved ,

will help to dispel the too common and very erroneous

belief, that a trustee's office is at all times an office of

profit without trouble or risk .

About January 1870 one John Brown and one E . T .

Pemberton were carrying on business together in Lan

cashire as common brewers, the arrangement between

them being of a very indefinite character ; and as too

often happens under similar circumstances, contending

disputes arose between them upon their respective rights ,

ending in this particular case in an adjudication in bank

ruptcy against Brown, under which a trustee was duly

appointed . The trustee 's appointment was at once the

signal for a series of expensive and wearisome litigations

between Brown's creditors, through the trustee , on the

one hand,and Pemberton on the other . Brown's trustee

claimed all the effects, of whatever character, at the

brewery where the business had been carried on .

Pemberton set up a counter and similar claim . Amongst

the effects in dispute was some ladies 'wearing apparel.

The litigation commenced with an issue tried before the

Local Court, under which a Jury found all to be the pro

perty of Brown, and as such divisible amongst Brown's

creditors. Some ineffectual attempts were made to in

duce the Local Judge to vary the order, and Pemberton

next made an unsuccessful appeal to the Chief Judge, and

not discomfited with that result, he appealed to the Lords

Justices, where he was again unsuccessful, and the end

was, everything was sold and divided amongst Brown's

creditors. The law expenses incurred up to this stage

had been very large, and in the meantime there had al

ways been the fact, that if Brown could not be established

the owner of the brewery effects, he had little or no other

estate ; and in that state of things the trustee 's position,

so long as there was any uncertainty, was one that meant

possible and very considerable personal loss. Pemberton,

unable to meet the expense his defeat had entailed upon

him , himself resorted to bankruptcy under the liquidation

clauses of the present Bankruptcy Act, and amongst his

largest creditors at the meeting was his opponent, the

trustee. This meeting was in October 1870, previous to

which there had been some correspondence with , and

threats against, the trustee to recover the said ladies'

wearing apparel; but ultimately , and in order to finally

compromise all matters between Brown's Estate and Pem

berton , the latter signed a document (carefully prepared

to cover the said wearing apparel), giving the trustee a

ERRATUM .

A reference in our second leader at p . 3, line 15 , of March 27, has been
made unintelligible by the printers . It should run thus :- Ewiparte Lover
ing, re Jones,, 43 Law Journal ( Bankruptcy) p 116 .

Mr. John Fraser, Accountant, notifies that the business

heretofore carried on by him at Founder's Court, Lothbury

and Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, will hereafter be con

ducted at No. 10 Clement's Lane, Lombard Street. -
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general release ; the trustee simultaneously , and in con - while ago we saw attributed to one of the Registrars

sideration thereof, withdrawing his opposition at the of a London Court some harsh observations having

meeting of Pemberton's creditors. the same tendency. We do not, however, ourselves

Brown 's bankruptcy was closed in September 1871, and believe that the dissatisfaction towards Accountants

the trustee released in due form in the following Novem - | in this sense is so general as some people would have us

ber, when most people would suppose he had seen the last believe. But we would commend to those who abet or par

of this very harassing case. ticipate in that clamour the consideration of the details of

The disputes, however ,weremade to be the subject of the case to which we have here called attention. We do

further litigation . A dilatory correspondence ensued, and not wish it to be thought that it is an exceptional or

was maintained at intervals down to the end of last isolated case ; but it is onewhere the particulars are well

year on a claim raised by Pemberton 's wife for the said authenticated to us, and on that account wename it par

wearing apparel. Pemberton had married two sisters in suc- | ticularly.

cession , and the contention therefore was propter hoc that the Trustees in bankruptcy, who are able men , and

second wife was not legally Pemberton's wife , and might honourable in the discharge of their duties, do, doubtless ,

consequently maintain an independent action for the | in framing their charges, take cognizance of the fact that

wearing apparel: and by force of the same reasoning it their position is one involving risk ,and that such risk may,

was said Pemberton did not, and could not, have intended and often does, arise in a manner that neither foresight

by the document he signed to release that claim . The nor prudence can obviate . At one time there was a

trustee did not take Pemberton 's view of the arrangement : | desire among creditors, more or less common , that the

and he was in consequence sued for the value at the Liver position of trustee should be taken by one of themselves.

pool Winter Assizes, 1874. Such a desire is little heard of now , owing, doubtless, to

The plaintiff claimed £150 damages . The trustee in a keener appreciation of the responsibilities of the office.

curred great expense in anticipation of the trial, and
There are, no doubt, many instances in a professional

retained two counsel for the defence, but was apprised at accountant's experience which present none of the diffi

the last moment that the Plaintiff had not entered his culties peculiar to the case we have been referring to ,

cause. The case was, however, entered for the following but we suspectwe are within the fact if we say that there

and present Liverpool Spring Assizes, and the trustee had must be a very large number in the profession who could

a further preparation to make, at a further expense. The relate experiences equal to , if not like it, and to whom

case occupied the Assize Judge a considerable part of one
the sum total of losses so incurred for the last five years

whole day, when it was adjourned to occupy a portion of would be no inconsiderable item of deduction from the

a second day. In the end the action was very abruptly aggregate charges made in individual estates for the same

terminated by an intimation from the Jury to the Judge
period . Tradesmen who credit extensively run propor

that they had already agreed upon a verdict for the de tionately greater risk of bad debts, and inasmuch as it is

fendant,and counsel were not asked to address the Jury
not given to them to divine in anticipation which will be

for the defence. Pemberton , therefore, was unsuccessful
a good debt, and which will be a bad one, a super

once more, and if the great expense the trustee has been addition is made to their charges, whereby a fund is

put to be paid by the plaintiff, there will be no great harm created to rectify the inevitable catalogue of bad debts.

done beyond the worry the trustee has had inflicted upon As the tradesman or merchant sells his wares or mer

him ; but if this be not done, then it will be readily seen chandize, so does the trustee sell his services . He fur

that the trustee will have to endure very considerable nishes ability and knowledge of his business , but he also

personal loss. requires a compensation for his risks and responsibilities,

and charges, or ought to charge accordingly .
Wehave been tempted to recite the details of this case

because they aptly illustrate some of the difficulties of a
The partners in a firm recently adjudicated bankrupt

trustee 's position. The trustee in the case named is a
possess the following motley assortment of names :

man of good parts, and, luckily for himself, a man of sub William Pickles, Thomas Hanson , John Jagger, James

stantial means. We shall most of us rejoice always to Heliwell, Levi Bottomley, and Samuel Woodhead .

see cases of a similar character in the hands of men pos THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND, — The

sessed of the same advantages : smaller men would have
monthly meeting of the Council of the Society of Ac

countants in England was held on Wednesday, at the

quailed under such a case, and met the claim by a com Society's Offices, Cowper's Court, Cornhill. Present

promise. The estate of Brown having been closed, the Messrs. J . C . Bolton (in the chair ), Harry Brett, F .

trustee is, of course, without a shilling of assets to cover Nicholls, J . H . Tilly , G . E . Ladbury, and the Secretary

his loss. (Alfred C. Harper). The following were admitted Asso

ciates of the Society , viz . Marshall Preston, 3 Clarence
Just now it is the right thing to do, in some circles, to Street, Manchester ; and Joe Sharp, 27 Estate Buildings,

clamour against Accountant's charges, and only a short | Huddersfield ,
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Correspondence. committee to the certificate above referred to. Surely if the
signature of the trustee to a certificate is not sufficient

guarantee of its truthfulness, the trustee has no business

" DEFAULTING TRUSTEES.” to be filling that office. He cannot possibly be a “ fit"

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT. person for a position of trust, if his word cannot be

SIR, - A paragraph under this heading appears in your
accepted unless vouched for by some other persons who,

last issue, and you state you are indebted for it to the Law in themajority of cases, cannot answer for its correctness.

Times. The original source of the information will be
But if a certificate is not sufficiently binding on the

found in the annual report of the Comptroller in
conscience, let an affidavit be substituted . At any rate it

Bankruptcy to the Lord Chancellor for the year 1873,
is high time to get rid of the present absurd system . Men

published about twelve months since. I call attention to
of business must naturally think that trustees have very

little to do, when they find them
the paragraph , as it conveys a somewhat erroneous im .

running after them ,

begging them as a favour to attach their signatures to

“ official assignee" has to do with summoning defaulting
such documents as these certificates. And it is just as

trustees before the Court of Bankruptcy. Instead of
unbusinesslike to ask committees to audit accounts where

“ official assignee," the paragraph should have stated, the payments during threemonths consist of a few pence

“ Comptroller in Bankruptcy .” I have not seen the Law
expended in postage stamps. I am myself in favour of

Times , so am unaware whether the blunder originates with getting rid altogether of the necessity of audit by

that Journal or with you. But a consideration of the committees, (which has been suggested in your columns, )

serious number of defaulting trustees is of much greater and of substituting an audit by the Court, or comptroller ,

moment than the technical error to which I have alluded .
at intervals of not less than six months. If such an altera

It appears from the Comptroller's report that on the 31st
tion were made, I am convinced that the comptroller's

December, 1873, there were 2819 pending bankruptcies.
record of defaulting trustees would soon assume a much

Thatthe trustees in no less than 500 ofthese bankruptcies,or healthier aspect. There would remain no excuse for failing

an average ofnearly 18 per cent.,were placed on the Comp
to furnish the Court periodically with a Dr. and Cr. account

troller's “ black list," and suffered their neglect of duty to of the trustee's transactions, and the record of defaulters

be reported by that officer to the various courts, seems
would dwindle down to real defaulters — that is - trustees

somewhat alarming, and affords a subject for inquiry who have something to conceal, who have mis -appropriated

among professional trustees. I should , as a professional
the monies entrusted to them , & c . No doubt there are

trustee, have been glad to have gathered from the
some such as these, but I am satisfied from my own

Comptroller's report some statistics asto the proportion of
experience that the blame of the “ default” in the

professional to non -professionaltrusteeswho thus incurred majority of the 500 cases reported by the Comptroller may

the unpleasantness of being brought before the Court ;
fairly be laid to the present system of audit and to the

and as to the nature of the neglect of duty which formed
inattention of committees. I must apologise for trespas.

the subjects of complaint. No information is, however,
sing at such length on your valuable space, but I feel that

afforded by the appendix on these points, and for the honor this question must have a personal interest for every

of the Accountants' profession , I must assume that the accountant who gives his attention to the winding up of

bulk of the defaulters were non -professionaltrustees,whose bankrupt's estates. I shall therefore be glad to see the

neglect of duty arose rather from ignorance of the rigid matter well ventilated and these suggestions well

requirements of the rules than from a desire to conceal criticised .

their dealings with the estates from the scrutiny of the Yours truly,

Comptroller. This leads me to make a few remarks as to ÍRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

these requirements . I think I shall speak for my profes [ The paragraph was correctly quoted from our con
sional brethren generally in saying, that some of these | temporary . - ED . Accountant. ]

requirements are absurdly vexatious, and although we

manage to steer clear of the annoyance of being “ reported

to the Court,” still I consider we are, under the present TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

system of procedure, put to a great dealof unnecessary DEAR SIR, - Your issue of the 27th instant contains a
trouble , and the estates, aswell as ourselves, to a good deal paragraph extracted from the Law Times stating that “ 500
of unnecessary expense. To summon a meeting of the trustees were summoned before the Bankruptcy Courts
Committee of Inspection every three months is oftentimes during 1873, for neglect of duty chiefly in regard to the
useless and vexatious both to the trustee and committee. audit of accounts.”
The latter naturally protest against being called together It would have been only fair to state how many of the

to countersign a certificate signed by the trustee to the above number were so summoned in consequence of the
effect that no money has been received or paid by him Committees of Inspection refusing to act.
since last audit. And having attended one or two such I have been summoned for this latter cause, and proved
meetings, they positively refuse to attend more. The to the Court on affidavits , and by exhibits, that I had both
trustee is in a dilemma. He calls meetings and no one personally , by my clerks, and by letter , requested as a
attends. If he happens to be a non -professional he is at favour that the Inspectors would do their duty, and I was

a loss what to do, and the chances are he allows thematter made to pay costs, not because I had neglectedmy duty,
to sleep till he is disagreeably aroused by the formal but because I was loth to summon the persons in default.

complaint to the Court from the Comptroller which he has It is a common thing for Inspectors, when they find an
served on him with notice to appear before the Court. On estate is unlikely to pay a dividend, to persistently neglect
the hearing, he finds himself ordered to comply with the their duty, and it is not a pleasant position for a trustee to
requirements of the Rules, and to pay the costs, generally be in . Since I obtained the above experience, I have
out of his own pocket, the “ compliance" consisting in caused a printed form of notice to be used, which notice

his getting, by hook or by crook, the signatures of the | clearly warns Inspectors of the consequence of refusal to
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carry out their share of the duties imposed by the Act and
Rules. I enclose a form , and shall feel obliged by your

publishing it along with a letter for the guidance of those

members of the profession who take upon themselves the

part of TRUSTEE

London, 30th March , 1875.

The form referred to by our Correspondent is as
follows:

Dear Sir,
BANKRUPT.

Be good enough to meet your Co-Inspectors here on

day, the day of at o'clock

noon, for the purposes of auditing the accounts
and Estate Book , and . I take

this opportunity of reminding you, that, under the Act
and Rules (which are very stringent), Inspectors are bound

to audit the accounts every three months. Inasmuch as

any default is reported by the Comptroller to the Court,

the Trustee (in order to protect himself from personal re

sponsibility ) is compelled to apply to the Court for an

order against any Inspector who shall fail in his duty ;

and it has been laid down that where an order is made,

the offending Inspector shall bear all the costs of such

application and order. Your due attention to this notice

will, therefore, be deemed a personal favour by

- TRUSTEE

RE J. L . PALETHORPE .
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACCOUNTANT.

DEAR SIR, — Your article last week with reference to
the above matter , I think is likely to mislead some of the

creditors interested . You say that the proofs put in

amount to about £4,000, and consequently a dividend of

51 in the £ will be paid thereon ; but Mr. Bolland, the

Trustee, will surely know that on declaring a dividend

he must make provision for payment of the said dividend

on all thedebts (unsecured ) as scheduled by the debtor, and

which I understand amount to about £21,000 , and also in

addition Mr. H . W .Meade King will be entitled to the

same dividend upon £1,009 ls. 4d ., the amount of his

proof, after deducting the assessed value of the security
held by him . - Yours faithfully, W . J . R .

Newport, March 31st.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

March 25.

(Before Mr. Registrar PEPys.)

IN RE REED, OTHERWISE SINTZENICI. _ Upon the application

of Mr. Harston , his Honour appointed a receiver under a

petition for adjudication presented against Edward Reed ,

otherwise Edward Reed Sintzenich , described as of 36 Fins

bury-Circus, and of Holland-road villas, Kensington , banking

and emigration agent. The debtor made an affidavit in

support of the application , from which it appeared that his

liabilities amounted to £8,000, the assets, consisting chiefly

of furniture, to the estimated value of £1,700. - An interim

injunction , restraining further proceedings at the suit of
several execution creditors, was also granted .

IN RE Hay, INGRAM , AND Co . - A petition for liquidation by

arrangement or composition has been filed by John Ogilvy
Hay and Matthew Lisle Ingram , trading as merchants , at 70
Great Tower-street, as Hay, Ingram , & Co., and at Akyab,

Rangoon, and Bassein , in British Burmah, under the firm of

John Ogilvy Hay and Co. The liabilities are estimated at

£155 ,000 , of which about £97,000 will probably be covered ;

the assets consist chiefly of margins on consignments, the

value of which cannot yet be ascertained. - Upon the appli

cation of Mr. Baker (Lawrance , Plews, and Co.), his Honour

appointed a receiver and manager, and granted the usual
interim restraining order,

March 31.

( Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE SIR WILLIAM RUSSELL. - The debtor, a shipowner

and merchant of Salter 's-ball-court, Cannon - street, and for.

merly M . P . for Norwich , presented several months since a

petition for liquidation . The creditors passed a resolution ,

but upon the papers being brought before Mr. Registrar

Keene for registration he declined to receive them , on the

ground that a former liquidation of the debtor 's affairs was

still pending, and there were, therefore, no assets in existence

available for distribution . The Lords Justices upon appeal

affirmed that decision , and the proceedings fell to the ground .

Subsequently, with a view to the debtor making a substantial

offer to the creditors, a new first meeting was applied for, and

the Court gave the desired leave. Mr. Jeune, for Colonel

Frazer, a creditor, now asked that the order appointing a new

first meeting should be rescinded . He contended that the

matter had been disposed of by the Court of Appeal, and that

the proceedings under the second petition for liquidation were

at an end . Mr. Registrar Hazlitt said that he had hesitated

to make the order , but he understood that an offer to the

creditors would be forthcoming. He thought if some reason .

able proposal were made, unpleasant and troublesomeproceed

ings in bankruptcy might possibly be avoided . Mr. Jeune

pointed out that the affidavit used in support of the applica

tion was defective, and he urged that it would be competent

to the creditors to adopt any arrangement they might think

fit , under the 28th section , after adjudication . Mr. Linklater,

solicitor for Mr. Lawrie , another creditor, also opposed the

application , stating that the debtor had not yet paid the costs

of the appeal to the Lords Justices . He submitted that the

debtor must first purge himself of the obligations which rested

upon him before he was entitled to ask for any indulgence .

Mr. Munns, solicitor for the debtor, opposed the application to

rescind the order. His Honour thought he could not interfere

with the order. The Lords Justices had , no doubt, expressed

their disapproval of the practice of allowing new first meetings

of creditors to be held , but exceptional cases might arise . În

the present case the creditors might get £3 ,000 or £4 ,000 if

themeeting were allowed to be held ; if not, £300 or £400

would be probably all they would receive. Of course, if the

debtor was not prepared with a substantial offer the proceed ,

ings would be futile. Application refused .

POLITICS IN BANKRUPTCY. — The Hampshire Advertiser
thus skilfully mixes up politics and bankruptcy jurisdiction

in a paragraph headed “ Conservative Reaction ." . -

During the Liberal Administration we believe more than

one attempt was made to recover for the Winchester

County Court its bankruptcy jurisdiction , which had been

removed to Southampton , to the inconvenience of local

and financial . unfortunates ' and of their creditors. These

Lord Hatherley did not comply with , butwe now rejoice to

hear that Lord Cairns, the Lord Chancellor of the Conser

vative Government, which our Liberal friends in the

Council recently • gently scorned ,' has complied with the

desire of the city authorities, and restored to Winchester

Court its own jurisdiction in bankruptcy, and added to it

that of Basingstoke .

Messrs. Broad , Broad and Paterson , Public Accountants,

announce that they have taken into partnership , Mr.
William Holmes May, and that in future their business

will be carried on under the style or firm of Broads,

Paterson and May,
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April 1. Timothy Rajotte , of Ottawa ; Messrs. C . King and Co.,
Ottawa ; Messrs. Desmarteau and Bond, Montreal ; Messrs.

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR PEPYS.)
W . Fairweather and Co., Peterboro ; and Mr. Mark T . Rogers ,

IN RE REED, OTHERWISE SINTZENICH. — This was an application of Napanee ; all well known in dry goods circles, were unable

for the continuance of an interim injunction , granted last to pay in full . Morris Run CoalCompany, Syracuse, N . J ., had

week, restraining further proceedings at the suit of various temporarily suspended , with liabilities of abont £170,000. It

creditors. The debtor, Edward Reed , otherwise Edward Reed wasalso reported that Messrs .Beck Brothers, stockbrokers,Bos

Sintzenich , was described as of 36 Finsbury -circus, and of ton had failed. Messrs. Simpson , Whitehead , & Co., in the
Holland-road villas, Kensington , banking and emigration agent. hardware trade, Montreal, had suspended ; Messrs . Armstrong

His liabilities are estimated at about £8 ,000 , the assets, con Brothers, and Messrs. Guen Brothers, both of the same city,
sisting principally of household furniture , valued at £1,700 . had made an assignment. Messrs. Champlain and Merritt

A petition for adjudication has been filed , and a receiver Noyes , of Bennington , Vt., with liabilities £8,000 . The Bridge

appointed. The question now arose whether the furniture, port (Conn .) Paper Company were in financial difficulties.

which had been seized by the sheriff of Middlesex and adver The National Zeitung quotes an account of a group of

tised for sale, should be sold, or whether the injunction should recent Austrian failures. The General Bohemian Insurance

be continued with a view to the sale of the property by the Bank (established in 1872) had , beside numerous fbranches
trustee when appointed. Mr. Harston , on behalf of the in the provinces, agents in Hamburg , Amsterdam , and St.

receiver and petitioning creditor, submitted that it would be Petersburg. It began with an ostensible capital of 6 ,000,000

advantageous for the sale to be postponed , as a good offer forins in 30,000 shares of 200 florins each. Only 10 ,000
would probably be obtained for the house and furniture if sold shares, with 40 per cent. paid up, were placed , however, so
together; whereas a sale of the furniture by the sheriff was that the paid up capital did not exceed 800,000 florins. Its

likely to be detrimental to the creditors. Mr. Sorrell and operations were, nevertheless, very large, and it concluded

Mr. Flower, on behalf of the execution creditors, asked that insurances amounting to 66,000,000 forins, its existence
the sale might go on (the cost of advertising it having already mainly depending upon the prompt payment of the premiums.

been incurred ), and the proceeds would then be held by the Theyear of the crisis, 1873, tested the institution severely as
sheriff subject to the order of the Court. His Honour thought regards the payments due to it, and a succession of heavy
this would be the better course, and , therefore, made no order claims made havoc with its capital. The failure has some

for the continuance of the injunction . political significance, as the bank was a national Bohemian
IN RE W . T . HEYLEY. - The debtor, whose liabilities are institute. A second failure also affects the insurance business.

reported to be very heavy , is described as of Plaistow and The Pesth Cattle Insurance Company has succumbed after an
North Woolwich ; also of the Pontnewyndd Iron Works, in the existence of six years. Liquidation was resolved upon last
county of Monmouth , and of 110 Fenchurch -street, telegraph year , but the association found itself in very straightened
engineer aad contractor. Upon the application of Mr, Sydney circumstances. A third stoppage is that of the Inland Gas
Gedge, on behalf of a creditor for £20 ,000, his Honour Company, which had a paid -up capital of 2 ,000,000 florins.
appointed a receiver and manager, it appearing that several The third dozen of Austrian joint-stock failures is thus com
valuable contracts were outstanding, which it was important pleted .
to complete.

The failure of Mr. William Thomas Henley, telegraph

engineer and contractor, was announced on Wednesday. The

liabilities are variously estimated from £250 ,000 to £500 ,000 .

FAILURES. Mr. Henley's books have been placed in the hands of Messrs.

Robert Fletcher and Co ., of 2 Moorgate-street, E . C ., account.

ENGLAND. — The suspension has been announced of Messrs . ants.
Hay, Ingram , and Co., merchants of London and Rangoon ,
and a petition has been filed for the liquidation of their J. C . IM THURN AND CO. - In the matter of J. C . im Thurn

estate . The liabilities are stated to be £150,000 , with assets and Co.'s failure , the Court of Bankruptcy made a special order

of unascertained value, consisting mainly of margins on con
fixing the first general meeting of the creditors to be held at

signments . On the application of Messrs. Lawrance, Plews,
the Cannon - street Hotel, on Wednesday, June 16 next, and

and Co. for creditors, Mr. J . Waddell has been appointed
also appointing Mr. John Young, of the firm of Turquand ,

receiver and manager. The suspension has been announced Youngs, and Co., receiver and manager of the estate .

on the Bradford Exchange, of Mr. John Rawnsley , jun .,

manufacturer, Dudley Hill, Bradford . The liabilities are said

to be between £10,000 and £15 ,000. This is the second Brad .

ford manufacturer who has gone to the wall within the last CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
fortnight. Barlow Brothers , cotton spinners, Crawshawbooth ,

have failed . Liabilities £8 ,000 ; assets from £1,600 to £3,000 . JOHN GRAY (Mile End -Road). - In this case the debtor,
AMERICA. - Ainerican advices report the following failures. John Gray, late of 75, Mile End-road, in the county of Mid

The liabilities of Messrs. Wheatley, Williams, and Co., sugar dlesex, tobacconist, filed his petition for liquidation in July

refiners, New York, are put down at about £135 ,000 ; assets last , and Mr. W . L . C . Browne, of the firm of C . Browne,

£134,000 ; £40 ,000 or more, however, being doubtful. The Stanley, and Co., Public Accountants, Old Jewry, was ap

firm proposed paying 50 per cent. in instalments. The pointed trustee. The secured creditors amounted to £2,715 ,

creditors had taken no action . The suspension of Mr. J. unsecured creditors £486 158 ; the total assets being £6,300 .

Winslow Jones, Portland , Maine, has been announced . In the face of these assets , it was rather extraordinary that

Messrs. U . H . Dudley and Co., New York City , had sued and the debtor should have filed his position , but the property

attached the property of the firm for the sum of £25 ,000 to being in the hands of Mortgagees, it was impossible for him

secure an indebtedness of 83,000 dollars. Mr. Dan C . Fisk , 1 to realize, and as creditors were pressing him , he was come

stockbroker, 15 Wall-street, New York , had failed . The pelled to petition the court. The trustee with the assistanc

Western Savings Bank , St. Louis, Mo., had closed its doors. afforded him by the debtor, was enabled to effect an arrange

The National Fire Insurance Company, of Philadelphia , had ment by which all the creditors have lately been paid 20s. in

suspended . Those interested were making efforts to make a the pound, and the residue of the estate, after providing for

compromise with the creditors. Mr. Cahoon , shipping mer the mortgages and expenses revested in the debtor by an

chant, Queen 's County, N . S ., had failed ; liabilities about order of the Court, made on the 5th March instant, dismissing

£10,000 . Messrs . Park and Borrowman, of Amherstburg, the petition , Messrs. Smith , Fowdon ,and Low , of Bread -street,

Canada , in the hardware trade, had also suspended . Messrs. | Cheapsido, are the Solicitors to the proceedings.
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GEORGE HUNTLEY STEBBING (Witham ). - A first meeting of
BANKRUPTCY REFORM .- the creditors of George Huntley Stebbing, cattle dealer, of

Whitehall, Wickham Bishops, near Witham a bankrupt, was As intimated in our issue of the 13th March, Mr. Henry
held at the Shire Hall, Chelmsford, on Wednesday, Mr. T . M .
Gepp, Registrar of the County Court, presiding. Messrs. Evans Bolland, Accountant, Liverpool, has addressed a second
and Eagles , of 10 John - street, Bedford -row , London , appeared letter to the Committee appointed by the Lord Chancellor
as solicitors for the petitioning creditor (Mr. William Fenner, to inquire into the working of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869.
farmer and cattle dealer, of Lexden , near Colchester ) and as

Mr. Bolland's second letter is as follows:proxies for several other creditors. Mr. H . W . Jones, of Col.

chester, and Mr. Middleton , of the firm of Philbrick and
Gentlemen , I took the liberty in a former letter to offerMiddleton , Colchester, were also present. The petition was

some suggestions with respect to the arrangement sections offiled on March 8, and adjudication of bankruptcy made the
the Act and rules, and intended in this communication tosame day on the debtor's consent to adjudication forthwith , the
have referred generally to other portions of the Act and rulesact of bankruptcy being that the debtor had filed , in the pre
which , in my experience, have not worked harmoniously , butscribed manner , a declaration of his inability to pay his debts.
the question of the remuneration of trustees, and of the costsThe bankrupt now filed his statement of accounts, from which
of solicitors, auctioneers, and receivers seemsto be of greaterit appeared that his liabilities amounted to about £6 ,000 , and
importance, and therefore deserving of prior consideration .his assets to about $ 1, 100. Debts were proved to the amount
With respect to trustees' remuneration, no more difficultof £2,312. Mr. Middleton, who admitted that he had no status
question could come before your committee than properlyin the court, said he merely attended to protest against the
to estimate the value of his services, so as to frame a fixedproceedings as being utterly illegal, they having been , as he
scale of remuneration , At present, as you are aware , thecontended, improperly transferred from the County Court at
matter is left to the creditors, and , practically , that means inColchester to this court. The present adjudication , he said ,
small estates to the trustee himself, for with the proxies bywas obtained when another jurisdiction was on the file and had
which he votes himself trustee he can pass his remuneration ,

not been properly removed, and the bankrupt, by fraud, had
or fix it by resolution , at the first meeting .

improperly removed from one place to another, his proper
But assuming the evil of the proxy system to be abolished ,residence being still in the district of Colchester, where the

which I trust your committee may see their way to effect, thelarge body of his creditors lived . The Registrar : All this was
question remainswhat is a trustee' s reasonable remuneration ?founded and grounded on the affidavit of the solicitor con
Now one of the objects of the present Act was to reduce theducting. - Mr. Evans said the answer was that the first bank
expenses of administering an insolvent's estate, and withruptcy was annulled by an order of the Chief Judge, and ,
that view to assimilate it to the Scottish system , under which

secondly, that between the liquidation and the bankruptcy the
the average expenses do not exceed, if I remember correctly ,bankrupt had removed to his present residence within the
15 per cent.jurisdiction of this court. — Mr. F . C . Fitch , of Halstead, was

But how have the rules harmonised with this object ? Why,appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection .
according to the scale of costs , a trustee has to pay an auc

J. W . GIRLING (GREAT YARMOUTH ). - A meeting of the tioneer 10 per cent. on the first hundred pounds' worth of
creditors of John Warner Girling, ofGreat Yarmouth, butcher, I assets realised . The evil of the present system , like that of

all its predecessors, is that the same machinery is required forwas held on Wednesday, 31st March , 1875 , when it was

the administration of a small estate as for a large one, whereresolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr. Lovewell

Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers , Great Yarmouth , public the assets are £1,000 or more. Assume an insolvent debtor,

with liabilities £600 and assets £150, presents his petition foraccountant, being appointed trustee. Mr. F . W . Ferrier is

solicitor in the proceeedings. liquidation , or becomes bankrupt, what is the result ? He
has to employ a solicitor, whose costs, according to the scale ,

up to and including registration , reach at least £20 , especially

if legal proceedings are pending against the debtor, andAPPOINTMENTS. restraining orders have to be obtained and a receiver ap
[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice af appoint pointed. The receiver, in possession for three weeks, up to

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column.] the first meeting, requires, at & moderate estimate, £10. A
trustee is chosen , who employs an auctioneer , whose charge isMr. J. Waddell has been appointed receiver and manager of
£12 10s. The trustee's remuneration depends upon circumthe firm of Hay, Ingram , and Co ., merchants, of London and stances. If there is a hostile creditor he may insist upon &

Rangoon whose affairs are now in liquidation .
deficiency account being prepared, also stock and cash ac
counts for the six months preceding the liquidation . These

accounts have to be prepared under the eyes of the trustee,
BANKRUPT APPEALS will be taken on the following days: who has the custody of thebooks, and are afterwards investi

At Lincoln 's Inn , Friday, April 16 ; Thursday, April 22 ; | gated by him at considerable time and trouble . The debtor
Thursday, April 29 ; Thursday, May 6th , has to be examined on the accounts at meetings in the

trustee's office, called for the purpose, and often this hostileThe London Gazette of last Tuesday did not announce &
creditor, being a person of small means, and, feeling his losssingle adjudication of bankruptcy , either in town or country .
acutely , is far more exacting in his requirements than aA SEEDY individual was arraigned fortheft. Question by the
creditor in a large case who has lost thousands of pounds. Ajudge : “ Did you steal the complainant' s coat ? ” Seedy
suggestion which here arises is whether such a strict investiindividual: “ I decline to gratify the morbid curiosity of the
gation , if demanded , should not be at the cost of thepublic by answering that question .”
particular creditors seeking it, as it seldom is productive of

The Law Times says : - Itmay not be generally known that any advantage to the general body of creditors. The estate

certificated special pleaders and conveyancers are liable to be we will assume to be realised , and what are the further de

sued in an action for the negligent discharge of professional ductions ? First, rent, say £20 ; taxes, £5 ; wages, perhaps

duties , and can recover their fees by action at law from a £10 ; the debtor and his employés always agreeing that such

solicitor or other client employing them . It is usually sup are due. These payments make a total of £77 10s. What

posed that all associates of the Superior Courts of Common in such case ought the trustee to charge ? His duties in a

Law in England and Ireland are necessarily members of the small matter are as comprehensive as those where the estate

Bar, the fact being that some have no connection with the is a large one, and may be thus enumerated under three
Profession . heads.
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First, investigating the statement of affairs , or, as often What more palpable example does your committee require of

happens, preparing or remodelling it himself ; holding usual the utter inapplicability of the present Act to meet such a

meeting for examination at office, investigating debtor's books case ? All the alterations in the rules which ingenuity might

and affairs ; and , as already stated , preparing or ordering the suggest could not cure this defect.

preparation ,and then examining, extra accounts not demanded
Nothing , I apprehend, but an Act of Parliament can

by the Act , such as deficiency, and cash , and stock accounts .
authorise an insolvent debtor with insignificant assets being

Though the requirement of these latter in all cases would be
dealt with differently from his brother in misfortune who may

a wholesome terror to debtors, and trustees sometimes fall into
have large assets ; nor yet without such authority ought the

disgrace with creditors for not insisting upon them , it is a
rights of creditors in either case to be dealt with differently.

question how far they are justified in doing so , unless specially
The Act ought to have made provision for two classes of

requested by the committee of inspection . insolvents ; they cannot be dealt with under one category as
Secondly , realising the estate and other general routine

now . The present Act, with some few amendments, would
duties of a trustee, not including the declaration of dividend .

work admirably in large matters. But to return to the
Taking possession of books and papers, and preparing list.

subject of my letter. I think that in all cases where the
Taking instruction of inspectors and keeping record book .

assets exceed £1,000 a percentage is the proper mode of re
Disposing of property through auctioneer in which case

munerating a trustee. This should be on a sliding scale ; of
attending sale , examining auctioneer' s accounts, & c .), by tender

course the larger the assets the smaller the percentage. To
or by private treaty , which may involve taking possession ,

charge by timewould only be a premium for incapacity , for a
taking stock , inventories, & c ., obtaining possession of docu

competent person will do his work much quicker, as well as
ments , examination into the nature and value of properties,

| better, than an incompetent one ; and, further , remuneration
real or personal, & c., and the properties themselves, and in

by time is a temptation to “ nurse'' an estate and delay its real
case of legal difficulties preparing statement of case for

isation and close. The scale of charges for solicitors might
opinion of solicitor, and consulting with him , and where

in large cases with advantage be increased ; but although there
necessary appearing as plaintiff or defendant, and taking the

be what is termed a lower scale in small matters , it is ont of
risk . Collecting debts, involving sending the usual sets of

proportion to the work performed or required to be performed .
notices, interviews and correspondence with debtors , examina

One item applicable alike to both classes of cases may be
tion , adjustment, and compromise ofaccounts. Preparing and instanced as an example of the necessity for revising the
furnishing debtors with particulars, personal application at scale - viz ., " searching if prior petition filed , 75. 8d .” Now
their residences or places of business, placing small amounts

this charge might well be discretionary with the taxing officer ,
in County Court ,and instructing solicitor in more complicated

for it very rarely happens that the solicitor presenting the
cases , and appearing when necessary as plaintiff and taking

petition is ignorant whether there has been a petition filed or
risk . Sending notices of appointment and general meetings

not ; but, if he were, the fact of there being a prior petition
to creditors, and attending at latter, taking minutes, & c .,

does not prevent a second petition being filed , as was the case
keeping accounts, and estate book, and preparing quarterly

in former times when the item was introduced into the old
accounts for comptroller , and having same audited , annual

scale of costs. Solicitors' charges, however , on the whole are
statements, & c ., keeping papers , & c ., duly filed ; general cor

anything but excessive, and they havemuch reason to complain
respondence and interviews with creditors and others, often

that they are disallowed for advice and assistance afforded to
involving a very large expenditure of time and trouble ; ex

inexperienced trustees,on the theory that the trustee oughtnot
amining and paying , compromising, or objecting to , preferential

to have consulted them , but have acted on his own judgment.
or other claims arising in proceedings ; receiving and examin . Auctioneers' charges, too , are open to exemption , as for
ing proofs of debt, and admitting , reducing, or rejecting instance, a produce broker who sells £3 ,000 worth of produce
same; taking advice of solicitor when necessary , filing proof for an estate can charge, according to the scale , 10 per cent.
and monthly lists at court ; considering as to propriety of

on the first £100 , 5 per cent, up to £1,000, and so on ; whilst
closing estate , preparing accounts and papers for close , going for selling in the ordinary course of his business he would
through same with registrar, and obtaining appointment to

only charge 2 per cent. High bailiff's fees, too , are an
hear application for close, giving creditors notice of same,

order being obtained , giving instructions for same to be
anomaly. For example , " attending sitting of the court, 2s."

“ preparing advertisements (which is in reality a fiction), 3s.6d."
gazetted , & c ., obtaining release from trusteeship . and other items too numerous to mention . In summarising

Thirdly , declaring dividends , gazetting and sending cre. these observations, Imay remark that the difficulties in devising
ditors not proved notice of intended dividend , preparing lists scale of remuneration for small cases are insuperable , and it
of proofs admitted, held over, and debts not proved , calculating

must, as heretofore, be left to the creditors : but with respect
dividend, and giving creditors notice of same, and gazetting to large estates a percentage might be fixed which would
dividend declared , paying dividend, preparing receipts, & c., be satisfactory to creditors and trustees, as well as consistent
preparing and sending lists to comptroller of dividends de with the economic administration of estates.
clared , and afterwards of dividends paid and unclaimed, with

As to the other

professional charges mentioned , they are open to revision , as
vouchers, & c., declaring final dividend.

the scales are framed too much after themodels of those under
Of course, in liquidation cases these duties are somewhat

the old Bankruptcy Act, which were condemned for their
curtailed , but by what fixed scale in the case instanced could costliness . -- H . B .
a trustee be remunerated ? A percentage would be clearly out

P. S . I have overlooked court fees, such as stamps, office
of the question . If paid by time he might absorb the whole

copies, & c. , butmore particularly the first named . They are
estate . There can be no scale devised for such a case , and

imposed on the most trivial pretext ; in fact, if a debtor
therefore it must be left to the conscience of the trustee. sneezes he is mulcted in a ls . stamp. The other day at
Hence the necessity of having , as suggested in my former

Preston the ordinary notices to creditors of first meeting were
letter, men of respectability to fill that office. In the present objected to because they only bore the } stamp, sufficient for
case we will assume the trustee, for all his multifarious

duties, charges £15 to £20, and his solicitor, when necessary ,
their carriage through the post, a general order having been

received from Mr. Nicoll to insist upon a penny stamp. Who
about £10 , with perhaps an allowance for maintenance to the is Mr. Nicoll ?
debtor by the receiver of £6 or £7, the net disbursements out

of an estate of £150 , at themost moderate calculation £120 . Mr. J. P .Murrough, solicitor, writes as follows on the
Now , this is not an exceptional case, but on the contrary, same subject:
although I have notmade a calculation , I believe I am within “ As amember ofthe legal profession of thirty years' standing

the mark when I say that more than one-third of the estates who has enjoyed a very considerable practice in the Court of

wound up in bankruptcy and liquidation do not realise £150. | Bankruptcy, I need scarcely apologise for responding to your
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Act of 1869 became law , creditors waxed jubilant at the con
ditions imposed by sect. 68, but as cunning debtors soon learnt
the value of parts 6 and 7 ofthe Act, “ Liquidation by arrange
ment ” speedily usurped the place of formal bankruptcy , and a

debtors ' friends easily procure the necessary resolution '
which enables him to laugh at his creditors, and the whole
doctrine of conditional discharges."

invitation for suggestions, and I would remark , in limine, that
it is impossible for any one familiar with the practice and pro
ceedings of the court to entertain any opinion other than that
every Bankruptcy Act passed since that of 1849 has been the

product of uninformed intellects, working under the pressure
of crochet-mongers — if possible - still more uninstructed .

" One of the first and most deplorable effects of these inept
revolutionists resulted in the suppression of the official assig .

nees, messengers, and other officers of the court, upon the

pretence that creditors should be permitted to take bankrupts'

estates into their own hands; and this notable piece of legis

lation has warmed into existence & swarm of ill-educated , ra
pacious, and unscrupulous accountants, who, not being officers

of the court, are subjected to no supervision , and consequently
plunder and enrich themselves without control.

" Another and scarcely less calamitous piece of mischief was
the extinguishment, in 1861, of the (BA) certificate of the Act
of 1849, the abolition of which granted the most perfect im

munity from consequences to all fraudulent bankrupts who

could manage to evade the meshes of a criminal prosecution .

" But, as if the curiosities of legislation had not become

sufficiently monstrous, the Parliament proceeded to restrict
the limit of theLondon Court of Bankruptcy to the metropolis,

to destroy the local bankruptcy courts, and give bankruptcy

jurisdiction to the judges of the different County Courts, under

the plausible sophism of bringing justice to every man 's door.

Now I assert, without fear of contradiction , from any person
out of Earlswood, that you can effect no salutary change in the
law ofbankruptcy until the different Courts of Bankruptcy are

restored to the condition in which they existed previous to

1861, and for the following reasons :

“ First. As the principal creditors of a bankrupt generally

reside or carry on business in the metropolis or some of the
other large cities of the empire, the Act of 1869 has an effect

diametrically opposite to that proposed by its author, and bears

justice most effectually away from the creditors' door. Can

absurdity reach further than requiring London creditors to

follow their bankrupt debtors to such places as Croydon ,
Greenwich, Guildford , and Wandsworth ? Yet to this extent

our busy ex -chancellors have carried their adulteration of the
bankrupt law .

" Secondly. Themachinery of a County Court is utterly unfit

for the administration either of equity or bankruptcy matters.
Without speaking in disparagement of Lincoln 's Inn or West

minster Hall , I think it may be doubted whether those insti.

tutions can spare more members, uniting in themselves the

possession of commanding intellect and unsuspected integrity,

than can be well absorbed in the administration of justice in

our Superior Courts.
“ Moreover , I entertain a strong opinion that the efforts

which are now being made towards the decentralisation of our

judicial tribunals will eventuate in a decline of talent and
integrity , both in the judges and also in the practitioners who
appear before them ; for, after due regard to the existence of

such able County Court judges as those of Circuits Nos. 11, 23 ,
33, 42, 57, and 58, I cannot blind myself to the fact that the
appointments of very many of these officials are the result not

of experience or ability , but of far less assuring causes, and, in
some instances, an elevation to the County Court bench has
been the reward of implication in corrupt practices at a parlia
mentary election .

" Furthermore, the County Court judges are peripatetic ,and
absent for weeks together from the court at which the bank .

ruptcy law should be administered, and this objection of
absence applies equally to the second officer in rank , namely ,

the registrar, who for the efficient administration of the law ,
should be a well-paid official, continuously in the office of the

court, but who, under the present arrangement, is always &

practising attorney in the town, whose income is merely sup

plemented by his salary as registrar, and who when wanted is

oftimes absent on his private business.
“ Leaving, however, the courts, and, in conclusion , turning

to the law to be administered, I would observe that when the

THE STOCK EXCHANGE.

(From the Economist.)

The revelations before the Foreign Loans Committee and

others like them , with which the reports of our Courts of

Justice have lately been full, have made many people ask

as to the Stock Exchange, is this market worse than other

markets, or not worse ? Are the frauds there which have been

exposed only samples of what exists elsewhere, but which has

not been exposed ? And if it is said in reply that the Stock
Exchange is worse than other markets, people ask why is it

worse . What are the circumstances which generate fraud in

this kind of buying and selling, andwhich do not as much
generate it in other kinds ?

We believe that three causes conduce to this effect, First ,

dealers on the Stock -Exchange are in certain cases and those
influential ones - trusted with untold gold in a sense which

others are not. The most peculiar characteristic of the Stock

Exchange, as compared with other markets , is that it deals in

commodities of which the price is not ruled , as in othermarkets

it is, by the cost of production. The momentary value, indeed ,
of all articles is regulated by the demand and supply " of

themoment, and not by the cost of production ; but in ordin
ary cases " demand and supply " are temporary causes, for if

an article sells for more than it can be made for its supply

will be increased till its price falls to the usual level. The

cost of production is thus a steady cause limiting the fluctua

tions of the market ; buyers will not long give what is above

it, and sellers know that. They must not hold too long, or

they may be obliged to take less. But to the shares of the
Stock Exchange there is no such guiding average. The value

of articles there dealt in does not depend on the cost of pro

duction in this direct way ; often does not depend on it at all.

These articles are, first, the “ debts " or promises to pay of

different Governments , which cost nothing and which can be

multiplied at the will of those Governments ; and, secondly,

shares in monopolies, such as railways or telegraphs, which also
are given at the discretion ofGovernments,which can bemade

many or not, as they choose, and which profess to give advan

tagesto those to whom they are granted, which others do not

sbare ; or mines, to which a similar monopoly is given by
nature ; or banks,which are somewhat ofthe samenature, for

the acquired credit is a privileged advantage given by history ,
which others may rival in time, but which is so much against

them , and in favour of its possessor, till they have rivalled it.

There are certain miscellaneous companies which might be

multiplied in any number, but as many as possible even of

these try to show that there is something peculiarly good about

them , either from their having taken over an old business or

some other cause. And, what is more to the present purpose,

the dealings in the shares of small companies are but an insig

nificant part of the dealings of the present Stock Exchange.

Ninety -nine hundredths of such dealings are concerned with
" debts," the value of which has no relation to the cost of

production at all, and monopolies which claim to have, and
may have, a value far exceeding it. The ultimate regulator

of price in other markets in this case does not act .

Unquestionably the value of stocks and shares which have

long been before the public is often very fixed . The value of

Consols has been , probably, more steady for years than that

of any article of produce. But that has happened because

the supply has been little altered , the position of England the

same, and the number of persons who are ready to share an

income with so perfect security varies little. The opinion of
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the public on this stock in these circumstances is made up: can speculate in stocks and shares, for the necessary acquaint

The value of English railways , though variable , is reducible ance with them is brought home to his door by unnumbered

to calculation , because we have had much experience of the City articles and financial newspapers. Very likely pros

rate at which traffios increase, of the cost of obtaining such pectuses of the worst things come to him by the post. And

increase , and of the effect of any given augmentation of net to a person wishing to speculate there is undeniably something

incomeon the price of the stock . We know here the supply , very attractive to them . On the face of the matter there is a
and we can tell, to a fair approximation , the amount of the new property just come out of nothing , and daily rising in

demand. And, therefore, we have a good guide as to theprice, value, which is tempting ; and it is plain , too , from the nature
But in the case of a first loan to a new State , or a fresh of the case, and from what happens, that large sums can be

mine in a distant country , there is no such guide from ex madeby dealing in such things if only you can getout in time.

perience. The price is for the moment a “ fancy " price. The What such outsiders ought to know , but what they will never
article is worth just what the public can be made to believe learn , is that the wires are pulled by far abler and more skilled
that it is worth. No doubt arguments from general probability persons than themselves - by the concoctors and managers of

may be used to show that most likely this new State will these speculations - and that everything is arranged so that
become insolvent, as other similar ones have, and that this they shall win , and every one else lose , as much as possible.
new mine will prove worthless as so many others. But in all An “ outside" speculator pitted against such persons is like an

markets the value of all articles but slowly conforms to the indifferent chessplayer who cannot see the board , playing with
course of arguments ; buyers and sellers read little, and are a masterly one who can ; he is in the long run certain to lose.

not much guided by what they read . They are more in And as far as he is concerned so much the better. A man who

fluenced by the present quoted prices than by anything else . tries to gamble and cannot, has no claim to respect, either for

Accordingly the value of an article on the Stock Exchange is good intentions or mental power. But unhappily the loss of

for a time that which you can get quoted as the price. And these unskilled imitators helps and keeps alive the group of
this is what we mean by saying that in some circumstances skilled machinators at headquarters. The entire evil is largely

the dealers there are trusted with untold gold . They preside maintained at the cost , and by the destruction, of very many
over what may be called the “ inception " of the value. If scattered and less evils. These reasons do not exhaust the
by manipulation they can raise the price of a worthless stock subject, but they are sufficient for our purpose, because they

to an extravagant sum ,they and those for whom they act, will | specify the principal particulars in which the Stock -Exchange

receive and benefit by that price . Those who are skilful in differs from other markets, and show that the effect of them is

such manipulations will obtain that price, and those who are to make large and numerous fraudsmore to be expected in that

unskilful will not. From the first projector who finds the market than in any other.

mine, or acts for the State, far down among the dealers who
sell the stock , there is a lore of artifices varied in form , but

united in object, all meant to sell the stock . And they do NEW COMPANIES.
sell it. In an ordinary produce market there is nothing like

this. No dealer, however skilled, can there introduce an un The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

known and untried commodity for which he himself paid the following Companies, which were registered during the
nothing, and sell it at a high price. The possibility of frauds week :

like this poisons, and cannot but poison , thewhole atmosphere. Aberfoyle Slate and Slab - Capital £20 ,000, in £5 shares.
Many dealers on the Stock Exchange, no doubt, are as honest Anstey Paper Mill - Capital £15 ,000 , in £5 shares.

and trustworthy as any kind of dealers, but a taint is thrown Atlas Engineering and Millwrighting - Capital £7,000, in
over the market as a whole , because, from the nature of the £5 shares.

commodities there dealt in , monstrous frauds can be practised , Baily Brothers Wholesale and Family Supply Association
are so, and are known to be so , which are not practised else . Capital £15,000, in £5 shares.

where, and which generate a sort of tone, tolerant of success British Workman Public House- Capital £20,000, in $ 1
ful fraud , if not admiring it — which is detestable to hear, shares.

Secondly. This set of peculiarly crafty sellers finds ready Burford Waterworks - Capital £1,000, in £10 shares .

to its hand a race of peculiarly foolish buyers such as is not City ofManchester Land , Building, and Investment - Capital

to be found in other markets. In common markets the buyers £100 ,000 , in £5 shares.

aremostly skilled people. The importer of tea sells to the tea Colne Valley Gas- Capital £20 ,000, in £5 shares.

merchant, a very skilled man in the trade ; the tea merchant Crompton Working Men's Club - Capital £1,000, in 10s.

to the large grocer, who is also skilled , if somewhat less : the shares.

large grocer to the small grocer, who is also skilled, though East Surrey General Co-operative Association - Capital

again less. No large amounts, as a rule, are invested by some £5 ,000 , in £1 shares.

one who has not been trained to the business. But on tho Elton Conservative Club / Capital £6,000 , in £1 shares .

Stock Exchange this is not so at all. The bona fide investor India Mill (Darwen ) Cotton -spinning — Capital £200 ,000,

there is not a skilled trader buying to sell, but mostly an un in £5 shares.

skilled non -trader buying to keep . Many people who have Joseph Twentyman and Co. - Capital £9,700 , in £10 shares.

sense for nothing else have sense enough to save, and in the Llanelly Bottle Beer - Capital £2,000, in £5 shares .

old times, when savings were hidden in the thatch of houses, London and Kansas Land and Colonization - Capital

and all manner of curious places of concealment, their savings £50 ,000 , in £10 shares.

were safe . But now they are safe no longer. A quiet, simple , London Masonic Club Capital 50,0001., in 51. shares .

parsimonious person in the country is exactly what the active , “ Maidstone and Kent County Standard” - Capital 1 ,0001.
greedy , and mendacious dealer in shares wishes to meet with . in 11 . shares.

And there is a practically unlimited supply of such persons. Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society - Limited by
Thirdly. There is on the Stock Exchange a class of un guarantee to 101.

skilled “ outsiders " far exceeding those in any other market. Mutual Help Club and Institute - Capital 2 ,0001. in 11 shares.

There are some, no doubt, everywhere. Many a person in Safety Oil - Capital 50,0001. in 5l. shares.

Liverpool begins speculating in " cotton to arrive ” merely Samlesbury Paper Mill - -Capital 25,0001., in 51. shares.

from hearing the talk of the place , and without the slightest Senior and Brooks - Capital 2 ,0001. in 51 . shares .

real knowledge of the business. But in most markets this Stanhill Manufacturing - Capital 5 ,0001., in 1001, shares.

class is limited , because “ outsiders ” do not in general even Star Paper Mill - Capital 60 ,0001. , in 51. shares.

hear the talk , or read anything equivalent. A clerk in Dorset Vigo Salvage - Capital 5 ,0001. in 51. shares

shire cannot practically speculate in cotton or in tea ; but he | Weston Iron - Capital 75 ,0001. in 51. shares.
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THE INCOME TAX. - Tne Inland Revenue Board give, in their
annual Report recently issued , an account such as only they

can give of the produce of the Income-tax in the year ending

the 5th of April, 1873, the latest year for which these details

can be stated . The total annual value of property and profits

charged to Income-tax in the United Kingdom for that year
was £453,585 ,000, which was £18 ,782,000 more than in the

preceding year. Of this increase England contributed
£15,658,000 being 4 .20 per cent. more than the value charged
for the preceding year ; Scotland , £2,524,000, an increase of
6 . 94 per cent. ; and Ireland £600 ,000 , an increase of 2.32 per
cent. The gross assessments under Schedule A for 1872-73

exhibit an incrcase over the preceding year of £1,805,000 ,
thus distributed : - In England, £1,376 ,000 , an increase of

1 .08 per cent.; Scotland , £388 ,000 , an increase of 2.51 per

cent. ; Ireland, £41,000, an increase of 0.31 per cent. In

England the greatest improvementwas in the four following

counties : - Surrey, £98,000 ; York , £232,000 ; Lancashire,

£248 ,000 ; Middlesex, £311,000 . The gross annual value of

“ lands" assessed for 1872 - 3 - namely, £65,513,000 , shows &

slight increase of £83,000 over the preceding year,as follows: -

In England the assessment was on £49,009,000, being an

increase of £45,000 ; Scotland, £7, 363,000, an increase of

£37,000 ; Ireland , £9,141,000 , an increase of £1,000 . The

gross annual value of “ houses” assessed exhibits an increase

of £1,734 ,000 over the preceding year, thus distributed : - In

England the assessment was on £77,832,000 , showing an

increase of £1,356,000 , or 1 .7 per cent. ; in Scotland , on
£7,876 ,000 , an increase of £346,000 , or 4 :59 per cent. ; in

Ireland , on £3,748,000, an increase of £32,000. or 0 ·86 per

cent, In England the increase of the assessments on houses
was largest in the four counties already specified ; it was

£91,000 in Surrey, £225,000 in Yorkshire, £253,000 in Lan .

cashire , and £309,000 in Middlesex . In the gross amount of

the assessments under Schedule B for the year 1872-3 there

is a slight increase - £33,000 in England, £38 ,000 in Scotland ,

but & decrease of £21,000 in Ireland. The gross amount of

profits of trades, & c ., assessed under Schedule D for 1872-73
exhibits an increase of £25 ,964,000 over the preceding year

£21,725 ,000 in England, £3,248,000 in Scotland , £991,000

in Ireland . The increase in England mainly arises from the

assessments under the following heads : - On trades and pro

fessions, an increase of £14 ,091,000, or 11:52 per cent ; public
companies, £2,377,000 , or 14 .27 per cent. ; railways, £1,926 ,000 ,

or 9 . 73 per cent. ; mines, £771,000 , or 13:51 per cent. ; iron

works, £1,182,000 or 44 :67 per cent. ; gasworks, £102,000 , or

4 : 26 per cent.; dividends on foreign securities, £879,000, or

25 :16 per cent. The increase in Scotland amounted to

£2, 102,000 on trades and professions, or 16 .24 per cent. ; public

companies , £135 ,000 , or 11 .73 per cent. increase ; railways ,

£296 ,000 , or £12:46 per cent. ; mines, 166 ,000 , or 27 .80 per

cent. ; ironworks, £440 ,000 , or 88 .88 per cent. The increase

in Ireland is £722,000 on trades and professions, or 11.85 per

cent. ; public companies, £64,000 , or 10 .66 per cent.; railways,
£88 ,000 , or 9 :12 per cent. ; mines, £12 ,000 or 37 -50 per cent.

The number of persons who claimed abatement in the year

1872-73 exceeds the number in the preceding year by 77,967 ;
this is in consequence of the allowance having been increased

from £60 on incomes under £200 a year to £80 on incomes

under £300 a year ; and the amount of income relieved from
tax by such allowance exceeds the amount relieved in the pre

ceding year by £12,024 ,208 . In England 315 ,462 persons

claimed to have £25 ,196 ,995 abated ; in Scotland , 38 ,008

abated £3,017,654 ; in Ireland, 16 ,078 persons £1,283,970
persons under Schedules D and E only ; so that 369,548

persons claimed abatement amounting to £29,498,619. The

result of the allowance of £80 on incomes under £300
was to afford relief to the extent of 6 .68 per cent. on the total

amount charged to tax. The Commissioners observe that in

the year 1867 -68 the actual net produce of Income-tax for

each penny in the pound, after deducting sums discharged on

various grounds or irrecoverable , was £1,451,312 ; in 1872- 3 it
had gradually increased to £1,757,537.

A CURE FOR SLEEPLESSNESS.-- Mr. Frank Buckland during

his researches into the natural history of everything, from

baby hippopotami to American giantesses , has come across a
sovereign specific for insomnia. Like many great discoveries

the cure given to the world by Mr. Buckland in Land and
Water is simple in the extreme. When unable to slumber
he eats two or three raw onions, with the result that the

drowsy god, probably attracted by the fragance of the sleep
compelling root, forthwith hovers in the air. For such weak

lings as might object to a meal of raw onions at bedtime, the
Spanish variety , stewed , is recommended, but it seems doubt
ful whether after all , this would not be one of those compro

mises with conscience which generally fail of full effect .
Among other remedies that may be tried by the sleepless is a

hard boiled egg or a bit of bread and cheese eaten immediately

before going to bed , and followed up by a glass of wine or

milk “ or even water," adds Mr. Buckland with a palpable

shudder. Should these fail of effect, another cure may be

attempted . This was confided to Dean Buckland by the late

Dr. Wilberforce when Bishop of Oxford, and consists in

repeating very slowly the vowels A , E , I, O , which are to be

faintly pronounced with each inspiration and expiration .

Although said to be extremely efficacious, this remedy

evidently should not be attempted by those who, in addition

to insomnia , are afflicted by impecuniosity. As the vowel U

must not be pronounced on any account, that letter being a

great enemy to sleep , it is plain that people familiar with

I, O , U 's had better persist in a course of raw or stewed

onions. Otherwise, just at the moment when tired nature 's

sweet restorer was falling on their eyelids the ruthless vowel

in question might, from long custom , find its way into the

soothing quartette of letters. While freely acknowledging a

debt of public gratitude for these important discoveries , per
haps it may be allowable to hint that some of the remedies

appear rather more objectionable than the disorder they are

said to cure. To people of ordinary constitutions the con
sumption of hard -boiled eggs, cheese , and milk late at night

would be followed by nightmares of the most terrific sort,
and severe dyspepsia next day. But a grave objection exists

to the raw onion specific . What mortal, except Mr. Buckland ,

would have sufficient courage to face such a horrible meal ?

Chronic sleeplessness for a week would to most people be far

preferable to this abominable opiate .-- The Globe.

SHERIFF, EXECUTION CREDITOR , AND TRUSTEE. - The legan

relations of the sheriff, his execution creditor, and the trustee

in bankruptcy were well illustrated by Ex parte Harper, Re

Bremner , which was decided by the Lord Justices at a recent

sitting. More than fourteen days after the sheriff had taken

possession , a petition for liquidation was presented , a receiver

appointed , and an injunction to the sheriff not to sell granted .
This was followed by an adjudication , upon which the sheriff

gave up possession to the trustee, who sold thegoods, Harper

then brought an action against the sheriff, who successfully
defended himself by pleading the proceedings in bankruptcy.
Thereupon he applied for an inquiry under the receiver's

undertaking as to damage. Lord Justice Mellish held that
the injunction under sect. 13 was merely to keep things in
statu quo, and that the appointment of the receiver did not
change the rights of the parties ; that goods taken in execution

do not becomethe property of the creditor ; nor is the sheriff

a trustee to hold them for the creditor. Consequently , if they

are wrongfully given up by the sheriff, they cannot be followed
as impressed with a trust, though the sheriff may be liable to

an action . Lord Justice James said that if both parties had

submitted to the jurisdiction of the Court to save expense, the
Court of Bankruptcy ought to have decided the question .

Lord Justice Mellish thought that Harper alone might have

appealed for the equitable interference of the Court. But both

the Lords Justices held that Harper, having pursued his

remedy by action , had made his election , and must abide
thereby . - Law Times .
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AN ESCAPE. — A New York correspondent, writing on the 8th
inst., says : -- The country has been saved from the addition
of 360 millions to its public debt by a mere accident. The
Bounty Bill was amended in the Senate in such a way as to
make it very probable that the amount of money expended
under it would not fall much short of 360 millions of dollars,
or £72,000,000 , and the Secretary of the Treasury was author
ised to borrow the money by issuing bonds from time to time
as it might be needed . In this shape the bill went back to

the House where it had originated . Even its friends there
were somewhat dismayed at the magnitude to which the
scheme had now grown, and they asked for a committee of
conference. No time was to be lost, however, for the next day
would be the last of the session . The committee of confer

ence met, the Senate members adhered to their amendments,
and the pressure of the Ring , who were lobbying the bill , was
80 great that the House gave way , and agreed to the amend

ments. On Thursday morning , the last day of the session ,
the bill came back to the Senate with the approval of the
House, and an hour before noon the President of the Senate

signed it. It now needed only the signature of President

THE MONEY MARKET. - The money market seems again to
be falling into one of those peculiar states of which we have
lately had so many, in which one abnormal cause runs con

trary to , and counteracts, the more natural tendencies. The
continental exchanges are now favourable to this country ; the
American exchange will not take from us any money , though
neither may it send us anything. Bating the usual efflux at

the close of the quarter ; and the ordinary transmission of
coin or bullion in small amounts to various places, which is
part of our regular trade, there is no trade demand on us for
gold . Subject to them we might expect to retain what we
receive from Australia and elsewhere, and in consequence
the value of money would tend to fall. But it seems uncer
tain whether the natural course of events may not be inter
rupted, as many similar ones have been , by the operations of

the German Government. Twice of late that Government
has bought gold unexpectedly in the market. And possibly ,

though this is mere supposition , for we have no information
on which to predict its movements, it may mean to buy gold
here when it seems exceedingly plentifuland when it can get it
without disturbing the generalmoney market, and so have less

to buy hereafter, when gold may be dearer, and the tension of
credit greater. This would be a natural policy for the German
Government to pursue, and it would counteract, as we
have observed , the natural tendency of the money market,

but whether that Government will adopt that policy is as yet

a matter only of inference and conjecture.-- Economist,

with it to the President's room , where he was busy signing
other bills. He had intimated his favour of this measure,

Senator Logan thought he would sign it at once ; but the
President was in a very bad humour that morning, on account

of the failure of his Force Bill, on which he had set his heart.
When Mr. Logan laid the bill before him he pushed it away
impatiently. “ I must think about it," he said . “ But, Mr.
President," said Logan , “ there is scarcely time to think ;

it is now past eleven , and unless you sign the bill by noon it

falls to the ground.” “ Well, then ," answered the President,
with much heat, “ I won 't sign it,” and sign it he did not.
The escape for the country was a very narrow one ; the in
crease of £72,000,000 to its debt at this time would be almost

absolute ruin to it. Chagrin of the lobbyists for the bill is

immense. They were certain of success ; they had spentlarge
bums of money in securing its passage ; and had it become

law they would have pocketed vast sums of money. Only a

very small portion of the sums which would have been paid

under the law would ever have reached the sailors or soldiers ;

the great bulk of it would have been retained by the claim

agents and speculators. It is astonishing that a measure so

uncalled for, so unwise, and so almost fatal in its consequences

could have thus been on the eve of success, and have been
defeated at lastmerely by a whim of humour on the part of

President Grant. - Scotsman .
DEATH OF MR. SAMUEL BROWN. — The Post Magazine says ,

by the almost sudden death of Mr. Samuel Brown - for his
illness lasted but little more than a day - Actuarial Science
has suffered a heavy loss , and the institute one of its most

valued and respected members. For more than forty- five

years Mr. Brown had been actively connected with the Assur

ance World , and for the past quarter of a century was a diligent

contributor to its literature. A complete record of his con
tributions, commencing with his letters to this Journal in

1849, under the signature of “ Crito ," will be found in the

pages of the Insurance Cyclopædia, to which many of our
readers will doubtless refer. Few men have left behind them

more affectionate recollections than the deceased , whose

memory will be long cherished , not less on account of his
mental attainments than for the innate goodness of his heart .

Mr. Brown died on the 20th instant, in the 65th year of his
age.

A MILLIONAIRE. - The will of the late Joseph Love, J. P ., of

Mount Beulah, near Durham , has been proved in the Durham
Court of Probate by Sarah Love, his widow , solo executrix.

The testator devises all his real and personal property abso

lutely to his wife. The will is dated November, 1854 . The
personal effects have been sworn under one million ofmoney.
By this will the National Exchequer receives $ 13,500 for

probato stamp. Manchester Guardian.

R E S T A U R A N Ti

13 OXFORD STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham -court- road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheonsfrom the joints, hotorcold, including vegetables and bread, ls. 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread , 2s .
Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s, 6d .

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.
FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMAN £1 16. PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc .

Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate , HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY.

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate" are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents, of Ground

Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses , Hotels ,

Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses, Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents, and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farme, Estates , and Houses : also Valuations of Fur

niture , Jewellery, and other Effects, for probate and other par

poses . 5th . - Tho transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inci

dental or conducive to the above objects , aud every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate"

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C .

J . DEFRIES’ AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY

PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.

STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Halland Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tento, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq .
John Napier, Esq .

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq .

John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C., M . P .

L .OVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES ; HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . .. . . .. 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . .. . . .. . . 1,140,151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectuscan be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
T F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR .
17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH . TONENET

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.
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THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen -street,
Huddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market
place, Dewsbury .

Agency business promptly attended to.

TOP
M
B TITANSTILLWNG 101

FORTOWANTE

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS!! PENS ! !!
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick, theOwl, and the Waverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post Is .id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin .
burgh .

THB ONLY AND SPECIAL

" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,"

Was awarded for “ Peuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress .

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS ,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate 1 °
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fuct that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a NEW LOCK and KRY, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey ( see the Safe Robbery in Dublin ol £630 , vide

" Times , " 12th September . 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or " Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies ( in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected

by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO ..
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside, London, E . C .

EPPS'S COCOA . - " By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save as many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - Seo article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL .
President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . ' I THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE , Brighton ,
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD , Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich . . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London ,

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London , 1 PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . | WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London .WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London .
JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffield .

GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . |GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS. Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . ' JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

Torres.-_ JOHN BATH . 40a,King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester : JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington .

TREASURER, - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. — W . C . COOPER , 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield.
BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London ,

OFFICES _ 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY .

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO 6
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE !

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .
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ESTITUTE

ALFRED W . GEE,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial,and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B.- In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one Ms. copy need
be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS AND STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. April 3, 1875 .
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PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSI, YÉTTS & MILNER are
I preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

ARTICLED PUPIL . – Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub -editing andGeneralNews

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W .GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .

PUBLICATIONS.
MESSRS. MARSH , YETTS & MILNER' S
11 REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon
street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

TO ACCOUNTANTS.

Just Published , 374 pages, 8vo , cloth , price 12s. 6d .

MABLES for finding at a Glance the Number of Days
1 from any one day to any other day, either in the same or the following

year . By WILLIAM LEWIS, Accountant, Plymouth .
London : ErPINGHAM WIL ON , RoyalExchange .

Plymouth : W . BRENDON and Son .

[ AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, and
ST ' TER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

THY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL.,
NING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES . OWNERS of marketable

cies wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

viru plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms are invariably settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Ad

dress Messrs. Marsh , Yetts , and Milner, Land and Timber Surveyors, 54

Cannon- street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
11 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Ofices (Established
1842), 54 Cannon -street.

mo ACCOUNTANTS. - A few copies of the Account
1 ant's Diary and Directory for 1875 are still unsold , and tbey are now

offered to the profession at the reduced price of 4s. post free . Early ap

plication should be made, as there are only a few remaining, to A . C .

Harper , 2 Ccw per's Cuurt, Cornhill, E . C .

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

“ Useful to the profession , and affords ample writing space.” - Times.
“ Contains much information of value to the profession . ” - Hour.

“ Contains a varicty of useful information for the body to which it ada
dresses itself." - Morning Post.

" Besides an unusually ample Diary, there is a Direc 'ory of Accountants

and a variety of information of interest to the class addressed .” - Echo .
“ The information contained in this work will doubtless be very useful to

Accountants generally ." - Standard .
“ Wehave not seen one for a long time so suitable for general use ."

Monetary and Mining Gazette.
" One interesting feature is a list of Accountants in London ai d the

Country . ” — Metropolitan .

“ In addition to a good- sized and convenient professional Diary, Ac.
countants have here a mass of varied information well arranged for refer

ence, an ] likely to prove of great service in the course of overy day

business.'' - The Accountant.

PARTNERSHIPS. — Several Engineering and Iron
1 Works, Collieries, and other good paying concerns on hand . For
particulars apply to Fraser and Co., St. Stephen's -chambers, Telegraph
street , E . O .

A PARTNER WANTED to work an excellent patent.
£1,000 required. No agents need apply. For particulars, address

B ., 5 Muscovy-court, Trinity -square, E . C .

Ac
co

ACCOUNTANCY PARTNERSHIP. - A City Ac
countant having Capital and the nucleus of a business, is desirous

of pu rchasing a partnership in a well established firm . Address G . R . D .,
care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street.
London , E . C .

NINTH EDITION .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules and

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies,

BY JOHN BATH , F . S . A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London, E . C ,
AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTANT'S CLERK (40 ).
A Wellup in 'Audits, Balancing , & c ., is open to an engagement, tem .
porary or permanent. Town or Country . Unexceptional references and

testimonials . Address J. D ., 60 Thurston Road, Lewishani.

OFFICE TO LET (Chancery Lane), for an Accountant
with joint use of Clerk 's Office, with a solicitor , who has another

Office on same floor . Rent $ 28 a year. Address, C ., Mr. Beck , 27 Bed.
ford Street, Strand.

Just Published , Demy 8vo., price 5s., cloth boards.
COLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of

Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERTHENRY
RICHARDSON , A . S . A ., English Law Accountant and Auditor .
The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order (crossed London

and County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith ,

London .
Sold by Reeves & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c .,

100 Chancery Lane, London .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 Queen Victoria -street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £210 per 'annum ; admirably lighted. - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 Walbrook .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL, with Law Reports and PublicGeneral Statutes The only
Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £l 10s.; Sirgle Copy, 9d .;
delivered free in Town or Country .

Ofice : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

TO BE DISPOSED OF, upon very reasonable terms.
- An Accountant's Practice in one of the principal towns of North

Wales . Address R . H . C ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent,
62 Gracechurch - street, London, E . C .
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MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
U town or Country, from £30 upwards. repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of frechold or leaschold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTOX, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter, now lying
in the Thames . Taken several Cups. Price , gear and fittings com

plete , £70 Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W .GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial
documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect.

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into, or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the me

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com
panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S .E .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth ( well got up ) ,

with elastics, and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on

front, 3s. cach ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch

street, London, E .C .

The Accountant

The ccountant.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

APRIL 10 , 1875.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the

paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a " newspaper"

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and The fate of the Emma Mine Company is still un

members of the profession thus have the opportunity decided, and the shareholders have now to come to

of contributing towards the success of their own

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required their final conclusion whether they will make any
to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par further attempt to obtain any profit from their property ,
liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday

in time for the early morning mails; price 6d. per or whether they will put up with their loss without

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage ), the re running any additional risk. At present, as far as can
duced terms for payment in advance being : annual sub be judged , the balance of opinion is in favour of con

scription 24s. (post _ free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post
free ). Cheques and Post -office orders to be made payable tinuing the undertaking , and the evidence of the

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, ” E .C ., experts, who depose either to the rottenness or to the
to whom applications for advertisement space , and letters

soundness of the mine, is just as positive as that of
relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be experts usually is.
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

It is, we suppose, utterly hopeless to attempt to con
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to vince investors that mining property is hazardous in the

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. | extreme, even when the fullest opportunities of investi
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gation are allowed . The most experienced engineers other companies, the vendor who shares his

Are frequently deceived ; a vein of ore may end confidence by taking half his purchase money in

abruptly in simple rubbish , or may become of extra - paid -up shares, and will guarantee a minimum divi

ordinary value, and the shareholders' dividends fall or dend of ten per cent., and the additional security

rise accordingly ata very short notice. And in the event conferred by the gracious presence of certain notorious

of success, such large amounts are frequently realised city magnates, - are the decoys which ought now to

that it can scarcely be a matter of surprise if specu - be spread in vain in the sight of every bird . We can

lators are tempted to venture a small stake, on much the only hope that this may be so in the future , though

same principle as that which actuates the gambler who the history of such cases as the Emma Mine scarcely

backs his choice at long odds. Of course, no leads to sanguine expectation as to this. The Court

legitimate objection can be raised to this, except by of Chancery has lately shown a disposition to relax

that moral section who class the Stock Exchange with the rigidity of the rules as to winding-up. In many

Tattersall's, and see little to choose between the early instances it seemsto have been thought that an

integrity of a stock-broker and a horse-coper ; and if it order followed , almost as a matter of course, upon a

was fully recognised that mining was really a specula - | petition, and that very strong grounds must be shown

tion only to be undertaken by “ adventurers,” little for the Court to exercise any of the discretionary

harm would be done. But the real evil lies in the fact powers conferred upon it by the Companies ' Act.

that the system of joint-stock enterprise was intended But the practice of petitioning has been somewhat

to catch , and, in fact, does catch just that very class of abused. A successful petitioner is, as a rule, in

persons whom it is most desirable to discourage from a very pleasant position . He can exercise influence

any kind of hazardous undertaking whatever , - the or the choice of a liquidator, and his solicitors havo

people who are utterly inexperienced in financial plenty of pickings, for which they may be expected

matters, who believe implicitly the statements put forth to evince their gratitude in an extremely practi

in highly-coloured prospectuses, and who are just as calmanner . The curiously lively interest which hold

depressed by the first symptoms of adversity as they ers of a very small number of shares take in the welfare

are elated by a favourable report or an interim dividend . of a company has attracted the serious attention of

This is the class of persons who sell their shares in Vice-ChancellorMalins, and he invariably makes inquiry

alarm on the first hostile rumour, who are the bêtes as to thewishes of the majority in value of the share

noirs of official liquidators, whose panic-driven con holders. In the case of the Emma Mine the figures

duct depreciates the value of their property , and whose are very significant. Of the directors , three out of four

inability to pay up their calls presses so heavily on their who originally opposed a winding -up , subsequently

more solvent and , we must say, more honest fellow - changed their minds ; a proceeding which willnot cause

contributories. If they would buy a fully paid up much bewilderment to those who have ever attended at

share and hold it, accepting thankfully their dividends, the hearing of a company 's case before the senior Vice

and content to bear their share of any loss, they might Chancellor. Apart from this, the petition is supported

not benefit themselves, but they would not hurt others. | by holders of 275 shares, eight in number ; while its

As it is, the larger the promised dividends, and conse opponents are represented by the holders of over 21,000

quently the greater the risk , the more numerous are shares . Upon the strength of these facts, the Vice

those small shareholders, and disaster consequently Chancellor held that the shareholders were the best

follows in the case of the slightest check.
judges of their own interests, and ordered a public

The cases of some of the foreign mines bear so meeting to be called at which they might formally decide

strong a family resemblance , that we should hope that upon the course to be adopted.

by this time even the most credulous of investors 1 There can be no question that in many instances the

must have become acquainted with some at least of result of a liquidation hasbeen to sacrifice the property

their prominent features. The eminent mining of the shareholders , and to enable the original vendors

engineers whose vast experience enables them to speak to re-purchase their property at an undervalue. There

with such confidence as to the success of the can be no doubt that in many instances also, companies

operations, the long list of titled or sensational have been launched with the double view of making

directors leavened with a few representatives of money, both in the shape of promotion -moncy at their
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birth , and of the costs of liquidation attheir extinction . the change of composition or liquidation proceedings

It is, we suppose, out of the question to institute any into bankruptcy, and there, various applications are

system of supervision which shall prevent a man from necessary . On looking to Form 58 , it appears that

selling a property worth £10 ,000 for ten times that that form actually contains words annulling the adjudi

amount in cash, and as much more in paid -up shares. cation , so that it seems clear that the meaning of the

This would be undue interference with the rights of Act is, that the instrument embodying the terms of the

property, freedom of trade, and other blessings of our composition ought, when presented for the judge's

high and noble civilisation . But it might be possible approval, to contain words to a similar effect. If these

to enact that directors shall be liable for the statements are omitted , the omission may be rectified on the ap

they put forth , if they have not taken every means to plication of any creditor .

test their absolute correctness, and to punish rigorously

carelessness , and wilful blindness, as well as fraud . | We print in another column a short report of an

That is for the Government to take in hand. For the application made a few days ago to the Judge of the

rest we must trust to the growth of public intelligence. Exeter County Court for an order directing a bankrupt

Let the general investor, whether country clergyman , to set aside a portion of his earnings for the benefit of

retired officer, or widow lady, distrust all mines , all | his creditors. We have always considered the power

properties which are to pay such fabulous dividends, given to the Court, to order portions of the salaries

and let them above all see who vouches for the correct and incomes of non -trader bankrupts to be applied in

ness of the accounts. Unless these are examined and paymentof their debts , to be very just and reasonable ,

approved by a professional auditor of standing, there is and one which the Courts would not be backward in

sure to be something that will not bear investigation. exercising for the benefit of creditors. Especially is

Let all who have money to invest see to this , and let this the case with respect to any bankrupt employed in

those whose profession it is to undertake this duty | the service of the Crown , either civil or otherwise, and

consider the high interests involved in it, both to their still more so in regard to a bankrupt officer of a

own professional honour , and the safety of those their County Court, these courts having now jurisdiction in

investigation will protect. bankruptcy. In the case we report the bankrupt is

the High Bailiff of a County Court. His liabilities

amount to £400 , and his assets to £12 , which means,

The practice of the judge of the Liverpool County of course, practically “ nil.” The bankrupt appears

Court in requiring two distinct and separate applica to have passed his public examination , atwhich, if we

tions to be made when the creditors desire that a mistake not, it transpired that he had sought to increase

composition should be accepted and the bankruptcy his incomeby systematically performing legal business

annulled, may lead to expense in some cases, and it for clients. Then the creditors, finding that the bank

seems that it is not sanctioned by the words of the rupt retains his official position , as High Bailiff, with

Act or the Rules . The 28th section allows the credi- its emoluments, very naturally ask the Court to exercise

tors to accept a composition " with or without a the power given to it by the Act of Parliament, by

condition that the order of adjudication is to be ordering the bankrupt to set aside something out of

annulled, subject to the approval of the Court, to be his official income towards the liquidation of his debts.

testified by the Judge of the Court signing the instru A most reasonable application this seems, and one that

ment containing the terms of such composition or can scarcely be refused in principle ; — the amount

scheme." These words, and the corresponding form being in the discretion of the Court, and governed by

No. 58, seem to imply that the transaction is single, | the circumstances of the particular case. But not so

and that the only application needful to be made is to thinks the learned Judge: In the words of the report,

ask the Judge's sanction to the arrangement. If he his Honour " did not think it would be right or just,

agrees, he shows this by signing the instrument ; it he “ in the present case, to make an order, because it

objects, he simply does nothing. The section goes on | “ would inflict a penalty on the man which he could

to say that the order for annulment may be made on “ not set right again , and if he were put to great ex

the application of any person interested. Rule “ pense , it would utterly ruin him ." This certainly

266,and sub-section 10 of sec. 80 of the Act, apply to seemsa most astonishing principle to lay dowu , and
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quite at variance with what we conceive to be the all after-acquired property of an uncertificated bank

principles of the present Bankruptcy Act. The de rupt, or an undischarged insolvent, in his assignees for

cision can only be accounted for on the assumption the benefit of his creditors . Why not let the three

that the Judge has the idea that the Bankruptcy Court years ' “ ticket of leave ” be abolished , at any rate

is intended solely for the relief of debtors from their in the case of non-traders, and let all the after

liabilities, and that creditors must expect no help from acquired property of an undischarged bankrupt vest

it in recovering their bad debts. In other words, that in his trustee, whether before or after the close of his

debtors must be “ white -washed ” at the public bankruptcy ?

expense with the least possible inconvenience to them

selves. It also seems as if the Judge had lost sight
BANKRUPTCY ADMINISTRATION .

of the fact that the Court might at any time rescind or

vary its order, if on a future occasion the bankrupt
There has been great outcry against the costliness of

could show that his income had diminished , or that
proceedings in liquidation and bankruptcy, and to some

extent it has not been ill- founded. The accountants have

the order was bearing too hardly on him . Besides ,
been the scape-goats, and our columns have been open to

the wording of Sections 89 and 90, in our judgment,
the exposure of their sins of omission and commission ; but

almost renders it obligatory on the Court to make an their sacrifice, in this practical age, cannot blind us to

order upon the trustee's application . « The trustee the shortcomings of others. The appointment of the

shall receive, & c .,'' “ the Court shall, from time to Chief Judge in Bankruptcy was thought to be the

time, make such order, & c.” are the worls of the panacea of all the evils previously suffered from the

Sections. erratic decisions ofthe old Commissioners in Bankruptcy,

We should like to know if the Exeter County Court butwhat has been the result ? Sir James Bacon, lauded

Judge has fairly interpreted the spirit of the Act, or
to the skies by the late Lord Chancellor, at the period

of life when a man 's faculties are considered on the wane,

whether the higher Court would put a different con
is appointed Chief Judge. He was referred to in the

struction upon the matter. It would , indeed, be well
House of Lords as the most eminent authority in bank

to take the opinion of a higher Court on this case for ruptcy the country could produce, and by universal consent

the guidance of creditors in future. It is true that, took the appointment. Singularly, however, although the

under the present Act, the bankrupt cannot get his Chief Judge was to be a sort of warranty for the con

discharge unless it is voted by the creditors , or unlesssistent administration of the law , he was empowered

to delegate his authority to the Registrars. He so exer

amount to ? The creditors, we assume, would oppose cises the authority and deputes the Registrars to sit as

the discharge, and there being no assets , the bankruptcy
Chief Judges five days out of the week. What is thus

created ? The anomaly of Mr. Registrar Roche sitting in
would probably be " closed " without delay. Then the

judgment upon Mr. Registrar Pepys, and vice versa. And
bankrupt is protected for three years, at the expiration

what is the status of tiese learned Registrars amongst

of which period the creditors'rights theoretically revive. lawyers ?

These rights are, however, subject to the rights of any These appointments of Registrars saw the light of day,
new creditor, and subject to each creditor obtaining las did those of the Messengers of the Court, to afford

from the Court an order directing the bankrupt to pay the Chancellor in power the opportunity of placing a

the debt ; the Court would be the same Court as hanger -on in place. In fact, it is but a few years

that which has just refused to make an order setting since it was recorded in print, that one of the Registrars,

aside a part of the bankrupt's salary for the benefit of | after his appointment to a country district, and then

his creditors; and is it all likely that the creditors not a barrister - allowed his generous patron , a part

would , three years hence , get any more consideration
ofhis salary. This, however ,has little in common with our

point. What is matter for observation is the fact that

at its hands, than now ? They would , probably , find men of the legal status of the London Registrars should

they had simply added to their loss the expenses of be placed above the. County Court Judges. It may be

the application for an order. asked , how are they so placed ? The answer is simple .

Some idea may be formed from this as to the A suitor in a case in the London Court, in any motion

practical value to creditors of the present system of before it, can go direct to the Lords Justices, whereas an

proceeding against after-acquired property. Wemust appeal from the County Court Judge must be filtered

confess to a preference for the old system , which vested through the Chief Judge. There would be no great harm
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if the decision of the Chief Judge was final ; but in six adequate to the trouble and anxiety incurred in unravelling

cases out of ten it is appealed from , and turns out to be a the intricacies of extensive accounts, rendered more than

delusion and a snare . We believe the Chief Judge ordinarily complicated in consequence of grossmismanage
knows more as to the principles of bankruptcy than the ment or wilful neglect ; more particularly when the
two eminent Judges who sit in the Appeal Court; but investigation has to be conducted and concluded within a

this is of no avail. A case which the Chief Judge in given time, and when , perhaps, the continued supervision

solemn tones announces as the clearest that ever came of a principal is absolutely necessary .

before him , and where, with apparently peculiar pleasure, It is evident,however, that the chargesmadeby different
he reverses the decision of the County Court Judge, is, firms of accountants forauditing, investigating, or keeping
without hearing a reply on the part of counsel, held books and accounts, ara so undefined and varied, that
by the Lords Justices to be erroneously decided. The it is absolutely in the interest of themselves and the
County Court Judge is pronounced right ; but what be public that some assimilation , if not thorough revision ,
comes of the costs ? Those only of the erroneous

should take place ; and to accomplish this end, as well as
decision of the Chief Judge are allowed. (See re Hill to arm the profession against attacks for so -called over

in the Accountant of March 27th .) What in such a state charging, it appears to us indispensable that the
of things is a trustee to do ? If the assets are small, and leading accountants of the day should come to some

mutual arrangement and understanding on the subject.

appear on appeal, or allow judgment to go by default ? The results of their deliberations could then be published,
With all their faults it will be seen that the accountants

after having received the approval of, and having been

are not entirely answerable for the unsatisfactory working adopted and recognised by, the differentmetropolitan and
of the Act, and their wisest course, 'under the circum

provincial Institutes and Societies.
stances would be to raise a fund sufficient to allow the

Chief Judge to retire with the honour and respect to which
In making a general rule by which accountants' costs

he is entitled.
should be regulated , one of the greatest difficulties which

will be found to arise will be that of classification . The

position of the client, the nature of his requirements, and

his class of business,will all have to be carefully considered.

And besides these considerations, there arises the question

ACCOUNTANTS' CHARGES.
why a bill should not be liable to taxation, either by some

government official appointed specially for that purpose ,
A matter which is just now attracting a great deal of or by the Council of the Institute ,or Society, of which the

general attention , and has been , moreover, the subject of accountant is a member, and whose decision he would

no little discussion, and some considerable dispute, is that have to abide by. Fair remuneration for fair work , is all
of the various scales of charges adopted by individual that the profession desires, and in opening the subject we

accountants and auditors for their professional services. hope it will be understood that we do so purely in the

So different and exceptional, it may be urged, are the interest, and to the advantage, of Accountancy.

demandsmade on themanifold branches of the profession

for assistance in cases of complication and difficulty that

it would be scarcely feasible , or fair, to draw any distinct

or arbitrary rules by which the remuneration of ac

countants should be definitely settled . For instance, in
BANKRUPTCY LAWS, No. 8.

times of a great commercial crisis or panic ,when sober LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION .

and judicious advice is eagerly solicited, there is no Our last article dealt with the duties of a Receiver .

possibility of gauging the value of the experienced sug. | This present one will deal with the duties of a
gestions of the numerous able and eminent members of the Recciver and Manager. There is a marked distinc

profession. To many, it is now a matter of history how tion between a simple receivership , and a receivership

disasters, by which commercial enterprize would have carrying with it the post of manager, for whereas a re
become paralyzed , have been avoided , or their extent at all ceiver has no discretionary power whatever, the discretion

events considerably limited , entirely through the skilful of a manager is, in our opinion, practically unlimited ,
negociations and timely interventions of accountants. except upon certain definite points where a trustee alone
In euch emergencies it would be palpably fallacious and is competent to act. The appointment of manager is now

absurd to attempt to define, by any possible rule, the comparatively rarely madle, and only in instances where
precise worth of the services rendered .

strong evidence is produced to the Court as to the necessity

There would be also, doubtless, no inconsiderable for keeping together a business of some importance, by

difficulty in stating the remuneration which would be closing or suspending which, the interest of the creditors
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would be likely to suffer. The position of manager is, to reasonable cause for complaint if by refusal to grantcredit

all intents and purposes, equivalent to that of an agent to regular customers, his connection and thereby his

holding full power of attorney from his principal; lic may means for carrying out his composition have been

be guilty of crrors of judgment, but we do not see how , prejudicially affected ; so that while the discretion left to

except in the case of mala fides, he can be held responsible the manager is great, the moral responsibility is far from

for his acts. It is in -connection with the appointment of small.

manager that, to our mind, one of the marked defects of We quote from our last article the following para

the Act exists. Mr. Wreford , in his review , mentions graph :
that the intention of the Act evidently was to treat com

“ In another case the debtor was agent to various firms
position as distinct from liquidation , whereas by the rules “ whose stocks were kept entirely distinct from his own, and

the two sections are practically merged into one. Under “ the receiver having satisfied himself by an examination of the

a proposed liquidation, unless there be a really valuable
“ books and correspondence that such goods were not the
“ property of the estate, and moreover , procured very strong

goodwill, it would undoubtedly be far more economical in " affidavits from the respective principals, attended before the

the majority of instances to at once close the business and “ Court in support of an application that he mightbe directed

" to hand over the articles specified ; but the Court ruled that
put up with the first loss ; whereas, under composition the " a receiver had no discretionary power, and adjourned the

debtor generally relies upon being able to continue his “ motion till after the appointment of a trustee,on the ground

business for the means of paying his composition . It is “ that the trustee might take a very different view of the .

also only fair and reasonable that the creditors , im .
“ matter."

mediately upon the filing of the petition ,should have some A point similar to this arose in a matter wherein a

idea of the position and intentions of the debtor, in order manager had been appointed , and the goods sought to be

that they may shape their course accordingly. Many men recovered were “ season goods," the season having only

in filing their petition have, from the first, no intention of about six weeksmore to run . The manager, having fully

compounding ; there should therefore be some short and satisfied himself as to the facts, and knowing from expe

ready means, when this is the case, of getting the estate rience that a heavy loss would be entailed upon the

promptly under control. principal in the event of the season being missed, suggested

It is clearly the duty of a receiver and manager (not that the difficulty could be surmounted by his bringing

qua receiver but qua manager) to take an inventory of forward his own nominee as purchaser (and by accepting

the stock of which he possesses himself, inasmuch him , releasing the estate from any responsibility ), upon

as he has eventually to becomean accounting party, either condition that he paid the usual conmission on such sale

to the debtor under a composition , or to the creditors as in the ordinary course of business . The stock in

under a liquidation. It is also his duty to apply for book question represented a considerable sum , and the transac

debts,and to realise stock at about tlıc usual rate of profit tion would have produced a considerable benefit to the

if customers are forthcoming, or even to sell a portion at estate, but the principal unwisely refused to adopt the

a discount if no other course be open , to cover proposal, and so , in order to save a commission averaging

the sum necessary to keep the business together : but on
about 14 per cent., he, by losing the control of his goods

this point he should obtain in writing from the liquidating
for above two months (the time taken to complete regis

debtor a concurrence in the step, so as to avoid possible
tration ), eventually had to sacrifice them for about

after disputes. It frequently becomes necessary for the
25 per cent. less.

manager to purchase further stock in order to meet the All questions in connection with the carrying on of a

requirements of the trade ; for such stock hic, of course , business, such as the employment or discharge of work -,

becomes personally liable to the parties who supply the men , clerks, and others, are in the full discretion of a

same, but we do not remember any instance in which a manager, and his regard for his reputation as a man of

manager charged an extra commission or remuneration for business, and for integrity , are practically the only

the risk so taken .
guarantee that the creditors have.

H . B . London .
A manager is also clearly justified in causing the

debtor's books to be written up at the expense of the

estate , for otherwise it would be impossible for him to
Mr. John Francis retired on Thursday from his long

deal with the accounts of customers. For his own
and honourable service in the Bank of England , where

reputation 's sake it behoves him to be very cautious in for the last five years he held the position of chief

dealing with the question of credit. We have known accountant. Mr. Francis is well known as the author of
of attempts being made (by the liquidating debtor ) to tbe “ History of the Bank of England," and other works.

The Conrt of Directors have appointed Mr Henry Gerald
induce the manager to grant credits to friends from whom

Aylmer to be chief accountant, and Mr. Thomas William
it would afterwards have been difficult to recover ; but on Innes to be deputy -accountant in succession to Mr.

the other hand, under a composition, the debtor may have | Aylmer .
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
April 2 .

(Before Mr. Registrar IIaZLITT.)

Ix RE EMANUEL WEIGNER. - The debtor, described as of

46 Gower- street, commission agent, also carrying on business

as o dressmaker in the names of Madame A . Alexina and A .
A . Harris, has presented a petition for liquidation ; and, upon
the application of Mr. Michael Abrahams, his blonour ap
pointed a receiver and manager of the estate. - The debts are

estimated at about $ 7000 ,with assets consisting of stock £100,
furniture of considerable value subject to mortgages, and

book debts £350.

April 3 .

( Before Mr. Registrar Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN DE IM THURN AND Co. - The debtors , who are merchants

of the East India -avenue, have filed a petition under the

arrangement clauses. Mr. Nicol, solicitor for the petitioners,

now applied for leave to issue the notice conveying the first

general meeting on the 16th of June next to certain of the

creditors , notwithstanding the estimated amount of the debts

due to them wis not stated. It appeared from the evidence
that a very large proportion of the debts owing by the firm

arose in respect of bills of exchange drawn upon and accepted

by the debtors, and of bills drawn and accepted by third

persons and endorsed and accepted by im Thurn and Co .
In many instances the liabilities had run off, and it was im

possible to state with accuracy the amount for which some of

the creditors would be entitled to rank against the estate.

The point being novel, Mr. Registrar Pepys referred the
matter to Mr. Penn , the chief clerk in the liquidation depart

ment, and the application was afterwards granted .

IN RE ALFRED Bowls. In this case the debtor, who was a

general merchant, of Bermondsey and New Kent-road , had

presented a petition for the liquidation of his affairs on a

statement of accounts showing debts £22,745 , and assets

£6 ,692 ; but the proceedings at the first meeting proving abor

tive , he has since been adjudicated bankrupt upon the petition

of Messrs. Baldwin and Hough , of Ratcliff, creditors for £271.

Mr. Baker now applied to the court for the appointment of a

receiver and manager to the estate under the bankruptcy

potition . His Honour granted the application , and appointed

Mr. G . Reid , public accountant, of Crooked -lane, to the office .

returned at £3470, and assets £190. - Mr. Crump,on behalf of
the Adelphi Bank , Liverpool, opposed registration . - His

Honour,upon the ground that there were virtually no assets
capable of being administered for the benefit of the creditors,
declined to register the resolutions.

April 7 .

(BeforeMr. Registrar Iazlitt.)

IN RE JONES AND JONES. - This was an unusual instance of a

bankruptcy of husband and wife. The bankrupts , Arthur

Stephen John Warren Jones and Julia Mary Jones, were

described as school proprietors, formerly of Fairseat-house,

Wrotham , then of Pond-street, Hampstead, and now of 85

Abingdon -villas, Kensington , of no business or employment.

They had been adjudicated upon the petition of Mr. F . S . de
C . Bisson , scholastic agent, of Berners-street, Oxford -street , a

creditor for £145 , the act of bankruptcy being a declaration of

insolvency. It appeared that the petitioning creditor had

made a cash advance to the female bankrupt,then Miss Strutt ,
and after the marriage, which was celebrated in January , 1874 ,

he lent a further sum of money to the husband . The goods of

the bankrupts were sold , and realised £38 19s. 6d. , and the

petitioning creditor claimed a balance of £145 . A firstmeeting

for the proof of debts and the appointment of a trustee was

now held, when a statement of affairs was produced , which

disclosed debts of £1,328 , and assets £1 17s. Several proofs

having been admitted ,Mr. W . Brown, accountant, St. Thomas.

street , was appointed trustee.

IN RE SIR W . RUSSELL , BART. - This case was again in the

paper, but only in reference to an application for the payment

of certain costs incurred by creditors in opposing the regis
tration of resolutions which had been passed under a petition

for liquidation filed by the debtor. The costs were reserved ,
and the Registrar's refusal to register the resolutions was
confirmed by the Lords Justices on appeal, but on somewhat

different grounds. - His Honour now decided thatthe creditors

were entitled to payment of the costs reserved by the Court.

April 8 .

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR PEPYs, as Chief Judge.)

IN RE A . H . MOBBY. — The debtor, described as of 10 Cullum .
street, and formerly of 9 Fenchurch -street, merchant, has

presented a petition for liquidation ; and Mr. A . H . Miller now

applied on behalf of a creditor for the appointment of a re

ceiver. The liabilities were estimated at about £5 ,000 , and

the assets consisted of property standing in the debtor's name

at various wharves, and which it was desirable to protect, pro

ceedings having been instituted at the suit of creditors . - His

Honour, however, thought that the evidence in support of the

application was insufficient, and declined to make an order,

April 5.

( Before Mr. Registrar IIaZLITT, siltliny as Chief Judge.)

IN RE HAY AND INGRAM . — The debtors, who have petitioned
under the liquidation clauses,were merchants ofGreat Tower .

street, also trading at Akyab , Rangoon , and Bassein , in British

Burmah . Their aggregate liabilities are about £155 ,000, but

theamountwill be considerably reduced by homeward freights ;

the assets consist principally of margins on consignments, the

value being at present unascertained . The Court recently

appointed a receiver and manager, and granted an interim
restraining order against several suing creditors ; and , upon

the application of Mr. Baker, his Honour now continued the

injunction until further order .

April 6 .

( Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)
IN RE RICHARD CUSKER . – The debtor, described as of War.

wick -square , Southwark, formerly trading as a general

merchant, and now out of business, had presented a petition

for liquidation ; and application was now made for registration

of the resolutions purporting to be passed at the meeting of
creditors, and providing for liquidation of the estate by

arrangement, not in bankruptcy . The unsecured debts were

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .

April 2.

( Before Judge HARRISON .)

IN RE RICHARD Rose O 'GRADY. — The bankrupt was formerly

a captain in the 44th Regiment. He offered a composition of

5s. in the pound after bankruptcy, which was to be paid

within three months after the offer had been approved of by

the Court. Mr. Monroe, instructed by Mr. Clay (Messrs.

Casey and Clay) , appeared for the assignees. Mr. Houston ,

L . L . D ., Mr. W . M 'Laughlin , and Messrs. Tench and Reynolds

appeared for creditors. Mr. Carton (instructed by Mr.

Mathews) appeared for the bankrupt. Mr. Houston com

plained that the first sitting had been carried by means of

proofs, handed in by members of the bankrupt's family , and

suggested that a sitting should be held for proof of debts .

Mr. Matthews acquiesced in this, and the case was adjourned.
IN RE TIMOTHY CARMODY. - The bankrupt was a draper at
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Kilmallock . He had been in trade for about a year, during Court. The liabilities amount to about £400 , and the assets

which he had incurred liabilities to the amount of £1,700. to £12 , and an application was now made by Mr. Hirtzel that

His books were irregularly kept. Witnesses were examined in a portion of the bankrupt's salary and emoluments , as High

reference to a statementmade by a brother of the bankrupt, Bailiff of the Axminster County Court, might be set aside for

to the effect that the bankrupt had marked the word “ paid " the benefit of the creditors. Mr. Hirtzel said he made his
opposite the names of several debtors in his books , although application under the 89th and 90th sections of the Bank .

the amounts were still due, the intention being to collect the ruptcy Act of 1869. Tbe former section provided “ that where
amounts after the baukruptcy proceedings had terminated the bankrupt is or has been an officer of the army or navy , or

The bankrupt denied that he had ever done so , except in the an officer, clerk or otherwise employed or engaged in the civil

case of his brother, who had paid bills for him to an amount service of the Crown," & c . His Honour, having heard the

more than the debt he owed him . The examination of wit arguments of Mr. Hirtzel, declined to make an order. Under

nesses having closed . Judge Harrison said the trading of the the circumstances, he did not think it would be right or

bankrupt had been most reckless. Still, after the explana - | just in the present case , because it would inflict a penalty on

tions that had been given , he did not see what advantage would the man which he could not set right again , and , if he were

accrue from further postponing the cas3. He would , there . put to great expense, it would utterly ruin him .
fore, accept the bankrupt's undertaking to assist in collecting

the debts due to him , and would pass his final examination .
Mr. P . Martin , M . P ., instructed by Mr. Blood (Findlater and

Blood) , was for the assignees ; and Mr. Scallan for the bank

rupt.
SPRING ASSIZES.

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. KINGSTON, March 30 .
APRIL 3 .

( Before Mr. PERRONET Thompson.)
( Before the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE and a Special Jury .)

IE RE HENRY THORNTON. - This was an application which Mowatt v . THE CREDIT FONCIER OF ENGLAND . - This was an
involved a point of practice. The debtor, a grocer in Liver action by the late Chairman of the Credit Foncier to recover a
pool, became bankrupt somemonths ago, and Mr. Price was sum of £3,000, as the alleged amount of remuneration for
chosen trustee. By the termsof the 28th section the trustee extra services rendered to the association . Mr. Hawkins, Q . C .,
may, with the sanction of a majority in number and three Mr. Thesiger, Q . C ., and Mr. J . C . Matthews were for the
fourths in value of the creditors, accept any composition plaintiff ; Mr. Serjeant Parry, Mr. Day, Q . C ., and Mr. Lumley
offered by a bankrupt, with or without the condition that the Smith were for the defendants. The Credit Foncier, it ap .
bankruptcy be annulled, subject, however , to the approval of peared , was formed some years ago, and in 1871 Mr. Mowatt
the court, to be testified by the judge signing the resolution . was chairman . In the course of its transactions it became
In the present case the creditors had agreed to accept 2s. in connected with a company called “ The Belgian Public Works
the pound guaranteed to the satisfaction of the trustee, and Company," which in 1871 was ordered to be wound up . On
Mr. Bellringer now asked for the court's approval, and that the 15th of March , 1871, the Credit Foncier Board entered into
the adjudication might be annulled . His Honour, on proof that a resolution “ That, considering the interest the Credit Foncier
the requisites of the statute had been complied with , signified have in the affairs of the Belgian Public Works Company, the
his approval of the composition , but intimated that there must Chairman (Mr. Mowatt) be requested to undertake the office of
be a distinct and separate application to annul. Mr. Bell liquidator. It appearing , however, that the Belgian Company
ringer said he was aware that such a practice had been has little or no funds to appropriate to the expenses of the
established in the court , but he respectfully submitted that it liquidation , such expenses be borne and paid by this Company
was not warranted either by the act or rules. The case of re so far as the Chairman is one of the liquidators ." It appeared
Harrison decided by the Chief Judge had been cited by the thatMr. Mowatt accordingly acted as liquidator, and received
registrars as an authority, but the circumstances of that case a salary as liquidator (apart from his salary as chairman ) of
were exceptional, and it was no precedent for the course to be £500 a year. In December, 1873 ,Mr. Mowatt, in consequence
adopted in other cases. He further urged that there could be of illness, resigned his office as chairman , and was succeeded
no object in incurring the expense of a separate application , as by Sir Cecil Beadon , but he continued to act as liquidator of
it was not one of which creditors should have any notice, and the Belgian company. The Belgian Public Works Company,
therefore would necessarily be unopposed . His Honour said he which had been formed for the construction of public works in
had no desire to increase the expense of proceedings in Brussels , was involved in litigation with the municipal
bankruptcy, but where he found a practice in existence which authorities of Brussels and the contractors, and a judgment
impliedly was authorised by the rules, he did not see why it was obtained against it in the Court there to recover a sum of
should be disturbed . The approval by the court of the reso £115 ,000 which had been paid to the Credit Foncier. After
lution , and the annulling of the adjudication , were clearly two long negotiations an arrangement was entered into by which
acts and required two applications, and the latter could not be the Credit Foncier was to retain the £115,000 and was to
made until the former was granted . Mr. Bellringer admitted receive also the sum of £240 ,000 , amounting to the sum of
there must be two applications, but here , one having been £355 ,000 ; and the case for Mr. Mowatt was that his assentas
granted , there was no reason why he should not then proceed liquidator was required to this arrangement, and that he only
with the other ; of course, upon the usual application stamp. consented to act on a distinct agreement with the then chair .

He further added that the termsof the arrangementhad been man of the Credit Foncier that he was to have £3,000 for his
carried out by the bankrupt, and there were special reasons extra labours as liquidator (independent of the £500 a year),
why the annulment of the bankruptcy should not be delayed . which amount he accordingly claimed in this action . The

His Honour said the matter might be mentioned at the close claim , however, was denied , on the ground that there had
of the other business, and Mr. Bellringer then appearing, the been no such agreement, but that the amountof remuneration

court made the desired order. was for some time under consideration and ultimately settled
at £1,500, which he declined to accept. This was the question

EXETER COUNTY COURT.
between the parties, depending upon the arrangement entered
into in 1871. The case was not concluded until the following

(Before Mr. M . FORTESCUE, Judge.) day , when , after some suggestions from the Lord Chief Justice,
Re JOHN SAMUEL HELLIER, Accountant, & c ., Axminster. - 1 the parties and their counsel engaged in an amicable con .

The bankrupt in this case passed his examination at the last ference, which resulted in an arrangement.
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FAILURES. Messrs. B . Pye and Son , and Messrs. W . L . Lampkin and Co.,
with liabilities estimated at £50 ,000 . - Messrs. Preston and

A Copenhagen telegram announces the suspension of Baron Stetson , wholesale boot and shoe merchants, Mobile, Alabama,

Gedalia and Co ., bankers. The cause is said to be over had also failed , with liabilities of £50 ,000. - Oldham and Co.,

speculation in railway construction . The liabilities are esti sugar refiners, New York , are said to be in difficulties.

mated at 600 ,000 crowns. Messrs. Watson , Craig, and Co., Canada dealers, Chicago , had
According to despatches from Berlin , the statements re suspended , with liabilities close on £15 ,000 . The creditors of

specting the failures on the Bourse in that city had been Messrs. Hooper, Reese, and Co., bankers, Baltimore, whose
considerably exaggerated . Seventeen small operators for the stoppage was recently reported , had held a meeting, when it

fall , whose total liabilities did not exceed 70,000 thalers , have was announced their affairs would be wound up. Their lia

been declared insolvent, but no firms have failed . One bear bilities fall chiefly on New York .

speculator, with liabilities of 40,000 thalers , committed SCOTLAND. - Glasgow advices report the stoppage of Messrs.
suicide on Saturday last. Wilson , M 'Lay & Co., metal merchants, of Glasgow andThe National Zeitung mentions that the failure of Messrs.

London . The liabilities are set down at £200,000. It is wellim Thurn and Co. has caused that of Messrs. Siemssen and
known that the difficulties of this and some other firms ariso

Larsen of Stockholm . from railway contracts with American Companies.
ENGLAND. — Messrs C . and J . May, large coal and iron masters

and brick and tile makers, of Burslem , have placed their

estate in the Bankruptcy Court. A meeting of creditors is CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
convened for the end of this month . The immediate cause of

failure is said to be inability to meet a claim of £16 ,000 made · R . BAYNES (BLACKBURN). - At a meeting of the creditors of
by the Earl of Macclesfield for mine rent. - - The suspension is Mr. Richard Baynes, cotton manufacturer, Blackburn , the
reported ofMessrs. Burghardt, Kreuels , and Co.,merchants in statement of affairs showed liabilities to the amountof £3,250 ,
the German trade. The Manchester Courier says that the and assets £1,113. Liquidation by arrangement was resolved
amount owing in Manchester for yarns will be small, the

upon .
stoppage being understood to be consequent on share transac * J. WYATT (MANCHESTER ). - A meeting of the creditors of J .
tions. On Wednesday a petition for liquidation was pre Wyatt, jun., builder , Salford , was held at Manchester on
sented to the Local Court by Messrs. John Longton & Co., Tuesday. The liabilities secured amount to £4,800, and un .
Shipowners, Liverpool. Their liabilities are stated to be secured £3 ,000. Liquidation by arrangement was resolved
£3,488, and assets doubtful. The first meeting of creditors is upon .
to be held at the offices ofMessrs. Gibson and Bolland , on the HENRY BARNARD (BIRMINGHAM ) . - A meeting of the credi
23rd April. - On the 2nd instant a petition for adjudication of tors of Henry Barnard , 48 Newhall-hill, wholesale jeweller
bankruptcy was presented against William Phillipson, Jeweller, and factor, was held on Wednesday at the offices of Mr.
Liverpool. The debts are about £750, and assets £250 . Mr. Jacob Rowlands, Ann -street. Thestatement showed liabilities
Bolland was appointed receiver. - On the 3rd instant a petition

amounting to £2,042 158. 11d ., and assets £301 10s. 4d . A
for liquidation was presented by Charles Whittle, of Thalto

composition of half- a -crown in the pound, payable in two and
Heath , near Liverpool, Hotel Keeper, with liabilities about

four months, was accepted. Mr. Spencer Dominy ,accountant,
£600. Themeeting of creditors is to be held on the 22nd, at

was appointed trustee.
the office of Messrs. Gibson and Bolland. - The failure is

LEWIS AND TETLEY (BRADFORD) . - A meeting of the creditors
announced of J. Soulsby Anderson , of Threadneedle Street,

of Messrs. Lewis and Tetley, Bradford and Bingley , stuff
London , and Llanelly. The liabilities are £33,000 , and the

manufacturers, was held at Bradford on Monday . The joint
estimated assets £3 ,000 . - A petition was filed in the Dewsbury

liabilities were stated at £5,283, and the assets at £396 . In
County Court on Wednesday,on behalf ofMr. J . Wm . Akeroyd ,

Lewis ' private estate the liabilities were £2, 100, and the assets
machinist and woollen manufacturer, of Phønix Mills, Batley,

£1,216. It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and
The liabilities are estimated at £10 ,000 . - - A petition has been Mr. Kemp was appointed trustee.
filed in the Manchester County Court, on behalf of Messrs.

ALFRED Ports (STOCKPORT). -- The first general meeting of
Burghardt, Kreuels, & Co . German merchants. The liabilities

creditors of Mr. Alfred Potts , yeast importer , Stockport , was
are estimated at £30,000. - A petition has also been filed on

held at the County Court, Stockport , on Monday, the 5th inst.,
behalf of Messrs. Jacob Guedalla & Co.,merchants, Manchester, before Mr. Registrar Hyde, Mr. Markinson and Mr. Best,
with liabilities amounting to £15 ,000. solicitors , Manchester, representing the principal creditors .

AMERICA. - Advices from America announce the suspension Debts for £1,861 were proved, and resolutions were passed

ofMessrs. Gross, March , & Co., tea and crffee merchants , 99 appointing Mr. Bates, accountant, Stockport, trustee, with a

Wall -street, New York , with liabilities estimated at from Committee of Inspection , and Mr. Best solicitor to the pre

£100,000 to £120 ,000. The firm has been in business for ceedings, which were transferred to the Manchester County

35 years, and was held in good repute . Shrinkage of value is Court.

said to be the cause of their difficulties ; they are said to have HENRY LEWIS (LONDON ). -- A meeting of the creditors of

offered a settlement at 60 per cent. -- The failure of Messrs. Henry Lewis , of 193 Oxford -street, cigar importer and

Hooper, Reese, & Co ., bankers and brokers, 122 Baltimore tobacconist, was held at the Inns of Court Hotel, Holborn , ou
street, Baltimore, had also transpired . - The creditors ofMessrs. the 31st ult., when the debtor's statement of affairs showed

Thomas Brownlow & Co., wholesale dealers in dry goods, liabilities $ 1 ,918 11s. ed., assets £385 5s. 11d . It was

Toronto , had accepted a compromise of 65 cents, secured . resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and MrEdmund Charles

The liabilities of Messrs. C . King & Co., dry goods dealers , Chatterley (C . Browne, Stanley & Co., Old Jewry, E . C .) public

Ottawa, are put down at £15,000. -- The Fittston and Elmira accountant, was appointed trustee , with a committee of

Coal Company, in the Western section of New York State, had inspection consisting of three of the principal creditors.

failed . --Messrs. Barclay, Voorhies, & Co., bankers, Chicago, Messrs Lumley & Lumley ,of 15 Old Jewry Chambers, are the
were reported to have suspended with liabilities of £15,000 ; solicitors to the proceedings.

as also the Canadian houses of John Watson and George J. H . WITHERS (LIVERPOOL ). — On the 6th instant a meeting

Craig . - Messsrs . George B . Janes and Co., lumber dealers, of creditors was held under a petition for liquidation presented
Boston , Massachussetts , had failed with liabilities of £460,000. by James H . Withers, of Exchange buildings, Liverpool,

- The suspension is also announced of Messrs. William Pryor cotton broker. The liabilities are £6 ,382, and assets £6 ,086 .

and Sons, Halifax, N . S ., and of the Equitable Life Insurance Mr. Bolland was chosen trustee with a committee of inspection .
Company, Elizabeth , N . J. The announcement is made of the John Wilson (LIVERPOOL ). - On the 6th instant, a meeting
suspension of two old banking firms in Forsyth , Georgia , viz ., l of creditors was held under the liquidation petition of Johą
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Wilson , of Great Howard -street, boot manufacturer. The

liabilities are £1,256 , and assets £165 . An offer of a compo

sition of 2s. 60. in the £ was refused, and in lieu thereof a
resolution to liquidate the estate by arrangement and appoint

Mr. Bolland trustee, was carried .

R . HOPKINS (LIVERPOOL). - At the County Court on the 5th
instant, before Mr. Registrar Watson , a first meeting of

creditors was held under the bankruptcy of Mr. Robert

Hopkins, of St. George's -crescent, Liverpool, brush manufac
turer. Debts amounting to £2,000 were proved , the creditors
being represented by Mr. Phipps and Mr. Martin . The state.
ment of accounts produced by tho receivers, Messrs Gibson

and Bolland , disclosed liabilities £5 ,000 and assets £1,300 . It

was resolved to appoint Mr. Bolland trustee, with a committeo

of inspection .

John Davis (BIRMINGHAM ). - A meeting of the creditors of

John Davis, a factor's jeweller, carrying on business in Ann

street, as John Davisand Co., was held on Friday atthe Queen 's

Hotel. The total liabilities amounted to £16 ,273 7s. 10d.,

and assets to £5 ,394 9s. Id . The chairman (Mr. Councillor

Payton ) stated that the failure was the largest within his

memory that had ever taken place in connection with the

jewellery trade. After a long discussion Mr. Crowther Davies,
the debtor's solicitor, offered a composition of 6s. in the pound.
Ultimately the creditors expressed their willingness to accept

6s. 8d, in the pound secured , and payable in four, eight, and
twelve months.

THE JERSEY MERCANTILE UNION BANK. - A public meeting

of the creditors of the Mercantile Union Bank was held on

Monday evening , with a view to adopting means to hasten the

settlement of claims. It is upwards of two years since the

bank suspended payment, and nothing virtually has been
effected in the shape of satisfying the demands of the
creditors. An agreementwas made between the shareholders

and the creditors for the payment of about 6s. 8d . in the

pound , but remains so far a dead letter. The Credit Foncier

of England and another English creditor having appealed to

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council against the
agreementmade with the shareholders by the Jersey creditors,

a complete stop has thus been put to any speedy payment.

The appeal to the Privy Council is based on two points rela

ting to the want of formality in the proceedings before the

Jersey Insolvency Commissioner. The meeting decided to

appoint a committee to draw up a petition to the Privy

Council, to be signed by all the creditors, requesting that the

appeal should be heard on as early a day as possible, in order

to put an end to the state of suspense and anxiety in which

the creditors have been so long compelled to remain .

lasted an hour or two, the figure may fairly be called high ,

while wemust remember that it does not represent the total
cost, but only the actual payments to date. Of the receivers

of all this money the chief personage in the entire Court, the

Arbitrator himself, appears to have only drawn £1,837 10s.,
which may perhaps be accounted for by the fact, that through

the death of Lord Westbury and the elevation of Lord Cairns

to the Woolsack , three different persons have filled the post.

On the other hand, the liquidators and their clerks have

absorbed £21,637, and surely the contributory and the creditor

may alike be excused a certain pang on reading that “ soli

citors " have swallowed £21, 141 in England and £185 in

Canada. Nevertheless, although the legal bill of costs for

this gigantic arbitration will, ere all is over, be doubtless

enormous, it may prove to be moderate compared with what
“ might have been ." It would be interesting to calculate how

many suits would have been running on all at once in every

Equity Court, and possibly in the Common Law Courts, with
of course, in addition , several permanently blocking up all the

avenues to the House of Lords, had not this sweeping ,absolute ,

and most simple tribunal gathered every interest and claim

into its own hands, and there kept them to finish off each in

succession by a judgment from which there was no appeal.
Fault has been found with the circumstance that, by the

accident of a frequent change in the arbitrators both of the

European and the Albert Society , apparently conflicting

decisions have been given on various points, as for instance,

what constitutes novation , or acceptance by an insurer of the
new and amalgamated company for the original association .

Westbury , Lord Cairns, or Lord Romilly had certain points of

difference, not, perhaps, very palpable to ordinary apprehension
yet strongly obvious to intellects which so delight in nice dis

tinctions as those trained to thenoble profession of the law ;
and , therefore, it is pretty certain that the opportunities for
litigation , unless representative cases could have been selected

to cover groups of others, would have proved almost infinite

when the policies were numbered by many thousands, and the

number of companies absorbed by dozens. On the whole , we
do not think all concerned will have much cause for complaint.

The end sought by the arbitration was not primarily cheapness,
although relatively the Courthas, of course , been inexpensive ;

but clearness and promptness in the decisions, with , above

everything, finality. This, at least, has been gained , lawyers
themselves being witnesses. We certainly shall not have the
scandal of half- a -dozen “ Jarndyce v . Jarndyce" suits

dragging their slow length along to future generations, of
which at one timethere seemed a painfullikelihood - Telegraph .

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION .

The lovers of cheap justice who hailed with enthusiasm the
withdrawalofthe great European Society liquidation from the
cognisance of the Court of Chancery, and its reference to

a new tribunal of arbitration , peculiarly exalted in character,

may be somewhat disappointed by the particulars just pub .

lished of theactual expenses as yet incurred . English justice,

to quote the inimitable Yankee sketched in Charles Reade's

novel" Hard Cash ,” is a primearticle ,butdevilish expensive."

The contributories and claimants of the European Society have

had decisions of the highest importance by the greatest legal
luminaries of the day , not always, perhaps, quite consistent

with 'one another, but nevertheless commanding generalassent,

but the litigation has unquestionably been costly . A return
issued yesterday on an order of the House of Commons shows

the payments to the “ arbitrators, assessors, liquidators , soli
citors, secretary, and clerks," since the psssing of the Act in

1872, down to the present date, with the number of sittings

and of judgments delivered . The total of these payments

has been £49,216 5s . 10d., the number of sittings 49, and of
judgments 116. This , in fact, is as nearly as possible £1,000

per sitting all round , and considering that some of them only

LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS.

At a preliminary meeting held for the purpose of reviving

the Portsmouth and Gosport Law Society, the Chairman (Mr.

Cousins, clerk to the Justices of Portsmouth ) is reported to

have spoken as follows: - " The object was not for the purpose

of meeting together and debating, but for the purpose of pro
tecting themselves, and advancing their interests . The law
was on their side, and they intended carrying it out, and
enforcing its provisions. It seemed a discreditable thing

that, having the law on their side, they should quietly stand
by and allow other persons who had very often but little edu

cation , and who had been to no expense, to encroach upon

them and usurp their business . (Hear , hear.) The ac
countant should carry out legitimately the business of an

accountant, and he knew one in the town who never en

croached upon anything in their profession , but confined

himself to the particular business of his own occupation . But

at the sametime there were a few who did not scruple to give

professional advice, who started proceedings in various courts

of justice, men of unscrupulous character who shared the
profits ; and it was for the purpose of preventing those persons

from so doing, and usurping the legitimate rights of solicitors,
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and to protect the public against them , that such a society
should be established . How was it that gentlemen objected to

take the initiative in such matters ? Why, it was because they

did not like to take proceedings against what they called near
relatives of the profession. If he had a case of that kind
brought to him , he should say he agreed that it wasmost
objectionable , but at the same timehe would rather not take

it up . It was most invidious to take proceedings against an

accountant, auctioneer, or agent, who was not carrying out his
legitimate practice. But in a society they were in unison and

strengthened , and if they were all united in endeavouring to
support their common profession , there could be no invidious
distinction with reference to any member."

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES.

The following statements and abstracts of reports have been
forwarded by the Board of Trade, in pursuance of the Life
Assurance Companies' Act, 1870 , to the Registrar of Joint

Stock Companios, during themonth ending 31st March , 1875,

for inspection by the public at his office :

Revenue

Accountand

Name of Company. Balance Sheet
financial year

ending

Alliance . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874.
English and Scottish Law . . . . . . . . . . . 25 Dec., 1874 .
Imperial Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 June, 1874.
Law Life . . . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874 .
Legal and General . . . . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874.
London Assurance Corporation . . . 31 Dec., 1874 .
Masonic and General. . . . 30 Sept., 1873.
Mutual . . . 31 Dec., 1874 .
National Industrial . . . . 30 Sept., 1873.
National Provident . . . 20 Nov., 1874.
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874 .
Provident Life . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874 .
Prudential . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874 .
Refuge Friendly . . 31 Dec., 1874.
Westminster and General . . . . . . 31 Dec., 1874.

The following company has also registered an Abstract of

Actuarial Report and Valuation and Statement of Life As

surance and Annuity Business : ~- Masonic and General, 30th

Sept., 1873.

more than an affirmation that a security has been sold at
certain prices. If it pleases a number of capitalists to do
large business on any undertaking, to them belongs, and not
to us , the delicate task of judging whether the affair is a safe

or an unsafe one. Provided that it comes within the conditions
required by the fiscal laws , and realizes sufficiently the con
ditions of competition and publicity , we cannot refuse our ser
vices, asweare in possession of a monopoly. . . . The Syndical
Chamber of Agents de Change has always taken care to avoid
all responsibility with respect to the quotation . In 1837 it
wrote to M . Lacare -Laplagne, then Minister of Finance , a
letter by which it asked him to decide finally on the admission
of new securities ; he refused categorically to do so, inviting
the Chamber to do its best, and to act with prudence ; and
while himself repudiating the responsibility, admitted that it
should not fall on us. Since that time the Syndical Chamber
has obtained all the documents which have appeared to be
of a nature to show , with the greatest probability , the value
of the security . It has required that, by the importance of
the capitaland the diffusion of the titles, there should be a
public interest in quoting the security ; it has demanded lists

of subscribers, constituting a serious guarantee of the undrr
taking, and for foreign securities the quotation of the
country whence they came. Does that mean that the Cham
ber accepts any responsibility whatever ? By no means. It
simply obtains information which may appear to it useful to
prevent fraud or folly ; but it has not the pretension to make
itself answerable for the undertaking. And if false lists have
been submitted to it, and its good faith has been abused by
authentic signatures, there are laws to punish the guilty
parties, and judges to apply those laws. To ask for more
would be to demand what is impossible , and to provoke the
Chamber to refuse its offices to new securities ; it would be to

stop business and paralyze that great sprit of enterprise to
which our age is indebted for being what it is, and humanity
for the progress it has made during the last fifty years .".

APPOINTMENTS.
[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice af appoint

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

Mr. Charles Lee Nichols has been appointed by the Master
of the Rolls provisional official liquidator of the Australia
Direct Steam Navigation Company (Limited ).

BANKRUPTCY Reform . -- A Correspondent of the Law Times
THE STOCK EXCHANGE. writes as follows in regard to the letter from Mr. Bolland on

The Paris Correspondent of the Economist writes as
Bankruptcy Reform , which appeared in our last issue : - “ The

follows :
other day at Preston the ordinary notices to creditors of first

“ After the evidence given byMr. de Zoete before the English
meetings were objected to because they only bore the įd .

Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Loans as to the value of stamp sufficient for their carriage through the post, a general

a ' quotation on the London Stock -Exchange, it may be
order having been received from Mr. Nicol to insist upon a

interesting to know the opinion of the Paris Chamber of
penny stamp. I may, perhaps, be permitted to state that the

Agents de Change on the same question . It may be remem
order in question does not refer expressly to ' penny stamps '

bered that last year the Syndicate of Agents de Change were
or to bankruptcy proceedings, but is a general one, and worded

condemned to pay damages to some bondholders of the
as follows : - All proceedings, warrants , and summonses must

Transcontinental railway swindle for having admitted the
be sent by letter , and not by book post. The order was issued

securities of that undertaking without sufficient caution to
above twelve months ago, and it has since been the custom at

quotations in the official price current. M . Moreau, chairman this and neighbouring courts to require all proceedings (bank

of the Paris Company of Agents de Change , in his report to
ruptcy or otherwise) to be posted in accordance with the terms

that body on the proceedings of the year 1874 , touches on the
of the order or instruction , and in very few cases has demur

subject to protest against the idea that the 'quotation ' can create
been made, but on the contrary, approval expressed at the

a responsibility for those who accord it . It is to be regretted"
alteration . Creditors have oftentimes expressed a preference

for sealed or covered communications in lieu of loose and open
he says, ' that our business should be so imperfectly understood

by the public , and that they should attach to certain of our ones generally under the book-post system ."

acts a meaning which these have not, and never should have. County Courts BILL. - In the House of Commons on Monday
It is supposed often wrongly, that the admission of a security Mr. Cross said it was the intention of the Lord Chancellor to
to quotation is a sort of consecration given to it , a testimony introduce in the House of Lords very shortly a Bill which was
in its favour, a recommendation of the Syndical Chamber . | substantially the same as that of last Session with respect to
There can be no greater error. The quotation is nothing | County Courts.
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The following is the official return of the cheques and bills

PUBLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE.

(From the London Gazette.)
Receipts into and payments out of the Exchequer between

the 1st of April, 1874 , and the 31st of March , 1875 :

REVENUE AND OTHER RECEIPTS.

Budget | Total Re - Total Re
Estimate ceipts into ceipts for

for the the Exche- correspond
Financial quer from ing Period

Year April 1 to of last

1874 -75 . March 31. Year .

Wednesday, April 7 :
Thursday, April 1 . . . . £23 ,230 ,000
Friday, April 2 . . . . 21,589,000
Saturday, April 3 . . .. 21,648 ,000
Monday, April 5 . . . . . . . 17,692,000
Tuesday, April 6 . . . . . . . . 20 ,361,000
Wednesday, April 7 . . 15,793,000

£120,313 ,000
The total at the corresponding period of last year, which

included Good Friday and Easter Monday, was £91,072,000.

Balance on April 1 , 1874 :
$

Bank of England
5 ,908,870 10,213 ,574

Bank of Ireland
1,533,984 | 1,779,131

7,442,854 11,992 ,705
Revenue.

Customs. .. .. . . .. ... 18,740,000 19,289,000 20 ,339,000Excise ... ... 27 ,610 ,000 27 , 395, 000" 27, 172,000
Stamps ... 10 ,880,000 10 ,540,000 10 ,550, 000
Land Tax and House Duty ... ... ... 2,360. 000 2 , 410, 000 2 ,324,000
Income Tax ... 3 , 960,000 4 , 306 ,000 5 ,691,000
Post Office ...

5 ,300 ,000 5 , 300 ,000 •5 ,792,000
Telegraph Servi 1,250,000 1,120 ,000 | 1,210,000
Crown Lands 375,000 385 ,000 375,000
Micellaneous, including Interest on Pub

lic Loans in current year ... ... . 3,950,000 3,776,873 + 3,882,657

Revenue ... ... 74,425,000 -74,921,873 |77,335,657

Total including Balance... .... 82,364 ,727 89,328,362
Other Receipts .

Advances, under various Acts, repaid to the Ex
chequer 1, 589,182 2,274,669

Money raised for Fortifications and Military Bar

600,000 500,000Money raised by Exchequer Bonds *** *** *** ***] 1 , 000,000

Totals ... ... ... 85,553,909 92 , 103,031
• Including £652,000 and £148,000, respectively repaid to Revenue out of

Telegraph Loan , and not included in the Budget Estimate for 1873 -74 .

EXPENDITURE AND OTHER PAYMENTS .

Estimate Total 1 Total
for the Issues from Issuesfrom

Financial | Exchequer Exchequer

Year to meet for cor

11874 - 75 (in - 1 Payments responding

cluding sup- from period

p 'ementary | April 1 to of last
grants . March 31. Year .

BANK OF ENGLAND .

The return of the Bank of England for the week ending
Wednesday, April 7,compared with that for the previous week ,
shows the following changes :
Circulation issue . . . . . . . . . . $ 35 ,003,475 Decrease . . £364 ,865

Circulation active . . . . . . . . 27 , 160 ,620 Increase . . 518 ,865

Public deposits . . . . . . . . . . 5 ,156 ,837 Decrease . . 3 ,564 ,027

Other deposits . . . . . . . . . . 18 ,878,363 Increase . . 67,584

Government securities in
banking department . . . . 13,588,116 Decrease .. 7,771

Other securities in banking
department . . .. . . . . . . 19 ,763,741 Decrease . . 3, 188,658

Coin and bullion in both de
partments . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 ,858,067 Decrease . . 307,857

Seven day and other bills .. 356 ,965 Increase . . 74,695
The Rest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 , 104 ,139 Decrease . . 601,403

Notes in reserve . . . . . . .. . . 7 ,842,855 Decrease . . 883,730
Total reserve (notes and coin )

in banking department.. ' 8,697,447 Decrease .. 826,722

Expenditure. $
Interest of Debt ... ) As stated ( 627, 145,000 27 ,094,480 , 26,706 ,725
Other Cbarges on in the
Consolidated Fund ) Budget 1,580,000 1,583,589 1,603,085

Supply Services ... . .. ... ... .. . 46 ,239,000 45,649,971 48,156,700

Estimate ... ... 74 ,964, 000
Expenditure ... ... 74,328,040 76,466,510

Other Payments .

Advances, under various Acts, issued from the
3,365,062 3 , 448 , 185

Expenses of Fortifications and Militäry" Barracks 600 ,000 500 , 000
Exchequer Bills paid off 240, 300 319, 500

Surplus income applied to reduce debt . . . : 755,185 3 ,895 ,982

79, 288 ,587 84,660,177
Balances on March 31, 1875 :

Bank of England .. . 4 ,662, 261 5 ,908,870
Bank of Ireland . . ... ... 1,603,061 | 1,533,984

Totals ... ...l 85,563,909 92, 103 ,031

• Including the additional terminable annuity referred to in the Budget .

-

EDINBURGH BANKRUPTCY COURT. - On Tuesday at this Court
the partners of the firm of Messrs. Allen Boak & Company

tanners and curriers , New Tannery, Georgie Road , appeared
for examination in bankruptcy. There were present - Mr. J .
A . Mollison , C . A ., trustee ; Mr. D . W . Paterson , s .S . C ., agent
in the sequestration ; Mr. Macpherson, Mr. Liddell, and other
creditors. The trustee stated that, being satisfied with the

explanations of the bankrupt, he thought it unnecessary to put
any questions. The statutory oath was thereafter adminis
tered . The state of affairs showed liabilities to the amoun
of £15,083, and assets to $ 12,105.

A Liverpool accountant has just realised the estate of a
bankrupt Oriental who bears the euphonious name of
Manockjee Dhungubhoy Shroff . We hope the trustee 's

remuneration was proportionately handsome.
MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. – The

annual meeting of the Manchester Institute of Ac
countants was held at the Queen 's Hotel, on Monday last,
Mr. James Halliday in the chair. The report of the

Council and the Treasurer's statement of receipts and

payments for the year ending December 31st, 1874 , were
received and adopted : the retiring members of council,
Messrs. John Adamson , Samuel Cottam , H . G . Nicholson ,
and Charles Tattersall were re-elected ; and Messrs. Kett,
Beardsall and Thomas Mottershead were appointed audi
tors of the Institute's accounts for the current year. The

annual dinner took place after the proceedings of the
meeting were concluded .

THE ANONYMOUS BENEFACTOR. - It is stated that an exami.
nation of the books of the late Mr. Benjamin Attwood shows
that he has given away anonymously $ 1,000 cheques to the
value of £475,000 , so that the $350,000 which he was said to
have distributed in this way was considerably under the mark ,
From the samesource it is stated that Mr. Attwood gave away

to his poor relations and dependents no less & sum than
£400 ,000 .

WINDING -UP. - A petition has been presented to the Court of

Chancery for the winding-up of the Australia Direct Steam

Navigation Company, Limited .

At a Court of Proprietors held at the Bank of England, Mr.
Henry Hucks Gibbs, Deputy -Governor, was chosen Governor,
and Mr. Edward Howley Palmer Deputy -Governor for the
ensuing term .
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VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS . - Bankruptcy business will be
taken at the following sittings which are appointed for Easter

term . Before V . C . Bacon , at Lincoln 's Inn, Monday, April 19 ;

Monday, April 26 ; Monday, May 3rd.

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

BANK NOTES. - According to a Parliamentary paper just
printed , the amount of bank notes held by the public on the

30th December last was £26 ,142,000 ; the notes held in reserve

on that day amounted to £9,642 ; the coin held in reserve,
£709,000. The total amount of bullion in the Bank on the

same day , was £21,493,000 .
SAVINGS BANKS AND THE NATIONAL DEBT. - A balance-sheet

has been issued setting forth the assets and liabilities of the
Commissioners for the Reduction of the National Debt in
respect of savings banks established under the Act of Geo. IV .,
c . 92 ; and showing the securities held by the said Com
missioners on account of such savings banks on Nov. 20 ,
1874. The total amount due to trustees on that date was
£41,826,438 158, 11d. The different securities amounted to
£38,462,982 4s. 3d., showing a deficiency of £3, 363,456 4s. 8d .

The Lord Chancellor will receive the Judges, Qneen 's

Counsel, Benchers, and Registrars of the Court of Chancery,

at his Lordship ' s residence, No. 5 Cromwell Houses, on

Thursday, April 15 (first day of Easter Term ), at twelve

THE BUDGET. - The Chancellor of the Exchequer will make

his financial statement on Thursday, the 15th inst.
The Bankruptcy (Scotland ) Law Amendment Bill passed

through Committee of the House of Commons on Monday.
ALLEGED EMBEZZLEMENT. - At a special sitting of the

Widnes Petty Sessions on Tuesday , Robert David Simpson
was brought up on a warrant charged with embezzling
$ 147 5s. 6d., belonging to the Local Board of Widnes, in
whose service he has acted as collector for about the last six
years. The prisoner was remanded for a fortnight, themagis
trates fixing the bail of the prisoner, himself in £4,000 , and
two sureties in a like amount. Thebooks of the Local Board

have been placed in the hands of Mr. William Rock , public

accountant, Widnes, for investigation .
ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS. — There are as many as 135

applications next Term to be admitted as attorneys , besides

numerous renewed notices.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings , Chancery

Lane.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS

PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advances made thereon .
Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays

from 10 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained posl.free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

o 'clock

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City.

Luncheons from the joints, hot or cold, including vegetables and bread, Is. 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread, 25 .
Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s . 6d . to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .
Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

o posite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

PISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 16. PER WEEK .

And an equally lov Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c .
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL

NEW COMPANIES.

The Investors ' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative

to the following Companies, which were registered during the

week :--

Bournemouth Steam Laundry - Capital £6,000, in £25
shares.

Bugail Slate - Capital £70 ,000, in £10 shares.
Bury Photographic - Capital £1,000 , in £1 shares.
Church Paper - Capital £30,000, in £5 shares.
Crosses and Winkworth - Capital £500,000 , in £10 shares.

D . Marples and Co. - Capital £6 ,000 , in £10 shares.
Eccles New Park Estate and Building – Capital £30,000, in

£10 shares.
Gladstone Building – Capital £125,000 , in £5 shares .
Great Bridge and Bloxwich Colliery - Capital £25,000, in £50

shares .
Hurst Mills — Capital £200,000 , in £5 shares.
Lime, Charcoal, and Phosphate - Capital £12,000, in £100

shares.
Little Harwood Brewery - Capital £30,000, in £5 shares.

Manchester and Bombay Spinning and Manufacturing

Capital £100 ,000, in £5 shares.
Orlando Brothers - Capital £10,000 , in £5 shares.
Rumworth Land , Building , and Investment - Capital

£25 ,000 , in £5 shares.
Self-inflating Life-belt and Raft - Capital £25 ,000 , in £5

shares.
Silkstone and Haigh-Moor Coal- Capital £50,000 , in £10

shares.
Stower's British Wine- Capital £50,000, in £6 shares.
Thermostatic Cooker and Heat Retention - Capital £50,000

in £10 shares.

W . and J. Garforth - Capital £60,000 , in £10 shares.

BUSINESS TRANSFER . .SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

" Syndicate " are : - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, of Ground

Kents. Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels ,

Public Honses , Inns, Beer Blouses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists. Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture , Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates, Furnished, or Unfurnished Houses, Chambers , or Offices

under private contract . 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents, and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valutions

of Lanj Farms, Estates, and Houses : also Valuations of Fur

niture . Jewellery, and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses . ' 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships , and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inci
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate "

from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU.

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANWEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS ,

STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystaland Gilt,
£2 173. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq .
John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner , Esq .

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .
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ATMOITELLUNEIL

IN RATSCHRITTE

Assurance and Apnuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216, 115 13 5
TOVEWELL BLAKE . PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . 223,613 2 0

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTI TRADERS' ASSOCIATION . Claims Paid . . . . . . . . .. . . 1, 140,151 1 8

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH . Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary,
J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR .
17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH . The ONLY AND SPECIAL

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION . “ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS," ||
THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen -street,

Huddersfield . V was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market Eisone Schranke und

place, Dewsbury. . Kunstchlosser Fortechrills,” to
Agency business promptly attended to.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,

" The source of many a writer's woe has been | AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
discovered .” This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

PENS ! PENS!! PENS!! ! testify marked Progress.

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men , " FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and theWaverley Pen . "

“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
infiction ." Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . use of False Keys.

1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Graphic , 17th May, 1873. Strong-Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security
Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post Is .id. against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin . this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

burgh . the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itself

to theNew KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

PPPS'S COCOA. _ " By a thorough knowledge of the The Lock and Key may thasbe easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a New Lock and Key, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage " Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of from duplicate or Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle by thismeans.
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

HOBBS, HART & CO .
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the LOCK, SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,
Civil Service Gazette . 76 Cheapside, London , E . C .
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL .
President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice -President. - JOHN BATH , London.

ALFRED ALLOTT , Sheffield. EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD , Peterboro' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . | WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . | WILLIAM HENRY WATSON, Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH . 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington .

TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .
AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER, 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield.

BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .
OFFICES _ 2 COWPER 'S COURT, CORNHILL ,LONDON.

Farther information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to
ALFRED O. HARPER, SECRETARY.
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory , Nassau- street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRADEOHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C.

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. April 10 , 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. - New SERIES. — No. 19.] SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 1875. [PRICE 6 .

Established 1813 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

ARTICLED PUPIL . – Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman, who would be instructed in Sub -editing andGeneral News

paper Work in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand
ir desired . Three years' articles Premium expected . Address, Mr.
ALFRED W .GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62Gracechurch -street, E . C .NI preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded, without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London . PUBLICATIONS.

MESSRS. MARSHI, YETTS & MILNER ’ S
I REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Townand Country Residences ,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

TO ACCOUNTANTS.

Just Published, 374 pages, 8vo , cloth , price 12s. 60.
MABLES for finding at a Glance the Number of Days

1 from any one day to any other day, either in the same or the following

year. By William LEWIS ,Accountant, Plymouth .
London : EFFINGHAY WILSON, Royal Exchange.

Plymouth : W . Brendox and Sox.
LAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs . MARSI , YETTS, and
MILNER , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

warı plans and particulars, which . when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers , publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms are invariably settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Ad

dress Messrs.Marsh, Yetts, and Milner , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54
Cannon -street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , YETTS, & MILNER have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Revers

1812 ) , 51 Cannon -street.

mo ACCOUNTANTS. - A few copies of the Account.
1 ant's Diary and Directory for 1875 are still uosold , and they are now

offered to the profession at the reduced price of 4s. post free . Early ap .

plication should be made, as there are only a few remaining, to A . C .
HARPER, 2 Ccwper' sCurt, Cornhill , E . C .

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS .

« Usoful to the profession , and affords ample writing space ." - Times.

“ Contains much information of value to the profession . " - Hour .
“ Contains a variety of useful information for the body to which it ad .

dresses itself. " - Morning Post.
“ Besiccs an unusually ample Diary , there is a Direc 'ory of Accountants

and a variety of infurmation of interest to the class addressed ." -- Echo .
" The information contained in this work will doubtless be very useful to

Accountants generally . " - Standard .
" We have not seen one for a long time sy suitable for general use."

Monetary and Mining Gazette.
“ One interesting fenture is a list of Accountants in London and the

Country." - Metropolitan .
" In addition to a good -sized and convenient professional Diary, Ac.

countants have here a mass of varied information well arranged for refer .
ence , anl likely to prove of great service in the course of overy day
business ."' - The Accountant.

OFFICE TO LET (Chancery Lane) , for an Accountant

with joint use of Clerk' s Office, with a Solicitor, who has another
Office on same floor . Rent £28 a year. Address, C ., Mr. Beck , 27 Bed .
ford Street, Strand.

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 Queen Victoria - street in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £200 per annum ; admirably lighted . - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 Walbrook .

NINTH EDITION .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules and

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATH , F .S .A . E .
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London, E . C .

PARTNERSHIPS. — Several Engineering and Iron
Works, Collieries, and other good paying concerns on hand . For

particulars apply to Fraser and Co., St . Otephen 's -chambers, Telegraph
street, E . C .

A PARTNER WANTED to work an excellent patent. I THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'

n £1,000 required . No agents need apply. For particulars, address
1 JOURNAL ,with Law Reportsand PublicGeneral Statutes The only

8 ., 5 Muscovy -court, Trinity.square, E C .
LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867 .

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

ACCOUNTANCY PARTNERSHIP . - - A City Ac Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 108.; Single Copy, 9d.;
countant having Capital and the nucleus of a business, is desirous delivered free in Town or Country .

of purchasing a partnership in a well established firm . Address G . R . D ., Office : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .
care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee , Advertising Agent , 62 Gracechurch - street .
London, E . C .

VACHT FOR SALE. - A Ten Ton Cutter, now lying

TO BE DISPOSED OF, upon very reasonable terms.
in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price , gear and fittings com .

plete , £70 Address II. J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee , Advertising

An Accountant' s Practice in one of the principal towns of North Agent, 62 Gracechurch - street, E . C .
Walcs . Address R . H . C ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee , Advertising Agent,

62Gracechurch -strect, Londo ) , E . C .

A MARINE ENGINEER of considerable experience,
AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTANT'S CLERK (40 ) . I desires to meet with a Gentleman of Capital, to patentand manu .

n Well up in Audits, Bulancing, & c ., is open to an engagement, tem
facture AN ELASTIC METALLIC PACKING . A gentleman with

porary or permanent. Town or Country, Unexceptional references and
influence amongst shipowners preferred. - Address M . B .,care ofMr.Martin ,

testimonials. Address J . D ., 60 Thurston Road , Lewishami.
Ordnance Arms, Barking - road , Essex .
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TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIG V ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French , German, Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive' cha
racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .
N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls ,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ) ,

with elastics, and “ The Accountant " in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 68. each. Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch

street, London, E.C .

The Jccountant.

The Accountant.

APRIL 17, 1875 .

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the

paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a " newspaper"

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and

members of the profession thus have the opportunity

of contributing towards the success of their own
The annual meeting of the Manchester Institute of

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par Accountants, of which we give a detailed report this
liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday week , was marked by a practical spirit and a determina .

in time for the carly morning mails ; price 6d. per

copy , or 28s. per annum (including postage ), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being : annual sub very hopeful for its future. In nearly every respect the

scription 24s, (post frec) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post
views of the speakers were identical with those ex

free ). Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E . C ., pressed almost every week in our columns, and which

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters we have urged strongly for the consideration of our

relating to the general business of the paper, should also
readers. And we trust that the determination ex

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same pressed at Manchester to support those who are striving

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current so earnestly for the good of accountants may bear ample

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to
fruit, and that wemay, as the result of our labours, have

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

to record that an Incorporated Society of Accountants

TO ADVERTISERS. is watching over , guiding, and regulating, the best

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver interests of their profession. Wepoint to such meetings

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an as that at Manchester as a proof that this con
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty summation will soon be effected , and we hope that all

support of the leading members of the profession , the members of the profession will co -operate heartily with
ACCOUNTANT has achieve a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes
those who are working for so unquestionably desirable

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad- an end .
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What is wanted in the interest of the profession is engine which carries out the bidding of his client. To

very simple. It is, that measures shall be adopted by betray these interests would be infamy ; and, to the

which the title of accountant may have as definite a honour of the profession be it said , the instances of

meaning attached to it as that of surgeon or of solicitor. this are almost absolutely unknown. But to his client

This would at once remedy the cause of complaint put alone his allegiance is due.

forward by the Council as to the too frequent choice of Far morewide are the duties of the accountant. He

incompetent persons to act as auditors . If it were once is not the organ of one man, but of all concerned . The

for all clearly understood that one of the duties of duty of the solicitor to a bankrupt is to bring his man

accountants was, to become fitted to examine and report through with as little loss and unpleasantness as pos

upon the mysteries of ledgers, journals, and balance sible. Creditors may fume and fret, and enemies take

sheets, those who were concerned in the proper working all means known to the law to harass and delay the

of a public company or charitable institution would soon debtor ; but it is the pride of the solicitor to defeat all

insist upon their employment. But this reform , in | their machinations, to oppose device to device and plan

every way desirable as it is for the due protection of to plan, till, in sheer weariness , the opposition is lulled ,

shareholders and subscribers, cannot be finally effected and the bankrupt obtains his discharge. But the

till it is an universal rule, admittingof no exception, that accountant trustee stands in a widely different

no man shall be allowed to style himself an accountant position . His duties are primarily to the creditors , to

unless he has proved his competency by the test of a realise the assets and distribute them without fear or

stringent and thorough examination, and is amenable in favour. And he stands also in a fiduciary position to

case of professional misconduct to the jurisdiction of a wards thedebtor, into possession ofwhose property hehas

central council . entered . If he is bound to see that no assetswhich might

In fact, as Mr. Collier said , the profession of an be made available for distribution have been overlooked

accountant is by no means confined to the casting . | or neglected, he is bound also so to deal with them that

up of a column of figures, and cannot be held to the bankrupt's property is not needlessly sacrificed.

afford scope only for the abilities required in setting In most cases the payment of a small dividend is the

to rights the clumsily worded books of some petty result of a bankruptcy, and the efforts of the trustee

tradesman . “ To become a perfect accountant implied , are directed to increasing this as much as possible ;

an acquaintance with almost every thing that cameup in and so far he considers only the interests of the credi

this world . They must know something of every trade, tors . But it might happen that the estate yielded

and in this sense might be said to belong to every sufficient to pay all claims in full ; in this case the

trade." Upon the accountants devolve the duties of “ resulting trust” for the benefit of the debtor would

receiverships, of the management of bankrupts' estates , comeinto operation .

and of companies under liquidation ; they must be keen There is another point too connected with liquida

men of business , and shrewdmen of the world . And | tions. A receiver and manager is appointed that the

above all, they must bemen whose honour and integrity property may be protected , and , if necessary, a busi

are absolutely beyond the reach of the faintest breath ness sold as a going concern. In this event, the

of suspicion. The duty of an attorney is to do the trustee becomes necessarily cognisant of trade secrets

best he can for the interests of his client, knowing that and business details, which are of extreme value.

any steps he may take will be narrowly watched by an Here is an additional reason for holding that an ac

adversary as keen and vigilant as he is himself. He is countant's integrity should be unimpeachable, and

bound scrupulously to guard the trust committed to him ; that the world should place implicit faith in the inviol.

but, beyond the duty he owes to his client, he is unable honour of themen to whom such a responsibility

fettered. Law is a game of chess, in which every move is confided. If this confidence is once shaken, if an

is made either as defence from a threatened attack , or idea ever creeps abroad that there are men who might

as a step of bold offence. The attorney is merely the abuse their positions for the sake of gaining a private

agent who sets the pieces in motion . He may and advantage — then accountants will sink into the ranks

does advise as to the merits of a dispute ; ho may of those impostors with whom they are so often with

refuse to take action in a case which he thinks unjust wilful perversity confounded .

or unfair ; but as a rule he is simply the highly perfected To avert this evil, — to raise at once the public estima
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tion of the profession and of its own actual worth , — to against the lighter bits , and so manages to flourish

make the name of public accountant as honoured as notwithstanding taxing-masters and all their rigour.

that of any other body of men , - can be brought about But the system is a faulty one, and has led to much evil

only by constant and strenuous effort. Manchester in the shape of a growth of verbiage in instruments and

has led the way in many reforms, let her now lead the | in circuity and cnmbrousness in legal forms.

way in this. Themost difficult questions to deal with are those in

There are various other points of interest in the which , while an immense amount of labour is expended ,

report, to which we cannot now advert, and especially the subject matter is of trifling pecuniary value. Many

to the manner in which the leader of the Manchester a solicitor has found that in some trifling purchase his

solicitors referred to the accountants — à subject we charges , if he were to set them down on a fair scale ,

propose to treat more fully next week. After the silly would amount to asmuch as themoney expended . In the

articles so frequently put forth on the relations between sameway, the simple trusteeship of a small estate with

solicitor and accountant,there is something very refresh almost nominal assets may entail an immense amount

ing in the remarks of Mr. Ponsonby. But as to this oftrouble, and call for the exercise of considerable profes

we must defer our remarks. sional skill. A payment proportioned to work donewould

be out ofthe question ; a payment by per -centage would

be ludicrously insufficient. To pass to another aspect

• There is no more difficult question for any reformer of the question, we may ask , how is an investigation to

to encounter than the due regulation of professional be remunerated where the property is of large amount ?

charges, so that the remuneration earned shall bear its If, as is the practice in some cases, the payment is pro

just proportion to the amount of skill and labour portioned to the number of hours employed, a direct

expended. Even in trade a fair profit is often matter encouragement is held out to hesitation and delay.

of dispute , though in that case what Adam Smith terms To pay by time without exacting some guarantee

the “ higgling of the market ” fairly enough determines against the abuse, is as absurd as to pay a solicitor for

it,and there are few persons who seriously contend that | the length of his draft withouthaving regard to any thing

a tradesman's profits should be limited by law . The beyond the number of folios.

question of accountants' charges will be found rather a | The best solution of the difficulties would be to dis

difficult one to settle, and it may be worth while to tinguish clearly between the different duties which

indicate some of the rocks ahead in the way of an accountant has to perform . Accountancy simple ,

reformers . the examination and investigation of books and the

There is no class whose charges are more rigorously preparing of balance sheets,might receive remuneration

defined and limited than solicitors. A physician 's fees in proportion to the number of hours employed and of

are prescribed by custom , and regulated according to the importance of the business ; it being in the power
his own celebrity and the wealth of his patients. The of the client to appeal against any overcharge to the

fees of a barrister, though governed by certain rather Council of the Society of Accountants, who would decide

vague laws, are, as regards the sums paid for advocacy, upon the case. For bankruptcy and liquidations we
dependent, like those of the physician, on his pro would repeat our suggestion that an official class

fessional position and on the importance of the cause be established, and paid by a sliding scale varying

and thewealth of the parties. As regards pleadings and with the amounts of assets and liabilities. This

drafting, the amount received is regulated mainly by class must of course treat all cases on a similar

length . A solicitor is tied down terribly . The work footing ; and their members might either be chosen

in the ordinary way as trustees, or in the case

allowance being made for the labour or responsibility

involved in the work . The consequent result is, that aresult is,that I might be called upon to act inmight be called upon to a rotation , it being

solicitor's bill of costs is made up of numerous petty clearly understood that any one who was chosen

items which worry and annoy a client far more than the trustee would receive merely a proportionate

larger charges. By striking a fair average a satisfactory remuneration. The auditing of the accounts of public

result is doubtless obtained . A solicitor sets off the companies and institutions would be given only to the

heavy work for which he is inadequately remunerated recognised heads of the profession, and no question
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would be likely to be raised as to the amount of their repetition of which on the part of agents, the judge, in our

remuneration .
opinion , lias, by his expression of opinion in open court, done

much to encourage. If the Profession in Birmingham will

But the regulation of charges must depend upon the only take the matter up with a will and make a formal repre

sentation to

establishment of some central authority able to carry
the Lord Chancellor, the difficulty and

irregularity would soon be rectified . One County Court judge,

out the rules it has itself made, while the courts of but only one, has lately gone the length of having posted up

in his court the names of certain agents whom he has directed

equity and bankruptcy would retain complete control the registrar to recognise, although the law expressly forbids

over the charges of accountants acting in matters per such recognition . Surely it is not because no solicitor's fee is

allowed where a debt is under £5 that therefore in such cases
taining to their jurisdiction. The uniformity of charge the express provisions of an Act of Parliament are to be dis

can only be brought about by uniformity of professional carded ? The argument of the judge of the Birmingham
Court, that in small cases suitors may employ and pay these

action , and by ensuring that a certain minimum of debt collectors as agents in legal business, is purely fallacious .

skill shall be at least arailable in all cases . Till a His Honour is reported to have said that some of the debt

collectors who practised as agents weremen of great respecta

definite governing body is established, charges must bility. No doubt that is so , but their proceedings are none

be left pretty much to the individual members . No the less on that account in direct contravention of several

Acts of Parliament ; and , on the other hand , it must not be

more important duty can fall to their lot than that of forgotten that these agents are wholly irresponsible persons.

drawing up a scale of fees which shall duly reward Many of them , most of them , we fear , unscrupulous and dis

honest, and ot whose hands unfortunate and ignorant suitors
talent and merit, without pressing hard upon those who and debtors suffer great injustice. His Honour complained

require assistance , or giving an undue advantage to the that to stop this agency in County Court business would be to
stop the business of the court. Even if this was an argument

careless and incompetent. . in favour of allowing a breach of the law , we fail to see that it

need have such an operation . In conclusion , to carry his

Honour's argument and contentions to their legitimate end , is

to assert that in actions on contract under £5 any agent may

“ UNAUTHORISED PERSONS” IN COUNTY be employed as though , because the amount is small, therefore

COURTS. difficult questions of law could not arise. The judge is

entirely mistaken . Not only are these agents unable to recover

their fees, & c ., which they deduct from themoneys they receive

The professional spirit of the Law Times is sadly vexed no doubt, but they are guilty of contempt of court, and this

by the frequent appearance of “ unauthorised persons" in | latter condition the judge declines to recognise, to the advantage

of these quack lawyers and to the detriment of every one else .
County Courts, and it has apparently becomenecessary to Only last session the Legislature aimed at suppressing this
deliver a weekly homily on that subject. We can quite class of persons or rather at confining them to thetransaction

sympathise with our contemporary in these efforts to
of their legitimate business, by enacting the 12th section of

the Attorneys and Solicitors Act 1874. The term “ agent,” as
maintain , in their integrity, the rights and dignities of the used in County Court rules , can only mean a wife or child or
legal profession, more particularly as the Law Times is at other relation or friend willing (without the expectation of fee

last showing some disposition to discourage the un
or reward) to represent a suitor unable to attend the court or

to do what is required by the process or order of the court.

reasonable and unjust practice of setting down debt We believe the judge of the Birmingham County Court is the
collectors, and agents who follow a kindred calling, in first to urge that this word “ agent” may be considered to in

discriminately as “ accountants.” It would appear,
clude a debt collector, whose business consists in issuing and

charging for issuing, process in County Courts , and otherwise

however, from the following extract from our contemporary, acting as the paid agent of the suitor in relation thereto .”'

that there is scarcely a great degree of unanimity on the

subject of “ unauthorised persons” amongst the lawyers

themselves.

“ Some County Court judges are determined to uphold the

dignity of the Profession and to enforce the law against un
THE MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. - A

authorised persons practising as solicitors in their courts ; some
meeting of the Council of this Institute was held on

insist upon solicitors appearing before them in proper profes
Monday evening at the rooms, in Cross-street, when the

sional costume ; some discourage agents of all kinds who are officers for the current year were elected , viz., Mr. Adam

wont to hang about the purlieus of these localtribunals ,while Murray, president ; Mr. F . W . Popplewell, vice-president ;

other of these judges are disposed to take an opposite view of Mr. William Aldred , treasurer ; and Mr. Edwin Collier,

the matter. His Honour the judge of the Chester County secretary.

Court (Mr. H . Lloyd ) is determined to enforce the provisions
of sect. 36 of 6 & 7 Vict. c . 73 (the Attorneys' Act of 1813 ), in The New CourTS OF JUSTICE. — The expenditure in respect

the interest of the public and the Profession , while in Mr. H . of the new Courts of Justice in London up to the end of the

W . Cole , Q .C ., the judge of the Birmingham court, the debt year 1874 reached £1,042,905 . As much as £933,288 of that

collector practising in his court appears to have a friend . “ The sum had been spent in the purchase of the site and in

rules and forms of the court” to which His Honour referred as incidental charges ; and £85 ,596 in payments on account of

recognising agents, cannot override an Act of Parliament, and contracts for the foundations and erection of the courts and

the sooner such rules are made to conform with the several oflices, and architect's commission . The Civil Service Esti.

enactments passed for the protection of the public and the mates show that a further vote of £75 ,000 is now proposed for

Profession , the better . In the case before us we have nodoubt the erection of the building ; the revised estimate for this is

that a gross contempt of court has been perpetrated , a stated at £826,000 .
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TII E MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF members then sat down to the annual dinner, at which the

ACCOUNTANTS. President,Mr. Halliday,took the chair ,and Mr. John Thomas

the vice-chair . The chairman proposed in a few well chosen

words, the toast of the evening : “ the Manchester Institute of
The Manchester Institute of Accountants which was

Accountants. "
founded in February, 1871 “ to increase the efficiency and use.

Mr. EDWIN COLLIER , the honorary secretary of the Institute,fulness of professional accountants ; to protect the interests of

its members ; to express opinions upon all questions relating in responding thanked the company for the heartiness of the

to the profession , and to do all such things as may be response , and reminded them that the success of the Institute

necessary for the attainment of these ends," held its annual
depended mainly on the gentlemen in the room that night. ·

meeting at the Queen's Hotel, Manchester, on Monday, April
The active co -operation of all was necessary, and with that

5th , as briefly reported in the last issue of the Accountant.
co -operation they were sure of success. As they were aware,

There was a large and influential attendance of members. the main objects of the Institute were to improve the status of

Mr. Halliday, the President of the Institute , having taken the professional accountants and to increase the usefulness and

chair, the annual report was presented . In the report, the
efficiency of the members. This had been in fact brought

council stated that they had modified the rule for the admis
about by means of their quarterly meetings, where valuable

sion of Fellows, so as to obviate the exclusion of any one who suggestions and useful information were thrown out. But this

could make a reasonable claim to be admitted. Their
was a matter which really depended on every individual mem .

quarterly meetings had been the occasion of interesting con ber . Each must personally endeavour to increase his own

versations on subjects bearing on the pursuits, and affecting efficiency and the increasing respect of others would inevitably

the interests , of the profession . The Lord Chancellor having follow . By means of that Institute the public might easily

appointed a committee to inquire into the Bankruptcy Laws, know whom they might trust. Their rules insisted on the

the council memorialised his lordship to place one or more necessity for examinations. By means of the recognition of

members of the Institute upon that committee. In this , such a standard it would become impossible for people who

however, they were unsuccessful, but, assisted by some mem only just knew enough of book-keeping to tell the difference

bers not in the council, they prepared a series of suggestions,
between the debit and credit side of a ledger, and who barely

and forwarded the same to the Lord Chancellor's committee, manage to add up a column of figures successfully, to claim to

and they have every confidence that these suggestions, made, belong to the profession . In fact an accountant's work

not solely in the interests of the profession , but of the com required something very different from a simple knowledge of

mercial public will recive the fullest consideration at the the “ three R ’s.” (Hear, hear.) To become a perfect
hands of the committee. The council regret to find that in accountant implied an acquaintance with almost everything

some instances public institutions, professing to have their that came up in the world . They must know something of

accounts audited by professional accountants, have nominated every trade, and in this sense might be said to belong to every

gentlemen lacking the training and experience essential to the trade. If the public would only look they would have no

efficient discharge of such an office. The council feel it a difficulty in recognising that the Manchester Institute of

difficult and delicate duty to interfere in snch matters ; but Accountants included in its ranks the pink of the profession ,

believing that such nominations result from want of con both as regards intelligence and honourable dealing with their

sideration , are of opinion that by keeping the Institute and clients . (Cheers .)

its objects before the puplic the objection will in time be . Mr. Adam MURRAY proposed the Manchester Incorporated

remedied . The subscriptions, for the year, of the Fellows and Law Association . As accountants they were brought into

Associates amounted to £100, and the financial year closed frequent communication with solicitors, they ever received the

with a balance in hand of £340 . fullest consideration at their hands, and looking at their

The CHAIRMAN moved the adoption ofthe report. Referring frequent intercourse, the Manchester Law Association had a

to the action of the committee on the Bankruptcy Laws, he distinct claim on their regards.

said that when they communicated with the Lord Chancellor, Mr. Ponsonby, the President of the Manchester Incorporated

as mentioned in the report, they received a courteous answer Law Association acknowledged the toast. His association

to the effect that the committee had not only begun but had
would alwaysbe glad to exchange kindly offices ; their respective

made some progress in their labours. In spite of this they
professions must of necessity be brought into close contact and

had no reason to doubt that the suggestions forwarded to theymust therefore, in a manner, stand or fall together. The

the committee were utilised . objects of the two institutions were similar, neither was
The report and financial statement were then unanimously seeking personal ends, and both were endeavouring to

adopted . The next business was to elect four members of elevate the moral tone and character of their profession . Mr.

the council to replace the four retiringmembers : Messrs . John Unwin , the Hon . Sec. of the Law Association , also acknow .

Adamson , Samuel Cottam , H . G . Nicholson and Charles ledged the toast .

Tattersall. These gentlemen were after a ballot declared to
Mr. W . ALDRED proposed the “ Manchester Chamber of

be re- elected ; and the retiring auditors, Messrs . Beardsell and Commerce," in a speech eulogising the efforts of that body,

Mottershead were again elected for the forthcoming year. efforts that were gratuitous and assiduous , and which con

This concluded the formal business of the meeting. The cerned the greatest and widest interests.
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Mr. Thomas BROWNING , the Secretary of the Chamber ofL

Commerce, acknowledged the toast. People might think that
the prosperity of accountants depended on the disasters of

commerce, but they would not be suspected of rejoicing in

those disasters.

Mr.Graham proposed “ Kindred Institutes," and referring

to the existence of other similar Associations, said they were

all working up to the same point, and that the time would

comewhen they would form a great and united whole .

Mr. John DUFFIELD, as a member of the London Institute ,
responded .

“ The Council” was proposed by Mr. David Suite , who

said they were really as yet only in their infancy, and their

position was only just beginning to receive due recognition .

In the minds of many people he feared they had been

associated too nearly with respectable “ bum bailiffs " ; and

that was a state of things which should be altered .

Mr. F . W . POPPLEWELL in replying, said that their only

object was to train up a body of accountants who should be

honourable, right minded , and able men . They were deter

mined that none should practise but those who had served a

reasonable term of apprenticeship and were competent ac

countants . He wished to contradict the statement that had

been made concerning their interest in the disasters of com
merce. There were a good many of them who did not get their

living out of the disasters of the country, it would be fairer to

say that they made their living by preserving estates for the

benefit of the whole mercantile community. The Council had

tried to do their duty , and they were exceedingly anxious to

raise the moral tone of the profession. It would be a great

thing to make themselves an incorporated society, so that no
man should be allowed to call himself an accountant who was

not included in its lists. But at present they could not get a

charter. If they got one they would have to include all who
at present call themselves accountants , which would really be

greater evil than the present arrangements involved .

This brought the proceedings to a conclusion .

JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY

COUNCIL

April 14 .

(Present - Sir JAMES COLVILLE, Sir BARNES PEACOCK , Sir

MONTAGUE Suity , Sir ROBERT COLLIER , and Sir HENRY

KEATING .)

THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY V . THE BANK OF TORONTO.

- This was an appeal from judgments of the Court of Queen 's

Bench and the Court of Review for Lower Canada, reversing a

decision of the Superior Court. The Solicitor-General and

Mr. F . M . White were counsel for the appellants ; Mr. Henry

Matthews, Q . C ., Mr. Cohen , Q . C ., and Mr. R . Vaughan Williams

for the respondents . The original action was brought by the

Bank of Toronto against the European Assurance Society to

recover the sum of 16 ,000 dollars and interest , being the

amount of a policy of guarantee executed by the Society in

October, 1864, against such loss as might be occasioned to the

bank by the want of integrity , honesty , or fidelity, or by the

negligence, defaults, irregularities of Mr. Alexander Munro ,

then their agent in Montreal. The bank alleged that Mr.

Munro, without authority , and in direct violation of the in .

structions given him , granted to Messrs. Nichols and Robinson ,

brokers, ofMontreal, large sumsofmoney byway of overdranght

on their current deposit accounts without security ; that

those overdraughts were concealed from the accounts ; and

that the moneys were used by the firm in respect of

financial speculations in which they and Munro were jointly

interested . The brokers becoming insolvent, the bank

ultimately lost 28, 160 dollars . The Society pleaded that

Mr. Munro was merely acting in the ordinary exercise

of his discretion as the banks agent ; that the overdraughts

were neither fraudulent nor irregular, and that Mr.

Munro's dealings showed no want of honesty, or such

negligence and irregularity as would be within the meaning

of the policy. They also contended that the policy had been

vitiated by the neglect of the bank to inform them of the

alleged fraudulent overdranghts within two months of their

discovery. Mr. Justice Monk decided that the allowance of

overdraughts was not in itself an irregularity within the

meaning of the policy ; that there was no evidence of any

fraudulent collusion , and that the policy had become void by

the bank's neglect in the instance referred to . From that

judgment the bank appealed to the Court of Review , who

reversed it and ordered the Society to pay the sum assured

(16 ,000 dollars) and interest. That order was upheld on a

ments in the case were unfinished when the Court rose on this

day.

LONDON REGISTRARS.

We observe from the Civil Service estimates for the

present year, that the salaries of the Registrars of

the London Bankruptcy Court have been augmented.

Hlitherto the several Registrars have been in receipt of
£1,200 per annum . The salary of the senior Registrar

is now increased to £1,400, and the salaries of the other

Registrars to £1,300. No objection can be made to these
increments, as the amountof work performed by the Bank

ruptcy Registrars will bear favourable comparison with

that performed by the Registrars of the Court of Chancery,

whose salaries vary from £1,250 to £2,000. Even were

the Bankruptcy Registrars relieved of the duties of Chief

Judge, as advocated in our columns, these officers would

still have most important and varied duties to perform .

Probably , therefore, no exception can well be taken to
the proposed increase of their salaries ; on the contrary,

looking at the recommendation made in regard to them
by Lord Lisgar's commission of last year, the government

could hardly have done less than make the increase.

Sir BARNES PEACOCK give judgment on Thursday : he

said that in this case he saw there was one judg

ment for the Assurance Company, which was reversed

on appeal, and there were two judgments for the bank. Two

judges out of seven were in favour of the Assurance Society,

and of the five there were four of opinion that there was

fraud on the part of Munro, and , therefore, the bank could

recover. After going through the facts, Sir Barnes said their

lordships would advise her Majesty to affirm the decision of

the Court of Queen 's Bench , and dismiss the appeal with

costs .

APPOINTMENTS .

[The Editor will be glad to receive early notice af appoint

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

Vice-Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr. F . Maynard

official liquidator of the London and Paris Hotel Company.
Mr. Frederick Lucas, of No. 26 Maddox- street , W ., has been

appointed Receiver and Manager of the estate of Moritz
Wolfsky, of No. 5 Pilgrim -street, Ludgate-hill, leather bag
manufacturer.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

April 9.

( Before Afr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE SIORDET AND Co. - This was an application for the

appointment of a receiver and manager to the estate of John

James Siordet, John Louis Siordet, and William Hume Trap .

mann ,merchants, of 59 Mark -lane, carrying on business under

the above style. Mr. H . W . Jones, (Nicholson , Nicol, and

Co.), in making the application , said that the liabilities were

estimated at £400,000 , but that a considerable portion of that

would come off, so that in all probability not more than

£100 ,000 would rank against the estate. The assets were at

present unestimated , but consisted of book debts, property

abroad, furniture, and items of considerable value ; also sums

due from firms abroad , and remittances arriving daily. It

was necessary that a receiver and manager should be appointed

to receive the remittances and carry on the business. His

Honour appointed Mr. Turquand ( Turquand, Youngs, and Co.)

to the office.

21 Billiter-street, has filed a petition under the arrangement

clauses. His liabilities are stated at £200 ,000 in the aggre

gate ; the assets consist , for the most part , of ships at sea on
their way to this country, and the debtor has also a claim for

£40 ,000, which is now the subject of arbitration . Mr. C . E .

Jones, for the debtor, and with the concurrence of a

creditor for £13 ,500 , asked that Mr. Robert Fletcher , ac

countant, 2 Moorgate -street, should be appointed receiver

and manager of the property . The evidence showed that one

of the businesses carried on by the debtor was that of a rope

manufacturer at Hackney -wick , and large contracts were pend

ing . It was important that some person acting on behalf of

the creditors under the authority of the Court should receive

the freight of vessels payable to the debtor as owner. His

Honour made the desired appointment, and also granted an

interim injunction to restrain proceedings in an action brought

by one of the creditors. He intimated , however, that the

receiver should not interfere with the arbitration , but that he

mightmake any application to the Court on the subject.

IN KE J . Miles. - The debtor, who carried on business as
a lead, glass, and colour merchant, at High -street, Shoreditch ,

has presented a petition for the liquidation of his affairs,

stating his liabilities at £72,239. Mr. C . Knox now moved
the Court for the appointment of a receiver, and said that the

application was supported by creditors to the amount of
£3,900 . It did not, however, appear that the property was in
any danger at present, and the learned Registrar therefore

declined to appoint a receiver, but gave leave to the parties to

renew the application if they found it necessary to do so to

protect the estate .

April 10 .

(Before M1r. Registrar MURRAY.)

ÎN RE A . H . MOBsBy. _ In this case an application was

renewed - by Mr. A . H . Miller - for the appointment of a re

ceiver. The debtor, carrying on business as a merchant,at 10

Cullum -street, and formerly at 9 Fenchurch -street, has filed

a petition for liquidation , his liabilities being roughly estimated

at £5000, and assets £2500. A considerable quantity of pro

perty was lying at various wharves , and it was desirable that

some person should be appointed to protect the same. The

application being now supported by creditors for £1950 , Lis

Honour appointed a receiver.

April 12.

(BeforeMr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)

IN RE HENRY BRADLEY. — The debtor is a builder and

decorator, of 180 Fulham -road . He has presented a petition

for liquidation ; and upon the application of Mr. H , Harris ,

his honour appointed a receiver, and granted an interim in

junction restraining several actions. The debts are estimated

at about £1,300 , and assets £500 .

April 13.

(Before Mr. Registrar IIazlitt.)

IN RE C . J . BURY AND ROGER LEECH . — This was an appli

cation by Messrs. Nash , Field and Co ., for the appoinment of

a receiver. The debtors, who are Australian merchants, of

Gracechurch -street and Melbourne, have filed a petition for

the liquidation of their affairs. The liabilities are estimated

at £65 ,000 , but the value of the assets is not yet ascertained .

His Honour appointed Mr. Whinney, public accountant, of the

firm of Harding, Whinney, and Co., Old Jewry, receiver to the

estate, and granted an interim injunction restraining the pro

ceedings of suing creditors.

Mr. Registrar REENE held a sitting in liquidation matters ,

and disposed of several contested applications for registration .

In one case the assets were returned at £1,425 , and registration

was opposed on the ground that the actual amount was

£425 only. After an examination of the debtor, the Registrar

held that the statement of affairs being erroneous, the

objection taken to the registration was perfectly tenable , and

must be sustained .

April 14 .

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , siltliny as Chief Judge.)

IN RE JOIN MORISON. - The debtor , who is described as a

merchant and manuiacturer, slip owner, and ship insurance

broker, of 27 Goodman 's - yard , Minories , Hackney -wick , and

April 15 .

( Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)

IN RE J. F . SANG. – The debtor, described as of 4 Cavendish

road, St. John 's-wood , architect and artist, bas petitioned
under the liquidation clauses, and Mr. Pamphilon now applied

for a restraining order with a view to the protection of the

property against suing creditors. The debts were about

£41,000, and the assets consisted chiefly of freehold land at

Knightsbridge , valued at £61,000 , besides furniture and other

property to the value of £1,200. Although the debtor had a

surplus, subject to realisation , he had been compelled , in con

sequence of the pressure of certain creditors, to file this pe

tition . - His Honour, before making any order, said that

further particulars respecting the debtor's property must be

furnished , and it was also necessary to apply , in the first in :

stance, for the appointment of a receiver.

(Before Mr. Registrar SPRING RICE .)

IN RE THE Hon . W . F . ORMONDE O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . - This

was a first meeting for proof of debts and the appointment of

a trustee in the case of the hon , member for Tipperary , who

has been adjudicated a bankrupt on the petition of Messrs.

Ortner and Houle , jewellers, of St. James's -street, creditors for

£233. No statement of affairs has yet been filed, and Mr.

Cottman , solicitor for the bankrupt, applied to the Court to

adjourn the meeting , in order to enable the hon . gentleman to

make a proposition to his creditors. Mr. Theodore Lumley,

on the part of the petitioning creditor and other creditors,

opposed the application , stating that the creditors desired the

bankruptcy to proceed in the usual way . Proofs were then put

in to the amount of £2,600 , and Mr. Albert Marley, public

accountant, of Coleman -street, City, was appointed trustee,

with a committee of inspection .

Mr. Edwin Waterhouse, of Price, Waterhouse, and Co.,
Accountants, was examined before the Committee on Foreign

Loans on Monday . He stated that he had had the documents

and books given in evidence placed before him , and he had

examined them and made an abstract of them , and he handed

in a print of his figures to members of the Committee.
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PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE. However, the country must now decide whether or not the

best possible Final Court of Appeal was to be created without

IIOUSE OF LORDS, APRIL 9. regard to sentimental or political considerations. — Lord
Penzance believed that the course taken by the Lord Chan

THE APPELLATE JURISDICTION. - The Lord Chancellor, incellor was the best that could be adopted , and that the plan

calling attention to the present condition of the Supreme now proposed would be satisfactory to the country . - Lord

Court of Judicature Act , referred to the report and recom Hatherley protested against the continued unfortunate delay

mendations of the Judicature Commission, on which the in settling the question of Final Court of Appeal ; and after

Judicature Act of 1873 was in great measure founded , but some observations in reply from the Lord Chancellor the Bill

observed that in the creation of the Final Court of Appeal was read a first time.

the recommendations of that Commission was not adhered to .

That Act did not include Scotland and Ireland in its provisions

with regard to Appeals, and , therefore, when the present HOUSE OF COMMONS, APRIL 13 .

Government came into office they had to consider what course BANKS OF ISSSUE . - The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved
should be taken in reference to Scotch and Irish Appeals . In that the Select Committee on the subject should consist of 21
determining that question , the Government resolved to be | members . Mr. Hodgson took occasion to complain thatout of
guided by three essential principles - namely, that as a 11 members for Cumberland and the adjoining county, not one
general rule , a double appeal ought to be permitted ; that was named to serve on the committee. He begged to move
there ought to be one and the sametribunal of finalappeal that one more member be added to the committee who , he
for England , Scotland , and Ireland ; and , lastly, that care thought, ought to be chosen from among the representatives
should be taken that the Appeals should be heard before an of the counties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Northum
adequate number of themost skilled and experienced judicial berland . - Mr. M 'Laren would recommend the addition to the
minds. However, the opposition which was offered to the committee of two members representing Scotch constituencies.
provisions relating to the Final Court of Appeal compelled the (Laughter.) It was essential for the interest of property and
Government to withdraw the bill, and they had since received of trade in Scotland that thosemembers should be added . The

& considerable quantity of advice as to the course they ought 11 banks in Scotland formed one of the most perfect trades'
now to pursue. They had been recommended to allow the Act unions that could possibly exist anywhere. He pointed out
of 1873 to como into operation on the 1st of November next. that Bank of England notes were not legal tender in Scotland.
The objection to that course was that the Judicature Act It was, he believed , impossible to maintain the monoply which
would then come into operation with certain defects and at present exists. He thought under the circumstances his
imperfections which required removal, and there would at once proposal was a very moderate one, and he hoped the Chan
be a severance in the appellate system , as the Appeals from cellor of the Exchequer would accede to it . — The Speaker
England would go to one tribunal and the Appeals from Scot pointed out that there was already one amendment before the
land and Ireland to another. TheGovernment also objected House . Mr. Anderson said although he might not be con .
to postpone the operation of the Judicature Act for another sidered a friend of Scotch banks, still he hoped they would
year, and those who offered advice to that effect appeared , the receive that which they did not get - namely, fair play. He

wished to see the House give the Scotch bankers fair play ;

the ultimate tribunal of appeal and to overlook the great work and in the constitution of the Committee as now proposed ,

which the Act of 1873 was intended to accomplish in other fair play would not be given . He disclaimed any personal

respects . Under these circumstances theGovernment, con feeling against any of the gentlemen whom he wished to see

removed from the Committee ; but there were strong grounds

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and the House of for what he purposed doing. There were twoways in which the

Lords, proposed to detach for the present the more urgent Committee might be fairly constituted. The one was to select
part of the Act of 1873 from the other part not equally a given number of practical bankers from each party , and to

urgent, and the Lord Chancellor said he would lay on the fill up the Committee with men of business. The other was to

keep the bankers entirely off the Committee , but to allow

should be an intermediate Court of Appeal constantly sitting. them to give evidence. But the right hon . gentleman had

He thought it important that the Court of Appeal should followed å third way - he had put a number of English
not sit in separate divisions, and with respect to decrees practical bankers on the Committee, while there were no

disposing of the whole merits of a case, it would be pro Scotch practicalbankers tomeet them . (Hear.) The Committee,
vided that the Court should consist of not less than as originally proposed, was to consist of 17 members, four of
three members and of not less than two members in cases whom were to be Scotch , but not bankers. It was now

of interlocutory Appeals or questions of practice upon which intended that it should consist of 21 members, the number of

the whole merits of a case were not disposed of. With Scotch remaining the same as before, while there were six

respect to the question of the Final Court of Appeal, the practical English bankers to assist the right hon. gentleman
Government proposed to ask Parliament to suspend for twelve the member for the City of London to make out a case against
months the operation of those clauses in the Act of 1873 the Scotch banks. There was another reason against the

which took away the appeal from the House of Lords. In appointment of those gentlemen -- namely , that they had a

conclusion , the Lord Chancellor laid on the table a bill for direct pecuniary interest in the question which would come

carrying into effect the objects he had referred to . - Lord before them , andit was against the rules of the House that

Selborne did not think it expedient to go into detail upon the persons should vote in a case in which they had a direct
subject of the bill at the present moment, but he expressed pecuniary interest. - The Chancellor of the Exchequer would
an apprehension that if there was to be an intermediate remind the House that experience had commonly shown that
appeal, followed by a final appeal, the intermediate Court of 15 was a much more convenient number for discussing a

Appeal was not likely to be powerfully constituted as repre . subject in committee than a larger number. However, on the

senting the principles of Equity, because the Lord Chancellor present occasion it was entirely desirable that the committee

would be withdrawn from the intermediate court in order to | should consist of a greater number ofmembers. It should be

attend and hear Appeals in the House of Lords ; and the remembered that such a committee was not appointed to take

Master of the Rolls would be sitting often in his own Court on itself the function of deciding finally on the questions

and only occasionally in the intermediate Court of Appeal. submitted to it. The House did not part with its own judg

Though there mightbe someformal defects in the Act of 1873 ment in the matter. What they had lookeil to in the appoint

which it was desirable to correct, yet, upon the whole , he ment of the committee was that the gentlemen appointed
should have preferred to let the Act come into operation . | should examine the subject and draw out all the different
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views that should be brought forward respecting it, place Army 14 ,678,000
them in juxtaposition , and conveniently lay before the House Army Purchase 638,000

and the public the questions to be decided and the considera Navy 10,785 .000

tions by which they should be guided. There should be on Civil Service 12,656 ,000

the committee gentlemen capable of putting questions and Revenue Collection 3,636,000
drawing forth opinions and facts necessary to enable the House

Telegraph 1,098,000
to form its opinion. He looked on the committee as one

Packet Service .. 878,000
which would be of very great use with reference to future

legislation, but he did not look on it as one in which they

could exactly count heads, and say because there happened to Total Expenditure . . . . £75, 266 ,000atmpenditure

be a certain proportion of English and Scotch or Irish mem While mentioning the Civil Service Estimates, the Chan
bers a certain turn must be given to the decision of the cellor took the opportunity of praising the energy and
committee. Whatwas desired was to have a fair representation

of the different interests and persons acquainted with the
care displayed by Mr. W . H . Smith in the examination of

questions to be considered. With reference to the number of
those estimates, and before stating the estimated Revenue

bankers on the committee, there would be representatives of he premised that it took into account the normal growth

the Scotch banks, of the Irish banks, the London banks, the of Revenue, and that they are neither too cautious nor

provincial banks of issue, the provincial non -issuing banks,the over sanguine. The estimated Revenue is this :

joint-stock banks, and representatives of persons engaged in Customs . . £19,500 ,000

commercial pursuits . Great pains had been taken to form a Excise 27,800 ,000
list of a committee which would be qualified for the work, and

Stamps 10,600,000
he was very sorry to find it had been impossible to satisfy Land Tax and House Duties 2,450,000
everybody . He saw a great number who were anxious to

serve on so interesting a committee. The number he proposed
3 ,900,000Income Tax . .

was 21, but it was proposed by an hon . member to add other
Post Office . . 5,750 ,000

10 names . It was necessary , however, to draw the line some. Telegraphs .. 1 .240 ,000

where, and he submitted this was really a very fair proposal. Crown Lands . . • 385,000

He hoped the House would adhere to the number of 21, and Miscellaneous 4 ,100,000

there would then be a prospect of getting through the work in

reasonable time, which was themore requisite as the Scotch Total Revenue . . . . . . .£75 ,685,000
banks had entered into an engagement to suspend any ex

tension of their proceedings for another year with a view to
This leaves a surplus of £417,000, which may be reduced

the operations of this committee. (Hear.) The motion that
still further by supplementary estimates, especially in

the Committee do consist of 21 members was then agreed to.
regard to Irish education. The Chancellor stated at once

The committee was appointed as follows :- The Chancellor of that he did not intend , with such a small surplus, to make
the Exchequer , Mr. Goschen , Mr. Stephen Cave,Mr.Campbell. any reductions of taxation , but he reminded the House
Bannerman , Sir Graham Montgomery, Sir John Lubbock , that of the £5 ,476 , 000 taken off last year, £1,132,000
Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Anderson , Mr. Mulholland, Mr. Leveson really came into operation this year , the remissions of
Gower, Mr. Balfour, Mr. Norwood, Mr. Orr-Ewing, Mr.

the last Budget being for two years. He proposed ,
Mundella , Mr. Torr , Mr. W . Shaw , Mr. B . Denison , Mr. however, to make a re-adjustment of the Brewers'
Backhouse, Mr. Kavanagh , Mr. S . Lloyd, and Mr. Hussey Licences by charging 12s. 6d . for every 50 barrels, which
Vivian .

would be for the benefit of the small brewers, and would

cost the Revenue £60,000. In addition to this he pro

THE BUDGET. posed another change, which would not affect the Revenue

- substituting for the present Stamp Duty of 5 per
cent. on written appointments an uniform duty of 5s.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, on Thursday, made per £100 on all appointments, whether written or
his annual Financial Statement. The estimated income unwritten . As to larger readjustments of taxation ,
of the year was £74,000,000 , and the actual incomewas though our system may not be ideally the best, Sir
£74,921,870 , leaving a surplus of close upon £497,000 . | Stafford urged there is no crying need for a great
The estimated expenditure of the year was £73,958,000 , Reform . The objections to the Income Tax were much
and the actual expenditure £74,328 ,000 , being an excess less felt when it was low , uniform , and steady, and if the
of actual over estimated expenditure of £370,000. On tax was retained it was not for purpose of experiment,
the whole, making the necessary deductions and correc but in a state of abeyance ready for any necessity which
tions, the surplus, estimated at £436 ,000 , was actually might arise. Sir Stafford next turned to the question of
£593,833. This , no doubt, was a small surplus, but he the National Debt, contending that Parliament, though
argued that it was better to have a surplus real, though it had donemuch , had no reason to be proud of its efforts

small, than to create a fancy surplus by underestimating for the reduction of debt, and dwelling on the objections
the Revenue. Headmitted also that there had been some both to reduction by casual surpluses and terminable
errors in the details of the estimates , but he showed that annuities. This served as an introduction to a plan for
these had been much exaggerated , and, taking one item steadily acting on the Debt through a sort of Sinking
with another, that he had been tolerably accurate. Next, Fund , by enacting that the annual charge in every Bud
he read to the House a variety of interesting statistics, get for the Debt shall be £28,000 ,000 . This would only
illustrating the condition of the people , and with regard come into full operation the year after next. By this means
to Local Taxation , he mentioned that £512,000 had been he calculated that by 1885 £1 ,800,000 of Debt would be
paid , last year, leaving £642,000 to be paid next year . paid oft, and in 30 years £162,000 ,000 ; and if the system
Passing to the finances of the current year, he thus stated of casual surpluses and terminable annuities were con
the estimated expenditure : tinued , by 1885 £21,000 ,000 would be reduced , and in 30

Interest on Debt . . . . £27,215 ,000 years £213,000 ,000. The Savings Bank deficiency he

Consolidated Debt Charges 1,590 ,000 proposed to meetby amalgamating the accounts of the
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Old and New Savings Banks and by enlarging the field of the 18th September , 1874 , at Carmarthen , and the majority of

investment ; and , lastly , he enlarged on the question of the creditors reside in the West Riding of Yorkshire. The

Local Loans. It is proposed that all future debts are to question was whether the goods had been seized under an exe

be incurred by way of Debentures, and are to be subjected cution before the 18th September . His Honour characterised

to a strict system of audit and registration . Other minor the circumstances as so strange, and the conduct of the

improvements are to bemade in the system of Local Debt ; respondents so reprehensible , that he felt bound to refer to

them at greater length than he should have done under
and in conclusion he expressed a hope to be able to do

ordinary circumstances. After reviewing the facts in detail ,

something more next year for the relief of Local Taxation . he was of opinion that the goods which had been seized and

sold by the respondents were the property of the trustee, and

as the latter was willing to adopt the sale alleged to have been

made of them , the order would be that the respondents should
forthwith pay £18 10s, to the trustee, with costs.

YARMOUTH COUNTY COURT. .

(Before Mr. J. J. WORLLEDGE, Judge.)

BLAKE (TRUSTEE IN BE WRIGHT, A LIQUIDATING DEBTOR) FAILURES.
v . MERCER AND PEACOCK . - His Honour gave judgment in this
case, which was a suit to determine the priority in respect of ENGLAND . - A petition for liquidation by arrangement or

& sum of £120 11s. 6d ., which was held or retained by composition with creditors was, on the 3rd instant, filed at

Messrs. Mercer and Peacock , fish salesmen ,as a set-off against Wolverhampton County Court, by Messrs Pountney and Turner,

a liability of Wright to them , arising out of a previous fishing | of Darlington -street, Wolverhampton , auctioneers, the

voyage. Wright, it appeared , was indebted to the firm in the liabilities amounting to to about £4,500 . Messrs. Coleman

sum of £115 , of which only £15 had been incurred on the
last voyage. As usual, the firm was employed by Wright as in thematter, and Mr. C . T Starkey, of the firm of Messrs.

salesmen , and at the close of the fishing season , when Wright Lomas Harrison and Starkey, accountants, Birmingham , has

was made bankrupt, they retained the money in their posses- | been appointed receiver. The first meeting is fixed for the

sion , resisting the claim of the trustee, who contended that it | 29th instant. - A circular has been issued announcing the sus
should be included in the estate. Mr. Wiltshire, when the pension of payment of Messrs. John Morrison and Co., of 21

case was previously before the court, submitted that the crew Billiter -strret, E . C . The liabilities are believed to be con
had a lien upon the earnings of the boat, and that Mercer siderable, and the cause of the failure to have arisen from

and Peacock were bound to hand the money over , less their intimate business relations with Mr. W . T . Henley, whose

proper commission , without any retention for any clain failure was lately notified . It is stated that the estate will

arising out of a previous voyage. Mr. Blofeld , on the other show a considerable surplus, provided that of Mr. W . T Henley

hand, submitted that a maritime lien could not be inforced in works out as anticipated . The liabilities are estimated at

that court, because the herrings caught by them could not be about one quarter of a million sterling. The books have been

considered as freight. Mr.Wiltshire argued in reply that fish placed in the hands of Mr. Robert Fletcher, accountant, 2
was quasi freight, and that the crew had a lien upon it . His Moorgate- street. -- The suspension was announced on Monday

Honour said he had no power in that court to enforce a mari. of Messrs, J . and H . Browning, of Upper Thames-street, an

time lien ; but if the case had gone into the Admiralty Court, old and respected firm engaged in the oil trade. The liabilities

and a maritime lien had been established for a portion of the are estimated at about £90,000, with assets of nearly the
proceeds, then he thoughtMessrs. Mercer and Peacock would same amount, and the cause is reported to have been a with .

have been barred in setting off their claim against the amount drawal of capital by members of the family . The books are

of the lien . On that ground he thought the application on in the hands of Messrs Baggs, Clarke, and Josolyne.

behalf of the trustee must be dismissed. It was a fresh case, Mr. John Wilson Brown, merchant, Birmingham , has

and one which it was quite right to bring, and he should order called a meeting of creditors for Monday next. The

the costs to the trustee to be paid out of the estate, but liabilities are roundly estimated at £10 ,000. - A petition for

should leave Messrs. Mercer and Peacock , who had bagged a liquidation by arrangement & c. was filed in theOldham County

large sum , to pay their own costs . Mr. Moseley, solicitor in Court on April 12th ,byMills and Heywood , cotton spinners and

the case for Messrs. Mercer and Peacock , contended that costs doublers, Oldham , and Mr. David Smith , accountant, Manches

should follow the event, and asked that his client's costs ter, was appointed receiver. The liabilities are stated to be

should be allowed. His Honour said he thoughtMr. Moseley £20,000. - Application for liquidation has been filed in the

was right in his argument, and he must, therefore, allow the Stourbridge County Court by Mr. Benjamin Wood , coke

costs , although taking all the circumstances of the case into manufacturer and coalmaster, trading as Wood and Co ., at

consideration , he would rather not have done so . Themotion Pensnett, Staffordshire, and lately at Gellygaer and Merthyr

was then dismissed with costs , which are to come out of the Tydvil, Glamorganshire. The liabilities are estimated at

estate. £50,000. Mr. J. Bent, of Dudley, is appointed receiver, and
Mr. ErnestWhitehouse , of the same place , is the solicitor acting

for Mr.Wood . According to the Manchester Courier thesuspen
sion has been announced by circular, of Messrs. Agop Dayian

BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. and Co.,merchants, of that city. The liabilities are only small.

The bills have been returned of Messrs . Fearon and Co ., East

On Tuesday, his Honour (Mr. Daniel, Q . C.) delivered India and China merchants, of Leadenhall-street, a firm es

judgment in re John Watson ex parte Douglas. The motion tablished in 1856 , but the" amount of their liabilities has not

had been made on behalf of James Douglas, trustee in the yet transpired . The difficulties are understood to have

estate of John Watson , draper, of Llanelly , for an order arisen from the absence of remittances from the East. - The

directing that Richard Gardiner, high bailiff of the Carmarthen stoppage is reported of Messrs. Mills and Heywood , spinners

Connty Court, and Samuel Powell, the sub -bailiff, should pay and doublers, of Oldham , with liabilities representing £20,000 .

to him , as trustee, £50 , value of a piano, bookcase, and books, The National Zeitung mentions the failure of Messrs. S .

seized by the respondents on or about the 17th October, 1874 , Wertheimer and Sons, in the leather trade of Vienna. The

being the property of the debtor, John Watson , at the time he liabilities are estimated at 600 ,000 florins, partly due to

filed his petition for liquidation. The petition was filed on | London firms.
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AMERICA. - American advices announce the failure ofMessrs.

B . G . Smith and Co., on New York Stock Exchange ; also

that of the Banking house of S . P . Burt, New Bedford,
Massachusetts, with liabilites of £60 ,000 . It is thought pay

ment in full will be made if time is granted . - Messrs. Simms

Brothers, Boston , engaged in the furnishing goods line, had

also succumbed, with liabilities of £70,000. An extension , it
was thought, would be granted.-- The Ashland Savings Bank
Pottsville , Pennsylvania , had suspended .

C . KING (YARMOUTH ). - A meeting of the creditors of C .

King, of Great Yarmouth , boatbuilder and smack owner, was
held at the Star Hotel, Great Yarmouth , on Monday,
12th April, when it was resolved to liquidate the estate
by arrangement, Mr. Lovewell Blake, public accountant, and
Mr. W . E . Suffolk , of Norwich , timber merchant, being

appointed trustees with a committee of inspection . Mr.
William Holt is solicitor in the procecdings.

J . B . Page (GORLESTON ). - A meeting of the creditors of
James Bernard Page, of Gorleston , Suffolk , fishing-boat

owner, was held on Tuesday , 13th April, when it was
resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement,Mr. Lovewell

Blake, public accountant, and Mr. John Hammond, of Gorles

ton ,merchant, being appointed trustees with a committee of

inspection . Mr. C , H . Wiltshire is solicitor in the proceedings.

J . NELSON (LOWESTOFT). — A meeting of the creditors of

James Nelson , of Lowestoft , builder and beerhouse keeper ,

was held on Friday, 9th April, when it was resolved to

liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr. Lovewell Blake,

public accountant, being appointed trustee, with a committee

of inspection . Mr. W . R . Seago is solicitor in the proceedings.

J. S . BATES (LONDON ). - A general meeting of the creditors

of J. S . Bates, 36 Great Castle -street, Regent-street, was held

at the offices of Mr. Oliver Richards, 16 Warwick -street,

Regent-street, on Tuesday , the 13th April, when the debtor's

statement of affairs showed liabilities £1,146 Os. 3d . ; assets

£444 12s. The creditors resolved to liquidate by arrangement,

and Mr. Edmund Charles Chatterley ( C . Browne, Stanley and

Co.), public accountant, and Mr. Howard Haughton Ashworth ,
3 Salter 's Hall- court. E . C ., public accountant, were appointed

joint trustees to act with a committee of inspection.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

John Davis (BIRMINGHAM ). — The creditors of John Davis,
jewellers ' factor, Ann -street, have held their adjourned
meeting. The total liabilities had been announced at the

first meeting as £16 ,273, and an offer of 6s, in the pound had
been made by the debtor. A committee was appointed to
arrange as to the securities to be given , and they reported on

Friday that the estate would pay , after deducting costs,6s .Ojd .

An offer of 5s. 6d . cash in a month was, however, tele

graphed just before the commencement of the meeting, and

after an animated discussion was accepted by a large

majority.

E . JACOBS (BIRMINGHAM ). - A meeting has been held of the
creditors of Emanuel Jacobs, jewellers' factor, 23 Frederick

street. The total liabilities are £17,938 ,the total assets being

£1998 5s. The debtor's solicitor announced that, according to
the statement of affairs, a composition could be offered of

58. 7d . in the pound. But in order to avoid anything like

liquidation an offer would be made in excess of what the

assets showed , viz ., 6s. A creditor remarked that on Thursday

the debtor had submitted to him and other gentlemen some
accounts which varied from those now presented . A resolution

was ultimately adopted that the debtor should sign a declara

tion of insolvency, and it was agreed that the chairman of the

meeting should file a petition in bankruptcy directly the

debtor filed his petition in liquidation , unless the offer was
considerably increased .

BOOTAMAN (BLACKBURN ). - An adjourned meeting of the
creditors of this bankrupt was held on Wednesday last at the

Blackburn County Court ,before the registrar. A statement of
accounts presented by the bankrupt showed the liabilities to

be £1,665 13s. 8d., and the assets £620. Mr. Thomas

Duxbury, of Accrington , was appointed trustee, and Mr.

Eastham , of Clitheroe, solicitor to the creditors .

A . W . RAYSDEN (BINGLEY). - A meeting of the creditors of

Mr. A . W . Ramsden , worsted manufacturer, of Bingley, was

held on Monday afternoon at the offices of Mr. Gardiner,

solicitor, Bradford . A statement of affairs was presented ,

showing that the liabilities were £29,100 , and the assets

£10, 200 . It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and

Mr. H . Dickin was appointed trusted with a committee of

inspection .

Wilson , M 'LAY & Co. (Glasgow ). - A meeting of the credi

tors of Wilson , M 'Lay , and Co ., merchants, London and Glas

gow - whose suspension was recently announced with liabilities

estimated at £200 ,000 — was held on Tuesday. Mr. Spens, of
Messrs. Grahames, Crum and Spens, accountants , was ap

pointed trustee, and three of the creditors were also appointed

commissioners on the estate . The exact amountof liabilities
cannot yet beascertained , owing to transactions with other firms

who have since suspended payment. The whole number of

creditors is under twenty, and the bulk of the losses will fall

upon English firms.

A . DE BUSSCHE (RYDE). - At a meeting on Thursday of the

creditors of Mr. A . de Bussche , steam -ship owner, of Ryde,

Isle of Wight, the liabilities were stated at about £100 ,000 ,

and assets at £20 ,000 , subject to realisation . Mr. F . B . Smart

and Mr. Cape, the accountants, were appointed trustees to

wind up the estate, with a committee of five creditors.

BANK OF ENGLAND ACCOUNTS. — The annual Parliamentary

return , giving the weekly accounts of the Bank of England
during the year 1874, shows that the amount of Bank of
England notes held by the public ranged from $ 24,818,000 in
February to £27,660,000 in October ; the reserve of bank-notes,
from £12,423,000 in February to £7,899,000 in December ;

the total amount of bullion , from £23 ,969,000 in June to

£19 ,951,000 in December ; the minimum rate of interest , from

2 per cent. in June and July to 6 per cent. in December ; the

amout of bills discounted , from £6 ,414,000 in April to
£3, 236 ,000 in December ; the balances held on account of the

London bankers on the last day of the week , from £11, 169,000

in October to £6 ,485 ,000 in December ; and the Exchequor
balances, from LE09 ,000 in January to £7,615 ,000 in March .

BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION . - B . H . writes as follows in the

Law Journal : ~ " The defect in the working of ss . 125 , 126 is

that they afford such facilities to dishonest debtors. The

intention was of course that merely unfortunate men might,
without incurring the exposure of bankruptcy, arrange with
their creditors , themajority clauses being introduced to

merely malignant creditors from delaying matters . How these

sections really work is well known to creditors: the debtor's

solicitor soon shows the creditors that he holds enough proxies
from the debtor's friends, or indifferent or other creditors, to

carry his offer of 6d . in the pound ; and the creditors present,

though feeling sure that, if the matter were properly sifted , a
much larger dividend would be forthcoming, are deterred by

the fear of throwing away time and money from opposing the
registration of the resolution . As for the debtor, he, not

being on oath , can say what he chooses , and frequently does
so . I would suggest that all meetings held under these clauses

should take place before some official of the Court (privately,

to screen an honest debtor), who should have power to take

the debtor's replies to creditors' queries on oath , and whose
remarks on the case should be a guide to the registration of

the resolution accepting the composition . This substitution

oi an official in the character of an umpire would , I am sure,
effect a wholesome change in the present style ; honest

debtors would be sure of a fair hearing , and dishonest ones

would not be able to simply ·whitewash ,' as they casily do

vent

now .'
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BANKING RETURNS. was then in his possession . The assets were put down at

£691 16s., which included the stock - in -trade, which was

The Bankers' Magazine furnishes the returns of the circu .
the creditors in the first place agreed to accept it, payable by

lation of the private and joint-stock banks in England and
four instalments, provided he gave security for carrying

Wales for the four weeks ending the 20th of March , 1875 . out the arrangement. At the second meeting, when the
These returns, combined with the circulation of the Scotch resolution agreed to at the first meeting was to be confirmed ,
and Irish Banks for the same period , and the average circu

it was found that the defendant had not been able
lation of the Bank of England for the four weeks ending the

to procure the requisite securities , and therefore the cre
17th of March (the nearest date furnished by their returns),

ditors refused to confirm the proceedings of the previous
will give the following results of the circulation of notes in meeting , and decided on winding up the estate by arrange
the United Kingdom , when compared with the previous ment. Mr. W . C . Harvey (Gamble and Harvey, public
month :

accountants ), was appointed trustee, and he at once tele
March 20 . | Feb. 20 . | Increase. | Decrease. graphed to his agent at Cardiff to take possession of the

Bank of England £25,582,239 $ 25 ,914,794
defendant's stock , and when that was done, and it came to be

£362,552

Private Banks ... 2 ,413,991 2 ,485 , 241 71, 247 examined , it was found that one -third of that mentioned in

Joint-Stock Banks 2 , 278 , 126 2 , 300,253 22 , 127 the inventory furnished by the prisoner's solicitor at the first

meeting had disappeared, and the trustee had not been able to
Total in !England 30 ,274, 359 | 30,730 ,288 455 ,926

Scotland , 5 ,513, 920 5 ,631,553 90 ,633 discover it. When the whole of these facts were laid before
Ireland in 6 ,631,383 6 ,803,617 169,234 the Court of Bankruptcy the Registrar ordered the present

prosecution . Evidence having been called in support of the
United Kingdom £12 ,452,662 £13,168,458 £715,793 charge, Mr. Chapman contended that there was really no

And as compared with the month ending the 21st of March , fraud made out to send the defendant for trial. Alder
1874 , the above returns show an increase of £86 ,925 in the man Owden thought that it was a case to send before a
circulation of notes in England, and an increase of £103 ,809 jury, and committed the prisoner for trial. He consented to

in the circulation of the United Kingdom . On comparing the accept one surety in £200 , and himself in £200, to appear

above with the fixed issues of the several Banks, the following at the Central Criminal Court.

is the state of the circulation :

The English Private Banks are below their fixed issue ... £1,431,600
The English Joint-Stock Banks are below their fixed issue... 374 ,867 WINDING UP. - Petitions have been presented to the Court of

Total below fixed issue in England ... £1,806,467 Chancery for the winding up of the Star of Nevada Silver

Mining Company ( Limited ), and of theWest of England Stud
The Scotch Banks are above their fixed issue ... ... ... £2,794 ,649 Company (Limited) .
The Irish Banks are above their fixed issue ... ... ... 279,889

The average stock of bullion held by the Bank of England, in Mr. J . Waddell, trustee in the liquidation of the Southwell

both departments, during the month ending the 17th of Bank , which suspended in December last , has given notice of

March was £20 ,983,922, being a decrease of £414, 102, as com a first dividend of 2s. 60. in the pound , payable on the 22nd

pared with the previous month , and a decrease of £2,181,259 instant.

when compared with the same period last year. The follow Messrs. Barrett and Patey, public accountants , notify that
ing are the amounts of specie held by the Scotch and Irish

they have removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus to 90 London
Banks during the month ending the 20th of March : -- Wall.

Gold and silver held by the Scotch Banks .. . ... ... £4 ,025,847
County Courts. In the House of Lords on Thursday, the

Gold and silver held by the Irish Banks ... ... ... 2 ,807,771
Lord Chancellor laid on the table a Bill to amend the Acts

Tctal ... ... ... ... ... £6 ,833,618 relating to County Courts, and the Bill was read a first time.
- being a decrease of £80 ,633, as compared with the previous EUROPEAN ASSURANCE LIQUIDATION . - It is announced that
return , and an increase of £214,158 when compared with the the official liquidators of the European Assurance Society are
corresponding period last year. in the course of paying a second dividend of one shilling per

pound on the amount declared by them as the balance of the

debt due to parties originally insured with that Society .
ALLEGED FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.

NATIONAL DEBT. - From a return to the House of Commons

At the Guildhall on Thursday, Angelo Petrali, a jeweller and just issued it appears that the sumsadvanced by the National

watchmaker, of No. 90 Bute -street Docks, Cardiff, who was Debt Commissioners last year in commutation of pensions and

apprehended on a warrant at Cardiff by Detective-Sergeant of annuities for ten years was £354, 288 2s., and, with interest

Funnell, was charged on remand with making false represen accrued to the end of the year, was £361,003 14s. 3d. The

tations for the purpose of obtaining the consent of his annuties for ten years from the 1st April last, sufficient to

creditors to a composition arrangement under the Bankruptcy repay the advances mentioned , with interest at 3 per cent.,

Act, 1869 ; also with making material omissions in the statu . amounted to £42,300 3s. 6d .

tory statement of his affairs presented by him at the meetings
of his creditors ; and likewise with fraudulently removing goods parliamentary return obtained by Sir J . Eardley Wilmot

of the value of £10 and upwards belonging to his estate after respecting the expenses of the European Society Arbitration

the presentation by him of a petition for liquidation under shows that between August 21, 1872 , and February 11, 1875 ,
the said Act. Mr. Miller prosecuted ; and Mr. Chapman ap there was paid to various persons for services in the arbi.

peared for the defendant. Mr. Miller said this prosecution tration a sum of over £48 ,190 . The arbitrator received

was ordered by the Court of Bankruptcy, and was instituted £1,837 10s. ; the assessor, £2,525 ; joint official liquidator,
under the Debtors Act, 1869. The debtor was an optician , £10,000 ; joint official liquidator's clerks, £10,937 188. 11d. ;
jeweller, and watchmaker at Cardiff, in Glamorganshire, and solicitors , £21, 141 16s. 11d . ; and solicitors in Canada, £185 .

in the latter end of last year he presented a petition to the The remaining sumswere received by the secretary , assistant

Court of Bankruptcy , under the Debtors' Act, for the purpose secretary, assessor's clerks, and secretary' s clerks. The num

of inducing his creditors to accept a composition . In accord ber of sittings held by the arbitrator was nine in 1872, five in
ance with that Act he made a statement of his assets , in 1873 , and twenty- two in 1874 . The number of judgments
which he omitted to insert about £50 worth of stock which | delivered at these sittings was 116.
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The index to the Estate Exchange Registers issued by Mr.
Edward J. Wilson shows that the auction sales for the quarter

ended the 31st ult, amounted to £1,130,486 against £943,146
in the corresponding period of 1874, being an increase of
£187,340 .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in .
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .NEW COMPANIES.
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, ChanceryThe Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to Lane.

the following Companies, which were registered during the HOW TO PURCHASE A PILOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
week : PER MONTH .

Albion Reversionary Interest and Investment - Capital With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY, 29 and 30£250,000 , in £20 shares. Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

Blackpool Coal - Capital £5 ,000 in £1 shares . HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
Blackwater River Oyster Fishery - Capital £32,000 , in £4 AT 44 PER CENT. INTEREST.

shares. Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
Burnley Paper Works - Capital £50 ,000 , in £5 shares. upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchasedCumberland Coal and Manufacturing - Capital £250,000, in
and sold, and Advances made thereon .£4 shares.
Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on SaturdaysDarwen Cotton Manufacturing - Capital £30, 000 in £5

from 16 till 12 o 'clock .shares.
A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free

Dolgelly Gas - Capital £3, 000 , in £5 and £2 10s. shares. on application .

Dukinfield Spindle Making – Capital £1,000 , in £10 shares. Francis RAVENSCROTT, Manager.Joseph Hirst and Co. - Capital £106 ,630 , in £10 shares .

London and Provincial Consolidated Coal - Capital £25,000 , R E S T A U R A N Ti
in £10 shares.

Marron Bank Paper Mill - Capital £20,000 , in £5 shares. 13 OXFORD STREET,
Northumberland and Durham Land and Property - Capital Near the corner of Tottenham -court- road .

£25 ,000 , in £100 shares. Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management
Rother Vale Collieries - Capital £300,000 , in £50 shares. Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .
South Cliff, Scarborough (Bath ) – Capital £6 ,000, in £5 Luncheonsfrom the joints,hot or cold, including vegotables and bread, Is. 3d

shares. Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish ,

Southern States Coal, Iron , and Land - Capital £100 ,000 , in vegetables, cheese and bread , 28.

£10 shares. Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s . 6d . to 10s. Bd .
Sovereign Mutual - Capital £1,000 , in £1 shares. Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.
Victoria Saw Mill and Waggon - Capital £50 ,000, in £5 |

shares. LOLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND .
Villa do Conde Iron - Capital £50,000, in £5 shares. Proprietor - W . SKILLÉTER.
Westminster Cement Manufacturing Capital £3,000, in £3 Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

shares. Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directlyWichita Copper - Capital £60 ,000 , in £4 shares.
oposite Tilbury Fort , and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .Wombridge Iron - Capital £25,000, in £100 shares.

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 1s. PER WEEK.
And an equally love Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

TR
AD
E

MA
RK
O

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS is allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia. The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body ,while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circularmay be had,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. John WHITE , 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s. , 21s ., 26s. 60 , 31s . 6d ,

Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d . , 42s. , and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Truss, 42s. , and 52s, 6d . Postage

free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to Joux White, Post-office ,
Piccadilly.

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c , for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60 , 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the rymmetry of the chest. Prices
for children . Bs. 6d . and 7s . 6d . Adults, 10s . 6d ., 159 . 60 , and 218. each .

Postage free. - JOHN WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

MHEMETROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
Land, ESTATE , HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER . .SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices, No. 3 Craven
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate" are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, of Ground
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels
Public Honses, Inge, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Hou808, Tobaccos
niets, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Object,

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . -- The letting , or dispo :ing of, as Auctioneers, or Agerts, Land ,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses, Chambers, or Offices
under private contract . 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents, and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valu « tions
of Land , Farms, Estates, and Houses : aleo Valuations of Fur .

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pury
poses. 5 : h . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted b
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advanceson real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended for absolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inci
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate "

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and conti

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU.

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANWEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s, 6d. to 14 18. O . VO 100 guineas .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.
RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.
Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell , Esq.
George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq .

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq .

S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M .P .
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Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1, 216 ,115 13 5
LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 223,613 2 0

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. Bonuses Apportioned . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION . Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

OFFICES: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH . Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH . The ONLY AND SPECIAL

Receiver AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION. " MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,”
THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen-street,

Huddersfield . Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market Eisone Schranke und

place, Dewsbury. Kunstchlosser Fortschritts," to
tended to .

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,

“ The source of many a writer' s woe has been | AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
discovered , "

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
PENSI PENS !! PENS ! ! ! testify marked Progress .

“ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men , " FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
The Pickwick ,the Owl,and the Waverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

infliction . "
Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . use of False Keys.

1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Graphic , 17th May, 1873. Siroog-Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is. ld . keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security
burglars , and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin . this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

burgh . the thicklers of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock

FPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and KBY, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
natural laws which governºoperations of digestion and nutrition, and Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulentby a careful application of the fino properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.

copies of the origiral Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin or $630 , vide
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

" Times , " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protectionwhich may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories : very

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . IIundreds of subtle
by thismeans.

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
HOBBS, HART & CO .,

point. Wemay escape many a fatalshaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR KANUFACTURERS,

Civil Service Gazette, 76 Cheapside, London , E . C .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice- President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE, Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . ||WILLIAM HENRY WATSON , Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a ,King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington .
TREASURER. JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London ,

AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER, 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .
OFFICES — 2 COWPER ' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to
ALFRED O. HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO este
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H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION:

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers ,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. April 17 , 1875.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Vol. I. — NEW SERIES. — No. 20.1 SATURDAY, APRIL 24 , 1875. [PRICE 6D.

W ANTED, an experienced Accountant's Clerk . Apply

- X . Y . 2 ., 37 Cannon -street, Birmingham .
W E beg leave to inform our Friends and the Public that

the Partnership hitherto subsisting between CRAIG , GARDNER

and Co. has been this day DISSOLVED , MR. ROBERTGARDNER re

tiring from the firm . The business will be conducted as usual at the same

address, under the style of CRAIG & Co . , Auditors and Accountants, to

whom all debts due to the late firm are to be paid , and by whom any lia

bilities will be discharged .
CRAIG & co .

Trinity Chambers,
40 and 41 Dame Street, Dublin ,

10th April, 1875.

ARTICLED PUPIL . – Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub-editing andGeneralNews

paper Work in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught shorthand

if desired. Three years' articles. Premium expected. Address, Mr
ALFRED W .GLE, ACCOUNTANT Office , 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

VACHT FOR SALE. - A Ten Ton Cutter, now lying
1 in the Thames. Taken severalCups, Price , gear and fittings com

plete , £70 Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

Established 1843.

PER ODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANSUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSI S. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
I prepal ng their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , v ich is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month. To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

PUBLICATIONS.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.,
U REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices , 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

Just Published, Demy 8vo., price 5s ., cloth boards.

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors . By ROBERTHENRY
RICHARDSON , A S . A .Eng., Law Accountant and Additor.

The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order (crossed I.ondun
and County Bank), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park, Hammersmith ,
London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c.,
100 Chancery Lane, London .

[ AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs MARSH , MILNER,
and Co. , Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors , have a number of
WEALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTÍNG in AGRICU
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided, and written

terms are invariably settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Ad

dress Messrs. Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54
Cannon -street, London , E . C .

NINTHI ENITION .

NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale , and
Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules and

Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies.

BY JOHN BATII , F . S .A . E ,
Price 6d .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London, E . C,

M ORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon

10 Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , ' MILNER and Co., have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842 ), 54 Cannon -street .

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL, with Law Reportsand Public General Statutes The only
Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867 .

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy, 9d.;
delivered free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN ,

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 Queen Victoria -street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £200 per annum ; admirably lighted . - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 Walbrook .

TRANSLATIONS,

A PARTNER WANTED to work an excellent patent.
£1,000 required. No agents need apply . For particulars, address

8 ., 5 Muscovy -court, Trinity-square, E . C .

AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTANT'S CLERK (40 ) .
n Well up in Audits, Bulancing, & c ., is open to an engagement, tem .
porary or permanent. Town or Country. Unexceptional relerences and
testimonials . Address J . D . , CO Thurston Road , Lewishani.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed
by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial
documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and
speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - Vacancy for First-Class Clerk
1 in City Firm . Address by letter only, stating age, qualifications,

last situation , salary required, & c ., " Auditor, care of Messrs . Kingsbury

and Co ., 11 Clemeni's Lane, E . C . No one need apply who does not possess
a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its branches .
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THE INSTITUTE OF " ACCOUNTANTS.

President, WILLIAM QUILTER.

Vice-President, WILLIAM TURQUAND .

COUNCIL

John BALL (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London).
HARMOOD WALCOT BANNER (Liverpool) .

HENRY WEBSTER BLACKBURN ( H . W . and J . Blackburn, Bradford , Yorkshire ).
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CAPE (Cape and Harris, London ) .

HENRY CROYSDILL (Croysdill, Saffery, and Co., London ) .

EDWARD CARTER (Carter and Carter, Birmingham ).

WILLIAM Welch DELOITTE (Deloitte , Dever, Griffiths, and Co., London ) .

ROBERT FLETCHER (Robert Fletcher and Co., London ).

ROBERT PALMER HARDING (Harding, Whinney, and Co., London ).

CHARLES FITCI KEMP ( C . F . Kemp, Ford , and Co , London ).

GEORGE HERBERT LADBURY (Ladbury , Collison, and Viney, London ).

SAMUEL LOWELL PRICE ( Price, Waterhouse, and Co., London ) .

WILLIAM QUILTER (Quilter , Ball, and Co., London ).

. .. ;

.

WILLIAM TURQUAND ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

JOHN Young (Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

TRUSTEES.

WILLIAM HOPKINS HOLYLAND (London ) .

ALFRED AUGUSTUS JAMES (James and Edwards, London ).

ALEXANDER YOUNG ( Turquand, Youngs and Co ., London ).

AUDITORS.

HENRY CHATTERIS (Chatteris, Nichols and Chatteris, London ).

FREDERICK WHINNEY (Harding, Whinney and Co ., London ).

BANKERS

MESSRS. FULLER, Banbury, Nix , and MATHIESON , 77 Lombard Street, E .C.

SOLICITOR .

Henry MARKBY (Markby, Tarry and Stewart), 57 Coleman Street, E .C .

SECRETARY .

Thomas A . Welton, 30 Moorgate Street, E .C .

Under RULE 16 , applicants for admission as Associate up to 1st of July , 1878 (save as provided by Rule 19)must
be twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than five years as clerk , either articled or otherwise ,

to a member of this Institute or of some other Institute or Society of Accountants, or else must have been in

Partnership with such a person for not less than four years, or have been in practice as a Professional Accountant

for the five consecutive years preceding the date of application .

RULE 10 is to the effect that Fellows shall (except as provided by RULE 19 ) for the future be elected from

among the Associates only ; RULE 19 enacts that it shall be competent to the Institute, in special cases, to admit

persons either as Fellows or Associates who may not be eligible under the foregoing regulations, provided such

persons have made application to the Council, accompanied by the proper written recommendation according to the

Rules , and have received the recommendation of three- fourths at least of the Council.

Applicants for admission as Associate must be recommended to the Council by at least one Fellow of the

Institute in the termsprescribed .

Applicants for admission as Fellow must be recommended in like manner by at least three Fellows.

The Membership of the Institute is by RULE 53 restricted to personswho are not engaged in any other pursuit

than that of a Professional Accountant.

THOMAS A . WELTON, SECRETARY. .

30 Moorgate -street, E .C ., 18th February, 1875.
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WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Legal. Accountancy, & General Printers, scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for theIn consequence of numerous applications from sub

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c. supply of Cases for holding and preserving the

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON. Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on
the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ) ,

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of
APRIL 24, 1875.

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the

paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a " newspaper"

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act; and

members of the profession thus have the opportunity We noticed last week , in referring to themeeting of
of contributing towards the success of their own the Manchester Society of Accountants, that the

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required

to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par
President of the Law Society was not only an invited

liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday guest, but spoke of the relationswhich existed between
in time for the early morning mails ; price 6d. per

solicitors and accountants as being mutually advan.
copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being : annual sub tageous, and not, as they are so often represented to be,

scription 248. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post | utterly and irreconcilably hostile. We hope that after
free ). Cheques and Post-office orders to bemade payable

| Mr. Ponsonby's common-sense remarks, the silly cry that
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space , and letters | is so constantly raised may be discontinued, and that

relating to the general business of the paper, should also the two professions may be allowed to go on working in

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same their own entirely distinct ways. We concede at once

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current to our opponents that every man is best kept to his own

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to 1 peculiar line of work , and that the outsiders who are

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

perpetually trying to trespass within the confines of

TO ADVERTISERS. professional men deserve to be put down . But then ,

we must lay down as an equally clear principle, that the
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an man who complains of unauthorised intruders on his

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed demesne, must himself keep within his own limits.

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty
The small farmer has no right to pasture his cows in

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success the carefully -fenced field of the neighbouring squire .
in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes On the other hand, the great landowner must not

sional organ. The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha
argue that, because his rights are absolute within cer

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium tain carefully defined limits , he is therefore entitled to

for the announcements of members of the profession , as
the exclusive use of land adjacent to his own to which

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, no owner can be found and no title made : especially

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; if he were to plead as a justification of his conduct that

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com
the local ne'er -do-wells were in the habit of poaching

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser on his preserves . This, however , is tolerably analogous

tion in the current number, should reach the office on to the manner in which sundry members of the legal

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re
profession, and their organs in the press, treat the

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith accountants.

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,
The misunderstanding rests mainly on the attempt of

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors. solicitors to claim an exclusive monopoly in almost
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every branch of business which can in any manner be Wesuspect that the New Bankruptcy Act is at the

broughtwithin their range, and in some of the letters bottom of all this outcry . Before the trustee system was

which appear in sundry law papers this habit is carried introduced , accountant and solicitor met in perfect har .

to an extreme extent. In fact, it is doubtful, according mony. Companies were wound up by the joint efforts

to some of these authorities, whether it is not highly of liquidators and lawyers , both working in their own

penal for a man to make his own will. For a “ layman " | sphere. A solicitor would lay accounts before an ac

to interfere in any way, — to draw a simple agreement,to countant for his investigation , just as he would send

make a will, to prepare the plainest possible legal docu a difficult abstract to his counsel. But the Act,

ment, - is a high misdemeanour, and punishable by law . which was expressly intended to diminish expense ,

In auy of these cases a solicitor must be called in , and has in some respects operated unfavourably for

the whole routine of attendances, examination of deeds, solicitors. When creditors chose some simple-minded

perusing , preparing , and reading over gone through , member out of their own body as trustee the

much to the profit of the solicitors, and the increase of hearts of all debtors were gladdened . The trustee

expense to the client. As a matter of fact, this pro was afraid to take a step on his own responsibility, and

fessional rule is infringed daily. Every law stationer referred every thing to his solicitor, except in those

sells blank forms that may be readily used for numerous cases in which every expense was to be

any simple matter; there are plenty of books designed sternly cut down. It soon became recognised that it is

to instruct themost inexperienced in legal learning ; and not every man who can reach the Corinth of unravelling

the standard work of reference on the duties of medical accounts often intended not to be too easily seen

men, prepared by a barrister, and to be found in every through , and that a man whose profession it was to

law library, contains a chapter expressly devoted to deal with this class of knavery was the best trustee

the enabling of doctors to make wills for their patients . that could be appointed. Undoubtedly the choice of

We do not say, that any wise man would ever refuse to . a strong and capable man as a trustee who acted on

avail himself of professional assistance. The man his own knowledge, instead of a weak man who was

who physics himself, without going to a doctor, is not always rushing to his solicitor, was not quite agreeable

a wit more reckless than the man who draws his own to the latter named profession. But it may safely be

will or settles his own purchase deeds. There is no said , as to this system , that the Act allows it, that the

obligation for any one to go to either solicitor or doctor, interest of the trading community requires it, and that

except the fear of an unpleasant blunder. the petty attorneys who lose a small amount of their

As a matter of fact, accountants are quite innocent of profits are not to be allowed to stand in the way. To

the heinous crimes so freely laid to their charge. They '| complain of the iniquity of an accountant who charges

do not interfere in matters of conveyancing, they do for time actually expended instead of mulcting the

not prepare wills , and their advice to any one who

sought their opinion on a matter of law would be to go claim , is childishly ludicrous. Let our legal friends

at once to a respectable solicitor . Their domain is take comfort ; they have still their own business to fall

that of figures, and a practical knowledge of accounts. back on . We do not propose to allow " debtcollectors "

Put a skilled accountant to carry on a business for a to have a legal status in our courts of law , and to address

short time: he would be quite at sea as to many

mechanical processes and trade secrets ; buthe would , men . This we are quite willing to leave to trained

from his keen intuition and knowledge of accounts , be advocates ; but, while we will help them to put down

as good a director as could be found. This skill of any pretender who does unlawful work under any

management is superadded to skill in figures, till the guise , we shall continue to assert the right of account

profession of an accountant is extended — just as the ants to act where neither the dictates of law nor the

attorney, whose duties are to represent his client in requirements of professional etiquette forbid them .

courts of justice and to supply his deficiencies by the

exercise of professional skill, performs in addition the

functions of a conveyancer and draftsman of all docu

ments which may at any time comewithin the ken of Wehave on sundry occasions directed attention to

a court of law . the careless way in which people enter into a contract
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with an insurance company. The technically worded
filing of an affidavit which stated that more money

conditions, framed so as to leave every possible loop .
might probably be received , and the fact that no dis

hole of escape open, are never perused till the pre charge of the debtor was asked for. The Registrar

mium has been paid , and the declaration that is signed
seems to have acted here with due discrimination, but

by the proposed insurer is too often looked upon as a no one can fairly doubt that Mr. Wood's non -assenting

mere form . Add to this , that the agent, whose profit
creditors ought to have their interests duly considered

depends upon the amount of insurances he obtains, is and registration unhesitatingly refused .

as liable to overstate and exaggerate as agents usually

are, and itmay be seen that life insurance is often a

very hazardous business indeed — to the insurers. A Weshould not have thought that there could have

case in which the United Kingdom Assurance Company been much doubt as to the social status of a miner.

figured in the police courts clearly illustrates this. But it seems from the report of a case which we give

Here is the instance of a man who believes and is told elsewhere, that a question has been raised whether or

that his own statements as to his health are all that is not he comes under the denomination of a labourer

required, and after whose death payment of the policy or workman. The trustee apparently considered him

is disputed on the ground thathehas misled them . His
to be a contractor, and so not within the 32nd section

payments are made for some weeks before the policy of the Act in respect to any claim to preferential pay

is issued , and then it appears that there are stipulations ment. It is true that he contracted to do his work ,

as to entrance fees and payment of only half the and so does every man who accepts employment ; but

amount due in case of death within one year. It is he might, on the same grounds, be termed a professor,

high time that the whole question of the insurance con and claim rank among the learned professions. If he

tract was put on a satisfactory basis, and that when
had been paid a fixed rate of wages, either by time or

once money has been paid to the company all objections by the week , the question would not have arisen ; but

should be considered to be waived. Some check should if the appellant had been excluded from the definition

be kept on the agents, and the responsibility of the of a labourer, all men who do piecework must have

companies for their statements strictly enforced . The
been excluded also . Piecework is coming much into

large companies are asmuch concerned in this matter vogue, and is considered by no less an authority than

as the small ones.
Mr. Brassey as one of the best antidotes to the powers

of the trades unions. It favours a capable and indus

Mr. John Brearley Wood has evidently a very strong
triousman, and it would be hard to place him in a

appreciation of the advantages of a judicious bank
worse financial position than men whose interest it is

ruptcy ; and if he can only succeed in accomplishing a
to spin out their time as much as possible.

few more feats of the description of the one he per

formed at Birkenhead, hemay become in time a very rich THE AUSTRALIAN DIRECT STEAM NAVAGATION COMPANY. - Four

man . To offer, and getaccepted , a composition of one petitions to wind up compulsorily the Australian Direct Steam

penny in the pound, shows a spirit of daring and
Navigation Company (Limited ) came before the Master of the

Rolls on Saturday afternoon . This is the companyagainst which

resolution which ought to do great things. It is summonses were recently heard at the Guildhall and the

possible that this confident gentleman may find some
Mansion House, taken out by intending emigrants who had

been induced to come to London in the expectation of sailing

difficulty raised when the registrar has to decide whether to Australia in the company's steamship Victoria , but who

found that they had paid their passage-money to no purpose ,

he can register the resolutions. This is certainly a as the vessel did not sail at any of the advertised dates. There

matter in which the doctrine laid down in Sir William was also & petition by Messrs . Suter, Hartmann & Co , ship

painters, as creditors for the amount due to them for painting
Russell's case may be profitably applied , and regis the ship 's bottom . There were two others , one presented by

tration refused. It is evident here that there are no Commander Cheyne, R . N , one of the directors, who claimed

to be a creditor of the company, and the other by the Marine

assets, and that the creditors can derive no possible Superintendent of the company, Captain George Macdonald ,

benefit by giving up their claims. In connection with MN. His Honour said it was clear the company must be

wound up , and made an order , with costs , on the first three

this case, we may notice in re Cusker, which we report petitions, giving the conduct of the order to the petitioners,

elsewhere. Here the assets appeared by the accounts | Messrs . Hopcraft , but refused to makeany order on the fourth ,

as it was clearly presented only for the purpose of manufactur

furnished to be merely sufficient to pay the expenses, ing costs, and after it was well known that the other petitions

and registration would have been refused but for the had been presented .
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Correspondence.
COURT OF CHANCERY, WESTMINSTER.

April 16 .
RE HELLIER A BANKRUPT. ( Before Lord Jus'ice MELLISH.)

To the Editor of the Accountant. Ex PARTE GIBBS - IN RE WEB. - This was an appeal from
Sir , - Will you permit me to correct an error in your la decision of Mr. Registrar Murray, acting as Chief Judge in

report of this case (and consequently in your comments
Bankruptcy. Mr. Thomas Stammers Webb, of Gracechurch.

thereon ) in your issue of the 10th April. His Honour
street, a colliery proprietor, filed a liquidation petition on the

16th of January last. The first meeting of the creditors was
decided against the application to set aside a portion of held on the 3rd of February , when a liquidation by ar
the bankrupt's pay under section 89 of the Bankruptcy rangement was resolved upon , and an immediate discharge

Act, 1869, on the ground that he was not a " civil servant was granted to the debtor. An objection was raised to the
of the Crown ; ” and iinder section 90 , on the ground that validity of the proceedings, on the ground that the debtor had
he received neither “ salary nor income " from his office, been in partnership, and that he had omitted in his state
but was paid by “ fees," which were uncertain . I then ment of his affairs produced to the mecting to distinguish
said that we should appeal from his decision , on which he between his joint and separate assets, and his joint and
said that he should decide on the point of discretion separate liabilities. Upon the application to have the resolu

vested in him - in order that we might not be in a position
tions registered , the Registrar, upon the authority of the

to appeal, " which he did not think would be right or
decision of the Chief Judge, in “ Ex parte Cockayne' ( Law

Reports , 16 , Eq. cases), held that the objection was à fataljust, & c .," as in your report.
one, and refused to allow the registration . Upon the applica

An opinion has, however, been taken , and counsel tion of the debtor an order was afterwardsmade, directing
has advised that an appeal lies, and accordingly the that a fresh firstmeeting of the creditors should be summoned
trustee has lodged an appeal motion , which will come on under the petition . From this order one of the opposing creditors
for hearing before the Chief Judge on the 26th instant, appealed . The debtor made an affidavit, in which he stated

at 10 o 'clock , or as soon after as it can be heard . that the omission in his statement arose from ignorance. Mr.

Yours, & c ., De Gex , Q . C ., and Mr. Hemming, for the appellant, argued

GEORGE HIRTZEL . that the Act and the Rules gave no power under any circum .

Solicitor to the Trustee.
stances to direct a fresh firstmeeting to be summoned . Mr.

Finlay Knight was for the debtor. Lord Justice Mellish

thought that the Registrar's decision was perfectly right.

THE MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF

ACCOUNTANTS . April 20.

To the Editor of the Accountant. (Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

Sir, - An inaccuracy (of small moment however) has BEYNON v . Cook. — This was an appeal from a decree of the

crept into your report of the annual meeting of the Master of the Rolls, granting relief in respect of certain money

Manchester Institute , given in last weck 's issue.
transactions in which the late husband of the plaintiff had

been concerned with the defendant. In July , * 1861, Rhys
You say - after giving the names of gentlemen ap Beynon , the plaintiff's husband , was about 26 years of age.

pointed to the Council, in place of those retiring, " and He had no income but a salary of £1 a week as a solicitor's

the retiring Auditors, Messrs. Beardsell and Mottershead , clerk , and no property except a sum of £600, secured in pur
were again elected for the forthcoming year ; ” whereas suance of a family arrangement as his share of the family
the auditors are appointed for one year only, and the property by the bond ofhis eldest brother, and payable on the

honorary duties of the office for the past year were dis death of his father, then a healthy Welsh squire, aged 54.

charged by myself, in conjunction with Mr. A . P . Popple . Being at this time very hard pressed for money, he was intro

well. duced hy one Whitcombe, to whom he applied in the first

instance, to the defendant, Mr. Robert Cook , who carried on
I am , yours truly , the trade of bill discounter and money lender, in Warwick

J. E . LEES. street , Regent- street. Cook made an advance of £85 in

consideration of his promissory note at six months for £100,

the loan being collaterally secured by a mortgage of the £600

post -obit bond, with a proviso that if default should be made
The suspension is announced of Mr. John Antoniadi, mer in payment of the promissory note when due, the £100 should

chant, George- street, Manchester, with liabilities variously bear interest at 5 per cent. per month. Rhys Beynon, who

estimated at from £10,000 to £15,000.
died in October, 1872 , continued in the samestate of pecuniary

distress until his death . In October, 1873, the £600 bond
WINDING-UP. - Petitions have been presented to the Court having become payable by the death of his father, Beynon 's

of Chancery for the winding-up of the Alton Coal, Coke, and widow offered Cook his principal with compound interest (at 5

Iron Company (Limited ) , Davis Maesteg Merthyr Colliery per cent.) , but Cook refused to take less than £100 . Mrs .

Company (Limited), Flagstaff Silver Mining Company of Beynon thereupon filed her bill to redeem Cook on paymentof
Utah (Limited ), and Bronfloyd Company (Limited). - In the the sum actually advanced, with interest at such rate as the

Rolls Courts on Friday the usual compulsory order was Court might award . The Master of He Rolls , being of opinion

made for winding -up the Australian Direct Steam Navigation that Rhys Beynon was in the position of an expectant heir ,

Company (Limited ) . . Vice-Chancellor Malins has made

an order for the voluntary winding-up , under the supervision the Sales of Reversions Act (31 and 32 Vict. , cap. 4 ) , made an

of the Court, of the General South American Company order for delivery up of the securities on payment of the £85

(Limited ), Messrs. Cope and Schwank , being continued as actually advanced , with interest at 5 per cent., and ordered

liquidators. - A petition has been presented to the Court of Cook to pay the costs of the suit. Mr. Brett (Mr. Karslake,
Chancery for the winding up of the Port of London Wharfage Q . C ., with him ), for the defendant, contended that the case was
and Warehouses Company (Limited ).

distinguished from those of a catching bargain with an ex
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pectant and inexperienced heir of tender years, ofwhich “ Earl | Act. The appellant in his affidavit stated that the pits were

of Aylesford v . Morris ” ( L . R . 8 , Ch . 484 ) was a recent in - , under the control of a manager, who came round daily to see

stance, inasmuch as Rhys Beynon was upwards of 26 years of that the men were at work , and he had power to dismiss in

agn at the date of the transaction , and having parted with his cese of misconduct . The trustees under the liquidation re

expectancy , did not fill the position of an expectant heir ; and jected ihe proof of the appellant on the ground that hewas not

further, that after acquiescence for so many years in the a workman or servant, but a contractor, and the Judge of the

transaction it could not be now disturbed . County Court confirmed that rejection . After hearing the
arguments of counsel, his Lordship held that the appellantwas

a “ labourer or workman," to whom wages were due. He was

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
employed to do work at wages ; the hiring was for labour and

nothing else ; and his wages were to be paid by an estimate

made of his services . The present case was within the pro

April 17. tection which the Act of Parliament gave, and the order of

the Court below must be discharged.
( Before Mr. Registrar SPRING Rice.) FORD v. CoughEY. - This was an appeal from the judgment

IN RE JESSE MORSMAN . — The debtor, who has for eighteen of the judge of the County Court at Liverpool. It was a case

years past carried on a large business as builder and contrac in which there having been a former unclosed petition , and a

tor at Lisson -grove, has presented a petition for liquidation , second petition having been presented , a sum of money was

estimating his total liabilities at £6 ,000, a considerable portion placed in the hands of Ford , the trustoe , as assets divisible
ofwhich , being bill transactions, it is hoped will run off ; and his among the creditors, which assets were claimed by Mr. Read ,

assets , consisting of leases, household furniture, book debts , the trustee under the first liquidation , the composition of 28.

and the goodwill of business, at about £4000. Upon the in the pound not having been paid beyond i1d ., and the

application of Mr. Chubb , supported by trade creditors, his County Court judge had decided that the assets in the hands

Honour appointed Mr. Flaxman Haydon , (Haydon and Vivian ) of the trustee were applicable to the payment of the compo

public accountant, receiver and manager, and granted an sition , under the case of Tucker and Hernaman. Attention

interim injunction . being called to the fact that there was no evidence as to what
IN RE IM THURN AND Co. — Mr. Nicol, (Nicholson , Nicol, creditors under the first petition had proved under the second ,

and Co.) mentioned this case to the Registrar under the fol . the learned judge thought he could not entertain the appeal
lowing circumstances. The debtors had become interested in at present, but that it had better go back to Liverpool to
some large gasworks in South America , having advanced ascertain the fact. He thought that the whole matter should

money to complete and carry on the works. It was necessary be referred to the County Court judge.

that a competent gentleman should be sent out there to ( Before Mr. Registrar HaZLITT.)
investigate the amount of the debtor' s interest , which was

estimated at about £120,000 , and he now asked the Court's
IN RE C . W . SPARK. - An application was made to confirm

sanction for the payment of a sum of £500 out of the estate
resolutions come to by the creditors of C . W . Spark , who is

towards the expenses of such investigation . The Registrar
described as an ironmaster, of 31 Threadneedle-street, and

thought the creditors ought to be consulted in thematter , and elsewhere. The petition was presented in December last ,
directed the application to stand over for that purpose. the liabilities being estimated at £20 ,620 , against assets

IN RE J . F . LANG . — The debtor, an architect and artist, of £4,536 . Liquidation by arrangement was agreed to by the
Cavendish -road , St. John 's Wood , has filed a petition for | creditors, but at a meeting subsequently held a composition

liqnidation , estimating his liabilities at £41,000 , the assets of 2s. 60. in the pound was accepted . His Honour confirmed

being estimated to show a surplus. Upon the application of the resolutions.

Mr. Pamphilon, his Honour appointed a receiver and manager
to the debtor's estate.

April 20 .

April 19 . (Before Mr. Registrar Roche,sitting as Chief Judge.)
Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge. IN RE BENNETT AND GLAVE. - The debtors, described as

EX PARTE ALLSOP RE DISNEY. — This case, which was woollen manufacturers, of 45 Cheapside, and of Leeds, have
brought before the Court by appeal from the Derbyshire petitioned under the arrangement clauses , with liabilities

County Court, raised a question of some little importance as returned at £46 ,000 , and assets, consisting of book debts,

to the right of men working in coal and ironstone mines to be £1,800, and stock -in -trade of the value of several thousand
paid in full the wages earned by them in case of the failure of pounds. Mr. Brough , for the debtors, and with the concur
the masters. Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. E . C . Willis were rence of some of the creditors, asked that a receiver and

counsel for the appellant ; Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., and Mr. Finlay manager should be appointed for the purpose of protecting

Knight for the respondents, the trustees. The appellant had the property and carrying on the business. The evidence

been for some time in the employ of Mr. H . C . Disney, iron showed that the debtors were extensively engaged in the

master, of Morley - park Iron Works Derbyshire. At the date manufacture of woollen cloth , and the work now in progress

of the liquidation petition he was working in a gin pit as a amounted to several thousand pounds. At the mills 200

miner, getting ironstone at the rate of 5s. to 7s. per ton , the operatives were employed , and it was desirable that the trade

master proviling all necessary appliances , and the appellant should be continued until after the first meeting of creditors,

finding merey the labour. The appellant had to get the appointed for the 7th of May . His Honour nominated Mr.

stone and stack it on the pit bank , where it wasmeasured up W . H . Burrell, accountant, Leeds, to act as receiver and

every fortnight. He then received a certain sum called a manager of the property .
" subsist," for himself and others working with him , and at

the end of each month the stone was weighed and a ticket ( Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)
given of tle amountof work done. The 32nd section of the
Bankruptcy Act, 1869, provides for preferential payment of IN RE SAMUEL BRANDRAM . – Upon the application of Mr.

" all wage of any labourer or workman in the employment of R . V . Williams, registration was allowed of a resolution for

the bankrupt at the date of the order of adjudication and not liquidating by arrangement. The debtorwas a winemerchant,

exceeding two months' wages.” It appeared that the appel carrying on business in Mincing-lane, City , Pall Mall, and

lant was subject to the rules and regulations in force at the at Aldershot, and also proprietor of the late Junior St. James's

mine and pits, and also subject to the provisions of the Truck Club . His liabilities were returned at £23,947 , and assets

Act , the Master's and Servants ' Act , and the Mines Regulation ! £22,605, subject to realisation .
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IN RE WILLIAN B .ARKEN. — The debtor had carried on an the pretence of representing them at themeeting of creditors.
extensive business as a goldsmith and jeweller in New Bond . Mr. Jonessubmitted that unless a creditorhad proved his debthe
street. He recently failed for about £32,000 , his estate being was precluded by theninth rule from inspecting the proceedings .
valued at £22,475 . Resolutions to liquidate liy arrangement, The court was aware that the case was one of exceptional
with a trustee and committee of inspection , have been passed , magnitude, and it was extremely desirable that the creditors ,
and upon the application of Mr. Oliver Richards, his Honour many of whom resided abroad , should not be misled by tout.
ordered registration . ing circulars, — Mr. Learoyd, amicus curiæ , said that the prac

tice referred to was no doubt exceedingly irritating and obnox .

April 21.
ious, but there was also an evil to be provided against
arising from the proceedings being left too exclusively

( Before Mr. Registrar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge.) | under the control of the debtors and their representa

IN RE R . CUSKER . - This was an appeal from an order of tives. He suggested that the evil complained of might

Mr. Registrar Keene, refusing to register a resolution of
be met if the court gave an intimation that access

creditors for a liquidation by arrangement. Mr. Bagley ap
should not be allowed to the proceedings except upon

peared for the appellant ; Mr. F . O . Crump for the respondent.
written request of solicitors specifying the creditors they re .

The debtor, Richard Cusker, a general merchant, carrying on
presented . The Registrar said that the court was fully alive to

business in Merrick -square, Southwark , presented his petition the evil of touting, but the practice was also often resorted to

in February last, and at the first meeting the creditors passed on the part of receivers and managers, who were appointed

a resolution in favour of liquidation by arrangement, and
on an ex -parte application made in the interest of debtors.

appointed a trustee. The statement of affairs presented by Heasked Mr. Jones whether he was prepared to undertake,

the debtor disclosed debts , secured and unsecured, £3,470, with on behalf of those he represented , not to make any appli

assets , consisting of book debts , £190. Upon the resolution
cation to the creditors ? - Mr. Jones replied that he would

being presented to Mr. Registrar Keene, he declined to give the undertaking.-- His Honour : Are you also prepared

register it, on the ground that, after payment of the expenses to make an affidavit that no applications have been
of the liquidation , there would probably be but little , if any, made to the creditors ? - Mr. Jones said he was informed
dividend for the creditors. The debtor appealed , and an that in a few instances letters had been sent by
affidavit was produced on his behalf, which showed that the the debtors to their creditors. - His Honour (after

book debts might prove to be of greater value than the consulting Mr. Penn of the liquidation department)

amount stated , and that a surplus might be derived from the said that under all the circumstances he was not
securities in the hands of creditors. His Honour held that prepared to lay down any general rule upon the subject, nor

the case of Sir William Russell, upon which the decision did it comewithin his province to do so. He understood that

proceeded , was distinguishable . There the creditors granted it was the practice in the office to produce the proceedings, and

the debtor his discharge upon a covenant to pay a sum of supply copies to any creditor producing an affidavit of his

money out of any income which the debtor mighthave ex
debt. The court, as he had already stated , was fully sensible

ceeding £600 per year, and not the slightest security was of the evil of touting, and he thought it would be very de
given that any thing whatever would be received . Here the sirable if it could be checked by some rule of practice ; but
resolution contained no provision for the debtor's discharge ; the touting did not prevail more on the part of creditors or

the creditors had come to a resolution to liquidate by arrange unauthorised persons than of debtors and receivers and
ment, which had very much the same effect as a bankruptcy . managers. All were equally concerned in the matter, and in
He knew of no authority which showed that, because the this particular case all he could do was to give an intimation

debtor' s assets were returned at only 1s. in the pound, regis to the officials in the liquudation department that the affidavit
tration should be refused . Appeal allowed . of debt tendered by a creditor who desired to inspect or have

Re JOHN MORISON . The debtor, who has presented a copies of the proceedings should be also filed.
petition for liquidation , was & merchant, manufacturer , and
shipowner, of Billiter-street , Goodman 's -yard , and Hackney .
wick . His liabilities are about £200 ,000 , and assets showing

pointed a receiver and manager , and granted an interim order EDINBURGH BANKRUPTCY COURT. - The adjoumed examina

staying further proceedings at the suit of the London and tion into the affairs of Messrs . Scarth & Scott, law agents and

County Bank ; and upon the application of Mr. C . E . Jones, conveyancers, Leith , took place on the 19th instant, in presence

his Honour now continued the injunction . of Sheriff Hamilton . The sederunt was composed of Mr.

Thos. Dall, C . A ., trustee ; Mr. Thos. White, S .S . C ., agent in

the sequestration ; Mr. Reid (of Messrs. Drummond & Reid ,
( Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt.) W . S .), Mr. J. C . Campbell Lorimer, advocate instructed by

IN RE SIR W . RUSSELL. - At a first meeting held under Messrs . Davidson and Syme, W . S ), and Mr. Lindsay Mackersie ,

this adjudication several proofs of debt were admitted , and W . S . , for creditors. John Scott, who alone represented the

Mr. C . F . Kemp, accountant, was appointed trustee. The bankrupt firm having been examined , the TRUSTEE stated

debtor, formerly M . P . for Norwich , was described as of that, while he proposed now to close the examination , he was

Salter's -hall-court, Cannon -street, and elsewhere, merchant willing , in the event of any creditor for more than £100

and shipowner. His statement of affairs returned liabilities making a written request to him to that effect, to apply for a

of £64,784, and assets , £750. diet for further examination of the bankrupt. The state of

affairs showed liabilities to the extent of fully £20,000, and

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .) assets to the amount of about £2, 300 . Both bankrupts took

the statutory oath at the close.
April 22.

IN RE J . C . im THURN AND Co. (TAE TOUTING SYSTEM ). - REVENUE . - The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st
In this case Mr. D . Jones applied to the Court for an order | April, 1875, when there was a balance of £6,265, 22, to the
that no person other than the debtors, or the receiver and 17th instant were £4,187 ,773, against £3,567 ,380 in he corres
manager, or Messrs. Nicholson , Nicol, and Co. , the solicitors ponding period of the preceding financial year, which began
to the petition , should be allowed to inspect the file of pro with a balance of £7 ,442,851. The net expendture was
ceedings or be furnished with copies of the list of creditors. £7 ,370 ,775 , against £6 ,837,673 to the samedate in the previous
The object was to prevent a practice which had grown up of | year. The treasury balances on the 17th instant mounted
unauthorised personsissuing touting circulars to creditors under to £3,066 ,966., and at the same date in 1874 to £4,081,806 .
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PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE . quarter by the Treasury to the National Debt Commissioners

as prescribed by the Acts 10 George IV ., cap. 27, sec. 1, and

House of LORDS, APRIL 16 .
29 and 30 Vict., cap . 39, sec. 16 : and a copy of the certificate

given by the Treasury to the NationalDebt Commissioners with
SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT, 1873 (No. 2) Bill. – Lord reference to the surplus (or otherwise) of income above expen

Granville , on the motion for the Second Reading of the diture for the year ended the 31st of March , 1875. Also of the
Supreme Court of Judicature Act (1873 ) Amendment (No. 2 ) estimated amount of stock to be purchased in each year from
Bill , reviewed the circumstances under which the Government 1875 - 6 to 1904 - 5 inclusive, under the operation of the plan ap

measure on the same subject was suddenly withdrawn this plying a fixed sum of £28,000,000 annually to the interest and
Session without any previous notice, and in a most unprece reduction of the National Debt.
dented manner, before any decision had been pronounced on

it. - Lord Redesdale said that the Bill of 1873 , as introduced ,

took away the second appeal, and it now remained to be settled
what should be done with respect to the ultimate Court of NOTTINGHAM COUNTY COURT.
Appeal. Lord Salisbury reminded Lord Granville that in April 15 .
1854 Lord Russell, without notice, withdrew the Reform Bill of

that year before the time had arrived for the Second Reading , (Before MR. R . WILDMAN, Judge.)

and he added that the withdrawal of the Judicature Bill was, RE GIBSON RICHARDSON PEARSON. - Bankrupt was a farmer

therefore, not unprecedented in its manner. The Govern and cattle dealer at Colston Basset. - Mr. Everall made an

ment wished that the Court of Ultimate Appeal, in whatever application on behalf of William Pearson , father of the bank
form it might be constituted , should be a strong one, but they rupt, to be allowed to prove on the estate for £593 78., which

had pledged themselves against the adoption of harassing and applicant alleged was due to him by his son . - It appears that

violent legislation , believing that it was by persuasion that the the trustee rejected the claim of applicant to the amount of

most useful legislation could be adopted. - Lord Grey thought £300, and he now applied to the Court for an order reversing

Lord Granville had a just right to complain of the course the decision , and allowing him to prove to the full amount. -

pursued by the Government in withdrawing a Bill in deference The applicant in his affidavit stated that on the 12th April, 1872 ,

to objections brought before them privately , and added that he delivered to his son certain horses, cattle, and sheep , under

thewithdrawal of the Reform Bill of 1854 was not a case in the agreement that the bankrupt was, in consideration thereof,

point.-- Lord Denman expressed satisfaction at the omission to find applicant board and lodging whenever he wished to go,

from the present Bill of the clauses of the late Bill relating to and the bankrupt was to pay him for such horses, cattle , and
the Appellate Jurisdiction ; and Lord Penzance said that the sheep, when he was in a position to do so . These cattle had

Act of 1873 was an imperfect measure , because it did not deal since been sold for the trustees, and applicant therefore

with Scotland and Ireland. Lord Selborne thought it would claimed to prove in respect of such horses, & c ., the sum of

be advisable not to discuss on the present occasion the £387, which was their value ; and he held a promissory note

objections he felt to measures suggested to supplement the

Act of 1873 ; but he condemned the extraneous pressure that when applicant handed over the stock , he did so in thə

bronght to bear in an unusual manner in this case . - Lord belief that it was arranged between them that he was from
O 'Hagan thought the Government ought not to be blamed for time to time to live with his son, and that his son was to

the course they now pursued . - The Lord Chancellor accepted
maintain him . - His Honour observed that if he handed over

the present discussion as highly complimentary to the present the cattle and the sheep on the condition that he was to

Bill, because he had not heard one word expressed in disap be maintained , the cattle and the sheep then became the
proval of it ; and though it had been said that the Govern property of the bankrupt. It was quite clear he could not

ment might have carried the Bill with the aid of the Peers on have any claim for the cattle and sheep. - Mr. Everall said

the Opposition benches, he must declare that on the night of there were two sons ; one had been successful in the world ,
the withdrawal of the Bill he did not observe that there was and the one now in court had unfortunately failed . In answer

any great attendance of Peers on those benches, and when the to Mr. Everall , applicant said that the other son had taken all

question for its withdrawal was put no objection was made. his house at a valuation . He gave him what he asked , about

- Lord Waveney said hewould give his most hearty support .£300 , and at the mother's decease he was to pay for these

to the present Bill, which was then read a second time. things. - Mr. Hind, for the trustee , read the agreement, which

he remarked was very carefully drawn up- between the appli

HOUSE OF COMMONS, APRIL 20 .
cant and the other son . In continuing his evidence, in reply

to Mr. Everall, applicant said he had a farm , and there was a
BANKS OF IssuE. - Mr. McLaren moved tbat the Select quantity of stock upon it. That stock was taken by his son, the

Committee on banks of issue consist of 23 members. He bankrupt. That was before the 6th April, 1873. He valued
certainly thought two Scotch members should be added to the the stock in question at £387 . His other son John took a
Committee as it now stood . - The Chancellor ofthe Exchequer public house on the land attached , and an agreement was

said that when the Committee was appointed he stated his drawn up between him and his son John. Applicant lived

objections to greatly increasing the number of its members. backwards and forwards between the two sons. He gave all

If two Scotch members were now added, the Irish members and his estate to his two sons, and he had nothing to live on but

those representing constituencies in the North of England what they allowed him . By his Honour : There was no

might also propose to nominate members of the Committee, written agreement between him and his son Gibson , the

and he must, therefore, oppose the motion of the hon .member bankrupt, only “ verbal talking." Cross examined by Mr.

for Edinburgh . The House divided. For the motion , 48 ; Hind : Did your son take possession in 1872 ? Yes, I suppose

against, 119 . Majority , 71. 50. - Do you know ? I do not.- How many horses did you

take ? I took five horses. - What was the value of these ? I

HOUSE OF COMMONS, APRIL 22.
don 't know . – His Honour : About how much ? £200. - By

Mr. Hind : How many cattle and sheep ? 75 sheep and 18
PUBLIC INCOME, EXPENDITURE , AND SURPLUS. - On the motion beasts . The sheep would be about 55s. each , and the beasts

of Mr. Childers , returns were ordered of the total public in £18 each . My son had a certain amount of property to get at

come and expenditure of the United Kingdom , according to his mother's death , and he was to pay mewhen he could. We

the actual receipt and issue at the Exchequer, during each of made an agreement between us that he was to pay me for this

the ten years ending the 31st of March , 1866 , to the 31st of stock. I am quite sure about it. It was understood between

March , 1875, inclusive ; of the surplus of income above ex: | him and me. There was an agreement that he was to pay me
penditure for each such year, certified during the following l when he could. What was the agreement? Hewas to paymo
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£387. - The applicant was then questioned closely by his thatmay be on it. We shall go before the registrar to prove
Honour'as to how he had arrived at the figures quoted, but no every thing beyond that. If we don 't exceed that, it is covered
definite answer was obtained . Cross-examination continued : by the bill of sale . — The bill of sale was then upheld for £350,
Mr. Robert Thorpe and Mr. Richards came to the farm at with liberty to Mr. Dickinson to prove for any amount over
different times. I do not recollect having any conversation that when the bill is being taxed before the registrar. Mr.
with them when they were discussing my son 's liabilities. I Cave asked that the costs should be paid by the trustee, and
did not say anything to them about money for the cattle , but this his Honour allowed .

I said I wanted £200 , for which I held the note . - The bank
rupt, examined by Mr. Everall, emphatically denied that there
was any understanding between him and his fatber about
paying for the cattle. I had no bargain with him . His MANSFIELD COUNTY COURT.
Honour : Were you to give him anything in consideration for
the stock ? - No ; only to keep him at times.- Were you

to pay him for the cattle ? — No, there was no sum mentioned . THE SOUTHWELL BANK FAILURE. At the Mansfield County
- ByMr. Everall. Have you told the same story this morning Court on Friday the case of the Rev. A . Pavey v. Mr. W . S .
that you are telling in the witness box ? Yes. - Did you not Cursham came on for hearing. This case was submitted to

say to my clerk this morning that there was a sum agreed his Honour by agreement of parties , and was to determine who

upon ? - Bankrupt (after a pause) : Well, I told him . Since was to bear the loss of £55 in Southwell Bank notes, which

that, have you been in conversation with Mr. Thorpe ? Yes . - had been paid by defendant as a deposit and part payment of
Did he threaten to prosecute you and send you to prison ? certain property which he had agreed to purchase from

Something of that sort. - Had you made a different statement plaintiff. At the time of the agreement to purchase Mr. A . J.
before ? Yes. - Which was the true statement the one Cursham , solicitor, Mansfield , acted for both parties, and about

you made to my clerk or the one you made to Mr. Thorpe ? two o 'clock on Saturday, 12th Dec. last, he sent the agreement

The statement I am now making is the true one. My father signed by the defendant for the signature of the plaintiff,
gave me the stock, and he was to comeand live with mewhen together with £50 in £5 notes of Messrs. Wylde and Co.'s

he liked. Did you not say you had agreed upon a sum ? No. Bank, as a deposit and part pityment of the purchase money
- Mr, Patchitt said the question was whether there was a | of £1,000. Plaintiff at once signed and returned the agree
contract or not.-- His Honour : I am not satisfied that there ment, retaining the notes . The Mansfield branch of the bank

was a contract. I think the old man did himself very little usually closed at one o 'clock on Saturdays, for half holidays,

credit in the box. He was a most discreditable witness. - His butupon this occasion Mr. Cursham obtained the notes from
Honour allowed costs. the bank at 1.45, and his clerk went direct and paid them to
RE FRANCIS WOLFE, innkeeper, Fish Inn , Hazleford Ferry, the plaintiff. On the following Monday morning a notice was

parish of Bleasby. This was an application by the trustee to affixed to the shutters of the bank that paymentwas suspended ,
show cause why a certain bill of sale, dated 6th January , and the affairs are now in course of liquidation . The plaintiff,

alleged to have been made by the bankrupt on the one part on hearing of this notice, during the afternoon , and on the

and Mr. Dickinson on the other part, should not be set aside, Tuesday morning, called upon defendant, told him of it, and

on grounds set forth in the affidavits. - Mr. Weightman , asked him to take back the notes. Defendant referred plaintiff

barrister, appeared on behalf of the trustee , and Mr. Cave , to his solicitor. - Mr. W . Bryan , solicitor, Mansfield , appeared
barrister, for Mr. Dickinson , Mr. Weightman said that in the for the plaintiff, and Mr. A . J. Cursham for defendant.-- Mr.
first instance he would like to draw his Honour's attention to Bryan , for plaintiff, pleaded that the bank had virtually closed

one point, viz . the description of the bankrupt . He held it when the notes were given , and there was, therefore; a failure

was not sufficient in the bill of sale to satisfy the Bills of Sale of consideration . That plaintiff offered the notes to the defen .

Act. There must be, as he understood it, the name, address, dant the day after the stoppage was announced ,and, therefore,

and occupation of the bankrupt - such an address as would there was no delay or neglect on his part, as in the case of
enable persons who were anxious to find out if the bill of sale Timmins v . Gibbins it was held that presentment at the bank

was & bona - fide transaction . The description in the present was not necessary. That in the case of Henderson y . Appleton

instance was simply “ Francis Wolfe , of the Fish inn , Hazle it was decided that if notes were promptly tendered back want

ford Ferry, in the County of Nottingham ." There was no of presentment was no defence, and in the case of Robson v .

parish mentioned . - His Honour : Would the postman haveany Olliver that notice within a reasonable time is sufficient. -- Mr.

difficulty in delivering a letter. Do you say there are two Fish Cursham , for defendant, pleaded that the notes were good at

inns or two Francis Wolfes ? – Mr. Weightman replied that the the time they were paid over to and received by the plaintiff,

parish should have been specified . There might be more Fish and might have been paid away any time during the Saturday

inns in Nottinghamshire. The second point to which he afternoon , and that he did not give notice to defendant until

wished to direct attention was that the debt was not owing. the Tuesday. - Judge : You gave that which turned out worth
The claim under the bill of sale was £537 . - Mr. Cave said less paper, but had there been an opportunity of returning it

he did not think it could be proved that the bill of sale was to the bank, had it been open for a single hour on Monday

security for more than £350 principal, and any interest that morning , it would have altered the case. — Mr. Cursham

there might be. - Mr.Weightman said that when Mr. Dickinson applied for an adjournment. -- Mr. Bryan asked that the matter

was on the premises on the 10th Dec. the bankrupt filed a | might be decided at once. - Judge Wildman said had he the

document that he was unable to pay his debts. - His Honour : slightest doubt he should give defendant the benefit of it , but

The bankrupt had not the goods in his order and disposition in this case hemust give judgment for plaintiff.

on the 11th . - Mr. Weightman argued that the goods were in

the apparent possession of the bankrupt, and that nothing had

been done to show that they were not in his possession . He

contended that though the bill of sale had been registered it It is proposed by a bill now in the House of Commons that

should be looked upon the same as unregistered, and the for a clerk , officer , or servant who shall falsify the accounts
trustee should get the property. The goods were in the actual of his employer, the law be amended to increase the penalty

and apparent ownership of the bankrupt, and during the time to seven years' penal servitude, or to two years' imprisonment.

the formal possession was being taken the bankrupt was

committing an Act of Bankruptcy . - His Honour said the THE CONSOLIDATED FUND. - According to a Return printed
question waswhat was the bill of sale worth . - Mr.Weightman : | this week, the estimated expenditure of the Consolidated
I say it is good for £180. - His Honour : And Mr. Cave says it Fund for the year 1875- 76 is £29,660,000, and the actual
is worth £360. — Mr. Cave : £360 of principal and any interest | issues in the year 1874 - 75 , $28 ,678, 068,
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APPOINTMENTS. amounted to £3,160 , and the estimated assets to £1,000 , most
of which it was stated consisted of damages which would , it

The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint. was expected , bo recovered in an action now pending. It was
ments of Liquidators and Auditors for inscrtion in this column.] resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation .

MILLS AND HEYWOOD (OLDHAM ). - At a meeting of the

creditors of Messrs. Mills and Heywood, cotton spinners and

Mr. John Clay , of the firm of John Clay and Son , of 30 doublers, of Oldham , the liabilities were stated at £25, 898, and

Union -street, Halifax, Accountants , has been appointed liqui. assets at £11, 158. A committee of investigation was

dator of the Leeds, Morley, and District Co -operative Coal appointed .

Mining and Building Society (Limited), carrying on business at BROAD AND Sons (PLYMOUTH ).- A meeting of the creditors
Wakefield . of Alfred Broad and Sons, late wine merchants of George

Mr. Harry Brett , of the firm of Harry Brett , Milford, street, Plymouth , was held on Tuesday at the Duke of

Pattinson and Co ., of 150 Leadenhall-street, E . C ., and 12 Vigo
Cornwall Hotel, under the presidency of Mr Christopher H .

street, Regent-street , W ., Public Accountant, has been ap
Bulteel, for the purpose of receiving the report of the trustees

pointed trustee of the estate of Hodgson , Denham and Co., of of considering whether the claims of Mr. Wise, late a partner

Clement' s House , Clement’ s -lane, Lombard -street , Merchants.
in the firm , should be admitted for dividend, and ofdeciding as

Messrs. Crook and Smith , 173 Fenchurch - street, E . C ., solicitors to the remuneration to be paid for their services. The

to the trustee.
trustees' report having been read , the following resolutions

were passed — “ That the report of the trustees now read be

Mr. Harry Brett, Public Accountant, has been appointed received and approved ; that, considering the trustees have

trustee of the estate of Alfred Gain , of 24 Edgware-road, done all in their power to obtain information and accounts

Importer of Foreign Produce. Messrs. Crook and Smith , of from the debtors, the creditors are perfectly satisfied with the

173 Fenchurch -street, E . C ., solicitors to the trustee. services rendered by the trustees, and do not consider it

advisable to incur the heavy expenses which might be

Mr. John Pattinson , of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford , attendant on further proceedings against the debtors under

Pattinson and Co., Public Accountant, has been appointed the application for committal ; that the claim of Mr. David

Receiver and Manager of the estate of James Buckingham , of Woodfield Wise to receive dividend out of the estate be

the Trafalgar Works, Old Kent-road , and of the St. George's | admitted ; that, in addition to the percentage voted at the

Works, St. George's - road, Peckham , Mill Furnisher and first meeting of the creditors for the trustees' (Messrs. J. E .

Engineer. Messrs . Lumley and Lumley, 22 Conduit-street, W ., E . Dawe and W . Arliss) remuneration , a further percentage

solicitors to the proceedings. of £5 per cent. on the gross receipts be paid to them for their

services, and this meeting desires to express to the trustees
Mr. John Pattinson , Public Accountant, has been appointed their best thanks for the valuable assistance rendered by them ,

trustee of the estate of William Henry Wilbey, of Thames which has resulted in not only exposing the transactions of

Vale or Villa , Sunbury, no occupation , a bankrupt. Messrs. the debtors, but in obtaining upwards of £600 for the
Crook and Smith , 173 Fenchurch -street , E . C ., solicitors to the creditors."

trustee.

Mr. John Pattinson , Public Accountant, has been appointed

Receivet and Manager of the estate of Stephen R . Hill, of 18 FAILURES.
Upper Kennington -lane and Burton -road , Brixton , Auctioneer

and Surveyor, bankrupt. Mr. H . M . Sydney, 9 Upper John ENGLAND . - Messrs Bennett and Glave, woollen merchants

street, Golden -square, solicitor to petition . and manufacturers, of King- street, Leeds, and Potterdale
Mills , have issued a circular to their creditors, announcing

Mr. John Pattinson , Public Accountant, has been appointed their regret that they are obliged to suspend payment. It is
Trustee of the Estate of Alfred Cecil Dicker of Ivy Lodge, supposed that their liabilities will be between £60 ,000 and

West Moulsey, bankrupt. Messrs. Lumley and Lumley, 22 .£70,000. Thesuspension , it is stated, is due to depressed trade
Conduit-street, W ., solicitors to the trustee. and losses. - Messrs. E . K . Fox and Co., woolstaplers, Canal

Mr. William Mackinnon , chartered accountant, of 140 St.
road, Halifax, have filed a petition for liquidation in the

Vincent-street, Glasgow , has been eleeted trustee on the
County Court . The liabilities are stated to be about £2,000 .

The failure is announced of Mr. Donald Mackenzie, factor, of
sequestrated estate of George Donaldson and Son , timber Sand-street, Birmingham , the liabilities amounting to about
merchants in South Alloa.

£10 ,000. Heavy losses in America and Australia are said to

be the cause of failure. - A petition was filed on Friday after

noon , in the County Court, Burnley, by Mr. T . Howell ,

solicitor, Burnley, in the affairs of Mr. J. Lord Clarkson ,
CREDITORS' MEETINGS. wholsesale grocer, Burnley. The liabilities are set down at

£4,700, and the assets are not yet known .
AGOP DAYIAN AND Co. (MANCHESTER.) — A preliminary IRELAND. - It is announced that Messrs . Magill, Riddle , and

meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Agop Dayian and Co. of Co., merchants and commission agents, of Belfast, have
Lloy 's House, Manchester, merchant shippers , was held stopped payment, and that their liabilities are expected to be
on Monday. The statement presented showed liabilities large. The partners hold the paper of Messrs, im Thurn and
£13,691 10s. 2d . and the assets £18,499 9s. 3d . Co. to the extent of £30 ,000 .

J. M . HARRIS (LONDON ). - A meeting of the creditors ofMr.
CANADA. - Canadian advices report the following failures :

Messrs Fairbairn and Coons, brokers and produce commission
J . M . Harris , of London and Sierra Leone, merchant, was

merchants ; Messrs . M ‘Donald Brothers, of Vernon Bridge,
held in Manchester on Friday. The total liabilities were about

Prince Edward Island , general merchants ; Messrs. Taylor and
£30,000, The debtor was not prepared to make any offer,

Fisher, Chatham ; Messrs. E . W . Chipman and Co ., dry goods,

Messrs. J . R . Jennett and Co. crockery, both of Halifax ;
Halliday, accountant, being appointed trustee. Messrs. Green Brothers , shoe trade ; Messrs. Alexander,

FOSTER AND LOCKWOOD (SHEFFIELD). -- A meeting of the Murphy, and Cuddihy, wholesale fancy goods, both of Mon .
creditors of Messrs Foster and Lockwood , steel manufacturers, treal. The proprietor of the Mohawk and Hudson Iron

Sheffield , was held on the 15th instant. The liabilities | Works at Waterford , N . Y ., had made an assignment,
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The failure of the firm of Messrs. Augustine, Heard & Co., | the case under their rules. He wished to know if it was not

of Shanghai, has been announced by telegraph , with liabilities possible to bring the manager or directors before the court

believed to be of considerable amount, chiefly due to native upon a summons in each case . - Mr. Bushby thought it was a

houses. Messrs. Whittall and Linstead have been appointed case for the county court, and after some further discussion

trustees to the estate, and rumours are current of the native the applicant withdrew , expressing a hope that the public

creditors having destroyed the warehouses of the firm in would know how the office dealt with its clients . - Standard.

Hongkong. The suspension of Messrs. Fearon & Co., which

occurred some ten days since, was due to the non -receipt of
remittances from this firm , who were their principals . “ GENEROUS ” CREDITORS.

The Liverpool Daily Courier of the 20th inst. says : - An

LIFE ASSURANCE AND THE POOR . ruptcy law occurred at the first meeting of the creditors ofMr.

At the Worship -street Police-court, on Saturday, Mr. Joseph
John Brearley Wood , described as of No. 38 Chestnut-grove,

Frith , on behalf of the Newington district branch of
Tranmere, in the county of Chester, formerly carrying on

the Charity Organization Society, applied to Mr. Bushby,
business as an African merchant, under the style of " Wood

under the following circumstances, on behalf of a poorwoman ,
and Barclay,” but now out of business, held on Saturday last

widow of man named Bignell, of Belgrave-place, Walworth
at the office of Mr. T . M . Downham , solicitor , Birkenhead .

road . Bignell, it appeared from the statement of Mr. Frith ,
Mr. T . Theodore Rogers, accountant, Lord -street, Liverpool,

who produced a number of papers and letters to support his and Mr. Thompson , of the firm of Messrs. Thompson and

case, had in his lifetime been insured for £11 48., to be paid to
Simm , accountants, Birkenhead , represented several creditors ,

his widow on his death , with the United Kingdom Assurance and there were also present at the meeting about a dozen

Corporation , the head office of which is at 27a Finsbury Birkenhead tradesmen , representing almost every branch of

square, in the district ofthis court. Bignell paid 2d . per week
business, who had claimsagainst the debtor, in some cases for

premium to an agent who called , and the payments were
large amounts . Mr. Downham ,the debtor's solicitor,who held

entered week by week in a book kept for that purpose.
the proofs and proxies of friendly creditors, amounting to about

Bignell appeared to have joined the Society during the first
£4 ,000, including one by the debtor's wife for £250 for money

week in October, 1873, but the policy issued to him by the
said to be lent, voted himself to the chair and read the state

society bore date the 27th , the payments having up to that
ment of affairs, which showed liabilities £4,923, against assets,

time been claimed as a kind of entrance fee. There was also
cash in hand £5 , and on behalf of his client made an offer of

a stipulation in the policy that if the assured should die before
one penny in the pound . Mr. Rogers, on behalf of bona-fide

the expiration of 12 months from the time of entrance, only
creditors severely examined the debtor as to the statement

half the amount of the policy could be claimed . It appeared
submitted , and in reply to one of his inquiries, it was admitted

that it was the course of business of the United Kingdom
that the asset named in the statement was a sum of money

Assurance Corporation not to require a medical examination
which a friend had given the debtor to deposit with his

of the assured , but to accept him upon his own statement of
solicitor to cover court fees consequent upon his petition ,

his health , & c . It so happened that domestic troubles worried hence there were really no assets. " Mr. Rogers indignantly

Bignell shortly afterwards, that towards the close of the year
protested against the whole proceedings, characterised them as

he was found to have become uncontrollable , and was obliged
an attempt on the part of the debtor to be relieved of legiti.

to be handed over to the parish ,which in December sent him to
mate debts in a way never contemplated by the framers of the

Caterham Asylum . He died there of general paralysis and
act, and although he knew it was futile , in the face of the

exhaustion in the following April, the payments to the in .
proxies held by Mr. Downham , to prevent at that meeting the

surance office being kept up all the time by the wife. Bignell
passing of the resolutions, he asked the creditors present to

had thus died within a year of his insuring himself, and the mark their disapproval of the debtor 's conduct by refusing

wife only claimed the sum of £5 12s. This , however, the their consent to the resolutions, with which , as a body, they

United Kingdom Assurance Corporation refused to pay , and complied . It was stated at the meeting that the debtor's wife

the woman , who was in great distress, and had a family to
is possessed of a large amount of property which has been

support, had been from April, 1874, up to the present time
settled upon her, and under this circumstance the creditors

kept out of her money . Mr. Barker, honorary secretary of the were loud in expressing their opinion that it was a shame they

Charity Organization Society , Newington , had taken up the should be compelled, by being outvoted by friendly creditors, to

case to endeavour to get some arrangement from the Society,
accept a penny in the pound in satisfaction of their just debts.

but the letters from themanager (which were produced to Mr.

Bushby) said that after consideration the corporation could

not recognise the claim . . The letters hinted at several grounds COSTS OF THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE
which “ might" be taken up for the refusal, but stated one, ARBITRATION .
which was that the deceased had misled the office as to

his state of health at the time the insurance was effected . The Our contemporary , the Post Magazine, in its issue of the

widow , anxious to obtain the money, which would be to her a 17th instant, says : - " Weask the careful consideration of our
little fortune in her present need , applied to the magistrate at readers to the Parliamentary Return of payments on account

Lambeth, but he referred her to this court. Her case was not of the expenses of the European Arbitration between 21st
a solitary one with the same office. A widow , named Reeves, August , 1872, and 11th February, 1875 , a period of little under
who had represented her case to the Charity Organization two years and a half. The amount is £49,215 . Of this
Society, had applied to the Alderman at Guildhall, because | £21,327 represents the payments to the solicitors ; £10,000

she had been refused payment of a sum of £9 due on the for the personal services of Messrs. Price and Young, the joint
death of her son , she having insured two of them at 2d . a official liquidators ; and £11,537 remuneration for their clerks.
week - 1d . each . That case had been answered by the solici. The outlay ,moreover, represents but one side of the charges

tors to the United Kingdom Assurance Corporation , but Mr. | involved in the Arbitration . How much the costs paid by the

Alderman Finnis had expressed his surprise that there was an | unfortunate contributaries amount to cannot even be esti.

insurance company which took 2d . a week from the poor | muted. Wethink some member of parliament should call for

people, and thought that such a class of society was prohibited a further return of the sums due, but not paid at the date of

by Act of Parliament. - Mr. Frith said that up to this time this return , and also for an account of the general expenses of

Mrs. Reeve's claim had not been met, but the Society disputed the arbitration , for that above referred to includes only pay.
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ments to the arbitrators, assessors, liquidators, solicitors, BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE .

secretary and clerks. The appointment of joint liquidator is
evidently a valuable one ; Mr. Price and Mr. Young receive for The following is the official return of the cheques and bills

their services the handsome allowance of £2,000 per annum cleared in the Bankers' Clearing-house for the week ending
each, and as both of them act in a similar capacity under the Wednesday, April 21st:

Albert Arbitration , and are besides liquidators to quite a Thursday, April 15th . . . £18 ,510 ,000

number of companies winding up in the Court of Chancery , Friday, April 16th . . 19,652, 000

the aggregate of their remuneration derived from the miserable Saturday, April 17th . . 20 .647 ,000

failures of joint-stock institutions must be enormous. The Monday, April 19th .. 20,820 ,000

question naturally arises whether the services of two of such Tuesday, April 20th . 15 , 966 ,000

highly paid officials are necessary, and on this pointwe would Wednesday, April 21st . . 15 , 967,000

suggest inquiry by some of the parties interested . A saving

of £2 ,000 a year is something satisfactory in the direction of £140,952,000

economy. An inquiry might also be made with reference to

the solicitors ' payments — whether they are in satisfaction of The report of the London and Provincial Law Assurance

bills of costs delivered and taxed , and if so , by whom , or states that new assurances were effected during its past year's

whether they are on account only." business for £208,620 , yielding in premiums £8,812 . The

The City Editor of the Times writes as follows on the same total funds amounted to £683,960 , and were invested at an

subject :- " Allowing fully for the difficulties and for the
average rate of £4 18s. 2d . per cent. interest.

length of time over which this liquidation has extended , we PUBLIC LOANS. - A Parliamentary return has been issued

think these figures show , so far as the lawyers' and account. giving an account of loans advanced by the Government for

ants ' bills are concerned, that the winding up of estates is , relief of trade or of individuals, the employment of labour,

under our present system , most ruinously costly . This bill is the promotion of public works, or for other local purposes,

but small, however , compared with those of many other liqui from 1792 to the end of the financial year 1873 -74 . The total

dations where estates are literally swallowed up. The whole reaches the large sum of £66 ,961,526 - namely, £27,454,400

subject should be looked into in the interests both of un
for English purposes , £3 ,669,589 for Scotch purposes,

fortunate bankrupts and equally unfortunate creditors. In £32,727,198 for Irish purposes, and £3,110,339 for Colonial

the present case 116 judgments were given , and the arbitrator purposes. The greater part of this amount has been repaid ,

sat 49 times, so the cost was over £1,000 a sitting, and about with interest ; but no less than £9,406 ,030 has been remitted

£425 per judgment."
namely, £249,021 of the advances for English purposes,

£196 ,549 of those for Scotch purposes, £463,028 of those for
Colonial purposes, and as much as £8, 497,431 of the advances

for Irish purposes. The whole result has not been profitable .

DowN WITII ACCOUNTANTS. - A correspondent of the
The repayments of principal, with the interest paid , have
amounted to £55 ,174 ,327 , and the outstanding principal esti

Law Times, who signs himself “ K . K ,” expresses his mated to be recoverable is £12 ,741,323, the two sumsamounting

opinion of accountants in the following terms:- " Too together to £67 ,915 ,650 , being £954,124 more than theamount

advanced . Spread over 80 years this is equal to little better
much liberty is given to debtors; they laugh at their than a merely nominal rate of interest, and , in fact, it is not

creditors, file petitions for liquidation , get friendly much more than the interest actually received in the last two

accountants appointed receivers, and get their discharge
years on such of the loans as were still outstanding .

ADMINISTERING OATHS IN BANKRUPTCY, - The power conferred
for next to nothing in the pound. If creditors would by the rules framed pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act 1869,

attend meetings of creditors themselves , or instruct their whereby a trustee is authorised in certain cases to administer

solicitors to do so, instead of giving proxies to accountants,
an oath and to take affidavits, is onewhich we have reason to
fear has been greatly abused , so much so , that any amending

who do nothing but fight for trusteeships, things would be Act which continues this power will perpetuate a radical evil.

diferent. Creditors too readily give their proxies to Too often a trustee is not only an unreliable person , but a
gentlemen who have nothing to recommend themselves | friend, or supposed friend, of the debtor's, and it is hardly

with beyond boundless impudence and audacity, and who too much to say that such a person is frequently in an equally

are so conscientious that when they cannot get appointed
| impecunious state with the debtor himself, the required certi

themselves, they object to others being appointed , and
ficate of character, & c., notwithstanding. That this power

eventually rob a small estate by three of these rapacious
| puts temptations in the way of the trustee as well as of the

debtor (sometimes to the injury of the debtor, more
wolves being appointed . In small estates, whilst the frequently to the loss of the creditors) under such
solicitor's charges are reduced by three -fifths, the account. circumstances, can hardly be denied , and it becomes a serious
ant gets his full charges for every thing he does. Some question whether the power to administer an oath must not

people are under the impression that nobody besides be confined to certain responsible persons commissioned for

lawyers can charge for attendances ; but they are mis the purpose, and moreover, that no affidavit should be sworn

taken, the accountant charges for going to swear affidavits, to until the person administering the oath has read over, and

going to see his solicitor ; if any one calls upon him at his if he consider it necessary, explained to the proposed deponent,

office relating to the estate, he charges for the time it the nature of the matter as to which he seeks to be sworn .

occupies in speaking to the creditor or other person ; but This latter course seems necessary, because of a growing

all this is done, not by charging an orthodox 3s. 4d.,
practice on the part of commissioners for oaths, to administer

Cs. 8d., or 13s. 4d., but so much per hour. Fancy an
the oath without even inquiring the general purpose or object

of the affidavit. The question has been often discussed as to
item : Time going to solicitor and before commissioner, whether such a commissioner ought to inform himself of the
being sworn to affidavit that I would accept the office of contents of an affidavit or declarution , and although the fees
trustee, 1s. 8d .' ” are such as do not warrant such additional work, still we

cannot help thinking that the practice which usually obtains
• In the House of Commons on Wednesday, the Bankruptcy in such matters would admit of remodelling. The Judicature
( Scotland ) Law Amendment Bill was read a third time and Act and Rules promise to accomplish certain alterations,
passed . to which others might be usefully added . - Law Times.
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NEW COMPANIES. MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent. for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

the following Companies, which were registered during the

week :

Allen Brown - Capital £20,000, in £5 shares.
Bentham Fire- clay - Capital £10 ,000, in £10 shares.
Bury Paper-making and Cotton -Spinning and Manu

facturing - Capital £60 ,000 , in $ 10 shares.
Brunswick Mill - Capital £20,000, in $ 5 shares.
Catterall Paper-making and Cotton - Spinning – Capital

£50,000, in £5 shares.
Chapel Town Paper - Capital £15,000, in £5 shares.
Church and Oswaldtwistle Working Men 's Mutual Employ .

ment- Capital £50,000, in £1 shares.
Cocker Brothers — Capital £60 ,000 , in £100 shares.
Culcheth Hall Wool and Leather - Capital £30 ,000, in £10

shares.

Devon and Cornwall Banking (Unlimited) Capital £300,000,
in $ 100 shares.
Edwin Round and Son - Capital £10 ,000, in £10 shares.
Fiji Soap and Candle - Capital £100 ,000, in £10 shares.
Galicia Iron Mines - Capital £4,000 , in £10 shares.

Holmes's Marine Life Protection Association - Capital
£10,010, in £100 and £100 and £1 shares.

J . C . Clark and Co. - Capital £5, in 18. shares.
Lincoln and Lindsey Banking (Unlimited) – Capital £250,000,

in £200 shares.

Manchester Temperance Land , Building, and Investment
Capital £100,000, in £5 shares.
Manx Silver-Lead Mining - Capital £50 ,000, in £1 shares.
Mississippi Valley Trading - Capital £100 ,000, in £1 shares.
New Cambrian Slate - Capital £50,000 , in 45 shares.
New Owm -Elan Lead Mining - Capital £6 ,000, in £6 shares .
North West London Teetotal Hall - Capital £1,000 , in $ 5

shares.

Northampton Masonic Building — Capital $ 2 ,000 , in £5
shares.

Padeswood Hall Colliery - Capital £30,000, in £2 shares.
Ralph Entwistle and Co. - Capital £20,000 , in £50 shares.
Roach Mills Spinning and Manufacturing - Capital £60 ,000 ,

in £5 shares.
Royton and Oldham Brick and Tile Manufacturing

Capital 2 ,000 , in 45 shares.
Smallshaw Coal- Capital £10,000, in £50 shares.
Sutton Public Hall Capital £4,000, in $ 5 shares.
Taurine - Capital £50 ,000 , in 15 shares.
Vacuum Brake - Capital £150,000, in £5 shares .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . -- Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBEOK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings , Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAPETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBBCK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque-books supplied. English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS is allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia. The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may beworn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post,on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228, Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 168., 21s. , 26s. 60 , 31s . 60 ,

Postage Free. Double Truss , 31s . 60 ., 428 ., and 52s. 60 . Post

age free . An Umbilical Truss, 42s., and 528 . 6d . Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to bemade payable to John WHITE, Post-office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c , for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c.
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 6d ., 78, 6d ., 108 , to 168. each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES , for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s. 6d . and 7s. 6 . Adults, 10s. 6d ., 158. 6d . , and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John Waltz, Manufacturer , 228 Piccadilly , London.
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SHIPOWNERS AND OTHERS. MORTGAGES,
W PORT or SEA , arranged upon first- class steamers, & c. PETER

BROAD, Esq., 37 Bedford Row , W .C .

£647,000, MORTGAGES. Trustees desire to
nvest upon Land at 31 to 4 per cent. interest, or upon House Property at

5 per cent. interest for a term of years certain . “ Trustee" PETER

BROAD , Esq , Underhill-park, Reigate, Surrey, or 37 Bedford -row ,
London , w . c . '

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " . SYNDICATE ” AGENCY.

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate " are : - 1st . - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agente, of Ground

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inng, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobaccos
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Object,

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneere, or Agents, Land,

Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses , Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . -- The Cullection of Rents , and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pury
poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted b

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities , as well as

merchandize , and every other description of property intended for absolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things incl
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate"

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and cond
dential character. Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

' introducing business.

R E S T A U R A N Ti

13 OXFORD STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City.

Luncheons from the joints, hot or cold , including vegetables and bread , 1s . 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables , cheese and bread , 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 28 . 6d . to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C .

J. DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANWEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.

STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystaland Gilt ,
$ 2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties . . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mewburn , Esq. ,

H . J . Atkinson , Esq .
Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .
George Lidgett , Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.
John Napier , Esq .

Jonathan S. Pidgeon , Esq.
John Vanner , Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq ., Q . O ., M . P .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEÉ IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . 1, 216, 115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140 , 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR .
17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH . A
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THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen-street,
Huddersfield .

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market
place, Dewsbury.

· Agency business promptly attended to .

C
O
U
N
T

CLAUSSTELLUNG TOT

TECNR

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered."

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS !! !

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.id.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin .
burgh .

Was awarded for " Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,

AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . — The continued securitv and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a safe or
Strong Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

kers of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filling away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itsell

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

“ Times,” 12th September, 1875) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies ( in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected

by thismeans.
HOBBS, HART & CO .,

LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS.

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA . — " By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice -President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE , Brighton.
JAMESFRANKLIN ARNOLD ,Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD , Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. WILLIAM HENRY WATSON, Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, .Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington
TREASURER . — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. — W . C . COOPER, 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield.
BANKERS. - Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER ’ S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON.

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to
ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TOIN
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory , Nassau -street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy necu
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. April 24 , 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Vol . I. — New SERIES. — No. 21.] SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

WANTED, an experienced Accountant's Clerk . Apply
- X . Y . Z ., 37 Cannon -street, Birmingham .

THE COUNCIL OF THE SOCIETY OF

ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND

DEG TO GIVE NOTICE that a MEETING OF

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS will be held on
WEDNESDAY, 12th MAY next, at THREE O 'CLOCK , p .m .

At the “ GUILDHALL TAVERN," to consider a circular issued by

wholesale houses, having reference to a scale of charges for Accountancy
work relating to Liquidations and Compositions. Tickets for admission

to the meeting may be had upon application to the Secretary , ALFRED
C . HARPER, Esq . , at the Offices of the Society , 2 Cowper ' s Court ,

Cornhill, London, E .C .

VACHT FOR SALE. - A Ten Ton Cutter, now lying
1 in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price, gear and fittings com

plete , £70 Address H , J. W ., care of Mr. Alfred w . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62 Gracechurch- street, Ł . C .

PUBLICATIONS.
Established 1813.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
NINTI EDITION .

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are I NOTES ON PARTNERSHIPS, Bills of Sale, and
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly Private Arrangements, with a Synopsis of the Acts and Rules and

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To Compositions, Liquidations, and Bankruptcies .
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and BY JOHN BATH , F .S.A .E .
Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

Price 60.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Lawrence Lane, London , E .C ,NL REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public General Statutes The only

AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests , Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSI , MILNER ,

and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of PUBLISIIED EVERY SATURDAY .
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 103. ; Single Copy, 9d .;
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

delivered free in Town or Country.

ward plans and particulars, which when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written omce : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .
terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .
Marsh , Milner, and Co. , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all
kinds, Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Landand Reversion Offices ( Established
1842 ) , 54 Cannon -street.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.
GAS COMPANIES AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT.

M ESSRS. BROWNE, STANLEY, AND CO ., beg

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & c ., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .to inform their clients and friends that they have added this

specialty to their general business of Public Accountants and Auditors .

The Department will be under the management of Mr. W . Monro Platt,
who for 13 years held the appointment of Secretary and Accountant to

the West London Junction Gas Light Company . Limited . Terms on
application at Messrs. BROWNE , STANLEY, aud Co .' s Offices , 25 Old

Jewry , London :

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,

at 106 Queen Victoria -street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £210 per annum ; admirably lighted. - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 Walbrook.

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham - court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOUCKER, late of 13 Idol-lanc, City .

J.uncheonsfrom the joints ,hotor cold , including vegetables and bread, Is. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'cl ck , from the joint,with soup or fish ,
vegetables , cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s . 6d. to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

ARTICLED PUPIL. – Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman ,whowould be instructed in Sub-editing andGeneralNews

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALPRED W .GEE , ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . O . |
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TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

• N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into, or from ,the French ,German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the
Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C .
The Accountant.

The ccountant.
MAY 1, 1875 .

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of

Subscribers to the fact that the publication of the
paper weekly constitutes the ACCOUNTANT a “ newspaper"

within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, and

members of the profession thus have the opportunity

of contributing towards the success of their own

organ by the insertion of statutory notices required
to be advertised under this and other Acts of Par

liament. The Paper is Published every Saturday

in time for the early morning mails ; price 6d. per

copy, or 28s. per annum (including postage), the re

duced terms for payment in advance being : annual sub

scription 24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post

free ). Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and tlie ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

Wehave spoken so frequently as to the short-sighted

ness of the numerous class of individuals whose

constant endeavour is to cut down to the very lowest

point possible the remuneration of professional men,

that we shall do little more than point out the fallacies

of the circular to which our correspondents “ Cynic "

and “ 0 ” have alluded . As a matter of fact, nothing is

more common than the desire to get every thing doneas

cheaply as possible, in total oblivion of the truth thata

bad article is dear at any price. In buying an article,

the purchaser knows, when he has paid his money, that

the article remains, and is perhaps less disposed to

grumble as he has got something. But in dealing with

professional men, clients are often strangely forgetful of

the skill and labour that have been employed in their

service. To say that the physician is looked upon asa

friend and benefactor in the time of trial, and a sine

curist who has earned his money very cheaply , when

the danger is over, is a mere commonplace. Every

solicitor will admit that numerous cases which have

taxed the learning and patience of counsel to the

utmost, have brought him into disgrace with clients

when fees and costs have to be paid , and that much

work is done in a risky manner to save this expense.

And so it is with ourselves. Loss of money by

fraudulent bankruptcies , and bad debts, is one of the

incidents of trade, and a mere item in the profit and
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loss account. The amount paid to those who have of assurance, though a useful collateral security , is

minimised this loss appears to many business men in hardly , except under peculiar circunstances, an eligible

the semblance of an odious and onerous tax, investment, however important itmay be to a business

Probably the general ignorance of the business man, who is willing to put up with an unremunerative

members of the world of anything beyond their mode of dealing with his money if he lives, on the

own peculiar occupation, is at the bottom of the | faith that an early death may not leave his family

matter. It seems a simple thing to investigate entirely penniless. The simple nature of the point

accounts and to examine into a debtor's real appears more plainly if we treat the security as being

estate, requiring the slightest possible technical of another nature. Suppose the security given had

knowledge, and to be accomplished by any man been stock of a railway company. The value of this

of business training and habits. As a fact, the would be taken at the market price of the day ; and if

system of amateur trustees has broken down the trustee chose to take this and pay the prico, as in

in the light of extended experience, which shows that this case , he would be justified in doing so. But if,

the expense is greater , while the results are propor after it had been taken ove:, a sudden rise took place,

tionately less , and that it is difficult to get a creditor as we have seen lately in the stocks of one or

of any standing to undertake the duties of trustee at two railways, the secured creditor would never

all. What is to be the remedy ? A trustee think of claiming the “ unearned " increment. Tho

must be appointed , and must be a man trained samereasoning really governs the present matter.

for the post. A paragraph from the Law Times

exultingly proclaims that solicitors are now acting as

trustees. Unless universal opinion is much mistaken , | History is said to repeat itself, and sometimes history

this substitution will not curtail expenses. A competent repeats fiction , as we may see if we compare the career

man must be paid for his labour, whicherer his profes of the Great National Fire Insurance Company and

sion . Supposing the circular is acted on , what will be that of the Anglo - Bengaley. The capital of the latter

the result ? The trusteeships will fall into the hands of institution has never been accurately stated ; but thoy

men of no professional standing and no great ability . seem , for a time at least, to have honourably met their

It is absurd to contend that under this system he engagements, even though they were reduced to realise

public interests will not suffer. every thing except a grand piano . The Great National

In the mean time the Society of Accountants in has been hardly so fortunate. With a capital of five

England is taking action in the matter . Let them millions, they were unable to meet a debt of little more

resolve to check all unauthorised intruders ; and whilst than fifty pounds, and their consequent extinction was

baving due regard to the welfare of the business world , accordingly decreed by the Court of Chancery. There

let them also jealously guard the interests of their pro can be no doubt that an insurance company, provided

fession . it can hold its own without any serious losses by fire

for a few years, is about as paying a speculation as can

possibly be imagined ; and every improvement in build

The decision of the judge of the Birkenhead County | ing arrangements , and every increased facility for water

Court in Palethorpe's case has been affirmed , and may supply ,must add materially to its value. But in order

now , pending any further appeal to the Lords Justices,be to realise this proud position, it is necessary that a short

considered as law . Though bearing rather hardly on period should elapse, and, above all, that creditors

the unlucky creditor, the point soems sufficiently clear,point seems suinciently clear, should be paid or pacified ; otherwise, as in the case of

and but for the nature of the security would scarcely the Great National Company, the shareholders may be

have been seriously disputed. The creditor places his left to reflect sadly on the vanished visions of Eldorado,

own value on his security , which , judging from the age and the truth of the proverb that it is the first step

of the policy and its amount, seems scarcely too inade which is all important.

quate , and claims for the difference between that and

the amount of his debt. If any dividend had been

paid he would have reaped the benefit of it, and on this The Lord Chancellor has ordered that the offices of the

he must be supposed to have calculated ; while a policy | County Courts may be closed on the 17th day of May.
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. were occasionally placed in discharging the important and

responsible duties of auditors . He thought there was not

The Fourth Annual GeneralMeeting of the Institute of one member of the Institute, with any experience , who

Accountants was held at the Cannon -street IIotel, on
had not at times found himself, when acting as auditor of

Wednesday last. There were present, Messrs. John Ball,
Public Companies, placed in an extremely unpleasant

H . W . Blackburn (Bradford ), S . Barrow , E . G . Bradley, position. (Hear.) He had on one side the in

J . (). Chadwick , F . H . Collison , J . W . Ford , J . Harris ,
terests of the shareholders to protect, and on the other

C . F . Kemp, G . H . Ladbury, S . Lovelock, E . Moore, S. D . that of the directors : he was liable to the charge of

Nix , S . L . Price , S . Smith , and T. II. Wintle, Fellows of needlessly interfering, and on the other hand, if any thing

the Institute ; and E . J . Gardiner and T . A . Welton went wrong, he would be called to account for not having

(Secretary), Associates . interfered enough . He had read recently that one of the

In the absence of the President (Mr. William Quilter ), leading members of the Institute had felt it necessary to

Mr. C . F . Kempwas elected to the chair. resign his post, because of an exception taken by the
The minutes of the previousmeeting having been read | directors of a company whose accounts his firm audited ,

and confirmed , the report of the Council was taken as to the manner in which the firm had performed

read . the duties of auditors. He hoped that every member

It stated that “ The Council announce that since the of the Institute would do his best to uphold his pro

date of their last report, fourteen new Members have been
fessional brethren in such a case , and would decline

admitted, raising the total number of Members to 160 ; to accept an appointment of public auditor if he

namely, 97 Fellows and 63 Associates.
found that his predecessor had been dismissed , or com

" The Council having been informed that the committee
pelled to resign , because he had tried to discharge his

appointed by the Lord Chancellor to consider the practical
duties honestly and fearlessly . (Applause.) The Council

working of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and of the Rules
had considered this matter, and it was in their minds to

made under its authority, would gladly receive any sug
promulgate a bye-law on the subject ; but they felt that it

gestions, the Council accordingly submitted various
was a large question to deal with , and that it would

recommendationsto the consideration of that committee.”
perhaps be better to defer all action for the present. They

The balance sheet was appended to the report ; and it
were, however, unanimous in feeling that if any mem

appears that since the formation of the Institute in
ber found himself in a difficulty in connection with his

November 1870 , it has received in entrance fees, sub post of auditor, they would , upon the facts being placed

scriptions, and dividends on investments a total sum of
before them , do every thing they could to uphold him in

£6,764 18s. 11d., whilst the current expenses have
the just discharge of his duties. (Hear, hear.) IIe was

amounted to only £1,800 5s. 9d., leaving a balance of afraid that, from the very constitution of their order, they

£4,964 13s. 2d.
would have to wait some little time before they could

The CHAIRMAN said the report was a short one, but it
show much in the way of practical results. But the

must not be taken as conveying any idea of the many and
position of public accountant was now becoming more

various questions arising out of the affairs of the Institute,
recognised, and hebelieved the period would arrive when

which had been discussed from time to time by the Coun
they would have an acknowledged status ; and this would

cil. Notably various suggestions had been made to the be achieved by time, by consolidation amongst themselves,

committee appointed by the Lord Chancellor to inquire and by their securing and retaining public confidence.

into the working of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, and they
(Applause.)

hoped that this would lead to a more distinct recognition , Thereport, & c. was then formally adopted.

on the part of the Court, of the Institute, and of the class Mr. S . D . Nix asked for information as to whatthe Council

generally ofwhich they weremembers . (Hear.) The Coun proposed to do with the large sum which was accumulating

cil had alwaysbeen desirous to do every thing possible to ||in their hands. He inquired whether there was any

advancethe object of the Institution, viz.the elevation ofthe likelihood of a building being erected for the use of

status of the profession , but of course not much could be members, and whether it would notbe practicable to give

gained in that direction until they were recognised by the lectures upon topics connected with the profession .

proper legal anthorities. And one of the modes to attain Mr. LOVELOCK asked whether the attention of the

that end was, to see that the personal conduct of every Council had been drawn to some remarks by one of the

member was such as to command the respect of the Courts | Registrars of the Bankruptcy Court ; and if so , whether

and the legal profession. (Hear.) Another question that it was proposed to take any action upon thematter.

had occupied a great deal of the time of the Council, but The CIIAIRMAN said , in regard to the first question, he

which it was not thought desirable to refer to in the re - thought the time had hardly arrived when they could
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Correspondence.
challenge had been sent forth , and they were waiting for
some volunteer to come forward and deliver one. In

regard to the question of “ touting," he saw that the
attention of the Registrars had been directed to the sub ACCOUNTANTS' CIIARGES.

ject. If any member would come forward with a direct To the Editor of the Accountant.

complaint, and statementof facts, the Councilwould be Sir , — Your attention will doubtless have been called to

quite prepared to act ; but they felt that there was con two public meetings of wholesale houses which appear

siderable difficulty in laying down any general rules on
to have been called at the Guildhall Coffee House, on

the 12th January last, and 9th instant, respectively , for
the subject. the discussion of the above subject. I have made

The following members of the Council being eligible inquiries in various quarters, and do not know of a single

for re-election, were then re-elected , viz., Messrs. G . A .
professional accountant having been invited to attend

upon the discussion of questions of such vital importance

Cape, Robert Fletcher, C . F . Kemp, and G . H . Ladbury. to every member of the profession , and it is , therefore,

It having been intimated to the meeting that Mr. self-evident that the wholesale houses are seeking to
Henry Chatteris, one of the auditors, desired to be re

legislate upon the point with an ex -parte knowledge, viz .

the result in the shape of dividends, without taking the
lieved of the duties, his place was filled by the elec

labour of realisation into account. Surely , this is not in

tion of Mr. Samuel Barrow (Barrow and Gates), on the accordance with the sound common sense for which the

motion of Mr. S . D . Nix, seconded by the Secretary. Mr. wholesale warehousemen are, as a rule , remarkable .

Frederick Whinney was then re -elected one of the
What would they think of the retail traders meeting and

auditors.
upon which they would purchase goods, ignoring the cost

The Council recommended the election of Mr. Robert of production and the terms of credit to the wholesale

Ferguson Miller (Monkhouse, Goddard , Miller and Co trade ; or of retail consumers at a public meeting pledging

Newcastle on Tyne) as an Associate of the Institute , and
themselves not to take less than twelve months' credit,

and only to pay such prices as suited their fancy ? They
the recommendation was adopted by the meeting. would naturally brand such a step as preposterous ; and yet

The proceedings were concluded with a vote of thanks they, by their present action , are practically seeking to

to the Chairman .
effect a like object. I have to take objection also to the

principle of drawing a hard and fast line. No two

estates entail an equal proportion of trouble. One is

wound-up without difficulty, the next is only got in by

Scorcı Bills. In the House of Commons on Wednesday, hard fighting. An estate realising £200 (or less) is often

the High Court of Justiciary (Scotland ) Bill was read a second more troublesome than one of £20 ,000 (when you can find

time, and the Sheriff's Court (Scotland) Bill was withdrawn . one ; like the hare, such estates wantcatching first, and are

The second reading of the Licensing Courts Appeal (Scotland ) not over numerous). In the proposed scale liabilities are

Bill was then moved, but it was rejected by 176 to 99, entirely ignored ; whereas every practical accountant can

PROPOSED WINDING-UP OF A STEAM SHIP COMPANY. - The show that no scale of remuneration which ignores the

Western Mail announces that the Directors of the South Wales liabilities, (other than one by time) can be equitable.

Atlantic Steam -ship Company, which has been running a line What inducement is held out to an accountant to upset

of steamers for nearly five years, have decided on winding-up fraudulent or excessive claims ? What inducement is held
the company. A meeting of the shareholders to sanction the out to an accountant to do his best ? Look again at the scale .
resolution will be held in London next week . The same paper A scale of 10 per cent. on the first £200 realised , descend
states that during the existence of the company the Marquis

ing gradually to 5 per cent. over £1,000 and up to £1,500,
of Bute has not only foregone all dock dues on its vessels , but
has supplied them gratuitously with coal to an extent repre

and reaching 4 per cent. only on amounts over £3,000 .

sented by a sum equalto £30,000 . His lordship also subscribed Why, it is comparatively little more than an auctioneer's

£5,000 in shares to the original company, and subsequently scale , and even lower than the average of 5 per cent. for

doubled his stock . rent collections. And for this an accountant is to investi

Scotch BANKRUPTCY EXAMINATIONS. - At the Glasgow Bank
gate claims, settle them equitably, often with the aid ( ? )

ruptcy Court on Monday , Thomas M .Guffie, of M ‘Guffie , of unreliable books, or no books at all, and perhaps an

Sutherland and Co.. merchants, Glasgow and Rangoon , ap . obstructive debtor acting in collusion , — to realise the estate

peared before Sheriff Clark for examination as a bankrupt. possibly with an infinite amount of trouble and expense, - -

The bankrupt deposed that the insolvency of his firm was and all this independent of conferences and interviews

caused by losses on foreign transactions. During the past with inspectors, creditors, and others interested in the

four years the Rangoon firm had not been punctual in for estate. The remuneration proposed might be barely fair

warding statements of the business affairs, and until quite | under a good system of laws, (such as those which prevail

lately he had no reason to suspect that the concern had not in France or Germany) with good estates, capable of
been successful. A statement of affairs prepared by his part easy realisation ; but, I assert that under our existing
ner, who had absconded , showed liabilities to the extent of rotten laws, in many instances the proposed scale would
£24 ,076 , while the assets were estimated at £11,400 . The not recoup the trustce his outlay for salaries and office
statutory oath was administered to the bankrupt, and a

warrant granted for his partner's apprehension . - Wilson,
expenses .

M 'LAY & Co. (GLASGOW ). – At the examination in bankruptcy of
The most startling feature in the morement is the

Messrs. Wilson , M .Lay and Co. , iron and metal merchants, of forination of the committee. Among the members appear

Glasgow and London , the total liabilities were stated to be some names which stand high in reputation for integrity

£172,000 and the assets £20 ,000, and liberality ; they must have acted without considera
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tion . Surely they will agree that " sauce for the goose sensible men entertain of the economic folly of the
should be sauce for the gander.” That they do not work accountants, and of their preposterous presumption ?
for nothing, is evident by the colossal fortunes many of Suppose the accountants should fix the tariff of prices at

them are known to possess, and many of those fortunes

have been acquired within the last 20 years . be carried on under its conditions except at a serious loss,
A few accountants have made large fortunes, but a few what would happen to the accountants ? Certainly the

only. Profit for profit, I defy the warehousemen to prove ordinary world of sensible people would look upon them
that our average leads to such results as their trading as something approaching to idiots, for, besides the
shows. True it is that we do not buy and sell goods; but palpable economic fallacy of an attempt, which the very
we do have to acquire experience, and the wear and tear Legislature itself would shrink from making, to prescribe
of our profession , (who, for the benefit of warehousemen , to any occupation the limits of its profits , it is quite
are often called upon to work against time and at high plain that the warehousemen must compensate themselves
pressure), not infrequently undermines the health and for this loss by cheapening the process of their wares, and

sometimes even theminds of one of the hardestworking set the only real effect of such a ridiculous attempt by the
of men of tlie day. By all means let us meet as a body accountants would be that they would get mildewed

and discuss the question , nothostilely towards the “ Ware shirtings, shoddy woollens, and gauzey stockings. And
housemen 's Committee," but in order that we may among what possibly can these gentlemen expect from their little
ourselves arrive at some principle of remuneration fair commotion but the adhesion of a few outlying accountants

and equitable to all concerned. whose opinions would not be worth the ink with which

On the terms proposed by the committee, I defy any they were written. It is plain that these gentlemen

accountant to honestly do his best for the creditors with derive their only strength ( if they have any at all) from

out a loss to himself . He may by luck make one estate combination , and this consideration should be dwelt upon,

pay a profit, but the average would , I am convinced, com and dwelt upon very earnestly, by accountants.

pel him to call his own creditors together. For the outsiders we have spoken of this can be a
Yours faithfully , matter of no consequence at all, but to the bulk of the

profession it is a matter of the very greatest consequence,
that, by the isolation of its members, and the absence of
any joint action , they are powerless even for the

To the Editor of the Accountant. maintenance of a position so economically clear and just

SIR - Your persistent efforts to rouse the attention of
as that which is assailed by this stupid stipulation by a

little coterie of warehousemen . A certain combination
accountants to the fatal consequences of their division of

counsel, to their want of cohesion , and their apparent in
has been effected by the efforts of the Society of

capacity of combination , could scarcely have had a more
Accountants in England, and everything may be antici

effective corroboration than that which is furnished by
pated by the extension of the operations of that useful

the circular which I, for one, cannot treat as anything else
Society .

than insolent, recently issued by a sort of association of
The Society of Accountants in England have called a

warehousemen and other wholesale tradesmen , who, as far
meeting to consider this circular , and would earnestly

as I can judge, are a great deal more solicitous to make
press upon the members of the profession that they should,

it impossible for an honourable profession to earn a fair
though it may be at some inconvenience to themselves,

and sufficient remuneration for honest services rendered to make a point of attending it.- Yours truly ,

them , than to use common circumspection in selection of
CYNIC.

customers to whom they may sately extend the necessary

contidence, and credit of trade. Can it be possible that
“ TOUTING IN LIQUIDATION PROCEEDINGS.”

the circular is the outgrowth of a deliberate calculation of

a definite per centage of loss upon estimated bad debts, To the Editor of the Accountant.

that is , a calculated speculation in insolvency, of which an Sir , - Enclosed I send you a paragraph extracted from

item in the account is the fee of the honest man who is the Globe of the 22nd instant, which bears the above

called in to reduce this contemplated loss to the lowest heading. If I am correctly informed , the parties making

possible figure ? This seems to me remarkable in the the application to the learned registrar are the debtor's

position taken by these persons, what limit do these men solicitors, upon whose application the receiver and

impose upon the contemplated profits of their own trade ? manager was appointed. It is a somewhat startling

Let us consider a moment. Suppose the body of theory, to seek to prevent creditors from combining for the

accountants should take it into its head that there is a protection of their interests . As it is , the law is far too

violent taint of usury in the trade of these people and much in favour of the debtor ; and, had the registrar

should summon a public meeting at Exeter Hall to con entertained the application, the difficulties in the way of

sider the scale of prices of shirtings and stockings, enforcing reasonable arrangements would have been

supposed to constitute in their excessive prices a tax un materially increased . “ Touting " is undoubtedly objec

justifiable (at least ethically unjustifiable ) , upon , (together tionable ; but how is it under the present state of the law

with the rest of the community ) , the said accountants ; to be avoided ? It may have been abused , but in the

and suppose further that in their indignation at thehunger majority of instances it has ( I say it emphatically) done

of these men for inordinate profits the accountants something to reduce the power of the liquidating debtor

should draw up a scale of prices for shirtings, stockings, to have it all his own way. A remedy for touting could

and hosiery, and should thereupon issue a circular to all be found ; namely, by making it etiquette for all respect

the gentlemen engaged in these trades, calling upon them able lawyers and accountants not to interfere with the

to agree in writing to serve the accountants, together with professionalmen who are first called in , and by so altering

the rest of the world perhaps, with all these articles at the the law as to make it practically and not theoretically

prices fixed by the accountants . What opinion would | penal for a debtor to make false statements, and render
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ing it impossible to effect an arrangement outside of

bankruptcy, unless the deficiency is substantiated by a

professional accountant, and holding the latter personally

responsible for the truth of his report. Our statusmust,
however, first be legally recognised in order that we may

be protected from “ outsiders.”
Yours truly ,

A PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT.

London , April 23, 1875.

[ The matter referred to is an application in the case of

im Thurn and Co., reported in the last issue of The Account

ant. - ED. ]

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH , WESTMINSTER.
April 23 .

(Sittings in Banco, before the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE,Mr. Justice

Luse , Mr. Justice Quain , and Mr. Justice FIELD.)

LOVELL V. THE ACCIDENT ASSURANCE COMPANY. — This was
an action by the representatives of a farmer in Lincolnshire ,

who was killed while walking on the line of the North -Western

Railway. The policy of assurance contained an exception of
accidents occurring under circumstances of obvious danger,
and the question was whether the circumstances were such as

to comewithin the exception . The unfortunate deceased was

walking along the line of the railway at night, which , it
appeared , was usual in that district, as it saved time,when he
wasknocked down by a train or something projecting from it
and thrown on the line, where his feet were cut off and he

was killed. The case for the plaintiff was that from the
evidence as to the precise circumstances it was to be inferred
that the man was walking out of danger and had been knocked
down by something projecting improperly from the train , and

that, therefore, it was a not a case of “ obvious danger.” The

company contended that it was, and relied on the exception .
The Lord Chief Justice summed up in favour of the company' s
view ; but the jury found for the plaintiff, being , they said , of
opinion that theman was not walking under circumstances of

“ obvious danger.” The Lord Chief Justice, however , stayed
execution , and the Court had granted a rule nisi for a new
trial, which was now argued . Mr. Metcalfe, Q . C ., and Mr.

Lloyd were for the plaintiff ; Mr. Philbrick , Q . C ., was for the
company . After hearing the counsel for the plaintiff, without

calling on the counsel for the company, the Court set aside the

verdict, and sent the case to a new trial.

To the Editor of the Accountant.

SIR,-- As one ofthe objectswhich public accountants have
in view in auditingand investigating the booksand accounts

of public companies, charitable societies, and mercantile

firms is the detection of financial frauds perpetrated by

clerks and other servants and officials, I think it would

greatly add to the value of the Accountant, as an organ of
the profession , if it could be made to comprise a record of
all cases of fraud of this nature brought before the crimi

nal courts, giving as far as possible an explanation of the
modes in which the frauds were effected, and of the

manner in which such frauds were attempted to be con

cealed from the observation of those interested in their

early discovery. A history of the frauds perpetrated by

Robson , Redpath , Pullinger, Higgs, & c ., would not be

without interest to the younger members of the profession .

I am , dear Sir, yours truly ,
S. D . N .

[We shall be glad to comply with the wish expressed by our

correspondent so far as considerations of space will allow , and
trust that subscribers will assist by giving information in

regard to any cases of the kind which may come under their

notice. - ED. ]

COURT OF CHANCERY.

Our attention has been drawn to certain strictures in

regard to an extract from an Insurance paper published in

our last issue. The matter referred to was simply given

as a quotation, without any endorsement on our part of

the views therein expressed ; and we conceive it to be the

duty of a representative organ to make known to its

subscribers any fair and competent criticism , unfavourable

as well as favourable, upon subjects with which it is

specially connected. If commendation and praise alone

were to be admitted , and accountants were to shut eyes

and ears against all comment from an adverse point of

view , in what a fool's paradise would the profession soon

find itself !

April 22.

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)
WHITAKER V . RAODES. - Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr.

Ambrose, Q . C . (instructed by Mr. Jubb , Halifax), appeared for
Mr. Frederick Whitaker,woolmerchant, Halifax, the appellant,
and Mr. Finlay Knight (instructed by Messrs. Holroyde and
Smith , Halifax) for Mr. C . T . Rhodes, Accountant, Halifax,
trustee appointed under John Shackleton 's bankruptcy, the
respondent. This was an appeal by Mr. Whitaker against the
decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy, on the 15th day
of February last, discharging an order of Mr. Sergeant Tindal
Atkinson , the late judge of the Halifax County Court, ordering

the trustee under the bankruptcy to deliver up to Mr.
Whitaker three sheets of wool and three bales of wool, sold by
him to the bankrupt on December 5th , 1874, after the
presentation of the petition on December 2nd , upon which he
was adjudged bankrupt, and delivered on the 12th December,

two days prior to the adjudication (December 14th ). The
County Court Judge decided that the adjudication related back

to the act of bankruptcy, and that it was a fraud on Mr.
Whitaker for the bankrupt to buy the wool knowing the
position he was in , and therefore there was no binding con
tract. The Chief Judge , in reversing the decision , stated that

although it was a hard case , yet the order must be discharged ,

as fraud in such a case must be proved and not assumed , and

there was nothing to show that the bankrupt did not intend

to pay for the wool. After hearing the counsel for the

appellant, and without calling upon the respondent's counsel ,
the Lords Justices upheld the Chief Judge's decision , and

dismissed the appeal with costs.

WINDING UP. - The Westof England Stud Company (Limited)
has been ordered to be wound up under the supervision of the
Court of Chancery, and Mr. Henry Brown has been appointed

Viborg Gas Company (Limited) has been presented to the
Court of Chancery. An order has been made for the winding

up of the Snowdon Slate Quarries Company (Limited), to be.
continued under the supervision of the Court.

COUNTY COURTs Bill. - In the House of Lords on Monday

this bill was, on the motion of the Lord Chancellor, read the

third time.
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VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURTS, Lincoln's Inn . or preferences to the holders of the shares in such increased
capital, as it might from time to time deem expedient,and the

capital should be increased accordingly . Such increased capi.
April 23. tal was to be raised by the issue of new shares of such amount

Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R .Malins. as the company in general meeting might determine, and

IN RE GREAT NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY. - This was
should be subject to the several provisions contained in the

a petition by a firm of stationers and printers in St. Mary -axe,
articles in the same manner as if it had been part of the

to wind up the Great National Fire Insurance Company, on
original capital. At an extraordinary generalmeeting,held on

the ground that they could not obtain payment of a sum of
the 21st April, 1863, a resolution was passed that further

£57 14s. 6d ., which was due to them for printing work done
capital of £5 ,250 should be raised by the issue of a like

for the company. It appeared that the company was formed
number of preference shares of £1 each , entitled to a preferen.

in October last, with a capital of £5,000,000 in preferred and
tial interest of 10 per cent. per annum , which were to be

deferred shares, and having, as the prospectus stated , for its
repaid with a bonusof 25 per cent. in manner therein specified,

president and vice-presidents , two noblemen , a colonial bishop ,
and such payment of interest, repayment, and bonus was to be

a foreign count, two honourables, and a baronet , and for the
made before any interest or other money was payable to the

chairman of its London and provincial directors a foreign
original shareholders of the company, and at such times as

prince. The prospectus also stated that until 200,000 of the
must be determined by the resolution of a general meeting

preferred share capital had been subscribed , no insurances
called for that purpose, but at which only the holders of

would be effected ; that £175 ,000 of this amount had already
original shares were to have votes. The preference capital

been applied for,and that the company had some special and
was raised in accordance with these resolutions, and the

important features, and had originated an entirely new plan of
question mentioned above now cameon for argument upon an

insurance . The petition stated that some small number of
adjourned summons taken out in thewinding-up . Mr. Higgins,

shares had been issued , but that many of the persons whose
Q . C . , and Mr. Key , on behalf of the preference shareholders,

names had been affixed to the prospectus as vice-presidents
claimed the whole surplus. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. Lough

and directors of the company had never agreed to accept office,
borough , for the ordinary shareholders, while admitting that

and had taken steps to have their names removed ; that the
the preference shareholders were entitled to a preferential

petitioners , on inquiring at the head office of the company in
dividend, contended that under the articles of association the

Queen Victoria -street, were informed that the secretary and
new capital was to be subject to the same provisions as if it

auditors of the company had resigned , and that the managing
had been part of the original capital, and that, therefore, as

director, who had given the order for the printing , had ab
regarded the right to the receipt of capital sums,all the share.

sconded . It was also stated that the company had about £20
holders were on a footing of equality . Mr. J. Pearson , Q .C .,

at their bankers, that there were about 31 shareholders, and
appeared for certain trustees ; Mr. Reginald Hughes for the

that the petitioners had unsuccessfully applied to some of the liquidators. The Vice-Chancellor said that there could be no

directors for payment. Mr. Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Bund
doubt that the articles of association gave power to the com
pany to raise the new capital upon such terms as they mightred for the petitioners ; the company did not appear.appe

The Vice-Chancellor made the order, but with some reluc .
think fit , and the only question was whether, by the terms of

tance, as it would necessitate the formation of a list of
the resolution , the holders of the new capital were intended to

contributories, and all to provide for so small a debt as £57. have priority in respect of capital. He was clearly of opinion

IN RE STAR OF NEVADA SILVER MINING COMPANY.-- This was that, under the resolution which had been passed , the pre

& petition by Messrs. Cowdy and Moody, the formerbeing a ference shareholderswho held the new capital were entitled to

director and the holder of 230 , and the latter being the holder have the surplus in winding-up divided between them , in

of 135 , fully paid -up shares in the company, to have the com priority to the original shareholders in the company.

pany wound-up upon the ground that it had ceased to carry

on its business for more than a year - i . e . since March , 1873. April 27.

It appeared that the company was registered in July, 1871, (Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)
with a nominal capital of £50 ,000 , in 25 ,000 shares of £2
each , in order to purchase a silver mine at Austen , in Nevada, M 'KEWAN V . SANDERSON . This was a suit instituted by the

Galled “ The Star of Nevada Tunnel,” which the prospectus public officer of the London and County Bank to enforce

, epresented as (if properly worked ) likely in 12 months to
against the defendant, George Sanderson , à certain guarantee

return the shareholders not less than £25 ,000 per annum , and given by him to the bank under the following circumstances :

in two years double or treble that amount. Mr. E . C . Willis
| - In May , 1864 , James Sanderson , the defendant' s brother, a

appeared for the petitioners ; Mr. Solomon , for certain share
licensed victualler and bill discounter, opened an account with

holders, supported the petition . The companydid not appear ; the bank at their Holborn Branch , and in the usual course of

and the Vice-Chancellor made an order for a compulsory business the bank discounted for him and placed to his credit

winding -up. the proceeds of discount of various bills of exchange of which
somewere accepted and others drawn and endorsed by him .

April 24.
In themonth of August, 1870 . James Sanderson owed the

bank on such account the sum of £6 ,800 , against which they
IN RE THE BangOR AND PORT Madoc SLATE AND SLATE SLAB | held acceptances which they had discounted for him . Being

COMPANY. — This company, in April, 1870, passed a resolution then in pecuniary difficulties, he, in July, 1870 , filed a petition

for a voluntary winding-up , which was afterwards continued for liquidation , and on the 27th of August a first meeting of

under the supervision of the Court, in pursuance of an order his creditors was held , at which it was resolved that a compo

obtained in the month of July following . After paying all the sition should be accepted of 2s, in the pound . The bank

debts of the company, the liquidators had in their hands a having threatened to oppose this resolution at a second meet

sum of £4,678 surplus assets , and the question arose whether ing, George Sanderson gave the bank a written guarantee ,

this sum ought to be distributed among the preference share dated September 7th , 1870, undertaking that the ultimate loss
holders, to the exclusion of the ordinary shareholders, or to the bank upon James Sanderson 's acceptances which they

whether the latter were entitled to participate with the former held , amounting to £6 ,896 , should not amount to more

in the distribution of the fund. The company was formed in than £2 ,000 , and that he (George Sanderson) would pay to the

February , 1857, with a capital of £105,000 , and by one of its bank such sum as should be due to them in respect of the

articles of association it was provided that the company, in acceptances beyond £2,000. The bank thereupon withdrew
generalmeeting ,might increase its capital to such amountand their opposition to the resolution , and at the second meeting

upon such terms, and either with or without special privileges of the creditors held on September 7th following, the resolution
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was confirmed. The bank eventually realised the bills in COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .
their possession , and reduced the debt to £4 ,867, and claimed

that sum , less the £2,000 , as the amount due to them from

George Sanderson on his guarantee. He, however, refused to April 24 .

to pay the sum , alleging that the guarantee constituted a ( Before the IIon . W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief
fraudulent preference in favour of the bank over James

Judge. )
Sanderson 's other creditors, and was, therefore, void . The

IN RE C . E . ALFORTH . — This was another heavy failure.
object of the bill was, therefore, to compel George Sanderson

to make good the loss on the bills , less £2,000. Mr. Waller,
The debtor, Charles Edward Alforth , described as a timber
merchant, of 17 Gracechurch -street, has filed a petition for

Q .C ., and Mr. Chubb appeared for the bank ; Mr.Glasse, Q . C .,
and Mr. Cottrell for the defendant, George Sanderson , were

liquidation . His debts are stated at £100,000, with assets,

not called upon . The Vice-Chancellor said the right of every
consisting of stock -in -trade, book debts , mortgages on pro

creditor in bankruptcy holding securities was to come in and
perty at Riga, railway bonds and shares, furniture, and a

prove for the deficiency remaining in respect of his debt, after
balance at bankers, amounting to about £50,000 in the aggre

he had realized his securities. If, therefore, the arrangement
gate. The case was now mentioned to the Court by Mr.

in question with George Sanderson had not been made, the
Munns, and upon his application , his Honour appointed Mr.

bank would clearly have had the right of standing as creditors
R . Fletcher, accountant, Moorgate-street, receiver and mana

for the £4,867, less the £2,000 which they had agreed to take
ger of the estate .

as a loss — that is, £2,867. Now , in considering the question ,

he must confess he did not admire the conduct of George April 26 .
Sanderson in taking advantage of the technical point as to
fraudulent preference , in order to get out of his guarantee. It

(Before Sir J. Bacon , Chief Judge.)

was, however , perfectly well settled, both in law and in equity, EX PARTE KING , RE PALETHORPE. - This was an appeal from
that in case of a bankruptcy, insolvency, or composition with the Liverpool County Court, and involved a nice question as

creditors, it was the duty of allthe creditors taking part in the to the effect of proof by a secured creditor. Mr. DeGex, Q . C .,

proceedings to stand share and share alike on an equality with and Mr. Potter were counsel for the appellant ; Mr. Jackson ,
each other in carrying out a division of the assets of the Q .C ., and Mr. W . R . Kennedy for the respondent. In October,

debtor ; and that if one creditor, unknown to the others, 1868 , the debtor being indebted to Mr. King in the sum of
entered into any arrangement with the debtor by which that £631, assigned to him a policy of assurance effected upon the

creditor obtained any advantage whatever over the other debtor's life in the Economic Life Assurance Society , dated

creditors, that constituted a fraudulent preference , and the June, 1868 , for £1,200 as security for the amount due and the

Court would order the creditor so obtaining the advantage to premiums for keeping up the policy . Notice of the assign

repay any moneys thereby obtained by him . He hoped this | ment was given to the assurance society . In 1874 , the debtor

case would prove a lesson to bankers that, in the case of the filed a petition for liquidation , under which a trustee was

bankruptcy of a customer, it was their duty not to attempt to appointed and a resolution registered to liquidate by arrange

secure any private advantage for themselves, but to take their ment, and the debtor's discharge granted, but no resolution

stand with the other creditors. All the Courts , as appeared was passed for the close of the liquidation . In October, 1874 , a

from the authorities, were agreed that if one creditor entered proof was presented by King for £1,209, stating that he held
into any arrangement whatever with the debtor with the view as security the policy in question , which he valued at £200 ,
of obtaining an advantage over the other creditors , and that and the trustee being satisfied with the estimate of the value

arrangement was not communicated to them , whether thatcated to them . whether that I admitted the proof. On the 5th of November, 1874 , the
arrangement mightbe merely to stay away from a meeting of debtor died , and King had since received the amount of the

the creditors, or whatever it might be, that arrangement policy . The trustee under the liquidation claimed to be

amounted to a corrupt bargain , and the Court would compel entitled to the sum received by King over and above the

the creaitor to restore what he had obtained. Now , the result estimated value of his security, and King, on the other hand,

of the present transaction was that while the other creditors claimed to be entitled to retain the money for his own benefit .

would have only 28. in the pound , the bank would get between It was admitted on both sides that the proceeds of the policy

11s. and 12s. in the pound . The bank were, in fact, bought were insufficient to satisfy the whole amountdue to King , he

off, and they did not attend the second meeting, at which they having paid the premiumsupon the policy, except one, which

ought to have attended and co -operated with the other credi became due in 1869. The County Court Judge decided that

the trustee under the liquidation was entitled to the surplus

have attended the meeting had they not received money as of the money after deducting the £200, being King's estimate

an inducement to stay away. This guarantee was opposed to of the value of the policy. King appealed. The Chief Judge

all principles of public policy, and could not be sustained . He said it was the first time this question - a difficult one - had

was sorry the bank had committed so great an error, but they arisen for decision . No doubt this was a hard case upon the

they would no doubt know better in future. Under the cir appellant, but that could not affect the point, which must be

cumstances, therefore, the bill must be dismissed . decided according to the terms of the statute and the rules .

His Lordship referred to the various sections of the Act, and

to the rules bearing upon the subject, and said that the

The Newcastle Chymical Works Company (Limited) held creditor had the option of proving his debt and of estimating

two meetings the other day to consider the state of affairs,
the value of his security. If he did so and the security

and to arrange about the payment of dividend. Owing to
realised more than the estimate , the surplus must be ad .

the enormous rise in the value of coals , the company had ministered for the benefit of the creditors generally . The

made no profit last year ; but, under the deed by which the order of the learned Judge was, therefore, right, and the

business had been sold to the company, Mr. Christian All
appeal must be dismissed .

husen , whose business it had been before, guaranteed 10 per

cent. dividend on the paid -up capital. At the extraordinary
April 27 .

general meeting, therefore, a resolution was passed sanctioning

that form of payment, on the understanding that, should the (Before the Ilon. W . C . SPRING-Rice, sitting as Chief Judge.)

company again prosper, Mr. Allhusen would be recouped his IN RE William M 'ARTHUR . - The debtor is an iron mer

£42,000 without interest, but that if it did not, then he would chant carrying on business at 122 Cannon -street, City, the

have no claim for anything. This resolution has to be sanc Anchor-wharf, East Greenwich , and Clyde -wharf, Millwall.

tioned next month , and then the dividend will be paid . | He formerly traded as an iron founder, under the style of the
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PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.Caledonian Iron Foundry Company, at Somerset-buildings,
Upper Thames-street. The liabilities, under a liquidation
petition , are returned at £268,881, but this amount includes

liabilities on bills receivable, many, if not all, of which will

be paid by third persons ; of the value of the assets no
estimate can yet be formed . Upon the application of the
debtor, and with the concurrence of creditors for £70 ,560 ,

the Court appointed Mr. John Weise (of the firm of Messrs.
Turquand , Youngs, and Co.) receiver of the property , and
granted an interim injunction to restrain actions.

April 28 .

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE F . F . WYMAN. The debtor, Frederick Frank

Wyman , publisher, stationer, general agent, and merchant, of
St. Bride's -chambers, Ludgate- circus,and Calcutta , has filed
a petition for liquidation , with liabilities estimated at £23,433,
and assets, consisting of cash in hand, book debts, and other
property , £30 ,000, the greater portion being in India . The
matter was mentioned to the Court this morning by Mr. F .

Knight, on behalf of a creditor for £6 ,000 , upon an applica

tion for the appointment of Mr. F . H . Collison , accountant, as
receiver . His Honour asked whethernotice of the application
had been given to the debtor, and receiving a reply in the
negative, said it would be contrary to the practice ofthe Court
to appoint a receiver without such notice. Subject ,however ,
to the debtor's consent being obtained, the order would be
granted .

IIOuse or LORDS, APRIL 23.

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT ( 1873) AMENDMENT. - On

the motion for going into Committee on this Bill, after an

explanation from Lord Granville in reference to some obser

vations made by the Lord Chancellor on the occasion when

the Bill was last under consideration , Lord Selborne declared

that he should say “ Non -content " to the Second Clause of

the Bill,which suspended the operation of the Clauses of the
Judicature ·Act of 1873 constituting a Supreme Court of

Appeal, and at another opportunity he would enter fully into
his reasons for regretting the proposed change with regard to
the Appellate Jurisdiction. On Clause 4 , Lord Coleridge ob
jected to the proposal to remove from the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council, which , as the Lord Chancellor had

stated , performed its work satisfactorily , any of the paid
members for the purpose of placing them on the Intermediate

Court of Appeal. The Lord Chancellor anticipated that the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council would, under the
arrangements proposed , perform its work as satisfactorily as

before. The Intermediate Court of Appealwas strongly com

posed , and was similar in its constitution to the Supreme

Court of Appeal of the Bill of 1873, though curtailed in the

number of its members, for it was not intended to prejudge
the decision of Parliament next year on the question of the

Final Court ofAppeal. Lord Selborne said , as the Clause was

now stated to be only provisional, he should not take upon

himself the responsibility of objecting to it . The Clause was
agreed to, and with respect to Clause 26 , relating to the salaries
and officers of the Courts of Lancaster and Durham , the Lord

Chancellor, on an appeal from Lord Winmarleigh , said he

would reconsider whether the change there proposed should be

made. The Bill then passed through Committee.

April 29.

((Before the Ilon . W . C . SPRING-Rice .)

IN RE ISIDORE LEVEATX - The bankrupt in this case is
described as of 2 Carlton -road , Maida - vale , wine merchant.
This was the first meeting of creditors. - Upon the application

of Messrs. Hughes and Son the Court had recently appointed

Mr. T , H . Wintle , public accountant (Johnstone, Cooper,
Wintle , and Co . ), receiver to the estate. - - A trustee was now

chosen to act with a committee of inspection .

( Before Mr. Registrar Rocu E .)

IN RE GODFREY BAUM . - This was a first sitting. The bank
rupt was a banker and money changer , of 46 Regent- street,
and 65 Talbot-road , Bayswater. He had filed a petition for

liquidation , but the proceedings fell to the ground and adjudi

cation followed. His debts are now returned at £9,807, and
assets £670. Several proofs were now admitted, and a resolu
tion passed appointing a trustce and committee of inspection ,
Mr. A . H . Miller being the solicitor to the procecdings.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, APRIL 26 .

NATIONAL DEBT. - In Committee of the whole House , the

Chancellor of the Exchequer moved that it was expedient to
amend the Acts relating to the National Debt by making

provision for the further reduction of the Debt. The Bill he
proposed to introduce was mainly for the purpose which he

described in his financial statement - namely , to appropriate &
fixed sum yearly towards the reduction of the Debt. There

would, however, be another provision which he had not yet
mentioned . It was in conformity with a recommendation of

the Public Accounts Committee, which sat some years ago,

and had reference to the existing Sinking Fund. The payments

in connexion with this fund were at present made quarterly ,
and were of a very irregular character, and what he proposed

was that the ascertained surplus upon any one year should be

paid over in one sum in the course of the year following. The

resolution was agreed tu .

Tue CountS OF LAW IN SCOTLAND. - Dr. Playfair asked the
Lord Advocate whether the Government intended to bring in

a Bill, indicated by the answer his Lordship gave on the 16th

of July last, to give effect to many of therecommendations of the
Royal Commission , including an increase in the salaries of the

Judges of the Supreme Courts. The Lord Advocate. - I do

not think my right hon , friend quite accurately describes the

answer which I gave to him on the 16th July last . On re

ferring to the usual source of information , I see I stated that

“ it is intended to give effect to many of the recommendations

of the Royal Commission next Session , and the matter of the

increase of the salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Courts

will be submitted for consideration .” I did not then indicate ,

as I had no authority to do so, that the Government would

during this Session bring in a Bill providing for an increase

in the salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Courts in Scot
land . At the same time, it is proper I should say that I have
submitted for the consideration of the Government many of

the recommendations of the Royal Commission , including

UNITED STATES FINANCES — The Treasury Department of

the United States Government is preparing, as a contribution

to the Centennial Exhibition , a volumeexhibiting the financial

transactions of the Government in the past 100 years. The

work , it is said , will show the causes which led to borrowing

money at various times, and a sketch will be given of debates

in Congress upon such subjects. The design is to present a

complete financial liistory of the Govermuent during the first

century of independence.

Smart. -- At the Preston County Court, some extraordinary

revelations were made in the matter of the bankruptcy of
Thomas George Hooton , ironmonger, lately carrying on busi

nes3 in Church -street, Preston . It was alleged at the meeting

of creditors held last month , that the shop had been broken

into , and a cash -box containing about £800 stolen therefrom .

- Berrow 's Worcester Journal.
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those relating to the increase of the salaries of the Judges of
the Supreme Courts ; but I have not yet received authority to

propose to Parliament any legislation , except upon the matters

dealt with in the two Bills relating to the Sheriff and other

inferior Courts in Scotland which were read a first time on

Friday last.

petition för liquidation , his assets being about £300 , and
consisting in part of property which belonged to the partner

ship. Mr. Bolland was appointed receiver, but on taking

possession he found the property was claimed by Mr. Vine, the

trustee under the former bankruptcy of Winstanley and

Formby. The right of the latter also was subsequently dis
puted by the two partners who had retired , on the ground that

the property was primarily liable to the discharge of the
partnership debts , and in order to enforce their rights they

obtained an injunction in Chancery to restrain Mr. Vine from

dealing with the property. The present motion on behalf of

Mr. Vine was to restrain the Chancery proceedings, and for a

declaration of the court that the property in dispute vested in

him as the trustee under the old bankruptcy . Mr. Walton ,

instructed by Mr. Etty , appeared for Mr. Vine, Mr. Kennedy,
instructed by Messrs. Harvey and Co., for the late partners of

Formby, and Mr. T . Lupton for Mr. Bolland. His Honour,

after hearing the opening statement of Mr. Walton , expressed
his opinion that there was no case made out for his inter

ference with the proceedings of the Court of Chancery , and
therefore themotion must be dismissed .

APPOINTMENTS.

HOUSE OF LORDS, APRIL 29.

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT (1873) AMENDMENT

(No. 2 ) Bill. — Lord Selborne, on the report of the Amend.

ments to the Judicature Bill, reviewed the provisions with

regard to Appeals of the Act of 1873, which the present Bill
suspended, and said that themore he considered the matter
the more he was convinced that the Court of Appeal consti

tuted by the Act of 1873 would have been a strong Court, and

was preferable to the one proposed to be formed by the present

Bill. It was a point of great importance, he observed, to

give strength to the Court which dealt with the first Appeals,

which formed the great mass of Appeals , and it was by the
Courts below that the law was built up. At the same time,

the Act of 1873 provided for the re-hearing of causes with the

leave of the Court ; and there could be no doubt that in all

proper cases such leave would have been granted . The Act of

1873 would have tended to discourage frivolous Appeals ;
but he had great misgivings as to the sufficient

power of the Court of Appeal proposed to be es

tablished by the present Bill to do the work which
it would have to perform . He would not say much as to

what was eventually to be the Final Court of Appeal, as

the Lord Chancellor had described the proposal made on that

point as only provisional, but he saw no reason why the Act of

1873 should not have had a fair trial. Whatever the future

Final Court of Appeal might be, it certainly would not be

the House of Lords, but a Court constituted by Act of Parlia

ment. Hehad thought it best to refer to this subject because

he considered it one of great importance, and because ho

thoughtthat the attention of the country should be directed to it .

Lord Penzance contended that the machinery of the Act of
1873 did not establish an efficient second Appeal ; but Lord

Hatherley remarked that the Act of 1873 proposed that there

should be a re-hearing in the event of the Court being of

opinion that there ought to be a re -hearing ; while Lord
Redesdale protested against the assumption that an improve

ment could not be made in the House of Lords for the purpose

of hearing Appeals . The Lord Chancellor said that as the
Government desired to reserve till next Session the question

what should be the Final Court of Appeal, he would not enter
on that pointupon the present occasion . With regard to the
Court proposed to be constituted by the present Bill, he con -

sidered that it would be sufficiently strong for the important

duties it would have to perform . The Report of the Amend .

ments was then agreed to .

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for inscriion in this column .]

Mr. J. G . B . Mawson , Public Accountant, of 8 Duncan

street, Birkenhead , has been appointed Receiver and Manager
in the estate of Ann Roberts, Price-street, Birkenhead .

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. Alfred A . Broad,

(Broads, Paterson , and May) , oſlicial liquidator of the Metro
politan Counties Co-operative Coal Company (Limited )

Vice -Chancellor, Sir Richard Malins, has made an order
appointingMr. Frederick Whinney (Harding , Whinney and Co .,

of 8 Old Jewry) the provisional official liquidator of the

Cornish Consolidated Iron Mines Corporation (Limited ) .

Mr. Frederick William Sperring , of 26 Philpot-lane,
Fenchurch -street, Public Accountant, has been appointed

Liquidator of the Suburban and Metropolitan Co-operative
Society , Limited
Mr. Frederick William Sperring has been appointed Trustee

of the Estate in Bankruptcy of ThomasWright Fenwick, of
Stamford , chemist and druggist.
Mr. Frederick William Sperringhas been appointed Receiver

in Liquidation of the Estate of Lewis Barrett West, St. Mary
Grove Park , Chiswick .

The Master of the Rolls hasmade an order appointing Mr.
James Waddell the provisional official liquidator of the

Universal Disinfector Company (Limited) .

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

APRIL 24.

(Bef re Mr. PERRONET THOMPSON .)

IN RE WINSTANLEY AND FORMBY. — This was a motion of a

complicated character . Messrs. Winstanley and Formby ,

ironfounders and shipsmithis, became bankrupts in 1871, and

passed their public examination , but obtained no orders of

discharge, nor was their bankruptcy closed . Shortly afterwards
Formby recommenced business as a ship' s ironfounder, and

was subsequently joined in the business by two other persons,

and they continued as partners up to the end of 1873 , when

there was a dissolution , the last two partners retiring, leaving

Formby with the stock and business conditionally on his
discharging the partnership debts. Formby carried on the

business up to February last, when he failed , and presented a

A . WHITE (MINCING LANE). - At a meeting of the creditors of

Mr. Alfred White , lately partner in the firm of Henry White
and Co ., of 17 Mincing -lane held on Friday, the statement of

affairs showed liabilities 10,900 , and assets £4,007,

HANSON PICKLES AND Co ., (HALIFAX). - A meeting of the

creditors of Messrs . Hanson Pickles and Co., Spinners and
Manufacturers , Halifax , was held at the County Court on

Monday , the Registrar of the Court presiding. The bankrupts

presented a statement of afřairs (which had been prepared by
dr. J. J. Learoyd ) which showed the liabilities to unsecured
creditors to be 4 ,452 ( s. 9d. ; to creditors partly secured
£29 , 6s, id. ; and to creditors for rent, rates, & c ., £21, total
£4,502 13s. 1d . The assets, consisting of stock and machinery

at Westgrove Mill and Bailey Hall Works, Halifax, valued at

£1,683 11s. 8d.; book debts estimated to produce £550 ; cash
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in hand £2 16s. 78., and surplus from secured creditorsI

£11 9s. 5d., total £2,217, 17s. 8d. Mr. C . T . Rhodes and Mr.
Learoyd , Accountants, Halifax , were appointed joint trustees,
with a Committee of inspection . Mr. Godfrey Rhodes, of

Halifax, is the solicitor acting in the bankruptcy. The cir
cumstances attending this bankruptcy are somewhat peculiar.
The firm consists of six partners, viz., William Pickles,

Thomas Hanson , John Jagger , James Helliwell, Levi Bottom
ley ,and SamuelWoolliead . The partnership was dissolved in
February - William Pickles continuing the Spinning depart

ment and Messrs. Hanson , Jagger, Helliwell, and Bottomley
the Weaving, whilst Woodhead retired altogether. In March
William Pickles filed a separate petition for liquidation of the

partnership debts. In a few days this was followed by a
second petition by Hanson , Jagger, Helliwell, and Bottomley,
through two solicitors, and eventually, seeing that he was
saddled with all the partnership liabilities, although not then
a member of the firm , Woodhead followed suit. In this state
of things — the largest creditor filed a bankruptcy petition

against the whole six , on thehearing of which , all the debtors
disputed the act of bankruptcy and Woodhead the actual
trading. Mr. Registrar Rankin , however, after hearing Mr.
Jordan , Barrister, of Manchester, on behalf of the petitioner,
adjudged them all bankrupts, but stayed proceedings until the

meetings under the various petitions - at none of which of
course were any resolutions passed , and the affairs are now
being wound up in bankruptcy.

Join LONGTON & Co . (LIVERPOOL.). — At a meeting of the

creditors of John Longton and Co ., of 11 Brunswick -buildings,
Brunswick -street, Liverpool, shipowners, the liabilities were
stated to be £3,061, and assets £295. A composition of
1s. 6d . in the pound was accepted , and Mr. II. Lolland was
appointed trustee to pay the same.

J . WHITFIELD (LIVERPOOL). - At a meeting of the creditors
of John Whitfiell, of 9 Boundary -place, Collingwood -street,
Liverpool, cart-owner, the liabilities were stated to be £2,344 ;
assets , £168. Mr. H . Bolland was appointed receiver upon the
application of Mr. W . Lowe, solicitor.

H . CUMMINS (LIVERPOOL ) - At a meeting of the creditors of
Henry Cummins, of 20 Exchange -street East, Liverpool,
stock and share broker, the liabilities were stated to be

£13,600. Mr. H . Bolland was appointed receiver upon the
application of Messrs. Barrell and Rodway, solicitors.

D . BYRNE (LIVERPOOL). – At a meeting of the creditors of
Dennis Byrne, of 61 Regent-road , and 37 Bath -street, Liver

pool, boot and shoe manufacturer and dealer, the liabilities

were stated to be £1,991 ; assets, €196 . Liquidation was

resolved upon , and Mr. H . Bolland appointed trustee.

J. GUEDALLA & Co. (MANCHESTER). – At a meeting of the
creditors of Messrs. Jacob Guedalla and Co. , merchants , of
Manchester, held on Tuesday, the liabilities were stated at

£16 ,400 , including £11, 267 in connection with accommoda

tion bills, against assets representing only £541. There is,
however, a surplus on the separate estates of the debtors . It
was decided to liquidate the estate by arrangement.

C . WITTLE (LIVERPOOL) . - At a meeting of the creditors of
Chirles Whittle , of Thatto -heath , St. Helens, licensed victual.

ler, the liabilities were stated to be £1, 179 ; assets, £151.

Liquidation was resolved upon , and Mr. II . Bolland appointed

trustee.

BuckNaLL, Soy & Co . (LIVERPOOL). - At a meeting of the
creditors of Bucknall, Son and Co ., of 2 William -street, Liver

pool, brokers and agents, the liabilities were stated to be
£1,807; assets, £121. Liquidation was resolved upon , and Mr.
H . Bolland was appointel trustee.

T . M . TERJIBOUGH ( TRANJERE). - -At a mecting of the credi
tors of Thomas Major I'erinbough , of the Tranmere Castle
Hotel, Tranmere, hotel-keeper, the liabilities was stated to be
£2,015 ; assets , £37 . Liquidation was resolved upon , and

Mr. H . Bolland , of Liverpool, was appointed trustee. .

S . DEMPSEY (MANCHESTER ). - The statutory meeting of the

creditors of James Samuel Dempsey, of Whittles'-croft, Ducie

street, Manchester, shirt and underclothing manufacturer ,was

held on Tuesday, the liabilities were stated to be £1,249, and

the assets, £343. Mr. Addleshaw , solicitor, appeared for the

principal creditors , and Mr. Edgar for the debtor. The meet.

ing resolved that the estate should be wound-up in Liquidation ,

that David Smith , Accountant, be the trustee with a com

mittee of inspection , and that Messrs. Boote and Edgar be

entrusted with the registration of the resolutions.

W . T . HENLEY (LONDON ). - A meeting of the creditors of

Mr. William Thomas Henley, telegraph engineer, who recently

suspended payment, was held on Tuesday, when the statement

of affairs presented showed that the total unsecured debts

amounted to £212,406 , and the total assets, including surplus

from securities in the hands of creditors, to £519,669, showing

an apparent surplus of £307,263. The debts to creditors fully

secured represent £336 ,357 , against an estimated value of

securities amounting to £665,385 , which gives the surplus of

£329,028 held by creditors above referred to.
E . LLOYD (WOLVERHAMPTON ). - A meeting of the creditors of

Edwin Lloyd, of Wednesfield Road, Wolverhampton , general

broker and metal dealer, was held at the offices of Mr. J. E .

Sheldon , solicitor, Wednesbury, on Monday. Mr. Colbourn (of

the firm of Gough and Colbourn , solicitors, Wolverhampton)
and Mr. William Shakespeare, solicitor , Oldbury, represented

creditors. The statements of accounts showed £3,306 148. 20.
as due to unsecured creditors, £2,216 10s. 7d . (less £1,050
value of securities (due to partly secured creditors, and 2570

to creditors fully secured ; surplus from securities, £30 ; total

amount of unsecured liabilities, £4 ,473 4s. 9d . The assets

were : Stock -in trade, £874 , and £30 surplus from securities in

hands of creditors ; deficiency , £3 ,569 4s , 9d . The debtor

was closely questioned upon some of his transactions, alter

which it was resolved to wind up the estate by liquidation.

Mr. Wignall, of 27 Colmore-row , Birmingham , accountant, was

appointed trustee , and Mr. Sheldon was entrusted with the

registration of the resolution .
J . GILROY (PAISLEY). - A meeting of the creditors of James

Gilroy, bleacher at Nether Kirkton , Neilston , was held on

Tuesday in the County Hotel, Paisley, at which Mr. John

Fisher, accountant, was elected trustee.

FAILURES.

ENGLAND. - The failure has been announced of Mr. C . B .
Alforth , of Gracechurch -street, timber merchant. The issue

of the circular created some little surprise , as the business,
which was established in 1862, has been for several years, and
until lately, very profitable , and the credit of Mr. Alforth has

been good . The books are in the hands of Messrs. Fletcher
and Co., of 2 Moorgate -street, who will submit a statement on

affairs to the creditors as soon as possible . - Messrs. Gray and
Buchanan , ship and insurance brokers, have suspended pat;
ment. The liabilities amount to between £25,000 and
£30 ,000 . -- According to the Manchester Eraminer, there har
been various rumours of commercial difficulties in “ La Plata ,

but the only house positively known to have suspended pay.
ment is that of Messrs. Gollan and Co ., with rather extensive
liabilities falling chiefly on London and Hamburg. They are
said to have been engaged in army contracts. The failure of

Messrs. Jonas, Foster, and Co ., spinners,manufacturers, and
commission agents, Castlefield Mills, Bingley, near Bradford ,

is announced . A petition for liquidation has been filed ; the
liabilities are estimated at £30 ,000 . - The failure is announced
of William Rose Martin , of 28 Exchange street East, Lirer.
pool, stock and share broker. with liabilities £7 .723. The

books are in the hands of Messrs. Gibson and Bolland .-- The
suspension is announced of Mr. James Graham , of Dickinson

street, Manchester, shipping merchant, trading as James

| Graham and Co . The stoppage, it is understood, has resulted

od
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from the failure of the South American Company, Bishops .

gate-street, London , and the liabilities are estimated at
£5 ,000 .
SCOTLAND. - Messrs. Gray and Buchanan , ship and insurance

brokers, Glasgow , have suspended payment. The liabilities

amount to between £25,000 and £30,000. The books are in
the hands of Messrs. M . Farlane and Hutton , accountants,

WestGeorge Street. The suspension is announced of Messrs.

Leck, Cowan , and Co., turkey red dyers, Strathclyde Works.
The liabilities are about £10 ,000 , and the estate is expected to

realise from 8s. to 10s. in the pound .
AMERICA. — American advances report the failure of Messrs.

Howard, Hinchman , and Sons, flour and commission mer
chants , Philadelphia , with liabilities of £25 ,000 ; and of
Messrs. T . and E . De Wolf and Co ., shipping and commission

merchants, Halifax, N . S . , with liabilities estimated at £30 ,000 .

The Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank of Shippensburg , Pa .,

had suspended. Advices received from America report the
failure of Messrs. Walter Brown , Son , and Co ., brokers and

dealers in wool, 146 Duare -street, New York . - Mr. Thaddeus
Smith , farmer, North Hadley, Mass., had suspended ; lia
bilities , £30 ,000.

The National Zeitung reports the suspension of Herr
Michaelis Breslauer, of Posen , and the chief director of the

Brelau -Warsaw Railway, with liabilities amounting to about
£90,000

BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. .

The following is the official return of the cheques and bills
cleared in the Bankers' Clearing -house for the week ending
Wednesday, April 28 :

Thursday, April 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £14,158,000

Friday, April 23 . . . 13,088 , 000

Saturday, April 24 , 15 ,110 ,000
Monday, April 26 . . . . . . 13 ,746 ,000
Tuesday, April 27 . . . . . . 13 ,635 ,000

Wednesday , April 28 . . .. . . . .. . . 15 , 087,000

ALLEGED EMBEZZLEMENT BY A BUILDING SOCIETY'S SECRE

TARY. – At the Guildhall on Monday William Robert Warner,

29 Gaisford -street, Kentish Town, was brought up on remand ,

charged with having embezzled numerous sums of money,

amounting in the aggregate to upwards of £34 ,000 , belonging

to the Sun Permanent Benefit Building Society , of No. 17

Holborn , of which he was the Secretary. - Mr. Douglas

Straight prosecuted ; and Mr. Blanchard Wontner appeared

for the prisoner. - Mr. Straight said the prisoner had been the

secretary of the Sun Permanent Benefit Building Society from

its commencement many years ago . He had large sums of

money passing through his hands, and was undoubtedly &

very clever man of business, and an expert book -keeper.

During the timehe had held this office hemanaged from time

to time to appropriate sums of money which he had re
ceived on behalf of the society to his own purposes. To

prevent detection he credited certain accounts with the

money he had received in the ledger , but never entered

them in the cash -books, and by making errors in the addi.

tions of other books he made the accounts balance, and

showed a much larger amount of stock than really existed .

In that manner, and by falsifying the annual statement of

accounts , he had carried on his frauds to a very serious

extent. It was only when something occurred to arouse

the directors' suspicions that they called in an accountant,

who discovered the defalcations of the prisoner. Mr.

Grantham , of Grimsby, in April 1874, sent two sums

of £25 ls. 3d . each to the society by draft upon the Grimsby

branch of the Lincoln Bank, and received in return the

scrip for shares. Mr. Dangerfield , the accountant, found

that only one of those sums was accounted for in the cash

book , but both of them were entered to Mr. Grantham 's ac

count in the ledger. - Mr. Scrotter , deputy manager at the

Ludgate-hill branch of the City Bank , proved that the society

banked with them , and the defendant had a private account

there also . One of the drafts of Mr. Grantham was passed

through the prisoner 's private account, and never went through

the society's accounts at all. - Miss Hodgson , of Rawcliffe ,

near Selby, Yorkshire , held four £25 shares; and being de

sirous of transferring them , wrote to the society for that pur

pose in January 1873. - Mr. Moreton , of Milton -road, Stoke

Newington , bought four realised shares from the defendant,

and then expressed a wish to have four transferred shares.

The fourshares which had been taken back from Miss Hodgson ,

and which were entered in the books as cancelled , were trans

ferred by the prisoner to Mr. Moreton , he paying something

over £100 for them . Early in 1874 hewas desirous of parting

with his eight shares, and received the money for them from

the society , but the purchase money for Miss Hodgson 's shares

was never paid in to the credit of the society . - Messrs. Digby
and Liddle , of No. 1 Finsbury-place, solicitors to the society,

proved that they at different times received money in dis

charge of mortgages, and paid the amounts by cheques into
the City Bank to the account of the society, at the same time

advising the defendant that those sums had been so received

by them and paid into the bank . None of these sums were

entered in the cash -book , and it was therefore supposed that

he had taken cash to these amounts from othermoneys passing

through his hands, which he had entered in the cash -books.

Messrs. Field, auctioneers , of 70 Church - street, Mile End ,

proved receiving rents from various estates belonging to

the society to the amount of £122 4s. 4d ., and forwarding

cheques for the amounts to the prisoner, · Two other smaller

sums were also proved as having been paid to the prisoner,

none of which had been accounted for in the cash -books.

Mr. Dangerfield , the accountant, said that on the debit side of

the balance sheet the entry for realised shares was £50 ,737

10s., and it should have been £60,062 10s., which , with the

increased interest, would bring the total up to £61,483 2s. 6d .

The difference was created through “ under castings " in the

realised shares account. -- Mr. Alderman Knight, in effect, com

mitted the prisoner for trial, but formally remanded him for

the completion of the depositions,

£84,824 ,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year, which

included a Stock Exchange settlement, was £116,590,000 .

THE BALANCE SHEET. - The annual account of the gross

Customs duties produced £19,289,000 ; Excise, £27,395,000 ;
stamps, £10 ,540 ,000 ; land tax and house duty , £2,440 ,000 ;

income tax, £4,306,000 ; Post Office, £5,670,000 ; telegraph
service, £1,120 ,000 ; crown lands (net) £385,000 ; miscel

laneous, £3,776 ,873 ; making a total income of £74 ,921,873.
The item of " miscellaneous receipts " includes £523,500 from

India for British troops serving there ; £797,000 for military
and naval old stores sold , & c . ; £467,000 for interest on public
loans ; £300 ,000 for diminution of balance in the Treasury
chest. The year ' s expenditure comprised $ 27,094,479 for

interest of the national debt ; £14 ,519,434 for the army,

besides £579, 115 for the Army Purchase Commission ;

£10 ,680,404 for the navy ; £125 ,000 vote of credit for the

Ashantee expedition ; £13,557,717 for civil services ; £2 ,694,908
for the cost of the customsand inland revenue departments ;

£2,911,917 for the post office ; £972 ,000 for the packet service ;
£1, 193,066 for the telegraph service ; making a total expen .

diture of £74 ,328 ,010, or £593 ,833 less than the income.

There was a further expenditure of £300,000 on fortifications,

and £300 ,000 for the localisation of the military forces ; but

this outlay of £600 ,000 was not taken from the year's income,
but was provided by the sale (or at least the creation ) of

annuities amounting to £68,595 , terminating in 1885. If the

£600 , 000 had been a charge on the year's income, the surplus
to £593,833 would have disappeared , and there would have

been a deficiency of £6,167.
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MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent..interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120 Southampton - row , London, W .C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

SOLICITORS AS TRUSTEES. — The Law Times “ notices with
satisfaction that in a recent issue of the London Gazette the
names of two solicitors appear as having undertaken the offices
of trustees in liquidation proceedings. So long as the present
Bankruptcy Act, with all its imperfections - growing in inten
sity almost daily - remains on the statute book , we are of
opinion that solicitors should endeavour, as far as possible , to

undertake the trusteeship in liquidation proceedings. It is
not unusual for solicitors to undertake trusts of another and
equally onerous and responsible character, and we think the
interests of clients ( creditors) frequently require that they
should do so in cases of insolvency . Without discussing the
reason why , it is a fact that in nine cases out of ten , perhaps
we might say 99 cases out of 100 , a debtor by liquidating
practically gets a fresh start in the world , and creditors get no
dividends worth having. Experience proves the working of the
Act to be a complete failure, wrong in principle , costly in its
working, and satisfactory to none except the so- called bank .
ruptcy trustees whom it has created .”

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - - A oply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings , Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PERCENT, INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the Birkbeck BANK. All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque-books supplied English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold, and Advancesmade thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from IC till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

NEW COMPANIES.

TR
AD
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The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

the following Companies, which were registered during the
week :

Ashton-under-Lyne Real Estate — Capital £40 ,000, in £5
shares.

Ancienne Maison Leon et Dehrer Comptoir de Change
Capital £60,000 , in £3 shares.

Australian Stream Tin Syndicate - Capital £6 ,000 , in £100
shares.

Bollin Cotton -Spinning - Capital £100,000, in £10 shares.

City of Potsdam Waterworks - Capital £100,000 , in £20
shares.

Chelsea and West Brompton Trading - Capital £2,000, in
£1 shares.

City Newspaper - Capital £10 ,000 , in £100 shares.
Grange Town Iron Mines - Capital £30,000 in £10 shares.
Hamstead Colliery – Capital £160,000 , in £20 shares .
Hill- Top Mill - Capital £40,000 , in £10 shares .
Imperial Oil Works - Capital £5 ,000, in £5 shares.
Industrial Manufacturing Company , Bexenden - Capital

£30 ,000 , in £5 shares.
Kirk Ramsden and Co. - Capital £50,000, in £10 shares.
Levant Advance and Trading - Capital £100 ,000, in £100

shares.
" Ludlow and Leominster Herald ” General Printing and

Publishing – Capital £1,000, in £5 shares .
Maesmawr Colliery - Capital £3,000 , in £10 shares.
Manchester District Land and Building Association - Capital

£30,000, in £5 shares.
Matthew Brown and Co. - Capital £80,000, in £10 shares.
Nantwich General Cemetery Capital £2,000 , in £1 shares.

New Hey Cotton -Spinning and Manufacturing — Capital
£30 ,000, in £6 shares.
Oddfellows' Hall Company, Dowlais - Capital £4 ,000, in £1

shares.
Preston Livery and Carriage - Capital £30 ,000, in £5 shares .
Thomas Birtwistle and Co . - Capital £10 ,000 , in £10 shares .

W . Singleton , Birch and Sons - Capital £50 ,000, in £50
shares.

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE' S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS is allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is supe

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circularmay be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ) , forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. Jonx WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 60 , 31s. 61,
Postage Free. Double Truss , 31s . 6d ., 42s.. and 52s. Gd . Post

age free. An Umbilical Trurs , 423. , and 52s. 6d . Postage
free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE , Post -otnice,

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.
Proprietor.- W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .
FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 18. PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway ,

Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 60 ., 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES , for both sexes . For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s . 6d. and 7s, 6d . Adults , 10s. 6d ., 158 . 6d., and 21s. each.

Postage free . - JOHN White, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER - SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Crafen.
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

" Syndicate ' are : - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents , Ground on

Rents , Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels.
Public Horses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houser, Tobacco

pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valu tion !
of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fire

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur.

poseg. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agenst. 670 .

- The negociations of partnerships , and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advanceson real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsoli

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things las!

dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also to

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascerta

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and conde

dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CUANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA . '

Works: - London and Birmingham .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANWEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 173. 60. to 109 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents , Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn, Esq.

H , J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.
Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry , Esq .

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq.
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M . P .

TOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION.

Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216,115 13 5

Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0

Bonusex Apportioned ' .. . .. . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to theHead Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
L . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR.
17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

DENIG YOT

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .
EIC
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THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen- street,
Huddersfield .
WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market

place , Dewsbury.
Agency business promptly attended to.
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“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! ! !
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl, and theWaverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction .”

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1. 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post 1s.1d.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair - street, Edin
burgh .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .

AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress .

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong -Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a saſe or
Strong Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself
to the NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thn be easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

" Times , " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or “ Master " Kcys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected

by this means.
HOBBS, HART & CO ..

LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS.

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

CPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well - selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE , Brighton.
JAMESFRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . | PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London. | JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . | WILLIAM HENRYWATSON, Sheffield .

GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth.

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London , JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington .

TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London.
AUDITORS. — W . C . COOPER , 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON, & Co., Birchin Lane, London .
OFFICES _ 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON. '

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to
ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

SOLE MANUT
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CEAPLES

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .
SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory , Nassau -street, W .

STITUTE ER
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ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C.

London Gazette Notices,and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. May 1, 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I.-- NEW SERIES. — No. 22. ] SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

_ _ _

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

In The COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN

AT BRADFORD.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
1 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices , 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

A Dividend of Tenpence in the Pound has been
declared in the matter of the special resolution for Liquidation by

arrangement of the affairs of THOMAS JACKSON of Bradtord , in the
County of York , Agent, and will be paid by me at my Offices, at Ward ' s

End, Southgate, Halifax aforesaid ( to those Creditors only who have

proved their debts ) on the Eighth day of May, 1875 , between the hours of

Four and six o 'clock in the Afternoon .

Dated this Twenty -Eighth day of April, 1875.

CHRISTOPHER TATE RHODES,

Trustee .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs . MARSH , MILVER and Co . , have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1812 ) , 54 Cannon -street.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - Partnership , or Employment
1 with a view to , wanted by a gentleman of 10 years' Banking ex

perience. IIas capital, and to join a really good business would pay
premium . - Address , in confidence, E . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee ,

Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch- street, London , E . C .
THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN

AT HALIFAX .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 Queen Victoria -street. in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £210 per annum ; admirably lighted. - Apply to Mr. Pollock ,
34 Walbrook .

A Dividend of Six Shillings in the Pound has been
n declared in the matter of the Composition arrangement between
BENJAMIN BENTLEY , of Foundry Street, in the borough of Halifax. in

the County of York , Cabinet Maker, and his creditors , and will be paid by
meat my offices, at Ward's End , Southgate, Halifax aforesaid , (to those
creditors only who have proved their debts) on the 12th day of May, 1875,
between the hours of Four and six o 'clock in the Afternoon

Dated this Third day of May, 1875.

CHRISTOPHER TATE RHODES,

Trustee.

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman , whowould be instructed in Sub-editingandGeneral News

paper Work in the AdvertisementAgency Business, and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W .GEE, Accountant Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

VACHT FOR SALE . - A Ten Ton Cutter, now lying
1 in the Thames. Taken several Cups. Price , gear and fittings com

plete , £70 Address H . J . W ., care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising
Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PUBLICATIONS.
THE COUNCIL OF THE SOCIETY OF

ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND

DEG TO GIVE NOTICE that a MEETING OF
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS will be held on

WEDNESDAY, 12th MAY next, at THREE O'CLOCK , p .m . Now Ready, price Is.6d., book post 13. 8d.

At the “ GUILDHALL TAVERN ," to consider a circular issued by TNSURANCE BLUE BOOK and COMPANION
wholesale bouses, having reference to a scale of charges for Accountancy for 1875 . A Public Guide to Safe Life Assurance Contains latest
work relating to Liquidations and Compositions. Tickets for admission

to the meeting may be had upon application to the Secretary, ALFRED
accourts of life offices, uniformly arranged, with simple directions for
examining them . Tables of premiums, & c . Directions for assignments,C . HARPER . Esq., at the Offices of the Society , 2 Cowper ' s Court .

Cornhill , London , E .C .
and much other valuable inforination .

Thomas Murby, 32 Bouverie .street, London .

Established 1843.
Just Published, Demy8vo., price 5s., cloth boards.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .
SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors . By ROBERTHENRY

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are RICHARDSON , A S . A .Eng., Law Accountant and Aaditor .
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order (crossed London

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To and County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith .

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in London .

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay , to the City Land and Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Bookcellers, & c .,
Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

100 Chancery Lane, London .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
u and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSI , MILNER,

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors, have a number of 1 JOURNAL,with Law Reports and Public General Statutes The only
WEALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL , Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers , publicity being carefully avoided , and written Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 10s.; Single Copy, 9d . ;
terms settled before anycost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs. | delivered free in Town or Country .
Marsh , Milner , and Co. , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . C . Office : - 53 UPPER SACK VILLE STREET, DUBLIN .
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WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets , & c., printed with despatch . .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law . Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceired up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

TRANSLATIONS.
TO SUBSCRIBERS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

BRITISII AND FOREIGY ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

In consequence of numerous applications from sub.

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and - The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. ld. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . Gee , 62 Gracechurch .

street, London , E .C .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French , German, Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

The Accountant.
MAY 8, 1875.

The Accountant.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The meeting of the Manchester Society of Ac

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
countants has been followed by the meeting of the

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or Institute of Accountants ; and the reports which we

28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms gave of the proceedings on both occasions cannot fail

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post frec ) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post frec ). to prove highly gratifying to all who are interested in

Cheques and Post-oflice oriers to be made payable the well-being of the profession . There was the same

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,
strongly marked feeling that the time had come for the

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also decided recognition of accountants as a body, and the
be addressed. Literary communications should be same marked determination to uphold their position
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current and their privileges. These meetings,and the publicity

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to given to them , do much towards the great step of
forward their copy as early in the week as possible . thorough union and consolidation . The remarks of

the Chairman at the Institute gathering were especially
TO ADVERTISERS.

valuable , as directing attention to one very important

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver branch of an accountant's duties, that of auditing.
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed The cry against accountants is, that they are in reality

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty a body ofmen who have sprung into existence since the
support of the leading members of the profession , the Bankruptcy and Companies' Acts, and flourish simply
ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes on the ruins of once prosperous undertakings, and the

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ado | wrecks of private fortunes. This cry is echoed, not only
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cla- | in the columns of mere professional organs, which may

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as naturally be expected to utter sh rieks of indignation
to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and thie ap at any thing which may threaten their interests, but
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obtains a wider publicity by letters to the daily press . perity . But they must attempt to educate the mind

It is true, of course, that the accountant is theman to of the public. The idea of the importance of the

whom is entrusted the task of saving as much as post of auditor must be thoroughly grasped ; and the

possible out of the fire ; but there is another aspect of necessity of his utter independence of any influences

his duties to which we have frequently directed atten which may colour his conclusions, must be insisted

tion , and on which Mr. Kemp dwelt at some length , | upon. Where the auditor or examiner is a mere official

— that of protection of shareholders and creditors by of the company, his results cannot invariably be im

meansof fearless and rigorous auditing. Here is a ground | plicitly relied on.

on which no professional jealousy can give rise to any It is to be hoped, also , for the honour and dignity

hostility , and on which the public can yield to the pro of the profession, that the Council of the Institute will

fession a sincere and hearty support. It is not too much receive that support which they have a right to expect.

to say, that but few of the terrible financial scandals The name of accountant is often used as a term of

which have sprung into such disgraceful notoriety reproach, and he is wilfully and maliciously con

could have taken place, if a thorough and independent founded with the outsiders of every calling who do the

system of auditing had been in force. Let the Insti dirty work, if any . But to be a member of a large and

tute follow up the principles enunciated by Mr. Kemp. influential body, trained for his work by a well-directed

Let them hold the professionalhonour of an accountant course of study, subject to the keen checks of profes

to be so high, that it forces him to decline to certify to sional restraint, - to feel that his fiat is looked upon as

the correctness of any accounts where he has not been the test of the stability of many a seemingly prosperous

allowed the fullest means of investigation . Let them undertaking, and that to his honour, integrity and skill

stand by the man whose fearless discharge of bis duty | numbers look for the safety of their fortune, - is a posi

has brought about his dismissal, and let them insist tion , beyond all dispute,as high as can well be attained.

upon his reinstatement. In this course they will carry The movement has now fairly begun ; the progress

with them the warm sympathy of the public ; and they towards the realisation of the wishes of the chief and

will find that those whom it is most necessary to hold best members of the profession is rapid ; and we shall

in check , will soon cease to contend against them . soon see, we trust, all working towards the same end,

The fact of an auditor of any company having been to place the profession of an accountant on the same

dismissed, and all men of eminence and standing in level as those older professions which may be at present

their profession refusing, with the support of the more dignified , but in no degree call forth greater skill

general body, to succeed to his post, will be proof or deeper responsibility .

positive to the world that the affairs of the company

in question are not able to bear the light of publicity, | Some idea of the work of an official liquidator may

and the necessary inferences will be readily drawn. | be gained from the statement made to the House of

Moreover, shareholders and investors will scrutinise Lords Committee on the European Assurance Arbi.

carefully the audited account, and see the first tration Bill, that the provisional liquidator of that

threatenings of an impending danger which they may unlucky company had handed over to the arbitrator,

avert or escape from in time. A sound and solvent account books and papers weighing no less than thirty

company need not fear the closest scrutiny into its tons ! In winding-up cases, and in fact in most pro

affairs ; and in answer to any alarming or dis. ceedings in the Court of Chancery, a vast amount of

quieting rumours as to its stability , may point work is done by men whose names and functions are

calmly to the signed approval of the auditors. almost wholly unknown to the general world . The

A shaky concern will dread submitting its ac - chief clerks, one of themost hardworked set of officials

counts to the keen eyes of a trained investigator , in the public service, do an immensity of quiet business

for fear of having its instability exposed to the world ; in every suit, and yet no one probably beyond the

and the dread of independent examination will range of the legal world could name one of them . It

tell its own tale. If the Institute of Accountants will is much the samewith the official liquidator. A short

persist in directing attention to these points , they will paragraph announces his appointment, and then he is

have done & very great service to the world , and laid heard of no more till his duties are ended . He has no

the foundations of a really sound commercial pros- share in the glorious publicity of cunning arguments in
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points of law , his name is less mentioned than the Act clearly exempts a member from forfeiting or en

most youthful counsel to whom nepotism or favouritism dangering his seat by liquidation , though the reason for

may have lent opportunities for distinction, he is a the distinction does not seem very obvious, ospecially

mere abstraction , whose personality is lost in his office . as liquidation is a somewhat tedious process in general,

Few , who use the “ Briton's privilege of grumbling " at and Mr. Richardson may be thankful that the fate of

having to pay money, know the actual amount of work | Sir William Russell has finally settled the law which

by which a liquidator's remuneration is earned . It is might otherwise have been formally declared in his own

easy to carp at the large sums to which the payments person .

for hours of labour mount up, it is not so easy to find

themen capable of undergoing the labour. There has
The terrors of an injunction are such that when

been some comment on the sum required to discharge

the claims of the European liquidators. Weadvise
issued by the Court of Chancery it must indeed be a

some of those ingenious gentlemen who are so fond of
very stout heart that would venture to disregard one.

calculations showing how many globes of gold the size
In the case of Ex parte Cochrane, however, the holder

of a bill of sale restrained by injunction from realisingof the moon could be made out of the amount of

sovereigns by which Sir Stafford Northcote will have his security, carried off the goods from the possession of

reduced the National Debt in 1885, and other equally
a duly appointed receiver . This is an undoubted con

valuable feats in arithmetic, to endeavour to estimate tempt of court, as the holder of the bill of sale had

what the liquidators are paid for each pound of matter his remedy in consequence of the injunction by

damages. The point is worth the attention of all conthey have to wade through. The result could scarcely fail

cerned in bankruptcy administration . The object of
to delight those who feel any interest in such statistics,

and might possibly tend to raise the liquidators much the appointment of the receiver is to preserve the pro

in popular estimation .
perty as far as possible for the creditors, and, except

The would -be reformers of

accountants' charges could deduce from it a sliding
where execution has actually been levied before the

scale adapted to official liquidators based on a simple
petition was presented , in which case the creditor is

entitled to proceed to a sale, — no legalprocess or attemptsystem of tonnage and poundage.

to realise any security will be permitted . Besides, it

must be borne in mind that nothing will be held to

justify disobedience to an injunction of the Court. If
The liquidation petition by Mr. Richardson , the

it is wrong or irregular, itmust be set aside on proper
Liberal Member for Birkenhead , will raise no new

application ; but so long as it is in force , it must be

question as to the vacating of his seat ; though a mem
strictly and literally obeyed .

ber of the House of Commons who is adjudicated

bankrupt is, during one year, incapable of sitting and

voting in that House , unless within that time his
“ ACCOUNTANTS ' CHARGES." — Wedesire to call the at

creditors are satisfied or the adjudication annulled, and
tention of subscribers to the announcement of a meeting

unless this is done his seat is adjudged vacant at the | of accountants to be held at theGuildhall Tavern on Wed

end of the year. But these provisions do not apply nesday next, at 3 o'clock, “ to consider a circular issued

to the cases of liquidation by arrangement, which do by wholesale houses having reference to a scale of charges

not inflict any disabilities upon a member. This was | for accountancy work relating to liquidations and compo

expressly decided in the case of Sir William Russell sitions."

(Ex parte Pooley 41 L . J. Bankruptcy 67), a gentleman Society OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. — The third

who has achieved the somewhat sinister immortality of Annual Meeting of this Society will be held on Tuesday

having settled the law in two disputed points of bank next, at the Guildhall Tavern , at 3 o'clock, and will be

ruptcy , and of pointing a moral and adorning a tale followed by a dinner at 5 .30 p.m .

to an admiring posterity in the shape of a “ leading AN ABSCONDING BANKRUPT. - The examination into the

case ." It must be noticed that the “ Bankruptcy
sequestrated estate of F . Auchinleck , sole partner of the firm of

F . Auchinleck and Co., lately carrying on business as com

Disqualification Act 1871,” which refers exclusively to mission agent at 71 Leith -walk , Edinburgh , was fixed to take

the case of Peers, extends disability to the event of
place on Friday in the Edinburgh Bankruptcy Court. No

appearance, however, was entered for the bankrupt, and a
liquidation by arrangement (sec. 3 ) . But the Bankruptcy warrant was issued for his apprehension.
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LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS.

and influence of the Law Times allows itself to be made

the vehicle for the propagation of such unmitigated

rubbish as the letter we append. We are charitable

enough to attribute the wholesale and unreasoning con

demnation of accountants to the ignorance of a solicitor

“ from the country ," who appears to have adopted without

question the pretensions of a few grasp -all lawyers : and

his statements would be worth no more than the paper on

which they are written if a respectable organ of the pro

fession had not given a tacit endorsement to the charges.

Has " a country solicitor the faintest conception of the

scandalous manner in which ” legal charges have in

creased under the present Bankruptcy Act, and of the

corresponding decrease in accountant's charges ? We

imagine not, and therefore recommend him to study the

Comptroller's Reports, before he pens any thing further on

the subject of professional robbery. The notion of “ credi

tors and solicitors " being “ robbed by accountants " has

such a charm of novelty , in so far as the second

named victims are concerned ; and the manifest " scáre 's

under which it is suggested that judges should have power

to commit that enfant terrible, the accountant, for “ say

three months,” is so amusing, - that we are tempted to give

the letter of this rustic light in full:

" BANKRUPTCY TRUSTEES. - I understand there is a Bill
before the House of Commons to guard the rights of the legal

profession . No persons but solicitors can have the faintest

conception of the scandalous manner in which creditors and

solicitors are robbed in bankruptcy and liquidation cases by
accountants and others acting as receivers and trusteos . The

most stringent legislative enactments are absolutely needed to

prevent accountants and agents acting either in the Bank

ruptcy or County Courts . In reference to the County Courts,

accountants and agents write letters demanding payment, and

then follow them up by attending and entering plaints , thus

deliberately acting as attorneys. The present law is in

sufficient to meet these men , and I think that there should be

a plurality of remedies against them . The judges should have

power to commit them for contempt of court, for say three

months, persons should have remedy by actions for penalties,

and the magistrates should also have power. In any attempt

you may make to preserve the rights of the public and the
profession , you will be well supported .

A COUNTRY SOLICITOR."

evidently been got up, wemay venture to anticipate that

it will receive greatly increased support. The Blue Book

commences with an elaborate and exceedingly well

arranged Commercial Directory of Insurance Offices and

the differentofficials connected therewith ; following upon

which is some very useful information concerning ex

clusive business transacted by certain companies, the want
of which has undoubtedly been often felt. The North

ampton , Carlisle and Actuaries' Tables of the Expectation

of Life, and the comparative Table of Life Premiums of

upwards of ninety -seven Offices form material which will

be found invaluable to every Insurance Agent. Themost

important portion of the book, however (occupying 112

pages), and that which is of more special interest to ac

countants , is the Life Revenue Accounts and Balance

Sheets of the various Companies ; and themanner in which

these statements have been so accurately placed within

reach of the public reflects the greatest credit on the com

piler. Here every one,no matter how small his knowledge

of accounts, can get for a merely nominal sum complete

information as to the financial position of the Life Office

with which he may intend to connect himself.

Quoting the words of Mr.Gladstone, viz. : “ You know a

“ good deal about the position of an Insurance Society

6. when you get three things : first of all, its date ;

“ secondly , its income from premiums; and thirdly, its ac

" cumulations. From the relation of these one to another

“ you know pretty clearly the state of the Society ," — the
work claims, and justly, to set forth all these “ three

things." A more useful volume of reference for those

who desire to become acquainted with the affairs of an

Insurance Office we have not hitherto perused , nor have

we ever seen one which we can recommend with greater

confidence to our readers and the public generally .

COUNTY COURTS Bill. - In the House of Lords on Monday
this Bill was read a third time and , after an amendment in

troduced by the Lord Chancellor, it was passed.

WINDING UP. - Petitions for winding up the Ifton Rhyn Col.

lieries (Limited ) and the Oriental Telegram Agency (Limited )

have been presented to the Court of Chancery. - A petition to

wind up the St. Just Amalgamated Mining Company (Limited )

has been presented to the Vice-Warden of the Stannaries.

AN INSURANCE BLUE BOOK.

To have at hand a perfectly reliable book of reference

upon any particular subject, is a matter of no small im

portance and convenience in business transactions. Such

a work has reached us in the form of the Insurance Blue

Book for 1875 , being the third year of its publication ; and

from the careful manner in which the present issue has

SHORTHAND NOTES OF BANKRUPTCY CASES . - A legal contem

porary says :- Solicitors who practise largely in bankruptcy

complain loudly of a practice insisted on by Mr. Registrar
Keene requiring that a shorthand writer must be employed
and paid a fee of one guinea by the solicitor to the proceedings
in every case in which even a single witness is examined

before the registrar. In another column we publish a letter

upon the subject, and another solicitor, in writing to us,

observes, “ It is becoming a serious evil, and loud complaints

are made bymany solicitors about it." No doubt the rule

presses unduly on small estates, and where, perhaps , only one

or two questions are asked . We cannot but suppose, however,

that some modification of the rule would follow upon the

matter being properly represented to the registrar.* The Insurance Blue Book, 1875 ; price Is . 6d .
Bouverie -street, E . C .

Tuomas MUNBY, 32
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Correspondence.
assembled, and by the authority of the same as follows :

1. That if any clerk , officer, or servant, or any person

employed or acting in the capacity of a clerk , officer, or

LAW AND ACCOUNTANCY. servant, shall wilfully, and with intent to defraud , destroy,
To the Editor of the Accountant. alter, or mutilate any book , writing, document, or account

SIR. — I have just read an extract from the Law Times which belongs to , or is in the possession of, his employer,
in your paper, wherein “ K . K .” expresses somewhat

or has been received by him for or on behalf of his emfreely his opinion of accountants. . It appears to methat
“ K . K ." is a little too jealous of the accountants obtain . ployer, and which relates to any business transactions, or
ing business which he thinks he ought to have ; but by matters of, or with , his employer, or shall wilfully , and

what right he claims the exclusive privilege of acting as with intent to defraud, make, or concur in making, any
proxy or agent, he does not venture to say. It is quite

false entry in , or omit, or concur in omitting, any material
amusing to see how self ! self ! self ! pervades his re

marks. I have had some experience in bankruptcy
entry from , or in any manner, falsity or permit the falsi .

matters myself, but I never saw accountants struggle fication of, any such book , writing, document, or account ;

harder for a trusteeship than the solicitors themselves, - then in every such case the person so offending shall be

knowing, of course, where the legal business would go . guilty of a misdemeanour, and be liable to be kept in
“ K . K .” complains of accountants joining in a trusteeship .

Would he not be very different to any of his brethren ,
penal servitude for a term not exceeding seven years, or to

if he did not make a joint business ” of a bankruptcy be imprisoned with or without hard labour, for any term

rather than lose it altogether, provided , of course , that he | not exceeding two years.

had the chance ? Yet for doing this forsooth, accountants
2 . It shall be sufficient in any indictment under thisare dubbed “ rapacious wolves.” He complains too , that

solicitors' charges are reduced by “ three-fifths " in small Act to allege a general intent to defraud, withoutnaming
estates,hemeans “ to three - fifths," at which price I am told any particular person intended to be defrauded.
by solicitors themselves, the business pays better than

3. This Act shall be read as one with the Act of theanything else in a solicitor 's office. If “ K . K .” were to

attend with a receiver before a commissioner, or to send twenty -fourth and twenty - fifth of Her Majesty, chapter

a clerk , to be sworn to an affidavit , he would charge and ninety -six .
be allowed 6s. 8d ., and vet he objects to an accountant

4 . This Act may be cited as the Falsification of Accharging 18. 8d . An accountant would be very glad , no

doubt, to get an “ orthodox 3s. 4d., 6s. 8d., or 13s. 4d .," counts Act.

instead of the miserable 1s. 8d .

Who,besides solicitors, charge formaking out their own

invoices for work done ? or , as it is termed , “ drawing bill

of costs, so many folios, and fair copy, & c." If a solici “ ACCOUNTANTS' CHARGES.” .
tor's time is money , in such a case, why not a grocer's or

a draper's ? whose bills often contain quite asmany itemsas

the solicitor's, it not as many folios. No doubt both would Weare desired by the Council of the Society of Accountants
assert that the labour occupied their time, and was not

in England to publish the following copy of a circular referred
charged or included in the profit on the other items. " Fair

play is a jewel," and I long for the timewhen accountants
to in the announcement of the meeting proposed to be held at

will be recognised, as are solicitors, and the rights and
the Guildhall Tavern on Wednesday next :

privileges of each defined and respected , and " encroachers
[Copy.]and impostors" punished .

Yours truly ,
With Three

TRUSTEE
Inclosures.

Re ACCOUNTANTS' CHARGES.

Committee appointed by the Public Meeting, held at

FALSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS. the “ Guildhall Coffee House" on Tuesday, January

In the House of Commons on Tuesday last, the Falsi- | 12th , 1875. -

fication of Accounts Bill was read a third time and passed. Mr. Samuel Morley, M . P . (J. & R . Morley.)
The following is a copy of this Bill : James Hughes, (Copestake, Moore, Crampton , & Co .)

FALSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS. - A Bill to Amend the Law J . G . Howes, (Cook, Son , & Co.)

with reference to the Falsification of Accounts . George H . Leaf, (Leaf, Sons, & Co.)

James Cundy, (Dent, Allcroft, & Co.)
Whereas, it is expedient to amend the Law so as to

Samuel Lowry , (Lowry, Hitchcock , & Co.)

punish the falsification by clerks, officers, servants, and W . J. M . Melliss, (Fore Street Warehouse Company.)
others, of their employer's accounts, books, writings or , Howard Morley, (J. & R . Morley.)

documents, , J . H . Buckingham , (Slater, Buckingham , & Co.)

Be it enacted by the Queen 's most Excellent Majesty, .. A . M . White , (Foster, Porter, Davis, & Co.)

by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual ,, Robert Davis, (Brown, Davis , & Co .)

and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament Robert Spence, (Baggalleys, Westall, & Spence .)

.
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ACCOUNTANTS' CHARGES.

Maximum Scale for Liquidations.

Pending the revision of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869.

Gentlemen ,

The Committee beg to inform you that at a meeting of

Wholesale Houses held at the Guildhall Coffee House, on

Friday, April 9th , 1875 , it was resolved unanimously

That the maximum scale of accountants' charges en
closed be submitted to the accountants of London for

their approval, and that all accountants should be

invited to agree to render a detailed statement on the

plan of one or other of the two forms appended , one of

such forms being adapted for compositions and the other
for liquidations, showing the gross liabilities, and the
gross amount realised upon each estate, and a detailed
statement of all charges of every kind up to the final
dividend , whether an estate is wound up by liquidation ,
assignment, composition , or otherwise; and that a
printed copy of one or other of such statements as above

described be sent to every creditor with the notice of the

final dividend , or in case of composition immediately
after the issue of the composition notes."

The committee beg to inform you that at the request of the

Deeting of the 9th instant, a list of those accountants who
gree to adopt the scale of charges and to comply with the

bregoing resolution will be printed and circulated among the
vholesale houses.

Should you feel disposed to accept and adopt the scale of

charges, and to comply with the foregoing resolution , you will
gratly oblige by signifying your assent upon the other half
of this sheet on or before May 3rd , 1875 , and by addressing

So that the charge would be
Upon any Liquidation

£ 8 .

under & up to 200 20 0

for £300 £29
upon the next 200 9 per cent. 18 0

for £500 £16
ditto 200 8 per cent. 160

So that upon 600 the Accountant's charge would be 54 0
next 200 7 per cent. 14 0

for £800 £68
ditto 200 6 per cent. 120

So that upon 1000 the Accountant's charge would be 800
for £1200 £90

next 500 5 per cent. 25 0

so that upon 1500 the Accountant's charge would be 1050
next 500 4 per cent. 22 10

So thatupon 2000 the Accountant's charge would be 127 10
next 1000 4 per cent. 42 10

So that upon 3000 the Accountant's charge would be 170 0
next 1000 4 per cent. 40 0

So thatupon 4000 the Accountant's charge would be 210 0
next 1000 4 per cent. 40 0

so that upon 5000 the Accountant's charge would be 2500it o ,

Gentlemen,
Yours faithfully ,

(Signed ) JAMES HUGHES,
Chairman of the Committee.

To lessrs.

Public Accountants .

The following out-pockets will be in addition to the above
charges, viz . - Possession money, Railway fare, Printing and
Advertising , Bill- stamps, Postages, and Hotel expenses, not

exceeding £10 on estates under £2000 .

April 9th , 1876 .

ACCOUNTANTS' CHARGES.
“ That all Accountants should be invited to agree to

Maximum Scale for Compositions,
" render a detailed statement on the plan of one or other
“ of the two forms appended , one of such forms being

Pending the revision of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. " adapted for compositions and the other for liquidations,

“ showing the gross liabilities and the gross amount

So that the charge would be
Upon any composition

" realised upon each estate , and a detailed statement of
" all charges of every kind up to the final dividend,

under and up to 200 " whether an estate is wound up by liquidation , assign
for £300 £21 “ ment, composition , or otherwise ; and that a printed copy

Upon the next 200 6 per cent. 120
for £500 £32

“ of one or other of such statements as above described ,

ditto 200 5 per cent. 100
“ be sent to every creditor with the notice of the final

“ dividend immediately after the issue of thecomposition

So that'upon 600 the Accountant's chargewould be 37 0 " notes."
next 200 4 , per cent. 90

for £800 £46
ditto 200 4 per cent. 80

Wehereby agree to accept and to adopt the above scale as
the maximum scale of charges, and to comply with the above

So that upon 1000 the Accountant's charge would be 54 0 resolution .
next 500 3 per cent. 15 0

So that upon 1500 the Accountant's charge would be 69 0
Signed

next 500 2 per cent. 12 10 Address
Date

So that upon 2000 the Accountant's charge would be 81 10 To Mr. James Hughes,
next 1000 2 ) per cent. 25 0 Chairman of the Committee,

So that upon 3000 the Accountant's chargewould be 106 10 5 Bow Church -yard ,
next 1000 2 per cent. 20 0 London , E . C .

So that upon 4000 the Accountant's chargewould be 126 10
next 1000 2 per cent. 20 0

So that upon 5000 the Accountant's chargewould be 146 10
GOLD OF NEW ZEALAND . -- In the year 1871 there were 501,337

The following out-pockets will be in addition to the above ounces of gold , of the declared value of £1,987,425, exported
charges, viz . - Possession money. Railway fare. Printing and from New Zealand . The amount exported from the 1st of

Advertising. Bill-stamps. Postages, and Hotel expenses, not | April, 1857, to the end of 1874 was 7,599, 978 ounces, of the

exceeding £10 on estates under £2000. declared value of £29,577,016.
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COURT OF CHANCERY. sum which enabled the liquidator to declare a first and final
dividend of 1s. 0fd per share. · Having completed the pur.
chase, Taylor sold the mine to another clerk in his office as

May 3. trustee for a new company called the Llanrhaidr Lead Mining

(Before the Lords Justices.) Company (Limited ) at the price of £20,000 , to be paid as to

£10 ,000 in cash , and £10 ,000 in fully paid -up shares, on con .

IN RE THE LONDON AND PARIS HOTEL COMPANY. — This was an dition that shares in the new company should be offered to the

appeal by the Company from a decision of Vice-Chancellor shareholders in the East Llangynog Company at a discount of

Malins, ordering a compulsory winding up. The petition for 25 per cent., out of consideration for the loss sustained by the

the winding up was presented by three shareholders. The shareholders in the latter company . The petitioner, however,

company was formed in 1862 for the purchase and carrying on with an amount of caution which would have been moreusefu

of hotels in any part of Europe. The capital was to be to him at an earlier period , declined the offer , and now pre

£400,000 , in 20 ,000 shares of £20 each . The amount actually sented the petition with the object of having the affairs of the

paid up was £127 ,010 . With this sum , and money borrowed company investigated. Mr. E . K . Karslake, Q . C ., and Mr

upon mortgages, the company became the proprietors of the Dixon appeared for the petitioner ; Mr. C . H . Turner, for the

West Cliffe Hotel, Folkestone ; Meurice's Hotel, in Paris ; and

Crockford 's Hotel, in St. James's- street, London . They shares, supported the petition . Mr. Waller, Q . C ., and Mr

carried on business until the whole amount of their capital Bunting, for the liquidator, opposed . The Master of th

was lost, with one exception , which was that of St. James's . Rolls said themode in which this unlucky petitioner took hi

street Hotel, which was let, and from which they had a rental shares disclosed an amount of credulity which one did no

profit of £500 a year. Out of this money had been paid for expect to find in a Fifeshire farmer, for he had allowed ar

some time past the salary of the secretary , £350 ; rent of utter stranger to accommodate him with 16 shares, at the

oflices, £80 ; and payment to auditors, £50 ; making £480 . A price of £4 per share, on which nobody had ever paid any

proposal had been made for the purchase of the St. James 's . thing to the company, for they were some of the vendors

Hotel, but the petitioners were not satisfied that the sum was shares which Taylor had acquired from Rule. Of course, the

sufficient, and there were outstanding bills of exchange whicha there were outstanding bills of exchange which petitioner never received a dividend while the company lastel,

might be realised for the benefit of the shareholders . In the and when it was wound up he was offered a first and firal

court below the Vice-Chancellor was of opinion that the dividend of ls . 04d . Not unnaturally discontented with his

directors ought to have had the company wound up many years bargain , the Fifeshire farmer presented his petition . The

ago, and he therefore did not hesitate in making an order for | answer of the liquidator was that he had paid the debts and

a compulsory winding up , and he should appoint a liquidator distributed the assets , with the exception of a few pounds due

who would immediately realise the assets at the least expense. to shareholders who would not take the Is. 04d. , and demanded

Upon appeal, Mr. Bristowe, Q .C ., and Mr. Cookson for the a winding-up order because the present liquidation was a

company ; Mr. N . Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Crossley for the pe. swindle, for that word had been used on their behalf. His

titioners. — Their lordships were of opinion that the appeal Honour had investigated the facts and had seen and beard

must be dismissed , and the decree of the Vice-Chancellor Taylor and the liquidator, and had come to the conclusion

affirmed . that, whatever his opinion might be as to the mode in which
the concern was got up, and as to the means used to induce

persons to take shares , he was not entitled to say that the

ROLLS' COURT, ChanceRY-LANE . liquidation was not fairly conducted . No doubt the liquidator

was one of Taylor's clerks, but then Taylor was the principal

May 1 . shareholder, and he might wish to have some control over a

winding -up. It had been argued that it was a case of
(Before the MASTER of the Rolls.) suspicion ; but the Court was not at liberty to entertain

IN RE EAST LLANGYNOG LEAD MINING COMPANY, (LIMITED). suspicion , and could not interfere unless a primâ facie case

- - This was a shareholder 's petition ,praying thatthe voluntary wasmade out for its interference. It had been imputed to

winding-up of the company might be continued under the the liquidator that he sold too soon , and on the spot, instead
supervision of the Court, and for the removal of the liquidator. of in London ; but what of that ? It was his duty to sell as

The company was formed in December, 1870, with a nominal soon as possible, and persons would not buy mines except
capital of £100,000 , for the purchase of a 21 years' lease of a after inspection , though they would take shares in & mine

piece of mineral ground in Montgomeryshire. The vendor without knowing any thing about it . It had been argued that

was a Mr. Charles Rule , who had purchased the lease from the liquidator sold at an undervalue because of the increased

the liquidator of a defunct company called the Craig y Mwyn price obtained by Taylor immediately afterwards, but such

Company, and the price was £90,000, to be paid as to £60,000 increased price appeared to his Honour to have no bearing on
in nominally paid -up shares of £2 each , and as to the balance the question of value ; and if, as Taylor had deposed , his

in 20 ,000 shares of $ 2 each , on each of which £1 10s. was to practice in these cases was to value the mine at no more than

be credited as paid . A Mr. Joseph Taylor, who is a mining the value of the plant and stock on the ground, then Taylor

agent and share dealer at 86 London -wall, and who described himself had given for the minemore than it was worth . He

himself as the agent to start the concern , purchased the bulk must dismiss the petition , with costs .

of Rule's shares shortly afterwards, and became themanaging

director at a salary of £300 per annum . In April, 1872 , the

petitioner, who is a Fifeshire farmer, received from Taylor a
VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN 'S Inn .

copy of a circular called “ Messrs. Joseph Taylor and Co.' s

Mining, Exchange, and General Shareholders' Guide,” con

taining certain statements as to Taylor's opinion of the value May 1 .
and prospects of the mine, in consequence of which he Before Vice -Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.
applied to Taylor, who let him have 16 fully paid -up shares in
the concern , at a premium of cent. per cent. on their nominal IN RE THE ADANSONIAN FIBRE COMPANY - MENDEL' S CLAIM ,
value. The company carried on operations at a loss until - This was an adjourned summons in the winding-up of this

May, 1874 , when resolutions were passed for winding up the company upon a claim carried in by Mr. Sam Mendel, and
company voluntarily. In July the liquidator, who is a clerk resisted by Mr. Quilter, the liquidator of the company. The

in Taylor's office , offered themine for sale by public auction as company was established in September, 1871, by the four firms
a going concern , and it was purchased by Taylor for £3,500, a of Fox Brothers,Malcolm and Co., Merry, Willis, and Lloyd ,
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being presented to Mr. Registrar Keene,he declined to register

distribution . The debtors appealed. His Honour held that

the case was distinguishable from that of Sir William Russell,

recently decided by the Court of Appeal, on the ground that
the creditors under the present petition had not granted the

debtors any discharge, and upon the further and important

ground that there were really no creditors who dissented from

the resolution passed at the meeting . The order would there

fore be discharged, and registration allowed .

and W . J. and A . J . Adams, for the purpose of carrying on in

partnership a business oftrading in fibre to the West Coast of

Africa which was established by Fox Brothers. The partners

agreed that each party should be liable in proportion to his
share in the undertaking , and that the profits and losses

should be divided accordingly, and Fox Brothers were to be

paid for their services in the managing of the business. In

the course of the business goods were ordered from Mr.

Mendel by Messrs. Fox Brothers for the account of the

partnership, and the claim now made was for the amount of

the debt incurred for those goods. The claim was resisted by

the liquidator on the ground that the goods so supplied were

sent to Zanzibar, on the East Coast of Africa , and that, as the

partnership was formed for trading to the West Coast of
Africa , this was a trading beyond the scope of the partnership,

for the debts in connection with which the three other firms

could not be made liable . Mr. Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr.

Robinson appeared for the three firms ; and Mr. Cotton ,

Q . C ., and Mr. Rodwell for the liquidator. The Vice- Chancellor

said that although the company was formed for trading on the

West Coast of Africa, it would be contrary to every principle

of justice if every man who supplied them with goods was to

be bound to inquire minutely whether the goods were to be

sent to the East or to the West Coast of Africa . They were,

in fact, sent to Zanzibar, but whether to one place or another,

the company had the benefit of the goods, and no doubt

received the price of the cargo. He was satisfied that all the

partners knew perfectly well of this transaction ; but if they

did not, still they were bound by the act of their accredited

agents , Fox Brothers, who in this case acted within their

authority. Under these circumstances he had no hesitation

in coming to the conclusion thatMr. Mendelmust be admitted

as a creditor of the company in respect of claims he had
carried in ,

May 1.

(Before the Hon . W . C. SPRING-Rice, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE JAMES CLIFFORD HODGES. — This was an appeal from

Mr. Registrar Keene. The debtor had traded as a merchant,

in Metropolitan -buildings, Queen Victoria -street, in the name

of May and Company. He had filed a petition for liquida

tion , and a resolution accepting 20s. in the pound was come to ,

but registration was refused on the ground that a scheme of

settlement agreed to under a former bankruptcy was still

pending. It appeared that the bankruptcy had been annulled

upon the terms of the bankrupt paying 20s in the pound by

certain instalments, but he had only paid 5s. in the pound ,

and in order that he might have further time for payment of

the balance, filed the petition for liquidation . Mr. Registrar

Keene being of opinion that under the circumstances the re

solutions come to could not be registered, the debtor appealed .

Mr. Merriman appeared in support of the appeal. — The re

spondents were not called upon , his Honour holding that in

the face of the unfulfilled arrangement come to under the

bankruptcy, and upon the faith of which the adjudication had

been annulled, it was not competent for the debtor to file a

petition for liquidation and thereby obtain a modification of

those resolutions. The appeal was accordingly dismissed with
costs.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

April 30 .

(Before Mr. Registrar Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)
In Re THOMAS RICHARDSON AND Sons. — Messrs. Thomas

Richardson and John William Richardson , described as of
85 Gracechurch -street, and of Middleton , near Hartlepool,

trading as Thomas Richardson and Sons, engineers and iron
founders, have presented a petition under the liquidation

clauses. The senior partner, Mr. Thomas Richardson , is M . P .

for Hartlepool. The case was mentioned to the court byMr.

Munns, solicitor for the petitioners, upon affidavits which

showed that the debts of the firm amounted to about

£280 ,000 , of which £50, 000 were secured by charges upon the

works at Middleton , and upon freehold land belonging to the

debtors at. Longhill, West Hartlepool. The assets of the
partnership consisted of the works at Middleton , and stock

There, of the estimated value of £240,000 , and book debts,

cash , bills, and other securities £50 ,000 ; the Longhill estate

being valued at £46,000, and land at Cheltenham at £17,000
more. It appeared that a number of valuable contracts were

being carried on by the firm , and the appointment of a
receiver and manager was necessary with a view to the con

tinuance of the business , and the payment of wages, which

amounted to £1,500 per week . A meeting of creditors was

held on Thursday at Hartlepool, and the petition for liquida
tion had been presented pursuant to a resolution then passed .

His Honour appointed Mr. Robert Fletcher, accountant, Moor

gate-street, receiver and manager of the estate , and granted

an injunction to restrain actions by creditors.
IN RE FAREBROTHER AND COLLINS. — The debtors, who were

corn factors and agents , carrying on business in Muscovy - court,

Tower-hill, recently filed a petition under the 125th and 126th
sections, and at the first meeting the creditors passed a reso

lution for a liquidation by arrangement, the debts being

returned at £3,787, with assets £66. Upon the resolution

May 3 .

(Before Sir J. Bacon , Chief Judge.)

EX PARTE COCHRANE , RE MEAD . - This was an appeal from

the Colchester County Court. The debtor Mead , formerly of

Wix, in Essex, farmer, had filed a petition for liquidation

under which a receiver was appointed . It appeared that
prior to the date of the petition he had executed a bill of sale

in favour of Mr. Cochrane, the representative of the National

Deposit Bank, as security for £200 . The bill of sale was

duly registered , but the receiver obtained an injunction re

straining further proceedings thereunder. Notwithstanding
such injunction and the fact that the receiver had taken

possession of the property, Mr. Cochrane, by virtue of a
power contained in the bill of sale , proceeded to the debtor's
premises and forcibly removed seven horses, two waggons, and
some harness. On the facts being brought to the notice of

the registrar of the county court, hemade an order continuing

the interim injunction , and also directed that Mr. Cochrane

should appear in court to answer for his contempt. From
that order the present appealwas brought, - Mr. D . Gex, Q . C .,

and Mr. Robson were counsel for theappellant ; Mr. Winslow ,

Q .C ., and Mr. Jones for the respondent. The Chief Judge
held that as the receiver was an officer of the Court and in

possession of the property, the bill of sale holder had no

right to interfere. The appeal would be dismissed , with

liberty to the trustee to redeem the property ; all questions as

to costs and damages (if any) sustained by the bill of sale

holder in consequence of the injunction being referred to the

county courtjudge for adjudication .
( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.)

IN RE W . J. PROSSER. – This was an adjourned meeting for

public examination . The bankrupt was a wine merchant, of

Mark-lane and Mincing-lane, formerly trading in partnership

with John Prosser, under the firm of Prosser Brothers. He
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filed a petition for liquidation in December last, but the pro thought, under the circumstances, that theappointment should

ceedings became abortive, and bankruptcy ensued . The be made, and directed that notice of it should be given to Mr.
liabilities were returned at £34 , 102, there being also secured Chatteris .

debts to the amount of £10 ,000 ; assets estimated at $ 13, 142. IN RE ALFRED BOWES. - This was a meeting for proofs of

Mr. Bagley, who appeared for the trustee, said that the pro debt and the choice of trustee. The statement of affairs by
ceedings had been adjourned for additional accounts , but the Messrs . Browne, Stanley and Co., accountants ,disclosed - total

bankrupt had not yet filed them , and the trustee desired debts , £22,745 12s. 6d., against assets, £6692 16s. Proofs to a

further time for investigation. Adjourned accordingly . large amount were admitted . Mr. Robert Hough , a creditor,
IN RE Matilda FRIEDERBERG . – The debtor, carrying on and Mr. W . L . C . Browne, accountant (Browne, Stanley, and

business as mantle , costume, and skirt manufacturer, in Ham Co.), were appointed trustees, to act with a committee of
sell-street, Falcon -square, has filed a petition for liquidation , inspection .

her liabilities being estimated at about £13,000, and assets
£8,000. Upon the application of Mr. Downes, on behalf of the
debtor and creditors for £3 ,000, his Honour appointed a May 6 .

receiver and manager, and granted an interim restraining (Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , sittliny as Chief Judge.)
order.

IN RE JAMES TAYLOR. — This is one of the failures arising
from that of Messrs. Thomas Richardson and Sons. The

May 4. debtor is described as a shipowner , steam shipping agent,

(BeforeMr. Registrar Rocue, sitting as Chief Judge.)
and wharfinger, of 37 Great Tower-street, and of Middles.

brough , also trading as the Queen's Wharf Company and the
IN RE FRANCIS BROWNING. – LIABILITIES £145,000. - This Middlesbrough and London Steam Shipping Company. He

was an application for the appointment of a receiver to the has filed a petition for liquidation , with debts returned at
estate of this debtor, who has filed his petition for liquidation £253,000, of which £133,000 is likely to run off, with assets

on the statutory allegation of inability to pay his debts , about £82,000 . He is the owner of a line of steamers running
which amount to £145 ,000, the assets being estimated at between Middlesbrough and London . Upon the application of

£55 ,000 . The debtor carried on business at St. John -street, Mr. F . S . Herbert, his Honour appointed Mr. G . E . Swithin:
Smithfield , as an oil merchant. His Honour, upon the appli . bank , accountant, 9 Lawrence Pountney -lane, receiver and

cation of Mr. Horton Smith , appointed Mr. Silas W . Baggs, 1 manager of the property, and granted an interim injunction to

of the firm of Baggs, Josolyne and Clarke, public accountants, restrain proceedings at law by creditors.

of King-street , Cheapside, manager and receiver, it being IN RE JOHN GREAVES. — The debtor, a boot and shoe manu.

stated that there were several large contracts on hand for the facturer of Hackney -road and Norwich , filed a petition for

purchaso and sale of oil, from which a large profit would be liquidation in November last, and at the first meeting the

obtained. The application was concurred in by a large num creditors passed a resolution , which was afterwards confirmed ,
ber of creditors. accepting a composition of 55. in the pound, payable by four

IN RE F . R . B . IRELAND. - This was another heavy failure. equal instalments. The debtor paid the first instalment of
The debtor carried on business at Cannon -street, and Middles the composition , but made default in payment of the
borough , in Yorkshire, as an iron merchant. The liabilities second , due on the 22nd of April, having the day previously

amount to the sum of £60 ,000 , and the assets are stated at caused notice to be filed convening a meeting of creditors

£34,000 , consisting of shares in steamships, collieries and for the purpose of varying the terms of the resolution .

public companies. On the application of Mr. Brough , On the 24th the debtor was served with a writ at the

Mr. Swithinbank, public accountant, of Newcastle -on . | suit of Messrs. Egan and Grimsdell, to recover £424,

Tyne, was appointed receiver, and an injunction granted re being the amount of certain dishonoured acceptances, and

straining the proceedings of suing creditors. application was now made for an injunction to restrain
the action . The question was whether under existing

circumstances, the Court had any jurisdiction to interfere.
May 5. Mr. Bagley was counsel for the debtor ; Mr. Finlay Knight for

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
Messrs. Egan and Co. His Honour thought Messrs. Egan
and Co. had a right to bring the action , but that, as the

IN RE STEPHEN HENRY EMMENS. — The debtor, described as meeting was summoned before the writ issued , the debtor
a merchant and banker, of 8 Old Jewry, trading as Emmens was entitled to take the opinion of the creditors assembled
Brothers, has filed a petition for liquidation . His debts are at the meeting. But, inasmuch as the assets seemed to have
stated at £140 ,000, with assets £150 ,000 . Mr. Doria , on been considerably reduced since the statement of affairs was
behalf ofMr. Chatteris , the oflicial liquidator of the Mutual presented , the injunction would be granted conditionally upon
Society Trust Fund , a creditor for £10,000, and another credi. a receiver being appointed ; Messrs. Egan and Co. to have their
tor for £1,000 , applied for the appointment of Mr. Nicholls , costs, and to be at liberty to sign judgment, but not to pro
accountant, as receiver and manager of the estate. The

ceed to execution until after the meeting of creditors.
affidavits showed that the debtor was interested in mines in

Cornwall, and he was also concerned in large financial opera

tions in connection with public companies. At present the
assets, which the debtor believed to be capable of yielding 20s.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE .
in the pound,were unprotected . His Honour inquired whether

notice of the present application had been given to the debtor,

and receiving a reply in the negative, said that he could not HOUSE OF COMMONS, MAY 3 .

entertain the matter until such notice had been served. Mr. ARMY ACCOUNTANTS. — Mr. Hayter asked the Secretary of
Doria asked for leave to give short notice , which was granted. State for War whether he had yet come to any decision is to

Later in the day Mr. Brough , on behalf of the debtor, and with

theconcurrence of creditors for £57,000 ,asked that Mr. Cooper ,

accountant (Johustone, Cooper, Wintle , and Co .) , should be regimental paymasters were likely to be soon filled up.-- Mr.

appointed receiver and manager. It appeared that the debtor Hardy said he did not altogether agree with the report of the

had chymical works at Rotherhithe, and largo premises at committee upon Army Accountants, and was of opinion that

Redmoor in Cornwall, used for the manufacture of arsenic. A it was better no action upon the subject referred to by the

great number of workinen were employed , and it would be hon . member should be taken until the commission now

necessary to provide funds for payment of wages. His Honour engaged in inquiry had reported ,
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House of LORDS, MAY 4 . the court, and were examined in reference to the transactions.

They denied all knowledge of the person who signed the deed ,

and positively sworethey were unable to tellwho was there at the

A ScuooL OF LAW . - Lord Selborne next laid on the table a time, O 'Healy adding that he was imposed upon himself,

Bill for the establishment of a School of Law , where all classes Judge Miller directed the evidence to be immediately tran .

might receive instruction . He observed that he had been scribed , and informed the witnesses that if they did not dis .

charged with wishing to confound together the two branches close the whole business he would adopt a different course

of the legal profession , but his opinion was strongly in favour with them on the next court day. His lordship also granted a

of maintaining the present distinction between Solicitors and warrant to compel the attendance of Mrs. Meares, sen . Mr.

Barristers. At the sametime he thought that such an insti. Monroe, instructed by Messrs. Casey and Clay, appeared for

tution as a School of Law would lose half its value if made the assignees, and examined the witnesses.

exclusive. He could not agree entirely with the Lord Chan

cellor as to the expediency of making the School of Law an

examining body only, and distinct from a teaching body, for he

thought that the two systems were capable of being united EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION BILL .

advantageously . However, he did not propose to make the

School of Law necessarily a teaching body, though a power

would be retained in the Bill to provide instruction . Generally This Bill camebefore the House of Lords on Monday. The

speaking, the Bill was the same as the proposal he made last committeewere - Lord Winmarleigh (chairman ), EarlAmherst,

year. It incorporated the School of Law , which would be Viscount Powerscourt, and Lords Wolverton and Lisgar. Sir

governed by ex -officio members, and by persons nominated by Edmund Beckett appeared for the promoters, the joint official

Her Majesty, the Inns of Court, the Incorporated Law Society, . liquidators of the European Arbitration , and in his opening

and by Barristers and Solicitors. The Governing Body would statement said the object of the Bill was twofold - first , to

have to superintend the examinations in the School of Law , authorise appeals in certain cases from the decisions already
and no one would be permitted to practise as a Barrister or I given of the arbitrator for the time being ; and, secondly , to
Solicitor who had not passed an appropriate examination,

anthorise the Lord Chancellor to appoint a barrister of 15
- The Lord Chancellor was of opinion that the Bill should be years' standing as arbitrator in the event of a future vacancy.

confined to making the School of Law an examining body By the Act of 1872 Lord Westbury was appointed the firstarbi

only ; but thatwas a detailwhich might hereafter be discussed. trator, and upon his death Lord Romilly was appointed his

- The Bill was read a first time, successor, Upon Lord Romilly' s death the Lord Justice James

agreed to hold the office of Arbitrator until the arbitration

arrangements could be altered . The present Bill is promoted

with this Lordship' s approval and sanction ; and the Lord

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN . Chancellor had also approved the Bill, and had himself pre

sented it to the House. The necessity for further legislation

May 4 . had arisen from the conflict of decisions between the deceased

Arbitrators, and especially with reference to the question of
( Before Judge MILLER.) novation ; and until some final decision on these questions was

IN RE GEORGE MEARES. - -In this case some disclosures of arrived at the work of the Arbitration would of necessity be in
rather a novel nature were made to the court. The bankrupt abeyance. The Act of 1872 provided that the Arbitrator
had carried on business as a manufacturer of stays and should be selected from among past or present Judges, none of

crinolines at 2 Crampton -quay, in this city . His liabilities whom would , however, in the circumstances, accept the
amounted to about £1,400 , and he carried a composition of appointment. It therefore became necessary to enlarge the
20s. in the pound . As a security for the amount, the bank circle from which the appointment could be made. It was
rupt undertook to get his mother to sign two bills for the last accordingly proposed that the Court of Appeal in Chancery

instalment, and also to execute a mortgage to the official | should have jurisdiction to hear , with the sanction of the
assignces of a property in which she had a life interest. The arbitrator, an appeal from a judgment delivered by the arbi

bankrupt's mother is aged about 80 years of age, and it was trator before or after the passing of the Act. After giving a
represented that she was extremely feeble , and could not history of the arbitration up to the present time, the learnell

possibly leave her home at Roundtown for the purpose of counsel said that he could not better enforce his argument

coming into town to perfect the bills . The documents than by comparing the costs in the Albert arbitration , which

were given to a clerk named O ' Healy , who was in the was on all- fours with this , with the costs and expenses in the
bankrupt's employment, and who knew Mrs.Meares senior, to Court of Chancery. The Albert Company was in Chancery 19
bring to Roundtown to be signed , which he accordingly did . months, and the costs were over £70 ,000 , the amount realised

Some evenings afterwards the same person accompanied Mr. being trivial. The Albert Arbitration had been in operation

J. G . Rynd, solicitor, and Mr. Logan , a clerk from Messrs. nearly four years, and the total amount of costs had only been

Casey and Clay's office, to Mrs. Meare's residence to have the £66 ,000 , and the sum realised £390 ,000. Now , the Albert
mortgage executed . They were brought into a parlour, and Arbitration was comparatively speaking a small matter when
after remaining there a short time were told that Mrs. Meares considered in relation to the European . In the former there
was ready for them . They then went into an adjoining room , were only eight companies in liquidation ,whereas in the latter
where an elderly woman was introduced to them by O 'Healy there were already 22 companies, and there would probably be
as Mrs. Meares. The mortgage was duly executed by this more . The expenses up to the present time also showed that

person. Immediately before the first instalment of com the work was being done at about one-tenth of what it would

position became due the bankrupt represented that his have been in Chancery . Lord Justice James had computed
establishment had been broken open and £280 (the that the Albert would have taken 15 years to finish it in
money he had to pay the bills ) stolen therefrom . A Chancery , and if that were so, it was reasonable to suppose

meeting of creditors was held at Mr. Rynd's office, when that the European would have taken at least 50 . As an

the bankrupt stated that his mother had never signed illustration of the immense amount of work thrown upon the

the bills or mortgage at all. Mr. Rynd , who was acting liquidators he might mention one instance in which the
for him , at once withdrew from the case, and immediately provisional liquidators under the Court of Chancery had
afterwards apprised the official assignee of the imposition that handed over to the Arbitrator account books and papers
had been practised. O 'Healy and other witnesses, including weighing 30 tons. But besides the public decisions of the

the bankrupt's wife and sister- in -law , were summoned before Arbitrator, there had been an enormous amount of judicialwork
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS.done. Numberless cases had been decided on written statements ,
orders for compromise and orders to Sheriffs, lists of contribu
tories settled , above 600 summonses heard, nearly 100 affi
davits filed , and so forth , showing an extraordinary amount of
activity on tho part of the Arbitrator and his staff. The

learned counsel said he believed that the opposition to the

Bill was not serious, as it must be patent to the petitioners

and every body else who gave the matter a moment's thought
that the only way of settling thematter was by intrusting the
work to someone who understood it, and who could give

proper attention to it, with power to enable him , with the aid
of the Court of Chancery , to get the vexed question of novation

finally settled. Mr. Serjeant Sargood , instructed by Mr.

Musgrave, opposed on behalf of a shareholder in one of the
amalgamated companies, and succeeded in getting a few
verbal amendments introduced . Mr. Digby Seymour, Q . . .,
instructed by Mr. Manning, on behalf of some policy.
holders and shareholders, also opposed , some of their

objections being allowed . The Bill then passed committee.

.
.

.

STOCK -EXCHANGE STATISTICS. - The following is a statement

of Stock -Exchange Clearing House statistics for the eighth

year during which the institution has been in existence :

“ 15 Lombard -street, May 1.

" Sir, - I beg to forward you the subjoined statistics, showing
the working of the Clearing House for the year ending on the

30th of April, 1875, which is the eighth during which these

statistics have been collected. The total amounts for the

eight years have been :
Total On the On Stock On Consols

for the Fourths of Exchange Settling
Year. the Month Account Days. Days.

1867 -68 £3,257,411,000 ... £147,113,000 ... £111,413,000 ... £132, 293 ,000
1868 -69 3 ,531,039,000 161, 861,000 550 ,622,000 142 , 270 ,000
1869 -70 3 ,720,623 ,000 168 ,523,000 591, 763 ,000 148 ,822,000
1870 -71 4 .018 , 464,000 186,517,000 635 , 9 16 ,000 169 ,141, 000
1871 -72 5 ,359,722 ,000 229,629, 000 912 ,446 ,000 233, 843 , 000

1872 -73 6 , 003, 335,000 .. . 265, 965,000 ... 1,032,474,000 ... 243,561,000
1873 -74 5 ,993,586 .000 ... 272,811,000 . .. 970 ,915 ,000 ... 260.072 .000
1871-75 6 ,013,229,000 ... 255 950,000 ... 1 ,076 ,585,000 ... 260,338,000

“ The total amount of bills, cheques, & c ., paid at the

Clearing House during the year ending the 30th of April,

1875 , shows, therefore, an increase of £19,713,000, as con
trasted with 1874 . The payments on Stock -Exchange account

days form a sum of £1,076 ,585,000 , being an increase of
£105,640 ,000 as compared with 1874 . The payments on
Consols account days for the same period have amounted to

£260,338,000 , giving an increase of £266 ,000 over 1874. On
the other hand, the amounts passing through on the fourths

of the month for 1875 have amounted to £255, 950,000 ,

showing a decrease of £16 ,891 ,000 as compared with 1874.

“ I am indebted to Messrs. Derbyshire and Pocock , the

inspectors of the Clearing House, for the above figures, which

will, I think , be interesting to many of your readers.

“ I am , Sir, your obedient servant,

“ JOHN LUBBOCK, Hon . Sec. London Bankers.”

Purlic I. COME AND EXPENDITURE . — Mr. Childers has ob

tained a return , which was printed on Friday, as to the Public
Income and Expenditure and Surplus for ten years ended

the 31st March last. In 1866 the public income was

L67,812,292 4s, 6d ., and the surplus certified by the National

Debt Commissioners, after stating the expenditure, was

£1,337,935 11s. 3d. In 1867, income, £69,434,567 158. 9d . ;
surplus, £2 ,204 ,171 17s. 3d . In 1868 , income, £69,600,218

4s, 1d . , surplus, nil. In 1869, income, £72,591,991 12s . 8d . ;
surplus, nil . In 1870, income, £75 ,434 ,252 10s. 6d . ; surplus,

£6,369,500 lls. In 1871, income, £69,915 ,220 10s. 80. ;
surplus, £246 ,680 18s. Ed. In 1872, income, £74 ,768 ,314

138. ld . ; surplus, £2,848 ,294 6s. 8d. In 1873 , income,

£76 ,608,770 58. id .; surplus, £5,586,322 Os. 5d . In 1874 ,
income, £77,335 ,656 17s 1d. ; surplus, £369,146 14s. In the

present year to the 31st of March ' last the income was

$74,921,872 14s. 1d ., and the surplus nil.

BURGHARDT KREUELS AND Co., (MANCHESTER). — A meeting

of the creditors of Francis Burghardt, of High-bank,

Green -walk , Bowdon , and Augustus Kreuels , 19 Plymouth .

view , Upper Brook -street, Chorlton -on -Medlock , Manchester,

trading as Burghardt Kreuels , and Co , 3 Greek -street,

Manchester, merchants, was held May 1st, at the offices

of Messrs. Richardsons and Trevor, accountants , Clarence

buildings, Booth -street, in that city. The creditors were repre.

sented by Messrs. Slater, Heelis, and Co., and Messrs. Rowley,

Page, and Rowley, solicitors. The statement of affairs, pre
pared by Mr. Trevor, the receiver, was as follows : - Liabilities

— to creditors unsecured , £27,025 12s. 4d. ; liabilities on bills

£9,581, 19s. 5d., of which it is expected there will rank for
dividend , £4,111 19s. 5d .; rent, £79 78. 9d .; total,
£31, 216 19s. 6d . : - Assets - stock - in - trade, £501 Os. 9d . ; book

debts, £4,106 14s. 2d . ; cash in hand , £8 6s. 9d . ; furniture , & c.,

£98 , 18s. ; goods abroad , £226 17s. 1d . ; surplus from securi

ties, £141 15s. 4d . ; total, £5,083 12s . ld . The creditors
resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation , and appointed
Mr. C . R . Trevor, trustee , without a committee of inspection.

E . JACOBS (BIRMINGHAM ). - At an adjourned meeting of the
creditors of Mr. Emmanuel Jacobs, jewellers' factor, of
Frederick -street, Birmingham , Mr. Luke J . Sharp, receiver ,

submitted a statement of the affairs of the debtor to the

following effect : - To creditors, £15,395 8s. 5d. ; other lia

bilities, £747 1s. ; creditors to be paid in full, £49 19s. 5d.;

liabilities on bills discounted, £10 ,054 6s. 1d . ; ofwhich it is
expected will rank against the estate for dividend,

£2,341 Os. 9d . ; less bills in hands of bankers, £321 3s. 8d . -

£2,019 178. id. ; total debts , £18,162 6s. 6d. , stock-in -trade

at cost price, £2,121 11s. 1d . - less 10 per cent. for depreciation,

£212 3s. 20 . - £1,909 7s. 11d. ; book debts, $ 25,832 14s. 7d.-
estimated to produce £2,536 11s . 11d . ; furniture , fixtures, and

fittings, valued at £279 ls. 9d., estimated to produce by

auction , £230 ; total, £4,675 19s. 10d . ; less creditors to be

paid in full , £49 19g. 5d. ; total assets, £4,626 Os. 5d. There

was considerable discussion as to the debtor's transactions,

Mr. Peirson , accountant, Coventry , stating that his clients

received an order only ten or eleven days before the failure for

£2,000 worth of goods, and if there was any case for a prose

cution they would certainly be in favour of it. Ultimately it

was moved that the offer of 5s., payable in four instalments of

1s. 3d. each, the last two secured, be accepted . Another

resolution was proposed in favour of bankruptcy. The result

was as follows :- Out of 63 creditors present or represented,

39 voted for the composition , representing in amount

£18 ,829 15s. 5d., out of a possible £21,855 . The resolution in

favour of the composition was, therefore, carried by a large
majority .

J. B . WOOD ( TRANMERE). - A second meeting of the creditors
of John Brearley Wood , of 38 Chestnut-grove , Tranmere , who
recently filed his petition for liquidation , & c ., with liabilities
£4,923, against assets , cash in hand , £5 , was held on the 29th
April at the office of Mr. Downham , solicitor, Birkenhead .
Mr. Winstanley, solicitor, Liverpool; Mr. Rogers , accountant,
Liverpool ; and Mr. Thompson , Birkenhead , represented
several creditors. It will be remembered that at the first
meeting Mr. Downham , the debtor's solicitor, who held the
proxies of relatives and friendly creditors amounting to close
upon £3,700 , voted himself to the chair , and carried a reso.

lution that a composition of a penny in the pound be accepted,
payable on demand within three calendar months from the

date of the registration , but which was strongly opposed by

the creditors present. Under the 126th section of the bank .

ruptcy Act, however, the resolution as to the acceptance of a

composition has to be confirmed at a second meeting by *

majority in value and number of the creditors, and at the

present meeting Mr. Downham , as the proxy of friendly credi:

tors , again voted himself to the chair , but finding himsell
unable to confirm the resolution by the statutory majority ,

adjourned the meeting .
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BESJAMIN TURYER (NEWCASTLE-UPON - Tyne). – At a meeting amount. Paymenthas been suspended . The suspension is

of creditors of Benjamin Turner , of 11 Lawton -street, New . announced of Mr. W . E . Taylor, of Enfield Mills, near

castle-upon - Tyne, jeweller, (held at the County Court offices | Accrington , with liabilities stated at from £40,000 to £50 ,000 ,

May 1st inst.) who was adjudged a bankrupt on the 15th April SCOTLAND. - On Tuesday ,Messrs. J . H . and A . Bell, export

last. The bankruptnot having filed his statement of affairs linen and jute merchants of Dundee, issued a circular to their

was ordered to do so within a week . It transpired that the creditors, intimating their suspension . They attribute their
liabilities would exceed £2,800 , and the assets would be small. insolvency to depression of the foreign markets . A meeting

Mr. Edward Thomas Peirson , public accountant, of Coventry, of the creditors is called for Monday the 10th . It is reported

was appointed trustee. that the liabilities amount to £70,000, or £80,000 , and the

W . SUNDERLAND (Halifax). - A meeting of the creditors of
estate is not likely to realise a large sum . The loss will fall

this person who carried on business as a grocer, in Woolshops,
almost exclusively upon merchants in Dundee, Arbroath , and

was held at the offices of Mr. Francis Jubb , solicitor, on
Forfar.

Thursday. Mr. Roberts (of Messrs. Foster, Roberts and Co.,

public accountants), produced a statement of the debtor's .
affairs. Liquidation by arrangement was resolved upon , and BANKRUPTCY REFORM .

Mr. Roberts was appointed trustee, with a committee of in
pection , and Mr. Jubb was entrusted with the registration A correspondent of a contemporary writes as follows :- " It
of the resolutions. requires but a very slight acquaintance with our bankruptcy

W . R . MARTIN (LIVERPOOL.) A meeting of creditors of Mr. laws to be convinced of their inefficiency to cope with one of

William Rose Martin , sharebroker, of Exchange-street East, their principal objects , viz ., the prevention of fraud in regard
Liverpool, was held on the 5th inst., at the offices of Messrs. to the dealings between a debtor and his creditors. The

Gibson and Bolland , 10 South John -street. Debts amounting Bankruptcy Act of 1861 enabled a debtor to present a petition

to £4,000 were proved , and a resolution passed to liquidate the in relation to his own bankruptcy , and while the Act of 1869

estate by arrangement, and to appoint Mr. Bolland trustee. expressly enacts that it shall not be lawful for a debtor to

The statement ofaccounts disclosed unsecured debts £6 ,617, and presenthis own petition in bankruptcy, it nevertheless gives
those secured £1,394 — the security, land atOxton - being valued him the right of presenting a petition for the liquidation of his

at£1,901. The assets consisted ofbook debts £233, estimated at own affairs, which is really tantamount to a petition in bank

£93 , other property $ 78,and surplus from securities in the hands ruptcy ; but it seems that the principal defect in the bank

of creditors already referred to £505 . Mr. Bolland read a ruptcy laws consists in the power which they place in the

summary of accounts showing the indebtedness to arise from hands of a majority of the creditors to resist the wish and

losses on shares £2,903, cash borrowed £3,658 , and other often the interests of the remaining creditors in relation to the
expenses £54 . The household furniture was comprised in an discharge of the bankrupt, and the liquidation of his affairs.

ante-nuptial settlement. The deficiency was accounted for Under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, a trader
by losses in shares, chiefly Brightons, North British , and or non - trader may be declared a bankrupt on the petition of a

Caledonian Stocks, of which £6 ,450 was incurred during the creditor upon certain conditions, which it is not necessary to

last two or three months. mention here. A meeting of the creditors is convened , and by

a resolution of three- fourths in value, and a majority in num
ber of the creditors, the bankrupt can obtain his order of
discharge on the payment to his creditors of 10s. in the £ .
The mischief is, that often these so-called creditors are merely

FAILURES. creditors for the occasion , and have an interest in co -operating

with the bankrupt, often relatives who use their interest as a
means of influencing the remainder of the creditors , who are

ENGLAND. — Messrs.Emmens, Brothers and Co., described as for the most part glad to acccept the composition that is

financial agents , of 8 Old Jewry, have presented a petition for offered rather than allow the bankruptcy to proceed with the

liquidation under the arrangement clauses of the Bankruptcy prospect of serious litigation , great delay, a heavy expenditure

Act. The books are in the hands of Messrs. Johnstone, Cooper in law costs , and no dividend. The Court of Bankruptcy does

and Co., accountants, and the circular states that the estate , not exercise sufficient control over the proceedings in bank
by proper and judicious realisation , will enable every creditor ruptcy , and too much power is vested in the creditors, which

to be paid in full , with interest. - The failure was announced is often wrongfully exercised . It is only right and just that

on Friday of Messrs . T . Richardson and Sons, of 85 Grace where a man has honestly become a bankrupt, he should

church -street , and Hartlepool, established in 1869, with lia be relieved from the pressure of his creditors ; but the vote of

bilities estimated at £300,000, which is due to the fall in iron the creditors on the subject should be unanimous, and it
and the decrease in the export trade of the country. The should be left in the discretion of the court or the registrar to

senior partner in the firm represents Hartlepool as a Liberal confirm or relax the decision of the creditors. Surely the
in the present Parliament. The circular issued states that interest of every creditor should be considered alike, and no
all the creditors will be paid in full, and that the arrangements means should be afforded to place it in the power of a majority

have been made between the committee of creditors and of the creditors to act prejudicially to the interests of the

Mr. Robert Fletcher, of the firm of Messrs. Robert Fletcher minority . My reason for drawing the attention of your

and Co., of 2 Moorgate -street, London , accountants, are of readers to the subject is ,that although they may not altogether
such a nature that the basiness will be carried on without in . share in my views of the subject, it may nevertheless serve to

terruption. - Petitions for liquidation have been filed in the arouse the attention of the Profession and the Legislature to
Manchester County Court by Stephen Agop Gevairgian , of the flagrant deficiencies and evils of our bankruptcy system , to

Water -street, Liverpool, and of Cooper -street, Manchester, which attention is so frequently and forcibly directed in your

commision agent, liabilities, £6 ,000 ; by Richard Rome Bealey, columns. It is shocking, indeed , to observe the callousness of
of Joiner-street, Church -street, Manchester, commission agent, a certain class of persons (who have no reputation at stake) to
liabilities £2,633 ; and by James Graham , of Dickinson -street, dishonest dealings with their creditors. I have only touched

Manchester, shipping merchant, trading under the style of upon one of the many abuses of the Act of 1869, and I trust

James Graham and Co., liabilities £4,509. - A circular has that themany readers of your valuable journal will assist in

been issued to the creditors of John Roberts, carpet factor and the task to bring prominently before the Profession and the

dealer, Market-place , Sheffield , asking them to meet in public, the many defects in the bankruptcy system , in the hope

London in order to effect an arrangement. The liabilities are that the Legislature may do something to place the matter on

nearly $ 11,000, and the assets are within £1000 of that I a fairer and more impartial footing."

wh
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MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
own or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent , for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .
Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HALIFAX COUNTY COURT.

( Before Mr. GIFFARD.)

RE WHITWORTI AND Co. — This was an action brought by a
trustee in Whitworth 's bankruptcy , the hearing of which had

been several times adjourned ; it was again brought up for

hearing. Mr. Shaw , barrister , of Leeds (instructed by Mr.

Mumford, of Bradford), appeared in support of the motion ;
and Mr. Jordan , barrister, of Manchester (instructed by Messrs.
Rawson and Co., also of Bradford), appeared in opposition . At
the time of the failure of Messrs. Whitworth , certain goods
were on their way from the firm of Gibbs and Co ., cotton

brokers, Charlestown, America, to their place at Luddenden
Foot. These goods having arrived at Liverpool, and got into
the hands of the railway company, a person named Windall
took possession of them , acting on behalf of Messrs. Gibbs as
vendors. This was a motion to settle the right of ownership .
Mr. Jordan , in the course of his remarks, said the goods were
at their risk in Liverpool; had the goods been destroyed by
fire whilst there, the loss would have been theirs. He also
contended that where there had been a partial delivery of goods,
with the intention to deliver the whole, that was a constructive
delivery of the whole . — Mr. Shaw said there was no intention
to deliver the whole . Besides, Whitworth and Co. had dis

posed of the cotton which had reached them . Now , they were
not merchants ; and though merchants were in the habit of
disposing of the goods in a falling market, they,having bought
the goods for the purpose of consuming them , had no right to
sell them as they did, His Honour reserved judgment
for a fortnight.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advancesmade thereon .

Office Hours from 10 - till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 10 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained posl-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .
TR
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E
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BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official
return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'
Clearing -house for the week ending Wednesday, May 5th :

Thursday, April 29 . . . . . . . . . . .. £42,250,000
Friday , April 30 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 19, 153 ,000
Saturday, May 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 ,291,000
Monday, May 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,385 ,000

Tuesday, May 4 . . . 21,382,000

Wednesday, May 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,408 ,000

£139,869,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year, which did

not include a Stock Exchange settlement,was £119 ,118,000.

ry braces. For children they are invaluableWINDING UP. - A petition for the winding up of the Air
Gas Light Company, (Limited ) is to be heard before Vice
Chancellor Hall on the 28th instant.

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
THITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS is allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided, a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circularmay be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. Joux WHITE , 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss , 16s., 21s. , 26s. 6d ., 31s. 61 ,
Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s ., and 52s . 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Truzo , 42s., and 52s, 6d . Postage

free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & e.

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 68 ., 78, 6d., 10s , to 16s, each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes . For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest . Prices
for children , 5s . 6d . and 7s, 6d . Adults , 10s. 6d. , 158 , 6d . , and 218. each .
Postage free . - JOHN WATTE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London ,

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL:
LAND. ESTATE , HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .
street, Charing Cross, w . c . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are : - lst. - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .

Public Honses, Inna, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists , Drapers , and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valu itions
of Land. Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur

niture. Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur

poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers , Surveyors , Land, House , Estate and Insuranco Agenst . lh .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists , monetary advanceson real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The " Syndicate "
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties , and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

R E S T A U R A N T ;
13 OXFORD STREET

- Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold, including vegetables and bread, 1s . 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread, 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s. 6d.

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small Parties on the Second Floor .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAV ESEND .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .
FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 Is. PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
he Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E . C .

J . DEFRIES AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANWEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS .

STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6 . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mewburn , Esq .

H , J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry, Esq .

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq ., Q . O ., M . P .

LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : IIALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216,115 13 5 '
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0
Bonusex Apportioned .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 581,774 6581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 140,151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheetand Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
TF. TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

· RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .
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THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen-street,

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market
place, Dewsbury.

Agency business promptly attended to.
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“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS !! !
“ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."

“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction .”
Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is. id .

Patentecs, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair- street, Edin .
burgh .

Was awarded for “ Feuer feste
Bisone Schranke und

Xunstchlosser Fortschrilts," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress .

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no folse duplicate

kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickr. ess of a hair from one ormore of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itsell
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thn be easily altered into what would be virtually
a New LOCK and Key , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO.,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

TPPS'S COCOA . - " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the
Cicil Service Gazette .
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice- President. - JOHN BATH , London ,

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE , Brighton .
JAMES FRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London.
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . WILLIAM HENRY WATSON, Sheffield .
GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . | GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London | EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth . "
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington,
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122 Leadenhall Street , and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER, 7 Gresham Street , London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .
BANKERS. Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER 'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED 0 . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.
SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory , Nassau-street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gacette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy netu
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. May 8 , 1876.
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IN the Matter of the Companies Acts 1862 and 1867, and
In the Matter of the BREAM IRON MINING

COMPANY Limited .

M HE Master of the Rolls has, by an Order, dated the
I 23rd day of February , 1875 ,appointed BÅKER PHILIP DANIELS,

of No 7 Poultry in the City of London, Public Accountant, to be Official
Liquidator of the above-named Company.

Dated this 7th day of May 1875 .

(3.) That, in considering any method of remunerating Accountants, par.
ticular regard should be had to the important duties and special
risks they are called upon to undertake in addition to the work
dcne.

(4 .) That a Committee, comprising the following gentlemen : - Joseph
Davies, John Bath , James Cooper, Edward Harvey , H . Brett,
Thomas Meggy, R . R . Robinson , J . C . Bolton , Henry Leather
dale, A . C . Harper (Sec ) , R . A . March , and J . Killingworth , be

appointed to confer with the several;Societies of Accountants in
England, in order to arrive at some satisfactory scale ofcharges

and remuneration to Accountants in relation to Liquidation ,
Composition , and Bankruptcy.

(5.) That the foregoing 'resolutions be advertised in the Times, Daily
News, Standard , Accountant, and several Provincial Daily Papers ,
with the statement that a report of the proceedings may be seen

in the Accountantnewspaper of Saturday, 15th instant.

ALFRED C . HARPER,

Secretary .
Offices ,

2 Cowper' s Court,

Cornhill, E . C .

IN the Matter of the Companies Acts 1862 and 1867 , and

in the Matter of the BREAU IRON MINING

COMPANY Limited.

MHE CREDITORS of the above-named Company are

1 required on or before the 11th day of June 1875 to send their names
and addresses , and the particulars of their debts or claimsand the names

and addresses of their Solicitors, if any, to BAKER PHILIP DANIELS,

of No 7 Poultry in the city of London the Official Liquidator of the said

Company and if so required by notice in writing from the said Official
Liquidator, are by their Solicitors to come in and prove their debts or

claims in the Chambers of the Master of the Rolls in the Rolls Yard
Chancery Lane in the County of Middlesex at such time as shall be

specified in such notice or in default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of any distribution made before such debts are proved . Friday the

25th day of June 1875 at 11 o 'clock in the forenoon at the said Chambers

is appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon the debts and claims.

Dated this 7th day of May 1875 .
E . B . CHURCH , Chief Clerk .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c.
MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are

preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF WARWICKSHIRE
HOLDEN AT BIRMINGHAM .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER,

and Co. , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .
Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . C .

TN the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement of the affairs of WILLIAM JAMES, of No. 12 Eaign

street, in the City of Hereford, in the County of Hereford, Wine and Spirit
Merchant, and Licensed Victualler , trading under the style or Firm of

JAMBS AND SON .
The Creditors of the above-named William James who have not already

proved their debts , are required , on or before the thirty - first day of May
instant. to send their names and addresses , and the particulars of their

debts or claims to me the undersigned , CHARLES PEMBER . of the

City of Hereford , Accountant, the Trustee under the Liquidation , or in

default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the Dividend pro
posed to be declared.

Dated this Eleventh day of May, 1875,
CHARLES PEMBER ,

Trustee.
1 King Street, Hereford .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
1L REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices , 54 Cannon .
street , E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon

1 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842 ), 54 Cannon -street.

WANTED for the Bankruptcy Department of an
W Accountant' s Office , a smart active YOUTH ,age not under 15. Good

writing indispensable . - Apply between the hours of 9 and 11 a . m . at the

Offices of Messrs. Wing, Wing and Co. , Prideaux Chambers, Sheffield .

AT A MEETING OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CONVENED BY THE

COUNCIL OF THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS

IN ENGLAND,

Held at theGUILDHALL TAVERN , on Wednesday, the 12th inst.,

como consider a Circular issued by Wholesale Houses,
1 Daving reference to a scale of Charges for Accountancy Work

relating to Liquidations and Compositions." MR JOSEPH DAVIES,

PRESIDENT S . A . E ., in the Chair, the following Resolutions,moved by Mr.
JOUN BATH VICE - PRESIDENT, S . A . E . , were carried unanimously , viz . : - -

(1.) That a charge by way of commission only, is not an equitablemode
of remuneration , as the resultmay be very much outof propor
to the work done.

(2 .) That a resolution as to maximum charges under all circumstances,
and without any exception, is not a reasonable proposition .

mo ACCOUNTANTS . - Partnership , or Employment
1 with a view to , wanted by a gentleman of 10 years' Banking ex

perience. Has capital, and to join a really good business would pay
vremium . - Address, in confidence , E . W . , care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee.

Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, London , E . C .

OFFICES to be LET, well adapted for Accountants,
at 106 Queen Victoria -street, in suites of two or four rooms. Rent

from £60 to £210 per annum ; admirably lighted . - Apply to Mr. Pollock,
34 Walbrook .
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ARTICLED PUPIL. - Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman , who would be instructed in Sub - editing andGeneralNews

paper Work in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W .GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address , and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.
TO DRAPERS. - We are Selling by Tender for cash ,
1 2 FANCY DRAPERY STOCK , as near cost as can be ascertained,

£173 , belonging to Mr. E , N . Ford , of 270 Bethnal-green -road , three doors

from Abbey -street. On view on premises till 12 o 'clock , Wednesday ,

19th inst . Tenders opened at our oflices. FOREMAN & COOPER

7 Gresham -street .

PUBLICATIONS.

Now Ready, price ls. 6d ., book post Is. 8d .

TNSURANCE BLUE BOOK and COMPANION
for 1875 . A Public Guide to Safe Life Assurance . Contains latest

accounts of life offices, uniformly arranged , with simple directions for
examining them . Tables of premiums, & c. Directions for assignments,
and much other valuable information .

Thomas Murby, 32 Bouverie-street, London .

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'

1 JOURNAL, with Law Reports and PublicGeneral Statutes The only

LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £l 10s. ; Single Copy, 9d .;
delivered free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53 UPPER SACK VILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN

Legal, Accountanty, & General Printers,
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets , & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S . E .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession, the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ. The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad.

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .
N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,
and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial
documents, correspondence, & c., into the Principal European
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into, or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d, each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE , 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C .

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

In consequence of the press of matter this week,

several reports and other communications are unavoidably

held over until the next issue.

The Accountant
The Accountant.

MAY 15 , 1875 .

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
for Friday evening 's mail ; price 61. per copy , or

28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

2ts . (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s . (post free ).
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to wliom applications for advertisement space, and letters

Weindicated a few weeks ago, some ofthe dificulties

which would beset tbe path of those who were so

busily endeavouring to reform the charges of ac

countants , and pointed out the fallacy of endeavouring

to establish one uniform rate of payment for work of

every description . We ventured too to suggest, that
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a system by which remuneration was fixed so low as the living trust to us more, and we will do much to

to prevent men of standing from thinking it worth add to the security of their existence;" let us audit and

their acceptance , was one which could never prevail. examine the books and accounts of working and existing

Above all, a system by which a maximum percentage concerns, and you will soon find thatthere will be fewer

was fixed , was perhaps the most unsatisfactory of all failures to tax to the extreme our skilland experience .

methods, unless accompanied by various safeguards | It has been , we believe , sometimes suggested as a

and checks to prevent its operating unfavourably . grievance in the legal profession, and especially at the

These views, we are happy to say, were generally held bar, that no direct pecuniary benefit is derived in

at the crowded and unanimous meeting which was held proportion to the amount in value of the subject

at the Guildhall Tavern , on Wednesday last, when it matter, and it has been intimated that a large estate

was in effect , declared that an accountant's work in may be charged with higher costs than a small one.

volving risks and heavy responsibilities must be re But it is obviously a work of no greater difficulty to

munerated in an adequate manner , and not left to find deal with a property of large value than a property of

its due reward under influences which make it scarcely smaller value, except such as is caused by a greater

worth andertaking from any, except the most dis complexity of title . A larger fee would undoubtedly

interested motives . be paid from the very nature of the case , but the mere

There can be no question that " paymentby results ” mechanical labour is the same, even though every

is a mode of paymentwhich possesses many advantages. figure be multiplied by ten . But take the doctrine of

It leads the workman to put forth his best endeavours, payment by results . Let the counsel be paid for his

and encourages the zealous and hard -working at the successful cases only ; let the costs of every suit or

expense of the careless and incapable . It is looked action be a percentage on the amount recovered as

upon by many authorities , of more or less eminence, easily assessable as the commission of a broker on the

as the sovereign remedy for strikos , locks out and other Stock Exchange; what fortunes would bemade by the

social amenities arising from the antagonisms of capital successful, and how soon would a cry go up that these

and labour. It is a rough kind of justice, by which heavy charges should be cut down. But the other

in the long run, a due share of profit and loss is meted side of the shield is less pleasant. There are cases

out to all, and upon the whole may be said to work which no man could lose, and others which no man

fairly well in the cases in which it is generally employed . could win . The highest skill and the most devoted

But theoretically perfect as it is, its working is not industry might be hopelessly thrown away on a case

wholly unimpeachable . Granting that the conditions which, from some hidden flaw , might utterly break

at starting are equal, the most successful is certainly down. Rident qui vincunt. The winners would

the most deserving man. But looking at the various exult, but with a heavy joy, foreboding that the next

difficulties which beset every course, it is hard to say, turn of the wheel might bring disasters and loss to

without a considerable amount of investigation, in what them , and no voice would be raised against a return

instances success is a mere fortuitous incident earned by to the old ways.

far less merit and industry than almost total failure. To | It is strangely at variance with human nature, if the

introduce payment by results into professional business estates which yield the largest dividends are the estates

generally is plainly absurd . It is, if we remember which are administered with the most skill. On the

right, the Emperor of Siam whose physicians duly contrary , the task of the trustee has probably been as

receive a salary so long as their augustmaster is in the easy as gracious. It is in the too frequent cases where

enjoyment of perfect health , which ceases during the a scanty dividend to commence with is eked out at

slightest indisposition. This may be considered push intervals by smalladditional payments that the labour

ing a principle beyond its logical result, though it is results. To those commercial moralists who, proud in

doubtless effectual, and is, perhaps, no more than an their conscious rectitude and solvency, fortified by the

Eastern form of the tenure by which many a fashionable | colossal fortunes that their moderate profits have re

physician holds his patients. Indeed , even accountants sulted in , after many years of toil, have publicly sent

practice. They are accused of being the jackals who simple means of testing the truth of our statements.

are always in at the death . They may reply, “ Let We will not ask them to become trustees themselves in
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the next bankruptcy which happens to any of their had been granted to restrain him from so doing ; but

customers, though it is, as they seem to forget, per - as he had seen fit to wait till a winding-up order

fectly open to them to undertake the duties. But a had been made, his opportunity had gone by, and he

trustee can always be placed under the control of a mustnow take his chance with the other creditors. The

committee of inspection , who have every opportunity | moral of this case is , that execution and other creditors

of checking and controlling his movements. Trustees should be swift to enforce their rights when dealing

are constantly complaining in our columns that com with a company, otherwise they may lose the advantage

mittees of inspection will not do their work, and that of their judgments. In bankruptcy the general body

it is with the greatest difficulty they are induced to 1 of the creditors are more favoured at the expense of

meet at all. Let these gentlemen , or any who wish to the individual. In the first place, the proceeds of the

test the true state of the case, place themselves on these sale of goods taken in execution are to be retained for

committees, and keep a sharp look out on the trustee . fourteen days, and not paid over to the claimant if

They will soon learn ,if they pay strict attention, a good deal within that time notice is given to the sheriff of a

of the difficulty which they at present ignore, and may petition either for bankruptcy or liquidation having

form a fairer estimate of the skill and labour involved, been filed . In this event the amount realised is to be

and of the duties of a trustee. Wewill undertake on paid over to the trustee (sec . 87 of the Bankruptcy

the part of the profession, that any accountant trustee , Act). Notice , too, of any prior act of bankruptcy

bo he whom he may, when they are appointed to in - | invalidates any execution as against a trustee, and a

spect, will give them every assistance towards forming petition for liquidation is within the meaning of these

an opinion , and be glad of their company. Only if they words. Companies have therefore some few more

will not look after their own affairs , they must leave off guarantees for the protection of their judgment creditors

finding fault with those who serve them faithfully. than individuals.

Theman who refuses to lock up “ untold gold ,” must

not expect to find sympathy or credence if he fancies

he has been robbed . The best way to check the sup
Correspondence.

posed misdeeds of trustees is to have the safeguard

which the act provides, and to which no accountantwill AUDITORS AND AUDITING .

object. Till this is done all criticism and captiousness To the Editor of the Accountant.

is premature,
Sir, I have read with satisfaction the article in your

paper of the 8th instant, drawing attention to the remarks

which fell from the chairman at the recentmeeting of the

That bankruptcy in its various phases is exactly
Institute of Accountants, on this subject, relating as it does,

to mymind, to the most important and valuable branch of

analogous with the winding-up of Joint- Stock Com the profession at the present time, although so lightly

panies, is a truth which we have often insisted upon. thought of apparently by the commercial world generally

Bankruptcy is in fact a compulsory winding-up, and
that instead of being the first thing considered , it appears

to be the last which presents itself to those who promote,

liquidation may be compared with a voluntary winding float, and conduct the business of companies whose capital

up. But a company has some advantages over an in - | belongs to the general public .

dividual, or, to speak more correctly, the creditors of a
Were the duties of auditors rightly understood and

appreciated by shareholders, and the great advantage of
company are sometimes at a less disadvantage. This accountancy as regards its essence discerned by what are

may be illustrated by the case of the “ Universal Dis
termed “ business people” generally, the public accountant,

instead of being shunned and abused as he now is, as a
infector Company (Limited),” an association which , " commercial undertaker," would and should , hold the

according to a well-nigh universal law affecting its | position of a medical practitioner ; the one, if called in

species, gravitated towards the Court of Chancery for
before it is too late , saving the body from the clutches of

death , the other , if likewise called in for the purpose of

the purpose of being wound-up . A creditor of this knowing the real state of affairs in times of prosperity,

ill-starred body had succeeded in obtaining judgment,

but had not proceeded to execution, as a petition for
services to save as much as possible to creditors from a

wrecked business. Especially is this carly appreciation of
winding-up had been presented. This it appeared from the necessity for a proper system of account being

the judgment of the Master of the Rolls ,was an un commencell with , and a practical auditor appointed to

necessary piece of courtesy .
supervise the same, - valuable in the case of a company

The creditor might, he formed for the purpose of taking over a private concern,

said , have gone on with his execution , as no injunction when,as is generally the case, the vendors are appointed
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are
.

managing directors, their collcagues on the board being trust, however, the outline I have sketched may be taken

frequently non -business men . But so long as the accounts
up by the profession with the view of substantiating our

are left out of consideration until the time of audit
claim to be recognised, as solicitors are. Buyers and

arrives, viz . at the end of the year, as isnow the case, the sellers in their vain conceit look down upon all other

value of that supposed check , is simply nil ; hence the departments of business and pooh pooh accounts, which
frequent collapse of companies whose balance sheets have

| many say can be kept in their heads forgetting that death
nevertheless been approved and signed by auditors. has a claim on their bodies of which the head , I believe, is

Why ? because their duty is considered to be fulfilled by
a part, and that consequently, but for well kept accounts,

a certificate to the effect that the balances as extracted
much would be lost to their families. But it would not be

from ledgers are correct, payment being made of a fee difficult to prove that accountants are not naturally

which about represents the time value of clerical labour. " wreckers” as they are often styled, but that on the contrary ,

Such auditing is nothingmorenor less than a shell without if their services be used in time, their peculiar province is

kernel, whilst what is wanted is the reverse. to save the necessity for bankruptcy proceedings by an
What auditor could not prove by experience, how

efficient system of account and periodical audit, whilst
anxious are directors to keep down salaries, and auditors a business is prosperous, or at any rate , solvent.

fees, whilst the greatest laxity has been shown in nearly If traders and shareholders in commercialundertakings,
every other class of expenditure, even to the absolute as also directors would overcome their scepticism as to

squandering of the shareholders' money. Of course there
the value of proper accountancy , in due time the bank.

are exceptions, but they are I am quite sure rare.
ruptcy court would be very considerably relieved , whilst

If an auditor is to see that the shareholders (other than
the labour and experience of professional accountants

those forming the direction ) are, as it were, represented in would become appreciated as it ought to be, thus proving

his person at the Board , (which to my mind is the very mutually profitable to them and to their clients .

essential of such an officer,) it at once becomes apparent " A stitch in timesaves nine," is an old saying worthy

that his position is not only a very important and of practical application in the present day, and especially

(honestly fulfilled) a most valuable one to theshareholders, is it true as applying to the value of an accountant's
but it is equally clear that it must in very many cases be

services,
unpleasant to a degree. I have always considered auditing Yours truly,
under existing circumstances, to be a thorough sham , and A , S . A . E .
so it always will be, until the shadow gives place to a

London , 11th May, 1875.
reality, and responsibility is imposed and paid for, as it
ought to be.

How often does one not notice balance sheets printed
LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS.

and audited , having as " assets " large amounts represent

ing expenditure of capital ostensibly for the purpose of To the Editor of the Accountant.

extending a business purchased at a handsome price for SIR , - Your issue of the 8th inst. communicates to us

the goodwill, but in reality thus doubling or nearly so, the startling fact that a country solicitor is desirous of

and not unfrequently more than doubling, — that very bringing out an original, but rather indefinite patent, to be
price, and reducing the working capital, - the need of an called , probably, " the accountant-crusher.” As you

increase of which was the stated reason for forming the | very properly remark “ professional robbery," has assumed

company. In such a case as this an auditor, having the quite another aspect. The Comptroller's reports certainly

power to express an opinion on all matters of account, show that accountants only get about a tenth of the

would surely point out that before parting with any of costs paid under the Bankruptcy laws, the majority of

the capital for the purpose of extending that which was the remaining nine-tenths passing into the hands of
considered good enough in itself to pay a price for, it solicitors. In a previous edition you quoted a similar

would be better to test the real value of the purchase first, letter , wherein a solicitor took exception to a charge by

and thereafter , if the result were satisfactory a judicious an accountant of 1s. 8d., for writing a letter. “ Oh, that

expenditure to be spread over three or four years,might mine enemywould write a book ;" he would have charged

then be reasonably decided upon , but not if it proved that 3s. 6d., or more than double. The country solicitor, how

the price given for the business was already excessive, ever, unconsciously defends our cause in the following

as the increased capital to work with should extend the paragraph . “ The judges should have power to commit

connection paid for. them for contempt of court, for say three months, persons
In the case also ofpatents being purchased, the " asset " should have remedy by actions for penalties, and the magis

side of a balance sheet frequently contains an item which , trates should also have power." The amount of twaddle
thoroughly investigated , would prove that the expenditure | in this one sentence is immense ! but, I take it that if
it represented ought properly to be borne by the vendor actions could be brought against us, it would have to be
and not by the company, for perfecting that which in on the ground of our having some recognised status, and
theory promised great things, but which in practice was all we ask is that our status may be recognised and
found valueless until a large additional sum from capital defined , and that we may be held amenable for our acts.
had been expended to perfect it, thus placing in jeopardy | I was in a court of justice yesterday, when a very dis
the whole thereof, or materially reducing the dividends, if | graceful case was tried , and as the evidence was being
any, the patent was expected at the outset, by reliance on elicited, I asked which was the pot, and which the kettle.

theory only , to produce. If it is iniquitous for accountants to live by their protes
Much more might be written on the subject in proof of sional services, it is equally abominable for solicitors

the great importance to the public, and individuals, of to get a living out of their profession , and as the
bona - fide auditing in the true sense, but I have already solicitors practising in the United Kingdom , far outnum
taken up too much of your space, which I had hoped ber the aocountants, England would appear to be a

might be occupied on the same topic by abler pens ; I dreadful place to live in , as being a place largely peopled
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by parasites who prey on the vitals, not only of non THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND

protessionals, but also upon each other. I could tell you

some horrible tales about solicitors, who have received

their clients'money, made away with it, absconded , de
The Third Annual General Meeting of the Society of

frauded widows and orphans, and oppressed the poor,
Accountants in England was held on Tuesday last, at the

and it is possible to find that at some time or other one Guildhall Tavern. The following members of the Society were
solicitor has been executed for murder. I could also tell present at the meeting : Joseph Davies (President), John

you that there are solicitors practising in this city with Bath (Vice-President), E . N . Harper, J. C . Bolton, Harry
whom no respectable accountant would ally himself ; I Brett, Francis Nicholls, E . C . Foreman , Joseph Andrews, C .
could tell you that I have refused business - protitable

business – from solicitors, in consequence of their dis
Pember, L . Blake, H . P . Gould , F . Beddow , W . Short, W . J.

honourable conduct ; but, I do not for one moment
Parry, H . Bolton , E . T . Peirson , R . Everett, F . Tendron ,

attempt to convey the idea that because some blackguards Henry Leatherdale , Henry Bolland, R . R . Robinson, G . E .
have crept into the legal profession and not been expelled | Ladbury, D . W . Lambe, E . C . Chatterly, W . C . Harvey, J . H .

therefrom , therefore, a solicitor is necessarily to be Tilly , R . J. Clarke. The Secretary (Mr. Alfred O . Harper)

shunned like a poisonous snake : on the contrary, some of being absent through indisposition , the President called upon
my dearest friends are lawyers , men whom I respect,

Mr. E . N . Harper, who read the minutes of the previous
both in business and in private life, who hold out the right
hand of friendship to me, and put business in my way.

meeting.

Each of us attends to his particular duties, without en
The report of the Council,which was taken as read, was to

croaching on the other, and we find ourselves mutual the following effect :

gainers,while our clients are benefited by the joint experi • The Society now consists of 201 members, of which 19
ence. Orthodox medical practitioners are fond of making “ have been elected Fellows. On referring to the accounts on
raids on unauthorised ones, and for years struggled to “ the other side, it will be seen that the balance in hand , on
include homoeopathic practitioners in that category ; " the 31st December, 1874 , was £161 9s. 1d. The amount

nevertheless, the homæopaths have not only held " of £500 on deposit account,mentioned in last year's report,

their own, but have advanced yearly in public estima “ has been invested in the names of the Trustees, in Canadian

tion, as is proved by the handsome incomes which “ 5 per cent, bonds, and a further sum of £200 , derived from

many of them earn , and the high manner in which
“ the subscriptions for the current year, in New Zealand 4 . per

they are spoken of by their patients . All think
" cont. bonds, --making a total investment of £700. The

“ formation of a library has also been commenced, any pre
ing people recognise the fact that the hostility to “ sertations to which would be thankfully acknowledgedby the
homcopathic practitioners is on account of its being so “ Council. The Council also beg to report , that, their atten .
much practice taken from the orthodox doctors. The “ tion having been drawn to the fact of a committee having

lower the reputation and ability of Doctor Orthodox , the " been appointed by the Lord Chancellor, to consider the

greater is his animus againstmen who have gone through , “ working of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, they at once

and passed in all the studies whereby he doctor orthodox ) “ memorialised his lordship, with the view of having one or

obtained his degree, and probably ceased study from that “ more Accountants placed on the Committee, grounding

day , whereas the liomceopaths have had the diligence to “ their application on the fact that Accountants are as a rule

study a second science, and honestly choose the better. “ chosen to act as receivers, managers and trustees under the

Let a country solicitor before he again rushes so fran
“ present Act. From his Lordship 's reply, there is little

tically and irrationally into print, take the precaution of
“ reason to doubt, that if the profession had taken measures

“ to advance its claim to be represented on the committee
making the acquaintance of a few respectable accountants , “ at an earlier period, his Lordship would have seen , not
and he will perhaps find that neither in education , busi “ merely the advisability, but the necessity, of securing the
ness attainments, integrity, nor efficiency is he (the " advantage of its experience on the committee. Every day

country solicitor) superior to the average (respectable) " testifies to the increasing importance of the profession to

members of our abused profession . " the trading interests of the country, and to the necessity of

I wish the gentleman in all sincerity an enlargement of “ its being placed on a sound and more responsible basis ; and

his reasoning organs and better manners. " the Council are strongly of opinion , that the time cannot

Yours truly , " long be delayed , when steps will have to be taken to secure

' J. C . U . “ for it, by charter or otherwise, a recognised legal position.

“ The Council have, therefore , to urge upon each member of

" the Society, the importance of his using his influence

“ amongst his friends, to procure their adhesion to the

In the House of Lords on Saturday the SupremeCourt of “ Society, that when the time arrives, your Council may be

Judicature Act (1873) Amendment (No. 2 ) Bill was read a " able to act with authority as representatives of a large and

third time and passed . “ influential portion of the Accountants in England.”

At the last meeting of the Council of the Society of The report was accompanied by a financial statement for the
Accountants in England,Mr. W .Hawkins Tilston , ofWrexham , year ending December 31st, 1874 , which showed that at tho

was elected an Associate.
close of the year the Society had in hand and at the bank

A RAILWAY IN BANKRUPTCY. - A decree of bankruptcy has
the sum of £161 9s . 1d., and the sum of £533 15s, invested .

been issued by the Royal Court against the Jersey Railway

Company, whose line runs from St . Heliers to St. Aubin . For The PRESIDENT, in commenting upon the leading features of

several months it has been in possession of the Sheriff in the report, said the Society had made satisfactory progress as

virtue of an act of insolvency declared against it . In order regards numbers , for they had now 202 members, of whom 19
to prevent great public inconvenience that would arise by

stopping the running of trains, the court has granted
are Fellows; and as to the pecuniary position , & total of

permission for working the line until it is transferred to new £695 4s. id. stood to the good of the Society on the 31st

proprietors. December, 1874. Considering that the Society had only been
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threo years in existence , he thought they might fairly con Walter Newton Fisher , 13 Waterloo-street, Birmingham . He

gratulate themselves upon this state of affairs. This was all also proposed that the name of the Secretary (Mr. Alfred C .

very well, as showing the stability and progress of the Harper) beadded to the Council.

Society ; but they would all be anxious to know what progress Mr. FOREMAN , in seconding the proposition , bore testimony

had been made towards the development of accountancy. | to the satisfactory manner in which the Secretary had per

(Hear.) Amongst other matters brought forward with this formed his duties.

view , the Council had been empowered to form a library, and The gentlemen named were then elected without opposition .

they had got the nucleus of one which he hoped would prove The next business being the election of Auditors ,

worthy of the Society . He thought the action of the Council Mr. H . BRETT proposed that Messrs. R . R . Robinson (Lon

as to the Bankruptcy Act afforded evidence of the advantage of don ), and C . Pember (Hereford ) be elected auditors in the

such a Society as theirs. If the Society had not been in room of Messrs . C . Cooper and William Short.

existence, how , he asked, could they possibly have approached Mr. ANDREWS seconded .

the Lord Chancellor on such a question ? (Hear.) This also | Mr. TENDRON had no objection to the change proposed in

showed the necessity of a charter, for the protection of the the present instance, but he thought it very undesirable that

interests of the profession . A charter would be difficult to a Society of this kind should lay down the principle of

get, but he did not look upon the task as insurmountable . In changing auditors every year.

a charter, too, he saw a way of solving the difficult question of It was explained that there was no object in making the

accountants' charges. He called upon members to use their change beyond the desire to infuse a little new blood into the

influence with the gentlemen representing their respective official element, and the resolution was then passed with a

neighbourhoods in parliament, towards obtaining a Charter of | few complimentary remarks from the Chairman in regard to

Incorporation : and he asked them to bear in mind this point, the late auditors .

that a Charter would have to be based, not simply upon the Mr. John Bath then proposed, and Mr. FOREMAN seconded,

requirements of accountants, but upon thy requirements of the re-election of Mr. J. C . Bolton as treasurer, the proposi

society generally. (Hear.) If they did not approach the tion being carried with an expression of thanks to Mr. Bolton

matter in that spirit, they would not succeed . (Applause.) for his services.

Part of the report deal with the question of students. He Mr. E . T . PEIRSON proposed , andMr. W . C . HARVEY seconded

thought they ought to give every encouragement to students to the election ofMr. Ebenezer Chambers Foreman , of 7 Gres

come and study under efficientmembers of the profession , - to ham -street, as a Fellow of the Society .

give them , in fact, overy facility possible with the view to Mr. JOHN Bath having said a few words in support, Mr.

making them good accountants. (Hear.) In conclusion , the Foreman was unanimously elected .

President formally moved the adoption of the report and Mr. H . BRETT proposed , and Mr. E . C . FOREMAN seconded ,

financial statement. that Mr. William John Parry, of 14 William 's-court, Bethesda ,

Mr. HARRY BRETT seconded , and the resolution was carried be elected a Fellow of the Society , the resolution being carried

nem . dis. unanimously.

Mr. John Bath then moved a resolution in regard to certain Mr. John Batu thought it was desirable to extend the

alterations of the rules as to the re-election of members field of operations of the Society. At present, the title of the

of the Council. Mr. Bath's resolution was as follows : Society being “ The Society of Accountants in England," an

" That Rules 35 and 36 be struck out, and in their place the accountant in Scotland or Ireland might take it for granted

following rules be inserted : - 35. At each AnnualGeneral that he was not eligible for election. He therefore asked the

Meeting five Members of the Council shall retire, who meeting to pass a resolution to the following effect :
shall be eligible for re-election . 36 . The Council may

“ That the Council of this Society be empowered to receive
determine among themselves the five members who shall

retire, and in case of difference the rota shall be deter
applications from , and admit as members of the Society,

mined by ballot among the members of the Council.
persons who may reside in Great Britain , or any of the

And that the latter part of Rule 38, commencing — ' And
dependencies of the British Crown ."

the Members,' be struck out."
Mr. Lovewell Blake seconded , and Messrs. H . Brett and J.

He said the object was to secure and retain upon the Council | C . Bolton spoke in support of the resolution .

gentlemen who are able and willing to devote their time and Mr. E . N . HARPER remarked that the Secretary had

attention to the affairs of the Society,
received one application for membership from Hong Kong.

Mr. Foreman seconded the resolution , which was carried (Laughter .)

after a short discussion .
The resolution was then put to the meeting and carried .

The names of the gentlemen selected to retire were then Mr. Joux Bith next proposed the following resolu

read, viz . — Messrs. J. F . Arnold , G . M . Bright, T . J. Sabine, tion :

P . Triggs, and W . H . Watson . It appeared that the majority
“ That the Council be empowered to expend such money as

of these gentlemen had not attended at all, and the remainder
they may see fit, not exceeding the sum of one hundred

pounds, towards the promotion of amendments and im

only one or two meetings of the Council. provements in the Bankruptcy and other laws relating to
The CHAIRMAN than moved that the following gentlemen be debtors and creditors ."

elected to fill these vacancies : - Robert Buck , 17 Fawcett The resolution was seconded by Mr. W . J. Parry, and after
street, Sunderland ; Frederick Tendron, 105 Fenchurch -street , | expressions of approval on the part of several members, itwas

E . C . ; William Johu Parry, 4 William 's-court, Bethesda ; | put to the meeting and carried without opposition.
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The proceedings at the business mooting were then brought his door, and announce himself as So and So, accountant; and

to a close by a vote of thanks to the President, proposed by so it came about that “ accountants” not only figured in the

Mr. John Bath , seconded by Mr. Nicholls. law reports, but in the police reports. (Laughter.) He urged

the necessity of getting the support of members of parliament

on this point.
The members afterwards dined together, the chair being

occupied by the President, with Messrs . John Bath and J . B .
Society in this respect.Geard in the vice -chairs.

The PRESIDENT having given the usual loyal and patriotic
The toast of the “ Vice - President and Officers” was next

given , Mr. John Bath , in responding, expressing regret at the
toasts, proposed “ The Lords and Commons, " to which Mr.

Greenall, M . P . for Warrington , responded .
absence of the Secretary.

Mr. Bolton, the Treasurer , having responded ,
Mr. John Bath , in proposing “ The Legal Profession," said

it used to be an idea that lawyers and accountants were
Mr. ANDREWS gave “ Absent Friends."

opposed to each other :but, speaking from his own experience ,
Mr. E . N . HARPER responded on behalf of his son (the

which he believed was in accord with that of many other
Secretary) .

members, he thought that if there really was any estrange
This concluded the list of toasts.

ment, it was to be attributed in great measure to certain so .
The post- prandial speeches were agreeably relieved by the

called “ accountants," and not to the enlightened members of
singing of Miss Dones and Miss Bessy Thorne.

the legal profession . (Hear.) He could say for himself per

sonally , and for many others, that when placed at a disad

vantage, accountants had often no more strenuous supporters WHOLESALE HOUSES, AND ACCOUNTANTS'
than the solicitors . (Hear.) CHARGES.
Mr. Knott, in responding, considered it no small compliment

to hear the legal profession spoken of in such terms. When | A meeting of public accountants, convened by the Council of

solicitors came to figures they found themselves at fault, and the Society of Accountants in England, was held at theGuild

hall Tavern on Wednesday afternoon last, the object being “ to

lawyers very often got into considerable difficulty about their consider a circular issued by wholesale houseshaving reference
own accounts. (Laughter.) to a scale of charges for accountancy work relating to liquida
Mr. Evans, whose name was also coupled with the toast, tions and compositions." The following members of the

thought the time had arrived when solicitors and accountants profession were present, the firmsnamed being also represented

should understand each other . There really was no necessity at the meeting : Messrs. J . Davies, J . Bath, H . Brett, Tendron,

for any so-called “ encroachment” of accountants upon the Geard , J . C . Bolton , E . N . Harper, Robert March , E . Harvey

legal profession . (Hear.) and Co., J. Killingworth , John Dyke, J . W .Kealy , F . J . T . Moore,
The CHAIRMAN then addressed a few remarks to the com . Charles Colgrave, George Pye, Boddington , Luttman, William

pany upon the desirability of the various accountants ' Short, Hill, Thomas Pickett, M . Frier , R . E . James and Co.,

societies uniting together for the universal good of the pro H . J. Walter, Singleton , Fraser , Alabaster , Robert Pittman ,
fession . There was, he said , no wish on the part of this F . Hodgson, Emdin and Robinson , J. H . Carter, Major.

Society to be at all backward in promoting such an object. General C . Hill, John Champness, C. Pember, R . R . Robinson ,

Mr. GEARD spoke of the necessity of such associations, B , Baxter, Alfred Beavis , Arthur Barron , W . Barrett, W . K .

arising from the fact that the commercial requirements of the | Marreco , Lovering, Thomas Meggy, C . W . Jordan , D . W .

present day rendered professional training indispensable for Lambe, S . D . Nix, W . G . Goodliffe, Sidney Smith , J. J. Kent,

all those who were to deal with figures and accounts in the Henry Walker, Nottingham , Rutley , William B . Greening,

various transactions of commerce. R . W . Fleming , Benson , Seear and Dyson , Barrett, Harvey,

Mr. GREENALL, M . P ., proposed the toast of the " City of Purday , Woodman, Turner, B . G . Austin , Bauer , F . R . Boydell,

London ." Westcott , H . S . Foster, E . P . Wilson , Parker, A . Shippey & Co .,

Mr. John Bath , as a member of the corporation ,responded W . F . Smart, H . P .Gould, A . Smart, C. G . Carttar, W . J . Parry,
to the toast. T . G . Cooper,Everett,Whiffin , Schneidan , and Co., J. S . Parker,

Mr. H . BRETT expressed the hope that the time had arrived Charlton , Moore and Co., Hay, Newstead ,

when accountants would see the necessity of fusing into one Mr. Jonx Bath proposed , and Mr. C . Pember seconded , that
body, not only for the interests of the profession but for that Mr. Joseph Davies, President of the Society of Accountants in

of the public . (Hear.) England, take the chair . This receiving the approval of the

Mr. E . C . Foreman , in giving the health of the President, meeting , Mr. Davies took the chair.

remarked that both solicitors and accountants were necessary, The CHAIRMAN having read the notice convening tho

and they had each perfectly legitimate work to do. (Hear.) meeting, said that they could not disguise from themselves the
The toast of “ the Ladies” was next proposed , Mr. Henry importance of the question they had now to consider. No

Bolland , and Mr. G . E . Ladbury responding. doubt those who did not happen to belong to the Society of
Mr. CHATTERLEYmade a few remarks as to the desirability Accountants in England had in their respective societies dis

of making every effort towards securing incorporation . At cussed the vexed question as to a scale of Accountants' charges,

present, any man, without training, could put a brass plate on and had felt the difficulty of determining what rate should be
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adopted. Hardly two cases were alike, and to draw a hard and

fast line, would be to overcharge in some cases and in others

to fix & sum not commensurate with the duties performed.

(Hear) . - To -day he thought the matter must be discussed in

rather & preliminary manner , for he did not expect this

meeting to cometo any determination as to the fixed rate of

charges to be adopted . He thought there was sufficient in the

scale to show that the gentlemen who compiled it had not

given the subject the attention which it deserved. He would

take the foot note which said “ The following out-pockets

will be in addition to the above charges, viz., possession

money , railway fare, printing and advertising , bill stamps,

postages, and hotel expenses, not exceeding £10 on estates

under £2,000," For a sum of £10 to be definitely laid down

as quite sufficient to meet all these various items, showed on

the face of it, that the scale of charges had not received the

attention it deserved . But beyond the question of how far the

scale might be desirable or proper, he asked , was there not a

certain amount of impropriety in a scale of charges being fixed

and determined by the gentlemen who have to pay those

charges ? - (Hear .) However, so far as he was personally

concerned, he wished more to hear the opinions of others, and

would therefore at once give way to any gentleman who might

have a resolution to propose on the subject.

Mr. John Bath said that by way of saving time, he had

drawn up a resolution , which he was prepared to submit to the

meeting. In thatresolution he did not propose to go into details ,

but simply to deal with the broad principle involved in the

matter. They were all by this time pretty familiar with the

difficulties of the question ,which had been sufficiently evident

for the last twenty years, but they had not at present been

able to see their way to drawing up a complete and compre

hensive scale of charges. A scale dealing simply with the

question of assets would be idle and impracticable. (Hear.)

The work of winding-up an estate differed as much as it was

possible to conceive from any other kind of professional work ,

and they would in many cases be utterly baffled in attempting

to arrive at a price estimate before the work was done.

The resolution he intended to propose was as follows :

" That a charge by way of commission only is not an

equitable mode of remuneration , as the result may be

very much out of proportion to the work done."

The meeting was called to consider a certain circular which

had been issued , and he wished to state at the outset that the

Chairman of the Wholesale Houses Committee had given him

every facility in the way of supplying copies and information .

He did not think they liad any adverse feeling towards

accountants. Mistaken they might be, but he thought the

desire of the committee was to come to an equitable modeof re

munerating accountants , although he did not think that the

way they had set about it entitled them to admiration . In

order to show the character of the circular he would read it

over, only substituting “ retail traders" for wholesale houses,

and the latter for accountants. It would then read , that at a

meeting of retail traders it was resolved unanimously that the

maximum scale (enclosed ) of the charges of wholesale houses

be submitted to all the wholesale traders, who are invited to

give their assent to those charges ; and that a list of the

houses agreeing to adopt the scale would be printed and cir

culated amongst the retail traders. (Laughter and applause. )

What would the wholesale houses say to such a thing ? But

that was tantamount to the circular which had been sent to

accountants . But he did not propose to treat the matter

in that way. The movement would go on , and accountants

themselves would be glad to see a settled scale , involving as it

would a recognition of their position and of their work (Hear).

As it had been remarked , if they accepted this suggestion ,

accountants would have only one object, viz, to get the com

mission in the shortest possible time and at the least possible

trouble and expense. (Hear.) There would be no reason to

look at proofs , no reason to take care that assets were

equitably divided. It would simply be a race for assets, and

that he thought was the greatest charge that could be brought

against the scheme. (Hear.) He concluded by moving the

resolution referred to above.

Mr. H . BRETT said that as Mr. John Bath had so well

touched upon the points connected with the question , it would

not be necessary for him (the speaker) to say much . He

would , however, refer to one point, viz ., the responsibilities

of accountants acting as trustees. Although the trustee

mightbe acting with a committee of inspection , if any thing

wentwrong , he alone would have to bear the brunt of it. At

the present timethe Bankruptcy Laws were strongly in favour

of fraudulent debtors, and he thought that they could not well

offer a higher premium to fraud than this scale , for it compelled

a trustee to accept things as he found them , and to make the

shortest possible cut to the end of the business. ( IIear .) As

to the out-pockets, he might remark, that in a case which they

recently had , the sum of £66 was paid for possession-money

alone.

Mr. R . A . MARCI said he was glad to see that accountants

were at last rallying themselves together for the purpose of
mutual protection . Some twenty- five years ago he called a

meeting of accountants to consider an important matter, but

out of the 200 or 300 accountants in the metropolis, only half

impudent attempt to dictate to a class of men who ought to

be the best judges of what their labour was worth. (Ap

plause . ) He considered the scale utterly ridiculous, and if

they wished to maintain a character for honesty , he urged

them not to attempt to do work under such conditions.

(Hear.) A firm might require an accountant to minutely in

vestigate certain books and papers, and could they if they

worked honestly lay down a hard and fast line of payment to

include such cases ? (Hear).

Mr. J . C . Boltox said that because the movement had been

confined to one particular trade, it might be supposed that it

did not therefore greatly concern accountants who were not in

that particular trade. Buthe looked upon it as the thin end

of the wedge, and if they allowed it to be driven home, they

might probably find themselves relegated to an income on

which no man could live if he did his work honestly . - (Hear.)

He hoped they would remember the fable of the bundle of

sticks, and be united in their action . (Hear).

A member asked if it was known how many accountants

this circular was sent to ?
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Mr. J. Bath said it was supposed that it had been sent to all Edward Harvey, H . Brett, Thomas Meggy, R . R .

in the drapery trade, but it appeared that it had only been Robinson , J . C . Bolton , Henry Leatherdale, A . C . Harper

(Secretary) , R . A . Marsh , and J Killingworth , be
sent to themost respectable houses who were understood to be

appointed to confer with the several Societies of
connected with the drapery trade. Accountants in England, in order to arrive at some satis

Mr. TENDRON hoped that the circular would result in more factory scale of charges and remuneration to accountants

in relation to liquidation , composition , and bankruptcy."

times felt that the charges were unreasonable , particularly in
Mr. Boltoy suggested that the work of the committee

the case ofsmall estates . But he thought such questions as should not be confined to charges in bankruptcy, liquidation

these should be a matter for negotiation not denunciation . and composition .

(Hear). It was, however, understood that the work of the Committee
Mr. Cooper suggested that a committee should be appointed | would probably at the close of this inquiry be extended so 23

to meet a committee of the Institute of Accountants, so that to include other charges.

the two bodies mightbe in accord in regard to the proper course A formal resolution to the following effect was then put and

to be pursued . carried.

Mr. Batu pointed out that althongh the Council of the
" That the foregoing resolutions be advertised in the Times,

Daily News, Standard , Accountant, and several provincial
Society of Accountants in England had convened the meeting, daily papers, with the statement that a report of the pro.
yet it was a public one open to any accountant who cared to ceedings may be seen in the Accountant of Saturday 15th

attend. instant. "

Mr. SHORT thought the subject should be taken up and dealt The CHAIRMAN said he was not sorry that the meeting had

with in a friendly manner. been brought about, for he hoped that accountants having

Mr. Meggy thought they should not treat the circular as boen thus thrown together, they would become much more

aldressed to the general body of accountants. It appeared to | united , and work with zeal towards the attainment of a

have been addressed only to a few drapery accountants, and it charter. (Applause) .

was a matter for them to consider whether or not they would | The proceedings were then concluded with a vote of thanks

accept the terms. If they decided to go into the generalques | to the chairman .

tion they might ask a committee of the wholesale houses to

meet a committee of the accountants.

Mr. PEMBER said that although country accountants were ROLLS' COURT, ChancerY-LANE.
not immediately concerned , it might affect them ultimately ,

and therefore they oughtto support their professional brethren May 8.
in London He looked upon it asmost difficult to lay down a

(Before the Master of the Rolls.)
general rule as to accountants' charges. (Hear.)

IN RE ORIENTAL TELEGRAM AGENCY COMPANY (LIMITED).
Mr. BARRETT thought that if they were going into the ques.

Mr. Caldecott, for the petitioner in this case, said the evidence
tion of accountants' charges, they should not confine them . did not justify an order to wind -up the company, and sub

selves to one or two branches, but should deal with charges for mitted to have the petition dismissed with costs. Mr. Chitty,

auditing, and other matters. He thought it would be advisable
Q . C ., and Mr. Bradford , for the company, said there was not
the slightest excuse for the presentation of the petition ,

to appoint a committee to consider the entire question . which might have been productive of irreparable injury to the
A MEMBER said the circular referred to accountants who company, and referred to the recent case of “ Cadiz Water

could be numbered on the finger ends, and he thought they works Company v . Barnett,"' in which Vice-Chancellor Malins

ought not to take the slightest notice of it.
granted an injunction to restrain the defendant from present.
ing a winding-up petition as a means of enforcing paymentof

The CHAIRMAN thought it was a vexed question , and that it a disputed debt. The Master of the Rolls doubted whether
was desirable to consider thewhole matter, that decision did not go too far ; but if a man against whom

The resolution moved by Mr Bath was then put to the a debtor's summons was issued might, if no debt was proved ,

meeting and carried unanimously .
bring an action for malicious proceedings against the person
taking out the summonsand recover damages, why should not

Following up the spirit of the first resolution , Mr. Bath then & similar course be open to a company against whom a

moved two others , which were put separately to the meeting winding -up petition was presented without just cause ?

and carried unanimously . These wero worded as follow : IN RE UNIVERSAL DISINFECTOR COMPANY (LIMITED). - Nr.

“ That a resolution as to maximum charges under all cir . Chitty, Q C ., and Mr. H . J. Hunter appeared in support of a

cumstances , and without any exception , is not a reason
petition for winding-up this company , presented by the com .

able proposition. "
pany themselves, on the ground of insolvency. Mr. Romer

appeared in support of a creditor's petition with the same
• That in considering any method of remunerating object. Mr. H . J . Hunter and Mr. W . C . Renshaw , for

accountants, particular regard should be had to the im . several creditors and shareholders, supported the companys
portant duties and special risks they are daily called upon petition . Mr. A . G . Langley, for holders of 460 shares,opposed ;
to undertake in addition to the work done." but the Master of the Rolls made the usual order, and

Mr. Bata then moved a resolution to appoint a committee gave the conduct of the winding -up to Mr. Romer's clients.
as suggested. The resolution , which was also carried unani. Mr. E . Cutler , for a judgment creditor, then moved , in par.

mously, was as follows, the members of the committee being
suance of leave given , for liberty to issue execution , notwith ;

standing the winding -up order. The Master of the Rolls askeu

elected individually by the meeting : whether there was any case in which execution had been

" That a committee comprising the following gentlemen , allowed to issue after the winding-up order. It appeared the

viz. - Joseph Davies, John Bath , James Cooper, was no such case, although execution had been somet
mes
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on the ground that under the 80th section of the Act of 1862,

the company could not be considered as unable to pay its
debts (which was the ground of this petition ), unless the

judgment creditor petitioning had actually levied and failed to

find assets. The Vice -Chancellor, however, held that when

the judgment creditor was told by the company that they had
no assets on which he could levy, that was evidence of
their inability to pay, so as to relieve the judgment creditor

from the necessity of actually levying ; but as, in this case,
the company had since the petition was presented paid the

petitioner's debt, his Honour made no order except that the

company should pay the costs of the petition. Mr. Lindley,

Q .C ., and Mr. Graham Hastings appeared for the petitioner ;
Mr.Greene and Mr. Grosvenor Woods for the company .

allowed to issue after the presentation of a petition on which

an order to wind-up has been subsequently made. Mr. Cutler
then argued that it was a case in which the Court would be

justified in exercising the discretion conferred by the 87th and

163rd sections of the Companies Act, 1862. The action , which
was on an unpaid bill of exchange , had been commenced as

far back as the 18th of February, and but for the unwarrant.

able conduct of the company in defending the action he would
have been in a position to issue execution before the presenta

tien of the company's petition . TheMaster of the Rolls said the
judgment creditor might have gone on to issue execution

notwithstanding the presentation of the petition , inasmuch

as no injunction had been granted to restrain him from so
doing. The simple question he had to decide was, whether

this was a case in which he ought to allow a judgment creditor

to proceed to execution after the winding-up . The sole object

of the Companies Act was to make an equitable provision in

the nature of bankruptcy for the distribution of the effects of

the company among the persons entitled . If a judgment
creditor was entitled to no preference in the bankruptcy of an

individual, why should he be entitled to any preference in the
winding-up of a company ? It had been argued that he was
entitled to preference on the ground of hardship , because he
had been misled by the company and prevented from issuing

execution sooner ; but whatever equity that might give him

against the company, it could give him none against the other

creditors, who were no parties to the alleged misconduct of the

company. The motion must be refused , but he should allow

the costs of the application .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .

VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN 'S Inn.

May 8 .

(Before the IIon . W . C . Spring -Rice, sitting as Chief

Judge.)

IN RE THE Hon . W . F . O . O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . - This was

a sitting for public examination . The bankrupt, who is mem
ber of Parliament for Tipperary , is described as of the Hôtel

de Bade, Boulevard des Italiens, Paris, and of 31 Old Burling

ton -street. He had been adjudicated upon the petition of a

firm of jewellers atthe West-end , and at the first meeting debts

amounting to £1,798 were proved , and Mr. Albert Marley,
accountant, was appointed trustee, to act with a committee of

inspection . The bankrupt did not appear to-day, and it was

stated thathe was unable to attend through illness . Mr. Cott

man , for the bankrupt, asked for an adjournment, stating that

his client was prepared to file his accounts,and to submit a pro

posal to the creditors under the 28th section . Mr. T . Lumley,

for the trustee, consented to the application . His Honour

ordered an adjournment until the 5th of June, subject to the

production of an affidavit showing the cause of the bankrupt's

absence.

IN RE FREDERICK FURNISS. — The debtor, a contractor, of 9
Victoria -chambers, Westminster, has filed a petition for

liquidation , with debts returned at £35 ,000, and assets £30,000 ,
consisting of a contract with the Justices of Kent for the

erection of a lunatic asylum . Upon the application of Mr.
H . R . Hodson for the debtor, and with the concurrence of

creditors, his Honour appointed Mr. Charles Beckwith , account.
ant , 70 Aldermanbury, receiver.

May 8.

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C. Hall .)

IN RE THE TECOMA SILVER MINING COMPANY (LIMITED).
These were two petitions to wind -up this company, which was

formed in January, 1873, with a capital of £300,000, for the
purpose of acquiring a mining property in Box Elder County,
in the Territory of Utah , in the United States of America,

and known as the Stanley , Lumsden, Orbit, and Gladstone
claims; the consideration for the purchase being £280,000 ,

£150,000 in fully paid -up shares , and £130,000 partly in cash

and partly in fully paid -up shares . The petitioners were both

former officers of the company in Utah, one their manager

and the other their bookkeeper and accountant, and they

petitioned for the winding-up of the company, as creditors for

arrears of salary and othermoneys. In each case the com
pany disputed, but as the petitioners alleged withoutcause, the
amount of the petitioning creditor's debt, and set up counter
claimsagainst them . Mr. Dickinson , Q .C ., and Mr. Dawney
appeared for the petitioner in the first petition ; Mr. Karslake,
Q . C ., and Mr. Solomon for the petitioner in the second
petition ; Mr. Lindley, Q . C., and Mr. Alexander for a creditor;
Mr. Greene, Q . C ., and Mr.Grosvenor Woods for the company ;
and Mr. Nalder for shareholders. The Vice-Chancellor, con .

sidering that the debt of the petitioning creditor was disputed ,

would not make a winding-up order on either petition, but
upon the company agreeing to pay each creditor £100 on
account, and without prejudice, and to pay into Court the

balance due in regard to their respective salaries, his Honour
ordered the petitions to stand over, so that actions at law

might be brought by the petitioners against the company.

IN RE THE FLAGSTAFF SILVER MISING COMPANY OF UTAII

(LIMITED ) . - This was a petition to wind-up another company

formed to work mines in Utah. Captain Forbes, the
petitioning creditor, had obtained judgment against the com

pany , but had not issued execution , because the company 's

solicitor had told him there was no property of the company
on which he could levy , and the company having since paid the

petitioner 's debt, objected to paying his costs of the petition,

May 10 .

(BeforeMr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)
IN RE WILKINSON, Watts, & Co. — The debtors, who are

steamship owners, carrying on business at 90 Leadenhall

street and 8 Billiter -square, have filed a petition for liquida

tion , stating their liabilities at £100,000. The assets — which

consist of shares in steamships to the estimated value of

£75,000 ; shares in public companies, £10,000 ; policies of

insurance, cash , bills and book debts , £35 ,000 - amount to a

total value of £120 ,000, but this amount is subject to realisa

tion. The affidavit of the debtors stated that the stoppage of
the firm was due to the recent failure of Messrs. Richardson .

Upon the application of Mr. Brough , Mr. R . Fletcher, public

accountant, of Moorgate-street, was appointed receiver and

manager ; and his Honour granted an injunction staying the

proceedings at law of several suing creditors .

May 11.

(Before Mr. Registrar KEEN E .)
IN RE W . T . HENLEY. — The debtor. William Thomas

Henley, described as of Plaistow , North Woolwich , the

Pontnewynydd Iron Works, in Wales, and also of Fenchurch
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street, telegraph engineer and contractor, had filed a petition E . HOPWOOD (HUDDERSFIELD.) – A meetingofthe creditors in
for liquidation by arrangement or composition , and at the the affairs of Edwin Hopwood, Lower Aspley, Huddersfield,

meeting of creditors recently held it was determined to liqui. wine and spirit merchant, was held at the office of Messrs.

date by arrangement, a trustee and committee of inspection Craven and Sunderland, King -street, Huddersfield , solicitors,
being appointed . The liabilities were returned at £212,000 , on the 6th instant. The statementread to the meeting showed
the assets being of the estimated value of no less than liabilities amounting altogether to £2605 11s . 5d ., and the
£519 ,000 . Mr.Millet now applied for leave to register the re assets amounting to £888 3s. 9d . The debtor offered a com .

solutions. The application was not opposed , but Mr. Penn , the position of 5s. in the pound , payable in three equal instal.
chief clerk .er clerk , called attention to the fact of notice having been ments at two, four, and six months, but the creditors would

omitted in the first instance to as many as 68 creditors, whose not accept the offer, and they resolved to liquidate the estate

total debts were £4 ,199. It appearing, however , that the by arrangement. Mr. G . P . Cotton, accountant, Huddersfield,

validity of the resolutions was not affected , the samehaving was appointed trustee , and Messrs. Craven and Sunderland

been carried by a statutory majority in number and value of were appointed to register the resolution .

the creditors, and that the estate would yield 20s. in the Mills & HeYWOOD (MANCHESTER.) - At a meeting of the

pound , his Honour gave effect to the resolutions by ordering creditors of Messrs. Mills and Heywood , cotton spinners and

registration . doublers, held at Manchester on the 6th instant, the liabilities
were stated at £26 ,349 , and assets at £5 ,951. It was resolved

May 12 . to liquidate by arrangement.
BENNETT & GLAVE (LEEDS). - A meeting of the creditors

((Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING-RICE.) of Messrs. Bennett and Glave , woollen manufacturer and

IN RE STEPHEN HENRY EMMENS. — The debtor, carrying on merchants , of King-street, Leeds, and Potterdale Mills , Dews.

business as a merchant and banker in Old Jewry, under the | bury -road , was held on the 8th instant, The statementof

style of Emmens Brothers and Co., has filed a petition for affairs showed liabilities amounting to £25 ,610, and assets
liquidation , estimating his liabilities at £140 ,000 , and assets amounting to £18 ,548. It was resolved that the estate should

£150 ,000, consisting of the following particulars : - Numerous | liquidated under the liquidation clauses of the Bankruptcy
valuable interests in mines ; stocks, shares, and debentures | Act.

of joint-stock companies ; freehold , copyhold , and leasehold | G . PULFORD (YARMOUTH ). A first meeting of creditors
properties in England and elsewhere ; also chemical works | under the bankruptcy of George Pulford the younger, of
at Rotherhithe and large premises at Redmoor, in Cornwall, Martham , was held on Tuesday, May 11th , 1875, when Mr.

used for the manufacture of arsenic. The Court last week Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth,
appointed Mr. James Cooper, public accountant (Johnstone, | public accountant, was elected trustee . Mr. Charles Henry

Cooper , Wintle, and Co .), receiver and manager of the estate, Wiltshire is solicitor in the proceedings.
and granted an interim injunction staying further proceedings W . W . BATTY (YARMOUTH ). - A first meeting of creditors

at the suit of various creditors, and on the application of Mr. | under the bankruptcy of William Waddingham Batty, Grest

Brough, his Honour now extended the injunction until further Yarmouth , oil and color merchant, was held on May 10111,

order. Messrs. Crook and Smith , Fenchurch -street, are the 1875 , when Mr. Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay-chambers, Grest

solicitors in the proceedings. Yarmouth , public accountant, was elected trustee. Mr. C . H .
Wiltshire is solicitor in the proceedings.

ALFRED BOWES (LONDON ) - This was a mecting on the 5th
APPOINTMENTS. instant for proofs of debt and the choice of a trustee, The

statement of affairs by Messrs. Browne, Stanley, and Co.,
public accountants, 35 Old Jevry, E . C ., disclosed totaldebts

[The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column ]
£22,715 10s. 6 ., against assets £6692 16s. Od. Proofs to

a large amount were admitted. Mr. Robert Hough, a
The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. F . B . Smart, of creditor, and Mr. W . L . C . Browne, public accountant,

the firm of Frederick B . Smart, Snell and Co., to be official (C . Browne, Stanley and Co ) , were appointed trustees

to act with a committee of inspection. Mr. Baker

(Limited ). (Lawrence Plews, and Co .) was concerned for the petitioning

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. B . P . Daniels , creditor. Mr. Finlay Knight (instructed by Messrs. Lumley

Public Accountant, of No. 7 Poultry, to be official liquidator and Lumley) represented the bankrupt and creditors ; Messrs.

of the Bream Iron Wining Company, Limited . Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Mr. Barrand , Mr. R . Gole and Mr.

W . H . Roberts represented creditors.

J. Drake (Halifax).-- The first statutory meeting of the

CREDITORS' MEETINGS. creditors of Joseph Drake, of Derby-street, Woodland-terrace,

Halifax, was held at the Talbot Hotel, on Tuesday . The

statement of affairs, read by Mr. S . J . Beswick , showed the

H . READY (HICKLING) - A meeting of the creditors ofHenry liabilities to be as follows : - Unsecured creditors, £506 lis. ;

Ready of Hickling , Norfolk, clerk in holy orders, was held at creditors fully secured by mortgages, £1,237 5s. ; estimated

Messrs. Blake, Keith and Blake's, the Chantry, Norwich , on value of securities hele bymorigagees, £1,490 ; surplus to con:

Saturday 8th May, 1875 , when it was resolved to Liquilate the tra , £252 153. The assets consist of stock -in -trade and

estate by arrangement, Mr. Lovewell Blake of Hall Quay working tools , £92 ; book debts, £15 ; furniture, fixtures, and

Chambers, Great Yarmouth , public accountant, and Mr fittings, £20 ; amount to be received from works on various

Robert Baldry, being appointed trustees, with a committee of contracts , £166 108 . ; and surplus from securities in the

inspection . hands of creditors fully secured , £252 15s. ; making a total

W . E . TAYLOR (ACCRINGTON ). - A preliminary meeting of of £516 58. ; from which , deducting £21 18. 1d . payable to

the creditors of Mr. W . E . Taylor, of Enfield Mills , Acering. creditors in full, leaves the total assets £525 3s. 7d. The

ton , cotton nanufacturer, was held at the Clarence Hotel, in debtor made no offer of composition , and after a lengthened

Manchester, on Tuesday. The statement of affairs, read by discussion , it was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation,
Mr. Collier (Messrs. Chadwick , Adamson , and Co., account Mr. Beswick , of the firm of Messrs. Beswick And Co.,

ants ) , showed the liabilities to be £53,000 , and assets £70 ,000 , accountants, being appointed trustee , with a committee of

with £27,000 owing to secured creditors. It was resolved to inspection consisting of three of the principal creditors. Mr.
carry on the business under inspection ,Mr. Collier to continue | C . H . Leeming, solicitor, Halifax, was intrusted with the

to act as receiver . registration of the resolutions,
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B . Wood (DUDLEY ). - On Monday afternoon Mr. Benjamin IRELAND . - The estate of Messrs. Magill, Riddel, & Co ., of

Wood's creditors met at Dudley. The liabilities were £35,354 ; | Belfast,whose failure was announced ten daysago, is expected to

assets, £910 . The debtor said he had lost £61,000 in four turn out very badly. A large portion of the assets are in

years by contracts made for coke, just before coal doubled in Havana, and cannot be profitably realised . Their liabilities

price . An informal offer of 2s. in the pound was made amount to £59,000. - North British Daily Mail.

bnt not accepted , and a committee of investigation was
AMERICA. - American advices report the suspension ofappointed .

Messrs. J. B . Fry and Co., in the shoe trade, Lynn , Mass.,
J . H . & A . BELL (DUNDEE ). - A meeting of the creditors of with liabilities of £8,000 ; and of Messrs. Brown Brothers , in

the firm of Messrs. J . H . and A . Bell, export linen and jute
the same trade and place, with liabilities close on £16 ,000.

merchants, Dundee, who suspended payment last week , was Mr. M .Murray, butter dealer , Delhi, N . Y ., had'also failed , with
held in the chambers of Messrs. W . and D . Inglis, accountants : a liabilities at £8.000. Mr. A . K . Forbes. flax - spinner. Hatton ,

statement of the affairs was submitted , showing liabilities mill, near Arbroath , suspended payment on Saturday. The

amounting to £100,220 , which includes about £30,000 of re state of his affairs is not yet known. - New York advices
clamation on foreign consignment accounts, and £1,050 of

report the suspension of Messrs. Brown Brothers, in the
preferable debts. The assets amount in all to £32,390 , and

shoe trade, Lynn , Massachusetts, with liabilities close on
consist of assets of the firm , £24 ,706 ; assets of Mr. J . H . £16 ,000.
Bell , £3,300 ; and assets of Mr. Alexander Bell, £4 ,300 . The

state of affairs also showed a probable dividend of 6s. 3d. in WINDING -UP. - Vice-Chancellor Malins has made an order

the pound. A committee was appointed to investigate the for the compulsory winding-up of the Cornish Consolidated

statementof affairs. At a meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Iron Mines Corporation (Limited). - A petition for thewinding.

J . H . & A . Bell, export merchants, Dundee, who failed a fort up of the Tynemouth (Borough ) . Tramways Company

night ago with £100,000 of liabilities, a composition of 6s. (Limited) is to be heard before Vice-Chancellor Malins on the

per pound was accepted. 28th inst.- A petition to wind up the Ifton Rhyn Collieries ,

(Limited ) has been presented to the Court of Chancery.
JESSE MORSMAN (London ). - At a meeting of the creditors

LANDED ESTATES. - Mr. E , J . Wilson , the secretary of the

of Mr. Jesse Morsman , 4 Grove-terrace, Lisson -grove, builder Estate Exchange, has published the following return of

and contractor, a statement of affairs was presented showing Landed Estates, & c ., from the 1st of January to the 30th of
liabilities £6 ,082 7s. 8d . and assets £2,401 Os. 5d . It was April, as compared with the three preceeding years : - Return

resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and Mr. E . C . Chatterley of landed estates, & c ., registered as sold by public anction and
(Browne, Stanley and Co.), public accountant, 25 Old and by private contract at the Estate Exchange, Tokenhouse

Jewry, E . C ., was appointed trustee, with a committee of yard , E . C .: - January 1 to April 30 — 1872, £1,560,394 ; 1873

inspection . £1,378 ,492 ; 1874 , £1,600,727 ; 1875 , £1, 979,488 .

B . Woods (DUDLEY). - On Thursday the creditors of Mr.
Benjamin Woodsmet at Dudley . His liabilities were stated to
be £32,354, and assets £910. The debtor said he had lost
£71,000 in four years by contracts made for coke just before

coal doubled in price. An informal offer of 2s, was refused ,

and a committee of investigation was appointed . NEW COMPANIES.

H , CRAWSHAW (FARNWORTI ). - A meeting of the creditors of
Mr. H . Crawshaw , Farnworth , cotton spinner, which had

been convened by Messrs. Hulton and Son , solicitors, Bolton ,
· The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

was held on Thursday . The statement submitted showed the following Companies, which were registered during the

liabilities £2, 128, and assets £2,223 . It was resolved to liqui. week :

date by arrangement. Ashton , Frost, and Co . - Capital £30 ,000 , in £5 shares.

Automaton Block Signal - Capital £25 ,000 , in £1 shares.

Bahia Central Railway -- Capital £1,462 ,500 in £20 shares.

FAILURES. Colonial, European , and American Telegram — Capital

£6 ,000 , in £6 shares.

Cyclops Iron - Capital £30,000, in £10 shares.

Eastby Mills - Capital £20,000 , in £5 shares.
ENGLAND . - At the Sheffield County Court, on Monday, a

Freehold Villas Trust - Capital £100 ,000, in £10 shares .
petition was filed on behalf of Joseph Radford, cutlery manu
facturer, Boston Works, Milton - street. The liabilities are Henry and Edward N . Levy and Co. - Capital £200,000, in

£100 shares.
estimated at £1, 200 . - A petition has been filed in the Shef

Heap -bridge Paper - Capital £32,500, in £5 shares.
field Bankruptcy Court by Mr. Joseph Radford , manufacturer,

of Boston Works, Milton-street, Sheffield . The liabilities
Indo-Australasian Telegraph - Capital £2,000 ,000, in £10

shares.
amount to about £1200.

Liverpool Property - Capital £20 ,000 , in £10 shares.
SCOTLAND . - The Dundee Advertiser says it is understood that London Charcoal Iron -- Capital £21,000 , in £10 shares.

in consequence of his funds being locked up in America ,Mr. Peterborough Coal Consumers - Capital £25 ,000, in £10
Robert Mackenzie , merchant, is not able to meet his liabilities , shares.

which amount to about £30 ,000 . Matters are complicated by Pilworth Bleach and Dye Works - Capital £40 ,000, in £10
Mr. Mackenzie being at present on the other side of the shares.

Atlantic, where he recently proceeded with the view of Saint Bride's Club - Capital £500 , in £5 shares .
realising means to forward remittances. Misunderstandings Tonge Vale Spinning - Capital £70,000 , in £5 shares.
with an American house regarding transactions extending Victoria Cab — -Capital £125 , 0 00 , in £5 and £1 shares.

over a considerable period and of large aggregate amount are West Prince Patrick and Old Silver Rake Silverlead Mining

spoken of as the cause of the difficulty. - Capital £20 ,000 , in £2 shares.

IRELAND. - The failure is reported of Messrs . Neil and
West Prussian Mining - Capital £210,000, in £10 shares.
Workmen 's Dwellings Improvement - Capital £60,000 , in

Shaw , in the provision trade, and of Messrs . Alexander

Guild & Co., linen merchants , both of Belfast. The liabilities
£4 shares.

Yarmouth Aquarium Society - Capital £100,000, in £5
in the former case amount to £40 ,000 and in the latter to

shares.
£25 ,000 .
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BANKERS' CLEANING House. The following is the official | MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers' 11 town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, May 12th : gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Thursday ,May 6 .. .. . . .. . .. . $ 15 ,322,000 Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W .C .

Friday, May 7 16 , 197,000 THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

Saturday, May 8 .. .. . 15,441,000
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

Monday, May 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,415,000 HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH.

Tuesday, May 11 .. . . . . . . .. 16,498 ,000 With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

Wednesday , May 12 . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 17, 179,000
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS

£94 ,052,000 PER MONTH .

The total at the corresponding period of last year , was With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAD SOCIETY, 29 and 30
£102,340,000 . Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers,

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS. Cheque-bookssupplied. English and I'oreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. from 16 till 12 o' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

AT HALIFAX.
RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the W HITE'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
matter of THOMAS HANSON , WILLIAM PICKLES, JOHN by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be the most effective invention

JAGGER, JAMES HELLIWELL, LEVI BOTTOMLEY, and SAMUEL
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

WOODHEAD, of Halifax in the county of York , stuff manufacturers,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

carrying on business in co - partnership atWest Grove Mill and Bailey Hall

Works in Halifax aforesaid under the style or firm of “ HANSON , worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup

TIC (LXS and Co." Bankrupts, 'adjudicated bankrupts on the first day plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEYER,fitting
of April 1875 . Creditors who have not proved their debts by the 26th with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

day of May 1875 , will be excluded . may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on

Dated this 13th day of May 1875. the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer , Mr. John White, 228 , Piccadilly,

C. T . RHODES,) Accountants , London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s. , 26s. 60 ., Sls. 6d,

Postage Free. Double Truss , 31s. 60 . , 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Posto

J. I. LEAROYD,) Halifax. age free. An Umbilical Trucs, 42s., and 52s. 6d. Postage
free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to John White, Post-office,

Trustees. Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose

PARTNERSHIP - £2,000 to £5,000 required in an Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & C.

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like
. Established Business to replace capital withdrawn. For particulars

apply to G . E . MORTON , A . S . A . E ., 25 Buckingham -street, Strand, W .C . an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 60 , 7s, 6d., 10s , to 165. each.
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58 . 6d. and 7s , 6d . Adults, 10s. 6d ., 158 . 6d ., and 218. each.

Postage free. - JOHN WHITE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

13 OXFORD STREET, MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road . LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City. Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head omces, No . 3 Craren .
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system ofthe

J.uncheons from the joints, hot or cold, including vegetables and bread , Is.3d “ Syndicate " are ; - Ist. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents , Ground of

Dinners from 12 till 4 o' clcck , from the joint, with soup or fish , Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

vegetables, cheese and bread, 28 .
Public Honses , Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists , Drapers , and every other description of Business , Furniture, Objects

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s.6d . of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.
2nd . - Tbe letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents , Land,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers , or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valu tions
of Lan ) . Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur.OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND. niture , Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER . poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted byLate Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll. Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6b.
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as wel as

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute

o posite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping . sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

PISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .
dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also toe,
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 18. PER WEEK . from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc. reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and cond.

Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

he Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway . introducing business .

sen
SAW

R E S T A U R A N T ;
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STAR L 'FE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHIANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P.

DEPUTY CHAIRMANWEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE. O

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
$ 2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents , Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq.

H , J . Atkinson , Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .
George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry , Esq.
John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon, Esq :

John Vanner, Esq .
S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C ., M . P .

TOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Oprices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . , . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,140 ,151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .
L .KOE
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" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS ,”
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Huddersfield .
THOMAS WESTERBY, ACCOUNTANT, Queen -street,

WESTERBY & COMPANY, ACCOUNTANTS, Market
place, Dewsbury.

Agency business promptly attended to .
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“ The source of many a writer' s woe has been
discovered."

PENS ! PENS !! PENS !! !
6. They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
" Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graph.c , 17th May, 1873 .

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is. id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin .
burgh .

4

S
A

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress . .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS," .

Invented especially for Safes and Strong -Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a safe or
Strong-Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars , and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock

and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and Key , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originaiKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ). This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case iš Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside,London, E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA. — " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which governi operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

inaladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." -- See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND .

COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice - President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE , Brighton .

JAMESFRANKLIN ARNOLD , Peterboro ' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . | WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. WILLIAM HENRYWATSON, Sheffield .

GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth . "

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a ,King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington ,
TREASURER . JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London ,

AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER, 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BANKERS. - Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER’S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .'
Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to

ALFRED O . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO Seeds
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the fociete Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application ,at the Manufactory,Nassau-street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I.-- NEW SERIES. — No. 24 . ] SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. ·THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869 .

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.
IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN

AT WAKEFIELD .
»

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter
1 of ALFRED THOMAS PITCHFORD, of the Island Lead Mills,

Limehouse, in the County of Middlesex, Lead Manufacturer, who, with
EDWARD BEAUMONT PITCHFORD, of the same place, his co - partner,

was adjudicated Bankrupt on the Sixteenth day of February , 1874 .

Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Fifth day of June, 1875 ,
will be excluded.

Dated this Eighteenth day of May, 1875.
C . F . KEMP,

Trustee.
8 Walbrook, London .

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

TN the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
Arrangement of the Affairs of WILLIAM POSKITT, of South Bailey

Gate, Pontefract, in the County of York , Common Brewer.

A First Dividend of Four Shillings and Sixpence in the Pound has been

declared in the above matter , and will be paid by me at my Offices, situate

and being at No. 15 Kirkgate, in Bradford , in the County of York , on and
after Thursday, the Twenty - seventh day of May instant, to those Creditors

who have proved their debts.

Bills and Securitiesmust be produced before dividend can be paid .
Dated this 13th day of May, 1875 .

ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,
Accountant, one of the Trustees .

W . E . CARTER,

Of Pontefract, Solicitor to the Trustee .

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter
ARD BEAUMONT PITCHFORD . of the Island Lead Mils.

Limehouse, in the County of Middlesex, Lead Manufacturer, who, with
ALFRED THOMAS PITCHFORD , of the same place, his co - partner, was

adjudicated a Bankrupt on the Sixteenth day of February , 1874 .

Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Fifth day of June, 1875,
will be excluded ,

Dated this Eighteenth day of May, 1875 .
C . F . KEMP,

Trustee .
8 Walbrook , London .

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

MR. J. C . BOLTON,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, OFFICIAL AND MERCHANTS' AUDITOR ,

N otifies that the Business heretofore carried on by him
at 122 Leadenhall Strect, and 2 St.Mary Axe, will now be conducted

at 26 GREAT ST. HELENS, under the title of BOLTON & SON , he having

taken into partnership his eldest son , Mr. A . C . M . Bolton .

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIIRE , HOLDEN
AT BRADFORD.

TN the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement of the Affairs of ROBERT UMPLEBY BARKER , of

North Parade, Bradford , in the County of York , Painter and Paper Hanger,

A First Dividend of Ten Shillings in the pound has been declared in the
matter of theabove Liquidation , and will be paid by me, the undersigned
ALEXANDER ATKINSON , Accountant, at my Oflices , No. 15 Kirkgate,

Bradford , aforesaid , on and after the 7th day of June, 1875 .

Bills and Securitiesmust be produced before payment of dividend .
Dated the Twelfth day of May , 1875 .

ALEXANDER ATKINSON,
Trustee herein .

TERRY & ROBINSON ,
Bradford , Solicitors to the Trustee .

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN

AT BRADFORD.

AT A MEETING OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CONVENED BY THE

COUNCIL OF THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS
IN ENGLAND ,

Held at the GUILDHALL TAVERN, on Wednesday, the 12th inst.,

uomo consider a Circular issued by Wholesale Houses,
I naving reference to a Scale of Charges for Accountancy Work

relating to Liquidations and Compositions." MR. JOSEPH DAVIES,

PRESIDENT 6 . A . E ., in the Chair , the following Resolutions, moved by Mr.

JOHN BATH VICE-PRESIDENT, S . A . E ., were carried unanimously , viz . :--

(1 .) That a charge by way of commission only, is notan equitable mode
of remuneration , as the result may be very much out of propor
tion to the work done .

(2 .) That a resolution as to maximum charges under all circumstances
and withoutany exception , is not a reasonable proposition .

That, in considering any method of remunerating Accountants, par .
ticular regard should be had to the important duties and special
risks they are called upon to undertake in addition to the work

dcne.

(4 .) That a Committee, comprising the following gentlemen : - Joseph
Davies, John Bath , James Cooper , Edward Harvey, H . Brett ,

Thomas Meggy , R . R . Robinson , J . C . Bolton , Henry Leather

dale, A . C . Harper (Sec . ) , R . A . March , and J . Killingworth , be

appointed to confer with the several Societies of Accountants in

England, in order to arrive at some satisfactory scale of charges

and remuneration to Accountants in relation to Liquidation ,

Composition , and Bankruptcy.
( 5 .) That the foregoing resolutions be advertised in the Times, Daily

News, Standard , Accountant, and several ProvincialDaily Papers ,

with the statement that a report of the proceedings may be seen

in the Accountantnewspaper of Saturday, 15th instant.

ALFRED C . IIARPER ,

Secretary .
Ofices ,

2 Cowper' s Court,

Cornhill, É . C .

TN the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
- Arrangement of the affairs of KERSIIAW JOWETT, of Tyersal,

near Bradford , in the County of York , Innkeeper .

A First Dividend of Two Shillings in the Pound has been declared in the

matter of the above Liquidation , and will be paid by me, the undersigned
ALEXANDER ATKINSON , Accountant, at my Offices, No. 15 Kirkgate ,

Bradford, aforesaid , on and after the 14th day of June, 1875, to those
Creditors who have proved their debts.

Bills and Securities must be produced before payment of dividend .
Dated the Tenth day of May, 1875.

ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,

Trustee herein .
TERRY & ROBINSON ,

Bradford, Solicitors to the Trustee .
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

President, WILLIAM QUILTER .

Vice-President, WILLIAM TURQUAND.

COUNCIL .

John Ball (Quilter , Ball, and Co., London ).

HARMOOD WALCOT BANNER (Liverpool) . .

HENRY WEBSTER BLACKBURN ( II. W . and J. Blackburn , Bradford, Yorkshire) .
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CAPE (Cape and Harris, London ).

HENRY CROYSDILL ( Croysdill, Saffery , and Co., London ).

William Welcu DELOITTE (Deloitte , Dever, Griffiths, and Co., London ).
ROBERT FLETCHER (Robert Fletcher and Co., London ).

Robert PalmeR HARDING (Harding, Whinney, and Co., London ) .

CHARLES FITCH KEMP (C . F . Kemp, Ford, and Co , London ).

GEORGE HERBERT LADBURY (Ladbury , Collison , and Viney , London ).

SAMUEL LOWELL PRICE (Price, Waterhouse, and Co., London ).

WILLIAM QUIlter (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).

GEO . EDWIN SWITHINBANK (Gillespie, Swithinbank, and Co., London , and Newcastle-on -Tyne).
WILLIAM TURQUAND ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London !.

John Young ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London).

TRUSTEES.
WILLIAM HOPKINS HOLYLAND (London ).

ALFRED AUGUSTUS JAMES (James and Edwards, London ).

ALEXANDER YOUNG ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London). .

AUDITORS .

II ENRY CHATTERIS (Chatteris, Nichols and Chatteris, London ).

FREDERICK WIIINNEY (HIarding, Whinncy and Co.,' London ).

BANKERS .

MESSRS. FULLER, BANBURY, Nix , and MATIESON, 77 Lombard Street; E .C .

SOLICITOR .

Henry MARKBY (Markby, Tarry and Stewart), 57 Coleman Street, E .C .

SECRETARY .

THOMAS A . WeLTON, 30 Moorgate Street, E .C .

Under RULE 16 , applicants for admission as Associate up to 1st of July, 1878 (save as provided by Rule 19)must

be twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than five years as clerk , either articled or otherwise,
to a member of this Institute or of some other Institute or Society of Accountants, or else must have been in

Partnership with such a person for not less than four years , or have been in practice as a Professional Accountant

for the five consecutive years preceding the date of application .
Rule 10 is to the effect that Fellows shall (except as provided by Rule 19) for the future be elected from

among the Associates only ; RULE 19 enacts that it shall be competent to the Institute, in special cases, to admit
persons either as Fellows or Associates who may not be eligible under the foregoing regulations, provided such

persons have made application to the Council, accompanied by the proper written recommendation according to the
Rules, and have received the recommendation of three-fourths at least of the Council.

Applicants for admission as Associate must be recommended to the Council by at least one Fellow of the

Institute in the terms prescribed.

Applicants for admission as Fellow must be recommended in like manner by at least three Fellows.

The Membership of the Institute is by Rule 53 restricted to persons who are not engaged in any other pursuit

than that of a Professional Accountant.

THOMAS A . WELTON , SECRETARY.

30 Moorgate-street, E .C ., 18th February , 1875.
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PUBLICATIONS.THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF WARWICKSHIRE,
HOLDEN AT BIRMINGHAM .

Now Ready, price 1s . 6d ., book post 1s . 8d .

TNSURANCE BLUE BOOK and COMPANION
1 for 1875 . A Public Guide to Safe Life Assuranco. Contains latest
accounts of life offices , uniformly arranged, with simple directions for
examining them . Tables of premiums, & c . Directions for assignments ,
and much other valuable information .

Thomas Murby, 32 Bouverie-street, London .

TN the matter of & Special Resolution for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement of the affairs of WILLIAM JAMES, of No. 12 Eaign

street, in the City of Hereford , in the County of Hereford, Wine and Spirit
Merchant, and Licensed Victualler, trading under the style or Firm of

JAMES AND SON .

The Creditors of the above-named William James who have not alrcady
proved their debts, are required , on or before the thirty - first day of May

instant, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars of their

debts or claims to me the undersigned , CHARLES PEMBER . of the

City of Hereford , Accountant, the Trustee under the Liquidation , or in

default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the Dividend pro

posed to be declared .

Dated this Eleventh day of May, 1875. -

CHARLES PEMBER,
Trustee .

1 King Street, Hereford.

Just Published, Demy 8vo ., price 5s., cloth boards.

COLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERTHENRY
RICHARDSON , A . S . A .Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor .

The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order ( crossed London

and County Bank), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park, Hammersmith ,
London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Booksellers, & c .,
100 Chancery Lane, London .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND CO., are
I preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'

1 JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public General Statutes The only
LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy, 9d.;
delivered free in Town or Country.

Office : - 53 UPPER SACK VILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
and important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .

uner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors , 54 Cannon -street ,

London , E . C .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.
7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c ., printed with despatch .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
N1 REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be

ned at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
14 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time
access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Landand Reversion Offices (Established

1842 ), 54 Cannon -street.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages . Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and
speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

PARTNERSHIP. - Owing to withdrawal of Capital,
there is an opening for the employment of from £3,000 to £5,000 in an

established business . For particulars, apply to William Stollard, Esq.,
Solicitor, 29 South Molton -street, W .

AN EXPERIENCED CLERK wanted in an Accountant's
* Office in Liverpool. - Address, stating experience, & c., in confidence ,
A . B ., Mr. Alfred W . Gee , Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street,
London , E . O . The Accountant
ARTICLED PUPIL . – Vacancy for an educated young

gentleman ,whowould be instructed in Sub -editing and GeneralNews
paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W .GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62Gracechurch -street, E . C .

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy , or
28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ).
TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A gentleman , professionally

trained and qualified by practice , for himself, in the investigation ,
audit, balancing and general manipulation of accounts, desires to meet

with an established accountant, to whom his services and connection as

PARTNER might be useful in lightening personal labour and developing
business. The strictest inquiries will be permitted on all points. Address
E , M ., care of A , and E . Cole , Queen -street, E . C .

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
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relating to the general business of the paper, should also great city firmshave looked down upon their provincial
be addressed. Literary communications should be brethren , and have left the name of accountant to be
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current usurped by the nondescript fry whose doings have

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .
and against whose invasion of the province of other

professions, we have been not the least strenuous in
TO ADVERTISERS.

protesting. It is only within the last few years that the
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
various societies have been formed ; and even now there

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed | are still divisions and disunion in the ranks. That

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty these societies should be united, — that accountants
support of the leading members of the profession, the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success
should be governed by common rules and regulations,

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes and , as far as possible , assimilated in details of order
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha
and governance to other professional bodies, is what we

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium have often insisted upon. But what friendly counsel

for the announcements of members of the profession , as and willing advice have hitherto failed to do, may yet be
to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,
brought about by external pressure. The instinct of

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; self-defence seems likely to consolidate the various
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com atoms. The question that has been raised by the
panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser “ Warehousemen's Circular ” affects Manchester and

tion in the current number, should reach the office on Liverpool, as well as London, and necessitates that
Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

community of action which is sure to bring about aceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

N . B . — Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith closer and more complete alliance. If it terminates in

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls , incorporation by charter, in a strict system of examina

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.
tion for aspirants to membership , - in the maintenance

of a rigid professional etiquette, by which the honour of

TO SUBSCRIBERS. the profession may be jealously guarded, — and in the

In consequence of numerous applications from sub establishment of a fair and equitable scale of charges,
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the
accountants may be grateful for the hostile movement,

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on out of which so much good has come.
the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ), Wehave on various occasions dealt with the system
with elastics, and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub of accountants' charges, and pointed out the difficulties
scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra . Post Office of duly regulating them . Our observations have been
Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

addressed to the public at large, as well as to the pro
street, London, E .C .

fession , and we should have been glad to have the

opinion of our lay readers on the matter in

question . It is beyond dispute that the un

certainty of charge is viewed with general dis

MAY 22, 1875. favour, and that the charge by time employed is

one which may readily lead to abuse in unscrupulous

Wemake no apology to our readers for returning to hands, and is, in addition, very unsatisfactory to the

the subject of the important meeting at the Guildhall employer. An accountant is called in to exercise his

Tavern , which we can but regard as one likely to have craft, and sends in a claim based upon work of so

the greatest possible influence on the future of the many hours . This is often viewed unfavourably. The

profession in many ways , and especially in one perhaps accountant produces his diary and vouchers, and shows

themost important of all. For a long time, the calling that he has actually expended the time for which he

of accountant has been one holding no particular po charges. And very possibly his account is true and

sition , and accountants themselves have been but little exact , erring more on the side of liberality than that

alive to the necessity of organization . There has been of stringency. But still thero remains the fact that this

want ofmutualsympathy, and want of cohesion . The work may have been merely the occupation of leisu

The I «countant.
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moments, or that time has often been unduly wasted . bargain he liked for his services, independent of the

And again , there is a positive premium on slowness . powers that be. It might be very seldom that the

A quick , keen-witted man does more in an hour than assistance of taxation would be required. But the

another in two ; and yet the same rate of pay is ex knowledge that this power of regulation and moderation

pected for each man 's work. It is not our province to | existed would soon have its effect.

suggest a remedy. To find the due solution of the Our suggestions and remarks have been intended to

equation between time and labour, is the problem set. apply to what wemay term the non- contentious branch

We can only invite attention to it. of an accountant's business. As regards bankruptcy

Uncertainty of charge is equally difficult to meet. | and liquidations, to which the circular has drawn special

An accountant's labours may result in a statement attention, we have frequently stated our views, which

which bears no marks on its face of the trouble which we may here briefly recapitulate: An official liquidator

it has cost its author. A solicitor preparing a draft, is an official of the Court of Chancery, and as such

knows that he will have something to show for his amenable to the stringent jurisdiction of that Court; a

pains. The time it has taken him to prepare will be sufficient safeguard against any overcharge by him .

roughly estimated by the number of folios which it con - Butwe would frame a scale for bankruptcy business,

tains, and is remunerated according to a fixed scale . I giving power to the trustee to apply to the Court of

A barrister may write a short and apparently simple Bankruptcy for the sanction of an extra paymenton the

opinion, which may have cost him the most intense | ground of heavy labour. And we would meet the

labour to prepare. But then the value of his work is | admitted difficulty of those cases in which the assets

estimated for him by a professional judge. The solicitor will not bear the burden of any charges or costs which

by whom the case has been prepared can form some would adequately remunerate any professional man , by

notion of the difficulty of the task that has been set, restoring as an alternative the class of official

and apportion the honorarium accordingly . But the assignees to whom such cases could be allotted ;

accountant labours under the peculiar difficulty of leaving it to creditors to appoint one of their own

working for an employer who may not be able to judge his body trustee, or to make any other arrangements they

merits adequately . It is impossible to fix a price before
liked .

hand ; it is equally difficult to fix a scale which shall be
Weshall await with much interest the various replies

applicable to alland every transaction . But on this point
which may be sent to the Society of Accountants, and

we may take a hint from the practitioners of the law . the report of the committee of conference, and we shall

The aggrieved client has his remedy against extortion
also be glad to receive any expressions of opinion from

and overcharge. He can have the bill taxed by an
our readers, both lay and professional. Wefeel satis

officer specially appointed for that duty , wary in the
fied that the present is an auspicious moment for tho

devices of the attorneys, keen to detect error , and
settlement of the question , for which accountants aro

erring more on the side of judicial severity than of
as anxiousas any one else. To frame a just and proper

leaning towards the profession of which he has been a
scale, is a task of admitted difficulty ; but we have

member . The client may be dissatisfied with the every confidence in the ability of the committee to

result ; but he must at any rate own that the arm of grapple with it. But they must bring united action to

the law has been reached out for his protection, and set bear. We do not advocate the formation of a close

in motion in a very simple manner . Let us, then , union , pledged to maintain high charges, and to put

have a taxing master for accountants. If the charge
aside any suggestions of reform or moderation. Such

a movement would most certainly fail.
is for so many hours, let him make due investigation,

But to

and say how many hours a man of reasonable skill
regulate charges so that all interests would be guarded,

would have employed . Let him work by a fixed scale,
to protect the client from overcharge, and the accountant

and on principles as clearly defined as those which
from undue parsimony, - is a task worthy of the best

regulate an ordinary taxing-master. This would grad
men of the profession ; and we look to them to ac

ually produce uniformity of charge ; and though it
complish it.

might take some time before the effects were perceptibly " C . B . N .” raises a somewhat novel point of prac

felt , the benefit would be very decided . Of course, it tice, but we confess we do not see much difficulty in it.

would still be open for any accountant to make any The case is governed by the 140th and 141st sections of
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the Companies' Act, 1862, which provides that a Correspondence.
“ general meeting for the purpose of filling up such

vacancy may be convened by the continuing liquidators
To the Editor of the Accountant.

(if any), or by any contributory of the company;" and

in the case of a sole liquidator dying, the Court of
Dear Sir, - It is sometimes a rather difficult matter

to harmonise the different parts of the lex scripta

Chancery may, on the application of any contributory, | of bankruptcy — the law of the " bankruptcy rules"

fill the vacancy . We apprehend, therefore, that it - with that of the " bankruptcy act." But I con

fess myself entirely at sea on the subject
would be the duty of the continuing liquidator to call of the lex non scripta of bankruptcy — the law as promul.

such meeting. But if not, as the office is joint, he gated by the various Registrars of the London Bankruptcy

would have full power of acting alone. The case is Court. The rules of practice laid down by these officers

for the guidance of the profession and public on points
analogous to the common one of trustees , in which supposed to be outside the purview of the actand rules,
property vested in several passes to the survivors by are certainly puzzling and sometimes conflicting. One of

virtue of such survivorship. If “ C . B . N .” is stating
the latest of these unwritten laws is, that in cases of
liquidation petitions, no receiver shall be appointed by the

a case of actual experience , we should advise him to court until after notice of the application for the appoint

call a meeting to elect a colleague ; otherwise , any con ment has been served upon the debtor. Any one con

tributory may do so. But he is not actually bound to
versant with the manner in which these things are

worked , will see at once that such a rule as this must give

oall such meeting, and can act safely till it is held , or if undue facilities to the debtor for influencing the appoint

it is not held at all. ment of receiver ; in fact, it must place the appointment

practically in the debtor's hands. The Act of Parliament

treats the property of a person unable to meet his

engagements as belonging to his creditors. This being so ,
LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS. - A legal contemporary the sooner that property is protected, in the interests of

placesbefore its readers two cases in which unauthorised the creditors, by the appointment of a receiver nominated

persons have been punished for performing legal work. by the creditors , the better. The system of allowing a

In the first case, the Law Times informs us that “ a Bristol debtor to nominate the receiver, which office is often a
stepping - stone to that oftrustee, has led to many abuses,

tradesman has been fined £10 for illegally practising as a and is responsible for much of the evil complained of in

solicitor, by preparing a deed :" - although our contem - regard to proxies.

porary remarks at the close , “ We believe the offender À somewhat extraordinary case, bearing on this
styled himself an accountant.” The two statements are question , recently came before the court. A

liquidation petitionhardly in harmony, but we presume our contemporary
having been filed by a large

firm in the city , an application was made to one
had good reasons for this belief. The second case was of the Registrars on behalf of large creditors for the ap

that of an " accountant andagent in Manchester," who "was pointment of a receiver. The Registrar required notice

convicted of felony, in having served a document falsely of the application to be given to the debtors before making

purporting to be a copy of a writ of summons of the
the order , and adjourned the matter till a subsequent day.

| Later in the day on which the abovementioned applica
Salford Hundred Court of Record, and was sentenced to tion was made, the debtors applied for the appointment of

four months' imprisonment, with hard labour.” In the a receiver ; and the application was at once acceded to by

first instance no name is given , and we cannot therefore the same Registrar , and the debtor's accountant wasap

test the accuracy of the statement; but the name of John pointed receiver. This appointment appears to have been

Kitto , the offender in the Manchester case , does not, we
made, notwithstanding the prior application, and without

notice to the prior applicants before making the order,

are happy to say, appear in the published lists of I make no suggestion that the gentleman proposed as

accountants . We can only repeat, that we have as receiver under the first application was better qualified for

much interest, and shall feel as little hesitation as the the office than the one who has been appointed. I can have

Law Times, in exposing cases in which persons are found
no reason to doubt that the receiver appointed, being as

he is a member of a firm of most unquestioned respect:

" poaching upon the rights of the legal profession .” ability, will carry out the duties of his office fairly and

impartially . Still, this does not affect the principlo at

issue, which is, that if a bankrupt's property belongs to

APPOINTMENTS. his creditors, it is their agentwho should have the manage

ment of it, and not the debtor's. And although, in the

present instance, the interests of the creditors may not

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint. suffer, yet it cannot but be a matter of frequent occur

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column .] rence that they do suffer under the present system .

Vice-Chancellor Sir Richard Malins has appointed Mr. For myself, I confess that, rather than see that system
James Cooper,of the firm of Johnstone, Cooper, Wintle , & Co., continue, I should prefer to have an impartial person, such
official liquidator of the National Mutual Shipping Assurance as an officer of the Court, appointed receiver in all cases.
Association (Limited ), in place of Mr, George Whiffin (late The creditors would then have a much better chance of
official liquidator), who has resigned .

being unfettered in the selection of the person whom they
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BILL OF SALE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.might desire to have as their trustee . If the services of
an accountant are required to prepare a statement, or in

vestigate accounts prior to the first meeting, he should be

appointed by the Court upon the application of a certain

proportion in value of the creditors ; but the office and

duties of accountant should be distinct from those of

receiver. For the latter office a certain number of ac

countants might be registered on the Rolls of the Court,

from whom the Court might appoint receivers, as occasion

required. They would then act as officers of the Court,

and presumably impartially , being accountable to the
Court for their conduct. Then, in all cases, the first

applicant for the appointment of a receiver should , sub

ject to the approval of the Court, select the receiver from

the list, and obtain the appointment. Trusting that the

whole question of appointment, duties, and remuneration

of receivers will be satisfactorily dealt with when the Act

and Rules are amended,

I am , yours truly ,

RECEIVER .

LONDON, May 11, 1875.

To the Editor of the Accountant.

SIR , I am induced to ask for some information from

yourself and correspondents, on a “ point of law and
practice in liquidations," and I have in view “ the Com

panies Act, 1862.” I will briefly state the facts.

A joint stock company went into liquidation , and at

an extraordinary meeting of the Shareholders, as it was

supposed it would be prudent to appoiut more than one

liquidator, two were appointed.

Just as the liquidators are ready to render their final

accounts of the winding-up , one of the liquidators dies.

In the Act, under the winding -up clauses, it names

several times, both with respect to official and voluntary

liquidations, that if any vacancy occurs in the office of such

liquidators, the company may fill up such vacancy. But,

if there is no command to fill up such vacancy, can the

remaining liquidator exercise all the powers of the former

joint liquidators, without being specially appointed at an

extraordinary meeting, to be summoned by him or the

shareholders : and further, suppose money is banked in

the names of such joint liquidators, (on proof being pro

duced of the death of one liquidator) can the bank au

thorities raise any obstacle to the use of the funds by

such remaining liquidator ?

I cannot obtain an experience of a similar case. I

should be glad of an insertion as early as possible of the

query as above stated .

Yours faithfully ,
C . B . N .

At a meeting of the manufacturers, & c., of the borough of

Northampton , on Thursday last, as convened by Messrs.

Beswick & Co., Accountants , Stationers' Hall Buildings, Lud

gate Hill, London , the following resolutions were adopted,

viz. :

1. That the bill entitled a bill to amend the act of the 17th ,

18th Vic ., cap . 36, relating to bills of sale , will not only not
prevent the evils complained of in the preamble , but

facilitate the perpetration of fraud by dishonestly inclined
retail dealers and others upon trade creditors .

2 . That in order to evade the 1st part of the 2nd section

of thebill fictitious claims will be created , and , in the

shape of cheques, bills, I.O .U .'s and other documents,

brought up in the event of bankruptcy or liquidation, to

carry the trusteeship.

3 . That the last clause of the same section is imprac .

ticable .

4 . That a petition in the following terms be signed and

presented to the House of Commons :

“ To the Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland .

THE HUMBLE PETITION OF MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALE

MERCHANTS AND DEALERS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM .

SHEWETI ,

That your Petitioners who supply goods have been fre

quently defrauded by the holders of unregistered and secret

bills of sale , notwithstanding the 17th and 18th Victoria ,
chapter 36 .

Your Petitioners humbly beg leave to express their fear that

the second section of the bill before your Honourable House,

entitled a bill to amend the act of the 17th and 18th Victoria ,

chapter 36 , relating to bills of sale , will not prevent the evils
complained of in the preamble.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honourable

House to take into consideration the following suggestions:

1. That no unregistered bill of sale, shall give the holder
a preference over the grantor 's other creditors, or any

manner of right to the chattels conveyed , whilst they

remain in the apparent possession , or use of, or on the

premises of, the grantor.

2 . That all bills of sale shall be registered within forty

eight hours of their execution .

3 . That no bill of sale shall operate as a bar to bonâ- fide

execution creditors who had prior to the registration of

said bill of sale obtained judgment against the grantor
in any court of law or equity.”

A copy of the petition lies at Messrs. Beswick and Co .'s

office for signature. The following are among the firms in the
City of London who have already signed : - Messrs. Leaf,

Sons & Co., John Howell & Co. (Limited ) Vyse, Sons & Co.,
D . Dewar, Son & Sons (Limited) , Smith & Lister, Fownes
Brothers & Co., Rylands & Sons (Limited ), Hutton & Co.,
Hitchcock, Williams & Co , Silber & Bleming , Olney,
Amsden & Co ., John Kynaston & Sons, W . Barron & Sons,
Foster, Porter & Co. (Limited ), Welch , Matsatson & Co.,
Caldicott & Co., Charles Candy & Co ., Milligan , Forbes & Co.,
Taddy & Co., Thomas Brankston & Co., Bevington & Morris ,
Huxley & Co ., London Warehouse Company, George
Brettle & Co ., Allan & French , Ward , Sturt, & Sharp ,

Sturt & Sharp, Devas, Routledge & Co ., J. & C . Boyd & Co .,
Lloyd, Attree & Smith , Cowden & Garror,Wisdom ,Mart & Co .,

Bollen & Tidswell, Thomas Tapling & Co., Ellington ,

Ridley & Co ., Gregory, Cubitt & Sons, Bradbury,

Greatorex & Co. (Limited), Higgins, Eagle & Co., Ad .
kins & Sons, Sales, Pollard , Lloyd & Co., Woolley ,

Sanders & Co., B . Hyam & Son ,

THE JUDICATURE BILL . A deputation from the Liverpool
Law Society and the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce waited

upon the Right Hon . R . A . Cross on Tuesday, at the residence

of Mr. Gilbert W .Moss, Aigburth , with regard to the Judica
ture Bill. The deputation urged the necessity of retaining in

the bill the “ vested rights of the County Palatine of Lan

caster," namely , the Court of Common Pleas of Lancaster

and its district registrars. They represented the partial pro

mise to this effect which they had received , and handed to
Mr. Cross printed statements of their case. Mr. Cross , in

reply, said he could do but little in the matter himself, but ho

would present the documents to the Lord Chancellor.
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A COUNTY COURT HIGII BAILIFF ON rule either " directing ” or “ permitting” a solicitor to insert

BANKRUPTCY REFO . M . the notice , yet the scale of attorney 's costs attached to the

rulesof 1871, allows him ,for a clerk filling up form of advertise

[Although we cannot endorse a good many of our corres
ment and copy, 6s. 8d. ; sending office lad to court to get same

sealed, 6s. 80 . ; ditto , folding and posting to Gazette office or
pondent' s opinions, wereadily give insertion to the following agent, 6s. 8d. ; sending lad with copy advertisement to file at
communication , as treating the subject of Bankruptcy court, 6s. 8d . ; total, £1 6s 8d. ! and this, besides costs of
Reform from a point of view different from that taken by

advertisements , & c . ; out of pocket, and often other charges
either bankruptcy lawyers or accountants . - ED. Accountant. ] not in the scale , but usually allowed by registrars. Of course
Sir , — With your permission , and through the medium of this is one item in a solicitor's bill of costs only . Under the

your columns, I shall be glad , as one having had some prac . old Act high bailiffs prepared and inserted all advertisements
tical experience in the working of the details of the law in - -surely this is a sufficient reason why they should still do so ,

its present form , to give the result of my experience to the If a notice, say of an intention to register resolutions where

bankruptcy reform committee, and from a stand -point which same objected to is served, the high bailiff does it for 4s. 6d .,
I believe has not hitherto been taken . " including affidavit of service, a ls. stamp and filing, & c. ;
Both the Act and the rules are so very vague and indefinite, whereas a solicitor is allowed for his clerk or office lad

that the practice differs at almost every court in the kingdom , - although there is no rule authorising either - serving notice ,
which , of course , is very undesirable, and is only accounted

for by there being, in my opinion, too much of the per
5s. ; drawing affidavit of service and copy , 6s. 8d . ; oath and

stamp, 2s. 6d . ; attending to be sworn to affidavit and filing,
missive character about them . The intention of the Act in

6s. 8d. ; total, 20s. 100 . !
cases of bankruptcy proper, appears to have been to vest
bankrupts' estates in the court and its permanent officials I have authority for stating that under the 1861 Act, taking
(sec. 17) until the creditors have had an opportunity of about 400 small bankruptcies, the total average cost did not
meeting together and deciding what course to adopt . This reach £20 each , including the solicitor, registrar, and high
practice is pursued at many courts , but not at all ; and it bailiff , or messenger as he was then called . The dividends

would be well, therefore, to say what shall be, instead of what occasionally reached 20s. in the pound . Then there was no
may be done in these, and in fact in all other cases (sec. 13, appointment of a receiver -- which now alone costs from £3 to

rule 33 ). At some courts the appointment of a receiver is re £10 , and £15 , according to the ability of the solicitor 's bill
fused on the filing of a petition, although good grounds may clerk - and consequently there were no receiver's charges,

be shown ; but on an adjudication being made, a receiver is
either appointed, or the property is left to take care of itself, appointed , prepared their own warrants, took possession as a

instead of the proper officer being directed to take possession matter of course - (without making a costly application to the

(table B , & c .) ; and all this confusion and indecision caused by court), made inventories if necessary, prepared the notices

“ may” this , and “ may” that. The main provisions of the
present Act, in cases of bankruptcy , are, I think , on the ments for the Gazette and newspapers, and filed the same,
whole good, and ought to be extended to liquidation pro superintended the realisation of the estates and many other

ceedings if debtors' estates are to be protected from the minor matters , without ever a complaint of any kind, to my

shoals of land sharks styling themselves professional trustees, knowledge, being preferred against one of their number — the
most of whom are as ignorant of figures and accounts as they charge rarely exceeding £5 ; whereas the same result is

are of the law , and who, strange to say, are allowed at many | scarcely ever now obtained for less than £50 ! In cases of com

courts to copy the lists of creditors filed with the proceedings position under the present Act it is a reckless waste ofmoney

merely on payment of a one shilling stamp for search , and to require a second meeting,merely for the purpose of con .
who then go “ fishing ” from one end of the country to the firming what has been done at a firstmeeting. The creditors
other in search of proxies from the creditors, promising eter at a firstmeeting ought to be fully competent to finally decide
nal fidelity to their interests , but in reality seeking their own | as to the course to adopt ; besides it is an extraordinary cir
gain in the prospective trusteeship , which being secured , all | cumstance for a creditor who was not present at the first

interests save their own are thrown aside. There are, of meeting, to “ turn up " at a second , and where such has been
course,many honourable and straightforward accountantswho the case, I have never known such an one object to what had

act as trustees, but who would scorn to stoop to such a been decided by the creditors at a firstmeeting ; but suppose he

practice, and who, having made a specialty of bankruptcy did, in 999 cases out of every 1000 he would be powerless.
matters, are well qualified for the business they undertake. I Whilst creditors have no opportunity of protecting them .

would suggest that no search whatever , at any rate as a selves, all estates of insolvents should be protected by some
matter of course, of the proceedings filed at the court should official and responsible person - say the high bailiff, — who
be allowed , but under very exceptional circumstances, and should take possession of the estate immediately on a petition

then only on an affidavit setting forth the “ object of the being filed, bankruptcy or otherwise, and hold same until he
search , which should be satisfactory to the Registrar, who can call a meeting by preparing and sending a notice to

ought to have power to allow or refuse the same in his each creditor mentioned in the list which should be filed with
discretion . Proxies , and , if possible (? ) , canvassing for the petition , and by preparing and inserting the necessary

trusteeships, should be done away with entirely ; they are the advertisments (which should bemore clearly defined ), and at a

source of most of the evils of the present system . reasonable cost. All meetings should be held at the courts in

As a matter of cost - which seems to be the greatest defect which the proceedings are instituted , and be presided over

of the present Act in the eyes of the public - I think the by the registrar in person , with power to examine debtors ,

practice under the Act of 1861, of filing a list of creditors with bankrupts , creditors, and witnesses on oath , according to a

the petition at the court, and the high bailiff preparing and prescribed form , which would prevent creditors being misled

despatching the notices to creditors, at fourpence each , and imposed upon by unprincipled persons, as at present. If

including stamp, will compare favourably with the present creditors will send travellers into the country soliciting orders

practice of solicitors charging 2s. 9d . each , besides postage, I cannot see any injustice, nor yet ought they to complain , if
and 31 . each for the registrar posting same,making a total of they are suddenly called upon to attend a meeting of creditors,

3s. 1d . each notice for the first twenty , and is . 7d . each after also in the country, where they have literally “ swarmed ”

wards , besides other incidental charges ! The high bailiff, about an unfortunate debtor so long as he paid up ” to time,
even under the present Act , is allowed 4s. 6d ., including and have not failed to “ put it on " in cases of suspicion that

agent' s charges, for preparing , sealing, and gazetting a notice allwas not right, just to cover the extra risk and the expenses
- say of the appointment of a trustee in liquidation - obtaining of the journey, & c . The creditors present personally at tho

copy Gazette, and filing same, & c. ; but although there is no l meeting, or such agents only as are in their permanent and
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exclusive employ (but not these unless they are the only per difficult cases , might be allowed ; but there is no necessity for

sons who can prove the debt, and have the general the hundred and one charges usually made by accountants

authority of their employers to transact all or any business in when acting as receivers . Restraining orders are also a mis

their names), should of course resolve what to do, whether to take, and ought to be dispensed with ; they are of no use

let the estate be distributed by the registrar or the high bailiff, whatever, and are very expensive. The fact of possession
or some outside properly qualified and substantial person as being taken by the officer of the court, or a petition being
trustee, who should also have power to swear the bankrupt filed, ought in itself to be a “ restraining order," and the
and examinehim upon oath - that is, if the public examinations notice of meeting to the suing creditors sufficient to

ofbankrupts are to be conducted as at present — they being a prevent them incurring any further costs except at their own
perfect farce, and no examination at all. Once this was con risk .

sidered a wholesome terror to bankrupts, now the trustee is The rules relating to the close of a bankruptcy, release of
merely asked if he is satisfied with the bankrupt's (generally & trustee, & c. might be simplified very much , and with great

untruthful) statements, and this is called a “ public exami. pecuniary benefit to bankrupt estates , the substitution of the
nation ," and the bankrupt is allowed to pass ! ! Solicitors word " shall” for “ may'' in the concluding paragraph of sect.

many of them being also fond of pocketing a testament and 47 would also be an improvement, for this simple word “ may,"
touting for proxies - should not be allowed to act at any I believe, has caused more dissension than all the other words
meeting, but as advisers only to their clients , who ought to be in the Act put together .

present personally at themeeting In no case should a credi The failure to pay a dividend of less than 5s . in the pound
tor, if a tradesman , be appointed to the office of trustee, the being made, per se, a criminal offence,might have a tendency
practice of appointing novices " having proved one means of to induce debtors to “ bring matters to & crisis" before all
increasing the cost ; the work , in such cases, having to be hope of a dividend has disappeared .

done by the solicitor, for which , of course, he has charged

“ professional charges," meaning thereby about three or four
One great drawback in the working of the present system is

times the amount that would be allowed to some other and
the want of a provision for “ foreign service," as in equity and

more competent person ; for as a rule solicitors are notoriously
ordinary County Court cases. The concurrent jurisdiction of

but poor men of business,and worse accountants, and therefore
County Courts cannot be too highly appreciated , and the “ un.

totally unfitted to act as trustees. Providing solicitors' costs
limited ” jurisdiction now awarded these courts in bankruptcy

being apparently themain object of the present Act, that may
matters , seems to have given almost universal satisfaction . It

be said to have been eminently successful, solicitors themselves
would be well, therefore, to assimilate the practice as to service

agreeing thatnothing more could be desired ! Why on earth
and duration of process. Costs too in bankruptcy and liquidation

should such an item as the following be introduced into an
proceedings would be very materially reduced byproviding that

attorney's bill of costs ? “ Instructions and attending on
all notices and process shall be served , and all advertisements

debtor , drawing statement of affairs at 1s. per folio , and fair
shall be prepared and inserted , by the high bailiffs of the

copy thereof at 4d ., and attendances on debtor, and obtaining
courts , whether in a “ home” or a « foreign " district, without

his signature thereto .” Who have growled more than solicitors
exception . It would be cheaper by from five to twenty times

at the encroachments on their “ rights ? ” Accountants, look
to allow double fees, that is to the “ home ” bailiff for dis

to yours ! (if any personsbut solicitors have any.) In the event of
patching, and the “ foreign " one for serving, than to continue

no creditors being present at the first meeting, and the proper
the present practice of sending a man from north to south to

notices having been given , the property should then vest in the
serve a summons, as implied by Table B , there being no pro

court official as trustee, preferably the high bailiff , who should
vision to the contrary , as in cases of attorneys acting by agent.

at once proceed to realise and distribute the estate . Registrars
What could be more simple or more effective in ordinary cases

should not be allowed to act in the quintuple capacity of
than for the “ home ” bailiff to re -issue the process to the

judge , registrar, high bailiff, trustee, and taxing master, it
“ foreign " one, as in the case of County Courts' warrants or

sometimes happening that the duties of these parties lie in
executions. Of course, in special cases special leave might be

very opposite directions ; besides , it is unwise , to say the least,
obtained for the home bailiff to travel personally into a

to allow a man to be judge in his own cause. At some courts ,
“ foreign " district, as in County Court matters. I have

the registrar, in addition to his registrarship , now acts as high
occasionally , in order to avoid expense in cases of great dis

bailift, and , where such a court has bankruptcy jurisdiction ,
tance , sent process into a “ foreign " district for service . Of

also as judge, under delegated powers . Suppose a case : A
course the “ foreign " bailiff has claimed the 3s. 6d. and

registrar, first acting as the “ court,” adjudicates & man a
mileage (if any) , and I have had all my trouble in the matter

bankrupt, then orders himself , acting as high bailiff, to take
for nothing, such as writing with process , and again with fees ,

possession of the estate. At the first meeting, the solicitor
filing, & c ., & c ., besides being actually out of pocket for the

(knowing who is the taxing master) uses his influency, and
postage. Where a solicitor has sent the process , in many cases

procures the appointment of the registrar (or one of his clerks
the cost has been as much as the journey. As the rules at

who receives a fixed salary ) as trustee. Is it right that in
present stand relating to advertising the service of process,

such a case the registrar or his clerk, acting as taxing master,
& c ., they are anything but satisfactory, and if they are to be

should tax his own bill of costs ? The answer is perfectly
taken as the ground -work for the " rules to come," it may be

clear, “ One man cannot serve two masters." Some few people
well to note a few objections. Rule 50, for instance, states

(accountants) object to high bailiffs acting as trustees. A
that a notice of motion shall be served ; it does not say

short time ago, on an objection being taken by someaccountant
whether personally or otherwise, and may therefore come

to the high bailiff of a County Court acting as a trustee, the
under Rule 14 or 58 . The same remark applies to Rule 51.

judge expressed his opinion that the high bailiff of a county
Rule 52 says : “ In cases in which personal service is required ,"

court was the very best person whom the creditors could
& c . - required by whom ? To be served by whom , when re

select.
quired ? There is an item in the scale of attorney's costs for

“ service," yet there is no rule which says that an attorney

The high bailiffs proper, are at present being slowly either “ shall ” or “ may ” serve the notice. Rule 58 savs

but surely diminished in number, and got rid of as “ expensive “ Unless otherwise directed or permitted by these rules," & c .

luxuries ;' but if county courts are to exist, so surely must If the " direction " or " permission " of the court is intended

high bailiffs - the error mide in displacing them having it would be much better to say so, but it would prevent much

already shown itself in many and varied forms. No creditor wrangling and confusion and save a “ lot ” of costs, if the first

ought to be bound by the proceedings whose namehas not eight words of this rule were omitted altogether, and the latter

been inserted in the list filed at tae court. The costs of a part made more definite . It would be woll too , to define more

thoroughly competent and respectable accountant in assisting | clearly what are “ sittings of the court.” Rule 61 says, that

to prepare a statement of affairs for the first meeting in | " a debtor's summons or a petition shall be served by an officer
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ofthe court (Query : Who are officers of the court ? I presume
a receiver now is one ?) or by the creditor or bis attorney .

There is no mention of an attorney' s “ clerk ," as in sect. 2 of

the County Courts Amendment Act, yet these are the persons

who do serve these processes, and many of whom are “ here to

day and gone to -morrow ." There is no provision in any Act

of Parliament that I am aware of, that an " attorney " shall
include his " clerk," as there is with respect to " high bailiff,”
which does include his “ assistants ," and who, as a rule , are

“ fixtures.” It is within my own knowledge that an attorney 's

office lad made an affidavit that he had served one of these
sect. 2 summonses personally, whereas there had not been

any service at all ! One County Court Judge decided that

" attorney " did not include “ attorney 's clerk " and I think very

properly so too, though I know that others have allowed the

service (? ) to pass. The idea entertained by some solicitors that

their clerks and office lads take more pains to serve process than

the bailiffs , or are better informed as to the whereabouts

of the parties to be served , & c ., is a delusion : such being by

no means the fact, but quite the reverse. Rule 3 states that

the appointment of a trustee shall be gazetted and inserted in

one local paper by the trustee, & c . Does this mean that the

trusteo shall attend personally at the Gazette office ? or does
it mean that he shall be responsible for its being done, and
that he " must" or " may " employ an agent, and if so , must

that agent be the high bailiff (Rule 58) or the solicitor. (Rule

- , Sect. 125, sub-sect. 7, states that “ all the provisions of
this Act shall, so far as the same are applicable , apply to the

case of a liquidation by arrangement in the same manner,

& c ." I know that the appointment of a trustee in liquidation

is often advertised under this provision and in connection with

the scale of attorney's cost in the rules of '71, although many
in high authority are of opinion that this and other advertise
ments are not required . Would it not be well to say what is,

or what is not, required in plain and unmistakeable language ?
The high bailiffs at most courts claim , and the registrars at

some courts allow the claim , especially where the offices are

combined , to advertise all notices and serve all process, & c .,
under Rule 68 ; the attorneys in many cases preparing and

charging for the notices, but inserting them through the high

bailiff, thereby incurring two sets of costs. It may even be

implied by the present rules that this “ may ” be done, and
possibly it “ may ” be the correct thing to do ; but I cannot

find any excuse for the registrars allowing the solicitor 4d.

per folio for a " fair copy,” and then charging the 2d. per folio

for sealing same, and calling it an office copy. Office copies,

I think it was intended , should be made and sealed as such by

the registrar at the 2d . per folio . (Rule 12). There are many
quite useless advertisements inserted , especially in the London

Gazette , which might very easily be dispensed with , or, at any

rate , they might be inserted if required , at one sixth the

present cost, was of old .” Rule 168 states " service of a

subpæna shall, where required , be proved by affidavit.” When

is it to be required, and who is to require it ? Service of pro

cess ought in all cases to be proved by affidavit, which would
be filed forthwith after service .

Rule 312 requires a trustee in liquidation to reserve divi.

dends for all creditors whose names are inserted in the debtor's

statement of affairs, & c . , whether they have proved their debts

or not. It would be interesting to know what has become

of all the unclaimed “ dividends ” and “ funds regerved " for

dividends under this rule ? I think that it would give more

satisfaction to creditors generally if, instead of unclaimed

“ dividends " in bankruptcy being “ vested ” in the “ Crown, "

and the " funds reserved ” in liquidation being “ pocketed" by

trustees, they were divided amongst those creditors who had

proved their debts, in pursuance of notice. Were I to attempt

to point out all the defects in the Bankruptcy Act and rules of

1869-70, I am afraid that I should have to “ write a book ,"

and even then could not by anymeans succeed . I have, there

fore merely taken a cursory glance at such defects as have

comemore especially before my own notice ; and should you

consider my remarks worthy of a place in your journal, I shall

feel amply repaid for the little trouble I have taken .

High BAILIFF.

THE WORK AND PAY OF COUNTY COURT JUDGES.

A County Court Judge writing in the Times says : - " The
County Court Judges at present administer almost every

branch of civil jurisdiction , and in this respect have a special,

and I may say unique, claim on the consideration of Par .

liament. They have ( 1) a Common Law jurisdiction in

personal actions up to £50 , and by consent to any amount,

besides jurisdiction in several special matters, such as
the Charitable Trusts Act (1853) , the Friendly Societies

Act (1855 ), and the Probate Act' ( 1857) — which may be
considered their original statutory jurisdiction ; (2 ) an equit

able jurisdiction (1865) up to £500 ; (3 ) actions as to real es.

ate (1867) up to the annual value of £20 — which is more than
£500 capital value ; (4 ) actions referred to them by the Su .

perior Courts (1867) of any amount, and almost of any

description ; (5 ) an ' Admiralty jurisdiction ( 1868) varying,
under different circumstances, from £300 to £1,000 in amount;

and (6 ) a Bankruptcy jurisdiction (1869), without any limit,
and extending to any question whatever, either of Law or

Equity. In 1865 the salaries of the Judges were fixed at
£1,500 , and since then there has been the immense addition

to their labours and responsibilities referred to under the

above second , third, fourth , and fifth heads, without any in

crease of their remuneration , while at the same time the cost

of living has notoriously increased in a very considerable pro .

portion - perhaps one-third. In the year 1867, when a Bank

ruptcy Bill was introduced into Parliament, Mr. Hibbert, the

member for Oldham , and afterwards Secretary to the Poor

Law Board , gave notice of his intention to move the insertion

of a clause giving an increase of salary of £300 to all the

County Court Judges, inasmuch as the Bill proposed to give

all of them Bankruptcy jurisdiction ; but the Bill did not pass.

In 1868 Mr. Norwood , the member for Hull, introduced the
Admiralty Jurisdiction Bill, and proposed an increase of

salary of £500 for such of the Judges as had jurisdiction

under the Act, but withdrew this clause on Mr. Hibbert giving

notice of a clause in the Bankruptcy Bill giving £300 to those

Judges who had jurisdiction given to them either in Bank

ruptcy or Admiralty ; but again the Bankruptcy Bill did not

pass, although the Admiralty Bill did pass.
" In 1869 the present Bankruptcy Act passed , andMr. Hibbert

moved the above clause, which was seconded by Mr. Cross,

M . P . for South Lancashire (now Secretary for the Home De

partment), and met with considerable support from both sides

of the House , but was held by the majority to be premature

a conclusion to which the sitting of the Judicature Commission

doubtless greatly contributed .

“ In 1872 ,when it was attempted to reduce the County Court
Judges ' incomes by an impracticable scheme with regard to
their travelling expenses, the House of Commons unmistakably

testified its opinion that the County Court Judges were under
paid , and by a resolution , proposed by Mr. Henry James, and
seconded by Mr. Cross, stigmatized the conductof the Govern
ment as . inequitable and unjust.' Now in 1875 it is proposed ,
by the Agricultural Holdings Bill and the Pollution of Rivers
Bill, to impose upon the County Court Judges new , extensive ,

and most difficult jurisdictions, without as yet providing any

compensation to them for the same or for the additional
labours already imposed upon them since 1865 by Act of
Parliament, and to which must also be added the work of no
less than four Circuits, which have been absorbed since 1869.

" While the country has received the benefit of the services

of the County Court Judges in the various additional fields of
labour which have thus been thrown open to them since 1865 ,

it has also received direct pecuniary advantage from such

services in several ways, and , at all events , in the following
respects :

1. Saving of abolished District Courts of Bank

ruptcy and Insolvency . . . . . . . . £56 ,447

2. Surplus fees in Bankruptcy (say) . . 15,000
3 . Saving in salaries of Judges of four absorbed

Circuits . . . . 6 ,000

£77,447
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The second item requires someexplanation . The Bankruptcy under proceedings for liquidation by an arrangement or com .
Act , 1869, empowers the Treasury to exact certain fees in position , instituted by Messrs. William , George, and Henry

Bankruptcy, out of which certain remuneration is given to the Woods, described as proprietors of the City United Club ,

Registrars and High Bailiffs, the balance remaining in the Ludgate-circus, that Mr. Chatteris , accountant, should be
hands of the Treasury. What that balance is I have been appointed receiver of the property , and for an interim in .

unable to find out from any Parliamentary papers or otherwise , junction to restrain actionsby creditors. It appeared that the

but I understand from good authority that it has exceeded in liabilities were estimated at £9,000, with assets £12,000, con

one year the amount I have mentioned ; and here I must re sisting of furniture, stock, and effects, together with the lease

mark that for every additional jurisdiction given to the County | and goodwill of the premises . The court granted the appli .
Courts, additional remuneration has invariably been provided cation .

for the Registrars and High Bailiffs. I submit that it is time
for Parliament to “ improve the position " of County Court

Judges in respect of the increased work thrown upon them , for COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .
which the savings, and even the fees, arising through their

performance of such work seem to provide a fund . It is quite
true that the Judges have not all got the same claims; for in ( Before Judge HARRISON .)
stance, the Metropolitan Judges have no Bankruptcy, ad .

miralty , or travelling ; but, on the other hand, they have more IN THE MATTER OF SIR CHARLES COMPTON DOMVILE, BART.

cases referred to them from the Superior Courts , and also This case came before the court on charge and discharge, with

heavier Courts than the average of County Judges; and I sub the object of setting aside a lease executed by Sir Charles C .

mit that any distinction between the County Court Judges in Domvile to his steward ,Mr. Robert Roberts , shortly before he

point of salary would be invidious, and that any irregularity in left the country. He executed a lease of the mansion house

Their labours might be gradually removed by the absorption of of Santry Court, with the demesne, containing over 200 acres,

Circuits now in progress.” for £60 a year , whereas it was sworn its letting value was £700

a year. Sir Charles Domvile was adjudicated a bankrupt on

the 16th June, '74 ,and his liabilities then amounted to £30, 000 ,

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. and his unsecured liabilities to £25, 000 . The assignees im

peached the lease on the ground of want of bona fides, that it

May 15. was executed in contemplation of bankruptcy, and with a view

to defeat and delay his creditors. On the other side it was
(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , sittting as Chief Judge.) submitted that £60 a year was not an extravagantly low rent,

IN RE JOHN GREAVES. - In this case a petition for liquida . considering the expenditure which Mr. Roberts would have to
tion was presented by the debtor in November last, and a incur in keeping the house in repair , & c . His lordship re
composition of 5s. in the pound was accepted , payable by viewed the evidenco respecting the circumstances under which
certain instalments. The debtor was a boot and shoe manu. the lease was executed . He considered it conclusively estab
facturer , of Hackney -road, and Norwich . He paid the first lished that it was executed as a cover, and with the intention
instalment of the composition , but made default in payment of defeating and delaying the creditors , and he decided that
of the second instalment ; thereupon an action was com the lease should be set aside, Mr. Roberts to pay the costs .
menced by Messrs. Egan and Grimsdell for recovery of £424, Counsel for the assignees - Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr. Carton
the balance of their claim . The court, however, granted an (instructed byMessrs. Findlater and Blood ). For Mr. Roberts

interim injunction staying further proceedings in the action , - Mr. Purcell, Q . C ., Mr. Andrews, Q . C ., and Mr. Price (in
subject to the payment of costs, it appearing that the debtor structed by Mr. Froste ).
had called a special meeting in pursuance of the sixth para COMMITTAL OF A BANKRUPT. - Judge Miller held a further in
graph of the 126th section , with a view to the modification of
the terms of the original resolution . Mr. Cock now applied

vestigation in the Courtof Bankruptcy in reference to the fraud
alleged to have been practised on the court in thecase of George

for an extension of the injunction , the creditors having re Meares, a bankrupt, who had carried 'on business as a stay
Bolved to accept 1s. 9d. in the pound in cash in discharge of manufacturer, at 2 Crampton -quay, in this city. The bankrupt
their claims ; and the 22nd instant had been appointed for had carried a composition after bankruptcy, and undertook to

have payment of the last instalment secured by promissory
on behalf of Messrs . Egan and Grimsdell, his Honour, notes from his mother , who was also to execute a mortgage to
without at present deciding any question respecting the rights the official assignee of a small property in which she had a life
of Messrs. Egan and Grimsdell, held that the injunction must interest . Notes and mortgage were executed , but the signa .

be extended until after the meeting appointed for confirma tures were afterwards repudiated by Mrs. Meares, senior, and

tion of the resolution . the witnesses examined on a former day denied all knowledge

May 18 .
of the person who had signed the notes and mortgage. Mrs.

Meareswas now examined by Mr. Monroe, instructed by Messrs.

( Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .) Casey and Clay, on behalf of the assignees, and she positively

IN RE WILKINSON , Watt, & Co. - The debtors, trading as
denied ever having signed any of the documents. She also

steamship owners in Leadenhall -street, and previously in
denied having ever signed the letter of retainer sent by the

Billiter-street, had presented a petition for liquidation , and the
examined , but his evidence did not afford any new information .

court last week appointed a receiver and manager, and granted
an interim order staying proceedings at the suit of creditors.

At the conclusion of his examination , Mr. Monroe applied to

Mr. Robertson Griffiths now applied for the continuance of
his lordship to commit both the bankrupt and his clerk , the

the injunction , and the order was made without opposition .
witness O 'Healy, on the evidence given . Judge Miller di.

The liabilities are about $ 100 ,000, and the assets consist of
rected the bankrupt to stand forward , and, addressing him ,

shares in steamships, £75,000, shares in public companies
said he was bound to ask had he any further explanation to

£10,000 , policies of insurance, cash, bills, and book debts
make. The bankrupt replied that he had not. His Lordship

£35,000, besides office furniture and fittings.
and asked would he give any further information . The bank

rupt - I have given all the information in my power,

May 20 . His Lordship — What is the amount of it ? The Bank

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Judge.) rupt-- The amount of it is this , that I was not present

IN Rx W ., G .,and H .Woods.- Mr. A . G . Ditton applied when the deed was signed . I deputed parties to go to my
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mother's house and get her signature, and she was mis swore that he was indebted to the amount of £250 to his wife

represented on the occasion , and I know nothing about | in respect to her deceased mother's estate , to which she ad .

who misrepresented her. It is the same case with the | ministered. Mr. Downham , in reply , said that it did not

bills, and it is the only thing I can tell you in reference to it. | matter what the composition was, whether it was a penny or

The witness O 'Healy was then examined , and adhered to the a farthing in the pound , there was nothing in the Bankruptoy
evidence he had previously given . The Bankrupt - I wish to Act to prevent the creditors accepting it if they chose. He
say , my lord , that the estate will realise 20s . in the pound ; (Mr. Downham ) represented the bulk of the creditors, who
and if you like to commitme, I am willing . I am blameless could not be termed friendly creditors . He never knew the

in the case. His Lordship — You are an arranging trader here, debtor until he consulted him in the matter, and he filed his
and you undertook to secure your creditors by yourmother's petition in consequence of several creditors putting him in the
notes ? I did . His Lordship - And on the files of this court County Court, and sending him to Chester Castle for debt.

there is an undertaking by Anne Meares which purports to be He (Mr. Downham ) found that the man was in a state of
the signature of your mother. There are three documents absolute bankruptcy, and had scarcely & shirt to his back .

now on the files of this court that are forgeries, and you are Under these circumstances he thought it was his duty, repre

the person who procured them . I ask you again , have you senting various creditors, to accept the smallest composition

any further explanation to give ? The Bankrupt- I have no he could . Had he not accepted it he would not have done his

more than this , that I know nothing whatever of the person duty to those persons who entrusted their proxies to him ,

who misrepresented my mother, and I acted in no way disre Mr. G . W . Wood , shipbroker, of Fenwick -street, Liverpool,

spectful to this honourable court. I sent the documents out was put into the box, and swore that the debtor, who was his

by three parties - Mr. Clay 's Clerk , Mr. Rynd, and my own brother, was indebted to him for £2,644. On being pressed

clerk — and if a personation took place, it is hard that I am by Mr. Walton , he said that the debt was contracted on ac

to suffer for what I had neither hand, act, nor part in . I leave count of general transactions connected with his business.

it to your lordship' s discretion . His Lordship said he would He could not give a detailed account of them , as his

commit them forthwith , and as soon as they refreshed their books had been taken possession of by the Court of

memories and intimated that they would make a full dis Chancery. It had been very unfortunate for him , as he

closure he would give them an opportunity of doing so. His had been obliged to file a petition in consequence of the
Lordship then directed the shorthand writers to transcribe debt. There was over £3,000 owing to him by his brother .

the evidence at once, so as the witnesses might sign their Mr. Walton pointed out that a proof of debt for £46 was not

depositions. While the shorthand writers were transcribing included in the list of creditors assembled at the firstmeeting,

their notes, his Lordship pointed out to the bankrupt the folly although it was filed with the other proofs and papers. Mr.

of the course he was pursuing. In the result his Lordship Downham stated that it was not presented at the meeting of

committed the bankrupt and his clerk O 'Healy , who were sent creditors in time, before the resolutions were signed. Mr.

to Kilmoinham Prison . Rogers of Liverpool, accountant, swore that he handed in the
claim just as Mr. Downham was beginning to sign the resolu
tions. Mr. Downham denied upon oath that the claim was

BIRKENHEAD COUNTY COURT. handed to him beforetheresolutionswere signed . He signed the
resolutions while Mr. Rogers was cross-examining the debtor.

His (Mr. Downham 's) practice was to get rid of the meeting
May 11. as soon as he could , and if he knew he had the majority of

( Before Mr. Mather , Deputy Registrar.) proxies in his pocket he got the resolutions ready and signed

them , and let the other creditors talk as long as they liked .

Mr. Walton , barrister , instructed by Mr. ThomasGoffey, (Laughter.) Had the proof been handed to him in time

solicitor, Liverpool, made an application to set aside the nothing would have induced him to leave it out, but it was
resolution of a meeting of the creditors of Mr. John Brearley not. Mr. Walton pointed out that the bulk of the creditors

Wood , of Chesnut-grove, Tranmere, formerly carrying on which Mr. Downham represented were relatives of the debtor.

business as an African merchant. The resolution was one Mr. G . W . Wood claimed £2,644 ; Mrs. Wood , the debtor's

accepting id . in the pound . Mr. Walton said the meetings wife, £250 ; and Messrs. G . W . and J . H . Wood, a joint debt
had been held at the offices of Mr. Downham , solicitor, who of £187, thus making £3,081 out of the £3, 906 which Mr.
was solicitor to the debtor and to several of the creditors. Downham represented . After considerable discussion, the

The liabilities were £4 ,923, and some friend of the debtor Deputy-Registrar ruled that the tradesman 's claim referred
had deposited £5 with Mr. Downham for the purpose of to had not been put in early enough , and therefore he was

securing a composition of a penny in the pound. At the relieved from the necessity of considering whether the debtor's

meeting in question Mr. Downham voted himself to the chair, wife had proved. He doubted how far he could go into the
and having some proxies in his pocket, he thought he was question as to the bona fides of the resolution . Whathe had

entitled to do anything and vote what resolutions he liked . to see was whether it complied with the requirements of the
The resolution submitted to the meeting was the acceptance statute , and being of opinion that it did, he would register it.

of a composition of a penny in the pound in full satisfaction
of all debts the debtor might owe, and the composition to be

payable on demand at the expiration of three calendar months CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

from that date . At an adjourned second meeting the resolu

tion was confirmed , all the creditors who took the trouble to J . GRAHAM and Co. (MANCHESTER). - A meeting has been held

attend voting against it, and the only creditors who voted for of the creditors of James Graham , trading as James Graham

it were those who did so by proxy through Mr. Downham . and Co., shipping agents, Manchester. The statement of
No doubt they had adopted such a resolution out of motives accounts showed liabilities £8 ,750 175. 4d ., liable to be in .
of kindness to the debtor, and although there had been no creased by reclamationson consignments ,and assets £3,629 0s .

moral fraud , yet there had been a legal fraud . Under those The debtor making no offer of composition , it was resolved to

circumstances he objected , on behalf of several creditors to wind up the estate in liquidation .

the registration of the resolutions.- A claim on the debtor's W . PAGE. -- in this matter, in which the liabilities were

estate to the amount of £250, by the debtor's wife , Mrs. estimated at £2,122 14s. 9a ., and assets, L4193 5s., on the
Wood, who voted by proxy in favour of the composition , was application of Mr. George Castle , solicitor , of Cheapside, put

also objected to . It was stated that the bankruptwas indebted before Mr. Registrar Spring-Rice, liis Honour appointed

to her deceased mother's estate, of which she was the ad . Mr. Edmund Charles Chatterley, public accountant, (C .
ministratrix . The bankrupt was then placed in the box, and Browne, Stanley & Co.) receiver and manager to the estate.
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G . SWAINSTON (SUNDERLAND). - At a meeting of the creditors WINDING -UP. - At an extraordinary general meeting of the
of Mr. G . Swainston , shipowner and shipbuilder, Snnderland, shareholders of the Crenver and Wheal Abraham United

held on the 11th , it was resolved to proceed by liquidation . In Mines Company, a resolution for winding up voluntarily was

addition to secured creditors, there are unsecured creditors to passed unanimously , and Mr. Alfred Good , public accountant,
the amount of £15 ,000 , and the available assets are about Mr. George Stratton , and Captain Edwards, two of the direc

£3,000 . The trustees of the estate of Mr. Watson , shipbuilder, tors, were appointed liquidators. - A petition has been pre

who had put in a claim for £5 ,000, protested against the sented to the Court of Chancery for the winding-up of the
decision of the meeting. Wernpistill Colliery Company (Limited ). - A petition to

W . E . TAYLOR (ACCRINGTON). - A preliminary meeting of the wind up the City and County Banking Company
creditors of Mr. W . E . Taylor, Enfield Mills, Accrington , was (Limited) has been presented to the Court of Chancery .
held on the 12th inst . The statement showed liabilities about - A petition for the winding -up of the Peat, Coal, and Char
£53 ,000, and assets £70,000 ; unsecured creditors, £27 ,000. coal Company (Limited ), is to be heard before Vice-Chancellor
It was resolved to carry on the business under inspection . Malins on the 28th inst.

R . MACKENZIE (DUNDEE ). — At a meeting yesterday of the Mr. Wynne Foulkes, the newly appointed judge of the

creditors of Mr. Robert Mackenzie, merchant, of Dundee, a Birkenhead County Court, took his seat for the first timeon
committee of investigation was appointed . The liabilities

Tuesday. In reply to the congratulations of the bar, the
amount to £33,000 , and assets to £5 ,500 . learned gentleman observed that there seemed to be no

limits to the duties which the law now imposed upon those
tribunals .

FAILURES.
VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS. Bankruptcy business will be

taken at the following sittings in Trinity Term : Before Vice
Chancellor Malins at Lincoln 's -inn , Monday, June 7 . County

The Daily Telegraph says : It was announced this ( Tuesday) || Court appeals : Before Sir C . Bacon, Mondays, May 24th and
morning that cheques drawn on the City and County Bank , á 31st ; and June 7th , sittings in Bankruptcy .
small concern in Abchurch -lane, had been refused payment.

BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official
A notice was also posted on the doors that the business had

been transferred to Messrs. Brown, Janson , and Co., but this return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'

arrangement, it appears, was not carried out. The total lia Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, May 19th :

bilities of the bank are supposed to be under £100,000, and

the amount of its capital subscribed was £62,200 . In case Thursday, May 13 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . £14 ,591,000
any importance should be attached to this incident by persons Friday, May 14 . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 41,258,000

.at a distance, it is right to mention that the bank is in no way Saturday, May 15 . . . . . . . . 21,481,000
connected with the well-known and old - established institutions

Monday,May 17, Bank Holiday. .. .of a somewhat similar name.

ENGLAND . - A petition for liquidation by arrangement or Tuesday, May 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,542,000

composition has been filed in the Bradford County Court by Wednesday, May 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,631,000

Mr. Joseph Leech , worsted manufacturer, Home Top Mili,

Bradford. The liabilities are estimated 'at £12 ,000. Mr.
£119,503,000

James Wigglesworth, of Bradford, has been appointed receiver

in the estate . The total at the corresponding period of last year, was
IRELAND . — The failure is reported of Messrs. Hupenden and £141,751,000.

Runge, of Belfast, a German export house in the linen trade,
with liabilities variously estimated at from £40,000 to
£100 ,000,

AMBRICA.- American advices state that Mr. H . G . Morris, of
NEW COMPANIES.

Philadelphia , had made an assignment. He did a large busi.

ness in Cuba in shipping sugar machines, for which he had
The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

been obliged to accept in payment Cuban notes worth from

40 to 50 cents on the dollar. He had consequently been in the following Companies, which were registered during the

difficulties, and some of his creditors were pushing him . It week :

is claimed that his assets will reach £120,000 to £160,000 , Brunswick Rock Asphalt - Capital £10,000, in £10 shares.
while his liabilities will not amount to over £50 ,000 .

The Rangoon Times announces heavy failures in that town Commercial Bank of Manchester - Capital £500,000, in $ 10

amongst the Chinesemerchants, and thatmore were expected . shares.

The National Zeitung states that several firms in the corn
Dudley Colliery – Capital £250,000, in £500 shares.trade have stopped paymentat Leipsic , including Rudolph and

Henkmann , L . Marx, Weber and Co., and Glass and Luders . Fairholm and Co. - Capital £50,000 , in £10 shares.
The embarrassments are chiefly due to heavy speculations in

General Spanish and Spanish American Agency – Capital
grain and the fall in prices .

£50,000, in £1 shares.

Godalming Gas and Coke - Capital £15,000, in shares of £5,
COURT OF CHANCERY. — The Court of Chancery will com £10 , and £20 each .

mence its sittings for Trinity Term on Saturday next. The

Court of Appeal will sit at Lincoln -inn on the first day of Hollinwood Estate - Capital £20,000, in £5 shares.

Term and throughout sittings, which end on Saturday, June London and Provincial Co-operation Brewery - Capital
12. Bankruptcy appeals will be taken on the following dates :

£50,000 , in £5 shares.
- Before the Court of Appeal, Thursdays, May 27th , June

3rd , and 10th . Middlesborough Freehold Land - Capital £40 ,000, in £10
Mr. J . C . Bolton , public accountant, announces that he has shares.

taken into partnership his eldest son , Mr. A . C . M . Bolton ,
Thames Wharf - Capital £25 ,000 , in £10 shares.

The title of the firm will be Bolton and Son , and the business

will in future be conducted at 26 Great St. Helens. Victoria Bowling Club - Capital £450, in £3 shares.
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MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W .C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay : - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS

PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession, either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAPETY

AT 14 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK. All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-bookssupplied. English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advancesmade thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

CONSOLIDATION OF STATUTES. - Some' further proceedings
have been recently taken with a view to the consolidation of
Statutes. About a year ago the Lord Chancellor summoned

a meeting of the Statute Law Committee to confer with him
on the subject of the expurgation of the Statutes of the
present reign , and the expediency and practicability of a
systematic consolidation of groups of those Statutes. The
meeting was attended by Sir J. Lefevre , Sir T . Erskine May,
Sir H . Thring, and Mr. Reilly, with Mr. Rickards and Mr.
Wood. The result was that on the 4th June, after considera
tion , the committee presented to the Lord Chancellor a
memorandum recommending that the Statutes requiring con
solidation should be arranged in classes according to the
extent of alteration or redrawing required , and that it would
be expedient to begin with the easiest class, in which all that
has to be done is to incorporate subsequentamending Acts
with the original Act, making little or no alteration . Mr.
Rickards was thereupon instructed to report upon these
Statutes ; and in January last hemade his report, in which
he gives a list of more than a hundred subjects on which
there has been a succession of enactments, for which one
Statuto might be advantageously substituted . In many of
these cases the work to be done would include wholly or
partially redrawing ; but he selects, for a beginning , 20 sub
jects of the easiest class, stating that the consolidation could
be effected without any change in substance or effect , and with
out any alteration except such as are formal only a statement
which might be verified , if necessary, by showing in the
margin of the Consolidation Bill, by diversity of type or
otherwise, the actual alterations verbatim . From these 20
subjects the Statute Law Committee, in & memorandum of
the 1st of March , selected for consolidation in the first in

stance the following 10 : - Alkali works ; chain cables and
anchors ; the House of Commons (issue of writs in recess) ;
the sunimoning of Parliament; powers of Parliamentary
Committees, oaths, costs , & c . ; leases and sales of settled
estates ; naturalization ; pharmacy (chymists and druggists ) ;
relief of trustees; and the Trustee Act of 1850, with the
amending Act of 1852. On each of these subjects more than
one Act has been passed, and it is not likely that there would
bo any material difficulty in passing a Consolidation Bill,
The Committee suggest also that it would be very convenient
to those who are practically engaged in the administration of
the public schools if the seven Acts relating to these were
consolidated ; and that, although the consolidation would
require a more extensive process of recasting than in the
above ten cases, it could be performed without difficulty , and
without involving any change in legal effect. Finally, the
Committee recommended that these Consolidation Biils be
prepared, under their superintendence, by Mr. Rickards, with
the aid of the experienced assistants . The Treasury granted
200 guineas for the work, and we may expect soon to behold
the result.

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS!!!
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,theOwl, and theWaverley Pen ."
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction .”
Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is .ld .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate, HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craved .
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate" are ; - 1st . - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .
Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, 28 Auctioneers , or Agents , Land,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Ünfurnished Houses Chambers, or Olices

under private contract . 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture , Jewellery , and other Effects . for probate and other pura
poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. bt .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things insta
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also to
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertam

1 make inquiries of a private and conde

dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business.

MOMARKET CLERKS. - An opportunity offers in a
1 Broker's Office to any one with a knowledge and connection in the

Colonial Markets, by which a good income could be realised . Apply for

particulars to G . É . Morton , A . Š .A . E ., 22 Buckingham -street, Strand, w . C .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND .
Proprietor - W . SKILLÉTER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

o posite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls. PER WEEK.

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, sc.
Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piors, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court -road.
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and bread, 1s. 84
Dinners from 12 till 4 o' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread , 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o ' clock , from 28. 6d . to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floot.|
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

W EDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS,
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. ' Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH.

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J. Atkinson , Esq .
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C., M . P .
LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

-I T F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0

Bonusex Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 140 , 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS 8 allowed
by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia. The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. John White , 228 , Piccadilly .

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s. , 21s., 26s. 60 . , 31s. 60,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s. , and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Trues, 42s., and 62s. 6d . Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to John WHITE, Post -office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 6 ., 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free .
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes . For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 5s. 6d. and 7s, 6d . Adults, 10s. 6d., 158. 6d., and 218. each .
Postage free . - John WAITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste at
Bisone Schrankeund

Xunstchlosser Fortschrills," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of Palse Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sare or

Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filingaway
the thickrers of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
Tbe Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a NEW LOOK and Key, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO.,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG-ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa,' Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .

filed with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington Vice-President. — JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . THOMAS JOSEPH SABINE , Brighton .

JAMESFRANKLIN ARNOLD, Peterboro' JOHN BRADLEY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London , RALPH PRICE HARDY, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .

HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . PHILIP TRIGGS, Bristol.

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . | WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

HARRY BRETT, London . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. WILLIAM HENRYWATSON , Sheffield.

GEORGE MONEY BRIGHT, London . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth.

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London . ' JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. JOHN BATH , 40a,King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington .

TREASURER. JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street , and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - W . C . COOPER , 7 Gresham Street, London ; W . SHORT, Sheffield .

BANKERS. - Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London.
OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

OLE MANU AGRICOLE
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE!

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

- -

ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices , and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers , only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. MAY 22, 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL . I. — New SERIES. — No. 25.) SATURDAY, MAY 29 , 1875. [PRICE 6D.

The BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. Tue BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT. IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN

AT BRADFORD.

TN the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement of the Affairs of JOHN CLARK , of No. 7 W 'cymouth .

street, Hackney - road , of No. 431 Hackney -road , and of No. 79 Curtain -

road , all in the County of Middlesex , Timber Merchant, Cabinet Manu

facturer, and Glass Factor .

The Creditors of the above named JOIN CLARK , who have not already
proved their debts are required on or before the 10th day of June, 1875 ,

to send their names and addresses , and the particulars of their debts or

claims, to me, the undersigned EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN .

of No. 7 Gresham -street, in the City of London , Accountant, the Trustec

under the Liquidation , or in default thereof they will be excluded from the

benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared .

Dated this 21st day of May, 1875.

EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN ,

Trustee.

IN the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation
1 by Arrangement of the Affairs of ROBERT UMBLEBY BARKER,

of North -parade, Bradford, in the County of York, Painter and Paper
Hanger,

A General Meeting of the Creditors of the above -named ROBERT

UMPLEBY BARKER is hereby summoned to be held at my Offices ,

No. 15 Kirkgate, Bradford , aforesaid on Saturday , the Fifth day of June

next, at Ten o ' clock in the forenoon precisely . The purposes for which

this meeting is summoned are : - 1. To direct the Trustee as to the course

to be pursued respecting a cert:uin piano. 2 To audit the Accounts of the

Trustee . 3 . To fix the close of the Liquidation . 4 To consider the ques .

tion of the Debtor's discharge , and to pass any resolution thereon . 5 . To

consider the remuneration of the Trustee.
Dated the 12th day of May, 1875 ,

ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,

Trustee.

TERRY & ROBINSON,
Solicitors of the Trustee.

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF DORSETSHIRE,
HOLDEN AT POOLE. THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF NORTHUMBERLAND ,

HOLDEN AT NEWCASTLE -UPON -TYNE.
TN the Matter of proceedings for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement, instituted by HENRY BARTLETT and JOUN BART.
LETT,of Bournemouth , in the County of Hants, Cabinet-makers, trading
as “ Bartlett Brothers ."

A 2nd Dividend of Is 6d. in the Pound , payable at the offices of
FOREMAN AND COOPER , 7 Gresham - strcet .

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

IN a Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
Arrangement of the affairs of JOSEPH TIPLADY, formerly of No. 24

Bigg -market, in the Borough and County of Newcastle -upon - Tyne, and
now of Hebburn New Town, in the County of Durham , Alo and Porter
Merchant.

A General Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed JOSEPH TIP

LADY is hereby summoned to be held at the offices of Messrs. IIoyle,

Shipley , & Hoyle , Solicitors , Newcastle -upon Tyne aforesaid , on Thursday ,
the Third day of June next, 1875 , at Twelve o 'clock at noon precisely .

The purposes for which this meeting is summoned are : - 1. To audit tho

Accounts of the Trustee . 2 . To direct the Trustee as to the disposal of a

quantity of Furniture . 3 . To fix the date for the release of the Trustoe .
Dated the 26th day of May, 1875 .

ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,

Trustee herein .
15 Kirkgate , Bradford.

.TN the Matterof Composition Arrangement by, and in the
1 matter of a Deed of Assignment for the benefit of Creditors, dated the

4th day of September, 1874, executed by John Hoskins, of 6 Market-place ,

and of 3 Union .street, Leicester ,Milliner.

A lst Dividend of 39. in the Pound, payable at the offices of FORE
MAN AND COOPER , 7 Gresham - street.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.
THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF WARWICKSHIRE,
HOLDEN AT BIRMINGHAM .IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

TNCIDENTAL to , and in the Matter of, Composition
arrangement by Benjamin Reeves, of 4 and 5 Upper Tachbrook - street,

Pimlico , Upholsterer , and deed relating thereto , a Ist dividend of ls . 3d

in the pound , payable at the offices of FOREMAN & COOPER , 7 Gresham ,
street .

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

TN the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement of the affairs of WILLIAM JAMES, of No. 12 Eaign
street, in the City of IIereford, in the County of Hereford, Wineand Spirit
Merchant, and Licensed Victualler , trading under the style or Firm of
JAMES AND SON .

The Creditors of the above -named William James who have not already
proved their debts, are required , on or before the thirty - first day of May

instant, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars of their

debts or claims to me the undersigned , CHARLES PEMBER , of the

City of Hereford , Accountant, the Trustee under the Liquidation , or in

default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the Dividend pro
posed to be declared .

Dated this Eleventh day of May, 1875,
CHARLES PEMBER ,

Trustee.

1 King Street, Hereford.

Re Lewis WellS, 3 Islingwood-road, Brighton.

SECOND Instalment of Two Shillings and Sixpence in

payable at the offices of FOREMAN AND COOPER , 7 Gresham - street.
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Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND CO., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in eve

insure due publicity, particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .O .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial
documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect.
fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and
speedy translations into, or from , the French , German, Italian ,
Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,

U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER,
and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAI.,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

Marsh , Milner, and Co ., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . C . The Accountant.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER , AND Co.'s
NT REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction, Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon
street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon

1 Landed Estates , City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSI , MILNER and Co., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1812 ) , 54 Cannon -street .

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening' s mail ; price 6d . per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s . (post free).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C.,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
A gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub - editing andGeneral News

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

mo DRAPERS, - CapitalLease and Fixtures at Anerley
1 Hill, Upper Norwood, opposite Crystal Palace, for sale. Stock

optional. - For particulars apply to Messrs. Foreman and Cooper, Public

Accountants, 7 Gresham -street, E .C .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ado

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha:

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

PUBLICATIONS.

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'

1 JOURNAL, with Law Reports and PublicGeneral Statutes The only

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy, 9d .;
delivered free in Town or Country .

Omce : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments , Vacant
Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividerd Notices, Balance |
Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S . E .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of Cases for holding and preserving the
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Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on ' A change is, however, gradually coming over public
the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up) ,

with elastics, and “ The Accounlant" in gold letters on
opinion in this respect. Recent events have shown

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub that liberty very often degenerates into anarchy, and

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office that free trade, when it means trade carried on free

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C . from any restrictions imposed by morality or conscience,

is far from the unmixed blessing it was once supposed

to be. On every side complaints pour in . The stardily

honestmerchant of olden days , is but scantily repre

MAY 29, 1875 . sented in our own times. Under the plausible term of

“ usage of trade," a system of deception and mis

There is no more dangerous doctrine in the present
representation has gradually grown up, which requires to

day, out of the numbers that are preached to the many,
be strongly repressed by law . But these evils are dwarfed

and held firmly by the few , than the doctrine of the
by the huge catastrophes that we have seen of late

right of the Englishman to do as he pleases, utterly
years . The principle of limited liability has proved a

unrestrained by any force other than his own self
valuable instrument in the hands of speculators, and

interest. There is something very humiliating to a
the list of utterly hopeless companies receives daily

philosophic observer in the way in which this indepen
additions. Exposure follows exposure , but still the

dent spirit is fostered by the press, and allowed to
sanguine and the gullible persist in rushing to their

degenerate into a thoroughly selfish line of conduct.
ruin , and new financial arts are used to lure the wary

The individual is to be considered in every thing, the
and cautious. Till the State comes boldly forward to

State in nothing. Legislation must consist in per
assert the paramount obligation of seeing that its

mitting people to do what is right; but to apply com
members act with fidelity to their undertakings, not

pulsion is out of all keeping with our notions of sturdy
only by the severe punishment of fraud, but by

British independence. Perhaps our national charac enforcing erery available mode of prevention , we may

teristic is best shown in the way in which we compare expect to see no diminution in the number of rotten

the numerous institutions which individuals have
concerns which are converted into companies in order,

founded with their state-aided equivalents in other
mainly, that a few worthless adveuturers may become

countries. With us the individual leads the way, and public men .

the State only steps in to give him due support when Some few regulations are certainly enforced , by

the work is done. It is in this way that our great which people may learn the position of a company ;

empire has been built up. Why, then, should we ever but generally , the statements of the prospectus and the

alter this line of action ? Iet the State still exist as a reports of the directors are all that there is to rely on .

regulating power ; let it collect our taxes , and govern The insurance companies have been the means of

mildly , so long as the individual is not interfered with . calling attention to a better state of things. No more

But yet private crotchets and foolish whims must not wide-spread misery could possibly be inflicted than

be interfered with ; and above all, the one sacred prin has occurred through the failure of some of these

ciple of modern England — that of free trade - must be associations. Their peculiar composition is such,

held inviolable. Let our tradesmen sell us what that the wisest and best -informed man can

articles they will ; let our railways prefer a small extra gain but little by his knowledge. He may

dividend to the safety of their passengers; let every be able to decide whether he shall make a greater or a

mode of rascality and trickery flourish undisturbed, less sacrifice, but that is all. Let the depositor in a

unless the victim resorts to the uncertain protection of bank learn the insecurity of the company which holds

the courts of law , and the capricious justice of an English his money, and he profits by the intelligence to with

jury . Weare a nation of shopkeepers, and we are proud draw it. If he is in time, he has lost nothing. But

of the title ; and if there is one thing more abhorrent to prove to the man that the company in which he has

us than another, it is to have any attempt made at ex insured his life, to which hehas been transferred against

tending government supervision over private enterprise. his will, has from sudden losses , reckless amalgama

To do business is the first duty of every Englishman,and tions, or a too keen desire to do business without first

the less he is harassed by “ spy legislation " the better. counting the cost, become unsafe, and what can be do ?
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inty whom
and paint a gov

He can surrender his policy for a tithe of its value ; or

forfeit his previous payments, and commence anew at an

enhanced rate in another office ; or he may take his

chance of an unexpected turn of fortune,and differ only

from his unsuspecting fellows in having foreseen the

blow which must fall, and which he was utterly unable

to avert. Here the legislature has rightly stepped in ,

and by compelling all companies to publish their

accounts, given some slight assistance to expectant

insurers. The principle may well be extended to all

companies, but even then creditors and shareholders

alike could hardly know with sufficient certainty whom

they may trust ; for a mere statement of figures is

no sufficient evidence of the existence of valuable

assets, without the certificate of an independent auditor,

who has examined and can judge of their soundness.

Wehave in our columns frequently urged the necessity

of a strict system of independent auditing being made

imperative upon all companies, and our correspondent

“ N ” sends us an extract from the City of London Gas

Act, defining and prescribing the duties of the official

auditor, which he rightly thinks affords the true

solution of the problem . First, we have a continuous

audit and examination of the company's accounts, so

that there can be nothing which will escape a practised

eye. Then comes the most valuable suggestion , which

enables, and, in fact, expressly directs the auditor to

stop payment of any dividend if the accounts of the

company are incorrect. This direction goes to the very

root of the matter. The amount of the dividend is

looked upon as the true test of a company's stability.

The shares of a company may be purchased to pay a

dividend of from 6 to 8 per cent., and in the case of a

railway an average dividend of from 4 to 5 . To pro

duce this dividend is the great aim of directors and

managers . If it can be fairly earned, the company is

in a flourishing condition, and no auditor, however

strict, would refuse his certificate of approval. But

many companies succeed in declaring a dividend who

have no right to do so . What is income, what is

profit, and what is surplus, are subtleties of account

which may be studied by political readers in the budget

debates. It is possible thatthe larger proportion of the

dividends of joint-stock companies, in their earlier

stages of existence, are paid out of capital ; and to

these an auditor would be bound to refuse his sanction .

To take so decided a step as this, would be proof of

a very high and very honourable devotion to duty .

Independent as the class of men who are generally chosen

as auditors may be, they cannot but feel that to assert

their independence in so striking a manner would be

in the outset a direct professional loss. With the sup

port of their professional brethren, much of this might

be averted . The Protean gentlemen who direct so

many varied undertakings, with such a skilful adapta

tion of their duty towards their neighbours to their

interests towards themselves, would be helpless in the

face of an association so determined to support the

independence and integrity of their members ; and

though the final victory would be won but by slow

and painful engagements, it would be none the less

decisive . A government official, with the full prestige of

his position , would not be of greater power than the

man who knew that if his fearlessness led to his dis

missal, not one of his own profession would accept the

vacant post. The tribe of speculators, fearful of the

exposure of the hollowness of their schemes, would

shrink from following too eagerly their dishonest course,

and the many fraudulent financial undertakings would

soon fall to the ground. The refusal to authorise a

dividend would tell its own tale to investors who had

studied the prospects of the undertaking, and who would

be sure that they were notbeing misled by false signals;

while shareholders would know that the dividends paid

had been fairly and honestly earned. The air of the

City is so tainted by speculation and trickery, that it

is time that some steps should be taken towards its

purification . The system of auditing cannot be made

too searching . The sound and genuine undertakings

will havemuch to gain and nothing to lose, the weak

and unstable will be checked in their downward rush to

ruin . That official auditing will ever be required by

parliament, in the case of joint-stock companies, 18

doubtful ; and its adoption will much depend on the

course of events during the next few years. But 1

will be a grand boast for a profession to be able to say,

“ By our action we obviated the intervention of para

liament; and while preserving in their integrity the

rights of private enterprise, we have given security

all.” To bring this about; to check fravd ; to intro

duce the principle of absolute accuracy and truth into

the affairs of companies ; to make the certificate of i

auditor as much respected and regarded as it is now

suspected and despised , - is the task whose fulfill

is in the hands of our profession .

The case of Mr. John Brearley Wood so aptly in

trates some of the defects of our bankruptoy law ,
rupt

oy
law , that
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we must again refer to it, especially as it involves a Prince Bismarck , is scarcely likely to be viewed with

curious point of law as to the true construction of the favour by a world which , in its capacity of creditor, likes

Act. The strict and literalmeaning of the words used to get as much of its money as possible, and as a debtor

in relation to the duties of the registrar, confirms the would rather get rid of all financial difficulties with as

view which the deputy registrar of the Birkenhead County little publicity as it reasonably can . Seriously , the

Court seems to have taken . Certain formalities as to whole case is a simple disgrace to the law , and Mr.

sending notices, holding meetings and passing resolu - | Downham is lucky in having fixed his lines in a district

tions, are required to be observed ; and the registrar , where the letter of the law is somuch regarded by its

on receiving the resolution, has only to inquire if these administrators. A London Registrar would , we strongly

have been duly complied with . He is not to make any suspect, have made short work with the resolution , and

inquiry as to the adequacy of the composition, or into cut still shorter the facetious candour of the attorney,

what is best for the interests of the creditors ; he sits

merely as an expert, to examine into the technical

accuracy of certain proceedings ; and on being satisfied

Bills of Sale have been a fruitful source of hindrance

function of registration . It is impossible to read the
to creditors for some time, and have given rise to many

Act without seeing that this is clearly what is laid down ingenious devices on the part of debtors. Their regis

therein, and that those London registrars who indig tration is certainly a slight check, imposed in the

nantly refuse to allow the court to become a medium interests of credit ; and the judges have shown an incli

for " whitewashing debtors,” are placing a construction ration to mete outbut a small share of favour to them .

of their own upon the plain words of the Act which Still further strictness may be shown with advan

they will not warrant. It is true that, thanks to the tage, and this, we think , will be brought about by the

Lords Justices, the broader view now prevails, and that
adoption of the suggestions set forth in the Northampton

registrars are bound to use their discretion as to the
petition, which we printed last week. Three weeks is

propriety of the transaction , having in view the interest
a long time in which to register ; and by the clever con

of the creditors. But it is also true, that this has been

brought about by importing into the Act of 1869 some
trivance of cancelling the old bill of sale and giving a

of the spirit of the Act of 1861, and by doing violence
fresh one before the lapse of the time for registration,

to ordinary principles of interpretation. The world at many frauds were committed, whereby, to use the

large will , however, look upon this with a lenient eye, expressivewords ofthe preamble to the Bills of Sale

if not with hearty approval ; and any doubts that may Act, “ persons are enabled to keep up the appearance of

linger in the mind of any legal precisian will be soon being in good circumstances and possessed of property."

removed by a study of the memorable cause célèbre of This will be checked by the act which Mr. Charley has

Mr. John Brearley Wood . introduced this session, and which provides that a

We spoke a few weeks since of the difference between | second Bill of Sale as security for the same debt will

the position of an accountant and a solicitor in a case | be void unless the first has been registered. But still

of bankruptcy. We pointed out that the accountant we think the time within which registration can be

who is appointed to hold the place of trustee , and thus | effected is too extended, and might be contracted .

represents creditors as well as debtor, must have There seems no valid reason why the limit of forty -eight

widely different interests from the solicitor , who repre- hours should not be chosen , as suggested . The sooner

sents only the interests of his client. That an advo creditors know of the charge the better, and the few

cate is bound to do his best for his client is a truism of instances of hardship which might arise would be of

the law , but we were scarcely prepared to hear it little importance compared with the general advantage.

avowed with such cynical frankness as it was by Mr. The third section , which gives priority to creditors who

Downham , who acted as solicitor for Mr. Wood. For had obtained judgment previous to registration, is,we

this gentleman's remarks we must refer our readers to think , too harsh , if a shorter time for registration is

the report itself, and to the letter of “ A . A . ; " butwe adopted . After all, some bills of sale are not fraudulent ;

would venture to suggest to Mr. Downham , that such and , within reasonable limits , their holders have a right

candour, though it might be admired in the mouth of to be protected .
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LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS. president of the Society . – At a meeting of the Council

From the Law Times of the 22nd instant,welearn some on the 11th instant, the following accountants were ad

further particulars of the case referred to in our last issue, mitted as associates of the Society , viz . :- George Whitt,

in which an unauthorised person, resident in Bristol, had 64 Lower King-street, Manchester ; Joseph Lunt, 57

been compelled to pay a penalty of £10 for preparing a
King-street, Manchester ; and Edward Saville Foster, 11

deed of partnership . We now find that the offending St. James 's -row , Sheffield .

party is a Mr. C . J. Coates ; and it is very satisfactory to
THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS. - In the adver

tisement of the Institute of Accountants which
know that, as in theManchester case , which was coupled appeared in our last issue, the name of Mr. Samuel

with this by the Law Times - the name of the offender Barrow (Barrow and Gates) should have been substituted

does not appear in the published list of accountants. for that of Mr. Henry Chatteris , one of the auditors who

There appears to be as much anxiety amongst, certain
resigned at the recent annual meeting .

nondescripts to be written down “ accountants ," as

agitated the breast of that most sagacious of fools, Dog SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION. - On Tuesday evening,

berry, when he cried , “ Oh , that I had been writ down themembers of this institution, which was set on foot about

an ass " ; and our contemporary has got into the not
17 years ago, celebrated their anniversary by a dinner at the
Freemason 's Tavern . The association was instituted in 1858,

particularly ingenuous habit of taking these persons at and has for its principal objects the relief of poor and
their own estimate, and writing them down “ accountants " necessitous attorneys, solicitors, and proctors, in England and

without the least qualification. We, therefore, commend
Wales, and their wives, widows, and families. The righthon .

the Lord Mayor, David Henry Stone , himself long an eminent
to the consideration of the Law Times the example set by solicitor in the city of London , and a member of the associa
the hon . secretaries of the Bristol Law Society ,who, in tion from its commencement, occupied the chair on the

taking up the case of Mr. Coates, write to complain
occasion , supported by , among other persons of consideration,

Mr. Alderman and Sheriff Ellis, the Mayor of Peterborough,

with much more of both justice and literal exactness - of Mr. Monckton , Town Clerk of London ; the respective

the practices of 6 persons calling themselves accountants, Presidents of the Kent and Wakefield Law Societies, the

and others."
Clerks of the Cutlers', Farriers', and Poulterers' Companies ,

Mr. F . H . Janson , and many other eminent members of the

profession both in the metropolis and several of the large
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSEMEN AND ACCOUNTANTS' | provincial cities and towns. It was stated , on authority,

CHARGES. - A correspondent, referring to a leading article during the entertainment, that the association dispensed

on the above subject in our last issue, says : - " The
£1,366 in relief during the year, and that the number of
solicitors enrolled as members was 2 ,373 . The directors er.

pressure now existing is not such as will consolidate all pressed a hope that solicitors who were not already members
accountants. The action of the Manchester Houses is of theassociation would embrace the festival as a fit occasion

to join it ; the general object being, in the common interest of
hardly of the least consequence to the majority of that branch of the profession , to relieve such poor and

accountants. The task of taxing accountants ' charges is necessitous members as may be incapacitated for business

one which has never been attempted ; and themore it is through bodily or mental infirmity ,or other inevitable calamity,

and their wives and families , and the poor and necessitous
considered, the more difficult it will appear. Had any widows and families of deceased members ; in special cases

" scale" been feasible, the Institute of Accountants would no also to relieve the parents or collateral relations of deceased

doubthavebeen proud to have promulgated one ; but no one
members, and where the state of the funds and the circum

stances appeared to justify it , to render pecuniary assistance
scale will meet all cases, and any complex set of provisions to the widows and families of deceased attorneys, solicitors
would invite endless criticisms and disputes. Your | or proctors , who were members at the time of death . The

attention should be given to the fact that the scale pro
Lord Mayor, in the course of the evening , said he thoughtthe

legal profession , consisting, as it did , of over 10,000 members,
pounded by the warehousemen is only relative to shop should never be reduced to the condition of seeking
keepers' accounts, the least complex of any kind of eleesmosynary aid , and, that it ought rather to inaugurate a

liquidations,as the stocks are usually got rid of at once by
movement by which — not merely one- fifth , as now , of the

members of that association , but a very large proportion of
tender, and there are but few creditors." the profession should becomemembers . In such a case , they
The Society or ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. — The would be a very large and prosperous society indeed . Last

monthly meeting of the Council of the Society of Ac
year he found the sum spent in connection with it was £1,360,

and there were investments amounting to something over

countants in England was held at the Society's offices, £30,000 . He thought that such a fund might be so raised , as

2 Cowper's-court, Cornhill, on Monday last. Present to have sufficient amount in hand to enable the society to

Messrs . John Bath (Vice-president), in the chair , J. C .
grant permanent annuities, and so to dissipate all anxiety as

to future wants. He knew there was a disinclination on the

Bolton, H . Brett, E . N . Harper, J. Beddow , E . C . Foreman , part of members of the profession against any one thinking

J . H . Tilly, F . Tendron , and A . C . Harper (Secretary).
that any member of their body was in want, and he thought,

This being the first meeting of the Council after the
if the society had a considerable amount of funded property

it might be enabled to grant aid in bringing up the children

annual meeting, part of the business was to elect the of their poorer brethren . The institution , however, had

President and Vice-president for the ensuing year.
determined to rely on itself, and the sooner the general body

Accordingly Mr. Joseph Davies (Warrington ) was re
of practitioners put their shoulders to thewheel the better. Mr.

Eiffe , the secretary, announced that the subscriptions during

elected President, and Mr. John Bath (London ) Vice- | the ovening amounted to rather over £500 .
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Correspondence. self, — " His practice was to get rid of the meeting

as soon as he could , and if he knew he had the

6A PENNY IN THE POUND."
majority of proxies in his pocket he got the resolutions

To the Editor of the Accountant. ready and signed them , and let the other creditors talk as
long as they liked.” Wellmight such a candid statement

SIR , - The case of John Brearley Wood, which came as this provoke " laughter." Still, to my mind , such a

before the Deputy Registrar of the Birkenhead County | proceeding is humiliating. Is it any wonder, that a

Court on the 11th instant, and a report of which appears creditor attending such a “ meeting " once , is careful not

in your paper of the 22nd, seems to me to deserve a little to attend a second ? How far the Registrar was right or

ventilation in your columns. No case could more clearly wrong in ruling that the creditor's proof, which was

illustrate the defects of the composition clauses of the handed to the chairman after hehad signed the resolutions

Bankruptcy Act of 1869 ; in fact, it should of itself be but before he left the chair, was not tendered in time to

quite sufficient to condemn those clauses to immediate re be reckoned in the voting, is not for me to consider - but

peal. Any thing more flagrantly unjust than to allow a I should like to see the point settled by a higher

majority of family creditors to ride roughshod over a authority . Perhaps the next time Mr. Downham is in

minority of trade creditors, and compel them to accept the happy position of holding a sufficient majority of

such a contemptible composition as one penny in the proxies " in his pocket," it will be as well for him to draw

pound , can hardly be conceived . Surely, minorities have up and sign the resolutions before he goes to the meeting.

some rights ? If not, it is high time they should. For my The hostile proofs will then be excluded immediately the

part, I cannot believe it was the intention of the legisla chair is taken , and the meeting will be purely formal.

ture to permit a majority of creditors, however large, to Every thing Mr. Downham did wasno doubt legally done,

dispose of the rights of dissentient creditors in the ex and in accordance with the Act of Parliament ; at least I

traordinary manner in which the rights of those creditors must assume so as the Registrar was of that opinion, as

of Mr. Wood, who voted against the resolution , appear to shown by his consenting to register the resolutions such

have been summarily disposed of. It would be a good registration being the finishing link in the chain which

thing if this case could be fully reported in every news binds the poor dissentient creditors to accept themag

paper in the kingdom . It might have some effect in dis nificent composition offered by Mr. Wood . I ought not to

persing the apathy with which the public seem to treat occupy your space in drawing attention to this case,

this question, and tend to pave the way for a speedy without making some suggestions for reforming the

repeal of an Act of Parliament which permits so palpable present procedure in the direction of preventing a re

an injustice with respect to the rights of individuals . It currence of such a flagrant abuse of the powers given to

is all very well for a majority of the creditors to determine creditors by the Act of Parliament. The Registrar

how the estate of an insolvent shall be administered , but assumes his duties to be simply ministerial— that he has

it is quite another thing to give thatmajority the power not to look at the bona fides of the resolutions, but only to

to compel the minority to discharge their debtor without, satisfy himself that the requirements of the statute

practically, any payment whatever. Strictly speaking , it and rules have been complied with . Looking at such

is the same in law whether the composition which the cases as those of Sidney and Wiggins, and Sir William

majority compels theminority to accept be a farthing or Russell decided by the London court, and affirmed on

ten shillings in the pound : but it does, nevertheless, appeal, it is certainly a questionable matter whether the

appear a much greater injustice to theminority to be com Registrar was right in his view of his duty. But pre

pelled to take a penny in the pound , than to be obliged to suming the Registrar has no discretionary power, it

take ten shillings. I suppose creditors would hardly should be one of the first points of reform to give him , or

grumble at all if they could always secure the latter the court, such a power, and a wide one too. Under the

dividend from insolvent estates. Iknow nothing of Mr. Act of 1861, where the creditors wished to supersede a

Wood's case but what I gather from your report of it, but bankruptcy and accept an arrangement or composition

I should imagine from the remarks of Mr. Downham , the under section 185 , the court required to be satisfied that

attorney for the debtor, that he must be somewhat of a the proposed arrangement or composition was calculated

cynic . I am scarcely disposed to treat his remarks to benefit the general body of the creditors under the

seriously , as I cannot fancy a lawyer gravely asserting estate ; and if not so satisfied , it refused to sanction the

that he “ thought it, his duty, representing various arrangement. Also under section 28 of the present Act,

creditors, to accept the smallest composition he could, and in order to complete a composition arrangement after

that had he not accepted it he would not have done his bankruptcy , the resolution of the creditors requires the

duty to those persons who intrusted their proxies to him ." confirmation of the court in order to make it binding on

Surely, Mr. Downham must have been joking, or else dissentients. If the court is satisfied , upon the reprea

having a little facetious fling at the absurdities of our sentation of any creditor, that his rights are prejudicially

bankruptcy law . It would perhaps be well if a few more affected by the resolution, it has the power to veto the

persons attending meetings with proxies in their pockets arrangement. I would give the power to the court in all

would make a point of accepting the smallest composition cases of composition , and make it imperative on the

they could ; it might have the effect of facilitating a majority carrying the resolutions to satisfy the court, even

much -needed reform . Then , again , Mr. Downham 's state without any representation from a dissentient, that the

ment of his conduct, as chairman of the meeting, throws proposed composition was reasonable, and calculated to

a little light on the manner in which these meetings are benefit the general body of the creditors. I would also

conducted . To call such an assembly a “ meeting of require an officer of the court to preside at all meetings of

creditors " is absurd. The solicitor comes to the meeting creditors, and thus prevent the possibility of the proofs of

armed with what he knows to be a majority of proxies suf bona - fide creditors being excluded by partial chairmen ,

ficient for his purpose, and votes himself into the acting in the interests of debtors and their family credi

chair . What does he then do ? Let him speak for him - , tors. The debtor's attorney oughtnot to act as proxy for
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the creditors. How can he serve two masters ? His duty COURT OF QUEEN 'S BENCHI, WESTMINSTER.
to his client, the debtor, may very likely be to pay as

small a composition as possible ; but I should think that May 24 .
very few solicitors would seriously assert, as Mr. Downham (Sittings in Banco, before the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE , Mr. Justice

does, that his duty to the creditors is to accept the BLACKBURN , Mr. Justice MELLOR, and Mr. Justice Field.)

smallest composition possible . Nor, if the courtpossessed Smart V . CannOX AND OTHERS. - This case had arisen out
the power, could it gravely order the confirmation of a of the disputes of two conflicting bodies of the London

resolution to accept a penny in the pound, on the ground United District Funeral and Widows' and Orphans' Fund of
of its being reasonable , or calculated to benefit the the Ancient Order of Foresters ' Friendly Society , with

general body of the creditors. Such a composition could reference to the prosecution of their secretary for defalcation .

not possibly benefit any one except the debtor, and , per Early in 1868 the secretary was found to be in default to the

haps, indirectly his attorney. amount of nearly £2,000 ; a prosecution was threatened , and

The importance of this subject must be my excuse for he absconded. An offer was made on the part of some

trespassing at this length on your valuable space. friends of his to make a payment in satisfaction , but nothing

I am , yours truly,
came of it . As the secretary had absconded , proceedings

A . A .
against him were suspended. In July, 1868 , the society

London, May 25th , 1875 .
resolved that the legal proceedings be placed in the hands of
the board of management and trustees, and Mr. Beard was

employed ; but still nothing was done. In January , 1869,
another offer of compensation was made by friends of the

OFFICIAL AUDITING .
secretary - £1,000 to be paid in cash , and a bond to be given

for the payment of £700, and the balance, if any remained

To the Editor of the Accountant. due, after the accounts were gone into. Mr. Beard, the

attorney, however, advised that the compensation could not
SIR , - Several letters having appeared in your paper | legally be accepted , as it would be a “ compromise of felony ."

with reference to the necessity which exists for an im Thereupon , many of the society being in favour of accepting
provement in the mode of auditing the accounts of the offer , Messrs. Sbaen and Roscoe were consulted, who gave
public companies, and for vesting further powers in the an opinion in fuvour of the acceptance of the offer. The
hands of those charged with the performance of this re trustees, however, still declining to carry out the compromise,
sponsible and important duty, so as to free them from the were deposed by a meeting of the society, which resolved to

undue influence of those from whom they receive their accept it. Themembers of the society, however, who were in

appointments, I beg to call your attention to a letter
favour of a prosecution , and had formed themselves into a

which appeared in the Times of the 22nd instant, in
committee for the purpose, persisted in pressing on the

which the duties of the auditor appointed by the Board
prosecution , and employed the attorney, Mr. Beard , and also
employed the plaintiff as an accountant to examine the

of Trade, under the 81st section of the City of London accounts with a view to evidence at the trial, and the bills of
Gas Act, 1868, are thus set out: both the attorney and the plaintiff appeared in the accounts

“ The official auditor is to prescribe the form in which the of the committee , only one of whom was a trustee. The
accounts of the company are to be kept, and to continuously society in the mean time, early in 1869, received the £1, 000 in

examine, audit , and certify the same. pursuance of the arrangement, and took the bond for £700 ,
“ He is not only empowered , but required , to stop the pay and any further balance which mightbe due. The prosecution

ment of a dividend to the shareholders , if he finds the was carried to trial by the committee and failed , from its
accounts of the Company incorrect in principle or in detail.' ” . appearing that themoney had been received . The society then

It appears to me that an audit conducted under such sued upon the bond , and failed on the ground of its illegality .

conditions, and with such powers, affords the only real
The plaintiff then sued the society by its trustees for the

guarantee that the interests of the shareholders and of
amount of his bill, nearly £130. At the trial before Mr.

Justice Mellor the defence set up was thathe wasnot employed
intending investors will receive due protection .

by the society but by the committee , and the learned judge
I remain , your obedient Servant, was of that opinion , and a verdict was taken for the plaintiff,

subject to the point of law as to the liability of the society ,

Mr. Gates, Q . C ., and Mr. Kemp were for the plaintiff ; Mr.

Herschell, Q . C ., and Mr. Charles were for the society . After

hearing the counsel for the plaintiff fully , the counsel for the
COUNTY COURT CHANGES. — The following alterations in the society had not long been heard when the Court determined

arrangement of the holdings of the County Courts will come in favour of the society, on the ground that the prosecution

into effect (by an Order of the Queen in Council, dated the had not been carried on by the society , and the plaintiff had

13th day of May) on and after the 30th of June next: -- The | not been retained by them , but by a self-appointed committee ,

County Court of Lancashire , holden at Ormskirk , shall be who disapproved the compromise and desired the prosecution

holden at Southport as well as at Ormskirk ; the County to be carried on . The society, therefore , were not liable for
Court of Hampshire, holden at Christchurch , shall be holden the expenses of the accountant, and this action could not be

at Bournemouth as well as at Christchurch ; and the County | maintained . Judgment for the society .

Court of Norfolk , holden at Little Walsingham , shall be
holden at Fakenham as well as at Little Walsingham .

REVENUE — The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st COURT OF CHANCERY.
April , 1875 , when there was a balance of £6 , 265 ,322, to the

22nd instant, were £10 ,776 ,068, against £10,120,032 in the
May 27.

corresponding period of the preceding financial year, which
began with a balance of £7,442,854. Thenet expenditure was (Before Lord Justice JAMES.) .

£12 ,488,112, against £11,932,952 to the same date in the EX PARTE INNES - IN RE NELSON . — This was an appeal from
previous year. The Treasury balances on the 22nd instant the dismissal by Mr. Registrar Hazlitt of a debtor's summons
amounted to £4 ,214 ,119, and at the same date in 1874 to issued by Mr. Charles Innes against Mr. Marsh Nelson , the

£5 ,132 ,521,
architect to Drury- lane Theatre. On the 21st of July, 1874 ,
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Mr. Innes recovered judgment in an action in the Queen ' s | allowed to prove in the winding-up of the above company for

Bench againstMr. Nelson for £1,169. The judgment was not a sum of £1,236 178. 4d . on the balance of accounts . Whether

satisfied , and on the 9th of October Mr. Innes obtained a the balance was in favour of one party or the other depended on

garnishee order nisi, attaching the salary accruing due to Mr. the right ofMessrs. Tait to a certain sum of £5 ,000 in dispute .

Nelson from the proprietors of the theatre. On the 18th of In the year 1868 Messrs . Tait and Co. had established a line of

November Mr. Innes issued a summons under the Debtor's steamers between Europe and South America , and obtained a

Act, 1869, against Mr. Nelson , requiring him to attend for concession from the Belgian Government for the carriage of

examination , and to show cause why he should not be com mails . The company was formed in that year, and a contract

mitted to prison for non -payment of the judgment debt. This I entered into between Messrs. Tait and a promoter, which was

summons was on the 18th of December heard by Baron set out in the articles of association . Under this contract the

Amphlett , and an order was made that Nelson should pay company purchased four steamships at an ascertainable price,

the £1,169, with interest at 4 per cent., by assigning to and Messrs. Tait agreed to transfer the concession and any
Innes the balance that might be coming to him in a Chan future concession they should obtain for £10 ,000 and a further

cery suit of “ Innes v. Nelson ," as security for the debt, sum of £5 ,000 contingent on the company making a profit of

and that upon the assignment being executed the attach : £9 per cent. within the first two years. Messrs. Tait obtained
ment of Nelson 's salary should be withdrawn . It was also a further concession from the Belgian Government, and at a

ordered that Nelson should pay the debt by monthly instal meeting of the company held on the 18th June, 1869, the
ments of £3. Innes accepted the assignment, and the at shareholders authorised the directors to pay a certain instead

tachment was withdrawn. Afterwards he issued a debtor 's of a contingent sum of £5,000 to Messrs. Tait as part of the

summons against Nelson , which the Registrar dismissed . price of the concessions, and to take the ships subject to

Innes appealed. Mr. Edward Clarke was for the appellant ; mortgages with a proportionate abatement of the purchase

Mr. Bagley was for Mr. Nelson . Lord Justice James thought money. It was found that the Belgian Government would not
that the Registrar's decision was right. If it had been in consent to the transfer of the concessions, and ultimately the
tended to preserve the creditor's right to proceed in Bank company obtained a concession direct to themselves. The
ruptcy after the order obtained from Baron Amphlett, this ought company did not prosper, and was wound up, and the con .

to have been expressed . The order was really a matter of cession sold . ' Messrs . Tait declared themselves insolvent, and

arrangement between the parties , and the creditor having executed an inspectorship deed . The directors had not acted

accepted the assignment of what appeared to be a valuable on the authority to pay the £5 ,000 , but they took transfers of

property, it would be contrary to good faith that he should the ships subject to mortgages. Mr. H . M . Jackson , Q . C ., and
now take proceedings in bankruptcy against the debtor. The Mr. F . Thompson appeared in support of the claim ; Mr.

order of the Registrar must be confirmed, and the appeal Kay, Q C ., and Mr. Davey, in opposition , were not called on .

dismissed with costs . The Vice-Chancellor said there were no dealings which

amounted to a contract by the company to pay the £5 ,000 .
The contract, so far as it related to the purchase of the ships,

ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE.
was entirely distinct from the transfer of concessions, and the
authority given to the directors to take transfer of ships sub

ject to mortgage was distinct from the authority to pay £5,000

May 26 . certain ; nor was the modification of the contract relating to

(Before the MASTER of the ROLLS.) the ships a benefit to the company, but rather to Messrs. Tait .

IN RE CITY AND COUNTY BANK LIMITED). - An application
It was not, then , true that they took a benefit while they

for the appointmentof a provisional liquidator of this concern ,
repudiated a burden tied up with it . The payment of the

£5 ,000 was authorised on a mistake that Messrs. Tait had

and other branches of the Court, came on by adjournment
obtained an advantage for the company by their new con

from Saturday last. Mr. Roxburgh , Q . C . (with whom was Mr.
cession . When the directors found they had themselves to

W . Latham ), for the applicant, a creditor petitioner, stated that
obtain a new concession on less favourable terms, they were

the application had been forestalled by another party who had
right in refusing to pay the £5,000 . His Honour rejected the

obtained the appointment of a provisional liquidator from
claim , with costs .

Vice-Chancellor Bacon on Monday. After a short discussion,
the Master of the Rolls, with the consent of the bank , May 27.
appointed Messrs. Hodges and Price joint provisional
liquidators, with a direction that they shall notact without the

(Before Vice -Chancellor Sir R . Malins.)

permission of the Vice -chancellor. Mr. Bagshawe, Q . C ., and RE THE Maria ANNA AND STEINBANK COAL AND COKE COMPANY

Mr. E . Chitty appeared for the bank , which has no connection , (LIMITED). — The point which arose in this matter was said to be

otherwise than by similarity of name, either with a novel one, and to be at present uncovered by any decision ,

the City Bank or the London and County Bank ; The above-named company was formed in 1857, with articles

Mr. Graham Hastings for Messrs . Brown, Jansen , of association under the Companies' Acts, 1856 , with which

and Co., who are said to have entered into some that of 1862 was subsequently incorporated . In 1861

arrangement for taking over the business of the concern ; Mr. William Hargreaves and William Hill took 289 £10 shares

M . Cookson for nearly all the depositors, about 200 in num in this company. This amount of the shares had been

ber ; Mr. Whitehome for a party who has a winding-up fully paid -up , and they were registered in the books of the

petition pendingbefore Vice-Chancellor Malins ; and Mr. E . company in the joint names of the two holders . William

C . Willis for some creditors. Hill died on the 9th of September, 1861. On the 6th of

February, 1863 , letters of administration were granted to
his widow . William Hargreaves is still living. About two
years ago an order was made to wind-up the company, and

VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN'S Inn . the official liquidator placed the name of William Hill on

the list of contributories. An order was afterwards made,

May 22.
in respect of the shares in question . She applied on the

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir JAMES Bacon.) 24th of March last to have her name removed from the list ;

IN RE THE LONDON, BELGIUM , BRAZIL , AND RIVER PLATE but no other order was made on that application beyond this ,

ROYAL STEAMSHIP COMPANY. – TAIt's CLAIM ,— This was a claim that the costs of the official liquidator were to be paid out of

by the trustees of the estate of Sir Peter Tait and Co. to be l the assets of the company. The matter now came on upon a
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motion on behalf of Mrs. Hill to discharge that order . Mrs . EX PARTE ROBERTSON RE MORTON . — This was an appeal from

Hill's right to have her name removed from the list depended the decision of the County Court Judge of Newcastle upon.

on the question whether William Hill's liability on the shares Tyne, who ordered that a Mr. Donald Robertson , of Mayfield,

was a several one, or whether he and William Hargreaves were Cupar Fife, should pay to Messrs. Greener and Benson , the
jointly responsible for them . In the latter case the liability trustees of the debtor's estate , two sumsof £120 and £36 12s.

would survive to William Hargreaves alone. Mr. Glasse, Q . O ., respectively -- one sum being the amount of a cheque

and Mr. Freeling supported the motion ; Mr. J . Napier paid to him shortly before the liquidation , and the
Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Ford North , for the official liquidator, other being the value of a certain guantity of potatoes.

opposed it. The Vice-Chancellor was of opinion that, having Mr. De Gex, Q . C ., appeared on behalf of the appellant, and Mr.

regard to the provisions of the Companies' Acts , the liability of Little, Q .C ., for the respondent. Mr. DeGex , in opening the

William Hill and William Hargreaves was joint, and that, case, said that this very important question was involved in
consequently, that of William Hill ceased on his death in 1861. the appeal - namely, as to whether a Scotchman domiciled in

He therefore made an order to remove the name of Mrs. Hill Scotland , and being a creditor of a bankrupt in England, was
from the list of contributories, and directed the costs of all under the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, which

parties to be paid out of the estate of the company, exempted Scotland and Ireland. Before going into the merits
of the case he intended to submit a preliminary point to his

Lordship , and that was as to whether there was jurisdiction

over a Scotch creditor at all. When any claim was opposed,
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. notice ofmotion had to be personally served on the creditor,

and it was not disputed that Mr. Donald Robertson had been
personally served in Scotland . Itwas a proceeding that could

May 22. not have been done under the former Bankruptcy Law , and

This being the first day of Trinity Term , the sittings at the Ireland and Scotland were expressly exempted from the

Court in Lincoln 's -inn - fields were resumed . operation of the English Courts by the Common Law Pro

cedure Act and the Chancery Amendment Act ; and unless it
( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief could be brought within the 72nd section - the jurisdiction

Judge.) having been extended by the 65th section , that of the Court of
IN RE J. J . FRIEDLANDER . - The debtor, a commission Chancery and Common Law being given to it , and thereby

merchant and dealer in diamonds, carrying on business in granting it a legal as well as equitable jurisdiction - it could
Bloomfield -street , London -wall, recently filed a petition for not be brought within the cognisance of the Court. The
liquidation , and at the first meeting an offer wasmade of a creditor did not live in England at all, and having appeared to
composition of 198. 6d. in the pound, payable in two years ; l object to the jurisdiction - which objection , however, was
but," upon the resolution being carried into the office , | overruled - the question that now arose, as he thought for the
registration was refused , on the ground that the necessary first time, was as to the power of an English Court to make
majority of the creditors had not assented to the proposal. | any order whatever against a Scotchman . He should refer to
The statement of affairs disclosed liabilities amounting to a case somewhat similar to the present case -- that of
£15 ,273, with assets £12,857. Mr. Goldberg, for the debtor, | O 'Loghlan - which was the case of the service of a debtor's
asked that a new first meeting might be convened , on the summons upon O 'Loghlan , then living in Ireland. He did not
ground that the creditors would now probably assent to the | always reside in Ireland, because , being a member of the
intended arrangement. His Honour held , that having regard Imperial Parliament ,he was at times compelled to come and
to the decision of the Lords Justices in the case of “ Ex parte live in London . The order , however, was made for service
Cobb , re Sedley " (" Law Reports " 8 , Chancery Appeals, p . upon him in Ireland of the debtor summons, and this was
727), he could not allow a new first meeting ; and he therefore done personally , as it had been in the present case. It was
refused the application , withoutprejudice to any right which rendered imperative by the 50th rule that any claim should be
the debtor might have to file a fresh petition . by motion supported by affidavit , upon hearing which the

IN RE WILLIAM M ’AKTHUN. — The debtor was an iron Court would make such order as might be just. The case of
merchant, carrying on a very extensive business in Cannon O ’Loghlan was reported in the 6th Chancery Appeals, page
street, and at Greenwich ond Millwall. He recently pre - 406 , and it was there laid down by the Lords- Justices that
sented a petition under the 125th and 126th sections of the attendance of Sir Colman in Parliament was not a residence
Act, with liabilities returned at £268 ,830 (of which a consider - of a domiciled Irisbman any more than the Court of Chancery
able portion will probably run off), and property value could be said to be the residence of the Lord Justices. It was
unascertained . It appeared that previously to the filing of argued in that case that it was just as open to serve a Frenca:
the petition two executions had been levied upon the stock -inwo executions Dall been levied upon the stock - in - | man or any foreign resident in his own country , as it was to

trade and effects, and the debtor now applied , with a view to serve an Irishman with a debtor summons in Ireland. Lord
ord

the saving of expense, that there should be an immediate sale Justice James had expressed that opinion , and it was con

by the receiver, the proceeds, after deducting expenses, to be curred in by Lord Justice Mellish ,who observed that the mam

paid to a separate account. Notice of the application had | question was an important one in dealing with Acts.
been given to the exccution creditors, and they did not oppose . Parliament intended only for a particular part of the United

His Honour granted the application . Kingdom , and that the true principle of construction in such

cases should be that the acts that are to be brought within its

jurisdiction must be acts done within the jurisdiction and

May 24.
contemplation of such acts of Parliament. Now , that rule

precisely applied to this case ,and it must be supposed that.

(Before Sir J. Bacon , Chief Judge.) ction .
notice of motion must be taken according to that dic

IN PARTE COLE AMBROSE , NE LEONARD. - This was an appeal The Chief Judge said it would appear to be so, and D
from an order of the Bury St. Edmund's County Court, de proceeding further with the case he had better hear what

claring a transfer by the bankrupt, a farmer at Soham , in other side had to say . Mr. Little, Q . C ., said hemust call

Cambridgeshire, of certain cattle to the appellant, also a Lordship 's attention to a few remarks he should have to ma!

farmer, at Stuntney, in the same county, to be a fraudulent His Lordship called Mr. Little's attention to the order, who

preference under the 92nd section , and an Act of Bankruptcy. stated that Mr. Robertson was understood to appear with

Mr. De Gex, Q . C ., and Mr. R . Griffiths were counsel for the prejudice , and retired from the case before the evidence

appellant ; Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. G . W . Lawranco for | heard . Mr. Littlo said his attention had been called to

the respondent. His Lordship reversed the decision of the statement in the order, buthe was certain that his lords

Court below . would not grasp the point of the case unless he mentione

d before

which
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few facts , unless he was possessed of miraculous power. The thereupon , before delivery could be made to any one, he

case was shortly this . Morton & Son carried on business at telegraphed to the North -Eastern Railway Company not to

Newcastle , and failed in 1874 . Robertson was a potatoe sales. deliver them to any one except by his express instruc

man living in Scotland , and claimed not only as a creditor, tions. The learned Judge here intimated that after what had

but had received a dividend under that failure. Two matters fallen from Mr. De Gex he call edupon the other side, because
had to be inquired into - first, that Robertson had received a he was willing to decide the question upon the objection raised

cheque for £120 on the day the petition was filed ; and as to jurisdiction ; but in consequence of what had fallen from

secondly, that having a quantity of potatoes belonging to the the learned counsel for the respondent, he felt that hemust

debtor, to whom by law there had been a complete delivery, 1 hear the case upon its merits. The case was accordingly

he wrongfully reclaimed the goods, according to the trustees' adjourned to Monday next.
view , and caused their delivery to his own agents . He was

not entitled to the whole value of these potatoes, but only to an
( Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt.)

aliquot part . The commencement of the litigation was this . IN RE A, E , WESTBEACH. — Mr. Baker applied , under pro
The trustees on the 5th March personally served Robertson ceedings for liquidation instituted by the debtor, that Mr. W .

with a notice that on the 12th an appiication would be made C . Cooper , accountant, Gresham -street , should be appointed
by the trustees to the effect that he should repay the cheque | receiver and manager, and for an interim injunction to restrain
of £120, and aleo that he should refund the value of the two | actions. The debtor had carried on business at 38 Fenchurch
truck -loads of potatoes sent to the debtor on the 17th of street, as a general merchant, and at Brighton , under the
February , but which he had afterwards obtained and sold. style of “ The Celestial Works of Art Company." His lia
On the hearing of the case on the 12th March an order was bilities were estimated at £75,000, more than one half of
made postponing the case for fourteen days after hearing which will probably run off ; with assets about £20,000. His

Mr. Phillipson on behalf of Mr. Robertson , who applied for Monour granted the application .

the adjournment on the ground that he was unprepared to
go into the case. Mr. Robertson was required to pay the

May 25 .

receiver £100 to abide the result of the hearing of the motion ,
and also to pay the costs. His Lordship would observe that (Before Mr. Registrar Keene.)
this order was made after hearing Mr. Robertson 's solicitors. IN RE JOHN MORison . - Registration was allowed of a
Although it was true that Mr. Phillipson did object to the resolution to liquidate by arrangement passed by creditors in
jurisdiction in the court below , it was upon totally different this case. The debtor had carried on business at 21 Billiter

grounds to those stated in the affidavit. He did not object street, and also in the Minories, as a merchant and manu
on the ground of service, because he was there to respond ; facturer, shipowner, and ship and insurance broker. His

but upon larger and higher grounds. The ground taken by balance sheet returns unsecured debts of £24 ,563, and secured

Robertson 's counsel was that Scotland was the land of free debts , £191,202 ; the assets show a surplus, subject to realisa
dom from any invasion of the laws of England . The question tion . Mr. R . Fletcher , accountant, Moorgate-street, is the

of irregular service was answered by the fact of the man who trustee
was said to be irregularly served having gone to the County IN RE SIORDET AND Co . - The creditors of these debtors,
Court and asked for further time. He could readMr. Robertson 's who were merchants, of Mark -lane, and lately failed for

affidavit in reply to Mr. Greener's (the trustee), whose affidavit £400,000, have unanimously agreed to accept a composition of
stated that the petition was filed on the 18th of February, 12s. 6d . in the pound , payable in three instalments. The

1874 , and on the 13th March following it was resolved at a resolution to that effect has been duly registered by Mr.
meeting of the creditors to liquidate by arrangement ; and Registrar Keene. Messrs. Nicholson , Nicol, and Co . have the

the trustee, finding that the debtor had on the 17th February , conduct of the proceedings.

the day previous to the filing of the petition , but the day on
which it was signed , given a cheque for £120 to Donald

May 26 .
Robertson , immediately applied to him for the return of the

cheque. The statement of affairs showed that the debtor was in
( Before Mr. RegistrarMURRAY, siltliny as Chief Judge.)

the habit of purchasing potatoes from Robertson , and the ac
IN RE GEORGE LONGLEY. - The bankrupt, described as late

counts filed showed that on the 17th of February,Morton owed of 60 Prince's -gate , then of Devonshire Lodge, Maidenhead,
Robertson a considerable sum for potatoes. Morton kept an and elsewhere, Lieutenant-Colonel in the Royal Engineers on
account at Lambton & Co.' s, bankers, of Newcastle , and on half-pay , applied to pass his examination . The adjudication

the day on which the cheque was drawn the amount of had been obtained in the Berkshire County Court, and the

money owing to Robertson was £247 188. 11d . The affidavit proceedings were transferred by resolution of creditors . A
also stated that Robertson , having sent the quantity of statement of affairs disclosed debts of £11,375 , with assets

potatoes to the debtor (he subsequently obtained posses £1,756 . The bankrupt passed withoutopposition . Mr.Morley,

sion of them ) , had sold them and retained the proceeds. solicitor, appeared for the trustee .

The affidavit of Robertson stated that he was served with

notice of the motion on the 6th of March at Mayfield in
(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGITAM .)

Scotland ; that he was a domiciled Scotchman , and as such IN RE W ., G ., AND II . Woods. — The debtors, William ,

the Court had no jurisdiction over him , or to make the order George, and Henry Woods, proprietors of the City United

it had done. It went on to show that on the 14th February, Club, Ludgate -circus, recently filed their petition for liqui

the debtor owed him £367 25. 11d . for goods sold and de dation , and the Court last week appointed a receiver , and

livered , and on the 17th he received a cheque for £120 from granted an interim order staying further proceedings , at the

the debtor, which was paid to his bankers and was duly
suit of several creditors. The debts were about £9,000 , and

honoured . He was not aware at the timehe received it that assets estimated at £12 ,000, subject to realisation . Upon

tlie Mortons were in difficulties , nor had he pressed them or the application of Mr. Cock , on behalf of the receiver, bis
brought an action against them . That reduced his debt to Honour, in the absence of opposition , now made an order
£247 2s. 11d . for which sum he had proved , and had subse continuing the injunction .

quently received a dividend at the rate of 4s. 6d . in the .£ .

The affidavit went on to state that on the 16th he sent to the
North -Eastern Railway two trucks of potatoes, and invoiced In the House of Commons, on Tuesday, Sir E . Watkin

them to Mortons; buthe had not made any claim for them brought in Bills for facilitating the establishment of Provident

against the estate, and on the following day he received notice Savings Banks, and for providing Compensation for Accidents

that they did not require any potatoes, and immediately to Work people .
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IPSWICH COUNTY COURT.

MAY 21.

Before J. WORLLEDGE, Esq ., Judge.
Ex PARTE GEAND, TRUSTEE , IN RE WALTER NUNN, LIQUI

DATING DEBTOR. — An application for an order to prosecute

Nunn upon the ground that he has been guilty of offences

under the Debtor's Act, 1869, - Mr. W . B . Jackaman appeared

for the trustee in support of theapplication ; Mr. Hill for the

debtor. Mr. Jackaman stated that Nunn had been a cattle

dealer, and from the 2nd of March to the 10th of March he

purchased at various auctions cattle to the value of £1,418 68.,

and never paid a farthing of that amount. On the 16th , of
March Mr. R . Bond, auctioneer, filed a petition of bankruptcy

against Nunn , who was in his debt to the amountof £553 11s.,
and alleged certain acts of bankruptcy. Nnnn disputed the
acts of bankruptcy , and the Registrar reserved his decision on

the point. On the following day Nunn filed his petition of
liquidation , and Mr. Bond was appointed receiver. Not

having time for the duties of receiver, Mr. Bond appointed

Mr. Geard . On the 25th of March Nunn told Mr. Geard
thathe had paid from £100 to £200 to Mr.Wainrabe, jeweller,
Commercial-street, London ; Mr. Whitehead , Woodbridge .

road, £100 ; and his brother, Frederick Nunn , shipbuilder,
London , £400 ; all of which sumshe owed. £72 10s. he had

in hand he gave up to Mr. Geard . Application wasmade to
the parties named by Nunn as having received money.

Frederick Nunn distinctly denied that the debtor had paid
him a farthing , or that he ever owed him such a sum as £400 .
Mr. Whitehead also swore positively that he received no such

sum as £100 from the debtor. As to Wainrabe, who was

described as a jeweller, but who attended races, they had not

yet been able to find him . Nunn had admitted that he had

received £500 , but his man Trenter had sworn that from the

2nd March to the 10th March he had paid Nunn £1,100.
These actions, Mr. Jackaman contended , were offences under

the Debtors' Act of 1869, and quoted the sections of the Act

under which he based his application . He also referred to an

affidavit made by Mr. Geard , but Mr. Dill objected to that

& ffidavit , as it was sworn before Mr. H . M . Jackaman , a
partner of the trustee's solicitor, as commissioner. It was

sworn and filed only on the preceding day, and he had not
received a copy of it. As to the statements made to Mr.
Geard , at that time that gentleman was not trustee,and there .

fore, the sections upon which Mr. Jackman based his applica

tion did not apply . After a long legal argument, his Honour
refused Mr. Geard 's affidavit, as it was not sworn before a

proper commissioner. As to the statements made by the

debtor, he held that they must be made to a trustee to bring

the debtor under the Act, and Mr. Geard not being at the
time trustee, he refused the application, as he did not think

there was reasonable grounds for supposing that the debtor

would be convicted . His Honour ordered each party to pay
his own costs.

W . W . GARSIAM (Lowestoft). - A meeting of the creditors

of William Woolner Garnham , of Lowestoft, newspaper
proprietor, was held at the office of Mr. H . K . Moseley,

solicitor, Yarmouth, on Tuesday, 25th May, when it was
resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr. Lovewell

Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth , public
accountant, being appointed trustee. Messrs. Worship and
Rising are solicitors to the trustee.

WALTER WILLIAM KEMP (IPSWICH ). — This was a first

meeting of creditors , the debtor, a steam sawyer and miller,
having filed his petition on the 7th instant. The meeting
was held at the offices of Mr. F . B . Jennings, solicitor, 7
Falcon -street, Ipswich . It was resolved to liquidate by
arrangement, Mr. George Wright being appointed trustee,
and Mr. F . B . Jennings being instructed to register the
resolutions.

City AND COUNTY BANK . - On Monday, the adjourned
meeting of the creditors and depositors in the City and
County Bank was held at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon
street, Mr. E . Utten Brown in the chair ; but, upon the
meeting being constituted , Mr. Roberts, at the request of the
chairman , stated that the negotiations with Messrs. Brown,
Janson , and Co. had been , to a certain extent, concluded,
inasmuch as the draught agreement for the transfer of the
business to them had been drawn up, and the result had been
submitted to counsel. He believed that by the following
Thursday some definite proposal would be submitted to the
creditors and depositors. He was also instructed to say that
by the arrangement the whole of the depositors would be paid
in full. In reply to a creditor, Mr. Roberts said that the cus.
tomers would be treated the same as the depositors, and be
paid in full. He strongly advised the meeting to await the
result of the agreement, and to adjourn till Thursday. There
were several petitions before the Vice- Chancellor, and he had
every reasonable hope they they would be stopped and the
parties made to pay their own costs, and he hoped to havethe
co -operation of every shareholder as well as every creditor and
depositor. The meeting was again adjourned . At the ad.

journed meeting,Mr. Godden , upon being called upon by the
chairman , stated that the agreement for taking over the

business of the bank which was under negotiation had been
decided upon , and not only had the terms been arranged and
approved by counsel, but the agreement itself signed, sealed ,

and delivered . It provided for the payment of all debts and
liabilities of the bank by Messrs . Brown, Janson , and Co.,

according to the schedule annered to the agreement. The
gross liabilities as certified amounted to £96 .000, but a great

proportion of those would , of course , run off, as many of them
were bills which would be met atmaturity . But the agreement
could not come into force until after themeeting called for the
8th of June, at which it must be approved . Messrs. Brown,

Janson , and Co, were to appoint a liquidator, and the bank

was to consent to a winding -up order. He therefore hoped
that every creditor and shareholder would support the carry:
ing out of the agreement. Some conversation then ensued.

In reply to a question put by Mr. Chatterley, Mr. Godden
said thatthere had been three provisional liquidators appointed,
butthey had no power beyond that of being mere receivers.
In reply to a question , Mr. Crowe, the manager of the bank,
stated that the schedule annexed to the agreement containeu

the whole of the bank 's liabilities, excepting of course the
paid -up capital of thebank. The deposit and current accounts
were, of course, dead liabilities, which would have to be pard
in full ; but the acceptances which were included would, be

had every reason to believe , be met in full. Upon the motion
of Mr. Beaumont, seconded by Mr. Wicks, it was unanimously

resolved : - " That Mr. W . H . Roberts be, and is hereby, no

structed to continue to oppose any order being made upon athy
hostile petition that is or may be presented against they

and County Bank , and to use every effort to carry into enter
the termsof the agreement dated this day, and made between

the City and County Bank of the one part, and Messrs. Browse

Janson , and Co. of the other part."

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

LEEK , COWAN , AND Co. (DALJARNOCK ). - At a meeting of the

creditors of Messrs . Leek , Cowan , and Co., turkey-red dyers,

Strathclyde Works, Dalmarnock , Mr. J. R . Strong ,

accountant, was elected trustee. The liabilities amount to

£13,610 3s. 100 .

David LANGHAM (IPSWICII). - A first meeting of creditors

was held on Tuesday, the 25th instant, at the offices of Mr.

F . B . Jennings, solicitor, 7 Falcon -street, Ipswich . It was

resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation , Mr. George
Wright, accountant, being appointed trustee, and Mr. F . B .

Jennings being intrusted with the registration of the
resolutions.
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S. H . EMMENS (LONDON). - A meeting of the creditors of some timeago to Rio of a delegate, Herr Brunn, in whom the
Stephen Henry Emmens, of 8 Old Jewry, merchant and company had complete confidence. The first information of

banker, trading as ·Emmens Brothers and Co.,' was held on the arrival of Herr Brunn in Rio reached the company in
Thursday at the Cannon -street Hotel, when a statement of his Hamburg with not unfavourable communications on the 11th
affairs was submitted and read by Mr. James Cooper, of the of this month ; but later, on the 17th , a telegraphic advice
firm of Johnstone, Cooper , Wintle, and Co., public accountants. was received that Herr Rieke had disappeared , and had left
The liabilities were stated at £89,000 , with assets , principally behind him important engagements of unknown amount.
in mines and shares (subject to realisation ), amounting to Next day followed a farther telegram , which allowed it to be
£109,000 . Liquidation by arrangement was resolved upon , concluded that improper credits of large amount had been

and Mr. Cooper was appointed trustee to act with a committee given , and later information still further increased the sum

of inspection chosen from the general body of creditors, of doubtful assets of the concern . In these circumstances

Messrs. Crook and Smith being the solicitors to the pro the directors had thought it advisable to stop the course of

ceedings . current payments to single creditors pending a farther clear
W . Ě . TAYLOR (ACCRINGTON) . - A meeting of the creditors of ing up of the position .

W . E . Taylor, Ènfield Mills , Accrington , was held at the
Offices of Messrs. Stevenson , Lycett and Co., on Tuesday, at

12 o 'clock , when a statement of affairs prepared by Mr. Edwin
Collier, of 64 Cross-street, Manchester, was read to the APPOINTMENTS.

meeting. The statement showed gross assets including
property held by creditors £72 ,912 8s. 1d ., and gross liabilities

$53,606 148., leaving an estimated surplus of £19,305 14s. 1d. (The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint .
Resolutions were passed that the works should be carried on ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column . ]

under the supervision of a committee of inspection , with Mr. The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. B . P . Daniels
Collier as trustee.

(Good , Daniels , and Co.) official liquidator of the Bronfloyd

Company, Limited.
Vice-Chancellor Bacon has appointed Mr. Edward Hart

FAILURES.
(Hart Brothers, Tibbetts, andCo.) provisional official liquidator

of the City and County Bank (Limited).

Vice -Chancellor Sir Richard Malins has appointed Mr.
Alfred Good, of 7 Poultry, official liquidator of the Great

of Dormer- villa , Leamington , was on Friday before Mr. Bra National Fire Insurance Company (Limited) .
bazon Campbell, the registrar of the Warwick County Court.

The estimated liabilities are about £50,000. The liabilities to un .
Mr. Harry Brett, of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford ,

secured creditors amount to nearly £10 ,000 — The suspension is Pattinson , and Co., of 150 Leadenhall- street, E . C ., and 12
announced of Mr. Alfred E . Westbeech , of 38 Fenchurch -street, Vigo-street , Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been

merchant, with liabilities amounting to £75,000 , of which it appointed trustee of the estate of James Hogg, of 3 Printing

is expected about £40 ,000 will run off or be covered by house lane, in the City of London , publisher, a bankrupt.

Mr. H . Montague, of 5 and 6 Bucklersbury, solicitor to the

The business has been in existence 17 years. The failure is trustee.

occasioned by the severe and rapid fall in prices in China . Mr. John Pattinson (of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford ,
The books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. Foreman Pattinson and Co.), of 150 Leadenhall-street, E .C ., and 12
and Cooper , of 7 , Gresham -street. A petition for. liquidation Vigo-street, Regent-street, W ., public accountant, and Henry

was on Tuesday filed in the Sheffield Bankruptcy Court by Brown, of 7 Westminster Chambers, Victoria -street, West
Mr. Isaiah DankiWaddy , auctioneer and valuer, of Sheffield , minster, public accountant, have been appointed trustees of

whose liabilities are about £10 ,000, with assets estimated to the estate of Daniel Henry Doherty Waterhouse, of No. 5
beworth very little more than a shilling in the pound. The Hertford -street, May - fair , in the county of Middlesex , of no
stoppage is said to result from stock and share broking trans occupation . Messrs. Lumley and Lumley, of 22 Conduit

actions.
street, Bo nd-street, solicitors to the trustees.

IRELAND. - We are informed that the liabilities of Messrs .

Husseden & Runge, of Belfast, whose failure was announced
last week , amount to £100 ,000, and that the assets will turn
out to be very small. The liabilities fall chiefly on Belfast WINDING UP. - An extraordinary general meeting of the

manufacturers, but some of them hold securities. shareholders of the City and County Bank (Limited) is con

The Scotsman reports the failure of Messrs . Smith and
vened for Tuesday, the 8th day of June next, for the purpose

Davidson , grain merchants, of Greenock , with liabilities
of passing a resolution for the voluntary liquidation of the

amounting to £50,000, and large assets.
company, and for appointing a liquidator. - A petition to wind

up " The Fibre Association (Limited )” has been presented to

The stoppage was announced on Saturday last of the the Court of Chancery. - In the Rolls Court , on Monday, an

Deutsche Braziliansche Bank of Hamburg, whose difficulties order was made to continue the voluntary winding-up of the

have been the subject of comment for some days past. The “ Swiss Times ” Company, Limited, under the supervision of

institution has only been in existence about two years, and has the Court, on the petition of a creditor and contributary.-- A

a branch at Rio , where the present embarrassments have petition for the winding-up of the Seal, Lock , and Registering

arisen . It was hoped that some assistance would have been Pressure Gauge Company, Limited, is to be heard before Vice

rendered on account of the wealthy connections of the bank . Chancellor Malins on the 4th June . - At a meeting of the Deer

The liabilities are expected to be very large, and will probably Park Mining Company on Wednesday, a voluntary liquidation

fall upon German houses chiefly . With regard to the failure was resolved upon , and Mr. Wilde, the secretary, and Mr.

of the Deutsche Brazilianische Bank , advices from Hamburg Hughes ( R . Eaton , James, and Co.) were appointed joint

state that a meeting of the shareholders has been called for liquidators.

the 22nd June next. An official notification of the suspen SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

sion of the bank has also been issued , in which it is stated In the House of Commons, on Tuesday, Mr Watkin Williams

that tho difficulties and embarrassments have arisen through | gave notice that on the motion for the second reading of this

the breach of instructions committed by the former manager Bill he would move that it be read a second time that day six

of the bank at Rio , Herr Rieke, which led to the despatch ' months,
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NEW COMPANIES. MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort.

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .
Apply to R . F . Preston, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London, W .C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

the following Companies, which were registered during the
week :

Arrowsmith and Co. - Capital £50,000, in £5 shares .
City Conveyance - Capital £15 ,000 , in £1 shares.
Dominion of Canada Plumbago – Capital £100,000 , in £10

shares.

Great Grimsby Alpha Building - Capital £10,000 , in £10
shares.

Globe Brick and Tile - Capital £10,000, in £5 shares.
GroomeCompany - Capital £42 ,000 , in £1 shares.
Heyford Iron - Capital £50 ,000 , in £10 shares.
Improved Electric Telegraph - Capital £200 ,000, in £10

shares.

New Appletreewick Mining - Capital £10,000, in £10 shares.
New Crickheath Lead and Copper - Capital £16 ,000, in £2

shares.
New Silkstone Colliery - Capital £100,000 , in £20 shares .
Sawney and Co. - Capital $ 15,000 , in £5 shares.
Southport and West Lancashire Banking - Capital £300,000,

in £10 shares.
T . Oakes Condliff Beer and Aerated Water - Capital

£2,000 , in £5 shares.
United Irish Newspaper - Capital £5 ,000 , in £1 shares.

Wear Ironworks - Capital £150 ,000, in £5 shares.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay.-- Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane .

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings , Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT, INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENECROFT, Manager.

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

" The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS!! PENS!!!
" . They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.ll.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edir

TAE BANKRUPTCY Act , 1869.

A THIRD and FINAL DIVIDEND of 17d . making
n altogether 4s. 1 ]d , in the pound , on the Estate of JoÅN CLARK , of

7 Weymouth -street, Hackney - road , and of 434 Hackney -road , in the
County of Middlesex , Cabinet Maker, will be paid at the offices of Messrs.
Foreman and Cooper, No. 7 Gresham - street, in the City of London , on and
after the first day of June next.

Dated this 28th day of May , 1875.

EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN ,

Trustee .

TN LIQUIDATION . - All persons having claims
against Mr. J. J . NEWTON , of No. 4 Paxton -terrace, Anerley-road ,

Ncrwood , Draper , are requested to send particulars of the amount thereof
to us, on or before the Twentieth of June next, or they will be excluded
from participation in the division of Assets . - FOREMAN AND COOPER .

Public Accountants, 7 Gresham street, E . C .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFERS.SYNDICATE ” AGENCY.

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices, No. 3 Craten .
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are ; - lst . - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground on

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels
Public Honses, Inde, Beer Houses, Restaurants , Coffee Houser , Tobacco
pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd. - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valu tion
of Land, Farms, Estates , and Houses ; also Vainations of Fur
niture, Jewellery, and other Effects , for probate and other pur.
poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. Oth .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection wita
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

IN LIQUIDATION . - All persons having claimsagainst
1 Mr. E . N . FORD, of 270 Bethnal Green road, Linen Draper, are re
quested to send particulars of the amount thereof to us, on or before the
Tenth of June next, or they will be excluded from participation in the
division of Assets. - FOREMAN AND COOPER , Public Accountants,

7 Gresham -street, E . C .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertam
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and conti
dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business.

R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

ou posite Tilbury Fort , and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 1s . PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol- lane, City .
I hana :P U ,Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and brend , 18.

o 100l- lane, vy . Na

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clck , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread , 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6d.
Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E . C.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England.

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEÉ IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J. Atkinson , Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry , Esq.
John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M . P .

F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,216,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,140,151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .

AND AUDITOR .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATIOX .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE ' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round thebody,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ) , forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. Jonn Waite, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 60 , 31s. 60,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d . , 428., and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Trus, 42s., and 52s. 60. Postage
free . P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to Join WHITE, Post- office ,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c.

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60 , 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 58 . 6d. and 78. 60 . Adults, 10s. 6d ., 159. 6d., and 21s. each .

Postage free. - JOHN WHITE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschril18,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of Palse Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a Safe or
Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itsell

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually
a New Lock and Key, as often as may be desired, without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
“ Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK, SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

CPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL
President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . . Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .

WALTER NEWTON FISHER , Birming- WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON, Coventry.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London .
EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON, London ,

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . JOHN HENRÝ TILLY, London .

HARRY BRETT, London .
WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY. Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland .
JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILK

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester .
GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a,King William Street , London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street , and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford .
BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON, & Co ., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER’ S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

COLE MANZ AGRICOLE
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN . C EMRAWLINGS

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION,

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .

N
C
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U
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ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,
62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,

promptly inserted .
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy DE

be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. Mar 29, 1870 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. — New SERIES. — No. 26 .) SATURDAY, JUNE 5 , 1875. [PRICE 6D.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. PUBLICATIONS.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN
AT BRADFORD.

A Dividend is intended to be Declared in the Matter of
JOHN HARGREAVES, of Vere- street, Bowling, in the parish of

Bradford , in the County of York , Coal Merchant, adjudicated a bankrupt
on the Eleventh day of May, 1875 .

Creditors who have not proved their debts by the 28th day of July , 1875,
will be excluded

Dated this 2nd day of June, 1875 .
'ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,

15 Kirkgate, Bradford , Trustee .
PERRY AND ROBINSON ,

Bradford, Solicitors to the Trustee.

MHE IRISHI LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL, with Law Reportsand PublicGeneral Statutes The only

LegalNewspaper published in Ireland Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 10s. ; Single Copy, 9d.;
delivered free in Town or Country .

Office : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

Just Published , DemySvo., price 5s., cloth boards.

COLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT HENRY
RICHARDSON , A S . A .Eng ., Law Accountant and Aaditor.

The abovewill he sent by post free on receipt of Order (crossed London
and County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith ,
London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Bookcellers, & c .,
100 Chancery Lane, London .

Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
I preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION ,which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

oposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISI DIXXERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 1s. Per week .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway , and Two Min

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,

U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSII, MILNER,
and Co . Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHYBUYERS DESIROUS ofINVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which when reccived , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.
Marsh . Milner , and Co . , Land and Timber Surveyors , 54 Cannon - street,

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application ,

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON.
Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S.E .
MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon

1 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Landand Reversion Offices ( Established
1812 ), 54 Cannon -street.

MIMBER TRADE. - A first-rate opportunity occurs

1 either to join an old established firm as PARTNER, or to purchase
the business. Capital required , about £2,000 . - For particulars apply to
G . E . MORTON , A . S . A . E . 22 Buckingham -street, Strand , W . C .

TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the accountant,he has made
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages, on Moderate Terms.

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
A

gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub- editing and General News
paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand

if desired. Three years' articles. Premium expected. Address, Mr.
ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch - street, E . O .
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The Accountant. pany, and to the advantage which might be gained if

certain particulars were required by law to be shown

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS. in the published balance sheets of such companies.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time Not only would it be convenient that comparisons

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or should be facilitated between the leading facts relating

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription to different concerns which are of like character, and

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s . (post free ). between the successive balance sheets of the same
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable concern , but other advantages would be found to attend
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters a well-judged scheme for the preparation of uniform

relating to the general business of the paper, should also accounts.

be addressed . Literary communications should be
A careful study of themodes in which various kindsdirected to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current of fraud and error oan be masked , would be a de

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to sirable preliminary step , before determining the shape

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .
in which the law should require accounts to

TO ADVERTISERS. be presented . It would probably be found that the

classification and description of assets would in many
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an cases be a matter demanding special attention . Fem

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed boards of directors are willing, perhaps, to disclose the

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty
existence of doubtful items until concealment has

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success become impossible. This tendency towards secrecy is
in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes not always indefensible -- for it may be better not to

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
disclose to the whole world , including, of course, rivals

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium in business, the exact nature of the difficulties with
for the announcements of members of the profession , as which one has to contend. A favourable liquidation of

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap .

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, such doubtful matters may even be hindered by tho

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; much publicity. On the other hand , it is certain that

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com
any concealmentwhatever is an injustice towards those

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser who , upon the faith of the published accounts, may

tion in the current number, should reach the office on become purchasers of shares . And in very many cases,
Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .
the rivals and opponents whom it is mostdesirable to keep

N . B . -- Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith in the dark , have unsuspected means of information, and

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls, are perfectly acquainted with all the facts which

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End
Newsvendors. directors are most anxious to conceal. On the whole,

and giving full weight to the obligation of loyalty to
TO SUBSCRIBERS.

wards existing shareholders,we believe it will rarely be
In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers , the proprietor has made arrangements for the found that the reasons in favour of publicity are over

supply of Cases for holding and preserving the balanced by other considerations.
Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ), If, then, the assets of companies were divided in

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on such a manner as to distinguish what is tainted with
front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub .

doubt, what is overdue and out of course, and what is
scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE , 62 Gracechurch . incapable of immediate realisation , from current debts

street, London , E .C . and bills and thoroughly convertible investments, the

creditor and shareholder would alike gain much

useful information . The vigilance and activity of the

whole staff would be taxed, in order that unfavourable

JUNE 5, 1875 . comment might not be excited by the existence in

undue amount of uncollected rents or other periodical

In our last impression we alluded to the importance of receipts . And here, too, it might be an easy matter

an efficient audit of the accounts of every public com . | comparison between , for instance , two gas compani

T be A ¢countant.
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accounts , to determine whether from the amount of their means in any one undertaking, must so far do

apparent arrears, there was room to suspect a fraud good.

like the well-known case of Higgs; or , on the contrary For the purpose of interposing somedifficulty in the

the moral certainty that no such thing was possible . way of unprincipled schemers , who would evade the

Every self-acting contrivance like this is of assistance provisions of an Act of Parliament, however well de

to a well- intentioned board of directors, and is an im vised , the services of a competent auditor are of

pediment to rogues.
inestimable value ; and the regulations made might be

The case of a less honourable direction , which
of a character to afford support to such an officer in

disasters daily occurring show is not infrequent, is hard
the discharge of his duty ,and to define the sphere of

to meet. If we assume that there is a resolute deter
his action . As things stand, an auditor who insisted

mination on the part of a board to pay dividends for a
upon overhauling the profit and loss account, and de

time, and to conceal any unsoundness which might
biting it with every sum which in his view ought to be

stand in the way of their policy of representing every
reserved to meet losses and outgoings, might be told

thing to be couleur de rose, then wemay rely upon means
that he was invading the province of the directors , and

being found for evading the strictness of any Statute
that these things were matters of policy. But what is

ever framed . Unproductive investments can often be
prescribed by law , he could insist upon without exciting

recast, debts of a desperate character represented by
remark or ill-feeling. A further, if humbler use of

renewals, in such style as to give the impression that
such statutory provisions would be educational. Thero

old loans have been paid off with interest, old invest
are many small and obscure undertakings, the accounts

ments realised with profit, and new transactions, pre
of which are miserably kept, and audited in a most

sumably safe, entered into with the same parties. A
inadequate manner, usually by shareholders. These

mining company, not long since, was enabled to pay
concerns would probably find it necessary to employ a

dividends because the vendor entered into a contract to
competent accountant to put their books on a proper

pay a fixed sum per month, for a limited period , for
footing so as to comply with the Act, and then they

deliveries of ore, and for his own purpose went on
would see the utility and economy of ongaging his

with his payments without reference to the delivery or
future services in the capacity of auditor .

non -delivery of the ore he had purchased . In like
On another occasion, we may discuss the question

manner, a railway contractor, by becoming the lessee

as to what can , and what cannot, be accomplished by

of his own lines, can conceal the actualnet earnings,
the best of auditors : meantime we hope enough has

( as the accounts would only show the sums paid by him

been said to draw the special attention of accountants

in virtue of the lease,) until he has got rid of the
to the important subject of companies' balance sheets.

shares which he holds. All these are temporary ex

pedients ; but such contrivances generally serve the The general meeting of the shareholders of the

purpose of unscrupulous promoters, who can often in Emma Mine has had for its result a determination to

one or two years at most work out their schemes suf continue the operations of the company, and to try if

ficiently to enrich themselves and cause enormous losses it be yet possible to recoup former losses. The reso

to others.
lution , settled by Vice-Chancellor Malins himself,

It is a question for those interested in banking, whe- which embodied this decision, was carried by a cloar

ther any interestought to be reckoned on accounts which majority of the shareholders on the register ; while of

have practically gone into liquidation , however ample those who actually took the trouble to vote either per

the unrealised security may be supposed to be. Such sonally or by proxy, the proportion of contents and

“ lock -up ” accounts, on which the primary debtor can non - contents was about nine to one. Under these cir

not pay the current interest, are not rare . Sometimes cumstances , it is somewhat surprising that a strong

they are of enormous magnitude, and such a regulation attempt was made to pass over the decision of the

as we have suggested might have the effect of stopping meeting , and to carry into effect the compulsory

dividends. But this, though entailing loss on someof the winding-up of the company. The arguments used

shareholders, would be no more than a fair warning to were of a familiar nature. First of all, it was said that

the outside world . And any thing that would tend to nearly two-thirds of the shareholders were absentees ,

induce investors to avoid placing a large portion of and hence that the meeting did not truly represent the
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general body. The obvious reply to this argument is, direct attention to the edifying scramble which took

that if shareholders will not, in a case of such vital place for the privilege of conducting its obsequies.

importance to their interests, take the trouble of filling . Six petitions in all were presented , three being by

up and transmitting their proxy papers, they may be creditors ; and these were distributed over the Vice

fairly put out of the question ; and besides, even if all Chancellors' Courts. The result of it was, that Sir

the absent shareholders had attended, and voted James Bacon made an order on a shareholder's petition

en masse against carrying on the business of the which came before him , adding that any arrangement

company, their votes would have been outnumbered by as to the transfer of the assets to another bank could

those who were in favour of continuing operations. easily be carried out, if found to be beneficial. It cer

The second argument was peculiar. It was stated, that tainly seems a strong justification for resorting to a

& pamphlet had been circulated representing in the | compulsory order , that from the various petitions it

most flourishing terms the future prospects of the was clear that the pickings of the company were being

company ; and that many shareholders had been fiercely fought for, and that the assets must have been

misled by its sanguine calculations. But it appeared wasted in the fight. But surely , without disputing the

that the petitioner had himself been rushing into print, | right of any body to petition , the scramble is a little

and advocating his own views with much fervid power ; | unseemly . To say that the first petition shall always

and the court apparently set off one publication against prevail, would be to place a still higher premium on

the other, and in deference to the expressed wishes of sharp practices ; and it would only be fair to givethe
the shareholders, dismissed the petition . The future conduct of the winding-up to the most deserving peti

must show whether this decision is wise, or whether tioner . If a little more judicial notice was taken of

the openly- expressed doubts of the Vice -Chancellor the proceedings in other courts, and the fact of a

as to the ultimate prosperity of the company were petition having been presented in one court, made it
founded . But apart from legal and obligatory on any other division to refuse to hear any

technical grounds, the judgment seems thoroughly | petition, or to make an immediate order for its transfer,

sound and wise . If partnerships were to be carried a good deal of scandal would be removed .

on upon the footing of being liable to summary ex

tinction against the wishes of the great majority of

the partners, at the caprice of any timid or captious The point decided by Vice -Chancellor Malins in the

member of the firm , co -operation in any shape would Maria Anna and Steinbank Company's case , which we

be summarily put an end to . In the case of joint
reported last week , though unusual, has in a some

stock companies , the winding -up power of the court what different form occurred before, during the pro

was at one time exercised in a somewhat undiscrimi ceedings under the Albert Arbitration. There, shares

nating manner, and many of these associations too in a company stood in the names of two persons, one

summarily extinguished . While the rights of creditors of whom died. In the winding-up , it was held that,

ought to be scrupulously regarded and protected , the they having been joint tenants , the beneficial interest in

shareholders may fairly be compelled to act more as s the shares passing to the survivor, and the deceased

body associated in a common enterprise, and less as a holder being liable, under his several covenant, for

heterogeneous mass of individuals. In other words, himself, his heirs , executors , and administrators, to

it ought to be left, more frequently than is the case, to perform all obligations attaching to the shares, only in

the general body of the shareholders to decide whether
respect of such obligations as attached up to the time of

they will wind-up their undertaking, or continue to his death , his executors must be placed upon the

carry it on. Companies suffer too much by over register, of course in their representative capacity, in

sharp promoters and weakly distrustful shareholders, respect of such obligations only . It seems, therefore,

to have their assets made the prize in a lottery to be that Mrs. Hill would , as representing her husband, be

struggled for by every shrewd man of business who liable for any obligations attaching to his shares

may happen to hold a few shares.
previous to his death , but not otherwise. The case we

have referred to is reported in the 15th volume of the

Without questioning the propriety of a compulsory | Solicitor's Journal, p . 922, under the heading

winding-up of the City and County Bank , we may yet re Kirby's Executors.
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL.
Correspondence .

SIR, — The following observations of Mr. W . E . Forster

and Colonel Barttelot on the resolution moved by the

latter in the House of Commons, on Monday last, " That

no legislation with regard to the Friendly Societies can be

deemed satisfactory which does not provide in some way

for compulsory registration and audit, and for the gradual

introduction in all cases of a properly calculated scale of

contributions," - may possibly be deemed by you worthy of

insertion in your paper with reference to the vexed ques .

tion of audit :

“ COLONEL BARTTELOT : - Every one connected with these

societies must be anxious to know whether they were in a

state of solvency or not. Hon . members would recollect the

circumstances of a trial held at Liverpool at the beginning of

the year, with reference to a fraud committed on a burial

society. In that case , one Crossley was arraigned for stealing

the key of a certain chest belonging to the society , and it

appeared that his father, who had been the secretary of the

institution , had been , during his life , what the world called a

most respectable and flourishing man , and that after his death

he had been buried with all the pomp and circumstance of

an alderman . It soon afterwards, however, turned out that all

his respectability was fictitious, and that he had been guilty

of great frauds upon the society. But who were the auditors

of this society ? which numbered 120,000 members, and pos

sessed £20 ,000 of assets, - why, they were two members of

the society who had been made the tools of Crossley, who

kept two bank books, a forged one for the inspection of the

auditors, and a real one for the use of the bank. The fact

was that auditors should be men sent down by theGovern .

ment who had nothing whatever to do with the societies."

“ MR. W . E . FORSTER : — No doubt there was to be a quin

quennial valuation ,but who was to be the valuer ? Hewas to be

appointed by the society. The whole advantage of such a

valuation would be neutralized unless they insisted that the

officer should , through the government, be responsible and fit

for his office. Then came the other requisite , - a sound and

an honest management of the society from year to year. That

depended mainly on the accounts, and the accounts mainly

depended on their proper audit * * If the auditwere to be

conducted by men appointed by the societies, with no check

upon them from without, we might as well not ensure any

audit whatever.”

I may add, that according to the remarks of the Chan .
cellor of the Exchequer on the samemotion , it is proposed

by the Friendly Societies Bill to give greater facilities for

checking fraud, and to enforce against auditors and others

penalties which do not now exist .

Yours, & c.,

LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS.

To the Editor of the Accountant.

Sir, — Hearing thatmy remarks in your issue of the 8th
instant, have brought down" the editor of the Law Times

upon me, I have had the curiosity to see for myself what

the “ oracle has spoken ." I find it simply “ bosh ," and a

friend adds, “ too rubbishy to notice." " I will, however,

with your permission , just have a few words in reply, not

exactly by way of answer, - for I really cannot find any

thing requiring it, — but simply , because I feel in the
humour. It is the old tale over again , the advocate's

motto , ~ " If you have no argument, abuse your opponent.”
" What a most mistaken notion (says the Law Times), ' to

think that solicitors are always' paid for making out a

bill of costs." Who said they were ? And yet, when are

they not, when they do make one out ? For as the Law

Timcs says, “ they avoid it as much as possible, as a
disagreeable duty .' ” The client is informed that he has

so much to pay , without being even furnished with par

ticulars ; and if he ventures to think the amount too much ,

then is the time for making out a bill of costs, in many

cases, a professional “ hand" being specially engaged . I

know of one case where a solicitor' s bill was originally

sent in , including an item for making it out at about £4 .

The person having the same to pay, thought it too much,
and he would have it taxed : another bill was made out

for £12, and eventually £8 odd was actually paid ! What

other trade or profession can “ manufacture" like this ?

It is no idle tale, I can vouch for its truth, for I paid the

money myself ! Take a solicitor with principally a

bankruptcy practice. How many of his bills are made

out without the item referred to ? and your readers no

doubt will be the best judges as to how many of them are

required for “ taxation by an opposing party.” It is all

moonshine ! the shoe pinches, and the Law Times kicks,

and “ clouds" the dust, in the vain endeavour to blind its

readers. If the editor of the Law Times himself con

sidered my remarks the rubbish he would have his readers

believe, I fancy they would have been allowed to pass un

noticed, and without comment from him . I have,however,

myself noticed, that when an obscure M . P ., for instance,

has made a telling speech , there has generally been found

some person or other to criticise, approving or disapproving

what has been said ; but if the speech has been dull,

uninteresting and nothing in it, it has generally passed un

noticed . Truth is not always palatable, and so it is that
my remarks have roused the anger of the Law Times. It

was not, and is not, my wish to find fault with solicitors as

a body, many of whom are my best and most intimate

friends ; but I, for one, do not care to be continually

insulted by a few nameless pettifogging lawyers, some of
whom are struck off the Rolls for “ bad behaviour." I have

brothers, and other relatives, in both law , physic , and
divinity ; yet I consider myself quite as far above doing a

mean action as any of them , or their “ kind ," although I

happen to be one of those “ described as an accountant."
Yours truly,

TRUSTEE
May 29th , 1875 .

N . 1

Savings Banks Funds. - The National Debt Commissioners

report that in the year 1874 the interest accrued to them on
the Post Office Savings Banks Fund invested by them

amounted to £742 ,863 ; the interest allowed to depositors

amounted to £524 ,560 , and the expenses incurred in the year

were £99,616 ; making together £624 ,176 , thus leaving the

Government a profit of £118,687 on the year's transactions.

But the interest accrued in the year to the Commissioners on

the Trustee Savings Banks Fund being only £1,406 ,610, and

the interest allowed to depositors being £1,467,615, there was

upon this account a loss of £61,005 ; and the interest accrued

to the Commissioners on the Friendly Societies Fund invested

was but £23 ,798, while the interest allowed to the societies

amounted to £74 ,253, showing a loss of £50,455 . Therefore,

the surplus on the Post Office Savings Banks account being

£118 ,687, and the loss on the other savings banks £111,460,

the net result was a surplus of £7,227,

The death is onnounced of Mr. T . C . Mundey , an old and

wealthy member of the Stock Exchange. Mr. Mundey was

promoter of the Van and other well-known mining companies,

and is stated to have amassed a fortune of about £500,000.
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COURT OF QUEEN 'S BENCH , WESTMINSTER.
in other branches of the Court. One came before Vice-Chan .

cellor Malins this morning, and was directed to stand over for

a week. The o !her two - one brought by Messrs. Brown,

June 1. Janson , and Co., the other by the Credit Foncier - Were to

(Sittings in Banco, before the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE ,Mr. Justice come on before the Master of the Rolls on Monday. Mr. Kay,

MELLOR, and Mr. Justice QUAIN .)
Q .C ., Mr. Swanston , Q . C ., and Mr. Graham Hastings appeared
in support of the petition ; Mr. H . M . Jackson, Q .C ., sup

Jay v . THE GRESHAM LIFE INSURANCE COX.PANY. – The Court ported on behalf of creditors. Mr. Southgate, R . C., Mr.

was occupied half yesterday and half to -day with this life Little , Q . C ., and Mr. Edward Chitty for the company ; Mr.

insurance case — which was tried at the Assizes, and the trial Whitehorno for the petitioner in Vice-Chancellor Malin 's

of which had taken up six days. The insurance had been court ; Mr. E . C . Willis for depositors ; Mr. Waller, Q .C . and

effected by the plaintiff on the life of his wife, who had been Mr. W . Latham for the Credit Foncier ; and Mr. William

& Mrs. Lupton , and whose life he had insured after her Pearson and Mr. Dauney, for Messrs. Brown, Janson , and Co.,

marriage. He was married to her in September, 1871, the opposed . They said that the order, ifmade at all , ought to be

policy was in October, 1872 , and the lady died October, 1873 . made on one of the creditors' petitions, and that arrange

The defence set up by the company was that the plaintiff had ments were in progress by which it was hoped the assets and

not answered truly the questions put by the company as to liabilities would be taken over by Messrs. Brown, Janson and

the usualmedical attendant of the lady, and as to her being of Co, on terms. They asked , therefore, that the petition might

sober and temperate habits , and that in point of fact she was, stand over to allow a general meeting to carry out the pro
as he well knew ,addicted to drinking, and to such an extent posed arrangement by means of a voluntary winding-up, or,

as to affect her health and shorten her life . It appeared that at least , to have all the petitions heard together . The Vice .

in 1871 the plaintiff had been introduced to Mrs . Lupton by Chancellor said everybody agreed that the company mustbe

a lady , a friend of his , and that he became engaged to her, wound-up in some way. The facts were undisputed that the

but that afterwards he saw her in such a state of excitement, company was insolvent, had ceased to carry on business, and
as he supposed under the influence of drink , that he spoke owed considerable debts , and tho amount of assets was un

to her friend about it, and wrote a letter to Mrs . Lupton certain . It was the plain duty of the court to prevent the

herself throwing up his engagement ; but that in conse spoilation of the property and needless litigation . There was

quence of an explanation on her part, he was convinced no case suggested that it would be possible to resuscitate the

that his suspicions were unfounded . He, however , before company, and he must therefore make an immediate order.

the marriage , consulted her medical attendant, Dr. Davis , It was said that a beneficial arrangementmight be cometo

who stated that he had cautioned her against excessive with Messrs. Brown , Janson , and Co. If that were so, they or
drinking, and warned her that she was suffering from any one else could make an application in the winding up to

disease in consequence of it , and that he told the plaintiff carry out such arrangement ; and liberty to do so should be

that she suffered from drinking, which he, however, denied , inserted in the order. His Honour then overruled song

though he admitted that he had consulted Dr. Davis technical objections that had been taken , and said the one set

" whether he should marry the lady , with referenco to her of costs would be allowed the creditors. Those who opposed

health .” The marriage , however , was solemnized , and, would not be allowed costs . The other petitions were not

afterwards the insurance was effected , and within a year she before him , and he could not, therefore, dealwith the costs of
died . At the trial, Dr. Davis , the lady who had introduced those petitions.
Mrs. Lupton to the plaintiff, and many other of her rela
tions and friends were called as witnesses for the company, (Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . HALL.)

and swore that she drank to excess , and that they had re IN RE THE BRADFORD West-END MILL COMPANY. Thiswas

peatedly seen her drunk ; while on the part of the plaintiff a petition for the winding-up of the above company, which

many witnesses swore that she was perfectly sober. There was formed in the year 1872. It appeared that the company

was a great mass of evidence on both sides. The trial had never commenced business, and that the only shareholders

lasted six days, the learned Judge took up nearly a day in in it were the subscribers to thememorandum of association ,

his summing -up , and the jury, after some hours' considera . Mr. W . C . Harvey was for the petitioners . The Vice-Chan.

tion found for the plaintiff ; and there was an application to cellormade the usual winding-up order.

set aside theverdict asagainst the evidence. Mr.Giffard, Q .C .,
and Mr. Cave were for the plaintiff in support of the verdict;

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R . Malins.)

Mr. Digby Seymour, Q . C ., for the company, was not called RE THE EMMA Silver MINING COMPANY (LIMITED.) – A

upon . The court, after hearing the counsel for the plaintiff petition was presented in the matter of this company in Oc.

fully , said that the mass of evidenco was so great that they tober last , by a Mr. Askew , a shareholder, praying an order to
thought it better that the case should not be decided by a wind up the company compulsorily . The petition stood over

single trial. As the case was to go to a second trial, they from time to timetill the 24th of March last, when a decision

thought it best not to say anything further as to their was pronounced upon it , though no winding up orderwas they
reasons for this conclusion , lest they should prejudice the made. The general facts attending the formation and

second trial. Rule absolute for a new trial. operations of the company having been set forth in previous

reports need not now be stated . By the decision of the 2160

March last , the petition was ordered to stand over till ”
meeting of the company had been called to ascertain the real

VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN's Inn. opinion of theshareholders as to its true position . Accordingly,

on the 9th of May last a meeting was held , at which NT.

May 28.
Whinney was in the chair,and641persons,holding 27 ,754 shares

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir JAMES Bacox.)
voted in favour of a resolution (settled by the Vice-Chancellor)

that it was the opinion of that meeting that the operations of

IN RE THE WOLSINGHAM PARK DINAS AND FIRE BRICK the company could be carried on with a reasonable prospecto

COMPANY. - An order was made for winding -up the above com success, and that the Vice-Chancellor should be requested not

pany. Mr. Little, Q .C ., and Mr. Bush appeared for the to make any order for the winding-up of the company.
petitioner. Mr. Byrne, for the company, did not oppose. Eighty - five persons, holding 2 ,810 shares, voted against the

IN RE THE CITY AND COUNTY BANK (LIMITED). - This was resolution ; and 19 persons holding 380 shares, sent the
a petition for winding-up the above company, brought by a proxies to the petitioner, but he being prevented by illne

Iness

shareholder. Three other petitions, presented on the samo from attending this meeting the proxies were lost.

day that this petition was presented, were brought by creditors | petition being now mentioned to the Court, it was wrgeu

11
the
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behalf of the petitioner that a winding-up order ought, not for presenting it ? He thought now , as he did at first, that
withstanding the resolution of the company to the contrary, the petitioner had been misled by the parties who had intro.
to be made. In support of that view , it was insisted that the duced the scheme into this country. The petitioner appeared
total capital of the company being 50,000 shares, it followed to have lost about £2,500 by the share he had taken in the
that holders of 19,026 took no part in the meeting ; and that concern , and it was surprising , if his own statements as to the

of the persons voting in favour of the resolution , 599, holding company were correct , that he should have thought it worth
21,924 shares, had sent their proxies to Mr. Macdougall ; that his while to present this petition . Still his doing so was not
it was more than probable thatmany persons present at the absolutely unjustifiable , or in itself reprehensible , and it
meeting were swayed by the knowledge of his influence, and might, perhaps, have been wiser for the parties to have

that they had voted as they did in consequence of a circular acceded to the prayer of the petition in the first instance.
sent by him to the shareholders with reference to the solvency They had not done so, but had strenuously opposed it. It is
of the company, representing it to be realising £12,000 a year now clear that the petition must be dismissed : and he thought

and free from debt, with £17 ,000 on hand ; whereas, it was it should be dismissed without costs . That being so, there
said , those representations were untrue. It also appeared that I must be no costs given to the company , as against the

the petitioner had himself sent a circular to the shareholders, petitioner, the samerule would apply to the old directors, who
giving them his views on the condition of the company . Mr. must bear their own. Neither Mr. Macdougall nor those who
Cotton , Q . C . and Mr. Graham Hastings, appeared for the sided with him could be allowed any as against the petitioner,
petitioner, and insisting on the actual insolvency of the com It was true they had succeeded in their views, but they must
pany, asked that it should be wound -up ; but the Court pay for their success . Mr. Burnand ,who finally agreed with
declined to hear that argument. They then asked that the them , should have appeared by their counsel also. He had
petition should stand over till some one could be found to ad . not done so, and must take the consequences. The result
vance money to work the mine. Mr. Glass, Q . C ., and Mr. would be that every onemust bear his own costs, except Mr.

Robinson were for Mr. Macdougall and other shareholderswho Whinney, wbo would be allowed his out of the company's

had , and still, opposed the winding -up of the company ; Mr. estate. The order would therefore be, - Petition dismissed ,

J . Pearson , Q . C . and Mr. Colt were for the company ; Mr. J . without costs ; costs of the company and Mr. Whinney out of

Napier Higgins, Q .C .,Mr. Kekewich , and Mr. Wintle were for the estate ; costs of the late directors to be paid by themselves ;
some of the old directors ; Mr. Grosvenor Woods was for Mr. costs of Mr. Macdougall and his friends by themselves; and
Burnand ; Mr. Nash was for other parties. The Vice. costs of Mr. Burnand by himself.
Chancellor said the petition to wind -up the Company was

heard at great length on the 19th and the 24th of March last ,
and although supported by the petitioner and some other

shareholders , there was a very strong amount of feeling with BANKERS' CLEARING House. — The following is the official
respect to it, and great opposition was offered. He had felt return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'
himself bound to take steps to ascertain what was the real

opinion of the shareholders in the company, and the result of Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, June 2 :

the arguments on the petitition was, that, although he Thursday, May 27 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . £13,651,000

thought then , as he did now , that it would have been the Friday, May 28 . . . . 13,138,000
wiser course to wind-up the company, he directed a meeting of

Saturday, May 29 .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 14,719,000the company to be held . Hewas afraid it had led to more ex

pense than he had anticipated, but both he and his chief Monday, May 31 . . . . . . . 38,530,000

clerk had taken the greatest possible pains, and given their Tuesday, June 1. . .. . . . . 18,436 ,000

utmost attention to the matter. With regard to the settling Wednesday, June 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15,572,000
of themode in which themeeting was to be held, who should

or should not attend it , and as to whether solicitors and re £114,046,000
porters should or should not be admitted , every precaution The total at the corresponding week of last year, which also
had been taken that the meeting should be so convened as

that every shareholder should have the fullest opportunity of comprised a Stock Exchange settlement, was £129,654,000 .
expressing his opinion on the condition and prospect of the At the Hull Bankruptcy Court an application was made to
company. The meeting was presided over by Mr.Whinney, a remove Mr. A . Atkinson , of Bradford , from the office of trustee
gentleman in every way competent to direct its management, of the estate of James Large, an absconding bankrupt. The

and nearly every one appeared to be satisfied. The meeting fact appeared to be that the opposing party on attending the

was perfectly fair and impartial, and the result was that a meeting for election of trustee, found on their arrival the
very large majority was in favour of going on with the resolution signed , & c , : but it was replied that the meeting

working of the company. The proportion of voters was having been held in due course , and at the time named, the

about eight to one, and of votes about ten to one. Never - appointment should not be disturbed because the represen .

theless, it had been now attempted to be argued that the tatives of some creditors arrived late . The Deputy Judge
company should be wound -up. That argument, however, he declined to disturb the appointment, and complimented the

at once stopped, for he could never act as if no such meeting trustee upon the energy and ability he had shown in the
had been held and as if nothing had been done since the 24th | matter.

of March last . One of the principal grounds on which the A COUNTY Court JUDGE ON BOOK -KEEPING - - At the

proposed winding-up order was now asked for was that Mr. | Sheffield County Court on the 26th instant, the judge, Mr.
Macdougall had recently circulated a pamphlet with reference Ellison , had an application made to him in the case of William

to the affairs of the company ; but Mr. Askew , the petitioner , Hollis, a bankrupt, that an accountant might be appointed

had also published one, and therefore that ground conld not (paid out of the estate) to assist the bankrupt in drawing up a

possibly prevail. The Vice-Chancellor felt that as against the statementof accounts , as he did not thoroughly understand

large number of votes and voters in favour of a continuance them . The judge, in declining to make the order, said that if

of the company, this application to wind it up could not be such assistance were obtained , it ought to be at the expense of

entertained . It would be unjust to allow the petition to the bankrupt's friends. The estate ought notto suffer by the

stand over, as suggested , and so let it hang above the head of payment of such charges. He thought it would be a very in

the company. The petition must be dismissed ; and the only jurious practice to adopt or allow such a thing. It would, no

question then would be whether it should be dismissed with , doubt, be a beneficial thing for the accountants, but very

or without costs. The petition was presented in October last . unfair to the creditors. No very great knowledge of book

It stood over from time to time, and first came directly before keeping was required to enable a tradesman to understand his
him in December, 1874. Was there originally a justification ' own books.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. June 3 .

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGIAM.)
May 28.

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)
Ix NC WOODS AND C0. - THE CITY UNITED CLUB. This

case wasmentioned to the Court under the following circum

IN RE JAMES CUNLIFFE. - The bankrupt, described as a stances : - The debtors, William , George, and Henry Woods,

steamshipowner, commission merchant, and agent, of 83 proprietors of the City United Club , Ludgate-circus, had pre

Gracechurch -street , applied to pass his examination . His sented a petition for liquidation , and a meeting of creditors

accounts disclosed debts amounting to £21,923, of which had been convened for the 17th instant, at the office of Mr.
£5 ,748 was unsecured , with assets consisting of stock - in -trade A . G . Ditton , the solicitor to the proceedings. It had recently

at Goole, £50 only . The bankrupt had presented a petition been discovered that about 800 or 900 persons were sub.

for liquidation , but the creditors failed to pass any resolution , scribers to the club, having paid their subscriptions up to

and adjudication followed . Mr. Owles, for the trustee, did January, 1876 , and counsel had advised that they were

not oppose. Mr. Douglas Straight opposed for one of the entitled to the notice of the meeting. It was accordingly pro

creditors, and stated that the bankrupt had obtained from his posed that the place of meeting should be altered from the

client within the three months preceding the date of the solicitor's office to the Guildhall Tavern , and its date post

failure goods of the value of between £750 and £80 ) . Cer poned from the 17th to the 21st inst., and , upon the application

tain representations had been made to the creditor,and it was of Mr. Cock, his Honourmade the order asked for,

desirable that the circumstances under which possession was

given of the property should be fully investigated . Mr.

George Lewis, who supported the bankrupt, stated that he had

a complete answer to the opposition . Mr. Registrar Pepys

said he did not wish to throw any obstacle in the way, but the
Average or LIFE. - A return recently made by the Registrar.

right to examine the bankrupt and other witnesses would not General, in compliance with an order of the House of Lords,

be affected by the passing of the examination . Mr. Lewis shows the average age at death among different classes in the
said that information had been given five months since as to
the disposal of the goods.

healthy county of Rutland on the one hand, and on the other
Alr, OwLes stated that the trustee

was satisfied with the accounts as they stood. Some discus.
hand in the Superintendent-Registrar's district of Liverpool,

sion followed , and eventually Mr. Registrar Pepys said he of Manchester, and of Salford, all of which three have a high

thought the bankrupt was entitled to pass, without prejudice death -rate. The classes distinguished in the return are (1)

to any application which might be made for the examination the gentry and professional persons and their families ; (2)

of witnesses.
tradesmen , & c ., and their families ; and ( 3 ) labourers,
mechanics, and servants, and their families. The return er

May 31.
tends over the 13 years 1861-73. The deaths in that period in

the first class , among the gentry , occurred at ages which gire

( Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt.) an average of 43:1 years in Rutland , but only 46 . 1 in Salford,

41:6 in Manchester, and 45 .6 in Liverpool. The difference is

Plews, and Baker, applied to the Court to appoint a receiver to not very great ; but in the second class — the tradesmen class

the estate of Mr. James Dawbarn , of 80 Lombard -strect , also - the ages at death in Rutland show an average of 44:4 years,

carrying on business at Norwich , and Thetford, and at Win but only 29.6 in Liverpool, 28 9 in Manchester, and 29: 7 in

ford , in Somersetshire, as coal and iron merchant and mine Salford. Among the third class, labourers, & c., the ages at

owner. The affidavit stated that the liabilities were £34 ,000 , death averaged 36 years in Rutland, butonly 23 . 4 in Liverpool,

including those on bills of exchange, about £6 ,000 of which 24:4 in Manchester, and 22:4 in Salford . It appears, then , that

would run off. There were some secured debts, but the value in the county of Rutland the tradesmen class average at

of the security was not at present capable of being estimated . death an age not greatly below that of the gentry , but the

The assets consisted of household furniture and effects , on labouring class only three-fourths of that age ; but in the

which there is a bill of sale , a stock of coals and plant, and three towns the tradesmen class average only about two thirds,

the usual trade effects to the value of £1,020 , and book debts and the labouring class notmuch more than half the age of

estimated to produce £4,000 . His Honour appointed Mr. the gentry. In the towns the average age of the labouring

Wintle, of the firm of Johnson , Cooper, and Wintle, public class at death . and also of the tradespeople class, is only

accountants, receiver and manager, and made an order re about two-thirds of the same class in the county of Rutland.

straining the executions of judgments obtained by the Bristol Another part of the return shows how many of the deaths

and South Wales Bank, and also restraining the Sheriff of were of children , how many of young persons , and how

Middlesex, who had seized the cash -box of the firm , contain many of adults ; and here we see how in the three towns the

ing £420 , and the furniture, from disposing of them without excessive loss of life in infancy brings down the averageage at

the order of the court. death . Taking 1873, the last year in the series,we find that
IN RE RICHARD Eaton . - The debtor, a mechanical engineer, in the towns no less than 8 ,394 of the 19, 117 deaths, that is ,

of the Eaton Engineering Works, The Grove, Southwark , and nearly 41 per cent. — were of children under five years of age;
also of the Chemical Works, Basford , in Nottingham , has preBasford , in Nottingham , has pre- | but in the county of Rutland only 129 of the 417 deaths, us

sented his petition for liquidation , stating his liabilities, of | less than 31 per cent. In the townsmore than 21 per cent. of

which £464 on bills would rur, off, at £32,500. There were the deaths were from zymotic diseases, but in Rutland less

debts to the amount £4,500 fully secured, and £6 ,400 partly than half that ratio ; and in the towns nearly 74 per cent. of

secured , leaving a total amonnt of liabilities to rank against the deaths from zymotic diseases were of children under five,

the estate of £25 ,000. In addition of the engineering works, but in Rutland only 55 per cent.

there were chemical works at Basford , in Nottinghamshire,

with a considerable plant, for the manufacture of sulphuric THE NORTHERN (IRELAND) Lsw CLUB has passed the

acid . The total value of the assets had not been ascertained . following resolution : - “ Thatwe are ofopinion it is prejudicial

His Honour, on the application of Mr. Baker , appointed Mr. to the interests of our profession that its members should act

Peacock Turner, public accountant, of Gracechurch -street, with mercantile or trade debts collecting societies, or agents,

receiver and manager, with liberty to purchase the necessary and we, therefore , recommend the discontinuance of the

raw material to keep the works going at Basford to avoid the practice, and that instructions should bo received and como

rapid deterioration of the value of the plant which would manications made only from or with either the principals of
otherwise ensue. their attornoys,"
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CHARGE OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. from his difficulties, and may at the same time secure equality

among his creditors. The first meeting of the creditors
under the liquidation is summoned , the claims and proxies are
handed in to the chairman of the meeting , a composition of

a few shillings in the pound is offered to the creditors and
accepted by a statutory majority , and this arrangement is

afterwards confirmed at a subsequent meeting. The nature

At the Hull Police -court, on Monday, John Wilkinson ,

jeweller, Great Driffield , was summoned for having obtained
goods under false pretences, and also with having disposed of

them otherwise than in the ordinary way of trade, within three
months of his becoming a bankrupt. - Mr. Sydney, of London ,

appeared in support of the information , and Mr. L . White, of

Driffield , for the defendant. — Mr. Sydney stated that the
summons had been taken out pursuant to an order made by

the London Bankruptcy Court, directing a prosecution on the

part of the trustees under certain liquidation proccedings.

The defendant was a jeweller, carrying on business in Great
Driffield , and he filed his petition for liquidation by ar

rangement in the Hull County Court, on the 22nd of

January last. The first meeting of creditors under the

liquidation proceedings was held on the 13th February , and a
resolution was then passed by a statutory majority of the
creditors, and it was decided that the affairs of the bankrupt

should be liquidated by arrangement. That resolution was

subsequently duly registered in the Hull County Court, and at
the same meeting Mr. W . C . Harvey , of Basinghall - street,

London , and Mr. Morris Samper, Hatton Garden , were

appointed joint trustees. The liquidation proceedings were

transferred from the Hull County Court to London . A state

ment of affairs was produced by the debtor's attorney at the

first meeting of creditors, and the debtor was submitted to an

examination by the trustee. On the trustee returning to
London ,many of the creditors expressed great dissatisfaction

with the result of the debtor's examination , and at the request

of the creditors the trustees called a meeting for thepurpose of
considering the statement of affairs and to decide upon what

course to take. On the 19th of April a meeting of creditors

was held in London , and a resolution was passed directing the

trustees to apply to the Court for an order to prosecute. An

application was subsequently made to the Court, and an order
was made directing the trustees to prosecute the debtor

under the provisions of the Debtors Act, 1869. The
magistrate asked if the goods were sold in Hull ?

Mr. Sydney replied that they were all sold in Hull. He
understood that some question would be raised as to the

jurisdiction of the court in the matter. The London Bank
ruptcy Court, and indeed other courts as well, invariably,

prior to granting an order to prosecute , require the opinion of
counsel that there is a reasonable probability that a convic.

tion will be secured . In this instance they had taken the
opinion of Mr. Besley, of London , who advised that that

court had jurisdiction , inasmuch as the goods were sold in

Hull. – The magistrate said it was quite clear that the court
had jurisdiction .

The case was adjourned until the 9th instant, for the attend

ance of witnesses, bail being accepted in two sureties of £100

each .

Mr. Sydney said the deficiency amounted to £3,000, and the

estate had realised £600 .

acceptances on bills of exchange. The debtor may be a small
trader , and may have been obliged to borrow money and

renew bills at a high rate of interest. This is not very
hypothetical. On the other hand , some of the liabilities

incurred by the debtor are invariably those of his or
dinary tradesmen , whose claims are for sterling value, and
their claims are placed in a very small minority com

pared with the liabilities on the bills . The tradesmen
creditors must then be governed to a very great extent, if not
altogether , by the action of the bill holders , whose exorbitant
claims eat up the greater portion of the debtor's assets . Is
this fair and equitable towards the smaller creditors ? The
bill holders are of course aware that the debtor can find friends

who are willing to come forward and compound with his

creditors in order to save his reputation and credit in business.
Looking at the ingredients of their claims, they can perhaps
well afford to accept a composition of 10s. in the pound,

and are favourably inclined towards the debtor, know

ing well, among other things, that he may have occasion for
their services again . Who is to guarantee that consideration

has passed between the debtor and his creditor in respect of

the bill ? The holder of the bill will not convict himself.

Somemeans should be afforded to the creditors of testing the
bona fides of the transaction , and this is the great stumbling

block with which bona fide creditors have to contend . The
difficulties that have to be overcome in order to arrive at tho
truth of the transaction are such as to deter any creditor from
contending with the question . Again , the debtor is required
to produce to the firstmeeting of his creditors a statement of
his assets and liabilities issued by himself. Who is to test the
veracity of the statement ? He should be required to produce
the statement on oath , and should also be required to answer
any questions that may be put to bim by any creditor at the
meetings respecting every creditor's claim . A bill of exchange

is a very convenient security for a creditor to hold , as it im

ports per se a valuable consideration , which it is very difficult
to rebut. Creditors'meetings should be altogether abolished ,

and in place thereof the proceedings in bankruptcy and liqui
dation should be conducted under the supervision and control
of the proper officers of the court. A receiver should be ap
pointed in each case by the court, if necessary, and the dis
cretion as to what is right and proper to be done under the
circumstances of each case should be left to the officers of the

court. Creditors may be unduly biassed in adopting a reso
lution , and great opportunities are placed at their disposal for
improper action . The matter should be left in the hands of

an impartial person ."

SCARBRO' COUNTY COURT.

BANKRUPTCY REFORM . (Before Judge BEDWELL.)

RE HENRY HUGALL HARPER, OF SCAGGLETHORPE. - At the
A correspondent of a contemporary writes as follows on this last Court, held on the 4th ult., an application wasmade on

subject : - " It is admitted on all hands that the existing Act the part of Mr. Wise, of Malton , an execution creditor, for

and the rules engrafted upon it are totally inadequate in many payment out of the estate of the amountof his execution and
respects to secure to advantage the interests of the creditors costs. ---Mr. Langborneappeared for the execution creditor, and

generally. Take, for example, the case of a debtor who has Mr. Crowther for the trustee under the liquidation . It ap

presented a petition for liquidation by arrangement, or by peared that the petition for liquidation was filed on the 1st of

à composition with his creditors . The object of the Bank April last, while the execution was issued and entry made upon

ruptcy Law is to secure equality amongst creditors, and this , the debtor' s premises on the 29th of March . At that time all

I presume, is the meaning of affording the debtor the facility the furniture and effects , as well as the crops and farming

for presenting his petition for a liquidation by arrangement, in stock , were in the possession of the debtor' s landlord under å

order that, when a debtor feels that he is hopelessly involved , distraint for rent. Mr. Langborne maintained that the

he may, by the opportunity offered to him , extricato himself | execution creditor was entitled to be paid in full, he having
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had possession of the goods before the petition was filed. On heavy failures , we understand that several actions at law are
the part of the trustee,Mr. Crowther argued that the execution likely to arise out of some large transactions in which the
creditor was not in possession at all, all the goods having been Aberdare Iron Company was engaged just previous to its

previously seized, and being at the time of the alleged levy collapse. Webelieve there is no secret in the matter to which
in the hands of the landlord for rent. - His Honour reserved we refer ; in fact , it was stated by Mr. Fothergill at a meeting

his decision at the time, but delivered it on Monday, when he held not long since at Cardiff that he had placed orders in the
said the seizure by the county court bailiff was not invalidated | north of England for iron to the extent of £100,000. It is
by reason of the landlord being in possession . It would not well known that a great deal of that iron has been made, and

be invalidated by a prior execution seizure. This is laid down bills drawn against it are now running on the company ; but
in Wm 's Saunders, i. 257 (ed . 1871). - " If the second writ be it has not yet been delivered , and was, in fact, awaiting ship.
delivered to the Sheriff after he has seized the goods under the ment at the time of suspension. We understand further that
first , the goods are bound by the second subject to the first, the sellers declare it to be their intention now not to deliver
even without a warrant, and although the first writ be after except against cash . As regards a portion of the quantity of
wards set aside." Clearly , therefore, the seizure was not in the iron referred to, the usual weight notes were passed to the

validated by reason of the landlord being in possession as buyers, and the latter have pawned these documents to third
distrainor. By common law the landlord distraining takes no parties for large advances , treating them as warrants,and the
property in the goods seized ; he only gets a lien , that is , a ownership of the iron will therefore be contested . A petition

right to hold till he is paid ; but by a statute of William and for liquidation was filed on Wednesday, in the Sheffield Bank.

Mary he was empowered to sell ; and until the sale the ruptcy Court, by Joseph Erskine Bambridge, carrying on
property in the goods remains where it was, viz . in the business as a common brewer and malster, at Doncaster,

debtor-tenant. In fact, therefore, at the time when the Yorkshire. The liabilities are stated to be about £6 ,000,with
county court bailiff went into possession , the actual property assets the precise value of which is not yet ascertained.

in the goods was in the debtor. It was clear also on the HEAVY FAILURES IN THE IRON TRADE. - The Aberdare and
authority of Slater v . Pinder, L . R . 7 Exch . 95 , that as the Plymouth Iron Companies, whose critical position was last

execution creditors had , for a debt under £50 , seized the week the common talk in the City, were announced on Monday

goods prior to the Act of Bankruptcy, he would have been afternoon to have failed . Messrs. Sanderson and Co., bil

entitled to the proceeds of sale against the trustee even if there brokers , of 69 Lombard - street, of which firm Mr. Henry
had been an adjudication , and the adjudication had been prior Gurney was a partner, likewise stopped on Monday, having

to a sale by the execution creditors, and in the event which been largely connected with the above companies. The official

had happened , there having been no adjudication , his Honour notice issued by Messrs. Turquand , Youngs and Co., on

was clearly of opinion that the execution creditor was entitled . Monday, in reference to the above failures, was as follows:

His order was that the costs of the execution should be taxed , “ A further meeting of some of the principal creditors of the

and that such costs and the amount of the debt were to be Aberdare and Plymouth Iron Companies was held this after.
paid out of themoney in court, so far as it would go ; and if noon ,when it was determined to request the parties to prezent
insufficient, that the balance due to him was to be paid out of a petition for liquidation of their affairs by arrangementwith

the estate ; and if more than sufficient, then the balance of a view to Mr. Turqnand being appointed receiver and interim

the money in court was to be paid to the trustee ; the latter manager. It is hoped that this may prevent a suspension of
to have bis costs paid out of tho estato. the works of the companies pending the adoption of other

possible arrangements. In view of their large engagements
with the above two companies, Messrs. Sanderson and Co., of
Lombard- street, have also thought it right to present a similar

FAILURES. petition . Apart from these liabilities, Messrs . Sanderson
and Co. have stated that their assets will prove to be of un
doubted character.” _ On Monday it was also announced that,

ENGLAD. - Messrs. Walker & Simpson , flour merchants, in consequence of the embarrassment of the iron trade and of

of No 3 Old Ropery, Liverpool, have suspended payment. The their obligations in connection with other houses which have

liabilities are said to amount to £33, 300, and the assets are recently failed, Messrs . Gilead A . Smith and Co ., of Change.

expected to realise £24 ,000 , leaving a deficiency of £9, 000. alley, were compelled to suspend their payments. The books

- - News has been received of the suspension of a large house were placed in the hands of Messrs. Harding, Whinnep,

in Canada , which will affect the Leeds district to the extent of and Co., accountants . The firm has been established about

about £30,000 . - Messrs. l'eter Salomon and Co., of Billiter seven or eight years, and was largely engaged in the American

street, have presented a petition for liquidation . — Two ad iron trade. The liabilities are estimated at about £600,000,

ditional members of the Stock Exchange were “ declared"
for a greater part ofwhich securities are held by creditors, and

on Tuesday morning, but the cheques of one of them — a on their realisation the assets will mainly depend . The sus

jobber - were returned on the previous day. Five failures
pension was likewise announced of Mr. James Dawbarn , of 80

have consequently been announced in connection with the Lombard -street, and of Norwich and Thetford, and elsewhere,

Eettlement, but the liabilities in each case are small, coal and iron ore merchant and mine owner. The liabilities

On Monday a petition in liquidation was filed at the
were stated at £34 ,000 , with assets estimated at £25,000 . A

Bradford County Court by Mr. Hartley Merrall, worsted petition for liquidation by arrangement was presented to the

manufacturer, of Spring Head Mill, Haworth , near Bradford . Court of Bankruptcy, and upon the application of Mr. Baker

The liabilities amount to £22,000 . The books are in the hands (Lawrance and Co.) Mr. Wintle, of the firm of Jolinstone,

of Messrs. H . W and J . Blackburn , accountants, of Bradford . Cooper, Wintle and Co., public accountants, was appointed
The amount of assets is not yet known . - A petition for liqui. receiver to the estate .

dation has been filed in the Manchester County Court AMENICA . - American advices announce the suspension of
by Edward Michelson , of No. 1 Print-street, Cannon Messrs. Chandler, Hart and Co., Philadelphia , engaged in the
street, Manchester, merchant, trading under the style boot and shoe trade, with liabilities of £25,000 .

or firm of E . Michelsen und Co. ; liabilities £16 ,000 . Canada. — Canadian advices state that Messrs. H . Davies

It was announced on Wednesday that , owing to the recent and Co., dry goods merchants, Montreal, have called their
failure of the Aberdare and Plymouth Iron Companies, Mr. creditors together ; liabilities believed to be large. -- Canadian

Edward Corry , of 8 .Lew Broad- street, London , had been com advices report the suspension at St. John 's , N . B ., of Messrs.
pelled to suspend payment. His books were placed in the | E . Beiler and Co., musical instrument makers ; Mr. R .
hands of Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co . The Times says : | Sneeden , broker ; Mr. Fred . Ring, oil merchant; and Mr. ";

Among the complications that will result from the recent | M . Tweed , wholesale druggist - all owing to the tightness of
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PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.the money market. Owing to the failure of Messrs. H . Davies

and Co ., Montreal, Mr. Nelson Davies had made an assign

ment. Liabilities £30,000 ; assets about £18 ,00 ) .

A telegram in the Vienna Neue Freie Presse announces tho
suspension of Cloetta and Schwarz , of Trieste . The liabilities

are estimated at about £100, 000 , and fall in London , Vienna ,

and Trieste . The firm was very largely engaged in the cotton

trade, and had also embarked recently in coal speculations,

A private Vienna telegram in the Allegemeine Zeitung states

that Her Ribartz , vice-governor of the National Bank , has

shot himself in consequence of this failure. The Berlin

National Zeitung is informed of the failure of Duruthi and

Co., of Athens, with important liabilities. A recent number

of the same journal contains official particulars of the affairs
of Herzfeld and Co., woollen merchants, whose failure was

reported a short iimo ago. The assets amount to £7, 900 ; the
liabilities to £30,300 . A dividend of about 25 per cent. for

unsecured debts is expected . A statementthat the suspension

has necessitated the confinement of one of the partners in a

madhouse is confirmed .

HOUSE OF Lords, MAY 28 .

FalsiFICATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL. — The Marquis of Lang .

downe, in moving the second reading of this bill, said that its

object was to provido that any person who should wilfully

falsify accounts should be guilty of misdemeanour. In å

recent case the manager of a large banking firm , being in

difficulties, transferred the money of a client to his own ac

count. A prosecution was instituted , and the case was clear ,

but a conviction was impossible. Similar cases had occurred

before, and the present bill, which had obtained the assent of

the Law Officers of the Crown and had passed the other

House without amendment, would , it was hoped , prevent these

offences. The bill was then read a second time.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

F . W . CHOSSLEY (SOWERBY BRIDGE ). - A mooting of the
creditors of Mr. Francis Whitworth Crossley, of Sowerby

Bridge , drysalter , trading as “ Frank Crossley and Co.," was

held at the offices of Mr. Walter Storey, solicitor, on Friday.

The statement of affairs showed liabilities £1,577 193. 2d.,

and assets £2,082 9s. ; the surplus of assets over liabilities

amounting to upwards of £500. Resolutions were passed to
liquidate the estate by arrangement, and not in bankruptcy,

Mr. Frederick Foster (Foster, Roberts , and Co. ), accountants,

being appointed trustee, and Mr. Storey entrusted with the
registration of the resolutions.

J. K . EDWARDS (PLYMOUTH ). - A general meeting of the

creditors of John Kittow Edwards, grocer and general dealer ,
of St. Cleer , washeld on Monday, at the offices of Mr. J. E .
E . Dawe, Union -terrace, Plymouth , to receive a report from

the trustee (Mr. Dawe) and to give such instructions to him

as might be deemed expedient. Mr. R . H . Dawo attended as

solicitor of the estate. The debtor's statement being of an

unsatisfactory nature, the creditors present passed a resolution

to the effect that should the committee of inspection consider

it desirable that an application should be made to the court

for the prosecution of the debtor, the trustee should forth with
institute such proceedings.

R . BULLOCK (SELBY).- A dividend of 3s. 1d . in tho pound
has been declared in the estate of Robert Bullock , farmer, of

Chester Court, near Selby ; and at a meeting of the creditors

held in Knottingley , Mr. Alexander Atkinson , of Bradford,
accountant, the trustee in the matter, was formally thanked

for his efficient services in the conduct of the proceedings.
H . Smith (LOWESTOFT). - A meeting of the creditors of H .

Smith , of Crown Street, Lowestoft, Baker, was held at the

Crown Hotel, Lowestoft, on Monday, 31st May, 1875 , when it

was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr.
Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth,
public accountant, being appointed trustee with & committee

of inspection . Messrs . W . R . Seago, of Lowestoft, and C . H .

Wiltshire, of Yarmouth , are solicitors in the proceedings.

A , K . FORBES (ARBROATH ). - A meeting of the creditors of

Mr. A . K . Forbes, flaxspinner , Hatton Mill, near Arbroath ,

was held in Arbroath on Tuesday, when Mr. Forbes reported

that he had been unable to get the security he anticipated ,

He however made an offer of 6s, per £1, which the creditors

present accepted , subject to the whole of the others doing

likewise .

G . ROPEKTS (SHEFFIELD). - At a meeting of the creditors of

Mr. George Roberts , carpet merchant, of Market -place , Shef

field , held on Tuesday, it was resolved to accept a composition

of 13s . in the pound. The liabilities amount to £10,416

18s, 10d., and the assets to £9,626 178, 54 .

HOUSE OF COMMONS, JUNE 3 .

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE Society ARBITRATION Bil. -

The Attorney -General moved the second reading of this

Bill, which had come down from the House of Lords. Ho

explained that in seeking to fill up the vacant post of

Arbitrator the Lord Chancellor was obliged by the existing

Act to choose a gentleman who either was or had been a

judge, and that, as there were difliculties in complying with
this condition , it was proposed by the present measure to

make the qualification 15 years ' standing at the Bar. It was

intended, moreover, to provide for an appeal to the Full

Court of Chancery, and for bringing before the same Court

points in regard to which the late Arbitrator, Lord Romilly,

had differed from his predecessor, Lord Westbury. With

respect to an amendment which had been placed on the paper
by the hon , member for Coventry (Mr. Jackson ), objecting to

the measure being dealt with as a private Bill, he explained

that, under the rules of the House of Lords, it had been found

necessary so to treat it. He was prepared to accode to the

proposalmade in another amendment of the same hon .mem

ber - namely, that the Bill should be referred to a Select Com
mittee ; five members to be nominated by the House and

four by the Committee of Selection .

Mr. Jackson, under these circu'usta :nces, would not oppose
the second reading .

Sir P . O ' Brien said there was a strong objoction on the part

of many persons interested to any one undor the status of a

Judge being appointed Arbitrator.
After a few words from Mr. Stacpoole,

Mr. Raikes remarked that the appointment of a Select Com

mittee would afford an ample opportunity of weighing all

objections, and pointed out that it would be especially impor

tant to consider whether it was desirable to leave the Arbitrator

to decide at his own discretion whether or not there should be

an appeal.
Mr. C . Lewis thought there had been nothing more

lamentable in the administration of justice in this country than

the European Assurance Society Arbitration . At the end of
five years , and after an expendituro of abont £50,000, they

had come to the conclusion that nothing whatever had been

done. It was to be hoped that this scandal would not be
aggravated in the future .

Mr. Meldon maintained that the policy-holders unght in

justice to have a right to appeal not dependent on the dis
cretion of the Arbitrator.

The Bill was read a second time, and referred to a Select
Committee.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL .

The House then went into Committee on this Bill.
On Clause 14 ,

Sir W . Barttelot moved an amendment providing that the

auditors should be “ one or more approved by the Registrar,"

his object being to socure that in futuro those who audited
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re dis.

the accounts of these societies should be fit and proper persons Mr. Anderson next moved an amendment to the effect that
to discharge the duty. the audit should be conducted by a public accountant.

Mr.Gourley opposed the amendment. Mr. Muntz opposed the amendment, having arrived at the

Mr. Dodson said the societies were no doubt competent to
conclusion that the Chancellor of the Exchequer could not go
further than he had done without defeating the object of the

appoint efficient auditors, but unfortunately they did not Bill as regards the audit. The Bill would effect a great dealof
always do so, and any body who had read the report of the

good, but if it was made more stringent it would do more
evidence taken before the Royal Commission must see what

harm than good. (Hear.) .
evils had arisen even among societies of considerable standing

The Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed with the remarks
from the inefficiency of the law , He hoped the Chancellor of

of the last speaker, and pointed out that there were a numberthe Exchequer would apply his mind to secure, in some way
of persons who were even more competent than public ac

or other, an efficient and independent audit . At present
countants would be to audit the accounts of these societies.auditors were too often the mere creatures of the Committee
He suggested the insertion in the subsection of the words

men , who practically appointed them . " and in accordance with law , " which would cast upon the
Sir A . Lusk opposed the amendment as being inconsistent auditors the duty of seeing that the items were properly

with tho principle that the Government were not to give a allowed .

guarantee. Sir G . Balfour thought the Government should make a
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that no doubt the supervising test audit in certain cases.

Commission found that there had been very great laxity in the Mr. Dodson suggested the insertion of the words “ duly
matter of audit, some of the auditors appointed being exceed . | vouched and in accordance with law ." It was most desirable
ingly slack in performing the most ordinary and obvious to secure, if possible, the independence of the audit .
duties of their office, while in other instances even men of The amendmentwas withdrawn.
high standing did not do more than examine into the arith . Sir W . Barttelot moved the insertion ofwords to the effect

metical correctness of the accounts submitted to them , with that the auditors should not be members of the society.

out inquiring whether the Committee had authority to incur The Chancellor of the Exchequer objected to the amend.
the expenditure . Steps would be taken by which public ment as seeming to imply that all such societies were un

auditors would be appointed by the authority of the Govern - | honest. As a matter of fact, the largest and most important
ment, whose services could be obtained for the proper audit of them managed their own affairs exceedingly well, and con .

by these societies ; and he trusted the appointment of those tained within themselves men who were perfectly competent
public auditors might be of use in other matters besides to audit the accounts , and whose interest it was to perform
Friendly Societies. He hoped the general effect of that Bill that duty thorougbly.
would be much to improve the system of audit, because it Mr. Stansfeld remarked that all societies would do well to

would enforce by penalties the fulfilment of their duties by adopt the system of independent audit.
auditors and other officers of those societies. He also pro Lord Eslington suggested that instead of adopting the

posed to strengthen a later clause - Clause 32 — which imposed amendment in the form in which it had been moved it should

a penalty for the falsification of accounts or balance sheets, be provided that at the instance of a fixed number of mem
so as to throw greater responsibility on the auditor. That bers the committee of any society should be compelled to
was as far as he thought they could reasonably go , and he obtain a perfectly independent audit of their accounts.

objected to the Government undertaking to approve the Mr. Cowan thought the members of any society would be

auditor. If there was sufficient publicity given to the pro better able to audit their accounts than any outsider could

ceedings and sufficient watchfulness exercised , they miglit hope possibly be. In provincial towns public accountants were as

to check the abuses which had hitherto prevailed . At all a rule bankrupt attorney's clerks, and he therefore objected
events , he was not able to accept the amendment of his hon . to the proposalto employ them in preference to the members
friend. of the societies themselves.

Mr. Anderson did not think the explanation of the Chan Mr. Hermon supported the amendment,

cellor of the Exchcquer met the requirements of the case . He Sir A . Lusk hoped the Chancellor of the Exchequer would

had an amendment of his own to propose which would much insist upon his Bill as it stood. He desired that the societies
strengthen the audit, and which was not open to objection . should be provided with the best possible machinery, and

Ile suggested that those societies should be required to choose then left to manage their own affairs.

their auditors from the body of public accountants - say , of The Chancellor of the Exchequer opposed the amendment

five years' standing . on the ground that if the societies were respectable and

Mr. Dodson pointed out that the Bill did not define the
straightforward betteraud its would beobtained by the appoint

duties of the auditor.
ment of members as auditors than if outsiders were chosen ,

and that if the societies were bad it would be as easy to

Sir W . Barttelot did not think that what the right hon . engnge outside auditors who would play into the hands of thegentleman proposed would be a sufficient guarantee that the committee as for the committee to obtain tools among the
audit would be satisfactory. He should be very glad to with . members themselves.
draw his own amendmentand to allow the member for Glasgow Mr. W . E . Forster thought the right hon, gentleman the
to move his, though he thought some of the small clubs might Chancellor of the Exchequer was right in his view . On the
have a difficulty in finding such a person as was described in whole he preferred the clause as it stood in the Bill, but sug;
the lion , gentleman 's amendment. No would suggest the gested the advisability of providing that auditors appointed

advantage of inserting a proviso that the auditors should not by societies should be approved by the Registrar. If the
be members of the society .

Nir . E . Stanhope pointed out that if a society wished to de.
appointmentwas left solely in the hands of the societies or

feat the law it might casily do so by asking the treasurer and
their committees, they might, in the case of small societies
especially, appoint as auditors the landlords of publichonises

secretary of another society to audit the accounts and promis in which their meetings were held , or some persons who we

ing to perform the same task for the other society. It was for
not fitted for the post.

this reason that he did not persevere with the amendment he Sir H . Johnston did not think the registrar would be quall
had placed on the paper. He trusted the Committee would

fied by practical experience to select the best persons i
hesitate before it accepted the hon. member for Glasgow ' s auditors in the many localities in which societies existed .

amendment, as it would be hardly possible to define a “ public Mr. Floyer opposed the amendment on the ground th

accountant."
would interfere with the practice of appointing as audi

By permission of the Committee, Sir W . Barttelot then
withdrew his amendment.

honorary members, which practice was common in many

the best regulated societies, and had worked beneficially ,

at it
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After some further conversation the committee divided , The The Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed out that the object

numbers were of the hon . member would be substantially obtained by the
For the Amendment . . . . . 23rd clause, which empowered the Registrar, on the appli
Against . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 cation of a certain number ofmembers , to cause an inquiry to

be made into the affairs of the society .
Majority . . . . . . . . . ... . . !. . . . 124 The amendmentwas withdrawn.

Mr. W . Holmsmoved in page 10, line 8, after theword " pro
vide,” to insert “ one at least of whom (the auditors) shall

APPOINTMENTS.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer objected to the amend .

ment on the ground that whatever the bill appeared to do
( The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint.

ought to be real and not a sham , and he was satisfied sending ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column . ]

up the name to the registrar would be a sham , as it would John Pattinson , (of the firm of Harry Brett , Milford , Pat.

appear to give a sanction which it really did not give. tinson , & Co.) of 150 Leadenhall- street, E . C ., and 12 Vigo

After a few words from Mr. W . E . Forster in support of the street, Regent-street, W ., Public Accountant, has been

amendment, appointed trustee of the estate of Charles Henry Bamber, of
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said it did not follow be Broad -street, Portsmouth , in the county of Hants, formerly a

cause an Act of Parliament did not succeed in making every . a lieutenant in Her Majesty's 20th regiment, but now of no

thing perfect it therefore did no good. Under the present law occupation . a bankrupt. James Davis, solicitor to the trustee,

noting was required except that the rules should contain a 51a Conduit-street, Bond-street, W .
provision for periodical or annual audit. But there was no Mr. Frederick William Sperring, of 26 Philpot-lane, Fen

provision as to the way in which the accounts should be pre church -street, Public Accountant, has been appointed Receiver
pared, no penalty on the auditors for mistakes or wilful omis in Liquidation of the Estate of Mr. Thomas Jeffery, the
sions, the whole thing being as loose as possible. This bill, White Horse Inn , Rupert-street, Haymarket, and late of

though it did not go the length the hon . gentleman wished, Dorking , in the County of Surrey.
went a considerable way . It provided that there should be an

audit by auditors, it gave the Registrar power to regulate the
Mr. Frederick William Sperring has been appointed Trus

way in which the accounts should be prepared , and made
tee of the Estate in Liquidation of Mr. John Deamery, of

other improvements where all was now in confusion . What
Ewell, Surrey .

the auditor would have to do was to see whether the items

posted under the various heads, such as Sick Fund, Manage
ment, Death Fund, and so on , were properly posted . Besides, NEW COMPANIES.

a penalty was imposed on the auditor if he did not do his

duty properly . Therefore, it was nonsense to say that the The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to
Bill did nothing.

the following Companies, which were registered during the
Sir A . Lusk said the committee had decided this question

already. (Hear.) week :

Mr. Cowen suggested that if themembers of a society dis
approved an audit by their own members the members of the

society should be at liberty to appoint an additionalaccountant Bridgwater Shipowners' Towing — Capital £3,500, in £10

to be recognised by the Registrar or the Government. shares.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said if the members of a Bolton Junctions Railway - Capital £500,000, in £20 shares.

society at one of its ordinary meetings disaproved an audit Charles Ball and Co. - Capital £6 ,000, in £10 shares.

by persons who were members of the society they would have Charles Hampton and Co. - Capital £100,000, in £10 shares.

the power of appointing other persons to audit the society's

accounts .
Chest Tea - Capital £100 , in £5 shares.

Mr. W . Holms did not see why the government should Commercial Land - Capital £1,000,000, in £20 shares.

shrink from throwing this responsibility on the Registrar . Collins Green Colliery - Capital £100,000, in £100 shares.
Mr. Chadwick believed that if the payment of small fees Cosham Gas- Capital £3,500, in £10 shares.

for auditing the accounts of a society were made compulsory
considerable damage would be done. Heapproved the option

Crown Fire Insurance - Capital £250 ,000, in £5 shares.

which the Chancellor of the Exchequer had proposed to give Edgworth Spinning - Capital £80,000 , in £10 shares.

to societies of appointing public accountants. High Level Coal and Brick - Capital £30,000 , in £5 shares .
The amendment was negatived .

Imperial Salt - Capital £10 ,000 , in £5 shares.
Mr. Whitwell moved an amendment to the effect that the

King' s Arms Hotel, Melksham - Capital £4,000, in £10
names and addresses of the persons proposed as auditors

should be sent up to the Registrar and also put up in the lodge shares.

room or board -room of the society three months before the Lancashire and Yorkshire Property – Capital £100,000, in
period ofaudit. £1 shares.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer assented to the amend . Manchester Patent Cement - Capital £25,000, in £5 shares.

Middlewich Gaslight and Coke - Capital £1,960, in £5 shares.Mr. Chadwick said experience had proved that every audit
ought to be a continuous one. Therefore , he suggested that National Dwellings Society - Capital £1,000 ,000 , in £5 shares.

the auditor should be appointed at the beginning of the year, New Parkside Mining - Capital £20,000, in £1,000 shares.
and be authorised to audit the accounts half-yearly , quarterly, Norwood Freehold Land - Capital £12,000, in £10 shares. ,
or in any other mode he might think proper.

Provision Company - Capital £100,000 , in £1 shares .
The amendment was agreed to .

Mr. Meldon said thatwhen a certain number of the members Patent Copal Varnish - Capital £50,000 , in £10 shares .

of a society thought the audit had not been fairly conducted , Santa Luisa Iron Mining – Capital £7,000 , in £1 shares .

they ought to have the power to obtain an official investi Star Foundry - Capital £10,000, in £5 shares.
gation into the affairs of the society. He, therefore, moved an Trinity College, London - Limited by guarantee to £1.
amendment giving the Registrar power to appoint at his dis

William Dangerfield and Co. - Capital £20,000, in £10cretion an official auditor, who was to be invested by all the

powers possessed by the ordinary auditor,
I shares.
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It is announced that Mr. Ernest Foreman , son of Mr. E . C .
Foreman, of the firm of Foreman and Cooper, No. 7 Gresham .
street, has commenced as an Accountant at No. 117 Cheap
side, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent , for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission . .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY'S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

The BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN
AT HALIFAX.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane .

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Ofice of the BIRKBECK FREKUOLD LAXD SOCIETY , 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT 14 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

e -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained posl- free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

TN the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation
1 by Arrangement of the Affairs of JACOB STEAD, formerly of
Square-road, Halifax, in the County of York , but now of IIollin 's Mill
lane, in the township of Warley, in the parish of Halifax aforesaid , Com .
mission Agent.

JOHN ALDERSON, of Saint James' s-road , in Halifax aforesaid ,
Furniture Dealer, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the debtor
in the place of Robert Frederick Beswick , of Union -street, Halifax
Accountant, who has been removed from the Trusteeship by a special resoº
lution of the creditors who have proved their debts, assembled at a general
meeting, held at the offices of Mr. Godfrey Rhodes, situate at No . 7 Horton
street, in Halifax aforesaid , on th : 26th day of May inst. All persons
having in their possession any of the effects of the debtor must deliver them
to the said John Alderson ; and all debts due to the debtor must be paid to
the said John Alderson . Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the said John Alderson .

Dated this 27th day of May, 1875.

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered . "

PENS! PENS !! PENS! !!
" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,theOwl, and theWaverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphıc, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is .id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair- street, Edin .

..

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. T
V

IN THE COUNTY COURT or NORTHUMBERLAND,
HOLDEN AT NEWCASTLE-UPON - TYNE.

A First Dividend of Three Shillings and Sixpence in
n the Pound, has been declared in the matter of a fpecial Resolution ,
for Liquidation by Arrangement of the affairs of JOSEPH TIPLADY,
formerly of No. 24 Bigg Market, in the Borough and County of Newcastle
upon Tyne, and now of Debburn New Town , in the County of Durham ,
Ale and Porter Merchant, and will be paid by me, the undersigned
Alexander Atkinson , Public Accountant, at my offices, No. 15 Kirkgate,
Bradford, in the County of York , on and after the 26th day of June, 1875 .

Dated the 3rd day of June, 1875.

ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,
Trustee .

HOYLE, SHIPLEY, AND HOYLE, Newcastle-upon -Tyne, Solicitors
to the Trustee .

MHEMETROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , EXTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " . SYNDICATE " AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Uead Offices , No. 3 Craven .
street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicato " are ; - Ist. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Ageuts, Ground of
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels.
Public Honses, Inox, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Housee, Tobacco
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctionecrs, or Agerts, Land ,

Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract . 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valutions
of Land, Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Vainations of Fur.
niture , Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses. 5 : h . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as wel as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things insta
dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syudicate"
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

PARTNERSHIP wanted by a gentleman who can pay
down £3000, and find a ſurther sum when necessary . Hehas a good

knowledge of counting-house business, and would be very useful in a manu
facturing or Manchester warehouse. - Address H . W . , care of Messrs. Read,
Dangerfield , and Smith , Accountants, Albert Buildings, Queen Victoria
streel, E. , and Chester ware

TOLMIE , SON , & Co .,
ACCOUNTANTS AND PROPRIETORS OF

TOLMIE ' S MERCANTILE OFFICES,
116 St. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW .

R E S T A U R A N T .
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol- lane, City .
Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and bread , Is. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o ' clock , from 28. 6d . to 10s. 6d .
Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor,

Proofs prepared , and proxies obtained from Scottish Creditors in Euglish
Bankruptcies .

Meetings of Creditors attended and the proceedings reported .
Debts recovered , and business inquiries made, in all parts of Scotland,

Correspondence ingiled .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN ,

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU.

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS,
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
$ 2 17s . 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected ,

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes'walk from the Bank of England .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J. Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq .
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .
LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

QYFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1, 216 ,115 13 5

Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 223,613 2 0 .

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2 .

Claims Paid . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .

I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR.

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.
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RUPTURES – BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia. The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 169., 21s., 26s. 60 , 3ls . 60 ,

l'ostage Frec . Double Truss , 31s. 6d ., 42s. , and 528 , 6d . Post :

age free . An Umbilical Trues , 42s ., and 52s . Gd . Postage

free . P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to Joux White, Post -office ,
E UR Piccadilly.

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s . 60 , 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s, each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s . 6d . and 7s. 6 . Adults, ios . 6d., 159 . 60.; and 218 . each .
Postage free . - John Waite, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a safe or

Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thusmade to adapt itself
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thnsbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times ," 12th September , 1875 ) . . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 18 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS.

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
u natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." -- See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL

President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington, Vice -President. - JOHN BATH , London.
ALFRED ALLOTT , Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming. | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda .
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry ,
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON , London .

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London.
HARRY BRETT, London . IM COMBEN HARVEY London . ) LEWIS VOISEY. Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield . *

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.

TREASURER. JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London,
AUDITORS. — R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER, Hereford .

BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .
OFFICES — 2 COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL , LONDON. "

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to
ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,
PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE ,

Gold Medallist of the societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .
SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices,and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy Det
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. JUNE 5 , 1870 .
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Established 1843.
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
ng their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month. To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub-editing andGeneral News

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address , Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, Accountant Office , 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C .

PUBLICATIONS.

AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors, have a number of
WBALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
vard plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . C .

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
1 JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public General Statutes . The only

Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 108.; Single Copy, 9d . fo
delivered free in Town or Country.

Office : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argylt.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcodi
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

oposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

FISA DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN 41 ls. Per week.

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners , Dinners, fc.
Fire Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1L Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co. , have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842 ) , 54 Cannon -street .1

mo DRAPERS. — SALE by TENDER for Cash. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,
1 STOCK of Mr. J . J . NEWTON , 4 Paxton - terrace, Anerley -road ,

Upper Norwood (very near Crystal Palace Station of Brighton Line). As | Legal, Accountanty, & General Printers ,
near cost price as can be ascertained , $ 309. Consisting of prints, £9 ;

calicos, & c ., £24 ; hosiery and gloves, £38 ; ribbons and velvets , & c ., £28 ;

lace and fancy, 26 ; ruffles and trimmings , $ 21 ; muslin , £11 ; costumes, MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.
mantles, & c ., £52 ; millinery and flowers , £33 ; haberdashery , £45 :

sundries , £22. On view on premises till Monday, 14th inst., three o 'clock . 7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .
Tenders opened at the offices of FOREMAN AND COOPER, 7 Greshain
street, E . C . Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S. E .
mo DRAPERS, COURT MILLINERRS, & c . We

I are selling, for Cash, by Public Tender , a Superior stock , now on
view atMessrs. NORMAN AND SONS, 5 Little Britain , St. Martin ' s - le

Grand , Dear General Post Office . £653 , in two lots . Lot l comprises
TRANSLATIONS.silks, £82 ; dress materials, $ 19 ; lace goods , £107 ; trimmings, ornaments ,

and ribbons, £64 ; flowers, feathers, & c ., £37. Lot 2 . Silks, £34 ; plush ,

velvet foullard chambray, $ 52 ; costumes, dresses, & c ., £167 ; lace, £16 : MR. ALFRED W . GEE,
Trimmings, ornaments, haberdashery, £74 . - Tenders opened at our offices,

7 Gresham -street, on Thursday, 17th instant, at 12 o ' clock . BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,
FOREMAN AND COOPER .

7 Gresham -street . 62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

L connection with the best wholesale houses , and established some documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European
years , desires to meet with a gentleman with £1,500 to £2,000 at his com

mand , who would undertake the entire control of the counting house.
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect.

Every facility for proving the bona fides of the present trade, and the fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

probable increase from additional capital will be given . - Apply to C . & Co . , speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German, Italian ,
care of Mr. J . S . Stallard , Accountant, 1 Gresham Buildings, Basinghall | Spanish, and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.
street , F . C .
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untant.
one is meant, and also to consider how far the matters

to be audited admit of exhaustive treatment, without

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS:
such heavy expense as would be considered intolerable

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time by any body of shareholders. Many accountants

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or appear to consider that in demonstrating that they

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription
really understand book -keeping by double entry, and

that they can , if left to follow their own course and take

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable their own time, fully explore all the intricacies of a

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
business concern , -- they have shown their fitness for

relating to the general business of the paper, should also the highest tasks. And many shareholders, on the

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

other hand, practically adopt the idea that they have

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current secured all the advantages of a true audit when they

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to have voted a sum for that purpose, which so far from

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. sufficiently remunerating a careful and plodding in

TO ADVERTISERS.

quirer, would hardly pay a man of genius for

accountancy for the trouble of superficially glancing at

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
their accounts .

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed There is a rudimentary kind of audit, which con

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

sists in ascertaining that some sort of voucher can be

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success | produced for every payment, and that the printed

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes balance -sheet corresponds with balances which can be

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha
found in the ledger. Such an audit is supposed to be

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium completed by checking the additions of the cash-book

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and thie ap

and balance -sheet, and glancing at the banker's pass

pointment of Trustees and Receivers; for Publishers, book. It was in the days when such audits werə

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; common , and were frequently performed (as well the

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
might be) by unprofessional men , that the custom of

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser voting a trifling pittance of ten or twenty guineas to the

tion in the current number, should reach the office on auditor originated . At the other end of the scale is.

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.
the audit which , whilst relying on the certificates o

N . B . - Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith skilled officials for the quantity and value of stocks and

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

plant, exercises a certain supervision even overmatters

Newsvendors.
such as these, and includes a thorough analysis of all

ledger accounts , particularly the impersonal ones. A

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

auditor who does his work well, endeavours to watch

scribers, the proprictor has made arrangements for the
every thing with the eye of a prudent and carciu

master, not flattering himself with the existence o

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up) ,

profit until every unfavourable possibility has Det

with elastics, and “ The Accountant” in gold letters on gauged . We have known cases where the ill-judgau

front, 3s. each ; same in leather , 4s. 6d. each. Sub parsiinony of shareholders has failed to hinder .

scribers'names in gold lettering , is, extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

cffectual audit, because the directors chose to regime

street, London , E .C .
the honorarium voted to the auditors as a mero fee

in respect of the responsibility assumed by them ,

the personal supervision they bestowed ; paying "

in addition a much larger sum for the time

JUNE 12, 1875.
travelling expenses of their clerks. But the direcu

we believe, would have done no such thing, had

In speaking of an audit, it is of the first importance their sense of responsibility been quickened

to distinguish whether or not a thorgugh and efficient fact that they themselves held enormous stakes

The I ccountant.

en quicke
ned

by the
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concern . It is more common by far to find that the the accounts of individual depositors may be manipu

small fee paid is accepted on the footing that services lated by clerks, who will know how to secrete, tempo

of corresponding value are expected , and that any | rarily, the pass -books of such depositors. Worst of

investigation of accounts, however desirable in itself, all, the counting of coin , and of securities takes place

which would render the auditorship a losing affair, is to at a date which is foreknown by all concerned ; and

be left undone. No doubt, the most cursory ex there is nothing to prevent a deficiency being moment

amination of a balance- sheet by a trained accountant arily covered by a short loan of cash , to be re -taken

must tend to prevent gross mistakes ; but the pro out of the bank till, soon after the auditor's scrutiny is

fessional man little considers what is due to himself,
over.

who accepts a task (on whatever terms) without a Weneed not comment on the fact that the amounts ,

fixed determination , cost what it may, to perform that due to banks and other institutions on current bills

task effectually. A resolute adherence to this principle and loans (or overdrawn balances, so common in the

would soon lead to important results ; for auditors of North) may or may not be recoverable. An auditor

any eminence would either free themselves from the can never know who is insolvent or embarrassed, except

most anxious and responsible of their professional by mere chance , until some visible sign of difficulty

duties, or they would enforce the payment of an appears on the face of the accounts . The chance of

adequate fee. detecting any rottenness in theassets is much diminished

Some of the artifices against which an auditor has to when the debtors reside in distant cities ; and, again ,

be on his guard , are very difficult of detection . He when a Company may have entered into contracts of

has to rely on human testimony after all, and cannot the most hazardous nature, in respect of which no entry

hope to do more than excite a salutary terror in the can be made in a balance-sheet .

breasts of evil-doers. There was once a case, for Experienced auditors have always endeavoured to

instance, of a railway company,whose officers presented limit their responsibility by using guarded language

a schedule showing the tonnage of unused rails in stock . in their certificates. Let shareholders look to such

The piles were some of them minutely described , the language closely ; and if they see fit, let them call for

number and lengths of the rails being given . Other explanations from the auditors at their meetings. The

piles were briefly stated to consist of so many tons.

The auditor's suspcions were excited ; he demanded to

see the man who had made out the inventory, and at

to elicited that some of the piles were purely ima- It might naturally be thought that the directors of

ginary. Renewals or other expensive outlays had the Canadian Oil Works Corporation would, as far as

taken place in the past half-year which some official possible, try to escape from the unenviable notoriety

thought it expedient to place to a certain extent against into which they have been dragged . To bave an action

the revenue of the next half-year ; hence the creation brought, the issue in which was really whether the

of this imaginary asset, which it was meant should be directors were knaves or fools, with the result that,

written off before the next audit. Small blame would owing to the failure of the jury to make up their minds

have attached to the auditor, in the minds of reasonable on the point, the whole question may at any moment

men , had he been taken in by such a contrivance as be raked up again , is a very severe shock to most men ;

this : for the possibilities of deceit are infinite, whilst | and we cannot but admire the courage of Sir John Hay

the vigilance of any man must necessarily be finite. | in contesting any case which might draw public

In the case of banks an enormous mass of details attention to his connection with the ill-starred Canadian

must be taken for granted, unless the expense of the Company, especially when his conduct had to pass

audit is to be very much augmented . The auditor can , under the stern consideration of so inflexible a judge as

and does, compare as many pass-books as he can obtain Sir Richard Malins.

with the balances in the ledgers , and he examines the | To judge from the Vice -Chancellor's language in de.

securities , and the profit and loss account: but any livering his judgment, Sir John Hay' s mistake seems to

onewho knows what it is to count bonds and other have been somewhat of a technical character . He was

securities by thousands , must be aware that errors are solicited to become director of the company, an honour

possible -- at the least, conpons may be missing ; and which may have been cheaply purchased by the pay.

ne ,
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paid sub- | itmay not ntion and financial desdes, a strong hatred

s of the latter

ment of £1,000 , which he was bound to make for the source of congratulation, that one more loop -hole has

shares necessary to qualify him . This sum was to have been closed , and we can but hope that the more the

been recouped him by the promoter, Mr. Prince , and ingenuity of directors is employed in evading the appli

an arrangement of this kind, though extremely common, cation of judicial dicta , themore stringent the judges

is one which is absolutely certain to call forth the most will be in blocking up means of escape. Whatever may

terrible thunder of any judge under whose attention it be the faults of Sir Richard Malins as a judge, he can

may happen to be brought. As a director of the com at any rate claim one very strong merit, — that of

pany, Sir John Hay signed certain cheques in payment honestly endeavouring to do justice between all con .

of the purchase-money to Mr. Prince. Among these tending parties ; and he has, besides, a strong hatred

there was a cheque for £1,000, which was endorsed by of equivocation and financial dexterity, which , though

Mr. Prince , handed to Sir John Hay, and paid sub it may not be altogether in harmony with the prevalent

sequently into the bankers of the latter. Up to this views of commercial morality , is yet imbued with the

time Sir John Hay had not paid up the £1,000 which | true spirit of equity.

was necessary to qualify him as a director, but on the

day following the receipt of the cheque from Mr. Prince,

he drew a cheque for £1 ,000 on his own private bankers,

and paid it in to the credit of the company. Omitting The Scotch are, as we have all been accustomed to

mean terms, to use à mathematical expression, the learn from our early days, a peculiar people, governed

result was that a cheque drawn by Sir John Hay as a by laws and institutions peculiar to themselves, and

director of the company, and payable out of the com

pany's funds,was,the very next day, applied in payment inferior race, made expressly as a source of profit to

of the directorial qualification . This, according to the the canny northerners. But it is rather startling to
judgment of Vice -Chancellor Malins, amounted to | find a Scotchman singing " wha daur meddle wi'me”

paying for his qualification out of the funds of the to an English judge, and boldlydenying the jurisdiction

company, and the amount was ordered to be repaid . of so solemn an institution as our Court of Bankruptcy.

For, said the Vice-Chancellor, “ Sir John Hay Mr. Robertson, the Scotchman in question , had un

ought to have paid the £1,000 originally out wisely trusted too far an English customer, who filed a

of his own money, which he did not do." petition for liquidation . In part-payment of Mr.

What the real difference is between paying a sum of Robertson's account, he had received a cheque, which,

money which is eventually repaid out of the funds of a unluckily for him , dealt with funds which had at the

company, and paying a sum of money for which you time of its presentation become the property of the

have previously received an equivalent, was not matter trustee under the liquidation ; though the bankers duly

of judicial decision ; but the views of the Vice-Chan paid it. This sum the trustee called upon Mr.

cellor will be doubtless attentively studied by the Robertson to refund, which the latter , who had taken

members of that fraternity who are vulgarly known by due pains to prove for the balance of his claim ,

the ignoble appellation of “ guinea -pigs.” It was said strongly objected to do, on the ground , mainly, that no

that the report of one of the Food Adulteration Com .wscom southerton courtecould| southron court could assertany rights overa Scotchman .
mittees wasmost useful to the dishonest retail trader, as However, Mr. Robertson's patriotism received a severe

it taught him exactly the due proportions in which to mix blow . It seems to have been held that he could not,

his wares and instructed him in the art of eating and at one and the same time, run with the hare and hunt

drinking the goods he received from wholesale houses , with the hounds, and that as he bad come in and proved

and avoiding his own. Just in the same manner , the | for the balance of his claim , he had waived any right

decision of Vice -Chancellor Malins affordsmost useful | to object to the jurisdiction of the court on the ground

instruction . Directors of companies have above all | of his nationality . Moreover, he had to refund the

things to keep on good termswith their bankers ,and to £120 he had received . A Scotchman is as sensitive w

be careful to draw cheques for payment of their qualifi. his pocket as in his pride, and this order must have

cations before they receive the amount which is to been felt very keenly . Altogether, Mr. Robertson will

compensate them for their exertions, and keep them not be much impressed with English law , and wil

harmless in case of any loss. But it is none the less a probably be more patriotic than ever in the future.
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It is always an unfortunate thing for a man to try COURT OF CHIANCERY.

to help his friends, and then to find that a harsh world

has misconstrued his motives ; and it sometimes hap June 10.

pens that persons who incur liability on the assurance
(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)

of interested parties that it will be all right, find out
Ex PARTE TILL - IN RE RATCLIFFE . — This was an appeal

from a decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy, and it raised
that they have committed a very unlucky mistake. an important question as to the power of creditors at a meeting

Without in any way venturing to question the correct
under a liquidation petition , after a proposition made by the

debtor has been duly put and rejected, to adjourn themeeting
ness of the decision which Mr. Registrar Pepys with a view to the renewal of the proposition at a future day.

judicially delivered in Sir Peter Tait's case , and which
John Ratcliffe, an architect and surveyor, at Stafford , filed a

liquidation petition under which the first meeting of the credi.
we report this week, we can only remark that the tors was held on the 4th of January, 1875 . The debtor offered

debtor was fortunate in escaping from
a composition of 2s. 6d, in the pound, payable in 12 months.

his liability . This proposition was put to the meeting, and was rejected ,

The general principle to be deduced from many de there not being in its favour the statutory majority - viz ., &

majority in number and three- fourths in value of the credi.
cisions is, that a man who applies for shares and re tors present in person or by proxy at the meeting. A reso

ceives no notice of allotment, is not to be considered lution to adjourn themeeting to the 18th of January was then

as a contributory . But to judge from the evidence in
proposed , and was carried by the proper majority - viz ., a

majority in value of the creditors. At the adjourned meeting,

Sir Peter Tait's case, he actually applied for the shares, the debtor's offer was renewed, and a resolution accepting it

and they were allotted to him ; though no mention of
was duly carried, and was duly confirmed at another meeting

on the 30th of January . There was no record in writing of

this was found to have been entered in the books of the original rejection of the debtor's offer, but the resolution

to adjourn and the subsequent one in favour of the composition

the company. At least this is matter of reasonable were reduced to writing, and signed by the creditors who sup

inference from the fact that Sir Peter Tait, who was ported them , and were filed with the proceedings. The reso

also a director of the company, was offered the shares, but the Registrar of the County Court at Stafford refused

accepted them , and actually paid the deposit. This is to register it on the ground that “ the sense of the first

a widely different thing from
meeting duly summoned and competent to decide the

the mere application for matter was taken , and was adverse to the resolution for &

shares. In this case the shares were formally offered , composition of 2s. 6d. in the pound, and that, therefore, it
was not competent for the creditors afterwards to adjourn the

and as formally accepted . The solicitor for the com meeting, or for any one again to propose that a composition

pany, with great prescience, seems to have assured which had been already rejected should be accepted .” The

Judge of the County Court affirmed this decision , but the
him that he incurred no liability, and perhaps the Chief Judge was of opinion that, by virtue of the provisions
company might be held bound to indemnify a director of the 275th of the Bankruptcy Rules of 1870, the Court

could only have regard to a resolution which was reduced to

who so kindly took the shares for the purpose of writing and duly signed by the creditors, and that, therefore,

floating the speculation ; but as against the creditors of he could take no cognisance of the original rejection of the

composition . Hetherefore directed the resolutions accepting
the concern , it seems rather hard that the transaction the composition to be registered . One of the creditors
should not be held binding. Sir Peter Tait may cheer appealed . Mr. E . C . Willis and Mr. Northmore Lawrence

were for the appellant ; Mr. Bagley was for the debtor. Lord

fully reflect that “ all's well that endswell ;" but similar Justice James was 'of opinion that the decision of the

good nature on his part may end in a " distinguishable " | Registrar ought not to have been reversed by the Chief

Judge. He thought that rule 275 applied only to reso
case, the upshot ofwhich may be less gratifying . lutions in favour of liquidation by arrangement or the

acceptance of a composition . In such cases only a written

resolution duly signed could be looked at. There was no

express provision in the Act or the Rules as to the adjourn .

WINDING -UP. - A petition has been presented to the Court
ment of a meeting, but this was said to be an inherent power.

But it was not a bona- fide use of that power for a majority

of Chancery for the winding-up of the Ballyclare Paper Mills in value of creditors, not sufficient to carry a resolution ac

Company (Limited ) . - At a meeting of the shareholders of cepting a composition , by means of a resolution for an ad

the Kirkcaldy and London Steam Shipping Company, it was journment, to turn the tables on the creditors who had rejected

resolved to wind-up the concern as speedily as possible.
the resolution in favour of the composition which had been

previously proposed . When the debtor's proposition had been

duly voted upon and rejected , it appeared to his Lordship

that themeeting was at an end, and the resolution to adjourn

Vivanti,Annett, and Balfour, of St. Mary Axe, who suspended
payment in October, 1867, with liabilities of about £300 ,000 , The Registrar was quite right in ascertaining what passed

and subsequently arranged a composition of 10s. in the pound
with regard to the original resolution by evidence. The chair

man of the meeting ought to have made a minute of what

with their creditors) has announced through Messrs. Baggs, occurred, but his omission to do go could not preclude the

Clarke, and Josolyne, the accountants , a further voluntary | Court from ascertaining the facts in another way. Lord Justice

payment of 3s. 4d, in the pound on account of the liabilities Mellish was of the same opinion . The Chief Judge seemed to

of that firm . He entered it with £10,000 capital only nine | have thoughtthat because a resolution in favour of liquidation or

months before its failure,
composition must be reduced into writing and signed,therefore
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when such resolution appeared itwas conclusive,and no proofwas | creditors in favour of the composition , placed again in a state
admissible that the sameresolution had been previouslyput and of solvency . The decision of the Registrar was quite right,
rejected . His Lordship was of opinion that though the fact and the appealmust be dismissed , with costs.
that such a resolution had been passed could only be proved

in the way mentioned in rule 275 , yet the factthat it had been
rejected could be proved by other evidence, for the rules con

ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE.tained no provision about it . If this were otherwise, when a

resolution was passed and rejected , this might be intercepted

by means of a resolution to adjourn , and this course might be June 5 .

repeated again and again . His Lordship was of opinion that
(Before the MASTER of the Rolls.)

when once the sense of the creditors had been duly taken , the

whole thing was at an end. The creditors having really con IN RE LIVERPOOL AND AMAZON ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIP

sidered the question at the first meeting , had no power after COMPANY.— Mr. Chitty , Q .C . (with whom was Mr. Ince), for the

wards to pass a resolution for adjournment. The decision of petitioner in this case, stated that there was a prospect of the

tho Registrar was right, and the appellantmust have the costs company being able to reconstruct itself, and asked for an ad

of the hearing bofore the Chief Judge. journment. Mr. Romer, for a creditor, objected to this, and

finally the Master of the Rolls allowed the petition to stand

EX PARTE TIIE GENERAL South AMERICAN COMPANY (LIMITED) over until the first petition day in the sittings after Term ,on

IN RE YGLESIAS. — This was an appeal from a decision of Mr. an undertaking by the petitioner not to withdraw his petition

Registrar Pepys, sitting as Chief Judge in Bankruptcy. Jose without the sanction of the Court. Mr. Grosvenor Woods,

Antonio Yglesias and Carlos Michael Yglesias were merchants Mr. E . Beaumont, and Mr. Byrne appeared for other creditors,

in Jeffery-square, St. Mary-axe, under the firm of J. R . Yglesias and Mr. Angelo Lewis for the company.

and Co . On the 29th of July , 1874 , they filed a liquidation pe
tition , and on the 31st of July Mr. William Turquand was ap VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN 's Inn.
pointed receiver and manager of their estate. On the 24th of
September the creditors resolved to accept a composition of
3s. 4d . in the pound, and this resolution was duly confirmed on June 4 .
the 8th of October. On the 9th of March , 1874, Messrs.

Madinya, of Guayaquil, in South America , had drawn upon (Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . Hall.)
Yglesias and Co. a bill of exchange for £2,000 , payable 90 days IN RE TIE WERNPISTILL COLLIERY COMPANY (LIMITED).

after sight, which was accepted by them on the 13th of May . This was a creditors ' winding-up petition . The companywas

This bill became due on the 14th of August . It was dis formed in December, 1873, with a capital of $ 100,000 , in

honoured at maturity, and was protested for non -payment. 20 ,000 shares of £5 each . In April last the petitioners sued

Notice of the protest was given to the drawers, and payment and obtained judgment against the company on a dishonoured
was demanded by them . They , however, were unable to bill of exchange for £109 ; but the company had no property

pay. They on the 15th of October, entered in somearrange on which execution could be levied for payment of the debt.

ment of deed with some of their creditors, but their affairs An action was subsequently broughtagainst thecompany byone

did not come under the administration of any Court. They Shadrach Davies , the endorsee and holder of the bill. On the

had , on the 24th of Juve, sent to Yglesias and Co., as cover 27th ult . the company passed a resolution to wind-up

for their acceptance , a bill upon Paris for 52,000f. This bill voluntarily . Mr. Dickinson , Q . C . , and Mr. Phear were for the
came into the hands of Mr. Turquand , and was received by petitioners . Mr. Karslake, Q . C ., and Mr. Graham Hastings,
him at maturity. The General South American Company for the company, raised the objection that the petitioners were

were the holders for value of the £2,000 bill, and they not the holders of the bill, and that Davies, the endorsee and

claimed to have the bill for 52,000f. applied in payment of the actual holder, had neither been made a petitioner nor had

other, upon the principle of the well-known case of “ Ex parte been served with the petitioner ; also that the wishes of the

Waring,” decided by Lord Eldon. The Registrar refused their general body of creditors had not been consulted. Mr.

claim , and they appealed. Mr. Jackson , Q .C ., and Mr. E . Warmington , for a creditor, asked for a supervision order . The
Cutler were for the appellants ; Mr. De Gex , Q . C ., and Mr. Vice-Chancellor said he could not consider this as a case in

Daniel Jones were for Yglesias and Co . ; Mr. John Linklater which the wishes of the creditors as a body ought
was for the receiver, Lord Justice James said that the 1 to be consulted , or in which there ought to be a

principal of “ Er parte Waring” was originally applied as | winding-up in any other way than that which the petitioners

between two bankrupt estates, and it had since been extended desired . They were unpaid creditors , and asked for the usual

to the case of insolvent estates, whether they were being ad. order, to which they were, under the circumstances, entitled .

ministered in Bankruptcy or in Chancery. But no Judge had The only question was, whether there should be a compulsory
ever expressed himself in favour of extending the principle to order , or an order to wind -up under supervision . He thought
a case where, as in the present, there was only one estate in there should be a compulsory order . Apparently , the petition
Bankruptcy , while the other parties to the bill, if they were had been perfectly well presented by the petitioners ; but as it
insolvent, were not subject to any jurisdiction whatever, was said that the bill was in the hands of a third person, ho
and could not be compelled to submit their rights to this should make the usual compulsory order ; which , however,
Court. They might, if they chose, revoke the direction was not to be drawn up for a week , and not until the bill and
which they gave as to the application of the bill sent as cover an affidavit verifying the petitioners' title had been produced.
for the acceptance, there being no equity asbetween them and If the petitioners were paid before the next petition day, then
theholders of the accep’ance. Lord Justice Nellish concurred, there would be an order continuing the voluntary winding.
If two insolvent estates were being administered by a Court, up under supervision ,

the Court could not alter the rights ofany parties subsequently

to the time when it had assumed the administration . Its JUNE 5 .
duty was simply to take means to discover what these rights

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)were. Butwhen the affairs ofone ofthe parties to a bill, though

he might be insolvent, were not being administered by any IK RE THE CANADIAN OIL Works CORPORATION (LIMITED)
Court , he still retained the ordinary rights of property. To - SiR JOHN DALNYMPLE Hay's Case . — This was an applica

make the order now asked for would be to deprive the drawers tion by the official liquidator of the above company for an

of the £2 ,000 bill of the ordinary rights of property . They order that Sir John Dalrymple Hay, one of the past director
were entitled to make any bargain they pleased with the of the company, should repay to it a sum of £1,000 received
Песерveprors, who , indeed , were now , by the resolution of their by him out of the funds of the company on the 1st of Den
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i ber , 1871, or that hemight pay a call of £25 per share on 40 £1,000 was drawn out of the funds of the company, and that
shares held by him in the company. The company, as, by on the 2nd of December, the very next day, another cheque
this time, every one knows, was formed for the purpose of for £1,000 was paid in by Sir John D . Hay, drawn on his pri
purchasing from a Mr. Prince some oil wells in Canada , for a vate account, to the credit of the company. So that the com
sum of £80,000 , which was afterwards increased to £160 ,000 . pany on one day lost and on another got back the sum of
Sir John Dalrymple Hay was then solicited to become, and he €1,000 . If, therefore , the £1,000 was the £1,000 of the com
became the chairman and a director of the company, consent. pany, it must be repaid by Sir John D . Hay. If the shares

ing at that time to receive 40 qualification shares, for which which he held were paid for , they were not paid for by him
the price was to be provided for him . A sum of £58,000 was out of his own moneys, and he was indebted to the company
to be paid to Mr. Prince on account of the purchase money in respect of them . If they were paid for out of the funds of
for the Canadian property. A cheque for the full amount was the company, then he owed the company the amount so paid .
at first drawn by the directors against the assets of the com So that in either view of the transaction , Sir John D . Hay
pany ; but it was afterwards split up into several smaller owed the company £1,000 . It was also argued , as already in
amounts. Among them was a cheque for £1,000, which was timated , that at the time in question there was a large sum of
handed to Sir John Dalrymple Hay. It was endorsed by Mr. money due from the company to Mr. Prince, and thatMr.
Longbottom , the agent of Mr. Prince in this country, and Longbottom had authority to receive money for him . The
paid on the 1st of December, 1871, by Sir J . D . Hay into his | first cheque in question was endorsed by Mr. Longbottom , and
own private account at his bankers'. On the 2nd of Decem drawn to Mr. Prince's order . But in cases of this kind the
ber, 1871, be paid in & cheque drawn by himself on his own Court was bound not to be blinded by the semblance of purity
bankers for £1,000 to the bankers of the company to the in a transaction which enabled a chairman and director of å
credit of their account as the deposit due from him in respect company to evade the due performance of his duties. Sir
of his shares. The company failed, and was ordered to be John D . Hay ought to have paid the £1,000 originally out of
wound-up. The question now argued was, whether the £1,000 his own money. Hedid not do so . Looking at the evidence
paid in to the company's credit by Sir J. D . Hay on the 2nd in the case, it appeared to be clear that the £1,000 in question
of December, 1871, was really only & repayment by him of had been paid out of the funds of the company, and as no
the sum of £1,000 drawn out the day before, or a bona - fide director of a company, holding shares in it, could consider
payment by him of £1,000 for his shares ? That depended those shares as paid for by him , when they had really been
on whether at the time the cheque for the £1,000 was drawn paid for with some one else' s money - and in this instance
on the 1st of December, 1871, and endorsed by Mr. Long . with themoney belonging to the company itself - it followed

bottom , any thing was due from the company to Mr. Prince. that in either respect, as the owner of shares for which he
On the one hand, it was said that there was, and that Mr. had not paid , or as the owner of shares paid for by the com
Prince , as the true owner of the money, was perfectly at pany, Sir John D . Hay was liable , and must be ordered to pay
Jiberty to direct Mr. Longbottom to pay the £1,000 to Sir the £1,000.
John Hay,who could no more be asked now by the company

(Before Vice- Chancellor Str JAMES Bacon.)
how he came by it than how he became possessed of any
other money actually in his pocket. On the other hand , it IN RE THE BRADFORD TRAMWAYS COMPANY. - Two petitions

was insisted that nothing was owing to Mr. Prince from the for winding up the above company came on for hearing , one of

company on the 1st of December, 1871, and that, at all which had been transferred from Vice-Chancellor Malins. An

events , it must be assumed from the evidence in the case that order was made, and Messrs. Hargreaves and Mason were

Sir J . D . Hay really paid the £1,000 in respect of his shares appointed official liquidators. Mr. Kay, Q .C ., and Mr.

out of the funds of the company. In the latter case, either Bradford appeared in support of one petition ; Mr. Swanston ,

as the owner of shares paid for by the company's money he Q .C ., and Mr. Cook of the other, and Mr. William Pearson ,

must repay the company , or, as owner of unpaid shares, he Q . C . and Mr. McSwinney for the company.

must pay for them , and the calls in respect of them .

Mr. Glasse, Q .C ., and Mr. Montagu Cookson were for
the official liquidator of the company ; Mr. J . Napier Hig

gins, Q . C ., andMr. Dunningwere for Sir John Dalrymple Hay. COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .

The Vice- Chancellor said the undisputed facts of the case

were these : - Mr. Longbottom , as agent of Mr. Prince, came June 4 .

over from America to this country for the purpose of selling

certain oil wells in Canada, which , it was represented, would ( Before Mr. Registrar Pepys, sitting as Chief Judge.)

be the sources of inexhaustible wealth . He first tried the IN RE SIR PETER TAIT & Co . - This was an appeal from

City, and then the West- end of London . Eventually the the decision of the inspectors , rejecting a proof for £2,090,
company was formed , and Sir John D . Hay became the tendered against the separate estate of Sir Peter Tait , by the
chairman of it. He signed its memorandum , agreed to be a official liquidator of the London, Belgian , Brazil, and River

director, to take shares to qualify him to act, and that those Plate Royal Mail Steamship Company (Limited) in respect of
shares should be paid for - not by himself, but by Mr. Prince , calls upon 110 shares, alleged to have been held by Sir Peter

the vendor of the wells . By so agreeing he accepted a bribe Tait in the company. Mr. G . W . Hemming was counsel for

from the vendor, when he had duties to perform towards the the applicant; Mr. R . V . Williams for the respondents. It

purchasers of the wells. He became liable to pay in respect appeared that the company was formed in the year 1868 for
of the shares the sum of £1,000. He said it was paid . The the purpose of taking over a shipping business carried on by

other side insisted that, if paid by Sir John Hay, it was not Sir Peter Tait and Co ., and purchasing from that firm a line

paid out of his own money . The sum of £1,000 was, however, of steam vessels. The capital of the company was to

paid ; and if Sir John D . Hay paid it out of the funds of the amount to £200 ,000 , in £5 ,000 shares of £40 each , and tho

company, such a payment could not for a moment be sus. agreement with Sir Peter Tait for the purchase of the pro .

tained . It was argued that the £1,000 was really paid by Mr. perty was conditional upon 2,500 shares being allotted . At a

Prince to Sir John D . Hay, and if it could have been shown meeting held in June, 1869 , it was found that 110 shares had

that that sum was part of a larger sum due to Mr. Prince, and to be taken up before asking the public to subscribe for the

was not, therefore , a payment by Sir John D . Hay out of the remainder . Sir Peter Tait, who was also a director of the

funds of the company, but, as contended , a payment by him company, occupied the chair on the occasion of the meeting,

with money given to him by Mr. Prince , there might be some and the shares were offered to him . According to the evi

ground for Sir Jolin D . Hay 's contention . It had not been denco, Sir Peter declined, in the first instance , to take the

disputed that on the 1st of December, 1871, the sum of shares, but afterwards, upon one of the directors stating that
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it would be for the benefit of his firm that he should take estate should be liquidated by arrangement, and trustees were

them , he consented to do so upon an assurance by the solicitor appointed. The trustees subsequently applied to the County

that he incurred no liability, and he afterwards paid £110 Court for an order directing Robertson to refund £120 , which

upon the shares. It appeared, however, that no allotment of he had received , and also £36 12s. 9d ., being the value of

the shares had ever been made, nor did the books of the certain potatoes of which he had taken possession after the

company contain any minute of the proceedings at themeet presentation of the petition . The application was resisted on

ing. The question was whether, under the circumstances , the the ground that Robertson being a Scotchman the court had

claim of the official liquidator could be supported . His Hon no jurisdiction to deal with him , and on the further ground

our, having reviewed the evidence , held that there had been that the service was irregular, but the learned judge made the

no acceptance of the shares by Sir Peter Tait, and dismissed order. Robertson, who had proved for the balance of his

the appeal, with costs .
debt in the County Court , appealed. After hearing the
arguments of counsel, his Lordship held that the County

Court had jurisdiction to make the order. The appellant re

June 5. ceived the £120 as part of the estate of the debtors . He
( Before the IIon . W . C . Spring -Rice, sitting as Chief came in under a compact for the due administration of the

Judge.)
estate, and the court had ample jurisdiction to decide all

IN RE FOTHERGILL AND HANKEY. - Messrs. Robert Fother questions. The appellant was bound to submit asmuch as if

gill, M . P ., and Ernest Thomas Hankey, described as of Ab
he lived on this side the Border. As to the alleged irregularity

church -chambers, Abchurch -lane, also of Aderdare and the
of the service, his Lordship thought there had been a com

Plymouth Iron Works, both in the county of Glamorgan , plete waiver.

ironmasters, colliery proprietors, and merchants, trading as ( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.)

“ The Aberdare Iron Company," and also as “ The Plymouth

Iron Company," have filed the usual petition for liquidation
IN BE ALFRED Bowes. — The bankrupt was a generalmer

by arrangement or composition . Upon the application of Mr.
chant, of Queen - street , Bermondsey, and 146 New Kent-road .

Hollams, jun ., his Honour appointed Mr. Turquand, account
His balance-sheet returned debts of £22,475, of which £16 ,878

ant, receiver and manager of the estate. The liabilities of
were due to unsecured creditors, with assets £6 ,692, compris

the firm are estimated at £1,300,000 ; the assets , comprising
ing stock -in -trade, cash , bills of exchange, and other items.

the debtors ' iron works, are valued at about £1,260,000.
This was a sitting for public examination . Mr. Baker ap

IN RE THE Hon . W . F . 0 . O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . - This was
peared for the trustee ; Mr. Lumley for the bankrupt. It

an adjourned sitting for public examination . The bankrupt,
being stated that negotiations with creditors were pending, an

adiournment was granted .

described as of the Hôtel de Bade, Boulevard des Italiens,

Paris, is M . P . for Tipperary. The case was before the court
ÎN RE ALBERT PELLY. - The bankrupt, a merchant, of 18

a month since, when , in consequence of the bankrupt's illness,
Finch -lane, and Reigate, passed his examination without op

an adjournment became nécessary. Mr. T . Lumley appeared
position , on a balance sheetwhich showed unsecured debts of

for the trustee, and Mr. Cottman for the bankrupt. It was
£12, 117, and assets £3,739. Mr.Mackenzie appeared for the

stated that since the last meeting the bankrupt had filed the
trustee ; Mr. C . Hall for the bankrupt.

usual balance-shect, and a proposal had been made for pay

ment of a composition , but until the trustee had investigated

certain securities given by the bankrupt to creditors it was PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE .
impossible for him to say whether he accepted or rejected the
offer. Under these circumstances a further adjournment was HOUSE OF COMMONS, JUNE 7 .
asked for by the bankrupt, and not objected to by the trustee.

The statement of affairs showed unsecured debts £3 ,880 , with County Courts Bill . — The Solicitor-General, in moving

secured debts about £4,000 ; assets, £1, 106 . His Honour the second reading of this Bill, explained that its main object
granted an adjournment. was to extend the powers at present possessed by plaintiffs in

IN RE F . A . AND M . ZIMMERMAN . – The debtors, who are actions tried in the County Courts to obtain judgments by
importers of chymicals , drugs, and chymical apparatus, of default in undefended actions. It was said there was a very
Aldersgate- street, have filed a liquidation petition , with lia great difference of opinion as to whether a judgment by de
bilities returned at about £100,000, and assets of considerable fault should be obtained in cases below £5 . It was considered
value, including stock about £10,000. Upon the application that this doubt should be given effect to. The principal pro
of Mr. F . Knight, his Honour appointed Mr. Edwards, ac vision of the Bill was that in all cases where the debt was
countant, King -street, Cheapside, receiver and manager of above £5 , and where the debt was due for goodssupplied in
the estate . the way of trade, the plaintiff should obtain judgment by

default in the same way as in an action in the Superior

June 7 . Courts. At the same time, every security was thrown around

the defendant. It was provided that in all cases there should

(Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.) be personal service on the defendant, and that before the

EX PARTE ROBERTSON - RE MORTON . — This was an appeal from summons was issued on which judgment by default should be

an order of the Newcastle County Court , and involved a ques obtained the plaintiff should make an affidavit in proof of his

tion as to the jurisdiction of the English Court of Bankruptcy debt. The provisions of the Bill were in accordance with the
over a Scotchman . Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight recommendations of the Judicature Commissioners. He hoped

were counsel for the appellant ; and Mr. Little, Q . C ., and Mr. the Bill would be read a second time. - Mr. Chadwick called

Colt for the respondent. The debtors , Messrs. W . and E . attention to the necessity of a change in the law of imprison

Morton , who were fruit and potato merchants at Newcastle ment by the county court judges for contempt. - Mr. Marten

on - Tyne, had been in the habit of purchasing potatoes from supported the Bill as a means of saving a great deal of ex

Mr. Donald Robertson , a merchant, residing at Mayfield , pense. — Mr. Denison said that the measure proposed to give

Cupar, Fifeshiro, and on the 17th of February, 1874 , the greater facilities to claimants to obtain judgment by default .

debtors owed to Robertson a considerable sum of money. On He hoped there would be some safeguard against thedanger of

that day they sent to Mr. Robertson a cheque for £120, which suitors “ playing tricks” and deferring service of process until

was presented at their bankers on the 19th , and paid. On a day or so before, and then making affidavit that due service

the intervening day the debtors filed a petition for liquidation had been made. Mr. Wheelhouse replied that the present

by arrangement with creditors, and on the 13th of March a | rules of county courts sufficiently guarded against any such

first meeting was held , when a resolution was passed that the danger. The Bill was then read a second time,
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN . slightest contention that the order would benefit any body of

the creditors, or that it would be more convenient or less ex

June 8 .
pensive to the great body of those creditors. Mr. Watson

was proceeding to point out what he considered a fallacy in
(Before the Hon . JUDGE MILLER.) his Honour's decision on the previous application , when his

IN RE JOHN HIGGINS. — The . bankrupt was a grocer at Honour said that if Mr. Watson objected to the decision , he

Ballymena, in the county of Antrim . Hehad been in custody had better go before the chief judge. - 11r . Watson said he

for nearly four months on a charge of endeavouring to leave intended to do so . - His Honour : Thin this motion had better

the country with the intention of defrauding his creditors. stand over until that appeal has been heard . Mr. Watson

His case came before the court on last court day, when an said he wished to consolidate the two, in order that they might

application was made to have the court direct & prosecution be taken as one appeal. His Honour said that he was quite

against the bankrupt for having fraudulently consigned large prepared to make the order asked for by the notice of motion ,
quantities of tea to his brother and other people in Liverpool. so that Mr. Watson might be able to go to the chief judge

His lordship on that occasion expressed an opinion that with both . The facts were as follows : — The banking com .

although he was satisfied the evidence in the case justified a pany held security from Fosteron his separate property , which
prosecution , he thought it would be better for the creditors to the Court had already decided such security as enabled the

consider what course they would adopt under all the circum bank to elect whether they would apply it to the joint debt or

stances of the case. Mr. Samuel Benner, solicitor for the to the separate debt. The joint debt of Foster and Hinings
assignees, now stated that a meeting had since been held in owing to the bank was about £13,000, and the separate debt
Belfast, at which it was resolved by upwards of 40 creditors owing by Foster was £4,000. The bank , with the consent of

that proceedings should be instituted . Judge Miller said the trustee, had realised the securities which it held , but they

that under the 10th section of the Act certain things were re were in this difficulty that they did not know to which debt to
quired, and it was his duty to see that the whole case was apply the security . By the law of bankruptcy they were not
properly before the creditors. On the last day he stated that bound to deduct the security from the proof on the joint

the bankrupt had been arrested when about leaving the estate. They could prove against that estate for the whole

country, that he was nearly four months in prison , and that amount of the joint debt, or they could claim the right to

the goods in respect of which the prosecution was sought had appropriate the whole of the security, or so much as was

been all recovered through the activity of the trade assignees. necessary, if the whole was not required to the joint debt
These matters he considered the creditors should have had before making any appropriation to the separate debt. He

fairly before them , but now they had decided upon it and had held that they were entitled to apportion the security

were resolved to institute a prosecution which , as he before to whatever debt it was most to their interest to appropriate it.

stated , the evidence in the case fully justified . Mr. Eaton The total amount realised by the security was not sufficient

(Oldham and Eaton ) said that before his lordship made any to pay the whole amount of the joint debt, but till a dividend
order on the subject, he would ask to have counsel for the on the joint estate was declared and the creditors knew

bankrupt heard . " Judge Miller acceded to the request , and what that dividend was, the bank could not know what would

adjourned the case to a future day for that purpose. be required to be appropriated to the joint debt. The course
which the bank proposed to take, and which he thought was a
very reasonable one - one to which the trustee might have

assented — was this : finding that they were unable to say

BRADFORD BANKRUPTCY COURT. whether they would be required to appropriate the whole of

the proceeds of the security to the payment of the joint debt,

and being large creditors on the separate estate as well as on
June 8 , the joint estate , they decided to apportion the fund which they

(Before Mr. W . T . S. DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge .) bad in hand from the security between the two debts in the
proportion they bore to each other. They had £11,000 in

Re Foster & HININGS : Ex PABTE THE BRADFORD BANKING hand ; the joint debt was £13,000, and the separate debt was

COMPANY. - This was a motion made on behalf of the Bradford £4,000 ; and they proposed to divide the £11,000 in the pro
Banking Company asking for an order directing that Mr. Henry portion which £4000 bears to £13 ,000 , and they tendered their

Dickin , trustee in the estate of Foster and Hinings and in the proof of debt on that very reasonable fouting. The trustee
separate estate of John Foster, to declare a dividend in the rejected the proof in toto , and asserted that the bank were not

joint estate prior to the declaration of a dividend in the entitled to prove against the separate estate at all . In his

separate estate. - Mr. Gardner was for the motion , and Mr. judgment on the last occasion he had held that the trustee was

Watson opposed it on behalf of the trustee. Mr. Gardner wrong in his contention , and that the bank were entitled to

stated that the motion was made in accordance with a direc appropriate as much of the security to the joint debt as would

tion given by his Honour in his judgment on another applica realise 20s. in the pound . But till they knew what the divi

tion in the same matter on the 21st May . The application dend on the joint estate would be they could not know how
wasmade under the 104th section of the Act, which provided much would have thus to be appropriated . It seemed to him ,

that where joint and separate estates were concerned the trustee therefore, to be a case in wbich justice required - and thero
should declare dividends in both estates together, but that would be no injustice whatever to any of the creditors-- that
the Judge of the Court could direct dividends to be declared the dividend on the joint estate should be declared , in order
otherwise on application of a party interested . His Honour that the bank and other parties who might be in the same
said he should like to hear from Mr. Watson what his objec . way interested in the separate estate as well as in the joint
tions were. Mr. Watson said his contention was that the estate, might know what the bank would be entitled to prove
Court had no power to make such an order as was asked for, for. The provision of the 10th section ; that dividends
and also that there were no grounds on which the order should should be declared together, assumed that the two estates
be made. He held that the question as to the declaring of the would be liquidated together without difficulty, but there were
dividends was purely one of administration , and did not raise cases in which that could not be done - cases where a joint
any question as to priority of the rights of any portion of the estate could be liquidated in a very short time, while the liqui
creditors. There was a committee of inspection in each estate, dation of a separate estate might necessitate years of litigation ,

and the trustee and those committees were intending to | Were creditors of the joint estate, in a case of that kind , to
declare the dividends together solely for the purpose of saving | wait all those years for that dividend ? He thought, there .

expense. The only ground on which the order was asked was | fore, that the provision of the section that the judge could
that it would enable the banking company to make themost make an order on the application of any party interested was

of its right of proof on the estates ; and there was not the intended to meet cases of that kind . If the trustee or the
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committee of inspection had said that the joint estate was so settled law that the true criterion in a question of this kind is
situated with reference to its realisation that a dividend could whether the goods are on their way to their destination, and
not yet be conveniently declared, he might have nnderstood if they are , it is no objection that the carrier has been selected
the matter, but no such suggestion that the dividend could not by the buyers . Secondly , it was contended , in the last case on
be declared within a reasonable timewas made. Mr. Watson : this point,that inasmuch as thirty -three bales out of each con .
The notice of motion does not require it. If the motion had signment of seventy - two had actually reached the hands of the
been that a dividend should be declared now , I should have buyer,and had been manufactured , that the delivery of that part
made the suggestions your Honour speaks of. His Honour : must be taken to have been a delivery of the whole. This is
In that case the proper course will be, as I said , to let the often a very doubtful question, but the nature of the contract
matter stand over till the result of the appeal against the | in this case is such as to make it difficult to see how the
previous judgment is known. The matter was then adjourned principle of a delivery of part being in law & delivery
till the 9th July , on the understanding that in the meanwhile of the whole can apply here. In this case the contract
the appeal against the previous judgmentwould be made by was a general continuing contract , and the goodswere for.

Mr. Watson , warded from time to time in one vessel, as in this instance ,
on part of their journey. Then they were shipped the rest of
their way to Europe in two vessels ,which reached Liverpool at

different dates, and then they were forwarded in trucks so as
HALIFAX COUNTY COURT. to suit the convenience of the carriers, or perhaps of the con .

signees, though there is no evidence on this point. I am of
opinion , therefore, that this ground also fails . Imay add there

RE WHITWORTII ex parte GIBRES.- On Tuesday, at the Hali. was certainly no intention to deliver part for thewhole . There

fax County Court,Mr. Giffard , Judge, delivered his decision in remains the strict ground urged on behalf of the trustee, viz .,

the above case as follows: - This is an application by Messrs. thathaving regard to the course of dealing between the railway

Gibbes and Co ., of Charlestown, in the United States of company and the Messrs. Whitworth and Co., the goods had

America , calling upon the Court to hold that by a notice, reached the hands of the consignee, either actually or construc

dated the 21st day of April, 1874 , given by their agents in this tively prior to the date of the stoppage. In my opinion this

country either on that or the following day to the station argument succeeds in part and in part fails . As I have before

master at Luddenden Foot Station on the Lancashire and stated , the course of dealing between the railway company and

Yorkshire Railway, they well and effectually exercised their Messrs. Whitworth was such that no construction can be put

right as vendors to stop in transitu certain cotton which they upon it other than this , that there was a mutual agreement

had consigned to Messrs. Whitworth , of Luddenden Foot, between the parties that goods consigned to Messrs.Whitworth

who had filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement. The at Ludden Foot were wholly at their disposal, whether on

cotton has been since sold by consent and the proceeds have theWhitworth or general siding, or in therailway yard. This is

been paid into the bank to abide the decision in these pro the view presented by the affidavit of Joseph Wells, and it is the

ceedings. The law on this subject I consider to be well settled, only view with which the facts proved in this caseare consistent.

but the application of the principle to the facts of the present If such were not the agreement this conclusion must inevitably

case is not without difficulty arising from the course of follow ,that the railway company, without having divested them .

dealing pursued between the different parties concerned . The selves of the risk and responsibility which attached to them

Judge proceeded to detail the special facts connected with the as common carriers, or even of the less onerous responsibility

transactions between the parties, referring particularly to the as warehousemen , allowed the goods consigned to Whitworth

Whitworth siding, and the exceptional mode of delivery by and Co. to remain indefinitely on their sidings at their risk,

the railways to Messrs. Whitworth. He went on to say : - - On withoutmaking any charge or receiving any consideration for

the 17th April, 1874 , Messrs. Whitworth and Co. filed their so doing. This is so improbable a state of things that I cannot

petition for liquidation in this court, and a general meeting adopt it, and must accept in preference the view pre

of creditors was held on the 8th May , 1874 ,when it was resolved sented by the affidavit of Joseph Wells. This mutual

that the estate should be wound up in liquidation and arrangement continued down to the 18th April, 1874, when

Mr. Blackburn was appointed trustee. On the 18th April, it was, in my opinion , terminated by the act of the railway

1874 the company removed the truck 3166 from the Whit company in removing the truck of cotton No. 3166 from

worth siding to their general siding. On the 21st of April, 1 the Whitworth siding to their general siding. The object

Mr. Ernest Schutt, the age: t for Messrs. Gibbes wrote of the railway company in removing the cotton from the

from Manchester to the station master at Luddenden actual possession of Whitworth and Co , to their own is not far

Foot countermanding the delivery of the cotton to Messrs. to seek . The company were aware of the insolvency ofWhit.

Whitworth . On the 22nd the company for the first time worth and Co., and they wished to resume their right to receive

issued their advice note to Messrs. Whitworth , requiring them the freight on delivery of the goods, or to retain their lien for

to remove the cotton within forty-eight hours from the such freight ; and in order to effect this object it becameneces .

date of the despatch of the notice. The date of this notice was sary to terminate the previously existing state of things. That

subsequently altered to the 24th . In the argumentbefore me such was their intention and design by this act is corroborated

on the 27th April last , threo grounds were alleged on behalf of by the company for the first time issuing an advice note to

the trustee against the validity of the stoppage in transitu by | Whitworth and Co. on the 22nd April, ofwhich the date was

the vendors ' agent in this country. First, it was contended afterwards altered to the 21th . If I am right in this view , the

that the bill of lading for the cotton , being limited to the port | legal consequence of the company's act in determining the pre

of Liverpool, coupled with the fact that it was transmitted by vious agreement— which in myopinion theyhad a right to deter

the consignee to their agent nt that port, determined the right mine — was that goods which arrived subsequently to the 18th

of the vendors against the property . Several authorities were remained in possession of the companyas carriers until theyhad

referred to as showing that so soon as the goods reach the hands divested themselves of their liability as such by the issuing of the

of the buyer or his agent thatthe right of thevendor is destroyed . advice note and the expiration of the timementioned therein. It

To that proposition , I assent, with this reservation , that the follows from this that the twenty -six bales contained in truck

agent must be the agent for all purposes of the buyer, and not 11,695 and the thirteen bales contained in truck 7524 , in other

merely an agent to transmit the goods to tlicir ultimate destina - | words the whole of the cotton which arrived by the Celtic andwords the whole of the cotton which arrived by the
tion . Where the proposition fails in this case is that Windle I had not been manufactured ,remained in possession of the com .
was not the general agent of the buyers, but simply their agent pany as carriers at least up to the 24th April, and therefore
for the purpose of sending the goods to their ultimate destina that the stoppage in transitu as to these bales was well effected
tion , Windle does notappear to be the generalagent of any | by the notice of the 21st April, 1874 . It follows from this view
one but of bis own employers, the railway company . It is well that the nineteen bales contained in truck 1260 belonged to the
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out of a total indebtedness of £1,893. Mr. Downham , arguing
contra , said that while Mr. Walton represented littlo over

£200 , he held proxies of non -relatives to theamount of £827 .

He admitted that without the relatives he could not hare

complied with the legal requirements ; but he pointed out that

the debtor had absolutely nothing in the shape of assets , that

the debts to his relatives had been contracted in the course of

his business as a merchant, and that the composition was not

only bona -fide, but the only course which it was open to him

to pursue. His Honour, in giving judgment, said he did not
think the resolution was one for the benefit of the creditors.

The assets were very small, but there was a possibility of the

bankrupt acquiring more property hereafter, and it would be

hard to shut out the creditors from all chance of advantage

thereby. Therefore the resolution must be set aside.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

trustee. The only remaining question is as to tlic twentybales ,
the other unused part of tho consignment by the R public, and

which were removed by the companyon the 18th April from the

Whitworth to the general siding. As I have already stated ,
the company , in my opinion , by this act determined the pre

viously existing agreement, and that they had right so to
determine it as to goods that might thereafter arrive. But it

is a different question as to the effect of this proceeding

upon goods which had previously arrived at the station.
The twenty bales in question , with the nineteen bales, arrived

on the 14th or 15th of April, and from that date until the 17th

had remained in the actual or constructive possession of Whit

worth and Co . They had therefore becomethe absolute property

of those gentlemen by a title which no act of the company

could affect,except perhaps as to their own lien for freight. It

follows from this that the right of the vendors had come to an

end , and it was not competent for the railway company by any

act of theirs to restore it. At first sight this view may seem to

conflict with the case of Crawshay v. Edes, 1 B and C 181, but

on examination the distinction between that and the present
case becomes obvious. In that case the goods were in the

carrier's possession, and he began to unload them on the
consignce's premises, but on hearing that the consigneo had
failed and had absconded , he replaced the part he had un

loaded on his barge. In that case the act was incom

plete. The carrier never intended to make a partial delivery

and undid what he had done. Here , so far as the
company were concerned , the delivery was complete, nothing

further remained to be done ; and the goodshad remained in the

consignee's actual, or at least constructive, possession , during

four days. Upon the whole case I am of opinion that the

thirty -nine bales which remained unmanufactured out of the

consignmentby the Republic were, on the 17th April, 1874 , part

of the estate of the bankrupts. But that as to the thirty-nine

bales which remained unmanufactured outof the consignment
ex Celtic ,the right of the vendors was effectually exercised , and

that these thirty-nine bales are the property of Messrs.Gibbes.
No order as to costs. If the same price was obtained for the

ssveral consignments , the will be, after payment of costs , an

equal division of the fund .

BIRKENHEAD COUNTY COURT.

June 8 .

Before Mr. WYNNE FFOULKES.
Re J . B . Wood. — The proceedings in bankruptcy in con

nection with the composition of Mr. John B . Wood , of

Tranmere, gentleman , and formerly a merchant in the African

trade, were again before the court . Mr. Walton (instructed by

Mr. Gofiey) appeared for the opposing creditors , and Mr.
Downham for the debtor. At the previous hearing Mr.

Deputy-Registrar Mather confirmed a resolution which was

passed by a majority of the creditors by means of proxies

entrusted to the debtor's solicitors for that purpose. Mr.
Walton 's arguments were now directed against the validity of

the resolution in question , and in sustainment of his position

he impeached the bona fides of the consenting creditors. The

debtor's wife, he insisted , could not prove as administratrix

alone, and had no power to appoint an attorney or a proxy,

and therefore her proof was bad in law . The learned gentle .

man raised several other technical objections, and then went

on to contend that the resolution was not the work of credi

tors in the proper sense of the term , but of persons who used

their monetary claims to do a kindness to the debtor. The

great majority of those for whom proxies were held were

relatives of the debtor, who were actuated by a desire to

release him from his difficulties ; and therefore, even though

the technical rules had been complied with , the resolution

must fall to the ground. An agreement in such a case to pay

& penny in the pound was no composition at all, but an insult

to the non - relatives,who held claims to the amount of £1,842,

HUMPIIRYS & PEARSON (HULL). - It was reeolved at a meet
ing of creditors and shareholders of Humphrys and Pearson
(Limited) , the Hull Iron Shipbuilders, to voluntarily wind -up
the company, and three of the directors and three creditors

were appointed liquidators. It is expected the assots will

realise to unsecured creditors about 10s. in the pound . The

liabilities are about £50 ,000.
T . GRIFFIES (MANCIIESTER ) . — The creditors of Nr. Thomas

Griffies, Moseley -street, Manchester, stuff merchant, held a

meeting on Friday, and accepted a composition of 2s . in the

pound .

CITY AND COUNTY BANK. - A meeting of shareholders in

this bank was held at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon -street,
on Tuesday. Mr. Godden , the chairman , said the question

they had now to consider was the compulsory or voluntary
winding up of the bank . Compulsory winding-up meant
many thousand pounds expense, which would be avoided by a
voluntary liquidation . In accordance with the terms of ar
rangement with Messrs. Brown, Janson , and Co., the creditors
would secure 20s. in the pound forthwith ; the call of £l per
share pending would pay everything , and he did not consider
that the £3 10s . per share already paid would be found to bo

lost when the assets were realised . Mr. Simmonds endorsed

the remarks of the chairman as to the great expense attend
ing a compulsory liquidation . Resolutions were passed for
the voluntary winding-up of the bank , and the following
committee of investigation was appointed -- Mr. R . S . Cook

(50 shares), Mr. Holman (300 shares), Mr. Rowland (50
shares), Mr. Edwar:ls (200 shares), and Mr. Munson (100

shares), three of their number to form a quorum . It was
also decided to approve the arrangement made with Messrs.

Brown, Janson , & Co., and to appoint Mr. Price (Price, Holy
land , and Waterhouse) voluntary liquidator.

J . E . SIMMONS (SOUTHAMPTON ). – A meeting was held in the

matter of John Edward Simmons, of 14 East-street , Southamp

ton , watclimaker, at the offices of Messrs. Barrett and Patey,

90 London Wall, E .C ., on Friday, the 4th inst., when it was

decided to accept a composition of ten shillings in the pound ,

payable by four instalments, provided such composition was

secured to the satisfaction of the chairman and another

creditor at or before the mceting for confirmation of tho

resolution .

Phenix BESSEMER Steel Co . - A largely attended meeting of

the creditors of the Phænix Bessemer Steel Company,Limited,

was held on Wednesday afternoon . Mr. Smith , manager of

the Barrow Steel and Hematite Company, presided. Tho

circular issued by the firm , and already quoted , was read .

The directors had had to adopt a petition for liquidation ,
which had been presented by a friendly creditor. A report

was then read by Mr. Esau , the company's solicitor, in

which he stated that the loss of £14 ,000 by the stoppage of

Gilead Smith and Co., obliged them to suspend , Smith and Co.

having in turn been embarrassed by the failure of tho
Aberdare Iron Co. South Wales. The statement of accounts
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was as follows : - Liabilities , accounts , £8,061 Os. 2d . ; Gilead UNITED Law CLERKS' SOCIETY. — The 43rd anniversary of
Smith 's acceptances under discount, £14, 155 188. 2d. ; the formation of this society , the object of which is to assist
mortgages and debentures, £45 , 205 ; total liabilities, £139,421

in illness, affiction ,and old age the clerks of judges, barristers,
18s. 4d. The assets were – book debts, £30,023 ; stock and

tools , £50,267 ; cash and sundries, £570 ; uncalled up capital and solicitors, was celebrated on Wednesday evenings, at

estimated to produce £17,000 ; total £97,860, from which must Willis 's- rooms, by a dinner, at which the Hon .Mr. Justice

be deducted £13,000 for secured creditors, leaving £84 ,860 as Denman presided. The annual report of the committee of
open assets . After some discussion , in the course of which

the causes of the failure were dealt with, it was decided that
management states that during the past year 60 members

the realisation of the company would be best effected by a have claimed allowance in sickness, and £502 has been paid
voluntary winding-up under the supervision of the Court of to them . These claims are rare, except in cases of severe

Chancery. illness, and of the 60 cases relieved six ended fatally . Of 28
pensioners five died during the year, and four fresh claims

were allowed . The superannuations amounted to £977, or
more than the interest of £33,000 consols. From the first

FAILURES. the society has paid in sick allowances £11,311, and in
superannuations £9, 265. The payments on account of the

death of members or their wives amounted to £812 for the

year and £17 ,260 since 1832. All these claims, amounting,
ENGLAND . - A petition for the liquidation of the affairs of with expenses , to £3,121, fall upon the principal or General

Joseph Hallam , grocer, Sheffield , has been filed ; liabilities, Benefit Fund, and the income thereon showed a surplus for
£2,000. - In the Manchester County Court , Mr. Joseph the year of £1,605 , an addition to the capitalwhich raised it
Greenup, builder, Elm -street , Manchester,' filed a petition for to £52,284. It is invested in Government securities ; the
liquidation . The liabilities amount to £6 ,000. - A petition interest of £33 ,000 is reserved for superannuations ; and
has been filed for winding-up the Phønix Bessemer Steel £22 ,284 is left available to meet unusual pressure from
Company, Limited , near Sheffield . The company was formed sickness or mortality. There is a casual or benevolent fund
three years ago, with a capital of £100,000, in £50 shares, for members and non -members, and in gifts and loans £374
£40 of which have been called up . The company has had ex has been disbursed during the year and £14 ,567 since the
tensive transactions with Messrs. Smith and Co , iron formation of the society . The savings out of the casual fund
merchants, London , who recently failed , and who were in . are being accumulated with the object of forming a fund out
debted to them in about £12,000. - The firm of Jno. Schofield of which small pensionsmay be granted to the most necessi
and Co., dyers, bare filed their petition in the Brad tous and deserving of the widows of members. In relieving
ford County Court. The liabilities are estimated at law clerks and their families the society has disbursed alto
£20 ,000. - Mr. John Leslie , of Chapel-street, Lowestoft, tailor

gether more than £52,434 ,
and draper , has filed a petition for liquidation , and Mr. Love
well Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth , public THE JOINT-STOCK Discount COMPANY. — The City editor of

accountant, has been appointed receiver by the Court. Mr. C .
the Times writes as follows :- “ Wehave received somepapers

H . Wiltshire, of Yarmouth , is solicitor for the debtor. relating to the Joint-Stock Discount Company (Limited),
which has been in liquidation since 1866. Among the rest is

SCOTLAND. - The failure of Albert Baxter , stock broker in a balance-sheet for the year ending the 31st of March , 1875,

Dundee, with heavy liabilities, variously estimated , is an which shows what the liquidators have realised and the costs

nounced . In consequence of the absence of Mr. Albert of realisation . According to this about £12,000 has been ob

Baxter , sharebroker, from Dundee, no detailed statement of tained , three- fourths of it by the sale of securities held in the
his affairs has been prepared ; but it is understood that his company's name, and the rest either collected from debtors or

liabilities , are between £20,000 and £30,000, and that the as dividends and interest. Nothing in the accountappears to

greater part of them are in London . The assets will be very warrant much outlay in getting the money in ; nevertheless ,

small. — The failure is announced of Messrs. Bruce and Com it costs altogether £3,827. Law charges absorbed £1,492 ;

pany, paper makers, Woodside Paper Mills , Glasgow . the liquidators got £1,250 , and the accountant £500, all for
selling £9,500 worth of stock , collecting a few smallsums from

AUSTRALIA . - Melbourne advices report the suspension of debtors , and paying some little balances over to creditors of

Messrs. H . Smith and Co., drapers, of Ballarat, whoso the company. It cannot be said that on this scale going into

liabilities to new creditors amounted to £10,000 ;- but it was liquidation is a cheap process. The report to the shareholders

stated at the meeting of creditors that, owing to some old has also one curious observation. The liquidators state that

debts which would be revived by the present suspension, the ' the third mortgage bonds of the Atlantic and Great Western

total liabilities were in consequence not expected to be under Railway were fortunately realised before the late heavy fall,

$ 18 ,000. having been all sold at an average of over £13 per cent.' Com .

pared with the present price of this security , that is no doubt

AMERICA. - New York advices report the failure on the Stock à cheering statement ; but the liquidators would have done

Exchange ofMessrs. E . Washburn and Co., 62 Broadway , and well to state also at what date and price the bonds were

Mr. Samuel M . Salomon , 40 Broad Street. Both firms were bought. As late as the middle of 1873 Atlantic and Great

" long ” of railroad stocks, and owing to the fall in value of Western 3d Mortgage Bonds were quoted at 471, and if the

Fries, were unable to carry them . - Messrs . Redfield and liquidators then held them , why were they not then sold ? "

Talmadge, merchants , Port Jervis , N . Y ., and Messrs. Reilly SALE OF SERJE ANTS' INN. - The London correspondent of

and Appley, lumber dealers , had also suspended . the Manchester Guardian says : - “ As the Judicature Bill has

abolished the title of serjeants-at-law , the members of

Serjeants' inn , in Chancery -lane, have determined to sell that

property and divide the proceeds amongst themselves. The

value cannot be less than £30,000 or £35,000, so that each
Mr. W . H . Pannell (Slater and Pannell), of 1 Guildhall. of the six and thirty gentlemen who now wear the coif will

chambers, one of the representatives of the Ward of receive a very handsome sum . A proposal to devote a portion

Bassishaw in the Court of Common Council, has been ap . of the fund to purposes of legal education has, I believe,

pointed a member of the InternationalMunicipal Entertain been discussed and negatived. The inn is the property of the
serjeants , so that those gentlemen are acting upon their strict

ment Committeç. | right ; but their proceeding is sure to be sharply criticised ."
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BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE . — The following is the official | MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers' 1 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, June 9:
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on morto
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Thursday , June 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15 , 404,000 Apply to R . F . PRESTOX , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .
Friday , June 4 . . . 19,358 ,000
Saturday , June 5 . . THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

16,569,000 EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

Monday , June 7 . . 13,509,000
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTII

Tuesday, June 8 . . . 14 ,235,000 With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

Wednesday, June 9 .. . . . . . 13,875,000 BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings , Chancery
Lane.

£92 ,950,000 HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR PIVE SHILLINGS

The total at the corresponding period of last year was PER MONTH .

£99,232,000.
With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREE101. D LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT, INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under $ 50

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS. upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. from 16 till 12 o' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF HAMPSHIRE, HOLDEN FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

AT SOUTHAMPTON . “ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS!! PENS !!!
Tn the Matterof Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrange “ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick ,theOwl,and theWaverley Pen .
1 ment or Composition with Creditors instituted by BENJAMIN “ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
THORNE, of Basingstoke, in the County of Southampton , Cabinet Maker, infliction ."
Upholsterer and Builder.

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
The Creditors of the above-named Benjamin Thorne, who have not 1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

already proved their debts, are required on or before the 25th day of June, Graphic , 17th May, 1873 .
1875, to send their names and addresses , and the particulars of their debts

or claims to me, the undersigned Edward Thomas Barrett , of 90 London Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post ls. id .
Wall, in the City of London , Public Accountant, the Trustee under the Patentees, MAONIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin .
liquidation , or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared .

Dated this 20th day of May, 1875. MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

EDWARD T . BARRETT, BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,
Trustee. Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Officer , No. 3 Cravea .

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate" are ; - 1st . - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

PARTNER wanted with £4,000, in a young but rapidly Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farme, Estates , Houses, Hotels .

increasing manufacturing business. Position sound, prospects
Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houser, Tobacco

excellent. - Address G . Walter Knox, B . Sc ., Public Accountant, 18 Bank
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

Street, Sheffield . 2nd . - Tbe letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents , Land ,

Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY, covery of outstanding accounts . 41h . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS , niture , Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur

90 LONDON WALL, E .C . poses. blb . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, tomore - The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
capitalists, monetary advances on realand personal securities , as well as

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns
merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things instwho require agents in London ,
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate "
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
olber sources , undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and cond

TOLMIE , SON , & Co. , dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .

ACCOUNTANTS AND PROPRIETORS OF

R E S T A U R A N T .
13 OXFORD STREET,

116 St. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW . Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .
Proofs prepared , and proxies obtained from Scottish Creditors in English Luncheons from the joints, hot or cold, including vegetables and bread, Is. 3d

Bankruptcies . Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
Meetings of Creditors attended and the proceedings reported . vegetables, cheese and bread , 28.

Debts recovered , and business inquiries made, in all parts of Scotland. Dinners from 6 till 9 o' clock , from 2s. 6d . to 108. 6d .

Correspondence inmiled .
Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor .

is

TOLMIE 'S MERCANTILE OFFICES,
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J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANPRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.

STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
$ 2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected ,

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CIIINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq .
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq .
John Napier, Esq.
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

8 . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C., M . P .
LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

r F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 223 ,613 2 0

Bonusex Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .
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Cats

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided, a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and
may be worn during sleep. A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

Bent to the manufacturer , Mr. John WHITB, 228 , Piccadilly .

London . Price of a single Truss , 168., 21s ., 269. 60 ., 31s . 6a ,
Postage Free , Double Truss, 31s. 60 ., 42s ., and 528 . 6d . Post

age frce. An Umbilical Trurs, 42s., and 52s. 6d. Postage
free. P . O . O . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,

Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking. Price from 48. 6 ., 7s, 6d ., 10s , to 163. each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes . For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 58 . 6d . and 7s . 60 . Adults , 108, 6d. , 158 . 6d. , and 218. each .

Postage free. - Joux White , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Ru

0 .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . -- The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or
Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burgl: rs , and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickr. ess of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The lock and Key may thus be easily altered into whatwould be virtually
a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , cide
" Times, ” 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protectioa
from duplicate or “ Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccted
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside,London, E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
ral lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E .C .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability. Open to all. Each cash subscriber
is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent, per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOIGNE , C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . Rev. C . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory, Ashford .
The Rev. W . F , Good , D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . I HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F.R .G .S .
Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied.

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America , and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - 1 THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book-keeping in
1 street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any rum not exceed . tho hands of the Subscribers .

ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission, the

penny stamp being the only expense. These are very convenient for MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts , or not wishing to draw small cheques. 1 lished Balance- sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co -operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course.
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.
I street. is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards.

payable three montbs after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, — Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These 1 Cheque Books for Customers.

are very useful to persons requiring short investments , and are perfectly
negotiable instruments.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, — The ONLY 1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

L SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — The PEOPLE 'S description of Sound Financial Business .

1 BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - street.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces PublicMHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - No Promotion L Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

N 'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Publio
1 Companies of a bona -fide character.

muneration Dependent on Profits .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
. . . count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

whole amount of the Liability .

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities .

Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria- street . 1 Developmentof Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes onTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability
1 Commission the Purchase and Salo of Stocks and Shares.I beyond amount of subscription .

M E
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - The Secrecy and

CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, near the Mansion House.

Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A fixed instead

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
I of an uncertain Scale of Profits . Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Eighteen per
TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply

Cent. per Annum paid Monthly . 1 and Expeditiously , go to the CO .OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

" L 'HE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY ,

cruing Reserve Fund . 1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Withdrawal atter six months on Sixty Days' Notice. COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria- street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

Tanger of THE CO-OPEsion House Chambers; LONDON

BRANCH OFFICES. LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hackins Hey. MANCHESTER : Messrs.

Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. . BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights.
BATH : Mr. H . J . Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron, 32 WestGeorge Street.
WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas.
A . York, Vale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

SEPH DAVIES, WarringtTON FISHER,Birming. EDWARD THATE,
COUNCIL .

President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London.

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming . WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON , London .
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . / JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . | EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street ,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. — R . R . ROBINSON, London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford.
BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON. '
Further information can be obtained, and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED O . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE?

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory , Nassau -street, W .
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· ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 , GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C.

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. JUNE 12, 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Vol . I. — New SERIES. — No. 28 .] SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1875 . (PRICE 6D.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co. , have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices ( Established

1812 ) , 54 Cannon -street.

A First Dividend of Sixpence in the Pound has been
a declared in the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
arrangement of the affairs of WILLIAM BAINES , of No 5 Elsham -roa

Kensington , and of 62 Holland - road , Kensington , in the County

Middlesex, House Agent. and will be paid by me at my offices, 150
Leadenhall -street, in the City of London , on Wednesday, the 30th day

June, 1875 , or any subsequent Wednesday between the hours of 11 a m .
and 1 p . m .

Dated this 16th day of June, 1875 .

JOHN PATTINSON ,

Trustee .

TO MERCHANTS. - A Gentleman having £4,000 at
command , would be glad to meet with a suitable partner. Can

advance £6,000, or more, if prospects satisfactory.

A MANUFACTURER , special department, would be
A glad to meet with a partner, with from £1,000 to £3,000 . Good

profits are realised and there is a large demand. Exceptional opportunity .

A Gentleman having considerable capital at command
1 is wishful to join another with a view of commencing a large General

Drapery Business , or the extension of one already established .

RE JOHN TOWNEND , Manufacturing Chemist,
CV Clockheaton - The Freehold LAND, comprising about 908 square
yards, and the Buildings thereon , suitable for Wholesale Chemical Works,

TO BE DISPOSED OF, with Plant and Stock ; also Pony and Trap.

A Gentleman with capital, possessing a good knowledge

n of Wool and Bookkeeping, WANTS A PARTNER with £1,000 to
commence Spinning, or to join one already established .

For particulars as to the above, apply to Mr.ATKINSON, Accountant,
15 Kirkgate, Bradford , Yorkshire.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN
AT HALIFAX .

TN the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrange
I ment or Composition with Creditors instituted by JOSEPŮ WILCOCK ,
of Sowerby Bridge, in the Parish of Halifax, in the County of York,
Grocer .

CHRISTOPHER TATE RHODES, of Ward 's End, in Halifax aforesaid ,

Acountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.

All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the Debtor must
deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtormust be paid to

the 'Trustee . Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward
their proofs of debts to the Trustee .

Dated this 14th day of June, 1875.

M . H . RANKIN ,
Registrar.

GODFREY RHODES,
7 Horton -street, Halifax ,

Solicitor acting in the Proceedings.

PARTNER wanted with £4,000 , in a young but rapidly
to increasing manufacturing business. Position sound , prospecis

excellent. -- Address G . Walter Knox , B . Sc., Public Accountant, 18 Bank

Street, Sheffield .

ARTICLED PUPIL . - VacangARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young
diting andGeneralNewsgentleman , who would be instructed in Sub-editing andGeneralNews

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand
if desired . Three years' articles Premium expected . Address, Mr.
ALFRED W .GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office , 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

PUBLICATIONS.
Established 1813.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANSUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c.

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND CO., are
11 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming MonthlyIMHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'
AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

1insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public General Statutes The only
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay , to the City Land and Legal Newspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London . PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription , Payable in advance, £1 109.; Single Copy, 9d.;
[ AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests, delivered free in Town or Country.

and Important Residential Estates. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of Office : - 53 UPPER SACK VILLE STREET, DUBLIN .
WEALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL.,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed Just Published, Demy 8v0., price 58., cloth boards.
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs . SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
Marsh , Milner , and Co . , Land and Timber Surveyors, 5 + Cannon -street, D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors. By ROBERT HENRY

London, E .C . RICHARDSON , A S . A .Eng., Law AccountantadAuditor .

M ESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Oflices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application ,

The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order ( crosse London

and County Bank ), by the Author, Ravenscourt l'urk , laminersmith ,
London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER, Law Bockeellcrs, & c .,
100 Chancery Lane, London ,
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WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountanty, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS , & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S .E .

Thursday ; late announcements can, however, be re
ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

-

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s . each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each. Sub

scribers'names in gold lettering, 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C .

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European Tbe Accountant.
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and
JUNE 19, 1875 .

speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms

The world , or at any rate that portion of it which

The Accountant. takes any decided interest in what is technically ,

though somewhat vaguely termed jurisprudence, is at

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS. present much vexed on the question of Courts of Appeal.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time Whether the House of Lords is still to remain the

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or supreme tribunal, whether if so any intermediate coart
28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

should be interposed, or how best we can obtain an
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ). authoritative exposition of the true state of the law ,

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable
without giving too much advantage to the rich man

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters who seeks to avail himself at every possible oppor

relating to the general business of the paper, should also tunity of the law 's delay, is a problem about whose

be addressed. Literary communications should be
solution even the collective wisdom of parliament seems

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current to hesitate. In connection with this, there may be

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to mentioned a kind of fallacy which seems to pervade the

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .
arguments of all concerned , and that is, that what is

TO ADVERTISERS.
termed the law on any point is something which may

be ascertained and laid down as positively and exactly
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an as a dogma of physical science. It is assumed that

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed just as a disputed scientific point may be accurately
circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

solved by the highest authority , so may a legal point.
support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success There lies the fallacy. Scientific truth is truth which

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes lies wholly outside the mind of its proclaimer. His
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad .

| individual bias, hismental crotchetsmay lead him astray,
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium but they cannot in any way influence the truth of the

for the announcements of members of the profession, as doctrine. But legal truth rests almost entirely on the
to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, | prejudices or prepossessions of the judges. As regards

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; plain points of law , there are of course thousands of

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com cases of every day occurrence as to which there can
panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser exist no possibility of doubt in the mind of an ex

tion in the current number, should reach the office on perienced lawyer. As regards the others , his skill is
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mainly shown in judging what degree of conviction his constant series of appeals, from registrar sitting as

arguments will convey to themind ofa particular judge . registrar, to registrar sitting as judge, or to the judge

We are not speaking now so much of the courts of himself. The county court judges are subject to the

law , but of the courts of equity and bankruptcy . A Chief Judge, and he again is liable to a summary revision

disputed point in a court of law is brought before of his most careful decisions at the unsympathising

several judges, whose decision is given after due con hands of the Lords Justices. The consequence of this is

sultation with each other . But in equity and bank that bankruptcy law is in a very unsettled condition ,

ruptcy the matter is left to the decision of a single that it is constantly fluctuating, and that the multipli

judge, whose opinion is absolute both as to the law cation of appeals renders its administration extremely

and the facts, and whose judgment can only be varied costly .

by an appeal to a higher tribunal, -- an expensive course Wemay illustrate this by a casewhich we report this

which many shrink from taking. It is singular to week of Elbs v . Boulnois, which finally settles the law

notice how the personal feelings of a single judge may | as to the effect of the granting of an order of discharge

thas influence the law . Every lawyer seeks as far as to a bankrupt or liquidating debtor before the close of

possible to find some authority covering the case sub the bankruptcy or liquidation on any after-acquired

mitted to him , and diligently searches the voluminous property . Hitherto it has been held , on the authority

pages of the various law reports for the purpose. By of a decision by the chief judge, that such property is

any decision which is found he is bound to abide, unless liable to the claims of the trustee till the proceedings

he chooses to persuade his client to try the fortune of are finally closed , and upon this assumption registrars

an appeal. The decision of a “ court of co -ordinate and county court judges have been bound to act. The

jurisdiction " is always respected , except in very ex question coming indirectly before the Master of the Rolls,

treme cases, and only a very strong judge will venture Sir George Jessel said at once that he considered this

to disregard it. The result of this is that, as every decision as erroneous, but that he was nevertheless

lawyer knows, there are many doctrines of law upon bound to act upon it as emanating from a judge of

which he is bound to act, which rest upon faulty equalauthority with himself. Acting on this bint, the

reasoning and individual prejudices, and which may at aggrieved plaintiff appealed to the Lords Justices, and

any moment be swept away by the decision of a they unhesitatingly agreed with the view taken by the

superior court. And yet to disregard these would be Master of the Rolls . Lord Justice James , whose mental

unsafe, or would argue in the counsel a very accurate corstitution is singularly opposed to that of Sir James

perception of the mind of the judge before whom he Bacon, finally disposed of the question in an admirably

proposed to lay his case . lucid judgment full of clear reasoning and sound com

The effect, then, of a court of appeal is evident. It mon sense, and the conclusion is in every way most

can disregard and summarily overrule the decisions of satisfactory. In the mean time, however,many un

any inferior court, sometimes, it may be, capriciously, lucky debtors may have suffered some injustice , and

but without any question as to its right to do so, and many trustees have innocently incurred a grave re

the law then remains in an altered position till some sponsibility . Doubtless,on the authority of re Bennett's

dissatisfied litigant carries the matter to the highest Trusts, trustees have felt themselves bound,where an

tribunal of all, and sets at rest for ever the manner in order of discharge has been granted , but proceedings

still kept open , to claim property which may have

or not, to declare the law , or to exercise every refine devolved upon the debtor, and to divide it among the

ment of legal subtlety to distinguish one case from creditors. They now learn, for the first time, that in so

another, and so give fresh play to his crotchets or doing they have been acting wrongfully, and may be

prejudices. exposed to an action at the instance of the debtor, and

Perhaps in no instance does the administration of the involved in an expensive and harassing litigation . The

law possess more uncertainty than in the case of bank . “ glorious uncertainty of the law ” must henceforth

ruptcy. It is administered by officials of all stages of possess more interest than charms in their eyes.

legal rank and knowledge, from the high and dignified There is one final thought that must occur to the

Lords down to the humble deputy registrar of some mind of every one who considers the point, and that is,

distant county court. Its administrants are subject to a as to the necessity of making an authoritativedefinition
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of the law more easily obtainable. At present, its purchased three collieries for £56 ,700 ,and proposed to

position is most unsatisfactory. We disclaim any in . / sell them to a company for £172,000, a very moderate

tention of saying any thing that may give pain to a proceeding on his part, showing an unusual want of

judge of such professional eminence as Sir James Bacon, greediness after mere profit. On this purchase the

but the repeated reversals of his decisions which have company, it seemed , still, owed him £100,000, and it

taken place recently, lead us to suggest that in future was objected that in estimating the value of this asset

appeals which would otherwise be heard by him , should as nothing, the debtor was too modest. Mr. Registrar

go direct to the Lords Justices, who alone can authori. Keene seemsto have decided the point, with Solomonic

tatively declare the law . Till the Chief Judge, at present, wisdom . Hegently reproved the debtor for hismodesty,

has decided on a case , the decisions of county court but did not consider the statement so inaccurate as to

judges and registrars are useful only as guidance to | lead him to refuse his sanction to the registration,

suitors of the dispositions and opinions of those before observing that if the claim wasworth any thing it would

whom they may come. Butwhen revised or confirmed be all the better as regarded the dividend. Possibly

by the judge, their decisions become part of the law of Mr. Keene's experience in bankruptcy has taught him

the land on which erery one is bound to act till their that the value of claimsagainstcompanies dependsupon

variation by the Lords Justices finally settles the law , to the validity of the claim and the ability of the com

the general confusion of those who had followed the pany, and thatMr.Webb, as the person most deeply

law as laid down by Sir James Bacon. The Chief concerned, might after all be possessed of the best in

Judge would consult his own dignity, as well as the

best interests of his country, if he took steps to free

himself from the awkward position in which he is

placed, by allowing appeals to go straight to a higher
LIQUIDATION.

court without passing through his hands. Rightly or It has been the fashion in some quarters to complain

wrongly, theLords Justices seem determined to overrule loudly of the operation of the Liquidation Clauses of the

his decision , and he must experience the truth of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869,as if they necessarily involved the

saying about the “ weaker going to the wall."

considerations might serve to abate the warmth of the

opponents of these clauses. The first is, that whenever an
As we firmly anticipated , Mr. Brearley Wood has important firm is obliged to suspend payment, as in the

found that a county court judge is less lenient to recent cases of Messrs. Sanderson and Co., Messrs.

liquidations which are really illusory, than a deputy Fothergill and Hankey, and Messrs. Alexander Collie

and Co., it is at least ten chances to one that the creditors

uncertainty of things human , and that perverse in will determine to wind-up the estate under those clauses.

genuity which leads the functionaries of the law to The second, which is the explanation of the first, may be

have regard more to the spirit than the letter of the summed up in the statement that the policy of the Bank.

system which they administer. Certainly , as regards
ruptcy Act, 1869, and particularly of the liquidation

liquidations, debtors have some ground of complaint.
clauses of that Act, is to give the creditors absolute con

The words of the Act are very plain , that all the
trol over themanagement and realisation of assets,which ,

in fact, are theirs. When the conduct of the insolvents

registrar has to do is to inquire if the resolutions have has been reprehensible , and the danger of dissipating

been passed in the manner prescribed by the Act. But valuable assets is at its minimum , creditors are apt to

the registrars have taken to inquiring how far the reso resort to bankruptcy ; that is to say, some of them are

lutions are beneficial to the creditors, and refusing to so disposed, and the remainder have no adequate motive

register them unless they are satisfied on that point, for resistance. In ordinary cases, however, the first

and the Lords Justices have upheld them in more than
thought of the creditor is to minimise his loss, and not to

one case. This, so to say, equitable jurisdiction, was
indulge feelings of vindictiveness, and he accordingly

evoked in the case of Mr. T. S. Webb, when opposing
adopts the course which alone admits of the most favour

8 able realisation of the assets of the insolvents.

creditors objected to the registration of a resolution , on
We have never been able to understand upon what

the ground, amongst others, that the statement of
principle the old plan of winding-up estates under in

affairs was insufficient. The statement in question
spectorship deeds was set aside. In practice its operation

displayed a well-known state of things. The debtor had | hardly differed from that of the liquidation clauses, be
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bireyin

cause on either plan a small consultative committee of selves, as a class , are not to be regarded as immaculate ,

creditors , with an accountant acting under their advice, anymore than debtors. The rule which enables a majority

control the liquidation. But the relative position of the to bind a minority is indeed essential to prevent certain

parties was more truly defined, and less capable of mis persons from turning to their own account the incon,

construction , when two or three leading creditors acting venience they might occasion to, and even the needless

as inspectors, were in name, as well as in fact, possessed loss they might inflict upon , persons in the same situation

of full control, and the accountant was employed and as themselves.

could be dismissed by them . Now -a-days, the accountant

is trustee, and is nominally master of the situation ; and

though no responsible man ever disregards the interests, WHOLESALE GROCERS AND ACCOUNTANTS'

or even the wishes of the creditors, who are his con
CHARGES.

stituents, it is possible to create an impression that he is

doing so . A correspondent brings under our notice a circular

issued by the · Creditors' Association of Wholesale

The largest liquidations under the old system were Dealers," which Society is actuated by the firm determina

quietly conducted , and in some cases no notice was taken tion “ to prevent the continuance of the unreasonable
of them by the press after the first month or two of excite charges which so materially depreciate the value of nearly
ment. We know of one of this character where the every estate.” To ensure this end, the Association lays

creditors' claimsamounted to at least a million of money, down the stern inflexible rule , that “ no professional men

and where it was certain that if the estate were thrown shall be engaged who will not consent to have their
into bankruptcy, a loss exceeding half that sum would remuneration regulated by a scale of charges to be here
have had to be faced by the creditors. The assets were

after fixed by the Committee.”
such as to require hundreds of thousands of pounds to be

laid out upon them . They included many items, each of
A quotation from the clauses, under the heading of

" Procedure," will serve to indicate the prospective ad
which was as complex, and required as much tact and 1

vantages held out in return for the entrance fee of £2 2s.,
management, as a tedious Chancery suit. What has been

and the annual subscription of £3 3s., which members
the result ? The creditors have received twenty shillings

in the pound, in meal or in malt, and are extremely well
are required to pay, viz .;

contentwith the outcome of the affair ; - and a small sur
“ When composition bills or final notices of dividends are

sent out, a balance-sheet, on a form approved by the com

plus has been realised for the benefit of the debtors. mittee , shall be furnished to such members as are creditors,

We could notwith propriety enter into particulars, and showing in detail the receipts and expensos in all estates in

show what further and important public advantage arose
which the members are interested .

from the fact that the estate in question was not liquidated
" When the association undertakes the winding-up of

estates, charges shall be made in accordance with the scale

in bankruptcy - how thousands of men were maintained approved by the committee, and the amounts so received shall

in employment, and a most wasteful interruption of an
be credited in the accounts of the association .

“ A register shall be compiled and kept at the office of the

important industry averted. Those who are engaged in association , containing the name and particulars of each in .

the larger operations of commerce will not need to be told solvent estate in which anymembers of the association are

of these things, and those who are interested in compara
creditors, such register to be open for inspection of members

only, and to be considered private and confidential.”

tively unimportant transactions could hardly be induced

to credit them .
By way of significant eomment upon the circular,

and upon the charges against accountants of touting, our

One of themostimportantchanges introduced by the liqui correspondent attaches a letter sent by a London firm of

dation clauses was, that instead of the assent of a certain solicitors, shadowing forth the cheerful hope of a " hand

majority ofthe creditors scheduled being necessary before the some dividend," to be obtained, “ without any charge,''

registration of an inspectorship deed, it was only those of provided Mr. So-and-So is good enough to place his proof

the creditors who chose to appear in person or by proxy at | and proxy in their hands.

the meeting, who were allowed any voice in the matter.

This alteration had its convenient side, inasmuch as
trustees and others unwilling to give active assistance in FALSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL - In the House of Com

mons on Friday the Lords' amendments to this bill were
carrying through an arrangement, can now , by simple

considered and agreed to .
abstention , avoid becoming unwilling obstacles to it. But WINDING -UP. - A petition for the winding-up of the Oakwell

it has doubtless enabled things of an objectionable Collieries, Limited , is to be heard before Vice -Chancellor Hall

character to be done,which , under the previous system , on the 25th inst. - d petition for the winding-up of the

would probably have been impracticable. Not that Sanitary Milk Company, Limited , is to be heard before Vice

Chancellor Malins on the 25th inst. - A petition has been

creditors have reason to complain of this ; for their own presented to the Court of Chancery for the winding-up of the
supineness is the root of the evil. And creditors them - | New Amicable Life Assurance Company, Limited,

SIF
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Correspondence.
COURT OF CHANCERY.

BANKRUPTCY REFORM .

To the Editor of the Accountant.

SIR, — Week after week I read letters and statements

in your valuable paper, all bearing upon the Bankruptcy

Laws and proposed alterations in the present Act. I

have no hesitation in declaring myself to be a professional

accountant ; and as I attend,upon an average, a meeting a

day, either for debtor or creditor, I fancy I can see a very

short way out of all difficulties. Imprisonment for debt is

done away with , and therefore I am willing to admit there

is in that fact alone increased facility for persons to get
into debt, and for traders to keep their books improperly ,

- in some cases , positively keeping no books at all, in

order that no clue may be found to their mode of trans

acting business. If an act of parliament was passed by

which all insolvents must wind -up in the Bankruptcy

Court, and that composition meetings and liquidation
meetings should be done away with , the stigma of bank

ruptcy would be attached to all those persons who could

not pay 20s. in the pound . I may mention the practice

that is adopted in Holland , viz . that all traders should

every year, or within three months from the expiration of

that year, make out a balance-sheet showing their assets
and liabilities ; and in default of their having kept books

and documents from which such a balance sheet could be

made, they would be deemed guilty of fraud on their
creditors, and could be prosecuted accordingly. Whether

there would be fewer failures or not, I do not pretend to

say ; but it would be a much more satisfactory state of

things. The comptroller would be the supervisor of

every estate ; the creditors could , as they do now , appoint

their own trustee and a committee of inspection , limiting

the remuneration to any reasonable scale of charges that

they think fit, both of solicitor, accountant, or any other

professional trustee. If anyone else has already made

these suggestions, I trust that you will insert this letter

for the purpose of giving the matter further ventilation .

I may add a few words with regard to what would be the

position of creditors. If they chose to compound with

an insolvent debtor, they might do so under a private ar

rangement, having regard to their individual debts ; but

there would be no law to bind the dissenting creditors .

I am , Sir,

Your obedient servant,
W . L . C . ' B .

June 10th , 1875.

June 11.

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)

Ebbs v . BOULNOIS. — This appeal from a decision of the

Master of the Rolls involved a very important question with

regard to bankruptcy or liquidation by arrangement- viz.

what is the effect of the grant of an order of discharge to a

bankrupt or liquidating debtor before the close of the

bankruptcy or liquidation ; does it release from the claims of

the creditors the after -acquired property of the bankrupt or

debtor, Section 15 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, provides that
the property of the bankrupt divisible among his creditors

shall comprise (inter alia) " All such property as may belong

to or be vested in the bankrupt at the commencement of the

bankruptcy, or may be acquired by or devolve on him during

its continuance." By section 47, “ When the whole property

of the bankrupt has been realised for the benefit of his

creditors, or so much thereof as can , in the joint opinion of

the trustee and committee of inspection, be realised without

needlessly protracting the bankruptcy, or a composition or

arrangement has been effected ," the trustee is to make a report

to the Court, and the Court, if satisfied, is to make an order
that the bankruptcy has closed. By section 48, " When a

bankruptcy is closed , or at any time during its continuance,

with the assent of the creditors testified by a special resolution,
the bankrupt may apply to the Court for an order of dis

charge,” which is not to be granted unless it is proved to the

Court that one of certain specified conditions hasbeen fulfilled.

Section 49 provides that an order of discharge is to release the
bankrupt from all debts provable in the bankruptcy, except

debts incurred by fraud or breach of trust, and Crown debts.
Section 125 , which relates to liquidation, provides that, so far

as they are applicable , all the provisions of the Act shall

apply to liquidation just as to bankruptcy , with certain modi.

fications, amongst which are these, that the close of the
liquidation may be fixed and the discharge of the debtor

granted by a special resolution of the creditors in general

meeting, " at such times and in such manner, and upon such
terms and conditions as the creditors think fit .” Joseph Ebbs,

the plaintiff in this suit, is a builder at Maida -hill. In June,

1871, he and his then partner filed a liquidation petition . Onthe
28th of June, 1871, their creditors resolved on a liquidation
by arrangement, and that the discharge of the debtors should

be granted forthwith . No time was fixed for the close of the
liquidation , which was not closed when this suit was instituted .

In July , 1871, the plaintiff commenced business again as &

builder, and on the 27th of November, 1874, he entered into

an agreement with the defendant, J. A . Boulnois, to sellhim

the lease of a piece of ground in Portsdown-road, which lease

the plaintiff had acquired since he obtained his order of dis
charge. The object of the suit was to enforce the specific

performance of this contract, the defendant having objected

to complete it on the ground that, the liquidation not having
been closed , the property was vested in the trustee for the

benefit of the creditors. The defendant demurred to the bil

on this ground. The Master of the Rolls felt himself bound
to allow the demurrer by reason of a previous decision or

Vice -Chancellor Bacon , “ in re Bennett's Trust" (Law Reports,

19 Eq., 245) to the effect that, though an order of discharge
is granted to a liquidating debtor, yet, if the liquidation is not

closed, the debtor's after-acquired property passes to the

trustee. The Master of the Rolls , in giving judgment, in

mated that his own opinion differed from that of the Vice;

Chancellor, though he felt it his duty to follow the decision of

a Court of co -ordinate jurisdiction. The plaintiff appealed .

Mr. Chitty , Q . C ., and Mr. Daniel Jones, for the appellant, com:

tended that an order of discharge would have no effect at all

unless it released the after-acquired property of the debtor:

Mr. Roxburgh , Q . C ., and Mr. Creed , in support of,
| demurrer, relied upon the express words of section 15. Lou

In the last financial year the pensions for judicial services

in Great Britain amounted to £58,681 3s. 3d., and in Ireland

to £17,258 18s. 3d .

A legal contemporary says : - “ We have heard much

of late about offences against protective statutes,

committed by County Court agents and persons who

call themselves, and are called and sometimes act as

accountants , and also by auctioneers and estate agents . Of

even greater importance is the growing tendency on the part

of “ official liquidators" to undertake solicitors' work . We

hear of cases in which summonses have been prepared, affidavits

drawn and filed , and copies taken by these gentlemen or their

subordinates acting on instructions. This is likely to become

a serious evil, and it behoves the officials of the Court of

Chancery to arrest it at once by vigilance and, if necessary ,

rules and orders to meet the difficulty.”

of the
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Justice James said that the point raised was a very important | use, until all his assets were realised . That would be a novel
one, and one upon which he had formed a very clear, decided , and extraordinary provision . However deserving the bankrupt
and unhesitating opinion ; an opinion which , as his Lordship might be, though all his creditors wished to set him free , and

understood , was in exact accordance with that of the Master the Court thought it just to do so ; though his bankruptcy had

of the Rolls, though it was adverse to the decision which he arisen only from misfortune, and his assets might take years
felt himself bound, by the authority of the case before Vice to realise, yet till they had all been realised it would be im
Chancellor Bacon , to give. The Vice-Chancellor proceeded possible that his future acquired property should be free:
upon the ground that because the close of a liquidation and Such a construction would very much diminish the power of
the granting of an order of discharge are distinct things, the creditors. Then what did Section 49 mean by saying that
therefore all property acquired by the debtor prior to the close an order of discharge should release the bankrupt from all
of the liquidation passes to the trustee. His Lordship agreed ordinary debts provable in the bankruptcy ? Hewas to be in

with the Vice-Chancellor's premises, but not with his con the same position as if all the creditors had actually released
clusion . The argument on the one sidewas that “ discharge'' him . If they had done so, could they claim his future assets
means discharge, and that could not be controverted ; the in payment of their debts ? If the debts were to be released ,
argument on the othe side was that " continuance" means did not that mean in its plain and natural sense that the
continuance, which was equally incontrovertible. No doubt, man 's future property was to be his own ? Section 48 was

one section of the Act said that all property acquired by the really a proviso qualifying section 15 . The debtor might apply
debtor during the continuance of the bankruptcy was to vest for an order of discharge at any time during the continuance
in the trustee ; but another section said that the debtor of the bankruptcy. If he obtained it, was it possible that it
might, during the continuance of the bankruptcy, be dis . merely meant that during the continuance of the bankruptcy
charged from all his debts , with certain exceptions, which no action would be brought against him by the creditors ? Hə

must surely mean that he was to be a free man with respect to did not want that protection , for, so long as the bankruptcy
them . It would be a monstrous conclusion if the contention continued , the Court would restrain any such action . The

of the respondents were to prevail. If a debtor gave up to his order of discharge was treated by the Act as a great boon ,
creditors property worth half a million of money, and it whereas, if the respondent was right, it was no boon at all. It
happened to be detained in Court for years by the existence of must have been intended that by an order of discharge the

such a suit as that of “ Powell y . Elliot,” which commenced bankrupt was to be absolutely released from all his debts, and

before his Lordship was Vice -Chancellor, and was not yet con that his after-acquired property was to be released too. His
cluded , so that the assets could not be realised , and for that Lordship was of opinion that that was the true construction of

reason the bankruptcy or liquidation must be continued , - it the Act.

would be monstrous if , in such a case , the debtor must re
main a pariah or an outlaw , incapable ofacquiring any thing

In RE THE CITY AND COUNTY BANK (LIMITED). - An appeal

but his wearing apparel, until the bankruptcy or liquidation
from the order recently made by Vice -Chancellor Bacon for the

was closed . If he was minded to adopt the profession of a
compulsory winding-up of this company, was opened this

lawyer, he could not buy a library ; if he wished to become an
| afternoon , but after some discussion the hearing was ad

actor, he could not purchase the necessary wardrobe for the
journed to Wednesday , the 23rd inst ., to enable the petitioner

performance of his parts.
to answer some affidavits filed by the appellants. No pro

Was he to be left for years in that
position , while a man who had left himself with nothing but

ceedings are to be taken meanwhile under the winding.up

order.
bare poles could have his bankruptcy closed almost at once,

and obtain an almost immediate discharge of his after

acquired property ? It would be very startling if that were the
intention of the Legislature. It appeared to his Lordship that

the Act had very clearly provided for this case. During the VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN'S Inx.
continuance of the bankruptcy the man might apply for an

order of discharge, and by a discharge wasmeant a discharge

with all its consequences. Section 15 must be read as if it June 11.
had been expressly made “ subject to the proviso hereinafter

contained in section 48 .” Common sense must be applied to ( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . HALL.)

reconcile the two enactments. If there seemed to be two IN RE THE AIR Gas Light COMPANY (LIMITED ). - This was
inconsistent enactments , then it mustbe seen whether the one a winding-up petition by a creditor and contributory of this
could not be read as qualifying the other. His Lord . company, which was formed in September, 1872, with a

ship thought that, looking at all the sections to . capital of £200 ,000, in 40,000 shares of £5 each . Mr.
gether, the thing was perfectly clear, and that Dickinson and Mr. Graham Hastings were for the petitioners ;
the decision of the Master of the Rolls was wrong. Mr. W . Pearson , Q .C ., Mr. Simmons, Mr. Hunter, and Mr.
Lord Justice Mellish was of the same opinion. He agreed Byrne for various parties, supported the petition ; Mr. Os
that the question was one of considerable importance. He borne Morgan , Q . C ., Mr. W . W . Karslake, for the company ,
had no doubt that both in bankruptcy and liquidation , the and Mr. Oswald , for shareholders, opposed . The Vice

order of discharge freed the debtor from all the provable debts, Chancellor made the usual compulsory order.
with the exceptions mentioned in section 49, and that his
future assets then belonged to him , and that the creditors

were not entitled to have them applied in payment of their June 12.
debts. His Lordship quite agreed that section 15 said in

very plain terms that all property acquired by the bankrupt
IN RE THE WERNPISTALL COLLIERY COMPANY (LIMITED).

during the continuance of the bankruptcy was to vest in the
This creditors' winding -up petition was again mentioned this

trustee ; and he also agreed that the bankruptcy continued
morning, and an order was made that if the company should

until it was closed, and unless section 15 was modified in on or before Wednesday next pay the amount of the

someway all the assets acquired by the bankrupt until the petitioner' s debt into Court in the action which they had

close of the bankruptcy would go to the creditors . Under brought against the company, then the voluntary winding-up

section 47 , the Court would have no power to order the close of the company should be continued under the supervision of

of the bankruptcy until all the property was realised , or so the Court ; but, if not, the usual order for a compulsory

much as could be realised without needlessly protracting the winding-up must be made. Mr. Dickinson , Q . C . and Mr. F .

bankruptcy . So that if the argument of the respondent was | C . J . Millar were for the petitioners ; Mr. Warmington for a

well founded , no bankrupt, even with the assent of all his creditor ; and Mr. Karslake, Q .C ., and Mr, Graham Hastings

creditors , could hold any assets he might acquire to his own for the company.
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ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE. proceedings for liquidation by arrangement instituted by the

debtor, for the confirmation of the resolutions of creditors. The

debtor, who was a refreshment contractor , carrying on business

June 12 . at various stations on the Great Western Railway, failed in

(Before the Master of the Rolls.) February, 1873 , and the business had since been carried on by

the trustee for the benefitof the creditors. Dividendsamounting

IN RE PH@ nix BESSEMER STEEL COMPANY (LIMITED). - An to 10s. in the pound had already been declared ,and the debtor

order wasmade to continue the voluntary winding-up of this proposed to pay to thetrustee a sum sufficientfor payment of the
company under the supervision of the Court. Mr. Fischer, I remaining 108 the creditors agreeing to forego interest. The

Q . C . and Mr. C . C . Price appeared in support of the petition ; accounts showed liabilities of £24,511, and a surplus. Mr.

Mr. Bush for the company ; and Mr. Everitt for a mortgage Munn, for the debtors, supported the application . His

creditor. Honour reserved his decision , so that he might examine the

resolutions,

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
( Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

In Re Thomas S . WEBB. - This debtor presented his petition
for liquidation in January last, describing himself as a colliery

June 11. proprietor, carrying on business at 85 Gracechurch -street. At

((Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING -RICE.) the first meeting resolutions were come to for liquidating the

IN RE THE Hon . W . F . 0 . O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . — This case
estate by arrangement with a trustee and committee of

was again before the court. Mr. Finlay Knight and Mr. Percy
inspection . On Tuesday last an application was made to the
learned registrar to register the resolution , but a very strong

Gye appeared on behalf of the trustee in support of a motion opposition was made both to the resolution and also to various
for a declaration that a certain memorandum in writing, dated large proofs of creditors. The consideration of the objections
Dec . 26 , 1874 , made by the bankrupt in favour of Messrs. was before the Court for four days, and then the learned
Hummel and Co ., hosiers, of Old Bond-street, was a fraudu registrar reserved his judgment. His Honour, after briefly
lent transfer or conveyance of property, and that such reviewing the facts of the case, said that the objection to
memorandum or charge was void against the trustee , and

ought to be delivered up to be cancelled . Evidence in sup
registration was based upon the grounds that the statement of

port of the motion had been taken , and the respondents did
affairs was irregular in form , untrue, and insufficient. He

could not help thinking that the statement was insufficient,
not appear. His Honour accordingly made an order as but not so much so as to warrant a refusal to register. It had
prayed . appeared from the evidence that the debtor, after purchasing

June 12 .
three collieries for £56 ,700 , had agreed to sell them to the
Consolidated Collieries Company for £172,000, and in his

( Before the IIon . W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief statement had appeared a claim against this company for

Judge.) £100,000 . This claim , however, he had estimated to be worth
nothing, and upon this item the counsel for the objector had

IN RE HENRY BENSON . – The debtor is a manufacturer, principally based his argument. He thought that in the event
carrying on business in Milton -street, Cripplegate , and at of this turning out to be of any value, it would be so much
East Grinstead . His debts are estimated at about £12,000 , additional assets available for dividend. The insufficiency was
and assets £3,000 . Upon the application of Mr. Rooks, his

Honour appointed Mr. Lovering , accountant, Gresham - street ,
not, in his opinion , material, and he should overrule the
objection , and direct registration . Mr. Morley (Morley

receiver and manager, and granted an interim injunction Shirreff) appeared for the debtor ; and Mr. Hemming (in
restraining actions.

structed by Messrs . Miller and Wiggins) for the objecting
IN RE SIMPSOM AND BAKER. — The debtors, described as

builders, of 241 Tottenham -court-road , and also carrying on
creditors.

business at Acton , have filed a petition for liquidation . Their JUNE 16 .

debts are estimated at £20 ,000 , and assets £28,000 . Upon

the application of Mr. G . W . Barnard, his Honour appointed a (BeforeMr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judje.)

receiver and granted an interim injunction . IN RE Dows, CLARK, & Co . - This was an application

IN RE EDWARD M . DE BUSSCHE.- - The bankrupt was a on behalf of a creditor for an order that a resolution to

steamship owner, carrying on business at Ryde. This was a accept a composition should be taken off the file , and

sitting for public examination , the proceedings having been that an adjudication of bankruptcy shonld be made. Mr.
transferred from the Hampshire County Court held at New De Gex, Q. C ., and Mr. Bush Cooper were counsel for
port. The unsecured debts are returned at £89, 177, and there the applicant ; Mr. Winslow , Q .C ., and Mr. 'Anderson for
are further liabilities to about the same amount, with assets the respondents. The debtors, who were manufacturers of

£19 ,250 . Mr. Brough appeared for the trustee ; Mr. Finlay soda -water machines, carrying on business at Compton -house ,
Knight for the bankrupt. His Honour granted an adjourn Frith -street, Soho, presented their petition for liquidation in

ment, with the view to the completion of additional accounts December, 1874 , and at the first meeting the debtors made an

required by the trustees. offer of a composition of 3s. in the pound , payable, as to
IN RE EDWARD CORRY. — The bankrupt, a merchant, of 8 2s. one month after registration , and as to the remaining ls.

New Broad-street, recently filed a petition for liquidation , his at 12 months. The necessary majority of the creditors ac

liabilities being estimated at about £200 ,000 , with assets of cepted the proposal, and the resolution was afterwards con

considerable value , the precise amount not being yet ascer firmed , and duly registered ; and the present application was
tained . Mr. Bowen (Wansey and Bowen ) renewed an based mainly upon the ground that the statement of the

application for the appointment of a receiver and manager, affairs of the debtors produced at the meetings did not correctly

stating that creditors to the extent of £117,000 concurred . His represent the particulars and the value of the assets. The

Honour appointed Mr.Glegg, accountant (Quilter, Ball, & Co ) , greater portion of two days having been occupied in hearing

receiver and manager of the property. the arguments of counsel, and reading the very voluminous

affidavits filed on either side, Mr. .Winslow , Q . C ., now re

June 15 . ferred to some correspondence which had passed between the

(Before Mr. Registrar ROCHE, sitting as Chief Julge.) parties, and said that the debtors, being desirous of standing

well with their creditors, intended to call a meeting under the
IN RE G . H . BROWNING. - Mr. Congreve applied under 126th section for the purpose of varying the terms of the com
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position by increasing the amount already accepted to the COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .
extent probably of 1s, in the pound, if possible. His Honour,

by consent,ordered an adjournment, either side to be at liberty
to apply .

June 11.

(Before the Hon. JUDGE MILLER.)

June 17. IN RE WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, OF BELFAST. — The bankrupt had
(BeforeMr. Registrar BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Judge.) been a bill discounter, and the passing of his final examina.

tion was opposed by the assignees, on the ground that a sum

of $ 14 ,000 and other items had not been satisfactorily
scribed as a merchant, of 72 Watling-street,has filed a petition

vouched . This case excited some interest, Mr. Purcell, Q . C .,
for liquidation ,his debts being estimated at £10 ,000 , of which

a portion will probably run off, with assets £1,400 , consisting
and Dr. Seeds. appeared for the assignees ; and Mr. Carton

of stock , book debts, and other items. Mr. Cordwell, for the
for the bankrupt. He was examined in the matter of two

steamboats which he had owned in conjunction with three
debtor, and with the concurrence of creditors , asked thatMr.

Soppett, accountant, should be appointed receiver, and for an
which would show the working of the steamers ; but he got

interim restraining order. His Honour granted the applica

tion .
£600 out of the £1,800 , for which they were sold . The

IN RE CORNELIUS BENNETT HARNESS . — The debtor is
learned judge adjourned the case for a report from the

an importer of foreign goods, carrying on business at
official assignee, consequent on the bankrupt's filing an

33 Aldersgate-street, and at Paris, and he has also
amended account, adding, “ that it was a case which should be

a retail business in the Strand. He presented a peti.
investigated to the utmost.”

tion to this Court a few months ago, and at the first meeting a

resolution was passed , and afterwards duly registered , for a

liquidation by arrangement. The debtor had since proposed a HALIFAX COUNTY COURT.
scheme, which the creditors accepted , that he should purchase

the whole of the assets (with a trifling exception ) for the sum

of £3,000, payable by three instalments at five, ten , and 15 (Before Mr. GIFFARD.)
months, secured by the joint bond of the debtor and his

RE HANSON , PICKLES & Co. - Mr. West, barrister, Leeds,
father, the debtor also paying the costs of the liquidation ,

who was instructed by Mr. G . Rhodes, appeared in support of
The assets were estimated at £5 ,222. The officer in the liqui

a motion by Messrs. C . T . Rhodes and J . J. Learoyd, who were
dation department (Mr. Lamb), having regard to the dis trustees under the above bankruptcy , to restrain Mr. Thomas
crepancy in the figures and other circumstances, declined to

Fleming, card maker, owner of West-grove Mill, and Wm .
certify that the proposal was fair and reasonable , but it

Holdsworth , auctioneer (Mr. Fleming 's agent), from proceed
appeared from the statement of the trustee that considerable

ing to sell certain property belonging to the estate of the
depreciation had occurred in the value of the assets. Mr. bankrupt which the respondents had distrained. Mr. Judd
Bush Cooper now asked the Court to approve the arrange

opposed the motion . The bankrupts, six in number, recently
ment. His Honour held that the resolutions were not in the

traded as stuff manufacturers, occupying premises at West
nature of a scheme under the 28th section , and declined to

grove Mill, Mr. Fleming being the landlord. They were
make the order . He said that if the trustee chose to sell the adjudicated bankrupts on the 24th of March , and being in
property upon the terms of the resolutions, he must take the

arrears with their rent, Mr. Holdsworth, acting under the
responsibility upon himself. Application refused. instruction of Mr. Fleming, distrained on the machinery,

which it transpired had then already been sold . Mr. West

LORD MAYOR'S COURT. stated that the respondents distrained for a quarter's rent ;

butas the bankrupts had always paid the rent half-yearly , he

June 12. . contended that the distraint was contrary to law . Several
witnesses, principally members of the firm of bankrupts , were

(Before the RECORDER and a Common Jury.) called in support of the motion . On behalf of the defence

SPRUNT V . CARR. — This was an action to recover £10 on a Mr. Fleming was called and said that although the bankrupts

bill of exchange, to which the plaintiff pleaded “ never in did not pay their rent regularly, it was understood when they

debted ,” and “ that the bill was given on account of a rented the premises that it was to be paid quarterly . Various

fraudulent preference to a creditor.” Mr. Lewis appeared for points of law were argued at great length , and ultimately the

the plaintiff, and Mr. Kemp for the defendant. The defendant case was adjourned to enable the production of further
filed a petition for liquidation in bankruptcy, and offered 6d . evidence,

in the pound. Mr. Sprunt, who was a creditor for £237 MOTION AGAINST A LATE BANKRUPTCY TRUSTEE. — Mr. West,
11s. 4d., dissented at the meeting of creditors. However, barrister (instructed by Mr. Rhodes ), appeared in support of a

resolutions were passed to take the composition offered , but,
happening to be informal, the registrar of the Bankruptcy liquidation of the late Jacob Stead , the motion having being

Court refused to register them . A second meeting was held , directed against Mr Robert Frederick Beswick , accountant,
at which Mr. Munns, of the firm of Lewis , Munns, and who was the late trustee of the same liquidation . The appli

Longden , of Old Jewry , signed the resolutions on behalf of cation was for an order to compel Mr. Beswick to deliver up

Mr. Sprunt, as a consenting creditor. Previously to this Mr. to the present trustee all books, papers , documents , monies,

Plunkett, the defendant's solicitor, had entered into an and effects belonging to Stead's estate . On Stead filing his

arrangement with Mr. Munns that he would buy Sprunt's petition ,Mr. Beswick was regularly appointed as trustee, but
debt for £51, of which £21 was to be paid by Mr. Plunkett at a subsequent creditors' meeting it was thought there was
within a limited time, and Carr was to give three bills of strong ground for wishing that Mr. Beswick should no longer

exchange for £10 each , and this was one of them . Mr. remain trustee , and a meeting representing one-fourth in

Plunkett paid the £21, but he was not to be held responsible value was called under rules 304 and 305 , at which it was

for the payment of the three bills of exchange . The £21 | resolved to remove Mr. Beswick from the trusteeship and

he paid out of the defendant's money. The Jury gave a appointMr. John Alderson in his room . This meeting took

verdict for the plaintiff on the plea of " never indebted ," and place on the 26th ult. The resolution was registered , and Mr.

for the defendent on the plea of " fraudulent preference to a Alderson 's solicitor wrote to Mr. Beswick 's solicitor, giving

creditor.” This was virtually a verdict for the defendant, but | him notice of the change of trustees, and requesting him to

the legal pointwill have to be argued hereafter. inform his client to give up all books, & c , in his possession
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relating to the bankruptcy.-- Mr. England , on behalf of Mr.

Beswick, said there could be no doubt, if Mr. Alderson was

duly appointed , that he was entitled to the books, papers, and

other things , and Mr. Beswick had given up everything, before

these proceedings were taken . Mr. West said this was only &

preliminary to what would take place shortly . Mr. Beswick

had not given up everything. On the 24th of May his costs,

as trustee, were taxed at £10 18s. 11d., and there was Mr.

Beswick 's own statement showing that he had included

amounts which were not allowed to him on the taxation . The

Judge made the order asked for with costs.

case Chief Justice Bacon recalled this . - Mr. Square rejoined

that the Chief Judge had only commented on the former

judgment, buthad not given his reasons ; and insisted on his
contention under the Bills of Sale Act. - Mr. Dawe having

replied, his Honour ordered the case to stand over for judg.
ment, intimating, however, that his impression was against

Mr. Square. - It was agreed that, pending the decision , the

trustee should sell the goods and hold themoney,

NOTTINGHAM COUNTY COURT.

STONEHOUSE BANKRUPTCY COURT.

Before Mr. M . FORTESCUE, Judye.

RE David MCCALLUM . — Mr. Dawe for the assignees ; Mr.
Elliot Square for the holder of a bill of sale , — The question

here was as to the validity of the bill of sale , and whether the

assignee under the bill exercised his powers in time. - Mr.

Dawe stated thatMr. McCallum was outfitter and loan agent,
and agent for an insurance company. On the the 19th

February last he applied to Mr. Jago to lend him £175 on

security of his furniture and effects. This was done on that

day, and a bill of sale executed . Under that billMr. Jago had

the power at any time to claim the money with 6 per cent.

interest , and to take possession within twenty -four hours if it

was not paid . On the 13th April Mr. McCallum filed his

petition for liquidation , and on that day Mr. J. E . E . Dawe
took possession as receiver. On the same day , and after Mr.

Dawe had taken possession ,Mr. Jargo sent in a man under the

bill of sale. The first meeting under the liquidation was held

on the 7th May, and it was then resolved that the estate

should be wound up in bankruptcy. The act of bankruptcy

was the filing of the petition in liquidation . On the sameday
Mr. Dawe was appointed receiver under the bankruptcy ; and

on the 27th of May he was appointed trustee . The validity of
the bill of sale and Mr. Jago 's rights were impeached on two
grounds - first, that Mr. Callum was not properly described in

the bill of sale and affidavit ; and secondly, that the goods
were in the order and disposition of the bankrupt at the time

of the act of bankruptcy. Mr. McCallum was described in the
bill of sale as an insurance agent, whereas his debts were con

tracted as an outfitter and loan agent, and he (Mr. Dawe)

believed he was so described with intent to mislead . However,

even if the bill of sale was good , under the 15th section of the

Bankruptcy Act, sub-section 5 , the property referred to therein

was divisible among the creditors. The commencement of

bankruptcy was the filing of thepetition , and up to that time

no action had been taken under the bill ; and the goods were

in the order and disposition of the bankrupt. I he bankruptcy,
he held , was a continuation of the liquidation proceedings.

Mr. Square contended that the description of the grantor as

insurance agent was sufficient In point of fact , Mr. McCallum
had been an insurance agent before he was an outfitter, and

the outfitting business until recently had been carried on by
Messrs. McCallum and Wotton . Insurance agency was

McCallum 's original business , and that which he had carried
on longest and continuously . To describe him as an insurance

agentwas not, therefore, a misdescription which would invali.

date the bill of sale or mislead his creditors. There was no

question as to the bona - fides of the transaction , and that it

came under the 96th section of the Bankruptcy Act. - His

Honour pointed out that the goods had not been taken

possession of until after Mr. Jago had had notice of the act of

bankruptcy. - Mr. Spuare referred to the Bills of Sale Act, as

providing that if bills of sale were not filed they should be null

and void against assignees ; and quoted Vice -Chancellor
Malins as holding thereon that if registered a bill would not be

so void . In another case it was held by Chief Justice Bacon

that goods under such a bill of sale were not in the order and

disposition of the bankrupt. -- Mr. Dawe said that in another

June 10.

(BeforeMR. R . WILDMAN , Judge.)
RE NIGHTINGALE, ex parte TOMLINSON . - Mr. Cranch , on

behalf of the trustee , made an application to the Court that

Charles Tomlinson should be ordered to deliver up to the

trustee certain goods in his possession which belonged to the

estate of a bankrupt, Henry Nightingale, lace manufacturer,

of Nottingham . Mr. Lees, jun ., appeared for Tomlinson , who
acted as agent in London for the bankrupt. Charles Tomlin .

son said hisunderstanding with Nightingale was that he should

have a commission upon all goods sent direct from Notting.

ham ; but at Christmas Mr. Nightingale sold somegoods, but

he (witness) did not get his commission . Some goods were

sent to him in London after he knew the petition had been

filed, and he sold those goods, holding that they had been

transferred to him . Mr. Cranch produced a letter written by

the trustee,Mr. Press , to Tomlinson , asking him to return

any goods he had in his possession belonging to the estate ;

and requesting him to state if any commission was owing

him , and if so, it would receive immediate attention . No

reply was made to the letter, but in answer to a subsequent

one, he said he had no goods belonging to Mr. Nightingale ,

and he had sold the goods he had to clear the debt which he

said was owing him by Mr. Nightingale. The debtor, Henry

Nightingale, said Tomlinson had received goods on 23rd

November, to the amount of £25 18s. 10d . , and on the 17th

goods amounting to £7, but no account had been rendered of

these things. He went with the trustee to Tomlinson 's place

in London , and saw some of the goods. Tomlinson took him

aside, and wrote on a slip of paper , “ Shall I tell him where

the goods are ? ” and he wrote back , “ You must give up every

thing." He promised Tomlinson some money, but denied

having given him authority to sell any thing to pay his com

mission . His Honour ordered Tomlinson to deliver up all the

goods in his possession , and to pay £10 , with the costs of the

application .

DELAYS IN WINDING -UP.

“ Reformer " writes as follows to a contemporary :

“ If somemember of parliament were to obtain a return of

the companies which have been under liquidation since the

Act of 1862, showing in each case the amount of liabilities, the

amount realised , and the proportion absorbed by the liquidator

and solicitor as compared with the amount per pound paid to

creditors, it would reveal a state of things which could not

fail to impel speedy legislation to reform the presentmonstrous

system . I believe nothing can be more disadvantageous to

the general interests of a great commercial community than

procrastination in winding up the estates of insolvent debtors ,
whether companies or individuals. That this view is held
generally by all the principal mercantile men is attested by

the readiness with which they accept small prompt composi.
lions from their debtors rather than submit to the delay of the

ordinary Bankruptcy proceedings, which do not average as

many months as liquidation of companies does years, while

the expenses are also less in proportion . The loss to
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the general interests of the community by protracting business , of Burngreave-road . Mr. Macrodie read a statement

the state of suspense of the thousands of persons who are of accounts, which showed unsecured creditors £8,670 193. 60.,

under liabilities to companies in liquidation is incalculable , as creditors fully secured £1,835 . The assets were valued at

all persons during such circumstances abstain more or less £330. On behalf of the debtor, an offer was made of ls . in
from engaging their capital in business, in order to be pre the pound, payable in cash on 25th June. The meeting

pared to pay when their exact liability is ascertained , or to agreed to accept the composition . Mr. Macredie was appointed

evade the payment altogether if the claim be ruinous. I don' t trustee.

at all doubt butmany cases maybe quoted whereby contribu . I. D . WADDY (SHEFFIELD ). - A meeting of the creditors of
tionshave been obtained after five or ten years from persons who Mr. I. D . Waddy, auctioneer, valuer, and estate agent, of
were unable to pay sooner ; but these few cases could never Leyland-villa , and Bank -street, Sheffield , was held in the
compensate for the general loss to the industry of the country Cutlers' Hall, on Friday . A statement of accounts was read
by the system of procrastination . Any loss to creditors of

by Mr. E . S . Foster, showing total liabilities ranking against
insolvent companies by a short, sharp , and decisive course of

winding-up would be a far lesser evil than that under which
the estate £7,569 8s. 6d., and assets £539 15s. 2d. It

was unanimously resolved to wind up the affairs by liquida
the country is now groaning. Better, if necessary , to pass å tion , and not in bankruptcy , Nr. E . S. Foster, being ap
law that no shares should be legal unless fully paid up , and

pointed trustee .
that no joint-stock company should take credit. It is , how

ever, idle to suppose that these extremes would be necessary, J. VERITY (LEEDS). - John Verity , of Pudsey, near Leeds,

for surely there can be no difficulty in discovering a radical draper and outfitter, was adjudicated bankrupt on the 15th

improvement upon the present universally condemned inst., Mr. Alexander Atkinson , accountant, Bradford , being

practice.” appointed receiver andmanager. Messrs . Terry and Robinson ,
of Bradford , are the solicitors acting in the bankruptcy.

John TOWNEND (CLECKHEATON ). - A meeting of creditors was

APPOINTMENTS. held herein at the offices of Messrs. Lancaster and Wright,

solicitors, Bradford, on Monday, the 14th inst. Liquidation
was resolved upon , Mr. Atkinson , accountant, being appointed

{The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint. trustee , with a committee of inspection , Messrs. Lancaster
ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column.] and Wrightwere entrusted with registration ofthe resolutions,

Mr. John Henry Champness, 10 Basinghall-street , Public
and appointed solicitors to the trustee.

Accountant, has been appointed trustee of the estate of Mr. F . Milnes (SHEFFIELD). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr.

William Talley, Slough , solicitor, in liquidation . Mr. Talley Francis Milnes, confectioner and eating-house keeper, Castle

was a candidate for the representation of Buckingham in the street, was held atthe offices ofMr. Joseph Brailsford , jun ., 80

present parliament. licitor, Figtree-lane, on Friday. Mr.William Crowtherwasvoted

to the chair. Mr. Brailsford opened the proceedings by explain
The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. James Waddell,

ing that the meeting had been called on behalf of the trustee,
of Mansion House -chambers, Queen Victoria - street, official

Mr. Unwin Wing, to ascertain the feeling of the creditors with
liquidator of the Universal Disinfector Company, Limited . regard to certain property which the debtor had become

Vice -Chancellor Hall has appointed Mr. J. Waddell and Mr. possessed of during his liquidation. The debtor had had his

Hunter provisional officinl liquidators of the Oakwell Collieries, discharge at the first meeting , so long ago as 1871. The liqui.

Limited dation proceedings, however, had not been closed , and by

recent decisions there could be no question that any property
coming into the possession of the debtor before the close of

CREDITORS' MEETINGS. the proceedings became vested in the trustee. Mr. Wing said
when Mr. Milnes met his creditors three or four years ago it

was understood that he had some property at Upperthorpe,

J . C . IM THURN AND Co. At a meeting of the creditors
and that it was mortgaged above its value to Mr. Ibberson .

of Messrs. J. C . im Thurn and Co. held on Wednesday , the The mortgagee got them to reserve a certain amount of divi.
statement of affairs submitted by Messrs Turquand , Youngs, dend, as he had a right to do so . The matter stood over for
and Co, showed an estimated total of liabilities of £513,806 , a very long time. Ultimately , at a meeting of the mortgages
against estimated assets £431, 104 , of which £156 ,644 are and the committee of inspection , it was arranged that they
available. It was agreed to accept an immediate payment of should sell the property through Mr. Harvey, and each party
58. in the pound, and a deed is to be registered by which the pay half the costs . It was offered for sale, but was not dis
partners covenant to realise the remainder of the estate and posed of. A portion of it had since passed through several
pay over the proceeds to the three trustees,Messrs. Kleinwort,

| hands, and Mr. Ibberson , when asked for a statement of
M Andrew , and Young, for the benefit ofthe creditors. Further

accounts , said he would relieve the trustees of any dividend ,
distributions will from time to time be made as assets are

realised , and interest at the rate of 5 per cent. is to be paid in It seemed that this property had , since the date of the
addition . It is not improbable, we understand, that the liquidation , come back to the debtor by purchase . Mr. Wing
ultimate realisation of the estate will show 15s. in the pound . further stated that the debtor had become possessed of some

FORBES & Co. (DUNDEE ). - Ameeting of the creditors of property at Askham , near Retford . It consisted of seven

Messrs. Forbes, Hupeden , and Runge, import and export acres of freehold . It was situated near some other property

merchants, who carry on business in Dundee and Belfast, and which was actually mentioned in the statement, and Mr.

whose liabilities amounted to about £35 ,000 , was held in Bel . Milnes had come into possession of it by his brother's death .

fast on Friday afternoon , when an offer was made of 7s. 6d. Mr. Brailsford said that by recent decisions this property, like

in thepound , to be paid in four quarterly instalments, security | the other at Upperthorpe, belonged to the creditors, because

to be given for the last.
the debtor's liquidation was still unclosed . Mr. Harvey said

SMITH & DAVIDBON (GREENOCK). - At a meeting of the if they were determined to take the property from Mr.Milnes,

creditors of Smith and Davidson , grain merchants, Greenock, after the latter had been under the impression that his affairs
held on Friday, a composition of 13s. 4d. in the pound was had been fairly settled , the new creditors would also come for

unanimously accepted . ward and “ join at the giblets." Mr. Brailsford replied that

W . MARSDEN (SHEFFIELD). - A meeting was held on Friday they were not entitled to do so. They could not alter the legal
at the offices of Messrs. Watson and Esam , of the creditors position of things. Mr. Vickers , Jun ., said he believed they

· of Mr. William Marsden , iyory merchant, but now out of I could not find more than three decisions on the real point at
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issue, and two were based on the first, which was given in to £800,000 on the drafts of Messrs. Collie and Co. The

November last. It was stated that many others in the town failure may be considered as entirely due to that of Collie

might be found to occupy a position similar to that in which and Co., and the liquidation , of course, depends upon the

Mr. Milnes was placed. It was unanimously resolved thatMr. extent of the dividend to be paid by that house. The books
Wing , as trustee, should be empowered to sell the debtor's have been placed in the hands of Messrs. Harding, Whinney
outstanding estate to such persons and at such prices as he and Co., of 8 Old Jewry. The stoppage was announced on

might deem advisable. Thursday, of Messrs. John Anderson and Co., of Philpot-lane,
SWALLOW AND Co. (HECKMONDWIKB). - A meeting of the whose transactions were chiefly in connection with Ceylon ,

creditors of Messrs . Swallow and Co., carpet and blanket The liabilitiesamountto about £200 ,000, including acceptances
manufacturers, at Ings Mill, Heckmondwike, was held on the for Messrs . Collie and Co. for £60,000 . Messrs . Turquand,
15th at Dewsbury. A statement of affairs was submitted , from Youngs, and Co., are in possession of the books of the firm . -
which it appeared that the unsecured liabilities amounted to Messrs. John Strachan and Co., East India merchants , of

£11,253, and the assets to £3,493. The result of the meeting 121 Bishopsgate -street, have stopped , with liabilities of about

was that the debtors agreed to pay a composition of 78 . in the $ 200,000. The books are in the hands of Messrs. J .Waddell
pound, payable in the following instalments : -- 2s. in four and Co. The assets are not yet ascertained , and the liqui.

months, 2s. in eight months, and 3s. in fourteen months, dation depends mainly upon the out-turn of consignments. - -

secured to the satisfaction of a committee of five of the largest Messrs. Henry Adamson and Sons, of 75 Mark-lane, ship and
creditors. insurance brokers , established in 1869, have failed for between

HENRY TREVOR LANNIG IN (REDCAR ). - At a meeting of the £80,000 and £100 ,000. The books are in the hands of Messrs.
Turquand, Youngs and Co . - The circular announcing the

creditors of Henry Trevor Lannigan , of Redcar, in the county
of York , engineer, lately carrying on business in co-partnership

stoppage of Mr. J . C . Fowlie , of 18 Leadenhall-street, estab .

with Sivert Hjerleid , at the East Yorkshire ironworks, North
lished in 1866 , has been issued , and the books are in the hands

Ormesby, Middlesbrough , under the style of Hjerleid and of the same firm of accountants. Liabilities about £100,000.

The bills were returned on Thursday of Messrs. Octavius
Lanningan , the statement of affairs , prepared by Mr. John
Braithwaite , showed liabilities, unsecured creditors £5,072 Phillips and Co., of 91 Great Tower-street. - Two other

7s. 1d. Assets , small, The creditors resolved to wind -up the firms were announced on Thursday, viz ., Messrs. Mal.
colm Hudson and Co ., of 5 Crosby -square , Japan merchants,

estate in liquidation , and appointed Mr. John Braithwaite
established in 1868, who express hopes that the diffi.

trustee.
culties would be but temporary, liabilities about £100 ,000 ; and

SIVERT HJERLEID (MIDDLESBROUGH ). -- A meeting of the
Messrs. A . Gonzales & Co., of Palmerston -buildings, Old Broad

creditors of Sivert Hjerleid , of Coatham , in the county of
street,whose books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. R .

York, carrying on business under the style of Hjerleid and Co.,
Fletcher & Co. - The firm of J . P . Westhead & Co., of Piccadilly ,at the East Yorkshire Ironworks, North Ormesby, Middles
Manchester, merchants , engaged in the home trade, suspended

brough , was held on the 17th June at the Queen Hotel,

Middlesbrough . The statement of affairs prepared by Mr. payment on Thursday, with liabilities estimated at over

John Braithwaite , the receiver and manager, was as follows : £200 ,000. The cause of the stoppage was the use of accom .

modation bills between Alexander Collie and Co., and Messrs,
Liabilities to creditors unsecured £7 , 103 11s. 11d., to creditors

Westhead and Co., amounting to £110 ,000, which by the
fully secured £12, 150 . Assets, stock - in -trade £1,274 14s . 5d .,

book debts £600, furniture , fixtures ,and fittings £3, 203 148. 11d . failure of the former rank against the estate of the latter .

The creditors resolved to wind -up the estate in liquidation,
This is a more serious failure as effecting Manchester than

thon that of Alexandra Collie and Co ., as the bulk of theand appointed Mr. John Braithwaite , of Middlesbrough , public
accountant, trustee, with a committee of inspection , and

losses by the stoppage fell outsideManchester ; but in the case

Mr. Bambridge was entrusted with the registration of the of Westhead and Co. the liabilities fall chiefly upon the manu .

resolutions. facturers and agents of Lancashire and Yorkshire. Their
books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. Beloitte and
Halliday, accountants. - The failure is announced of Hillel

Harris , merchant, Frederick -street, Birmingham , with liabili.

FAILURES. ties estimated at £15,000,

SCOTLAND. — The suspension was announced on Tuesday , of
ENGLAND.- The failure was announced on Tuesday, of Mr. Archibald Bow , 16 Ingram -street, Glasgow , manufacturer

Messrs. Alexander Collie and Co., of 17 Leadenhall-street, and of druggets and wool shirtings. Liabilities believed to be
of Manchester, with liabilities estimated at £3,000,000 , a con small.
siderable portion of which will run off. The books were

AMERICA. — American advices report the failure of Messrs.
- As a result on the failure of Messrs. Alexander Collie and F . F . Cole and Co., of Chicago, in the provision trade, with
Co., Messrs. Rainbow , Holberton , and Co., of St. Helen ' s . liabilities of £10,000 . Messrs. J. H . and A . J . Sypher , plan

place, Bishopsgate -street , have suspended payment, and their ters, Louisiana, have failed , with liabilities of £28 ,000 ; assets
books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. Turquand , £5 ,000 . An old established leather manufacturing firm in
Youngs, and Co . - The cheques of Messrs. Robert Benson Quebec had also suspended, involving two banks to the
and Co ., of King's Arms Yard , have also been returned . The extent of £24 ,000. - American advices to hand on the 16th
liabilities of thelatter are estimated at a million sterling . - The report the failure of Mr. Stephen J. Hooker, lard merchant.
acceptances of Messrs. Shand and Co., East India merchants, Chicago, with heavy liabilities. The suspension of Messrs .

have also been returned . The liabilities will probably exceed Winning , Hill and Ware, an old established firm at Montreal,

£250 ,000 .--- Advices from Manchester state that a petition had distillers and manufacturers of gins, cordials, & c ., had also
been filed in the County Court by Mr. John Mabon , engineer transpired . Liabilities and assets not known. - Messrs.

and boiler maker, trading under the style of Walter Mabon William Trigg and Son , fancy goods, and Mr. George Groves,
and Co. The liabilities amount to about £30 ,000. - Two wholesale crockery, both of Montreal, had suspended . -- Messrs.

failures in the boot and shoe trade have occurred in Man . R . S . T . Davidson and Co., dry goods, London , Ont., failed .
chester, those of Michael Conlan , Deansgate, with liabilities The Hamilton Clothing House had made an assignment, owing

£3,500,ad Samuel F . Langham , High-street, with liabilities to their being involved with Messrs. Henry Davis and Co., of
£7 ,160 . Messrs. Young, Borthwick and Co ., bill brokers, of Montreal. Liabilities £20,000. -- Messrs. R . F . Taylor and Son ,
Lombard -street, have stopped payment, with liabilities on bills Toronto, have also made an assignment. - Messrs . Frier and
bearing their guarantee ofabout£2,500 ,000, including £700,000 | Dale, Hamilton , Canada West, have also stopped,
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· CANADA. - Advices from Montreal report the failure of NEW COMPANIES.
Messrs. Henry Davis and Co., of Montreal, with liabilities
amounting to £270,000, of which £140,000 is unsecured. This The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to
firm has been chiefly engaged in importing woollen goods, so the following Companies , which were registered during the
that a large portion of their liabilities falls on Leeds, Dews week :

bury, Huddersfield , and the woollen manufacturers of Ger Alliance Property and Land - Capital £10 ,000, in £10 shares.

many. The holders of the $130 ,000 secured are chiefly
Amazonas Gas- Capital £50,000 , in £10 shares .

bankers. This is the largest failure that has ever taken place
Bedford Trust - Capital £5 ,000, in £5 shares.

in Canada on dry goods. Consequent on this failure , Messrs.
Belfast and Carrickfergus Salt Works - Capital £17,500, in

Empey Johnson , and Co. have suspended, with liabilities £10 shares.

of considerable extent in Manchester and Yorkshire. Messrs. Bradford Commercial Joint-Stock Banking (Unlimited) -

Henry Davis and Co. are indebted to Messrs. Empey Capital £1,000 ,000 , in £100 shares.

Johnson and Co. to the extent of £35,000. Messrs . John Fisken and Co. - Capital £30,000, in £20 shares.

Armstrong and Co ., St. John 's N . B ., are also involved with Fothergill and Co. - Capital £35,000 , in £5 shares.
Messrs. Henry Davis and Co., and have likewise suspended. . Hunt's Playing- card Manufacturing - Capital £12,500 , in £20

- The National Zeitung reports the suspension of Vito Israel shares.

and Co., of Trieste ; liabilities about £20,000. Lancashire Freeholders--Capital £502,500, in £7 10s. shares.
Liverpool Carriage - Capital £50 ,000 , in £10 shares.

Manchester Oil Manufacturing — Capital £1,000, in £1
shares.

Mr. Robert A . McLean, accountant, notifies that he has Maritime Passengers ' and Mariners' Insurance - Capital
removed from 3 Lothbury to 8 old Jewry, the firm of £25 ,000, in £5 shares.
Barnard, Clarke, McLean and Co. having being dissolved by Mersey Ship -owning - Capital £50,000, in £5 shares.
mutual consent. Oldham Mutual Investment- Capital £10 ,000, in £5 shares.

PROGRESS OF THE REVENUE. - Two months of the current Patent Lithotype - Capital £70,000, in £10 shares.

financial year have now elapsed, and there can be little doubt, Pateley Bridge Lead Mines and Smelting – Capital £20 ,000 ,

we think, that the progress so far, especially considering the in £5 shares.

moderation of the last Budget estimates,must be exceedingly Redcar and Coatham Grand Stand - Capital £4,000, in £5

satisfactory to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The
shares,

revenue in these two months has been £12 ,040,000 , and in the Ridgway, Wooliscrofts, and Co. - Capital £5 ,000, in £5
corresponding period of last year it was only £11,166 ,000, or

shares,

an increase of nearly a million , although the taxes were sub Rose Bridge and Douglas Bank Collieries - Capital £200,000,
in £100 shares.stantially the same in the two periods, or if any thing the

differences are in favour of 1874, because the now abolished
Reuben Entwistle and Co. - Capital £80,000, in £5 shares,
Shorthorn Society of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

sugar duty was then in force for someweeks, and the arrears

of income tax were then at 3d . instead of, as now , at only 2d .
and Ireland - Limited by guarantee to £10 .

Sabden Weaving – Capital £4,800, in £12 shares.
per pound . For 1874 , also , the account is brought down to

the 30th of May, whereas this year it is only to the 29th , thus
Wham Mill Cotton Spinning and Manufacturing — Capital

giving an extra day to 1874 ; but we do not insist upon this ,as
£20,000, in £20 shares.

it is no doubt partly compensated by the circumstance of
Easter week not having fallen this year within the two months PARTNER OR CREDITOR. – Atthe Oldham County Court,on Mon

just passed. In any case there is apparently about a million day , before Mr. C . Hutton , judge , and jury, a case came on for
to the good in the first two months of the financial year, as hearing in which it was sought to decide whether John Mar .

compared with the last . Taking into account also , according land, of the Grange, Hollinwood , was entitled to prove against

to our usual practice , only those main branches of revenue the debtor, John Ashton , joiner and builder , and a bankrupt,

Customs, Excise, and Stamps — which come in most regularly, for a debt of £7 ,000 in that bankruptcy . Mr. Addison

the results of the last two months appear almost equally appeared for Marland , in support of his proof as a plaintiff,

satisfactory. The comparison is : and Mr. Leresche defended the debtor. From the evidence of

the plaintiff, who is a colliery proprietor, it appeared that on
Two Months, Two Months, Increase in

representations made to him by a minister of a chapel of
1875 - 6 . 1874 - 5 . 1875 -6

Customs £3,018,000 £3,014 ,000 £4,000 which he was the deacon , he took an interest in the com
Excise 4 , 152, 000 3 ,664, 000 488 ,000 mercial welfare of Ashton, who was then a young man, and
Stamps 1,840, 010 ... 1,773,000 67,000 just commencing business. Headvanced him sumsof money

Total ... ... 9,010,000 8,451,000 on various occasions with the view of helping him in his559,000
business, and received 1.0 . U .'s , which were subsequently ex

Aswe showed in our article on the Budget, the total increase changed for promissory notes . He continued in this course

in the year which Sir Stafford Northcote has estimated for for a considerable length of time, and the debtor not succeed

these three branches of revenue is only £676 ,000, so that even | ing in his business, was obliged to liquidate . At the time the

if the revenue is stationary for the rest of the year the Budget liquidation was made he (the plaintiff) proved for £7,500 .
estimates will be made good. The real increase also is Up to that time the word “ partner " had never been men

probably greater than the apparent increase above shown , in tioned between them , and no agreement of any nature had

consequence of the circumstance already referred to - that been made. He had no entries made of the several amounts

something was received in April and May, 1874, from the now that were paid to Ashton . Ashton, in his evidence, stated that
abolished sugar duty . But for this the Customs would show & in April, 1873, Mr. Marland agreed to enter into partnership
larger increase. Comparison is no doubt being made at with him in his business, saying, at the same time, that he

present with months of small return last year, in which & would provide what capital was required, for which he would

serious falling-off of revenue was threatened ; we must not be paid 5 per cent., and that Ashton should have the same
expect a corresponding increase all through the rest of the percentage on the stock, and it was decided that the profits
year ; but, all allowances being made, the beginning is ex . should be divided equally. In cross -examination he said that

tremely favourable , and the Chancellor of the Excheguer has it had been arranged that Marland should be put forward as a
every prospect of possessing a much larger surplus to deal creditor and not as a partner, if any thing wrong turned up .

with next spring than he had in his last Budget, while an It was not exactly Mr. Marland who put him up to this .
additional surplus will have accrued with which to reduce the The jury, after an hour's deliberation, found that there had
Debt under the old sinking fund arrangement.-- Economist. ' been no partnership , and gave a verdict for Marland .
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BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. — The following is the official

return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'

Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday , June 16 :

Thursday, June 10 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . £13,345, 000
Friday, June 11 . . . . . . . . . 15, 253 , 000

Saturday, June 12 . . . . 21,552,000

Monday, June 14 . .. . . . 17, 380,000

Tuesday, June 15 . . . . . . . . . . 17,496,000

Wednesday , June 16 . . .. . . .. .. .. .. 40,371,000

OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLÉTER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

PISA DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 15 . PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

£125 ,397,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year, which

also comprised a Stock Exchange settlement,was £136, 269,000 .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.
THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869,

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF WARWICKSHIRE,
HOLDEN AT BIRMINGHAM ,

TN the matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
1 arrangement, or composition with creditors, instituted by WILLIAM
JAMES, of No. 12 Eign -street, in the City of Hereford, in the County of
Hereford, Wine and Spirit Merchant, and Licensed Victualler , trading

under the style or Firm of James and Son .

A First Dividend of Ten Shillings in the Pound has been declared in the
matter of these proceedings, and will be paid by me, the undersigned ( the
Trustee of the Estate ), atmy offices , No. 1 King- street, Hereford , on and

after Thursday, the 24th June, instant, between the hours of ten and five
o ' clock .

Dated this 11th day of June, 1875.

CHARLES PEMBER ,
Trustee.

Offices,

1 King-street,

Hereford .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAPETY
AT 14 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK Bank . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand. Current_Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque-books supplied. English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold ,and Advancesmade thereon .
Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays

from 10 till 12 o'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-fres
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

Hi The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS !!!
“ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and theWaverley Pen . "
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
Thehemisery of

infiction , The Hindoo Pesca

ACCOUNTANTS AND PROPRIETORS OF

TOLMIE ' S MERCANTILE OFFICES ,
116 St. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW .

Proofs prepared , and proxies obtained from Scottish Creditors in Evglish
Bankruptcies .

Meetingsof Creditors attended and the proceedings reported .
Debts recovered , and business inquiries made, in all parts of Scotland.

Correspondence invited .

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS ,

90 LONDON WALL , E .O .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
- commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns
who require agents in London .

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic , 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.id .
Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin

burgh .

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate" are : - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .

Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,

Farms, Estates, Furnished, or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Lånd, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur.
niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other par

poses. ' 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from uplimited connection with
capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character , Libcral terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEÉ IN BANKRUPTCY .

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .R E S T A U R A N T ;
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court -road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOLOKER , late of 13 Idol- lane, City .

Juncheonsfrom thejoints , hot or cold , including vegetables and bread, Is. 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread , 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 64. to 10s, 6d .
Private Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr, Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANJ . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA,

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

TEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. ' Tents, Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H , J. Atkinson , Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell , Esq.
George Lidgett , Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq .
Jonathan S . Pidgeon, Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M .P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216, 115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874) . . . 223,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned ' .. . .. 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,140 , 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE 'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwardsof 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . Theuse of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided, a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may beworn during sleep. A descriptive circularmay be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. John WHITE, 228, Piccadilly,
London . Price of a single Truss, 168., 21s., 26s. 60., 31s. 68 ,
Postage Free . Double Truss , 31s. 60., 42s ., and 32s. 6d . Posto
age free . An Umbilical Trucs , 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Postage

free. P . o .o . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office ,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS,KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 6 ., 78, 6d., 108 , to 168. each .
Postage free.

CAEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s . 6d . and 7s, 6d . Adults, 10s. 6d ., 155. 6d . , and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John WHITE, Manufacturer , 228 Piccadilly , London ,

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

“ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,” |

F Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to E .chibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Inoented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

NB. The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Look and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a NEW LOCK and KEY, as often as may be desired, without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

" Times , ” 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccted
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO.
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside,London, E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

Bed with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gaxette.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington, Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .
ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming- 1 WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON, Coventry.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON , London .

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HARRY BRETT , London , WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS.- R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER, Hereford .
BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL , LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,
PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H , R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE .
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION,

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory , Nassau-street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. Copy Le
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices. .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. JUNE 19 , 1000
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. – NEW SERIES. — No. 29. ] SATURDAY, JUNE 26 , 1875 . [ PRICE 60.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

A First and Final Dividend of Fourteen Shillings and
Twopence in the Pound has been declared in the matter of the

Separate Estate of ALFRED THOMAS PITCHFORD , of The Island Lead

Mills , Limehouse, in the County of Middlesex , adjudicated a Bankrupt on
the 16th day of February , 1874 , and will be paid byme at No. 8 Walbrook ,

in the City of London , on Thursday, the 1st day of July , 1875 , or on the
following day, between the hours of 11 and 2 .

Dated this 24th day of June, 1875 .

C . F . KEMP,
Trustee.

Bankrupt on the 14th day of December , 1874. Creditors who have not
proved their debts by the 30th day of June, 1875 , will be excluded .

Dated this 18th day of June, 1875 .

C . T . RHODES,
Accountant, Ward's End, Halifax ,

Trustee .

HOLROYDE AND SMITH ,
10 Cheapside, Halifax,

Solicitors acting in the Bankruptcy .

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT. IN THE COUNTY COURT or YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN
AT HALIFAX .

A First and Final Dividend of Fourteen Shillings and
A Pourpence in the Pound has been declared in the matter of the
Separate Estate of EDWARD BEAUMONT PITCHFORD , of No. 5
Belsize Square, Hampstead , in the County of Middlesex , adjudicated a
Bankrupt on the 16th day of February , 1874 , and will be paid byme at

No. 8 Walbrook , in the City of London ,on Thursday, the 1st day of July,

1875, or on the following day , between the hours of Iſ and 2 . .
C . F . KEMP,

Trustee.

A First Dividend of Two Shillings and Sixpence in the
n Pound has been declared in the matter of a Special Resolution for
liquidation by arrangement of the affairs of CHARLES HAIGH and

JOHN SPEAK , both of Halifax, in the County of York , trading together

under the style or firm of “ HAIGH AND SPEAK , " Woolstaplers, and

will be paid at the offices of the undersigned Christopher Tate Rhodes, of

Ward ' s End, Southgate, Halifax aforesaid ( to those Creditors only who have

proved their debts ) , on the third day of July , 1875 , between the hours of

four and six o ' clock in the afternoon .

Dated this 18th day of June, 1875 .

CHRISTOPHER TATE RHODES,
Accountant, Ward's End, Halifax ,

Trustee.

GODFREY RHODES,
7 Horton Street, Halifax ,

Solicitor acting in the Proceedings.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE HOLDEN
AT HALIFAX .

A First Dividend of Two Shillings and Sixpence in the
Pound has been declared in the matter of the joint estate of

WILLIAM PICKLES, THOMAS HANSON , JOHN JAGGER , JAMES

HELLIWELL, LEVI BOTTOMLEY, and SAMUEL WOODHEAD, all
of Halifax, in the County of York , Stuff Manufacturers , carrying on

business in co - partnership , at Bailey Hall Works, in Halifax , in the County

of York , under the style or firm of “ HANSON , PICKLES, AND CO ., "

adjudicated bankrupts on the 24th day of March , 1875 , and will be paid at

the offices of the undersigned Jonathan Ingham Learoyd ( to those
Creditors only who have proved their debts ) , on the second day of July ,

1875 , between the hours of Four and six o 'clock in the afternoon .

Dated this 18th day of June, 1875 .

CHRISTOPHER TATE RHODES,
Ward's End, Halifax , and Accountants ,

JONATHAN I. LEAROYD. I Trustees.

The Square, Halifax, )

GODFREY RHODES,

7 Horton -street, Halifax ,

Solicitor acting in the Proceedings.

ACTIVE or SLEEPING PARTNER with from £3,000
to £1,000, wanted in a Manufacturing Business in the Midland

Counties. Position sound. Prospects excellent.

PARTNERSHIP wanted by a Gentleman with £1,000
1 Capital, and possessing a good Commercial Knowledge, in a Manu.
facturing or Mercantile Business .

For particulars of above, address G . WALTER KNOX , B . Sc., Public
Accountant, 18 Bank Street, Sheffield .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
11 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, FOLDEN

AT HALIFAX .

| AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,

A Dividend is intended to be declared in the matter of
A JOHN SHACKLETON , formerly of Brinton Terrace, Halifax in the
County of York , butnow of Haley Ilill , Halifax aforesaid , Wool Dealer and

Manufacturer , carrying on business at Cow Green , Halifax aforesaid , under

the style or firm of * JOI

and Ímportant Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo anycost or liability is incurred . Address Meers.

Marsh , Milner , and Co , Land and Timber Surveyors, 5 + Cannon -street ,
London , E . C .or firm of " JOIN SHACKLETON AND SON , " adjudicated a
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The AccountantMESSRS. MARSII MILNER, AND Co.'s
1 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description, is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

11 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy , or
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time 28s. per annum (including postage) , the reduced terms
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Landand Reversion Offices (Established
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

1812 ), 54 Cannon - street. 24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free).
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

NOTICE OF REMOVAL . to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C.,
to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

MESSRS. SAMUEL CULLEY and Co ., Public Ac relating to the general business of the paper, should also

countants and Auditors, beg to announce their REMOVAL from be addressed. Literary communications should be

Guildhall Chambers to larger and more convenient Offices in QUEEN directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same
STREET. Norwich , 24th June, 1875 . address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

PARTNERSHIP . - A gentleman with an excellent con forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

nection abroad amongst Consumers of Steel and the General
Sheffield Manufactures is open to introduce a CAPITAL of $ 2,000 to £3000,

in a well -established Concern . -- Apply in confidence, to Messrs. Wing , TO ADVERTISERS.
Wing, and Co , Prideaux Chambers, Sheffield .

WANTED a Clerk who writes Shorthand . - Apply by
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

W letter, stating full particulars, and salary required , to Messrs.
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Gamble and Harvey , 1 Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street, E .C . Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

ARTICLED PUPIL . - Vacancy for an educated young support of the leading members of the profession, the

gentleman ,who would be instructed in Sub -editingandGeneral News ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success
paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business, and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected. Address , Mr.
in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C . sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

PUBLICATIONS. for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS' Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

I JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public General Statutes The only

LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY. Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 10s.; Single Copy, 9d.;
delivered free in Town or Country .

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

Office : 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN . ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .
N . B . - Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,
WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.
In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the
Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Shects, & c., printed with de
supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S . E . the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each. Sul.

TRANSLATIONS. scribers' names in gold lettering , is. extra. Post Office

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,
Orders payable to ALFRED W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch .

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,
street, London, E .C .

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed The Accountant.
by some of the subscribers to the accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial JUNE 26, 1875 .
documents, correspondence , & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect
fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian ,
Wehave said so much about auditing accounts, and

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms. | the strong necessity that exists for such a duty being
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intrusted only to the most competent persons, that we disastrous in the long-run . Yet this hesitating style of

should not have returned to the subject this week , law -making is exactly what we find in the Act. It is

but for the fact of the discussion in Parliament enacted that a central office shall be established , which

relative to the Friendly Societies Act. This is shall prepare model forms of accounts and balance

a measure which , in various ways, affects the in - / sheets, which shall compile statistics and issue corrected

terests of accountants, whose profession must neces tables of payments calculated to meet any emergencies,

sarily bring them into contact with many of these for the guidance of the officials of the societies . The

associations ; and some of its clauses bear directly on great question of a proper audit is met by the declara

the subject of adequate and efficient auditing. Intion that a yearly balance-sheet shall be prepared , and

asking that accountants might have some voice in sug transmitted to the registrar by two or more persons

gesting changes and improvements in the Bankruptcy appointed as the rules of their society provide, whose

Act,we were , we consider, only acting in ourundoubted names and addresses are to be sent to the registrar and

right. Till the whole commercial system of the also posted for three months in the board -room of the

country is changed , accountants must play a con- | society . Once in every five years a valuation of assets

siderable part in the administration of estates. But and liabilities is to be made by a valuer appointed by

though this fact is but too evident, there are many who the society, and transmitted to the registrar,duly signed

look with strange and narrow jealousy on the inter | by the valuer and stating his address and profession ;

vention of accountants in this matter , and loudly or an abstract of the necessary documents may be sent

claim that none but a duly certified lawyer shall have to the registrar, and the valuation made by a valuer

any share in any business which is more or less appointed by him . Power is given to the Treasury to

remotely connected with a special department of the appoint auditors and valuers for the purposes of the

courts of law . Suggestions as to amendment of pro Act, and to determine their remuneration ; but it is not

cedure may be made to the proper quarter, and will be obligatory on any society to employ them .

duly received and oonsidered ; but theymustemanate from However much these provisions may be an improve

private individuals and not from a profession. Popular ment on previous legislation , it is impossible to consider

prejudice is strong, and we can quite understand that them as satisfactory. The mostmismanaged association ,

the Lord Chancellor may not have cared to run counter or the most insolvent assurance company, could scarcely

to the fancies and feelings of the powerful and | desire more than to have its valuations made by a

organised body of which he is the chief. But as to any nominee of the company, who need not be a man

comments or suggestions in respect to the Friendly possessing the slightest knowledge of accounts . This

Societies Act, the same objections cannot be raised. argument is usually met by declamatory chatter about

Here accountants are speaking within their province , insult to the common sense of the community, and

and have a right to be heard . The great outcry that especially to the working-class members thereof. But

has been raised against the friendly societies, is caused without denying that there are many friendly societies

mainly by the manner in which their accounts are kept. perfectly solvent, carefully managed , whose affairs

Inaccurate balance-sheets, improperly valued securities, are readily patent to scrutiny and investigation, and

and an inadequate table of calculations and probabilities, whose directors are men as honourable and competent

are as great evils as reckless management, and too as can be, we must again remark that audits and

profuse expenditure ; and to set such right, is one of valuations are made not only to point out the good,

the familiar duties of every accountant. but to restrain and keep in check the evil. A man

Many difficulties and defects are undoubtedly removed who wants to insure his life for a thousand pounds can

by the Government Bill, and the Ministry deserve make his choice between perhaps a hundred rival

credit for the attempt they have made to grapple with establishments ; a poor man's choice is more restricted .

them . But it is precisely on the point of auditing that It is in the interests of the weak and feeble of the

the bill is at its weakest, and that permissive legislation community, that we ask that the work of auditing

appears at its worst. The system of providing that a should be intrusted only to competent hands. Let the

thing shall be done in the right way, but that if people task be done by government valuers and public auditors ;

like they may do it in a wrong one, may be a very come or, if too much supervision is objected to , let it be

fortable one for all those concerned , but is sure to prove provided that the certificate of a public accountant
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en make it
case, à 101111.460 ; while the made a profit of

shall alone be held as complying with the terms of the than sufficient to cover the deficiency . In the first

Act. Strictness in the present instance will make it case, a loss was incurred in a space of little over a

all the easier for the gorernment which has the courage 1 year of £111,460 ; while the post-office savings banks

to place all associations on one footing, and to prescribe during the same period had made a profit of no less

a real and genuine audit of all public companies . To than £118,687. Sir Stafford Northcote proposed,

give legislative sanction to such a delusive system as therefore , to throw the two accounts into one, and to

is established by the Friendly Societies Act, will be a extinguish the deficiency by the gradual appropriation of

serious hindrance to all future reform . We trust this the surplus – an amount which would , he calculated,

will not be overlooked when the House of Lords comes increase in value every year. The measure would have

to debate these clauses.
been allowed to pass probably, without more than

that average amount of opposition and denunciation

which is so essential to the free government of our

If, as Lord Dundreary considers, there are some country , but for the figures contained in another return.

things which no one can understand, there are a great According to this, which , in compliance with an Act of

many other things which every one believes that he Parliament, is annually compiled and laid before the

both ought to and does understand. All Englishmen are House of Commons by the Commissioners for the

supposed to comprehend the points of a horse by a sort reduction of the National Debt, the deficit on the funds

of natural instinct inherent in them , and the conse of the old societies had during the year which had

quence is that there is no country in which horse-copers elapsed from November 1873 to November 1874,

drive a more thriving trade than in England . English increased from £4,382,231 to £4,552,421, or by the

men, too , are a business people , they are gifted with a sum of £170, 190.

profound common sense which is far superior to the | Thereupon, the not unnatural inference was drawn

wild rhapsodies of theorists and visionaries, and which that the Chancellor of the Exchequer had somehow or

is somehow considered to have been the main cause of other blundered in his calculations, and forthwith

the national prosperity . A keen insight into figures

is a portion of this faculty ; and a question of mere
the organs of public opinion and theOpposition generally

account is looked upon as being too simple for more
gave tongue,and with one voice and much fervid rhetoric

than the most superficial consideration , and requiring
proclaimed the collapse of the system of finance

but the very slightest modicum of professional training
which Sir Stafford Northcote has advocated. The Chan

for its solution . It is possibly owing to this national
cellor was, however, perfectly firm and impenitent.

propensity that so many political battles rage on ques He assured his critics generally that it was all right,

tions of finance , and that every now and then the and that the discrepancy was in no way real; butto

world is amazed to find how greatly themost eminent allay the excited feeling, he directed the Comptroller

authorities differ on the meaning to be deduced from | of the National Debt office to prepare a short state

the plainest possible set of figures. The famous con ment, which would make the imaginary nature of the

troversy as to the extravagance of a Conservative | deficiency perfectly plain . This statement shows

Government which Mr. Gladstone carried on as an plainly where the confusion lay; and the explanation of

election cry in 1868, in which he demonstrated to the Mr. Rivers Wilson is perfectly satisfactory . But there
satisfaction of his party that what every body else had | are, doubtless, a good many persons who, though they

considered to be a saving in expenditure was in reality
iture was in reality defer to authority,willin their hearts still remain uncon

a very considerable increase, was a memorable instance
adie instance | vinced . The case may teach a useful lesson to directors

of this. But the late discussion as to the Savings
of companies. Accounts that are kept on perfectly

Banks Bill has afforded a still more striking example of sound principles, and are in themselves exactly correct,

the proverbial fallaciousness of figures , and the may, notwithstanding, convey & wrong impression to

difficulty which the outer world has in adequately com the outside observer. It would be as well if they

prehending the authoritative statements of experts. would not only invariably employ auditors of such

The old savings banks are carried on at a slight | high professional position , that their signature anu

loss , and the new savings banks, under the con approval would re-assure the most timid and nervous

trol of the post-office authoritics, show a profit more8, snow a pront more | of shareholders, but if they would also sometimes
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append a few words of explanation , which might tend adjourned, or if adjourned, whether by a special or ordi

to appease even themost suspicious.
nary resolution of creditors. As a matter of practice, I

believe that adjournments are by nomeans uncommon , and

that they are carried by ordinary resolutions of creditors.

I have always considered this a mischievous practice,

Pending any subsequent decision by the House of because it is generally resorted to under the following

circumstances : - A debtor makes his creditors an offer
Lords, it may be considered as settled law that if the which perhaps more than one-fourth in value of those

joint creditors of a partnership agree to take a compo present reject ; the debtor and the friendly creditors,

sition, a dissenting creditor of the joint and separate representing a majority in value, move and carry an

adjournment, with the hope that the dissentient creditors
estate can sue one of his debtors. The decision seems may notturn up atthe adjourned meeting, of which nonotice

in accordance with common sense . The fact is too is required to be given : and the chances are the hostile

often overlooked, that a composition, if it is favourable
creditors are absent on the adjourned day, and the debtor

carries his resolutions. This practice must now , it seems

to the debtor, is also favourable to the creditors, as to me, necessarily be put a stop to Lord Justice James

securing to them a certain sum without the delay and lays it down, that when a proposal has been duly voted

uncertainty of further proceedings ; and they may be
upon and rejected, the meeting is at an end, and a resolu
tion to adjourn is a perfectly idle one, which cannot be

held to have considered the possibility of a further sum put to the vote . And in this view Lord Justice Mellish
being realised from the separate estate . As between concurred . But if creditors have no power to adjourn

after rejection of an offer of composition , it must appear

creditors and debtors, it is clear that the former have desirable that they should have power to consider the

a right to use every remedy ; and it certainly seems advisability of accepting an increased offer ; looking,

hard, that a creditorwho can claim against two separate
however, at the decision strictly, it seems that they

have no such power. The result will, under any circum
estates, shall be barred of his rights , because the stances, I think be beneficial to creditors generally. It

creditors of one of the estates find that it will pay will compel a debtor who contemplates a composition ,

to make, once for all, the best offer he can to his creditors,
them only a nominal dividend, and therefore prefer to knowing that if his offer be rejected , he will have no

take an immediate composition . The decision seems, chance of increasing it , but will be driven into Bank

with every respect to the Lord Chief Baron, entirely ruptcy or Liquidation. One point is clearly illustrated

by the case under consideration, that is, the inefficiency of
correct.

the chairmen elected by meetings of creditors. The

chairman in this case should have made a minute of the

putting of the resolution, and of its rejcction ; but I fear

Correspondence.
that in very few instances do chairmen keep a proper

record of the proceedings at meetings of creditors . This

points to the desirability of a change, the necessity of

COMPOSITIONS. which is now being generally conceded, viz ., that all

To the Editor of the Accountant.
these meetings should be presided over by a Registrar, or

officer of the court. While commenting on the question

SIR, — An important case was decided on the 10th instant of composition arrangements, I may perhaps be allowed

by the CourtofAppeal,to which the attention ofyourreaders to point outwhat seems to me a great absurdity in the

should be particularly directed. I refer to the case of Ex present system - the holding of two statutory meetings to

parte Till in re Ratcliffe, a report of which appears in your carry a composition . The idea was, probably, to givemore

issue of the 12th inst : - The decision of the Lords Justices power to the creditors, and more time for consideration ;

reversed that of the Chief Judge and confirmed the order of | but the practical effect has been , in many instances, to

the local Court, refusing to register a resolution for ac- hoodwink the creditors, and by this means, viz., a debtor

cepting a composition of 2s. 6d. in the pound, on the summons a meeting, at which he attends, and to satisfy

ground that the resolution by which the composition was certain hostile creditors who may be present, offers a

accepted was passed at an adjourned meeting, the same respectable composition - never intending to carry it out.

proposal having been made to, and rejected by, the ori The creditors are satisfied , and consider the matter ended .

ginal meeting. The question turned in greatmeasure upon Notice of the second meeting is given, to confirm the reso

the construction of Rule 275 of the Bankruptcy Rules of lution , which notice, by the way , does not even state the

1870, under which the court is required to have regard effect of the resolution passed at the first meeting. At the

only to such resolutions as are reduced into writing and second meeting, the debtor, and a few friendly creditors,

signed by the creditors. The resolution rejecting the attend : the debtor states his inability to pay the proposed
2s.6d. at the originalmeeting not having been recorded by composition , and a resolution for liquidation is agreed to ;

the chairman in the minutes of the mecting, the Chief a friendly trustee is appointed , and the debtor's discharge is

Judge was of opinion no notice could be taken of it ; but granted . This practice ought to be prevented , and the pre

the Lords Justices were of a different opinion, and held vention might be easily effected. Let the debtor state his

that the Registrar was right in taking evidence as to the | offer of composition before the notices of the first meeting

proceedings at the meeting. An important principle is are sent to the creditors, and let that offer be communicated

laid down by their Lordships with respect to adjourn - to the creditors in the notice of mecting. They will then

ments . With many practitioners it has been a question , be able to consider it before themeeting, and will be in a

whether a meeting under the liquidation clauses can be position to finally accept or reject it at the first meeting,
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and the expense and delay of a second meeting would be VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURTS, Lincoli's Inn.
obviated . As composition arrangements are on the in

crease, while the amounts of composition in the pound

are rapidly decreasing, it seemsmost desirable that this June 22.

method of arrangement should receive serious attention ( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . HALL.)
from those interested in securing satisfactory dividends, TAYLOR V . GILLOTT. - This case raised a question of some

and I cannot help thinking that the judicious decision of interest as to the operation of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, in

the Lords Justices in re Ratcliffe will prove to be a step cases where a lessee grants an underlease and subsequently

in the right direction. becomes bankrupt. A Mr. John Pask being lessee from the

Yours truly, executors of Mr. George Gillott , deceased, of the house No. 36
À TRUSTEE Strand, for the term of 21 years from Lady-day, 1868,at a rent

London , June 24, 1875. of £400 per annum , on the 18th of October, 1871, agreed to

grant to the plaintiff a lease of the ground floor and part of
the basement of the house for the residue of his term at a rent

COURT OF ERROR IN THE EXCHEQUER of £200 per annum , and the plaintiff paid Pask a sum of £100

CHAMBER .
by way of premium for such agreement. The plaintiff then on

the 31st of October, 1871, entered into an agreement with
Messrs. B . Hembry and Co . (ofwhich firm the plaintiff 's son,

June 18 .
Mr. A . E . Taylor was a member) to grant them a lease of the

(Sittings in Error from the Court of Queen's Bench, before same premises for the same term , less seven days, at a rent of

Lord COLERIDGE , Mr. Justice BRETT, Baron CLEAsBy, Mr. £250 per annum , and in pursuance of this agreement Hembry
Justice Grove , Baron POLLOCK , and Baron AMPHLETT.) and Co . entered into and had ever since continued in possession
Simpson v .HEMING . - This case raised an important question of the premises. In the month of March , 1872, Pask was

of mercantile law - whether, if the joint creditors of a part adjudicated bankrupt on the petition of G . Gillott's executors,
nership agree to take a composition , a creditor of the joint as creditors for arrears of rent, and on the 24th of May follow
and separate estate who has dissented can sue one of his ing Pask ' s trustee in bankruptcy availed himself of the pro
debtors. The Court of Queen 's Bench had held that he can , visions of the 23rd section of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 , and

and the majority of this Court, it will be seen , have also so with the leave of the Court, disclaimed all interest in Pask's

held , though the Lord Chief Baron dissented. The case arose lease. By this section it is enacted thatwhen any property of

thus : - Two partners had given a joint and several note to the bankrupt acquired by the trustee under the Act consists of
secure a partnership debt. The creditors of the firm agreed land of any tenure burdened with onerous covenants, the

to take a composition of 8s . in the pound, but the resolu . trustee, notwithstanding he has endeavoured to sell or has
tion was come to by the joint creditors only , and the holder taken possession of the property, may, by writing, disclaim
of the note was not a party to the resolution and had sued one such property, and after such disclaimer the property dis.
of the partners separately, who set up the composition . The claimed shall, if a lease, be deemed to have been surrendered
Court of Queen 's Bench held that it was no answer, and the on the samedate, and shall revert to the person entitled on
defendant appealed. The case was argued before a Court the determination of the interest of the bankrupt, and any
constituted of the Lord Chief Baron , Mr. Justice Brett, Mr. person interested in the disclaimed property may apply to the

Justice Archibald , Baron Pollock , and Baron Amphlett. The Court, and the Court may order possession of the property to
Court had taken time to consider their judgment. Baron be given up to him , or may make such other order as to the

Amphlett now delivered the judgment of the majority of the possession as may be just , and any person injured by the
Court-- himself, Mr. Justice Brett, Mr. Justice Archibald , and operation of the section shall be deemed a creditor of the
Baron Pollock - in favour of the plaintiff, affirming the judg . bankrupt to the extent of the injury , and may prove for the

ment of the Court of Queen 's Bench . It would , he said , be same as a creditor under the bankruptcy. As the effect of
monstrous that a resolution of a statutory majority of the this disclaimer was to put an end to the terms by virtue of
creditors should deprive a dissentient creditor of his right to which Pask had given the plaintiffs the agreement for a lease

go against a surety, and a similar principle applied to creditors under which they held , Gillott 's executors, after some fruitless

of partners. It would be just as monstrous to deprive a negociations with the plaintiff as to granting him a lease of the
dissentient creditor of the partnership who was also a premises, brought an action of ejectment against the plaintifi,

separate creditor of his right to go against the separate debtor . and the plaintiff then filed his bill in this suit, in order to
The joint estate might, perhaps , only pay a dividend of 1s., compel Gillott's executors to grant him a lease in accordance
while the separate estatemight pay 20s. in the pound ; and it with Pask's agreement, and to restrain the action of eject.
would be most unjust if a statutory majority of the joint | ment. The plaintiff's case was not only that theat the Act v

creditors by accepting 1s. in the pound could force the intended prejudicially to affect the equities of third parties,
separate creditor to forego his right against the separate but also that Mr. Gillott's executors had been aware of Pask's
estate. It would be hardly possible to conceive greater agreementwith the plaintiff, and had informed his son that
injustice . In any view the creditor would have a right to elect Pask was not prohibited by his lease from underletting (al

between the two estates, and if he did not receive 20s. in the though it turned out that he was so prohibited ) , and that they

pound it would be for the Court of Bankruptcy to determine had moreover so acted by the acceptance of rent from the

whether he could claim & dividend for the residue. Baron plaintiff and otherwise , as to take away any right they might

Pollock read the judgment of the Lord Chief Baron , dissenting otherwise have had to refuse to carry out Pask 's agreement

from the view of the majority, and holding that the creditor with the plaintiff, and , in fact, to bind themselves to perform

was barred by the composition . It was so , said the Lord that agreement in Pask 's place and to grant the plaintiti

Chief Baron , with a composition at Common Law , and in his lease. The defendants , on the other hand , denied that they

view there was nothing in the Bankruptcy Act to alter it. The had represented to the plaintiff' s son that Pask was not pro

composition was made binding on all the creditors present or hibited from underletting, and maintained that they had only

absent, if the required majority concurred in accepting it , and I accepted rent from the plaintiff in the character of tenant row.
that thereupon the debt was gone, and the remedy could not | year to year. Mr. Dickinson , Q . C ., and Mr. Romer were for the

remain . To hold otherwise ,he thought, would be to alter and to plaintiff ; Mr. Karslake, Q C ., and Mr. Dumerge for the defen :

make the law , not to declare it . He, therefore, was of opinion dant,Gillott's surving executor. Mr. Dickinson having been heard

that the composition was a bar, but, of course, as themajority in reply . The Vice -Chancellor, after stating the facts, said
of the Court thought otherwise , the appeal was dismissed , and the effect ofthe disclaimer by Pask's trustee in bankruptoy, the

judgment in favour of the plaintiff aftirmed .
underlease not having been granted in pursuance of

s not
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agreement of the 18th of October, 1871, was a question not under some obscurity, but this payment of rent he could not
without difficulty . But for the purpose of considering the regard under the circumstances as having been made under
effect of that disclaimer it was necessary to consider, first, the agreement. He thought the true conclusion was that the
what was the conduct of the original lessors, and, secondly , agreement was not made known to the lessors in such a
how far the contract for the underlease or the underlease manner as to entitle the plaintiff to say that the acts and con

itself harmonized with the contract entered into by the duct of the original lessors were such as to give the plaintiff an
original lessors. It was said that if an original lessee granted equity to have the agreement carried into execution by this
an underlease on his own terms of a portion of the property Court. He therefore considered that the plaintiff's case was
originally demised to him , taking a premium , the effect of the not made out, and failed both in law , as to the effect of the
surrender of the original lease was to leave the under tenancy Act of Parliament, and because no special case had been made

subsisting as against the original lessor, who must be content out by the acts of the parties. The plaintiff having accordingly
with accepting whatever rent and covenants the underlessor failed to establish his case, the bill must be dismissed with
might have been content to accept. It was unnecessary in costs .
the present case to go so far as to determine that abstract
question , because themode in which the case was presented
by the plaintiff was that there was, first, an original lease, and
secondly , an agreement for an underlease, and he maintained ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE.
that the underlease should contain the covenants in

accordance with the lease . An agreement for a further under .
June 21 .lease to Messrs. Hembry and Co. was stated to be one of a

similar kind , so that all the leases were to harmonizo the one (Before the Master of the Rolls.)
with the other, and if the case had been one of granting IN RE PELOTAS COFFEE COMPANY (LIMITED ) - KARUTH 'S

an underlease of the entire property , and the covenants Case . This was an application by the official liquidator of the

had been the same throughout, much might have been said | Pelotas Coffee Co. (Limited ), to fix a director with qualifi.

as to the effect of the disclaimer in keeping on foot the cation shares, although not registered in his name. The

underlease when the original lease was gone. But to say that company was incorporated in April , 1873, with a capital of

when a lessor who had granted a lease found himself in such £50 ,000, divided into 10 ,000 shares of £5 each . The object

a position , by reason of the bankruptcy of the lessee, as to be of the company was to prepare from the “ Pelotas berry"

bound to grant an underlease with the benetit only of such and vend to the public " a good , wholesome, aromatic

rent and covenants as the underlessor might be content to coffee, at a retail price not exceeding ls. per lb ." It did
take from the underlessee, was a very startling doctrine to be not appear from the prospectus what the “ Pelotas berry''
asserted . Now , what were the stipulations of the lease and was, the monopoly of which , according to the prospectus,

the agreement for the underlease ? His Honour then compared had been secured by the company, but it was stated to be a

the stipulations of the two instruments, pointing out that sort of acorn . It was provided by the articles of associa

there was very considerable variance between them , and in tion that the first directors of the company should be Sir
particular that theagreement for the underlease contained no James Randoll Mackenzie, Frank Oscar Karuth , and Julius
provision for re -entry on breach of covenant, as in the leas Liebert ; that the qualification of a director should be the

He then proceeded : - It was said that the original landlords holding of not less than 50 shares ; and that the office of a

were bound to grant this lease to the plaintiff, but he could director should be vacated if he ceased to hold the
not find anything in the Act of Parliament which could give prescribed number of shares. Mr. Karuth consented to

such an effect to the operation ofthe disclaimer and surrender. become a director of the company before its formation , and

What would have been the effect of the underlease, if actually signed the memorandum and articles of association for

granted , it was not necessary for him to say ; he did not 10 shares which he admitted he was liable to take ; but he

say it would have any different effect, but, in his opinion , disputed his liability as to the remainirg 40 shares, on the
it was not intended by the Legislature in such a case that a ground that such shares had never been applied for or

landlord , who by his original lease had agreed to bargain allotted to him prior to the winding-up . It appeared that

away his property for a certain term on certain conditions, within three days after the publication of the prospectus
and reserving to himself a right of re-entry for breach of in May, 1873, he gave notice in writing to the secretary of
those conditions, should find himself bound, by no act of his withdrawal from the company, on the alleged ground of

his own, to be put in a position entirely different from that gross misrepresentation of the company's nature and objects ,

in which he had intended to be ; he therefore could not and had never acted as a director. Mr. Fischer, Q . C ., and

apply the section in question as as to give that effect,and Mr. Horton Smith , for the official liquidator, contended that

it seemed to him it had not that effect. In his judgment Mr. Karuth , having signed the articles of association , in

such an effect would be so inequitable that he could not give which he was expressly named a director,must be deemed to

the plaintiff the relief he asked . He must now proceed to say | have agreed to take the proper number of qualification shares ;
something of the mode in which it was endeavoured to help but the Master of the Rolls , without calling upon Mr. P . B .

out the plaintiff's case. It was said that there was an inten . Abraham , who appeared for the alleged contributory, gave
tion on the part of the defendant that the plaintiff should | judgment, reviewing the authorities at some length , from the

have an underlease ; that the plaintiff had received rent * Marquis of Abercorn's case ” downwards, and stated their

from him on the footing that there was an agreement for result to be that the mere acceptance of the office of director

an under-lease ; that the defendant had , in fact, acted does not necessarily bind the person accepting it to take shares

on and adopted the agreement, and that he was, therefore, | in a company, even where the articles of association provide

bound specfically to perform it , and must be treated by that the holding of a certain number of shares shall be the

this court as the party to grant the lease. He was, how qualification for the office ; but that where a person who has

ever, of opinion that the evidence did not come up to that, accepted the office afterwards acts as a director, with know

and, indeed , fell very short of making out any such caso ledge that a qualification is required of him , the fact of his

as that. With regard to the provision in the original lease so acting will be regarded as an implied agreement on his part
against underletting , the evidence satisfied him that the to qualify himself within a reasonable time. Here the alleged

plaintiff had distinct notice that Pask had no power to under contributory had not acted as a director, and if he had , he

let. As to the payment of rent by the plaintiff, it seemed had withdrawn himself, and repudiated the agreement before
to him that it was not just to conclude that that rent was ever the reasonable time for acquiring a qualification had expired ,

received by the defendant as for rent payable under this and consequently , he was not a contributory, except as to the

alleged agreement of the 18th of October. The matter was | 10 shares.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. the court upon an application for the appointmentof a re

ceiver and manager. The debtor is a merchant carrying on

business in Palmerston -buildings, Old Broad -street. He has

June 19. filed a petition for liquidation , with debts and liabilities

( Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief £230 ,000, assets about £80,000. In support of the application

Judge.)
an affidavit was produced , which showed that the business was

IN RE PELLATT. — The debtor, a wine merchant, carrying on
of a very extensive character , a considerable portion of it

consisting in the acceptance of bills of exchange drawn upon
business in Arthur- street West, under the style of M . M . Pel the debtor by firms abroad under credits opened in their

latt and Co., has filed a petition for liquidation by favour, they being under engagement to remit " in cover," and

arrangement. Debts about £5,000 ; assets of considerable to provide for the payment of the bills before maturity. Bills

value. Upon the application of Mr. Finlay Knight, for of that character amounting to £66 ,000 were now outstanding,
creditors whose claims amounted to £2,000 , his Honour and as remittances were arriving it was necessary that they

appointed Mr. Leslie , accountant, to act as receiver. Mr. should be properly applied. Mr. Registrar Roche : Is this one

Chidley, solicitor, appeared for the debtor. of the recent failures ? Mr. Rawlins : Yes ; the petition was

IN RE ISIDORE LEVEAUX. — The bankrupt, formerly engaged filed yesterday, and the application is supported by creditors

in the wine trade, and described as of 2 Carlton -road, Maida for £65,000. His Honour, being satisfied with the evidence,

vale , applied to pass his examination . His liabilities appointed Mr. Robert Fletcher, accountant, Moorgate-street,

amounted to £13,325 , with assets £14 . Mr. T . Lumley ap receiver and manager.
peared for the trustee ; and Mr. F . Hughes for the petitioning

creditor. His Honour allowed the bankrupt to pass .
( Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

IN RE JOSEPI Nixon . — The debtor is a wholesale hosier I IN RE C . E . ALFORTH . - The debtor, who was a timber

carrying on business in Wood -street, and his debts are re . I merchant of Gracechurch -street, recently failed for £95,000 ,

turned at £15 ,500, and the assets comprise stock , £4,500 ; of which secured creditors claimed £54,356 . The available

cash , £300 ; and book debts £4 ,000 . His Honour now assets were £23 ,859. Mr. Munns, of the firm of Lewis,

appointed Mr. Holah , accountant, to act as receiver under a Munns, and Longden, now applied to the learned registrar to
liquidation petition filed by the debtor, and granted an interim register a resolution of the creditors to liquidate the estate by

injunction to restrain actions. arrangement and not in bankruptcy. - It appeared that

RE JOSE SMITH DE VASCONELLOS. — The debtor had filed his creditors to the amount of £11,000 had not been served, but

petition for liquidation by arrangement or composition with as they did not effect the majority , and had been served with

his creditors, estimating his liabilities at £120 ,000. He traded this application , and did not oppose, the learned registrar

as a merchant at Lombard .street , Liverpool, and Brazil. At allowed the registration to go, but expressed a strong opinion

the first meeting of the creditors, no resolution having been that all the creditors should be served , because, although they

passed, the liquidation fell through , and a few days since an did not effect the majority , yet it was quite possible that had

alleged creditor in Paris , claiming £69,000 , had filed a they had the opportunity of attending the first meeting, they

petition for adjudication in bankruptcy, which is at present might have made out a case to induce others not to vote for

sub judice before Mr. Registrar Roche. Mr. Robertson the resolution ; and his Honour stated that it was within his
Griffiths now applied, on behalf of the receiver and manager personal knowledge that creditors who had not been served,

appointed under the former liquidation proceedings, for the frequently came to the court , and stated that had they had
leave of the Court to pay two of his acceptances of £500 each | notice of the meeting they should have attended and opposed

given in respect of a consignment of cotton sent by a house in the resolution . Registration ordered .
Rio Janeiro to the debtor in Liverpool. The learned counsel

stated that the cotton referred to had been sold by the
manager, and it was desirable that the proceeds thereof June 23.
should be applied to the retirement of the bills given by the

consignors for the purchase of the cotton . The bills were (Before Mr Registrar MURRAY.)

made payable at the Bank of England , where the money IN RE P . H . PatteRSON . — This debtor, who is described as

realised by the sale of the cotton stood to the credit of Mr. of 49 Redcliffe terrace, South Kensington , and Newburgh,

Lovering , the receiver and manager appointed by the Court. Fifeshire, Scotland , of no occupation , has petitioned the
His Honour stated that as the bankruptcy petition had been Court under the liquidation clauses of the Act, estimating bis

partly heard by Mr. Registrar Roche, he preferred that that liabilities at £25,000 . The property consists of the reversion

learned registrar should be applied to upon the subject. The to large landed estates in Scotland and a bond on which in

motion must therefore stand over for that purpose. terest was paid , also various articles of personal property.

Mr. Finlay Knight, in applying for the appointment of a
June 21. receiver to the estate, said that bankruptcy proceedings

(Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT, sitting as Chief Judge.)
had been commenced , but he believed they had been stayed

IN RE W . J . PROSSER . – The bankrupt was a winemerchant,
to allow of the present application being made. His Honour

said that, so far as he could see, no reason for the appoint

carrying on business at 50 Mark -lane, formerly trading in

partnership with John Prosser, under the firm of Prosser,
ment was shown on the affidavit, and he must refuse theap

Brothers. He now applied to pass his examination .
plication . If it should be renewed at any time, notice must

The
accounts showed debts amounting to £34,102, of which

be given to the petitioner before making it.

£28 ,527 were due to unsecured creditors, with assets consisting
of stock in trade, book debts , furniture, and other items

£13,142. The bankrupt had filed a petition for liquidation , FALSE PROSPECTUS CASE IN SCOTLAND . - A decision was given
but at the first meeting the creditors failed to pass any reso on Wednesday in the Court of Session in an action broughtby

lution, and an adjudication in this court followed . Mr. Bag Mr. Richard Gibbs against the British Linen Banking Com .
ley, for the trustee, did not oppose. The bankrupt passed his pany for £2,500 , the price of 250 shares in the Phospho-Guano

examination . Company, of which Messrs. Lawson , of Edinburgh , are mana.

gers, on the ground that the prospectus contained false and

June 22. fraudulent statements . Lord Shand found that falsehood on

(Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Julge.)
Messrs. Lawson 's part had been proved , and assoilzied the

defenders with expenses. Altogether £100,000 in claimsdepend

IN RE A , GONZALES. - Mr. Rawlins mentioned this case tol on this action .
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HALIFAX COUNTY COURT. no definitely fixed sum , but rather an amount to be fixed by
certain calculations, and , of course , it would be easier to

ascertain whatthe rent was for two or three months than for
(Before Mr. GIFFARD, Judge.) a longer period . It appeared upon the whole case that the

RE HANSON , PICKLES AND Co. - This was a case (partly re balance of the evidence was in favour of the trustees, and

ported in last week 's Accountant) adjourned from the previous
that therent would not be due until next August. The order

allowed as prayed for . Costs of both parties to be paid out of
court day in order to enable the respondents to produce

the estate.
further evidence. Mr. West, barrister, of Leeds, instructed
by Mr. Rhodes, appeared in support of a motion by Messrs.

C . T . Rhodes and J . I. Learoyd, who are trustees under the
above bankruptcy, to restrain Mr. Thomas Fleming, card BRADFORD BANKRUPTCY COURT.
maker, and owner of West Grove Mill , and Mr. William
Holdsworth , auctioneer, who acted as Mr. Fleming's agent,

from proceeding to sell certain property belonging to the June 22,
estate of the bankrupts which the respondents had distrained.

Mr. Jubb opposed the motion . John Jagger, one of the • (Before Mr. W . T. S.Daniel, Q .C., Judge.)
bankrupts, said he had an interview with Francis Fleming Ex PARTE BRADFORD Old Bank RE LISTER GREENHOUGH.

with respect to the terms upon which the room was to His Honour gave judgment in this case, which had been
be let. There were 17 frames in all ; they generally reckoned argued at a previous sitting of the court, when Mr. Tindal

96 spindles to one frame, and the amount of rent was based Atkinson (instructed by Messrs. Taylor, Jeffery and Little ) ,

apon the number of spindles ; some frames had 120 spindles. was for the bank, and Mr. Watson for the trustess . His
In answer to the judge, the witness said no arrangement was Honour said : This is an application made on bebalf of the
made as to the exact number of spindles they were to have in Bradford Old Bank, Limited , in the matter of proceedings for
the room . They had paid for rent at various times the sum liquidation of the affairs of Lister Greephough, of Dudley Hill ,

of £14 , £17 10s., and £21 10s. per frame ; the same being Bradford , wool-top maker, for an order declaring theamount for

payable half-yearly . In answer to Mr. Jubb, witness said they which the bank are entitled to prove against the estate of the

paid in proportion to the increase or decrease of the number debtor. The petition for liquidation was filed on the 29th

of spindles. Thomas Hanson said they took the premises April, 1874 , and on the 23rd June the bank tendered a proof
half-yearly , and had never paid the rent quarterly, and upon against Greenhough ' s estate for £2,487 11s. 7d . This proof

this, it may be observed , hinged the whole case. In cross the trustee admitted to the extent of £1,016 18s. 1d., but
examination Hanson said it was always understood that the rejected to the extent of £1,470 135. 6d., insisting that the

rent should be paid in accordance with the number of spindles. bank ought to have deducted from their claim two sumsof
When the final bargain was made Mr. Fleming, his son £120 and £350 13s. Ed., together £470 138. 6d., and that as to
Francis , Jagger, and the engine man were present. Francis a sum of £1,000 the bank are not entitled tú any proof in
Fleming deposed that he called at the office of Mr. C . T . | respect thereof. The facts out of which the questions arise

Rhodes ; he could not swear as to the exact day . He had have been agreed, by the bank and the trustee and a state .

some conversation with him with reference to his father's ment of the facts so agreed is on the fle of proceedings. It

claim for rent. He never said to him that it was agreed to appears that at the time of filing the petition for liqui.

pay the rent half-yearly . It appeared from Mr. Rhodes's || dation the bank held five bills of exchange, of which
statement that on the 1st of May, Mr. Fleming left at his Foster and Hinings were drawers, amounting together to

office an account of his claim against the bankrupts' estate . | £3,560 12s. 60. Foster and Hinings were customers of

In consequence of that Mr. Rhodes wrote to Mr. Fleming to the bank, and all these bills had been discounted by the

the effect that he was in receipt ofhis claims for £106 16s. 70 . | bank for Foster and Hinings, and all were duly presented and

for three months' rent, rates, and extra coals, due to him from dishonoured at maturity , and all were then in the hands of

the estate, adding that his co -trustee was then on the continent, the bank. Of these bill two were acceptances of the debtor

and on bis return Mr. Fleming's claim should receive prompt Greenhough for £786 2s. and £648 16s, respectively , together

attention . In the mean time it would facilitate matters very £1,434 18s. Two others of the bills were acceptances of

much if hewould kindly furnish him with full and detailed Daniel Hainsworth for £831 12s. and £571 18s, respectively

particulars, as to the amount due for rent proper, the together £1,403 10s. The fifth bill was an acceptance of

amount due for power, rates, & c . also his view of Benjamin Waite for £722 4s. 6d., the whole of the five bills

the terms of tenancy. Shortly afterwards Mr. Fleming | amounting together to £3,560 128. 6d . Besides these five

called again at Mr. C . T . Rhodes' office, and de bills the bank also held another bill for £295 11s., drawn by

clined to furnish a detailed account of his claim as re Thomas Schofield upon and accepted by the debtor Green

quired . Mr. West contended that it was a six months agree hough , which the bank had discounted for Schofield , and

ment, and it was a rate issuing out of the furnishing of room which was also duly presented and dishonoured at maturity ,

and power. In summing up , his Honour said he could not and of which the bank were then the holders . The affairs of

regard the evidence as satisfactory on either side. They had | Foster and Hinings and Daniel Hainsworth , as well as Lister

the distinct oath of two of the partners that the rent was Greenhough , are all under liquidation in this court. On the

payable half-yearly . Helliwell said the plaintiff offered to 31st March , 1874 , the two bills - one for £786 2s . accepted by

allow the rent to stand over for another quarter ; looking at Greenhough , the other for £831 12s. accepted by Hainsworth

it from that statement alone, one would certainly infer that the - having become due and been dishonoured , Messrs.

rent was paid quarterly , but he should not rest the question Foster and Hinings paid to the bank the sum of £120

entirely upon that. Mr. C . T . Rhodes said that Francis generally on account and the bank did not specifically appro

Fleming distinctly stated that the original agreement was priate it to either acceptance . On the 2nd of April , 1874 , the

that the rent should be paid half-yearly ; but that in con bank issued a writ against Foster and Hinings endorsed to

sequence ofsomeprevious annoyancehe had had with a former recover £1,619 11s. 6d., principal and interest due to them

tenant (Kershaw ), who it appeared was a half-yearly tenant, on the two bills for £786 2s, and £831 12s. On the 14th of

an alteration had been made as to the payment of rent. He April, 1874 , the bank issued another writ against Foster and

regarded Mr. Rhodes as a disinterested party in the affair, and Hinings endorsed to recover £1221 8s. 10d ., principal and

he felt bound to accept his statement, as if this conversation interest on the two bills for £571 18s, and £618 10s., both of

had not taken place (part of which Fleming admited ) , how which had now becomedue and were dishonoured in the hands

came Mr. Rhodes to know any thing about the trouble of the bank . And the same 14th of April the bank

Fleming bad had with Kershaw . He thought the rent was issued a writ against Lister Greenhough endorsed to
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recover the sum of £1,437 108. 3d ., the amount of whole debt of Foster and Hinings, and not merely that
his said two acceptances for $ 786 2s, and £648 16s . On portion of it which consisted of Greenhough's dishonoured
the 17th April, 1874 , Messrs. Foster and Hinings, being acceptances ; and the proof will therefore be upon the £1,000,

pressed by the bank for furthur security, deposited with but so regulated that the bank do not by means of their proofs

them a bill of exchange for £350 13s.6d., drawn by them upon against Greenhough's estate , Hainsworth's estate, and Foster
and accepted by Isaac Tempest and Co., dated 16th April and and Hining 's estate , and any sum they may recover from
due 19th July , 1874 , accompanied by a memorandum in Waite in respect ofhis dishonoured acceptance for £722 4s.6d.,

writing , signed by Foster and Hinings, that the said bill was receive more than 20s, in the pound on their debt against

to be held by the bank as a collateral security against all or Foster and Hinings. The proof by the bank will therefore be

any of the bills of exchange held by the bank , and bearing reduced by the proper apportionment of the sum of £470
Foster and Hining's endorseemnt. This bill was paid by the 13s. 6d. in the measure before directed. The bank will bear
acceptors at maturity, and the amount received by the bank their own costs of this application, and the trustee will take

generally, and without any specific appropriation towards any | his costs out of the estate.
of the bills in their hands. This last payment was made after

proof tendered by the bank to the trustee. The bank con

tinued their pressure upon Foster and Hinings, and in order to LEEDS COUNTY COURT.
stay execution on judgment in the actions against them they ,

on the 21st April, deposited with the bank a bill, dated 21st
April, for £1000 drawn by them upon and accepted by the June 21.

debtor Greenhough at three months, and also another bill for

£800, dated the same 21st April, drawn by them upon and (Before dIr . Serjeant TINDAL ATKINSON .)

accepted by Hainsworth , payable fourmonths after date, and THE RIGHTS OF SOLICITORS IN THE COUNTY COURT.- Mr.

in depositing the bills Foster and Hinings informed the bank Ferns drew the attention of the judge to a paragraph in a legal

that these bills were for goods supplied . That statement has paper, which stated that Mr. Fisher, judge of the Bristol

since been ascertained to be untrue ; the bills were in fact County Court,had come to the conclusion thathe could not in

accommodation bills . The bank also continued their pressure future allow cases to be conducted by agents other than certi
upon the debtor Lister Greenhough , and on the 24th April he fied solicitors, and that all railway and other incorporated
paid to the bank £250 on account generally , and without any companies must appear by solicitors. His Honour replied
specific direction as to the application of it. The bank in their that that was the rule in his district , and he introduced the
proof, as presented to the trustee, gave credit for this payment same into the Halifax district. Mr. Ferns said what he more
of £250 , but not for any other sum . Upon the hearing before especially wished to call attention to was that a firm of
me the counsel for the bank admitted that credit must also accountants, calling themselves Beswick and Co., conducted :
be given for the sums of £120 and £350 13s . 6d .,but suggested large amountof business in this court . He had not an oppor
that the credit should be apportioned between the two tunity of being present on Friday when a case in which he was
acceptances of Greenhough , amounting to £1,434 18s., and the defending was brought before the court, but he received from
two acceptances of Hainsworth , amounting to £1,403 10s., them a legal document, which was headed , “ From Beswick
and this suggestion was assented to by Mr. Watson on and Co., accountants , Manchester, Leeds, " & c., and which in
behalf of the trustee. I think , however, upon the same as follows :
principal that the acceptance of Waite for £722 4s. 6d., of In the County Court of Yorkshire holden at Leeds. - Plaint No. C . $814,
which Foster and Hinings are the drawers also, should , if the between William Beecroft, plaintiff , and William Winkworth , defendant

bank desire it, have its proper apportionment of the two sums
Take notice that we have withdrawn the above case from court. Iro

BESWICK & Co., Plaintiff' s Agents, Leeds.
of £120 and £350 138. 6d. Those sumg will, therefore, be He submitted that that ought not to be tolerated in this court
apportioned rateably between the sums of £1434 18s., £1403 or in any other. His Honour asked if it was not a matter
10s., and £722 4s. 6d . or only between the two former sums, which should be brought before the Law Society rather than
at the option of the bank, and the sum to be thus apportioned before him . The Registrar (Mr. T . Marshall) remarked that he

in respect of the £1434 18s. will be deducted from the proof.ed from the proof. I would yield to no one in wishing to preserve intact the preroça;
The question then remains as to the acceptance for £1,000 tives of the profession, but he was bound to say that it would

deposited with the bank by Foster and Hinings on the 21st | be quite impossible to satisfactorily conduct the business of the

April. The trustee contends that the bank are not entitled to court if in regard to cases taken by him as registrar,and which

any proof in respect of it. But no reason is stated , nor any were undefended , a rule were to be laid down that agents were
authority cited , for such contention , and I am unable to find not to appear. The cases heard before the registrar were il
either reason or authority for it . The acceptance was the great majority of instances for small sums, in which it

deposited as a collateral security for the debt then due from would be quite impossible for the parties to bear the expense
Foster and Hinings to the bank , which amounted to £3560 of having professional assistance . Those cases were put by
12s. 6d . ; and to deny the bank the right of proof upon this tradesmen into the hands of agents - Messrs. Beswick and Co.

bill , as the acceptor has becomebankrupt,would be to deprive and others — who appeared with a long list of cases, and they
the bank of all benefit of their security , as such proof is now adduced proof where there was not an admission , brought the
the only mode in which the security can be made available . persons who had sold the goods, and so on . They were per.
It was then contended on behalf of the trustee that the proof mitted to that extent to conduct cases ; and it would be quite

must be limited to the amount of the balance actually due on impossible, as he had said , to satisfactorily conduct business il

Greenhough 's acceptances for £786 2s., # 648 16s., and any rule were to be laid down that that practice was not to be
£295 lls. , giving credit for the £470 13s. 6d . and the £250 ,

leaving the whole of the £470 13s. 6d. as applicable exclusively
permitted , because, although the agents might not know $0

much as solicitors, they knew a great deal more than trades:
to Greenhough 's acceptances . It was admitted that this men and others primarily concerned , and moreover they did

exclusive application could not be maintained against the not at all interfere with cases where solicitors ought to
will of the bank , and that the £170 138. Od . should be appor . be consulted . Mr. Ferns said he did not refer to the
tioned between Greenhough 's acceptances and Hainsworth 's class of cases to which the Registrar had alluded. His
acceptances, and this apportionment should also , I think , Honour would understand that his application was against
be extended to and include Waite 's acceptance for £722 4s . 6d. people who took upon themselves the duties of solicitors.
if the bank desire it. But I think it is erroneous to limit His Honour observed that in all cases which camebefore him

the proof to the balance due on the three acceptances in the shape of defended causes, where parties were brough

of Greenhough 's , whatever that balance may be. The face to face , and he had to decide on the merits , he permitted

acceptance for £1,000 was a collateral security for the no agent to interfere in any shape or way. Parties mus
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either conduct their own cases or have the advantage of the CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
ability, skill, and experience of a solicitor. That was his

rule , and would continue to be so ; but in all those cases taken
H . MERRELL (KEIGHLEY). — A meeting of the creditors of

by the learned registrar, the debt collector served a useful

office, so long as he did not interfere with the graver duties of | Mr. Hartley Merrell, worsted spinner and stuffmanufacturer ,

a solicitor. Mr. Ferns said there were graver duties interfered of Spring Head Mill , near Keighley, was held on Monday at

with by people of that class than he was at liberty to men the office of Messrs. Wood and Killick , solicitors , Bradford .

tion , but what he complained of was that these parties knew

that the defendant had filed the usual defence in matters of
A statement of the debtor's produced by Messrs. Blackburn ,

that sort through him , and that instead of referring the public accountants, Bradford , showed the liabilities £17,795

plaintiff to an attorney they took upon themselves to draw up 3s, 5d., and the assets £12,241 15s. 9d. A composition of

and file notices of discontinuance in this court. His Honour 12s. in the pound, in three equal instalments of 4s., payable

further remarked that it was a case not for him , but for the

Law Society. The Registrar observed that in the great
in three , six , and ninemonths, the last being guaranteed, was

majority of cases the plaintiff himself could do that without offered and accepted by the meeting, and Mr. John Black

consultation with an attorney . His Honour assured Mr. burn was appointed the trustee to see this arrangement carried

Ferns that whilst he sat on the bench hewould watch jealously out.

that no agent should take upon himself in the practice of the Mason , EADIE , & Co. (GLASGOW ) . - At a meeting of the

court the office of attorney . If he found any agent doing so creditors of Messrs. Mason , Eadie , and Co , power-loom

he would then avail himself of the powers he had . He did woollen manufacturers, held at Glasgow , the liabilities were

not think , however, that any trouble would arise ; but still stated at £37,738 , and assets at £13,407 . A composition of

Mr. Ferns had done quite right in calling attention to the 6s. in the pound was offered , but a committee of investigation

matter. Mr. Ferns said he did not object to agents acting as was appointed.

debt collectors, but if they went beyond that they were in
| E . O . CIIILD (HUDDERSFIELD). - A meeting of creditors was

fringing on the rights and privileges of solicitors. The sub
held herein at the offices of Messrs. John Sykes and Son ,

ject then dropped .
solicitors, Huddersfield , on Saturday the 19th inst . Liquida

tion was resolved upon , Mr. W . Schofield , accountant, being

appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN . J. TURNER (SOWERBY BRIDGE). -- The first general meeting

of creditors in this matter was held on Monday last. An offer

of 12s. in the pound was accepted , payable at 4 , 7 , and 10
June 22. months, Mr. S . J . Beswick , of the firm of Beswick & Co .,

(Before the Hon. JUDGE MILLER.) being appointed trustee.

IN RE John M 'ELROY. — The bankrupt was a grocer in A . E . WESTBEACH (LONDON ). -- The creditors of A . E ,

Enniskillen . The meeting was for final examination . Thomas Westbeach , of Fenchurch -street (who recently suspended pay

Breen , auctioneer, and George Breen , his clerk , were examined ment), have resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and have

as to the sale of the bankrupt's goods. Judge Miller said the appointed Mr. Robert A . McLean (R . A . McLean and Co.) to

sale of the bankrupt's property had been a scandalous affair . be trustee, with a committee of inspection . The liabilities are

The scandal resulted from the trade assignee's intermeddling £112,000, of which £34,000 are expected to rank against the

with the proper duty of the official assignee. The trade estate. The assets are £27 ,000 , consisting chiefly of estimated

assignee appeared to have employed an auctioneer who was reversions from consignments from India , China, and Aus

under the influence of drink , and who protracted the sale tralia . Messrs. Lawrence, Plews and Co., are solicitors in the

of £140 worth of goods for 14 days. This all arose through matter.

the interference of a man of influence in Belfast. The J. P . ROBERTSON & Co. - A meeting of the creditors of

Messrs. J . P . Robertson and Co., yarn egents, was held on

assignee before he was allowed any fees. The case was Tuesday. The statement submitted showed the liabilities to
then adjourned . be £18 ,801 11s . 11d . ; assets , £2,820 58. 4d. ; showing 3s, in

the pound , exclusive of expenses.

E . Corry. At a meeting on Thursday of the creditors

APPOINTMENTS. of Mr. Edward Corry, in the metal trade, who stopped

payment on the 4th inst., the balance sheet prepared by

Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., showed liabilities amounting to

[ The Editor will be glad to receive carly notice of appoint. £172,770, including acceptances for the Aberdare Iron Company

ments of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column . ] for £154 ,709. Pending a meeting of the creditors of Messrs.

Fothergill, Hankey and Co ., it was resolved to adjourn till theVice-Chancellor Bacon las appointed Mr. James Wood Sully

official liquidator of the Davis Maestig Merthyr Colliery Com 5th of August.

pany, Limited .

Vice-Chancellor Hall has appointed Mr. James , of James 22nd inst , a meeting was held at the Bankruptcy Court,
Basinghall-street, for the appointinent of trustee. Mr.and Edwards, provisional official liquidator of the Indes

tructible Paint Company, Limited.
appointed to act with the committee of inspection. The
statement of affairs filed under the liquidation proceedings,

which fell through , disclosed total debts £2,196 17s. Id .,

WINDING -UP. - Petitions have been presented to the Court against total assets £567 8s.

of Chancery for the winding-up of Acklom 's Refrigerating E . CARNIE (LONDON). - A mecting of the creditors of Mr.
Waggon Company, Limited ; the Borough of Hackney News Charles Carnie, 25 New Broad -street, merchant, was held on
paper Company, Limited ; and the Dartmoor Granite Com Thursday. The debtor had , it appeared , accepted bills
pany Limited. - A petition for the winding up of the amounting to about £56 ,500 for Alexander Collie and Co., had

Indestructible Paint Company, Limited, is to be heard before the assets and liabilities outside these acceptances represented

Vice - Chancellor Hall on the 2nd prox . only a few hundred pounds. The meeting was adjourned .
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FAILURES. According to the latest advices from Japan the depression
of trade there has increased , and the authorities of the
Deutsche bank have found it expedient to close their different

ENGLAND .-- The suspension was announced on Friday of establishments and retire from the country.

Messrs. N . Alexander, Son , and Co., 23 Great Winchester

street. The firm is of long standing, and well-known in the

East India trade. The estimated liabilities are about £300,000.

The books are in the hands of Messrs. J. Waddell and Co., of CREDITORS' POWER TO ADJOURN MEETINGS.
Mansion House-chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street. - The

failure is announced of the Medlock Smallware Company,

Brook -street Mills , Manchester, consequent on that of Messrs. A correspondent of a legal contemporary says :
J. P . Westhead and Co., Manchester. - The bills have been

returned of Mr. Lewis Stewart, East India agent, of St. Mary “ In Ex Parte Till, Re Ratcliffe, the Lords Justices on

Axe, whose liabilities amount to about £100 ,000 , including
appealhave reversed the decision of the Chief Judge as to the

acceptances for Collie and Co , for £60,000 . - The suspension is
poter of creditors at a meeting in liquidation or composition

announced of Messrs. J . H . Rudall and Sons, merchants, of
to adjourn . It has been considered very generally that, as in

King William -street, with liabilities amounting to about bankruptcy (sect. 16 , sub -sect . 7) it was competent for a ma

£180,000 , a large portion of which , however, is secured . The
jority in value of the creditors present to pass an ordinary

books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. J. Waddell and resolution , and it was thought that Rule 93 pointed to the like
Co., accountants . – Messrs. S. and J. Graham , of Wood -street, conclusion , for by it less than a competent number for other

have suspended payment. The books of the firm have been matters may yet pass a resolution for adjournment, and I

placed in the hands of Messrs . Chatteris , Nichols, and apprehend that it was less than a number competent to carry

Chatteris , of Gresham -buildings, Basinghall- street. The
the debtor's proposition in Re Till that carried the resolution

liabilities are not serious. - In Birmingham the suspension
for adjournment. But the Lords Justices have decided that

was announced on the 18th , of a firm of jewellers and when the debtor's proposition has once been put and negatired

merchants, Messrs . Gompers and Marcoso, with liabilities
the meeting is at an end ; so that if a meeting reject a prop

amounting to about £20,000 . - Messrs. Mather and Lee, oil
sition, and that rejection arose from their dissatisfaction with

and colour merchants , & c ., have suspended payment.
the debtor's statement or his replies to their questions, the

Liabilities nearly £3,000 , and assets £1,000 . - Messrs. Tolley creditors are now precluded from adjourning the meeting,

and Jones, colliery proprietors, Old Bury, have filed a petition although they may desire it in order to test the accuracy or

for liquidation . Their liabilities are estimated at £9,000 . - At bona fides of the debtor. It is of course desirable to present

the Manchester county court, on Tuesday, an adjudication in fictitious creditors wearying bona fide creditors by numerous

bankruptcy wasmade againstMr. William Marshall, merchant
adjournments, but the power to do so may best be used by an

and commission agent, of Brown- street, in that city. It is
application to the court to expunge the proofs of such

estimated that the liabilities will amount to nearly £100 ,000 .
fictitious creditors. Indeed , does it not resolve itself into this ,

Messrs. Wm . Shaw , Son and Co., woollen merchants , Hud
for, assuming the adjournment be carried by the debtor's solici.

dersfield , have filed a petition in the Huddersfield County tor, and that his motive be simply to obtain further progirs, to

Court for the liquidation of their affairs by arrangement, and take away the power of adjournment is only to narrow the

their liabilities are estimated at £30,000 . The debtors' solicitor
creditor ' s rights without protecting them from the annoyance

is Mr. Charles Mills , and Mr. W . Schofield , accountant. The of repeated meetings, or prevent the accession and use of

first meeting of creditors is fixed for the 8th of July . The proxies ? On an application to the court, after the present
failure is reported of Messrs. William Chard and Co., pro decision , a new first meeting would doubtless be directed to be

vision merchants, of Bristol, with liabilities for £22,000. held, or, if refused , a fresh petition would be filed and then
SCOTLAND. - Messrs. Smith and Buchanan , corn factors, 57 what ? Why the creditors, the malcontents among the rest,

Oswald-street, Glasgow , have suspended payment. - The old are drawn from their businesses to attend the new meeting

established firm of James Muirhead and Sons, jewellers , 90 (or virtual adjournment) and to find that, instead of the

Buchanan -street, Glasgow , have been unable to meet their former offer of, say 5s. in the pound, the extra expense of the

engagements. The liabilities of the Messrs. Muirhead are new proceedings makes only 3s. 4d. possible , which the

said to amount to about £40,000. - The suspension is additional proxies enable the debtor's solicitor to carry at the

announced of Messrs. J . and A . Simpson , yarn and com creditor's expense.”

mission merchants, 49 Hutchinson-street, Glasgow . In a

circular addressed to their creditors , the firm attribute their
failure to several recent and heavy losses. The books are with
Mr. John Wight, C . A ., Glasgow . Mr. Philip Triggs announces that the partnership

AMERICA. ---New York papers announce the suspension for hitherto existing under the firm ofHancock , Triggs & Co.,
the second time of Messrs. Turner Brothers , bankers, of that

city . Previous to and just succeeding the panic of September,
public accountants, Bristol,having been dissolved bymutual

1873, the firm had made large advances to Western railroad consent,he purposes to carry on the business at 39 Broad
enterprises, which were afteward crippled , dragging down the Street, Bristol.
banking-house. An extension was secured , however, and the

firm had already paid 40 per cent, to its creditors up to the AUDIT OF ARMY AND NAVY ACCOUNTS . - In the House of

time of its second suspension . The general dulness through Commons on Monday, in reply to Mr. J. Holms, Mr. W . H .

out the country has prevented Messrs. Turner Brothers from Smith said , — The committee to which the hon . member for

realising on their assets except at a ruinous sacrifice. Ameri Hackney refers was appointed under the superintendence of
can advices report the suspension of the old -established and the Financial Secretary to the Treasury, and made some

highly respected leather house of Messrs. 0 . L . Richardson progress in its inquiries. Various circumstances, however,

and Sons, of Quebec , who are said to owo a quarter of a mil. occurred to delay it, and no report has been presented . I

lion , and to have offerd 50 per cent. by way of compromise. have had the subject under consideration , and I trust that I
The failure of the well-known firm of Messrs. Strang and shall be able to suggest a satisfactory solution of the question .

Holland Brothers, wool dealers, 142 Duane-street, had also For that purpose I propose at my earliest leisure to resume

transpired . Rumours were also afloat when the mail left of and complete the inquiry ; and the report which we shall pre

a woollen concern being in difficulties, as also that of a sent will , of course, be communicated to the Departments con

Providence wool house, but nothing definite had been declared. | cerned and submitted to Parliament,
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NEW COMPANIES. LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

ReceiVeR AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent, interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton - row , London, W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

The Investors ' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to

the following Companies , which were registered during the

week :

Argyll Coal and Cannel - Capital £50 ,000 , in £5 shares.
Bagnoles de L 'Orne Mineral Waters and Baths — Capital

£140,000, in £20 shares.

Broad Oak (Accrington ) Manufacturing – Capital £20 ,000 , in
£10 shares.

Buffalo Hide Hore-shoe - Capital £60,000, in £5 shares.

Carliele Good Templars' Halī - Capital £1,500, in £1 shares.

Cheetham Liberal Club - Capital £3,000, in £1 shares.

Christian Globe Newspaper Association - Capital £15 ,000, in

£5 shares.

Clanwilliam Quarrying and School Slate Manufacturing ,
Capital £25 ,000, in £10 shares.

Danubian Industrial - Capital £1,000, 200, in £10 and £1
shares.

Dronfield Brick and Tile Works— Capital £10,000 , in £10
shares .

Gloucester Chamberof Commerce - Limited by guarantee to
£10 ,

Great Grimsby Sterling Buildings— Capital £10,000, in £10
shares.

Hamer, Giles, and Co. - Capital £25 ,000, in £5 shares .
Howard Mills Cotton -Spinning and Doubling – Capital

£15 ,000 , in £10 shares .
Hull Incorporated Chamber of Commerce and Shipping

Limited by guarantee to £5 .

Incorporated Trade Protection Society of Liverpool--
Limited by guarantee to £1 ls.

London and Westminster Clothing - Capital £10,000 , in £5
shares .

Nelson Dock - Capital £30,000 , in £500 shares.
People 's Hall - Capital £50 ,000, in £1 shares.
People's Newspaper and General Publishing - Capital £2,000 ,

in £1 shares.

Rochdale Equitable Permanent Money - Capital £5,000, in
£5 shares.
Roath Public Hall - Capital £4,000, in £2 shares.

Tunbridge Wells Skating Rink - Capital £6,000, in £10
shares .

Welsh Mineral - Capital £10,000 , in £10 and £1shares.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTII

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT, INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK. All sumsunder £50 repayable

von demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advances made thercon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 10 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

“ The source of many a writer' s woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS !! PENS !! !
" They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick, theOwl,and the Waverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873 .

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin
burgh .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
I LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven .

street. Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate" are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels .

Public Honses , Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

nists , Drapers,and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

2nd . - Tbe letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract . 3rd . -- The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land. Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses. ' 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers , Surveyors , Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate "

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertai

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

D IS SOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,
JUNE 24TH , 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the abovefaddress .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

TOLMIE , SON , & Co . ,

ACCOUNTANTS AND PROPRIETORS OF

TOLMIE ' S MERCANTILE OFFICES,

116 St. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW .

Proofs prepared, and proxies obtained from Scottish Creditors in English
Bankruptcies .

Meetings of Creditors attended and the proceedings reported .
Debts recovered , and business inquiries made, in all parts of Scotland.

Correspondence invited.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .R E S T A U R A N T
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court -road.
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

J.uncheons from the joints , hotor cold , including vegetables and bread , ls . 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' cl ck , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small Parties on the Second Floor,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANJ . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS ,

STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,
for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,

£2 17s. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq .
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq .

John Napier, Esq .
Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq.
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C ., M .P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5

Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . ... ....... . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
W HITE ' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and
may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit) , forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. John WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly .
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s. , 26s, 60 , 31s. 6 .
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 428 ., and 528 . 6d . Post
age free . An Umbilical Trues , 42s., and 52s, 6d . Postage
free. P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to Joux WHITE, Post- office,

E B Piccadilly.

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60 ; 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest . Prices
for children , 58 . 6d . and 7s. 6 . Adults , 108. 6d ., 158. 6d. , and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschrills," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO.,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress .
“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, 10 frustrale the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong - Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away
the thickr.ess of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . To

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt 1

to theNew Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtu

a NEW LOCK and KBY, as often as may be desired , without the aid .

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of $ 530 , the
“ Times , ” 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories i es

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been eacties

by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well - selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to atrack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay cscape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E.C .

First issue of Capital, £500, 000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability. Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent, per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . I Rev. O . HOPE ROBERTSON, Smeeth Rectory , Ashford .
The Rev. W . F , GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER , Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs . R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F.R .G .S .
Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound

Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book-keeping in
I the hands of the Subscribers.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria -
I street, ISSUESGUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed .

ing £20 against cash deposits , without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for

persons not having banking accounts,or not wishing to draw small cheques.
They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub

1 lished Balance -sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria
I street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These
are very useful to persons requiring short investments , and are perfectly

negotiable instruments.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts

I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - Furnishes
1 Cheque Books for Customers .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

I description of Sound Financial Business .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
1 Loans.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY
SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Th9 PEOPLE' S
BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion
1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re
muneration Dependent on Profits .

'THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the
whole amountof the Liability .

"THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of
Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability
beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The Secrecy and
Despatch of IndividualManagement.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A fixed instead
1 . of an uncertain Scale of Profits.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
1 Cent. per Annum paid Monthly .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A constantly ac
cruing Reserve Fund .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 Companies of a bona -fide character.

MHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
1 count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
Commission the Purchase and Sale of Stocks and Shares .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
I Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
Governments.

TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply
1 and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY .
1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.

TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

Mansion House Chambers,

11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City .

BRANCH OFFICES. LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hackins Hey. MANCHESTER : Messrs.
Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights .

BATH : Mr. H . J. Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron, 32 WestGeorge Street.

WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas.

A , York, Vale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT , Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming - 1 WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda .
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON , London .

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . JOHN HENRÝ TILLY, London ,
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester . |GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield.

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. - JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, 122 Leadenhall Street, and 1 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford .

BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co ., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES -- 2 COWPER ' S COURT, CORNHILL , LONDON .

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO She
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN . CEMRAWLINUSAN

D E ALL CartusTHE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE :

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION :

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices , and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted .

N . B . In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one Ms. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. JUNE 26 , 1875.
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THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF GLAMORGANSHIRE

HOLDEN AT NEATII.

LAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
and Ímportant Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL.,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketablo

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.
Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . O .

TN the matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
1 Arrangement or Composition instituted by DAVID SAUNDERS
GRIPFITIIS of the Town of Neath, in the County of Glamorganshire ,
Draper .

The Creditors of the above- named David Saunders Griffiths who have
not already proved their debts are required , on or before the 10th day of

July , 1875 , to send their names and addresses, and the particulars of

their debt or claims, to me, the undersigned BARTLETT PHELPS

THOMAS , of 10 Temple Street, Swansea , Public Accountant, the Trustee

under the liquidation , or in default thereof they will be excluded from

the benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.

Dated this 29th day of June, 1875 .

BARTLETT PHELPS THOMAS,

Trustee.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
NI REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description, is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon .

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH, MILNER and Co., have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842), 54 Cannon -street.THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT or YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN

AT SHEFFIELD.

PARTNERSHIP. - An Accountant, Auctioneer, and

extension , in a rising town , two hours West of London , requires a

Partner of active habits. £300 to £400 required for share . Address
8 . A . C ., “ Accountant" Office, 62 Gracechurch - street, Londo

TN the Matter of JOHN ASTILL , of Sheffield in the
- County of York , builder, adjudicated a bankrupt on the 2nd day of
May, 1872.
TAKE NOTICE that a meeting of the creditors of the above named

Bankrupt will be held at the offices of Messrs. Wing, Wing, and Company ,

Public Accountants, Prideaux -Chambers , Change-Alley , Sheffield , in the

County of York , on Monday, the 19th day of July , 1875 , at three o 'clock

in the afternoon , for the purpose of considering an application to be made
by me to the Court on Thursday , 22nd day of July , 1875 , at 12 o 'clock at

noon , for an order for my release as trustee pursuant to section 51 of the

Bankruptcy Act, 1869, an order having been made closing the Bankruptcy.

J. UNWIN WING ,
Trustee. .

ARTICLED PUPIL . – Vacancy for an educated young
gentleman ,whowould be instructed in Sub-editing andGeneral News

paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .

PUBLICATIONS.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

89 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,
JUNE 24TH , 1875 .

MHE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'

1 JOURNAL , with Law Reports and Public General Statutes. The only
LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY .

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 108.; Single Copy, 9d .;
delivered free in Town or Country .The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Stule or Birm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND CO., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

Just Published, Demy 870., price 58., cloth boards.

SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING . - An adaptation of
D Double Entry to the Accounts of Solicitors . By ROBERTHENRY
RICHARDSON , A . S . A .Eng., Law Accountant and Auditor.

The above will he sent by post free on receipt of Order (crossed London
and County Bank), by the Author, Ravenscourt Park , Hammersmith ,

London .

Sold by REEVES & TURNER , Law Booksellers, & c .,

100 Chancery Lane, London.
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WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountanty, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S . E .

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . — Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs . W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIG V ADVERTISING AGENT,

02 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .,

Degs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages . Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into ,or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the
Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and " The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. Od. each. Sub

scribers'names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E . C .

The A ccountant.
JULY 3, 1875 .

The Accountant.
We presume that those gentlemen who lately took

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
up with so much fervour the reform of the “ unreason

able charges which so materially depreciate the valdo

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or
of estates,'' and put forward a scale applicable to all

28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms cases difficult or simple, smooth or complicated ,would

for payment in advance being : annual subscription hardly wish to include the payment of law costs out

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. ( post free).
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable of the estate among the sumswhich the trustee is to

pay out of the remuneration which he receives ;

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
otherwise his position will be less worth accepting than

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be it at present is, if all judges consider that " costs

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same out of the estate " is to be the general order on any
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to question which a creditor may think to raise. And

forward their copy as early in the week as possible . in the case of Hanson , Pickles & Co., which we re

ported last week , we cannot help thinking that the

TO ADVERTISERS. judge showed undue leniency to the creditor, in not

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adrer fixing him with the payment of, at any rate, his own

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an costs. Probably ho considered that as the point raised

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed was one of some novelty , it might be considered as &

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the
representative case, and he may also have been in

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success fluenced by circnmstances not fully reported . But we

in a vide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes refer to this merely to show that there may be occasions

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha on which a very heavy expense to the estate is caused

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium by circumstances which no trustee can control. Hero

for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and thie ap
a creditor makes an unfounded claim , so the judge

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, held ; the trustee is bound, in the interest of the

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; general body of creditors , to resist it, and the result

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
is that the cstato , though the trustee is victorious, is

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser- | saddled with heavy costs .
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The point which was raised is curious, and the Act | presentnumber at least, we can only answer tentatively .

seems to bear a little heavily on the landlord. If rent A bankrupt has absconded , leaving an estate which , on

is due, the landlord may distrain , and pay himself the realisation , will yield a large surplus. The wife has

fall value of his claim up to one year's rent, proving as applied for an allowance , and a gift of certain furniture,

an ordinary creditor for any excess. But if the rent is which the trustees are advised they have no right to

not actually due at the time, the creditor must prove make except to the debtor himself. We do not quite

for a proportionate part up to the day of adjudication , gather whether the “ usual allowance to a debtor of

and the trustee can then exercise his discretion whether £20 for wearing apparel and bedding' is included
he will disclaim the lease , or treat it as a valuable asset, under the head of “ allowance," but if so, we think on

in which latter event the rent is paid in full. It was on this point our correspondents have scarcely been cor

this 34th section that the argument in Hanson 's case rectly advised . The Act says nothing whatever about

turned. If the rent was payable in the ordinary an allowance of £20 for wearing apparel. The section

manner , on the quarter-day, the distraint was perfectly which bears on this point is the 15th , which defines the

correct; if, on the other hand, the rent was only pay. property of the bankruptwhich will vest in the trustee ,

able half-yearly, no rent was actually due, and the and exempts from such operation (subsection 2 ) ” the

distraintwas illegal. It may be noticed , that the 34th tools (if any) of his trade, and the necessary wearing

section is rather ambiguously worded . It says simply appareland bedding of himself, his wife, and children,

that " a landlord , or other person to whom any rent is to a value, inclusive of tools and apparel and bedding,

due from the bankrupt, may at any time, either before not exceeding twenty pounds in the whole .” The

or after the commencement of the bankruptcy, dis trustee will therefore not only be justified in letting the

train , & c .,” which might almost imply that he might wife have twenty pounds' worth of clothes and bedding,

distrain if the rent fell due after the bankruptcy, pro but is actually bound to leave such an amount in

vided that his distraint was in other respects formal. her possession ; and should at once restore it

This section must, however; be interpreted by the light if he has, under any misconception , removed it.
of the 11th section , which defines the date of the The second point, as regards an allowance being made

commencement of bankruptcy, and of course of the | to the wife , may also be solved in a fair manner. In

adhesion of the term bankrupt. It seems rather hard the first place, as the chief duty of the trustee is to

on a landlord , that if bankruptcy takes place on declare as large a dividend as he possibly can ; and as

the Boxing day, he may obtain the payment of his powers of sale and realisation are as extensive as
his claim in full by distraint ; but is reduced to can well be, - he may, we take it, deal with the bank

the rank of an ordinary creditor, if the adjudi. rupt's estate as he thinks best. He may sell such

cation has been made on Christmas Eve ; and portions of it as he chooses, and leave untouched any

itmight be as well to provide that the rent which has other portions ; and so long as he declares a dividend

accrued during the current quarter up to the date of of twenty shillings in the pound , no exception can be

adjudication shall rank as a preferential claim with taken to his procoedings. Under such circumstances ,

those enumerated in the 32nd section . It seems how . he is merely taking the place of the debtor. It is the

ever , clear on the wording of the Act, that at present duty of a man to pay his debts ; and for that pur

the date of adjudication has an essential bearing on the pose, he will naturally realise such parts of his personal

amountwhich the landlord is entitled to receive, and we estate as can be best spared . If, instead of doing this,

think that more justice would be done by the adoption he chooses to run away, and have this task performed

of onr suggestion ; otherwise landlords may be like for him by a trustee in bankruptcy, he cannot complain

the working men of whom Lord Robert Montagu of the trustee for doing it. On these grounds, we think

gave so touching a description the other day , and adopt that the trustee would be perfectly justified in handing

thesystem of “ minute contracts," a plan which would over the furniture to the wife, if he has enough to pay

rather derange the secure relations of landlord and all debts and expenses without it, arising from the sale

tenant. of other portions of the estate . As regards an allow

ance of money , the 38th section provides that the

The letter of our correspondents I and B , raises a trustee, after the necessary formalities, may make an

somewhat curious question of practice , which, in our allowance to the bankrupt for “ the support of the
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bankrupt and his family ;" and it would probably be Weagain commend this point to the consideration of

considered that an allowance to the wife would be the House of Lords.

deemed to be an allowance to the bankrupt, so as to

The Lords Justices have followed the example set
might make on his return . Otherwise, the wife might

by Vice -Chancellor Malins in the Emma Mine case,
pledge her husband's credit to procure necessaries, and

and referred the question as to what course should be

those creditors would then make their claim against
taken in the winding-up of the City and County Bank

the fund in the hands of the trustee , or take proceedings
to a general meeting of shareholders, thus overraling

in bankruptcy in their turn . In the present instance , if
the order of Vice -Chancellor Bacon in the Court

creditors and trustee are both willing,we see no very
below . The objections to the order were very

great difficulty. The first point is quite clear; the
characteristic of our judicial system . First, it was

second may be solved by the joint efforts of the trustee
said that the petitioner ought to have stated in his

and committee of inspection ; and the third may be
petition that he had held his shares for six months ,

submitted to the opinion of the Court. We are inclined
otherwise he was guilty of the sin of insufficient

to think that the result would be more favourable than
allegation , and had no locus standi. Next, an adver

our correspondents anticipate .
tisement in the Telegraph of the petition termed

the company, “ The City and County Banking Com .

pany," instead of the City and County Bank," a
We are sorry to see by the letter of our corres

circumstance which greatly shocked Lord Justice James,

pondent N . that the Chancellor of the Exchequer has in who, differing from the well-known doctrine of Romeo,

a moment of weakness struck out of the “ Friendly held that no line could be drawn, and that where

Societies Act” the provision as to publishing the names & public company had a registered name, that
and addresses of auditors in the board -room of a

-name must always be used . Lastly, the petition
society. Surely , if an audit is to be really efficacions,

ought to have been heard on the 29th of May ;
it must be conducted by competent men ; and the

as the Courts always loyally keep holiday on the

reason of the publication of the names was obviously
Queen 's birthday, the Vice -Chancellor had heard the

to ensure that fitting men, and those who would give
petition on the day previous. The first and last ob

satisfaction to the society, should be chosen , and that
jections were , however, both set aside, and their

the power of members to object to tho nomination
Lordships reversed the Vice-Chancellor's decision on

would act as a useful check on the directors. At
the merits . They thought the proposed arrangement,

present, there is no hindrance to the appointment of
by which Messrs. Brown, Jansen and Co . took over the

any one ; and in some of the shaky societies the usual
business , a very good and economical one ; and pro

results will follow , which are so familiar to every l vided the shareholders approved of it, and did not

accountant. Weare not referring, wemay as well say,
exbibit & preference for ruin by being compulsorily

to societies which are managed in a fraudulent
wound-up, they would sanction it. Thus the interests

manner, and whose officers would naturally select an
of technical law and human finances are alike eon .

auditor whom they could easily hoodwink. But, as we
sidered.

have over and over again insisted , the auditor is the

physician who certifies to the general health , or points

out boldly the signs of disease . The result of the
FRAUDS ON A BUILDING SOCIETY. - On Monday Thomas

Isham Rose, late secretary of the Warwick Building Society ,

Act will be, that soine local magnate will be appointed was brought up on a habeas corpus from Warwick Gaol, where

auditor - a good easy man, anxious to make every thing
he awaits trial for a similar offence, charged with embezzling

three sums belonging to the society amounting to nearly $ 200.

pleasant, and afraid of appearing to doubt the honour The prisoner entered correct sums in the depositors' books,

of his electors if he examines too closely into things.
but only half the amount, in the treasurer's accounts , and he

kept duplicate books to deceive the auditors. He was com

Auditing ought to be the vigorous shock which braces mitted for trial at Warwick Assizes on each case. The total

up the nerves, which corrects defects, and sets things
defalcations are stated at about £600.

At a special meeting of the shareholders in Messrs. John

going again . If there has been carelessness or re Bagnall and Son 's Company, held at Birmingham a com

missness, which in their way are well-nigh as dangerous
mittee was authorised to take legal proceedings for the

recovery of £85,000 paid as promotion money on the establish

as fraud, rigid auditing is the finest of correctives. ment of the concern .
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Correspondence. HOUSE OF LORDS.

To the Editor of the Accountant.
June 26 .

BUTCHER V . STEAD AND ANOTHER. — This appeal from the
SIR . — A singular point in reference to the present Court of Appeal in Chancery sitting in Bankruptcy, which

Bankruptcy Law has arisen in a case in which we are con affirmed a judgment of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy re
cerned . A debtor absconded and an adjudication in versing a decision of the Manchester County Court Judge ,
bankruptcy followed, one of our firm being appointed raised a very important question as to what constitutes a
trustee. The estate is equal to 20s. in the pound, with an es fraudulent preference on the part of a bankrupt - namely ,
timated overplusabout £400 to £500 in excess of all claims whether it is sufficient to constitute such a fraudulent pre.
and expenses. The debtor' s wife and five children have ference that the bankrupt shall have the intention of making

applied for an allowance and gift of sundry furniture, a fraudulent preference , or whether it is essential not only that

including the usual allowance to a debtor of £20 for
the bankrupt shall have such an intention , but also that the
creditor to whom payment is made must have notice of suchwearing apparel and bedding. The trustee is advised
intention . Mr. Herschell, Q . C ., and Mr. F . North appeared

that he has no power to make such an allowance, other
for the appellant ; Mr. Benjamin , Q . C ., Mr.Marten , Q .O ., andthan to the debtor himself, nor to give the debtor's wife Mr. Jordan for the respondents. The appellant, William

any ofthe furniture . An application to the court for the Butcher, is the trustee of the property of James Stenhouse

samepurpose would probably be met with a negative, on Meldrum and Albert Wydler , bankrupts, who previously to
the ground that the registrar trustee will (after the close their bankruptcy carried on business as calico printers, under
of the bankruptcy and release of the present trustee ) the style of the Belfield Printing Company, and also carried
possess the trust for the debtor only . Wedo not require to on the business of dyers at the Boarshaw Dye Works. The

know the power of creditors to voluntarily subscribe a sum respondents, Messrs. Stead . are cotton spinners and manu

of money . The trustee and creditors would like that facturers of cotton cloths, and carry on business at Manchester

some provision or allowance be made to the wife and as merchants. The bankrupts commenced to purchase cotton

cloths from the respondents in May , 1868 , and continued tochildren out of the estate .
trade with them up to November, 1873. The arrangementCan any of your readers suggest a legal remedy ?
entered into between the bankrupts and the respondents was

Weare , Sir, your obedient servants, that the former should have the option of paying cash within
" 1. & B . 14 days from the time of delivery of any goods bought, re

ceiving a discount of 27 percent. off, or of paying
according to Manchester terms, or of paying after the

o g To the Editor of the Accountant.
time allowed by Manchester terms, and receiving a rebate

Sir, In the valuable leader contained in your last of interest on the sum paid for the period from the

week 's issue on the subject of the audit of Friendly time of payment to the end of the time allowed by Man

chester terms, calculated at the Bank rate on the day of paySocieties, you have fallen into a slight, but excusable
ment. According to Manchester terms, all goods that are

error, in stating that the names and addresses are to be
purchased before the 25th day of one month are to be paid for

posted for threemonths in the Board Room of the Society ; on the first Tuesday in the following month , but if bought

this provision , simple as it may appear, was, as you will after the 25th day of any month , then they are to be paid for

observe by a perusal of the previous Tuesday's debate, on the first Tuesday in the next month but one. This

upon the representation of the Officers of the two largest arrangement was carried out, and the bankrupts exercised

friendly societies, " that it would inost seriously interfere their option of paying as it suited their convenience. In

with the workings of their organisation , without at the September, 1873, and for some time previously, the bankrupts

sametime producing any beneficial results,” struck out of were in insolvent circumstances, because they owed a large

the bill by the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; but how sum to one Charles Souchay, who had originally sold them

such a simple arrangement conld in any way act as repre
their works, and had advanced them money from time to time,

but of this fact the respondents had no knowledge whatever.
sented, I confess I am at a loss to conceive. The

The bankrupts purchased from the respondents cotton cloth
Chancellor of the Exchequer, wisely I think, for his own

on the 30th of September, 1873 , to the value of £141, and on
credit, did not attempt to explain the mode in which it

the 9th of October following to the value of £46 . In October

could work so improbable and unlikely a result. and November, 1873, the debtors, having become aware that

Your obedient scrvant, they were hopelessly insolvent, gave orders to their clerks to

sell the stock - in -trade and other property , and with the pro

June 29th, 1875. ceeds to pay their ordinary trade creditors, but not to pay
Charles Souchay and certain particular creditors, to whom they
were largely indebted for advances. On the 22nd of

November, 1873, the £186 13s. 9d. in question was paid by

Couxiy Courts. In the House of Commons on Monday | one of the debtors' clerks' in pursuance of these instructions,

the House went into committee pro formâ on this bill, which to Messrs . Stead , the respondents, and the question was

was ordered to be reprinted with amendments.
whether, under these circumstances, the latter were protected

by the proviso at the end of the 92nd section of the
REVENUE. - The receipts on account of revenue from the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. The section enacts thatall payments

1st April, 1875 , when there was a balance of £6 ,265,322 to the involving fraudulent preference witbin three months of the
26th instant, were £17,522,727, against £17 ,219,321 in the bankruptcy shall be void , and the proviso is as follows :
corresponding period of the preceding financial year, which “ But this section shall not affect the rights of a purchaser,
began with a balance of £7,442,854 . The net expenditure was payee, or incumbrancer in 'good faith and for valuable con

£16 ,706 ,590, against £16 ,739,762, to the same date in the sideration .” The Court below decided that the payment to
previous year. The Treasury balances on the 26th instant the respondents camewithin the proviso , and that, therefore ,
amounted to £6 ,300,338, and at the same date in 1871 to the trustee in bankruptcy was not entitled to recover the sum

£7,204,660. so paid froin them . Their Lordships took time to consider.
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COURT OF CHANCERY.

June 24 .

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)

IN DE TIE West HARTLEPOOL IRON COMPANY. - Two

petitions have been presented for the winding -up of this com

pany - one in the Court of Vice-Chancellor Bacon , the other

in the Court of Vice-Chancellor Hall. That in Vice

Chancellor Bacon 's Court was presented first, but the other

would, in the natural course of things, have come on for
hearing first, the petition day in Vice-Chancellor Hall's Court

being Friday, whereas that in Vice-Chancellor Bacon 's Court

is Saturday. Mr. Robinson , for the petitioner in the first

petition , moved for an order to transfer the second petition to

the Court of Vice -Chancellor Bacon . Mr. Dickinson , Q .C .,

and Mr. Caldecott, for the second petition , opposed . Lord

Justice James said it had already been laid down as a general

rule that when a suit had been instituted in one branch of the

Court, a person who, knowing of the first suit, instituted

another relating to the same subjectmatter ought to institute

it in the same branch of the Court . That rule applied to this

case, and the transfer must be ordered as asked for. Lord

Justice Mellish concurred .

IN DE THE LONDOX, BELGIUM , BRAZIL , AND RIVER PLATE

ROYAL STEMSHIP COMPANY, LIMITED. - Tart's CLAIM . - This

was an appeal from a decision of Vice-Chancellor Bacon. The
question was as to a claim by the trustees of the estate of Sir

Peter Tait and Co. to be allowed to prove in the winding-up
of the above company for a sum of £1,236 17s. 4d ., due to

them on a balance of accounts. Whether the balance was in

favour of one party or the other depended on the right of

Messrs . Tait to a sum of £5,000 , which they claimed in con

nection with a contract they had entered into to sell to the
company four steamships, and a concession from the Belgian

Government for the carriage of mails. The Vice-Chancellor

held that Messrs. Tait and Co . were not, under the circum

stances, entitled to the £5 ,000 , and accordingly rejected the
claim . The trustees appealed. Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr.
F . Thompson were for the appellants ; Mr. Kay, Q . C ., and Mr.
Davey were for the liquidator. Their Lordships affirmed the

decision of the Vice -Chancellor.

tion in the Daily Telegraph described the company by & wrong
name, as the “ City and County Banking Company, Limited,"
instead of the « City and County Bank, Limited." This

mistake was corrected the next day . A third objection was
that the advertisement in the London Gazette was not, as it
ought to have been according to the rules, published seven
clear days before the day appointed for the hearing. The
petition was presented on the 19th of May, and was advertised
in the Gazette of the 21st of May. The ordinary day for
hearing petitions in Vice-Chancellor Bacon 's Court

is Saturday, and this advertisement would have been
in proper time for Saturday, the 29th of May ; but
that day being observed as Her Majesty 's birthday, the
Court of Chancery was closed , and Vice -Chancellor

Bacon ' s petitions were heard on the 28th of May . This

day was mentioned in the advertisement as the day fixed for

the hearing of the petition , but the notice was too short by

one day. The Vice-Chancellor thought as every one interested
was represented before him he had a discretion to dispense
with the full notice, and he overruled the other objections also,

and made the winding -up order. The company appealed.
Mr. Little , Q . C ., and Mr. E . Chitty were for the company;
Mr. Kay, Q .C ., Mr. Swanston , Q .C ., and Mr. Graham Hastings
were for the petitioner ; Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr. E . Cutler
for a committee of shareholders ; Mr. J. Pearson , Q . C ., and
Mr. E . C . Willis for creditors ; Mr. Waller , Q . C ., and Mr. W .
Latham for other creditors ; and Mr. Dauney, for Brown,
Jansen , and Co., supported the appeal. Lord Justice James
thought that themisdescription of the company rendered the
advertisement in which it occurred absolutely void . There

could be no reason on earth why, when a company had a name,

any other name should be used to describe it. Where could

the line be drawn ? The proper name ought to be used. As
to the objection about the seven days, his Lordship thought
that the Vice -Chancellor had a discretion to dispense with the

full time, though this was a thing which ought not to be done

lightly . But in this case he thought the Vice-Chancellor had
exercised his discretion rightly, and that this Court oughtnot
to interfere with what he had done. Upon the merits his

Lordship thought that on the face of it the proposed arrange

ment with Brown, Jansen , and Co. appeared to be a highly

beneficial one, and no doubt the assets would be realised by

them as carefully and economically as by a liquidator

appointed by the Court. The petitioner's interest was a very
trifling one, and he was certainly not entitled to interfere

with the wishes of the majority of the shareholders , who
ought to determine what was best to be done. Under the
circnmstances, it would not be right to ruin the company by

June 25 .

IN RE THE CITY AND COUNTY BANK (LIMITED). — This was

an appeal from the order made by Vice-Chancellor Bacon on

the 28th of May for the winding-up of the above company

compulsorily . The order was made upon the petition of a

shareholder holding 10 shares of £5 each , on which £2 10s.

per share has been paid . The nominal capital of the company

is £500 ,000 , but only the nominalamount of £62,260 has been

subscribed, and £25,000 only paid up . The debts of the

company are nearly £96 ,000 , and thenominal value of their

assets in bills, mortgages, and other similar securities about

£99 ,000 . The majority of the shareholders desire a voluntary

them to carry out the proposed arrangement. The order of
the Vice -Chancellor must be discharged, with liberty to the
directors to summon a general meeting of the shareholders to

consider the question of a voluntary winding-up, and the
sanction of the proposed arrangement. Meanwhile the

petition must stand over . Lord Justice Mellish concurred .

VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN' Inn.

June 26 .

provisionally entered into with Messrs, Brown , Jansen , and Co.,

who had acted as the bankers of the company in the Clearing

house, that the whole assets of the bank, exclusive of the

good -will of the business, should be handed over to them ,

and that they should pay all the debts in full, accounting for

any surplus. It appeared now that practically the whole of

the creditors also assented to this scheme. There were

several technical objections raised to the petition. One was

that the petitioner had not stated in his petition that he had

held his shares for six months, the 40th section of the Com

panies Act of 1867 providing that a shareholder who has not

held his shares for that period cannot present a winding-up

petition . The Lords Justices overruled this objection .

Another objection was that one of the advertisements of the peti:

RE TIE EASTBOURYE COAL COMPANY, LIMITED. - In this

matter a petition was presented for an order to wind -up the

company. It was stated that there was enough property to
pay 10s. in the pound of the company' s bills. Mr. J. Napier
Higgins, Q .C ., was for the petitioner ; Mr. T . A . Roberts, for

the largest creditor, consented to the prayer of the petition.

The Vice-Chancellor mnde an order to wind up the company

compulsory .
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RE THE WEST CENTRAL WAGGON COMPANY, LIMITED . - In by the issue of debentures to a larger nominal amount than

company to the amount of £1,198, for an order to wind up
the company voluntarily, under supervision . The paid up

capital of the company was £47,600 . Two liquidators had

been appointed by the company, and the creditors wanted two COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .
others to be appointed to act with those of the company, to

protect the interests of the creditors. Mr. Montague Cookson

was for the petitioners ; Mr. Stallard was for the company. June 25.

The Vice-Chancellor made an order to continue the voluntary (Before Mr.REGISTRAR PEPys, sitting as Chief Judge.)
winding-up, under supervision , and appointed two liquidators,

nominated by the creditors , to act with those selected by the IN RE ALEXANDER RICHARDSON. — The bankrupt, who was

company. formerly secretary and afterwards a director of the Interna

RE THE PETERSBURG AND VIBORG GAS COMPANY - EX PARTE tional Life Assurance Society, appled for an order of dis

EVERINGHAM . - In this case a petition for winding up the com charge. Adjudication had been obtained upon the petition of

pany by the Court was presented by a contributory , and Mr. Frederick Maynard , the official liquidator of the Society,

opposed by the company , but the petitioner now consented to in respect of a debt of £2,738, due under an order of the

its dismissal, with costs. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. E . Court of Chancery. The accounts returned liabilities of

Beaumontappeared for the petitioner ; Mr. John Pearson , Q . C ., £4,461, and there were no assets . At a meeting of creditorg

and Mr. Brooksbank for the company ; Mr. Montague Cookson recently held a resolution was passed to the effect that the

for other parties opposing the petition .
failure to pay a dividend of 10s, in the pound had arisen from

RE THE SAME COMPANY - EX PARTE THE PATENT Gas Com . circumstances for which the bankrupt could not justly be held

PANY. - This petition , also by contributories , was dismissed respunsible , and the creditors desired that an order of dis

without costs . Mr. John Pearson , Q , C ., and Mr. Brooksbank charge should be allowed . No opposition was offered by the

appeared for the company ; Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. Latham trustees, and his Honour granted the order .

were for the petitioners.

RE THE SANITARY MILK COMPANY, LIMITED. - In this matter June 26 .
a petition was presented for an order to wind up the company
compulsorily. The nominal capital of the company was ( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -RICE, sitting as Chief

£200 ,000, in £1 shares, of which , however, only £1,856 shares Judge. )

had been taken up. The whole concern , which was really a IN RE ROBERT BENSON & Co. - The debtors ,Messrs. Robert
small one, had completely failed . Mr. Freeman was for the James Wigram , Richard Henry Glyn , Robert Henry Benson ,
petitioner . The Vice-Chancellor said he should not make the and Constantine William Benson , are merchants carrying on

order asked for without looking into the case himself. He business at 10 King's Arms-yard , Moorgate-street, and also at

did not approve such small matters being brought into Liverpool, and at Boston, in the United States , under the firm
Chambers. The parties to them ought to settle their own of Robert Benson and Co. They have filed a petition for

affairs. Indeed , he disapproved entirely of these companies liquidation, by arrangement or composition , with liabilities

being commenced and carried on with so small an amount of estimated at £750,000 . Mr. Bagley, for the petitioners, and

paid up capital. Of & nominal capital, in this instance, of with the concurrence of creditors, applied that Mr. Edwin

$ 200,000 , only 1 ,856 shares had been taken . He would much Waterhouse, accountant, 13 Gresham -street, should be ap .
like to see an Act of Parliament introduced to throw all the pointed receiver of the property. The learned counsel pro

debts of a company on the directors of it who began their duced an afidavit stating that in the opinion of creditors it

business beforo at least one half of the capitalwas paid up. would conduce to their benefit if such appointment were made .

It appeared that remittances were constantly being received

from foreign houses who were indebted to the estate. Mr.
Registrar Spring Rice. Is the application limited to the

ROLLS' COURT, CHANCERY-LANE. appointment of a receiver ? Mr. Bagley . Yes. I am glad to

be in a position to state that although the failure occurred

Jane 26 .
some little time since, and the debtors at once placed them .

selves in the hands of their creditors, not a single writ has

( Before the MASTER of the Rolls.) been served upon them . His Honour granted the application .

IN RE ANGLO DANUBIAN STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY - Ex In Re LewIS STEWART. - The debtor, a merchantand East

PARTE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SOCIETY . - This was an India agent, carrying on business in St. Mary Axe, has filed a

application by the International FinancialSociety for leave to petition for liquidation , with debts £76 ,000 (a large portion of

prove in the winding -up of the Anglo-Danubian Company for which would appear to be fully covered ), with assets about

the nominal value of 18 debentures of £1,000 each , carrying 6 £17,000 . Mr. J. W . Jones (Nicholson , Nicol, and Son ) , now

per cent. interest, which in June, 1865, had been issued by applied , with the concurrence of creditors, that Mr. J . Smith ,

the directors of the company to nominees of the society at a accountant (Harding, Whinney, and Co ), should be appointed

discount of 25 per cent. Mr. Davey, Q .C ., in support of the receiver. The evidence showed that the assets consisted for

summons, referred to the articles of association , which pro the most part of debts due to the petitioner from persons in

vided that the directors might from time to time borrow on India , and of shipments of goods in respect of which remit .

behalf of the company any sum of money not exceeding one tances were arriving . His Honour granted the application .

half of the nominal capital for the timebeing of the company

(£220 ,000) , and might secure the repayment of or raise any

money authorised to be borrowed by them by the issue on June 29 .
behalf of the company of debentures, promissory notes , or
bills of exchange, or in such other manner as the directors

(Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

deemed expedient. Mr. Hull, for the liquidators of the Anglo IN RE M 'ARTHUR AND Co . - The debtor in this case, William

Danubian Company, contended that the directors had no | M ‘Arthur, who traded at Greenwich and Millwall and Cannon

authority to issue debentures at a discount, in the absence of street as an ironfounder and merchant, applied to the Court to

express words empowering them to do so ; but the Master of register a series of resolutions by which his creditors had

the Rolls held that the words “ raiso any inoney authorised to determined to wind up his estate under the liquidation clauses

be borrowed by them ," enabled the directors to raise money of the Act and not in bankruptcy, and appointing a committee
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of inspection with a trustee. From the accounts filed it the motion, and Mr. Watson opposed. The facts of the case
appeared that the liabilities unsecured amounted to £150,370 , had been previously before the Court, and were, that Mr.
as against assets to the amount of £3,503 88. A claim is set Hainsworth , previous to his failure, had been used to get raw
down against the Iowa Pacific Railway Company for £32,017, material from John Rayner, mungo merchant, of Bishopsgate
butthere is no estimated value in the accounts in respect to street, Leeds. Up to the time of the failure of Iainsworth ,
that claim . Messrs. Elmslie and Co. applied on the part of Rayner alleged that he had not the slightest idea that he was

the debtor, but it appearing that out of 60 creditors no less in difficulties. On the 21st April, 1874, a quantity of mungo
than 29 had not been served with notice of the first meeting, I which had been sold some time previously to flainsworth was
His Honour absolutely declined to entertain the application , returned by him to Mr. Rayner. The value of thismungo was
observing that if they had been served with notice it was £180. Shortly after, Hainsworth failed, and some months
quite possible that they might have attended themeeting, and | after the failure he made an affidavit, in which he stated that
influenced the other creditors to vote in a different way. Re- when he sent back the goods he did it with the intention of

gistration was accordingly refused .
preferring Rayner to his other creditors. The trustee there

IN RE F . R . BRETT, IRELAND. — This dobtor, who was a fore claimed the right to deduct the value of tho goods re
merchant, carrying on business at Cannon - street, and at turned from Rayner 's proof. On behalf of Rayner, it was
Middlesboro', Yorkshire, failed in May last, and the statement contended that the transaction was one in the ordinary course
of affairs since filed shows total unsecured liabilities to the of trade, and this was the question which the jury were called
extent of £63,467, against assets £10,054 6s. At the first on to decide. After the counsel had addressed the jury ,and
meeting the creditors agreed to a resolution accepting a com evidence had been given , his Honour summed up the case , and
position of 3s . in thc pound , payable in three instalments at gave the following questions for the jury to answer : 1 . Were
onc, four, and eight months from the date of registration . the goods received and dealt with in good faith ? 2 . Were the
Mr. Jones (Lewis, Munns, and Co.) applied to his goodsreceived and dealt with in the ordinary course of busi

Honour to direct registration . The proof of one of ness ? 3 . Were the goods received and dealt with in the
the creditors had been objected to , but was now withdrawn . ordinary course of business as between Rayner and Hains

His Honour accordingly directed registration . Mr. Swithin worth ? 4 . Were the goods received and dealt with in the
bank, accountant, of Laurence Pountney-lane, City, and ordinary course of business as between Rayner and the other
Newcastle -on - Tyne, is appointed the trustee to distribute the creditors ? 5 . Were the goods received and dealt with after

dividond.
Rayner had received notice of the insolvency of the debtors ?
To the first four of these questions the jury, after a lengthy

consideration , returned answers in the negative, and to the

BRADFORD BANKRUPTCY COURT.
last one an answer in the affirmative. His Honour then said

that the verdict would be for the trustee. He might say that

June 22.
he thoroughly concurred in every one of the findings of the

jury. It was only because - when he read on the previous

(Before Mr. W . T . 8 . DANIEL, Q .C., Judge.) occasion the affidavit of Rayner, and when he disbelieved it,

Re David BootH . — This was a motion on behalf of the
| as the jury had now disbelieved it - it was only because he was

trustee in the estate of David Booth , of Idle, cloth manu. told that that gentleman was of high character in Leeds, that
facturer , asking for an order directing Wm . Daglish , of Leeds, he had wished a jury to decide the question . He hoped the

to deliver up to the trustee certain title-deeds relating to
' verdict that had been given would have the effect of stopping

twenty -six cottages at Idle which had been given to him by
these proceedings, which seemed to have been so prevalent

the debtor. Mr. Jordan , barrister, of Manchester, appeared lately in cases of that nature,

in support of the motion , and Mr. West, barrister, of Leeds,
opposed it. From the counsel's opening statement it appeared

that on the 20th February, 1872, the debtor Booth , being in
want of money, obtained a bill for £500 from Mr. Wm .

LEEDS BANKRUPTCY COURT.

Daglish , of Leeds, that bill being accepted by the firm of
which Daglish was amember. In order to secure the debtor's
meeting the bill when it became due, Booth gave to Daglish a

June 30th .

memorandum assigning to him the deeds of twenty -six (Before Mr. DANIEL, the Judge.)
cottages at Idle in which Booth had an interest. The bill on RE JAMES HOLROYD. - Mr. Pullan appeared for Mr. J. G .
becoming due wasmet by Booth , but with money obtained by Brex , who was formerly London agent for Messrs. James
discounting another bill which was accepted by Daglish and Holroyd and Co., woollen merchants and manufacturers,
handed to Booth . After that there were other bill transactions Leeds and Barnard Castle, asking leave to prove against
between the parties, but the deeds were not removed from the estate of that firm by two promissory notes for a debt

Daglish 's custody. Both Booth and Daglish 's firm failed, and which had been rejected by the trustee. In February, 1874,
the amount of the bills which had been drawn by Booth and the debtor appointed Mr. Brex as his agent in London ,
accepted by Daglish had been proved against Booth 's estate. and forwarded to him from time to time goods of con :
Mr. Jordan contended that as Booth had fulfilled the con siderable value. Mr. Holroyd then became desirous of
ditions of the agreementbymeeting the first bill, the trustee forestalling the value of these goods, and induced Mr.
was entitled to the deeds, as no further equitable charge had Brex to allow him (the debtor) to draw on him for the value of

been created . It appeared thatwhile the estate of Daglish & Co . such goods, – the arrangement being thatwhen these bills fell
was in liquidation , a trustee having been appointed , Daglish due atmaturity, the debtor should provide funds to meet them ,
had himself made a composition with his separate creditors, and that meanwhile Brex should always retain the goods as
and no trustee had been appointed in that estate . The pro | security for such acceptances. The promissory notes now in
ceedings under the composition were not in court, and his question represented a certain bill for £1,082, which he had
Honour said he could not decide the matter without knowing thus accepted for Mr. Holroyd. The bills themselves were in

what was the position of Daglish 's affairs. The case was the hands of two banks, who had proved against the estate for

ordered to stand over to the 6th July . them . The question now was whether the admission of Mr.
RE DAVID HAINSWORTH . -- This was an issue which his Brex 's promissory notes would be double proof of the same

Honour had directed to be tried by a jury, as it involved a debt. The judge : What is the consideration ? Mr. Pullall

question of fact arising out of an application to the Court in said the consideration was that Brex had returned , for the

the liquidation proceedings of David Hainsworth , of Farsley, benefit of Holroyd 's estate, the goods upon which he had help

cloth merchant, Mr. Tindal Atkinson appeared in support of a lien or mortgage. Mr. Bond (who appeared for Mr. d .
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Close, the trustee) said Mr. Brex was really asking to prove

again for a debt already proved by the bill holders, and in
fact , to prove in competition with his own creditors, as
he was a party to the bills. The Judge said that he had not
at present any evidence before him that any specific considera
tion , such as could be taken into account in bankruptcy, was

given for these two promissory notes. Mr. Brex had ap -
parently no right to the possession of the cloth except on the
termsof paying the bills. The promissory notes were, in fact,
mere indemnities to a surety . If this application were
granted , it would be a double proof against the estate , the
alleged consideration not being one entitling to proof for
these promissory notes. It was not every right of action
which entitled parties to prove in bankruptcy. — The applica
tion was dismissed with costs .

ALLEGED FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTS.

At the Town Hall, Nottingham , William Oliver Howitt was

charged with having, while an adjudicated bankrupt, and
within four months before the presentation of a petition in
bankruptcy upon which hewas adjudicated a bankrupt, quitted

England and feloniously takingwith him property to theamount
of £20 or upwards, to wit, £300 or thereabouts which ought
by law to be divided amongst his creditors. Mr. David
Loewenstein , lacemaker, of Cotton -yard, said he had dealings
for some time with the prisoner, who carried on business in

Clarke's factory, Russell- street, as a lace manufacturer. On
the 25th July , 1874 , the prisoner called at witnesses's ware
house, and asked him to advance £130 to meet a bill then
about due. The bill was for a larger sum than he asked to

be advanced. Witness agreed to lend him the £130 for the pur

pose of meeting the acceptance . Mr. William Haskard, clerk
in the service of the last witness said he was present on the

25th July , 1874 , when Mr. Loewenstein agreed to lend the

prisoner £130. Witness saw the money given to him during

the sameday. Mr. John Simpson , manager of the Equitable
Loan and Discount Company Limited , carrying on business in

Nottingham , said he knew the prisoner. On the 25th of July ,
1874 , he came to witness at his office, and a bill of exchange
was discounted for him , the amount being £96 15s. Witness

gave him a cheque for £91 188. 3d ., which he believed was
duly paid by the bank upon which it was drawn. The cheque
had been returned to him by Messrs. Moore and Robinson as
paid , and he produced it. Itwas endorsed “ W . Howard," and
to the best of witness's knowledge the signature was in
prisoner's handwriting . Mr. Richard Thornton Higham ,
cashier at Messrs. Moore and Robinson 's bank, said on the

25th July , 1874 , he cashed the cheque produced by Simpson .

It was endorsed when paid , and the money was handed over

the counter, but to whom he could not recollect. Mr. J . Place
sub -manager of the Nottingham and Notts . Bank , spoke to

paying £85 in notes for a cheque drawn by the prisoner on the
firm of Howitt and Son . Witness believed prisoner himself

presented the cheque. The prisoner and his mother had an
account at the bank. Mr. R . H . Lacey said he was a clerk in
the Nottingham Bankruptcy Court, and produced the pro

ceedings in bankruptcy of the prisoner. Hewas adjudicated
a bankrupt on the 14th August, 1874 . Witness produced the

order of adjuication , and also the order of court for prosecution
of the prisoner. The prisoner made a statement to the effect

thathe received several sums of money from Loewenstein , and

from Mr. J. Simpson , and the Nottingham and Notts. Banking

Company. He left Nottingham on the 27th July, and went to
Stockholm . He stayed at the latter place. When he left
Nottingham he took the whole of the money with him ,
amounting altogether to about £330 , which ought to have been

divided amongst his creditors. He left England knowing that
he was insolvent, and unable to pay his creditors, and his
motive for going away was to avoid them . As soon as he
kpew a warrant was out against him he came to Nottingham

and gave himself into the hands of the police. Mr. J.
Thornton , accountant in Nottingham and trustee in the bank .
ruptcy of the prisoner , deposed to being present on the 19th
June, 1875 , when the above statement was made by the

prisoner. Witness attended for the purpose of examining him

as to his affairs. He made the statement voluntarily , and

placed his signature to it. This being the whole of the
evidence, the magistrates committed him for trial at the
assizes.

At the Guildhall Police -court on Wednesday, William
Richardson , a cheesemonger, formerly of No. 299 Fulham -road ,
surrendered to his bail before Mr. Alderman Allen to answer
several charges of concealing his estate from his creditors, he

having been adjudicated a bankrupt. Mr. Besley , instructed

by Mr. Aird , prosecuted by order of Mr. Registrar Pepys ; Mr.

Jones was engaged for the defendant. It appeared that de

fendant was indebted in the sum of £379 3s . 11d., and about

Christmas last Mr. Charles Brown, a wholesale cheesemonger,

pressed him for the payment of an account of £63 9s. 9d .,

and not getting it, took out a trader debtor summons against

him , and finally made a bankrupt of him . Before those pro .

ceedings could be arranged the defendant removed the best of
his furniture to No. 3 Meyrick -road, Clapham Junction, in
the name of his mother- in -law , Mrs. Smith , and subsequently

sold it for £18 , and never accounted to the trustee for that

money . A horse and cart were sold , and for the proceeds of

that he had not accounted . The fixtures he stated he had

left on the premises for the landlord in lieu of rent due up to

Christmas. The other furniture was removed to No. 20 Spencer

street, Park -road , Battersea , and on the defendant's exami

nation before Mr. Registrar Pepys he stated that the Sheriff

of Surrey had seized it, and that Mr. Berry, of the Woodland

Tavern , Woodland-street, Dalston , bought it, and permitted

him to use it. The sheriff of Surrey was instructed to seizo
them , and the result of the sale was that he obtained £15

18s., which he had paid in to the credit of the bankruptcy. Out

of the debts that were put down as likely to realise £5 2s. 3d.,

the trustees had only received the sum of £1. There was also

& wardrobe and sausage machine , the former of which had

been disposed of and not accounted for, and the latter was

given to the defendant's cousin , Mr. Keen , of Wandsworth , for

à debt of £8 , the machine having cost from £20 to £25.
There was also a policy on the defendant' s life , which was

worth about £8, and which had been concealed from the

defendant's creditors, but it being discovered it was given up

on the order of the Registrar. A great deal of evidence was

gone into , but at the request of the defendant, the cross
examination of the witness was reserved , as Mr. Jones was not

present. Mr. Alderman Allen then remanded the defendant.

At the Worship -street Police-court on Thursday, Henry

Webb, of 44 Brushfield-street, Bishopsgate, a china and

earthenware dealer , appeared to answer a charge of having
failed and neglected to discover and to deliver up to trustees

appointed under a petition in liquidation of his affairs certain

of his property . Mr. Besley asked that the defendant be

committed on two charges. In September, 1874, the defend

ant filed his petition under the Liquidating Debtors' Act. A
receiver was at once appointed , and in October he was relieved

by trustees appointed by the court. During the interval,

however , there was no doubt that the defendant managed to
elude the vigilance of the person put into possession of his
estate , and to remove goods from his premises,which were not
afterwards accounted for. The defendant had carried on busi.

ness at 115 High -street, Stoke Newington , as well as in Brush .

field -street. His debts were scheduled at £1,740 58. 4d. , his assets

in stock and book debts were returned at £712 18s. 2d ., but

recovered did not exceed £200 . In his statement the de

fendant had put down cash in hand as nil , but subsequently

on examination before the court he admitted that at the time
of his petition he had £50 cash , and then , in explanation of
its disposal, said he had used it to bribe his creditors to

accept a composition . Cross-examined on this , hementioned
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS.only one name - a Mr. Oldacre — but it was not true. There
was thus, said Mr. Besley, an actual discrepancy in his accounts

and in his examination . There was also no doubt that there

was a large deficit of stock , and there would be proof given
that there were two removals of goods subsequently to the
filing of the petition , and that as to neither did the defendant
make account to the trustee. - The case was adjourned , the

defendant being released on his own recognisances.

A BARRISTER -AUCTIONEER . — The following is from a pro
vincial paper. — " Call to the Bar. The London papers of this

week announce that Mr. George Russell Butler, of Reading ,
has becomea Barrister-at-Law . Weare requested to state that

in thus gratifying the dictates of an honourable ambition , Mr.

G . R . Butler, does not mean to withdraw from the active
practice of his profession as an estate agent and auctioneer.
In becoming a barrister he has fitted himself for a yet more

thorough discharge of his business responsibilities than

would be possible to onewho was unacquainted with the Law

of Real Property, which is one of the essential subjects in
which students of an Inn of Courtmust pass before they can

receive the certificate which alone entitles them to be called

to the Bar under the recent regulations." The Law Times

in commenting upon this “ extraordinary announcement,"

for & relaxation of the rule affecting solicitors irre .

sistible . It is impossible to say that there may not

be circumstances in which an auctioneer might

not fairly ask to be called to the Bar. As to whether the case
at Reading is one of these we offer no opinion . But compare

such a case with that of Mr. Gresham , a solicitor in the City of

London ,who, when a studentofGray's Inn ,was expelled and his

fees forfeited . And why ? Becausehewasunder articles ofclerk

ship to his father, who was and is well known, and fills a very
responsible public office in the city. The advantagewhich the

auctioneer and barrister -at -law at Reading will have over

solicitors is enormous ; he will be able to sell real or personal

property one day and prepare a conveyance of it to the pur.

chaser the next. He can value property in one part of

England one day , and can the next appear atWestminster and

conduct a cause in which his experience as an auctioneer ,

& c ., & c ., will be of advantage to him and his clients. Reading

newspapers are before us, and we find what completely bears

out the statements in our correspondent's letter, advertise

ments of sales of household furniture, including books, kitchen

ntensils, & c ., in fact , the usual catalogue ; but in the case of

land , also advertisod for sale , it is competent for this gentle

man to prepare the conditions of sale , and, indeed , do the

work of auctioneer, solicitor, and counsel. In another ad .

vertisement of this gentleman we find “ rents collected ,

inventories and valuations of every description of property

made for administration and other purposes." In anotber

instance we find this auctioneer and barrister-at-law described
as “ an accountant ” - whether a member of any of the

accountant societies, or not, we do not know . In short, it is

certain that a highly respectable auctioneer, doing a large,

extensive, and varying business, in which he has been en .

gaged without interruption up to the day of his being called, is

now at liberty to practise as a barrister in court and out of

court ; and, at the sametime, conduct his other business also

- except, perhaps, when he goes circuit, or is engaged at

sessions, at which , according to the etiquette of the Bar, he

cannot, we believe, refuse to hold a brief, if offered , at all

events if he is present in court. It is with the principle in

volved in the action of the Benchers, and not with this gentle.

man , that we are concerned . It is not the only case by any

means, as the Benchers of the several Inns know , and the

time has arrived when justice to solicitors demands compen

sation from the Inns of Court, and which can be afforded by

sweeping away altogether and unjust and impolitic regulation ,

(Wemay answer the query of our contemporary, by stating

that the name of Mr. Butler does not appear in the published

list of accountants. - ED. Accountant.]

J. B . MURRAY (GLASGOW ). - At a meeting of the creditors
of John Bence Murray, yarn merchant,Glasgow , a composition

of 48. in the pound was accepted on liabilities of about

£13,000 .

J . CHAPMAN (BRADFORD ). - A meeting of the creditors of

Mr. John Chapman , dyer and finisher, Bradford, was held on

Monday. The statement of affairs showed liabilities £12 ,564,
and assets £7,934. It was resolved to liquidate by arrange

ment, and Mr. Buckley was appointed trustee.

W . Cook & Co. (NEWCASTLE ). – At a meeting of the
creditors of William Cook , jun ., and Co., of Newcastle-upon .
Tyne, chemical brokers and generalmerchants , the statement
showed liabilities amounting to £12,993, a large proportion of
which consists of accommodation bills. The assets are put

down at £917, and liquidation by arrangement was agreed

upon .

R . C . PATCHETT (HALIFAX ). — The first meeting of the

creditors of this debtor, who is a wine and spirit merchant,

at Crown- street, Halifax, in the county of York , and who has
filed a petition for liquidation , will be held at the White Lion

Hotel, Halifax, on the 12th July , at 11 a . m . Mr. 0 . T .

Rhodes , accountant, Halifax , has been appointed receiver.

Mr. F . Jubb, ofHalifax, is the solicitor acting in the matter.

J . DAWBARN (LONDON ). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr.

James Dawbarn , of Lombard -street, Thetford, Norwich , and

Winford , mine owner , whose failure was recently announced,

was held on Wednesday. Mr. Wintle (Johnstone, Cooper,

Wintle, and Co.) presented a statement of his affairs, showing

liabilities amounting to £30,000, with assets, including pro

perty held by creditors, stated at £20,000. Liquidation by

arrangement was resolved upon , andMr. Wintle wasappointed

trustee to act with a committee of inspection , chosen from the

general body of creditors.

SWALLOW & Co. (HECKMONDWIKE ). — The second statutory
meeting of the creditors of Messrs . Swallow and Co., carpet
and blanket manufacturers, Heckmondwike, was held on the
29th June, at Dewsbury. The resolution of the former meet
ing accepting a composition of 7s, in the pound was confirmed,

and the payments satisfactorily secured .

R . EARNSHAW (COLNE). - The first meeting of the creditors
of Robert Earnshaw , bank manager, of Colne, who recently
absconded from that district, was held at the Burnley County
Court on the 29th June, before Mr. Hartley, registrar. The
meeting was held in connection with the proceedings in bank
ruptcy. Debts amounting to £1,600 were proved. Mr. Foden,
accountant, of Burnley, was appointed trustee, with a com

mittee of inspection .
d. Hook. – At a meeting of creditors held in this matter, at

which the debtor's statement of affairs showed liabilities

£1,527 4s. 6d., assets £389 58. Od., it was resolved to
liquidate byarrangement, andMr. Edmund Charles Chatterley ,

public accountant (C . Browne, Stanley, and Co.), was
appointed trustee.

EDWARD SIMMS LEIGH . - At a meeting of creditors held in
this matter, a statement of affairs was placed before the
creditors showing liabilities £2,197 17s. iid., with assets
£695 14s. 2d. : it was resolved to proceed by liquidation , and
Mr. Edmund Charles Chatterley, public accountant (C . Browne,

Stanley and Co.), was appointed trustee.

J . LESLIE (Lowestort). - A meeting of the creditors of John

Leslie, of Lowestoft , tailor and draper, was held at the office

of Mr. C . H . Wiltshire, solicitor, Yarmouth , on the 28th June,

when it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement,
Mr. Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers,Great Yarmouth,

public accountant, being appointed trustee, with a committee

of inspection .
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FAILURES. APPOINTMENTS.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint.
ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

Mr. Flaxman Haydon , of the firm of Messrs. Haydon and
Vivian , public accountants , 29 New City Chambers, 121
Bishopsgate-street Within , has been appointed receiver and
manager of the estate of J . Beane and Company, corn and

coalmerchants, of Tunbridge Wells , in bankruptcy.

ENGLAND. - The failure is announced of Messrs. E . Jones

and Co., of 2 King William - street, with liabilities of £120,000.

The assets are understood to be considerable . Their books

have been placed in the hands of Messrs . Andrews and Mason,

of 7 and 8 Ironmonger -lane. - Messrs. Thomas Woodley and

Co., tube manufacturers, of Spon Lane, South Staffordshire,
have failed . Their petition for liquidation is in the Oldbury
County Court. The liabilities are believed to be from £10,000

to £12,000 . - The cheques have also been returned of Messrs.

Kilburn , Kershaw , and Co., East India and siik brokers, of

St. Mary -axe, but the extent of their liabilities has not yet

transpired . It is stated that a Bristol firm in the corn trade

have announced their inability to meet their engagements,
and that the liabilities are expected to range between

£150,000 and £180,000. - The failure was announced on Wed .

nesday of Messrs. Da Costa , Raalte , and Co ., of 13 Leaden .

hall -street,merchants. The firm is understood to have failed

through giving too much of its attention to Egyptian finance
and other speculative business , which has not turned out well.

The books are in the hands of Messrs. Turquand , Youngs,

and Co., accountants . - A petition in liquidation has been filed

in the Bradford County Court by Messrs. J. & J . Glover,

worsted spinners, Newe Lands Mill, Bradford . The liabilities

are estimated at £8,500 . The principal creditors have re

solved, at a private meeting, to accept a composition of 7s, 6d .

in the pound.

SCOTLAND. — The failure is announced of Messrs. John Knox
and Co., coalmasters, of Glasgow , with liabilities " understood

to be large.” — The failure is also announced of Messrs. John

Anderson and Son , of Glasgow . The books have been placed

in the hands of Messrs. Spears and Jack , accountants, 138

Hope-street. - Messrs. Laing and Irvine, of Hawick and

Peebles,have suspended payment. In a circular making the

announcement, the suspension is attributed to the collapse of

Messrs. Collie and Co . The extent of the liabilities has not

yet been announced .

• CANADA . - Telegraphic advices report the suspension of the

Jacques Cartier Bank in Montreal. The business of this
house has been chiefly with French Canadians, but the losses

which have led to the suspension have been caused through

its connection with several railways. The capital of the bank
is £400,000 , a !l paid up. Their liabilities in December, 1874 ,

were £600,000, and their deposits £250,000.
AMERICA. -- American advices report the liabilities of Mr.

Abraham Jackson , defaulting lawyer at Boston , as about

£82,000 . - Mr. Charles P . Button , Burlington , Vt., had sus

pended owing to the depression in the oil trade, with liabilities

of £12 ,000. - Mr. Henry Bucking,wool puller, 20 Spruce -street,

New York , had also suspended , and it was stated that the

Bucking Wool and Leather Co., in which he is a stockholder,
would be able to carry on . - Advices from New York , received

July 1st, announce the suspension of the prominent firm of

Messrs . Melius Trask and Ripley, bootand shoe manufacturers,

539 Broadway. When the mail left the amount of their

liabilities had not transpired , but it was expected their assets

would show a surplus of nearly 100,000 dollars .
AUSTRALIA. — Australian advices report an extensive failure

in the grain trade, that of Mr. Coombe, miller and grain
dealer, Sydney, a firm of only recent standing, with liabilities
amounting to £41,000, of which three-fourths is fully secured .
- It is stated that Stubbs & Co., auctioneers, of Sydney , have

failed . Their liabilities are 500,000 dols . Rumours were
prevalent in commercial circles owing to mining speculations
in 1873 and 1874 , and a crash was feared to be likely .

The Society OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. — The

monthly meeting of the Council of the Society of Ac

countants in England was held on Wednesday, at the

offices of the Society , 2 Cowper ’s -court, Cornhill ; present,

Messrs. John Bath (Vice-President, in the chair), J , C .

Bolton, E . C . Foreman , J. Beddow , F . Nicholls, E . N .

Harper, G . E . Ladbury , and Alfred C . Harper (Secretary ).

Mr. Samuel Hall, Curzon.street, Derby, was admitted an
associate of the Society.

A meeting of the creditors of Messrs . Fothergill, Hankey ,

and Co. is called for the 21st of July.

SAVINGS BANKS FUNDS. - Mr. C , Rivers Wilson , Secretary to
the National Debt Commissioners, has supplied in a public
letter an explanation of the supposed discrepancy in the Com
missioners' accounts of (trustee) savings banks and friendly
societies' funds. The loss in the year by the excess of interest
allowed by the Commissioners over the amount received by

them for interest does not correspond with the year's increase
in the deficiency shown by the capital account, as compared
with the amount actually due to depositors, but this is because

the two accounts are of different natures. The former is

simply a statement of fact, the year's income and the year 's
expenditure. But the capital account involves a valuation
of the securities held . This valuation should be at the
market price of the day ; but the terminable annuities held
are not marketable , and therefore can have no proper

market price. It was decided many years ago to value
them , for the purpose of the annual account, on the prin

ciple that they should pay 34 per cent. interest, about the
average realized by investments in the public funds. But

a considerable amount of the annuities held by the Com .

missioners were granted at 3 and 34 per cent, interest.
Such annuities , therefore, stood in the accounts at a greater
value in the first instance than the sums advanced for
them ; and this makes so much the larger the annual drop
in their nominal value as they approach their termination .

Accordingly , in 1873, the Commissioners' accounts showed
£25,557,004 as the value of the terminable annuities held ,
but in 1874 the assets of a like nature are valued
at $ 23,901,563, & decline of $ 1 ,655 ,441; a valuation

on the basis of cost price, instead of attributed market

value; would have brought the increase of the deficiency
more nearly to agreement with the excess of interest cre
dited to trustees. The annual movement or “ turnover "

of the savings banks and friendly societies' funds is of very

large amount; in the year 1874 it was about £8,500,000, of
which over £2,800,000 was invested in new securities. But
it is submitted that the amount of interest accrued to the
Commissioners on their large investments and re- invest.

ments during the year tends to show that their purchases
have been made in securities of sufficient real worth , for

their income from this source has been fully maintained .

Mr. Wilson adds that if it were worth the time and labour
it could no doubt be proved in detail that the interest
account and the capital account are not inconsistent, but
are in exact arithmetical accordance.

Edward Blacker, late Accountant-General of the Bank of

Ireland, has been committed for trial on a charge of
having embezzled the sum of £2 ,400 in New South Wales

Bonds, the property of one Peter Smith , a customer of the
bank . His bail was fixed at £4,000 .
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COMMITTAL OF A BANKRUPT.- At the Lancaster Quarter EX PARTE TILL. - A correspondent of a legal contemporary

Sessions, on the 29th June, John Collinson Williamson , 25 , writes : _ " Surely the Lords Justices, in Ex parte Till Re

shoemaker, was charged with breaking and entering, at Ratcliffe, have misconstrued the 275th rule . That rule, so

Barrow , on the 25th April, the shop of Thomas Williamson far as it is necessary to be cited , is as follows : - " The

and Robert Byran Holmes, and stealing 316 pairs of boots and resolution passed at the first general meeting (or first and

shoes and a large quantity of household furniture. The case second generalmeetings as the case may be ) shall determine

was a very extraordinaryone. For some time prior to whether the affairs of the debtor are to be liquidated by

December last, prisoner carried on the business of a boot and arrangement, and not in bankruptcy, or whether any and what
shoe dealer at Barrow , and on the 22nd of that month he filed composition shall be accepted in satisfaction of the debts due

a petition in bankruptcy. A Mr. Graham was appointed | to the creditors from the debtor, or it may reject either of

receiver by the court, on the 11th January , at a meeting of such modes of arrangement. . . . Only, such resolutions as:

creditors, the prosecutors agreed to purchase the debtor' s are reduced into writing , and are signed by or on behalf of

estate at 10s. in the pound, and to pay the expenses of liqui. the statutory majority of the creditors assembled at a meeting

dation . When Messrs. Williamson and Holmes purchased shall betaken cognisance of by the court.” The Lords Justices

the estate, they instructed Mr. Graham to take charge of it seem to have lost sight of the words underlined. Lord Justice
for settlement, and he did so, engaging the prisoner as Mellish in particular would appear to have based his judgment

salesman at £3 per week . Owing to some dissatisfac on the supposition “ that neither the act nor the rules contain

tion , prisoner was discharged from his situation in any provision about the way in which the rejection of such
March , and he was given to understand that he had nothing a resolution " (a resolution relative to the acceptance of a

more to do with the business . He was allowed to remain in composition ) " is to be proved.” But surely the latter part of
the house and to use the furniture, but the entrance to the the 275th rule , applies to the alternative resolution of rejecting

shop from the house was boarded up, the front door only either of the previously mentioned modes of arrangement.

being used for access. In April the shop was closed altogether, What other construction can possibly be put upon the rule ?
and the stock was catalogued. On the the 24th Mr. Graham In the particular case, the resolution for the acceptance of a

discovered that 495 pairs of boots and shoes had been re composition does not appear to have been confirmed at a duly
moved , and that the boarding separating the shop from the convened subsequent meeting under rule 282, and therefore
house had been removed . He also discovered that the greater not entitled on that ground, to registration ; and had that

portion of the furniture in the house had disappeared. It was been the basis of the decision of the Lords Justices, no fault
subsequently ascertained that the prisoner had engaged a could have been found with it, but as it stands, it is to my

carter , named Neave, to convey three or four barrels to the mind inconsistent with the 275th rule , and I cannot but

think the construction put upon that rule by the Chief Judge

consigned from “ John Taylor, of Dalton , to Thomas Jones, to be the right one.
of Nottingham Station , till called for.” In those barrels were EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY ARBITRATION . - The first sit

discovered 315 of the 495 missing pairs of boots and shoes. ting of the committee appointed to inquire into the above
It was further ascertained that Neave had been engaged to matter took place on Thursday, Sir Spencer Walpole in the

cart away the furniture, which was afterwards recovered . chair . Sir Edmund Beckett said this was a bill for making
Prisoner was found guilty, and the court sentenced him to certain alterations in the Act of 1872, rendered necessary by
twelve months' imprisonment with hard labour. the death of Lords Westbury and Romilly. The object of the

THE MONEY-MARKET. - The Economist says : - " The bank
bill of 1872 was to refer to the determination of a single arbi

reserye has augmented , and money is constantly falling in
trator, with absolute power, all questions involved in the

value. There is now over £25,000,000 of coin and bullion
winding up of the European Assurance Company, and 44 other

societies which had been gradually affiliated with it. The
altogether in the bank - a larger amount than has been seen

learned counsel gave a resumé of the proceedings which led to
for a long time, and the reserve in the banking department is
over £13,000,000 ; and these figures tend to give the public

the adoption of the principle of arbitration in the cases of the

European and the Albert Societies , and the London , Chatham ,
confidence. There are no new failures reported , and the best

and Dover Railway. The costs of the Albert in Chancery
opinion is that we have got to the end of the worst which is

amounted to £72 ,000 , and the amount which had been re
going to happen this time. All such opinions must be taken

only for what they are worth . Extremely few people would
covered under the arbitration was only £2,500 . The European

Company , before it got into arbitration, spent something like
have predicted the failures which we have seen - indeed,
probably no one person could have predicted more than a few

£120,000 in Chancery upon itself and its affiliated companies,
and in their case they had not even recovered £2.500, as in the

of them , and therefore we must not rely too confidently on
the fact of no bad prediction as an indication of a good future .

case of the Albert. The present bill, the learned counsel

explained , had been introduced by direction of the Lord
Still we may take it as a very good sign as far as it goes.

Chancellor and Lord Justice James, with a view to remedy
The value of money will continue to tend downward , though

the inconsistencies which had taken place in the decisions
there exist some peculiar tendencies in the bullion market,

of Lord Romilly and Lord Westbury on the question of
consequent on the recent change of the law in Holland and on

novation . In addition to the want of uniformity of decision,
the state of things in Germany, which may arrest its progress.

they now had no arbitration . The supply of men was limited ;

for, according to the act of 1872, the Lord Chancellor was con
BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE . -- The following is the official fined in his choice to persons having held judicial office . In

return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers' connection with this matter, the name of Lord Selborne at

Clearing -house for the week ending Wednesday, June 30 : once suggested itself ; but he was authorised to say the noble

lord had positively declined the office. Mr. Justice Keating
Thursday, June 24 .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . £11,510,000 had retired on account of ill health , and Chief Justice Erle
Friday, June 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 ,921,000 and Mr. Justice Martin on account of old age, and it wasknown
Saturday , June 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 ,048,000 that Mr. Justice Byles would not serve. Under these circum
Monday, June 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 ,605 ,000 stances the Lord Chancellor had brought in the bill,whichTuesday , June 29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13,972,000 provided for the appointment as arbitrator of barristers of 15
Wednesday, Junc 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 , 198 ,000

years' standing. The decision of the barrister, however, was

not to be final ; for power of appeal was given to the very class
£107,254,000 of judicial persons from whom arbitrators were formerly drawn,

The total at the corresponding period of last year, which and who , as a court , could not die like individuals. The com

also comprised a Stock Exchange settlement,was £134 ,436,000 . / mittee then proceeded to take evidence.
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WINDING-UP . - In the Rolls Court on Saturday orders were LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

made to wind up the following companies compulsorily , viz . : - | RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

The Ballyclare Paper Mills Company; the Liverpool and SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .
Amazon Royal Mail Steamship Company; the Globe New

Patent Iron and Steel Company ; the Dartmoor Granite Com
Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH.

pany; and the New Amicable Life Assurance Company. - The
winding up of the Borough of Hackney Newspaper Company F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

and of Acklom 's Refrigerating Waggon Company was directed
AND AUDITOR .

to be continued under the supervision of the Court. - Petitions
have been presented to the Court of Chancery for the winding RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION. .
up of the British and Foreign Water and Gas Works Company,
Limited , and the Titfield Colliery Company, Limited . It was MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
resolved at a meeting of shareholders, on Wednesday , to wind 11 town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

up voluntarily the South Cleveland Iron Works, Limited . to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

Mr. R . Dixon and Mr. F . Cooper (Cooper Brothers and Co .),
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

were appointed liquidators. Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

Messrs . Slater and Pannell, of 1 Guildhall Chambers, notify THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
that in the matter of William Turner Lord, of Great Portland EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

ftreet, a dividend of 28. in the pound will be paid at their
offices on Friday, 2nd instant, and any following Friday. HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

NEW COMPANIES. HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession, either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY , 29 and 30

The Investors' Guardian furnishes the particulars relative to Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
the following Companies , which were registered during the HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
week : AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United King Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
unon ' demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

dom - Limited by guarantee to £5 . Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
Brighouse Cotton - Spinning - Capital £20,000 , in £5 shares. and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Duneen Bay Mineral - Capital £20 ,000, in £10 shares. Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
Ferryhill Coal- Capital £40,000 , in £100 shares. from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

Ilkley Working Men 's Hall -- Capital £1,500 , in £1 shares. A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
Leeds Daily News - Capital £10 ,000, in £5 shares.

on application .

Mutual Plate Glass Insurancé - Limited by guarantee to £10.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

N . O . Szerelmey and Co. - Capital £100,000, in £5 shares. “ The source of many a writer's woe has been
Shakespeare Hotel Company , Buxton - Capital £30 ,000, in discovered ."

PENS ! PENS !! PENS !! !
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre - Limited by guarantee to 10s. “ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
St. George's Club - Capital £5,000, in £5 shares. The Pickwick , the Owl, and theWaverley Pen . "

Tonic Sol-fa College - Capital $ 10,000 , in £1 shares . " Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

Torquay Terra -cotta - Capital £5 ,000 , in £10 shares.
infliction . ” .

Warrington Bottling and Ærated Water - Capital £10 ,000, Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

in £1 shares . Graphic, 17th May, 1873 .
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.ld .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.
burgh .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL

CLERK .— Wanted in an Accountant's Office, a Clerk
Land, Estate, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

who has had experience in Bankruptcy and Chancery work. - Apply , Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices , No. 3 Craven .
stating salary , experience, and references, to A , B ., British and Foreign street, Charing Cross, W .C . The organisation and working system of the
Advertising Co., $ Sherborne Lane, E . C . “ Syndicate" are ; - 1st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of

Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .
Public Honses , Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants , Coffee Houses , Tobacco

pists , Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

PARTNERSHIP. - A gentleman with an excellent con
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - Tbe letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,nection abroad amongst Consumers of Stcel and the General Farms. Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or OfficesShefi old Manufactures is open to introduce a CAPITAL of $ 2 ,000 to $ 3000 ,
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

in & well - established Concern . - Apply in confidence, to Messrs. Wing, covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
Wing, and Co., Prideaux Chambers, Sheffield . of Land. Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture. Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.
Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll. capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

Opposite Tilbury Fort , and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .
deutal or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate "

PISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT . from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 1s . PER WEEK . other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertai

And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc. reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway , and Two Minutes from dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

the Plers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway. introducing business.

52
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

R E S T A U R A N Ti

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

J.uncheons from the joints, hot or cold , including vegetablesand bread, 1s . 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining RoomPrivate Dining Rooms for large and small Parties on the Second Floor .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANJ. DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA,

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining , Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,

$ 2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties . Tents, Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson, Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq .

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .O ., M . P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office .

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.

COENIG VON
TONET

The ONLY AND SPECIAL

“ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,” ||

AL
IC
IL
KO
S

TR
AD
E

MA
RI
LL
O

$1.
KCENTO

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwardsof 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

80 hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and
may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer , Mr. John WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s. , 21s. , 26s. 60 ., 31s. 6d .

Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s. 6d . , 428., and 52s. 6d . Post

age free. An Umbilical Trues , 42s., and 52s. 6d . Postage

free. P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs , Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 48. 60 , 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , Bs. 6d. and 78. 60 . Adults, ios. 6d ., 158. 6d .,and 218. each .
Postage free. - JOHN WAITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschrills," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickr. ess of a hair from one or more of the steps of the key. . 100
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itsell

to theNew Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and Kxy, as often as may be desired , without the aid of &
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulen .
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of $630 , side
" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; rers
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effecte
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 ( heapside,London , E . C .

originalKey (S05). This
Lockede in

manulacheen effected

FPPS'S COCOA. — " By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." . - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E . C .

First issue of Capital, £500,000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber
is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent, per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash.

TRUSTEES.
Lieat. -General, J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . Rev. O . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory , Ashford .
The Rev. W . F , GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott , Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR , - RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America , and transacts every description of sound

Financial Business.

THE CO .OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. 11 Queen Victoria - 1 :THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book -keeping in

- street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed - the hands of the Subscribers.

ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission, the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts, or not wishing to draw small cheques .

1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.
They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co -operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.

street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These

Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly

negotiable instruments .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, — The ONLY 1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. The PEOPLE' S 1 description of Sound Financial Business.
1 BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - street.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. – No Promotion Loans.
1 Money or Preliminary Expenscs.

L 'HE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Managerial Re VE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Publio
1 Companies of a bona - fide character .

muneration Dependent on Profits .

| AE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the MHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis

1 whole amount of the Liability . I countof Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates LoansITHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of
on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.

Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street. 1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes onTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . _ No Liability
Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.1 beyond amount of subscription .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House -THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - The Secrecy and
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, near the Mansion House.1 Despatch of IndividualManagement.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — A fixed instead 1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants , and of Foreign
1 of an uncertain Scale of Profits .

Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done CheaplyCent. per Annum paid Monthly.
1 and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

IT'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. -- A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY,cruing Reserve Fund .

1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
1 Withdrawal atter six months on Sixty Days' Notice . I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF TAE DAY . 95

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

1 Chambers, 11 Qucen Victoria -street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCH OFFICES. - LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hackins Hey . MANCHESTER : Messrs.

Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights.
BATH : Mr. H . J. Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron , 32 West George Street.

WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas.
A , York, Vale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. Vice- President. — JOHN BATH ; London.
ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER , Birming . | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .

HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London , F . TENDRON , London . ..
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London. | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth.
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street , London ; THOMAS COLTMAN, Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. — R . R . ROBINSON, London ; C . PEMBER, Hereford.
BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER’S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,
PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.
H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .

O
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R
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ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers,
promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. July 3, 1875.
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THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF CARMARTHENSHIRE, In the COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN
HOLDEN AT CARMARTHEN . AT BRADFORD.

TN thematter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation byLA DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matterarrangementof the affairs of DANIEL WALTERS, of Loughor, in h of JOHN VERITY, of Lowtown, Pudsey, in the Parish of Calverley,the County of Carmarthen, Tailor , Boot, and Tea Dealer.
in the County of York , Woollen Draper and Outfitter, adjudicated a

This is to certify that BARTLETT PHELPS THOMAS, of 10 Temple . | Bankrupt on the 15th day of June, 1875 . * Creditors who have not proved

street, Swansea, Accountant, has been appointed and is hereby declared to their debts by the 28th day of July , 1875, will be excluded .

be Trustee under this liquidation by arrangement. Dated this 7th day of July , 1875.

Given under my hand , and the Seal of the Court, this 2nd day of
July, 1875.

ALEXANDER ATKINSON ,

WALTER LLOYD, Trustee.
Registrar.

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.IN THE COUNTY COURT OF CARMARTHENSHIRE,

HOLDEN AT CARMARTHEN . 39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUNE 24th, 1875 . ..
The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm cf

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

TN thematter of Proceedings for liquidation by arrange

I mentor composition , instituted by DANIEL WALTERS, of Loughor,
in the County of Carmarthen , Tailor, Boot, and Tea Dealer.

The creditors of the above-named Daniel Walters who have not already
proved their debts are required , on or before the 19th day of July 1875, to
send their names and addresses, and the particulars of their debt or claims,

to me, the undersigned BARTLETT PHELPS THOMAS, of 10 Temple
street, Swansea , Public Accountant, the Trustee under the liquidation , or
in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend

proposed to be declared .

Dated this 5th day of July , 1875.

BARTLEIT PHELPS THOMAS,

Trustee.

Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are
1 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors, have a number of

AT BRADFORD. WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

TN the matter of JOHN VERITY , of Lowtown, Pudsey,
ward plans and particulars, which when received , will be judiciously placed

I the Parish of Calverley, in the County of York, Woollen Draper and
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written
terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Mesurs .

Outfitter, a bankrupt.
Marsh, Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

ALEXANDER ATKINSON , of No. 15 Kirkgate , Bradford , in the said
London , E . C .

County, Public Accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the Property

of the Bankrupt. The Court hasappointed the Public Examination of the

Bankrupt to take place at the said Court, on the 20th day of July , 1875 ,

at Eleven o ' clock in the forenoon. All persons having in their possession MESSRS. MARSI , MILNER, AND Co.'s
any of the effects of the Bankruptmust deliver them to the Trustee , and REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

all debts due to the Bankrupt must be paid to the Trustee . Creditors who and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be

have cot yet proved their debts must forward their proofs of debts to the obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

Trustee . street , E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .
Dated this 7th day of July , 1875 .

GEORGE ROBINSON ,
Registrar.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
L Landed Estates, City Jroperties , and upon sound securities of all

TERRY & ROBINSON , kinds Messrs. MARSI, MILER and Co ., have at the present time

9 Market Strect, Bradford,
access to large sumsof Money ready to be imunediately advanced upon apa
proved securities . Apply at the City Land und Reversion Ollices (Established

Solicitors to the Trustce. | 1812), 54 Cannon -stroct.
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RE JOHN VERITY, Woollen Draper and Outfitter,
LU Pudsey, near Leeds. - The Stock -in - Trade for disposal by private

Invoice , price £396 . - For particulars, apply, Mr. Alexander Atkinson,
l'ublic Accountant, Bradford , the Trustee .

PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman having from £3,000 to

1 £5,000 at his command, is desirous of obtaining a Partnership in a
genuine Business. - Apply by letter with full particulars to Andrews and
Mason , 7 and 8 Ironmonger Lane, Cheapside, E . C .

for payment in advance being : annual subscription
| 24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C.,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

ARTICLED PUPIL. – Vacancy for an educated young

gentleman , who would be instructed in Sub-editing andGeneral News
paper Work , in the Advertisement Agency Business , and taught Shorthand

if desired . Three years' articles. Premium expected . Address, Mr.

ALFRED W . GEE, ACCOUNTANT Office, 62 Gracechurch - street, E . C .

LARGE light Offices on the fourth floor. - Rents £10

and £15. - Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge Row , Cannon Street, E . C .

PUBLICATIONS.

THE IRISH LAW TIMES AND SOLICITORS'

I JOURNAL, with Law Reports and Public General Statutes Theonly
LegalNewspaper published in Ireland - Established 1867.

I UBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

Annual Subscription, Payable in advance, £1 108.; Single Copy, 9d.;
delivered frce in Town or Country.

Office : - 53 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession ,as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ar

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser:

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .
· N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-Eod
Newsvendors.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .
Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c ., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S . E .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIG V ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed
by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence , & c . , into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect.
fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian ,
Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of Cases for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE , 62 Gracechurch .

street, London , E .C .

The I ccountant.

The Accountant

JULY 10, 1875 .

To SUBSCRIBERS. - Owing to press of matter, sereral

communications are held over till next week .]

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

The unpleasant position of a trustee has been for a

long time proverbial among lawyers . He takes upon

himself an office from which he is prohibited 1
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. drawingany profit,whilehe is responsible to the utmost far | far as possible trustees acting in discharge of their

thing,for any loss whichmay be incurred through his want duty. There are many rules of law which , though

of literal compliance with the terms of his trust. He | doing hardship to individuals , yet find their justification

is besieged by applications from his cestuis que trustent in grounds of public expediency. Such is the doctrine

for advancement of portions, or for investment in more of “ innocent holders " of bills of exchange, which has

remunerative securities than the courts allow ; and if protected thousands of fraudulent transactions, and has

he refuses to comply with these requests, or, like a been a source of wealth to innumerable swindlers and

wise man, goes at once to solicitor and counsel to tricksters. But to cast upon every holder of a bill of

know the exact limits within which he may act, he is exchange, whose chief essential is its free negotiability,

looked upon as a tyrant, and accused of squandering the duty of proving facts necessarily beyond his own

the trust funds in law expenses. If, however, a trustee knowledge, was justly thought to be more detrimental

of private property is not afraid of the accusation of to commercial interests than the possibilities of fraud

churlishness , and makes up his mind to follow literally and hardship. Sowesay that it is to the public interest

his instructions, he may have the ultimate satisfaction that trustees acting bona fide in the discharge of their

of knowing that, if he has derived no good from his duties should be protected ; and that the interests of

office, he has yet been free from personal loss, and individuals, whether creditors or debtors, should be

when the final accounts are arranged, and a release postponed to the due discharge of official functions.

given him , hemay go home a free man, rejoicing at his It is hard, that a man who has acted in conformity with

escape. reported decisions, should be mulcted in heavy

A trustee in bankruptcy is, however, in a very penalties because of the error of the judge ; and

different position. He may, by the exercise of great to declare that such decision should be considered

skill and acumen , and with the help of a fair | as final, would be to do away with the right

share of luck , contrive to make as much profit out | of appeal altogether. But this much might, we

of his position , as if he had continued to devote his think, be enacted , and would meet fairly the justice

time to his ordinary business. But, on the other hand, of the case . At the present time a number of trustees

he is responsible to two sets of masters, whose

interests are directly antagonistic, and one of whom | Law is ,practically ,what the judges declare. The declara

will scarcely look upon him with friendly eyes. Hetion of a Court of Law is authoritative, and binds

has to incur expenses which may never be repaid ; every one, unless and until it is varied upon appeal.

he is personally responsible for the payment of claims Now , in altering the law by Actof Parliament, every re

the amount of which he can never recover ; and he spect is usually paid to vested interests, and retrospectivo

has, in many instances, to discover the true state of action is as far as possible avoided . Suppose that a

the law on any particular point, with the knowledge declaratory statute was passed, making it incumbent on

that a fortunate guess will bring him no special return, holders of bills of exchange to prove in every case not

while a mistake in judgment may lead to his being only that they had given value for them , but that all

mulcted in the penalty of very heavy costs. Our intermediate holders down to the originalmakers of the

correspondent who signs himself “ A Sufferer " is able note had given due consideration, and that the title of the

to vouch practically for the accuracy of the opinion original indorser or discounter was perfect, how many

which we expressed in commenting upon the decision | actions would at once arise, unless the retrospective

of the Lords Justices in Ebbs v. Boulnois,and suggests action of the statute was clearly barred. So with

that the contingency of loss under such circumstances regard to the results of the decision in Elbs v . Boulnois.

may well be taken into consideration in estimat. | Virtually it is an alteration of the law , though formally

ing the proper amount of a trustee's remuneration.

Is there no way by which a trustee who is unlucky | be declared that the doctrine enounced is to apply only to

enough to become the victim of judicial error can be | the future, and that no transactions which were in con

protected ? He has divided his estate , orhanded over formitywith the law as laid down by Sir James Bacon shall

a surplus to the debtor ; and he finds that he has done be re-opened ,merely on the ground of this new decision.

wrong, and has to do what he can to recoup himself | This will,we think , fully meet the difficulty ; otherwiso

the loss incurred. But it is important io protect as much serious derangement will ariso. Let us sipposo
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that the House of Lords, after consideration , reverses that it did . As it is, thebank has comeout of the scrape

the decision of the Lords Justices, and restores the with tolerable success, considering that its manager,

law to its previous condition. In that case, we might for whose acts the bank must be held responsible,was

see the absurd result of men being fined and cast in as culpable as any of his confederates. The case,

damages for obedience to the law , if, in reliance on the like too many others of which the Court of Chancery

views of the Lords Justices, they have proceeded to has to take cognizance, illustrates the fact that the most

retrace the steps which they took on the authority of Sir plausible schemers get assistance in carrying out their

James Bacon . If this be so , the worst fears of our plans from quarters thatought to be above all suspicion.

correspondent will not appear to be in the least degree

exaggerated . People who look upon law as a highly technical

science , bristling with pitfalls to the inexperienced ,

The “ Eupion" Gas Company has already attained must be often amazed at the common -sense ordinary

somenotoriety through the investigations of the police principles upon which many of our Appeal Judges

courts ; and the little history told of the meansby which often proceed in framing their decisions. The way in

the requirements of the Stock Exchange prior to which Lord Justice James disentangled the case of Ex

granting a settling day were complied with , or, to speak parte Yglesias In re Gomez from legal subtleties,and

perhaps more correctly , evaded, is full of suggestive reduced it to a plain , simple examination of the inten

interest to investors generally. The juggle very much tion of the parties, was a remarkable specimen of clear

resembled the well-known ruse employed to swell out legal reasoning. The point was simply this : - Yglesias

theatrical pageants, by which every man on leaving was in the habit of accepting bills for Gomez for a

the stage runs round at theback of the scene and enters commission of 1 per cent. To meet these when they

again as part of continued processions. The money fell due, Gomez was in the habit of transmitting other

is originally lent by theMidland Bank to the promoters ; bills, with the proceeds of which Yglesias met his

it then appears as deposit-money paid by the share acceptancesat maturity . On the insolvency of Yglesias,

holders ; then it apparently becomes allotmentmoney , he had in his possession various acceptances sent him

and is finally re-transferred to the Midland Bank, in | by Gomez ; and the question arose to whom they be

what capacity the court had to decide. According to longed . On behalf of Yglesias , it was said that they

the official liquidator, this money was the property of were his absolute property, and that as his creditors

the shareholders ; while the Bank contended itwas a had released him , and accepted a composition , he was

mere loan, which had been repaid . The Vice- Chan entitled to retain and apply them for his own purposes .

cellor, in deciding in favour of the Bank , commented On the other hand, it was urged that Yglesias held

very sharply on the conduct of all persons concern them as trustee for Gomez. They were sent to him

ed . We could wish , however, in the interests for a specific purpose, namely , to meet the bills which

of justice , that he had come to a different Gomez had drawn ; and though , so long as he did this,

conclusion in some respects. If, he said , in no question could be raised as to his right to negotiate

effect, the claim of the liquidator were to be them , he was bound to use them only for the purpose

allowed, this money would be applied in payment for which they had been entrusted to him . This vier

of debts and costs ; and the surplus would have to be Lord Justice James upheld in an admirably clear and

divided among the very persons who had concocted lucid judgment, though it turns too much 01

the fraud. But, with every deference to Sir Richard the merits of the case to form a useful pre

Malins, this would exactly meet the justice of the case. cedent, or to cast much light on the troubled

The bank would rank among the creditors of the com waters of trusteeship , other than throwing some doubt

pany ; but the dividend paid to them would depend on a previous decision of Vice -Chancellor Giffard, from

upon the expenses of the liquidation, and the amount which it was easy to see that the superior court dis

of the other debts, and would probably leave a large sented . The principle of Yglesias' case is, that

balance to be extracted from the contributories. It monies in the hands of a bankrupt destined for a par

may be the case that the property in the money never | ticular purpose, revert to the original owner, unless

passed out of the Midland Bank and was never meant | that purpose is, or can be, fulfilled . On every ground,

to pass ; but it might nevertheless be fairly inferred | however, the judgment is worth special and carefulstaas.
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ASSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. first cause of trade, as in contrarlistinction to the more

DEFICIENCY. - It is very doubtful if a jury would convict unier primitive system of barter . In my humble opinion , the

the circumstances you mention . It has been held that the
following are a few of the causes which have tended ,

prisoner must negative the intent to defraud , and that such and are tending, to bring about the present and coming

intent will be assumed where a debtor disposes of all his state of affairs.

property. But if the accounts have been carelessly kept, the Firstly - The facilities granted by manufacturers and
debtor will probably escape. A public examination would others to so -called merchants, who purchase goods say for

perhaps disclose something forther , and the trustee should , 50 per cent. cash and 50 per cent. on acceptances, which
for his own protection , take the opinion of the body of are, of course, at once discounted ; and immediately consign
creditors . the goods for sale to India , China, or some other distant

= part, where a demand is supposed to exist,but where, in all

probability , themarkets are already glutted. Some bank

Correspondence. most good naturedly advances 75 per cent. on the shipping

documents, not at the rate of interest current in England,

but at that of the place where the goods are to be sold .

IS A CRISIS AT HAND ? This rate may be taken at say 1 per cent. per month, and

To the Editor of the Accountant.
the loan is for a specified time, say 6 or 8months. If the

goods are sold , rebate of interest at perhaps 5 per cent. per
SIR , - Many of our leading papers have for the last annum is allowed , so thatthe bankers have a jolly time of it

month endeavoured to show that there is no real cause for being, except in rare instances, fully covered. The sellers

anxiety in the present state of trade ; and that, notwith having consented to take only 50 per cent. in cash , and

standing the failures which have already taken place, trade the bank advancing (less interest) 75 per cent. on the

is not in a bad state. In support of this argument, invoices, the " merchant" naturally gets the advantage of

reference is constantly being made to the exports and the margin , which enables him to extend his operations

imports of the country. I readily admit that the export and repeat the game ad libitum . All goes on swimmingly

and import returns should be the most reliable indications until it becomes necessary to have remittances, when ,

of demand and supply , but I must take exception to such notwithstanding all the glowing reports received from

returns - so far, at least, as exports are concerned - being | abroad , the markets are nearly sure to be against him

treated as a reliable guide at present, unless (which is ( even if his agents act honestly towards him ), and account

practically impossible ) there be shown in a tabulated form sales arrive one after the other showing little or no

the destination , cost, and realisation of the goods so margin wherewith to discharge his acceptances to the

exported. With a view to starting a discussion which sellers, who have no alternative but to renew or force

may open the eyes of the nation to the necessity of bring the merchant to suspend. This their own engagements

ing about some radical changes in our present mode of will perhapsmake it undesirable to do, and the renewed

trading and financing, I purpose calling attention to some bills again go forward for discount, and so on , until the

of the reasons which lead one to believe that there is accumulation gets so great as to bring about the failure of

much cause for anxiety - not only in the present, but one or both of the parties,when the English discount

also in the future of our country , if the existing course of houses find themselves, as at the present time, the happy

trade is allowed to continue. owners of unrealisable " promises to pay."

Of course, I am quite prepared to be regarded as an Now , sir, in a transaction of this nature there are,

alarmist; but I shall I be only too glad to find that England according to my ideas, three prime sinners : - ( 1) the

is not to become a bye-word among trading, as she has manufacturers or sellers, who, finding no legitimate

among fighting , nations. Perhaps at no time has England demand for their merchandise,adopt this course of con

been considered more wealthy than now . How much her verting it into cash, charging probably a proportionate

wealth may become modified when she realises the whole increase for the risk ; ( 2 ) the foreign banks, without

of her losses under the heading of money lent to foreign whose aid (entailing as a rule no risk whatever on them

states, and undertakings which were never intended to selves) such transactions would be impossible ; and ( 3 ) the

pay - has yet to be learnt ; but those bad debts will have merchant, who should know that in the long-run no con

to be written off some day, and then, perhaps, English signment business can pay, unless in the first place the

people will learn that there is some connection between consignee's interest is by partnership identical with his

high interest and low security. I will, however, contine own ; and in the second place, hé trades within the limit

myself to England 's position as a trading, rather than as a of his own capital, and is independent of advances by

money -lending nation . bankers. The merchant is, however, the one least to
The present crisis (for a serious crisis it will, I believe, blame in thematter, for he only avails himself of facilities

prove to be) is what first concerns uis . Those whohavebeen | readily conceded to him , and to which our bankruptcy laws
at all behind the scenes during the past few years must raise no objection whatever. The merchant is, in fact,
have foreseen a portion of present events , which are only almost in the same position as a small speculative
the natural consequences of the facilities I complain of. builder who crects houses with otherpeople's money ; if
For a long while money has been cheap (except during things turn out well (that is , if his houses sell quickly ) ,

a short period ) ; and for a long while also — the causes of then he is all right, whereas if things turn out badly , his

which must be traced back to the general want of con crelitors are all wrong .

fidence arising out of the events of 1866 — there was in The remedy for this is in the hands of the sellers, who

bona fide trade little real demand for money. should refuse to execute orders on credit, unless certified
I would premise that I am not an opponentof free trade, copies of the indents are produced , or be debarred from

provided it is not allowed to remain , as at present, a proving for speculative transactions in the event of
one-sided arrangement, neither do I object to credit, bankruptcy ; and also by the insertion of a penal clause
which , within proper limits, is the natural necessity and in the Bankruptcy Act for reckless trading. .
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Secondly — The ease with which trading firms can put statement of affairs at £5,222. It also appears by the
accommodation paper into circulation . There are times report that Mr. Lamb, of the office of the liquidation

when tlie wealthiest houses require temporary accommoda department, having regard to the discrepancy in the

tion , and there should beno difficulty in obtaining it upon a figures, “ and other circumstances,” refused to certify

true representation of the facts. At present it is ob that the proposal was fair and reasonable ; whereas, the

tained by a legally permitted lie. trustee stated that considerable depreciation had occurred

The remedy for this would be to make it compulsory to
in the value of the assets. The Court, holding thatthe

resolutions were not in the nature of a scheme under the
substitute on bills of exchange for the words " value
received ," the actual consideration given - such as “ goods

28th section , declined to make the order, and left the

trustee to take the responsibility upon himselt of selling
sold and delivered," or “ money lent," " security held ,” & c .;

and by law treating misrepresentations in this respect as
the property upon the terms of the resolution. It has

frauds.
always appeared to me that the intention of themarvellous
Act of 1869, was practically to leave the administration

Thirdly - Themanner in which the term " free trade" has of an estate in the hands of the creditors . Here, not.
liy recent bankruptcy legislation been prostituted , until it withstanding the concurrence of a statutory majority of
has degenerated into a simple license to swindle . When im creditors, the court has deliberately placed an obstacle
prisonment for debt was done away with , some remedy in the trustee 's way, or thrown upon him the onus of
should have been left to creditors. That remedy exists personal risk ( I suppose as to possible dissenting creditors)
theoretically in bankruptcy ; but the interpretation of our in carrying out the views of those interested. This

existing bankruptcy laws renders any such attempted surely is a glaring anomaly ! Are not the responsibilities
remedy a complete comedy. Fancy å man telling his of a trustee sufficiently great, without further obstacles
creditors that he had purposely abstained from keeping being placed in his path ? If the creditors choose to
books in order to suppress the evidence necessary to direct the trustee to release the estate upon credit, and,
convict him under the Debtors' Act, and offering them the as they appear to believe, under conditions which are
alternative of two shillings in the pound under a com advantageous to themselves, why should the evident in .
position , or nothing in the pound in bankruptcy , no expla tentions of the Act be so stultified as to render it im .
nation whatever as to the deficiency of eighteen shillings possible for the trustee, except at a personal risk, ti
in the pound being furnished . I have seen this done,Mr. give effect to their views ? Similar schemes of settlement
Editor; and the creditors, appreciating the soundness of the have been brought forward under bankruptcies, of which
argument, took the two shillings in the pound like lambs. I will cite the case of " Nokes and Carlisle, bankrupts,

A bankrupt who now goes into court with any assets is
whose statement of affairs showed large paper assets, and

a fool. If there are none, it is ten to one against any
yet nevertheless, one of the bankrupts put forward 8

serious opposition being offered , and he can at his leisure scheme of settlement, whereby by deed he has to pay to

generally get free, say twelve monthslater under a scheme
the trustee under the bankruptcy a sum of £4,000, dis

of settlement by paying someridiculously small instalment.
tributed in annual payments over ten years. Is it, or is it

And this is the Act which was to bring about arrange not a fact, that the creditors are to have control of their

ments of a minimum of ten shillings in thepound ! own estate ? If not, why should they be humbugged

into the belief that they have. The terms of
Fourthly . — The mania for speculation (not trade or the Act have, in realisation , proved very disap

investment) which pervades all classes. And fifthly . - The pointing. The trading community originally be

strikes in some of our principal specialties, which have lieved that the Act would inducemen to suspend while

already so seriously compromised our prestige as to reduce a dividend of ten shillings in the pound was yet forth

us from monopolists to open , and at times unsuccessful, coming. Experience, however, teaches us that judicious

competitors. bankrupts follow the principle of the old Act, and take

Before England can hope to resume her proud position
care not to come into court until the whole of their assets

as the head of the commercial world, very serious modif are dissipated . It is, perhaps, not an honest course, but it

cations must take place in her trade usages, and these
has the advantage of reducing all hostility and opposition

modifications will not be effected unless the laws render to a minimum . The old Roman law gave creditors the

them compulsory.
right to a man 's carcase it he could not pay. More

modern legislation gave them the right to make him forfeit

I am , Sir, your obedient Servant, his liberty . The present legislation is far more humane.

EXPERT COMPTABLE. Every facility is offered to fraud ; and where the law falls

London, 3rd July, 1875. short in protecting reckless or dishonest trading, creditors

themselves are kindly coming to the rescue. Look how

goodnaturedly the warehousemen and wholesale grocers

RESPONSIBILITIES OF TRUSTEES. are endeavouring to give the finishing touches to the

existing facilities for fraud ! The day may arrive when
To the Editor of the Accountant. they will realise the fact that there is such a thing as

Dear Sir , - Your issue of the 19th ultimo contains a 1 being “ penny -wise -and -pound- foolish ." I assert thatit..
report of the case of “ Cornelius Bennett Harness,” under perfectly feasible to frame a law which will enable

which , liquidation by arrangement was duly registered , trustees to administer estates at a low and yet remunerative
and, as since proposed , a scheme duly accepted by the scale ; but that in order to do so , it will be necessary to
creditors whereby he should purchase the whole of the show a little sympathy both to creditors, and their agents

assets (with a trilling exception ) for a sum of £3,000, | the trustees.

payable by instalments, and secured by the joint bond of Yours truly,
the debtor and his father, the debtor paying the costs of

the liquidation ; the assets being estimated upon the London, July 2nd, 1875 .

A TRUSTEE
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THE BANKRUPTCY VOTE .To the Editor of the Accountant.

DEAR SIR , Ihave read with much interest the very full

Boulnois," and also the report “ re F . Milnes " of Sheffield ,

both of which are contained in your issue of the 19th

June last. At the time when the trustee in the latter

case held a meeting, the creditors appear to have passed

a resolution which was actually in accord with the

highest legal decisions then given . The directions so

given would , however, appear to be now diametrically

opposed to the last decision of the Lords Justices. It

is possible that many trustees may have acted in accord

ance with the pre-existing views, and now find themselves

in the happy position of having divided their estates, and

being called upon to defend suits at their own expense,

and with the possibility of getting a heavy verdict against

them . I particularly desire to call your attention to this

risk , as I believe that many trustees are to a great extent

ignorant of the responsibilities of their position , and

creditors appear to persistently ignore that such responsi

bilities must of necessity form an item of calculation in

the question of remuneration. Acting under the express

directions of a committee of inspection , and with perfect

good faith , I have already had the luxury of paying

money out of pocket for practical experience as to the

explanation of the word “ trustee."

Allow meto suggest that the Societies of Accountants

should take some opportunity of calling the attention of

the public to the fact that the trustees do not hold abso .

lute sinecures.

Yours truly ,

A SUFFERER .

London , July 2nd , 1875.

A correspondentwrites: - The parliamentary proceedings

of Tuesday last were not without interest to accountants

practising in bankruptcy. On themotion to vote the sum

of £38,635 to complete the amount required for the Bank

ruptcy Court, a short but somewhat interesting discussion

took place. It was advocated by an eminent commercial

member of the house (Sir A . Lusk ) that the total abolition

of the Court of Bankruptcy would be of the greatest

benefit to trade, and that the establishment of a Court of

Commerce would be found to be the only antidote against

commercial frauds and swindles. We confess, it is taking

a rather wide view of the matter to stigmatise bankruptcy

proceedings as loop-holes through which swindlers, who

become indebted “ to the extent of millions,” are enabled

through the machinery of the Bankruptcy Act to creep

safely out of their liabilities and obligations. Take the

proceedings under the present Act as it stands, few cases

are so greatly involved in fraud and deception as some

may please to imagine. It must certainly be admitted

that the administration is not what it ought to be ; that

there is existing a great want for reform , and that gross

and nefarious transactions do at times become

" whitewashed ” through the medium of the court ;

but whether or not the total abolition of the

court would be a wise or a necessary step ,

it would certainly be accompanied by the most serious

consequences to the commercial classes. What, may be

asked, will you put in its place ? Bad it may be, and

undoubtedly is ; butwhathave you gotbetter ? In August

1874 a Commission, which on Tuesday received the happy

qualification of departmental,” was appointed by the Lord

Chancellor,to investigate the faulty features, and recommend

alterations in the unfortunately framed Act of 1869. We

have arrived at July 1875 , and the public receives the

terse and promising information that there is no probability

of the report of this valuable and hard-working Committeo

being ready for presentation until after the prorogation .

This , we must confess, will be scarcely re -assuring to the

menibers of those societies by whom strenuous and timely

steps were taken to be represented on the committee. It

becomes obvious that the capacity of those appointed is

either too weak to grapple with a prevailing nuisance, or

that to rest on one's oars in the security of a fond hope

that all will come right of itself is the order of the day.
We cannot help expressing our gratitude to Sir A . Lusk

for his observations on Tuesday night. It is generally

admitted that it matters little whether the bull be taken

by the horns or tail, so long as he be taken ; even so to

grapple with the present Bankruptcy Act, either by extin

guishing it altogether, or amending it in part, matters but

little , as long as a measure be framed and adopted that

will be in harmony with the requirements of the day.

To the Editor of the Acconutant.

DEAR SIR , — The report of the case “ Sprunt v. Carr,"

contained in No. 28 of your paper , illustrates the fact that
persons calling themselves “ accountants" are not the only

individuals who sometimes do curious things. It is in

teresting, as showing how hostile creditors occasionally

consent to the extraction of their stings, and the utility of

legal advisers in bringing about such very desirable

arrangements.
Yours truly ,

" INNOCENT.
London, July 2nd , 1875.

APPOINTMENTS .

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column . ]

Mr. Frederick William Sperring, of 26 Philpot-lane, Fen .

church -street, E . C ., has been appointed Trustee of the

estate of Mr. Thomas Jeffery, late of Dorking, Surrey, now of

the White Horse Inn , Rupert-street, Haymarket,

Mr. Frederick William Sperring , of 26 Philpot- lane, Fen

church -street, E . C ., has been appointed Receiver and Manager

of the estate of James Morrall and Son , the Grange, Grange

road , Bermondsey, Surrey, calf kid leather dressers and

tanners.

Vice-Chancellor Hall has appointed Mr. James , of James and
Edwards, official liquidator of the Indestructible Paint Com .

pany, Limited.
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COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH, WESTMINSTER. formity. I have drawn on you for £600 , £400, £1,000, at

three months' date, order of Banco de Castilla , which you will
please accept to my debit in No. 1 account. I enclose first ofJuly 5 .
exchange for £927 14s. 8d, at 60 days' sight, on Messrs, F.

(Sittings in Banco at Westminster, before the LORD CHIEF Huth and Co., to my credit in the same account. I am , & c.,

JUSTICE , Mr. Justice BLACKBURN , and Mr. Justice Lush .) R . M . Gomez .” “ Malaga, 9th July , 1874. Messrs. J. R .

Low v . BLAKEMORE. — This case raised a short but important Yglesias and Co., London . Dear Sirs , - I confirm mine of

point, which for some years past has been much contested , yesterday , and have to hand your esteemed of the 2nd inst.,

which is in conformity . I enclose first of exchange for £100 ,

debts due to his debtor is a “ secured creditor " entitled to at three months' date on Wattengall, Campbell, for my credit

in account No. 1, and £28 6s at eight days' sight on Sunder.
preference or protection under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, in

the event of a bankruptcy. Mr. Justice Lush delivered an land , payable there (in London ) to account No. 2 . Yours, & c.,

elaborate judgment, in which the Lord Chief Justice, Mr. R . M . Gomez ." The account No. I was the account of the

Justice Mellor, and Mr. Justice Field , who heard the case, accommodation acceptances and of the remittances made in

concurred , to the effect that the judgment creditor under such respect of them . The account No. 2 . was the account of all

circumstances is to be regarded as a “ secured creditor " other dealings and transactions between the parties. The

within the Bankruptcy Act, and they therefore decided in his fact that there were these two accounts between them

favour against the receiver in Bankruptcy who claimed to be appears to us to be a fact of the utmost importance in the

entitled to the money, case, and , unless controlled by something else, shown by or to

be inferred from the course of dealing between the parties,

shows conclusively , in our opinion, that the remittances were

sent exclusively for the purpose oftaking up the accommodation

COURT OF APPEAL IN CIIANCERY. acceptances as they became due, and were appropriated for

that purpose . It is suggested that the accounts kept by

Yglesias, and periodically transmitted by him to Gomez and

July 1. accepted by the latter, show that the remittances were re

ceived and treated by Yglesias as his absolute property, and
(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)

Ex Parte GOMEZ - IN REYGLESIAS.-- This appeal from a received . We are satisfied , however, on a careful examination

decision of Mr. Registrar Pepys, acting as Chief Judge, in of the account, that it had not and was not intended to have

volved a question of some mercantile importance. The any effect in altering the legal relations between the parties,

appeal was argued in Easter term , and this morning the judg. and the rights flowing from the fact that acceptances were

ment of the court was delivered . The question in dispute given by Yglesias on the one hand, and remittances sent by

arose out of the insolvency of Messrs. Jose Antoni Yglesias Gomez on the other hand to provide for those acceptances.

and Carlos Michael Yglesias, merchants, of Jeffreys-square , The dates on which the debits were made on the oneside, and

St. Mary -axe, trading as J. R . Yglesias and Co., who filed a the credits were given on the other , appear to us to be a mere

liquidation petition on the 20th July, 1874 , under which Mr. accountant's manipulation of figures, for the purpose of

William Turquand was appointed receiver of their property. showing how the interest account would stand on the

Ultimately their creditors resolved to accept a composition of hypothesis that every bill would be honoured when due. It is

3s. 4d. in the pound , and that the debtors should also assign not pretended that Yglesias became the purchaser of the

a large debt then owing to them from J . Firmat and Co ., of remittances to him , or that he took them as absolute payment

Buenos Ayres (which was considered doubtful), on trust for and discharge of so much money . On the contrary, when any

the benefit of the creditors rateably. The question on the of them were dishonoured the amount and costs were placed

present appeal was as to the right to the proceeds of some to thedebit of Gomez. It is suggested that Yglesias had full

bills of exchange which had been remitted to Yglesias and Co. right to discount the bills the moment he received them . But

by Mr. R . M . Gomez , of Malaga , to meet other bills he had that is always the case in these matters. It is never expected

drawn on Yglesias and Co., and which they had accepted for or understood that a banker, or a man in the position of

his accommodation . The proceeds of these remitted bills , Yglesias, is to keep the things locked up in his drawer so long

amounting to £5 ,545 , came into the hands of Mr. Turquand as as he is going on and solvent. Themode in which he is to use

receiver, and the question arose who was entitled to them . the remittances for the purpose of putting himself in funds is

Yglesias and Co. claimed them , and they were also claimed by for his discretion and judgment, and the right to interfere

some of the holders of their acceptances, on the authority of with them only arises (like the analogous right of stoppage

the well-known case of “ Ex parte Waring ” (19 Ves., 345 ) . in transitu or resumption of vendor's lien ), where there is

The Registrar decided against the billholders, and in favour of actual or imminent insolvency patent. We start then with

Yglesias and Co. ; Gomez appealed . The bill-holders did not this , that Yglesias was liable as surety for Gomez on a large

appeal. Mr. Cohen , Q . C ., and Mr. Robinson , Q C ., were for amount of acceptances, and , on the other hand, he had the

the appellant ; Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., and Mr. Daniel Jones were remittances to meet or provide pro tanto for those acceptances.

for Yglesias and Co. ; Mr. John Linklater was for the receiver. In that state of things Yglesias failed , and at the time of his

The other material facts of the case were stated in the judg failure there were in his hands remaining in specie a large

ment of the court, which was delivered by Lord Justice James amount of Gomez' s remittances which had been so specifically

as follows :- Gomez , a merchant abroad , was in the habit of appropriatod. It appears to us that, in accordance with

drawing bills of exchange on Yglesias, a merchant in London , I principle and a whole current of authorities in Equity,

who accepted those bills for the accommodation of Gomez , in (whatever might be the legal right of property in the bills,

consideration of a commission of 1 per cent. Either con . | which it is not necessary to consider) Gomez had a right to

temporaneously with the letters announcing that the bills take out of the hands of Yglesias those remittances, subject to

were so drawn , or afterwards, other bills were remitted by any lien of the latter in respect of the liability he has incurred .

Gomez to Yglesias, in order to provide the latter with funds to Now , with respect to the latter, he hasmade a statutory

meet the acceptances, and to keep him out of cash advances. composition of 3s . 4d. in the pound, and it is not suggested

The two letters which I am about to read show the course of that that composition is not, as between Yglesias and the bill:

proceeding between the parties. His Lordship read the two holders, a valid and effectual discharge, so that all he has paid

following letters : - “ Malaga, 8th July , 1874. Messrs . J. R . and all he is liable to pay for Gomez is the amount r

Yglesias and Co., London. Dear Sirs, - - Yours of the 1st inst. sented by that composition , and Gomez continues liable on his

crossed by mine of yesterday, which I confirm , is in con - | draughts for the remaining 16s. 8d, in the pound. It is state
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(and if this is not admitted there must be an inquiry on this the fund , and this amount must be made good by Yglesias

point) that crediting Yglesias in account with only the 3s. 4d . , and Co .

in the pound , the balance is not in his favour, leaving the
above-mentioned remittances wholly free, and it is not sug.

gested that if Gomez had actually paid or taken up the VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURTS, Lincoln 's Inn .

would not be entitled to have the remittances given up to him ,

if we assume, as we have held, that they were specifically July 1.
appropriated. It is, however, suggested that Gomez himself

( Before Vice- Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)
is in some sense insolvent, that he has not paid , and is not
able to pay, the acceptances to the billholders. That cannot, IN RE THE EUPION FUEL AND GAS COMPANY, LIMITED .
in our opinion , give any right or equity to Yglesias, who, as This matter came on upon a motion by the official liquidator
between him and Gomez , is only entitled to reimbursement of the above named company for an order that the Midland
and indemnity , and he has been fully reimbursed , and is fully Banking Company, Limited (hereinafter called the Midland
indemnified, no matter by what means that indemnity has Bank ) might, within four days after the service of the order,
been obtained or bis liability discharged . Gomez is , in our pay to the official liquidator of the Eupion Company the sum

judgment, entitled, whether he is rich or poor, solvent or of £35,000 in their hands, received by them for and on behalf
insolvent, to have back his remittances, to enable him , it of the Eupion Company. It appeared from the evidence of
may be, to make a like favourable composition in his turn | the official liquidator that the Eupion Company was formed

with his creditors. It is not suggested that the right of on the 7th of March , 1874 , with a nominal capital of £50 ,000
Gomez has been intercepted by the right of any trustee, or in 50,000 shares of one pound each , of which one-half was to
assignee, or other like person , under any thing in the nature be paid on application , and one -half on allotment. The

of bankruptcy or cessio bonorum , or the like , under the laws object of the company was the purchase of some patents for

of his country. The view of the case which we have taken making gas and fuel for £40 ,000, of which £15 ,000 was to be

renders it unnecessary to dispose of another point which advanced on fully paid -up shares, and £25 ,000 in cash . A
might have been of great importance in this case. It appears Mr. Aspinall and Mr. Whyte were two of the directors of the

that of the remittances as much as £2,636 were sent with company. The company was advertised and the public

letters announcing draughts for acceptance, which were not invited to subscribe for the 35 ,000 shares which had to be

accepted , they having arrived after the stoppage . We think allotted , butno subscriptions came in . Mr. Aspinall and Mr.
that there is very great ground for saying that the language Whyte, acting by a Mr. Muir, a promoter of the company, and

by the then manager of the Midland Bank, arranged with that
House in the case of “ Shepherd y , Harrison ” (“ Law Reports , bank that sufficient moneys should be lent by the bank to Mr.
5 House of Lords," 116 ) would apply to this case ; that, from Aspinall and Mr. Muir to enable them to have the whole of
the course of dealing between the parties, there would be the shares allotted , and to procure a settlement and quotation
implied that, which would not, according to mercantile of the shares from the committee of the Stock Exchange.
courtesy and usage, be said in so many words -- namely , “ I The agreement was carried out by the Midland Bank thus :
send you the remittances on the faith that you will accept the They lent Mr. Muir and Mr. Aspinall, upon bills of Mr. Muir
draughts." That would, no doubt, appear to be inconsistent accepted by Mr. Aspinall, £17 ,500 , with which Mr.Duir and
with the decision of Vice-Chancellor Giffard in " Trimingham Mr. Aspinall were to pay , or cause to be paid , sums into
v . Maud ” (“ Law Report,” 7 Eq. 201). But it is to be ob the bankers of the Eupion Company, viz . the National
served that that decision was pronounced some years before Provincial Bank of England, in the names of applicants for
the case in the House of Lords, and further that, as a matter 35 ,000 shares in the company ; and as soon as the money was
of fact, the Vice-Chancellor cameto the conclusion that there paid into the bankers of the company, it was to be paid out
was only ono general account, and that the remittances were and deposited with the Midland Bank. The Midland
made on that general account. It is not necessary for any Bank accordingly, through their manager , made several pay
present purpose critically to examine that decision , but we ments of money to Mr. Muir between the 19th of March , 1874 ,
are not sure that we can reconcile the premises, and the and the 23rd of June, 1874 , secured by acceptances of Mr.
conclusion in the judgment. Something has been said about Aspinall. The payments were made by cheques drawn by the
the rights of the billholders under the doctrine of " Ex parte Midland Bank, through their manager, on the London and
Waring.” It appears that some billholders did apply by their County Bank , in favour of a “ number," but for the account of
own summons, and had an adverse decision , which has not Mr. Muir and Mr. Aspinall. The cheques so drawn were then

been appealed from , and is now past appeal. There being cashed, and the proceeds paid by Mr. Muir and Mr. Aspinal
nothing to show that Gomez's property has been , or is, the into the bankers of theEupion Company. Those bankers were
subject of judicial liquidation , or that he has obtained the at the same time supplied with the letters of application of
benefit of a legal composition or discharge, there are not two several persons who had gone through the form of applying
estates within the meaning of “ Ex parte Waring ” or for shares in the Eupion Company, at the solicitation of Mr.
“ Powles v. Hargreaves,” and no means, therefore, of apply Muir and Mr. Aspinall, in order that the cheques might be
ing the doctrine of those cases. The result , therefore, will be distributed between those persons in the banking account, and
that the order of the Registrar will be discharged , and the treated as a deposit of 10s. per share on the shares applied
money in question ordered to be paid to Gomez . Yglesias to for. After those moneys had been so paid in they were drawn
pay the costs before the Registrar. No costs of the appeal. out from the National Provincial Bank of England by
Some discussion then ensued with regard to the assignment means of cheques signed by Mr. Aspinall and Mr. Whyte,
made by Yglesias and Co . of Firmat and Co.' s debt, the result who were then directors of the Eupion Company. Those
of which, it was said , would be that, if any thing was ulti cheques were in favour of the Midland Bank , and of these
mately realised for the creditors of Yglesias and Co . from that dates - viz ., £2,500 on the 20th March , £2 ,500 on the 21st of
source , the latter would be entitled to an indemnity from March , £2,500 on the 23rd of March , and £4,000 on the 24th
Gomez beyond the amount of the composition of 3s. 4d. in of March , 1874 . In exchange for the cheques so handed over
the pound. It is not yet ascertained what will be realised to the Midland Bank , they issued deposit receipts to the
from Firmat and Co .' s debt. In the result , the Court said that Eupion Company to the full amount of the respective
they could only decide at present that the application of cheques. On the 23rd of March , and subsequently , when so
Yglesias and Co. to have the whole fund paid to them must be requested , on the 25th of March , 1874 , Mr. Aspinall gave
refused . The fund must remain at present, with liberty to the manager of the Midland Bank a charge, by way of
Gomez to apply. The receiver would retain his costs out of security for the moneys advanced on the deposits - or
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rather the moneys paid in as above-mentioned to the deposit

account. Mr. Aspinall and Mr. Whyte subsequently drew

cheques against the deposit account at the Midland Bank
The deposit receipts with the endorsements on them were now

in the possession of the Midland Bank ; but except as

appeared by the endorsements (which , on behalf of the official
liquidator of the Eupion Company, it was said Mr. Aspinall

and Mr. Whyte had no authority to make), there was no

evidence of any part of the £35 ,000 so received by the

Midland Bank , as aforesaid, from the Eupion Company,

having ever been repaid . The manager of the Midland Bank

during the transactions in question by his affidavit entered

into a detailed account of the circumstances of the case ko

far as he was concerned , but the above statements are

sufficient, having regard to the judgment infra, to explain

the general nature of this application . Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and

Mr.Montague Cookson , Q . C ., were for the official liquidator

of the Eupion Company. Mr. Cotton , Q . C ., and Mr. F . C . J .

Millar contended that it was not £35,000, but £17,500 only , for

which , if any thing, the official liquidator should have asked ,
though in fact there was nothing owing from the Midland

Bank to the Eupion Company. It was supposed because the

£35,000 had been paid in to the bankers of the Eupion Com

pany that the money was therefore theirs, and, logically , the

whole was asked for. But this case was identical with that

suggested in “ Gray v . Lewis " (" Law Reports 8 , Chancery

Appeals 1,052' ) ,where it was thus put : - " You , the bank ,

have got moneys in your hands,moneys paid into your bank

to our account, and for which , therefore, you are liable to us.

They are moneys had and received by you to our use, and you

are debtors to that amount. True it is, you say that you liave

in your own books discharged yourself of £230,000 of those

moneys which you have so received by applying them in pay

ment of certain bills of exchange under an authority signed

by some of our directors, but that authority is perfectly idle.

It was entirely ultra vires, and you knew it to be so ." On

similar grounds to those , and because the true ownership of

the £35,000 was in the Midland Bank still, the motion in this

case should , under all the circumstances of it , be refused, and

with costs. The Vice -Chancellor said that on this motion by the

official liquidator of the Eupion Company, it was obvious that

the order asked for could not be made unless the Court was

perfectly satisfied that the money in question belonged to that

company. If it did, of course it would form part of the assets

of the company. From what he had heard and seen of this

company, it was plain to him that it had been a fraud from

beginning to end . The application was a nominal one only

for 50,000 shares of £l each ; and , although the chief clerk

had fixed on the list of shareholders persons who held all the

50,000 shares, not one penny had ever really been paid in

respect of them . It was usual in cases of companies to pay

a deposit on any application for shares, and to make a further

payment on allotment, but on neither occasion , in this instance,

was any thing paid . Then camethe transaction immediately

in question , with reference to which he had said in the course

of the argument, and he again repeated , that it was dis

creditable and disgraceful to all the parties concerned in it .

This company, with all its shares nominally applied for , but

wholly unpaid , foundit necessary to get some quotation for the

shares on the Stock Exchange , and for that purpose to obtain

certificates that its shares had been applied and paid for. The

manager of the Midland Bank lent himself to the trans

action , and being a person who could, presumably,

draw any amount of cheques upon his bank, drew several in

March , 1874, for some thousands of pounds. The cheques

were all printed with " and Co .” on the face of them , so that

they must necessarily pass though a banker' s hands. They

were drawn to “ numbers," without any name, and were signed

by the manager of the Midland Bank. But it did not suit the

purpose of the parties that the cheques should pass through a

banker's hands, and accordingly the words and Co." were

struck out, and “ cash ” substituted for them . The cheques

were then taken to the London and County Bank and cashed,

and the proceeds paid into the National Provincial Bank

of England , who were the bankers of the Eupion Company.

The money so paid was about £35,000 or £40,000, in round
numbers. It was not all paid in one sum , but by several

cheques of different amounts, and not one of the cheques
was really paid in by any allottee of the shares. No sooner
was the money paid in to the National Provincial Bank of
England than it was again drawn out by two of the directors

of the Eupion Company . On the Monday the money got into

the National Provincial Bank of England ; on the Tuesday

it was drawn out by cheques in favour of the Midland Bank,

and on the Wednesday it was paid into that bank. Then there

was an arrangement between the manager of that bank and

Mr.Muir. The manager undertook to discount draughts of
Mr. Muir's not exceeding in the whole £10,000 ; and on the

manager being assured of the safety of the transaction, so far

as the Eupion Company was concerned, the money, apparently
that of the Eupion Company, was improperly dealt

with by the parties who had paid it into the Midland
Bank . The whole thing was à mere sham . It was, as
already observed, impossible to make the order on this

motion, unless the money was undoubtedly the property
of the Eupion Company. But suppose the liquidator got
this money : the debts of the Eupion Company (exclusive of
one claimed by the Midland Bank themselves, were only about
£1,300 . The money would have to be applied , first , in paying

the expenses of the winding-up of that company , then in the

discharge of its debts, and the surplus would have to be distri

buted among the very persons who had been guilty of all the

fraud in this case ; who had said they had taken shares,which

they never did take, and forwhich , therefore, though they said

they had paid , they never did pay. It was an unfortunate
thing for the Midland Bank that they should have had such a

manager, and it was impossible to say thathis conductFas
proper, or that what hehad done was valid . The transaction

was a disgraceful sham , and nothing either more or less. It
was clear upon the whole case thatthe property in the £35,000

never passed out of the Midland Bank , in whom the right

to it still remained , and the motion must, therefore, be

refused ; but as the Midland Bank were responsible for the
acts of their manager, the motion must be refused, without
costs.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

July 2 .

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR PEPYS, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE GILEAD A . SMITH AND Co. - The debtors are merchants,

carrying on business at 23 Change-alley, Cornhill, and at New
York . Their debts and liabilities are estimated at £530,900,

with assets of doubtful value. Mr. Linklater now applied for
leave to file a petition for liquidation under the 125th and

126th sections, signed by three only of the partners in the

firm . It appeared that the fourth partner was at New York,
engaged in the business of the firm , but he had forwarded a

power of attorney to this country authorising his co-partners

to act for him . His Honour granted the application .

IN RE ALEXANDER COLLIE AND Co . - The debtors, Messrs.
Alexander and William Collie, were described as merchants,

of Leadenhall-street, and Manchester, and their liabilities

were estimated at £3 ,400 ,000 . Mr. Hollams, jun., now applied

that a receiver and manager should be appointed. It appeared
that the suspension occurred on the 15th ult., and the debtors

had since presented a petition for liquidation by arrangement
or composition. Goods of considerable value were stored at
Manchester in warehouses belonging to the firm , and, in order

to avoid loss, it was necessary to sell portions of them from

time to time. The nomination of the proposed receiver and

manager (Mr. Young, of the firm of Turquand and Co.) was

approved by creditors for about £1,500,000, and it seemed that

various matters were continually arising in reference to buy
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estate which required immediate attention . His Honour said

the desired order would be made.

July 3 .

(Before the Hon . W . C. SPRING-RICE, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE J. AND E . LAND. - Mr. De Gex , Q .C ., and Mr. Pitt

Taylor appeared in support of an application for the approval

by the court of a composition accepted by creditors. The

debtors, who were gun manufacturers , carrying on business in

Cockspur-street, had filed a petition for liquidation , and at the

first meeting the creditors resolved to liquidate by arrange

ment. The liabilities amounted to between £11,000 and

£12,000, with assets £5 ,000,subject to reduction on realisation ,

At a meeting of creditors recently held under the 28th section ,

the creditors agreed to accept a composition of 6s. in the

application .

IN RE WILLIAM M 'ARTHUR. -- This was an appeal from an

order of Mr. Registrar Keene, refusing to register a resolution
of creditors in favour of liquidation by arrangement. Mr.

Brough appeared for the appellant. The debtor was an iron
merchant, carrying on a very extensive business at 122 Cannon

street and elsewhere, and he had also traded as the Caledonian

Iron Foundry Company. At an adjourned first meeting,

creditors to the amount of £104 ,923 passed unanimously a

resolution for liquidation by arrangement, and appointed &

trustee , but upon the matter being brought before Mr.

Registrar Keene, he declined to register the resolution , on the

ground that 29 creditors, whose debts amounted in the

aggregate to £18 ,100 , were not served with notice of the

meeting . Subsequent investigation showed, however, that the

actual total of the omitted creditors was £1,100 only . His

Honour referred the matter back to the Registrar, to be dealt

with by him upon the fresh evidence which had been adduced.

Lordship, in giving judgment, said it was proved that in

August, 1874 , an offer was made by the debtor to give security
to the bankers upon a particular vessel, but they refused it ,
stating, however, that circumstances might arise which would

induce them to call upon him for further security . This they
had a right to do, and there was nothing to show any dishonest
intention on their part. The promise to find security was dis

tinct, and the bankers afterwards made large advances to the
debtor to enable him to carry on his business . The transaction

was not with a view to prefer the bankers over the other
creditors, but only in performance of an obligation . The

appealmust be dismissed .

IN RE GILEAD SMITH AND Co. LIABILITIES £530, 900 , - The

debtors in this case , J. Dennis , Robert Lyon Burnett , and H .

Eagle Smith , trading under the style ofGilead Smith and Co .,

merchants , of 23 Change-alley, Cornhill, have filed a petition

for the liquidation of their affairs, and Mr. Linklater now

moved the court for the appointment of a receiver to the

estate. The application was made on an affidavit by the

debtors stating that their liabilities were estimated at £530 ,900,

and that the joint assets consisted of good book debts and
railway iron and other bonds of large but fluctuating value
included as security by certain creditors, and as to the
realisation of which it was desirable that some arrangement

should bemade. The first meeting is appointed to take place

on the 22nd of July . The affidavit further stated that the

debtors had large transactions with the firm of Fothergill and
Hankey , trading under the style of the Aberdare Company,

and that their trustee had seized Warwick -House, Paddington ,

the property of the debtors , with the furniture , fixtures,
works of art, plate , & c., under an assignment to the Aberdare

Company in respect of bills of exchange of the debtors
amounting to about £10 ,000, and that as the assignment was
only executed immediately preceding the filing of the
liquidation petition , important questions would arise between

the parties as to the rights of Fothergill and Hankey. On

these grounds his Honour granted the application, and
appointed Mr. F . Whinney, of the firm of Harding, Whinney,

and Co., public accountants, receiver , with power to get in

and receive the property of the debtors.

July 5 .

(Before Sir J. Bacon , Chief Judge.)

Ex PARTE WINTER , RE SOFTLEY. — This was an appeal from

an order of the Newcastle-on -Tyne County Court, by which it

was declared that an iron steam vessel, No. 111, formerly

belonging to the debtor, was a security to Messrs. Hodgkin ,

the bankers, for advances, and that that firm was entitled to

complete and launch the vessel, and sell the engines. Mr.

Little , Q . C ., and Mr. Doria were counsel for the appellant ;

Mr. DeGex , Q . C ., and Mr. Gainsford Bruce for the respondent ;

Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. F . H . Colt represented other

interests. The debtor, who was a shipbuilder carrying on

business at South Shields, had a banking account with Messrs.

Hodgkin and Co., who had been in the habit of discounting

bills for him in the usual way of bankers and their customers,

and they had also allowed him a considerable overdraught,

partly covered by bills and partly unsecured. The amountof the

overdraught fluctuated verymaterially during the several months

commencing in February and ending in October, 1874. In August

the debtor, who then owed Messrs. Hodgkin about £7,500,
offered to give security upon two vessels then being built, but

the bankers at that time declined to accept the security,

stating , however, that circumstances might arise which would

render it desirable for them to have it ; and the debtor agreed
in that case to furnish the security. On the 7th of October

thebankers told the debtor that he must lodge the builders'

certificate of the vessel No. 111 with Mr. Scott, their manager,

and on the 8th he did so , the vessel being then in an un

finished state and unregistered . On the 12th of the same

month the debtor filed a petition for liquidation , with debts

returned at £43,000, and assets £11,000, and the trustee
sought to impeach the transaction on the ground that it con

stituted a fraudulent preference and also an act of bankruptcy .

The County Court having allowed the bankers to retain their

security as to the vessel No. 111 , the trustee appealed. His

July 6 .

( Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

IN RE RICHARDSON AND C0. — This was an application to

register resolutions to liquidate the separate estate of Messrs.

T . H . and J. Richardson by arrangement and not in bank

ruptcy. The resolutions with respect to the joint estate were
registered last week, but it was objected that a creditor for

£5 ,000 had not been served in one case, and for a ' still

larger amount in the other. Mr. Brough , on the part of the

debtors, endeavoured to show that they really had notice,

being creditors of the joint estate, and it was stated in that

notice that the meeting of the separate creditors would be
afterwards held . His Honour, however, declined to register,
but gave leave to apply to the Court for a fresh meeting.

IN RE A . E . WESTBEECH . — The debtor is described as a

general merchant, of 38 Fenchurch -street, also of Brighton ,

carrying on business as the Celestial Works of Art Company,

failed in May last, the debts being stated at £34,056 , against

assets £27,578. At the first meeting resolutions were come
to liquidating the estate by arrangement, with a trustee and

committee of inspection . Upon the application of Messrs .

Lawrence , Plews and Co., his Honour directed registration .

A correspondent points out an error in our reports of

creditors' meetings published last week . It was there

stated that a meeting of the creditors of John Chapman ,

dyer, Bradford , had been held , the name of the debtor

being John Schofield , dyer, of Bradford. We gladly

insert correction of the paragraph,which was copied from
a Scotch daily paper.
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. H . J . Blackburn has been appointed receiver in the estate,and

Messrs. Wood and Killick are the solicitors .

SCOTLAND. — The firm of W . R . Morison and Co.,spinners,
J . VERITY (PRADFORD). — A first meeting of the creditors of Dundee, issued a circular on Saturday suspending payment,

John Verity , woollen draper and outfitter, Pudsey,was held on Their failure is due to the fact that the senior partner, Mr,
the 6th inst., at the County Court, Bradford . A statement of
affairs, prepared by Mr. Alexander Atkinson , accountant, was account as a merchant, had accepted a number of bills for
submitted , and showed that the liabilities were as follow : Messrs . Alexander Collie and Co. It is understood that the
Unsecured creditors, £1,281 2s, 6d . ; creditors for rent, acceptances involved a sum of between £60,000 and £80,000.
£11 10s. ; liabilities on bills discounted , £335 16s. 11d . ; total, On Saturday the Royal Bank of Scotland , as proprietors of
£1,628 9s. 5d . The assets were £505 68. ; subject to thebank the firm 's mills , applied for sequestration for rent, which was
rupt's statutory allowance, and also the usual risks in realisa granted . The liabilities are heavy, but lie out of Dundee .
tion . Several of the claimswill have to be investigated , the British NORTH AMERICA. – The failure of Messrs. E . D .
bankrupt having about sixteen months ago effected a compo Jewett and Co ., St. John , N . B ., is stated to be the heaviest

sition with his creditors of 10s, in the pound, and given bills ever known in New Brunswick , The liabilities are estimated
to secure to someof the creditors 20s. Mr. Alexander Atkinson at £1,200 ,000 .
was appointed trustee with a committee of inspection , Messrs. AUSTRALIA. — Advices from Sydney , N . S . W ., report several
Terry and Robinson being appointed solicitors to the trustee. mercantile suspensions, including that of Messrs. R . F . Stubbs
RICHARD LONG (LIVERPOOL ). - At the statutory meeting of and Co ., auctioneers, with liabilities amounting to $ 100 ,000 ;

the creditors of Richard Long , described as of Tempest Messrs. T . and J. Skinner, liabilities £37,000 ; and Mr.Coombe,
chambers, Tempest-hey, Liverpool, carrying on business as an miller and grain dealer, liabilities £41,000 .

engineer and metal broker, under the style of Richard Long The National Zeitung reports the failure of Musil and Co.,
and Co ., and as an oil merchant under the style of the Lanca of Prague, with liabilities about £100,000, and that of
shire Lubricating Oil Company, held on Saturday, at the Heymann and Steuer, of Breslau, with liabilities about
offices of Messrs. Francis Almond and Collins, solicitors, £28,500 .
Harrington -street, Liverpool, it was unanimously resolved to The Allegmeine Zeitung says that the Vienna Bourse has
accept a composition of 5s. in the pound , payable in two equal been much disturbed by the failure of Gerson and Lippmann,
instalments at one and two months' date respectively, such proprietors of the Suranyer sugar manufactory , the largest in
composition to be secured to the satisfaction of the receiver, Austro -Hungary . The immediate cause of suspension was the
Mr. T. Theodore Rogers, accountant, 16 Lord -street, Liver . failure of Moritz Weiner, reported some timeago , with whom
pool. The statement of affairs showed £1,492 7s. 2d , liabili Gerson and Lippmann had extensive transactions. The exist.
ties, against £583 4s. 6d assets. ing liabilities are estimated at about £300,000,

J . F . SWIFT (LIVERPOOL ). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr.

James Frederick Swift , of St. Anne-street, Liverpool, whole

sale grocer and drysalter, was held on Monday , at the offices of PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE .
Messrs. Barrell and Rodway, solicitors, Liverpoo ). The state

ment of affairs submitted by the receiver, Mr. T . Theodore HOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY 5 .
Rogers, public accountant, Liverpool, showed liabilities £1,869 SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT (1873) AMENDMENT
6s. 70 . against assets £856 9€. 7d . An offer of a composition (No. 2 ) Bill . - On clause 9 (the London Court of Bankruptey
of 8s. in the pound, payable in three instalments , at two, four not to be transferred to the High Court of Justice), dr.
and six months' date, the last to be secured , was unanimously

Herschell moved , page 5 , line 38, to leave out the words,
accepted , and Mr. Rogers was appointed trustee. “ from time to time." As the clause stood, it provided that the

J . & A . SIMPSON (GLASGOW ). - At a meeting, on the 2nd inst. office of Chief Judge in Pankruptcy should be filled by such
of the creditors of J . and A . Simpson , yarn and commission Judge of the Exchequer Division as might from time to time

merchants,Glasgow , a statement of the bankrupts' affairs was be required to act by the Lord Chancellor. That gave the
submitted , showing liabilities to the amount of about £28,000 , Lord Chancellor power to set aside a Judge who might be
and assets of about £15 ,000 . An offer was made of 10s. in displeasing to him and appoint another in his stead. Thathe
the pound, payable at three, six and ninemonths, with security held to be a very objectionable provision . (Hear , hear.) Sir
for the last instalment. The creditors present seemed to be G . Bowyer agreed with the hon . and learned member that this
favourable to the acceptance of the offer. was a very objectionable power to give to the Lord Chancellor.

It ran through the Act of 1873 and was a perceptible feature

in this Bill, that enormous powers should be given to the Lord
FAILURES. Chancellor. Mr. Hopwood and Mr. Jackson supported the

amendment. Mr. Gregory hoped the Government would
ENGLAND. – The failure was announced on Tuesday of obviate further discussion by intimating their readiness to

Messrs. John Ranking and Co., a firm of the highest repute , abandon the clause. Mr. O . Morgan urged the Attorney.
established nearly 100 years. Their liabilities are estimated at General to stick to the clause. The Attorney -General had no
£150 ,000 . - - A petition has been filed in the Sheffield Bank objection to the omission of the words " from time to time."
ruptcy Court in the affairs of Mr. Thomas Hampton , managing The amendment was then agreed to. On the motion of Mr.
director of the Phænix Bessemer Steel Company, which sus O . Morgan the words “ of the Exchequer division ” were struck
pended payment a fortnight ago . His liabilities are stated to out of the clause , and the words “ or with the consent of such
be about £20 ,500. The amount of assets is not stated . - A one of the Judges appointed prior to the passing of the last
petition has been presented in the Leeds County Court for the mentioned Act ” inserted after “ 1869 " on the motion of

liquidation of the affairs of Messrs. W . Coutts and Co ., twine Mr. Herschell. Some consequential amendments were also
manufacturers, Globe Mills, Hunslet . The liabilities are put made, and the clause as amended was agreed to,after a protest
down at £12,000 . The assets are understood to be very con . from Sir H . James against leaving the Court of Bankruptcy,
siderable, and a favourable dividend may therefore be expected . which needed, he said, probably more to have some check
Mr. W . H . Hewson, 1 East Parade, is the solicitor, and Mr.son , 1 East l'arade, is the solicitor, and Mr. | placed upon it than any other, out of the operation of the

John Routh , accountant, Royal Insurance Buildings, Park

row , has been appointed receiver. - A petition in liquidation

has been filed in the Bradford County Court by Messrs . John IIOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY 6 .
Willis and Son , brassfounders, & c . Millergate , Bradford . The Civil SERVICE EstimATES. - On the vote to complete the stim
liabilities are estimated at £25,000 ; assets not known. Mr. of £51,535 for the Court of Bankruptcy, Sir A , Lusk said t

Judicature A

this
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O VEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

I

money was thrown away. What was the use of the Bank
ruptcy Court ? In his opinion it was worse than useless.
Persons who committed monstrous frauds and swindles in
London ,managed to get through the Court with the greatest
ease with the aid of a clever solicitor. Mr. Gregory was very
much disposed to agree with the hon . baronet. He had done
his best to get rid of the separate jurisdiction for bankruptcy.
After a few words from Mr. Whitwell, the vote was agreed to .
On the vote to complete £399,658 for salaries and expenses of

county courts, Sir A . Lusk asked for someexplanation as to
the travelling expenses of the County Court Judges. Mr. W .
H . Smith said the County Court Judges were allowed 3d . per
mile when they travelled by rail, 2s. per mile when they

travelled by road , and 21s. per night when absent from home.
The vote was agreed to .

F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR.

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

Before the Master of the Rolls has been heard a singular
case, in which a man named Hall had twice been supposed to
be dead , but had on each occasion been found alive . A third

report of his death having been proved true, an application
was made for the payment of some money to which certain
persons would be entitled on his decease, and this was
granted .

WINDING -UP. – Vice -Chancellor Malins hasmadean order for

the compulsory winding-up of the Peat, Coal, and Charcoal
Company, which was incorporated in 1873 . - Petitions to wind
up the Anglo -German Tunnelling Company Limited , the
Passenger General Register Company, Limited , and the South
Cleveland Iron Works, Limited , have been presented to the
Court of Chancery. - A petition to wind-up the International
Patent Pulp and Paper Company, Limited , has been
presented to the Court of Chancery. - A petition to wind
up the Anglo -American Mint Company has been presented
to the Court of Chancery. - A petition for the winding -up of
the British , Colonial and Foreign Property Insurance Cor.
poration , Limited, is to be heard on the 16th inst .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAZD Society, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
. AT $ 4 PERCENT, INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered . "

PENS ! PENS! ! PENS ! !!
LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873 .

Sold byevery respectable Stationer. Post Is .ld .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin
burgh .

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF NORFOLK , HOLDEN

AT GREAT YARMOUTII.

TN thematter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by
arrangement of the affairs of HARRIET SMITH , of No. 9 Crown

street, Lowestoft, in the County of Suffolk , Baker and General Shopkeeper .
The Creditors of the above-named Harriet Smith who have not already

proved their debts, are required on or before the 23rd day of July , 1875 , to
send their names and addresses , and the particulars of their debts or

claims, to me, the undersigned LOVEWELL BLAKE, of Hall Quay

Chambers, Great Yarmcuth , Public Accountant, the Trustce under the
liquidation , or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared .

Dated this 8th day of July , 1875 .

LOVEWELL BLAKE,

Trustee.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate " are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists , Drapers , and every other description of Business , Furniture , Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land ,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers , o

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuationg
of Land, Faris, Estates, and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur
niture . Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur

poses . 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .

- The negociatious of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate "

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertai

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business,

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
ouposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 1s. PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners , Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C .

R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham - court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City
Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and bread, Is . Sa

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o ' clock , from 28 . 6d . to 10s . 6d .

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small Parties on the Second Floor.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMANJ . DEFRIES ' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining , Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystaland Gilt,
$ 2 178 . 6d . to 100 guineas.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson , Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry , Esq.
John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq :
John Vanner, Esq .

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . 2223 ,613 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Bonusex Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . 1, 140,151 18

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
W by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body ,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and
may be worn during sleep. A descriptive circular may be had,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss , 16s., 21s., 26s. 6d ., 31s . 68 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s . 6d., 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Post
age free . An Umbilical Trues, 42s., and 52s . 6d. Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post -office ,

el Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60., 78, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each.
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 58. 6d . and 7s, 6d . Adults, ios. 6d ., 158 . 6d . ,and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John Watte, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,”

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrale te

use of False Keys.
N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

PPS'S COCOA . — " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatalshaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette .

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curioeity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , ride

* Times. ” 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or " Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories : very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E .C .

First issue of Capital, £500 ,000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOIGNE, C .B ., Ivybridge , Devon . Rev. C . HOPE ROBERTSON, Smeeth Rectory, Ashford.
The Rev. W . F , Good , D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . I HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . — RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S.
Current accounts opened , and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances . Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound

Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book-keeping in
1 street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed . 1 the hands of the Subscribers.

ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission, the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts, or not wishing to draw small cheques . 1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.
They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course.
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria 1 opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.

I street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY Notes from £5 upwards,
payable three montbs after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These 1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments . MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY 1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

- SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — The PEOPLE ' S 1 description of Sound Financial Business.

BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public

1 Companies of a bona - fide character.
muneration Dependent on Profits.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis

whole amountof the Liability .
I count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of

1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.
Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria -street.
1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares .

beyond amount of subscription .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - The Secrecy and L Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House.
I Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies
THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . A fixed instead 1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign

1 of an uncertain Scale of Profits. Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply
Cent. per Annum paid Monthly . 1 and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ."

IT'HE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY ,
cruing Reserve Fund .

I lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

L 'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE

1 Withdrawalatter six months on Sixty Days' Notice. I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the
Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

I Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City .
11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCH OFFICES. LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings , Hackins Hey . MANCHESTER : Messrs.
Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights.

BATH : Mr. H . J . Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J . Cameron , 32 WestGeorge Street,
WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas.

A . York , Vale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street .
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED .
Registered under the Companies' Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60,000, IN 12 ,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.

£1 on Application , the remainder on Allotment.

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.

JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister -at- Law , Manchester. } Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King- street , Manchester.
WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Esq., Durham Massey, Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL , Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester, JAMES HASLAM , Esq., M . R .C .V . S.
JAMES HASLAM , Esq ., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester .

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon, Altrincham , { SECRETARY.
Cheshire. ( Pro, tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER.

BANKERS.
The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street ,

OFFICES.

Manchester, and its Branches. (Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

PROSPECTUS .
VUOL DILUULUU SIITThe greatwant of a Shoe for Horses and other draught animals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippers

pavements , and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the
ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwields

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of horses,
and also by " The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. ”

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process . They are as durable as the iron shoe , one- third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily a plied and their application adds greatly to the

oomfort of the animal.

They aremade from a materialas nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible, and therefore are the most natural substance from which to
form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a fire
and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the

sale of the same, where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier .
Forms of application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .
London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers

promptly inserted .
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. July 10 , 1876 .
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THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are
ring their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCT N , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

.Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .
In thematter of Proceedings for Liquidation by arrange
- ment or composition with creditors, instituted by WILLIAM

MCARTHUR , trading as William McArthur and Company , at 122 Cannon

street, in the City of London , and at Anchor Wharf, East Greenwich , in

the County of Kent, and at Clyde Wharf, Millwall, in the Courty of Middle

sex , as an Iron Merchant, and lately carrying on business as an Iron

Founder, under the style of the Caledonian Iron Foundry Company , at

Somerset-buildings, Upper Thames-street, in the City of London .

JOAN WEISE, of No. 16 Tokenhouse -yard , in the City of London ,
Public Accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the Property of the

Debtor . All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor

must be paid to the Trustee. Creditors who have not yet proved their debts

must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.

Dated the 5th day of July, 1875.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER,
and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL.,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars , which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Meers.
Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . C .

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER ofLANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon
street, E .C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
10 Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securitics of all
kinds. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at theCity Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842 ), 54 Cannon -street.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF GLAMORGANSHIRE

HOLDEN AT SWANSEA .

Tn the matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by

1 Arrangement of the Affairs of ROBERT SMITII, of No. 13 Trafalgar
Terrace, Swansea, in the County of Glamorgan , Mining Engineer.

This is to certify that BARTLETT PHELPS THOMAS, of No. 10 Temple

street , Swansea , in the County of Glamorgan, Public Accountant, has been
appointed, and is hereby declared to be Trustee under this Liquidation by
Arrangement.

Given under my hand, and the Seal of the Court, this 9th day of July,
1875 .

JOHN JONES,

· Registrar.

LARGE light Offices on the fourth floor.--- Rents £10
and £15.---Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge Row , Cannon Street, E .O .

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .
Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S.E .

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUNE 24th, 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as & PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

R E S T A U R A N T ;
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol -lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints,hot or cold, including vegetablesand bread , Is. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o' click , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables , cheese and bread , 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor .

t ' 5 .000 MODERN BREWERY. - 4 qr. plant (capable
V with small outlay, of being enlarged to 8 qr.) . Artesian

Well , yielding abundance of the finest water. Mineral Water Manufactory ,

with Steam power, and Wine, Spirit and Bottled Beer Business . Established

upwards of a quarter of a century . Apply Moore and Wallis, Accountants ,

3 Crosby-square , E . O .
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needs no proof. A bankrupt is absolutely in the

power of the court, and is bound to render the

JULY 17, 1875 . very strictest accounts that may be required . And not

only the bankrupt himself, but “ any treasurer, or other

The power of committal for contempt of court is one
officer, or anybanker,attorney, or agent of a bankrupt,"

which, at the present time, requires to be very carefully
is liable to be committed unless he delivers up to the

exercised , though it is undoubtedly one of the very
trustee any property of the debtor in his possession.

strongest means of enforcing obedience which any court
But the auctioneer must, we suppose, be considered as

can possess. As used by the Court of Chancery, it is
a mere delegate of the trustee , and not in any way

comparatively harmless. Actual imprisonment is sel
responsible to the court. The Court of Chancery has

dom inflicted , unless the neglect to obey an order has
exercised the power of committal in the case of a

been very clear and wilful ; and a becoming expression
receiver ; but then a receiver is , if not an officer of the

of contrition is usually visited by a mere order to pay
court, nevertheless, directly answerable to the court for

the costs of the motion . A motion to commit for con
the correctness of his accounts . In the case of the

tompt of court is, in fact, very often one of those
auctioneer , this question arises : — If the Court of

convenient little engines for putting costs into the Bankruptcy has no power to enforce the execution of

pockets of solicitors, and fees into the hands of counsel,
its orders, what power has it to issue these orders at

in which the law delights. Generally , the result of a all ? In the Liverpool case, every thing was plain

motion for committal is gratifying to all concerned.
sailing. The debtor is ordered to do a certain act:

The lawyers earn a little money , which is naturally | he neglects to do so , and he is thereupon committed

pleasing to them ; the judge has the power of vindi
to prison ; though he is allowed a short time within

cating the authority of the law , and the delight of which to purge his contempt. It seems to follow , that

tempering justice with mercy ; and the unfortunate
where there is a power to order any body to do some

individualwhose conduct has set the terrors of the law thing, there must be a co -existent power to punish him

in motion is happy, because he has to pay in purse and
if he refuses to obey. Otherwise, the order is simply

not in person , and is relieved from the dread of the another specimen of the precatory legislation which

vague power which he has, ignorantly or carelessly , has come so much into fashion .

provoked . In themean time, the unlucky trustee has to lament

Except when used as a means of checking jour- the working of the Acthe working of the Act. He may be ordered to bring

nalistic comment, — certainly a recent and some
in his accounts ; he is liable to declare a dividend ; and

what abused development- committal for contempt is
is subject to various penalties if he does not do so.

very useful. A court must have the means of punishing Whether the default of the undaunted auctioneer

wilful disobedience to its directions, or its authority will serve him as an excuse, yet remains to be seen.

will be hourly set at nought. A case which we report In case he is unable to recover themoney, he may be

from the Liverpool County Court, and a letter which
protected by the now established law that a trustee is

we print, may serve to show the limits to which the not responsible for the wilful default of those whom be

power is confined . In the first case, a debtor makes
has trusted, if his own conduct has been correct.

default in accounting for moneys he has received, and a But as regards the auctioneer (we assume, of course,

motion is made for his committal. Upon his expressing that the facts stated are correct), it seems to us that the

penitence, and paying over the money,he is discharged ; position is somewhat anomalous. To formally order

but default will result in committal. In the case stated a man to do an act, and then to be unable to take any

by our correspondent, W . C . H ., a motion was made to action in case of his refusal, is rather undignified for

commit an auctioneer , who had been employed by the

trustee to sell part of an estate , and who, though

ordered by the court to give a full account of the pro 1 The West Hartlepool Iron Works case requires &

ceeds, had neglected to do so. The Chief Judge held, passing notice, only with regard to the rule as to making

however, that the power to commit did not exist in an order for compulsory winding -up, instead of 8

this instance, as the auctioneer was not a “ fraudulent voluntary liquidation under supervision . The 9154

trustee.” The power is clear in the first case , and section of the Act provides that the court may have
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W . C . H . - A solicitor must be employed and a writ issued .

regard to the wishes of the creditors , “ as proved to

it by any sufficient evidence.” This leaves it to the

discretion of the court, not only to decide whether the

evidence is sufficient, but whether the compulsory or

voluntary liquidation would be themost expedient, and

does not, as it wasapparently argued,make it obligatory

on the court to decide according to the wishes of the

majority of shareholders or contributories, though this

course has been generally adopted . The case of the

Langley Mill Company, which is reported in the 12th
volume of the Authorized Law Reports , contains a

discussion of the general principles on which the court

proceeds.

J. G . B . - The Companies' Act expressly provides for the pay .

ment of debts pari passu , though the 32nd sec. of the

Bankruptcy Act classes assessed taxes, property tax and

rates together as preferential. We should say, therefore,

that there is no priority .

Correspondence.

To the Editor of the Accountant.

INGENIOUS BANKRUPTS. — Two brothers named Hall, of

Eccleshill, who recently filed a petition for the liquidation

of their affairs, are now charged with fraudulent practices.
According to the prosecution, when it seemed desirable to

account for certain deficiencies, the brothers hit upon the

simple process of sticking the figure 1 before various

items of payments. Two sums of £100 and £150 were
explained away in a highly original fashion . These

amounts, the debtors alleged, they had lost in the Royal

Park at Halifax, by playing at pitch and toss on the 18th

of June, 1874. Thomas, it was said , took the money of

the firm with the consent of his brother, and in the hope

of getting out of their difficulties, he staked themoney in

various sums, and, alas ! lost every farthing. The local

paper does not record theadmiration of the justices at this
enterprising and novel attempt to solve the problem of

“ How to get out of difficulties," but only their hard -hearted

incredulity.

DEAR SIR , — Will you allow me to inquire through the

medium of your columns what redress the trustee has

when he intrusts the assets of an estate to an auctioneer

to realise. I employed an auctioneer to realise a jeweller's

estate, and he has appropriated over £300 of the proceeds.

Considerably more than a month has been occupied in

obtaining an order from the London Bankruptcy Court for

payment ; and upon an application made this morning to

the Chief Judge to commit the auctioneer,by reason ofhis

having disobeyed the order of the Court to pay to the

trustee the sum of £300 odd made on the 7th day of June,

the Chief Judge decided that he had no power to commit,

as an auctioneer was not a fraudulent trustee.

Yours truly ,

W . C . H ,
July 12, 1875.

DEAR SIR , - I shall be glad if you can inform me, or

elicit through the columns of the Accountant, in the case of

the winding-up of a public company voluntarily , and there

are not sufficient assets to pay the creditors in full,

whether Queen 's taxes and rates have to be paid as pre

ferentialcreditors. There is a decision that servants'wages

do not rank preferentially , and I therefore conclude that

rates and taxes follow the sanie rule . The surveyor of taxes

says that the Queen 's taxes are different to say poor rates.

I shall be glad to have your opinion of this .

The Lord Chancellor has issued an order for the closing of

the county courts on the next Bank holiday, August 2 .

Yours truly ; G . B .

A reward of £200 is offered for the apprehension of Mr.

William Kershaw , who has absconded . He is a partner

in the firm of Kilburn , Kershaw , and Co., in the silk trade,
who recently failed , and the charge - made, it is understood ,

by the directors of a leading joint-stock bank - is that of

obtaining money by false pretences,

Petitions to wind up the Nassau Phosphate Company

(Limited) and the South Phonix Tin and CopperMining Com .

pany (Limited) have been presented to the Court of Chancery

and the Vice-Warden of the Stannaries respectively . --
petition has been presented to the Court of Chancery for the

winding-up of the Brentwood Brick and Coal Company

(Limited ). - Petitions to wind up the following companies

have been presented to the Court of Chancery : -- The British

Seaweed Company (Limited ), the Kew and Richmond Tram

ways Company (Limited ), the West London Tramways Com

pany (Limited ), and the Anglo -Mexican Mint Company -

Petitions are to be heard in the Court of Chancery for the

winding-up of the Volunteer Co -operative and General Equip

ment Company (Limited ), and the Liguria Gold Mining Com

pany.

CONTEMPT OF COURT BY A LAWYER . – At the Bury (Lan

cashire) County Court, on Friday, Mr. Robert Crossland , one

of the oldest lawyers in the town , and a member of the local

municipal body, was ordered into the custody of the bailiff

for persisting in speaking, after the judge, Mr. Crompton

Hutton , had given judgment in a case in which Mr. Crossland

was defendant, the verdict having been found against him .

On being asked if he would retract his statement, " that he

had a right to speak , and would speak ,” Mr. Crossland refused ,

and the judge thereupon fined him £5 , or in default seven

days' imprisonment for contempt of court. Mr. Crossland

declined to pay the fine, and the warrant of commitment was

consequently made out, and a bailiff conveyed him to Lan .

caster Castle . . .
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ROLLS' COURT, Chancery-LANE.
in April last, having lost in less than a year £55,000. After
the presentation of the first petition resolutions had been
passed to wind the company up voluntarily, and three creditors

(Before the MASTER of the ROLLS.) appointed liquidators. Vr. Kay, Q . O ., and Mr. Robinson, Q .C .,

July 10.
now asked for a compulsory winding-up. Mr. Jackson , Q .C .,

and Mr. A . T . Watson , for the company, and Mr. Caldecott

THE CLEVELAND IRONWORKS COMPANY. — THE BRITISH NATIONAL (Mr. W . Pearson , Q . C ., with him ) asked that the voluntary
INSURANCE CORPORATION . - The voluntary winding-up of these winding -upmight be continued under the supervision of the

limited companies was ordered to continue under the super Court. Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., and Mr. Housley, for creditors
vision of the Court. Mr. Roxburgh , Q .C ., Mr. Crackuall,Mr. to the amount of £140,000, also asked for a supervision order.
F . W . Bush , Mr. Robinson , Q .O ., Mr. H . A . Giffard , Mr. Yate They urged that, as a majority in value of creditors, under

Lee, and Mr. Bryce were the counsel engaged . section 91 of the Companies' Act , 1862, they were entitled
THE WESTERN OF CANADA OIL , LAND , AND WORKS Com . to have the assets distributed in the mode they thoughtmost

PANY. — This was an adjourned summons on the part of the beneficial. Mr. Little , Q . C., and Mr. W . Druce, for share
liquidator, seeking to place the Hon . John Carling, the Hon . | holders , and Mr. Swanston , Q . C ., for the trustee in liquids

Aquila Walsh , and Mr. Jacob Hespeler, the Canadian directors tion of Messrs. Richardson , supported the same view . The
of this company, on the list of contributories for 30 £100 Vice-Chancellor was of opinion that under the circumstances
shares apiece, as shares on which nothing had been paid . It the petitioning creditors, who were undisputed creditors to a

appeared from the evidence of these gentlemen , who, as the large amount, were entitled to a compulsory order . He had

Master of the Rolls observed during the hearing, appeared to not sufficient evidence of the wishes of the creditors to satisfy
have acted in good faith , though they entirely misapprehended him , as he must be satisfied, under section 91 of the Com

the position and duties of a director in relation to the com . panies' Act, thatthe majority of creditors wished for & super

pany of which he is the agent and trustee, that in January, vision order.
1872, they were invited by one John Walker, the promoter of RE THE VAL ANTIGORIA GOLD MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.

the company, to become its directors in Canada. Walker told In this case a voluntary winding -up recently resolved on by

them that he would transfer to them some fully paid -up shares, the company was ordered to be continued subject to the super

if they would consent to act as directors, for the purpose of vision of the Court, on a petition of a contributory and

qualifying them ; and they stated that they would be willing creditor.

to act as directors upon his informing them that a sufficient IN RE THE PASSENGERS GENERAL REGISTER COMPANY. A

number of fully paid -up shares to qualify them as directors

had been allotted to them . The company was registered , and

similar order for supervision was made in the matter of this

company .
the first act of the Canadian directors was to adopt on behalf

of the company an agreement, dated the 18th of December,
1871, between Walker and one Hartley, as trustee for the

company, by which Walker, for himself and other vendors, COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
contracted to sell to Hartley, as such trustee, certain lands, oil

wells, plant, & c., at the price of £150,000 in cash and £250,000
in 2 ,500 fully paid -up £100 shares ; and this price was actually July 8.

paid without further inquiry by the directors, as trustees of (Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Judge.)
the company, for a property for which , it was stated in Court,

the liquidator has not been able to realize a single farthing .
IN RE FOTHERGILL AND HANKEY. -- This was an application

The agreement for the issue of the 2 ,500 paid -up shares to
on behalf of the Anglo - Peruvian Bank, Limited, that Mr.

Walker as fully paid -up shares having been filed with the
Turquand, the receiver and manager, should be directed to

Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies, pursuant to section 25
deliver up to Mr. Bailey Hawkins, on behalf of the bank,500

of the Companies' Act, 1867, Walker, in fulfilment of the
tons of iron rails, purchased by the applicant, and now lying

bargain , caused 30 of such shares to be allotted to each of the
at the Aberdare Iron Works, Cardiff. Mr. Winslow , Q.C.,

above-named gentlemen , which shares were the subject of the
and Mr. Kekewich appeared for the bank ; Mr. DeGex, Q .C.,

present application . Mr. Roxburgh , Q. C ., and Mr. White
and Mr. F . W . Hollams for the receiver and manager. The

horne appeared for the liquidator ; and Mr. Chitty, Q . C ., and
debtors , Messrs. Richard Fothergill, M . P ., and E . T. Hankes,

Mr. Dumergue for Messrs. Carling, Walsh , and Hespeler.
were iron masters and merchants, trading as the Aberdaro

The Master of the Rolls, after stating the facts of the case ,
Iron Company and the Plymouth Iron Company. The firm

said it was impossible to regard the shares in question as paid .
suspended payment on the 31st of May last, and on the

up. He was of opinion that the company had the right to
10th of June a petition was presented for liquidation by

say that the purchase-money was enhanced by the amount
arrangement or composition . Under this petition Mr. Tur.

of the shares allotted to the respondents , and ought to be
quand was appointed receiver and manager, and the first

diminished to that extent. If the respondents had received
meeting has been fixed for the 21st of the presentmonth . 1

cash instead of shares he should have ordered them to repay
appeared that on the 24th of April, 1873, Mr. N . B . Calder,

it ; and , as it was, he should fix them with the shares as
the shipping agent of the Aberdare Iron Company, issued &

shares on which nothing had been paid , and order them to
warrant for 500 tons of iron rails lying at the Aberdare trou

pay the costs of the summons.
Works, and in February, 1875 , the applicant purchased the

rails in question from the General South American Company,

at the rate of £6 per ton , and sent a cheque for $ 3,000, being

the amount of the purchase money, to the company. On the
VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN'S INN. 27th of May the applicant, who had bought the rails for

shipment to South America , to be used in a railway in course

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir James Bacon.)
of construction in Peru , sent the warrant to Mr. Hawkins,

duly endorsed , with instructions to obtain possession of the

July 10 . rails . Lighters went alongside the wharf on which the rain
IN RE THE WEST HARTLEPOOL IRON COMPANY. -- This matter | were lying, and delivery was demanded , but Mr. Calder,

was brought before the Court on two petitions for winding -up, appeared , refused to allow them to be removed , stating 100

one presented by Messrs. Forwood Brothers, creditors for he had had no authority to deliver them from the Aberdare
$ 4 ,600 , the other by contributories . The company was Iron Company. The receiver and manager had since tak
registered in June, 1874, with the object of taking and carry . possession of the rails , and he stated that he was advis

ing on Messrs. Richardson 's ironworks. It stopped payment questions might hereafter arise between a trustee appo
stee appoint

ed
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by the creditors and the applicant with reference to the owner absence. Mr. A . Leslie said that he appeared for opposing

ship of the property . Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., contended that, as | creditors, and he desired to examine the bankrupt. Mr.

no question of reputed ownership could arise, the applicant | Registrar Spring- Rice intimated that if the bankrupt did not

was entitled to the rails . Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., said there might appear it was impossible that he could pass his examination ,

be ulterior questions, and he could not consent to the proposed Mr. A . Cottman , for the bankrupt, said that if a short ad

order. Mr. Registrar Brougham said he could only decide the journment were allowed he would undertake to file an affidavit

rights of the parties under the Bankruptcy Act. At present showing the cause of his client's absence. An adjournment

there had not been any appointment of trustee. Mr. Winslow was ordered accordingly.

said that a trustee was often not appointed for some months.

His Honour asked whether the applicant would be willing to July 12.
give an indemnity, and , receiving a reply in the negative, said

in that case hemust decline to make any order until after the (Before Mr. Registrar Keene.)

appointment of a trustee. IN RE J . C . im THURM AND Co. - This was an application to

IN RE W . THOMAS TIMEWELL . - The debtor, W . T . Timewell, register the resolutions of creditors. The debtors were mer.

has petitioned the court, under the liquidation clauses of the chants carrying on a very extensive business in the City, and

Act, describing himself as a builder, of Acre-lane, Brixton , at the time of the stoppage their liabilities were estimated at

also of the Saw Mills, Shepherd 's - lane, Brixton . The lia - about £3,000 ,000 sterling . That amount has, however, since

bilities are estimated at £40,000 . The assets are at present been reduced to such an extent by payment of bills and other

unestimated , and it was stated that the whole of the property wise, that the aggregate of the debts likely to rank against the

wasmortgaged . Rents were coming due, and it was necessary, estate will not very much exceed £500 ,000 ; the assets are

in the interest of the creditors, that a receiver should be returned at $ 431,000 , subject to realisation . At the first

appointed to receive them . Upon the application of Mr. S . meeting of creditors, resolutions were passed , almost unani.

Chapman his Honour appointed Mr. J . W . Kealy, accountant, mously , to accept a composition of 5s . in the pound, payable

Moorgate-street, receiver of the estate , and granted an interim forthwith , Mr. John Young being appointed trustee to collect

injunction against suing creditors. and distribute the property which remains outstanding, and

the resolutions were confirmed at the second meeting. Upon

the application of Mr. Nicoll (Messrs . Nicholson , Nicoll, and
July 9.

Co .), and in the absence of opposition , his Honour allowed the

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR PEPYs, sitting as Chief Judge.) resolutions to be registered.

IN RE HENRY ADAMSON AND Sons. The debtors , Messrs. July 13.
Henry Adamson , jun ., and John Saunders Adamson , ship

owners and ship and insurance brokers , carrying on business at
(Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

75 Mark-lane, under the firm of Henry Adamson and Sons, APPOINTMENT OF A NEW TRUSTEE . — An application was
have filed a petition for liquidation . Their liabilities are made for the appointment of a new trustee to the estate of

returned at £100,000, with assets consistingmainly of shares Jacob Hibberd in the place of the gentleman appointed by the

in ships of uncertain value. Mr. Hollams, jun ., solicitor for creditors four years ago. The debtor, who was a builder,

the petitioners , and with the concurrence of creditors for carrying on business at Steeles -terrace, and Wychcombe ,

£50,000 , asked that Mr. John Young should be appointed Haverstock -hill, failed in 1871 for $ 78,000, but the statements

receiver and manager. The evidence showed that the vessels filed disclose a very large estate , as, in addition to fully secured

of which the debtors were part owners were expected shortly creditors to the amount of £75,520, there are also assets of

to arrive in this country, and for the purpose of protecting £24 ,601 10s., as against debts of £5 ,520. Mr. Thomas

their interests it was necessary the appointment should be Maynard was appointed trustee by the creditors some four

made. The transactions of the debtors had been of
years ago , but at a meeting convened on the 14th June last, it

considerable magnitude. His Honour granted the application .
IN RE FITZJAMES STUART MacGREGOR . - - The bankrupt is a Co.), accountant, 25 Old Jewry , should be appointed trustee in

retired commander in the Navy, and his debts amounted to
his stead . Upon the application of Mr. Bagley, Mr. Registrar

£4,400. He is 60 years ofage, and he has a pension of £400 Keene registered the resolutions. Mr. Lawrence, on behalf of

per year. Upon the application of Mr. Bagley for the regis Mr. Thomas Maynard , opposed the application .

trar trustee , and after hearing Mr. F . Knight for the petition
ing creditor, and Mr. Doria for the bankrupt, his Honour

ASSIZE INTELLIGENCE .
made an order setting aside £120 per year out of the bank
rupt's pension for the benefit of the creditors. HOME CIRCUIT. - CHELMSFORD.

July 14 .

July 10 . ( Before Mr. JUSTICE BRETT .)
FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. — Mr. John Stebbing , an extensive

( Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING-Rice, sitting as Chief farmer and grazier, surrendered to answer an indictment
Judge.) under the Bankruptcy Act, the offences imputed to him being

IN RE W . F . 0 . O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . - This was an ad that he had committed perjury in his examination before the

journed sitting for public examination . The bankrupt, the County Court after having been adjudicated a bankrupt, and
Hon . William Frederick Ormonde O 'Callaghan , M . P . for Tip . that he had embezzled and secreted a considerable portion of
perary , was described as of 31 Old Burlington -street, and of his estate , with intent to cheat and defraud his creditors.
the Hotel de Bade, Boulevard des Italiens, Paris. He had This case, which has created a good deal of interest in the
filed a petition for liquidation , but at the first meeting no county, occupied a considerable time ; the main facts that
resolution was passed , and the proceedings fell to the ground. were proved were that, when the defendant was examined
At themeeting for choice, 17 creditors proved their debts, and touching his estate , he made several false statements with
a trustee was appointed . A proposal had since been made regard to his possession of considerable sums of money. The
with a view to the annulment of the adjudication . Mr. T . case for the prosecution appeared to rest a good deal upon
Lumley, for the trustee, said the bankrupt had filed his statements , made by the defendant himself to the witnesses,
accounts, which were considered to be satisfactory , and he did which were tantamount to admissions that he had kept back

not further oppose the passing of the examination upon the a considerable portion of his estate from his creditors. He

understanding that the bankrupt continued to assist the was found guilty , and sentenced to twelve months imprison .
trustee , A difficulty arose in consequence of the bankrupt's ment,
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PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE . whom payment is made must have notice of such intention,
Mr. Herschell, Q . C ., and Mr. F . North appeared for the appel.
lant; Mr. Benjamin , Q . C ., Mr. Marten , Q .C ., and Mr. Jordan

HOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY 9 . for the respondents . The appellant, William Butcher, is

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY ARBITRATION BILL. - On the the trustee of the property of James Stenhouse Meldrum and

order for the consideration of the amendments to this Bill,
Albert Wyder, bankrupts, who previously to their bankruptey

Mr. C . Lewis moved that the Bill be re -committed . The
carried on business as calico printers under the style ofthe Bel.

question involved in this Bill affected thousands of persons field Printing Company, and also carried on the business of

and hundreds of thousands of pounds. The Legislature had dyers at the Boarshaw Dye Works. The respondents, Messrs.

declared that there ought to be a speedy and effectual mode Stead , are cotton -spinners and manufacturers of cotton cloths,

of disposing of this litigation , and accordingly provided for and carry on business at Manchester as merchants. The

the appointment of persons of the highest judicial standing . bankrupts commenced to purchase cotton cloths from the

Itwas now proposed to intrust this judicial power to a barrister | respondents in May, 1868 , and continued to trade with them

of 15 years' standing, with a power of appeal, it was true,
up to November, 1873. The arrangement entered into between

but then the appeal would be from one tribunal of absolutely
the bankrupts and the respondents was that the former should

unfettered discretion to another which was equally unfettered .
have the option of paying cash within 14 days from the time

He thought the Bill ought to be referred back to the Com of delivery of any goods bought, receiving a discountof 2 per

mittee for their reconsideration on those points ; or, failing
cent, off, or of paying according to Manchester terms, orof pay.

that, amendments should be introduced upon giving the usual
ing after the expiration of 14 days, but before the expiration of

three days' notice. Mr. Stacpoole seconded the amendment. the timeallowed by Manchester terms, and receiving a rebate of

Mr. Walpole , as chairman of the committee which sat on this
interest on the sum paid for the period from the time of

subject , wished to say that the Lord Chancellor had tried to
payment to the end of the time allowed by Manchester terms,

get a person of similar position to Lord Westbury and Lord
calculated at the Bank rate on the day of payment. Accord

Romilly , and failed , and it was on that account that the pro .
ing to Manchester terms, all goods that are purchased before

vision to which the hon . gentleman lund objected was inserted .
the 25th day of one month are to be paid for on the first

Even now , if the Lord Chancellor should find such a person ,
Tuesday in the following month , but if bought after the 25th

the Bill would allow of his appointment. The Bill did not
day of any month , then they are to be paid for on the first

admit of a general appeal, but only of an appeal when one
Tuesday in the next month but one. This arrangement was

arbitrator differed from another, or when the same arbitrator
carried out, and the bankrupts exercised their option of pas.

differed from himself. What was wantedwas that one uniform ing as it suited their convenience. In September, 1873, and

system should be established . (Hoar. ) Sir G . Bowyer said the
for some time previously, the bankrupts were in insolventcir .

right hon . gentleman must have been under a misapprehen
cumstances , because they owed a large sum to one Charles

sion on one point. The Bill did not allow the Lord Chancel Souchay, who had originally sold them their works, and had

lor to appoint any but a barrister of 15 years' standing, for
advanced them money from timeto time ; but of this fact the

the words were, “ the Lord Chancellor may appoint a barrister
respondents had no knowledge whatever. The bankrupts

of 15 years' standing." Mr. Goschen pointed out that the
purchased from the respondents cotton cloth on 30th of Sep .

very words which the hon , baronet had read showed that the
tember, 1873, to the value of £144 , and on the 9th of October

Lord Chancellor retained the power of appointing an ex
following to the value of £46. In October and November,

Chancellor or ex-Judge, though he was allowed to appoint a
1873, the debtors, having becomeaware that thep were horie

barrister of 15 years' standing. He entirely agreed with the lessly insolvent, gave orders to their clerks to sell their stock

view taken by the right hon. gentleman (Mr. Walpole ), and
in trade and other property, and with the proceeds pay their

hoped the House would support it. Mr. Jackson believed that
ordinary trade creditors , but not to pay Charles Souchay and

great care and attention had been bestowed by the Coinmittee
certain particular creditors, to whom they were largely in

on this most difficult question . Hemust say lie did not like
debted for advances. On the 22nd of November, 1873, the

the notion of an appeal in the case of an arbitration ; but he
£186 13s. 9d . in question was paid by one of the debtors

would not ask the House to reconsider a decision which had clerks, in pursuance of these instructions, to Messrs . Stead ,

been come to by a committee composed of some of the most
the respondents, and the question was whether, under these

eminent members, who had retained for the tribunal the
circumstances, the latter were protected by the proviso at the

discretionary powers on the faith of which it was originally
end of the 92nd section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. The

constituted . Mr. Raikes expressed a hope thatthe hon .member
section enacts that all payments involving fraudulent pre

would not press his amendment against a decision arrived at
ference within three months of the bankruptcy shall be Foid,

by the Committee after very careful consideration . After
and the proviso is as follows : - “ but this section shall not

a few words from Sir P . O 'Lrien and Mr.Meldon , Mr. Lewis affect the rights of a purchaser, payee, or incumbrancer in

withdrew his amendment. The Bill as amended was con .
good faith and for valuable consideration ." The Court below

sidered , and , the Standing Orders being suspended, was read decided that the payment to the respondents came within the

a third time and passed. proviso, and that, therefore, the trustee in bankruptcy was

not entitled to recover the sum so paid from them . The case

was argued on the 26th of June last, when their Lordships

II OUSE OF LORDS. took time to consider. The Lord Chancellor said that there

July 12.
was in this case within the meaning of the 92nd section of the

Present the Lord Chancellor, Lord Chelmsford, Lord
Bankruptcy Act of 1869 a payment made by a person unable

Hatherley, Lord Penzance, Lord O 'Hagan, and Lord Selborne.
to pay his debts as they became due from his own moneys in

favour of a creditor with the view of giving that creditor &

BUTCHER V . STEAD AND ANOTHIER. - This appeal from the preference over other creditors, and that if there was nothing

Court of Appeal in Chancery sitting in Bankruptcy, which more in the case , inasmuch as the person making the payment

aitirmed a judgment of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy reverg. becamebankrupt within three months, the payment ought to

ing a decision of the Manchester County Court Judge, raised be deemed fraudulent and void as against the trustee of the

a very important question as to what constitutes a fraudulent bankrupt. If the goods had been supplied for readymoney,

preference on the part of a bankrupt - namely, whether it is and if the money had been taken in exchange for the goods,

sufficient to constitute such a fraudulent preference that the

bankrupt shall have the intention of making a fraudulent
might well be that the exchange of goods for ready money

preference , or whether it is essentialnot only that the bank
would have negatived the inference of a fraudulent preference.

rupt shall have such intention , but also that the creditor to
But the goods were here supplied upon credit, and althongo

the bankrupt by obtaining credit on thepretence ofcarrywy
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business might if that pretence were false and if a jury for final examination , carried on business as a stockbroker in

Belfast, Mr. Bernard Cracroft, a member of the London Stock
made himself liable to punishment for a misdemeanour, the Exchange, was the London agent of the bankrupt, and with

subsequent payment for the goods so supplied on credit whom he had extensive transactions, in respect of which
might not the less be a preference of a particular creditor, Mr. Cracroft claimed several thousand pounds. The bankrupt
which would be deemed fraudulent and void . The only question set up a defence that the transactions were betting transac .

appeared to be whether, the transaction being a fraudulent tions, and he was not, consequently , liable for them . It will
preference as far as the bankrupt was concerned , was by be remembered that the issue was tried before Judge Miller and
the last words of the 92nd section protected quoad the re . a special jury, and lasted several days, when the jury found
spondent, the recipient of the payment, who, as was admitted , that the dealings were not of a gambling character, and that
had no knowledge of the fraudulent preference which was Mr. Cracroft acted bona fide as a stockbroker. Mr. Smith was
intended. There was no doubt that the 92nd section of the accordingly , at the instance of Mr. Cracroft, adjudiceted a bank
Act of 1869 introduced a considerable change into the law on rupt.Mr. Fitzgibbon , Q . C . (with whom wasDr. Seeds, instructed

this subject. Before the Act of 1869, payments by way of by Messrs. Macrory and Co .), opposed the passing of the final
fraudulent preference were held to be void , butwere not for examination , and contended that the bankrupt had not

bidden by any express enactment, and the Act of 1869, possibly | sufficiently complied with a requisition for accounting ,
because the administration of bankruptcy was for the future especially with regard to a sum of £72,000. Mr. Smith , the
to be taken in great part away from the court and placed in bankrupt, was examined , and stated thatthe books which con
the hands of trustees, appeared in the case of fraudulent | tained the entries were destroyed by his brother without his
preferences and many other similar cases to have endeavoured knowledge . He could not, therefore, furnish a better account

to reduce into definite propositions the law that hitherto had than he had done. Mr. Carton (instructed by Mr. Thompson )
to be derived from a comparison of decided cases. The dct, said that it was evident the bankrupt had furnished the best
however, did not profess to express the existing law without account it was in his power to give, and asked his lordship to

making considerable changes in it. In the case of fraudulent bear in mind thatMr. Cracroft had admitted that thebankrupt
preference, for example, in place of raising an inquiry had been merely a dupe in the hands ofRogers and his brother
whether it was done in contemplation of bankruptcy , the Act at Belfast. He, therefore, asked his lordship to pass the final ex .
provided certain definite tests - namely, that the bankrupt amination . Judge Miller said that Mr. Cracroft's position on

should have been at the time unable to pay his debts as they the London Stock Exchange had been seriously affected by his
became due from his own moneys, and that he should become connection with Mr. Smith . Hewas accordingly entitled to the
bankrupt within three months from the date of payment. The fullest investigation , and the proceedings in the court might

Act appeared to have left the question of pressure as it stood materially assist Mr. Cracroft in re-establishing his position .
under the old law , and , indeed , the rise of the word prefer . Mr. Carton observed that according to the rules of the Stock

once, implying an act of the free will, would of itself make Exchange, he believed the only thing that would re-establish
it necessary to consider whether the pressure had or had not the position of a broker would be the re -payment in full of the
been used . The section , however, contained at the end of it amount of a deficiency. Judge Miller said , according to his
& provision which introduced a new ingredient into the con reading of the rules, à composition of 6s. 8d. would be suffi

sideration of fraudulent preferences. Before the Act of 1869, cient, if they were satisfied the transactions in which the
if a payment were made of a debt without pressure and in broker was engaged were bona fide, and so far Mr. Cracroft
contemplation of bankruptcy , it was a fraudulent preference, had the verdict of a jury with him . Mr. Carton said the bank

even although the person receiving the payment did not know rupt could give no further information at present, and he
he was being fraudulently preferred . The 92nd section of the would leave the matter entirely in the hands of his lordship .
Act, however, now ended with the provision that it should not Judge Miller said the case was one of considerable importance,

affect the rights of " a purchaser, payee, or incumbrancer in and he would , therefore, consider his judgment on the question
good faith and for valuable consideration .” In his opinion the of passing the final examination .

word “ payee” was to be read as meaning “ person receiving
payment as a creditor," whose primâ facie rights undoubtedly
were to keep the money which he so received if he received

themoney without notice of any fraudulent preference. He BIRKENHEAD COUNTY COURT.
thought it was the intention of the Legislature, in defining for

the first timethe law as to fraudulentpreference,and changing July 6.
the old rules as to contemplation of bankruptcy into a rule
which exposed the payment to be impeached for a period as Before Mr. W , FFOULKES.

long as three months, to accompany and temper this enact . RE JAMES EDWARD GALE. — The bankrupt was formerly

ment by a provision ofgreat convenience in mercantile dealings, manager of the Lancashire Assurance Company, and resided

and giving a protection where it was obviously much required at Egerton -park , Rock Ferry. Mr. Sheen was appointed re
to those who in good faith took money that ought to be paid ceiver, and shortly afterwards the sheriff entered into posses
to them without notice that the person paying was doing any sion . On the 14th December a petition against the debtor

thing injurious to his other creditors. In his opinion , there. was filed by David Forbes and John Wilson Paton , and at that

fore, the judgment of the Court of Appeal in Chancery ought timethe police held a warrant for his arrest on a charge of em

to be affirmed , and the appeal dismissed, with costs. Lord bezzlement. The matter was several times before the court,

Hatherley and Lord O 'Hagan concurred . Lord Selborne up to the 6th January, when the first petition was dismissed .
doubted the soundness of their lordships' judgment, which he In themean time the sheriff, who had acted at the suit of Mr.

was afraid would open the door to much fraud on the part Redfern , a creditor, gave up possession to the receiver, who was

of insolvent debtors. The judgment of the Court below was subsequently named trustee. Mr. Lupton , barrister, now

affirmed , and the appeal dismissed, with costs . argued that the restraining order of the court, as against his

client, was ultra vires, and the appointment of receiver of no
effect. Mr. James, arguing contra , contended that there was

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN . evidence enough to satisfy the court of the acts of trading .
and to establish the first petition , which was simply dismissed

July 10 .
as not being needed. He further contended that there had

been a continuity of possession since the appointment of a

( Before the Hon . Judge MILLER.) trustee ; that up to the discharge of the receiver the property
IN RE JOHN WESLEY SMITH. - The bankrupt, who came up had been vested in him ; and that the dismissal of the first
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petition did not take place until after the adjudication on the " 4 . That it is inexpedient, whilst any arbitration is in pro
second . His Honour held that the execution creditor was gress, to vary the principles upon which the arbitrator may
entitled , on the ground that the goods seized by him were then proceed, by arresting section 8 of the act of 1872.
the debtor 's , and thatno act of bankruptcy had been committed “ 5 . That an appeal shall be from any order or determina
at the time. tion of the arbitrator made after the passing of this act upon

matters of principle only , except by a certificate from the arbi
trator that an appealmay properly be brought.

“ 6 . That the arbitrator may, if be think fit, state any
LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. questions arising upon matters of principle arising in arbi.

tration in the form of a special case for the opinion of the

July 10 . court of appeal in Chancery, but not otherwise.
" 7 . That all appeals under the act be heard by at least

(Before Mr. COLLIER, Judge ) two judges ,”
IN RE CHARLES W . COLLARD , – This was a motion for

the committal of the debtor, a cooper in Kent-square .
The business was carried on under the firm of Thomas Lester

COUNTY COURT AGENTS.and Co., by Mr. Collard and his sister, the widow of the late
Mr. Lester. They filed a joint petition for liquidation some
few months ago , with debts £1,081, and estimated assets £642. The Law Times says : - “ In our last issue we reported a
Mr. Bolland was chosen trustee, and subsequently the debtors discussion at the Leeds County Court, between the learned

made several proposals of composition to the creditors, but judge and a practitioner in his honour's court upon the subject

they all fell through , and the estate had to be realised by of County Court agents . We disagree with the view which

public auction , and realised, exclusive of book debts , £360. the learned judge took of the question , and still more dowe

Pending the negotiations for a compromise, the debtor Col disapprove of the opinion expressed by the learned registrar
lard received several debts due to his estate , which he had (Mr.Marshall), a well-known member of the Council of the

failed to account for to the trustee, and the presentmotion İncorporated Law Society. The question resolves itself into

was for his committal. Mr. Kennedy, instructed by Mr. this, to what extent, if any, should County Court judges recog.
Bellringer, appeared for Mr. Bolland, and the debtor appeared nise debt collectors ? In the case before us certain persons,
in person . His Honour expressed his opinion that there were calling themselves accountants , but who it may be have no
two courses open - either to send the debtor for trial or to legitimate claim to such a name, and who are probably debt

commit, but as the debtor had admitted his offence and ex collectors and nothing more, acted for a plaintiff in a County
pressed his desire to make reparation , hewould adjourn the Court case by issuing the plaint, and the defendant by his

motion for a week. The case accordingly was ordered to solicitor (if he had employed an agent instead it seems that

stand over for the debtor to restore to the trustee the sums neither judge or registrar would have objected ), having given

collected . notice pursuant to sect. 2 of 30 and 31 Vict, o. 142 , of his in .

tention to resist the action , these debt collectors actually sent

to the solicitor for the defendant a formal written notice con

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION. cluding thus : Take notice that we have withdrawn the above

case from the court,' and signed , Plaintiff's Agents. There

can be no two opinions about this being a contempt of court,
The select committee appointed by the House of Commons at which , however, the registrar is disposed to wink, for the

to inquire into the merits of the above bill sat on Friday morn reason, as we fear, that it is found to save time and trouble to

ing, the Right Hon . Spencer Walpole in the chair. Sir the County Court officials , if agents are allowed to act for

Edmund Beckett, Q . C ., Mr. Littler, Q . C ., and Mr. Lapyon were suitors in small cases and undefended actions. We are sorry

counsel for the promoters ; Mr. Digby Seymour, Q . C ., and to say thatmany County Court registrars have of late shown

two other learned gentlemen for the petitioners ; and Mr. a decided disposition in this direction , and it is the duty of the

HumeWilliams for others who opposed any alteration in the judges of County Courts to check the growth of such a contra

clauses of the bill. The committee having heard the evidence of vention of Acts of Parliament. To debt collectors endeavouring

Mr. Reilly, the assessor, and Mr. Mercer, the solicitor, under to obtain payment of moneys due to persons who employ

the arbitration , formally pronounced the preamble of the bill them , we cannot with propriety, and we do not, object, and a

debt collector may go the length of threatening that if paymentand Sir Edmund Beckett upon the question of principle , after be not made, the creditor will either issue process or instruct
which the hon. members deliberated in private for over three a solicitor to do so, but he (the debt collector) cannot lawfully
hours. On the re-admission of the public, the chairman said threaten to issue process himself as paid agent of the creditor,
the committee had passed a series of resolutions, on which without offending against those laws which protect the rights
they were desirous that the clauses of the biil should be of the profession . Many County Court registrars habitually
founded , remarking that it would involve very little alteration allow debt- collecting firms to issue, almost daily , batches of
of themeasure as it stood . The resolutions were as follows : County Court summonses , notwithstanding that it involves

" 1 . That in dealing with cases upon which orders or an infraction of professional rights. Let suitors act for them .
determinations have been made by previous arbitrators under selves as much as they like, and the more they do so in small
the act of 1872, the arbitrator appointed under this act shall matters the better the profession will like it ; and that it
have the same powers, and be subject to the same conditions, should give extra trouble to registrars of County Courts we
as those imposed upon arbitrators under the act of 1872 . much regret, but it cannot be avoided except by such persons

" 2 . That no appeal be allowed in cases upon which an seeking the assistance of professionalmen, who are ever ready
order or determination has been made by a previous arbi. to recognise the necessity of regulating their charges according
trator, except when such arbitrator shall expressly certify in to the nature and extent of the services required of them . In

writing that by reason of the differences existing in previous the case before us, the learned judge twice asked if the com
decisions on matters of principle relating to cases of novation plaint was not one which the Law Society ought to deal with .

or liability of contributories, it is desirable that an appeal | Mr. Marshall does not seem to have replied to this inquity:
should be brought.

Weventure to say that the Law Society cannot be expected to" 3. That in proceeding with such appeal, the court of deal in any way with such questions ; at all events one thing
appealmay have regard to the powers and jurisdiction of the is perfectly certain , and that is that they never do so. It is tot
arbitrator under the act of 1872,

County Court judges to dispose of these matters in a summary
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Vice - Chancellor Hall has appointed Mr. James Waddell

official liquidator of the Oakwell Collieries, Limited .

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. William Brooks.

of 11 Old Jewry -chambers, official liquidator of the New

Amicable Life Assurance Company, Limited .

CREDITORS ' MEETINGS.

and judicial manner, and if they will only adopt some uniform
action , with a view of arresting an evil already checked , they
will not be long troubled with it. It is now in its infancy ,

and can be easily nipped in the bud . In the 2nd section of the
Act above referred to, the word “ agent ' appears as a person

by whom such a notice as that in question may be given , but

it is clear that it is only meant to apply to unpaid agents , such

as a member of the suitor's family or some friend ; it is out

of all reason to suppose that it was intended to include debt col.

lectors, for, among other difficulties , this would involve a part

repeal, by a sidewind, of important protective provisions in
the Attorneys' Acts of 1843 and 1860, especially sects. 2 and

36 of the Act of 1843, and sect. 26 of the Act of 1860. The

36th section of the first Act gives this question its quietus.

It makes it a contempt of any County Conrt for any person

other than a solicitor (who must be certificated at the timeof

acting as such ) to commence, or defend , or carry on any pro

ceedings in such a court, except such person bo plaintiff or

defendant. Any person offending against this law cannot

even recover disbursements paid by him or her, and the offence

• shall and may be punished accordingly.' The word shall
is omitted from a similar provision in sect. 26 of the Act of

1860. It seems doubtful whether the penalty of £50, as pro

vided by sect. 26 of the Act of 1860 , attaches to such an

offence ; but, reading the two Acts together, we incline to the

opinion that it does so . The 35th section of the Act of 1843

provides a similar punishment in the case of persons other

than solicitors and suitors themselves issuing process in the

Superior Courts, and there is just this to be said , if a debt

collector went to work to issue a writ for some creditor whose

debt he was trying to get in , one of two things must happen ,

either he must be caught by the clerk in the writ office of the

court in which he proposed to proceed, or, having issued the
writ without detection , he could hardly hope afterwards to
escape fine, and perhaps imprisonment ; he would be very

severely dealt with by any judge or court before whom a know

ledge of his offence was brought; and yet we are told that the
operation of the very next section , having exactly the same
object in view , except that the former applies to superior and

the latter to inferior courts, is not to have its full force and

effect. For debt collectors to issue process in County Courts

must not, we are told , be complained of by the profession ,

especially as it suits the convenience of registrars in certain

cases, and perhaps because some judges court popularity of a

general rather than a professional nature. In conclusion , Mr.

Ferns, of Leeds, has drawn attention to a flagrant breach of
an Act of Parliament, and instead of being supported by his

professional brother (the registrar of the court ), that officer

seeks to palliate such offence , and the learned judge blandly asks

if it is not a question for the Incorporated Law Society. We

refer his Honour and other County Court judges to the 36th

section of the Attorneys' Act 1843 . It is , we know , also an

offence under the Stamp Act for a debt collector to issue such a

notice as that in this case , and a penalty of £50 attaches, but

the contempt of court oughtnot to be overlooked."

W . MARSHALL & Co. (MANCHESTER). - At the first meeting
under the bankruptcy of Messrs. W . Marshall and Co.,

merchants and commission agents, Manchester, the debts

were stated to amount to £24 ,000 . The bankrupts produced

no statement, and were ordered to file one within fourteen
days.

W . MABON & Co. (MANCHESTER). A meeting of the credi.

tors of Messrs. Walter Mabon and Co., engineers and
boilermakers, of 'Adwick and Gorton , near Manchester, was

held on Friday, when the liabilities were stated at £26 ,817,

and assets at £16,517. It was decided to liquidate the
estate .

J. Wilson & Sons (HAWICK ). - At a meeting of the
creditors of Messrs . John Wilson and Sons, of Hawick, a
composition of 128, in the pound was accepted .

S . & J . GRAHAM (LONDON ) .-- A meeting of the creditors of

Jobn Graham , trading as S . & J . Graham , who lately failed ,
was held on Friday. The balance sheet showed that there
was due to trade creditors £10 ,886 , and the liabilities on
accommodation acceptances for Wilson and Armstrong;

Collie and Co., & c., amount to £60 ,720 , while the assets
are estimated at £22,943. It was elicited thut in 1873 the
firm was insolvent to the extent of about £6 ,000 , and had
received on account of the accommodation bills lately dis
honoured , £23,592. A proposition was made to pay 5s. in
the pound, in four, eight, and twelve months, but this was
opposed by a large majority , and liquidation in bankruptoy was
finally resolved on .

W . Shaw , Son, & Co. (HUDDERSFIELD ). - On Friday after

noon the first meeting of creditors of Wm . Shaw , Son , and

Company, woollen cloth merchants, Wood -street, Hudderg

field , was held at the Queen 's Hotel, Huddersfield.
Mr. W . Schofield , accountant, the receiver, read the

statement of accounts ,which was as follows : - Liabilities - Un .

secured creditors, £23,512 6s. 104d. ; rent, rates, and taxes,
£76 168. Od . ; liabilities on bills discounted £3,059 178. id. ,

of which it is expected will rank against the estate for
dividend , £1,000 ; total, £24 ,589 2s . 10d. Assets - Stock

in warehouse, £4 ,604 1ls. 3d . : book debts, £20,628 8g. 2d ..

estimated to produce, £4 376 6s. ; cash in hand, £143 38. 4d . ;

bills of exchange, £6 ,312 11s. 9d., estimated to produce,

£100 ; furniture, & c . £150 ; Mr. H , Shaw 's expenses to Mon

treal, on account of failure of Woodhouse, Davis , and Co .

£45 ; surplus of Mr, Shaw 's private estate £700 ; total

£10 ,119 Os. 7d . On behalf of the debtors a composition of

APPOINTMENTS .

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

Mr Frederick William Sperring, public accountant, 26

Philpot lane, Fenchurch -street , E . C ., has been appointed
trustee of the estate of Frederick Glitsentein , trading as

Glitsentein and Co., wine merchants, of 3 Muscovy-street,
Tower-hill.

Mr. John Henry Champness, of 10 Basinghall-street , public
accountant, has, on the application of Messrs. Tanqueray,

Willaume and Hanbury, New Broad - street, solicitors, been

appointed by the Court of Chancery, receiver and manager in
the suit of Alabaster and Gillman.

was offered , the last instalment to be secured together with

the produce of the dividend of 2s. in the pound which the
creditors of Woodhouse, Davis, and Co. had agreed to accept,

and which is not taken into account in the debtors ' statement.

The creditors refused this, and asked for 8s. in the pound ,

which the debtors said they could not pay, and the creditors

then resolved that the estate should be wound-up in liquida.

tion , with Mr. W . Schofield as trustee, and a committee of

inspection .

J. P . WESTHEAD & Co. (MANCHESTER). — The solicitors of
Messrs. J . P . Westhead and Co. have issued a circular, in

which they inform the creditors that after a careful examina
tion of the affairs of the firm , and of its individual partners,

by Messrs. Delloitte and Halliday, of Manchester, public ac

countants, the assets are found to be sufficient not only to pay
all liabilities in full, but also to show a very large surplus.

The circular adds : " It is impossible for the senior partner
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at his time of life actively to direct a large business, and

under the advice of his friends and with concurrence of his

partners he has therefore decided to transfer the assets and

business of the firm to a company to be formed with limited

liability. Steps are now being taken for this purpose, and

every effort compatible with prudence will be made to have

matters placed on a satisfactory basis with the least possible

delay . It is necessary, however, that someindulgence should be

extended to the firm whilst they are making these efforts , and

as the company when formed will in the ordinary course call

up its capital by instalments, the payment of liabilities must

necessarily extend over a period, and whether a company be

formed or not some time would necessarily be required for

realisation . It is proposed to pay the creditors in full by four

equal instalments at three, six , nine, and twelve months from

1st August next. Under these circumstances it is considcred

unnecessary to hold a meeting of creditors or to issue a balance

sheet."

TOLLEY AND JONES (WEST BROMWICH ).- A meeting of the
creditors of Messrs . Tolley and Jones, colliery proprietors and

coalmasters, West Bromwich , was held at Birmingham on the

13th inst. The liabilities amounted to £6 ,977 3s . 10d ., and

the assets to £2,549 28., from which had to be deducted credi.

tors to be paid in full , leaving net assets at £2, 132 2s. 8d .

CHEDGZOY (BRISTOL) . - Mr. W . C . Harvey (Gamble and

Harvey), one of the trustees in this estate, has issued a report

pointing out the unsatisfactory statements made by the debtor

in regard to his liabilities and as to false entries in the books,

SCOTLAND . — The suspension is announced of Mr. G .
Farquhar, produce broker , 76 Wilson - street. Thebooks of the
firm are in the hands of Messrs M 'Farlane and Hutton,

- Messrs. Gardner and M .Gregor, shirt and umbrella mana

facturers, 76 Ingram -street, Glasgow , have suspended payment.
The liabilities are estimated at £25 ,000 .

AMERICA. - New York advices announce the suspension of
Mr. Henry Brannhold , 56 Lewis -street, New York, manufac

turer of fancy and coloured paper , with liabilities of £12,000.
- The Conneant (0 .) Paper Company had stopped ; liabilities

£10 ,000 , - Mr. C . R . Stinde, St. Louis, in the boot and shoe

trade, has suspended , with liabilities of $ 36 ,000. - Messrs.

William Moland and Son, provision and produce merchants,
Philadelphia , have failed ; liabilities, £8 ,000 .

The National Zeitung states that further difficulties have

occurred in the Austrian sugar trade. The considerable firm
of Urbauck, Machatschek , and Waagner, of Prague , has called

its creditors together. - The liabilities are about £150,000.

Payment in full, with 6 per cent. interest, by instalments ex.

tending over a period of five years, is offered . The financial
stringency in Norway appears also to have brought about a

commercial crisis in that country. -- The journal already

quoted is advised from Drontheim of the failure of three

large firms, viz . Kampstrüp and Co., in the herring trade,

with liabilities exceeding the assets by about £20,000 ;
Wilhelmsen and Co . in the leather trade ; and Anton Nilsen,

merchant. A number of smaller firms have likewise sus

pended payment.

the Court.

R . C . PATCHETT (HALIFAX ). - At themeeting of the creditors

of Richard Crabtree Patchett, wine and spirit merchant,

Halifax, held at the White Lion Hotel, Halifax, on the 12th
inst., it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement

and not in bankruptcy . The statement of affairs produced ,
which had been prepared by Mr. C . T . Rhodes, accountant,

Halifax, showed the total liabilities to be £2,299 16s. 11d., and

the assets £1,823 8s. 5d ., less £819 6s. 3d. claims payable in

THE NATIONAL DEBT. - A return obtained by Mr. Goschen
“ showing in respect of each year since 1865 inclusive the
increase of the deficiency in the assets of the National Debt
Commissioners, in respect of their liabilities to friendly socie .
ties," has just been issued as a Parliamentary paper . It
shows that on the 20th of November, 1866, the deficiency was

£814,505 . In 1866 there was an increase in the deficiency of

£35,945, but in 1867 there was a decrease of £8,053. In each
succeeding year there has been an increase of deficiency as
follows: - In 1868, £44,358 ; in 1869, £41,823 ; in 1870, £57,200 ;
in 1871 , £35,755 ; in 1872, 450,822 ; in 1873, 244,117 ; in
1874, £12,492. The deficiency in 1874 was £1,188,964, the
total increase of deficiency since 1865 being £344,459.

with Mr. C . W . Cheesman , of Hull, brewer and distiller , Mr.

Jubb , solicitor , Halifax, being intrusted with the registration

of the resolutions. The debtor made no offer of composition .

FAILURES.

NEW COMPANIES.

ENGLAND, -Mr. Oldershaw , chymist, druggist,and drysalter,

Blackburn -road , Accrington , has filed a petition in the THE CARDINHAM VALE SILVER LEAD MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
Blackburn County Court for liquidation by arrange - This company has been formed for the parpose of acquiring
ment. His liabilities amount to £3,800 , and the and working the extensive Cardinham Vale property , situated
assets consist of stock-in -trade and book debts . about four miles from the Bodmin -road station , in the county

- With reference to the recent suspension of Messrs. John of Cornwall. The capital is £30,000, in 6 , 000 shares of £5
Ranking and Co., of 11 St. Helen's -place, it wasannounced on each ; of which only 5s. per share is to be paid on application,
Saturday thatMr. Robert Corkling, of Manchester,merchant, 5s. on allotment, and the balance, if required , at intervals of
trading in Egypt as Robert Corkling and Co., had presented a not less than three months. To meet the wishes of those
petition for liquidation . The liabilities are small, with the

exception of his indebtedness to Messrs. Ranking and Co .,
investors who prefer paying in full, the directors will issue

which amounts to £120,000 , or thereabouts. The assets are
fully paid -up shares, not exceeding one-half of the capital

unascertained . The suspension of Messrs . Ranking and Co.

was occasioned by the failure of Mr. Corkling to carry out his the allotment, and to be issued at a discount of 5 per cent.

engagement with them . - A petition in liquidation has been

filed in the Bradford Court by Messrs . John Willis and Son,
The London offices of the company (the prospectus of which

brassfounders , machine makers, & c ., of Miller's -gate, Bradford . will be found in our advertisement columns) are at Cornhill
The liabilities are estimated at £25,000 . - - The failure of Messrs. Chambers , Cornhill ; and the Co-operative Credit Bank, 11
Lowes and Webster, tobacco and snuff manufacturers, Queen Victoria Street, E . C ., has been empowered to receive

Liverpool, is announced with £3 ,500 liabilities , and a petition

for liquidation , & c . has been filed . Messrs. Barrell and
deposits on their behalf.

Rodway, Liverpool, are the solicitors acting in the matter, and THE WARRINGTON BOTTLING COMPANY. This company,
Mr. T . Theodore Rogers, Liverpool, is the accountant. | which is not strictly speaking a new undertaking, has been
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THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

formed for the purpose of purchasing the bottling business at
present carried on at Warrington by the Messrs. Walker and
Shaw , and for uniting with it the manufacture of aerated
waters, one of the most profitable industries of its kind. The

£1shares. As a similar concern in the same town is now pay
ing a dividend of 40 per cent., the present company seems to
have an unusually favourable prospect.

THE SAFETY LIGHTING COMPANY, LIMITED. - There has been
of late more attention paid to artificial lighting than the sub
ject has received for a very long time, and the above company
has been formed for the purpose of acquiring Mr. Aronson 's
patented improvements in the construction of gas and oil
burners. The principle of the invention consists in allowing
the gallery which holds the chimney to be lifted up and down
without removing the glass, thus permitting the usual cleaning
and attention without running the risk of breakage or up
setting. The capital of the company has been fixed at £10 ,000,
in £5 shares. The London offices are at 33 Poultry , E . C .,
and the Co-operative Credit Bank , 11 Queen Victoria
street, E . C ., has been empowered to receive deposits on behalf
of the company.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay : - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under $ 50 repayable

upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturday ,
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

MIE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
Laxd, Estate , HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER - SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate" are ; - 1st . - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estate3, Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coftee Housee, Tobacco

pists , Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd. - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers , or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur
niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses. ' 5 : h . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .

-- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate"
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Libcral terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

The BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE, HOLDEN
AT HALIFAX .

A THIRD AND FINAL DIVIDEND of Three Shillings
and Fourpence in the Pound has been declared in the matter of the

Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement of the Affairs of the
Joint Estate of WILLIAM FIRTH RILEY and JAMES READ HORNER,
both of Brighouse, in the parish of Halifax, in the County of York , Manu .
facturing Chemists, trading together under the style or firm of Riley and

Horner, and will be paid by me at my Offices, at Ward ' s End, Southgate,
Halifax, aforesaid (to those Creditors only who have proved their debts ) on

and after the 15th day of July , 1875 , between the hours of Four and Six
o 'clock in the Afternoon .

CHRISTOPHER TATE RIIODES,
Trustee,

IN LIQUIDATION .
DE RICHARD CRABTREE PATCHETT, of Crown
1 street, Halifax, in the County of York, Wine and Spirit Merchant,
and Bottler and Dealer in Ale and Porter . To be sold by private contract,
as a going concern , the whole of the working plant, stock -in -trade. fixtures

and fittings, horse and trap, spring cart, & c . This is a splendid opportunity
for a young man wishing to commence the business. About 500 open ac

counts with customers . Book debts optional. For full particulars, and to
treat, apply to C . T . Rhodes, Accountant, Halifax , or to C . W . Cheesman ,

Commercial Traveller, Hull, the Trustees.

TR
AD
E
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X

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT.
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : IIALL QUAY CIAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ) , forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JonN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss , 16s., 21s., 26s. 6 , 31s . 6d .
Postage Free Double Truss, 31s . 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Trurg, 42s., and 52s. 6d. Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to Join White, Post -office,

E IES Piccadilly.

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicoso
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s . 6 ., 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s . each .
Postage free,
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES . for both sexer . For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58 . 6d. and 78. 6 . Adults, 10s. 6d. , 158 . 6d ., and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John Wurte, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London.

PPPS'S COCOA . — " By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural lawswhich governºoperations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of dict that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.

T F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
111 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal securit

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .
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THE CARDINHAM VALE SILVER LEAD MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED .

Incorporated under " The Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867," by which the Liability of Members is limited to the

amount of their Shares.

The above is entirely unlike the ordinary Mining Investments offered to the public, inasmuch as there will be no loss of time
in searching for Lodes and exploring the Setts, the Mine being taken as a going concern , with valuable deposits of Ore laid
open requiring only suitable machinery to make it marketable . It is believed that there is no Mine that can be worked cheaper
than the Cardinham Vale , no steam machinery will be required to develop the Mine, as there is an ample supply of water at
all seasons of the year available for working the machinery necessary for its development, and crushing and preparing the
Ores for market. The Proprietor of the property has agreed to take nine- tenths of his interest in Shares, a proof of his

estimate of the value of the Mines , and the profits to be derived therefrom .

CAPITAL : - £30 ,000 , in 6 ,000 Shares of £5 each .
Deposit 58. per Share on Application , and 58. on Allotment, and remainder in sums not exceeding 2s. 6d. per Share at

intervals of not less than three months if required. To meet the wishes of those Investors who prefer paying in full , the

Directors will issuo fully paid -up Shares not exceeding one-half of the Capital now offered for subscription , such Shares

will have priority in the Allotment, and will be issued at a discount of 5 per cent.

DIRECTORS.

J. R . MACARTHUR, Esq ., 30 John -street, Bedford -row , W .C .
(Chairman ) .

Thomas HAZLEDINE , Esq., The Haughs, Upton -on -Severn,

ROBERT GODDARD, Esq., Wimbledon , Surrey.

G . BENETOFSKI, Esq ., Campden- hill, Kensington.

RICHARD HOSKEN , Esq., Penryn , Cornwall.

J. H . JAMES, Esq., C .E . (Managing Director), Grampound
road , Cornwall.

RESIDENT AGENT.

CAPTAIN JAMES BRAY.

SOLICITORS

Messrs. TOWNLEY & Gakd, 2 Gresham -buildings, London , E.C.

BANKERS.
THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria-street.

AUDITOR.

John M . HENDERSON , Esq., 72 Basinghall-street, London, E.C.

SECRETARY,

WILLIAM SHARP, Esq.

OFFICES

CORNHILL CHAMBERS, 62 Cornbill, London .

PROSPECTUS ,
This Company has been formed for the purpose of acquiring, working, and effectually developing the “ Cardinham Vale "

Silver Lead Mines, a valuable property , situated in the Parish of Cardinham , in the County of Cornwall, and about four miles

from the Bodmin -road Station on the Cornwall Railway,

Tho Sett is very extensive, comprising an area of upwards of 180 Acres , and has the great advantage of a permanentStream
Water for the working of the Mines, crushing and dressing the Ores , & c.

The property is held on lease for 21 years from 29th September, 1871, at a minimum rent of £20 per annum , and a

royalty of one- fifteenth ; the rent, however, merges in the royalties when they exceed that amount.

There are several Lodes intersecting the Sett, in one of which an Adit level has been driven for a distance of upwards of
120 fathoms, and two Winzes sunk therein to the depth of 15 feet each .

This Lode is about 4 feet wide, and in geological appearance is thought not to be surpassed by the best of our British

Dividend Lead Mines at the same stage of operation .

To afford evidence of the great results realised by British Lead Mining, when properly conducted , a tabular statement of
a few Mines is subjoined , from the Reports contained in different Mining Papers .

DIVIDENDS PAID BY BRITISH LEAD MINING COMPANIES.

NAME. OUTLAY, DIVIDENDS . 1 NAME. OUTLAY, DIVIDESDS.

Cargoll 17, 470 16 , 112 Lisburne 7 ,500 225,800

East Rose 6 ,400 370,000 Minerva . . 45 ,000 573.750

East Darren 9 ,600 70 ,000 Roman Gravels. . 90 ,000 49,000

Foxdale 70,000 226 ,000 South Darren . . 19,870 6,750

Great Laxey . . 60,000 257,000 Tankerville . . 7 ,200 40,800

Green Hurth . . . 1,920 . . 10, 240 Van 63,500 191,625

Goginan . . 90 ,000 . . 290 ,000 West Chiverton . 31,500 147,500

Herodsfoot . . 8 ,700 . . 63,744

:
:

:
:

:
: :

:
:

: :
:

:

The yield of Ore which is obtained from the Mine is of a superior quality . It is more than usually rich in Silver, which

fact further appears by the following results of an analysis thereof made by John W . Perkins, Esq., Dr. Ph ., F .C . S .

“ LEAD EQUAL TO 6cwT. TO THE TON OF LODE STUFF."

" SILVER 4002, 16DWT. 16GRS. TO THE TON OF ORE ."
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Winzes are being sunk on the course of a Lode which produces Ore of the richest quality in remunerative quantities, and

as depth is attained the yield increases, which facts are confirmed in the accompanying Reports . The purchase-money for the

entire Property is fixed at £10,000, the Vendor's confidence in the undertaking being such that he has consented to take

£9,000 of the purchase-money in paid -up Shares, and £1,000 in cash .

A contract has been entered into between Charles William Baylis , of Worcester, of the one part, and William Sharp, on
behalf of the Company, of the other part , dated the 19th day ofMay , 1875 , which can be seen at the offices of the solicitors of
the Company .

The Directors have instructed Captain Bray to give every facility to intending Investors for inspecting this Property , that
they may satisfy themselves of its very great present value and future prospects .

ADVANTAGES OF THE MINE. - WATER -POWER , CARRIAGE.

There is an ample supply of water at all seasons of the year for working the most powerful machinery necessary for the

development of the mines , crushing and dressing the Ores.

It is believed to be impossible for any Mine to be worked cheaper than the Cardinham Vale .

No Steam Machinery , therefore, will be required to develop this Mine. This is at all times a matter of great importance ;

but in the present state of the coal trade and labourmarket, the value of water as a motive power cannot be over -estimated ; in

fact the saving of cost of coal alone would pay a good dividend on the capital of the Company. The Mine is also situated most

favourably for the carriage of Ores andmaterials, being within a short distance from the Railway Station .

Owing to a great demand for Lead , and the exceptional character of the property, the Directors believe they are placing

before the public a safe and valuable investment, one that in a short period will declare large Dividends. They recommend

a careful perusal of the accompanying Reports .

Applications for Shares should be made on the accompanying Form , which must be forwarded , together with a deposit of

of application may be obtained , and specimens of the Ore be seen , together with copies of the Reports and Documents referred

to in this Prospectus,

REPORTS .

REPORT OF CAPTAIN HARRIS .

I have carefully examined the Cardinham Vale Silver Lead Mine Sett, and find several large and masterly Lodes crossing
it , which present a beautiful appearance.

The Main Lode runs about 30in . East of North and West of South ; on this Lode an Adit Level has been driven for about

120 fathoms, it commenced and continued in Silver Lead . Two Winzes have also been sunk therein in valuable deposits of

Ore . I did not see the bottom of the Winzes, the water being quick would not admit ofmydoing so, but I am told there is &

Lode in the Winzes about 4 feet wide,which contain about 1 ton of Silver Lead per fathom , and from indications of the Ore that

came from theWinzes I think it must be correct ; the Lode here shows & decided improvement in going down . The Lode

standing in the back of the Adit contains sufficient Ore to let on tribute, and I am informed men have offered to work it at 10s.

in the £ .

There is ample water to work the Machinery necessary for a practical development, and it is my opinion that by the

diameter, and 6 or 8 feet abreast, be erected at once to pump outthe water, and thereby lay open the deposits of Ore at a deeper

level.

H . B . HARRIS.
CAMBORNE , CORNWALL,

November, 1874 .

REPORT OF CAPTAIN BRAY.

The Sett, which is very extensive, is situated in the parish of Cardinham , in the County of Cornwall.

An Adit has been driven North in the course of the Lodes about 130 fathoms, and two Winzes sunk about 3 fathoms

each where the Lode is about 4 feet wido, containing large blocks of Silver Lead , and in the outside Winze there is a leader of

pure Silver Lead several inches wide lying against the foot wall of the Lode, but the water in the Winze is too much to keep

out. I had great difficulty to get at the bottom of the Winze, but I managed to send up several cwts . of the Ore, which is of a

beautiful nature, it being imbedded in friable spar.

The Lode throughout the Adit presents a most beautiful appearance, and in many places is nearly 4 feet wide, containing

Lead in paying quantities ; men in fact have offered to work it at 10s, in the £, which speaks for itself ; and should the yield

increase in the next 10 fathoms sinking as it is going down in the Winzes, the outputwill be such as to place the Mine on a par

with our best Dividend Mines.

A permanent stream of water runs close to the Adit, of sufficient power to work water-wheels, and the Mine is in every way
situated for the most economical working.

JAMES BRAY.

West END, BODYIN , CORNWALL.

March, 1875.
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THE WARRINGTON BOTTLING
AND

AERATED WATER COMPANY, LIMITED.

Incorporated under the Companies Acts , 1862 and 1867, whereby the liability of each shareholder is limited to

the amount of the Shares held by him .

CAPITAL : - £10,000, in 10,000 Shares of £1 each , with power to increase.

provided that 21 days' notice at least be given of each call.

DIRECTORS.

MR.Henny WALKER, Fowler Height, Blackburn .

Mr.Moses WALKER, Warrington .

MR. JOSEPH ENTWISTLE (Grosvenor, Entwistle, and Co.), 88

Portland -street, Manchester.

Mr. William WALKER, Greetland,near Halifax .

Mr. John Shaw, Chapel Town, Bolton.

MANAGING DIRECTOR.

MR. MOSES WALKER.

BANKERS.

THE LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE BANK , LIMITED .

Manchester and its Warrington and other Branches.

SECRETARY.

MR. JOHN Cook HUBBERT, Accountant, Cairo -street Chambers,Me Jorda

Warrington ,

AUDITORS.

MESSRS, SUTTON and HARDING , 23 Brown-street, Manchester.

OFFICES.

THE BOTTLING WORKS, High-street, School Brow , Warrington.

The Company has been formed for the purpose of acquiring the Bottling Business carried on by Messrs. Henry Walker,

Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , at Warrington , in the County of Lancaster, with the buildings and land upon

which the said business is carried on , and for the purpose of adding to the business the Manufacturing and Bottling of Aerated

Waters, in addition to the Bottling of Beer, Porter, Cider , Perry, or other Liquors or Waters, and dealing therein in the

ordinary way of Trade.

. The buildings are ofmodern erection , and very suitable for the business.

The premises contain an area of 2 ,380 square yards , and are held for the residue of a term of 999 years from the

25th March , 1867, subject to a yearly ground rent of £12 88. and the lessees' covenants affecting the same. A provisional

agreement dated the 21st day of June, 1875, has been entered into between Mr. Moses Walker, as the owner of the leasehold

premises of the first part,Messrs. Henry Walker, Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , as the owners of the

business, goodwill, plant, and stock - in -trade, of the second part, and John Cook Hubbert as a Trustee for and on behalf of the

Company of the third part, whereby Mr. Moses Walker agrees to sell to the Company the leasehold premises for the sum of

£1,500, which is to be paid to him in cash . Messrs. Henry Walker, Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , agree to

sell to the Company the goodwill of the business for the sum of £300, which is to be paid to Messrs. Henry Walker,Moses

Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , in equalshares, and is to be taken by them in Three Hundred £1 shares in the

Company , which are to be deemed fully paid -up shares , and the plant and stock - in -trade at the amount of a valuation thereof,

to be made by two valuers , one to be named by the said Henry Walker, Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , and

the other by the Company, or an umpire to be named by such two valuers , and which amount is to be paid in cash .

Messrs. Henry Walker,Moses Walker, Joseph Entwistle, William Walker, and John Shaw , will be the first Directors, and

Mr. Moses Walker, under whose management the business has hitherto been principally conducted , will continue the manage

ment thereof, as Managing Director , for a period of two years certain , at the annual salary of £208 exclusive of travelling or

other expenses incurred in or about the Company' s business, and also exclusive of any remuneration which may be voted to him

as one of the Board of Directors by the Shareholders.

The sale of Bottled Beer, Ale , Porter, and Aerated Waters, has for some years steadily increased , and there is every prospect

that the Company will do a large business , and that with careful management a large dividend may be realised. It is not

anticipated that more than 15s. per share will be at any time called up .

Copies of theMemorandum and Articles of Association ,and of the provisional Agreement of the 21st day of June, 1875,
may be seen at the Offices of the Company.

Prospectuses and Forms of Application for Shares may be obtained at the offices of the Company, or from their Bankers or
Secretaryway.

For Forms of Application apply at the Offices as above.
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THE SAFETY LIGHTING COMPANY,

LIMITED .

Incorporated under the Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867, by which the Liability of Shareholders is Limited

to the amount of their Shares.

CAPITAL : - £10,000, in 2 ,000 Shares of £5 Each ,

£1 Os. per Share on Application.

£1 10s. on Allotment.

£2 10s. Two Months from Date of Allotment.

DIRECTORS. BANKERS.

JOSEPH NORMAN ARONSON, Esq., Langham Hotel, Portland | THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria-street.

place. SOLICITOR.

WILLIAM GEORGE BENTINCK DORLING, Esq., Arthur-street CHARLES HENRY EDMANDS, Esq., 33 Poultry.

Chambers, King William -street, City. TEMPORARY OFFICES.

GEORGE BENJAMIN MICKLE, Esq., 10 Duchess -st., Portland- place. 33 POULTRY, CITY .

This Company is formed for the purpose of acquiring and introducing to the public improved arrangements of apparatus

for lighting by gas, oil, or otherwise . The Company has arranged for the purchase ofthe valuable patent of Mr. Joseph Norman

Aronson , dated 21st August, 1874 (No. 2878) , for improvements in lamps or lighting apparatus.

In lighting gas, gaseliers, pedestals, bracket or oil lamps as usually constructed, much trouble , inconvenience, annoyance,

and expense, result from the manner in which the chimneys, globes, and shades, are retained in their positions.

They are held by immoveable holders, so that in lighting not only do the glasses frequently break, but dirt accumulates in

the chimneys and globes , thereby offering serious obstruction to the passage of the light in the direction in which it is most
wanted .

Besides these objections pertaining to gas lighting, there is in the case of oil lamps as ordinarily constructed a further and

very prominent drawback , which arises from the impossibility of getting at the burner, or in filling the lamps with oil without

first removing the chimney, globe and shade, which removals entail not only much loss of time and trouble , but also constant

breakages.

Now all these objections, both for gas and oil, are removed by this invention , which gives easy and complete access to the

burner by raising the moveable gallery, carrier, or support ; and this applies equally to the filling of the lamp without the incon
venience which exists in other lamps now in general use.

The invention is also applicable, at a very small cost , to all lamps.

Considering the immense business now doing in burners of ordinary construction , and the large profits realised, a highly

remunerative return is anticipated to the investors in this Company

The consideration to be paid to Mr. Aronson for all his rights for the whole of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, the Channel Islands, and Isle ofMan , in respect of this valuable invention is £3 ,000 - namely , £2,500 in fully paid -up

shares , and £500 in cash , payable out of subscriptions for shares after £500 has been set aside for working the Company. The

purchase includes improvements, extensions, and substitutions. The contract is dated the 30th October, 1874, and the names

of the parties to the Contract are Joseph Norman Aronson and Samuel Starkey Ellis. Since the incorporation of the Company

the above contract has been ratified and adopted by the Company, and a Contract entered into dated the 16th day of November,

1874. The names of the parties to the last-named Contract are the said Joseph Norman Aronson and the “ Safety Lighting
Company, Limited.”

No.

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR SHARES.

To the Directors of THE SAFETY LIGHTING COMPANY, LIMITED.

GENTLEMEN ,

Having paid to the Manager of the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria Street, London , E . C ., the

eum of £ , being a deposit of £1 per Share on Shares of £5 each in the above

Company, I request that you will allot me Shares therein ; and I agree to accept the same or

any smaller number which you may allot to me, subject to the provisions of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ; and

I hereby agree to pay the further sum of £1 108. per share on allotment, and the balance by subsequent instalments pursuant to

the Prospectus ; and I authorise you to place my name on the Register of Members for the Sharos so allotted .

Christian and Surname ( in full )

Usual Signature

Address

Occupation

Date
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THE .

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice- President.- JOHN BATH , London.

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming. | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham | EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . | F . TENDRON , London .

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON, London. EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London.
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
ROBERT BUCK, Sunderland. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .
FRANCIS NICHOLLS , London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington.

TREABURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London.
AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford .

BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .
OFFICES — 2 COWPER’S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to
ALFRED O . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON,SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau - street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreigu Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one Mw. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. JULY 17, 1876.
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IN THE MATTER OF HENRY JONES, DECEASED. J . A . BYERLEY,

ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR,

St. George's House, St George's Square,

PORTSEA.

THE Creditors of HENRY JONES, late of Brynbella ,
in the Parish of Llanllechid , in the County of Carnarvon

who died on the 17th day of June, 1874 , are hereby requested to send the

particulars of their claims to the office of Mr. WILLIAM JOHN PARRY ,

Public Accountant, 3 and 4 William ' s Court, Bethesda , or in default thereof,

the Executrix will, after the 1st day of September, 1875, proceed to dis
tribute the Assets of the said Henry Jones,

ELLEN JONES,

Executrix.

£1,500 to £2 ,000. – PARTNERSHIP
Wanted . Auctioneers or small Brewery, Must be bona-fide and bear
strict investigation .

£800 to £1000 ready to be advanced on Freehold AgriculturalLand.

Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
nsonoring their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

no ACCOUNTANTS. - A vacancy has occurred in the
Office of a Public Accountant for an efficient CLERK . Preference

would be given to a Gentleman with capital and connection , with a view to

Partnership. - Apply by letter, to 8 , care of Mr. A . W . Gee, Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . O .

ACCOUNTANT'S CLERK WANTED (aged 18 to 20 ) .

n by an Accountant in large Provincial Town . Must be quick and
persevering, write well , and have had experience in an Accountant' s office .

Commencing salary, $ 70. State previous engagements . Undeniable

references required . - Address P . O . Q ., care of Mr. A . W . Gee , Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, London , E . C .CAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
u and Important Residential Estates. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER,
and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS ofINVESTING in AGRICULIURAI ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .

Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . O .

LARGE light Offices on the fourth floor. - Rents £10

and $ 15. - Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge Row , Cannon Street, E .O .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co.'s
N1 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E .C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.
Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balonce

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S. E .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all

kinda. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time
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The Accountant.
contribute when a call has been made. On the

authority of this doctrine, Mr. Crickmer's case was

JULY 24 , 1875 .
decided . The shares banded to him were bonus shares,

indeed no capital had been really subscribed , and so

he was liable to pay the amount of the call upon them .

The close of the legal year, which may be considered
He has the satisfaction of the Vice -Chancellor's opinion

to last from November to August, is being noted for that he is an innocentsufferer, and is a sort of oasis of

even more unpleasant consequences than usual to com
virtue in a dreary desert of fraud. At the sametime,Sir

panies and their concomitant promoters, directors, and
Richard Malins thinks that he ought to have known

aiders and abettors generally . The Canadian Oil
better. The whole case reads almost like a cunningly

Wells Company has appeared , at the instance of Sir
devised satire upon the companymania ; but the lessons

John Hay, before the Lords Justices ; and that unlucky
of caution it inculcates will not, we hope, be easily

director has not only failed to get the relief he antici lost sight of.

pated , but has had to pay very heavy sums in costs,

charges, and expenses for the pleasure of hearing his

conduct unsparingly denounced by Lord Justice James. The Friendly Societies Bill may yet be amended by

Vice-Chancellor Malins is not always very reticentwhen the addition of proper provisions for securing an

an " inequitable " case comes before him ; but if he efficient audit, as it will probably undergo further dis

cussion in the House of Commons with reference to an

scorpions ; and there are few persons who will be important alteration inserted by the House of Lords.

disposed to waste much pity on Sir John Hay, It will be remembered that it was originally provided

who has illustrated again the folly of " washing that three pounds should be the sum allowed for the

dirty linen in public," and will probably agree with funeral of an infant. Thereupon arose one of those

his adversary very quickly in any future difficulty , edifying controversies, which so much raise the general

rather than again run the risk of affording Sir W . M . opinion of our national sobriety of argument and

James an opportunity of wielding the epigrammatic practical ideas. It was objected by the managers of

scourge of the late Sir J. Knight Bruce. It is, several societies, that the amount fixed was too low,

difficult, however, to avoid pitying Mr. Crickmer, who and that six pounds was in reality only a reasonable

has got himself into a sad scrape over a little financial limit. Acting upon their advice, the Chancellor of the

speculation in the Caribbean Islands. We can never Exchequer, with that peculiar desire to satisfy every

be surprised at any company whatevermaking an ap body which is so 'marked a feature of the ministerial

pearance, however wild and improbable may be its | policy, gave way, and six pounds was accordingly sub

raison d 'être ; but certainly to form a company to work stituted. Thereupon arose an outcry that this was offering

“ deposits of guano and other such-like things,” in a a premium to infanticide ; and quite a lively discussion

distant island , where no guano and very little else arose whether the so - called working- classes were in the

exists, by virtue of an imaginary concession granted by habit of systematically destroying their offspring or not ;

a nation which has no rights at all to dispose of, is but the Chancellor of the Exchequer remained firm .

sufficiently startling to the most constant readers of In the Lords, however, the clause was again altered ,

financial journals. Among other things wanting was, and three pounds is now the limit, subject to a possible

it seems, capital ; and this poor Mr. Crickmer disagreement between the two Houses in the matter.

advanced , and was rewarded by having certain The best solution of the matter would , we think, be

paid -up shares transferred into his name. A found in an application, or rather extension , of &

company which is formed for the purpose of raising | common practice of insurance offices. It has already

wealth which does not exist, from an island which | dawned upon many people that in restricting the sum

belongs to some one else, is naturally not long-lived ; | payable on the death of a child , the Government is not

and the “ Caribbean Company' was very shortly com “ affixing a stigma " upon the working-classes, but is in

pulsorily wound-up, and money was wanted for this fact conferring on them a privilege not appertaining to

purpose. Now it is a settled principle that bonus | their wealthier fellow -countrymen . The power of pro.

shares, on which nothing has been paid , are liable to fiting by a child 's death is given to the working classes
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alone. But to meet the wishes of those who insist to the word “ payee.” Lord Selborne, too , appears to

that the higher sum is requisite, and to obviate have considered the propriety of the judgment more on

the objections of those who wish to do away with moral than technical grounds, and his well-known views

the faintest suspicion of gain by a child 's death , the would naturally lead him to consider the ethical rather

duty might be thrown on the societies of themselves than the legal aspects of the question. At present,

settling the undertaker's account. Every insurance therefore, there must be collusion between debtor and

office reserves to itself the power of reinstating pre creditor, or at any rate a certain amount of guilty

mises destroyed , instead of paying the cost, and knowledge on the part of the latter, to make the

does so in all cases where the loss is attended transaction void ; though, having regard to the positive

with circumstances of suspicion. Let power enactment of the first part of the section, it would

be given to the societies, if they think fit, to probably be obligatory on the creditor who wished to

examine and pay the funeral expenses, and so make
naralexpenses, and so make | avail himself of the quamyug uw .

avail himself of the qualifying clause to give somemore

certain that no unfair advantage has been taken. If, stringent proof of his good faith than is necessary in

in addition to this duty, they will also endeavour to the case of an innocent holder . And, after all, the

cut down the undertaker's claim to the lowest possible power of cross-examination is a wonderful engine in

limits, they will do a good action . And while our breaking down false statements. The decision seems

legislators are squabbling over the precise amount of legally right, and may not be objectionable from a

confidence to be placed in the honesty of the humbler commercial point of view .

members of their constituencies, perhaps some one will

again raise the question of a proper and efficient audit. COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.
The first point is, after all, one of sentiment ; the other

goes directly to the root of the usefulness of the
July 15 .

measure.
(Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

EX PARTE COOPER - IN RE Zucco. — This was an appeal from

a decision of Mr. Registrar Pepys, as Chief Judge in Bank

The case of " Butcher v. Stead ,” which we reported
ruptcy. Messrs. Nicholas De Sylla Zucco and John

Kessissoglu , were merchants and insurance brokers in Adam 's

last week , settles a very important question with regard court, Old Broad -street . On the 25th of March , 1875 , they

to the doctrine of fraudulent preference, and it has
filed a liquidation petition , under which Mr.Arthur Cooper was

appointed trustee of their property . The debtors had been
been decided by the highest tribunal in the land that engaged to a large extent in the fruit trade with Greece. On

valuable consideration and bona -fides are still entitled
the 19th of December last Mr. Edward Webb , a fruit broker

in Philpot-lane, who had been in the habit of acting as broker

to the very highest place . The point itself is simple . for the debtors, made advances to them to the extent of

A payment admitted to be fraudulent on the part of the
£2,000, by accepting some bills of exchange drawn by them .

He stated that he made these advances on the faith of an

bankrupt is made within three months of his bank . agreement by Zucco to deposit with him as security the bills

ruptcy, to a creditor,who has no knowledge of the
of lading of some currants , which the debtors had shipped at

Catacola , and which bills of lading they expected shortly to
fraudulent preference which was intended. Is this receive. As a matter of fact the bills of lading were, in

void , or is the creditor to be deemed a “ payee in good
February last, pledged by the debtors to Mr. John Balli, jun .,

of Gresham -house. Mr. Webb alleged that this pledge to Mr.
faith , and for valuable consideration ?” The answer was Balli wasmade by the debtors by way of fraudulent preference ,

not quite unanimous, the majority of the judges holding
and wished that the trustee should take proceedings to
recover the currants from Balli. The trustee, however, de

that the transaction was protected , and Lord Selborne, clined to do so , it appearing that if Mr. Webb could substan .

who was a dissentient, thinking that the decision would
tiate his claim , it would exhaust the whole valueof the currants.

Mr. Webb applied to the Court of Bankruptcy for an order

" open the door to much fraud on the part of insolvent that the trustee should pay or account to the estate of the

debtors.”
debtors for £1,500, the value of the currants, or that the

trustee should take possession of the currants , or take steps

Legally speaking, the reasoning of the Lord Chancellor to compel the delivery of them , or the payment of their value

to him , and asked for a declaration thatWebb was entitled to

seemsconclusive. He pointed out that before the Act of the security which he claimed upon the currants, and for an

1869 such a transaction was void , but that the saving order for payment to him accordingly . The Registrar dis

missed this application with costs, but gave leave to Webb to

use the name of the trustee in any proceedings hemight he

the Act. From this he inferred that it was intended advised to take, either against Balli or against the debtors, to

enforce delivery of the currants , or payment of the proceeds

that these transactions should be protected , and indeed thereof to him , upon Webb indemnifying the trustee against

it is otherwise scarcely possible to attach any meaning the costs of such proceedings. From that part of the order
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which gave this leave to Webb, the trustee appealed . Mr. VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN'S INN .
Winslow , Q .C ., and Mr. F . W . Hollams argued for the appel
lant ; Mr. Lanyon supported the Registrar's order. Lord

Justice James said tbat this part of the order must have been (Before Vice -Chancellor Sir R . Malins.)

made by a slip , the Registrar probably thinking that it could July 16 .
do no harm to any one. But the trustee of the estate was a IN RE THE SANITARY MILK COMPANY. - In this matter &
trustee for the creditors generally, not for Mr. Webb . Mr. petition was presented for an order to wind -up the company,
Webb might, if he could , come to some arrangement with the Mr. Freeman was for the petitioner. The Vice-Chancellor
trustee to give up part of his claim for the benefit of the made an order to wind -up the company compulsorily.
estate. Lord Justice Mellish said that a trustee in bankruptcy IN RE THE LISBON STEAM TRAMWAYS COMPANY. - In this
ought not to make an application to set aside a transaction matter two petitions were presented for orders to wind-up the
on the ground that it was fraudulent preference , or to allow company. Mr. J . Napier Higgins, Q .C ., for one of the
such an application to be made in his name, except for the

purpose of benefitting the estate and having the property
petitioners, said their order was asked for solely with a vies

to the reconstruction of the company. Mr. Bristowe, Q.C.
equally distributed among the creditors. He ought not to was for the Portuguese Government and for other parties who

make such an application , or allow it to be made in his name

for the purpose of benefitting one creditor only . That part
opposed the petitions ; Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., Mr. J . Pearson , Q.C.,

of the Registrar's order which was appealed from must be
Mr. Karslake, Q . C ., Mr. Macnaghten , and Mr. Cookewere also
engaged in the case. The Vice-Chancellor made one order ondischarged.
both the petitions to wind-up the company compulsorily, ard

Ex PARTE OLIPHANT IN RE STIFF. — This was an application directed that the costs of the winding-up should include the

by Mr. Henry William Oliphant, formerly editor and manager
costs of a cross-examination of witnesses which had been

taken by a special examiner in the course of the proceedings.
of the Weekly Dispatch newspaper, to be paid the sum of IN RE THE IFTON RHYN COLLIERIES. - In this matter i

£208, for salary due to him , out of a sum of £1,5000 arising petition , which had been presented for an order to wind-up

from the sale of the newspaper. The application was refused
the company, came on to be heard upon a question of costs,

by Mr. Registrar Murray, acting as Chief Judge, and Mr.
Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. F . C . J . Millar were for the petition ;
Mr. J. Napier Higgins, Q , C ., was for the company. The Vice

Oliphant appealed. The newspaper was the property of Chancellor, after some little discussion, made an order for the

Messrs. George Stiff and Alfred Flower, and in December, withdrawal of the petition , giving no costs to either side.
1871, Mr. Oliphant was appointed editor and manager, and he RE MITCHELL'S TRUSTS. — This was a singular case . By the

held the appointment until January, 1875. Messrs. Stiff and
marriage settlement of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell, executed in

1839, Mr. Mitchell, in order to make a provision for his wife
Flower became involved in pecuniary difficulties, and in in case she should survive him , covenanted with their trustees
January, 1873, Mr. R . J. Wood, who held a mortgage over the that he would at his own cost effectually grant and assure to

property , took possession of the newspaper and the plant, her during her life, in case she should happen to survive him ,

and thenceforth carried on the business, Mr. Oliphant con
an annuity or clear yearly rentcharge of £500 , free from all
deductions, to be paid to her quarterly ; and it was agreed

tinuing to act as editor and manager. On the 21st of August , between the parties that in case Mr. Mitchell, bis heirs,
1873, Messrs. Stiff and Flower were adjudicated bankrupts. executors, or administrators, should at any time thereafterbe
On the 8th of January, 1875 , the newspaper was sold to Mr. desirous of purchasing an annuity of £500 upon Government
Ashton Dilke for £11,000. Of this sum £9,500 went to pay security, or of securing the same to the satisfaction of the
what was due to the mortgagee, and the balance, £1,500, was trustees of the settlement upon a sufficient sum or sums of
paid to the trustee of the bankrupts' estate. Mr. Oliphant's money to be from time to time invested with their approval,
services not being required by Mr. Dilke, he claimed to be then and in such case the annuity to be so purchased or
paid a year's salary , at the rate of £4 a week, out of the bank. secured should be accepted by Mrs. Mitchell in lieu and
rupts ' estate. He deposed that it is the custom , when a satisfaction of the rentcharge covenanted to be granted, or of
newspaper is sold , to give the editor & year's salary in any rentcharge which mighthave been granted in pursuance
lieu of notice. He also stated thatwhen he was discharged of the settlement. In 1813 Mr. Mitchell became a bankrupt.

by Mr. Dilke, he asked the trustee who was to pay him his The trustees of the settlement proved in the bankruptcy
year 's salary in lieu of notice, and the trustee replied , “ I against Mr. Mitchell's separate estate for the value of the
will settle with you . Send in your account, and it shall be annuity - viz . the sum of £3,110 15s. 100 . -- and eventually
examined ." The trustee resisted the claim , on the ground received the whole of that amount. In November, 1843.NT.
that Mr. Oliphant was the servant of the mortgagee , not of | Mitchell obtained his certificate of conformity. In April,
the bankrupts. Mr. De Gex, Q . C . , and Mr. Northmore 1864, he was again adjudged a bankrupt. He died in Novem
Lawrence argued for the appellant ; Mr. Robinson , Q . C ., and ber, 1874. The trustees of the settlement had from time to
Mr. W . Renshaw supported the Registrar's decision . Lord time invested the money received by them under the bank.
Justice James said that beyond all question Mr. Oliphant was ruptcy, and the annuity money was now represented by a sum
the servant of the mortgagee, and might have demanded com - | of £5 ,541 Consolidated £3 per Cent, Annuities, and a sum of
pensation from him for being dismissed without notice. Ho £2,625 14s. 7d. cash . On Mr. Mitchell' s death the trustees re
was induced not to apply to the mortgagee by the trustee ceived conflicting notices of claims to themoney,made byMrs.
saying to him , “ I will settle with you .” That being so , he Mitchell on the one hand, and the assignees under the first
was entitled to compensation out of the bankrupts' estate. bankruptcy on the other. The trustees accordingly paid ide
Having regard to all the circumstances, his Lordship thought money into court under the Trustees' Relief Act, and Mrs.
that six months' salary would be a reasonable compensation . Mitchell now presented a petition praying the transfer and
There would be an order on the trustee to pay him (Mr. payment of the funds out of court to her absolutely. Jr.
Oliphant) £104 , and also his costs of the hearing before the Glasse , Q . C . , and Mr. Woodroffe , for the petitioner, contended
Registrar and of the appeal. Lord Justice Mellish concurred , that the sumsnow representing the £3,110 15s. 10d . were the
observing that the mortgagee in possession would have been produce of it and the investment of it , and subject to the sale
entitled to charge in his account against the bankrupts' estate trusts as it was ; that as it was paid to the trustees as the
any compensation he had had to pay to the editor. He could value of the annuity , and as and for damages for the breach of
not carry on the paper without an editor, and he could not the covenant to grant or secure the same, the covenant and all
obtain an editor except on the terms of compensating him for
dismissal without notice.

liability under it were thereby extinguished ; that no subst

quent purchase of any annuity could be a satisfaction of the
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covenant ; that the money was paid to the trustees for her in
lieu of the annuity ; and , as she was originally the sole person

beneficially interested in it, she was now absolutely entitled to

all themoneys in court, which represented it. Mr. J . Napier

Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Horace Davey , Q .C ., for the assignees

in the bankruptcy, insisted that they had a right, under the
settlement, to call on Mrs . Mitchell, and she was now bound ,
to accept a Government annuity of £500 a year, to be pur

chased with a sufficient part of the trust funds, and that,

subject to the due securing and payment to her of an annuity

for her life of that amount, the whole of the residue and

surplus of the funds belonged to and ought to be transferred

to them , to enable them to satisfy some still outstanding
claims against Mr. Mitchell's joint estate . Mr. C . Browne was
for the trustees of the settlement. The Vice-Chancellor said

call of 1s per share to be made on 669 fully -paid -up shares held
| by Mr. Crickmer in the company. Thecase was a representa

tive one, and of very considerable importance. The facts are
brielly , that the company was formed for the purchase of

guano, and other such like things, in the Caribbean Islands
in 1871 ; that by the memorandum of association the capital,

which was intended to have been larger, was ultimately fixed
at £25,000 , in 2 ,500 shares of £10 each ; that the articles

of association declared that all the shares should be allotted

as fully-paid -up shares ; that seven gentlemen subscribed the

memorandum of association for one share each ; that a resolu .
tion was passed on the 2nd ofMarch , 1871,by which 2 ,493 (say

2,500) fully -paid -up shares were allotted to a Mr. Edward
Oliver “ in consideration of his promoting an assignment to
the company of the concessions and rights granted to Captain

rights of the parties were as clear as possible. Mr. Mitchell

had by his marriage settlement covenanted , as was often dono,

that if his wife survived him he would secure for her an
annuity of £500 a year, by way of rentcharge ; but he also
provided , though not in a way to alter the rights of the parties

under the settlement, that he or his executors might purchase
a Government annuity of the same amount, if they thought

fit, for Mrs. Mitchell. That was intended to be done as a

mere matter of convenience , and to enable the trustees

to discharge themselves from the continued liability to pay

the annuity or rentcharge ; but it did not at all affect Mrs.

Mitchell' s rights . Mr. Mitchellwas a bankrupt in 1843 . The

claim for the annuity was then a contingent debt, due to the

trustees of the settlement. They went in and proved against
Mr. Mitchell's separate estate for the value of the annuity ,

estimated at £3, 110 15s. 10d . If Mr. Mitchell' s separate

estate had only paid 3 ,110 pence, the trustees must have ac

cepted that amount as a satisfaction of their claim , and must
have spent it in discharging their duty, by purchasing an

annuity, payable to Mrs. Mitchell on her husband' s death .

As it turned out, however, the estate paid 20s. in the
pound , and the money which the trustees then receyied

was substituted for the annuity. The result of the

proof by the trustees against the separate estate was to

clear it from all further clain on their part, and to put

them in a position to discharge themselves from all demands

by Mrs. Mitchell in respect of the annuity. The trustees

took for her the value of it , whatever that might be. It was

absolutely hers. Had the Act which enabled married women

to dispose of their reversionary interest in personal property ,
and which the Vice-Chancellor introduced in Parliament in

1857, been then in force, she might have dealt with her

interest in the money , and even have given it to her husband .

But, at all events , themoney was hers. The trustees, in the

exercise of their discretion , thought proper not to lay it out

in the purchase of any annuity, but to keep it and invest it .

It was most fortunate for Mrs. Mitchell , as the events had

proved , that they did so, for it was now represented by sums

amounting to something between £7,000 and £8,000. The
assignees under the bankruptcy had nothing whatever to do

with it. They, as debtors to Mr. Mitchell's trustees, paid the

£3, 110 158. 10d. to them , and the assignees could not

possibly come now and claim the surplus of the fund , as they

alleged. The case was one which , perhaps, had never before

happened, and was certainly remarkable in its incidents . The
money which now formed the accumulated fund must be

transferred and paid to the petitioner, and the costs of all

parties to the petition must be taxed as between solicitor and
client, and paid out of the fund .

islands or quays in the Caribbean Sea, in accordance with an

agreement between Mr. Oliver and a Mr. Carmichael ;" that

it afterwards appeared that the concession which was to
have been obtained from the American Government was

not wanted, as the territory in question was British , and

not the property of the United States ; that the company

did commence trading, hired someships and otherwise incurred

debts ; that Mr. Carmichael applied to Mr. Crickmer to lend

the company £2,000 , which he accordingly consented to do ;
and then became a mortgagee of the company, and also a

transferee from Mr. Carmichael of 669 fully -paid -up shares in

it , as a part security for his loan ; that the company had since
been ordered to be wound -up ; and that Mr. Crickmer was

placed on the list of its contributories. Mr. J . Napier Higgins ,
Q . C ., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods appeared for the official

liquidator of the company ; Mr. Waller, Q . C . , and Mr. Bunting

were for Mr. Crickmer. The Vice-Chancellor said this case

raised a very important question , and one on which there had
never yet been any definite decision . It was almost incon

ceivable that any persons could have been found to combine

for the purpose of forming a company under such circum

stances as existed in this caso ; but for all that there had been

discovered some who thought they could so construct a com .
pany that none of its shareholders should be liable for a single

6d. on their shares. The company was registered on the 9th

of February, 1871, having been formed under a memorandum

and articles of association , dated in March , 1871, for the

purpose of acquiring from any person or persons or Govern .

ments, mediately or immediately , and being a member or

members of the company or not, and either by purchase or

otherwise , rights and powers to work guano, phosphate of

lime, and other deposits or minerals in the Caribbean Islands,
in the West Indies, and elsewhere. The capital consisted of

£25,000 , in 2 ,500 shares of £10 each . Nothing could be more

distinct in its provision than that memorandum . The sixth
clause of the artioles of association , executed on the same day

as the memorandum , provided that all the shares in the

company should be treated as fully -paid -up shares. Now ,

then , if there was one thing clearly settled it was this - that
every person who signed the memorandum of associa

tion of a company for a definite number of shares was

liable for the full amount of those shares, and must pay for

them . Here seven persons signed for one share cach , being

some of the 2,500 shares ; and every one of those persons,

therefore , who signed for his single share, was intended by

the 6th clause of the articles to be exempted from all liability

in respect of the shares. The effect of that was that hero
was a company whose memorandum of association said its

capital was £25,000, to be produced by 2 ,500 shares, whilo
its articles at the same time declared that not a shilling was

to be paid on any one of those shares. Now , if such a thing

as that was allowable , it could only be said that persons

dealing with such a company would have but themselves to

blame if they were deceived in their expectations. It was

said that there was the register of the company to show the

public the nature of its constitution . But to suppose that

à body of men , seven in number, could associate themselves

(Before Vice -Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)

July 17.

RE THE CARIBBEAN COMPANY (LIMITED). - CRICKMER'S CASE.

This case came to be heard on an application by the official
liquidator of the above -named company for an order directing a
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together, call themselves traders, and while they by one as paid on each share it was £10, - to find all that and to

document pretended to provide for the capital of the concern , know that it was all utterly false, was indeed astonishing.

and by another declared that there should be no capital at Every one taking part in the formation of the company

all - if they could do that, and doing so, render themselves must have known the true nature of the transaction .

liable, as these persons had done, for large sums of money, The cases cited really did not govern this one. He thought
inducing the public to enter into engagements with them if there was a distinct variance between the memorandum of

they could do all that, and then say " Oh , the principle of our association , and the articles of this company, designediy
company was — and if you had looked at the register you would arranged for the deception and defrauding of the public, and

have seen it was - that we had no capital," would be to put a that if the application in this case had been made against an

very strange interpretation upon the Companies' Acts . Could original promoter of the company, instead of a transferee of
it possibly be permitted that a company should so frame its shares, he would have long ago terminated any discussion as
instruments of incorporation as by one to say it had capital to it. It was most extraordinary altogether , and but for the

and by another that it had not ? What were the unfortunate fact that such an attempt had been made to defrand the

public to do in such a case ? It was all very wellto say the public public , it would have been said that such & thing was im .
could see the register or apply to the officers of the company for possible. An order had been made to wind-up the company,

information ; butthere was somelimit to thatsort ofconsideration . Mr. Crickmer and other innocent sufferers were to be pitied
However, the question did not rest entirely on the opinion ofthe under the circumstances. Mr. Crickmer , however, who was

Vice-Chancellor ; for in the case of the Raglan fIall Colliery Com . himself a stockbroker, and dealing with Mr. Carmichael, also

pany (“* Law Reports,” 5 Chancery, 346 ), Lord Justice Giffard , a stock broker,might have been reasonably supposed capable,
after referring to the 7th , 11th , and 23rd sections of the Com : and indeed bound , to look after his own interest, and to take
panies' Act, 1862, said : “ Taking those sections together, a somepains to ascertain the real fact of the case. If he had

person , who subscribes thememorandum of association is to looked at themortgage deed , he would have seen that all the
be held to have agreed to be a shareholder for the number of shares were merely bonus shares, and even if he had then on

shares in respect of which he subscribes it, to take them and such notice as that merely advanced his £2,000 he would

to pay a proper consideration for them . The 12th section have incurred no further risk . But hewas foolish enough , in
provides that the memorandum of association can only be addition to his other want of prudence, to take 669 of this com

altered in certain particulars, and in a particular way. If, pany 's shares, with notice that, although they were said to be
therefore , the memorandum and the articles are inconsistent, fully paid -up, they were not, in fact, paid for. He took the
the articlesmust give way ; but there is not any inconsistency shares as transferee of them before the winding-up

between a memorandum which is general in its terms, and order was made, and, in equity, he was liable for them .

articles which state that the payment for the shares is to be Fortunately , however, as it happened, so much would notbe

made in a particular way, according to the terms of a contract wanted in the winding-up as was at first supposed , and he

referred to in the articles ; nor do I see that payment in kind , would have to pay only a small amount. The order would
according to a subsequent contract with the company, is in . now , therefore, be madeagainst him , as asked , subject, however,
consistent with such a memorandum . If there be & | to that consideration , and to the possibility of this decision

contract of such a nature that on bill filed by the company it being reviewed elsewhere. There was no case exactly like
could not be set aside, a payment for shares in kind according this. Of course , if there had been , it would have been followed
to that contract is legal." That all supposed “ payment" in on this occasion . Since this application was before the Couri,
someway. The same view of the law was referred to by Lord and adjourned till now , there had been a case of the Malaga
Selborne in the case of the Pen ’Alt Silver Lead Mining Lead Company " - Frimstone's case - at the Rolls. There s

Company, Fothergill's Case (" Law Reports," 8 Chancery , Mr. Frimstone,whowas a shareholder in the company, took first
270), and approved by him . It would seem , therefore, mortgage debenture bonds, and some bonus shares in respect
that parties could not execute two instruments wholly of them were allotted to him as fully paid -up shares, and were

inconsistent and at variance with each other ; and that standing in his name at the date of the winding-up order.
if the case was, as here it was, one of a discrepancy The liquidator of that company applied to put Mr. Frimstone's
between the memorandum and the articles of a company, name on the list of contributories for the bonus shares, as
the memorandum must prevail, and the articles must shares on which nothing had been paid . The Master of the

give way. To think , then , that persons could associate Rolls held that the contract referred to in section 25 of the
themselves together as a company, and to a certain extent Companies' Act of 1867, was one signed by the shareholder

secretly arrange that they would not pay a penny for the relating to the issue of the particular shares; that the re:
shares they had taken in the company, and that such a course quirements of that section had not been complied with , and

of conduct would be sanctioned by this court,was very wrong that Mr. Frimstonemust be on the list of contributories for
and impossible . There must, as already observed, be somesort the shares in question , as shares on which nothing had been
of limit to the responsibility which it was said the public itself paid . Now , the 25th section of that Act provided that
lay under to protect itself, because it was notto be supposed in * Every share in any company shall be deemed and taken to
the ordinary dealings of life that any company would be estab. have been issued and to be held subject to the payment of
lished under limited or any other liability whosemembers should the whole amount thereof in cash , unless the same shall baka

be wholly free from any obligation to pay for these shares . been otherwise determined , by a contract duly made in writing

The Vice- Chancellor then referred minutely to some of the and filed with the Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies at or

cases which had been cited in the arguments, contrasting them before the issue of such shares." Upon that section he would

with the one now before him , and continued by observing that I make an observation which the facts of this case for the first

he could not, in commenting on the conduct of the parties in | time called forth , and it was this, the section spoke of i

this case, stop short of saying that any one who engaged in contract. By that was meant an honest and bona-fide con

the promotion of such a company as this and he should add tract, valid and effectual in law ,not one that was void and illegal,
that Mr. Waller's client bad nothing to do with that - was Here was a contract essentially dishonest, fraudulent, and

engaged in a deliberate fraud upon the public. The register invalid . The contract relied upon here was said to be con

in this instance was strongly calculated to deceive any one tained in the articles of the company. But that was no

who looked at it. At the same time, the whole thing was contract. It was void at law . It was not within the section,

most extraordinary . To see that all the 2,500 shares should and that alone might have been conclusive on the subject.
have been at first allotted to one man , who, throughout, was As in the case of the Malaga Lead Company, the shares were

for the 2 ,500 shares as many times described and named in considered as shares on which nothing had been paid ; so here

the register, to find that the columns for the calls on the these shares must be regarded in the same light. The resun

shares were all vacant, and that for the sum total mentioned would be that there must be an order made for the payme
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.of the 1s. call, but the order need not be enforced for a month .

The costs of the official liquidator must come out of the

estate, but there would be no costs to Mr. Crickmer, who,

however, would pay none.

( Before Vice-Chancellor Sır C. HALL.)

IN RE THE ANGLO - ITALIAN PULP AND PAPER MAKING

COMPANY, LIMITED. - This was a shareholder's petition for

winding-up this company,which was formed in October, 1871,
its objects being the erection of a paper mill at Nizza Sicilia ,

near Messina , in Sicily , and the carrying on thereat the busi.
ness of paper manufacturers. The company had , however,

turned out a complete failure. Mr. Dickinson, Q . C .. and Mr.

W . C . Renshaw appeared for the petitioners ; Mr. B . B .

Rogers for the company. The Vice -Chancellor made the

usual compulsory order.

IN RE THE ANGLO-MEXICAN MINT COMPANY. — This was a

winding -up petition of a somewhat unusual character. The

company was formed in August, 1825, for the purpose ,

among other things , of coining precious metals within the

Republic of Mexico, under a contract with the Government,

the provisions regulating the company being contained in a

deed of settlement. Each shareholder held , as his sole evi.

dence of ownership , scrip certificates for the amountof his

shares, the certificates simply stating that the “ bearer" was

entitled to the specified number of shares. The whole of the

capital of the company,amounting to £200,000 , was fully paid .

up. In January, 1845 , the company was provisionally regis

tered under the old Joint- Stock Companies Act (7 and 8 Vic..

c. 110 ), butwas never completely registered . It proved very

successful, large dividends being paid twice in every year from

the year 1836. The profits arose principally from the coinage

of precious metals at the Mints of Guanaxuato and Zacatecas

under contracts with theMexican Government. In September,

1873, the Mexican Government annulled the contracts , and

took possession of the mints. The business of the company
having thus come to an end , its assets in Mexico were realised ,

and out of the sums so realised the directors repaid to the

shareholders the whole of the capital of £200,000 , except a

sum of £345 , the title to which had not been clearly

ascertained in consequence of the loss of some of the

scrip certificates. The remaining assets of the company

consisted of a leasehold house, No. 4 Finsbury -place ,

south , used by them as an office , of cash and securities in

England to the value of about £21,000, and a sum of £1,300

about to be transmitted to this country from Mexico. The

existing debts of the company were practically nil. This

petition for a winding -up was presented by two shareholders

and directors, on the ground that the affairs of the company

could not be fully and completely liquidated or a final distri.

bution of its assets made without the aid of the court, and in

particular that without such aid there would be great difficulty

in disposing of the company's leasehold house. Mr. Kekewich ,

for the petitioners, submitted that the case was a proper one

for a winding-up order, which would be a great advantage to

the shareholders. Mr. Hornell appeared for the three other

directors of the company , and consented to the petition . Mr.

Langley, for three shareholders, opposed the petition , on the

ground that the directors had already distributed part of the

assets , and there was no reason why they should not distribute

the remainder without having recourse to the expensive

machinery of a winding-up under an order of the court ; also

that a meeting of the shareholders should first be called , under

section 91 of the Companies Act, 1862, to ascertain their views.

The Vice-Chancellor said it appeared to him that the distribu

tion of the assets would be best effected by adopting the course

proposed . He did not see any necessity for summoning a

meeting. The petition was a bonâ - fide one, and he would

therefore make the order.

July 15.

(BeforeMr. Registrar BROUGHAM ,sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE H . S . NEUMARK. — This bankrupt came up on his

public examination upon accounts filed showing liabilities

£3812 18s. 6d., and assets, consisting of book debts,

£2192 15s. 5d., estimated to realise £862 158. 11d . The

trustee applied for an adjournment, he having required the

bankrupt to file goods, cash , and deficiency accounts ; which

had not been filed . He stated that the bankrupt's cash book

did not contain all the receipts ; several creditors having

proved for cash advanced , of which no entry appeared in the

books ; that the cash book had neverbeen cast up, or balanced ;

that several transactions of goods purchased were also

omitted in the bankrupt' s books ; and that the total amount

of purchases during the six months preceding the bankruptcy

amounted to £2,567 5s . 11d , and the sales during the same

period £3443 4s. 10d . He said the creditors were desirous of

investigating the matter, and wished to know something

further of the bankrupt's transactions. The bankrupt, in

reply to questions put by the trustee, could not say if certain

items appeared in his books or not ; that he could not furnish

the required accounts , being without funds. He did not keep

his own books. His Honour considered the accounts before

him , and unless they were shown to be inaccurate the bank

rupt would pass. The court could not go into books, but

merely dealt with accounts as filed . The trustee had the

power at any time to call upon the bankrupt for explanations,

and every information as to his estate, and transactions. The

bankrupt passed .

( Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief Juilge.)

IN RE A S . DE VASCONCELLOS — IN RE J. S . DE VASCON

CELLOS. - A first meeting was held under the bankruptcy of

these debtors, who were merchants, carrying on business at

39 Lombard -street, City, and 24 Brown's Buildings, Liverpool,

and at Ceara , Brazil. Mr. Plunkett appeared for the bank

rupts ; Mr. M . Abrahams for the petitioning creditor. A
statement of affairs presented by the bankrupts , returns the

following figures : - Unsecured debts, £11,609 ; partially

secured debts (less the estimated value of securities),

£2,649 ; and liabilities on bills discounted , £85 ,173 ; against

assets -- surplus from securities in the handsof creditors , £430 ;

and contra on liabilities on bills , £61,219. Debts to a con

siderable amount having been proved , Mr. George A . Cape,
accountant, was appointed trustee, to act with a committee

of inspection , consisting of Mr. E . Heidelberg and Mr. J , F .

Lovering.

(BeforeMr. REGISTRAR PEPYS, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE JOIN GRAHAM . – The debtor is a warehouseman ,
carrying on business at 5 Wood -street, Cheapside , under the

firm of S . and J. Graham . The trade debts are returned at
£10 ,886 , with liabilities on acceptances £61,260, and assets
£22,942, consisting of stock -in -trade, lease of premises, book

debts, and other items. Upon the application of Mr. Phelps,
Mr. Registrar Pepys appointed Mr. Chatteris , accountant, to

act as receiver under a petition for adjudication filed against
the debtor .

IN RE F . H . O 'DONNELL. - This case was brought before the

Court upon a report under the 84th section . The bankrupt

attributed his position to expenses connected with two contested

Parliamentary elections for the borough of Galway in the year

1874 , and costs of defending a petition against his return as

M . P . for that borough . The petitioning creditor was Mr.

Pierce Joyce, jun ., a gentleman residing atMerview , Galway,

at whose instance the bankrupt was unseated and ordered to

pay the costs of the petition and trial. It would appear that

on the 20th of April last the bankrupt presented a petition ,

under the arrangement clauses of the Irish Bankruptcy Act,
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praying that his person and property might be protected from carrying on businessat69 Aldermanbury , also trading at Hawick ,

process, and that such proposal as hemight be able to make Roxburghshire , in co- partnership with Charles John Wilson and

to his creditors for the future payment or compromise of his George Murray Wilson. They have filed a petition for liquida

debts should be executed under thedirection of the Court ; and tion , with debts returned at £500,000, and assets of uncertain

he obtained the usual protection order. The bankrupt, it value, but amounting to a very considerable sum . Mr. Phelps

appeared , resided in Dublin , but when in London he occupied now asked that a receiver and manager should be appointed

apartments in Palsgrave-place, Strand . On the 8th of May a The affidavits showed that the firm carried on an extensive

petition was presented in this court against him , and on the business, having transactions not only here, but also in Scot

1st of June adjudication was made. Thebankrupt, in his affi . | land and on the Continent. Remittances to & considerable

davit, stated that the debt of £721, claimed by Mr. Joyce, was amount from customers indebted to the firm were constantly

the amount of the taxed costs of the election petition . Ho arriving in London, with correspondence respecting goods
had no property in England of any kind , except a few literary already supplied, or agreed to be supplied , to purchasers. At
and scientific works, but on filing his petition for arrangement the premises in Aldermanbury goods of great valde were

he deposited with the official assignee of the Dublin Bank warehoused, and it was very important, in the interest of
ruptcy Court the sum of £80 . He believed , with the assistance creditors, that some responsible person should be appointed

of his friends, he would be able to make an offer of such a receiver and manager . Mr. Registrar Hazlitt appointed Mr.

fair and reasonable character as would receive the sanction of Henry Chatteris , accountant, to the office.

the Court. Mr. Bagley, for the bankrupt, now asked that the RE JOSEPH Nicholson. - The debtor, a wholesale manu
adjudication in this court should be annulled. Mr. Finlay facturing cabinetmaker and upholsterer, at High -street,
Knight, for the petitioning creditor, opposed the application . Shoreditch , trading as G . and J. Nicholson and Co., has
Mr. Aldridge appeared for the registrartrustee. Mr. Registrar presented his petition for liquidation , estimating his liabilities

Pepys said the official assignee represented to him that at about £18 ,000, against assets £6 ,000 . Mr. Robertson
there would be no assets under the adjudication in this court, Griffiths now moved, upon affidavits and upon the nomination
and it appeared that a valid petition was pending in Dublin . of creditors whose debts represented £5 ,000 , for the appoint

It would be inconvenient to continue the proceedings in ment of a receiver and manager to the estate. His Honour,

London , and the order of adjudication would be annulled . after hearing Mr. Hinckes (Roscoe and Co.) in opposition

thereto , and having satisfied himself of the necessity thereof,

July 17 appointed Mr. Lovering to those offices.

( BeforeMr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.) of a receiver and manager to the estate of this debtor,who is

IN RE SHAND & Co. - The debtors , Messrs. Charles Shand, a manufacturer, carrying on business at 47 Friday-street,

Alexander Shand, and Ralph Abram Robinson , are merchants , Cheapside, and Finsbury- street, who has petitioned the Court,

carrying on business at 23 Rood -laneand at Liverpool, and they estimating his liabilities at £13,000 , against assets £10 ,000,

also trade at Madras and Ceylon under the firm of C . Shand consisting of book debts, stock -in - trade, & c . His Honour ap

and Co. Their liabilities are estimated at £683,000 in the pointed Mr. Charles Chatteris, public accountant, Greshamn

aggregate, a large portion of which is running off ; with assets buildings, receiver and manager of the estate .
consisting of cotton and other East India produce, remit

tances , and real estate in Madras and Ceylon , of which the
value cannot yet be ascertained . Mr. Simpson applied , under

& petition for liquidation now presented by the debtors, that COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .
Mr. Bishop , accountant (Messrs. Turquand, Youngs, and Co.),

should be appointed receiver. It appeared that the debtors July 20.
had made large shipments of goods to India and Ceylon , and
remittances by bills of exchange or otherwise were being ( Before the Hon . Judge MILLER.)
received in England by each mail. Creditors to a large IN RE WALLACE AND MAGIL AND IN RE HUGI WARN, - The

amount concurred . His Honour granted the application . bankrupts in this case had traded extensively in Belfast in the

linen trade. Their cases had been argued before the court

(Before Sir J. Bacon , Chief Judge.) during term , and Judge Miller now delivered a lengthened

judgment upon all the facts which had been brought before
July 19th .

him . His lordship said the notice had been served by the
Ex-PARTE COOPER — RE BAILLIE . — This matter had been

referred to the Chief Judge by Mr. Registrar Pepys, and raised would be made on their behalf for certificates of conformity .

the simple butsomewhat important point whether the assignee The facts of each case were somewhat analogous. The nature

of a debt could be a petitioning creditor without joining the | of a certificate of conformity was declared by the 57th section
assignor as a petitioner. The petitioning creditor in this case of the Bankruptcy Amendment Act of 1872 - namely , that the
sought to obtain an adjudication on the ground that the judge of this court shall certify that the bankrupt had made a
debtor was indebted to him in the sum of £5 ,000, as the full discovery ofhis estate and effects, and in all things con

assignee of a debt of that amount, for money lent by another formed , and that so far as the court could judge there did not

person to the debtor, and which debt was assigned to the appear any reason to question the truth and fulness of the

petitioning creditor on the 20th of February last. Upon the discovery ; and further as in the schedule therein referred to,

petition being presented, the objection was raised that the that having regard to the conformity of the bankrupt, and to

assignor had not joined in the petition . Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., his conduct as a trader before, as well as after his bank

now mentioned the case to the Court, and contended that the ruptcy, the court did not there and then find the

debt, being in equity due to the petitioning creditor, it was un . bankrupt entitled to his certificate . A certificate as thus

necessary , under Section 6 , that the assignor should join in the defined was a very solemn instrument, which the judge
petition . Sir J . Bacon held that the assignee was in equity was required to give under his hand. The effect of a certin

the person to whom the debt was due, and that he mightsue cate was declared by the 58th section of the same Act. " A

either with or without the assignor. The petition might be release of the bankrupt from any cause of action whatever

received , which occurred before he became bankrupt." On the other

( Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt.)
his certificate of conformity were, by the 60th section of the

IN RE WILSON AND ARMSTRONG. – The debtors ,Messrs.George
Wilson and Walter Armstrong, are woollen warehousemen ,

same amendment Act, declared to be, " That his property shall

remain for three years liable to satisfy all such causes of action,
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LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

July 16.

(Before Mr. COLLIER, Judge.)

IN RE ROBERT HOPKINS. — This was an application for an
order of discharge. The bankrupt was a brush manufacturer

in St. George's -crescent. His statement of accounts disclosed
liabilities £5 , 136 , and assets £1,199. The latter have not

yielded 10s. in the pound , but the creditors, notwithstanding

the absence of such a precedent to the grant of a discharge,

passed a resolution to the effect that in their opinion the

failure to pay a dividend of 10s. in the pound had arisen from

circumstances for which the bankruptwas not responsible, and

that they desired he should be allowed his discharge. His

honour now gave effect to the resolution , and granted the dis

charge. Mr. Phipps appeared for Mr. Bolland , the trustee ,

and Mr.George Hime (from Messrs. T . and T . Martin ) for the
bankrupt.

IN RE JOHN WHITFIELD . - The public examination of this

bankrupt, a cartowner , in Boundary-place , was , at the instance
ofMr. Bolland, the trustee, further adjourned to the 23rd inst.
for a cash account. Mr. W . Lowe afterwards moved the court

for payment of a bill of costs, incurred under the following

circumstances : - Early in April last, Whitfield , being

threatened with an execution upon his effects , and also antici.
pating seizure thereof by a bill of sale creditor, presented a

petition for the liquidation of his affairs by arrangement, and

and at the end of three years, the balances unpaid which arose
from such causes of action may be enforced as a judgment

against any property which he may acquire in the manner as

therein pointed out.” Under the Act of 1857, so soon as the

bankrupt passed his final examination hewas entitled of right

to obtain his certificate, unless objection were lodged against

it. That, however, had been altered by the 56th Section of the

Act of 1872 , which made the passing of the final examination

& condition precedent to applying for a certificate of con -
formity. Before such a certificate could be granted it was

provided that a dividend of not less than 10s. in the pound should

be paid , and the court should be satisfied the failure to pay the
same had arisen from circumstances for which the bankrupt

could not justly beheld responsible . The act specified the various

grounds which would justify the withholding the certificate.
If, for instance , a prosecution under the penal clauses of the Act

had been directed , and his notmaking a full discovery of his

estate and effects, the effect of the Amendment Act, 1872, as

regarded the granting of a certificate , was that it absolved

altogether the necessity of filing objections to the granting of

the certificate. In reference to the case of Hugh Ward , the

official assignee had reported that the assets realised enabled
the assignees to pay a dividend of 10s. in the pound , and that

& further dividend would be paid when the residue of the

debts were disposed of. He had passed the final examination ,
and the only question was whether a certificate of conformity

could be granted to him ? He (Judge Miller ) was clearly of
opinion that he should grant him his certificate of conformity .

In reference to the case of Wallace, Magill and Company a

question of some importance arose. From the report of the

official assignee it appeared that the joint estate of the bank .

rupts had only paid a dividend of 2s. in the pound,
and that any further dividend would not exceed 2d .
in the pound . In addition to that, the incurred lia

bilities against the joint estate amounted altogether to

£59,011 14s. 11d ., of which no less than £13,262 was
incurred by means of the acceptance of the bankrupt for the

accommodation of others withouttheir receiving any considera

tion for them , and that of that sum of £43,262 no less a sum

than £27,020 was the amount of the acceptances given by the

bankrupts for theaccommodation ofone firm in Belfast- namely,

Messrs. Lowry, Valentine, and Kirk . The official assignee
had reported that were it not for these accommodation liabili

ties the estate would have paid a much larger dividend, and
putting that matter out of consideration altogether the estate

would not have paid 10s. in the pound . Nothing could be

more unfavourable than that report. There was, however, a

redeeming feature when it was reported that the separate estate
of each bankrupt per se was perfectly solvent. He had judicial

knowledgeofthe fact thatthe firm ofLowry, Valentine, and Kirk ,

for whom thebankrupt accepted bills to theamountof £27 ,020 ,

held the position of leading and most extensive brokers in Bel

fast, andobtained from the localbanks ofBelfast credit of such ex

tensive character as might well have testified to any manu .

facturer in Belfast or its neighbourhood , the soundness of
their transactions and position as brokers. He had further

judicial knowledge of the factthat the firm of Lowry, Valentine,

and Kirk stopped payment prior to the commencement of

the present bankruptcy matter, and yet, through their position

and influence in Belfast, had been enabled to carry an
arrangement in court, and thereby oblige their creditors to
accept an almost nominal dividend . Having regard to the

circumstances of the failure of Lowry, Valentine, and Kirk ,

the traders in the present case had been hurriedly forced into

bankruptcy : he (Judge Miller) should notdraw too hard a line
in dealing with the case, and he declined to grant the certifi
cate until he heard more of the case of Lowry, Valentine, and

Kirk , and, therefore, he allowed the matter to stand over.

Bolland receiver. The first meeting of creditors was held on

the 30th April, when liquidation was determined upon and a
trustee appointed. On the resolutions, however, being pre
sented for registration , objection was taken thereto by Mr.

Nordon , on the ground that the debtor had refused to submit

himself for examination until the resolutions were passed and

the meeting was virtually over . The registrar upheld the
objection , and declined to register, whereupon a creditor ob .

tained an adjudication against the debtor, under which Mr.
Bolland was chosen trustee, and the estate realised. The
presentmotion was for payment of the costs of the liquidation

petition , and the narrow issue was whether , under the circum

stances detailed, the bankruptcy took place whilst the pro
ceedings in liquidation were pending. Mr. Lowe submitted

that they were pending , inasmuch as the receiver appointed
under the liquidation was undischarged on the presentation of

the petition in bankruptcy, and if they were alive and pending

for one purpose they were alive for all purposes. Further, it

was the foundation of the bankruptcy proceedings, and those

proceedings had vitality, and related back to the presentation

of the liquidation petition . There was no distinction between

a liquidation which became abortive through the registrar's

refusal to register and one where the creditors refused to

pass any resolution , as in both cases it generally arose from

the default of the debtor . Assuming no resolution was passed
in consequence of the non -attendance of the debtor or any

other cause , and bankruptcy ensued , the liquidation would be

considered pending, and that being so , he (Mr. Lowe) failed to
see the difference between that and the present case, where

the registrar refused to register because the debtor did not

submit himself for examination. His Honour said he would
look to the authorities cited , and consider his judgment.

IN RE JOSEPH S , EDGAR . - This was a renewed motion for
an order to compelMr. Bolland , the trustee of the property of
the debtor, formerly a wine merchant, carrying on business

under the firm of “ R . P . Stainton and Co.," to certify thatthe
debtor was entitled to his discharge. It appeared that two
years ago , when the liquidation was determined upon , it was

resolved that the debtor should have his discharge on the

committee of inspection and trustee certifying that he had
made a full disclosure of his estate . The debtor had filed

voluminous accounts upon which he had been examined , but
with this result, that in the opinion of the committee and

WINDING -UP. - A petition has been presented to the Court of
Chancery for the winding-up of the British Guardian Life

Assurance Company (Limited).
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trustee it was premature to certify for a discharge. Notwith

standing this determination , the court wasnow asked by Mr.
Benson , for the debtor, to ignore their views and force on the

grant of a discharge. His Honour, after hearing Mr.

Bellringer, who took exception to the jurisdiction of the court

to interfere with the wishes of the creditors, said he agreed

with Mr. Bellringer, in the absence of any authority on the

point, that in liquidation cases the question of discharge was

left entirely to the creditors, and the court had no right to in
terfero . The motion, therefore, must be dismissed with costs.

promised composition was not forthcoming, and that the

debtor' s estate had vanished . This state of things was altered

by the 126th section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, which

enables creditors seeking to obtain payment of a composition

to apply to the court in a summary and inexpensive way for an

order to enforce such payment, with an alternative of imprison .

ment for contempt in case of non -performance by the debtor.

In the present case Mr. Best stated that a composition of

7s. 6d. in the pound had been offered by the debtor to his

creditors and accepted by them , payable by instalments, two

of which instalments had fallen due, and , the debtor having
neglected to pay the same, his creditors now sought to enforee

the composition by obtaining an order for payment thereof, and

for the debtor's committal in case of his disobeying such order.

The Court, upon these facts, made the desired order for pay.
ment of the instalments , together with costs of the applica

tion , within soven days.

DERBY COUNTY COURT.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

July 8th .

( Before W . F . WOODFORDE, Esq., Judge.)

IN RE S . TRUEMAN , OF COTMANHAY. — Mr. Hextall, as agent

for Mr. A . Parsons, of Nottingham , applied to his Honour to

make absolute a restraining order against Joseph Carrier and

John Woodward , who had sent in an execution under a judg.

ment obtained in the Belper County Court. He said the

action was commenced in November, to recover £22 13s. 5d .

It was called on for hearing on the 11th of December, when

by order of the Court it was referred to the arbitration of

Mr. W . M . Ingle , the registrar. On January 16th , Trueman

filed his petition , and in the list of creditors the names of the

execution creditors appeared , and they had official notice of

the proceedings. On the 4th of February the meeting was

held , and the creditors then present resolved that the estate

should be wound -up in liquidation , and appointed Mr. Charles

Marshall, of St. James's -street , Nottingham , trustee. Carrier

and Woodward were notpresent,neither were they represented .

On the 10th of May the award was made in favour of the

plaintiffs, and on the 17th June the debtor was surprised by

the bailiffs entering into possession and seizing his furniture,

Mr. Hextall said the debt was provable under the liquidation ,

and that the plaintiffs had been very hasty , if not guilty of a

contempt of {court, in proceeding as they had done. Mr.

Briggs, who appeared for the plaintiffs , contended that as the

judgment had been given since the completion of the liquida .

tion proceedings, as the debtor had attended before the

arbitrator, and had never intimated having gone into liquida

tion , this became a debt subsequent to the liquidation , and

the execution creditors were entitled to their claim . His

Honour said that the action commenced in November, which

was before the filing of the petition , and therefore was a debt

which should be proved . The restraining ordermust be made

absolute ,with costs , againstMessrs. Carrier and Woodward.

S . C . ABRAHAM (ABERDARE). - The first general meeting
herein was held at the office of Simons and Plews, solicitors,
Merthyr Tydvil, on Wednesday, the 14th inst. ; Mr. E . T.
Peirson , public accountant, of Coventry , was voted to the

chair. The debtor offered 2s . 6d . in the pound, which was

not, however, accepted , as it was the wish of the creditors to
contest a certain bill of sale , and also to investigate the

transactions with debtor's brother, and to make inquiries as

to the marriage settlement. Liquidation by arrangement was
resolved upon, with Mr. Edward Thomas Peirson , pablie
accountant, Coventry , as trustee , and a committee of in

spection .

A . & M . ZIMMERMAN . - At the statutory meeting of

the creditors of Messrs . A , and M , Zimmerman , whose failure

was announced on the 4th ult., the statement of affairs
showed liabilities £49,773 , against assets £21,004. It was

resolved to liquidate by arrangement, Mr. W . Edwards being

appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection ,

L . STEWART. - A meeting was held on the 15th inst.of the
creditors of Mr. Lewis Stewart, in the East India trade, when

a balance sheet , prepared by Messrs. Harding , Whinney,
and Co., the accountants, showed liabilities amounting to
£32,821, against assets worth £11 ,368. It was agreed to
accept & composition of 5s, in the pound, payable by instal

ments extending over twelve months.

R . BENSON & Co. - At a meeting of creditors of Messrs.

Robert Benson and Co ., American merchants, the liabilities
were stated at £133,000, and assets at £18,000 . It was decided

to adjourn till the 4th of August, when a full statement of the
affairs of the firm will be submitted .

GLOVER & Co. (BRADFORD). - A meeting of the creditors of
Messrs. J . & J . Glover and Co. , worsted spinners, Newlands
Mills , Bradford , was held on the 14th inst. The liabilities are

estimated at £8, 228 , and the assets at £2,812. A composition

of 7s. 6d . in the pound, payable in two instalments, was

offered and accepted , and Mr. Buckley was appointed trustee .

H . GEORGE (YARMOUTH ). - A first meeting of creditors under
the bankruptcy of Henry George, of Great Yarmouth, twine
spinner and smack owner, was held at the office of the regis
trar of the county court, Great Yarmouth , on July 19th , when

Mr. Lovewell Blake , of Hall- quay -chambers, Grent Yarmouth,

public accountant, was elected trustee. Messrs. Worship and

Rising are solicitors in the proceedings.

T . SYus (MANCHESTER). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr.
Thomas Syms, Manchester, hotel proprietor, was held on the
18th inst . The statement of affairs submitted showed liabili

ties £7712 15s. 8d . ; and assets , subject to realisation ,

£2263 48. 2d. After a long discussion , it was resolved to wind .

up the estate in bankruptcy.

MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT.

· July 15 .

(BeforeMr. Registrar Kay.)

RE GEORGE RIDEAL . - An application wasmade to the court
in this case by Mr. Best, solicitor, on behalf of several credi
tors who had proved debts against the estate of the debtor,
Mr. George Rideal, an attorney practising at Manchester and

at Congleton , under the firm of “ Rideal and Shaw ,” for an
order to enforce in a snmmary manner the provisions of a
composition made by Mr. Rideal with his creditors in the
month of November, 1874 . Under former Bankruptcy and

Arrangement Acts, no remedy was provided for creditors in
the event of their debtor failing to perform his undertaking

to pay a composition , and it frequently happened that the

creditors who had been induced by the promise of a composi
tion to leave an estate in their debtor's hands, found them
selves ultimately left to the unsatisfactory proceeding of
making the debtor bankrupt when it was found that the
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report the failure of Messrs, M . Francis and Sons, wholesale

shoe merchants, St. John , N . B ., with liabilities close on
£20,000 ; they offer 50 per cent. Messrs. E . D . Jewett and

Co. had submitted a statement showing their total liabilities

to amount to about £214 ,000 , with assets estimated at

£327,000 . It is expected that they will shortly resume
business. The liabilities of Mr. John Armstrong are put
down at £20 ,000. - The liabilities of Coates and Co., auc

tioneers , Toronto , are £30,000 .

APPOINTMENTS.

RAINBOW , HOLBERTON & Co. - At a meeting of the creditors

of Messrs. Rainbow , Holberton , and Co ., of 154 St. Helen 's

place , a statement of affairs prepared by Messrs. Turquand ,

Youngs, and Co., showed the total debts to be £61,515, with
assets £6 ,336. The liabilities on account of A . Collie and Co .

amounted to £53,170 . Resolutions were passed to liquidate

the estate by arrangement, and Mr. John Weise, of 16 Token .

house -yard , E . C ., was appointed trustee, with Messrs. Phelps

and Sedgwick as solicitors to the estate .

R . DAVIES (LIVERPOOL). – At the statutory meeting of the

creditors of Mr. Richard Davies, of 288 Park -road , Liverpool,

grocer and provision merchant, held on Wednesday last, at

the offices ofMessrs. Barrell and Rodway, solicitors , Liverpool,

liquidation by arrangementwas unanimously resolved upon ,

and Mr. T . Theodore Rogers, public accountant, Liverpool,was

appointed the trustee.

S . A . GERAIRGIAN (MANCHESTER). - A meeting of the credi.
tors of Stephen Agoss Gerairgian , commission agent, Water

street, Liverpool, and Cooper-street, Manchester, has been

held in the lattter city , and the offer by the debtor of a com .

position of a shilling in the pound was accepted .

FOTHERGILL, HANKEY, & Co. - A meeting has been held of

the creditors of Messrs. Fothergill, Hankey, and Co ., of the

Plymouth and Aberdare Iron Works. The liabilities were

stated at £867,892, and the available assets, after deducting

rents, & c., at only £69,000. The works are nominally valued

as a going concern at £1,315,600 , charged with mortgages and

an annuity amounting to £317,000 . The meeting was ad

journed for a month in order to allow certain negotiations to
be carried out.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column . ]

Mr. J . C . Bolton (Bolton and Son ), of 26 Great St . Helen 's ,

E . C ., has been appointed trustee of the estate of William H .

Miller, of 159 Highbury New Park , export winemerchant.

John Pattinson , of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford , Pattin
son & Co., of 150 Leadenhall -street, E . C . , and 12 Vigo- street,
Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been appointed

trustee of the estate of John Lees Armit, of 19 Belgrave-road ,
Abbey-road , in the county of Middlesex, gentleman, a bank
rupt. Mr. W . J. Foster , of 21 Birchin-lane, is solicitor to the
trustee .

John Pattinson , of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford , Pattin .

son & Co., of 150 Leadenhall-street, E . C ., and 12 Vigo -street,

Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been appointed

trustee of the estate of Edward Radcliffe, of 31 Place de la

Madeleine, in the Republic of France, and late of 2 Howard .

street, Strand , in the county of Middlesex , of no trade or

occupation , a bankrupt. Mr. H . M . Sydney, of 9 Upper John

street, Golden -square , is solicitor to the trustee.

FAILURES.

ENGLAND.— Messrs. Lambert Brothers, and Scott, coalmer.

chants, of Lower Thames -street and Gracechurch- street,

stopped paymenton Thursday, the 15th instant, with liabilities

estimated at £200 ,000 . A favourable liquidation is expected.

Thebooks are in the hands of Messrs . J. J . Saffery and Co. ,

Old Jewry Chambers. — Thesuspension is announced of Messrs.

Heald, Mathwin, and Co., shipbrokers, of Billiter-street, and

Constantinople . The liabilities are believed to be con

siderable, and the cause of failure , losses sustained in shipping

and coal. The books are in the hands of Messrs. J . J. Saffery

and Co., of Old Jewry Chambers. — Messrs. Jos. Heald and Co.,

of Newcastle, one of the best-known and oldestestablished firms

of merchants and shipbrokers in Newcastle, have suspended

payment. It is stated that the principal cause of this is the

stoppage of Messrs. Lambert Brothers, and Scott , shipowners,

colliery owners, & c ., of London , Messrs. Heald and Co. being

creditors to the extent of £20 ,000. Messrs. Heald and Co.

carried on a very extensive business not only in Newcastle ,

but in London and on thecontinent. The liabilities are esti

mated at from £40,000 to £60,000.

SCOTLAND. — Messrs. Paton Cook and Co., manufacturers,
85 Queen -street, Glasgow , and at Glengarrock, Ayrshire , have

suspended payment. The liabilities of the firm are estimated

at £60,000 .

AMERICA. - American advices report the failure of Messrs.
Tyler, Frost, and Co., wholesale grocers, New Haven , Conn.,
with liabilities of £40,000 ; and of Messrs . W . H . Bradley
and Co., carriage manufacturers, liabilities, £45 ,000 , - New
York advices report the failure of the South Carolina Bank

and Trust Company. The State deposits are about £40,000.
- Messrs. Osgood and Lord , Athol, Mass., in the dry goods
trade, had suspended ; liabilities heavy. - Canadian adyices

Messrs. Alexander and William Collie, merchants, of Lon .

don and Manchester, who recently failed with liabilities esti

mated at threo millions sterling, have been charged at the
Guildhall with having obtained upwards of £200 ,000 from the

London and Westminster Bank by false pretences. It is

alleged that the defendants circulated from £1,500,000 to

£1,750 ,000 worth of bills as trade bills , when , in fact, they

were only accommodation bills, and that by discounting some

of these the bank lost between £200,000 and £300,000. After

the opening statement the case was adjourned . The Court

consented to accept heavy bail ; but as the prosecution was

not satisfied with the sureties offered the defendants were

removed in custody.

THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL . - At a meeting of the Con

gress of Friendly Societies at Storey 's -gate, on Monday , the

members discussed the amendments of Lord Aberdare. They

objected especially to that relating to the insurance of children .

They have circulated statistics among themembers of both

Houses to show that the mortality among children insured

under three years of age was far below what it was in other

parts of the country where these insurances did not exist,

They object to Lord Aberdare 's amendment, that the auditors

to be appointed by the Societies should be approved by the

registrars of Friendly Societies, and they state that this was

contrary to the opinion not only of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, but of the members of the House of Commons

generally, who considered it unwise to interfere more than was

necessary with societies numbering about 8 ,000 ,000 members,

with an invested capital of about £11, 000 ,000 ; and they con

sider that there are no grounds for interference with the

generalarrangements of the societies. They intend strenuously

to oppose the Lords' amendments.
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LATE ADVERTISEMENTS . THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

Tn the matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by arrange
1 ment or composition with creditors, instituted by JACOB
HIBBERD , of No. 2 and 3 Hales Terrace , Haverstock Hill, and Wych

combe, Haverstock Hill, both in the County of Middlesex , Builder and
Publican .

EDMUND CHARLES CHATTERLEY, of old Jewry, in the City of
London , Public Accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Debtor, in the room and place of Thomas Maynard, removed from his
office of Trustee by resolution of Creditors. All persons having in their
possession any of the effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be paid to the Trustee .
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts, must forward their proofs of

debts to the Trustee .

Dated this 16th day of July , 1875 .
C . H . KEENE,

Registrar,
A . HINDSON MILLER ,

Solicitor,
35 Kivg Street, Cheapside, E .C .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes. -
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFTY
AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers,
Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craveo.

street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system ofthe
“ Syndicate" are ; - Ist. -- The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels.
Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
pists , Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . -- The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Othees
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Lans, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Par
niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur.
poses , 5th . – The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute

ACCOUNTANT'S Chief Clerk . - A thoroughly ex
m perienced and well-educated Gentleman , possessing energy, ability ,
and tact, is open to an engagement. Married , aged 33 . Speaks several
languages. Unexceptionable credentials . Can introducel business . -

" Auditor," care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62Gracechurch

PARTNERSHIP ,- The Third Share of a retiring
partner in a firm of Public Accountants may be treated for . Capital

required , about £500 .- “ Alpha ,” care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee, Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch Street, E . C .

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate
from their extended conuection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and conde
dential character . Liberal terms to Account nts in town or country
introducing business .

R E S T A U R A N T ;
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints, hot or cold , including vegetables and bread , Is. 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and bread , 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6d .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small partios on the Second Floor.

TR
AD
E

MA
RE
HE

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE ' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body ,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much easo and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may bebad,

F G and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ) , forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JouN WHITE , 228 , Piccadilly
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s . , 26s. 60 , Sis. 64 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss , 31s . 6d ., 42s ., and 528 . 6d . Post
age free . An Umbilical Trues, 42s., and 52s . Gd. Postare
free . P . 0 . 0 . to bemade payable to John WHITE, Post -office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 48. 60 ., 78, 6d., 10s , to 163. eache
Postage free .
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58 . 6d. and 7s. 60 . Adults , 10s . 6d ., 15s. 6d. , and 218. caca.
Postage free. - JOHN WHITE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION.

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

I F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .
AND AUDITOR .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
W town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

PPS'S COCOA. - " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cova, Nr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up un
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subt..
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is WWS
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well for

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - Seo article la 120

Civil Service Ganette .
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THE WARRINGTON BOTTLING

AND

AERATED WATER COMPANY, LIMITED .

Incorporated under the Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867, whereby the liability of each shareholder is limited to

the amount of the Shares held by him .

CAPITAL : - £10,000, in 10,000 Shares of £1 each, with power to increase.

Payable as follows : — 58. per Share on Application , 58. per Share on Allotment, and the remainder as required ,

provided that 21 days' notice at least be given of each call.

DIRECTORS.

MR. HENRY WALKER, Fowler Height, Blackburn .

Mr. Moses Walker, Warrington .

MR. JOSEPH ENTWISTLE (Grosvenor, Entwistle, and Co.), 88

Portland-street, Manchester.

MR. WILLIAM WALKER, Greetland, near Halifax.

Mr. John Shaw , Chapel Town, Bolton .

MANAGING DIRECTOR .

MR. MOSES WALKER.

BANKERS.

THE LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE BANK , LIMITED.

Manchester and its Warrington and other Branches.

SECRETARY.

MR. JOHN Cook HUBBERT, Accountant, Cairo-street Chambers,

Warrington ,

AUDITORS.

OFFICES.

THE BOTTLING WORKS, High -street, School Brow , Warrington.

The Company has been formed for the purpose of acquiring the Bottling Business carried on by Messrs. Henry Walker,

Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , at Warrington , in the County of Lancaster, with the buildings and land upon

which the said business is carried on , and for the purpose of adding to the business the Manufacturing and Bottling of Aerated

Waters, in addition to the Bottling of Beer, Porter, Cider, Perry , or other Liquors or Waters, and dealing therein in the

ordinary way of Trade.

The buildings are of modern erection , and very suitable for the business.

The premises contain an area of 2,380 square yards, and are held for the residue of a term of 999 years from the

25th March , 1867, subject to a yearly ground rent of £12 8s. and the lessees' covenants affecting the same. A provisional

agreement dated the 21st day of June, 1875 , has been entered into between Mr. Moses Walker, as the owner of the leasehold

premises of the first part, Messrs. Henry Walker, Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , as the owners of the

business, goodwill, plant, and stock - in -trade, of the second part , and John Cook Hubbert as a Trustee for and on behalf of the

Company of the third part, whereby Mr. Moses Walker agrees to sell to the Company the leasehold premises for the sum of

£1,500, which is to be paid to him in cash . Messrs. Henry Walker, Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , agree to

sell to the Company the goodwill of the business for the sum of £300, which is to be paid to Messrs . Henry Walker , Moses

Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw , in equal shares, and is to be taken by them in Three Hundred £1 shares in the

Company, which are to be deemed fully paid -up shares, and the plant and stock - in -trade at the amount of a valuation thereof,

to be made by two valuers , one to be named by the said Henry Walker, Moses Walker, William Walker, and John Shaw, and

the other by the Company, or an umpire to be named by such two valuers, and which amount is to be paid in cash ,

Messrs. Henry Walker, Moses Walker, Joseph Entwistle, William Walker, and John Shaw , will be the first Directors , and

Mr. Moses Walker , under whose management the business has hitherto been principally conducted , will continue the manage

ment thereof, as Managing Director, for a period of two years certain , at the annual salary of £208 exclusive of travelling or

other expenses incurred in or about the Company's business, and also exclusive of any remuneration which may be voted to him

as one of the Board of Directors by the Shareholders .

The sale of Bottled Beer, Ale , Porter, and Aerated Waters, has for some years steadily increased, and there is every prospect

that the Company will do a large business, and that with careful management a large dividend may be realised. It is not

anticipated thatmore than 15s. per share will be at any time called up .

Copies of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, and of the provisional Agreement of the 21st day of June , 1875 ,

may be seen at the Offices ofthe Company.

Prospectuses and FormsofApplication for Shares may be obtained at the offices of the Company, or from their Bankers or

Secretary.

For Forms of Application apply at the Offices as above.
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.

THE CARDINHAM VALE SILVER LEAD MINING COMPANY,

LIMITED .

Incorporated under " The Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867," by which the Liability of Members is limited to the
amount of their Shares.

The above is entirely unlike the ordinary Mining Investments offered to the public , inasmuch as there will be no loss of time
in searching for Lodes and exploring the Setts, the Mine being taken as a going concern , with valuable deposits of Ore laid
open requiring only suitable machinery to make it marketable. It is believed that there is no Mine that can be worked cheaper
than the Cardinham Vale , no steam machinery will be required to develop the Mine, as there is an ample supply of water at

all seasons of the year available for working the machinery necessary for its development, and crushing and preparing the
Ores for market. The Proprietor of the property has agreed to take nine -tenths of his interest in Shares, a proof of his

estimate of the value of the Mines, and the profits to be derived therefrom .

CAPITAL : - £30 ,000, in 6 ,000 Shares of £5 each .

Deposit 58. per Share on Application, and 5s, on Allotment, and remainder in sums not exceeding 28. 6d . per Share at

intervals of not less than three months if required. To meet the wishes of those Investors who prefer paying in full, the
Directors will issue fully paid -up Shares not exceeding one-half of the Capital now offered for subscription , such Shares

will have priority in the Allotment, and will be issued at a discount of 5 per cent.

DIRECTORS.

J. R . MACARTHUR, Esq., 30 John -street, Bedford-row , W .C .
(Chairman ) .

THOMAS HAZLEDINE, Esq ., The Haughs, Upton -on -Severn .

ROBERT GODDARD, Esq ., Wimbledon, Surrey .

G . BENETOFSKI, Esq., Campden -hill, Kensington.

RICHARD HOSKEN, Esq ., Pedryn, Cornwall.

J. H . JAMES, Esq., C .E . (Managing Director), Grampound
road , Cornwall.

RESIDENT AGENT.

CAPTAIN JAMES BRAY,

SOLICITORS
Messrs. TOWNLEY & GARD, 2 Gresham -buildings, London, E.C.

BANKERS.

Messrs. GLYN, MILLS, CURRIE , & Co., 67 Lombard -st., E .C.

Messrs. TWEEDY, WILLIAMS, & Co., Truro, Cornwall.

AUDITOR.

JOHN M . HENDERSON , Esq ., 72 Basinghall-street, London, E.C.

SECRETARY,

WILLIAM SHARP, Esq.

OFFICES.

CORNHILL CHAMBERS, 62 Cornhill, London .

PROSPECTUS.
This Company has been formed for the purpose of acquiring, working, and effectually developing the “ Cardinham Vale"

Silver Lead Mines, a valuable property, situated in the Parish of Cardinham , in the County of Cornwall, and about four miles

from the Bodmin - road Station on the Cornwall Railway.

The Sett is very extensive, comprising an area of upwards of 180 Acres , and has the great advantage of a permanent Streas

Water for the working of the Mines, crushing and dressing the Ores, & c .

The property is held on lease for 21 years from 29th September, 1871, at a minimum rent of £20 per annum , and a

royalty of one-fifteenth ; the rent, however, merges in the royalties when they exceed that amoun
There are several Lodes intersecting the Sett, in one of which an Adit level has been driven for a distance of upwards of

120 fathoms, and two Winzes sunk therein to the depth of 15 feet each .

This Lode is about 4 feet wide, and in geological appearance is thought not to be surpassed by the best of our British

Dividend Lead Mines at the same stage of operation .

To afford evidence of the great results realised by British Lead Mining, when properly conducted , a tabular statement of

a few Mines is subjoined , from the Reports contained in different Mining Papers.

DIVIDENDS PAID BY BRITISH LEAD MINING COMPANIES .

NAME. OUTLAY . DIVIDENDS. NAME. OUTLAY, DIVIDENDS.

Cargoll 17,470 16 ,112 Lisburno 7 ,500

East Rose 6 ,400 370 ,000 Minerva . . 45 ,000

East Darren 9 ,600 70 ,000 Roman Gravels . . 90,000 49,000

Foxdale 70 ,000 226 ,000 South Darren . . 19,870 6,750

Great Laxey 60,000 . . 257,000 Tankerville 7 ,200 40,800

Green Hurth 1,920 . . 10, 240 63 ,500
Goginan . . 90 ,000 . . 290 ,000 West Chiverton . 31,500 . . 147,500

Herodsfoot . . 8,700 . . 63,744

. .
225,800

. . 673,750

:
:

:
:

:
:

I

T

. .

:
:

:
:

:
:

:

Van . . 191,625

The yield of Ore which is obtained from the Mine is of a superior quality . It is more than usually rich in Silver,which

tact further appears by the following results of an analysis thereof made by John W . Perkins, Esq ., Dr. Ph., F . C . S .

“ LEAD EQUAL TO 6CWT. TO THE TON OF LODE STUFF."

“ SILVER 4002. 16DWT. 16GRS. TO THE TON OF ORE."
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Winzes are being sunk on the course of a Lode which produces Ore of the richest quality in remunerative quantities , and
as depth is attained the yield increases, which facts are confirmed in the accompanying Reports. The purchase -money for the
entire Property is fixed at £10,000, the Vendor's confidence in the undertaking being such that he has consented to take
£9,000 of the purchase-money in paid -up Shares, and £1,000 in cash .

A contract has been entered into between Charles William Baylis, of Worcester , of the one part, and William Sharp , on

behalf of the Company, of the other part , dated the 19th day ofMay, 1875 , which can be seen at the offices of the solicitors of
the Company .

The Directors have instructed Captain Bray to give every facility to intending Investors for inspecting this Property , that

they may satisfy themselves of its very great present value and future prospects .

ADVANTAGES OF THE MINE.- WATER -POWER, CARRIAGE.

There is an ample supply of water at all seasons of the year for working the most powerful machinery necessary for the

development ofthe mines, crushing and dressing the Ores .

It is believed to be impossible for any Mine to be worked cheaper than the Cardinham Vale .

No Steam Machinery , therefore, will be required to develop this Mine. This is at all times a matter of great importance :

but in the present state of the coal trade and labour market, the value of water as a motive power cannot be over- estimated ; in

fact the saving of cost of coal alone would pay a good dividend on the capital of the Company. The Mine is also situated most

favourably for the carriage of Ores andmaterials, being within a short distance from the Railway Station .

Owing to a great demand for Lead, and the exceptional character of the property, the Directors believe they are placing
before the public a safe and valuable investment, one that in a short period will declare large Dividends. They recommend
& careful perusal of the accompanying Reports.

Applications for Shares should be made on the accompanying Form , which must be forwarded , together with a deposit of

5s. per Share, to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, where Prospectuses and Forms

of application may be obtained , and specimens of the Ore be seen , together with copies of the Reports and Documents referred

to in this Prospectus.

REPORTS .

REPORT OF CAPTAIN HARRIS .

I have carefully examined the Cardinham Vale Silver Lead Mine Sett, and find several large and masterly Lodes crossing
it , which present a beautiful appearance.

The Main Lode runs about 30in . East ofNorth and West of South ; on this Lode an Adit Level has been driven for about

120 fathoms, it commenced and continued in Silver Lead. Two Winzes have also been sunk therein in valuable deposits of

Ore. I did not see the bottom of the Winzes, the water being quick would not admit ofmy doing so , but I am told there is &

Lode in the Winzes about 4 feet wide,which contain about 1 ton of Silver Lead per fathom , and from indications of the Ore that

came from the Winzes I think it must be correct ; the Lode here shows & decided improvement in going down. The Lode

standing in the back of the Adit contains sufficient Ore to let on tribute, and I am informed men have offered to work it at 10s.

in the £.

There is ample water to work the Machinery necessary for a practical development, and it is my opinion that by the

erection of such Machinery a paying Mine would be opened up at once. I therefore urge that a water wheel of say 34 feet

diameter, and 6 or 8 feet abreast, be erected at once to pump out the water, and thereby lay open the deposits of Ore at a deeper -
level.

H . B . HARRIS.
CAMBORNE, CORNWALL ,

November, 1874 .

REPORT OF CAPTAIN BRAY.

The Sett, which is very extensive, is situated in the parish of Cardinham , in the County of Cornwall.
An Adit has been driven North in the course of the Lodes about 130 fathoms, and two Winzes sunk about 3 fathoms

each where the Lode is about 4 feet wide, containing large blocks of Silver Lead , and in the outside Winze there is a leader of

pure Silver Lead several inches wide lying against the foot wall of the Lode, but the water in the Winze is too much to keep

out. I had great difficulty to get at the bottom of the Winze, but Imanaged to send up several cwts . of the Ore , which is of a

beautiful nature, it being imbedded in friable spar .

The Lode throughout the Adit presents a most beautiful appearance, and in many places is nearly 4 feet wide, containing
Lead in paying quantities ; men in fact have offered to work it at 10s, in the £ , which speaks for itself ; and should the yield
increase in the next 10 fathoms sinking as it is going down in the Winzes, the output will be such as to place the Mine on a par
with our best Dividend Mines.

A permanent stream of water runs close to the Adit, of sufficient power to work water-wheels, and the Mine is in every way

situated for themost economical working .

JAMES BRAY.
WEST END , BODMIN , CORNWALL .
March , 1875 .
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED.
Registered under the Companies' Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60,000, IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.
£l on Application , the remainder on Allotment.

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.

JOSEPI JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester. } Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King- street, Manchester.

WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER , Esq., Durham Massey , Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL , Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf,Man . MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester. JAMES HASLAM , Esq ., M .R .C . V . S.
JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY.

Cheshire.

BANKERS.
( Pro. tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER.

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street , OFFICES .

Manchester , and its Branches. ( Pro tem ) 60, King Street, Manchester.

PROSPECTUS. a
The greatwant of a Shoe for Horses and other draught animals ( so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery

pavements, and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the
ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwieldy

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort ), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by thosewho employ large numbers of borses,
and also by “ The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals."

Such a shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides , rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third theweight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied, and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible, and therefore are the most natural substance from which to
form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm

and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles , and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe, and for manufacturing andvending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier.

Forms of application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers ofthe Company, or to the Secretary.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other MineralWaters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory , Nassau-street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE,
ADVERTISING AGENT.

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON , E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers , only one MS. copy need
be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. JULI 24, 1876.
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THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869 . PARTNERSHIP. - A Gentleman of Mercantile ex
perience is willing to embark £500 in a sound concern,manufacturing

or otherwise . He would take an active part in the management, or charge

of the books. Fullest investigation required . - Particulars to “ T . 2 , " care

of F . Lucas, Accountant, 26 Maddox -street, w .
HOLDEN AT WALSALL.

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter

nl of BENJAMIN GILES BLOOMER, of l'ilsall and Walsall, both

in the County of Stafford , Consulting Engineer, & c , adjudicated a
Bankrupt on the 17th day of February , 1875 .

Creditors who have not proved their debts by the 21st day of August,
1875 , will be excluded .

Dated this 24th day of July, 1875.

EDWIN WIGNALL ,
Trustee.

27 Colmore Row , Birmingham ,

Public Accountant.

PARTNERSHIP . - The owner of a Valuable Patent,

1 with 13 years to run, desires a partner, sleeping or active, with £2,000
for extension of business . Over this amount has been received during the

last 12 months for licenses alone, and the supply of the articles used yields

besides a considerable profit. The Patent is fully developed, licenses are
in demand, and there is ample scope for profitable extension . Full investi
gation will be given , reasons for advertising explained , and references to

bankers, through whom the monies have passed . - Apply, in the first in

stance, by letter to O . R . Trevor , Accountant, 2 Clarence- buildings, Booth .

street, Manchester.

ACCOUNTANT'S Chief Clerk. - A thoroughly ex
O perienced and well-educated Gentleman , possessing energy , ability,

and tact, is open to an engagement. Married , aged 33. Speaks several
languages . Unexceptionable credentials . Can introduce business. --

“ Auditor,” care of Úr, Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch

Street, E . C .DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL . WANTED A CLERK accustomed to the Bankruptcy

W Department of an Accountant's office. - Box 43, Post Office , Cardiff.

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875. LARGE light Offices on the fourth floor. - Rents £10

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of and £15. - Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge Row , Cannon Street, E .O .
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Established 1843. Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c. MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are 7 LAWRENCE LANE . CHEAPSIDE . LONDON .

11 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

sheets, & c., printed with despatch.the next sale should be forwarded , without delay , to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London . STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S.E .

AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,

U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co. . Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

TRANSLATIONS.WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars , which , when received , will be judiciously placed MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred. Address Messrs. BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon - street,
London , E . O .

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . O.,

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices , 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European
MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon | Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect
U1 Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and
access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian ,
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1843) , 54 Cannon -street. Spanish, and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

President,WILLIAM QUILTER .

Vice - President, WILLIAM TURQUAND .

S and Cand Co, Lorand Co.,

COUNCIL .

John Ball (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).
HARMOOD WALCOT BANNER (Liverpool) .

IIENRY Webster BLACKBURN (H . W . and J. Blackburn , Bradford , Yorkshire ).
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CAPE (Cape and Harris, London ) .

HENRY CROYSDILL (Croysdill, Saffery, and Co., London ) .

EDWARD CARTER (Carter and Carter, Birmingham ).

WILLIAM WELCH DELOITTE (Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths , and Co., London).

ROBERT FLETCHER (Robert Fletcher and Co., Lóndon).
ROBERT PALMER HARDING (Harding, Whinney, and Co., London ) .

CHARLES Fitcu KEMP (C . F . Kemp, Ford , and Co , London ).

GEORGE HERBERT LADBURY (Ladbury, Collison, and Viney, London ).

SAMUEL LOWELL PRICE (Price, Waterhouse, and Co., London ).

WILLIAM QUILTER (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).

GEO. EDWIN SWITHINBANK (Gillespie, Swithinbank, and Co., London, and Newcastle -on - Tyne).
WILLIAM TURQUAND ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

John Young (Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

TRUSTEES .

WILLIAM HIOPKINS HOLYLAND (London ) .

ALFRED AUGUSTUS JAMES ( James and Edwards, London ) .

ALEXANDER YOUNG ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London).

AUDITORS .

SAMUEL BARROW (Barrow and Gates, London ).

FREDERICK WHINNEY (IIarding, Whinney and Co., London ).

BANKERS.

MESSRS. FULLER, BANBURY, Nix , and MATHIESON , 77 Lombard Street, E .C .

SOLICITOR .

TIENRY MARKBY (Markby, Tarry and Stewart), 57 Coleman Street, E .C .

SECRETARY

Thomas A. Welton, 30 Moorgate Street, E.C.

Under RULE 16 , applicants for admission as Associate up to 1st of July , 1878 (save as provided by RULE 19) must

be twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than five years as clerk , cither articled or otherwise,

to a member of this Institute or of some other Institute or Society of Accountants, or else must have been in

Partnership with such a person for not less than four years, or have been in practice as a Professional Accountant

for the five consecutive years preceding the date of application .

Rule 10 is to the effect that Fellows shall (except as provided by Rule 19 ) for the future be elected from

among the Associates only ; RULE 19 enacts that it shall be competent to the Institute, in special cases, to adm

persons either as Fellows or Associates who may not be eligible under the foregoing regulations, provided

persons have made application to the Council, accompanied by the proper written recommen :lation according to t

Rules, and have received the recommendation of threc- fourths at least of the Council.

Applicants for admission as Associate must be recommended to the Council by at least one Fellow of the

Institute in the terms prescribed.

Applicants for admission as Fellow must be recommended in like manner by at least three Fellows.

The Membership of the Institute is by Rule 53 restricted to persons who are not engaged in any other put:

than that of a Professional Accountant.

THOMAS A . WELTON, SECRETARY.
30 Moorgate -street, E . C ., 23rd July, 1875.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. " (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free).
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ. The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs . W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West- End

Newsvendors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 68. each. Sub

scribers'names in gold lettering, 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable _ to ALFRED W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch .
street, London , E . C .

transactions, will read with malignant joy the report of

a case, of which we give a report, in

which Mr. Perry , the well-known proprietor of the

Gazette,was mulcted in heavy damages for having failed

to give adequate information to one of his subscribers.

Every one knows the terrible establishmont in which

human frailty is so carefully recorded, where the clerks

move quietly about, ever and anon whispering such

sentencesas " not to be trusted ," " nothing known to his

discredit,” or handing to the inquirer slips ofpaper filled

with gloomy records of bankruptcy or failure. That

such an institution as this should be prosperous, is a

sad commentary on our boasted prosperity . There

have, we believe , been many cases of individual hard

ship arising through its action , and more than one

novelist has described the piteous condition of a

distressed hero who has had recourse to a bill of sale ,

and, unfortunately dealing for the necessaries of life

with tradesmen who belong to the clientèle of Mr. Perry ,

has suffered a corresponding diminution of credit, and

gradually sunk into the uttermost misery. But on the

general principle that what is worth doing at all is

worth doing well, it must be admitted that the accuracy

of the information furnished is most essential to its

utility ; and it is difficult to imagine which is in the

worse plight, owing to his reliance on false confidences,

the trader who might have done business with a firm

and who has not, owing to unpleasant reports as to

its solvency, or the trader who has been over

confiding, and thus lost his money. In the present

instance proper inquiries do not seem to have been

made. A “ retired bookseller,” for the insignificant

fee of six postage stamps, seeks information firstly

from the clerk of certain “ eminent ” timber merchants,

and secondly of a gentleman who, it seems, combines,

somewhat peculiarly , the functions of a “ glazier and

butler." Possibly a less apparently parsimonious

way of doing business might have proved more

remunerative; for Mr. Perry's fate greatly

confirms the truth of the adage “ Penny wise and

pound foolish," and leads to the belief that such cheap

information is not worth much . But the story certainly

opens up glimpses of a strange and novel state of

society. The condition of a bookseller who, having

retired from business, enjoys the friendship of a butler,

and a timber merchant's clerk , and is yet willing to

undertake confidential inquiries for six postage stamps,

is as remarkable as the disinterestednessof his friends,
who apparently charged nothing for their information .

The I ccountant.
JULY 31, 1875 .

Those , otherwise estimable members of society,who

object to too close an investigation into their business
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Correspondence.TheAnglo -Bengalee Companyderived much profit from

charging two guineas to every client for inquiries, and

keeping a man at a pound a week to make them . But

it is certainly much more remunerative to charge a

subscriber three guineas a year for sixpennyworth of

information . Possibly the “ retired bookseller " would

do well to follow the example of the happily defunct

tribe of “ tipsters," and exercise his powers of investi

gation for the benefit of his fellow - creatures in con

sideration of postage stamps, making known this desire

through the medium of the public press. The case

reads a useful lesson to all concerned.

To the Editor of the Accountant.

DEAR SIR ,- A great divergence of opinion appears to

exist whether or not a liquidating debtor can demand his

discharge, provided his estate has paid a dividend of 10s.

in the pound. The Bankruptcy Act is certainly not very

clear upon this point. Sec. 125, par. 9, says: - “ The

provisions of this Act with respect to the close of the

bankruptcy, discharge of the bankrupt, & c. & c. shall

not apply in the case of a debtor whose affairs are under

liquidation by arrangement,” butmakes no mention about

a debtor being entitled to his discharge under any cir

cumstances. I cannot think the framers of the Act ever

intended to place a liquidating debtor in a worse position

than a bankrupt, butif no proviso exists ; it unquestionably

does so, by rendering it possible for any creditor,who
bears a malicious feeling towards the debtor, to prevent

the granting of the discharge, by resolution, by hunting

up proxies, as it is well-known that as a rule creditors

will not personally attend meetings convened for such

purposes, hence such a person would have almost entire

control over it.

Perhaps some of your numerous readers will express

their opinions upon this.

I am , Sir,

Yours truly ,

ALPHA.

July 22nd, 1875 .

The case of Ex parte Wear - re Lindsay,as reported ,

seems plainly in accordance with the Act. A bill of

sale executed nearly four months before the filing of

a petition for liquidation is out of the wording of the

92nd section, even if we do not take the law as recently

laid down by the highest authority, and hold that

fraudulent preference must be fraudulent to the know

ledge of the favoured creditor. It must be noticed,

too, that to somewhat complicate the decision of a

Court on this point, the conveyance or assignment

must be a spontaneous act. If the debtor is influenced

by pressure, there is no fraudulent preference. It is

difficult to draw the line, butwe agree in this instance

with the decision of the Chief Judge. A transaction

is to be protected after three months, and even in the

case of fraud can scarcely be opened unless some very

strong case is shown for so doing.

COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.

THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. - The

monthly meeting of the Council of the Society of Ac

countants in England was held on Wednesday, at the

offices of the society , 2 Cowper's - court, Cornhill ; present

Messrs. John Bath (V . P ., in the chair), J . II. Tilly ,

F . Nicholls, E . N . Harper, and Alfred C. Harper (secre

tary). Mr. B . B . Rowlands, Severn-square, Newtown ;

Ar. George J . Knight, 17 Dickinson -street, Manehester,

and 24 Bridge-street , Runcorn ; Mr. James R . Grant,

Bank of Scotland, Aberdeen, were admitted as Associates

of the Society. Mr. Herbert E . Harper, 2 Cowper's-court,

Cornhill, was admitted as a Student of the Society . A

discussion followed upon the small allowance to Account

ants when subpænaed as witnesses, and the Council invite

suggestions from all accountants on this matter ; com

munications to be addressed to the secretary.

July 27 .

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

IN RE THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY'S ARBITRATION.

Mr. J. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., applied to the Court for an order

that five appeals from decisions of the arbitrator in this

matter with regard to questions of “ novation " might be set

down , and he also asked that two of them might be heard

before the Long Vacation . Lord Justice James said that if

the Legislature chose to take a whole Session in passing an

Act, that was no reason why this Court should be asked to

hear the cases now . He thought that as there had been so

much difference of opinion with regard to the question of
novation , the appeals ought to be heard by the Full Court.

Indeed , his Lordship added , the Bill as approved by him when

hewas arbitrator so provided. Mir. Higgins pointed out that
the Act as ultimately passed only required that the Court

should consist of at least two Judges. He also urged the very

great importance of the cases. Lord Justice James still

thought that the cases ought to be heard by the Full Court,

and desired that the matter should be mentioned to the Lord

Chancellor. If he was willing to sit before the Vacation, the

Lords Justices would be ready to sit with him on any day be

might appoint. Lord Justice Mellish added that if the Lord

Chancellor thought that the Lords Justices should sit alone 10

hear those appeals, they would do so . Leave was then given

to set dowu the appeals, and the matter is to be mentioned

again after application has been made to the Lord Chancellor.
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July 22.

(Before the LORDS JUSTICESof Appeal.)

EX PARTE PRICE - IN RE LANKESTER. — This was an appeal

from a decision of Mr. Registrar Spring- Rice as Chief Judge

in Bankruptcy. The question involved is one of considerable
importance in the winding -up of insurance companies. Dr.

Lankester, the late coroner for Middlesex , was the holder of

four policies on his own life in the European Assurance

Society, for sums amounting altogether to £1,049. In
November, 1865 , he borrowed £140 from the society on the

security of the policies. In March , 1872 ,he filed a liquidation

petition , and on the 1st of May , 1872, his creditors agreed to

accept a composition , and appointed a trustee, who was to

receive his whole income and to apply a certain part of it in

paying the debts of the creditors rateably. On the 12th of

January, 1872, the European Society was ordered to be wound

up, and its affairs were afterwards referred to arbitration by

a special Act of Parliament passed in July , 1872. Under the

arbitration proceedings Dr. Lankester's policies were valued at

£446 8s., and dividends amounting to £66 19s. have been
declared on this sum , being at the rate of 3s. in the pound .
Dr. Lankester died last year, and his estate will be able to pay

a dividend of 10s. in the pound . The liquidators of the

European sought to prove against Dr. Lankester's estate under

the composition arrangement for £140 and interest, and the

trustee claimed a right to set off against this demand the

£446 8s. at which the policies have been valued . The

Registrar allowed this set off, and the liquidators appealed .

Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., andMr. John Linklater were heard on behalf
of the appellants . Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight,
in support of the Registrar's decision , relied upon the mutual

credit clauso, sec. 39, of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 ; sec. 95 of
the Companies Act, 1862 ; and the case of “ Ex parte Cooper " .

("* Law Reports ,” 2 Chan . App., 578 ). Lord Justice James

said that there was no right of set-off under the Winding -up

Act, except that which would be allowed in the ordinary case
of an action at law . No set off could be allowed in the

winding-up as against Dr. Lankester 's estate, and there could
be no set -off in its favour in the Court of Bankruptcy. Under
sec. 39 of the Bankruptcy Act an account would have to be

taken of what was due from the one party to the other in

respect of mutual debts or dealings. But, in truth , nothing

ever became due upon the policies. A value was, indeed , put

upon the policies in the winding-up, and dividends were de

clared upon that value ; but that could not have the effect

of creating a debt due upon the policy which did not exist

before. Each party must therefore prove against the other

for what was due to him , and when the amount of dividend

on each side was ascertained , the sums so ascertained could be

set-off against each other. Lord Justice Mellish was of the

same opinion . If the company had not been wound-up it was

quite clear that there could have been no set-off, for in that

case there would have been in no sense a debt due upon the

policy. All that the trustee could have done would have been

to sell the policy, or to surrender it for its value. Did, then ,

the winding-up make any difference ? Of course, the full

nominalamount of the policy could not be set-off ; that would

be absurd . And the value put on it was not a sum due upon

it. It wasmerely a value assessed forthe purpose of regulating

the proof in the winding-up. There could be no right of

set-off .

directed to stand over in order that the company should have

the opportunity of calling a meeting of the shareholders, for

the purpose of taking the opinion of the shareholders as to

the advisability of a voluntary winding-up. It appeared that

no less than four petitions had been presented for winding -up

the company, the insolvency of which was hardly in dispute

- two at the Rolls, one before Vice -Chancellor Malins, and

one before Vice- Chancellor Bacon . In consequence of the

closing of the courts on Saturday, the 29th of May, on which

day the birthday of Her Majesty was officially celebrated , the

petition before Vice-Chancellor Bacon came on to be heard

before those which had been presented in the other branches

of the court. The winding-up order was strenuously opposed

on that occasion on the ground of the smallness of the

petitioner 's interest — ten £5 shares— in the company, want of
proper advertisement of the petition , and more especially the

pendency of a beneficial arrangement with the firm of Brown,

Jansen , & Co., the principal creditors, whereby they agreed to

discharge all the debts and liabilities of the company on

having the assets transferred to them and the affairs of the

company placed under voluntary liquidation . Notwithstand

ing these various grounds of objection , Vice-Chancellor Bacon ,

on the 28th of May, made the usual compulsory order for

winding-up. An appeal from this order was at once presented ,

and their lordships, on the 25th of June, being of opinion that

the arrangement with Brown, Jansen ,and Co. was a beneficial

one, discharged the Vice -Chancellor's order , and directed the

petition to stand over, with liberty to the directors to summon

a general meeting. A meeting was accordingly held on the

16th ult., at the Cannon -street Hotel, at which resolutions

were passed for winding-up voluntarily , for confirming the

agreement between the bank and Brown , Jansen , and Co. for

payment by that firm of the debts and liabilities of the bank ,

and for a transfer to them of the assets of the bank, and

authorising the liquidator under the voluntary winding up to

carry out and complete the arrangement. The matter was

again brought before their lordships, and after considerable

discussion , in which Mr. Kay, Q .C ., Mr. H . M . Jackson , Q . C .,

Mr. Roxburgh , Q . C ., Mr. Waller, Q . C ., Mr. Swanston , Q . c .,

Mr. Little , Q . C . , Mr. Graham Hastings, Q . C ., Mr. E . Cutler,

Mr. Romer,Mr. E . C . Willis , Mr. Dauney, Mr. E . Chitty, Mr.

W . Latham , and Mr. Whitehorne took part, Lord Justice

James said he was of opinion that the proper thing to do was

to make no order upon all these petitions, after the under

taking which had been given on behalf of Messrs. Brown ,

Jansen , and Co. by their counsel, to pay all the debts, & c, of

the bank, whether included in the schedule to the agreement

or not, upon the consent of the directors that this variation

of the agreement should not prejudice their liability under the

guarantee . What was the position of affairs ? It was beyond

dispute that the bank had become insolvent, or at least could

not pay its debts. In this state of things, Brown, Jansen ,

and Co., by far the largest creditors of the bank, had come

forward and made this arrangement with the directors and

shareholders. Being in effect in possession of the assets of

the bank , they undertook to pay all other creditors but them

selves, looking to the assets for their own repayment. This

arrangement was really an enormous advantage for every

shareholder and every creditor. The creditors would all be

paid , and the shareholders would be released from the exigency

of a winding-up order. It was in every respect a proper

agreement, and manifestly for the benefit of all parties in

terested , and there would be no difficulty in the way of

carrying it out forthwith . There could be no necessity for

making an order for winding-up voluntarily under supervision

of the Court. Incalculable litigation might be the result of

such an order, and in the event of any creditor not receiving

payment, it would be at once open to him to apply to the court

for a supervision order, notwithstanding what had occurred .

But further litigation ought not to be encouraged simply

because of the possible risk that the undertaking might not be

carried out. There would be no order upon the petition (for

winding -up ), except to adopt the undertaking given on behalf

July 23.

( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of Appeal.)

IN RE THE CITY AND COUNTY BANK . - This case, which was

before their Lordships on the 25th of June upon appeal from
an order made by Vice- Chancellor Bacon on the 28th of May,

for the compulsory winding-up of this company, was then
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of Messrs. Brown, Jansen , and ( 0 . ; and having regard to the | s :rit. He need do nothing at all, but leave it to the debtor

small amount of interest, and their not being satisfied that to fight it . Whatever amount might be found to be dne to

the petitions had been presented bona fide, or with any other the plaintiff, of course, he would be entitled to prove for it

object than to intercept the proposed arrangement, there in the liquidation , and the debtor would also remain personally

would be no order as to cost as to any of the petitions. His liable for it. The appeal must be dismissed , with costs. Lord

lordship ' s ruling as to costs elicited a perfect storın of protest Justico Mellish was of the same opinion . He thought that

from the counsel on behalf of the several petitioners . Mr. the Court of Bankruptcy ought not to restrain the proceedings

Roxburgh , Q . C , Mr. Kay, Q .C ., and others pointed out that in any suit or action against a bankrupt or liquidating debtor

the winding-up petitions, so far from being designed to inter in any case where the bankruptcy or liquidation would not be

cept the arrangement with Brown, Janson , and Co., were all a bar to the claim made in the suit or action . If, as was the

presented before that arrangement was either made or in case here, the bankrupt or debtor would remain personally

contemplation ; that no notice of the arrangement was given liable , nothwithstanding his discharge in the bankruptcy or

to the petitioners ; that the agreement itself provided for liquidation , then the proceedings ought not to be restrained.

payment of the costs of the petitioners ; and that in the case

of creditors, if they had issued writs for the amount of their
IN RE THE CARIBBEAN COMPANY, LIMITED . -- CRICKMER' CASE.

debts , they could not have boen deprived of their costs. In - This was an appeal from a decision of Vice-Chancellor

the result their Lordships gave the petitioners their costs Malins. The company was formed in February, 1871. The
and set of costs to the contributories and one to the creditors, memorandum stated the objects of the company to be the

both here and in the Court of Vice-Chancellor Bacon , and no working of guano and phosphate deposits in the islands of the
separate costs to the committee of investigation (appearing by Caribbean Sea . The capital was to be £25 ,000, in 2 ,500 shares
Mr. Jackson , Q . C .,and Mr. E . Cutler) . of £10 each . The sixth clause of the articles of association

provided that “ the sum of £10 per share on 2 ,500 original

shares in the company shall be considered as fully paid -up."

July 29. The memorandum of association was signed by seven persons

( Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL.)
for one share each ; the remaining 2 ,493 shares were allotted
to a Mr. Edward Oliver, as fully paid -up, “ in consideration

EX PARTE COKER - IN RE BLAKE. - This was an appeal from of his procuring an assignment to the company of

a decision of Mr. Registrar Roche, acting as Chief Judge in
some concessions of deposits of guano in the Islands

Bankruptcy . In October, 1871, Mr. E . H . W . Swete, a medical
in the Caribbean Sea , in accordance with the agree

practitioner at Leamington, entered into an agreement with

ment between Oliver and a Mr. J . E . Carmichael.” This

arrangement or agreement was not registered with the Regis.
Mr. R . H . Blake, who had been for some years practising trar of Joint-Stock Companies , and the only notice to the publis

at Leamington as a physician and surgeon , to purchase &
of the shares being allotted as fully paid-up was by means of

share of his business , and to carry it on in partnership with
the sixth clause of the articles of association . A number of

Oliver' s shares were afterwards transferred to Mr. John

him . Swete paid a premium of £1,500 for a half share of Ebenezer Crickmer, a stockbroker, who took the shares,as the
the business. Differences afterwards arose between the Court held upon the evidence, with full notice of all the cir.
parties, and in August, 1873, Mr. Swete filed a bill in Chan cumstances . The company having been ordered to be wound.

cery, by which he alleged that he had been induced to enter
up, the question arose whether Mr. Crickmer was liable,as

into the partnership agreement by the fraudulent misrepresen .

contributory, to pay the full amount of £10 per share. The Vice

Chancellor decided that hewas so liable. Mr.Crickmer appealed.

tations of Mr. Blake, and prayed that the agreement might

be cancelled ; that the defendant might be ordered to repay

Mr. Waller, Q . C ., and Mr. Bunting, for the appellant, argued

the £1,500 with interest ; and that an account might be

that bymeans of the registration of the memorandum and

taken of all moneys received and paid by the plaintiff under

articles of association , there had been a sufficient registration

of “ a contract dnly made in writing," that the shares should

the agreement ; and that the defendant might be ordered to be deemed to be fully paid -up, so as to satisfy the requure

make good to the plaintiff what should appear to be due to

him . The defendant put in an answer denying the truth

ments of section 25 of the Companies Act, 1867. Mr.

of the charges made against him .

Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods, for the official

Before the suit came

to a hearing the defendant filed a liquidation petition ,

liquidator, were not called on . Lord Justice James said that

the appeal was a perfectly idle one. The registration of
under which Mr. Frederick Coker was appointed trustee of articles inconsistent with the memoranduffi of association

his property . In January last an order was made to revive
the suit against him . On the 15th of June the trustee ap.

was not the registration of a contract in writing within the
meaning of Section 25 . The contract ought to show what

plied to the Court of Bankruptcy for an order to restrain shares were issued as fully paid , and for what consideration .
the plaintiff from taking any further proceedings in the Lord Justice Mellish was entirely of the same opinion,

suit . The Registrar refused the application , and the trustce Themeaning of the articles was rather obscure, but it secmed

appealed . By his notice of appeal he only asked that the to him that the directors had power to make presents of all

proceedings in the suit might be restrained as against him .

Mr. Romer, for the appellant, argued that the debtor's

| the shares. The meaning of the Act of Parliament was that
the contract , by virtue of which the shares were to be issued

interest was now entirely vested in the trustee , and that the
suit was, in truth , merely a money demand , which could

as fully paid -up - that is, a contract between the company and

be more properly dealt with in the Court of Bankruptcy.

some person external to the company - was the contractwhic

Mr. 0 . L . Clare, for the plaintiff in the suit, urged that, as

was to be registered . It did notmean a mere agreement be .

the claim made by the suit was in respect of a debt contracted
tween the shareholders that the shares should be issued as

by fraud, the proceedings in the liquidation would not discharge

fully paid -up. The appealmust be dismissed with costs.

the debtor from it. The plaintiff was, therefore , still entitled BANKRUPTCY BUSINESS. - Lord Justice James announced that
to enforce his right against the debtor personally , and the there will be another sitting of this Court in Bankruptcy on

suit ought to go on for that purpose. The trustee would Thursday next, the 5th of August. Their Lordships, he said ,
be a mere formal, but still a necessary , party. Mr. Romer intend, if possible, to dispose of all the bankrupt appeals be.

replied . Lord Justice James said that, having regard to the fore the Long Vacation . At this time of the year,par

nature of the suit, in which, if the plaintiff succeeded,hewould | were in the habit of presenting appeals simply for the
be entitled to a personal remedy against the debtor, the pose of delay, and their Lordships will endeavour to a
Registrar's order was right. The trustee need not defend the that object.
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ROLLS COURT, ChancerY.).ANE.

July 22 .

(Before the Master of the Rolls.)

IN RE BLAEN CÆLAN COMPANY (LIMITED) - Ruodes's Case.--

The question in this case was whether Mr. Rhodes was liable

to contribute in respect of 65 shares in the above-named

company, which is being wound-up by the Court. The circum
stances of the case were peculiar. The company was formed

to buy the property of another company which was being

wound-up voluntarily, and Mr. Rhodes, as a member of the

latter company, had the right, of which he declined to avail
himself, to an allotment of paid -up shares of the Plaen Cælan

Company as his share of the purchase-money. Themanaging

director of the Blaen Cælan Company , however, in exercise,

as hedeposed in Court, of his general authority to act for the

company, registered 65 shares in the nameof Mr. Rhodes as
paid -up shares, and sent to him the certificate, in which he

was described as the registered proprietor. Mr. Rhodes, pre
sumably , believing that no liability attached to shares which

were described as paid -up, did not return the certificate to the
company's office, but retained it in his own possession ; and
the winding-up order having been made, the liquidator applied

to place Mr. Rhodes 's name on the list of contributories for

the shares in question as shares on which nothing had been

paid , on the ground that he was the registered proprietor of

the shares, and no agreement that they should be payable

otherwise than in cash had been filed with the Registrar of

Joint-Stock Companies before they were issued , as proved to

be the case. The Master of the Rolls said it was a hard case ,

but the register was conclusive. Mr. Rhodes knew that his

name was on the register, and had not applied to have the

register rectified before the winding-up order. No doubt he
did not do so because he thought the shares were paid -up, but

the law said they were not paid -up ; consequently, he must be

placed on the list of contributories for the full amount of the

shares. I suppose, his Honour added , the time will arrive

when laymen will learn to leave these shares in limited com

panies alone.

of the failure of the promoters of a railway to complete

their undertaking, the deposit fund shall, after satisfaction of

compensation to road authorities, be either forfeited to tho

Crown or, “ in the discretion of the Court , if the promoters

are a company, and such company is insolvent or has been

ordered to be wound -up, shall wholly or in part be paid or

transferred to the liquidator or liquidators of the company, or

be otherwise applied as part of the assets of the company, for

the benefit of the reditors thereof." Mr. Dickinson , Q . C ., and

Mr. Hanson , for parties who had advanced the tho sum de

posited by the company, submitted that the money, if paid to

the liquidator, should be treated as applicable to the payment

of their debt. Mr. Rigby, for the Attorney-General, submitted

that it had not been satisfactorily proved that any debts re

mained due from the company , and that this money if paid out

might in reality go to the promoters of the company, through

whose reckless mismanagement the company had been ruined ,

and that such destination of themoney was contrary to the

intention of the Board of Trade rule , which was to discourage

reckless speculation . The Vice-Chancellor said that the rule

vested & discretion in the Court to order payment of the

deposit to the liquidator. Whether that discretion was

exercised or not, it was clear that the debt of Mr. Dickinson 's

clients was a debt which he could not treat as being of such

a nature that he ought not to make the order asked for. From

the materials before him there was every reason to believe

that there were other claimsbeside this which should be pro

vided for. The money must therefore be paid out.

VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, Lincolx 's Inn .

July 23.

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . HALL).

IN RE THE INTERNATIONAL PULP AND PAPER COMPANY (LIMI

TED) . - This was a creditor's petition for winding-up the

company. Mr. Dickinson , Q . C ., and Mr. F . C . J. Millar

appeared for the petitioner ; Mr. Warington for another cred .

tor ; Mr. Macnaghten for shareholders ; Mr. Caldecott for the

company. The Vice-Chancellor made the usual compulsory

order, but directed that it should not be drawn up if the

petitioner's debt were paid within ten days.

IN RE THE COMMON ROAD CONVEYANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ).
The company was formed in December, 1870 , and in 1871
obtained, under the Tramways Act, 1870, a provisional order
from the Board of Trade for the construction of a tramway
from Watford to London . In accordance with the Act, and
under the rules of the Board of Trade, the company deposited

in Court a sum of £1,939 10s. 5d . The company failed to
construct their tramway, and on the 26th of February last
was ordered to be wound up, and a liquidator was appointed .
A petition was now presented by the liquidator for the

transfer out of Court to him of the fund representing the

deposit, as being part of the assets of the company properly
payable to him . Mr. Davey, Q .C ., and Mr. Crossley, for
the petitioner , referred to the Board of Trade rule 26 ,

under the Tramways Act, 1870, which provides that in case

July 26 .

(Before Vice -Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)

IN RE THE SOUTH WALES ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY. -
This was a petition for the winding -up of the company, which

was formed in January, 1871, for the purpose of establishing
a regular line of steamships between Cardiff and other parts
of South Wales and New York and other American ports .
The capital was to be $ 108,000, in 256 equal shares of £125
each , and the shares subscribed for , amounting to £83 ,000 ,
were all fully paid -up. The company, amongst the promoters
of which were the Marquis of Bute, Sir William Armstrong ,
and Mr. Talbot, M . P ., was unsuccessful, and the petition for
winding-up was presented by a firm of solicitors at Cardiff ,

who were also the solicitors of Lord Bute, their claim against
the company amounting to £477. Mr. Glasse , Q . C ., and Mr.

Grosvenor Woods, appeared for the petitioners ; and Mr. W .
Pearson , Q . C ., and Mr. B . B . Rogers, on the part of con

tributories, opposed on the ground that as the company con

sisted of more than twenty members and was unregistered
the court had no jurisdiction. Mr. H . Davey, Q . C ., on behalf
of the committee of management of the company, supported

the petition, and stated that a large majority of contributories
and the Clydesdale Bank , who were the largest creditors,
desired that a winding-up order should be made. The Vice

Chancellor said most unquestionably an illegal company could
not be wound-up at the instance of its own members, and he

held that those who dealt with such a concern had thrown
upon them the burden of ascertaining whether it was or was
not legally constituted . The petitioners in this case were

parties to the formation of the company, and he could not
entertain a doubt that on that account an order to wind-up

the company could not be made upon their petition . It was

impossible for those who had been guilty of an illegal act to
invoke the assistance of an Act of Parliament which declared
their conduct to be illegal ; and therefore, though with much

regret, he felt constrained to dismiss the petition with costs.

July 27.

(Before Vice- Chancellor Sir R . MALINS.)

IN RE THE BRENTWOOD BRICK AND COAL COMPANY, LIMITED .

- In this matter a petition was presented by a creditor of the

company praying for an order to wind it up compulsorily . - Mr.
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J . Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Chester were for the by creditors, with assets, consisting of merchandise, book
petitioner. Mr. Williamson, for the company, opposed the debts, and securities, and also of real estate in England and
petition on the ground that the petitioner was not really a Egypt , and elsewhere, valued at £70,000 . Mr. Baker

creditor of, but indebted to the company, and said that the (Lawrance and Co.) now asked that Mr. Robert Fletcher , ac

countant, should be appointed receiver and manager. It
which was now going on under the supervision of the Court. appeared that a preliminary meeting had been held , atwhich
Mr. T . A . Roberts,Mr. Boome, and Mr. Lucas were for other the creditors expressed a strong opinion that the assets should

parties. The Vice -Chancellor made an order to continue the be forthwith placed under control. His Honour granted the

voluntary winding-up under supervision , and referred it to application .
Chambers to appoint an official liquidator in the place of a In RE J. C . FowLIE . — This was another heavy failure. The

Mr. Mack , with liberty to Mr Mack to propose himself.
debtor, described as a merchant, of 18 Leadenhall-street, has

filed a petition for liquidation , with liabilities amounting to

£140,000 , and assets, consisting of furniture , £1, 100 ; cash .
book debts and claims, £50,000 and upwards ; and property in

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. Ceylon estimated at £10,000. Mr. Lucus appeared for the

debtor. Mr. Registrar Hazlitt refused an application for an

July 22.
interim injunction staying further proceedings under a debtor's
summons issued at the suit of one of the creditors, it being

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.) contrary to the practice of the Court to interfere with any

IN RE ALFRED Bowes. — The bankrupt was a general mer.
steps which creditors may take under section 7 of the Act.

chant, carrying on business at Bermondsey and in the New

Kent-road . His debts. were returned at £22 ,745, with assets

£6 ,692. At a meeting recently held under the 28th section of
July 26.

the Act , the creditors passed a resolution accepting a composi
(Before Mr. REGISTRAR HAZLITT.)

tion of 4s. in the pound, payable by three instalments IN RE SIR WILLIAM RUSSELL, BART. - The bankrupt, whose

extending over a period of eight months, with security ; and affairs have frequently occupied the attention of the Court,

the resolution provided for the annulment of the adjudication . was formerly one of the members of parliament for Norwich,
Upon the application of the trustee, his Honour confirmed and had carried on business as a general merchant at 3,

the resolution . Salters'-hall-court, Cannon -street. He was allowed, after

some opposition , to pass his public examination on & state

July 23.
ment of affairs disclosing debts to the amount of £64,781,

assets £750.

(Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.)

EX PARTE JONES - RE JONES . — This was an appeal from the
(Before Sir J . Bacon , Chief Judge.)

Liverpool County Court, and involved a question of some
Ex PARTE WEAR - RE LINDSAY. — This was an appeal from an

nicety in regard to the rights of execution creditors in cases
order of the Newcastle County Court , and involved the validity

of composition . Mr. Little, Q .C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight
of a bill of sale granted by Mr. Lindsay, a shipbuilder at

were counsel for the appellant ; Mr. DeGex , Q . C . , and Mr. F .
Newcastle, to the appellant. Mr. Winslow , Q .C ., and Mr.

0 . Crump for the respondent. It appeared that on the 8th of
Bagley appeared in support of the appeal ; Mr. Little, Q.C .,

May, Messrs . Sabelrecovered a judgment against the debtor, a
and Mr. Doria for the trustee. The bankrupt, it appeared,had

trader, for £55 10s., and on the 10th execution was issued
two shipbuilding yards, one at a place called Mushroom , and

upon the judgment and lodged with the sheriff. On the same
another at St. Peter's -on - Tyne. For some time previously to

day the debtor filed a petition for liquidation , and on the 13th
the stoppage, he had been in difficulties, and had made appli

execution was levied by the sheriff upon his goods. A receiver
cation to various persons for assistance , and, among others, to

was then appointed , and an injunction obtained restraining
the appellant, an iron merchant. In the beginning of July,

further proceedings under the execution , and at the first
1874, the bankrupt was indebted to the appellant in the sum

meeting the creditors passed a resolution , which was after
of £600, and about the same timehe was repairing two ships,

wards confirmed , accepting a composition of 7s. 6d . in the
the Gitana and the Clarissa , for the appellant. At that time

pound, payable by instalments. The County Court afterwards
the bankrupt applied to the appellant for an advance of £200

made an order dissolving the injunction . The debtor
on account of the repairs of the ships, and the appellant gaya

appealed . His Lordship said that no doubt the Act of Parlia
him the money. On the 12th of July the bankrupt called upon

ment had given trouble in its interpretation , but there was
the appellant and said he wanted £1,000 to meet certain

one plain distinguishing feature — that liquidation and com .
liabilities then falling due, and at the same time promised

position were totally distinct from each other . Liquidation that, if the appellant would make the advance, he would give

gave the creditors the whole of the debtor' s property, but in
him a bill of sale over his stock and plant as a shipbuilder,

cases of composition the creditors took themeans which the whenever the appellant required. Upon that promise the
law afforded to enforce payment of that composition , and they appellant advanced the money , and he afterwards lent other

had no recourse to the debtor's estate. The present case came
sums, making an aggregte of £1,593. On the 13th of August

to this - that, the goods being bound by the lodging of the
the appellant required the bankrupt to give him the security he

writ, the creditors had chosen to accept a composition , and
had promised , and upon the faith of which he had made the

they now asked the execution creditors to give up the right advances, and thereupon solicitors were instructed to prepare a

which they had acquired . The other creditors looked to the
bill of sale over the bankrupt's stock and plant at St. Peter's,

debtor for payment, without reference to the property seized .
and the deed was duly executed and registered. On the 19th

The execution creditors , having lodged the writ , were entitled
of August the appellant took possession of the property, and

to the benefit of it. The order of the County Court was right,
on the 10th of December the debtor filed a petition for liqui.

and the appealmust be dismissed .
dation , and he was afterwards adjudicated à bankrupt. The
trustee claimed the property on the ground that the bill of

(Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt.) sale constituted a fraudulent preference, and he alleged that

IN RE JOAN RANKING AND Co. — The debtors , Messrs. Harvey the advances were really made on account of the repairs of

Ranking and Augustus Ranking,merchants, trading at 11 St. the two vessels . The County Court decided that the bankrupt

Helen 's place, as John Ranking and Co., have filed a petition executed the bill of sale with a view to prefer theappellant over

for liquidation by arrangement. Their liabilities are estimated | the other creditors, and declared that the deed was fraudulent

at £110,000, after deducting the value of the securities held and void against the trustee. Mr. Wear appealed . The case
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having been fully argued, his Lordship held that the execution
of the bill of sale was, under the circumstances, a perfectly

honest and straightforward transaction , and reversed the

decision of the Court below .

Ex PARTE STAFF - RE STAFF. — This was an appeal from an

order of the Oxford County Court, refusing to register a reso

lution for a liquidation by arrangement. The debtor, Henry

John Staff, a brewer, carrying on business at Oxford , had pre
sented a petition under the 125th and 126th sections, and at

the first meeting he produced a statement of affairs which

showed debts amounting to £540 14s. 2d ., and assets £52 8s.

2d. The creditors passed a resolution for liquidation by

araangement and granted the debtor a discharge, but upon the

matter being brought before the Registrar he declined to

register the resolution , on the ground mainly that there were

practically no assets for distribution . The debtor appealed.

Mr. Finlay Knight appeared for the appellant ; Mr. Smart

for the respondent. His Lordship thought the machinery of

the Court of Bankruptcy ought not to be employed in such a

case . The resolution was an abuse of the process of the

Court, and the Registrar was quite right in refusing to register

it. The appealmust be dismissed .

nature. If the receiver and manager proceeded to a sale , he
must do so on his own responsibility. Mr. Hollams- then

your honour dismisses the application ? Mr. Registrar

Brougham - I make no order upon it.

IN RE H . A . AND G . RUDALL. — The debtors , Messrs. Henry
| Alexander Rudall and George Rudall, merchants, carrying on

business in King William -street , under the firm of J. H .
Rudall and Son , have filed a petition for liquidation , with
liabilities estimated at £60 ,000 , and assets about the same

amount, subject to realisation . Upon the application of Mr.

Brough , for the petitioners and creditors, his Honour appointed

Mr. James Waddell, accountant, receiver and manager of the
estate.

IN RE JOHN STRACHAN . - The debtor is an EastIndia merchant,

of the New City-chambers, Bishopsgate -street Within. Upon
the application of Mr. Robertson Griffiths for the debtor and
several creditors, his Honour appointed Mr. James Waddell,

accountant, receiver under a petition for liquidation filed by
the debtor. The debts in this case are estimated at £127,000,

with assets , consisting principally of consignments, of which
the value is not yet known .

July 27 . PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE,

( Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, sitting as Chief Judge).

IN RE LAMBERT BROTHERS AND SCOTT. . - Messrs. Francis
HOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY 26.

Devereux Lambert, jun ., and Richard John Lambert, ship EUROPEAN ARBITRATION Act. - Mr. Stacpoole wished to know

owners and ship and insurance brokers, coal factors and mer. whether Mr. Reilly, the Parliamentary draughtsmen , had been

chants, carrying on business at 85 Gracechurch - street, the Coal appointed Arbitrator under the European Arbitration Act,

Exchange, and Rochester, have filed a petition for liquidation . 1875 ; and if application was made to any ex -Chancellor,

They trade under the style of Lambert Brothers and Scott, Judge, or any other person having the qualification required

and they have also a business at Deptford jointly with Mr. by the Arbitration Act, 1872, to accept the office before

Charles Hart, and at Port Said , Egypt, as the Port Said and appointing Mr. Reilly ; and, if so, to whom . The Attorney

Suez Coal Company. Their liabilities are returned at General, in answer to the question of the hon ,member, I have

£380,000 . & considerable portion of which is upon bills , and to state that Mr. Reilly has been appointed Arbitrator under

the amount likely to rank against the estate will not exceed the European Assurance Society Arbitration Act, 1875 . I am

£180 ,000 , with assets, consisting of shares in ships and unable to stato whether application was made to any ex
collieries, coals in store, book debts, and various other items, Chancellor, Judge, or other person having the qualification
and comprising also property at Alexandra subject to liens, of required by the Act of 1872 to accept the office before Mr.
the total estimated value of about £127,000 . Mr. Finlay Reilly was appointed . The power to appoint an arbitrator
Knight, for the petitioners, and with the concurrence of was placed by the Act of the present Session in the hands of
creditors for £160 ,000 , asked that Mr. Saffery , accountant, the Lord Chancellor, who is alone responsible for the appoint.
should be appointed receiver and manager of the property. menthehas made.

It appeared that in consequence of the great extentand nature
of the business, the debtors and the creditors desired the
appointment to be made, as numerous contracts were pending CHARGE OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.

which must either be abandoned or continued for the benfiet

of the estate. His Honour granted the application .
At the Worship -street Police Court Henry Webb, a china

July 29.
and earthenware dealer, of Brushfield -street, Spitalfields,
appeared on his bail for further examination on a charge of

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM, sitting as Chief Judge.) having neglected to deliver up to trustees appointed under his
IN RE ALEXANDER AND WILLIAM COLLIE . — Mr. Hollams, jun ., | bankruptcy all his property. Mr. Besley and Mr. Grain

on behalf of Mr. John Young, the receiver andmanager under appeared for the prosecution , and Mr. Montague Williams
this petition for liquidation , applied for leave to proceed to & defended. The evidence against the defendant, which has
sale of the mansion , 12 Kensington -park -gardens, recently been taken at great length , showed that he had carried on
occupied by Mr. Alexander Collie . The affidavits showed that business in Brushfield- street and High -street, Stoke Newington ,
the house was of a very exceptional character, and had been until in September, 1874 , he filed a petition under the Liqui
built by Sir Matthew Digby Wyatt. A meeting of creditors dating Debtors Act, 1869. The principal facts relied upon by
was held yesterday, when the proposed sale was discussed , and the prosecution were admissions by the defendant in his
an adjournment was taken until Tuesday, so that an appli | examination before the Bankruptcy Court. In his petition he
cation might bemade to this court for leave to proceed to a had put down “ cash in hand ” as nil, but subsequently, before
sale , as any delay would seriously affect the value of the the Court, admitted that he was possessed at the time of £50 ,
property . Considerable expense had already been in which he had since spent in “ bribing his creditors to accept a
curred in advertising the house and furniture. Mr. composition ." At his first examination the defendant said he
Registrar Brougham said the course adopted had been had surrendered to his trustees all his property, books, and
irregular. It was the duty of the receiver and manager to papers, and had not, either then or at the time of filing his
protect the property of the debtors in the interest of the petition , any goods deposited any where or at any place except
creditors, but it was no part of his duty to realise it. The his business premises. Subsequently he admitted that after
Court had no power , even in bankruptcy , to make an order for his bankruptcy he had sold goods to a man named Payne for
a sale unless the property was considered to be of a perishable £14, but had said nothing about it to his trustees, and having
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received the money, bad spent it on himself and family . Also | a Mr. Ride, a clerk to Messrs . Satton, who were lately

he admitted that after the receiver was appointed he, carrying eminent timber merchants in Derby, and of a glazier and

on the business , and supposed to hand over all receipts to the butler, and who wrote to the defendant what the defendant

person in possession , had received about £30 in cash , and had afterwards communicated to the plaintiff. His lordship said

paid it away in settlement of some business matters. Further, it was clear that three guineas were paid by the subscribers
that he had sold goods to a Mr. Boyden for over £9, and not only for the paper called the Gazette, but also for the

received the money , but had not accounted for it to the additional information to be supplied upon inquiry. The
trustees . The defendant had in his statement set down that question for the jury was whether a contract was made that

he had no accommodation bills out, but subsequently the defendant would furnish to subscribers of three guineas impor
Midland Banking Company put in a proof for £500, all upon tant information , and did the defendant comply with that con .

bills accepted by the defendant, and principally drawn by a tract. If he did not, what were the damages ? Then, apart
Mr. Bettamy, a china and glass dealer, of Stoke- upon - Trent, from the question of contract, was the defendant guilty of

and himself in liquidation . After a lengthy hearing the negligence in the execution of the duty he had taken upon
prosecution asked for a further adjournment, to enable them himself ? The jury found that the contract had been made,
to put in some formal papers, and a remand was taken , the that the information supplied was untrue, that there had been

defendant being admitted to bail as before, negligence, and found as damages £250 .

SUMMER ASSIZES .
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .

MIDLAND CIRCUIT, LINCOLN .
July 20th .

July 24 .
( Before the Hon. Judge MILLER.)

IN RE GEORGE MEARES. - Bankrupt was a wholesale stay
LLOYD Y, PERRY. — This was a peculiar action , and was maker on Crampton Quay. It willbe remembered that bankrupt

brought by the plaintiff, who is a timber merchant at Great and his clerk , Alfred Francis O 'Hely ,were committed to prison
Grimsby, against the proprietor of the Weekly Bankrupt for being concerned in a singular fraud practised on the court,
Gazette for not supplying information in pursuance of his

in connection with the signing of certain documents. O 'Hely
promise contained in a prospectus or advertisement in the

was to-day brought up in custody for further examination.
Gazette . Mr. Digby Seymour, Q . C ., and Mr. Lawrence were Mr. M . T . O ' Brien , on behalf of O 'Hely, said that his client
for the plaintiff ; Mr. Waddy , Q . C ., and Mr. Wilberforce for

had nothing to add to his depositions, that he was no party
the defendant. The plaintiff sent a check for three guineas to whatever to the personation , and that his wife and five child.
the defendant in consequence of a conversation with Mr. ren were now in the workhouse. Judge Miller said that
Revill, the defendant's agent,who produced the advertisement, O 'Hely had lived next door to the bankrupt, in a house
Among other things, the advertisement stated that the de

| belonging to bankrupt's mother, and must have been well
fendant supplied “ every species of information calculated

acquainted with her appearanco , and that he had made an
to protect merchants ," and also supplied “ important confi affidavit stating that she was the party who signed the bills,
dential information .” The plaintiff wrote to the defendant to Under these circumstances, it was idle for him to allege that
make inquiries about Edward Cotterill and Co ., timber mer he was not in collusion with the bankrupt, and if he haino
chants , Derby , and Mr. Revill wrote to the defendant to ask

further information to give, he should go back to prison ,where
him to make inquiries of Messrs. Roo, eminent timber

he would keep him till he got at the bottom of the whole
merchants at Derby. The plaintiff received for answer a

transaction .
document from the defendant headed “ without responsibility

RE JEREMIAH GERALD QUILLINAN . - Bankrupt was a trader
or guarantee." The document stated — " E . C . and Co. are

in Cork . Mr. Carton , for the official assignee, opposed the
recently established . C . has been foreman to a builder, and

passing of the final examination . Counsel stated that bank
the Co, are said to consist of several respectable and trust.

rupt had been only six months in the trade, during which
worthy people .” The plaintiff had received an order from

time he purchased goods to the amount of £1675, which he
Cotterill for £421 worth of timber, and had supplied £28 worth ,

sold subsequently for £1965, and yet alleged he had sustained
but hesitated to send more until inquiry. Upon the receipt of

a loss of £700 . He submitted that the explanation was not
the above document the plaintiff supplied all the timber, and satisfactory. Mr. Larkin , for bankrupt, contended that his
took Cotterill's bills for theamount. In January Cotterill' s affairs

client had made the fullest disclosure , and was, therefore,
came into liquidation , and subsequently he was sentenced to entitled to pass his final examination . Of course, the question
six months' imprisonment as a fraudulent bankrupt. His

of certificate would be for future consideration , Judge Miller
assets were £300 , and his liabilities „£2,000. There was no

said that under the present aspect of the case, he could not
company nor any partner whatever, and Cotterill had not been

pass the final examination , and adjourned the sitting.
foreman to a builder, but had been a working sawyer . The

plaintiff had not applied to Mossrs. Roe, of Derby. At the

close of the plaintiff's case, Mr. Waddy , Q . O . , took several ob

jectionsupon the pleadings, and submitted there was no case . It is notified that the partnership heretofore subsisting bu
His lord ship ruled that there was. The defendant's case was tween John Richardson , Charles Fletcher Richardson, and
that there was no guarantee that the information was correct,

Charles Robinson Trevor , public accountants , of Manchester,
that he did not say the firm consisted of several respectable

under the style or firm of Richardsons and Trevor, has been by
persons, but only that it was " said to consist," and that the eflluxion of time and mutual consent dissolved , as from the
defendantbad made inquiries and sent the best information 24th day of June , 1875 , and that the business will henceforth
in his power. Mr. Perry, the defendant, stated that his office

be carried on by Mr. Charles Robinson Trevor alone.
received and answered as many as 200,000 inquiries in a year,

He had received information from a Mr. Peile , a retired book Mr. M . H . Chaytor, chairman of the Alliance Bank, speaking

scller in Derby, in January , 1874 , as to the position of Cotterill, at the general meeting of shareholders, referred to the recent
and senthis letter to the plaintiff on the strength of that infor alleged frauds, and said that the directors had made up their

mation , and did not inquire of Mr. Roe,according to his agent's minds to pass every guilty man through the Court of Baux:
(Mr. Revill's ) advice. Mr. Peile had made inquiries in the ruptcy . The plague-spot now resting upon the commercial

middle of last year with respect to Cotterill and Co, on receipt | community must be stamped out, and he was sure that the

of 6d. in postage stamps from the defendant. Heinquired of shareholders would approve of this being done.
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. J . W . SMITH (BINGLEY). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr.
John Wilson Smith , commission woolcomber, of Bingley , was

A . COLLIE & Co. - A meeting of the creditors of this held on Saturday at the offices of Messrs. Rawson , George,
company was held on Wednesday afternoon at the City Ter and Wade, solicitors, Bradford . A statement of the debtor' s

minus Hotel; Mr. Smith (Travers, Smith , and Co.) in the
affairs , prepared by Mr. Henry Dickin , the receiver, showed
the total liabilities £10,872 , and assets £962, and allowed to

chair. The chairman in opening the proceedings called upon the joint creditors of Messrs. Jonas Foster and Co., £1,583.

Mr. Young (Turquard , Young, and Co.) to read a statement It was resolved to wind-up the estate in liquidation ,Mr Dickin

with regard to the affairs of the Company. Circumstances, being appointed trustee. Mr. Smith received his discharge,

he added, had not been entirely favourable to the full ex the meeting expressing great sympathy with him .
HAY, INGRAM , AND CO. At the adjonrned meeting of the

amination of the accounts. Mr. Young submitted the follow .
creditors of Messrs. Hay, Ingram , and Co., at the offices of

ing statement : Messrs. Lawrance, Plews, and Co., it was resolved to liquidate
by arrangement, Mr. Waddell being appointed trustee, with a

Approximate Statement of the Affairs of Messrs. Alexander Collie and Co.,
of Manchester and London . - July 2 , 1875 .

committee of creditors. The liabilities are £107 ,979 7s. 3d. ,

with assets of £21,190 11s. 3d .
To creditors unsecured . £90 ,027 7 2
To creditors' balances, subject to payment of their accept W . WILSON (HAWICK). - A statement of the affairs of Mr.

ances . . . .. . 1,274 ,292 50 | Walter Wilson , Hawick , shows assets £44,355 16s. 1d. ; lia
To creditors partly secured : bilities, £47,843 4s. 7d . ; claims which will not be paid in full

. .. .... .. £42,788 8 0
Security .......... . 22,248 2 10 by proper debtors , £31,429 178. 80.; total deficiency £34 ,917

20,540 5 2 6s. 2d . In this case it is believed an amicable arrange
To creditors fully secured : ment will be arrived at and work continued .

Security .. 197,386 3 11
Claim 165,036 3 11 LAING AND IRVINE (HAWICK ). - A statement of the affairs of

Messrs . Laing and Irvine, Hawick , shows liabilities (business)
Surplus to contra ................ 32 ,350 0 0

To crcditors for rents, rates, and salaries ...... £99,685 ; ditto (adventures ), £73,048 ; assets, £76 ,615 . Total
927 9 11

To liabilities per list .. .. 39,418 14 7 deficiency, £96 ,118. A composition of 7s . 6d. in the pound
To liabilities on bills receivable : has been declined by a minority of the creditors, who per

Drawn against consign Estimated to rank sisted in the resolution to sequestrate the estate ,
ments. .. $ 606 , 286 11 2 $ 50,000 0 0

Unsecured J. WILSON AND SON (HAWICK ). - A statement of the affairs of
£2,260,317 9 9 Messrs . John Wilson and Son , Hawick, shows assets , £62,549

4s. 2d . ; debts £65 ,918 10s. 10d . ; claims which will not be

1,274,292 5 0 paid in full by proper debtors, £32 ,923 5s. 9d . ; total deficiency,
986,055 4 4 £36 ,347 12s, 5d . It is believed that the offer of 12s. in the

£1,592,341 15 6 430 ,849 195
pound will be accepted by the creditorg .

R . BENSON AND Co. - At a meeting of creditors of Messrs.
480,849 195 Robert Benson and Co ., American merchants, the liabilities

Deduct cash and other securities in hands of
holders of bills .. .. ... 16,270 10 11 were stated at £133,000 and assets at £48,000. Itwas decided

461,579 8 6 to adjourn till the 4th of August, when a full statement of the
affairs of the firm will be submitted .

Total estimated liabilities.................£1,889,785 10 9 C . DEW . -- Atan adjourned meeting of creditors held in this
Estimated to

By cash at bankers and retained against realise . matter on the 21st inst., the debtors statement of affairs
bilis discounted . .. . ..... ... £11,406 10 11 showed liabilities £1,200, assets £1,090 12s. 1d . It was re

solved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, and Mr.
By cash in hand . .. . . £1, 148 16 3
By bills receivable in hand .. .. . Edmund Charles Chatterley ( C . Browne, Stanley, and Co.), was

..... 15,295 18 10 7 ,500 0 0
By debtors, good ...... .. . ... .. ... .. . ... .. .... .. ... 12,775 12 appointed trustee.
By stocks in warehouse, & c ... .... ..... . 48,607 18 3 J. P . WESTHEAD AND Co. - At a meeting of the creditors of
By stocks and shares and sundry assets ..... .. 30,510 0 0 Messrs. J . P . Westhead and Co. the liabilities were stated atBy freehold preinises, Aytoun -street, c :timated

after payment of balance of purchase money . ... 75 , 000 0 0 £317,900, and assets at £301,727, apart from the private
Separate Estates. estates, valued at £90 ,100. An offer to pay in full, by instal

By Alexander Collie , estimated surplus ... ... £60 ,000 0 0 ments extending over twelve months, with 4 per cent. interest,
By William Collie, estimated surpius......... 15 ,000 0 0 75 . 000 0 0 was accepted . The business is to be continued by a company,

with a capital of £400,000 .
Estimated available assets....... . ... £250,542 7 i T . HAMPTON (SHEFFIELD). - - A meeting was held at Sheffield

By assets requiring time for realisation : on Wednesday of the creditors of Mr, Thomas Hampton , one
secured . .. .. . 32,350 00 of the founders , and until recently the managing director of

Bad debts, L223,198 Os. 3d. estiinated to the Phænix Bessemer Company, which is in course of liqui
realise . .. . . . .. 10 ,000 0 0 dation . The total liabilities were stated at a little over

Sundries as per statement . .. .. . 71,000 0 0

Carolina cotton warrants ... . .. 38,500 0 0 £20,000 . The meeting resolved to liquidate the estate by
Ventures accounts, subject to adjustment arrangement, and Mr. Hampton was granted his discharge,
Balance of the several accounts , and sympathy was expressed with him in the losses he had

$ 146 ,540 198 4d.

Judgment -recovered against the United sustained .

States Government, subject to appeal, Paton , COOK AND Co. (GLASGOW ). - A meeting of the creditors
and subject to law charges and ex of Messrs. Paton , Cook and Co., 85 Queen Street, was held on
penses, about $ 190 , 000 of which it is

the 27th. An offer of 16s . 8d . in the pound was accepted ,
estimated will belong to the estate ...... 100,000 0 0

Further amounts to be recovered , payable in 3 , 6 , 9 and 12 months, with security for last instal
estinated at ........ 300,000 0 0 ment.

£551,850 00

After some comments from Mr. Young, and others present, A petition has been presented to the Court of Chancery for
it was agreed to adjourn the meeting till Tuesday, and then the winding up of Hester and Company, Limited , and the

to place the affairs in the Court of Bankruptcy. Cadogan Advance Company, Limited .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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APPOINTMENTS.FAILURES.

ENGLAND. - Messrs. Schulze and Mohr, a firm in the East

Indian trade, suspended payment on the 24th instant, with
liabilities estimated at about £300,000, most of which fall on

Continental houses, but most of the creditors are said to be

secured . The books have been placed in the hands ofMessrs.

Cooper Brothers and Co. - A petition was filed in the Hud

dersfield County Court on Friday, July 23rd , by Henry

Roebuck , yarn spinner, of East-parade, Huddersfield , for the
liquidation of his affairs with liabilities at £3,000 . Messrs.

Scholes and Son , of Newsbury, are the solicitors, and Mr.
Wm . Schofield , accountant, Huddersfield , has been appointed

the receiver.

British NORTH AMERICA. — Advices received lately from

Halifax, N . S ., announce the following failures, viz . : - Messrs.

Robertson , M 'Leod , and Co. , wholesale dry goods merchants ,

with liabilities of £50 ,000 . Mr. Samuel Sweet, with liabilities

of £55 ,000 , owing , it is said , to stagnation in the plaster trade .

Messrs. Martin and Co., Mr. Robert Conroy, and Messrs.

Raymond and Darkee, of Yarmouth , Halifax, also failed .
Meesrs . J. W . Warner and Son , bankers and brokers, Mon

treal, suspended .

AMERICA. - The failure ofMessrs. Duncan , Sherman ,and Co.,

of New York, was announced in England on Wednesday

morning, the losses here are expected to be very small, the
liabilities,which are estimated at from £1,000,000 to £1,200,000 ,

being chiefly due to firms in the United States .

The Allgemeine Zeitung reports the failure of Herr Hyra ,

the proprietor of a number of steam mills and of considerable

mining works in Bohemia. His liabilitiesamount to £150,000,

against assets estimated at £206 ,800, and it is proposed to pay

in full by instalments extending over three years.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this columu.]

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. Frederick
William Sperring , Public Accountant, 26 Philpot lane, Fen

church - street, E .C ., Provisional Liquidator of the Ballyclare
Paper Mills (Ireland ) Limited .

Mr. Henry T . Vivian, of the firm of Messrs. Haydon and

Vivian , Public Accountants, 29 New City Chambers, 121
Bishopsgate -street within , has been appointed by the Lord

Chancellor, Receiver of the Estate of Samuel Brent, of

Rotherhithe.

Mr. Edward J. Barrett (of the firm of Barrett and Patey),

Public Accountant, 90 London Wall, E . C ., has been appointed
Trustee of the Estate of Daniel Austin , builder, No. 1 War

lock -road, St. Peter's park , Paddington, in liquidation .

Mr. H . H . Patey (of the firm of Barrett and Patey) , Public

Accountant, 90 London Wall, E . C ., has been appointed

Trustee of the Estate of Charles Wilmott, stationer and

bookseller, No. 34 Praed -street, Paddington , in liquidation.

Mr. J . J. Saffery (Messrs. J. J. Saffery and Company),of Old
Jewry Chambers, has been appointed Receiver and Manager
of the Estate of Messrs. Lambert Brothers , and Scott, of 85

Gracechurch -street, of the Coal Exchange, and of Rochester
and Deptford, ship owners, ship and insurance brokers,coal

Egypt, under the title of the Port Said and Suez Coal Company,

who suspended payment on the 15th instant, with liabilities

amounting to £380,000 .

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. J. Wadde!!
liquidator of the British National Insurance Corporation,
Limited .

Vice-Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr. Edward Gustare

Clarke (of Messrs. Barnard , Clarke, and Co. ), provisional,

official liquidator of ihe Ely Paper Company, Limited.

Vice -Chancellor Malins has made an order appointing Mr.
Frederick Whinney (of the firm of Harding, Whinney and

Co.) official liquidator of the Lisbon Steam Tramways Com .
pany, Limited.

CHARGE OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. - Nicholas D . Coran

drea, a Greek , but a naturalised British subject, who until

recently carried on business in Manchester as a shipper, with

a branch house in London , was charged at Manchester on the

26th , with having defrauded his creditors of £17,000 worth of

property . In October last year the prisoner left England, and

in January of this year he was made bankrupt. Previous to
the bankruptcy it is said the prisoner was in the habit of
sending goods to his brother at Constantinople . Last week
he was apprehended in Paris . The case was adjourned .

Messrs. Alexander and William Collie again appeared at

the Guildhall on Wednesday, on the charge of having obtained
about £200, 000 from the London and Westminster Bank by
false pretences . Mr. Percy Sanderson , a member of a late

firm of bill brokers, was the principal witness , and he was

examined at considerable length by Sir Henry James, for the

prosecution , respecting the bills of the defendants. The case

was adjourned for a week.

THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION. – Mr. Francis

Savage Reilly , barrister, has been appointed by the Lord

Chancellor to be Arbitrator under the European Assurance

Arbitration Act of the present year. Mr. Reilly is the son of
the late Mr. James Miles Reilly, barrister, of Cloan -Eaven ,

Downshire, by the daughter of the first Viscount Bangor, and

was born in 1828. Hewas educated at Trinity College , Dublin ,

and was called to the Bar at Lincoln 's -inn in Easter Term ,

1851, and he is an Equity draughtsman and conveyancer. He

has acted as assessor in the Albert and European arbitrations,

and has edited the reports of the decisions of Lords Westbury,

Cairns and Romilly therein . Mr. Reilly has also had a large

experience in Parliamentary draughting, especially of Govern

ment Bills, and he was a member of the Digest Commission

and of the Lord Chancellor's Committee for the Revision of

the Statutes . Hehas also acted as referee for the Board of

Trade under the Metropolitan Gas Company's Acts . -- Solicitor's
Journal.

BRADFORD BANKRUPTCY COURT. - At a sitting of the Bradford
Bankruptcy Court on the 6th instant, before Mr. W . T. S.
Daniel, Q . C ., judge, two motions in connection with the liqui
dation of Thomas and William Hall, Victoria Mills , Eccleshill,

were heard . The firstmotion was madeon behalf of Wilkinson
Hall, asking for an order directing the trustee in the estate ci
T . and W . Hall to reverse his decision and to compel him to

"admit a proof on the estate for the sum of £200, and the other
was a cross motion on behalf of the trustee asking for an

order directing Wilkinson Hall to refund the sum of $ 105 lbs.

6d. to the trustee, being a sum of money paid to him by the
debtors on the eve of their bankruptcy which was not due to

him , and which paymentwas therefore a fraudulent preferente
and consequently void . Mr. Watson was for Wilkinson Hall,
and Mr. Killick was for Mr. A . B . Kemp, the trustee. li

appeared that until about two years ago Wilkinson Hall was
a member of the firm . At that time a dissolution took place,

and it was alleged on behalf of Wilkinson that the sum of
£300 to which he was entitled was lent to the firm at 5 per

cent, interest, and that certain sums had been paid to him on

account of the debt. The £105 16s. 6d . wliich was paid of

the 8th October, 1874 , was part of this lent money. - HD

Honour, after examining the books of the firm , held that the

case was one for a jury , and directed an issue accordingly, as

the sametime ordering that Wilkinson Hall should pay into

court the sum of £50 to abide the event,
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TRADING AT A Loss. - An Indian merchant writes to the A DOCTOR OF MEDICINE' S DEBTg. - At a meeting of the

Pall Mall Gazette : - " I am the junior partner in an old - | creditors of a doctor of medicine, held at the Cannon -street
established firm of merchants trading with the East Indies, hotel, on Monday last, Mr. Sydney Smith , accountant, sub

and in the days of old John Company Bahador - peace be with mitted a statement ofaffairs , showing liabilities £46,930 9s .4d .,

his ashes - our namewas as well known and stood as high as assets £6844. The creditors resolved to liquidate by arrange
it does at this moment. We have never pretended to rank ment, and Mr. Sydney Smith was appointed trustee, with a

among the chiefest magnates in the business, our capital is committee of inspection .
not reckoned by the million , nor, perhaps, would many hun .

dred thousand fairly represent the money at our back ; butwe
THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS. - The Committee on

were steady through the black days of 1866 , and even the
Public Accounts in their second report express regret that

Bombay panic, serious as it was, barely fluttered our pulses at
their hope of being enabled to inform the House of a settle

home. We fancied we had detested premonitory symptoms of ment of the questions respecting various irregularities in the

both catastrophes, and had strengthed ourselves in good time. Post Office and Telegraph services has only been in part

In fact, we are an old - fashioned sort of people , consoling realised . The report also dwells at some length on the

ourselves for that reproach by a secret flattering belief that in
questions at issue between the Irish Church Commissioners

our moderate way we combine the straightforwardness and
and the Comptroller and Auditor-General, The Committee

caution of the old school with the readiness of the new . At
are of opinion that it was an omission in the Irish

any rate, we prospered , some of our partners retired with a
Church Act that the Commissioners were not required to

competence, but without weakening the concern ; I myself
make reports to Parliament at stated intervals . Had

brought in a fair amount of capital, and we gradually extended this been done, the Committee think it is probable that

our operations. Well, it may be said , “ You 've had bad times
the “ misunderstandings and somewhat heated controversies

lately , you 've lost money, like other people, and you ' ll be
which have unfortunately arisen between the Comptroller and

wiser next time. But that's not quite it , either. To begin Auditor-General and the Commission would have been in great

with , we haven 't absolutely lost money ; but I'm telling no part if not altogether obviated.” The Committee examine in

secret when I say that for the past three years we have done detail the chief points at issue between the Comptroller and

very little more than pay our way, and that my income would
Auditor-General and the Commission , and conclude by trust

have been larger if I had had my money in Consols, quite ing that every care will be used to realise, at all events , the

apart from any payment for my labour. I confess that what
amount of surplus estimated by the Commissioners - viz .

puzzled me a little was that while I was cutting down my
£5 ,180 ,000. They also hope that “ if their recommendation

expenses, seeing how narrow themargin of profit had become,
of reports to be made by the Commissioners be adopted , a

and endeavouring to avoid all doubtful transactions, men,
future report will, together with other important information

which may be looked for, point out the reason of several
neither older nor better informed than myself in comparatively

new firms were living at a rate that I could not begin to
compensations and heads of expenditure generally having

emulate. But what puzzled me still more was that although I
I proved in excess of the amounts anticipated by those most

knew by careful and personal examination that we traded as
competent to form an opinion.”

close both here and in India as any one, although our bills were THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . - On Monday the

always sought after, and , having some capital, we were in no Royal assent was given to the Bill amending the European

hurry to realize , and could afford to be contentwith a moderate Assurance Society Arbitration Acts . Under the new Act

percentage, we were, nevertheless, constantly undersold at Mr. F . S . Reilly , of Lincoln 's -inn , barrister-at- law , has been

prices with which we could not pretend to compete except at a appointed arbitrator in the place of Lord Justice James, who

dead loss. I have positively known certain classes of goods had accepted the office temporarily . Wemay now expect that

consigned by houses here sold in Bombay at less than the the litigating part of the arbitration , which has been stayed

wholesale price by contract in the city where they were manu . for the past seven months, will again proceed . One of the

factured - and this not as a single instance. There is no chief provisions of the Act is to admit an appeal to the Court

money to be made at that game unless it be other people's . of Appeal in Chancery from any determination of the arbi

Indeed , it required the greatest care on our part to avoid being trator. As originally brought in the Bill allowed an appeal

ruined altogether by such systematic flooding of an already from any of the decisions of the previous arbitrators ; but this

glutted market. When the end or the beginning of the end provision was amended in Committee, and is now limited in

came, as it has come within the last few weeks, the whole the following way : — As regards any determination or order

thing became clear enough . These benefactors of their I given or made before the passing of this Act, an Appeal shall

species who sold cheaper than anybody else could buy, sinking not lie therefrom unless the arbitrator expressly certifies in

freight, interest, and commission , had really little or nothing writing that by reason of differences between previous

at stake in thematter, and could well afford to sacrifice profits decisions on matters of principle relating to cases of novation

so long as they could · float ' their paper. More than one or of liability of contributories, it is desirable that an appeal
Board of Directors have found out by this timethat the lucra be brought." It is to be observed that those who wish to

tive part of that business is not done by the banks, Indeed, if appeal from any decision of Lord Westbury or Lord Romilly

the four rules of arithmetic can be relied upon to give absolute should be speedy in giving notice, as three weeks only are

results , they have not finished their lesson yet. Meantime, alllowed from the passing of the Act, unless the arbitrator is

steady-going folk like ourselves have been the sufferers for the pleased to extend the time. With regard to future decisions,

credulity of some of the ablest men of business in the city an appeal is not to “ lie ," except on a matter of principle ,

of London . I can assure you , Sir, it is no satisfaction what. unless the arbitrator certifies that an appeal may properly be

ever to me for the bankrupt competition that I have had to brought. With the exception as to appeals being allowed , the

undergo that the shareholders in joint-stock banks should be unlimited powers that are given to the arbitrator by the Act

mulcted in a few millions, and have to make inroads on the of 1872 are continued . It was originally proposed by the Bill

fair proportions of their reserves, because thier managers would to withdraw these powers, and direct the arbitrator to settle

bolster up firms which they could easily have discovered were and determine matters in accordance with the legal and

trading year after year at a heavy loss. I should only be very equitable rights of the litigants. But the Act, as passed ,

glad if on the next occasion they would keep their cash in enacts that the Court of Appealmay have regard to the power

their vaults. The mischief of the collapse, now that it has and authority vested in the arbitrator by the Act of 1872 to

commenced , is that the extreme of confidence has been settle matters “ on such terms and in such manner in all

followed by an excess of distrust. The one is as bad as the respects, as he in his absolute and unfettered discretion thinkg

other . How soon we shall return to a healthy state of things most fit, equitable, and expedient, and as fully and effectually

is more than any one can say.
as could be done by Act of Parliament."
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TOUTING SOLICITORS. — The following is from a legal con - 1 LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

temporary : - A firm of solicitors in forwarding to us a circular RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

letter, addressed by another firm of solicitors, to creditors of SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .
an insolvent client, observe as follows : — The system of OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH.
touting for proxies and proofs in bankruptcy matters is
becoming so serious, and is of itself so highly objectionable

and improper, that we send you a copy of a circular sent to J. F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
one of our clients , and which we trust you will copy in your AND AUDITOR .
next publication , and make such condemnatory observations 17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .
as it seems to you just and proper. Wetrust that your power
ful censure and the publicity given to the matter will be the RECEIVER AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

means of checking a system that is unfair and unprofessional.
The circular is in the following form :- " In consequence of
several creditors having adopted legal proceedings against Mr. VONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in

— of this town, to recover accounts which he is nnable to 11 town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

pay, he has, in order to obviate his estate being wound-up
to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of

under a petition in bankruptcy which has been filed against years to be agreed upon. No commission ,

him , been compelled to file a petition for liquidation of his Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W .C .

affairs by arrangement or composition with his creditors. You
will receive from us, through the court, a form to prove your

“ The source of many a writer' s woe bas been
discovered .”

debt, and of proxy to vote in the appointment of trustee at
the first meeting of creditors, to be held on the which PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS!!!
please have completed and return to us, with any bills of ex “ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men,

change given you by the debtor, with as little delay as possible.
The Pickwick,the Owl,and the Waverley Pen."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

Should you not be able to attend personally , please to complete infiction ."

the proxy at the foot of your proof in the names of - - " (we Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen.
feel strongly that here the words “ your solicitors " should have 1,200 Newspapers recommend them . Sve

appeared, but instead of this we find the names of the Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

solicitors issuing the notice), “ and we will represent you at Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.ld.
the meeting.” This is a matter to which we have on more Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edit

than one occasion referred, and the more we deliberate upon
burgh .

it the more we appreciate the difficulties that present them THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

selves. It cannot be objected that a solicitor commits a EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

breach of etiquette if he, acting on the instruction of his
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH.

client, threatened with bankruptcy, puts a liquidation petition With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

on the file , and communicates with the creditors. The very BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

nature of the business often requires that this should be done Lane.

in the interests of the client, while professional usage impera . HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS

tively requires that such a solicitor should (where he knows
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes
that a certain creditor is usually professionally represented by Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and3
a certain other solicitor), send the notice also to, or otherwise Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

communicate with , the solicitor to such a creditor. Frequently
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.
these applications for proxies are made by persons styling t the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable

themselves accountants, andwe think it far better that, where upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

really necessary in the interests of a client, these circulars Cheque-books supplied. English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

should be issued by solicitors , provided always that the Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturday:

solicitors of creditors are, as far as possible, consulted on from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

behalf of their clients ; any breach of this rule would deserye A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
and receive from us the strongest condemnation . on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , ESTATE, HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

LATE ADVERTISEMENT. BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY
Registered according to Act of Parliament. Head Offices . N

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicato " are : - 1st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents , Ground of

W ANTED in Accountant's Office at Sheffield , Clerk , Rents, Frechold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels.

Public Honses, Inor, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
age 18 to 20 . Duties, - correspondence ( shorthand writer pre nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture, Objects

ferred ) and general office work . Good character required . - Apply by letter of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
to “ M ,” care of Mr. Gee, Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E C . 2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Lead,

Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Vaiuations of Fur

R E S T A U R A N T ; niture, Jewellery, and other Effects, for probate and other per

13 OXFORD STREET,
poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agenst. bla.

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road. - The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City . sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst.
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also toe

Luncheonsfrom the joints, hotor cold, including vegetables and bread , 1s. 3d laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Spudicare

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish , from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies are

vegetables, cheese and bread, 28 . other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertara
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and con

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 25. 6d. to 10s. 6d. dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

Private Dining Roomsfor large and emall parties on the Second Floor. introducing business .

under private standing accounts. Jouses ; also Valuand other para
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETYOLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

FISA DINXERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls. PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works:- London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 175. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA , LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J . Atkinson, Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C., M . P .
E

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) 223,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

S W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. Jonx WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s. , 26s. 60 , 31s. 6a ,
Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s., and 52s. 6d. Post
age free . An Umbilical TrueG , 42s., and 528 , 6d. Postage

free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,
e Piccadilly .
NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. I'rice from 4s. 60 , 75, 6d ., 10s , to 16s each .
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58 . 6d. and 78. 60. Adults, 10s . 6d., 15s , 6d., and 21s, each .

Fostage free . - John Watte , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” t.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a Sare or

Strong- Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filingaway
the thickr. ers of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a New Lock and Key, as often as may be desired , without the aid of
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin or £630 , vide

“ Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccted
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA .— “ By a thorough knowledge of the
naturallaws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

tied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

OLE MABUD AGRICOLE
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE :

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .
SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory , Nassau-street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. - NEW SERIES. — No. 35. ] SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF STAFFORDSHIRE ,

HOLDEN AT WALSALL .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,

and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co. , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

Marsh, Milner , and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors , 54 Cannon -street,
London , E .C .

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter
of BENJAMIN GILES BLOOMER, of Pilsall and Walsall, both

in the County of Stafford , Consulting Engineer, & c , adjudicated a
Bankrupt on the 17th day of February , 1875.

Creditors who have not proved their debts by the 21st day of August,
1875 , will be excluded .

Dated this 24th day of July , 1875.

· EDWIN WIGNALL ,
Trustee.

27 Colmore Row , Birmingham ,

Public Accountant.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
M REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

IN THE MATTER OF DAVID WILLIAMS, DECEASED.
MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
N1 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER and Co. , have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842) , 54 Cannon - street.
MHE Creditors of DAVID WILLIAMS, late of

Pantffrydlas, in the Parish of Llanllechid , in the County of Car

Darvon, Quarry Agent, who died on the 15th day of July , 1875 , are hereby
requested to send the particulars of their claims to the Office of Mr

WILLIAM JOHN PARRY , Public Accountant, 3 and 4 William ' s Court,

Bethesda , or in default thereof the Executor will, after the 1st day of

September, 1875, proceed to distribute the assets of the said David
Williams.

DAVID JONES,

Executor.

LARGE light Offices on the fourth floor.- Rents £10
and £15. - Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge Row , Cannon Street, E .O .

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S.E .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,
JUNE 24TH . 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK, TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

TRANSLATIONS.
MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL , E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
1 commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who
require agents in London .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND CO., are
11 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTION, which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French,German, Italian,

Spanish , and Dutch Langunges on Moderate Terms.
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The Accountant. declamation , that it may be looked upon as destined to

speedy and entire extinction . As it at present exists

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS. the power may be abused, but it is impossible to deny

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
that its retention is beneficial. The case of Mr.

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or Smallbones, which has been so frequently brought
28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms before the House of Commons, and is principally re
for payment in advance being : annual subscription
24s, (post free) ; markable for the ignorance of law displayed by judge,

half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free) .

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable solicitors, and counsel alike, is one in which the martyr
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E . C ., to judicial error can scarcely receive much sympathy.

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also Mr. Smallbones was a trustee , who set up a claim

be addressed. Literary communications should be | to the property which he was appointed to protect;
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

and on being forced by the judgment of a Countyaddress, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to Court to abandon his prey, failed to pay the costs his

forward their copy as early in the week as possible . misbehaviour had caused. His imprisonment was

TO ADVERTISERS. illegal, as extending for too long a period, but the

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver- |
judge might have attained the same end by re

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad.

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

N . B . — Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West- End

Newsvendors.

which can be assailed by that profusion of rhetoric

which so takes the popular fancy, The poor man

who rots in a dungeon because he cannot raise a

pound, while the rich man, whose fraudulent

bankruptcy has ruined thousands, goes scot freo, has

figured many times in the columns of sensational

journals. But the difference between the two is trifling.

The bankrupt goes free because he has given up all his

property to his creditors for the payment of his debts ;

the poor man is sent to prison because, having the

means of payment, he persistently keeps his creditors

out of their money. A rich bankrupt who pursued an

analogous course, would find that the law for the rich and

the law for the poor were not so widely different in their

application as popular rhetoric might induce him to

suppose .

Imprisonment for debt has received another blow

from the recent decision of the Lords Justices in

the case of “ Cobham v. Dalton ,” though it must be

considered as valid law, and is supported by

reasoning of undeniable cogency. A trustee is

ordered by a Court of Equity to pay Ofer

certain trust moneys. He fails to do this , and files

a petition in bankruptcy, or is , at any rate ,adjudicated

bankrupt, at whose suit it is not stated , though this

might have had some bearing on the decision. The

day after adjudication he is arrested by order of the

Master of the Rolls, for contempt of court in not obeying

the direction to pay over the money. The sections of

the Debtors' and Bankruptcy Acts which were referred

to as to the legality of this arrest were few in number.

First, it was said that under the Debtors' Act the power

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ) ,

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch

street, London, E .C .
-

The A ¢ ¢ountant.
AUGUST 7, 1875 .

The law of imprisonment for debt has undergone

such rapid modifications, and is exposed to so much
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of committal survives only in certain cases, one of which any time a defaulting trustee deserves pity , it is at the

is “ default by a trustee ordered to pay by a court of time when justice imprisons him for failing to pay

equity any sum in his possession ,” and it is clear that claims, the means of paying which she has just

Mr. Dalton came within this section . But then the absolutely deprived him of.

Bankruptcy Act declares that no creditor shall have any

remedy against his debtor other than provided in that

Act, in which imprisonment is not included. Therefore | The decision of the Lords Justices in the case of the

it seems to have been held , that as this sum in late Dr. Lankester and the European Assurance Com

respect of which default was made was anpany leads to a curiously complicated state of things.

amount for which proof might be tendered in Dr. Lankester , who was one of the many victims of that

the bankruptcy proceedings, the imprisonment was ruinous concern , had borrowed a sum of £140 on the

illegal, as being a resort to a remedy which was not security of his policies ,an amount, it is needless to say,

included in the Act. But this seems open to question. far below their surrender value, and consequently still

The imprisonment is a punishment for the contempt more below their worth to a purchaser who did not con

shown to the orders of the Court of Chancery . It is sider the unstable position of the company. Under the

a remedy for the non-payment of the debt to this Arbitration proceedings these policies were valued at

extent only , that the trustee , in order to get out of £446, on which a dividend of three shillings in the

prison , mightuse efforts to get the money. Then arises pound has been declared. Dr. Lankester's affairs are

& further difficulty. The cestuis que trustent might in liquidation, and the European Society 's liquidator

prove as creditors certainly ; but they would , so long as has sought to prove for the full amount of £140 and

the bankruptcy proceedings were pending, be entitled interest, against which his trustee claimed to set

merely to their dividends in common with the other off the value of the policies. This, however, was not

creditors, and for the debtor to apply a portion of allowed . The £446 was, so the Lords Justices seem

his assets in payment of their claim in full, would to have held , a value denoting not the money value of

be contrary to every principle of bankruptcy prac Dr. Lankester's claim , but the proportion which he

tice. We cannot help thinking that it would might receive compared with his fellow -sufferers, whose

have been better if the power of a Court of Equity claims might be denoted by proprtionately similar

to commit had been more boldly dealt with . figures. Under these circumstances the liquidator is to

Weagree with the reasoning of the Lords Justices, if receive ten shillings in the pound from Dr. Lankester's

the committal is regarded as a process of the Court set estate on the debt of £149, and pay three shillings in the

in motion by a creditor to procure payment of his debt, 1 pound on the debt of £446, and a further dividend , if

but we have always understood that the power of com any is ever declared. A little calculation will show

mittal was one intrusted to Courts of Equity in order to that the European Society will thus receive a balance

enforce obedience to their commands, and as punish of £3 18. Od. We presume that this was really

ment for contempt. But it would have been better, fought as a representative case, as the costs

possibly , if committal for non - payment of money were involved will probably swallow up both dividends,

limited to those cases in which the default is wilful, and the decision is doubtless justifiable on

as is the rule now in the County Courts. To technical grounds of equity . But it is a case

commit for non -payment of money which the of extreme hardship . The value of Dr. Lankester 's

debtor has not got, is in reality punishing debt policy to the company must have been considerable .

as crime. Nor do we see how Lord Justice Had misfortune suddenly struck him down, and pre

Mellish 's remarks as to the state of the law vented any further payment of premiums, they would

meet this hardship . So long, he said , in effect, as the have been large gainers, and the surrender- value left

bankruptcy proceedings are pending, the debtor's person undoubtedly a largemargin beyond the loan . We hear

is free . But when the bankruptcy is closed, and the of many cases in which policies lapse through mis

unfortunato victim is let loose stripped of all his assets , fortune. In those instances, would a loan by the

he may then be lawfully imprisoned for non-payment company on the security of those policies be vigorously

of this trust money. It may be expedient to visit exacted , or would it be mercifully concluded that

breaches of trust with a severe punishment, but if at It might be set off against the surrender -value ?
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The decision seems to say not. We do not terfere on behalf of the debtor , and if it thought that

question its accuracy, or its propriety . But the creditors were acting with undue severity, would

we would finally direct the attention of law probably protect any future earnings, just as if the

reformers to the point of expense : - a company which order of discharge had been granted . Our readers

wrings money with difficulty from impoverished share who have access to legal reports may study with ad

holders, to hand over a modicum of it to its ruined and vantage a case of “ Ex parte Tinker,” which is given

despairing clients, contests the right to three sovereigns in the 43rd volume of the Law Journal Bankruptcy

with the trustee of a bankrupt professional man . It Reports, p . 147. We should be glad to know from

will, doubtless, be a great comfort to shareholders, | our correspondent “ Alpha," if he has merely sought

claimants , and creditors to think that though they have an opinion upon a purely hypothetical case , or whether

paid the amount over and over again , twenty or a the point has actually occurred within his personal

hundred - fold , they have elicited the correct state of the experience.

law , even though its result be one of regret rather than

of rejoicing to all who may have occasion to incur
The great question of “ novation ” is about to receive

liabilities.

a fresh consideration . Lord Cairns was inclined to

view the acts of a policy-holder somewhat strictly,

A correspondent last week called our attention to a
Lord Westbury extended his rights against his original

difficulty arising under the Bankruptcy Act as to the
company, and Lord Romilly characteristically veered

discharge of liquidating debtors.
about from one opinion to the other.

The 9th paragraph
Under these

of the 125th section of the Act, as he pointed out,
circumstances the European Arbitration which is to be

declares that the provisions previously given as to the henceforth practically brought under the guidance of

discharge of a debtor “ shall not apply in the case of a the Court of Chancery , is to open the case again. Mr.

debtor whose affairs are under liquidation by arrange Reilly has selected certain representative cases on

ment, but the close of the liquidation may be fixed and
which the Lord Chancellor and the Lords Justices

the discharge of the debtor granted by a special reso
are to decide, and he will then exercise his judicial

lution of the creditors in general meeting ." From functions of applying the rules which those high

these words our correspondent argues that an evil dis
authorities are to lay down to the various cases to which

posed creditor, by canvassing for the proxies of careless they may be applicable, with , it is to be trusted,a

or ignorant creditors, may at any time prevent the ob fitting amount of discrimination . Mr. Hort's case,

taining of a statutory majority in favour of the order of the first one selected, seems fairly representative of a

discharge. Strictly speaking, this is well-founded , but well-known class. He was transferred to the European

we think that a sufficient remedy may be found in without being consulted,and paid his premiumsto them

the Act itself. If the time of discharge, (according to till they failed . The result must await the sittings of

rule 32) is not settled when the resolution for liquida the Court in November. The point is really on whom

tion is originally passed, the trustee may summon a lies the onus of proof. Is the fact of paying premiums

meeting for the purpose of considering the question , to the new society , evidence of an intention to release

or the committee of inspection , or the debtor, with the the old one from liability , or must the policy -holder

concurrence of three- fourths in value of the creditors definitely declare his intention to do so ? At this point

who have proved, may require the trustee to summon judicial authority is divided, though Lord Cairns,who

a meeting for that purpose. At this meeting full is most favourable to the companies, will probably

discussion would take place , and it is scarcely probable incline to his former opinion . But we hope that

that creditors who would not take the trouble to attend the point will at last be settled beyond dispute.

would give a special proxy to a creditor to object to

any discharge being granted for that meeting. But if

this happened, the Court has full power in case of On Thursday the directors of the Bank of England reduced

injustice or delay to the debtor to proceed in bank
their rate from 3 per cent., to which it was lowered on the

8th of the presentmonth , to 21 per cent., a movement that
ruptcy, when the discharge is granted as a matter

was almost generally expected on account of the ease in the
of course. And in such a case, the Court would in rates outside.
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COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY. the Royal Naval Society . He was also informed that,
although by the covenants contained in the deed of transfer

his claims were fully guaranteed , he might, for greater
security , have an endorsement upon his policies to that effect ,

or have a policy guaranteeing the existing policy, or a new
policy of the European Society . Mr. Hort sent his policies
to the European Society, and they were returned to him with
endorsements , sealed with the seal of the Society and signed
and countersigned , to the effect that its funds and property
were liable for the sums assured by the policies, provided all
future premiums were paid to it . Mr. Hort continued to pay
his premiums at 17 Waterloo -place, the place of business of

the Royal Naval Society , and where, according to the circulars ,
“ the Royal Naval, & c . Department” of the European Society
would be conducted. The receipts for the premiums pre
sented - if the term may be allowed a series of dissolving
views, in which , while the Royal Naval, & c . gradually, and by

almost imperceptible changes, faded away and melted out of
sight, the European assumed shape and prominence, until at

last “ European Assurance Society, Chief Office No. 17

Waterloo-place ," figured boldly alone as the head and front of
the premium receipts and notices. Mr. Higgins, Q . C . (Mr.

Romer with him ), appeared for the official liquidator of the
Royal Naval Society, on the present appeal from Lord West
bury's decision in favour of Mr. Hort's claim to be admitted to
prove as a creditor against that company. Mr. Ince, Q . C .
(Mr. F . C . J . Millar with him ), for Mr. Hort , supported the
decision of Lord Westbury . At the conclusion of the argu

ments , it being then 3 o 'clock , the Lord Chancellor said that
their Lordships had been anxious to dispose of these cases

before the Long Vacation , but, as this was the only day
available for their hearing, and the other cases, although to
some extent similar in principle , arose in somewhat different
circumstances, and could not be fully discussed within the
time now at their Lordships' disposal,they thought it better to
adjourn the hearing ofthe other cases until the sittings of the
Court in November, and not to decide Hort's case while the
others remained unheard .

August 3 .

(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR and the LORDS JUSTICES.)
IN RE THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY. — IN RE THE ROYAL

NAVAL AND MILITARY AND EAST INDIA LIFE ASSURANCE COM

PANY (HORTAND GRAIN 'S Cases ). - IN RE THEWELLINGTON REVER

SIONARY ANNUITY AND LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY (CONQUEST's

CASE). - IN RE THE ANGLO -AUSTRALIAN AND UNIVERSAL FAMILY

LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY (PRATT AND HANNAN 'S Cases ). - - These

cases were specially appointed for hearing this day before the
full Court of Appeal, upon special cases submitted by Mr. F .

S . Reilly , the newly -appointed arbitrator in this liquidation ,

for the opinion of the court, under the provisions of the

European Assurance Society Arbitration Act, 1875 . The

cases raised in somewhat different circumstances the great

question whether there had been a " novation of contract" on

the part of policy -holders whose original offices had become

“ amalgamated ," or transmuted into the European Assurance

Society . This question , as it may be remembered, has
received perfectly different solutions from the late Lord
Romilly and his eminent predecessor in the arbitration , Lord
Westbury. Difficulties having arisen in the conduct of the
administrative business of the arbitration from this cardinal

difference of opinion upon a question of such essential and

primary importance, a short Act has been passed in the course
of the present Session by which jurisdiction is given to the
Court of Appeal in Chancery to entertain appeals from any

decision or order of the Arbitrator, who is also empowered to

state any question arising on a matter of principle in the
arbitration in the form of a special case for the opinion of the
Court of Appeal in Chancery. The first of the cases now

snbmitted to the court was that of the Rev. C . Josiah Hort,
Chaplain of Her Majesty' s Forces at Portsmouth , in whose

favour Lord Westbury , in April, 1873 , had decided that there

had been no novation as between himself and the European
Society (the absorbing office), that his original right
continued in all its integrity, and that in respect of that
original right he was entitled to prove as a creditor against

the Royal Naval and Military Society , with whom Mr. Hort
had effected policies upon his own life in 1855 and 1857.

Upon his first appointment as Arbitrator after the death of

Lord Westbury, in the summer of 1873, Lord Romilly
announced his attention of following in the lines laid down

by his predecessor. But, in course of time, his Lordship
appears to have modified his views, and in one of these cases
of novation which came before him , he, in effect, overruled

the decision of Lord Westbury upon an almost identical case,
and went so far as to criticise, and expresshis dissent from ,

the principles laid down by Lord Westbury as the basis of his

decision . In this state of things, certain representative
cases had been selected by Mr. Reilly for the decision of the

Court of Appeal in Chancery . It may be added , that the
decisions of the present Lord Chancellor upon this question of
novation , when acting as Arbitrator in the affairs of the

Albert Assurance Company, had not been altogether adopted
by Lord Westbury, and that the views taken by these eminent
Arbitrators were, to say the least , not easily reconcilable.
The first case in the paper was Hort's case , and, as their

Lordships postponed their judgments, it will be sufficient to
state that in 1855 and 1857, the Rev. C . J . Hort effected

policies upon his own life for £200 and £300 respectively in
the Royal Naval Society. In August, 1866 , negotiations for

the transfer of the business and liabilities of the Royal

Naval to the European Assurance Society were entered

into by the directors. Mr. Hort and the other policy-holders
of the Royal Naval received circulars, informing them that

arrangements had been made with the European Society
for undertaking the obligation of their policies (upon which
the terms and conditions would be unaltered), and that

the European Society would in future be the substitute of

July 30.

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

IN RE THE West HARTLEPOOL IRON COMPANY. — This was
an appeal from an order of Vice -Chancellor Bacon making an

order for a compulsory winding-up of this company. The
company was registered in June, 1874 , for the purpose of
taking and carrying on Messrs. Richardson 's ironworks, but it
stopped payment in April last, when it was resolved to wind-up
voluntarily. A petition having been presented for a compulsory

winding -up , it was sought, on behalf of the company and

creditors to a large amount, to have the voluntary winding-up
continued under the supervision of the court , asthe bestmode

not being satisfied that the majority of creditors wished for a
supervision order, was of opinion that the petitioning creditors
were entitled to a compulsory order. From this order the
present appeal was brought. Mr. De Gex, Q . C .,Mr. Little ,

Q . C ., Mr. Swanston , Q .C . , Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., Mr. William

Pearson , Q . C ., Mr. Houseley , Mr. A . T . Watson ,Mr. Caldecott ,

and Mr. W . Druce appeared for contributories and creditors

who desired a supervision order rather than a compulsory
winding-up ; Mr. Kay, Q .C ., and Mr. Robinson , Q . O ., for

parties desiring a compulsory winding-up . Lord Justice

Mellish said that although a creditor who could not get paid,
was entitled ex debito justitie to a winding-up order, yet if

there had been a resolution passed for voluntary winding-up

before any order made on the creditor's petition , then it

became the duty of the court to have regard to the wishes of

the creditors as to a voluntary or compulsory winding

up . In his opinion there was sufficient evidence that the

majority did wish for a voluntary winding-up . A very large

number of them had actually signed a petition to that effect,

and a very considerable number of those who did not sign the
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petition had appeared by separate counsel and supported the | This might, perhaps, be the reason for the provisions of

same view . It appeared that, as the majority of the creditors the Act ; but, whether that were so or not, his Lordship

thought it would be better that the company should be could not find that the Act had directed any manner

wound -up under supervision , and as no injustice would be in which process against the person of the bankrupt

done to the particular creditors who petitioned for a com could be enforced . His Lordship also thought the

pulsory order , there was no reason why the wishes of the appellant was entitled to his release on the other ground

majority should not be attended to . The order of the Vice raised . The attachment must, therefore , be discharged.

Chancellor would , therefore, be discharged .
Lord Justice Mellish was of the same opinion . Section 12

was expressed in very plain terms. It was quite clear that

this debt was one provable in the bankruptcy, though it was

COURT OF CHANCERY.
one from which the order of discharge would not release the

bankrupt. It would require very strong reasons to induce the

Court to depart from the plain words of the section . But his

Angust 2 . Lordship was not at all certain that this was not the intention

of the legislature. The bankrupt's property was to be

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of Appeal.) divided equally among his creditors, and this particular

COBIAM V . DALTON . - This appeal from an order made by creditor was not to have any preference until after the order

the Master of the Rolls on Saturday raised a question of con
of discharge. Arrest for debt under the Debtors Act, as,

siderable importance with regard to the power of arrest for indeed , before that Act, was not by way of punishment, butas

debt under the Debtors Act, 1869. On the 5th of June an a means of compelling payment of the debt. If the man

order was made upon the defendant to this suit for payment of paid the debt when he was in prison , he would be entitled to

a sum of £94 14s., trust money received by him and not his release. Therefore it seemed to his Lordship that there

accounted for. The order directed that he should make the was nothing unreasonable in saying that, as long as the

payment by the 30th of June. He failed to do so, and on the debtor's property remained equally liable to all his creditors,

15th July he was adjudicated a bankrupt. On the 16th of this particular creditor was not to use his own special remedy.

July an attachmentwas issued against him by the Court of But as soon as the order of discharge had been obtained ,the

Chancery for contempt in disobeying the order. On the 30th creditor might enforce his remedy against the after-acquired

July he was at the Court of Bankruptcy, in Portugal- street, to property or against the person of the debtor. In somere

attend his public examination , and after he left the court spects this was for the benefit of the creditor. He could

he went into a publichouse in Chancery-lane to obtain some prove his debt in the bankruptcy and get his share of the er

refreshment before returning to his home, and while there he
isting property of the bankrupt, including his property

was arrested under the attachment. He applied to the acquired after the adjudication , and then , when the order of

Master of the Rolls for his release , which his Honour declined discharge had been obtained ,he could enforce his debt against

to order , being of opinion that the bankruptcy proceedings did the after-acquired property of the debtor and also against his

not protect him from arrest. The defendant appealed . person as a means of compelling payment.

Sec. 4 of the Debtors Act, 1869, abolishes imprisonment

for debt, with certain exceptions, one of which is “ default August 4.
by a trustee or person acting in a fiduciary capacity,

and ordered to pay by a Court of Equity any sum in his
(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of APPEAL).

possession or under his control." Sec. 12 of the Bankruptcy IN RE HESTER AND COMPANY, LIMITED . — This was an appeal

Act, 1869, provides, “ Where a debtor shall be adjudicated a from an order of Vice-Chancellor Bacon , made on Saturday

bankrupt, no creditors to whom the bankrupt is indebted in last, directing the compulsory winding-up of this company.

respect of any debt provable in the bankruptcy shall have any The company was formed in May, 1873, for the purpose of pur

remedy against the property or person of the bankrupt in chasing and carrying on the business of J , C . Hester and Co.,

respect of such debt, except in manner directed by this Act. " tea merchants, of Great Tower-street, E . C ., and of the Anglo

And by section 49 an order of discharge is not to release the Indian Tea Company, Limited, with a capital of 12 ,500 shares

bankrupt from any debt incurred by breach of trust. of £10 each , all of which had been called up. On the 13th of

Mr. E . C . Willis , for the appellant, contended that sec. 12 July last, at an extraordinary generalmeeting of the company,

gave the bankrupt freedom from arrest, at least until he had resolutions were passed for voluntarily winding-up the com .

obtained his order of discharge in the bankruptcy, or the pany, and adopting a provisional agreement with a company to

bankruptcy had been closed . At any rate , the appellant had be formed under the name of “ The Tea Company , Limited,"

been improperly arrested when he was on his way home from for the purpose of taking over the business and liabilities of

the Bankruptcy Court . Mr. Dyne, for the plaintiff in the the company. A resolution was also passed that if any member

suit, argued that the Bankruptcy Act and the Debtor's Act should express his dissent from the arrangementwithin seven

ought to be read together, and that the Legislature had thus days, and require the voluntary liquidator to purchase his in

in effect directed that for a debt of this kind the bankrupt terest, the liquidator should raise themoney for buying up the

should be liable to arrest, notwithstanding the bankruptcy interest of such dissentient member by a sale of shares in the

proceedings. Lord Justice James thought the appellant was proposed new company. The petitioner, who was the holder

entitled to be discharged from custody. The words of the of 50 paid up shares, objected to the proposed arrangement

Bankruptcy Act did not give the power to arrest him . The as being, if not ultra vires, at least impeachable and calculated

Act said that after the adjudication no creditor for any to diminish his security by shifting the liability from one

debt provable in the bankruptcy should have any remedy set of directors to another, while by the proposed conversion

against the person of the bankrupt except in manner di. of the paid -up £10 shares into £15 shares, with £5 remaining

rected by the Act. The Act contained no direction on this to be called up, the shareholders joining the new company

point. This section appeared to have been intended as a would , in effect, be compelled to subscribe $ 5 per share and

substitute for the protection order which was given under tional capital. He had accordingly filed a petition for :

the former Acts . When the bankrupt had obtained his compulsory winding -up, and his petition was supported by

order of discharge or the bankruptcy was closed , the special nine shareholders, representing an aggregate of about you

right of this particular creditor against any further assets shares. On the other hand, the petition was opposed by the

which the bankrupt might acquire would accrue , while the holders of 4 , 173 shares, and also , as it was stated , by all

other creditors would have lost all remedy against the | the creditors of the company. From the compulsory a

bankrupt's estate, and this creditor, in order to enforce his | for winding-up made by Vice -Chancellor Bacon the could

right, would then be able to proceed with his attachment. | now appealed. Mr. Little , Q . O ., and Mr. H . B , Buca ' ns
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peared for the company in support of the appeal ; Mr. Romer price the new shares would fetch when sold by the liquidators ,
(Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., with him ) appeared for a large majority of and not the value of their shares assessed in the manner pro

the shareholders who also supported the appeal; Mr. Higgins, vided by the Act (section 162). Also that the sale of the busi

Q .C ., and Mr. Caldecott appeared for the petitioner in support ness was not to an existing company, but only to one which it

of the compulsory order, and were aided by Mr. George Hen was intended to form . They also contended that the resolution

derson , representing the holders of 664 shares, and by Mr. was void for want of formalities,both because insufficient notice

Locock Webb, Q . O ., and Mr. Brooksbank, for two holders of of the meeting had been given , and the interval between the

40 shares. After considerable discussion , their Lordships dis meeting at which the resolutions were passed and that at
charged the order of the Vice -Chancellor upon the under which they were confirmed was not 14 clear days. Mr. Kay,

taking of the voluntary liquidator not to part with the assets Q .C ., and Mr. Caldecot appeared for the petitioners ; Mr.
of the company until the value of the shares of the petitioner Locock Webb, Q C ., andMr. Brooksbank and Mr. George Hen

and the other dissentient shareholders should have been paid derson for other dissentient shareholders who supported his

to them , such value to be ascertained by arbitration under view : Mr. Little , Q . C ., and Mr. Buckley, for the company ,
Section 162 of the Companies Act , 1862, unless the parties opposed , and were supported by Mr. Jackson , Q .C ., and Mr.

agreed upon the amount. Romer,on behalf of shareholders and the liquidator. Atthe bar,

Mr. Kay, Q .C ,, suggested that if the resolution so far as it

provided for a voluntary winding-up could be supported ,

VICE -CHANCELLORS' COURTS, LINCOLN 'S Inn . instead of a compulsory order, the Court should make a super

vision order only. The Vice-Chancellor held that the resolu

tion went beyond the powers given by the Act of Parliament.
July 31. It proposed, instead of providing a dissentient shareholder

( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R . Malins.) with the price of his shares in money , and selling the assets

to a company, to make an arrangement for a possible sale to
IN RE THE Cadogan ADVANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. - The

a company that might be formed, and to give him the price
Vice-Chancellor made an order in this matter to continue the

new sharesmight realise - to give him , in fact, a mere chance
voluntary winding-up of the company, under the supervision

of receiving something. Certain formalities as to the mode
of the court. Mr. Hadley was the counsel engaged in this

of passing the resolution had been alleged on one side and not
case .

denied . These would invalidate the proceedings. That the
IN RE THE ELY PAPER COMPANY, LIMITED. - The Vice

company had lost large sums of money and could not con
Chancellor made an order in this matter to wind -up the com

tinue to carry on its business was agreed on all sides. He,
pany compulsorily , and to continue the interim liquidator. therefore, made a compulsory order. The Court then rose for
Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., Mr, J. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., Mr. Ince, Q . C .,

the vacation.
Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Everett , and Mr. Romer were the counsel

engaged in the case .

IN RE THE CAPE BRETON COMPANY, LIMITED. - Ex PARTE

HAILWAY SHARE Trust COMPANY, LIMITED ; IN RE THE CAPE
BRETON COMPANY, LIMITED, - EX PARTE Wegg. - The Vice COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
Chancellor made an order in the first of these matters to

wind-up the company compulsory, and that the costs of the July 30.
second matter should be costs in tho winding-up, and to con

tinue the official liquidator. Mr. Glasse, Q .C ., Mr. J . Napier ( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT.)
Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Macnaghten were the counsel engaged IN RE JOHN ANDERSON AND Co . - LIABILITIES £273,000.

in this case.
The debtors, John Anderson , John Duncan , and George Gray

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir James Bacon.)
Anderson , have presented & petition for liquidation , describ

ing themselves as merchants carrying on business at 17
IN RE THE HACKNEY MASONIC PUBLIC HALL COMPANY. Philpot-lane, and Colombo, Ceylon , trading under the above

This was a creditor's petition for a winding -up order. It was style . The liabilities are estimated at £273,000, and the
arranged that an order should be made, which was not to be amount of the assets is at present unascertained . Mr. Parker

drawn up for six weeks, to give the company an opportunity (Parker and Clarke) now applied for the appointment of a
to pay off the debt in the meantime. Mr. Kay, Q . C ., and receiver to the debtors' estate . There were consignments

Mr. Dauney appeared for the petitioner ; Mr. Romer for the continually arriving, and it was important, in the interest of
Company. creditors , that the estate should be protected . Creditors to

In RE HESTER AND Co., LIMITED . - This was a petition by the extent of about £50,000 supported the appointment of

paid-up shareholders, which prayed for a compulsory winding Mr. John Bishop ( Turquand, Young, & Co.) to the oilice.

up order. Special resolutions had been passed at a meeting of Hlis Honour granted the application .
shareholders, and confirmed at a subsequent meeting, to wind

the company up and sell the business to a proposed company,

to be called “ The Tea Company.” It was provided by the July 31,

resolutions that holders of £10 fully paid shares in the
(BeforeMr Registrar Murray.)

existing company should be entitled to three £5 fully paid -up

shares in the proposed company for each share, and that IN RE THE HON, F . 0 . O 'CALLAGIIAN , M . P . - This was an

dissentient shareholders should sell their shares to the liqui adjourned meeting for public examination . The bankrupt is

dator and receive the price from the purchase-money of the | member of Parliament for Tipperary. His unsecured debts

corresponding shares in the new company which the liquidator were returned at about $ 3 ,900, and assets £1,100 . He now

was to sell. This resolution was made as in pursuance of failed to appear, and no reason for his absence being assigned ,

section 161 of the Companies Act, 1862, which empowers a his Honour ordered the usual memorandum to be entered .

company in a voluntary liquidation to sell its business to Mr. Theodore Lumley appeared for the trustee.
another company for shares in the purchasing company, to be IN RE ALFRED White. -- The bankrupt, who had traded at

distributed among shareholders in the selling company pro 17 Mincing-lane, in partnership with Henry White, as mer

ratâ ; dissentient shareholders having a right to stop the sale chants, was allowed , after some opposition , to pass his public

or be paid the value of their shares. It was contended , on the examination on a statement of affairs, disclosing liabilities to

part of the petitioners , that the resolution was invalid by the extent of £10, 967, and assets £4 ,007. Mr. Beddall

reason that the dissentient shareholders were only given the appeared for the trustee ; Mr. T . Plews for the bankrupt.
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August 3. ceiver and manager . Mr. Brough, for creditors amounting to
£10,000, supported the application . Mr. Registrar Murray

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR Hazlitt.) appointed Mr. Turquand as receiver, but intimated that some
IN RE LAMBERT BROTHERS AND SCOTT. - Upon the application further evidence would be requisite as to the necessity for a

of Mr. Finlay Knight, his Honour continued, until further manager before making the further appointment.

order, an interim injunction staying proceedings instituted by

the Crow Orchard Colliery Company, Limited, against the
debtors, who have presented a petition for liquidation , de
scribing themselves as of 85 Gracechurch -street, also of the BRADFORD BANKRUPTCY COURT.
Coal Exchange, of Rochester, and Deptford , shipowners, ship

and insurance brokers , coal factors, and merchants , also
trading at Port Said , in Egypt, under the title of the Port August 3.
Said and Suez Coal Company. The liabilities are estimated

(Before Mn. W . T . S. DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.)at £380,000 , of which about £180,000 are expected to run off ;

the assets are computed at £127,000, subject to certain liens RE DAVID HAINSWORTI - EX PARTE RAYNER. - In this case
thereon . Messrs. Stocken and Jupp are the solicitors to the there were cross-motions arising out of one that had previously

proceedings. been heard by the Court. In that instance an issue had been

left by the judge to be tried by a jury, as to whether certain
August 4 , goods which had been returned by Hainsworth , of Farsley,the

debtor, shortly before his bankruptcy, to John Rayner, of(Before Mr. Registrar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge.)
Leeds, of whom he had previously bought them , was a bona

IN RE MINOGGIO . - A point of some nicety and importance fide transaction , or whether it was a fraudulent preference on

arose in this case. The bankrupt formerly carried on business the part of the bankrupt. The jury found in favour of the

trustee on all the questions put to them by the judge, the
as a goldsmith at 12 Charles-street, Middlesex Hospital, and effect being that in their opinion the transaction was a fraudu

on the 4th of May, W . A . Bendelow , a creditor, recovered lent preference . Mr. Watson now appeared for the trustee,

judgment against him for £30 158. 3d ., and £4 costs . On the and Mr. E . Tindal Atkinson , barrister , for Rayner. The first

4th of June the bankrupt committed an act of bankruptcy by motion was made by Mr. Watson , who asked the Court for an

order confirming the jury's decision . In the other motion ,
failing to comply with the terms of a debtor's summons, Mr. Atkinson applied for an order directing a new trial, or for

issued under Section 7 of the Act, at the suit of other an order reversing the decision of the jury, on several grounds,

creditors . Before any petition was presented , and without any the general effect of which was that the verdict of the jury Fas

notice of an act of bankruptcy, Mr. Bendelow levied an against the weight of evidence. Mr. Atkinson contended that

execution upon the goods of the bankrupt for £20 3s. 3d ., there had not been the slightest evidence adduced at the tria

being the amount due to him upon the judgment, after de before the jury to show that Rayner, at the time he receiver

ducting a paymentmade on account. On the 15th of June a the goods back, had any notion that Hainsworth was insolven ,
and held that under the 92nd section of the Act such knor.petition for adjudication was filed against the bankrupt, and

on the 23d an interim injunction was granted , and afterwards
continued , restraining a sale. On the 3d of July the court took place was necessary in order to prove mala fides on the
adjudicated upon the petition , and on the 20th a trustee was part of Rayner. After a somewhat lengthy discussion , bis

appointed under the bankruptcy. Honour said he thought the finding of the jury was right, and
Mr. Bagley, for Mr.

Bendelow , the creditor, now satisfied the Act of Parliament. He would , however, give hisappeared in support of an
application to dissolve the injunction . He contended that a reasons for that decision on a future day.

creditor for a sum under £50 having levied upon the goods of RE DAVID HAINSWORTH - EX PARTE TOMLINSON AND GUEINET.
his debtor without notice of any act of bankruptcy , was - This was a motion on behalf of the trustee in the estate of
entitled to the benefit of his execution , notwithstanding the David Hainsworth, of Farsley, asking for an order directing
fact that bankruptcy had ensued before a sale could be effected. | Messrs . Tomlinson & Guerney, mungo and waste dealers, of
Mr. Sydney, for the trustee, urged , on the other hand , that Leeds, to deliver up to the trusiee five sheets of mungo which

the adjudication when made had relation back to the date of the debtor had handed over to them shortly before the lank .

the act of bankruptcy, and that the execution in this case ruptcy, on the ground that such handing over of the goods by
having been levied subsequently , the title of the trustee must the bankrupt was a fraudulentpreference. - Mr. Watson again

prevail, although the creditor had not any notice of the act of | appeared for the trustee, and Mr. Walker, of Leeds, for

bankruptcy. Mr. Registrar Murray held that the creditor Messrs. Tomlinson & Guerney. The circumstances were of a
having levied an execution for a sum under £50 , without notice | similar character to those in Rayner's case : the debtor had

of any prior act of bankruptcy , became a secured creditor | had dealings with the defendant, and towards the timewhen
under section 12 of the Act, and was entitled to realise his | he failed, he owed them money. A short time before the
security. The act of bankruptcy committed in this case was | bankruptcy he sent back a quantity of the goods which he

a secret act, and available to those creditors only who took out | had received from the defendants, and the trustee now urged
the debtor's summons. The execution creditor being, therefore, that this transaction , as in the previous case, was a fraudulent

entitled to the goods, the injunction would be dissolved, with preference, and therefore null and void . After the case had
costs .

been argued , his Honour said he would take time to consider

IN RE DA COSTA RAALTE AND Co. - A petition for liquida his decision.
tion has been filed by the debtors, who are described as RE DAVID BOOTH , EX PARTE J. AND H . BOOTH .-- This was a

merchants , of Leadenhall-street and Manchester , and having motion on behalf of J. W . Close , of Leeds , the trustee in the

also an interest in the house of Behrends Brothers and Co., estate of David Booth , cloth manufacturer, Idle , asking for
of Alexandria. The liabilities are estimated at £600,000 in an order of the court directing the production of accounts

the aggregate, with assets consisting of Egyptian securities, showing the amount received for waste sold by Booth 's to

payable to bearer, returned at £50,000 , stock -in -trade at Man sons, from August, 1872, up to the beginning of 1875 ; also to

chester, bills receivable, and other items, of which the value say what sums were due to the two sons for wages, and 10

is not yet ascertained . Mr. Rawlins, for the petitioners , and the paying of the balance between these two accounts. Mr.

with the concurrence of creditors for £110,000 , asked that West, barrister, appeared in support of the motion, and his

Mr. William Turquand, accountant, should be appointed re- | Watson opposed. The facts were shortly as follow , as stalci
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by Mr. West on behalf of the trustee : - David Booth was a LEEDS COUNTY COURT.
cloth manufacturer, and in the early part of this year he filed

a petition for the liquidation of his affairs, and resolutions

were duly passed for the liquidation . The bankrupt had two (Before Mr. W . T . 8 . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.)
Bong - Henry Booth and James Booth - who left school in RE THOMAS MASON ROBINSON . - This was an applica

1867, and were at that time respectively about the ages of tion on behalf of Mr. W . H . Burrell, the trustee of the
fourteen and sixteen years. From 1867 to August 1872 they estate of Thomas Mason Robinson , now in liquidation , that
assisted their father in his business , and received from Anthony Robinson , of Leeds, grocer, might be ordered to

him a gratuity for pocket money of a shilling a week. He deliver up to him as such trustee certain goods specified in the

(Mr. West ) might therefore take it that they were at that schedule to the notice of motion , as having been unlawfully

time living with and maintained by their father. In delivered to him by the debtor, and to pay the costs incidental

August, 1872, the two sons asked for some definite sum as to the application. Mr. Walker supported the motion when
wages or salary , and according to their account, there was an the case was argued three weeks ago , and Mr. J . W . Middleton
arrangement made that they should have the whole of the opposed it . - His Honour now delivered an elaborate judgment.

The motion was opposed on two grounds, first that the court
It would be seen that the waste so produced was worth £6 per had no jurisdiction , the petition and the proceedings under it

week. The two sons received the proceeds from the sale of being void ab initio ; and second , upon the merits. The facts

the waste for two years and six months, and they received as relied upon in support of the objection on the ground of want
nearly as possible £800 . If that was so, and prior to that of jurisdiction were as follows : - On the 24th January , 1874,

date they were receiving nothing at all, then the question was the debtor filed a petition for liquidation , and on the 11th

how far that was a voluntary gift, or how far it was for good February the first meeting of his creditors was held . At that
consideration. The only estimate of their services was, as meeting he proposed to his creditors to accept a composition

the eldest son said , 30s. a week . He had very fairly put of 78. 6d , in the pound, payable by three instalments at three ,

himself and his brother on the samebasis as the other people six, and nine months from the date of filing the petition ,

in the mill. He (Mr. West) said nothing at present as to the first instalment to be 38 . 6d., and the other two 28.

their being maintained by their father, but they did not each . The first and second instalments were to be secured
cease to live with him at the time of the arrangement | by the debtor' s acceptance, and the last instalment by

referred to. He put the case that this arrangement was either the bill of the debtor on and accepted by the respondent,

a voluntary settlement under the 91st section of the Act, Anthony Robinson . These resolutions were confirmed and
or it was a voluntary gift prejudicing the creditors. If they registered , and the bills and acceptances for the various
themselves stated the value of their joint services at $ 150 instalments given . The first instalment was duly paid , but

a year, it would be seen that they were getting exactly double the second the debtor was unable to pay, and on the 29th July
their own estimate, and, therefore, so far as their father he filed a second petition , signed the previous day, the second

received no consideration , the arrangement must be set aside. instalment having become due on the 27th July . Itwas stated

There was not only the question of valuable consideration ; | upon the hearing of the motion that none of the original
but there was the fact that one of them was aware in Sep | creditors disputed the propriety of the second petition or the

tember, 1872 , of the position of his father. He had , he said , proceedings under it , and they had since received the third

an opportunity of examining his father' s books, and he saw instalment from the respondent as surety by acceptances . He
from the examination that the business was being carried on inferred that the creditors who did not attend the meeting on

at a loss of from £50 to £80 per week . Mr. West proceeded to the 14th August might have objected to the registration of

read the affidavits of Booth and his two sons in support of his the resolutions passed at that meeting, and either have sued

statement. Mr. Watson contended that the Act only referred the debtor for his original debts, giving credit for the instal
to settlements made two years before the bankruptcy. In this ments received, or have made the debtor a bankrupt. It was
case the bankrupt made the arrangement in question two and contended that when a composition had been duly made and
a half years before the bankruptcy , and he thought it was not was in force against a debtor, he was disqualified from pre.

very likely that a debtor who intended to defraud his creditors senting another petition for liquidation , so that any proceedings
would make a settlement more than two years before the under such a petition must be void . Twodecisions were cited
bankruptcy. His Honour : This was a voluntary arrangement in support, and his Honour, having commented upon these,

between the father and his two sons which he could put an considered that the principle to be extracted from these two

end to at any time. Mr. Watson : Certainly. His Honour : The decisions was that there was not any mere technical objection

question is whether or not what they received was excessive, to a debtor presenting a second petition for liquidation ; but if

60 as to give evidence of an intention to defraud the he did , and resolutions were passed under the second petition

creditors. Mr. Watson submitted that if the parties had which prejudicially affected the interests of creditors under the

bona fide entered into an arrangement like that without any first petition, and if any of such creditors objected, the
intention to defraud the creditors, then it was not for that resolutions oughtnot to be registered ; if no creditors objected
court to inquire into or adjust the matter. That would be to the resolutions under the second petition , they might be

doing the business of the debtor which he ought to have done registered , and if registered , he was of opinion that
for himself. These young men ought not to suffer because | for all purposes of jurisdiction they would stand good

they happened to be debtor' sons. Suppose they had been against third parties. That was the case here, and he

two strangers, and had made a bargain with the debtor two therefore thought the first objection failed. As to the

and a half years before his bankruptcy by which they had got facts , the respondent in his affidavit stated that prior to

very much the better of him , they would not have been asked the first meeting of the creditors the debtor had many
for the money . He submitted , however , that in this case interviews with him to induce him to guarantee the

there was sufficient evidence to show that this was not an un . payment of the last instalment, but he positively
profitable bargain . The two sons had attended the market refused any such guarantee. Subsequently he was

on their father's behalf, and had brought to bear on his pressed so much that he promised the guarantee on the con .

general business a large amount of business talent. It was dition that he first received cloth as full security, and that he

not, however, necessary for him to show that the sons were had authority to sell the cloth for the purpose of recouping

paid exactly what they were worth , for before the trustee himself for any moneys he might be called upon to pay under

could expect judgment in his favour he must show that there the guarantee. Respondent refused to execute the deed of

had been an intention to defraud. - His Honour reserved composition and to sign the bills of exchange for the last in .
judgment, remarking that the point was one which he | stalment until the cloth had been deposited with Messrs.
believed had never before arisen in bankruptcy proceedings. Howden and Wade, bis nominees. The cloth so deposited by
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the debtor was stated by him to be worth £789 128., and the and the registrar would be justified in refusing to register such

aggregate amount of the last instalment proved to be resolutions. If brought before the court for approval, the

£829 138. 9d . All the bills of exchange given for the last in - | court would be bound to reject them unless the express assent

stalment were duly met. The facts , as thus candidly stated of every creditor were obtained. If, however, he was wrong in

by the respondent, continued his Honour, in his judgment the views he took upon this matter, it was a satisfaction

amounted to an admission that the transaction of the deposit to know he could be set right again , but the practice,

of the cloth in question with him by the debtor was fraudulent however general it might have become in Leeds or elsewhere,

and void as against the creditors, upon three distinct grounds was in his opinion at direct variance with the principle

( 1 ) that it was a fraud upon the agreement for composition ; upon which the proper administration of insolvent debtors'

(2 ) that it was an act of bankruptcy within the second sub - estates was secured by the Bankruptcy Act of 1869,and was

section of section 6 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, as being a bad in law . The only question that remained was as to the

fraudulent transfer and delivery in England by the debtor of form of the order. Some of the goods having been sold, if the

part of his estate ; (3 ) that it was void at common law under parties could agree as to the sum realised by such sale,the

the statute of Elizabeth as having the necessary effect of order could be made at once for the delivery of the parts re

defeating and delaying the creditors. On behalf of the re maining in specie , and the payment of the sum representing

spondent it was contended that as between him and the the parts solā . If no such agreement could be come to, he

debtor the transaction in question was not voluntary, but must refer the matter to the Registrar,with certain directions,

founded upon valuable consideration , namely , the liability he which he specified . The costs of this application , up to and

had come under for the benefit of the debtor to pay the including the order , to be borne by the respondent, but other

third instalment, and that he expressly stipulated for the costs to be reserved .

transfer of these goods to him by the debtor as the con

dition upon which he agreed to become surety, sign the

acceptances , and execute the composition deed . But

this contention rested upon the foundation that the debtor YORK COUNTY COURT.

was then the owner of the goods and had full power of dis July 23.
position over them , and that foundation obviously failed ,
because at the time the debtor had commenced an act of IN RE MATTIEWS.-- In the matter of Charles Matthews,

bankruptcy available for liquidation by his creditors, and had innkeeper, of Harrogate, Mr. V . Blackburn (instructed by Mr.
thereby incapacitated himself from dealing with the property to Bateson , Harrogate , and Mr. Crumbie, York), applied for an
their prejudice without their consent. All this was known to | order as to the disposal of a quantity of goods, now in the

the respondent, and the obligation was thus, from the very possession of the trustee appointed to wind -up the affairs of
nature of the transaction , thrown upon him of obtaining the the bankrupt, who filed a petition on the 19th of May last. It
sanction of the creditors to it. This was not done, nor seemsthat when the bankrupt's effects were about to be sold ,

attempted to be done. The communication was perhaps not Messrs. Milling, wholesale drapers and furnishers, of Leeds,
purposely withheld , but rather perhaps through ignorance, claimed possession of the bankrupt' s furniture, on the ground

and the respondent did not consider it necessary. But no man that it was lent by them to Mr. Matthews. The trustee,box
could justify or claim the benefit of a wrong done to another ever, did not give up the furniture , but, at the first meeting of
by alleging his ignorance that the law declared it a wrong. It creditors , applied to the registrar of the York County Court
must have been obvious to the respondent as a man of busi. | for an order to sell. The question was referred to his Honour,

ness and ordinary intelligence that the transaction he was and at the last court the matter was adjourned until to- day.
entering into with the debtor was one which , if communicated Mr. Blackburn stated that the bankrupt was formerly the
to the creditors, they would not have assented to . Upon the station -master atHarrogate, but he resigned this position ,and

whole, his Honour was of opinion upon the facts stated in the became the proprietor of the North -Eastern Hotel at that

respondent's affidavit , that the transaction between him and place. The hotel required furnishing, and Mr. Matthews

the debtor was void as against the trustee upon each and every accordingly went to Messrs . Milling at Leeds, where he had

one of the three grounds he had mentioned . He added, that | certain transactions with a Mr. Wilson and Mr. Porter, the
he had entered at greater length into his reasons for the managers. Goods were forwarded to Matthews, during De

decision than he should have thought it necessary to do had cember last, to the extent of £900 , but in May, Matthews became

he not observed from this and other cases which had come a bankrupt, and his effects were placed in the hands of

before him judicially that à notion seemed to have been enter. trustee. Immediately afterwards Messrs. Milling urged a
tained by somemen of business in Leeds that in compositions prior claim , and consequently the furniture was not sold . The

under the arrangement clauses of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869, bankrupt's affidavit stated that when he purchased the furni:

it was competent for a person who voluntarily came forward ture in question he was treated as an ordinary customer, and

in the interest of the debtor to guarantee one or more of the no mention whatever was made of a hiring agreement. He

instalments of a proposed composition , to protect himself agreed with Mr. Porter that his payments should be made by

against liability upon his guarantee by a private arrangement instalments on certain dates, but the money not being forth
with the debtor that the whole, or what, as in this case,might coming Mr. Porter, in February, wrote to him for securities,

be considered a sufficient part of the debtor's property , should and produced a lending agreement,with which ,however,nothing

be assigned or made over to the surety, so as to be realised by was done. In April Mr. David Milling called on him (Mr.
him for his own benefit , to an amount sufficient, or as far as it Matthews)with an agreement,which stated that Messrs. Milling

would extend, to repay whatever sum ho might be called upon were to be the owners of the furniture until it was paid for,
to pay under his guarantee. All such arrangements were in and that 74 per cent. interest was to be charged . At first Mr.

his opinion void unless fully communicated to the creditors , Matthews refused to sign the agreement, but ultimately was

freely assented to by those who might attend the meeting in induced to do so , when securities were spoken of. - Furtber
person or by proxy , and approved of by the court, so as to corroboration having been given , Mr. West (instructed by Mr.
bind dissentient and absent creditors. It was hardly possible Pullen , of Leeds) who represented Messrs . Milling, read Wr.
to suppose that any meeting of creditors, unless intluenced J . H . Porter' s affidavit, which contradicted the bankrupts

by the motive of favouring the debtor at the expense of statement, with reference to the agreement. Mr. Matthews
themselves or of proxies and those whose interests they was not treated as an ordinary customer, but as an extra

represented , would ever sanction such a suicidal arrangement; ordinary one by the arranging of the hiring agreement. He

but if a meeting could be packed for the purpose by creditors | had received £150 on account in January , but as the bankrupt

willing to befriend the debtor, he was of opinion it would be could not find satisfactory securities, the hiring system was

ultra vires and void as against dissentientand absent creditors, proposed . Mr. Wilson , one of Messrs. Milling's mapage ,
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stated in his affidavit that he informed the bankrupt the upon the application of the receiver, made an order that the

goods were being lent him , whilst Mr. Howitt, of the firm of costs of the valuations made for the receiver in order to enable

Howitt and Co., furnishers, of London ,stated that this custom him to prepare the debtors' statement of affairs for the first

was now very prevalent.-- Mr. Blackburn contended that the meeting of creditors should be allowed with costs , subject to

hiring agreement was an afterthought, and that the goods all such costs being taxed. The same day the judge made

were supplied in the ordinary way of business, whilst Mr. another order, allowing the £120 paid by the receiver to the

West held that the agreementwas consented to from the first. debtors as wages. Against both these orders the trustee, by

After a lengthy legal argument his Honour gave the following the direction of the committee of inspection , appealed. The

decision : - Declared that the goods in question were in the twoappeals came on together. Mr.De Gex, Q .C . and Mr. Finlay

order and disposition , & c . of the bankrupt at the time of his Knight, who appeared for the appellant, referred to the Bank .

making the assignment on the 13th May, 1875 , that being an ruptcy Rules 260, 261, 262, and submitted that upon general

act of bankruptcy, to which there is relation back. That the principles the large sum charged by the receiver for valuations

respondents be at liberty to go in under the bankruptcy to ought not to be allowed . The 262nd rule did not apply
prove for damages on their debts. The respondents to pay to the receiver, because he was not appointed by the

the costs of the trustee of this motion , including the costs of creditors ; but, even if he were, this duty was only to

the affidavits of Drake and Powell. Ordered that the trustee investigate the debtors' affairs and not to prepare an account.

do not part with any of the goods in question on the motion Russell v . Minet, 5 DE G . M . & G . 373 . - If a receiver

until after Monday week.
appointed by the court were to be at liberty to make

valuations of a debtor's estate, and take similar steps with

respect to the debtor's affairs without the previous sanction

of the court, it would be laying down a rule of practice which

THE EXPENSES OF RECEIVERS.
might lead to very serious abuse. Mr. Little , Q . O ., and Mr.
E . C . Willis, who appeared for the receiver, were not called
upon . The Chief Judge: The receiver has only such power

EX PARTE GORDON RE GOMERSALL. - This was an appeal as the court will delegate to him in the first instance, or

heard by the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy from an order made
sanction the exercise of by him afterwards. I think that
much too narrow & construction has been placed

on the 15th of April, 1875 , by the Judge of the County Court rules in the course of the argument adopted by the counsel

at Dewsbury. John Gomersall and James France Gomersall, of the appellant. The 260th rule provides for the appointment

who carried on the business of woollen cloth manufacturers of a receiver and manager, with power to take immediato

at Dewsbury, in co-partnership , under the nameof “ Gomersall
possession of the debtor' s effects , and rule 261 provides that

any receiver or manager so appointed shall enter upon and
Bros., " filed a petition for liquidation on the 3rd Sept., 1874, act in the performance of his office at such time, and in such
and on the sameday Joseph Dobson Good , accountant, was, manner, and to such extent as the courtmay from timeto time

at their instance , appointed receiver and manager of their direct. Now , although that rule speaks of the future, I am

estate. The debtors occupied and worked two large cloth
not at all sure that the proper construction of it is not that the

direction of the court may be given after a thing is done,
mills, and were the owners of valuable plant and machinery provided that the court is satisfied that it is well and properly

therein , and also of very considerable stock in trade both in done , as the court may , in the first instance , unquestionably

the raw and unfinished state. Ofall this property the receiver direct it to be done. Then when you come to the 262nd rule ,

the duties of & receiver named by the creditors are very dis
took possession, and employed the debtors at a salary of tinctly pointed out. It was not at all necessary to point those
£15 per week to assist him in carrying on the business duties out in the rule relating to the appointment of a receiver

until the appointment of the trustee mentioned below . The by the court, because, as the power was to proceed from the

debtors employed the receiver to assist them in preparing | court in the first instance , it is left with the court to regulate

the proceedings of the receiver. Where the creditors take
their statement of affairs , which was submitted to the first

the matter in hand under the 262nd rule , there the nature of
meeting of their creditors held on the 22nd Sept. By the the duties of the receiver, which are to be discharged in

statement filed by the debtors their estate was valued at favour of the creditors, is more distinctly pointed out ; but

£28,000 , their liabilities were estimated at £63,000 and their even then the trader is required to state in his petition the

assets at £24,000. In order to enable him to prepare a proper estimated amount of the debts owing by him to his creditors ;

statement the receiver had had valuations made, without any " and where no receiver or manager has been appointed by the
authority from the court, or any consultation with the court, a majority in value of such creditors may, at any timo

creditors, of all the property of the debtors at an expense of prior to the passing of the special, or extraordinary resolu

nearly £300. At this meeting a composition of 7s. 68 . in the tion , as the case may be, nominate and appoint a receiver or

pound was proposed and accepted subject to certain guarantees manager of the trade, effects , or business of the debtor, or any

being given , which , however, were not forthcoming, and ulti. part thereof, according to the form in the schedule ; andwhere

mately the proceedings fell through . On the 3rd October, a any such receiver or manager has been so appointed , he shall

bankruptcy petition was presented against the debtors, and an investigate the state of the debtor's affairs , and report thereon

adjudication followed on the 5th . The first meeting under the | to the general meeting of the creditors ; and if any receiver or

bankruptcy was held on the 23rd October, when John Gordon manager has been appointed by the court, the nominee of the

was appointed trustee with a committee of inspection . The creditors shall be forthwith substituted in his place, and the

receiver, in passing his accounts, claimed to be allowed the court shall order accordingly.” Such are the provisions in the

£300 for the valuations taken by him , and £120 for wages rules, and I should be narrowing their interpretation if I were

paid to the debtors whilst he was carrying on the business. to make them apply only where a receiver is appointed by the

The trustee by the direction of the committee of inspection creditors . The duties to be exercised are so clearly pointed
refused to allow these two items on the ground that a out that no one can doubt what the court in its discretion

receiver and manager had no right, without the would direct the receiver appointed by it to do. The receiver

sanction of the court or of the creditors, to make a is to investigate the state of the debtor's affairs, not

large allowance to the debtors between a liquida to examine into his accounts, but to investigate the state

tion and bankruptcy, or to incur the expense of valuations
of the debtor's affairs, and to report thereon to the

before the first meeting of creditors under a liquidation general meeting of the creditors. That is his duty . He

petition . On the 15th April, 1875, the County Court Judge,
must make himself acquainted with the nature of
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the debtor's property in order to arrive at the state LEGAL AUDITORS.
of his affairs. In this case it is stated that the debtor' s

property consisted of freehold and leasehold estates, goods Weextract from a legal contemporary the following
manufactured , and in the possession of the manufacturers, report of rather an edifying squabble which took place at
and plant of very considerable value. It was, therefore, the

duty of the receiver , whether appointed by the court, or by
the annual general meeting of the Incorporated Law

the creditors, supposing that he properly discharged his duty,
Society :

when the meeting of the creditors took place to present himself " Mr. Macarthur moved that the auditors ' report be referred
there, and to say, " I have been appointed receiver ; I have back to the auditors for reconsideration and amendment,

investigated the state of the debtor's affairs, and I have Upon the face of it there were many inaccuracies and inatten

ascertained what is the value of the assets in respect of which tion to particulars required in such accounts, which hewas
sorry to see in the accounts of a society which ought to be a

right that you should know what his means are, which are model of correctness and exactness . The sheet was headed
available to satisfy his debts , and proceedings were taken in • The Auditors ' 49th Account,' but it did not say of what.

order that the interests of the creditors should be con Perhaps they would refer him to the face of the document,
served ." Yet, because it is not in these rules stated in There he found The Incorporated Law Society,' which was
terms that á receiver appointed by the court shall not the name given to the society in its charter. Even if
discharge the sameduties as a receiver appointed by the credi. the first page were accepted, the document proved that the

tors, I am now asked to say that the receiver who has been auditors did not know their own name. He noticed in the

appointed by the court,whohas discharged his duties, as I must report up to the 31st December there was omitted a very im .

assume, to the satisfaction of the court, and has the sanction of portant division and distinction of accounts into capital and

the court for what he has done as well in respect of this income. For years previously that was the form of the

valuation as any thing else, and who is thought to be entitled accounts ; this year it was omitted . The account was sent

to remuneration subject to taxation by the proper officer out with capital and income umbled together, and those who

of the court, than which no order can be more consistent knew any thing of the accounts of societies must know that

with the proper administration in bankruptcy, should not this is the first indication of a failing or fraudulent society.
be so entitled ; and it is said that by so doing I am laying (Laughter .) Another question was why, starting in the

down a general rule that may be abused, and which would usual manner with their receipts on the left hand

give power to any receiver appointed by the court to make side, and their payments on the right, when they
what valuations he pleased. I make no such rule , nor did came to give a statement of their assets and liabilities they

the learned judge below ; but he , having the means of should change sides, and put what ought to be on the credit
deciding and the power of exercising his discretion , side on the debit side, and what ought to be on the debit
was of opinion that in the interests of the creditors the side on the credit side. They might answer that it came to

valuations ought to have been made , and that as a matter of the same thing if it was understood they had done it that way,

justice the receiver who simply discharged his duty should be but still it was an incorrect way of doing it. What should be

remunerated for all that he had done in that respect, subject, | on the debit side was on the credit side, and having exhausted
as I have said , to taxation . If only upon the question whether that vagary they put the statement of capital on the proper
it is a proper exercise of the discretion of the court below . Il side . He admitted that the figures, puton either side,would come

should have hesitated to say that I would interfere with that to the same, but it should not have been done as it had been

discretion , for the learned judge must know the facts of the done when there was no motive whatever for doing it. (Time.)

case far better than I can . What I have said is for the pur The sheet showed · Arrears of subscriptions of members to 3184

pose of guarding myself against it being supposed that I have December, 1874 , estimated at £1059. What was the meaning

laid down any rule , by virtue of which a receiver may be at of estimated ? He had been told there was a large amount of
liberty to make charges, which otherwise he would have no arrears, and that the £1,059 was the sum estimated as being

right whatever to make. In my opinion there is no ground likely to be recovered. He objected very strongly to such
whatever for this appeal, and it must, therefore, be dismissed items as furniture purchased for the last twenty -five years ,

with costs. The second appealwas then heard . Mr. DoGex , Q . C . and books in the library, appearing as part of the capital,

and Mr. Finlay Knight, for the appellant, submitted that it without any reduction having been made for deterioration,and

was ultra vires for the receiver to make an allowance to the hoped the accounts would be referred back to the auditors for

debtors for wages or to employ them in carrying on the busi reconsideration and amendment.

ness. It was for the trustee, who is entitled , and not for the " The Chairman would take this opportunity of stating that
receiver, to appoint the bankrupt to superintend the manage Mr.Macarthur had been offered an inspection of the society's
ment of the estate, and to make him an allowance for his books, and it would be much more convenient if that were

services. The Bankruptcy Act 1869, ss . 26, 38 . Mr. Wins done in the next room instead of bringing it on at the meeting,
low , Q . C . and Mr. Brough , for the debtors , were not called where it was impossible to appreciate it.

upon . The Chief Judge being of opinion that the appeal was " Mr. Kimber very much regretted that a great many of the
frivolous and without substance, dismissed it with costs . remarks they had just heard were in a great measure justified .

Hewasmuch surprised that the society , consisting , as it did,

Railway EARNINGS. — The returns made to the Board of
Trade show that the net receipts of the railways of the United make up their accounts very much in the manner of the
Kingdom in the year 1874 amounted to £26 ,643 ,003, being accounts of those companies who desire to conceal the

4 :37 per cent, on the paid -up capital. The returns for the 14 true position of their affairs . (Laughter.) Hewas perfectly justi.

years 1860 -74 (omitting 1868 on account of imperfection in fied in this observation , and would simply refer to one or two of

that year's returns) show a material improvement in the last the items. In the list of expenses the house expenses, including

six years. In the three years 1862, 1863, and 1867 the netune inree years 1862, 1863, and 1867 the net gas, were put down at £420 5s. 3d . ; coals £116 58., servants

profits were below 4 per cent. on the paid -up capital ; in 1861 | liveries £87 9s. 6d., and then comes an item , sundry bills. Adding

and 1866 they exceeded 4 , but were below 4 : 10 per cent. ; in these items together, and deducting from them what was

1860 and 1865 they exceeded 4 : 10 , but were below 4 .20 per carried out, they had a sum of £200 unexplained . This was

cent. ; in 1864 and 1869 they exceeded 4 :20, but were below a very convenient way of making up a balance sheet, and no

4 :30 per cent. ; in 1870 they reached 4 :41 per cent. ; in 1871 , man who had had the slightest experience of the way in

4.66 per cent.; and in 1872, as much as 4 .74 per cent. ; 1873 which balance sheets were now and then got up would hesitate
shows a decline to 4 :59 per cent., and 1874 a further decline to to explain ' it to himself. This list of payments condemned

4 :37 per cent. 1 the Council. (Cheers .)
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“ Mr. Clabon said that having had the honour to hold the the principles so successfully practised long ago by the prudent

post of chairman of the finance committee, he would ask them silversmiths who devoted their lives to plating and praising

whether they wished the auditors to write •Incorporated Law | the sacred embodiment of the Goddess Diana as revealed at

Society of the United Kingdom not being barristers,' & c. | Ephesus.”

apon their report, in preference to the shorter title they had

adopted ? He invited Mr. Macarthur to meet the finance

committee, and he, as its chairman , would be happy to meet

him , and if there were any point in respect of which Mr. PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

Macarthur could satisfy him that the account could be im

proved in any respect, he would do his best to get the council HOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY 26 .
to alter it. It was admitted that the account was honest. All

THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL. - On the consideration of
that was said was that there were some errors in it. He

the Lords' amendments to this Bill, a number of verbal
would venture to say that, if the meeting sent the accounts

back to the auditors, the auditors must simply send it back
amendments were agreed to . The Chancellor of the Ex
chequer moved to disagree with the Lords' amendment

again as it was .

" The resolution that the auditor's report be received and
reducing the amount for which the lives of children under
five years of age might be ingured for from £6 to £3. The

approved , was then put and carried unanimously.” Bill provided securities to keep in check any tendency towards

culpable neglect of young children, and the Government had
evidence before them that the £3 would not in all cases cover

“ BANKRUPTCY LAW ABSURDITIES.” bona fide medical and funeral expenses. The opinion of a
large majority of members of this House on this point had

been overruled by a very small majority of the House of

Under the above title , the Pall Mall Gazette discourses Lords. Governmentwould be cautious how they entered into

in the following lively fashion on the Bankruptcy Law . any other convention on the subject. When the House saw

As a specimen of light reading, and of the mode in the correspondence, he thought they would come to the

conclusion that the Government had taken the only course

bricks with the smallest possible quantity of straw , it
open to them in withholding their consent from the bill.

is eminently worth perusal:

“ The law fortifies the bankrupt against his creditors by
House of LORDS, August 3.

permitting him to select his own accountant and solicitor to
declare his suspension and to prepare,' as it is called, after FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL. - On the order for the considera

any interval which may meet the convenience or policy of the tion of the Commons' Amendments to theLords'Amendments

parties, ' a statement of affairs,' to be laid before what is in this bill, Earl Beauchampmoved that the Lords should not

called by custom and courtesy and fiction ' a meeting of the insist on their amendment reducing the insurance for children

creditors.' This is a position manifestly at variance with in Burial Club from £6 to £3. Lord Stanley of Alderley
common sense and decency . The resolution to suspend pay thought the Lords should adhere to their amendment. The
ment can only be taken by any rationalman as the result of motion was agreed to , and their lordships did not insist on
a careful scrutiny of his means and obligations, and a careful their amendment.

marshalling of all the facts and expectations. The motion ,
therefore, that the eminent A . B , is to be called in by the

bankrupt, to spend several weeks in preparing (at the expense CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
of the creditors ) a statement which the bankrupt has already

prepared in the most exhaustive fashion , is in the highest N . ALEXANDER , SON , AND Co. - The creditors of Messrs . N .

degree ridiculous and mischievous. The eminent A . B . enters Alexander, Son , and Co. held a meeting on the 30th July , at
upon his task deeply indebted to the bankrupt for exercising which a statement of the firm 's affairs was presented ; the

in his favour a valuable piece of patronage - a piece of pat liabilities being £240,535, and the assets £34, 254. Some
ronage rendered doubly delicious by being at the expense of singular revelationswere made at the meeting in regard to the
others — and these others,' persons who will have the un .

connection of the firm with Collio and Co .
alloyed pleasure of subtracting from their minute

dividends the cost of the professional skill directed to prove
J . BAXTER (BLAIRGOWRIE ). - On the 3rd inst. a meeting was

that, microscopic as those dividends are, they still ought to be
held in the office of Messrs. W . and D . Myles, accountants , of

received with joy and thanksgiving. While the statement is the creditors of Mr. John Baxter of Ashbank and Ashgrove

being prepared ,' the eminent A . B . is not idle in the interests Works, Blairgowrie . A statement of affairs was submitted ,

of his patron and client-- the bankrupt. Hegoes about among showing liabilities to the extent of £30 ,600, and assets to about

the creditors, and speaks in his professional, confidential, and £10 ,900 ; and an apparent dividend of 6s. 10d . in the pound,

friendly capacity of the favourable prospects of the estate if No offer of composition was made, as it had been anticipated

the meeting can go off quietly , still more if a few Christian that the estate would have turned out better. A committee

was appointed to make an investigation , and to report to awords of sympathy can be bestowed on the unfortunate victim

of circumstances wholly beyond his control and on his in future meeting.

teresting wife and amiable family . If at all an expert in his A . COLLIE & Co. - On Monday, the adjourned meeting of
vocation , he plays off one creditor against another. His lively | the creditors of Messrs. Alexander Collie and Company was
imagination and his natural zeal for a prolonged liquidation | held at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon - street, and, as on
enable him to exalt neutral answers into promises of strong the previous occasion , Mr. Smith (of the firm of Travers ,
support, and the case is either very bad indeed or very badly Smith , and Co., solicitors to the London and Westminster
managed if themeeting of creditors does not end in leaving Bank) presided . There was a very small attendance. Mr.
the whole affair - assets , liabilities , dividend, and bankrupt’s Hollams (solicitor to Messrs. Collie ) said the meeting was pro
allowance — to the eminent A . B . and his patron and client, forma, as he stated would be the case last Wednesday, and
the debtor, under the guise of a private winding-up . And so they did not propose to put forward any resolution , as itwould
practically the whole thing disappears into the pigeon holes have no legal effect if they were to do so. The chairman then
and pocket of the eminent A . B ., and rapidly becomes one of briefly remarked that the proceedings for private liquidation
those mythicalmysteries to inquire into which is at once both were atan end. Proceedings, however, would be taken with the
profane and useless , a mystery also supported very much on view of making these debtors bankrupt.
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LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEÉ IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH.

J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

W . H . TURNER (PODSET). - The first meeting under this
bankruptcy was held at the County Court, Bradford, on the
3rd inst. Mr. Alexander Atkinson , of Bradford, public
accountant, was appointed trustee , with Messrs. Terry and
Robinson as solicitors to the trustee.

SHAND & Co . - At a meeting, on Thursday, of the creditors
of Messrs. Shand and Co ., in the East India trade, who failed

on the 17th ult., the liabilities were stated at £341,980, and
assets at only £38,368, thus showing a deficiency of £303,612 ,
The accommodation bills in connection with Collie and Co.

amount to about £207,000, and the creditors generally assented

to the estate being wound -up in bankruptcy.
E . CORRY. – At an adjourned meeting, on Thursday, of the

creditors of Mr. Edward Corry, in the metal trade, whose
acceptances for Messrs. Fothergill, Hankoy, and Co., amount
to $ 154,709, & resolution was passed to the effect that if the
debtor, who offered 48, in the pound, can make arrangements

by the 1st September to pay a composition of 5s. either wholly
in cash or partly by approved instalments, ranging over å
very limited period, with security, it should be accepted , but
that otherwise the estate should be administered in bank
ruptcy .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort.
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W .C .

FAILURES.

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS!!!
" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick ,theOwl, and the Waverley Pen."
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! TheHindoo Pen.
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic , 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.12.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair- street , Edit.
burgh .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

ENGLAND. - A petition was filed on the 30th inst., in the
Sheffield Bankruptcy Court, in behalf of Mr. Charles W .
Machen , iron and steel merchant, Sheffield , whose liabilities

are estimated at £5 ,000, with assets not yet ascertained . The
failure is reported of Mr. Telo S . Hare , in the cotton trade,
with liabilities amounting to £170 ,000 , the whole of which ,

however is covered excepting about £20,000. The losses con .
Bist of differences on arrival contracts . The Bombay house

represented by Mr. Hare is stated to be unaffected by his
suspension . — The bills have been returned of Messrs. W .
Walker and Co ., ship builders, & c ., of Poplar. Their lia

bilities are estimated at about £50, 000 .
AMERICA. — Messrs . George H . Lane and Co., Boston, had

suspended. - Messrs. E . Nulting and Co., of Indianopolis ,
stove manufacturers, had failed , with liabilities of £40 ,000 ; as
also Mr. Joshua Getshell, of Exeter, New Hampshire, general

dealer ; liabilities £14,000.
The Allgemeine Zeitung states that Franz Hyra, of Pilsea,

one of the largest employers of labour in Bohemia , has called
his creditors together. The liabilities are estimated to amount
to about £150 ,000, and the assets to $206,800. The firm is ,
therefore, solvent, and payment in full by instalments ex.
tending over three years is offered .

APPOINTMENTS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH.

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession, either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , 29 and 3

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAPUTY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . AU sums under £50 repayable

upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque-books supplied. English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made theroon .

Omice Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER - SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven.

street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system ofthe

“ Syndicate " are : - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents , Ground of

Rents . Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels.

Public Houses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

piets. Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract . 3rd . The Collection of Rents and the te

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Lans, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur.

poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agenst. 01 .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities , as well as

merchandize , and every other description of property intendeu forabsolute

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst.

dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The " Syndicate
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertaa

reliably the status of parties , and make inquiries of a private and coull.

dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business ,

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint
ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

Vice-Chancellor Sir Charles Hall has appointed Mr. J .

Thornton official liquidator of the Air Gas Light Company ,
Limited .

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. Frederick
William Sperring, Public Accountant, 26 Philpot Lane, Fen
church Street, E .C ., Official Liquidator of the Ballyclare
Paper Mills Company (Ireland) Limited.

T'he Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. J. J. Saffery
( J . J. Saffery and Company) Official Liquidator of the Borough

of Hackney Newspaper Company, Limited .
Vice-Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr. Edward Gustavus

Clarke (Barnard, Clarke and Co.), and Mr. James Milne, of
Bristol, Official Liquidators (under the order for the voluntary
winding-up) of Morgans and Guard (Limited). His Honour
has also appointed Mr. Edward Gustavus Clarke Official
Liquidator of the Ely Paper Company, Limited .
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OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAV ESEND STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .CVisitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping. DIRECTORS.
FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls . PER WEEK . CHAIRMAN

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU . William Mewburn , Esq.

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA. H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s. Thomas Ball, Esq.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS Walter Griffith , Esq.
for INDIA .

George M . Kiell, Esq .
Works: - London and Birmingham . George Lidgett, Esq.

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y Sir Francis Lycett.
PRESENTS. William Merry, Esq.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE. John Napier, Esq .
FOUNTAINS. Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq .STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,
for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt, S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

$ 2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

: PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tente, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.
TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1, 216 , 115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . 223 ,613vwU ( 1011) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office .

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

WHITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatmentof Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while therequisite resisting power issup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circularmay be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. John WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 6d ., 31s. 6d ,
Postage Free . Double Truss , 3ls. 6d ., 42s ., and 528. 6d . Post:

age free . An Umbilical Truel, 42s., and 52s , 6d . Postage

free. P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,
Piccadilly .

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60 , 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s, each .
Postage free .
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable :

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children, bs. 6d . and 78. 6d . Adults, ios. 6d., 158. 6d ., and 218. each .
Postage free. - JOHN WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

The ONLY AND SPECIAL

“ MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,” II.

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” t.

HOBBS, HART, & CO .
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”
Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the

use of False Keys .

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Siropg -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itsell

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a NEW LOCK and KBY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effccted
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO.,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS.

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which inay save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazetto .
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED.
Registered ander the Companies' Açts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60 ,000 , IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.
£1 on Application , the remainder on Allotment.

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester, Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King -street, Manchester.

WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Esq., Durham Massey, Cheshire .
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester ,
JAMES HASLAM, Esq., M .R .C . V .8 .

JAMES HASLAM , Esq ., Veterinary Surgeon, Manchester.
ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon, Altrincham , SECRETARY.

Cheshire.
BANKERS. ( Pro. tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER .

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street, } OFFICES.

Manchester, and its Branches. (Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

P R O S P E C T U S .

The great wantof a shoe for Horses and other draught animals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery
pavements, and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the
ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwields
iron shoe, and to add to their comfort ), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of borses,

and also by “ The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals."

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied , and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible , and therefore are the most natural substance from which to

form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a fra

and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same,where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier.

Forms of application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN.

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION ,
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 , GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .
London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers

promptly inserted.
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside, Avgust 7, 1876.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. - NEW SERIES. — No. 36 .] SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 1875 . (PRICE 6D .

J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH . •

RECEIVER AND Trustee IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANXUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are
I preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Keversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .
mo ACCOUNTANTS' CLERKS. - Wanted in an

- Accountant's Office an energetic, respectable young man, about 25 to
30 years of age, of good address, who has a thorough practical knowledgo
and experience in making up, auditing, and balancing books and accounts ,

None nced apply who cannot give first - rate references as to character and
ability . Office hours 9 to 7 . Apply by letter only, stating age, salary, and

last employment, to " X . Y . Z .," care of Messrs. Norman and Son , No. 5
Little Britain .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSHI , MILNER,

and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . C .

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND OTHERS. - A fully
1 qualified Chief Clerk desires temporary or other employment. is
skilled in Public Companies ; Landed Estates , and Executors' Accounts ;

Liquidations ; Auditing, Double Entry , & c . : References of the highest

order. - Accountant's Clerk , 141 Hampstead -road , N . W .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E .C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountanty, & General Printers,
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .
Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S .E .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842) , 54 Cannon -street.

TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875 .
The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY (

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed
by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect
fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

MESSRS. PARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS ,

90 LONDON WALL , E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincialand manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

R E S T A U R A N T ;

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOLCKER , late of 13 Idol- lane, City,

Junchcons from thejoints, hotor cold, including vegetables and bread, 1s. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o' cl ck , from the joint,with soup or fish,
vegetables, cheese an I bread , 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock, from 2s. 6d. to 108. Ca.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small partics on the Second Floor.

TOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' Association .

Offices : HALL QUAY CIAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTIE.
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The Jccountant. the law of the realm both statute and common, will

find some difficulty in coming to a correct opinion

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
on the state of the law with reference to imprisonment for

debt. In “ Cobham v . Dalton ," on which we commented
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or last week, the Lords Justices distinctly laid down that

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms | a debtor who was in prison under an attachment by

for payment in advance being : annual subscription
order of the Court of Chancery for non -payment

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable of money, was entitled to his release if he had been

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C ., adjudicated a bankrupt, and was protected from any

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also | further proceedings till he had obtained his discharge. In

be addressed. Literary communications should be that case, their Lordships apparently considered that
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

imprisonmentwas an unpleasantly severe remedy, put in
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to action by a creditor for the purpose of obtaining payment

forward their copy as early in the week as possible . of his debt, and disregarded the failure to obey the

TO ADVERTISERS.
express directions of the Court of Chancery. The

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver-
point has, however, arisen again , and the great
point.

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an principle which was to serve as a beacon to all future
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed debtors and creditors alike, has been somewhat shaken

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the 1 by the decision in Deere's case, which we report this

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success week. Mr. Deere was ordered to pay money which

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes
he had received in his capacity as an attorney. This

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha | he failed to do, and a rule for attachment being

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium obtained , he was committed to prison . Previously

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and tlie ap to this Deere had become bankrupt, and on the

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, authority of “ Dalton v . Cobham ," he claimed to
Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; be released. The Lords Justices , however, held

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant that the only power they had to order his release

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser was under the 13th section of the Bankruptcy

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re Act, which gives a discretionary power to the Court

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday. to restrain legal process against the debtor ; and

N . B . -- Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith that they ought not to interfere with the process of

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End another tribunal.

Newsvendors. It is not easy to distinguish the two cases from each

TO SUBSCRIBERS
other, except that in the first instance the Lords

In consequence of numerous applications from sub
Justices sat to review the decision of the Master of the

scribers , the proprietor has made arrangements for the Rolls , and in the second instance to review a decision
supply of CASES for holding and preserving the of the Court of Bankruptcy. But the circumstances of
Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ) , the two cases are so similar, and the reasoning of the

with clastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on Judges in one of them so applicable to the other , that

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d , each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra . Post Office the distinction is a matter of the most extreme refine

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch . ment. Both prisoners made default in payment, ander

street, London , E . C .

Act, and between which no difference is made ; both be

came bankrupt after the order was made, and before

attachment issued ; andboth were imprisoned in obedience

AUGUST 14, 1875 . to themandate of a Court of competent jurisdiction , - --

Mr. Dalton by the Court of Chancery, and Mr. Deere

The world in general, which , by a cheerful legal by the Court of Exchequer. Yet Mr. Dalton is dis.

fictior , is supposed to be acquainted with the whole of charged from custody bocause his arrest is illegal, while

The Accountant.
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ous,

Mr. Deere is detained in prison because, though instalment, which he did . The trustee under the

apparently his arrest is illegal, the Court of second liquidation claimed the goods from Anthony

Bankruptcy will not exercise a discretionary Robinson , and this claim the Judge decided to be well

power of ordering his discharge. We can under founded. It was, he said , necessary to communicato

stand the Lords Justices ordering the discharge the whole of the terms to the creditors, and obtain

of a prisoner committed by the Master of the Rolls , on their assent to the arrangement. Till the composition

the ground that the committal was not justified by the had been accepted , the goods were not the debtor's

facts, and hesitating to question the propriety of a to pledgo ; and, unless the express permission of every

judgment of a Common Law Court, though they creditor was obtained, it was the duty of the regis
might be less particular in the case of a judge trar to refuse to register the resolution, as being

whose decisions they may have constantly to consider . | ultra vires. Withont pushing the doctrine laid down to

But Mr. Dalton 's discharge was ordered , not because its extreme limits , which , we must candidly say, in our

his committal was not warranted by his default, but humble judgment,Mr. Danielseemsto do,we agree with

because his arrest was not warranted by any direction the rule that creditors ought to be informed of the

in the Bankruptcy or Debtors ' Acts. Surely, if this transaction. There may be many considerations which

was so , Mr. Deere's arrest was equally wrong. would make such proceedings both advantageous and

However this conflict of opinion may be settled , the valid . Composition is either an act of mercy to the

last of the long vacations must press hardly upon | debtor, or it is considered as a means of saving the

Mr. Deere, who may consider himself as born under sumswhich would otherwise be swallowed up in ex

an unlucky star,and while considering the old aphorism , penses ; and a smaller dividend which is speedy and

“ Dat veniam corvis, vexat censurâ columbas," secure, is often preferable to the chances of one which

may also reflect on the inconsistencies of the courts of looms larger through the remote distance. So that if

which he is an officer. a surety chooses to guarantee payment of the whole

or any portion of the composition , and trust to the

assets for repayment if necessary, he is merely doing

The case of Mr. Thomas Mason Robinson , in which what the creditors decline to do for themselves ,

we reported , lastweek , a long and elaborate judgment namely , running the risk of having to liquidate

of Mr. Daniel, is typical of what happens under a | the estate for himself. But the whole matter is,

great many liquidations. Mr. Daniel intimated that after all, a question of the correctness of the accounts.

it was probable that his views would be considered If a large surplus is shown or deduced , friendly credi

by a higher Court ; and with every respect to the | tors can have no right, in reliance on private arrange

opinion of one who is admitted to be one of the ments, to force a composition upon dissentients who

soundest and mostaccurate of our County Court Judges, only want to make the best of their loss . If a large

we should be glad to see a decided rule laid down, deficiency is shown, or the assets are ofdoubtful value,

especially as Mr. Daniel made various observations the surety who guarantees a sum certain in amount,

in giving judgment, which are of great importance. looking to those assets for payment, will find his

The pointmay be very simply stated. Robinson filed offer accepted . While we do not hold with Mr.

a petition for liquidation, and at the first meeting of Daniel's sweeping censure on the plan, we quite agree

creditors a composition was accepted , payable in three in with his views as to the propriety of the most thorough

stalments , the payment of the last being guaranteed by a frankness and openness in stating the nature of the

third party, Mr. Anthony Robinson . Previous to giving | arrangement to the creditors .

this guarantee, Anthony Robinson obtained certain goods

from the debtor which heheld as security , with theunder

standing that he was at full liberty to sell these,if neces Receivers are often a race of persons who, like

sary, and recoup himself anymoneys he might be called | officials generally, have a strong tendency to enlarge

upon to pay under the guarantee . The first instalment the scope of their proper functions. A receiver, whose

was paid ; but just after the second became due , the duty is simply to receive rents and duly account for

debtor filed a fresh petition for liquidation , and them to the Court of Chancery, not unfrequently gets

Anthony Robinson was called upon to pay the third into trouble because he has taken too large a view of
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his duties, and exercised the power of a manager. Correspondence.
Chief Judge Bacon has recently had an opportunity of

considering this point in the case of “ Ex parte CREDITORS AND THEIR GRIEVANCES.

Gordon - Re Gomersall," and both judgment and To the Editor of the Accountant.

arguments were chronicled in our columns of last SIR , - It is not very long since a rather sensational
week . The crimes of Mr. Joseph Dobson Good, an | letter, signed “ Unfortunate Creditors," appeared in the

columns of a prominent daily paper . In justice to the
accountant of Dewsbury, who was appointed receiver class of businessmen which your Journal so ably repre

and manager ofMessrs. Gomersall's estate , were not of sents, I think it would not be out of place if you were to

a very heinous nature . He had employed the
give publicity to the proceedings at a meeting of creditors

which was held a few days ago in the City. Every

debtors at a salary, to assist him in carrying creditor had in the first place received due and proper

on the business , without seeking the sanction of either notice of the day and hour of meeting. The estate,

Court or creditors ; and he had paid certain sums of
although certainly not a very large one, was of sufficient

importance to several creditors on the list to call for per
money to valuers. Possibly, as a receiver, pure and sonal attendance ; yet what was the result ? Three

simple, he had no right to do this , and ought to have
solicitors, armed with their respective bundles of proxies,

were the sole constituents of the “ meeting," and as they
contented himself with simply collecting such debts as were “ friendly ," there was, consequently, neither oppo

he could , but both as a matter of law , and a matter of sition nor discussion , and it may be presumed no more

fact, he was amply justified in his proceedings. He
formality than was necessary to engender a lucrative

amount of litigation. It appears most ridiculous and
was appointed receiver and manager , and consequently absurd for the public to raise an outcry about themanner

his authority was as great as that of the ordinary in which liquidations, compositions, or arrangements are

manager of a concern. And it must be noticed that
carried out, when no one individual will trouble himself to

look after his own affairs ; and it would , perhaps,not be
the rules as to the duties of receiver obviously use the out of the way to suggest that future epistolary contri

term as synonymous with that of manager ; " receiver butions to the press should bear signaturesof an applicable

nature. In instances similar to the one I have quoted
or manager” may be either read as “ receiver above, and which tallies, doubtless, with very many other

and manager,” in obedience to a well cases, I would suggest to complaining " unfortunate ".

known rule of judicial construction, or the last
Creditors the advisability , for consistency sake, of

| qualifying themselves in a slightly more accurate manner ;

designation may be considered as extending the defi and I have not the least doubt that an analytic test would

nition laid down by the first. And further, the Chief tend greatly to diminish the list of the self-named

Judgo explained very clearly the construction to be
“ Unfortunate," and to swell the list of " Indifferent "

Creditors to no inconsiderable extent.
placed on the rules. It had been argued that nothing

was said as to the duties of a receiver appointed by the

Court,though there were sufficiently clear directions as

to what had to be done by a receiver appointed by the WINDING -UP. - A petition for the winding-up of the Wedg.

creditors. This somewhat fine-drawn argument wood Coal and Iron Company , Limited , is to be heard before

Vice-Chancellor Malins on the first petition day in Michaelmas
was overruled as summarily as it deserved. Terin .

The creditors may nominate a receiver, if the THE MIDSUMMER BALANCE -SHEET. - The account of the

Court has not done so ; and it was certain that if the
public income and expenditure of the United Kingdom in the

year ending the 30th of June, 1875, shows that the income
creditors had nominated Mr. Good , nothing could have received from taxes - viz., Customsand Excise Duties, stamps,

been said of his proceedings. If the debtors had been
and land, house, and Income-tax - amounted to £64,032,000 ;

from the Post Office, £5 ,888 ,000 ; telegraph service, £1,032,000;

obstinate and refused to acknowledge his authority, the Crown lands, £385 ,000 ; miscellaneous, £4,091,013 - making

Court would have confirmed him in his post, and no the total income £75 ,516 ,013. The expenditure comprised

£27 ,113, 227 for interest on the National Debt : £15,044,619

question could then have arisen. What the Chief | for the Army, including the Purchase Commission ; £125 ,000

Judge held was, that there was really no distinction Ashantee Expedition Vote of credit ; £10 ,860,404 for the

Navy ; £13,383,002 for Civil Services ; £2,660,510 Customs
between the various modes of nomination as regards and Inland Revenue Departments (cost of collection ;

the dutios of the office, and this construction is most £2,957,575 Post-Office ; £951,000 packet service ; £1, 198,065
telegraph service - making a total expenditure of £74. 293, 152,

certainly the sound one. or £1,222,581 less than the income. A sum of £600,000 was

also raised in the year for expenditure on fortifications and

localisation of the military forces. This sum , however, was
Petitions have been presented to the Court of Chancery a charge upon the year's income, butwas raised by the creation

for the winding-up of the British Guardian Life Assurance of annuities amounting to £68,595, terminating in 1885 , and

Company, Limited , and British , Colonial, and Foreign Pro which will appear from year to year among the items of clo

perty Insurance Corporation , Limited .
penditure .

Yours , x .
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COURT OF CHANCERY. liquidation , and on the 13th execution was levied by the Sheriff

upon his goods. A receiver was then appointed , and an in

August 5 .
junction obtained restraining further proceedings under the
execution , and at the first meeting, on the 26th of May, the

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES of Appeal.) creditors passed a resolution , which was afterwards confirmed ,

IN RE DEERE. — This was a case of some importance with accepting a composition of 78 . 6d . in the pound , payable by

instalments. After the registration of the resolution the
regard to the power of the Court of Bankruptcy to discharge execution creditors obtained an order from the Judge of the
from custody a person who has been committed to prison by Liverpool County Court dissolving the injunction , thus leaving
one of the Courts of Common Law for non -payment ofmoney them at liberty to proceed with their execution . On appeal by

which he had received while acting in the character of at
the debtor to the Chief Judge this decision was affirmed .

torney and solicitor. This is one of the debts which is ex
The debtor appealed . Mr. Little , Q . C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight

cepted from the general abolition of imprisonment for debt,
were heard in support of the appeal; Mr. De Gex, Q . C ., and

which was effected by the Debtors' Act, 1869. On the 11th
Mr. F . 0 . Crump, for the execution creditors , were not called

of November, 1874, an order was made by Baron Amphlett
on. Lord Justice James was of opinion that the decision of

that Mr. J . M . Deere, an attorney, should forthwith pay to
the Chief Judge was quite right. In order to take away any

Mr. T . Forgham a sum of £48 12s. which Deere had re legal right there must be found express words or plain indi

ceived from him while acting in the capacity of attorney.
cation in the Act. By the law of the land the respondents

The money was not paid , and the order was afterwards
had obtained a security upon the goods of the debtor. If the

made a rule of Court. On the 13th of February, 1875 ,
proceedings under the petition had resulted in a bankruptcy

Deere was adjudicated a bankrupt. In Easter Term , 1875 ,
or a liquidation by arrangement, no doubt this right would

a rule nisi for an attachmentwas obtained against him for
have been lost , because the goods would have ceased to be

non -compliance with the order, and this rule was, before
those of the debtor, and would have becomethe goods of the

the end of the Term , made absolute by the Court of Ex
trustee. But in the case of a composition , the goods never

chequer. On the 24th of July Deere was arrested and lodged
ceased to be the goods of the debtor, as against whom there

in the Surrey county gaol. He applied to Baron Cleasby
was a binding security upon them . It was said that the other

at Chambers to order his discharge, but the learned Judge
creditors had power under the Act to make the respondents

refused to interfere with an order made by the Full Court.
accept the composition for their debt, and therefore they had

Mr. Deere then applied to the Court of Bankruptcy . His
also a right to affect their security for the debt. That would

application was refused by Mr. Registrar Murray, acting as
be monstrously unjust. Then it was said that it was a mere

Chief Judge, and from this refusal Mr. Deere now appealed.
matter of words ; that bankruptcy, liquidation and composi

Mr. E . C . Willis and Mr. R . G . Glenn, for the appellant,
tion were really the same thing, and that in bankruptcy or

contended that the Court of Bankruptcy had power, under
liquidation this security would have been destroyed. But that

Section 13 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, to order his release
only resulted from the power which the creditors would have

from custody . The attachment was really in the nature of
had to compel the respondents to take their rateable share of

a civil process to enforce payment of the debt, and in a case
the assets; it did not follow that they could destroy the

of that kind a bankrupt was, according to the decision of this
security and make the respondents accept what they thought

Court in “ Cobham v . Dalton ," not liable to arrest during the
it fair to take from the debtor. The decision of the Chief

pendency of the bankruptcy. Mr. Moulton , for the creditor,
Judge was right, and the appeal must be dismissed with costs .

contended that the attachment order was made by the Court of
Lord Justice Mellish was of the same opinion . There were

Exchequer in the exercise of a quasi -criminal jurisdiction over
no words in the Act to take away the security which the re

its own officer. The payment of themoney would not entitle
spondents had obtained against the debtor. In bankruptcy or

the bankrupt to his release as a matter of course, as in the
liquidation it would have been taken away by the relation
back of the title of the trustee. There was no such relation

case of a writ of ca . sa ., but he would have to make an appli
cation to a Judge in Chambers. At any rate, this Court had

back in a case of composition . Section 126 of the Act said

a discretion under Section 13, and would leave the question to
that the provisions of the composition should be binding on

be decided by the Court of Exchequer. Mr. E . C . Willis was
all the creditors whose names and addresses and the amount

heard in reply . Lord Justice James was of opinion that this
of whose debts were shown in the debtor's statement. But

that could not mean that it should be binding so as to destroy
being the case of an attachment issued by a Court of com .

any security which a creditor might have. In bankruptcy or
petent jurisdiction against its own officer, the Court of Bank liquidation any security obtained before the act of bankruptcy

ruptcy, in the exercise of the discretion given to it by Section

13 , ought not to interfere with the process of the other Court.
would remain untouched. In the case of composition there

There was nothing to prevent the appellant from suing out a
was nothing to distinguish between a security obtained before

the filing of the petition and one obtained between the filing
writ of habeas corpus. Under the circumstances, this Court of the petition and the first meeting of the creditors. In the

ought not to go into the merits of the case. Lord Justice present case , at the time the first meeting was held , the goods
Mellish was of the same opinion . If the Court of Bankruptcy

were bound, as against the debtor, and there was nothing in

had any jurisdiction in the matter it was under Section 13,
the Act to affect the right so acquired.

and the exercise of that jurisdiction was discretionary . It

was not right that this Court should decide the question

whether the attachment was merely for the purpose of en

forcing paymentof the money, or whether it was also by way

of punishment. This question ought to be decided by the
ALLEGED FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. - At Worship -street

Court which made the order.
police-court on Wednesday, August 4th , Henry Webb , a china
and glass dealer , of Brushfield -street, Norton Folgate, who

EX PARTE JONES — IN RE JONES. - This was an appeal from a has been several times before the court on a charge of neg

recent decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy. It involved
lecting to deliver up the whole of his estate to the trustees of
his liquidation for the benefit of his creditors, appeared for

a question of some nicety in regard to the rights of execution further examination . Mr. Besley was for the prosecution ;
creditors in cases of composition . On the 8th of May, I Mr. Montagu Williams for the defence. The case was re
Messrs. Sabel recovered a judgment against the debtor, al ported in the Accountant of July 31st, and the depositions
trader, for £55 10s., and on the 10th execution was issued being now concluded , the defendant was fully committed for
upon the judgment and lodged with the Sheriff. On the same trial to the Old Bailey . Bail was allowed - two sureties of £10

day, at an earlier hour, the debtor had filed a petition for each , and the defendant himself in £80.
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EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . On the 10th of June a petition was presented by Mr. Green
hough to wind -up the society. On the 13th and 14th of the
samemonth the usual statutory notices were inserted ; on the

August 9 . 12th of January , 1872, the actualorderwasmade. Nevertheless,

(Before Mr. F . S . REILLY.)
on the 3rd of July , 1871, a chequo for £532 10s. was handed

over to Messrs. Thomas and Hollams, the legal representa
This was the first sitting under the new Act relating to this tives of the bank , on receiving which they handed over to the

arbitration . On taking his seat thelearned Arbitrator said : society the original policy on the life of the assured. He
“ Mr. Higgins, in taking this seat, in succession to eminent contended , therefore, that at the time of receiving the

Judges , I rely much on the assistance of my brethren at the cheque in question Messrs . Thomas and Hollamswere well

Bar. It is also a satisfaction to me to know that a part of the aware of the presentation of the petition , and so likewise

new arrangementsmade bythe Legislature - one withoutwhich , were the Munster Bank ; and as a consequence , he urged,
indeed , I should not be placed here - is that the parties and that the payment in question having been made after the

myself will have the benefit of appeal.” commencement of the proceedings for winding-up the society,

NASA , MIDDLEMIST,AND MURIEL'S CASE . - This was a question was a void disposition of the funds of the society under the

as to whether Messrs. Nash, Middlemist, and Muriel are liable 153d section of the Companies' Act, 1862, and the sum ought
to a call as contributories to a company called “ The English to be refunded by the Munster Bank to the society. He
Widows Fund and General Life Assurance Association .” The illustrated his contention by observing that the payment
point in dispute related to the constitution and state of the referred to had no more force in law than would such a
company, and to the peculiar circumstances attending its payment if made now from the assets of the society. Mr.

amalgamation with the British Nation Life Assurance Associa Martin , Q .C . M .P ., for the bank, submitted that the bank

tion . Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Romer appeared for received themoney in a bona fide dealing with the society, and
the joint official liquidator ; Mr. DeGex, Q .C ., and Mr. Horton without receiving notice of the presentation of the petition ;
Smith for Messrs . Nash , Middlemist, and Muriel. The Arbi that the bank , upon the faith of the payment, gave the
trator reserved judgment. person assured under the policy credit ; that if any body
CHARLES Taylon 's Case . — The question for consideration was to be applied to for payment, that person must be the

was whether the executors of the late Mr. Charles Kemp assured rather than the bank. Then , as regarded the
Taylor, of Stockport , ought to be placed on the list of con polioy itself, that was one taken out in the associated con .
tributories to the European Assurance Society. Miss Ann panies, not the European Society proper, and there was
Bowden held 200 shares in the Society, and on her marriage nothing to show that the latter could not pay the money as
with Mr. Taylor, in 1861, no marriage settlementwas executed . executive trustees for the British Nation , considering the
After Mr. Taylor' s death in 1864 , both the widow and the manner in which the directors carried on the business;
executors claimed the shares. Ultimately , in August, 1865 , | tbat, in short, the money was paid in the ordinary course
the executors waived their claim to the shares, and also gave of business, and the fact of the payment must be recog.
up to Mrs. Taylor a dividend that they had received in nised and sanctioned as the satisfaction of a debt, without
January, 1865 . Subsequently the Society paid all dividends to in any way contravening the 153d section of the Companies'
Mrs. Taylor. Now that tho Society is being wound -up, the Acts, and the amount ought not therefore to be refunded.
official liquidator seeks to place the executors on the list of Mr. Martin further urged that the bank were persons claiming
contributories, either jointly with or instead of Mrs. Taylor. as mortgagees or as the assignees of the assured , and were
Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Romer appeared for the mere outside creditors paid in the ordinary course of business.
joint official liquidator ; Mr. Ilbert for the executors. He denied that statutory advertisements had been held in the

LAKE 's CASE. - Mr. Warmington applied on behalf of the arbitration to fix the party affected with knowledge of the
trustecs in bankruptcy of Mr. Henry Lake, formerly the pendency of a petition to wind -up, and quoted in support of
general manager of the European Assurance Society, to be his contention extracts from the judgment of Lord Westbury,
paid the sum of £350 , in respect of services rendered in the who had declared that he would not take away from persons
liquidation of the British Nation Fire Insurance Company. what they had honestly received , and in the case of his (Mr.

Martin's) clients he asserted that they had received the money
paid for all his services by the very large stipend he received without á suspicion or any notion that the directors had not
from the European Assurance Society, with which the British full power to pay, and it was clear the directors were carrying
Nation Fire Insurance Company had become amalgamated . on the business of the society in a legitimate manner, and
Mr. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer appeared for the had full power to do so. With regard to costs of resisting the
European Assurance Society. In this case, also, judginont present application , it certainly was not a case for costs to be
was reserved . given against the bank , in the event of the decision going

against them ; but as it was a representative case , the costs

August 10.
oughtto come out of the estate of thearbitration . - Mr. Higgins,
Q .C ., in reply, contended that under the 153rd section of the

(Before Mr. F . S. REILLY .) Companies' Act every payment of money to a creditor after
THE MUNSTER BANK. - Mr. Higgins, Q .C . (with him Mr. the presentation of a petition to wind-up a company was void.

Romer) applied to have a sum of money paid by the European The money was liable to be recovered back if an order bo
Society to the Munster Bank refunded to the former. " The made to wind-up a company on petition , unless there be some
question raised was whether certain payments made after the thing special in the case which might induce the Court to say
presentation of the petition , on which an order was made to that under all the circumstances it would be inequitable to
wind -up the European Society, were invalid , and whether the apply the section in question to that particular case. His
money was liable to be returned or not. In this case he asked Honour deferred judgment.
that the sum of £532 10s., paid to the bank on the 3rd July, WADE AND FORSHAW 'S CASE . - In this case application
1871, by the society, should be directed to be repaid to the was made that Edward Wade and John Forshaw , of Preston ,
joint official liquidator, on the ground that that amount was should be ordered to repay to the liquidators the sum of £156 ,
paid during the pendency of the petition to wind -up the which was paid to them by the society on the 21st June, 1871,
society, and therefore void under the Companies' Acts. The
claim of the bank on the policy was admitted by the society

| during the pendency of the petition to wind -up. This claim

on the 3rd of February, 1871. The amount, however, re.
was resisted, on the ground that at the time when John

Forshaw received the cheque for the money neither benor
mained unpaid ; and on the 6th of June the holder of the Wade had any notice or knowledge whatever that the potition

policy coinmenced an action in Ireland against the society, had been presented , or that any proceedings were in prostus
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or contemplation for the winding-up of the society, ror of the petition for liquidation , and at the first meeting of creditors a

advertisements. - The Joint Official Liquidator contended that resolution was passed appointing Mr. John Young, accountant,

the publication of the advertisements operated as constructive trustee, and for a liquidation by arrangement. The joint debts

notice to them of the pendency of the petition , whether in and liabilities form a total of £94 ,298 , with assets £12 ,917 ;

fact they were or were not aware of it. That the payment in the separate estates show a surplus, which will be available to

question was made under circumstances which made it & the joint creditors. Messrs. Hollams, Son , and Coward sup

void disposition of the property of the society , or else was ported the application . It appeared that through an inad :
an undue preference to a particular creditor under tho 164th vertence, creditors to the amount of £1,513 had not received

section of the Companies' Act. notice of the first moeting , but none of them opposed the

GOODALL AND LONGFIELD 'S CASE . - This was a similar case to registration , and the necessary majority was not affected by

the one preceding. Application was made that Charles the omission . Mr. Registrar Hazlitt allowed the resolution to

Goodall and Joseph Longfield , of Leeds, be ordered to repay be registered.
£208 138. 2d . to the liquidators, which was paid to them on
the 5th July , 1871, during the pendency of the petition to

marriage settlement, and had handed it over to the beneficiare BRISTOL COUNTY COURT.

under the will of the assured. They urged that they were not

liable to refund , because itwas a bonâ fide transaction ,and was August 6 .
completed six months before the date of the order to wind-up ;
that if there was a right to recover, steps ought to be taken

(Before R . A . FISHER, Esq., Judge.)

against the widow , the person to whom it was paid in pur. Re Thomas Davies OF MERTHYR TYDVIL, DECEASED. - An
suance of the trusts of the settlement referred to . application was made to the court on the 19th ult., by Mr.

There were other cases of a like character, where similar Norris, counsel on behalf of the Comptroller in Bankruptcy ,
applications were made for a refund of money ; after hearing

the arguments in which his Honour said he should reserve his for an order directing Mr. John Parsons of Bristol,the trustee

judgment. under this bankruptcy, to carry back to the credit of the

The sittings were then adjourned sine die. estate the sum of £15, which hehad paid to the members of

the committee of inspection as a remuneration for their ser

vices , and which the comptroller had disallowed in the

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. trustee's accounts as an improper payment. His Honour now

delivered judgment, in the course of which he fully reviewed

the arguments of the learned counsel, and the bearing of the

August 7. Act of 1869 upon the question at issue. It appears that the

(BeforeMr. RegistrarMURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
trustee, in making thepayment, had relied on a resolution of

creditors by which the amount was voted to the committee ;
IN RE W . WALKER & Co. - The debtors, William Walker , but Mr. Norris , on behalf of the comptroller, contended that

Christopher Crouch , and B . Magnus Lindwall, trading in co - it was not within the power of a majority of creditors to pass

partnership as shipbuilders and engineers, under the firm of a resolution dealing with the property of the bankrupt, except

W . Walker and Co., have presented a petition for liquidation , as permitted by the Act of Parliament. The judge took this

their liabilities being estimated at about £130,000, and assets view of the matter, and decided that as section 14 of the Act
£70,000. Upon the application of Mr. Finlay Knight, his declared that the bankrupt's property should be divisible

Honour appointed Mr. Coker, accountant, Cheapside, receiver amongst his creditors in proportion to the debts proved by

and manager of the estate . An interim injunction , staying them under the bankruptcy , it was not competent for the

further proceedings in several actions, was also granted. creditors to deal with that property in any other manner

unless expressly provided . By the same section power was

August 10.
given to the creditors, upon appointing a trustee , to determine

what remuneration he should receive for his services , butwith
(Before Mr Registrar MURRAY.) regard to the appointment of the committee of inspection the

IN RE KILBURN AND KERSHAW . - The bankrupts, Messrs. section was silent as to remuneration, thereby indicating the

Henry Ward Kilburn and William Kershaw , were silk and intention of the legislature that they should not receive any
piece goods brokers, carrying on business at 28 St.Mary-axe. payment for their services, but that the oflice should be purely
At a first meeting of creditors now held debts to a considerable honorary . In fact, the position of a member of a committee of
amount were proved, and Mr. W . Turquand , accountant, was inspection was somewhat analogous to that of a trade or
appointed trustee, to act with a committee of inspection con creditors' assignee under former Bankruptcy Acts, who was
sisting ofMessrs. Arthur L . Beart,41 Lothbury, and Andrew do never allowed to derive any remuneration for performing the
Metz , 25 Throgmorton -street. A statement of affairs returns duties pertaining to that office. His Honour also pointed out
debts of £201,476 , of which £67,567 is due to unsecured that an ordinary trustee of property has no claim or title to
creditors, with assets £6,577. Messrs. Amory, Travers & Co., payment for personal services . Under these circumstances ,
solicitors, and Messrs. Ashurst, Morris , & Co. took part in the his Honour was of opinion that the trustee could not resist the

proceedings. application of the comptroller, he should therefore direct him

to credit the estate with the amount; but as there was no
mala fides on the part of the trusteo, he should order the

August 11. costs of the comptroller to be paid out of the estate. Judg.

MR. REGISTRAR MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge, disposed of
mont accordingly .

a list of petitions and debtors' summonses.

( Before Nr. Registrar Hazlitt.) COURT OF CAANCERY .-- According to a Parliamentary paper
IN RE HENRY ADAMSON AND Sons. -- This case was brought I just issued , the receipts from dividends by the Court of

under notice upon an application to register a resolution of Chancery and from other sources amounted in the year ender!
creditors. The debtors , Messrs. Henry Adamson , jun ., and the 31st of March last to £242,613 6s. 8d., and a " deficiency "
John Saunders Adamson , were shipowners , and ship and of £50 ,143 15s. 20., making £292, 157 1s. 100 . In the pre
insurance brokers, carrying on business at 75 Mark -lane, under ceding year the amount was £289,362 78. 9d. The net
the style of Henry Adamson and Sons. They recently filed a deficiency in the two years was £4 ,957 15s. 6d.
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LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. and Co., accountants,) and Mr. William Powell, bill broker ,

of Leeds, an opportunity to show cause why an action com

menced against them to recover possession of a life policy for

Aug. 7 . £50 ) should not be heard before a jury. Mr. Beswick was,

(Before Mr. COLLIER, Judge.)
until recently , trustee under the bankruptcy of one Jacob

Stead , and as such trustee he became possessed , on behalf of

IN RE AUGUSTUS TAPPENBECK & Co . - This was a motion of the estate , of a policy for £500 on Stead 's life . This, it is

importance in a commercial point of view . Augustus alleged , he sold to Powell, a relation of his , for £43 , with the

Tappenbeck traded at Para , in partnership with Messrs. object of benefitting himself and Powell, and not for the good

Schramm and Christiansen , under the style of Augustus of the creditors. Stead afterwards died ; Mr. Beswick was re

Chistiansen and Co., and in Liverpool with Mr. Christiansen moved from the trusteeship , and the present proceedings were

under the style of Augustus Tappenbeck and Co . commenced by his successor, the present trustee. Mr. T . E .

The Para firm made shipments to the Liverpool West and Mr. T . Atkinson , barristers (instructed by Mr.

firm , and to provide funds therefor drew bills on the Rhodes, of Halifax), now represented the trustee ; Mr. Shaw ,

Liverpool firm and sold them at Para , advising the Liverpool barrister (instructed by Mr. Charles Whiteley , of Leeds) , ap

firm of such drafts . The bills of lading of goods shipped peared for Mr. Powell ; and Mr. Lawrence Gane, barrister (in

were made out to the order of the Liverpool firm ,who insured structed by Mr. Pullan , of Leeds) ,was counsel for Mr. Beswick,

on their own account and paid freight. From time to - Mr. Gane stated that when Mr. Beswick was examined on

time, as goods were shipped, statements were sent by the 1st July before Mr. Registrar Rankin, he appeared without

the Para firm to the Liverpool firm , debiting the counsel, and a number of questions were put to him by Mr.

latter with amounts of invoices, and crediting them with West, - questions which the learned counsel shaped , and to

drafts , or parts of drafts , to an amount equal to the amount which , of course , the witness had to give a brief and somewhat

of the invoices, and in this way purporting to appropriate direct answer. Supposing he had had a legal representative,

certain invoices to certain drafts . Both the Liverpool and the | some of the questions might have been objected to in the first

Para firms, about twelve months ago , became insolvent and place ; and in the second place,had hehad more time, and not

are now in liquidation , and the question before the court was been hurried on from question to question , he would have

whether shipments which had been received by the Liverpool given in many respects answers which , whilst being perfectly

firm before failure, and subsequently by their trustee in the truthful, would have put a different complexion on the case than

liquidation , and which had realised £10 ,133 7s. 3d ., were that occasioned by his replies to the skilfully. framed questions

applicable to the discharge of the outstanding drafts, of Mr. West. Hewas taken over all the transactions without

amounting to £11,180 15s. 9d., or whether the proceeds of his papers, and had to rely on his memory to a great extent,

such shipments should be treated as part of the general assets and reports got into the newspapers ; it appeared in one caso

of the Liverpool firm . The question , in fact, was whether at very great length ; in another case it was briefer, butwas

there had been a specific appropriation of these shipments decidedly incorrect. The case being a Halifax case , and the

against the drafts. Somemonths ago the trusted applied to parties Halifax men , it had been the topic of conversation ,

the court for directions as to the application of the proceeds and Mr. Beswick had been unfairly represented . For more

of the shipments , but in the absence of several of the parties than four weeks there had been before the public, in the

interested it declined to give any directions, and the motion various newspapers which circulated widely in the district, &

now made was on behalf of the liquidators of the Para firm , one-sided statement of affairs, and without imputing bias to

that the proceeds of the shipments be applied in payment of any man , he submitted it was perfectly impossible in a local

the drafts, and thereby to reduce the amount of their lia case like this , where there had been considerable local feeling,

bilities . Itmay bementioned that of the drafts, amounting for men to have their minds entirely unprejudiced . In one

to £11,180 15s. 9d., some had been paid before the Para firm instance the newspaper report was headed Estraordinary

stopped , others by being placed to the credit of holders who Disclosures; ” in another “ Singular Application ," both very

were indebted to the firm , and of those which were not dis attractive sensational titles, which went to show the feeling on

charged in any way some were accepted by the Liverpool the matter. Under the circumstances, it was very improper

firm , and others had not been so accepted . Mr. W . F . the case should be tried by a Halifax jury. Without asking

Robinson , Q . C ., with whom was Mr. Aspland (instructed by his Honour to change the venue, he might say they preferred

Mr. George Rogerson ), appeared for the Para firm , and Mr. to have the case tried by his Honour, as it was impossible the

Herschell, Q . C ., and Mr. Walton (instructed by Messrs. Hull, gentlemen who would compose the jury would be altogether

Stone, and Fletcher) for Mr. Banner, the trustee of the unbiassed . - Mr. Shaw , on behalf of his client, said he did not

Liverpool firm . The arguments of the learned counsel occu deny the plaintiff had a right to take this course ; but there

pied the greater portion of the day, the main contention on was undoubtedly no concurrence to a trial by jury on the part

the one side being that there had been an appropriation of of his client. But he relied on the sole ground that the case

property for a specific purpose, namely to meet the drafts ; could be tried quite as well by his Honour as by any jury. It

and on the other side it was argued that the shipments in therefore rested with his Honour as to whether herequired a jury

question , on being drawn against, becamethe property of the to try it. - Mr. West replied , contending that what took place

Liverpool firm , and the course of business between the two before the registrar had nothing to do with the case . As to

firmswas such as to negative the assumption that there had Mr. Beswick not having his books and papers with him , the

been any specific appropriation of any particular shipments. question was put to him , and he said , “ They belong to Beswick

Numerous authorities on the point were cited , and the learned and Co . ; I am not a partner, and I have no power to bring

judge, at the conclusion of the arguments, said he should them .” Then as to the newspaper reports, what had ap

reserve his judgment. peared there was the statement of Mr. Beswick himself - the

case as it was then shaped by him - and if any one had been
prejudiced it was in favour of his side. True, Mr. Beswick

HALIFAX COUNTY COURT. was unrepresented by counsel, but the registrar was present,

and any one who knew him would know that he was not the

man to allow any unfair question to be asked . With regard to

August 7 . its being a Halifax question , could it be said that out of 70,000

( Before Mr. GIFFARD, Julge.)
people a jury of five would not be better than a jury of five

out of the larger population of Leeds, especially considering
ACTION AS TO A LIFE POLICY. — The judge had fixod to-day for that one of the parties to the case belonged to Leeds. If they

a special sitting, to afford Mr. Robert S . Beswick (of Beswick wished to change the venue to Leeds it would be worse than
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hearing it at Halifax. He admitted there was not the consent for six months, it therefore coming to maturity on March 18th ,

of all parties to the trial by jury ; but he submitted that it 1874 . This, submitted the learned counsel, was a fraud upon

was a proper case for his Honour to exercise his discretion and the creditors of the estate , as the fixtures which should have

require it to be heard by a jury ; because it was a question of gone to meet Hodgson 's liability , and become the property

frand arising out of circumstances, and the best tribunal in of the trustee, were intended to be transferred to Hedley.

such cases was a jury. The Judge : I am disposed to have it The evidence was similar to that previously reported , and the

tried by a jury. After some further discussion on the point, jury , after a few moments consultation, found each prisoner

his Honour decided in favour of the case being tried by a jury. I guilty . The Judge said the three prisoners had been found

A long conversation then ensued as to the issue to be tried, guilty on evidence that left no doubt whatever in thematter,

and it was agreed that the learned counsel should settle that of a very serious crime, which they had carried out with a

among themselves, and submit it to the registrar for approval. degree of persistency which he had seldom seen . The punish

ment must be severe. The prisoners would be sentenced to

twelvemonths' imprisonment each , with hard labour.

" AN ACCOUNTANT” CONSPIRING TO DEFRAUD The Middlesbrough Gazette, referring to the case, says :

CREDITORS. • The prosecution has devolved on Mr. John Braithwaite,

accountant, the trustee appointed to administer Frederick

At the Summer Assizes, York,on Saturday, July 31st,before Hodgson 's estate - a duty which ought to have devolved on a

Mr. Justice Field, James Hedley, 45, George Harper, 38 , John State prosecutor. The case wasbesetby numerous difficulties .

Henry Bennison , 38, and Frederick Hodgson, 31, all on bail,
To begin with , Mr. Braithwaite had only suspicion and John
Gibson 's statement to rely on . According to Gibson 's own

were indicted for unlawfully conspiring together falsely and showing , we are doing him no wrong in saying that that state

fraudulently to obtain certain monies, or securities formoney ,or mentwas a very slender reed indeed on which to rely . Many
divers goods, the property of the creditors of the said Frederick allurements were held out to induce him to draw back ; and if
Hodgson , at Middlesbrough , within six months last past. he had yielded to the strong temptations, the case must
Mr. Maulo , Q . C . and Mr. Skidmore prosecuted ; Mr. Foster necessarily have collapsed . Again , had Mr. Braithwaite been

and Mr. Whitaker defended Hedley, Harper, and Bennison. disinclined to incur the necessary cost of the prosecution , and
The indictments contained seven counts, for various offences undergo the great amount of labour necessary in getting up
under the Bankruptcy Act. Mr. Maule, Q . C ., said the the evidence, the culprits would have escaped scot free, and
defendants were charged by means of a large body of evidence. justice become a laughing stock . It is one of the blots on
After sifting the matter, he had concluded that it would be English jurisprudence, that the State only prosecutes great
scarcely worth while pushing the case against Frederick criminals like the Tichborne Claimant. In this case, the
Hodgson , and his learned counsel would be in a position to Treasury ought to reimburse Mr. Braithwaite for the heavy
ask for his acquittal. If the judge would consent to this outlay hemust have incurred by the two trials at York Assizes."
course, he (Mr. Maule) would proceed with the case, against
the other three defendavts . The judge said he fully approved
of the course thatwas suggested , and Hodgson was acquitted .
Mr. Maule then detailed the circumstances of the case which ALLEGED FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.
was reported in the Accountant of November, 1874 . The

defendants, he said , were connected with Middlesbrough .
Hedleywas an auctioneer, Bennison was “ an accountant," and

At the Birmingham Police Court, on the 9th inst., William

Harper was a collector of Queen 's taxes. An agreement was Dunn (40), brassfounder, of Lorne Cottage, Tenby-street,
drawn up between Hedley and Hodgson , purporting to convey North , was charged on remand with contravening the Debtors
to Hedley all the fixtures at the Ship Inn , in which , at the end Act by not disclosing all his real and personal property to the
of 1873, or the beginning of 1874, Hedley became interested,
first as part owner and latterly as entire owner. Frederick

trustee of his estate,and removing goods with intent to defraud

Hodgson ultimately became a tenant of the Ship Inn . On his creditors. Mr. Rowlands appeared for the prosecution ;

entering upon the property, he purchased from Hedley and and Mr. Parry defended the prisoner, Mr. Rowlands, after

one Imeson , who at the time had a joint interest in it,
mentioning the offences with which the prisoner was charged ,

the fixtures of the house, giving some £184 in pay stated that on the 27th May last prisoner filed a petition in

ment by means of several acceptances of three or four bills, the Birmingham County Court for the liquidation of his affairs

which covered other matters besides that of the fixtures. In by arrangement. Mr. Brown, accountant, of Bennett's Hill,

March and during April there was a bill for £80 running, ac was then appointed receiver to the estate . The first meeting

cepted by Hodgson in favour of Hedley, but at the end of of the creditors was held on the 14th of June, and at that
April Hodgson gave up his tenancy. In May he became insol. meeting prisoner presented a statement of his affairs . It
vent, and filed a petition under the Bankruptcy Act for liqui. appeared that his total liabilities amounted to £329 10s. 4d .,
dation with his creditors. Hedley was one of the latter, and and his assets to £132 7s. The latter consisted of stock at his

was expected to take his chance with the other creditors . premises, 73 Northwood -street, which was valued at
Hedley subsequently admitted that he had a bill of Hodgson 's £119 12s. 6d., and furniture, at his residence, in Tenby -street,
for £80 , and also a collateral security of £80 for the samesum . valued at £12 14s. 6d . He carried on the business of a brass .

On the 17th Juno Mr. Bennison instructed his clerk , named founder in the former street. Mr. Brown, who was elected
Gibson , to prepare the agreement in question to secure the trustee, caused certain premises in Lower Loveday-street to

fixtures at the Ship Inn to Hedley, against the creditors of be watched , and it subsequently transpired that the debtor had
Hodgson 's estate. It was stamped by Hedley, and Hodgson secreted a quantity of goods there, and later on it was also
signed it. It was dated 27th April, 1874. The 18th , the ascertained that he had stowed goods away on premises in the

day following that on which the agreement was completed ,

was fixed for the examination of the witnesses in Hodgson's the trustee, but had not yet been sold . They amounted in

bankruptcy at Stockton . Had Hedley gone into the bank . value to between £60 and £60. Defendant, it appeared, had
ruptcy court as creditor, he might have taken up £5 or £6, removed those goods a few days previous to the filing of his

instead of £80 ; but by being a signee of a substantial security petition , and had not accounted for them to his creditors.

of the fixtures, he got something to cover the whole of his Evidence having been given in support of this statement,

debt, as the fixtures were valued at much more than £80, prisoner was committed to take his trial at the Quarter

which was the amount of a bill drawn September 8th, to run Sessions, bail being accepted in two sureties of £100 each .
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EUROPEAN SOCIETY ARBITRATION ACT. Companies Act 1862, save that it shall be heard and deter
mined by no less than two judges of that court .

An Act (as amended in committee) for amending the European

Assurance Society Arbitration Acts , 1872 and 1873 : arbitrator accordingly subject to the following provisions :

Whereas by the European Society Arbitration Act, 1872 (1 .) As regards any determination or order given or made
(in this Act called the Arbitration Act of 1872) provision is before the passing of this Act an appeal shall not lie there

made for effecting a settlement of the affairs of the European from unless the arbitrator expressly certifies in writing

that by reason of differences between previous decisionsAssurance Society and of other companies by arbitration :
on matters of principle relating to cases of novation or of

And whereas Richard Baron Westbury, the first arbitrator, liability of contributories it is desirable that an appeal be
proceeded in the arbitration , and after his death John Baron brought.

Romilly, the second arbitrator , further proceeded therein , and (2 .) As regards any determination or order given or made

is now deceased :
from except on a matter of principle unless the arbitrator

And whereas in some cases of great importance, asaffecting expressly certifies in writing that an appealmay properly
the liquidations of the companies subject to the arbitration ,

be brought.
the second arbitrator differed in opinion from and varied the
determinations and orders of the first arbitrator, and difficulty (3.) An appeal shall not be heard in any case unless notics
has ensued therefrom in the conduot of the administrative thereof in writing is given to tho party respondent

business of the arbitration : as regards any determination or order given or made

before the passing of this Act within three weeks after theAnd whereas the Arbitration Act of 1872 enacts to the passing of this Act and as regards any determination or

effect that no order of the arbitrator shall be subject to order given ormade after the passing of this Act within
review or appeal in any court of law or equity or elsewhere, three weeks after the same is given or made unless in
and it is expedient that provision for an appeal in certain either case such time is extended by the arbitrator before
cases be now made : or after the expiration of such time.

And whereas it is expedient that the closing of the several
4 . Every appeal shall be on a special case unless in any

liquidations under the arbitration bo expedited and facilitated ,
instance the Court of Appeal in Chancery otherwiseand that for that purpose provision be made for the absolute
directs, and the special case shall be approved and

barring of claim and the final disposal of assets :
certified by the arbitrator, and his detezmination on thesettle

And whereas the Arbitration Act of 1872 enacts to the ment of the case shall be final.

effect that if any arbitrator dies , resigns, or becomes incapable 6 . The rules and practice for the time being applicable to

of acting, or unwilling to act, an arbitrator shall be appointed
appeal under the Companies Act 1862, shall, subject to thein his place by the Lord Chancellor, being a person filling or provisions of this Act, and to any rules or orders of the Court

having filled the office of & Judge in one of the Superior of Appeal in Chancery to the contrary , extend and apply to
Courts of law or equity in the United Kingdom , or being a

appeals under this Act.member of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council :
6 . No appeal shall lie from a determination or order of the

And whereas it is expedient that power be given for the ap Courtof Appeal in Chancery under this Act.

pointment of a person notso qualified :
7 . Where under a determination or order of the arbitrator

And whereas for the purposes aforesaid and for divers con . given or made before the passing of this Act any payment has

sequent and other purposes it is expedient that the provisions been made out of the assets of any company in respect

of the Arbitration Act of 1872 be in various respects enlarged of the claim of any creditor, then notwithstanding any thing

or modified : in this Act the creditor shall not be required under any decision

And whereas the objects aforesaid cannot be effected without of the Court of Appeal in Chancery to repay the money so

paid or any part thereof, but any money payable to the
the authority of Parliament :

creditor out of the assets of any other company in respect of
May it therefore please your Majesty , that itmay be enacted , the same claim shall to the extent of the first-mentioned pav.

and be it enacted by the Queen 's Most Excellent Majesty , by ment be retained against him .
and with the advice and consent of the Lords, spiritual and

8 . Where any question of principle is bronght before the
temporal, and Commons in this present Parliamentassembled ,

and by the authority of the same, as follows :
arbitrator or Court of Appeal for decision the arbitrator and

Court of Appeal may if he or they think fit on application
1 . This Act may be cited as the European Assurance made for that purpose allow any class or olasses of persons

Society Arbitration Act 1875 . having a direct pecuniary interest in such decision to be heard
The European Assurance Society Arbitration Acts 1872 and separately .

1873, and this Act may be cited together as the European
9 . Where goods or chattels are taken or intended to be

Assurance Society Arbitration Acts 1872, 1873, and 1875 , and taken in execution under process issued under the Arbitration
are in this Act referred to together, as the Arbitration Acts . Acts and a claim is inade thereto or to the proceeds or value

2 . This Act as far as may be shall be read and have effect thereof by any person other than the person against whom
as one Act with the European Assurance Society Arbitration process was issued the arbitrator shall have in respect thereof

Acts 1872 and 1873, the like powers authorities and jurisdiction for adjustment of

In this Act the arbitrator means the arbitrator for the time claims and for protection and relief of the sheriff or other
officer and otherwise as the Court of Chancery would have on

being under the Arbitration Acts. . .
a bill of interpleader or bill in the nature thereof duly filed in

3. The Court of Appeal in Chancery shall have jurisdiction that court by competent parties and the like powers authorities

and power to entertain an appeal from any determination or and jurisdiction as a superior court of law or a judge thereof

order of the arbitrator given or made before or after the would have in case the process had been issued out of a

passing of this Act and (subject to the provisions of this Aot) | superior court of law and may direct in what court an issue

to hear and determine the same as if it was brought in the directed shall be prepared and tried and the samemay be tried

course of the appellate jurisdiction of that court under the accordingly .
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10. Sect. 9 of the Arbitration Act of 1872 (conferring on the Lord Chancellor, or one of the Lords Justices of the

arbitrator all the powers, authorities, and jurisdiction vested Court of Appeal in Chancery, by writing under his hand
in or exercisable by the Court of Chancery or a judge thereof from time to time thinks fit to allow .

in coart or at chambers in the liquidation of any of the com (4 .) The provision of the Arbitration Act 1872 relating to
panies scheduled thereto pending at the passing of that Act )

remuneration shall not apply to him , and his remunera
is hereby extended so as to confer on the arbitrator, for the tion shall be such as the Lord Chancellor from time to
purposes of the liquidation of any of the companies subject

timoapproves.
to the arbitration, all powers, authorities , and jurisdiction
vested in or exerciseable by the Court of Chancery or a judge 16 . In proceedings before the Court of Appeal in Chancery

thereof in court or at chambers by or under any statute passed | under this Act, the court may have regard to the power and

or to be passed before or after the passing of the several authority vested in the arbitrator under sect . 8 of the Arbitra

Arbitration Acts or otherwise. tion Act of 1872.

11. The arbitrator may, if he thinks fit , by order, appoint 17. On the Supreme Court of Judicature Act 1873 coming

a day on which claims arising on policies or otherwise in the into operation , all jurisdiction and powers of the Court of
arbitration , and not brought in and proved , shall be barred , Appeal in Chancery under this Act shall be transferred to and

and the same shall by virtue of that order and this Act be vested in Her Majesty ' s Court of Appeal, established by the

absolutely barred accordingly. Supreme Court of Judicature Act 1873 , as amended by any

12. The arbitratormay, if he thinks fit, cause to be paid subsequent Act, and for the purposes of this Act there shali
into the Court of Chancery any sums left unreceived by the be substituted for the Lords Justices of the Court of Appeal

parties entitled thereto by a day appointed by the arbitrator, in Chancery such judges of Her Majesty's Court of Appeal as

including sums of the following kinds (that is to say ) :
the Lord Chancellor from time to time thinks fit by writing

under his hand to designate in that behalf.

(a) Dividends allotted and directed to be paid . 18 . All costs, charges, and expenses preliminary to and of
(6 ) Premiums received in the Court of Chancery on the and incidental to the preparing of applying for obtaining and
termsof being returned in certain events . passing of this Act (including the costs, charges, and ex

(c ) Sums received from contributories for calls and directed penses of Caroline Brooke and Samuel Patterson Evans, being

to be returned to thom . certain of the petitioners against the Bill for this Act) shali

(d) Sums received from contributories for calls and not ro
be paid out of such money, subject to the arbitration as the

quired for discharge of claims, but too small in aggregate
arbitrator direots .

amount to be divided among and returned to the con
tributories.

13. Where any sums are so paid into the Court of Chancery PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.
there shall bo filed in the court, under the direction of the
arbitrator, a list distinguishing the sums paid in and the

of House of LORDS, August 11.
names, addresses, and description of the several persons

entitled thereto , as far as the same have been ascertained in LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' BILL. - On themotion of the Earl of

the arbitration . Donoughmore, their Lordships went into Committee on this

The list shall be conclusive evidence of the title of those Bill, the object of which is to give solicitors and attorneys in
England greater facilities for the recovery of their costs. The

persons to those several sums.
Bill does not apply to Ireland or Scotland. It passed through

The court shall from time to time, on application at cham . Committee, and was reported without amendment,
bers, cause those several sums (subject to payment of any
proper costs or expenses) to be paid out to the persons on

titled thereto, according to the list, or to their respective House of COMMONS, AUGUST 11.

representatives or assigns. SERJEANTS-AT-LAW . - Sir . C . Dilke asked whether, under the

14 . The arbitrator may, if and as far as the provisions of | new Judicature Act, the existence of the degree of Serjeant-at
this Act authorising payment into the Court of Chancery are Law would serve any public purpose ; and whether theGovern
not applicable , or are for any reason not applied, dealwith and menthad considered to whom , in the event of the Serjeants' -inn
dispose of sums left unreceived as aforesaid , and may deal ceasing to be maintained ,the title and property belonged . The

with and dispose of other undistributed assets or sums in such Attorney -General. - In answer to the hon . baronet, I have to

manner as with respect to those several classes of sums or state that, by the Judicature Act of 1873 , it is provided that it

assets he considers most equitable and expedient. shall not be necessary for a Judge of the Supreme Court to
15. Any vacancy in the office of arbitrator happening after possess the qualification of being a Serjeant-at-Law , and that

the passing of this Act may (notwithstanding anything in sect. The new Judicature Actwhich has just passed in no way affects

26 of the Arbitration Act of 1872) be filled by tho appointment the position of a Serjeant-at-Law . Under these circumstances,

by the Lord Chancellor ofa barrister of fifteen years 'standing the question " whether the existence of the degree of Serjeant.

or upwards, and all the provisions of the Arbitration Acts at- Law will serve any public purpose " is one upon which the

relating to the arbitrator shall extend to any person 80 hon . baronet is quite as qualified to form an opinion as I am .

appointed subject to the following exceptions and qualifi.
With reference to his second question , I can only state that,

cations :
60 far as I am aware, the Government have not considered “ to

whom , in the event of Serjeants '- inn ceasing to be maintained,
( 1 .) He may, if he thinks fit, state any question arising the title and property belong ."

on a matter of principle in the arbitration in the form
of a special caso for the opinion of the Court of Appeal

in Chancery .
Mossrs. Spain and Andrewes, accountants, i Gresham .

(2.) The question in a special case so stated by him may be buildings, Basinghall-street, have issued the following :- “ We
heard and determined by any two ormore of the judges beg to inform you that we have admitted as a partner in our
of the Court of Appeal in Chancery. firm Mr. William Augustine Spain (brother of our Senior), who

(3.) His final award shall be made not later than the 31st for sometime past has had an interest in our business. The
Dec., 1876, or within such extended time (if any) as the future style of our firm will be Spain , Andrewes and Spain ."
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SUMMER ASSIZES - DERBY, CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

(Before Mr.WADDY, Q .C .)

James Langstaffe Mountain (on bail), described as an ac .

countant, carrying on business in North Church -street, Shef

field , was indicted for having obtained on the 7th May, from

Benjamin Hall, at Eckington , by means of a false pretence ,

£5 and a pair of boots worth 158., with intent to defraud.

Mr. Buszard prosecuted , and Mr. Barker defended . Mr.

Buszard, in opening the case, said the false pretence alleged

against the prisoner was, that he represented that he was

authorised by a Mr. Bingham to demand from the prosecutor

the payment of a sum of money owing by Hall to Mr. Bing

ham , and in the event of the money not being paid , to take

possession of Hall's goods. Hall was a boot and shoe dealer

at Eckington , and he had become indebted to Mr. G . C . Bing .

ham , a boot and shoe manufacturer, carrying on business at

Nottingham , to a considerable sum for goods supplied. Mr.

Bingham thought it would be desirable to have some security

for themoney, and with a view of obtaining that security, he

called in the assistance of the prisoner, who was carrying on

business at Sheffield as an accountant. The prisoner was for

merly a lawyer' s clerk ; and now acted as a kind of half

persons wanted legal work , theywent to a properly qualified
lawyer, and then they would not place themselves at the mercy
of unscrupulous men , who would take every advantage they
could of their client. However, Mr. Bingham consulted the

prisoner, and by his advice, and with the consent of Hall, a
bill of sale was drawn up on the goods of the latter for the

sum of £133, although the debt owing was only £83. The
bill of sale was executed on the 26th April, and at that
timeMr. Bingham distinctly told the prisoner that he did not
wish it to be put into effect, as he only had it executed for his
own security , and that no steps were to be taken without his
express instructions. The bill of sale was left with the
prisoner to register, and Mr. Bingham gave no instructions

for it to be put in force . On the 7th May, the prisoner ,
accompanied by Mr. Pierson , a solicitor, and a bailiff named

Holmes, produced to Hall a notice, which was to the effect
that he (the prisoner) was authorised by Mr. Bingham to take
and keep possession of Hall' s household furniture and effects ,
secured to Mr. Bingham under a bill of sale . Hall said he

was sure Mr. Bingham would not give such authority, but the
prisoner insisted on his right to enforce a bill of sale , and the
result was, that Hall was induced to give him £5 and a pair of
boots worth 15s. The prisoner said that would satisfy him
for the present, and he would withdraw the bailiff from

possession . On the following day Mr. Bingham heard what
had transpired , and telegraphed to the prisoner asking for an
explanation , but he received no reply . A few days afterwards
he wrote to the prisoner, who replied that he had acted
according to general instructions given him by Mr. Bingham .
A few days afterwards the prisoner sent to Mr. Bingham a bill
of costs, amounting to £18 17s, 6d ., for taking possession at
Hall' s on the 7th May, but in that account he allowed £5 15s.

WILSON AND ARMSTRONG . - At a meeting of the creditors of
Messrs. Wilson and Armstrong, woollen merchants , of Alder
manbury, on Tuesday, the statement of affairs presented
showed £251,538 liabilities, against £57,090 assets. This,
however, does not include the assets and liabilities of the firm
at Hawick , it being contended that the two are distinct. It

was resolved to adjourn for six months, during which the

question as to the real connection between the London and

Hawick firms will, it is believed, be legally decided. Mean
while the estate in Scotland has been sequestrated . The
liabilities in connection with Collie and Co. amount to £60,000,
During the discussion it was stated that the capital of the
firm in April 1864 , amounted to £100,000 , the bulk of which
has been lost in speculative operations in the shares of various
companies.

E . COBRY. – At an adjourned meeting of the creditors

of Mr. Edward Corry, in the metal trade , it was resolved to

accept a composition of 4s. in the pound , payable in a month

from the 23rd instant.

J . O . RACKHAM (YARMOUTH ). - A meeting of the creditors of

John Onesimus Rackham , of Great Yarmouth , late fishing

boat owner, was held at the office of Mr. F . W . Ferrier, soli

citor , Yarmouth , on August 10th , when it was resolved to

accept a composition of 2s. 6d, in the pound. Mr. LoreFell

Blake, of Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth , public

accountant, being appointed trustee.

J. BAXTER (BLAERGOWRIE). - A second meeting of the cre
ditors of Mr. John Baxter, Ashbank and Ashgrove Works,
Blairgowrie , was held in the chambers of Messrs. Myles,

accountants , Dundee, on Tuesday. It was unanimonsly re

solved to apply for sequestration of the bankrupt's estates.

DIGBY, GANDY AND Co. -- A meeting of the creditors of
Messrs. Digby, Gandy and Co., wine merchants , of Liverpool,

was held on the 10th instant. The statement of affairs
showed liabilities £1,776 1s. 6d., and assets £217 9s. 6 . No
offer of composition being made, liquidation by arrangement,
was resolved upon , Mr. Sheen (Sheen and Broadbent) being
appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection . Messrs.

Culshaw and Roberts were intrusted with the registration of the
resolutions, Messrs. Adleshaw and Rodway represented the
creditors.

R . CORKLING AND Co. (MANCHESTER). - A meeting of the

creditors of Messrs. Robert Corkling and Co., of Manchester

and Alexandria , whose suspension was announced on the

12th ult., was held on Monday in London , when itwas resolveu

to liquidate the estate by arrangement,Mr. Arthur Cooper, of
the firm of Cooper, Brothers, and Co.,and Mr. John Adamson,

of Manchester, being appointed trustees. The statement of

affairs showed liabilities £149,000, against assets estimated si

£41,000 .

STRACHAN AND Co . - At a meeting of the creditors of Messrs.

Strachan and Co., held on Monday, at the offices of Messte
J . Waddell and Co., Mr. Lyne in the chair, a statement of the

affairs was submitted by the receiver (Mr. J . Waddell),

showing liabilities to rank £96,938 ls. 1ìd ., and open assets
£5,711 10s. 3d. The liabilities were mainly on acceptan
to Messrs. Collie and Co. The general feeling was that the

estate should be liquidated in bankruptcy.

nces

Evidence having been given in support of this statement, the
jury, after a long deliberation , returned a verdict of guilty, and

the prisoner was sentenced to six months' imprisonment with

hard labour.
FAILURES.

Petitions have been presented to the Court of Chancery for
the winding -up of the British Guardian Life Assurance Com

pany, Limited, and British , Colonial, and Foreign Property

Insurance Corporation , Limited .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. — The total receipts from dividends
on Stock , & c . by the Court of Bankruptcy in the year ended
March 31st last was £113,272 19s. 5d ., and deficiency

£21,735 155. 6d., making £135 ,008 14s. 11d .

ENGLAND, - The acceptances were returned on Wednesdayof

Messrs. Shaw and Thomson , iron merchants, of 150 Leaden .

hall. street, and at Glasgow . The firm was reconstituted 1

1864, when Mr. Henry Moore retired . Mr. Shaw is one of

the Sheriffs for London and Midd! esex. The liabilities ainonnt

to £250,000 , the greater part of which is covered by good

securities . The claims which will be ultimately proved wil

amount to about £100,000, against which there are assets of

£50,000 , of which a considerable portion is cash in band.
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The difficulties are attributable to the failure of other firms the National Debt on the Consolidated Fund : during the
within the last few months, and to the recent unprecedented financial year ending the 31st of March next, £27,400,000 ;
depression in the iron trade. The books have been placed in for the year 1877 , £27,700,000 ; and for every subsequent
the hands of Messrs. Cooper Brothers and Co . year £28 ,000,000. The annual charges payable out of the

SCOTLAND. - Messrs . D . Black and Co., shawl manufacturers
permanent charge are set forth , and any surplus is to be paid

to the new Sinking Fund to reduce the debt. As to the old
and printers, 113 Virginia -place , Glasgow , have suspended Sinking Fund, annual accounts are to be published of the
payment. Their liabilities are reported to amountto £10 ,000. income and expenditure, and the surplus is to be paid in re

AMERICA . — American advices announce the failure ofMessrs. duction of the debt. The National Debt Commissioners

Baldwin and Stone, an extensive commission house in Chicago are to keep the accounts of the old and the new Sinking

and Milwaukee. - Messrs. Keating , Lane, and Co., wholesale Funds.

clothiers, Boston , had suspended ; liabilities £34,000 . - The
Scofield Rolling Mill, Atlanta,Ga., was in difficulties.-- Messrs. A YEAR'S FAILURES . - The number of bankruptcies in Eng .

Sweeney, M Luney, and Co., glass manufacturers, Wheeling, land and of compositions with creditors and liquidations by
Va., had suspended , with liabilities of £31,000 . - Messrs.
Rooney, Dolan and Co., in the dry goods trade, Montreal, had

arrangement conducted under the provisions of the Bank

suspended, with liabilities of £20,000. - The old -established ruptcy Act, was 7 ,919 in the year 1874 ; 7 ,489 in 1873 ; 6 ,835

mercantile firm of Messrs. George P . Mitchell and Sons, in 1872 ; 6 ,280 in 1871 ; only 5 ,002 in 1870, the first year

Halifax, N . S ., were in difficulties , liabilities £36 ,000. - The ander the new Act. The total liabilities were £17,456,429 in
Tobacco Exchange Banking Co., Louisville, has closed its 1870 , but there were in that year some very heavy bank
doors.-- Messrs, Campbell and Cassels, of Toronto, agents of

Duncan , Sherman , and Co ., New York , had suspended pay .
ruptcies, in four of which the aggregate liabilities exceeded

ment.-- Messrs. John Mason and Co., sugar merchants, Phila £3,300,000 ; in 1871 the liabilities were £14 ,158,859 ; in 1872,

delphia, had failed with liabilities of £40,000. — Messrs. J . B. £14,287,418 ; in 1873, £19, 184,812 ; in 1874, £20,136 ,670,

Ford and Co., publishers of Mr. Beecher's works, had
showing a large increase of bad debts in the last two years.

called a meeting of their creditors. — The Commercial Ware
| In the last five years the number of bankruptcies declined

house Co., William - street and Exchange-place, New York, had from 1,351 in 1870 to 930 in 1874, but the compositions

stopped. Liabilities £300 ,000 ; assets (not available) about
increased from 1,616 to 2 ,549, and the liquidations by arrange

£800,000. Messrs. Leishman , Wilkinson , and Co., of Mon .
ment from 2 ,035 to 4 ,440 . The assets in the failures of 1874

treal, have made an assignment.
were but £5,431,848 , to meet liabilities exceeding 20 millions,

or half a million less of assets than in 1873 to meet liabilities
AUSTRALIA. — Advices from Melbourne report the failure of which showed an increase of nearly a million sterling. The

Messrs . M 'Ewen and Co., general merchants , with heavy assets in the 930 bankruptcies of 1874 were estimated at no

liabilities, but it is not expected to affect this side. more than £485 ,445, the liabilities being £3,788 ,639 . The

The Levant Herald announces that the long-established number of bankruptcies with small assets tells upon the ratio
of the cost of realisation to the amount of assets . In 1874

shipping firm of Heald, Mathwin , Todd and Co., of Galata ,

have been obliged to suspend payment owing to the recent
there were 670 bankruptcies closed ; in 118 no assets what

failure of two large English firms.
ever were realised , and in 223 more the assets averaged but
about £77 in each case, and were absorbed in costs. In the
other 329 cases dividends were paid , but only two -thirds

of the assets realised were left for dividend after payment
of costs and expenses. In the 552 cases in which there

Mr. Edward Hart (Hart Brothers, Tibbets, and Co., 37 were assets , there were 116 in which the assets averaged

Moorgate- street, E . C .), the official liquidator of the Royal less than £24. There were only 10 in which the

Victoria Palace Theatre Syndicate, has, with the sanction of assets exceeded £2 ,000. Of the whole 329 bankruptcies in

the Court, declared a first dividend of 7s. 60 . in the pound, which a dividend was paid there were only 56 , or 17 per cent.,

payable at the above offices on or after the 17th inst. in which it exceeded 7s. 6d. The inferiority of the class of
estates wound -up in bankruptcy is attributed to the facilities

A case which came up on appeal before the Calcutta High offered to debtors for compositions with creditors or liquida .

Court the other day is an amusing illustration of the extra tions by arrangement under the Bankruptcy Act. The liqui

ordinary ideas of law and justice which are still to be found dations by arrangement advanced in number in 1874 to 4 ,440 ,

among some of the subordinate judicial officers in the but the gross value of the assets was only £3 ,461,893 , or

Provinces. A native gentleman asked a number of friends to nearly £600,000 less than in the preceding year ; the gross

a dinner party . His guests accepted the invitation : butwhen amount of the debts was £11,131 ,915 , an increase of £100 ,000 .

the day camethey for some reason best known to themselves The compositions increased to 2 ,549 ; the liabilities to

did not attend , nor did they send any apologies . Thereupon £5,216,116 , or £1, 100,000 more than in the preceding year ;
the host promptly sued them for the price of the food which the assets or gross amount of composition to £1,484 ,510, an
he had provided for the banquet, and which , through their increase of a quarter of a million . The number of composi.

want of courtesy, had been wasted. The Moonsiff who heard tions in which the rate paid exceeded 7s, 6d , in the pound has

the case thought the cause of action a good one, and gave the fallen from 34•77 per cent. of the total number in 1870 to

insulted host a decree for the amount claimed. The High 16.05 per cent, in 1874 . In this last year, in one- fifth of the

Court, it need hardly be said , took a more rational, if less cases the composition did not exceed is, in the pound . In

sentimental, view of the matter. The Moonsiff's decision was the whole above number of failures in 1874 theestimated assets

reversed , the presiding judge remarking with grim humour were not quite equal to 27 per cent.oftheliabilities ; in the liqui.
that if the law laid down by the lower court were correct , dation by arrangement 31 per cent., in the compositions above

then “ the risk of accepting invitations would be very serious 28 per cent., in the bankruptcies less than 13 per cent. There

indeed .” were but82 discharges granted to bankrupts in 1874 , and that

was nine more than in the preceding year. Of the 82 dis

NEW ACT ON THE NATIONAL Debt. - The act to amend the charges, four only, as against ten in 1873, were granted on the

Law with respect to the reduction of the National Debtand the ground that the bankrupts had or might have paid 10s. in

charge for the National Debt in the Consolidated Fund has the pound , the remainder, 78 , having been granted on special

been printed . The principal provisions have reference to a resolutions of creditors that the bankruptcy or the failure to
new Sinking Fund and to the old Sinking Fund. Towards pay 10s, in the pound had arisen from circumstances for which

ho new fund there is to be a permanent annual charge for the bankrupt could not justly be held responsible. - Times.
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THE LORD CHANCELLOR'S SALARY. - From a Parliamentary Mr. Alexander Collie failed to surrender to his bail on Mon .

paper just printed it appears that the Lord Chancellor's day, on the charge of defrauding the London and Westminster
salary from the Court of Chancery is £6 ,000 a year. His Bank. A warrant was at once granted for his apprehension,
lordship has £4,000 in addition as Speaker of the House of and the recognisances of his sureties were ordered to be
Lords. estreated . Mr. Serjeant Parry appeared in court to charge

Mr. George Thomas Rait , publio accountant, 70 and 71 Mr. A . Collie with obtaining, from theUnion Bank of Scotland,
£150,000 by false pretences, in relation to which & warrantBishopsgate-street Within , announces that he has taken into

partnership Mr. George Henry Kearton , who has been for
had already been issued . In the absence of one defendant,

many years in the office of Messrs. Robert Benson and Co.
Sir H . James would not proceed with the charge of conspiracy,
and Mr. Wm . Collie was admitted to bail nominally to appear

SCRIVENERY AND PBINTING . - In the year ending March 31st
in a month .

last the sum of $ 15,278 168. 10d . was expended by the Court

of Chancery in " scrivenery " (copying) and printing .

APPEALS IN BANKRUPTCY. - Last year 120 appeals were pre MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
Bented to the Chancery Appeal Court , in which judgment was l 1 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
affirmed in 55 , and 10 wero pending at the end of the year. to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort.

To the Judge there were 111, and in 44 judgment was affirmed. gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent. for a tam di
years to be agreed upon. No commission ,

At the end of the year 15 were pending . Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London , W .C.

A meeting of the shareholders and depositors in the

City and County Bank , Limited, now in liquidation, was held “ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

on Tuesday, at the London Tavern . There was a considerable
attendance, and a resolution was unanimously passed to estab PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS!!!
lish a new concern to be called the Mutual Bank , with the “ They come as a boon and a blessing to men,

view of conserving the business created by the City and The Pickwick,the Owl,and theWaverley Pen."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

County Banking Company in the course of the past three infliction . "

years. The capital proposed is $ 200 ,000. Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .

The Hull Incorporated Chamber of Commerce and Shipping
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic , 17th May, 1873.
has passed the following resolution with reference to Limited Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post 13.11.
Liability Companies' balance-sheets , viz . : - " That it is highly

desirable that every company incorporated under the Limited
Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Eds.

burgh .
Liability Acts be required annually to file with the Registrar
of Joint Stock Companies a copy of its profit and loss account THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

and balance -sheet for the preceding year, together with a EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

statement of the principle on which its assets have been HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH.

valued ; such statements to be signed by the chairman or With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of

deputy -chairman and the secretary, under penalties similar to BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chanart
Lane.

those provided by the Regulation of Railways Act, 1868 ; and
that the Executive Council be and is hereby requested to bring

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

this matter before the Board of Trade." With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 api H
THE NEW COUNTY COURTS ACT, The statute to amend the Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

Acts relating to the County Courts, which received the Royal HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

assent on the 2nd inst., was issued on Monday. It contains
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable

14 sections and two schedules, effecting some important upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers

alterations. In any action in a County Court the plaintiff may Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchase
and sold , and Advancesmade thereon .

at his option cause to be issued a summons, or, on filing an
Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Satardesi

affidavit in the form given , a summons to be personally from 10 till 12 o 'clock .

served, and if the defendant does not appear within 16 days A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free

after notice and give notice in writing of his intention to de on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

fend, the plaintiff may, after 16 days and within two months

of the service, have judgment entered up for the amount of his MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
claim and costs. Either of the parties to an action or any LAND, ESTATE , House , LICENSED VICTUALLERS & GENERAL

other proceeding may obtain of the Registrar of the Court BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

summonses to witnesses, and there are provisions as to sum Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Crated

monses, and the Judge may do certain things within or
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of
“ Syndicate" are ; - 18t. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground

without his circuit. Under this Act “ assessors " may be Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hoteid

appointed on the application of either party. An appeal may Public Honses , Inng, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

be made within eight days, without stating a special case, pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Object
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract

The Treasury may direct the remuneration to be given to 2nd. - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Labin
officers under the Act . The Judges are to form new rules, to Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Om
be submitted to the Lord Chancellor. The appointment of a under private contract . 3rd . -- The Cullection of Rents and the

high bailiff of a County Court as Registrar of a County Court
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Values
of Landi, Farme, Estates , and Houses : also Vaiuations of Fire

shall vacate the office of high bailiff held by such appointee. niture . Jewellery, and other Effects. for probate and other per

No appeal from a decree of the High Court of Admiralty to be poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transactal

made on appeal from the County Court where such appeal Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agenst.
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection w

affirms the judgment of the County Court, except by express capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as wel
permission of the Court of Admiralty . Where an Admiralty merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabo

cause has been heard in the County Court with the assistance sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all thing

of nautical assessors, the Elder Brethren to be summoned in
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ;
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The " Syndicate

the hearing of the appeal. There are plain directions on the from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies

demands to be made, with instructions as to the way in which other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascer

the parties are to proceed. The Act will come into operation reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and

on the 2nd of November next. dential character . Liberal terms to Account nts in town or cow
introducipg business .

under private conding accounts .
hones also Vaivatno other per
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OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll. 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

0 .posite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping . DIRECTORS.

FISI DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 Is. PER WEEK . CHAIRMAN

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c .
Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from Mr, Alderman McArthur, M .P .

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'

CHANDELIERS; IN CRYSTAL , BRONZE , AND ORMOLU . William Mewburn , Esq.

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA, H . J. Atkinson , Esq.

Dinnor Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s. Thomas Ball, Esq.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS Walter Griffith, Esq .
for INDIA .

George M . Kiell, Esq.
Works:- London and Birmingham .

George Lidgett,Esq .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY Sir Francis Lycett.

PRESENTS. William Merry, Esq.
NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE. John Napier, Esq .

FOUNTAINS . Jonathan 8. Pidgeon , Esq .

STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN, John Vanner , Esq.

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystaland Gilt, S . D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M .P .
$ 2 178 , 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS. Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 , 115 13 5
BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 223,613 2 0 .

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary Bonuses Apportioned 581,774 6 2
Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected. Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . . . . . . . 1, 140,151 1 8

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS. Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.
J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147 , HOUNDSDITCH . W . W .BAYNES,Secretary.

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

THE ONLY AND SPECIAL
RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

195 W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed " MEDAL

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
FOR PROGRESS,"in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup Was awarded for " Feuerfeste

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting Eisone Schranke und
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and Kunstchlosser Fortschritls,” to
may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly, AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
London . Price of a single 'Truss, 16s ., 21s., 26s. 6d ., 31s. 6a ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 428., and 52s. 6d. Post This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
age free . An Umbilical Trueg , 42s ., and 52s , 6d . Postage testify marked Progress .
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,

E UFSPiccadilly . “ FIRE- PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
an ordinary stocking. Price from 48, 6 ., 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each . use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a Safe orPostage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they Strong -Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ; keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

for children , 58 . 6d. and 7s . 6 . Adults, 10s. 6d ., 158 , 6d ., and 21s. each . this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The

Postage free. - Jonn WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .
Lock, by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key, after which no other Key will open the Lock .
FPPS'S COCOA. — " By a thorough knowledge of the The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

U naturallaws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Lockmaker or of any second person, thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times, ” 12th September , 1875 ) . This Look affords effectual protectionwhich may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; verysuch articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccted

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti HOBBS, HART & CO .
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the LOCK, SAFE, AND STRONG-ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,
Civil Service Gazette. 76 Cheapside, London, E . C .

.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.
COUNCIL

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London.

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . | WALTER NEWTON FISHER , Birming - WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , | EDWARD SMITH , Manche

HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON, London .

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON . London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London.

HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington.

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. |GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield.

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington.

TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London.
AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford.

BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

VEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO

ROLE MANU AGRICOLDS
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE :

KEDAILLES
IDHONNEUR

DECRENEEYA

AM RAWLINGS
TAUX SATEL

1874 .
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers , only one MS. copy need
bo forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. August 14 , 1875.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. — New SERIES. — No. 37. ] SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 1875 . [Price 61 .

ACCOUNTANTS CHARGES. MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
L Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

Aceese to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842) , 54 Cannon - street.

THE COMMITTEE appointed at the Meeting of

Public Accountants, held at the Guildhall Tavern, on

Wednesday,May 12th , 1875, beg to report:
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSIIIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUXE 2 tru , 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO . , having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above adiress .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

“ That having been appointed to confer with the several

Societies of Accountants in England, in order to arrive

at somesatisfactory Scale of Charges and remuneration

to Accountants in relation to Liquidation , Compo

sition , and Bankruptcy, and having communicated

with the several Societies, and duly considered the

question , they are of opinion that the difficulties of

drawing up a fixed scale of charges which shall be

applicable to all circumstances, appear to be greater

than can at the present time be overcomo."

MESSRS. PARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL , E .C .

HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
commodious offices at the above address , will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincialand manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

ALFRED C . HARPER ,
NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

Secretary to Committee.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, AXXUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are

1 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTION, which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Onices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

MR . FREDERICK LUCAS ,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR ,

Begs to give notice that he has removed from

26 MADDOX STREET, to more convenient Oflices, at

20 GREAT MARLBOROU G II STREET,

LONDON, W .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

U RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' Association .

Oprices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests ,
I and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSHI, MILNER ,

and Co , . Land Valuers and Timber furveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL.

SPORTING, and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable
Droperties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

Sard plans and particulars, which ,when received, will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

torms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Meers .

Marah . Milner , and Co . , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . O .

F . TITCHM ARSH , Public ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,

VESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
M REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences ,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
btained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Odlocs, 54 Cannon
treet , E . C . , or will be forwarded by post on application .

TO CAPITALISTS . - Wanted a Gentleman to make

advances upon Goods, for which a liberal arrangement can be enie. ed
into , and ample security upon every advance . The amount at any one

ot exceed in the aggregate more than £3,000 to £1,000 . XL,

at the Office of The Accountant." 69 Gracechurch Street, EC. .
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WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re
ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers, - N . B . -Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c. and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON.
Newsvendors.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

In eonsequence of numerous applications from sub
STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S. E . scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

TRANSLATIONS. the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up),

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,
with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each. Sub

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT, scribers ' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch .

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C., street, London , E .C .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant,he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and AUGUST 21, 1875 .

speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German, Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

It has been often with a feeling of cynical amusement

The Accountant.
that we have reproduced some of the choice flowers of

rhetoric which have from time to time been heaped on

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
the unhappy fraternity of accountants. Our legalcon

temporaries occasionally fill up a stray corner by a
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

sufficientmeasure of abuse ; and one of the most gifted
for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage) , the reduced terms of our novelists has constructed a work of fiction in

for payment in advance being : annual subscription which the villains are represented by a firm of account

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free ) .

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable ants , whose cold -blooded conspiracy to destroy an

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C ., unfortunate debtor would not discredit a typical

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
attorney in a transpontine melodrama. In the case of

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be the popular lady writer, we can only commend the skill

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same with which she has worked up a variety of episodes ,

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
more or less founded on real experience, into a dramatic

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. and exciting work of fiction , and we console ourselves

by calling to mind that the hero of one of her earliest
TO ADVERTISERS.

and best books is a member of the profession which
The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an she held up to odium in Mortomley's Estate. Nor ara

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed we much concerned with professional jealousy, as
circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

evinced by legal journals. We have a strong feeling
support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success of reverence for ancient institutions, and we can syni
in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes pathise with those trusty guardians who fight so boldly

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
for every outwork of their professional domain , evenvertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium though they are driven , in the conduct of their defence,
for the announcements of members of the profession , as to imitate the example of Scott 's rustic heroine, who

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

zealously threw dirty water over the assailants. But
pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ; we have a right, and indeed a boundon duty, to protest

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com - |
when such language is used as Mr. Justice Quain gavo

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
Partnerships. & c . Advertisements intended for inser | vent to at Bristol, - language which is not only waony

tion in the current number , should reach the office on unwarranted , so far as appears by the report in the
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particular case, but which argues a want of that | proper official, but can bo none for refusing costs

accurate judgment and dispassionate superiority to altogether. The trustee, accountant though he was,

prejudice which are popularly supposed to be indis had a plain duty to perform . He detected a fraud,

pensable to the maintenance of the dignity of the and he brought it to the notice of the judge. The

judicial bench . We refer to the case of the Queen prosecution was directed by judicial authority , and the

against James Winge, which was tried at the Bristol trustee had no more to do with it than the jury. From

Assizes , before Mr. Justice Quain , and of which we the moment legal proceedings were commenced, the

give a report in another page . matter was put into “ the bands of solicitors — a re

James Winge was prosecuted by order of the judge spectable body, subject to the control of the court.”

of the Bristol County Court, for fraudulent conduct It was their extravagance , then, which so shocked the

under the Bankruptcy Act. Of his guilt there was no judge ; or do bis remarks refer to the costs of the bank

doubt, and his offence was of a kind which frequently ruptcy proceedings? and did his indignation at the

prevails, and is very often scarcely possible to detect. thought of expenses, with which he had no right to

It was a petty fraud ; butthe smallness of the amount | interfere, 80 overpower the calm logic of the

can scarcely be held to condone the irregularity of the judicial mind as to induce him to refuse costs which

transaction, though possibly the celebrated plea of “ It were justly and fairly claimed, because he considered

was only a very little one " may have weighed , how . that other proceedings were expensively conducted ?

ever illogically, with both judge and jury. Winge had | With a public prosecutor, this absurdity would never

sold his furniture and stock -in -trade just previous to have happened . Hewould have taken up the conduct

; filing his petition, taking a bill which would not fall of the matter as soon as the County Court Judge's fiat

was pronounced , and the world would have been sparod

, endeavoured to conceal this transaction. His guilt a fresh instance of the power which prejudice exercises

Į was undeniable, but the judge in passing sentence took over themost perfectly regulated and logicalminds.

; the opportunity of denouncing acconntants,whom , as | We are almost ashamed to repeat anew theargu

usual, he confused with debt collectors and other mem - | ments we have urged so frequently, that our readers

bers of the fraternity which all accountants repudiate, must look upon them as mere truisms, which govern

and whom he denounced as an “ ignorant set of men ." | this vexed question of the functions of accountants

So fervid , in fact, was his zeal, that he disallowed the in bankruptcy. Undoubtedly, the Act has called into

costs of the prosecution, oblivious apparontly that he development a class of men whose study it is to

was thereby casting a slight upon the judge of the carry into effect its provisions. In the sensation articles

County Court, as well as endeavouring to punish an of journals striving to attract popular attention,

unlucky trustee for the sin of belonging to a profession and in the more ponderous paragraphs of legal dulness ,

whose duties and responsibilities he did not understand. dying but not surrendering , it is the habit, engendered

Possibly, under the new system of judicature, common by ignorance and malice, to represent accountants

law judges may learn what their equity brethren have as called into being by the Act. That it expands

long known. their sphere of work , we quite admit, and the reason

It is difficult to understand why the costs were dis- why accountants are so frequently chosen trustees

allowed . Either Winge deserved prosecution, or he did is simply because they are usually the fittest persons

not. The verdict of the jury settled this question once | for the post. There is no restriction in the Act as to

for all, and a crime does not depend for its magnitude the trustee, — he may be chosen from any section of

on pecuniary value. If a man steals a watch, the | society , whether professional or commercial, whether

judge will not take into consideration the fineness of | a creditor or an utter outsider . If, as the Law Times,

the metal, the complication of the mechanism , or the | through a dull haze of verbiage, seems to imply ,

reputation of the maker, in passing sentence , or in solicitors ought to be alone made eligible, there might

refusing or allowing the costs of the prosecution . We be some grounds for complaint. At present, the

suppose, therefore , that the action of the judge was in creditors can do what they like ; if it is found that as a

fluenced by the costs of the " examination before the rule an accountant fills the post of trustee, the obvious

Registrar , the magistrates , and the trial.” These inference is, not that all accountants are rogues who

might be good grounds for å rigorous taxation by the live by the pillage of bankrupt estates, but that the

·
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majority of business men think an accountant the best they will leave no stone unturned to strengthen and

man that can be selected , and that reform should be | consolidate their position .

advanced in the direction of extending rather than cur

tailing their power. And leaving for an instant the law

journals to themselves, let us seriously ask our lay con We published a letter last week which , in a portion

temporaries what they propose to themselves by joining of one sentence, contained a brief epitome of the

in the silly shouts of interested denunciation. Ex | universal series of complaints against the Bankruptcy

perience shows that a layman is useless as a trustee, Act, and which at the same time goes to the root of

even if one can be found who is willing to fill the the outcry. Our correspondent briefly narrates that

office ; and though we frankly concede that accountants previous to a certain meeting of creditors due notice

are not always popular with the debtors whose affairs had been sent out, but that the meeting was attended

they administer--- we doubt if Mr. Winge entertains only by three solicitors , each of whom appeared armed

much kindly feeling towards his trusteo - yet some with a bundle of proxies, and each of whom was

people have been known to be dissatisfied with their friendly ." His comment upon this circumstance is

solicitors, and indeed that “ respectable body ofmen " pithy : “ It appears," he wrote , “ most ridiculous and

is not wholly in good report among the world at large. absurd for the public to raise an outcry aboutthe man

Wehave spoken generally in defence of accountants, ner in which liquidations, compositions, or arrange.

meaning by that term those who are regularly qualified ments are carried out, when no one individual will

by professional knowledge and experience to exercise trouble himself to look after his own affairs." Here

their craft. But we must again appeal to the world not is briefly the “ Iliad in a nutshell.” A debtor whose

to put faith in every individual who puts that title on a affairs are in process of arrangement, a party of

brass plate. At present any one who chooses may style “ friendly ” solicitors, and a company of careless or

himself an accountant, just as any onemay be a dentist ; | indifferent creditors, form a dramatis persone with

but the recognised members of the profession must not which any student of human nature, as seen through

bo blamed for the vagaries of outsiders. In the case we the medium of the bankruptcy court, can form his

have been commenting on , we do not know the name tableau .

of the trustee, and only infer that he is an accountant The complaints against the working of the Act may

from the remarks of the judge. But,be he who and what generally be resolved into two. Firstly , it is said ,all

he may, westill protest against the injustice to the indi expenses are very much increased ; and secondly,

vidual, and the insult to the profession ; and we do most debtors look upon the process under the Act as a means

earnestly press upon the attention of all accountants of whitewashing themselves, and not so much as :

the lesson that they may derive. Let them consoli mode of protecting honest, butunfortunate men , against

date themselves more ; let the higher and better known the stringent harshness of a solitary creditor,as a

members of the profession protest against the in device by the aid of which they may escape the neces

nuendoes and aspersions that are constantly being cast city of payment to any creditor at all. Now , we are

upon them . They may think it beneath their dignity not very much concerned to defend the Act in its

to notice such attacks; but the remarks of a judge , integrity. We have not only frequently admitted into

expressing, as we fear, the opinion of many of his legal our columns letters from correspondents calling al

brethren , demand an answer . Let them endeavour to tention to its numerous defects, but we have also

assert their own rights, and while systematically dis | ourselves pointed out many points which , in our judg.

couraging all attempts at fraternity from the casual tribe | ment, require very considerable modification. And

of mere debt collectors , let them unite with their so , we claim that in seeming to commend the Act we

younger brethren in guiding and regulating public may be allowed the benefit of our criticisms in the

opinion . Otherwise they may find that a feeling will | past,and , if we contend that a bad statute may be greativ

be aroused, encouraged by their apathy, fed by sinister improved by attention and care on the part of those

motives of class jealousy, and aided by the clamour of who are most concerned with it, wemust not be taken

those who shout with all noisy babblers, which may be to have abandoned all hope of reform . There are

hard to allay. They have fairly appropriated an un - | many measures badly framed and carelessly draughted,

occupied area of legitimate usefulness ; if they arewise , / which , if studied by zealous minds and scrutinised by
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keon eyes, may be made to bring about a greatdeal of temperate. It is possible to crowd every imaginable

injustice ; and to this category the Bankruptcy Act safeguard into the columns of a statute, and yet to fail

belongs. But,at the same time,wemust add that, one to make sure that mankind will take advantage of them .

of the greatest aids to fraud in its working lies in the The first rule to be adopted is , for every creditor to look

apathy of creditors. after his interests . If every man who is applied to for

The principle of the Act is, to give every available his proxy, would remember that “ friendliness ” in

opportunity to the creditors to realise an amount matters of bankruptcy, like “ benevolent neutrality " in

equivalent to their loss, while at the same time it the case of belligerent powers , means the strongest

affords an equitable amount of protection to the debtor. | possible form of partisanship , he would hesitate before

The creditors may proceed in bankruptcy if they lending the weight of his authority to the tactics of an

choose, with all the odium cast upon the debtor that the | interested solicitor. If he would make up his mind to

name involves ; or they may, if they think fit, suffer judge for himself, or at the least to preserve a strict

matters to go into liquidation , which is practically in - and legitimate neutrality, and to take no part in the

tended to be realising the assets in their own way ; or proceedings whatever , he would do some good . At

they may, if compassion and self-interest point in the present, a greatmany complaints come from those whose

samo direction , accept a composition, and thereby at loss and annoyance is owing to their own carelessness,

once relieve the debtor from further anxiety as to his but who are the first to cry out when it recoils upon

future, and ease their own minds by at once assessing the | themselves. The first step to reform must be to prove

amount of their loss. But it too often happens that its necessity , and that can only be done by those whose

cunning debtors , advised by dexterous solicitors, take | sufferings are due, not to their own thoughtlessness or

advantage of those sections of the Act which provide negligence , but to the necessary and consequential

for the carrying of resolutions by the majority of results of the legislation of which they complain .

creditors voting personally or by proxy ,and by the aid

of the corporeal presence, and the incorporeal, but no
BANKRUPTCY STATISTICS.

less effectual, proxies of their friends succeed in

governing the meeting just as they choose . Here we
The Fifth Annual Report by the Comptroller in Bank

get at the root of the evil. In every failure there are
ruptcy has recently been issued ,embracing the proceedings

under the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 for the year ending the
almost always several so-called friendly creditors. 31st December, 1874. The general features of the Report

These may be boná -fide creditors, who have really a are similar to those ofthe previous year. These are : - an

strong feeling of sympathy for the debtor, and are increase in the number of failures, especially under the

willing to make a sacrifice for the purpose of assisting leading of liquidations and compositions ; an increase in

him , or they may be creditors manufactured by means the amountof liabilities ; and an increase in the cost of

well-known, for the purpose of creating a fictitious winding-up. So far as can be ascertained from the

majority in his favour. But,worked upon by the per statistics on this point, which are confined to Bankruptcy

suasion of cunning advocates, there they are, ready to
proper (no information being given as to the expenses of

vote any thing that may be required of them ; and their
winding-up under liquidation by arrangement), the total

number of ostates administered under the Act during the

numbers are too often reinforced by those men who,
year 1874 was 7919, the liabilities thereunder amounting

too busy or too careless to attend in person , are willing to £20,136 ,670. Compared with 1870, the first year under

to hand over their proxies to the first person who asks the Act of 1869, the year 1874 shows an increase of 58

for them . The Act was supposed to put an end per cent. in the total failures, the numbers being 5 ,002 as

to the tricks perpetrated under the old system of against 7,919. In the year 1870 there were 1,616 compo

composition deeds, in which fictitious debts | sitions registered ; last year there were 2,549. Of the

were largely used to eke out the deficient ma former number, the rates of composition in 562, or 34.77

jority ; and sought to obviate this by enacting that
per cent., exceeded 7s. 6d. in the pound ; of the latter

number, only 409 or 16 :05 per cent., exceeded that rate .

the creditors should meet together and pass resolutions.
In fact , one fifth , or 20 per cent. of the whole number of

But this was frustrated by the general apathy of compositions registered last year , were at rates not ex

creditors . Here is the first great remedy to be adopted. ceeding one shilling in the pound.

It is just as impossible to make men wise and prudent The average cost of realising and distributing Bank

by Act of Parliament, as it is to make them virtuous or rupts' estates, as ascertained from 552 estates closed in
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of the Government in dealing with this important

question .

FACTS AND FALLACIES CONCERNING LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANIES.

1874, amounted to 36:39 per cent.of the assets realised, of

which nearly 20 per cent, consisted of law costs, while

receivers and trustees together figure for 9:53 per cent.

The number of bankruptcies pending on the 31st Decem

ber, 1874,was 2924, and during the year the conduct of

the trustees in no less than 562 of these cases was

reported to the Courts by the Comptroller, and in four

instances the trustees were removed from their office. In

several cases the trustees had either removed or abs

conded. The number of bills taxed by the Masters and

Registrars during the year was 14,838 , about one half of

which were solicitors' bills. The gross amount of bills

brought in for taxation was £415 ,882, and the amount

taxed off was £65,449. The number of trustees' bills

taxed under liquidations was 571, the number of liqui

dations registered being 4,440 .

These statistics do not appear to call for any particular

comment. They do not indicate any improvement over

the preceding years in the matter of cost of administra -

tion, rather the reverse. Nor are the increase of failures,

the increase of liabilities, and the decrease of assets,

matters upon which we can offer any congratulations to

the commercial world . The figures for the current year

will doubtless disclose, when published, a still worse

state of affairs, at any rate as regards the increase of

failures and liabilities .

It will be observed from the report that out of a total

increase of 430 in the failures for 1874 over 1873, no less

than 415 fall under the headings of liquidation or com

position, again showing the marked preference shown by

debtors, and we must presume by creditors, for these

methods of administration over bankruptcy proper. But

we cannot help thinking that if the administration of

estates under bankruptcy and liquidation were not to some

extent discredited by creditors, they would not so eagerly

accept the trifling compositions which are so often offered.

The serious decline year after year in the rates of divi

dend paid in composition cases is one of the mostmarked
features of the last three reports of the Comptroller, and

should engage the earnest attention of those who have

been intrusted with the duty of inquiring into the

working of the Act of 1869. This point has, doubtless,

not escaped the deliberations of the Lord Chancellor's

Committee ; and, as we suppose we may now look forward

to an early publication of the Committee's report, seeing

that the appointment was made nearly twelve months

ago, we purpose to reserve further comment on the subject

of bankruptcy amendment generally until the report is

before us. We are presuming the report of the Com

mittee will be published ; but should the Lord Chancellor

not havedetermined on its publication ,we should strongly

advise his doing so, as a discussion of the recommenda .

tions of the Committee cannot but strengthen the hands

It may be open to discussion how far existing Life As

surance Companies require a champion to assert their

solvency and sound condition , but it is at any rate a

matter for congratulation when so earnest and competent

an advocate , as is the author of this brochure, puts pen to

paper for the purpose of demonstrating the stability of

the various offices. Since the passing of the Life Assur

ance Companies' Act the returns furnished to the Board

of Trade are replete with information concerning the

financial conditions of the life offices transacting business

in the United Kingdom , and the so -called " valuation

accounts " contain ample materials upon which the pro

fessional actuary mayefessional actuary may exercise his statistical powers. I

is not, however, to his professional brethren that the

author of “ Facts and Fallacies" solely addresses himself,

as his remarksare stated to be for the benefit of the public

at large, whether previously acquainted or not with the

subject upon which he treats. “ The alarm excited in the

public mind with regard to the financial position of the

majority of the life assurance offices is without founds:

tion," is an assertion of a straightforward character,to

say the least, and having regard to the source whence it

emanates, should carry weight. The author goes straight

and steadily to his goal, and judiciously dividing his

subject under four heads, deals with it in a clear and

masterly manner, and in 80 explicit a way that the merest

tyro cannot fail to appreciate and understand the state.

ments and comparisons set before him . We recom

mend every one interested in life assurance to read the

pamphlet, and above all, to examine carefully the four very

excellent diagrams, which form one of the best features of

the book .

The Hon . Judge Miller has had before him , in the Dablin

Bankruptcy Court, the case of a representative of an ancient

Irish constituency, who is at present effecting an arrangement

with his creditors . The matter had been before the court

when some of the creditors offered a determined opposition to

the arrangement, and sought to turn the case into bankruptes,

Owing to a difference of opinion in regard to " proofs,"
case was adjourned. The debtor was examined , and it apo

peared from his evidence that the only assets he had were 80.

shares in a public company, and a sum of about £2,000, w.
he expected soon to receive. Judge Miller having heard

evidence, declined to turn the case into bankruptcy , and

the

• Facts and Fallacies concerning Life Assurance Companies, illu
by Diagrams, by F . Allan Curtis , F . I. A . London : Rixon and a

29 Poultry Price One Shilling .
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Correspondence.
in the second place, under the present rotten laws (which ,

bear in mind, no accountant is consulted in the framing

of) many of the estates which go either into liquidation

To the Editor of the Accountant. or bankruptcy only do so when the debtor or bankrupt

SIR, - Mr. Justice Quain has thought fit, in a recent pro has sucked all the good out of them , and a large num

secution , to give his personal views as to the position ber do not realise sufficient to pay the expenses out of

and status of Public Accountants as a body, and the Daily pocket. In small estates, again, the trustee may, with

Telegraph has taken up the hueand cry. great trouble, succeed in realising a few assets , and then

The remarks arose out of the liquidation proceedings of find that the lawyer 's and other costs , which take priority

a cabinet maker named Winge, who appears to have been
over his remuneration , leave nothing for his services.

guilty of a fraudulent sale, and of concealing a material I know some public accountants who persistently refuse

and valuable asset from his creditors. Sufficient infor
trusteeships, their experience teaching them that the

mation is not given to enable one to judge how far the remuneration for services rendered is not equivalent to the

trustee, in instituting the prosecution , was getting up " an risk and annoyance incurred.

Accountant's case " (an expression hitherto unknown to The Daily Telegraph appears to have got hold of some

me). The trustee is a stranger to me, and were I per titles which I am sure are unknown in the profession . I

sonally acquainted with him , I should leave him to fight never heard of " a certified accountant," " a professed

his own battle, but I must take exception to the gratuitous accountant," or " an accountant of the City of London .”

vilifying of the whole profession . It is a deliberate mis
Again , the Daily Telegraph complains of the discredit

representation to say that accountants, wheu acting as
able try " collecting debts , discounting bills on a petty

trustees, are not under the control of the Court ; they are scale , at exorbitant and ruinous rates," and " getting hold

very much under the control of the Court, and subject to of fat pickings out of little bankruptcy cases.” Every

very severe penalties. accountanthas occasionally to apply for debts , and I plead
I have also yet to learn that, as a body, accountants are guilty to the charge, but I am satisfied with taking a

« an ignorant set of men .” I have met a great many of commission from my principal for doing so, and in no

my colleagues, and it has been my pleasure to notice that instance charge a fee to the debtor, neither do I, in cases
a high type of intelligence preponderates. Mr. Plimsoll of non -payment, go beyond intimating that unless the

is getting himself into hot water by his negligence of debtbe paid on or before a certain date the matter will
facts, and persistent reiteration of generalities. Mr. be handled over to a solicitor. I consider that every man
Justice Quain , who, as a judge, is supposed to be impartial, should have a reasonable opportunity of paying before he
should have confined himself to the facts before hiin ; for is put to legal expense, and I do not think that any
wholesale and gratuitous abuse of a body of men, the respectable member of the legal profession would differ
majority of whom must be unknown to him , is hardly in from this view . Every man in business has occasionally
accordance either with the dictates of decency or common to collect debts for others ; even large merchants, having
sense, or that impartiality on which the English Bench so correspondents abroad , and bankers ; and no respectable
prides itself. accountant goes beyond two or three applications,

The Daily Telegraph does not appear to understand the courteously expressed . There are, undoubtedly , black

duties for which a respectable accountant is, or should be, sheep among us, and accountants who desire to conduct

qualified ; they are according to my views as follows :
their business respectably are the greatest sufferers by

their misconduct.
1 . The keeping and auditing of business, manufac Notwithstanding the somewhat serious mistakes of the

turing , banking, and other books of accounts, and the
Daily Telegraph , through evident ignorance of what con

preparation of balance sheets.
stitutes an accountant, I am exceedingly grateful to that

2. Arbitration in cases in which facts, figures or com paper for advocating that which the various societies of

mercial customs are the points at issue. accountants have for some years (and hitherto unsuccess

3 . Liquidations in chancery . fully ) striven to obtain , namely the placing of competent

4 . Receiverships, managerships and trusteeships in
and reputable accountants upon a proper footing of pro

bankruptcy, and matters generally relating to accounts
tection .

and figures. There is, I sincerely believe , a large field still open for
our profession , but we ought to be able legally to exclude

To assert, however, that an accountant is simply a those fools and rogues who disgrace us. I trust that the

book -keeper and auditor, is all nonsense. A man may agitation of this question may lead to some practical
be a very fair book -keeper, and yet prove to be an result. If the legislature will grant a charter to the
indifferent accountant ; but a good accountant must various societies upon their adopting one uniform basis,
necessarily be an efficient book -keeper. Undoubtedly and impose an annual fee similar to that now paid by
the most pleasant part of our profession is that ofkeeping solicitors , I feel convinced that both the public and the
and auditing books, and showing traders their profits, but profession, as well as the revenue, will be gainers thereby ;
it is equally our duty to bring to light deficits, defalca but it is hardly fair to refuse us themeans of keeping our
tions, & c . profession respectable, and then vilify us as a body

The great hostility appears to be directed against | because incompetent and disreputable men choose to dub
trustees. Now , sir, as you well know , trusteeships are no themselves by a name, the duties in connection with whichi

sinecures ; in the first place, the liabilities of a trustee they are not qualified to perform . I do hope the various
are personal, and even where he obeys the directions of societies will co -operate for the purpose of placing the
the creditors, if their directions should prove to be wrong , profession on a recognised footing : 1 am sure if they do
he cannot, unless he holds their special indemnity in so, they will obtain the support not only of the commercial
writing , ask them to make good any loss he may sustain ; community , but also of the law .
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For the guidance of the Daily Telegraph , I would add, has been ordered by a county court judge after an

that Accountants do not make out Bills of Costs : as investigation of the legal evidence in the case ?
Accountants , they claim for Accountants' Charges ; as Such cases as the foregoing more than ever serve to show

Trustees , for remuneration , the necessity of the public accountants of England com

Yours truly, bining to let their voices be heard in defence of their just

F . S . A . E . l rights, whenever and by whomsoever assailed .

London , 19th August, 1875 . I am , sir , your obedient servant,

S . D . N .

To the Editor of the Accountant.
To the Editor of the Accountant.

SIR, — The notice of the public accountants of England
should , I think , be specially called to the report of a case SIR, – The opinions of the Bench are , as a rule, greatly

tried at Bristol before Mr. Justice Quain , on the 13ththe 13th | valued and highly appreciated by the community , and the

instant, and reported in the Times of the 16th instant. utterances of a judge are generally considered to be not

James Winge, a cabinetmaker, who had filed a petition
only the result of careful deliberation and practical es

for liquidation by arrangement, was indicted for various
perience, but also to possess for their basis a long legal

offences under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, for concealing
training and a supreme knowledge of the law . It will,

property and not delivering up certain monies to the therefore, be a matter of astonishment to accountants to

trustee of his bankruptcy . The prosecution was ordered find themselves suddenly stigmatised as a “ set of ignorant

by the county court judge, after an investigation of the men " by Mr. Justice Quain , - a gentleman who has uni

whole facts and circumstances of the debtor's dealings versally been considered to possess a knowledge of

with his property ; but this is the extraordinary summing commercial transactions in a practical sense, and who has

up of Mr. Justice Quain to the jury , as reported in the always been thought to have certain pretensions to a

Times : thorough acquaintance with the different classes of busi

ness men by whom those transactions are carried out. A
" The learned Judge, after commenting on the costs of the

veilbecomes, however, lifted from our eyes when we find
examination before the registrar, the magistrates, and the

present trial, said the affairs of bankrupts now got into the
ourselves attacked in so unqualified a manner, when we

landsof accountants, debt collectors, and others, instead of
are as a body so vehemently decried, and when we have

into the hands of solicitors, gentlemen who were under the the authority of a judge to consider ourselves neither

control of the court. They had got into the hands of a class scrupulous, intelligent, nor honest. There are certainly

of persons over whom the courts had no controlat all, and he grave and serious grounds for explanation of what the

trusted before long the mercantile community would give an learned judge really meant to convey by his remarks,

opinion on the present bankruptcy system , and deliver it in which , however , if correctly reported , seem almost too

such a manner that it should be heard by the legislature. sweeping to retract. The Daily Telegraph of yesterday
· That the whole affairs in bankruptcy should be taken out of

endeavoured to elucidate what was really meant by his
the hands of solicitors - a respectable body , subject to the

lordship's summing-up ; but as it was the merest attempt
control of the court - and handed over to an ignorant set of men

called accountants , was one of the grossest abuses , in his
to place a construction which in no way coincided with the

opinion, ever introduced into the law ." words of the summing-up, but rather, if any thing, tended
to complicate theirmeaning, the endeavours of the essayist

The report continues that the jury found the prisoner
are not worth much . It remains for the accountants to

guilty , with the strongest recommendation to mercy . The
disprove Mr. Justice Quain 's erroneous convictions re

foreman added, that the jury concurred in every remark
specting themselves and their mode of transacting their

which had fallen from the learned judge with regard to
business. I should regret, for one, to think that the

the present system which obtains under the Bankruptcy | judge's reinarks were made in a vituperative spirit, or that

Act. The prisoner had already been in prison six weeks, 1 his opinion meant to embrace the whole body of account

and his lordship sentenced him to a fortnight's imprison
ants ; but, atall events, it does appear strange that a promi

ment without hard labour, and also disallowed the costs of
nentmember of the Bench should permit a monstrous

the prosecution . Now , doubtless, it may be a mark of
may be , a mark of assertion to go the round of the papers, without taking

great learning, wisdom , and impartiality, to brand indis
manty, to brand indis - steps to have such important and unfortunate remarks

criminately a large class of professional men as an
contradicted or explained .

ignorant set ; but allegation is no proof, and the questions
Yours, & c.,I would like to ask Justice Quain are the following :

August 19th .
Is it becoming in a judge to discredit the law which he

AN ACCOUNTANT.

is called upon to administer, and to express a hope that

the mercantile community would deliver an opinion in
To the Editor of the Accountant.

such a manner that it should be heard by the Legislature ?

Was the Bankruptcy Act drawn up by ignorant laymen, “ IS A CRISIS AT HAND ? ”

or by learned lawyers ? SIR , - Your issue of the 10th July contains, under this
Is it true that accountants acting as trustecs are not heading , a letter I had the pleasure of writing you on the

under the control of the court to which the proceedings 3rd of thatmonth , and inter alia , called attention to the fact

relate, namely the Court of Bankruptcy ? that England's tradingmonopolieswere being broken down.

Is it true that accountant trustees, charged with in The following paragraph , extracted from the Hour of

stituting prosecutions against fraudulent debtors, act Thursday, the 12th instant,tends to bear outmyassertion ;

without the advice and assistance of duly qualified and it must be within the knowledge of your readers

solicitors ? that India also has already established cotton mills of its
Is it just to saddle an accountant trustee with the costs Own : - “ A Philadelphia paper says, the extraordinary

of a prosecution which resulted in a conyiction , and which decline in the prices of cotton goods has proceeded so far,
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.that it has enabled our manufacturers to court a trade

that a few years ago they would never have dreamed of.

Prices are now so low , and the American demand for

goods so slack , that it is found that somemanufactures of

cotton can actually be shipped from this country to

England for sale there. The enterprise is being attempted

in some quarters, and the result will be awaited with

interest. Success has attended a similar enterprise with

some iron manufacturers, and prices have been brought so

nearly together on the opposite sides of the ocean as to

almost stop English export to this country . Five years

ago such an achievement would have been thought

altogether out of the question ." Some of the recent

failures tend also to show that my forebodings were not

ill-founded , and I fear that the troubles in the commercial

world are really only beginning. Panics will periodically

arise under any laws, but there is no particular necessity

to facilitate their occurrence by continuing laws which

hold out a premium to reckless and irresponsible trading.

Yours truly ,

EXPERT COMPTABLE.

London , August 13th, 1875.

August 12 .

( Before Nr. Registrar Hazlitt.)

IN RE PATERSON . - A first meeting for the proof of debts

and the appointment of a trustee was held under this adjudi.
cation . The bankrupt, Peter Hay Paterson , was described as

of the Albany, Piccadilly, of no occupation . His statement

of affairs disclosed liabilities of £16 ,630, with assets £3,900 ,

irrespective of a reversionary interest in property in Fife and

Perthshire of the annual rental of £8,000.' Messrs. Linklater,

Messrs. Lumley, Messrs. Raven and Co., Mr. Bushby, and

others took part in the proceedings. Mr. James Waddell, ac

countant, was appointed trustee, with a committee of inspec
tion ,

To the Editor of the Accountant.

• SIR , - Every accountant of respectability and repute

will not fail to recognise and appreciate the straight

forward manner in which you have caused to be reported

in your paper of last week the case against IIedley ,

Harper, and Bennison, at the York Assizes, for fraudulent
conspiracy. The last-named person , however, is stated to

be “ an accountant," and mymore immediate object in

addressing you is to inquire whether the person 80

- described is a member of any of the societies of

accountants existing in the United Kingdom ? As,

doubtless, you have at hand accurate information and

data from which you can supply a reliable answer to my

inquiry, I hope you will do so, and doubtless your many

readers will feel equally as grateful as

Your obedient servant,

AN ACCOUNTANT.

[We are glad to be able to state thatwe cannot find the

name of the person referred to on the lists of members

of any of the societies of accountants in the United

Kingdom . - ED. Accountant. ]

August 13.

(Before Mr. Registrar HaYLITT, sitting as Chief Judge. )
IN RE HEALD, MATHWIN , AND C0. - Upon the application of

Mr. Stocken, Mr. T . Y . Strachan , accountant, Newcastle , was
appointed receiver under a petition for liquidation filed by the
debtors , who carry on business in London and at Newcastle .
on - Tyne. The liabilities are estimated at £100 ,000, with
assets of considerable value.

(Before Mr Registrar MURRAY.)

IN RE JOHN GRAHAM . — This was a first meeting for the

proof of debts and the appointment of a trustee. The bank

rupt was a warehouseman carrying on business in Wood .

street, Cheapside. His statement of affairs showed unsecured

debts of £10,973, and liabilities £60,720, the latter arising for
the most part in connexion with the failure of Messrs. Collio

and other firms. The assets, consisting of stock -in -trade,

book debts, bills of exchange, and furniture, are returned at
£22 ,384. Debts to a considerable amount having been proved ,
Mr. Charles Chatteris, accountant,was appointed trustee, with

a committee of inspection .

August 14 .

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge .)

IN RE WHITLOCK AND Dadson. - The debtors,wine merchants
| in the City, have filed a petition for liquidation , with liabilities

estimated at £146 ,000, and assets £5 ,000. Mr. R . Griffiths

( for the petitioners and with the concurrence of creditors to a

large amount) asked that Mr. Lovering, accountant, should be

appointed receiver, and also for an interim injunction to

restrain actions by creditors. His Honour granted the

application.

The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st April, 1875 ,
when there was a balance of £6 , 265,322, to the 14th instant,
were £26,383,872, against £25 ,428,617, in the corresponding
period of the preceding financial year , which began with a
balance of £7,442,854 . The net expenditure was £30 ,816 ,722 ,
against £29,876 ,336 to the same date in the previous year.
The Treasury balances on the 14th instant amounted to

£1,466,892, and at the same date in 1874 to £2,182, 175.
At the Lambeth Police Court on Friday, Walter Thompson

Hunt, 33 , described as “ an accountant,” residing at 11 Wood
side-terrace, Gipsey -hill, Norwood, was charged before Mr.
Chance with maliciously causing the death of Mary Ann

Hudson , by administering to her a draught of strychnine, at
11 Providence-place, Norwood, also with attempting to kill
Thomas and Hannah Taylor by administering a portion of

the same poison. The prisoner , who strongly protested his

innocence , was, on his removal in a cab from the Norwood

Police-station , greeted with a very decided outburst of popular

indignation .

August 17.

Mr. Registrar Murray, sitting as chief judge, disposed of a
list of cases . A point arose under a petition for adjudication

presented against a trader . The petitioning creditor was the

landlord , and he had a large claim for rent, which the debtor

disputed . Proceedings in ejectment had been commenced for
the recovery of possession of the premises, and a distress had

also been levied . The petitioning creditor asked that a re .

ceiver and manager of the business - that of a perfumer

should be appointed , but the debtor resisted the application ,
stating that he denied in toto the allegations contained in the

petition . Mr. Registrar Murray pointed out that the hearing

of the petition was fixed for Monday next, and said that no

necessity had been shown to exist for the appointment of a
receiver. Until the adjudication was pronounced the debtor

was master of his own property. The application was there

fore refused .

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR Hazlitt.)

IN RE W . J. HARKER . – At the first meeting for the proof of

debt and choice of a trustee to the estate of this bankrupt,
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bankrapt to apply at a future day to ro -open it. Mr. Perry,
instructed by Mr. Eaton (Oldham and Eaton ), appeared for the

assignoes.

HUDDERSFIELD COUNTY COURT.

Mr. A . A . James, accountant, 110 Cannon -street, was elected to
the post. The bankrupt, who is described as a gentleman ,

residing at Eton -place, Haverstock-hill,was adjudicatod on
the 29th of June last on the petition of William Bingham ,
tailor, Conduit-street, creditor for £90. No statement of

affairs was produced, but debts to the amount of £4,027 were
admitted against the estate.

· IN RE JACOB BIRKETT. — This was also a first meeting for the

proof of debt and appointment of trustee to the estate. The

bankrupt, who is described in the petition as a merchant,

carrying on business at Fenchurch -street, under the firm of

Jacob Birkett and Co., was adjudicated on the 4th of the
present month upon a debt of $ 114 . The rough statement of
affairs produced at the meeting discloses liabilities to the

extent of £25 ,784 , against assets £724 . Debts to a consider

able amount were proved , and a resolution was come to ,

appointing Mr. John Pattinson (H , Brett , Milford and Co.),

accountant, Leadonhall-street, trustee, with a committee of
inspection.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .

August 13th .

( Before the Hon. Judge MILLER.)

IN RE WILLIAM ARMSTRONG. – The bankrupt was a money.
lender at Hollywood , county Down. He came up for final

examination . Mr. Purcell, Q . C . (instructed by Messrs. Dinnen ,

and S . Bennor ) appeared for the creditors, and submitted that

the final examination could not be passed . Counsel stated
that a worso caso never came before the court than the
present. The bankrupt had carried on business as a money.

lender for 30 years, during which period he was supposed to be

. a solventman , and the poor of the county all deposited with

· him their hard -earned money, and the result is that an

immense amount of misery and ruin had been caused by his

dealings. The bankrupt now came before the court, and asked

his lordship to believe that - having carried on his trade for 30

years, lending out £30 ,000 a year in various small sums, and

receiving 20 and 25 per cent. interest - that he had no books

that contained a record of his transactions - no cash book , or

any thing that would enable the creditors to ascertain the ex

tent of his dealings or the bona fides of the return hehad made

to the court. The creditors believed that the bankrupt had

notmade a full and fair disclosure. It was impossible that the
statement he now made - that he had no means- - could be

true, when they considered the extent and nature of the
business he carried on . The only book the bankrupt

produced was one containing an entry of the sums he
had lent, but there was no record of the money he
received from time to time. The vouching of the ac
counts lasted two entire days, and the result of the

investigation was that in 1865 the bankrupt was deficient

£14 ,000, and if that were true, he was going on swindling the

public down to the period of his bankruptcy , and receiving the

hard earnings of these unfortunate people until he increased

the amount from £14 ,000 to £20 ,000 . Mr. Carton (instructed

by Mr. Bennett Thompson ) submitted, on behalf of the bank

rupt, that his client had rendered the best account of his

position that he possibly could . If the accounting was un .

satisfactory , it was owing to the absence of books, and it was

an unfortunate circumstance for the bankrupt that he had
never kept books. Judge Miller said that in the course of his

career he had seldom met with a case more utterly destituto

of merits than the present. The greatest punishment that

the court could impose was to adjourn the examination sine

die ; but he thought the greatest punishment of all that the

bankrupt could get was his own conscience, for the way he
kept up fictitious dealings by receiving the moneys of these

poor people and using it for his own advantage. The final
examination was then adjourned sine die, with liberty to the

August 13th .

RE C . H . Rost. - An application was made to the registrar

of the court, by Mr. S Learoyd , on behalf of Mr. J . P .

Birtwhistle , in the bankruptcy of Messrs. C . H . Rostand Co.,
merchants, Nelson -street, Bradford, for an order by the

registrar for the delivery to the trustee of certain goods which

had been ordered by the bankrupts from Messrs R . Andrew

and Co ., 82 Fountain -street, Manchester. The value of the

goods is stated to be £540 16s. 11d . It appeared that in 1874 ,

the bankrupts ordered goods to the amount stated from
Messrs. Andrew and Co., and they were to be sent to London ,

they intending to export them to China . On the 18th Sep

tember, a note was sent by Mr. Farr from the Great Eastern
Railway Company to Rost and Co., stating that the goods had

arrived at the London Docks station , and remained there to

the order of Rost and Co., being held by the railway company

as warehousemen , and subject to warehouse charges. This
note was read by a clerk named Bush , at Rost's office , in
Bradford, and he telegraphed that instructions should be sent
about the goods the next day. Hethat nightwrote to Messrs.

Androw , informing them that Rost had failed and had gone
away to the continent, and enclosing him a note received from

therailway company, endorsed by Bush , and assigning thegoods

to Messrs. Andrews.On the receiptofthis letter,Messrs.Andrew

went to the agent of the Great Eastern Railway Company, in

Manchester,and stopped thegoods atLondon ; subsequently ob
taining possession of the goods and giving the railway company

an indemnity. It was contended byMr. Learoyd that inasmuch

as the goods had arrived at the London Docks and were vare.

housed, they had come into the possession of the bankrupts,
and consequently Mr. Andrew had no right to seize them for

himself, and Bush had no right to transfer the goods to Mr.
Andrew , and therefore Mr. Andrew could not seize under
Bush's endorsement. Mr. H . Cadman , barrister, contended
that inasmuch as the goods had been sent to the London

Docks by mistake when they ought to have been sent to the

Victoria Docks, they were in transitu , and that therefore Mr.
Andrew had no right to stop them and take possession of

them . The Registrar, however, held that Mr. Learoyd's rion
was the correct one, and an arrangement was come to
whereby Messrs. Andrew should pay to the trustee a sum of

£450, each party to bear their own costs.

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

Aug. 13.

(Before Mr. COLLIER, Judge.)
IN RE J. J. HARRATT. — This was a motion for an order

declaring that certain household furniture in the possession of

Mr. Henry Beckwith , belonged to Mr. Banner, the trustee.
It appeared that in 1871 Mr. Beckwith became bankrupt, and
to secure his furniture ho induced Mr. Harratt to advance

£250 to purchase the same from the trustee. The furniture

with Harratt under which he was to have the use of the

furniture on payment of 7 per cent, on the purchase-monoy.

Early in the present year Harratt became bankrupt, and his

trustee now claimed the furniture in question as part of the

estate . Mr. Walton (instructed by Messrs. Woodburn, Pem .

berton , and Sampson ) appeared for Mr. Banner , the trustee,

and Mr. Nordon for Mr. Beckwith , His Honour made an

order in accordance with the prayer of the motion .
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SUMMER ASSIZES.- BRISTOL. court - and handed over to an ignorant set of men called

accountants, was one of the grossest abuses, in his opinion ,

ever introduced into the law . The jury found the prisoner

guilty , with the strongest recommendation to mercy. The

foreman added that the jury concurred in every remark which

had fallen from the learned judgo with regard to the present

system which obtainsunder the Bankruptcy Act. The prisoner

had already been in prison six weeks, and his Lordship

sentenced him to a fortnight's imprisonment, without hard

labour, and also disallowed the costs of the prosecution .

August 18.

CROWN COURT. - (Before Mr. Justice Quain .)

David Tate , a millor , 29, was indicted as a fraudulent bank

rupt under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. Mr. Norris prosecuted ;

Mr. Collins defended the prisoner. The prisoner had a flour

mill at Radipole , near Weymouth , and went into liquidation

in May last. The charge against him was that he had ob

tained goods by fraud within four months previously . It

appeared that, owing to some operations of the Weymouth

Corporation , the mill had stopped altogether in December,

1872. The prisoner had commenced an action against the

Corporation to recover damages, and used this fact as a means

to induce corn morchants in Bristol to sell corn to him , which

he pretended he was in the habit of having ground at some

other mill, so as not to lose his connexion ; whereas, in fact,

was as follows. In February of this year the prisoner bought

100 quarters of wheat in Bristol at 43s. 68 . a quarter, and 25

quarters of barley at 26s. 9d., and three days after sold the
same, delivered free, at Dorchester - the wheat at 40s., and
the barley at 26s. He gave bills on the purchase, but took

cash on the sale , and this cash he used to partially replace

some trustmoney he had misappropriated . The defence was

that this was simply a business transaction ; butthe jury nega

tived this viow of the matter, and convicted the prisoner,

who was sentenced to six months' imprisonment, with hard

labour.

James Wingo, cabinet maker, 54 , was indicted for various
offences under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, for concealing pro
perty and not delivering up certain moneys to the trustee of
his bankruptcy. Mr. Frere and Mr. T . L . Matthews prose
outed ; Mr. Carter defended the prisoner . In August, 1874,
the prisoner, finding himself in difficulties, filed a petition for
liquidation by arrangement in the Bristol County Court, and

he returned debts to the amount of over £400, and assets £70.
The principal fact relied upon by the prosecution was that
early in August, about a fortnight before the petition was filed ,

& furniture dealer, named Pincott, of Cardiff, was sent for by
the defendant, and Pincott bought of him all the furniture
there was in the warehouse and completely gutted the place.
Pincott gave a bill for £40 at two months. This bill was not
included in the assets, and the first intimation that the
trustee of the estate had of the existence of this bill was when
the defendant's son offered to purchase his father 's business

of the trustee, and mentioned Pincott as a friend who would

give him an advance of £40 by a bill to assist him in the

purchase. The trustee went over to Cardiff, and then he

found that instead of Pincott being about to advance the
money, there was a bill already in existence. This aroused
his suspicions, and he made inquiries in Bristol, and learnt
about this sale of furniture. Upon these facts, and other cir .
cumstances relating to his affairs, which were not relied upon

at the trial, although the investigation showed they were of a
very suspicious nature, the County Court Judge ordered the
bankrupt to be prosecuted. The shorthand notes of the ex
amination in the bankruptcy proceedings of the bankrupt and

other witnesses were very bulky. The learned Judge, after
commenting on the costs of the examination before the
registrar, the magistrates, and the present trial, said the
affairs of bankrupts now got into the hands of accountants,
debt collectors, and others, instead of into the hands of
solicitors , gentlemen who were under the control of the court.
They had got into the hands of a class of persons over whom
the courts had no control at all, and he trusted before long
the mercantile community would give an opinion on the
present bankruptcy system , and deliver it in such a manner

that it should be heard by the legislature. That the whole

Civil COURT. - (Before Mr. Justice BLACKBURN and a Special
Jury . )

BILLETT V . THE IMPERIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY,

LIMITED . - This was an action on a policy of insurance. Mr.

Pinder was for the plaintiff ; Mr. Dole, Q . O ., and Mr. Norris
for the defendants. The plaintiff is a potato dealer , living
with his father, who is an innkeeper at Marshfield , Gloucester

shire , and having a house in Bristol, where he sold the

potatoes, which he bought of farmers and others. He had in
sured with the defendants against death by accident, and

also , against " non -fatal bodily injury from or by accidental
violence, if," in consequence thereof, he should be “ wholly
and entirely disabled from attending to business." In this
case he was to receive £6 a week while so disabled . The
plaintiff's case was that on the evening of the 22nd January
last he was thrown from his horse and dragged some distance ,

and very seriously hurt . He was attended by a medicalman ,

and afterwards, in April, went for some time into the Bath

Mineral Hospital, none of the surgeons of which were, how
ever , called as witnesses . The whole claim was for 26 weeks,

during which , the plaintiff alleged, that he was totally
disabled . The rest of his family and the medical man wero

called to corroborate the plaintiff. The case for the defendants
was that there had been a prior claim under the policy, which
was fraudulent, and that, therefore , all interest under the
policy had been forfeited . This prior claim was in respect of

injury to the plaintiff's foot, caused by a large piece of wood
falling on it and crushing and breaking a bone. The
plaintiff had claimed for seven weeks, during which , he said ,
he was disabled by this accident, which , the defendants
alleged , was of the slightest description . A medical man was

called who had seen the plaintiff, and declared that the bone
had never been broken at all, and also witnesses who had seen
him walking about during the time when , according to his

account, he was disabled . The case lasted half the day, and
the jury were locked up for two hours, after which , being
unable to agree, they were discharged .

THE “ DAILY TELEGRAPH ” ON ACCOUNTANTS .

The Daily Telegraph of August 18th has the following
leader :

“ Some very pertinent remarks on the position and status

of public accountants were made last week at Bristol by Mr.

Justice Quain , and will, we believe, be welcomed not only by

the legal profession , but by the great body of the mercantilo

community. The case itself out of which these valuable

obiter dicta arose was one of very small importance, and its

details were more or less sordid and uninteresting. In the

August of 1874 an unhappy cabinetmaker named Winge filed

a petition for liquidation by arrangement in the Bristol County

Court, returning his debts at over £400, and his assets as £70.
Upon inquiry, it came out that only a fortnight before his
petition was filed he had called in from Cardiff a furnituro

dealer of the name of Pincott, and sold to him all the stock

in -trade in his warehouse, taking in return a bill of exchango

for £40 drawn at twomonths after date . This bill he had not

included in his assets. The trustee, however, learning the

solicitors - a respectable body, subject to the control of the the ground that the sale itself was fraudulent, and that the
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bankrupt had knowingly, wilfully, and with intent to defraud, | in their way a little bankruptcy case with some chance of fat
concealed a material and valuable asset from his creditors. pickings. The impudence of these freebooting extortioners is

The jury returned a verdict of guilty, coupling with it a strong almost beyond belief. When employed to collect a trifling

recommendation to mercy, and the learned Judge sentenced | debt, they add to its amount a demand often shillings and

the prisoner to a fortnight's imprisonment without hard sixpence for my professional charges,' which the luckless

labour, at the same time expressing his opinion very strongly and ignorant debtor only too often pays, in the belief that a

as to the substantial merits or demerits of the case, by re gentleman who signs himself • Certified Accountant of the
fusing to allow the prosecution its costs. As the prisoner was, City of London ,' has a right at law to recover his fees as

beyond all question , guilty , this somewhat lenient sentence, costs in the case.' But it is out of bankruptcy, as it is at

joined as it was with a distinct censure of the prosecution , present administered , that these undergrown vultures make

appears at first a little strange. The difficulty , however, dis their largest gains. They inspect the files of the Bankruptcy

appears in a moment when we learn that Mr. Justice Quain Court, and send touting letters to creditors , offering to ' repre

was dealing with what is tachnically known as an accountant's sent their interests .' In little cases they often obtain a

case. The affairs of the luckless Mr. Winge had got into an | sufficient number of proxies to enable them to seize upon the
accountant's hands, and the result had been a tangle of litiga - | coveted position of trustee ; and under such circumstances the

tion , and a needless running up of costs and professional old proverb that the shells fall to the litigant is only too fully
charges, which very justly excited the learned Judge's indig. realised . The costs,' as it pleases him to style them , of &

nation . His lordship, we are told , after commenting on the so - called professional accountant ' will be found, on taxation,

expenses of examination before the Registrar, proceedings be- to be fully as onerous as those of a solicitor, while, on the

fore the magistrates, and ultimately of the trial itself, said other hand, his employers , as Mr. Justice Quain pointed out,

' the affairs of bankrupts now got into the hands of account. are not dealing with a respectable and properly qualified

ants, debt collectors and others, instead of into the hands professional man , who is responsible for the advice which he

of solicitors, gentlemen who were under the control of the gives to his clients , and who can be at once, upon summary
Court. They got into the hands of a class of persons over process, made to answer for his conduct to one of the Superior

whom the Courts had no control at all, and he trusted before Courts of Law , but simply with an uncertified quack , who

long themercantile community would give an opinion on the stands to a solicitor in much the same position as that which

present bankruptcy system , and deliver it in such a manner | a licensed herbalist ' occupies towards a properly registered

that it should be heard by the Legislature. That the whole member of the College of Surgeons. County Court Judges
affairs in bankruptcy should be taken out of the hands of I could tell , if they chose, a long tale of the evil ways of these

solicitors — a respectable body, subject to the control of the legal pirates ; of the extortionate fees which they extract from
Court-- and handed over to an ignorant set of men called ac simple and ignorant folk under the pretence that their charges

countants , was one of the grossest abuses, in his opinion , ever are recoverable at law ; of the oppressive üsury they demand for
introduced into the law .' These are hard words, but we small loans,and only too often - of themanner in which they

venture to think that they are fully justified by equally hard use their position as debt collectors to retain balances in their

facts , and we are glad to notice that the foreman of the jury own hands, for the use of which they render no manner of ac .

took it upon himself to state in open court that both he and count. The cause to which all these malpracticesare capable of

his brother jurors fully and entirely agreed with Mr. Justice being referred is sufficiently obvious. As longasany disreputable
Quain 's remarks. ex -attorney's clerk or small usurer 's jackal may style himself

“ There are, of course, accountants and accountants ; and • accountant,' the profession of accountancy, which onght to
Mr. Justice Quain , who has had in his day a very considerable be, and in honourable hands is , a most trustworthy and

experience of mercantile law , would , we are sure, be the last valuable calling, will remain , as it is at present, a sort of

man to underrate the especial services which a skilled account legal Alsatin . Accountants of ascertained position , for self

ant can render. Of firms such as those of Quilter and Ball, protection, should take measures to prevent the title under
or of the Messrs. Turquand, we need hardly speak . . Their which they carry on their legitimate business from being thns

reputation and standing in the City are such that, as writers abused by unscrupulousand only too often fraudulent petti
on evidence say, res ipsa loquitur. Nor is it only these large foggers, and the position of an accountant ought to be made
and old -established houses that have a right to our good as responsible and as satisfactory as that of a notary public ,

opinion . There are in the City several professed accountants or a surrogate, or even an attorney . At present the black

in a much smaller way of business than that of the eminent sheep are bringing the old -established and well-conducted
houses to which we have referred , and who thoroughly houses into disrepute and ill odour, and the profession, if we

deserve the esteem and confidence of their clients. Every may so call it, is in a position in which it will do well to con

large business firm employs an accountant to audit its books ; sider carefully its own interests and future prospects. The

and as long as the accountant confines himself within general public , on the other hand - and more especially that

the strict limits of his duty, which is, as we under portion of it whose ill fate it is to be vexed with small debts

stand it, that of a professional expert in bookkeeping, - should recollect that the status and calling of an accountant,

he discharges a very valuable and most important whether certified ' or not, or whether of the City of
function . Were he, in short, to style himself ' Accountant London ' or elsewhere, is not recognised by the Courts of

and Auditor,' he would exactly describe the responsibilities Law , and that no accountant has a right to demand any
which devolve upon him , and would be recognised at once as a charge for his services except in pursuance of a previous and
gentleman with whose assistance on certain occasions it is positive agreement that he is to be remunerated for them .

altogether impossible to dispense. Unfortunately, however, Nor is this all. An accountant and debt collector who adds

there are black sheep in every profession and in every calling ; to the debt which he demands his own professional charges,'

and , as it is open to any man who chooses to dub himself an and threatens legal proceedings unless the total amount is at

accountant, or a “ certified accountant," or a “ professed once paid , sails very closely indeed within the range of the

accountant," or an “ accountant of the City of London ," it is criminal law ; while , if he specifies the Court in which he in .
to be feared that the tale of shady and disreputable prac . tends to proceed , he is clearly guilty of contempt. If , instead
titioners in this peculiar branch of business is very much of 1 king up small debtors , our County Court Judges were to

larger than it might be. An honourable and respectable keep a strict and keen eye upon the various accountants in
practitioner takes the very strictest care to confine himself to | their district , they would be discharging a very valuable ser
his legitimate business. For the smaller and discreditable vice to the great body of small suitors by whom their Courts

fry, all is fish that comes to their net. They collect debts, | are frequented , and who are precisely the kind of people

thoy discount bills on a petty scale, and at exorbitant and | whom the self- constituted accountant usually selects as the

· ruinous rates ; they are bost pleased of all when fortune sends victims of his extortionate malpractices."
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. Stock Exchange. The liabilities amount to £17.000, and

assets to £2,000 . The books have been placed in the hands

W . STYLES (ISLEWORTH ). - A meeting was held at the offices
of Messrs. Johnstone, Cooper, Wintle and Co., accountants,

of Messrs. Barrett and Patey, public accountants, 90 London .
for investigation . — The Stockton Rail Mill Company , Limited ,

wall, E . C ., on Tuesday the 10th inst., in the matter of William
on Friday, issued circulars to its creditors intimating that, in

Styles, of Isleworth , when liquidation was resolved upon , and
consequence of previous heavy losses, and the suspension of

Mr. Edward T . Barrett appointed trustee.
Messrs. Shaw and Thomson , metal brokers, London, the com

R . NICOLSON. - A meeting was held at the offices of
pany is unable to keep its engagements, and the indulgence

Messrs. Barrett and Patey, public accountants , 90 London
of creditors is asked until a meeting of shareholders can be

wall, E . C ., on Wednesday the 11th inst., in the matter of
held . The liabilities are stated to exceed £100,000.

Roderick Nicolson , of Fleet-street, London , and East Register
AMERICA. — Advices from America report the failure of Mr.

street , Edinburgh , advertising agent, when a composition of William Henderson , lumber merchant, Montreal, with lia
2s. in the pound was accepted. Mr. Henry H . Patey being bilities of £32,000, and assets of £20, 000 . - The Chicago Plate
appointed trustee to distribute the composition . and Bar Mill Company, & well-known local establishment,
* T . HAYES (MANCHESTER). - A meeting of the creditors of

with liabilities of $ 20 , 000 . - Messrs. Martin Y . Bunn and Co.,

Mr. Thomas Hayes, Fennel- street, Manchester, wholesale pro wholesale grocers , New York, have suspended , with liabilities
vision merchant and commission agent, was held at the offices of £18 ,000 ; also Messrs. Worth and Watson , wholesale
of Messrs. Addleshaw and Warburton , on the 16th inst., when grocers, 183 Duane-street, with liabilities of £12 ,000 . - A
a statement af affairs was submitted by Messrs . Nicholson and meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Taussig , Gemp and Co.,
Milne, accountants , showing liabilities £3,846 8s. 2d ., and

bankers, and of Taussig , Fisher and Co., of St. Louis , had
assets £1,107 10s. 2d . A composition of 48. 3d. in the been held, and a proposal of settlement agreed to . The
pound was accepted , payable at 2s. in two months and 2s. 3d , indebtedness of the bank was £50 ,000. - At Northampton ,
in four months, the last instalment guaranteed .

Mass., the Arms and Bardwell Manufacturing Company failed ;
T . SYMS (MANCHESTER ). - A meeting of the creditors under liabilities £40,000 --Messrs. C . C . Hellen and Mr. H . L .

the bankruptcy of Mr.' Thomas Syms, of 100 Deansgate, Bogart, of the New York Stock Exchange, had failed. - Mr.
licensed victualler, was held on Friday, August 13th , when Mr. Merriman , wholesale clothing house, Hartford , suspended .
debts to the amount of £4,659 were proved , the assets being - Messrs. Foster and Brothers, carpet dealers, Fulton -street,
stated to be about £2 ,000. It was resolved to appointMr. E . Brooklyn , New York, have made an assignment (August 4th ) .
B . Harding , of Sutton and Harding, accountants, trustee, with Their liabilities are stated at £53,000, and assets £40,000. —
a committee of inspection . American advices announce the suspension of the old estab

J . C . FOWLIE . - It was arranged at the adjourned meeting of lished shipping and commission firm of Messrs. Thomas R .
J . C . Fowlie's creditors , held on Tuesday, to liquidate the

Matthews and Sons, 18 Bonley 's Wharf, Baltimore, with
estate by arrangement and not in bankruptcy. The probable liabilities of £10,000 ; the Girard Tube and Iron Company of
dividend is expected to be about 1s . in the pound, but this is Philadelphia are reported as in difficulties ; the Rolling Mill ,
contingent upon certain bills being withdrawn which it is Alliance, Ohio , failed with liabilities of £80 ,000.
arranged shall not rank against Fowlie 's estate if 10s. in the

pound be paid on them by a third party whose namethey do The National Zeitung states that the firm of Liebmann
not carry. Levy, of Trieste, has suspended payment, with liabilities

THE ABERDARE Co. - At an adjourned meeting of the estimated at £30,000.
creditors of the Aberdare and Plymouth Iron Companies,

held on Wednesday, at the Cannon -street Hotel, itwas decided

to adjourn themeeting for another month , to afford time for

Messrs. Fothergill and Hankey to make arrangements with

their friends to provide the funds necessary to carry on the APPOINTMENTS.

works, with a view to work the large and valuable properties

which upon closer investigation show that if timebe allowed

the coal and iron fieldsmay yield sufficient to pay the creditors.
[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint.

Such a result will, we are informed , be greatly facilitated by

themanner in which the Marquis of Bute has acted in refer ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

ence to the leases,and which was spoken of as being a very
Vice-Chancellor Bacon has appointed Mr. James Cooper, of

encouraging feature.
the firm of Johnstone, Cooper, Wintle, and Co., *official

T . S . HARE (LIVERPOOL ). – At a meeting of the creditors of
liquidator of the Anglo -Italian Pulp and Paper Making

Mr. T . S . Hare, cotton broker, Liverpool, the liabilities were
shown to be £58,456 , and the assets £1,292. These figures Company, Limited.

are exclusive of £33 ,295 owing for cotton still afloat, and upon The Vice- Chancellor Sir Richard Malins has appointed Mr.
which there will be a considerable loss, owing to the fall in the G . A . Cape (Cape and Harris) , of No. 8 , Old Jewry , official

market. Liquidation by arrangement was resolved upon . liquidator of the Peat, Coal, and Charcoal Company, Limited .

Mr. Harry Brett (of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford ,

FAILURES. Pattinson , and Co.), of 150 Leadenhall- street, E . C ., and 12

Vigo - street , Regent-street, W ., Public Accountant, has been ap

pointed Trustee of the estate of Daniel Orpen, of 10 Denmark .
ENGLAND . - In consequence of the non -arrival of expected

terrace , Denmark -hill, in the County of Surrey , Cheesemonger,
remittances from their Lima correspondents ,occasioned solely , a bankrupt. Mr. George Beswick , Solicitor to the Trustee , 10
it is mentioned, by the scarcity of bills procurable for the pur Bedford-row , W . C .
pose, Messrs. P . Denegri and Sons , commission merchants, of

8 Old Jewry, have suspended payment. It is believed , how Mr. John Pattinson (of the firm of Harry Brett , Milford,

ever, that the difficulty is only a temporary one, and that the Pattinson , and Co.), of 150 Leadenhall- street, E .C ., and 12

assets of the Lima house will allow all claims to be paid in Vigo-street, Regent-street, W ., Public Accountant, has been
full. The books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. appointed Trustee of the estate of Jacob Birkett, trading as

Harding, Whinney, & Co. - Mr. W . J Craven , commission Jacob Birkett and Company, of 116 Fenchurch -street, in the

merchant, of Fenchurch -street, has stopped payment, owing | City of London , a bankrupt. Mr. E . W . Owles, Solicitor to

chiefly, it is understood , to speculative operations on the the Trustee, 22 Chancery-lane, E . C .
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R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheonsfrom the joints, hotorcold, including vegetablesand bread, 18. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.

• Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6 .

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small parties on the Second Floor .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on morto
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent.; for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

THE INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OF THE
CORPORATION OF LONDON.

An account has just been issued of the produce and expendi
ture of the City 's estates forthe year ending31st December, 1874 ,

and published under the authority of the City Chamberlain ,
Mr. Benjamin Scott. The document, which is one of a very
voluminous nature, occupies no fewer than 131 closely printed

pages. The City' s receipts are enumerated under various

heads, and details are given in every case. Among the receipts
are rents and quit rents, £93,510 17s. 7d . ; renewing fines,
£3,438 13s. 5d . ; premiums for granting leases, £1,200 ; be
quests, £135 138. 4d. ; interest on Government securities,

£10 ,864 18. 3d .; Metropolitan Cattle Market, Islington ,
£37,351 128. 1140. ; Metropolitan Meat and Poultry Market,
Smithfield (exclusive of tolls ), £40,455 13s. 11d . ; Leadenhall,
£2,065 Os. 60. ; Farringdon , £1,714 48. 24d. ; Smithfield
(Haymarket), £155 15s. 6d. ; Billingsgate (exclusive of tolls),

£6,518 28 . '6d. ; and Columbia Market, £1,131 138. 6á.
Voluntary metage on grain , & c ., 61,869 15s.54d. ; fruit metage,
£2,421 38. 6d. ; brokers ' rents, £7,029 . Justicary fees — Man .
sion House, £2,025 4s. 8d. ; Guildhall, £864 2s. 6d. Account
of prisons, viz ., Newgate , £476 98. 40. ; Holloway, £3,236 14s.

40 . ; ditto on account of criminal prosecutions, £935 9s. ; ditto

felons' goods, fines and forfeitures, £10 ,000 ; Mayor's Court fees

(gross), £7,393 1s . 10d.; officers' surplus fees and profits ,
£5,399 178. ; reimbursement sanitary expenses Port of London ,
£127 158. 4d. ; sundry and casual receipts, £1, 060 0s. 2d .;
reimbursement, entertainment to his Imperial Majesty the
Shah of Persia, £112 129. ; ditto , Thanksgiving day,
£61 16s. 60. The total receipts , therefore, are £313,917 78. 9d .

On the same side of the account is given a statement of loans
raised, amounting to £263,872 4s. 6d ., so that the grand total
was £577,789 12s. 3 d . The charges for expenditure show &

profit on the markets of about £10 ,000. The expenses of the
prisons were as follows : - Newgate , £5 , 969 1ās. 7d . ; City
Prison , Holloway, £10 ,972 6s. ; general prison expenses,
£1,318 19s . The expenses of the administration of justice

(criminal) were £7,491 Os. 5d . ; ditto , office of coroner,
£1,351 14s. 8d. ; enlargement of Pauper Lunatic Assylum ,
£7,250. The expenses of the Civil Government of the City.
including the payments to the Lord Mayor, sheriffs, judge, and
officers of the Mayor's Court, expenses of the Mansion House,
Guildhall, Law Courts, & c ., amounted to £49,304 78. 4d. ;

pensions, including London almshouses , £6,797 14s . 6 d . ;
charitable donations, £3,497 88. 8d. ; honorary votes, £513 11s.
The educational expenses were : City of London School,
£1,572 88. 77d.; Freemen 's Orphan School, £4,783 16s . 1d.
Other items are : - Expenses in relation to Epping Forest were
£12,260 198. 6d . ; Bills in Parliament, £1, 158 28. 5d. ;
Guildhall Library and Museum , £2,810 16s. 3d. ; entertain
ment of his Imperial Majesty the Czar of Russia ,

£13,362 158. 9d. ; déjeuner to the Prince of Wales,
£1,821 148. 7d. ; erection of the new library and museum ,
£6 ,570 198. 3d. ; making a total of £274,238 Os. 3d . ; but,
in addition , under the head of loans discharged, will be found

charges relating to the enlargement of Billinsgate Market ,
£60,034 10s, 11d . ; western extension of Metropolitan Meat
Market , £47,755 178. 8d. ; bringing the total expenditure to
£554,044 3s. 5d .

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS !!!
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,theOwl, and the Waverley Pen."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "

Another bleesing to men ! The Hindoo Pen.
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . Bee

Graphıc, 17th May , 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.ld.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edine
burgh.

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes. -
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK. All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .
Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays

from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , E .TATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTOALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER . .SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross, W .C . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate " are : - lst. - Tbe Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

Rents, Frechold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels
Public Honses , Inde, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents , Land,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Ofices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounta . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Lana, Farme, Estates, and Houses : aleo Valuations of Fure

niture . Jewellery, and other Effects. for probate and other por

poses . 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agents . 6to.

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists , monetary advances on realand personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things insta

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; aso to
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and conu

dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or couby
introducing business ,

On the petition of Messrs . Travers Smith and Co., solicitors
to the London and Westminster Bank, Alexander and William

Collie were adjudicated bankrupts on the 19th instant.

LATE ADVERTISEMENT.

mo ACCOUNTANTS' CLERKS. — Wanted in an
- Accountant's office, a respectable, energetic man ; must have a

thorough practical knowledge and experience in making up, auditing and
balancing books and accounts, the working of Limited Liability Companies,
and themanagement of Bankruptcies and Liquidations. - Address by letter

only , stating age, salary required , & c . & c . , “ Alpha ,” care of Mr. Alfred

W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62Gracechurch -street, London , E .C .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls. PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c.

Flve Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E . C

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN ,

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
J . DEFRIES ' AND SONS'

CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

EDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Halland Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d . to 100 guineas.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H , J. Atkinson , Esq .
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon , Esq.
John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M . P .

:FETES AND REJOICINGS.

- BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes ' walk from the Bank of England .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 , 115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may beworn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. John WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly .

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 60., 31s. 6d ,

Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s . 6d., 428 ., and 523. 60. Post
age free . An Umbilical Trura , 42s ., and 52s . 6d . Postage

S L free . P . o . o . to be made payable to JOIN WHITE, Post- office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 60 , 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. cach .
Postage free. .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable :

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s . 6d. and 7s. 60 . Adults, i0s . 60., 159 . 60., and 218 . each .
Postage free . - John White, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a Safe or
Strong - Room Door, depends on the fuct that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickLess of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The

Lock , by a simple movementof the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thns be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the aid of

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vide
* Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means ,

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK, SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS,

76 Cheapside,London, E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA. — " By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette,
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED.
Registered under the Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60 ,000 , IN 12 ,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.

£l on Application, the remainder on Allotment,

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester, Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King-street, Manchester.
WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER , Esq., Durham Massey, Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man . { MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester, JAMES HASLAM , Esq., M . R . C . V . S .
JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.
ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY .

Cheshire. ( Pro, tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER .
BANKERS.

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street, OFFICES.

Manchester, and its Branches. ( Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

PROSPECTUS:
The greatwant of a shoe for Horses and other draught animals ( so as to obtain a firm and solid foot hold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery

pavements , and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the

ground : to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwieldy

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of hores,
and also by “ The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals .”

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides , rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied , and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They aremade from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible, and therefore are the most natural substance from which to
form a shoe . They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm

and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe, and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes , and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply setsmuch cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier.

Forms of application for sharesmay be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary.
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H , R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE?

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices , and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreigu Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Samerates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. Avqust 21, 1970.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. - NEW SERIES. — No. 38. SATURDAY, AUGUST 28, 1875 . [PRICE 6D .

J . F . TITCHMARSH, Public ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND CO., are
I preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION ,which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

in the public enprintea MamicLNE
R
, ANT

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A managing Clerk of large

practice in Limited Companies, Accounts, Audits, Liquidations, & c .
would assist pro tem , or otherwise, or undertake London business for

Provincial Accountants . Accountant's Clerk , 141 Hampstead Road , N . W .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
I and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES . OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which, when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Mesurs .
Marsh , Milner , and Co . , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E .C .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountanty, & GeneralPrinters,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS , & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & o., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S. E .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co.'s
N1 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction, Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
I Landed Estates , City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842), 54 Cannon -street.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .O .,
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUNE 24th , 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL, E .O .

AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

commodious offices at the above address , will be pleased to hear
H

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City.

Juncheons from the joints, hot orcold, including vegetables and brcad , Is.31

Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables, cheese and broad , 26.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock, from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6cm

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small parties on the Second Floor.

LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS ' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
for Friday evening 's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free ).
Cheques and Post -office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession, the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide · field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and thie ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . — Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End
Newsvendors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In consequence of numerous applications from sub -

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the
supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers 'names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch

street, London, E .C .

decisions of the Lords Justices, and laying to heart

the grim resolution with which those high officials in

terpret the various sections of the Bankruptcy Act as

far as possible in the interests of creditors. It is in

the cases of liquidations and compositions, which are

popularly supposed to give the principal openings for

fraud , that certain little pitfalls occur, into which the

unwary fall. A nice little point thus arose in a case

we reported in a recent issue. Judgment having been

" recovered against a trader, the debtor, with much

promptitude, filed a petition for liquidation. Execution

was duly levied ,and then all proceedings were stayed to

await the result of the meeting of the creditors. At

this a composition was agreed to , and the question to

be decided was whether the execution creditors could

proceed with their execution and obtain payment of

their claim in full, or whether they must relinquish

their security and content themselves with their share

of the composition . The consensus of judicial

authority on the point was most gratifying ; the

judge of the County Court was not overruled by the

Chief Judge, and the latter's opinion was confirmed by

the Lords Justices, who unhesitatingly declared that

the right to realise the security was not taken away by

the resolution for composition. It was conceded that

if the creditors had decided to proceed in bankruptcy

or liquidation , the execution creditors would have been

bound by the opinion of the majority , and their security

would have been realised for the general benefit ; and

it was argued that such ought to be the case here, and

that the chief body of creditors could compel a dis

sentient, holding security, to content himself with his

dividend, and hand over the goods he relied on for en

forcing payment to the debtor. But here, the canons

of interpretation now universally acknowledged , came

into play. The estate must be administered in the

interest of the creditors, so that no mere minority shall

interfere so as to prevent the best means of realisation

from being adopted, but yet with due regard to the

interest of the individual, if not opposed to the

interest of the general body. Here it is plain that the

majority suffer no detriment by giving an advantage to

the secured creditor. They agree to forbear their

claims for a certain sum , but they cannot indicate the

fund from which they are to be paid . It may be hard

on the debtor, who may have relied upon selling these

goods and using the proceeds as a means of paying the

composition . If that be the case , and he is precluded

from carrying out liis arrangement, the remedy is

The X ccountant.
AUGUST 28, 1875.

Those who think the law too favourable to debtors

must derive consolation at times from studying the
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simple. The creditors are restored to their original from his schoolmaster's pantry. They will also haro

position, and liquidation or bankruptcy must be the the consolation of thinking that they have been the

result. The creditors hare made their choice . They instruments of settling an important principle of law ,

might have elected to appoint a trustee who would take which at the samo time inculcates the beautifulmoral

possession of the assets and distribute them in due maxim that justice should come before generosity ; and

proportion in liquidation. Instead of that, they have | the combined effects of literary study and ethical con

trusted to the debtor rather than to his estate, they templation will doubtless convince them that tho

personally lose nothing by the success of their co - decision they have evoked is equally admirable in point

creditor, and on the principle of allowing a single of law and of morality .

creditor to exercise his rights to the full against the

debtor where he does not prejudice the action of the

majority, the execution is allowed to take its course.
Correspondence.

MR. JUSTICE QUAIN 'S ATTACK UPON

• It is impossible not to feel a certain amount of ACCOUNTANTS.

sympathy for the unfortunate trustee whose obedience
To the Editor of the Accountant.

to the direction of the creditors to make a present of
SIR , — The unjustifiable attack made upon accountants

fifteen pounds to his committee of inspection was
by Mr. Justice Quaia , at the trial of James Winne, at

punished by the fine of a certain amount of costs, Bristol Assizes, for numerous offences under the Debtors

though he was mercifully spared from having to pay Act, 1869, calls, I think , for a few remarks from myself

as the trustee and prosecutor in the case in question , and
any to the Comptroller in Bankruptcy . At the same

upon whom his lordship thought fit to vent his indig
time it is certain that unless the principle of the nation .

honorary nature of an inspector's office had been per | Before dealing with the comments which fell from the

learned judge, or the sensational gibberish which appeared

emptorily asserted, there might have been an “ ugly in the Daily Telegraph of August 18th, I will particu

rush " of creditors eager to become inspectors and | larise as concisely as possible the facts of the case.

trustees . Every body is complaining of the little
The liquidating debtor, in August 1874, applied to a

respectable attorney of this city , to file his petition for

interest which creditors show in the affairs of their liquidation under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and I was, on

debtors. The reason is probably that people know by the 29th August, 1874, appointed receiver andmanager of

personal experienco how little the interference of any
the businesses of cabinet maker, sawyer, lamp and

oil dealer and washing board manufacturer, carried on by
creditor can really effect, and prefer losing their money the debtor, James Winne, at West- street, and Lawrence

without wasting their time in futile efforts to get it
| hill in this city.

The appointment of receiver and manager was never
back. But if committees of inspection were to charge solicited by me. Prior to my appointment, I had no

for their services, the difficulty would be not so much acquaintanceship whatever with either the debtor or his

to find candidates for the office, as to make a selection
estate. I duly carried on the business, as receiver, until

the first general meeting of creditors , held September

between thenumerous competitors . In fact, remunera 23rd , 1874 . At this meeting I was unanimously elected

tion might take a great many forms, from friendly | trustee; and I may mention , the appointment of trustce

was not solicited by me, - in fact, I only held one proxy.
dinners and testimonials down to jobbery of themost A solicitor was duly appointed by an order of the court,

unmitigated form . If the creditors themselves were to dated 3rd of October, 1874 . Any one at all conversant

vote the remuneration out of their own pockets, there with bankruptcy law , must at once see that, so far from

this being an accountant's case, the whole proceedings

could be no objection to the plan , but it is clear were entirely under the control of a solicitor,who has had

that there can be no right to take the money out of the sole management of the prosecution.

the scanty assets of the debtor. It is to behoped that
At the first meeting of creditors, the debtor was ex

amined as to his affairs, and the statements of account

the creditors will recoup the trustee for his expense, and filed by him . He has since stated upon oath that the

the literary members of their body may ponder on the | answers given to questions put to him at the first meeting

of creditors were false .
sentiments expressed in an old friend of our childhood, The estate was duly realised, and the creditors asscm .

which inculcates in homely language the moral and bled at the second general meeting voted me the

economical truth that while it is laudable for a little
munificent sum of £10 10s. as remuneration for my

services.

boy to give away his own clothes in charity , he is not Amongst the creditors were two aldermen of this city ,

justified in supplementing the gift by a loaf of bread three magistrates, and a gentleman who recently filled
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the office of high sheriff ; and no steps were taken by me called accountants, as a body, will bear a favourable
without their concurrence. comparison with the gentlemen solicitors under control of
Many of the creditors being dissatisfied with the the court.

debtor' s statement of affairs, inquiries were instituted , and These are, as concisely as I can put them , the facts of
it was proved beyond a question of doubt that a con
siderable portion of the estate had been made away with , learned judge on accountants , and to the scurrillous re
and concealed, by the debtor immediately preceding his marks and mistatements of the Daily Telegraph , which
bankruptcy . they designated hard facts .

By way of illustrating one of the many ways in which The learned judge's remarks on accountants will be

the debtor's estate was concealed and disposed of, it was | readily understood by the commercial community . His

proved that the debtor's bedroom had been divided by a lordship 's forensic wrath was evoked upon meas prosecutor,

partition , — this partition was papered over with wall paper and upon accountants generally, simply because his lord

corresponding to the other walls of the room , and behind ship considered that the entire management of bankrupts'

this partition was secreted stock -in - trade and other estates should be taken out of the hands of accountants,

articles of the estimated value of £70 ; this has been whom he derided as an " ignorant set of men," and Heaven

proved upon oath by the man who put up thepartition and knows what, and handed over to solicitors, whom his lord .

took it down. ship was pleased to style “ gentlemen .” It is greatly to
A generalmeeting of creditors was held in accordance be regretted that one of her Majesty's Lord Justices

with the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, when it should use his position to advocate in a most offensive
was resolved manner the claims of the class to which he himself belongs,

• That the trustee do apply to the court for an order and the claims of the very gentlemen who placed him in

directing a prosecution against the debtor for offences the position which he now holds.

against the Debtors Act, 1869." The learned judge told the jury that it was a prose

The learned judge of the Bristol County Court, upon cution that never ought to have been brought before the

reading evidence taken on oath , and the above resolution court, and the next moment said it was a most grave

at the general meeting of creditors, made an order upon charge. What does his lordship mean ? Does he con

me to prosecute : - I had no alternative, therefore, but to sider it no crime for a debtor to defraud his creditors ? if

institute these proceedings. Had I disregarded the order so, what earthly use is the Debtors Act ? The creditors,

of the court, doubtless I should have been severely cen the principal of whom are men of the highest standing in

sured by the judge . Bristol, one and all thought it a most proper case for

Acting on the order of the court and the resolution of criminal proceedings, as did likewise the learned judge of

the generalmeeting of creditors, I instructed the solicitor the County Court ; the magistrates who committed the

to the estate appointed by the court to apply for a prisoner also thought there was a good cause for trial, or,

warrant against the debtor. A warrant was granted, and depend upon it, a judge and jury would not have been

the debtor duly appeared before themagistrates, and , after troubled with it .

two remands, was committed to take his trial at the On reference to the Bankruptcy Act, it will be seen that

Assizes upon five counts. trustees in bankruptcy are far more under control of the
Had the debtor handed over to his creditors the court by whom they are appointed than solicitors. Any

property which I am in a position to prove he concealed, creditor has power, if he disapproves of the conduct of
and otherwise made away with , I can show that his estate a trustee, be he an accountant or not, to call a meeting of
would have paid twenty shillings in the pound. creditors for his removal; and this step is often adopted .

The article in the Daily Telegraph refers to the needless A trustee, before he can get his costs, must submit his
running up of costs and professional charges in this case. bill for approval to a general meeting of creditors called
Surely , a single penny of the costs cannot be attributed to for that purpose ; not so with the gentlemen under control
my incurring , when there was a solicitor duly appointed of the court ; they get their costs taxed before the regis
by the learned registrar of the court and under its control, trar, who is guided by the rules of the Act of Parliament;
who exercised his own discretion in taking whatever and an inspection of the bankruptcy files will convince
examination he thought necessary . any one that the pickings of an estate, be it large or small,

In spite of the difficulties which surrounded the case, is swallowed up in law costs and solicitors' bills .

and the many legal technicalities and quibbles, the jury The Billingsgate slang of the Daily Telegraph will
found the prisoner guilty ; and why I should be censured receive little attention from me - the vocabulary whence
by the court I am at a loss to understand . the delicate epithets were derived must be a matter of

Bankruptcy trusteeship I have never sought after. prodigious surprise to the public . Bad and rotten must

During the four years in which I have been in business, be the cause that cannot be sustained without such vulgar

I have only been engaged as trustee in three cases, in two advocacy . I have little fear that the article in question

of which I was a creditor, and in both cases not a farthing will mislead any portion of the public for whose edification

of assets came into my hands, consequently I got no re it is written . The public will read this, the Daily Tele

muneration ; and in this case, which the Daily Telegraph graph 's latest coup de main upon accountants, with the

has thought fit to illustrate, I have received only £10 1ās. same credulity as attended the celebrated “ Khiva Espes

for managing two businesses, collecting and getting in the dition " and the notorious “ Man and Dog Fight.” Alter

estate, inventories, valuations, writing over two hundred the expression of public opinion on these two cases, one

and fifty letters, attending several meetings of creditors, would think that for ever after the Daily Telegraph wolila

and making out statements of account : so your readers abstain from venturing upon subjects of which it

will see that bankruptcy business, so far as I am concerned ,is utterly ignorant.

most unremunerative. I am , Sir , Yours, & c.,

True, black sleep there are in every flock ; but I think

the character and reputation of the “ ignorant " set of meu | 11 High Street, Bristol.

Michael HENRY CLARK.
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THE “ DAILY TELEGRA PH ” AND accordingly allowed . There is absolutely nothing in the

ACCOUNTANTS. Act by which preference or priority can possibly be given

to one creditor over another, consequently Queen 's and

To the Editor of the Accountant. other taxes and rates can stand on no better footing than

SIR, - One of the correspondents in your paper of the
other claims ; and I am unaware of the existence of any

| Act of Parliament by which the above construction of the
21st instant remarks that “ Mr. Justice Quain has thought 1862 Act has been effected.
fit, in a recent prosecution , to give his personal views as to

the position and status of public accountants as a body,
Yours, & c .

and the Daily Telegraph has taken up the hue and cry ."

Doubtless many of your readers will be surprised that

the remarks of the Telegraph have led to no further COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
correspondence on the subject in the columns of that

paper, especially as we are in themidst of what has been

jocosely called the silly season , when the readers of that August 19

paper are usually treated to disquisitions and corres ( Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
pondence on the status and pay of commercial clerks, the IN RE ALEXANDER COLLIE AND Co. - An adjudication of
wrongs of post- office and telegraph officials , the hardships bankruptcy was made against Messrs . Alexander Collie and

of agricultural labourers, and such - like matters. This William Collie, described as merchants, carrying on business

remarkable silence on the part of the Telegraph atter in London and Manchester, under the style of Alexander

having raised such a loud hue and crymust not be attribu Collie and Co. Messrs. Travers, Smith , and Co. appeared as

ted to its not having received remonstrances from mem solicitors to the proceedings. The petitioning creditor is the

bers of the body assailed, as I know that letters from
London and Westminster Bank , claiming the sum of £1,400

upon a bill of exchange, dated the 4th of January last , drawn
variousmembers of our profession have been addressed to

by the debtors upon and accepted by Charles Carnie, payable

the Telegraph on the subject. It may possibly arise from
six months after date , and dishonoured at maturity. . In

a consciousness that many of its assertions are not respect to this debt, which forms a very small portion only of
warranted by facts, and that, however much it may pro the aggregate amount due from the bankrupts, the petitioning
claim to the world its hatred of injustice and its love of creditor has no security. The act of bankruptcy upon which

fair play, it would appear as it it sometimes is disposed to the petition is founded is the presentation by the debtors of

" wear its rue with a difference.” From this little incident, the liquidation petition , the proceedings under which fell to the

however, the public accountants of England are enabled ground. As to Alexander Collie , who has absconded , an order

to discriminate between their friends and their foes, and for “ substituted service " of the petition had been obtained ,

to know that one organ of liberal public opinion is willing
but in the case of the other partner, who remains within the

to issue innuendoes and aspersions against their character
jurisdiction , service was effected in the prescribed mode. No

and conduct, accompanied by such flowers of speech as
notice to dispute the petition was given on behalf of either

debtor, and Mr. Registrar Murray made the adjudication in
“ free -booting extortioners," " shady and disreputable the usual form . The first meeting is fixed for the 6th of
practitioners," " undergrown vultures,” but at the same September, at 12 o ' clock, when the proceedings will be merely
time closely shuts its columns to any defence or explana - formal, no serious contest being anticipated for the choice of a

tion which may be called forth by its own unwarranted trustec.

accusations. IN RE THOMAS CORNEY. — Mr. Registrar Murray appointed

I am , Sir, Mr. Pettis, accountant, Guildhall-chambers, receiver to the
Your obedient Servant, estate of this debtor, who is described as a plasterer and

S . D . N . modeller , of Westminster -chambers, Victoria - street, also of

the Fulham -road and Langley, Buckinghamshire, who has

petitioned the Court, estimating his liabilities at £5 ,223 .

The value of the assets is at present unestimated , but will, it
" THE COMPANIES' ACT, 1862.” is expected , realise a considerable amount. Upon the applica

To the Editor of the Accountant.
tion ofMr. John Haynes, his Honour also granted an interim

restraining order.

SIR , — Referring to the inquiry of your correspondent,
" J . G . B .” in No. 32 of the Accountant, I think a slightly

August 20.

more elaborate reply than that which you courteously (BeforeMr. Registrar Hazlitt, sitting as Chief Judge.)
furnished may not be altogether out of place. It has been IN RE ALEXANDER THORN. — The debtor is described as a
decided that the wages and salaries of servants do not builder and contractor for public works, of Cremorne Wharf,
rank preferentially as against other creditors in the event Chelsea ; Ennismore-gardens, Hyde-park ; and Oakley -street,
of a winding-up under order of the Court of Chancery ; King's -road . He also carries on business at the Water-works,
but by clause 133, paragraph I., which deals with com - | baths, the Assembly -rooms, and skating rink , West Worthing,
panies winding up voluntarily , it is enacted that : - " The Sussex. He has filed a petition for liquidation , with debts
is property of the Company shall be applied in satisfaction estimated at £151,000 , and assets , consisting of stock -in -trade

" of its liabilities pari passu , and, subject thereto , shall,
and other property of various descriptions, £140 ,000 . Upon

« unless it be otherwise provided by the regulations of the
the application of Mr. Doria , the court appointed Mr. Charles

L . Nichols, accountant, receiver and manager, and granted an
" Company,be distributed amongst the members according

interim injunction to restrain actions by creditors.
" to their rights and interests in the Company." Asregards

claims existing against a company at the date of the order (BeforeMr Registrar MURRAY.)
for winding it up under the Act, clause 158 provides that IN RE GILEAD A . SMITH AND C0. – At a first meeting under
all debts or claims against the company, whether present an adjudication obtained againstthese bankrupts,who are mer

or future, certain or contingent, & c ., shall, on admission of chants , of Change-alley, Cornhill, and New York , debts amount

proof, be equitably estimated or valued, and the claiming to about £30,000 were proyed, and Mr. Whinney (Hardin
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Whinney, and Co.) was appointed trustee. The unsecured under the style of Augustus Tappenbeck and Co. The same

liabilities are returned at £105 , 169, with liabilities partly J . F . A . Tappenbeck , and the same A . L . Christiansen ,

secured , £220,212 ; and assets , £20,212. Messrs. Clarkes, together with Mr. W . Schramm , traded in partnership in

Rawlins, and Co., are the solicitors in the matter.
Brazil under the style of Augustus Christiansen and Co.23
commission agents. The course of business was as follows:

August 21.
Christiansen and Co., as agents for Tappenbeck and Co.,

( BeforeMr. Registrar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge.)
bought produce in Brazil for account of Tappenbeck and

IN RE WHITLOCK AND Dadson . - The debtors were wine and paid by commission . The property in the goods passed to
spirit merchants, in Cannon -street, City. Their debts were Tappenbeck and Co. on arrival in Liverpool. Either before ·

about £14 ,000 , and the assets estimated at £5,500 . On & the purchase, for the purpose of providing funds for the
former occasion & receiver had been appointed . Mr. purchase, or after the purchase and before the shipment,

Robertson Griffiths now moved to continue a restraining order | Christiansen and Co. drew bills on Tappenbeck and Co. and

on legal proceedings until further orders. The learned sold them in Brazil. These bills passed by endorsement to

registrar granted the application .
holders in England . Christiansen and Co. advised the bills in

IN RE David Young. -- This was another failure in the wine batches without any reference to the shipments. They then

trade. The debtor carried on business in Gracechurch -street. advised the shipments ,and forwarded bills of lading, enclosing
He had recently been made a bankrupt on his liquidation in the same or a subsequent letter an account current,showing
petition . An application was made to dissolve an injunction . on one side the value of the produce and on the other setting
Mr. Brough and Mr. Robertson Griffiths appeared in the case . out certain bills or parts of bills which , together with charges
The Court ordered an adjournment until after the firstmeeting exactly balanced the account. The bills not having been

of creditors. always drawn with reference to the shipments advised ware

not of the exact amount of the invoice, and therefore a portio

August 24th . of a bill was sometimes credited to one shipment and the
Mr. Registrar Roche held a sitting at Lincoln ' s-Inn , and balance to another . This course of business will be best er

disposed of several applications in liquidation matters.
plained by an example . On the 28th May Christiansen and

IN RE THOMAS RICHARDSON . - Mr. Lucas applied for leave to
Co. wrote to Tappenbeck and Co, as follows : - " Enclosed you

register a resolution to liquidate by arrangement come to under
find our drafts by this mail, Nos. 191 to 206 , amounting 10
£6 ,092 17s. 1d. , which please protect." Amongst the bills set

the separate estate of Thomas Richardson , late M . P . for

Hartlepool, and described as of Gracechurch -street, also of
out in the letter are those numbered 201, 203, 204, 205. Un

Middleton , near Hartlepool, trading in partnership with John
the 5th June they advised bill No. 213, and on the 7th June

William Richardson, as engineers and ironfounders , under the
Nos. 214 and 215 ; and on the 10th June they advised No. 220 .
On the 23rd June Christiansen and Co. shipped 96 cases

firm of Thomas Richardson and Sons. Resolutions to liquidate of indiarubber, which arrived in Liverpool on 10th August.

by arrangement had been duly registered with regard to the

joint estate and the separate estate of J . W . Richardson ; but
On the 6th July Christiansen and Co, wrote to Tappenbeck

a further meeting of creditors in the separate estate of Thomas
and Co. as follows : - “ Enclosed we hand you to -day bill of

Richardson had been rendered necessary . His Honour, being
lading and duplicate invoice of 96 cases of rubber shipped for

informed that all objections had been withdrawn , directed
your account per Maranhense, amounting to 37,399 Rs., dus

registration .

23rd June, for which please give us credit on

IN RE JAMES WATSON . - The debtor, who has presented a
general account.” On the 17th July Christiansen

petition for liquidation , was a skirt and costume manufacturer
and Co. wrote thus to Tappenbeck and Co.:

ofGresham street, trading under the style of Tellwright and
“ Enclosed you find statement of these shipments (viz . the

Watson . His liabilities are estimated at about £14 ,000, and
96 cases per Maranhense and another), and apportionment i

assets £7,000 . Upon the application of Mr. A . H . Miller ,
drafts against same, which please examine, and , if found cor:

supported by Mr. Farrar, his Honour appointed Mr. Lovering ,
rect, enter in conformity." The account enclosed is headed

public- accountant, to the office of receiver and manager, and
“ Messrs. Aug. Tappenbeck and Co., Liverpool. Their general

granted an interim injunction .

account.” On the debit side is the amount of the invoice d

the 96 cases, and on the credit side the bills Nos. 201, 203,204.

205 , part of 213, the whole of 214 , 215 , and 220, together

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.
with several others. With interest on both sides of the

accounts it exactly balances. On the reception of the above

accounts the transactions were entered in Tappenbeck any

Aug . 18 . Co' s books in the same form . Both houses failed. Someu

(Before Mr. J . F . COLLIER , Judge.)
the bills were accepted by Tappenbeck and Co., and were now

The case " Tappenbeck ex parte Beckman , Bastos, and Co.,

paid ; others were never accepted . Mr. Christiansen swears

and he was not cross -examined on his affidavit, that it was

trustees of August Christiansen and Co., of Para," came up

this day for judgment. Mr. W . F . Robinson , Q . C ., and Mr.

always understood between the Liverpool and Brazil houses !

Aspland (instructed by Mr. Rogerson ) appeared for the appli.

that the proceeds ofmerchandise were to be appropriated to

the payment of the bills drawn against the invoices for such

cants, Messrs . Beckman and Co., trustees of Christiansen ;

and Mr. Herschell, Q .C ., and Mr. Walton (instructed by

merchandise.' One of the difficulties in tho case is ,thatmay

of the bills at any rate were not drawn , strictly speaking

Messrs . Hull, Stone, and Fletcher), for Mr. Harmood Banner, I against the invoices. I do not, however, think that

the trustee of Tappenbeck . His Honour had reserved his that the bills were not always drawn with reference to,

judgment, which he gave as follows : - The form in which this ticular shipmentthey were afterwards placed against

matter came before me was a motion on behalf of Messrs. I account, or the fact that they did not exactly corres

August Christiansen and Co. for an order on the trustee under amountwith the value of the shipment, is very materi

the liquidation of Messrs. Augustus Tappenbeck and Co. to they were by consent of both parties, as in this case, appo

deliver up to the trustee of the estate of Christiansen and Co. priated to the shipment. The course of business between

certain goods, or the proceeds thereof, shipped by the latter Christiansen and Co ., and Tappenbeck and Co., although we

firm to former, on the ground that such goods had been appro . precisely identical with , does not, in myopinion , differ in die

priated to meet certain bills of exchange drawn by Christiansen

and Co . upon Tappenbeck and Co. Mr. J . F . A . Tappenbeck

essential particular from , that with respect to the cotton in us

and Mr, A . L . Christiansen traded in Liverpoolasmerchants

case of ex parte Dewhurst , in 8 L . R . Ch : App : 965, am

consider myself bound by the decision thereus.

h reference to the par

ced against in the

y corres
pond

in

lon therein , I have there.
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fore come to the conclusion that the various shipments were ordinary remedy at law , His Honour, after hearing Mr.

appropriated to the payment of someof the bills atall events, | Harris on the point raised , ruled that he had no jurisdiction ,

and that with regard to such bills the doctrine in ex parte and therefore refused theapplication .

Waring 19, Vesey 345 , applies to those which were accepted
by Tappenbeck and Co, and not paid , and that so much of the IN RE CHARLES QUERNER. - This was an application for an
merchandise appropriated to such bills as has come into the order for payment of the legal costs of an abortive liquidation

hands of the trustees in specie , or the produce of it, ought to petition , which eventuated in the present bankruptcy. His
form a fund in the hands of the trustee for the payment of Honour, after hearing Mr. Nicholson for Mr. Bolland, the
the billholders, pro rata with reference to the amount of the trustee, made the desired order, and intimated that, by the

fund and the amount of the bill , and that with regard to the terms of the 292nd rule , the costs were allowed as a matter of

bills unaccepted by Tappenbeck and Co ., so much of the mer course, unless otherwiso ordered .
chandise appropriated to such bills as has come into the hands

of the trustee in specie , or the produce of it, should be
IN RE J. P . MERCER . This was also an application as to

returned to the trustees of Christiansen and Co ., as the bill
costs. The debtor, a painter in St. Thomas's -buildings, pre

holders will have to prove upon their estate as drawers. I sented a petition for liquidation , and immediately afterwards
shall, however, have to direct an inquiry as to what goods Mr. Edward Williams, solicitor for a creditor , obtained the
were appropriated to what bills ; what bills were accepted, signatures of a majority in value of the creditors to the ap .
and what unaccepted ; and what bills have been paid or pointment of Mr. Nicholls , accountant, as receiver. At the
otherwise disposed of by mutual debits and credits between first meeting Mr. Ford was chosen trustee, and the present
the parties. For the purpose of facilitating an appeal from
this decision , and also by way of guide in the inquiry , I shall

application was for an order that he pay the legal costs of ob

hold that part of the goods shipped per Maranhense men also the costs of the receiver, £10 3s. On an intimation from
tioned in the account enclosed in the letter of the 17th July the court that the former could not be allowed , the claim was
was appropriated to the payment of the bills numbered 203,

withdrawn, and the costs of the receiver being consented to ,
204 , 205, 214 , 215, and 220. were allowed . Mr, J . Carruthers represented Mr. Ford, the

trustee,
August 20.

(Before Mr. PERRONET TOOMsoN.)

IN RE WILLIAM HUGHES. — This was an application by Mr.
Harris on behalf of the debtor, a leather dealer in Brownlow .

DEFALCATIONS OF A BANK MANAGER . – At the Cannon - street

hill , for an order upon the receiver and trustee to submit his Hotel, on Monday night, a meeting of the shareholders of the

bill of charges for taxation and to hand to the debtor any Equitable Permanent Building Society and Deposit Bank was

balance remaining, after payment of the taxed costs. It held , under the presidency of Mr. Cotton . Mr. Green said
appeared that the debtor presented his petition in March ,

1875 , and Mr. Arthur Barron , of old Jewry-chambers,
that the liabilities were - to depositors, £6, 155 6s. 2d. ; to

London , accountant, was nominated by the creditors as
shareholders, £2,564 Os. 9d . ; making, with other liabilities, &

receiver and manager. At the first meeting of creditors, a total of £9,561 13s. 6d . On the other side were advances on
composition of 58. in the pound was accepted , and the mortgages estimated to produce £7,323 38. 7d ., the present
receiver was appointed trustee for the distribution of the
composition . The liabilities were £1,193 , and assets £352 .

value of which was £6 ,000. That, with other smaller assets, left

At the second meeting, the creditors confirmed theacceptance
a deficiency of £3,412 3s. 1d . The chairman said that he had

of the composition , and the resolutions were duly registered . placed implicit confidence in Mr. Martindale, and could not
As manager and trustee, Mr. Barron had received between the have believed that he would have placed them in that position .
2nd and 26th April £134 28. 3d., and his account for costs, There was the greatest need for the assistance of the share .
expenses, and disbursements was £117. The items of the holders in order to avoid bankruptcy. Mr. Minton (auditor)
account were as follow : - Professional charges, £50 4s. 10d . ; stated that when he commenced to audit the accounts he
hotel and travelling expenses, £30 5s. 11d . ; valuation charges, discovered errors in the books — £100 in one place, £20 in
£10 10s. ; postages, £1 15s, ; and new goods bought, $ 25 another, £40 in another, and so on . It was then necessary,
3s. 1d . Mr. Harris submitted that these charges were ex until the whole affairs were known, that every thing should be
cessive, having regard to the limited dimensions of the estate ; stopped . It was impossible for him to audit the accounts , for
and after pointing out the too common mistake of creditors there were no figures in some of the columns of the books,
bringing down London accountants to manage estates which The cash book had not been posted up since February last .
could be more economically and efficiently administered by An independent auditor was appointed , and considering the
local agency , contended that the charges of Mr. Barron ought discrepancies in the books he (Mr. Minton ), although one of
to be taxed , and his accounts passed before the registrar. Mr. the auditors of the company, bowed to the decision of the
Carey ( from Messrs. Evans and Lockett's) in reply , took ex directors. Mr. Stubbings said that there appeared to be a
ception to the jurisdiction of the court. He argued that a deficit of £2,500, and as the directors had signed the cheques
case of composition being merely one of arrangement, by they were responsible to the shareholders. He begged to be
which the creditors, instead of having 20s in the pound, excused for speaking strongly , for on the Thursday before
accepted a smaller sum , all the court was empowered to do payment was stopped he had put in the bank £50 out of his
was to assist the creditors in enforcing the terms of the hard earnings, and £20 on account of a Sunday school ex
arrangement. If the debtor or the creditors considered it cursion . He proposed an adjournment in order that a full
necessary to obtain the assistance of a receiver and trustee statement of accounts might be presented to every share .
to carry out such an arrangement, they must provide for holder. Mr. Taylor (solicitor) did not think that the directors
the costs, but there was no provision in the act or rules were liable ; besides which , the estate of the late manager
which gave the court jurisdiction to interfere. In cases of could be placed against the defalcations, although what that
bankruptcy and liquidation , where the debtor was divested of would realise was not at present known. After a prolonged
his estate , and it was being administered for the benefit of discussion , Mr. Stubbings'motion was withdrawn , and a reso
creditors, express jurisdiction was given to the court to decide lution , moved by Mr. Luck , was passed, to the effect that a
all questionswhich might arise, but the omission of such a committee be appointed to confer with the directors as to the
provision with respect to a composition clearly implied that incorrectness of the accounts presented, and to wind-up the
case of dispute or difference, the parties were left to their company yoluntarily.
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EDINBURGH BANKRUPTCY COURT. sheet also brought out a surplus as at 31st December , 1873, of
£1,916 158. 9d . The present state of affairs showed a deficiency

of £2,612 , making up a total deficiency since December of
In the Edinburgh Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday, before £4,528 16s. In a statementwhich he submitted ,the deficiency

Sheriff Hamilton , Messrs. Buchan and Meek , wholesale iron was accounted for. For his household expenditure he drew on

mongers, electro -platers, and manufacturers , Edinburgh , an average about £250 a year.
appeared for examination . There were present Mr. James H . Interrogated by Mr. Fraser - He found himself pinched for

Balgarnie , C .A ., trustee ; Mr. W . Duncan , S . S . C ., agent in the money for at least twelve months before signing the trust.
sequestration ; Mr. D . M .Kechnie , advocate, instructed by Mr. deed . He first informed the Messrs. Taunton that they were

P . H . Cameron , S . S . C ., for Mr.Meek ; Mr. Aitken , accountant, pinched for money on 1st July . In that letter he did not
for Mr. Cruickshank, a creditor ; Mr. R . Smyth , of Messrs. Lang, inform them that a collapse was approaching, but he said that

Smith and Co., Wolverhampton , a commissioner ; Mr. A . Mr. Taunton should come down to see what should be done.

Bowie , of Messrs. R . Anderson & Co ., iron merchants, Leith , Heacquainted Mr. Meek about the letter to Messrs. Taunton,

creditors. at the time of writing it , but he did not show it to him . He
Mr. Buchan , interrogated by the trustee, deponed thathe (bankrupt) might have stated to a creditor that Messrs.

commenced business in 1865 , as a wholesale ironmonger and | Taunton 's claim might amount to £1,000 or £1, 200 , but it was
agent at 21 St. James-square . He had no partner at that a mere guess , arrived at without going upon facts at all. Its
time. He was then agent for Messrs. J . and J. Taunton , of actual amountwas £2,700 . The firm did not consult Messrs.
Birmingham , for iron bedsteads and safes , and also forMessrs. Taunton as to the change of agency. For them he gathered
Smith and Chamberlain , Birmingham , for brassfounding and about £250 within a few days previous to the execution of the

gas fittings. He had no capital when he commenced in 1865 ; | trust-deed , and remitted themoney. Part of this consisted of
he did not require any, as he acquired the ironmongery busi- | the bills already spoken to .
ness gradually . He assumed Mr. Meek, his son -in -law , as Interrogated — In company with Mr. Balgarnie , did you call
partner in the beginning of 1870, when he had a capital of on any of the Birmingham creditors and canvass them to sup
about £200, and Mr.Meek put in £168. The co-partnership port him for the trusteeship ?
included the agencies, the ironmongery, and all the other busi Mr. Balgarnie (to the bankrupt) – Don 't answer that; the
nesses carried on . The arrangement was that he was to take question is a piece of impertinence. ( Laughter .)
special charge of the agencies and the travelling depart. Mr. Fraser -- Were you ever bankrupt before ? -- Yes , I was
ment, and Mr. Meek was to look after the other part of sequestrated about the year 1858. I was discharged then .
the business. Besides the agencies already mentioned , Mr. Fraser - Had you been bankrupt previous to that? - Yes,
Mr.Meek acquired one from Messrs. Ready and Son , Wolver . I was once bankrupt in Leith as a wood merchant.
hampton , gasfitters, which he held for about one and a half Mr. Fraser - I am told you have been bankrupt even previous
years . He (the bankrupt) also acquired the agency of Messrs. to the Leith business, when you lived in Inverkeithing?
J . Hunt and Co., Birmingham . The arrangement with Whoever told you so told what is not true.
reference to these agencies was , that they went into the general Mr. James Meek , the other partner, having been called
business, and the profits from them were equally divided . and heard Mr. Buchan 's deposition read , concurred generally
There was no distinction kept up in any form between the therein . In answer to questions by the trustee, be stated he
agencies and the general business . The last balance -sheet had had various dealings with Mr. Cruickshank since the
made out was dated 31st December, 1873, and in it the profits beginning of the co -partnery. He got from him stationery,

and Mr. Cruickshank got from them safes through Taunton's

was always in the name of the firm . They carried on this agency, and general fittings for his shop , which the firm
practice for about a year and a half, when they found it charged to his account. On the 29th June last there were

awkward for their system of book -keeping, and consequently certain bills drawn by the firm upon him — the first was for
they began to remit all the collections to the firm 's bank £93 10s., dated 4th March at four months ; another for £172,

account, and delayed making remittances to the constituents dated 23rd March , at four months ; another £65 , dated 29th

until the journeys were completed. The agencies were kept April, at four months. On the 29th and 30th June Mr.
in their individual names, and the reason for this was that Cruickshank also got goods to the value of £137 1ls. 10d. He

each of them took special charge of their respective agencies, promised to Mr. Buchan to grant a bill for these goods pro
and they were to belong to each in the event of a dissolution . vided they were put in at the cost price, as he did not require
Both Mr, Meek and the travellers were in the habit of col them . The invoice was written out and sent in to Mr.

lecting Taunton 's accounts. These were all discharged in Buchan at higher than cost prices, and , therefore, he under
name of the firm of Buchan and Meek . At first they were stood Mr. Cruickshank refused to sign the bill. The bills
remitted punctually , but for the last twelve months they were referred to were not due when he paid them . He gave Mr.

not. There had been no settlement for a considerable time Cruickshank money to pay them on 29th June. His reason

previous to the sequestration . Mr. Taunton came down to for paying these bills before they were due was that Mr.

their premises in July last, and looked over the affairs of the Cruickshank pressed him to relieve him of the obligations, as
firm . He found that, besides being in a bad way financially, he saw Mr. Buchan and he (witness ) were disagreeing, and
the partners were not agreeingand wishing to separate . Under speaking of a dissolution . Another reason which influenced

Mr. Taunton 's advice and that of their law agent, they exe him was that the £93 10s. bill was got from Mr. Cruickshank

outed a trust -deed in name of Mr. Balgarnie. Until 6th July , for Taunton 's goods. Mr. Cruickshank got no other goods,
when Mr. Taunton came, he had no idea of stopping payment, bills, or cash beyond what he mentioned within sixty days of

and so far as he knew the firm had no idea either, although the sequestration . Both Mr. Buchan and he agreed that the
they had been considerably hampered for money for some goods he got should go to theaccountof his claimsagainst the

months previous. Mr. Taunton got from him a good number firm . They got goods from M 'Lelland Brothers, Birmingham ,
of bills prior to sequestration . Being shown a list of bills about 20th June, which were sent on approbation . They

handed to Messrs. Taunton in payment of their claim within consisted of watches , brooches, and earrings to the value of
sixty days, which bills amounted to £698 , he deponed that £400 . He selected from this lot watches to the value of about

these were paid in the same manner as they had been in the £84 , and returned the remainder , except a parcel of brooches

habit of doing for years . When they had no cash they sent to the value of about £60 , which he inadvertently omitted to
bills. Messrs. Taunton got no money , goods, or bills after 6th enclose. He got a letter from them , dated 2nd July, asking

July, when the trust-deed was executed . He could not tell whether they would invoice these brooches to them as sold ,

whatwere the profits during any year excepting 1872 and 1873. and in reply he wrote them a letter, of which he kept no copy

During these two years the profits were £1,954 . The balance to the effect that the firm had kept the watches only . AU
tIDIS
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THE ALBERT LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY

ARBITRATION .

Lord Cairns has made his third and final award in this

matter, which has been pending since May, 1871. This bulky

document sets forth all the particulars concerning the Bank of

London Association, the Family Endowment Society , the

Western Society, the Medical Invalid Society ,the Metropolitan

Counties Society , the Manchester and London Association ,

the Anchor Company, the Falcon Society , and the National

Provincial Society , all of which becameamalgamated with the

Albert Company. With regard to that company the following

claims were established :

time he did not know that the brooches had not been returned .

M ‘Lelland sent back an invoice for the watches and brooches

as sold , and on 12th July they forwarded three bills for the
amount of the invoice . Heheard no more of the matter till

15th July, after the execution of the trust-deed , when the

traveller called at the warehouse and demanded the brooches

back. He saw him with the trustee, who told

him he could not get them back. After the

trustee had gone, however, the traveller persuaded

witness to give him the brooches, and also the

invoice, which he promised to correct and return .

On 25th June the traveller of Messrs. Wolfson , ofManchester,

called with an assortment of watches, of which Mr. Buchan

and he purchased ten , the value of which was £116 15s., and

for which the traveller took a bill. About themiddle of June

he ordered watches from Mr. G . J. Hill, Coventry, amounting
to £139 6s. They wrote offering to keep them on condition
that Mr. Hill allowed 5 per cent, off. Mr. Hill never replied ,

and he (the bankrupt) wrote back stating that he had kept the

watches on the usual terms. He sold all the watches except

two, for the sum of £300, to Mr. Paton , West Port, on the

30th June, and the sale was entered in the cash -book on the

1st July . The amount was paid partly in cheque and partly
in cash .

By Mr. M *Kechnie - Up till 6th July bankrupt did not

consider himself insolvent, nor contemplate suspending pay

ment. It wasMr. Taunton coming down that was the cause

of their stopping payment. Neither himself personally nor

the firm of Buchan and Meek were ever appointed agents to

Taunton . They appointed themselves agents . The Tauntons

throughout addressed Mr. Buchan individually in writing

aboutmatters touching upon the agency. There was a special

account in their books, headed “ Taunton 's collections."

Mr. Buchan , on being recalled, concurred with his partner's
examination , so far as it was not inconsistent with his previous

deposition , and subject to the explanation that he did not

know why Cruickshank did not sign the bill except on the
belief that Mr. Meek had told him not to do it. He further
explained that he had nothing to do with the transactions
with Mr. M 'Lelland and Mr. Hill, and the sale to Mr. Payton , or

the payment to Mr. Cruickshank.

This closed the examination , which had lasted over five hours,

and the oath will formally be administered to the bankrupts
to -day.

In the state of affairs the liabilities were given at

£10 ,819 14s 10d, and the assets , exclusive of heritable property,
at £8207 14s 7d .

English and Continental

policies and endowment

contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . £1,183,917 19 4

English and Continental
annuities 39,506 16 0

£1,223,424 15 4
Indian policies and endow
ment contracts . . . . . . . . £283 ,144 0 11

Indian annuities . . . . . . . . 21,962 14 0

305,106 14 11
General claims limited . . £11,082 9 7

General claims unlimited . 4 ,372 13 10

15 ,455 3 5

£1,543,986 13 8
Claimsunder Indemnities :

By Bank of London

Association . . . . . . . . . £26 ,997 6 9
By Family Endowment

Society . . . . . . . . . . . . 67,819 12 2

By Western Society . . 28,427 14 8

123 ,244 13 7

Total claims established . . .. .. £1,667,231 7 3

One of the most important parliamentary papers of the

session has just been issued containing the accounts for the

year ended the 31st March last. The income of the United

Kingdom was £74,928,039 13s. 3d., and the expenditure was

the same amount. The Customs duties realised net

£19,626 ,342 14s. 9d . ; the “ conscience money ” remitted in
the year to the Chancellor of the Exchequer was £2,668 12s. 98 .,
a much greater sum than sent last year. The Excise duties

produced £27, 956,020 9s. 97d., including £15 ,321,119 , on spirits ,

tobacco, & c . Excise licences realised £85 ,729 12s. 2 d ., and

the “ Railway Duty on Passengers," £629,756 5s. 9d.

FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. – At the Central Criminal Court,

August 19th , William Richardson was charged with various

offences under the Bankruptcy Act, the charges against him

being , making away with his property, not giving & true

account of his estate , and embezzling a portion of it, appro.

priating it to his own use,and thereby defrauding his creditors.
The prisoner carried on the business of a cheesemonger in

the Fulham -road, and when he failed the amount of his debts

was about £300 , and the assets £5 . He appeared to have

been struggling to support his family , and the defence was

that he had not been guilty of any fraud. — The Jury found the

defendant guilty , but strongly recommended him to mercy,
and he was sentenced to six months' imprisonment.

Lord Cairnsmade a call on the contributories of the company

settled of the full amount of share capital for which they were

liable , the latest time limited for payment whereof by any of

the contributories was 31st January, 1873, and the detail and

results whereof were as follows :- Number of shares on which

call was made, 24,473 ; aggregate nominal amount of call,

£317,411 ; expected aggregate produce of call as estimated

when call was made, £150 ,000. A compromise of call was

approved and ordered by Lord Cairns on 7780 shares held by

116 contributories. The aggregate nominalamount of call on

those shares was £120, 967 ; the aggregate amount accepted in

compromise on those shares (including dividends on value of

policies surrendered in compromise) was £35,823 8s. 3d. ; the

difference, being loss by compromise, was £85 , 143 lls. 9d .

An abandonment of call was ordered by Lord Cairns on 7261

shares held by 111 contributories. The aggregate nominal
amount of call on those shares was £118 ,217, less received in

part £3032 16s. 20 . - £115,184 3s. 10d. The total loss by

compromise and abandonment amounted to £200,327 15s. 7d .

The actual aggregate produce of call (including interest on

arrears and including aggregate amount received in compro

mise) was £117 ,343 16s. 6d . The following was the general

result of the call : - Number of contributories, 484 ; number

of shares, 24,473 ; amount of call, £317,411 ; amount paid,

£117,343 16s. 6d. The assets of the company realised other
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than the produce of the call on the contributories were as
follows :

Cash in hand and at baukers and branches

at commencement of liquidation . . . . . . . . £11,210 16 11
Agents' balances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ,406 14 2

Loans on policies and interest .. . . . . 20, 338 7 8

Loans on mortgages and bonds and interest 23,981 1 4

Reversions and annuities 13,522 12 6

Sums due on half- credit policies and for sus

pended premiums . . 12,462 5 2

Premiums due before date of winding -up

order and paid to support claims in tho

liquidation . . . . 9 , 862 0 6

Re-assurance policies . . . . 8 ,044 11 2

Leaseholds and furniture . 4 ,608 6 1

Indian assets, consisting of loans and
Indian government rupee paper and

interest 120 ,625 15 11

Balance of trust fund of Bank of London

Association (as in paragraph 37) . . . . . . . . 246 6 6
Unexpended assets of Medical Invalid

Society (as in paragraph 80 ). . .. . . 13,618 19 2

Sundry receipts 61 11 7

India in respect of premiums under that order of the Court of

Chancery was Rupees 146,464.0 . 3 , and of that sum there was

applied for and returned the sum of Rupees 137,203.3.0 ,

leaving a sum of Rupees 9260.13. 3 unclaimed. Of the last

mentioned sum the sum of Rupees 5061.12.1, being premiums

paid in respect of policies on which claims were established,
was paid to the Administrator Generals of Bengal, Madras,and

Bombay, in pursuance of the Arbitration Act of 1874, leaving

a balance of Rupees 4199. 1 . 2 , or £419 18s. 2d., being premiums

paid on policies in respect of which claims were not estab

lished . The sums of £1,977 11s, 11d . and £419 18s. 2d.,

amounting together to the sum of £2,397 10s. 1d ., consti.

tuted a fund in this award referred to as the premium fund,

and the same was transferred to the surplus fund.

There was also a costs fund, which realised a total of

£95 ,603 16s. 3d., and the following were the expenses and
claims:

Expenses of liquidation in Court of Chan

cery and other proceedings authorised by
the Court before passing of Arbitration
Act (August 11th , 1869, to May 25th , 1871) £49,198 2 4

Share of promoters' expenses of passing of

Arbitration Act of 1871, and promoters'

expenses of passing of Arbitration Act of

1874 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,265 17 10

Share of expenses of re-construction com

mittee . . . . . . . . . . . .
675 0 0

Share of expenses of execution of Arbitra

tion Acts . . .
33,573 11 6

Residue of amount of claims for which

liability of contributories was unlimited

after payment of dividends thereon :

Claims $ 4 ,372 13 10

Less dividends of

3s. 11 d . in the pound
included in aggregate

dividend paid thereon 865 8 8

Total assets (other than call) realised . . £246,992 8 8

Money forming part of the general fund was from time to

time invested in the public funds or placed on deposit, and the

dividends and interest received thereon and credited and

carried to the general fund amounted to the sum of £9,869

3s. 10d . The aggregate amount of the general fund was as

follows :

. . . . . . . $ 117,343 16 6

Other assets . . . . . . . . . . 246,992 6 8

Dividends and interest . . . . . . . . . 9 ,869 3 10

Call . . . . . . .. . .

Less amount not applied

for . . . . . . . .

£3,507 5 2

50 14 11
3,456 10 3

Total general fund . . .. £374,205 7 0

Out of the general fund there was paid the sum of £35 ,629

198. 11d. to creditors of the company, in order to release

property of the company held by those creditors as security ,

leaving a balance of £338 ,575 7s. 11d . applicable for dividend

on the claims established of unsecured creditors. On those

claims there were ordered to be paid a first dividend of 2s . in

the pound and a second dividend of 1s. Cd . in the pound , and

a third dividend of 5įd . in the pound ,making in the aggregate

a dividend of 3s. 11 d . in the pound . The aggregate amount

of those three dividends was €329,972 128. 9d ., leaving a

balance of assets unappropriated of £8,602 15s, 2d .

The aggregate amount of the payments out of the general

fund was as follows:

Secured creditors £35 ,629 19 1
Dividends on English and
Continental policies and
annuities . . . . . . . . . . . £241,900 17 5

Dividends on Indian

policies and annuities . . 60,258 6 8
Dividends on general

claims, limited and un

limited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,037 17 10
Dividends on claimsunder

indemnities . . . . . . . . . . . 24 ,392 3 6
329,589 5 5

Total payments . . . . . . . . £88,169 111

The balance of the costs fund remaining after deduction of
those payments was £7,434 11s . 4d. Out of that balance a
return of £l a share to such of the contributories of the come

pany as had paid in full the costs call was ordered to be made.

That return amounted in the aggregate to £7,038 , leaving a

balance of £396 14s. 4d. unappropriated . Out of the surplus

fund a return of 35s . a share to those contributories of the

Albert Company who had paid in full the costs call was
ordered to be made, in addition to the return of £1 a share ont

of the costs fund. That return out of the surplus fund

amounted in the aggregate to £12,316 10s. The unappro

priated balances were applied in payment of expenses con

nected with the closing of the arbitration .

Lord Cairnsnow declares that all calls made by the Court

of Clancery, or by him , on contributories in the several

associations, societies, and companies comprised in the Arbl

tration Act of 1871, and not enforced , shall be abandoned.
The affairs of those several associations, societies, and com .
panies, are declared to be completely wound-up and finally

settled. Each of those associations, societies, and companies

is dissolved as from the date of the award .

The Times, in a leader on this subject, says : - " Lord Cairns

has issued his third and final Award in the Arbitration of the

Albert Assurance Company, and the settlement of a

numerous and most complicated claims of the creditors us

this society , whether against it or the companies that had

from time to time absorbed in it , has been completed in

more than four years. The Arbitration has thus pecu

Total payments . . . . 365 ,219 4 6

There remained a balance of £8986 2s. 6d, of the general

fund unexpended , which was transferred to the surplus fund .

The total amount received in England in respect of pre

miums under an order of the Court of Chancery of 14th
August, 1869, on the terms of being returned on application ,

was £65,319 18s. 4d ., and of that sum there was applied for

and returned the sum of £63,342 6s. 5d., leaving the sum of
£1, 977 118, 114 . unclaimed . The total amount received in
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ceedingly expeditious, and it has also been remarkably | condition ofthe estate as described by his client. The liabilities

cheap. The costs of the winding-up of the Albert, from were placed at £6 ,627, and the assets at £5 1s .6d . Mr. Storer
May, 1871, to the final award on the 13th of this offered the creditors £300 (afterwards increased to £500) for

month , have just exceeded £70 ,000 . There may be persons, division amongst themselves in satisfaction of their claims ;

unacquainted with the intricacy of the claims and counter but they rejected it , and filed a petition against the prisoner

claims that have been settled , who will not at once appre. in the Manchester County Court. An adjudication was made

ciate the praise that is rightly bestowed on the celerity and soon afterwards. The prisoner was arrested on July 20 in

cheapness of the Award. £70,000 is no inconsiderable Paris , where he had been living for severalmonths in constant

sum , and four years contain a very large number of working correspondence with Musgrove, through one Bistaki, also a
hours ; but some conception may be formed of the credit that Greek . Witnesses were then called to support this statement.

is due to Lord Cairns by comparing the time and cost of his Mr. Lawson, merchant and agent, 33 Kennedy -street , creditor,

Award with the timeand money spent by the Court of Chancery and trustee in the bankruptcy , said that the prisoner 's estate

over the same business with no result whatever. The winding had only realised £3 towards the discharge of liabilities
up of the Albert was first commenced at Lincoln 's Inn , and , amounting to about £7,000 . The witness proved a number of

ifwe remember rightly, in the Court of Vice-Chancellor Sir letters in the prisoner's handwriting. - Detective inspector

Richard Malins. It remained in Chancery from the 11th of Shandley deposed to having apprehended the prisoner, and

August, 1869, to the 25th of May, 1871, and the costs incurred | reading the warrant over to him . The reply , the witness said ,

in a year and nine months were £71,668 , or about £1,435 more was : “ I have sent £10 to Manchester. I intended to pay my

than the costs of the Arbitration in more than four years . The creditors. I entrusted my money to Bistaki, and he has

comparative cheapness of the proceedings before Lord Cairns robbed me." Cross-examined : The prisoner said the £10

is thus numerically demonstrated . Its greater expedition had been sent to Manchester to pay the expenses of a meeting

cannot be measured so exactly , but we know that before the of his creditors. The defence as put before the jury by

bold step was taken of applying for a special Act of Parliament Mr. Leresche was that the prisoner had gone abroad simply

to authorise the winding -up of the Albert before an Arbitrator, with the intention of obtaining money from his foreign
the condition of the liquidation in Chancery was contemplated correspondents, with which to pay his creditors ; and the

by those interested in it with feelings of despair . Whether learned counsel pointed out that with the exception of

the fault was entirely due to a want of elasticity in the consigning all his goodsto one quarter , there had been nothing
prooedure in Chancery or to special and personal causes is an irregular, injudicious, or imprudent in his conduct. Mr.

inquiry on which we cannot enter ; but the result was described Jordan having replied to the effect that the prisoner 's conduct

by Lord Westbury as a scandal on our judicature, which was from the beginning to the end had been a gross fraud, the
openly confessed when application was made to Parliament Recorder summed up, the jury considered their verdict, and

to create a special court to administer the liquidation of the found the prisoner guilty . He was then sentenced to nine

Albert, the proper court for this business having shown its months' imprisonmentwith hard labour, his Honour remarking

incapacity to discharge it.” that he took into consideration the fact that he had already

been in gaol for a month .

FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
At the Manchester quarter -sessions, on the 20th inst. before

Mr. H . W . West, Q . C ., Recorder, Nicolaos Demetrius Carandrea ,
28 , a Greek , formerly carrying on business as a shipper, in A SHAW (SUNDERLAND). - The first meeting under bank

Bond- street and Lloyd's House, was charged on a variety of ruptcy in the matter of Alexander Shaw , of Sunderland,

counts with having, as a bankrupt, defrauded his creditors. draper, was held on Wednesday at the County Court, Sunder
Mr. Jordan and Mr. Smith prosecuted ; Mr. Leresche appeared land. A statement was filed by the debtor showing liabilities
for the prisoner. Mr. Jordan , in detailing to the jury the £1,910 , and assets £1,289. Messrs. Sale and Co ., of Man
nature of the evidence he proposed to call , said that the chester, solicitors, attended on behalf of a number of creditors.

charges against the prisoner were made under the Debtors Act Mr. Gillibrand, accountant, was appointed trustee, and the
(1869), which made it a criminal offence for a trader to go proceedings were transferred to Manchester.

awaywithin four months immediately preceding his bankruptcy ARCHIBALD MOIR AND Co. (Glasgow ). – At a meeting of the

and take with him money amounting to £20 and upwards, creditors of Messrs. Archibald Moir and Co., warehousemen ,
which ought to be divided amongst his creditors. The prisoner Cochran -street, Glasgow , held on Tuesday in the hall of the
was in business on his own account in this city for two or Institute of Accountants, a statement of affairs prepared by
three years prior to October , 1874 , and the jury would perhaps Messrs . Thomson , Johnston , and Jackson , accountants, was
not be astonished to hear - though it showed how easily credit submitted , showing liabilities £15 ,229 58. 4d ., and assets
was obtained in Manchester - that three months and a half £11,130 12s. There being no offer, it was resolved to liquidato
before his bankruptcy Carandrea was able to get on credit from by assignment.
some of the first houses in Manchester goods to the value of
£9,244. His method of payment, a usualone amongmerchants,

RUDALL AND Sons. - At the meeting of creditors of Messrs .

and especially foreigners, was by bills of exchange, payable Rudall and Sons, merchants, held on the 20th inst., at the

principally at three months' date. The goods mentioned he offices of Messrs . J . Waddell and Co., the receiver, Mr. J .

sent to his brother in Constantinople, and then absconded,
Waddell, submitted the debtors' statement of affairs, showing

clearing out every farthing 's worth of property, and leaving
total liabilities £128 ,605 , which it was estimated would be

his creditors to look after themselves. While in business here
reduced by securities, & c ., to the extent to rank €14,090 , with

the prisoner had in his employment a clerk named Musgrove, general assets £18,015 . The creditors unanimously resolved

and after his arrest in Paris a number of letters he had written
to liquidate by arrangement, and appointed Mr. J . Waddell

to that clerk fell into the hands of Inspector Shandley, the trustee, Messrs. Crook and Smith being the solicitors to the

officer in charge of the case. These letters threw a good deal estate.

of light on the prisoner's conduct , and would go a good way J . ANDERSON AND Co. - The creditors of Messrs . John
towards proving his guilt. Musgrove, it might be mentioned , Anderson and Co., a firm which failed in conjunction with
had absconded , there being a serious charge against him . Collie , met on the 19th inst., and agreed to liquidate by
When the prisoner disappeared, his creditors became anxious, arrangement. They expect to get about ls. in the pound .

and held a meeting on January 14. Here the prisoner 's The liabilities were £144,747, against assets £31,596, of which

attorney, Mr. Storer, presented a statement showing the l a doubtful £16 ,000 is said to be in Ceylon ,
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J. RANKIN AND Co. -- The creditors of Messrs. John Rankin J. BAXTER (BLAIRGOWRIE ). — At the first statutory meeting

and Co . met on the 19th inst., and a statement was submitted of the creditors under the sequestration of John Baxter,
to them showing liabilities of £106 ,898 , of which 670 ,800 was spinner, Ashbank and Ashgrove Works, Blairgowrie, held

on acceptances for Robert Corkling . The assetswere £31,491 , at Perth , Mr. David Myles, accountant, Dundee, was
exclusive of £26 ,900 assets in Egypt considered doubtful. unanimously elected trustee, and Messrs. W . T . Murison and

The creditors agreed to accept £29 ,000 for the £31,491 of good Alexander Emslie, Dundee, and Mr. John Smith, Alyth, were

assets, that sum being offered by the friends of the firm , appointed commissioners. .
payable in two instalments within two months of the date of

R . HARDWICK AND SON (MANSFIELD ) . - A meeting of the
registering the resolution to liquidate by arrangement. On creditors was held at the Bankruptcy Court, Nottingham , on
that understanding the bankrupts obtained their discharge. the 24th August, before Mr. Registrar Patchitt, for the purpose

LAMBERT BROTHERS AND SCOTT. - A meeting of the creditors of appointing a trustee. Proofs of claims were tendered

of Messrs. Lambert Brothers and Scott , of 35 Gracechurch against the estate for upwards of £33,000 . Mr. Hind , of the firm

street, the Coal Exchange, Rochester, Deptford , and Port-Said , of Wells and Hind , solicitors and Mr. Martin , solicitor, repre

Egypt, was held on Thursday, at the London Tavern , when a sented creditors for over £19 ,000 . Mr. Thomas Leman , of

statement of affairs prepared by Messrs. J. J. Saffery and Pelham - street, accountant, was appointed the trustee. The

Company, of 14 Old Jewry -chambers, was submitted , showing bankrupt having absconded , did not appear. Mr. Maples,

debts and liabilities amounting to £323,977 188. 7d., ofwhich solicitor, appeared for the petitioning creditor.

it was expected that £170 ,848 78. 1d . would rank for dividend ,

against assets amounting to £95,996 10s, 4d. A resolution
was passed to liquidate the estate hy arrangement, Mr.

Saffery being appointed trustee to act with a committee of five FAILURES.

ofthe principal creditors .

E . JONES AND C0. - The statement of affairs of Messrs . ENGLAND. - Messrs. Edward Hewitt and Son , of Montague
Edmund Jones and Co., of King William - street, City , was laid close , Southwark, an old -established firm in the American

before the creditors by Messrs. Andrews and Marsh , ac provision trade, have stopped payment, but the liabilities do
countants . The liabilities shown amount to £102,898, the not exceed about £25 ,000. The books have been placed in the

assets to £54,235 . hands of Messrs. Cook and Smith ,accountants .

Da Costa , RAALTE , AND Co . - A meeting of the creditors of
SCOTLAND. - Mr. John P . M 'Laren , shipowner, of Greenock,

Da Costa, Raalte, and Co., was held at the Cannon -street

Hotel, London, this week . Messrs. Clarkes, Rawlings, and
has suspended payment, with liabilities amounting to £15,000.

Clarkes represented the debtors ; and Mr. Abrahams, of
AMERICA. - American advices state that Messrs. Nilson and

London , and Mr. Addleshaw , of Manchester, the principal
Lefort, wholsale jewellers, Montreal, have made an assign

ment ; as also the State Street Savings Bank of Chicago.
creditors. The statement prepared by Messrs. Turquand ,

Messrs . Cuttle and Bordley, known as the New York Tea Co.,
Youngs, and Co . showed the debtors' liabilities to be £267,000 ,

of Baltimore , have failed : liabilities $ 12,000 . - Mr. J. H .
and the assets £85 ,400. No composition was offered , but a

a large majority of the creditors present were strongly in
Dawes, of the Butternutt Tannery, Port Jervis , New York, has

favour of liquidation by arrangement. After a protracted
made an assignment ; liabilities, £8 ,000. The Northampton

discussion it was resolved to adjourn for a week , so that the
Anchor Tape and Webbing Co ., Springfield ,Mass ., has failed ;

crelitors in Alexandria may be communicated with before any
liabilities £6 ,000. Messrs. De Wolf and Doune, dry goods

final resolution is come to .
dealers, Halifax, N . S . have made an assignment. - The sus
pension of Messrs. Archd. Baxter and Co., shipping mer

E . HOPKINSON (BRADFORD ). - A meeting of the creditors of chants , New York , is also reported. - Mr. Albert L . Dodge,

Edwin Hopkinson , contractor, Bowling Old -lane, Bradford, was wholesale wine and cigar merchant, New York , had made an

held on the 25th instant, at the office of Mossman and Haley, assignment, with liabilities of £14 ,000 .

solicitors , at Bradford . There was a large attendance of

creditors, and Mr. William Moulson presided . A statement of The Allgemeine Zeitung states that a meeting has been held

the debtor's affairs , presented by Mr. C . J . Buckley , the
of the creditors ofMessrs. G . Lichtenstern and Son , of Vienna,

receiver, showed the liabilities £5 ,718 6s. 4d ., against assets whose liabilities, chiefly due to Austrian and English firms,

£3,238 16s. 8d . It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement, amount to £50 ,000 . The house has been established 30

and Mr. Buckley was appointed trustee.
years,

C . W . MACHEN (ATTERCLIFFE ) . - A meeting of the creditors

of Charles William Machen, steel and iron merchant, Foley
street, Attercliffe , was beld at the Albert Hall. Mr. F . W . WINDING -UP. - Petitions have been presented for thewinding
Brewster was called to the chair. From a statement

up of the Globe Galvanised and Corrugated Iron Company,
of the debtor 's affairs, presented by Mr. E . Bennett ,

the Stockton Rail Mills Company,and Pavey's Felted Fabric
accountant, it appeared that the liabilities amounted to

£1,531 19s. 9d ., and the assets to £858 12s. 10d . The debtor
Company.

had not kept any satisfactory books, but it was ascertained BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE . - The following is the official
that during the last six months he had made no profits but | return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'
rather losses, the total of which came to £2,411 2s. 100 . Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, August 25 :
Added to that were his personal expenses for two and a half

years, amounting to £1, 250 , Themeeting resolved to liquidate Thursday, August 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12,700,000

by arrangement. Friday , August 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 ,061,000
Saturday, August 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,442,000

SCHULTZE AND MOR. -- At a meeting of the creditors Monday, August 23 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 952,000
of Messrs. Schultze and Mohr, a firm in the East India

Tuesday , August 24 . . . . . . . . . . 14 ,076 ,000
trade, whose suspension was announced last month ,

Wednesday, August 25 .. . .. . . . . . .. 12,371,000
and it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrange
ment. The immediate discharge of the debtors was unani

£80,602 ,000
mously granted . The statement of affairs shows liabilities
expected to be proyed £142,524 6s. 5d., against assets £7,971 The total at the corresponding period of last year,was
11s, 3d . £80,245,000.
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APPOINTMENTS. further evidence had been gone into, opened the case for the
defendant. He said that Captain Jervis was a gentleman

moving in good society, and until recently was a very wealthy
[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint man . He owned a colliery and ironworks in South Wales,

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column . ] but during the last two years there had been great deprecia

Mr. William Brooks, accountant, of 11 Old Jewry-chambers, tion in the value of collieries and ironworks, and Captain

has been appointed liquidator of the United Service Commer Jervis became suddenly embarrassed . It would seem that

cial Agency, Limited.
this was not through any fault of his, but because his works
were unsaleable . Mr. Lewis proposed to call Mr. Kendal, a
solicitor, and one of the Committee of the Court of Bank
ruptcy , to prove that in 1873 he offered Captain Jervis

FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTS. - Atthe Yorkshire Assizes, William
£100,000 for the works, and Mr. Heron , another solicitor,Hall, 26, warp-dresser, on bail ; and Thomas Hall, 43 , over would show that on behalf of a Mr. Leafchild he offered even

looker, also on bail, were indicted for unlawfully making or £130,000. It had been stated that the colliery was mortgaged ,
being privy to the falsification of certain books or documents

and so it was to the extent of £40,000, but it would be seen
relating to their property and affairs ; also with making or that if Captain Jervis had sold the property after paying off
being privy to the making of certain false entries in those the mortgages, he would still have been in possession of a
books within four months next before the presentation of a fortune of about £100 ,000 . Mr. Lewis further contended that
petition in the liquidation of their affairs ; and also attempting

in signing the contract with Mr. Hollingsworth the defendant
to account for part of their property by fictitious losses and mentioned that there were debts attached to the colliery, but
expenses after the commencement of such liquidation at that they could be covered by sale. He said that his personalEccleshill. Mr. Campbell Foster, Q . C ., and Mr. Phillips were

debts were only £250 . Mr. Hollingsworth did not deny that
for the prosecution ; Mr, Tennantand Mr. Lockwood defend this conversation might have occurred . The matter was very
ing the prisoners. From the opening statement it appeared

important to Captain Jervis , and he hoped that the magistrate
that the defendants are brothers, and carried on the business

would dismiss the case,as there was not the slightest intention
of woollen manufacturers , at Eccleshill, near Bradford , and it of a fraud on the defendant's part. Mr. Straight objected to
was alleged that entries in their cash book of £1 and £2, pur matters anterior to the date of the contract being gone into.
porting to be received by the prisoners as wages for the support

As to the value of the colliery , it was even now being worked
of themselves and their families , had been altered to £4 and

at a heavy loss. Mr. Straight, after some discussion , called

£2 18s, respectively . It was further alleged that a number of
a witness who stated that there was a debt of £300 for house

entries in the weavers' wages book had also been altered , the repairs at the timewhen the defendant said his liabilitieswere

original sums being much smaller than those now in the only £250 . Mr. Lewis called witnesses as to the offers made
books. There was also a question as to a loss of £250 in for the purchase of the colliery . Mr. Flowers said he should
betting. Evidence having been called to prove these facts, the

commit the case for trial, for he could not help thinking that
learned Commissioner intimated that the counsel for the de

the money was advanced upon the belief that the defendant
fence need not take notice of the altering of the defendants owed only £250 . Mr. Flowers knew whatmoney-lenders were,
own wages, but confine themselves to the alterations in the and could not think that Mr. Hollingsworth advanced the
weavers' wages and the betting transaction . Mr. Tennant money on the speculation of a successful issue in the sale of
denied that any alterations had been made in the books as the colliery. Mr. Lewis said he still hoped to be able to alter
alleged , and disputed the guilt of the prisoners. The jury his worship 's decision. On account of the lateness of
retired to consider their verdict, and after a short absence they

the hour, the case was adjourned for three weeks, that
found both the prisoners guilty. His Lordship sentenced each

timebeing chosen to suit Mr. Straight, who is compelled to
of them to six months imprisonment.

leave town. Mr. Straight added that he could call as witnesses
At Bow -street Police-court, on the 19th instant, Captain several unsecured creditors to the amount of £10,000 .

Ernest Scott Jervis , of 34 Queen 's-gate , Hyde-park , appeared COUNTY COURTS . - Mr. Albert H . Elworthy, Secretary Crimi

to an adjourned summons, charging him , under the order of nal Law Amendment Association , writes : - " In the interest

the Court of Bankruptcy, with obtaining by false pretences a of the public and under the auspices of this Society , I have to
loan of £480 from Mr. Hollingsworth . Mr. Douglas Straight,

instructed by Mr. Roberts , prosecuted ; and Mr.George Lewis, pernicious in its inception , is being carried on throughout

jun ., defended . The facts of the case were as follow : - Captain | the country , which is a gigantic swindle , and has been carried

Jervis applied , in May 1874 , for a loan of £500, and £480 was on to a great extent. It appears that some evil disposed

advanced to him by Mr. Hollingsworth on the defendant persons (probably strangers) are visiting the County Court

signing a declaration to the effect that 34 Queen 's-gate , upon districts , creating fictitious debts of not more than 40s., and
which the moneywas to be advanced, was his property without selecting for their victime persons of responsible positions in

the encumbrance of a previous bill of sale , that he had never London or elsewhere. They then make false affidavits that

been declared bankrupt or effected a composition with his the debt is due, that the defendant resides in a foreign district,

creditors, thathe derived his income from a colliery in South and that the cause of actiou arose in that particular district in

Wales, and that his actual debts were not more than £250. which the affidavit is made ; the affidavits aremade before the

Mr. Saffery, a gentleman connected with the Court of Bank Registrar, and the summonses consequently issue into the
ruptcy , gave formal evidence, and another person attached to foreign district. If the defendantappears at the court on the

return day by attorney, no appearance is made by the plaintiff

debts were very heavy , and he himself admitted that he owed or by any one on his behalf. Very often the defendant is

about £10,000 . Mr. Hollingsworth , who was a subpænaed

witness, gave evidence as to the interview between himself and the journey to and from a distant place) from going to the
Captain Jervis, and stated that the money was advanced upon court, and lets the matter take its chance, when execution will

the faith of the defendant's debts not being more than £250 . follow in default of payment. Thewhole matter is founded on

Mr. Lewis cross-examined the witness, who admitted that perjury on the affidavits which have been made on which the

there might have been some conversation about the colliery , summonses were obtained . As there is not at present a public

but he could not remember what. Mr. Hollingsworth , sen ., prosecutor , the society invite the assistance of the aggrieved

was examined , and stated that he heard of the embarrassment, persons in the respect above described to put themselves in
and that his son would not have advanced the money at all if communication with them at once, with the object that
the defendant had not been introduced to him by Mr. through their exertions the system may be uprooted and the

Lamplough , whom he knew well. Mr. Lewis, after some malefactors may be brought to punishment."
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DUNCAN , SHERMAN AND 00. - A statement of the financial
affairs of Duncan , Sherman and Co, shows that the liabilities
amount to 4 ,872 ,128 dols. (including 2 ,512,139 dols . due to

depositors, 1,213 ,691 dols, on bills payable but unsecured ,and
932,119 dols . due to foreign correspondents subject to adjust
ment). The assets are estimated to total 2 ,112,740 dols., and

these include stocks and bonds estimated at presentmarket

value to realise 556 ,470 dols. ; open accounts, ofwhich it is

estimated 502,664 dols , will be collected ; real estate valued at
371,367 dols. ; and the personal estates of W . Butler Duncan,

Francis H . Grain , and W . Watts Sherman , estimated to

realise 274 ,800 dols.

Rival RECEIVERS. — The Judge of the Sheffield County Court
recently gave judgment in an application that had been made

in the liquidation proceedings of a Scotch draper named

Duncan . The creditors at their first meeting appointed as

receiver Mr. Chesney, and his appointment was confirmed by
the Court. Mr, Kirkwood, whose debt was greater than all
the creditors put together, appointed himself receiver, and

the Court was asked to sanction his appointment as against

Chesney. The Judge said it would appear a strange thing if

he granted the application, when 16 creditors had nominated
Chesney, although their debts altogether were $ 200 less than

that of Kirkwood. He refused to grant the application , and
expressed a hope that the opinion of the Chief Judge would
be taken upon the point.

FUNDED AND UNFUNDED DEBT. - Mr. Hubbard, M . P ., obtained

a return to the order of the House of Commons, which was
printed on Saturday, giving a good deal of information on the

Funded and Unfunded Debt. At the 31st of March last the
Funded Debt was £714 ,797,715 , and the Unfunded Debt
£5 ,239,000. The capital value of Terminable Annuities at £3
per cent. stock was £55,311,671. The deposits due to the

Savings-banks and Friendly Societies at the 20th of November ,

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton - row , London, W .C .

“ The source of many a writer'swoe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS! ! PENS!!

were £4,552,421. A statement is given of the Funded and
Unfunded Debt held by the National Debt Commissioners,with
a valuation of the annuities granted . In Consols the Com

missioners hold £3,729 , 982 178, 6d. : Reduced , £4, 228, 978 11s.

8d . ; New £3 per Cents ., £9,372,513 19s. 1d., and Two-and -a

Half per cents., £1,122, 392 ls, 8d ., besides Exchequer Bills

and Exchequer Bonds.

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men,

The Pickwick,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen.
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post ls.ld.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin
burgh .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

PAYERS OF INCOME-TAX.: - A Parliamentary return shows that ,

in the year 1873, the latest for which such an account is at
present given, the Income-tax in England was charged as
follows : - 30 .99 per cent. of it under Schedule A , on the

owners of land , houses, tithes, & c. ; 4 per cent, under Schedule
B , known as the tenant-farmers ' schedule ; 10 30 per cent.
under Schedule C , on dividends and annuities payable out of

public revenue ; 48.90 per cent, under Schedule D , on trades
and professions; and the remaining 5 .81 per cent. under
Schedule E , on public salaries and pensions. The incidence
of the old Income-tax was different ; in 1814 , 35.04 per cent.
of the total amount was charged under Schedule A , as much
as 14:11 per cent. under Schedule B , 22:07 per cent. under
Schedule C , only 20•87 per cent. under Schedule D , and 8 . 11
per cent. under Schedule E . On the re- introduction of the
Income-tax in 1842, as much as 43. 22 per cent. of the total
was charged under Schedule A , 6 .00 per cent. under Schedule

B , 15 .74 per cent. under Schedule C , 29.82 per cent, under
Schedule D , and 6•22 per cent. under Schedule E . The
amount charged on trades and professions increased until in
1865 it had grown to be 35.25 per cent. of the whole amount

charged. In 1866 the assessments on railways, mines,
quarries, ironworks, fisheries, canals , gasworks, & c. were
transferred from Schedule A to Schedule D , these being, in
fact, trades ; and the result was to raise the share or proportion

charged under Schedule D from 35 to nearly 45 per cent. of
the total product, Schedule A falling from upwards of 42 to
little more than 33 per cent. Since that time trades and
professions have paid more and more of the tax, until, as
already stated, their share in 1873 was nearly one-half. In

Scotland the share of trades and professions is still greater ,
there being no fundholders ' schedule to bear a proportion ;
and the ratios in 1873 were 35 .38 per cent. under Schedule A ,

4 .26 under Schedule B , 56 .31 under Schedule D , and 4 :05
under Schedule E . In Ireland houses and land pay more

than half the tax ; the returns for 1873 show that 50.97 per
cent. of the total was charged under Schedule A , 4 .73 under
Schedule B , 4 .30 under Schedule C , only 34:19 under Schedule
D , and 5 .81 under Schedule E .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LA: D SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRK BECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable

upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque-books supplied. English and Foreign Stocksand Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 10 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager.

THEMETROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate" are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inng, Beer llouses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land , Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur

poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists ,monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate

from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and cond

dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .
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OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVE SEND | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capitalview of the Thames Shipping.

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 1s. PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works:- London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.
TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P.

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn , Esc .

H . J . Atkinson, Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .
George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry, Esq.
John Napier, Esq.
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq .
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office .

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided, a soft bandage being
worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 268 . 60 , 31s . 68 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss , 3ls. 6d. , 42s., and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Trurs , 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Postage

free. P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to JOHN White, Post- office ,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking Price from 48. 60., 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free .
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 5s. 6d . and 7s. 60 . Adults, ios. 60 ., 158. 6d . , and 218. each .

Postage free. - JOHN White, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the

use of False Keys.
N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a safe or

Strong - Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thns be easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired, without the aid of

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

« Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes iu one vault ) having been effccted
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

a New Lockhakey may thns be easier Key will open the leto adapt itself
TPPS'S COCOA . _ “ By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well - selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to atiаck wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .
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President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice-President. — JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield .
|WALTER NEWTON FISHER , Birming- WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.

JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham
EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London .
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TRUSTEES. JOHN BATH , 40a,King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington.

TREASURER . — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER, Hereford .
BANKERS. — Messrs . WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London.

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL , LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had ,upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .
SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,
62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspaper:

promptly inserted .
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrenee Lane, Cheapside. AVGUST 28 , 1870.
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J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,

To CAPITALISTS .- Wanted a Gentleman to make

- advances upon Goods, for which a liberal arrrangement can bo
entered into and ample security upon every advance . The amount at any

one time will not exceed in the aggregate more than $ 3000 to $ 1000 .

“ X . I .," at the Office of The Accountani, 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C .
LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
u and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTAY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

Marsh, Milner , and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors , 54 Cannon -street,
London, E .C .

GENTLEMAN , who for seven years occupied the
position of Principal Clerk in a firm of Accountants in the City ,

is open to a similar or other position References, certificates, & c ., if
required .-- Address, “ Accountant, " Letter Exchange Office , Ludgate

Arcade, E . C .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application

W ANTED a Gentleman to represent an old -established
V Life Office in London and vicinity . Torms, salary or come

mission . - Apply by letter to “ Veritas," Letter Exchange Oflice, Ludgato
Arcade.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds . Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co . , have at the present time WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842 ) , 54 Cannon -street . Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. 7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .

NOTICE OF REMOVAL, Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Shcets, & c., printed with despatch.

89 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL, STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S.E .

JUNE 24TH , 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON
BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address . TRANSLATIONS.

PHILIP TRIGGS. MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY, BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, : 62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,
90 LONDON WALL, E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

commodious offices at the above address , will be pleased to hear by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect.

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTI TRADERS' ASSOCIATION . speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian ,

Offices : HALL QUAY CIIAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH . I Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.
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The Accountant.
tisement which recently appeared in our columns, that

the committee appointed at the meeting of public

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
accountants held at the Guildhall Tavern, on the 12th

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
ofMay, have, after due consideration, found itimpossible

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or at the present time to draw up a fixed scale of charges

28s. per annum (including postage) , the reduced terms which shall be applicable to all cases of liquidation,
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. " (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free ).
composition , and bankruptcy. The circumstances

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable which led to the appointment of the committee will

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee , 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .,
probably be familiar to most of our readers, and we

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also shall but very briefly recapitulate them . Sometime

be addressed . Literary communications should be towards the end of last April, the warehousemen of

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
the metropolis were moved to indignation at the er.

penses of working the Bankruptcy Act. They

forward their copy as early in the week as possible . assembled in conclave under the presidency of that uni.

TO ADVERTISERS. versal philanthropistMr. Samuel Morley ,and solemnly

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver resolved that it was all the fault of the accountants,

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an whose charges were so exorbitant; and they suggested
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

a modest scale of remuneration , which might,doubtless,
circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the have served to diminish expenses, just as a solicitor

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success engaged in contentious business might materially lessen

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
the amount of his bill of costs by resolutely refusing to

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha employ any leader , and intrusting the conduct of his
racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

case to themost “ struggling junior” he could manage to
for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and tlie ap discover. The challenge was promptly taken up by

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, the Society of Accountants in England. A public
Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

meeting was called , and a committee appointed ; and
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant now , after taking the opinion of representatives of
Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser the profession throughout the kingdom , the committee
tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re practically leave the matter where it stood. The report

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday. of the committee refers entirely to proceedings under
N .B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith the Bankruptcy Act, and we have therefore but little to

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End say with reference to the ordinary system of

Newsvendors. accountants' charges, except that, where the assistance

TO SUBSCRIBERS
of an accountant is sought simply to make up a balance

In consequence of numerous applications from sub - | sheet, there will be found no very great difficulty in

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the arriving at a just scale of remuneration, on the same

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on principle as guides the charges of a solicitor in ordinary

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up) , non- contentious business . A charge for perusing,

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
according to the number of pages , and a further charge

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra . Post Office for attendances and drawing the final deed , is often
Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch commuted in the case of petty transactions for a small

street, London, E .C .
lump sum . So an accountant would naturally regulate

his charge. The investigation of the books of a

company whose transactions amounted to many

thousands of pounds a week ,would bemore troublesome
SEPTEMBER 4, 1875.

and paid for on a much higher scale than the exami

nation of the books of a small tradesman, even though

We confess that it was with but faintsurprise that we the former, being well and regularly kept, were in reality

learnt, as our readers will have noticed from an adver- | the less complicated of the two. There are two ways

The A ccountant.
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of charging forthis : ono by the number of pages in the

books submitted, the accountant taking his chance of

the clearness or unintelligibility of the entries, just as

a solicitor, charging so much per folio , runs the risk

of having to spend many hours in solving some

apparently trifling phrase which may involve great diffi

culties ; the other, by charging for hours employed :

It is obvious that the first system is most advantageous.

A man who is thoroughly master of his profession, gains

an advantage over his less skilful and less experienced

competitor, and gets through a larger amount of work

in the same time. By charging for time, the slower

resisted , and he will then be told that the tradesman

who employed him is the person to whom he must look

for payment. Whether even a solicitor can recover

such charge, unless he has issued a writ, is very

doubtful ; and therefore we say at once, that any one

receiving any such letter should pay the demand, and

refuse to pay the costs. But, with delightful incon .

sistency, one of the very accusations made against

" accountants," is that they charge for writing a letter

demanding payment of a debt due to an estate . Well

may the much -denounced brotherhood ask that their

accusers will blow either hot or cold , and not both

advantage, as his very slowness is a source ofgreatprofit. The fact is often forgotten , that the remuneration of

In such cases as these there can be but little ground the trustee is plainly settled by the words of the

for real dispute ; though , of course, dissatisfaction may Bankruptcy Act itself ; and that if the charges are

be felt. A bargain may be made, or the ordinary pro exorbitant, there is an easy means of remedying them .

fessional charges demanded, and, we apprehend, if any Section 14 . subsection 1, gives powers to the creditors

difference were to arise, there could be no difficulty in “ to appoint a fit person , whether a creditor or not, to

the way of a jury or an arbitrator deciding what was the fill the office of trustee, at such remuneration as they

proper and customary amount. It is in the case of may from time to timedetermine ;" and by rule 108 ,

trusteeships that the most generalcomplaints are made, “ if no remuneration has been voted to the trustee, tho

and it was against the charges of trustees that the taxing master or registrar will settle the amount of

circular of the warehousemen was directed ; and it is proper costs and expenses to be allowed him .” In

these charges as to which the committee declare it im liquidation and composition, by rule 278, the “ general

practicable to lay down any fixed and universal scale. meeting shall decide what remuneration, if any, the

As to these we shall make a few comments, pointing trustee shall receive ; or they may resolve to leave his

out the considerations which induce us to hold that the remuneration to the committee of inspection, or to a

determination at which the committee has arrived is subsequent generalmeeting .” In popular estimation ,

thoroughly sound, and that at present any attempt to the usual course of proceeding is, that an accountant

move is premature . being voted trustee in obedience to some mysterious

In the first place, we must ask , what we have had influence which he exercises over the minds of the

frequently to urge before, that accountantswhose names creditors, forthwith proceeds to settle the amount of

are on the register of the various societies, and who | his own remuneration , and to make up a list of heavy

thus hold a recognised professional position ,may not and unconscionable charges from which there is no

be confounded with the general dealers in every kind of appeal. But the creditors have the matter entirely in

advice and assistance, to whose capabilities for en their own hands. They may vote large or small re

deavouring to catch every kind of fish in every sort of muneration to the trustee, just as they choose; they

water there is no close season . And next, we have to may make a bargain with him at the outset, if they

ask that the authorised charges alone, in any case, may think fit, and in the case of a liquidation it is not

be the grounds of complaint ; and that those whose till the taxingmaster is satisfied that the sum claimed

folly or carelessness leads them to pay unfair demands is “ in accordance with the determination of the

shall not at once proclaim a crusade against accountants, creditors thereon ,” that any payment will be allowed

simply because they have paid a debt collector's “ pro (rule 5 ). Moreover, if an accountant, not being a

fessional charges.” If a man, styling himself an trustee, is employed for any purpose, his bill will be

accountant, writes a letter demanding payment of a taxed by the proper officer just the same as that of a

debt due to a tradesman, he is perfectly justified in | solicitor, the judges, sad to relate, with wanton incon

doing so. If he adds to his demand a claim for his sideration for the tender scruples ofthe legal profession,

charges, he is acting wrongfully , and the claim must be having cruelly classed " attorneys, receivers, managers,
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accountants, auctioneers , and brokers," as being stake. That the difficulty may be solved , we fully

persons whose " dues and charges" must perforce be believe ; but it must be in a way which will make it to

the interest of the accountants to take such cases, and

sideration of these sections that the extravagant charges will definitely assert their professional position . Till

are not the result of the preternatural rapacity of the action we have so often advocated is taken, we

accountants, but must be attributed to the failure of quite hold that any attempt to fix a common scale of

creditors to look after their own interests. It is, in fact, charges is wholly futile .

the old , old story, to which wealluded a fortnight ago.

People act carelessly , and negligently ; they will not

attend to their business, but must hire others to do so | The close of the Albert Society Arbitration marks

for them , and then stand aghast with indignation and the successful termination of a new experiment, and

astonishment when they find that they have to pay will probably lead to the extension of the system in

heavily for their indolence . Here is every imaginable many cases . The plan by which the European ar

safeguard provided . The creditors meet, they may rangement is being carried on , and which is a modifica.

choose any body they please as trustee — one of their tion of the old scheme, has yet to be fully tried ; but

own body, or an outsider - and may either make such a there can be but little doubt that the result will be

bargain with him for his services as they like, or they equally successful. We shall take an opportunity of

may leave him and his remuneration to be dealt with | further considering the statistics of Lord Cairns's report;

by the taxing master of the courts. It is their interest to -day we shall view the question simply in its bearings

to obtain the services of the most competent man they with regard to ordinary practice. The great saving in

can find for the smallest pay they can offer him ; and expense has probably been as much as any thing owing

the more closely they can hold the balance between to the rapidity with which proceedings have been

economy and efficiency, the less will be the ultimate | carried on . As winding-up is ordinarily carried on,

loss to their pockets. If the trustee they select employ there is great delay in the legal part of the business.

a solicitor or an accountant, he may, it is true, pay | Questions brought into chambers, or before the judge,

their charges without examination , but he does it at have to wait their turn for hearing ; and any one who

his own risk – a liability no prudent man would venture | has been practically concerned in these matters, knows

to incur. An accountant, employed as trustee , would how the case is set down in the paper only to be

naturally expect a rate of payment framed upon the | blocked out by a press of matter in front of it. In

scale on which he is accustomed to be paid ; but the | chambers the chief clerks, who are about the hardest

creditors may vote any remuneration , or make any working body of men in the public service, have their

arrangement with him they can . If, therefore, at any time so fully occupied , that to get an appointment

time, any member of the committee of warehousemen fixed for an early day is seldom practicable ; while &

should fall under the jurisdiction of any of the courts | summons adjourned into court is, in most instances,in

of bankruptcy — which Heaven forefend that they ever the paper for one day in the week , and often stands

should - their course, or rather that of their creditors, is over almost indefinitely. Such a course as this is

plain and simple . All they have to do is, to attend to fatal to steady progress . Delay is inevitable, and time

their business . If they blindly give proxies to any one is wasted in waiting about for the hearing of the case.

who canvasses for them , the exercise of a little Under the new system all is changed . The sittings

common sense must show them that they are sacrificing | are regular and frequent, if not continuous ; thevarious

their legal safeguards to their faith in their petitioner . points are dealt with as they arise in practice ; and the

They may vote the trustee the amount of remuneration
rustee the amount of remuneration | proceedings go on without that extreme friction of

they propose to do in their circular, if he is willing to , mind and body to all concerned , which so greatly

accept it ; but they must not be surprised if they find diminishes rapid progress .

that skill and experience command a high price in every Sir John Hawkshaw , in his remarkable address to

market. In fact, many accountants hold, that unless the British Association at Bristol, pointed out vers

there are large assets, a bankruptcy trusteeship is not forcibly the truth of the saying that “ time is money,"

worth having ; just as well-known legal firms object to and showed how materially the development of the

be concerned in suits where but small sums are at railway system had contributed to the prosperity of the
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country, hy shortening the time occupied in the de- saving in time and expense would amply compensato

livery of goods. The reduction of rates of course for the remuneration to the arbitrator, and thus be

added to the wealth of the nation , but the reduction of highly beneficial to both shareholders and creditors of

time he considered of scarcely less importance . The the company. The chief clerks would be relieved of a

pecuniary saving in liquidations by the quickened very harassing and tedious portion of their duties , and

procedure is incalculable. The moral effect produced be able to greatly expedite ordinary business ; and thus

on creditors and contributories alike is very great. the whole country would be a gainer. No fresh

Bankruptcy experience shows that creditors prefer expense would be cast upon the public parse ; and

quick returns to large dividends, and are willing to pay such a course, if consistently adopted and thoroughly

a heavy discount on the amount of their claims in carried out, would be the truest economy, and would go

order to obtain a speedy settlement. The creditors of far to remove the discredit of procrastination and delay

a company, especially of an insurance company, are which is so widely associated with the late Court of

naturally anxious to know the worst at once ; and the Chancery.

shareholders in the unfortunate " absorbed ” com

panies are relieved from a load of anxiety. If the A GOLDEN YEAR. — The finance accounts for the year ending

accelerated procedure had done no more than relieve the 31st of March , 1875 , show , as a part of the NationalDebt,

such as these from a state of uncertainty which must
annuities amounting to no less than £4,170,430 , all termina

ting in 1885, the year which will thus bring a very large

hopelessly paralyse all exertion, and by enabling them reduction in the public expenditure. The above amount of

terminable annuities is upwards of £600 ,000 a year more than
to go about their business, restore them to their proper the total in the preceding year. This increase is chiefly owing

function as producers, adding to the national fund of to a large investment in those securities under the Post Office

Savings Banks Acts, and partly to the creation by this method

labour-earned accumulations, it would have been a of funds for fortifications and military barracks.

moral and economical benefit to every single member THE CENSUS. A Parliamentary return shows that the heads

of the community. of information comprised in the inquiries made in the Census

of 1871 were almost precisely the same as in the preceding

There is one point in which we think the system Census. In England the chief addition was that in 1871 a

of appointing an arbitrator , not of the highest judicial
return was required of the number of lunatics, idiots , and

imbeciles, whether they were or were not in asylums ; and

rank, and giving a right of appeal from his decisions, proprietors of land were desired, in addition to giving their

is a great improvement on the original plan. Apart rank or occupation, to describe themselves as landowners. The

English Census volumes for 1871 tell less than those for 1861

from the unlucky differences of opinion between Lord in someof the details . The inquiry relating to religious pro

Cairns, Lord Westbury, and Lord Romilly, the judg.
fessions is still confined to Ireland . The cost of the Census

advanced in England to £5 5s. 8d. per 1,000 of population ;
ment of any arbitrator, however eminent, would carry in Scotland to £8 ls. 4d . ; in Ireland to £7 28. 78. But the

no judicial weight, and would not in any degree contri Irish Census work is not yet completed ; the public have

not got the General Report, and, perhaps, not the whole bill of

bute to settle the law . In his own court the judgment costs .

of the arbitrator would be conclusive, but beyond its THE FAILURE OF MESSRS. DUNCAN , SHERMAN AND Co., New

YORK. - Mr. W . Butler Duncan has issued a circular to the
walls, it might deserve respect, but could never com

creditors of the firm , of which the following is a digest : - The

mand obedience. No judge would be bound to follow liabilities, as shown by the assignee, amount to 4 ,910,013 dols.

89 cents., and the assets to 2 ,119, 368 dols. 4 cents ., or & pro
it, except so far as he coincided with the views ex

portion of assets to liabilities of say 43 per cent. Both these
pressed , and it would be open to him to disregard it, as itemsmay be varied by the actual realisation of the estate, and

it is the desire of the firm to give the creditors the fullest
the mere casual opinion of a great lawyer. But an benefit, and they make the following proposition to the credi.

appeal from an arbitrator, decided by the highest tors without distinction : That in consideration of their being

tribunal in the country, would settle the law definitely ,
discharged from their present obligations, W . Butler Duncan

proposes to pay, therefore, 33 } per cent., as follows: 8 } per
and the ruling of the Judges of Appeal would be cent, in his note dated July 27th , payable on or before

November 27th , 1875 ; 5 per cent. payable on or beforu May
binding upon every court in the land . Thus, while, 27th , 1876 ; 5 per cent payable on or before November 27th ,

under the old system , the particular company alone was 1876 ; 5 per cent payable on or before May 27th , 1877 ; and

the gainer, under the new , the whole country gains by
10 per cent payable on or before November 27th, 1877, with

interest at 7 per cent per annum till paid , or as much sooner

eliciting an authoritative exposition of the law . as the assets shall be realised and divided . On the acceptance

of this proposition by all the creditors, the estate shall be

There are many cases in which the system of ap realised for the benefit of all concerned by W . Butler Duncan ,

pointing assessors may prove highly beneficial, and in under the control and supervision of R . E . Kennedy, Esq .,

president of the National Bank of Commerce, and George W .

any company where its condition is at all complicated Duer, Esq., president of the National Bank of the State of

it may bo advantageously resorted to . The great New York , who have consented to act in the premises .
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Correspondence.
their remuneration is entirely dependent on the goodwill
and good faith of creditors .

In one case in which I was interested as trustee, after

MR. JUSTICE QUAIN 'S ATTACK UPON 18 months' litigation by direction of the committee of
ACCOUNTANTS. inspection , our case was established , but no order obtained .

To the Editor of the Accountant. The solicitor advised an appeal to the Lords Justices ( for

SIR, - The particulars furnished in your issue of the purpose of obtaining the desired order) , and we both

the 28th ult., by the trustee of the estate of James Winne offered to risk our shares (inasmuch as there was sufficient

(Mr. M . H . Clark of Bristol), as to the mode in which this to pay costs and remuneration unless beaten on appeal),

prosecution was brought about, appear to render the and to hold the creditors harmless from the consequences.

attack upon our body still more unjustifiable than I at This offer was themore simple , as in the event of a defeat

first imagined , for I certainly supposed that Mr. Justice | the trustee alone was responsible ; but the committee were

Quain had got hold of a remarkably bad specimen of a tired of the case, and directed the trustee to abandon the

" man calling himself an accountant." appeal and close the estate. On getting all the figures
From Mr. Clark ' s statement, the real facts appear to be : together, it transpired that after payment of costs and

1. That he was appointed receiver and manager remuneration to the trustee, there would only remain a
without solicitation . dividend of about 2 : d . in thepound (whereas, in the event of

2 . That he carried on the business from the 29th success attending the appeal, there would have been some
of August, until the 23rd of September, 1874 . thing like 5s. in the pound to divide ). The remuneration

of the trustee was left to the committee. I snbmitted my

self holding only one proxy account ; the committee, after examining it, admitted it to

4 . That the appointment of solicitor was made by be fair and reasonable , but expressed a wish to declare 4d.

the court. in the pound. I was in their hands ; and eventually ,with
That as trustee, he, at the second generalmeeting the most perfect courtesy, they calculated the amount re
of creditors, received £10 10s. only as his quired to make up the desired dividend , and deducted it

remuneration.
That among the creditors figured some of the creditors the dividend in question at my expense. I was
leading men of the City of Bristol, who took an entirely at their mercy, and had no alternative but to sub.
active part in the matter . mit, which I did with the best possible grace ; but I

7 . That the debtor filed a statement of affairs which thought of surgical operations nevertheless , and considered
was admittedly false and fraudulent. myself a sufferer .

8 . That the debtor secreted stock - in -trade and other Any statements put forward by the Daily Telegrapk
articles of the estimated value of £70 . are admittedly “ so painfully veracious," that I have not
That Mr. Clark , as trustee, was directed by a thought fit to refer to them . By theway, I see in a recent
resolution of the creditors to apply to the court report from America, that a journalist bearing the same
for an order directing a prosecution . name asthe alleged " inventor " of " Khivan Expeditions,"

10 . That the judge of the Bristol County Court made and the “ Man and Dog Fight,” has come to an untimely

an order to prosecute. end through a balloon accident. I trust that this is not
11. That as trustee ,Mr. Clark was bound to obey the our friend of the vivid imagination ; for it would be a

direction of the creditors, supplemented as it was great pity to be deprived of his descriptive, although
by the order of the court. somewhat unreliable , articles.

12. That Mr. Clark asserts he would have been able In conclusion, let me add, that I think if Mr. Clark's
to pay twenty shillings in the pound but for the connection with the case of James Winne is a test of his

misconduct of the debtor. acts as an accountant, the other members of our profession

13 . ThatMr. Clark has only taken three trusteeships, need not be ashamed of him .

none of which have been profitable to him . The wisest of men sometimes say in hot blood things

14. That the debtor was found guilty of the charges which they afterwards would prefer to have left unsaid.

brought against him , and Doubtless by this time Mr. Justice Quain “ is sorry he

15. That the prosecution was conducted by the spoke.'

solicitor in his discretion . I enclose my card ; but as I have no desire to create an

Now , sir, none of the above facts redound to the dis animus in judicial minds against me, beg to retain my
credit of the trustee. Mr. Clark is an entire stranger to nom de plume, and remain, Yours truly , . . .
me; but unless his statements are contradicted in a very
authoritative manner, I shall, with most reasoning beings, [Our correspondent is, we believe, slightly in error as to the
hold that Mr. Clark is a very ill-used man , and that the Daily Telegraph and its contributors. The gentleman who
impartiality of the bench does not come out in that went “ up in a balloon " was an energetic New York reporter

brilliant way Englishmen are always so ready to boast of named Grimwood ; the author of the Man and Dog Fight,

and admire .
was James Greenwood, the “ Amateur Casual ;" we do not

That all accountants are not ignorantmen, is well shown
recall the name of the smart writer who " did " the “ Khiran

by Mr. Clark 's letter. His statements are terse, and his
Expedition " and the Daily Telegraph, but it was neither

arguments to the point.
the one nor the other .-- ED. ACCOUNTANT.)

Allow me to cap Mr Clark 's statements by requesting

reference to the comptroller's returns, by which it will be
MR, JUSTICE QUAIN AND TIIE “ DAILY

seen that although trustecs take personal responsibilities TELEGRAPH ."

which solicitors do not, the remuneration to them and To the Editor of the Accountant.

accountants averages about 10 per cent. of the amount | SIR , Mr. M . H . Clark 's letter, which appeared in The

paid to solicitors, and so far as trustees are concerned , | Accountant of last week , completely clears up any douc

si

F . S . A . E .
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as to the propriety of that gentleman's conduct in insti- settlement,when they subsequently arise, would be effected
tuting the prosecution which had been ordered by a county at a great saving of costs and reinuneration ; for tristees
court, but which Mr. Justice Quain (supplemented by the cannot be expected personally to incur the loss of time

zealoussupportof a rather opinionated jury) decided should | and money involved in closing such bankruptcies.

never have been brought before the court over which he Yours truly ,

presided . It may, perhaps, afford Mr. Clark some slight A TRUSTEE.

consolation to learn that themajority of the accountants London, September 2nd, 1875.
in London are fully aware of the injustice of his case, and

that his misfortune in being so hardly dealt with is

thoroughly understood . The remarks which fell from the
bench as to the ignorance or incapacity of the class of 'l At the Mansion -house on Friday, Robert Gordon Coleman,
business men " styling themselves accountants," have 37 yearsofage, described as an accountant, was charged before
tended simply to awaken among them that contempt which Alderman Sir Robert Carden , sitting for the Lord Mayor, with

such thoughtless aspersions merit ; and it maybeaugured ,
forging and uttering a banker's check for £13 12s. 9d. with

have not to any great degree strengthened the faith in the
intent to defraud . The circumstances were somewhat peculiar.

berch of those who have been in the habit of relying on the
Mr. Mullens, solicitor to the Bankers' Protection Association ,

wisdom of judges' utterances. Little , very little , notice
conducted the prosecution ; Mr. Montagu Williams, barrister,
appeared for the defence. Mr. B . W . Newport, the landlord of

need be taken of the semi-pusillanimous effusion of the the Duke of Edinburgh Tavern at Bromley -by -Bow , said that

Daily Telegraph , whose columns are renowned for sensa on the 12th ofMay last a crossed check for £13 12s. 9d ., drawn

tional and over-drawn articles ; and one can afford to pass upon Messrs. Smith , Payne, and Smiths, and bearing the
over its pages with more than usual celerity when signature " George Graham and Company," was brought to

it stoops to publish its ignorance respecting the him by Mr. Charles Wolf, whom he knew as a customer.. At

duties and obligations connected with the business of his request he advanced him £8 upon it. He afterwards paid

accountants. It may, perhaps, by going a little too it into the Limehouse branch of the London and County Bank,

far to accuse your Fleet-street contemporary of using the
where he kept an account, and it was returned to him with

slang of Billingsgate , or of indulging in any extraor
the endorsement - “ No account.” Charles Wolf, a clerk ,

dinary amount of vulgarity ; but no one will deny that
living in Knapp road , Bromley , said he had known the prisoner

its comments upon the recent trial at Bristol, if not to
for 15 years. He received the check in question from him on
the 11th of May , for the purpose of obtaining cash for it. He :

some extent garbled , were, at all events , very faulty, and obtained an advance of £8 from the last witness, which he

entirely unnecessary and uncalled for. It would be handed to the prisoner. The latter had told him that he was

grea:ly satisfactory to many accountants, I am sure, to
an accountant, and thathe had received the check for work

learr that Mr. M . H . Clark is a Member of one of the he had done for a firm . He noticed and remarked to him that

Societies of Accountants ; as although we are at present a the body of the check was in his own handwriting. The

presumably unrecognised profession, there is some satis prisoner had called upon him two days previously , and asked

faction in being in a position to impart the information to him if he could get a crossed check cashed for him . Witness

certain individuals, when occasion arises, that although self
then held an appointment under the LocalGovernment Board ,

elected, we know one another ; and self-election , bad as it
and he told the prisoner that as their accounts were audited

may at times be,has ever been the groundwork of position,
he could not pass it through their bankers. The prisoner
suggested to him that the check should bemade out in witness's

authcrity , influence, and power. - Yours, & c . name, and that he should have a small amount out of it to

X . pay a debt. He received £2 10s. out of the £8 . When he

called at the public-house for the balance witness was arrested

COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION .
and committed for trial, but ultimately acquitted . In replying
to Mr. Montagu Williams, he said that he had no idea that

To the Editor of the Accountant.
the check was a forgery. He owed the prisoner the balance

SIR , - Your issue of the 28th ult. contains an article of a bill for £25 , upon which he had paid 25s. He understood ,

referring to a recent decision , disallowing a present of however, that the prisoner had waived his claim . Before going

£15 made by the trustee to his committee of inspection
to the public -house he tried , but without success, to get the

in obedience to the direction of the creditors. The prin
lodge porter of the Asylum where hewas employed to cash it.

He represented to Mr. Newport, the publican, that the check

ciple upon which that decision is based is undoubtedly was given for work done, and that it was as good as gold .

sound ; but, as a matter of common and every -day experi Further evidence was adduced to the effect that on Wolf 's

ence, it is very difficult, especially in cases where the arrest the prisoner, who then denied that he had given him

prospect of dividend is not encouraging, to get the the check , was requested to attend the court as a witness, but

committee to act. In themajority of instances, where a failed to do so , and that nothing was heard of him from the

trustee in bankruptcy is reported for not sending in his 22nd of May until the 11th of August, when hewas apprehended .

audited accounts, the committee of inspection are the The check had been abstracted from the check -book of

culprits . It is but natural for them , when they see little Mr. Albert Henry Nicholson , a commission agent, at 11
or no advantage to be gained from a loss of time, to Mansion -house -buildings, Queen Victoria -street, whom the

prefer their first loss, that of their money. Legally they
prisoner had assisted in business. His father - in - law proved

that the whole of the check was in the prisoner' s handwriting ,

are to blame, and the trustee must elect between reporting and that there was no attempt at concealment or disguise .

them or being reported himself for neglect. But human Mr. Montagu Williams, admitting that the check was in the

nature is very much the same with creditors and trustees, prisoner's handwriting, said the only question was whether in

- when no advantage is to be derived from fruitless uttering ithe had had any intention to defraud. That, of course ,

labour, what is more natural than to abandon one' s exer would be a matter for a jury. He thought no great reliance

tions ? That, however, the present Act will not allow , would be placed on Wolf's statement. The prisoner reserved

and the “ dead horse " must still be worked.
his defence. Sir Robert Carden committed him for trial at

Were the French system - of suspending bankruptcies the next sessions of the Central Criminal Court. Bail was

where no assets are forthcoming - adopted , schemes of refused,
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VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURTS, Lincoln's Inn . nomination to the office being supported by someof the prin .

cipal creditors. The debts , secured and unsecured, may be

roughly estimated at about £40,000 , and it appeared from the

affidavits that large quantities of goods were lying at wharves

and in the hands of bankers , which it was desirable should be

realised without delay.

August 31.

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir JAMES Bacon.)

IN TIE MATTER OF E . LOWTHER, A SOLICITOR . - This was

an application for the release of a solicitor , imprisoned under

an order of attachment from the Court of Chancery. Mr.
Robert Williams, who with Mr. Robertson Griffiths, appeared

for Mr. Lowther, argued that the arrest had been illegal,

Mr. Lowther having been captured by the Sergeant-at-Mace
while actually within the precincts of the Mansion -house

Court. The Vice-Chancellor held that a solicitor is privileged

from arrest cundo et redeundo, and accordingly ordered Mr.
Lowther to be discharged upon his undertaking to take no

further proccodings in the matter.

August 30 .

(Before Nr. Registrar Pepys.)

IN RE SHAND AND Co. - This was a first sitting under the

bankruptcy of Charles Shand, Alexander Shand, and Ralph

Abram Robinson , who had traded in co -partnership as mer.

chants in Rood- lane, and also at Liverpool, Madras and

Colombo , under the name of Shand and Co . The bankrupts

had in the first instance presented a petition for liquidation,

but those proceedings fell to the ground, and an adjudication

followed on the petition of the London and County Bank.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. opposition , and Mr. H . Bishop, accountant (Turquand and

Co.), was appointed trustee, the following being nominated as
a committee of inspection : - Mr. Donald Bremner, of the

August 26.
London and Westminster Bank ; Mr. Edward Clodd, Secretary

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.) of the London Joint-Stock Bank ; and Mr. James Gray, of
the London and County Bank. A statementof the jointaffairsIN RE C . A . LEA. - The debtor, described as of the Coal

Exchange, also of Camden -town , and Bramley, near Guildford , disclosed a total unsecured liability of £341 ,980, and assets

coal merchant, has presented a petition for liquidation, his £38 ,368 . It appeared that the bankrupts had incurred large

liabilities being estimated at about £9,000, and assets £2,300 . liabilities in connection with Messrs. Collie and Co. Mexrs.

It appeared that he was being sued by several creditors, and Wilkinson , Stevensand Harries are the solicitors under the

application was accordingly made for an interim injunction proceedings .

restraining further proceedings in the actions. No receiver,
however, had been appointed, and his Honour accordingly

August 31,
declined to make any order.

Mr. Registrar Pepys held a sitting at Lincoln 's Inn , and

IN RE JOSEPH Nixon . In this case an adjudication was heard several applications in liquidation matters.

made upon the petition of the Fore- street Warehouse Com
IN RE H . AND A . RANKING . – Under liquidation proceedings

pany, Limited . The bankrupt, who carried on business as a

wholesale hosier at 66 Wood -street , Cheapside, had filed a instituted by Henry and Augustus Ranking, trading as mer.

petition for liquidation , but those proceedings have become chants at 11 St. Helen 's -place, under the firın of John Ranking

abortive. His debts are roughly estimated at about £15,000 , and Co., the creditors have determined to liquidate by arrange

and assets £6 ,000 . ment with a trustee and committee of inspection , the debtors'

discharge being also granted ; and his Honour now allowed
registration of the resolutions. The liabilities were returned

August 27 . in the debtor's statement of affairs at £106 ,897, and assets

(Before Mr. Registrar ROCHE, sitting as Chief Judge.) £58 ,391.

IN RE ALEXANDER THORN. — In this case, upon the applica IN RE ROBERT BENSON AND C0. - Registration was also

tion of Mr. Doria , an interim injunction , granted by the court ordered of the resolutions come to by creditors under this

last week , restraining further proceedings in an action com heavy failure. The debtors traded as merchants in the City

menced by the Union Bank of London , was continued until of London , also at Liverpool and Boston (U . S .). The liabili.
further order. The debtor, who has presented a petition for | ties, irrespective of secured claims amounting to about

liquidation , is described as of Cremorne-wharf, Chelsea ; also £300,000, are returned at £82,920 , the assets being estimated

of Ennismore-gardens, Hyde-park, and of West Worthing, at £54 ,843 . The creditors have determined to liquidate by

builder and contractor for works, and carrying on the business arrangement, with Mr. R . Waterhouse, public accountant,

of the Waterworks, Baths, Assembly -rooms, and Skating- rink as trustee, and a committee of inspection Registration
at West Worthing. His debts are said to represent an aggre allowed accordingly .
gate of about £150,000, and assets £40 ,000 , subject to various
encumbrances thereon .

IN RE C . A . LEA. - In this case an order was made for the | SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. — The Monthly
appointment of Mr. Meggy, accountant, Old Jewry-chambers,

as receiver and manager. The debtor is a coalmerchant of Meeting of the Society of Accountants in England was
the Coal Exchange, also of Camden -town , Bramley, near held on the 20th August, at the Society 's Offices, 2 Cowper's
Guildford , and elsewhere. His liabilities are estimated at Court, Cornhill. Present- Messrs. J. Davies (President),
about £9,000, and assets £2,300.

in the chair, J. Bath (Vice-President), F . Nicholls,
August 28. J . C . Bolton , E . C . Foreman , H . Brett and J . Andrews.

(Before Mr. Registrar PEPys sitting as Chief Judge.) The following were admitted as Associates of the Society,
IN RE EDMOND V . PHILLIPS. - The debtor, carrying on busi viz. : - William Henry Chamberlain , 4 New -street, Leices

ness as a provision merchant in London -street, City, has pre.
sented a petition for liquidation ; and , upon the application of

ter ; William Henry Nairne, 40 Brown-street, Manchester.

Mr. Robertson Griffiths, his Honour appointed Mr. Turquand, A notice of resignation was received from Thomas Wood,
public accountant, receiver and manager of the estate , his of Chester, an Associate of the Society.
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LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. ings no witness was bound to attend unless tendered , on

service of the subpæna, reasonable compensation for his sub

sistence during his attendance on the trial, and his travelling
Aug. 27. expenses to and from the place of trial ; but the rule in bank .

(Before Mr. PERRONET THOMPSON .) ruptcy was that, where a witness was summoned as an

IN RE FREDERICK GRANVILLE AND Co. - This was an appli. accounting party to an estate, all that need be tendered was &

cation on the part of the bankrupt to appoint a day for his sufficient sum to carry him to the court. If he should turn

public examination , and to suspend the execution of a warrant outnot to be an accounting party, the court had power to order

which had been issued to enforce his appearance before the
that his full expenses be paid . There was no plaintiff or

court. It seemed that the bankruptcy took place in October,
defendant in these proceedings , but the examination sought,

1872, and Mr. Grahame, the partner of Mr. Granville , then although at the instance of the trustee, was the examination

surrendered and obtained his discharge, but Mr. Granville did of the court ; and where, in the administration of justice, the

not appear, and after several warrants had been issued to
attendance of a witness was required , he was compellable to

bring him before the court he obtained a sitting for his public
attend as in criminal matters, without any exponse being

examination . That sitting was appointed for yesterday, but it
tendered . The only object of tendering expenses was to meet

was found that through inadvertence the order of the court
the objection which might be raised that the witness was too

had not been drawn up, nor had the bankrupt complied with poor to pay his travelling expenses. Further, he submitted

its termsby paying the costs of two abortive warrants. Mr.
that the witness being in the precincts of the court, it had full

Norton (from the office of Messrs. Norris and Sons) now asked
jurisdiction in the interests of justice to compel him to give

for a new day to be appointed , and for the suspension of the
evidence. His honour ruled that the witness must be sworn ,

execution of the warrant; and Mr. Kennedy, instructed by
and, on his still refusing ,committed him at once into the custody

Messrs. Bateson and Co., for Mr. Banner opposed. His Honour,
of the high bailiff until the admiralty case then being heard

after hearing the learned gentlemen at length , made order
before him was concluded , when he would further consider the

that the warrant be suspended until the 1st October, and that course to be pursued. Subsequently, the witness, on reflection ,

in the mean time, if the costs be paid , & new sitting be and on the assurance of the trustee that all proper costs would

be allowed if it turned out he was not an accounting party ,appointed for public examination .
consented to be sworn . His examination was taken in private ,

IN RE WILLIAM G . TAYLOR . - This was an application in
but we were informed he admitted that, subsequent to a

volving a point of practice. The debtor, an ale and porter

bottler, presented a petition for liquidation in June last, and at
preliminary meeting of the creditors of his brother atwhich
hewas present, he received , to cover liabilities he was under for

the first meeting Mr. Bolland was chosen trustee. Before the
his brother, £93 and several bills of exchange amounting to

registration of the resolutions the debtor made a proposal for

the purchase of the estate for a sum equivalent to 8s, in the
about £300.

pound, provided he was allowed his discharge. A meeting to

consider this offer was called by the trustee, at which the

creditors accepted the sameand granted the discharge ; buton WARRINGTON COUNTY COURT.
the latter being presented for the registrar's signature, it was

refused , on the ground that at the timewhen the trustee called

themeeting he had not obtained the certificate of his appoint.
CREDITORS' PROXIES. - Mr. Marshall, barrister, made an

ment. His Honour, on being appealed to , after hearing Mr.
application to his Honour to order the taxation of a trustee' s.

bill under the following circumstances : - John Knowles, of
Labron Johnson for the debtor, affirmed the decision of the

registrar.
Runcorn , draper, filed his petition for liquidation in the

ÎN RE JOHN C . WILSON. — This debtor was a draper in Warrington County Court on the 7th day of October, 1874 ;

Great Homer-street. He filed his petition on the 2nd and on the same day, Mr. G . Jepson Knight, of Runcorn ,

February last, but five days previously thereto divested accountant, was duly appointed receiver and manager of the

himself, in favour of his sister, of his interest under a will, business , until the first meeting of creditors ; but on the 16th

of October, Mr. Joshua Crowther of Manchester , accountant,
for £35 , the same being at the time of the value of £321.

Mr. Nordon , for Mr. Bolland ,the trustee, contended that the
presented himself at the county court with a written document

signed by a large majority of the heaviest creditors, nominating
transaction was & fraud upon creditors ; and after at great

him as receiver (residing in andabout Manchester) under rule
length referring to the circumstances of the case, the court

262, which provides that where a receiver has been already
intimated its opinion that, although there was ground for

appointed by the court, a majority of the creditors may nomi.
suspicion , upon the facts it did not see its way to declare the

nate some other person as receiver, and such receiver shall be
transaction fraudulent. Mr. Nordon thereupon asked that the

forthwith substituted in his place. Consequently, Mr. Crowther,
case might be tried before a jury, and, after hearing Mr.

Kennedy for the sister in opposition , the court granted the
by virtue of the creditors? proxies which he had obtained,
became the receiver in the place of Mr. Knight, against whose

application . Mr. William Lowe appeared in the case .
fitness not one word could be said . On the 4th of November

August 28.
the first meeting of creditors was held , and Mr. Joshua
Crowther , of Bath Chambers, York -street , Manchester,

BANKRUPTCY · EXAMINATIONS. - A question was raised by a accountant, attended , holding no less than 33 proxies

witness as to the right of the court to compel him to be sworn from the heaviest creditors, by virtue of which he elected

until hehad been paid the expenses he claimed consequent | himself as trustee, without a committee of inspection ; thus
upon his attendance as a witness. The witness was Mr. W . taking the sole and absolute control over the estate. A resolu .
Richards , of London , the brother of Mr. Albert J . Richards, of tion was passed in accordance with the petitioner 's own proposal

Victoria -street, Liverpool, provision merchant, whose affairs that he should pay his creditors 20s. in the pound by instal

are now in liquidation . He was summoned by Mr. Bolland, ments of 5s. in three months from the 1st December, 1874 ,

the trustee, as a person suspected to have in his possession 5s. at the expiration of six months from the said 1st day of

property belonging to the liquidating debtor, and was paid on December,5s. at the expiration of ninemonths from the said

the service of the summons £3 108. That sum , he contended, 1st day of December, and 58. at the expiration of 12 months
did not cover his legal expenses, they being , as he submitted , from the said 1st day of December ; and the resolution went

£3 3s, each for two days' time and his first -class railway fare ; on to say that the costs and charges ofMessrs. Joshua Crowther

and until they were paid he refused to be sworn , Mr. Lupton and Co ., accountants, be paid within one month from the date

instructed by Messrs. Lace and Co . for the trustee , insisted of confirmation of the resolution . The two first instalments

upon the witness being sworn. He said that in civil proceed - of 6s, each had been already paid , when the petitioner applied
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to Mr. Joshua Crowther for a statement of accounts with his business, solicitors ' charges representing the creditors , debtor's
charges, when he made out a bill of upwards of £190, which house expenses and wages, and many other matters of a similar
had been deducted from monies arising from the estate. This kind ; the trustee 's remuneration as receiver, manager, and

bill the petitioner considered as exorbitant, and objected ,
trustee being less than one sixth of thewhole amount, being

through his attorney, Mr. Garratt of Runcorn , to the trustee £29 8s. The observations of the judge were directed against

deducting it until the bill had been taxed by the officer of the the principle in general, and had no reference to the charges

court. To this course,Mr. Joshua Crowther , of course, objected, then before him ; as he expressly said , he was not passing any

on the ground that the resolution provided for the payment of reflection on those charges , as he had not looked at them .

the costs and charges of Messrs. Joshua Crowther and Co ., | Our estate book is open to the Committee of the Home-trade

who it was contended were simply the accountants, and were Association or the Council of the Manchester Institute of Ac

separate and distinct from Mr. Joshua Crowther, trustee. Mr. countants - of which Society I am a member - or any one

Atkinson , of the firm of Atkinson and Saunders, of Man appointed on their behalf.

chester , represented Crowther, and at great length contended Yours, & c .

that the court had no jurisdiction to tax the bill of JOSHUA CROWTHER.

Messrs. Joshua Crowther ; that it was ordered to be paid | Manchester, August 30 , 1875 .

by the resolution , although the amount had not been

filed , but he contended it was & fair and reasonable

bill,and was entitled to be paid. Mr. Marshall, in reply, charac THREE MONTHS' FAILURES.

terised the circumstances upon which Mr. Atkinson mainly
relied as a mere juggle to evade the operation of the law . If The Times says, “ The following table exhibits the results of

there could have been any doubt that the bill was that of the failures of the past three months so far as the balance
Joshua Crowther, it was removed by his own affidavit, in sheets hitherto published reveal them . It is not a complete
which he admitted sending the bill, and spoke of having in list, but the majority of the more important firms are here
cluded in it his payments and disbursements as receiver. included. Of those about which there are as yet no par.
Attending the first meeting with 33 proxies in his pocket, he ticulars the most conspicuous are Fothergill and Hankey,
assumed to have command of the whole position ; and accord . Sanderson and Co., and Young, Borthwick, and Co . Regarding
ing to his mode of arguing, could vote himself what remu the first of these, we are told that the assets depend upon
neration he chose, in utter defiance of the bankruptcy law . whether a public company can be formed for working the

The section of the Act referred to gave the court absolute valuable mines and works owned by the firm . If capital can

power as to the remuneration of a receiver, and he (Mr. be found to do this , the estate may, it is said , pay in full --

Marshall ) trusted the learned judge would not permit it to be that is , if the shareholders will take up the firm 's liabilities

evaded by a scheme such as that disclosed in the present but a forced sale might yield almost nothing. The liabilities

case. - His Honour said that if ever there was a case in which are about £1,250,000. The other two firms are the discount

houses brought down by Fothergill and Hankey and Alexander

the resolution which provided that the costs and charges of Collie respectively , and their actual position cannot yet be
Messrs . Joshua Crowther and Co . should be paid deprived him shown because a good many of their bills have not yet come
of the power ; but he felt sure it was never the intention of to maturity , and because the bankrupt estates on which they
the legislature that such cases as this should be tolerated , and rank have not yet been realised. Sanderson 's estate is not
he was of opinion that a very great change in the law was expected to turn out well ; the creditors may get 25. or
urgently required ; thewhole system of proxy giving should be 2s. 6d . in the pound. Young, Borthwick , and Co.'s
swept away ; the greatest jobbery and injustice was daily assets, are, we hear, even less substantial. It

practised by irresponsible people calling themselves account appears that the capital of this firm was nearly if not

ants, going round to the creditors obtaining their proxies quite all held by the Bank of England as margin

under the false pretence of representing their interest at the on advances at the time of its stoppage, and, that money being
meeting, the fact being, as experience showed only too plainly forfeited , there is little left for the ordinary creditor out of the
every day, that these people could go with the proxies to the estate itself. Sanderson 's estate, on the other hand, showss

meeting of so-called creditors, get themselves appointed trus better state of affairs than would otherwise have been the
tees, possess themselves of the estate, and deal with it pretty case , through their having in hand a considerable deposit from

much as they pleased without let or hindrance , and only too Fothergill, Hankey and Co., which that firm forfeited when

frequently ignoring altogether the interests of the creditors in it failed . The liabilities of the 29 firmswhose balance-sheets

their anxiety to study their own. The present state of the are summarised below , amount to £6 ,306 ,656 , against assets of
law in this respect was a perfect anomaly, and he hoped a $ 1 ,493 ,000 , exclusive of £594 ,000 which is marked " doubtful."

change would speedily take place that would do away with it At the best, therefore, these statements show an absolute loss

Heregretted that he could not help the petitioner in the face of something like £5,000 ,000, and it may well be much more.
of the resolution ordering “ the costs and charges of Messrs.
Joshua Crowther and Co. to be paid ;” but he would not grant

The Collie group is , as might be expected , the worst, firms

connected with his ventures having failed for £3,831,009,

their costs of opposing this application . against which only £839 ,000 good assets can be set, the
£551,000 “ doubtful” being worth probably next to nothing,

We are requested to insert the following letter, which appeared consisting as it does in great part of claims against the

in the Manchester Guardian , in regard to the above appli American Government, which , so far as we know , were peper

cation : admitted by it . It will be well, indeed , if the " good " assets

RE JOIIN KNOWLES, RUN CORN .
prove good to the amountset down. If we include the probable

deficit of a couple of millions on the minor firms' estates,and

ACCOUNTANTS’ CHARGES IN DISPUTE . on those named above, which is probably much within the

To the Editor of the Manchester Guardian.
mark , the nominal liabilities of the two discount houses and

Fothergill and Hankey alone reaching over ten millions, - "

Sir , - Many of our friends are under the impression that the shall arrive at £7,000,000 as the net sum of floating capita

£198 mentioned in your paper of Saturday last are our charges lost through the recent collapse. It may be found to be

in thematter. It is not so ; it is simply a cash account and actually £10,000 ,000 to £12,000,000 wlien all the losses of

not charges, and any one conversant with tig 'ires will at once country houses and of firms that have not failed are taken into

see the difference. Out of the sum named we paid all pre . account; but estimated at its smallest, this is a very heavy

ferential claims, including all creditors whose amounts were

too small to accept for, goods supplied for carrying on the

sum , for even a wealthy commercial community like ours to
lose. That the loss has been hitherto sustained without any
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .suspension of credit is very strong testimony to the essential

stability of the institutions upon which it has chiefly fallen .
Taken in conjunction with the exceeding cheapness of money
now , we should say that two things seem to be proved by the
fact that so heavy a loss has been borne without any serious

strain on credit, - that there is an enormous accumulation of
wealth to be employed , and that before the crash came an
amount much beyond that represented by the subsequent
losses was employed in very dangerous business. If the
legitimate business of the country can now be done on so
much less capital that, in spite of losses like these, money can

hardly find a borrower, this would seem to be conclusively
proved. Some, however , question whether enough accommo

dation is now being given to trade, and we have received a
strong complaint from Manchester to the effect that the Lon
don bankers will no longer discount Manchester bills , however
good they be , because Collie professed to be a Manchester
merchant. If that be the case, no doubt the bankers are
making a mistake; but on the whole we should say it is only

the big adventures that are at present tabooed . Small genuine
trade bills find no difficulty in getting discounted , although , as
a rule, such discounting is done at rates much above the

present Bank of England minimum . If the banks were ' to
forbid altogether dangerous commitments on venturesunbacked
by capital, such as they have suffered by , the community
would have purchased future stability at a very cheap figure ,

heavy though these losses be.
Liabilities. Assets.

Gilead A . Smith and Co. . . . £411,381 . . £20,212

E . Corry . .. . . . 172,770 . . 74, 323

A . and M . Zimmerman . .
"

49,773 . . 21,004
A . Collie and Co. . . . . . 1,889,786 . . *802,392
Shand and Co. . 341,980 . . 38,368

Rainbow , Holberton, and Co. . . . 61,515 6 ,336

John Anderson and Co. . . 144, 747 31,596

John Strachan and Co. . . . 96 ,938 5 ,711
J . C . Fowlie . . 121 ,638 10,704
Alexander, Sons and Co. 210,535 34,254

Adamson and Sons 94 ,298 12,917

J . P . Westhead and Co. . . 318,000 302,000
R . Benson and Co. . . 124,331 70,000
L . Stewart . . 32,821 11,368
Wilson and Armstrong 258,531 57,090

C . Carnie 56 ,000 1 ,050

S . and J . Graham 71,606 22,943

Laing and Irvine 173 ,000 70,000

Rudall and Sons 128 ,605 18 ,015

E . Jones and Co. 102,898 54, 235

Da Costa, Raalte , and Co. 265,580 85 ,200

Kilburn , Kershaw , and Co. 201,476 6 ,577

John Ranking and Co. 106 ,898 + 58 ,392

Lambert Brothers and Scott 170 ,848 95 , 996

R . Corkling and Co. . . 149,000 41,000

Schultze and Mohr 142,524 7 ,972

W . Walker and Co. 130,000 70,000

Whitlock and Dadson . . 146 ,000 5 ,000

Shaw and Thompson . . 103,177 . . $52,363

:£6, 306,656 £2,087,018
* Of which £551,850 is doubtful.

26 ,900

1 h 15 ,510

September 1st.

( Before the Hon . Judge MILLER .)

IN RE Thomas BRACKEN . — The bankrupt was a clothier in
Mary-street. A charge for £150 had been filed by a Mr. Ryan ,
on the ground thathe had advanced that sum to the bankrupt
upon equitable mortgage secured by the possession of the
lease of bankrupt' s house . Subsequently Bracken obtained a
loan of £50 from a person named Boylan , Ryan agreeing to
hand him over the lease on the distinct understanding that
when paid back the £50 , the lease should be given back to

him (Ryan ). It appeared that Bracken paid Boylan a sum of
£20 on account, and Ryan advanced the remaining £30 to the
representatives of Boylan . It had been contended on the part
of the assignees, that when Ryan voluntarily parted with
possession of the lease which he held equitable mortgage, his
lien ceased, and the bankrupt was entitled to get the document
back. His Lordship held that the lease had been handed over
to Boylan for a specific purpose, and after his claim had been
satisfied either by Ryan or Bracken , it was the right of Ryan
to get back the custody of it. He therefore allowed the charge
for the full amount, but directed the lease to be brought into
court.

IN RE GEORGE MEARES. — The bankrupt in this case was a
stay manufacturer on the quays. On the 7th May last, he

had with his assistant O 'Healy been committed to Kilmain

ham prison for unsatisfactory answering,and both remained in

jail since. By the desire of his lordship they were now again
brought before the court. Mr. Perry, on the part of the

assignees, proposed that his lordship should permit the
prisoners if they desired it to explain their former evidence

with reference to the alleged execution of a deed by the

bankrupt's mother. If they did not wish to give any informa
tion they could be sent back to the jail. The bankrupt and

his assistant were then sworn , and said they had no further
information to give, Mr. Perry then asked that the prisoners

be sent back to Kilmainham . The assignees believed that
the bankrupt well knew who personated his mother on the

occasion of the execution of the deed , and that O 'Healy also

kuew . He submitted that as nothing had transpired to alter

his lordship 's opinion as a reasonable man in committing the

prisoners for unsatisfactory answering, that they should be sent

to jail. His Lordship asked what would the creditors gain

by having the men kept in ? Supposing he kept them
in for 20 years, would that be of any advantage to the credi

tors ? Mr. Perry said they would gain the truth . His Lord

ship said that even if the prisoners produced to him the person

whom they dressed up for the occasion , would that assist the

creditors ? Mr. Perry said the assignees believed that the

mother signed the deed . Judge Miller said if that were tho

case the prisoners should not be in custody. Mr. Perry said

he believed a conspiracy had been entered into to deny the

execution of the deed . He submitted the prisoners should be

kept in until they told the truth -- even if it were for 20 years.

Mr. Clay said that with respect to O 'Healy the creditors be

lieved he might have been mistaken , but they had no doubt

that the bankrupt was aware of the whole affair. Mr.
Davoren , for the bankrupt, pointed out that no property had

been suppressed . His Lordship said that in this matter, when

George Meares camebefore the court, it was proposed that his

mother, who resided in the suburbs of the city , should secure

a composition to be paid by the bankrupt-- then an arranging

trader - by a mortgage upon a certain property in which she
had a life interest. That deed was subsequently executed
by a person purporting to be bankrupt's mother, but the

bankrupt's mother on examination denied having ever
executed the mortgage. The prisoners having refused to dis
close the name of the individual who personated Meares'

mother, had been kept in jail for nearly four months. Although

as a punishment the confinement was inadequate, having

:
:

:
:

:
:

: . ..

The following circular has been issued by the committee of
the Glasgow Stock Exchange, with reference to gambling
there : — " The attention of the committee having been drawn

to reported large dealings in prospective dividends of certain
railway companies, they think it right to express their dis -
approval of those transactions, and to declare that such

cannot be recognised by them , or allowed to take place during

the business meeting of the association ."
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regard to the wicked deceit practised on the creditors, he had amount at the debit of the Lima house, £52,557 78. 63. The
been informed by the officers that the bankrupt's estate had | offer of 5s, in the pound made by Messrs. Lewis and Lewis, on
been realised and would pay nearly 5s. in the pound, with behalf of the debtors , was accepted.
the prospect of a little more. He believed that even the dis | HEALD , MATHWIN AND Co. - On Monday a meeting of the
covery of the person who represented Mrs. Meares on the creditors of the above firm , of Billiter-street, ship and
occasion of the execution of the deed would only lead to insurance brokers and commission agents , was held at the
additional expense of a prosecution , which would come out of London Tavern , Bishopsgate-street; Mr. Ingledew presiding .
the pockets ofthe creditors, and he did not believe he could The statement of affairs, which was presented, showed that
further the interests of the creditors by keeping the prisoners the total liabilities of the firm were £7,336 , against which
longer in custody. He did not like to be indirectly the means of there were assets , consisting of book debts , cash in hand, & c.
punishing men who had not had any trial beyond that of £2,147. It was agreed to wind -up by arrangement; the
of the judge himself. If he were bound to pronounce upon trustee was appointed , as were, also, two of the creditors as
their guilt or innocence, it would be quite another thing. a committee of inspection . The proceedings then terminated .
Therefore, believing it would do no good to keep the men Da Costa, RAALTE , AND Cu. - On Monday, the adjourned
longer in jail, he would order their discharge upon an under meeting of the creditors of the above firm was held at the
taking been given to assist the assignees in realising the pro City Terminus Hotel, Cannon - street ; Mr Turquand of the
perty . The necessary undertaking was then given . firm of Turquand , Youngs, and Co.) in the chair. Mr. Rawlins,

who represented the debtors , said he thought he might say

that as the result of the telegram which Mr. Abrahams —who

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
represented the Alexandria committee of Behrend, Brothers

had despatched to Alexandria , he was now prepared to vote in

favour of liquidation by arrangement, as to which so strong &
SHAW AND THOMSON . — The statement of Messrs. Shaw and feeling was expressed at the meeting a week ago. He wished

Thomson 's affairs was presented at a private meeeting of their now to say a few words he had intended to say at the last

creditors last week . It shows liabilities amounting to meeting. He thought it only right to state that Mr. Da Costa,

£103,177, against assets of £36 ,853, but these assets do not in the early part of 1872, retired from the firm as from the

include a balance of £15,510 due in Alexandria to the North 30th of June previously . He agreed to allow the firm the use

of England Iron Company, under which style Messrs. Shaw of his name— that was, his retirement was not announced-- for

and Thomson traded in Egypt, although Mr. Shaw expects to | a certain period, which expired on the 30th of June last - g

recover it. The estate does not show so much, but Mr. Shaw very singular coincidence , as on that day the firm suspended
has offered 10s. in the pound, payable 2s. 60. now, 2s. 6d, in payment. Three years previously to this failure, therefore,
six months, 1s .6d. in twelve months,and the remaining 3s.60. Mr. Da Costa had nothing to do with the firm , which was
in three annual equal instalments, with the power to obtain thoroughly solventwhen he left. He left capital in the firm

extension of time. This proposalwas subject to the report of | estimated at £25,000 . By the failure of Mr. Lizardi, at the

& committee of investigation , whose circular, recommending beginning of 1873, the firm sustained a heavy loss , and Mr.
its adoption , is subjoined : - " 150 Leadenhall-street, London , Da Costa, who had not drawn out a penny from the business,
August 25th . We, the undersigned , being the committee ap . was obliged to submit to a reduction to £10 ,000. Under the

pointed at themeeting of creditors held on the 20th of August, belief that a sum of £2,800 - representing the value of shares

1875 , have to report : - We have examined the statement of in Pavy's Patent Felted Fabric Company - had been set aside
affairs which was submitted to the meeting by Messrs. Cooper, that he might have so much more to draw on , he did draw to

Brothers and Co., and we find that it is fairly drawn up and some extent on what would have been his interest on capital,

substantially represents the position of Mr. Shaw ' s estate . and, so far as he could understand , he had overdrawn to the

We, however, differ in opinion with Mr. Shaw as to the value extent of £2 ,000 . Through leaving his name in the firm he

of some of the securities deposited with the creditors, but not now found himself liable, and , instead of questioning this
to an extent to lead us to recommend the creditors to alter liability , he at once said he would share the responsibility with

the resolution come to at the meeting of creditors held on the the others. He then stated that he had now to ask them to
20th of August, when it was decided to accept Mr. Shaw 's assent to the resolutions to liquidate the estate by arrange

offer of 10s, in the pound , the committee being of opinion ment, Mr. Turquand being the trustee, with a committee of
that the liquidation of the estate would not result in a divi. inspection ; and he would put it to the sense of the meeting

sion nearly equal to Mr. Shaw 's offer. That we are of opinion whether it would not be in accordance with the wishes of the
that the arrangement made by Mr. Shaw for dissolving his part creditors that as regarded Mr. Da Costa he should be released
nership with the Moor Ironworks was judicious and to the at once. He should withdraw this proposition unless it re.

interest of his creditors. Every information and assistance ceived their unanimous approval. The names he proposed as

has been afforded to the committee by Mr. Shaw , and they a committee were Mr. Pickford, of Sales, near Manchester ;

venture to express a hope that prosperous times will lead to Mr. Blockey, of the Standard Discount Company ; Mr. D .

his being able to fulfil his promise of eventually paying every Wylie, of 13 Leadenhall -street ; and Mr. A . Bidelow ,manager

creditor in full, " of the Credit Lyonnais. He then moved resolutions for having
J. MELLOR (MACCLESFIELD ). - At a meeting of the creditors the estate liquidated by arrangement, & c. Mr. Abrahamssaid

of James Mellor, of Macclesfield and Manchester, silk tie that directly after the last meeting he forwarded a telegram to

manufacturer, held at the Macclesfield ArmsHotel, in Maccles. Behrend , Brothers 'house at Alexandria , but the telegram was
field, on Wednesday, a statement of affairs, prepared by Mr. not understood. He had therefore sent again , and he lind
Thomas Mottershead, accountant, Manchester, was presented , expressed a strong feeling that liquidation was much more

showing liabilities to unsecured creditors, £4,706 ; creditors advantageous than bankruptcy. He had received a telegram

fully secured, £2, 157 ; estimated value of securities, £2,270 ; in reply , but this was ambiguous. However,he would venture

surplus to contra , £113 ; liabilities on bills discounted , £474 , to stretch his powers and would agree to liquidation , which he
which are not expected to rank against the estate. Assets, knew would be so much preferable. He then mentioned

including surplus from securities, £1,936 . A resolution was that he had asked Mr. Raalte what he had done with £10,000

passed to liquidate the estate by arrangement. Treasury Bonds, and he was told that he had dealt with them .

COEN , BonAS AND BROTHER. - At the meeting of the credi. Heafterwards acknowledged , however, that he had given his

tors of Messrs. Cohen , Bonas and Brother , merchants, of brother - in - law £6 ,000 ; to his brother's firm , Raalte and

London and Lima, held on Tuesday , Mr. J. Waddell presented | Behrend , £2,000 ; and he had about £2,000 -worth in bis

the statement of affairs, showing liabilities to rank £48 ,028 | possession . In answer also to his question when he suspended,
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had forwarded at 11 o' clock on the 29th to Behrends at Kealhofer and Co ., a grocery firm , Memphis, had suspended ;

Alexandria , in which he said , “ Can 't overcome difficulties ; liabilities , £5 ,000 . - Several small dealers on the Board of

must stop to-morrow ; deplore position we placed you in ; | Trade, Chicago, had failed . — The State Street Savings Bank,

send us your creditors list , but try to make the best arrange Chicago, had stopped , while a large firm was in difficulties.

ment you can for both estates, so that you may start afresh

soon .” This was sent the same day on which the securities

were given away - the day before the stoppage, and it required

no comment on his part. As to Mr. Da Costa , he did not

know him , although he had heard him very well spoken of ; At Lambeth Police Court, on Friday, Walter Thomas Hunt,

but he had no instructions to grant his present discharge. described as “ an accountant,” was again brought before Mr.

Mr. Rawlins said , as to the telegram which Mr. Raalte bad Chance, on remand, charged with maliciously causing the

sent to Behrend, Brothers, he thought under the circum death of Mary Ann Hudson by administering to her a draught

stances it was only fair to them to do so . After a brief

discussion, the resolutions for liquidating the estate by
of strychnine, and also attempting the death of Thomas and

arrangement, appointing the trustee and the committee of Hannah Taylor, at Lower Norwood. The prisoner was com .

inspection , were unanimously agreed to, Mr. James Barlow , of mitted to take his trial at the Central Criminal Court for
Manchester , being added to the committee. The proceedings manslaughter.

then terminated with a vote ofthanks to the chairman .

R . H . ARMIT. - The first meeting of creditors under the THE SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . The statute to amend

bankruptcy of Mr. R . H . Armit, of 33 Abchurch-lane, E . C., and extend the Supreme Court of Judicature Act , 1873 , has
and 93 Regent-street, W ., commission agent and financial just been printed . It is a very long one of 49 sheets, and is to

agent, took place at Basinghall-street, on the 2nd instant. be construed with the other one, and with the rules and orders

Proofs for about £15 ,000 were put in , and Mr. Harry Brett to be observed , will be food for consideration during the present
(Harry Brett, Milford, Pattison , and Co.), of 150 Leadenhall long vacation . The new law , consisting of the two Acts , will

street, E . C ., was appointed trustee with a committee of in comeinto operation on the 1st ofNovember. Notwithstanding

spection . No statement of affairs was filed , but we gather the provisions in the principal statute abolishing the appellato

that the liabilities are estimated at from £15,000 to £18 ,000 , jurisdiction of the House of Lords, the right is to be reserved

against assets of the nominal value of £103 ,000 , which latter until the 1st of November, 1876 . The present number of

are of course " subject to realisation.” Mr. W . J. Foster, of Judges is not to be reduced . The constitution of Her Majesty's
21 Birchin -lane, E . C ., is the solicitor under the proceedings. Court of Appeal is declared , and there will be divisions of the

G . F . BATES (Redcar). - At the meeting of creditors of Courts - Queen 's Bench , Common Pleas, and Exchequer. All

G . F . Bates, stationer, of Redcar, a report was submitted by the officers of those courts are continued , and on appeals are

Messrs . W . C . Harvey and. F . Lucas. The statement ofaffairs to attend the High Court of Justice . The Probate Court and

presented showed total liabilities £5 ,312 14s., with estimated the Court of Admiralty will act in divisions, and the present

assets £1,174 . The debtor offered a composition of 4s. in the Judge ofthe latter is to give up his ecclesiastical appointments

pound, but it was resolved that in the absence of security the ifhe accepts the appointment of one of the Judges of the High

consideration of the offer be postponed. Court before the commencement of the Act. The London

Court of Bankruptcy is not transferred to the High Court.

A plaintiff has option as to which division he will sue in . Three

Judges are to constitute the Court of Appeal. Before and
FAILURES. after the commencement of the Act rules may be made for the

sittings of the Courts , & c. and her Majesty is empowered by
Order in Council to make regulations as to the circuits of the

ENGLAND. - Messrs. Albert Cohn and Co., woollen merchants,
Judges. There are other provisions to carry out the new law ,

of Old Change and Leeds, have suspended payment “ in con and the last section , number 35, provides that the present
sequence of heavy losses and depression in their trade.” The Chamber Clerks may be re -appointed on a vacancy at
liabilities, amounting to £120,000 , are covered to the extent of the same salary. The statute only extends to seven sheets , and
£50,000 ; while the assets, consisting of stock -book debts , & c., the remaining 42 comprise the orders and forms. There are
are estimated to be worth about £40,000 . The books have 63 rules and numerous forms set out to be used. There is to
been placed in the hands of Messrs. J. F . Lovering and Co., be no local venue, and causes may be tried before a Judge or
the accountants , and Messrs. Rooks, Kenrick and Co., are the before a Judge and assessors, or jury , or official referee.
solicitors in thematter. - Consequent on the absence of remit Although terms are abolished , the “ long vacation " is pre
tances, Messrs. Henry Druitt and Co ., South American and served , and is to commence as usual on the 10th of August
West India merchants, of Fenchurch - street, have stopped and terminate on the 24th of October. There is to be a

payment. Their liabilities amount to £70 ,000 or £80 ,000, vacation of a week at Easter, Whitsuntide, and Christmas.

but a favourable liquidation is expected . Two of the judges, however, are to sit in the vacation for

AMERICA. -- American advices announce the suspension of the hearing in London and Middlesex of such applications as

Mr. Washington Root, president of the Agricultural National may require to be immediately or promptly heard , and they

Bank at Pittsfield , Massachusetts, with liabilities estimated at may sit either together or separately as a Divisional Court.

£20,000. Mr. Wm . Dilworth , jun., a well known lumber The vacation Judges of the High Court may dispose of all

merchant, of Pittsburgh , Pa., had suspended ; he claims his actions, matters , and other business of an urgent nature

assets will exceed his liabilities by £30,000 . Messrs. S . D . during any interval between the sittings of any division of the
Richardson and Co., dry goods merchants , Syracuse, N . Y ., had High Court to which such business may be assigned , although

such intervalmay not be called or known as a vacation . The
manufacturers of blank books, New York , have failed . Messrs. two statutes , with the various rules, and others to be added ,
Hayes and Brittain , wool pullers, Portland, Me., have stopped . will require much attention . The Courts now known as

Messrs . Hubbard Bros., lumber dealers, Middletown , Conn., Queen's Bench , Common Pleas, and Exchequer, with the
had called their creditors together. Messrs . E . Brierly and Son , Probate and Admiralty Courts, will still exist in their several
shawlmanufacturers, Milton Mills , N . H ., had failed . Messrs . divisions, and “ Her Majesty's Court of Appeal ” is now sub .
Parker , Burgess and Co., commission house, of Boston , sus. stituted for the Court of Chancery. The ordinary Judges of
pended ; as also, Messrs. Abbott , Lorng, and Co., in the iron the Courts of Appeal are to be styled “ Justices of Appeal."
trade. The failure is announced of Mr. R . Stinde, bootand shoe The two statutes on the Supreme Court of Judicature will take

merchant, St. Louis, with liabilities of £36,000. - Messrs. Day, | effect, as stated , on the 1st of November .
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APPOINTMENTS.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint
ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]

Messrs. Haydon and Vivian, of 29 New City Chambers , 121
Bishopsgate-street Within , Accountants, have been appointed

Auditors of the Inhabited House Duty Association .

Messrs.Nairne and Sons, of 40 Brown-street, Manchester,
have been appointed auditors to the St. Helens and Ashton

under-Lyne Corporations.

R E S T A U R A N T ;
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court- road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOŁOKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Juncheons from the joints, hot or cold ,including vegetables and break ,1s.3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock , from the joint,with soup or fish,

vegetables, cheese and bread, 2s .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6 .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on morto
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of

years to be agreed upon. No commission.
Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton - row , London , W .C .

“ The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered."

PENS ! PENS!! PENS! !
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen."

“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873 .

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.ld.
Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin.

burgh .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY'S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

TO INVESCROQUER MONBEREITH SAFETY

WINDING -UP. - A petition to wind -up the Vale of Neath

Colliery Company, Limited , has been presented to the Court
of Chancery. - A petition has been presented in the Court of
Chancery for the winding-up of the Whitefield Colliery Com
pany, Limited . A petition to wind up the Dorset Fire Brick

and Blue Clay Company, Limited , has been presented to the

Court of Chancery .

ACCOUNTANTS . - Messrs. Dawes and Ashton , referring to the

discussion on accountants and their work , suggest that in
order to sustain in a healthy condition a profession which is
most honourable if rightly exercised , and to prevent unscru

pulous aspirants to questionable fame causing a slur to be cast
upon a reputable calling , it is desirable an effort should be

made to place the profession of an accountant on as re
sponsible à basis as either the legal or medical profession , and
to render it illegal for any one openly to announce himself and

practice as an accountant in the City, or elsewhere , unless he
possesses a certificate, to be issued under conditions to be

determined upon by a legally constituted society. - City Press .

At the Birkenhead County Court, on the 27th ult., an ap
plication in bankruptcy was made on behalf of John Lloyd ,
provision dealer, of Union -street, Tranmere, to confirm a
resolution of the creditors accepting a composition of 5s. in
the pound . As the second meeting of creditors was made up of

three persons only, and did not represent the larger moiety
of the liabilities , the registrar felt some difficulty about regis
tering it , although a statutory majority had previously
consented to such an arrangement. His Honour said he
would order a registration , for the sake of making the practice
uniform with what he understood to prevail in liverpool. He
could not but feel that this was a case of omissus in the act or
rules, and he felt grave doubts whether he was not bound

strictly by the words of the Act. Despite his doubts as to the

legal view , however, he thought no injustice could be done by

the confirmation of the resolution .

ACCOMMODATION BILLS. — On Tuesday morning, the Council
of the Bradford Chamber of Commerce had under consideration
a suggestion made by the president, Mr. Jacob Behrens, to the
effect that the law should provide that the issue of a bill of
exchange should be a misdemeanour, if such bill contained a
false or deceptive reference to corresponding value having
passed between the parties ; that the signing of a promissory
note should be a misdemeanour, if it contained false or decep

tive reference to corresponding value having been received by
the signer of such note from , or on account of, the person in
whose favour it was drawn ; and that the negotiation of any
such bill of exchange, if the value corresponding to the
reference on the face of the document has not been received by
the signer, should be a misdemeanour. Mr. Garnett , vice

president, thought the only way to deal with the matter would
be for the law to require every man who signed a promissory
note or a bill of exchange for accommodation to be able to
prove that at the time he signed it he had sufficient assets

with which to meet it. He did not think that in all cases the
law could hold that accommodation bills ought notto be given .
No decision was arrived at.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.-
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK. All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .
Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays

from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained posl-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven .
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are : - 1st. - Tbe Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents , Ground of
Rents . Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .
Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses , Restaurants, Coffee Houses , Tobacco
pists. Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur.
poses. ' 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 61h.
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection rith
capitalists, monetary advances on realand personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things lost
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations . The “ Syndicate
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertai
reliably the status of parties , and make inquiries of a private and cond
dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business ,
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OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVE SEND STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view ofthe Thames Shipping.

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls . PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c .

Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
J . DEFRIES' AND SONS

CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works:- London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
2 17s . 6d . to 100 guineas.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson , Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .
George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C., M . P .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.
TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
W HITE' S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring.
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER ,fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ), forwarded by post, cn
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228, Piccadilly .
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s ., 21s., 26s. 60 , 31s. 60 ,
L'ostage Free. Double Truss, 31s . 6d ., 42s. , and 52s. 6d. Post
age free . An Umbilical Truro , 42s., and 52s. 6d . Postage

free . P . 0 . 0 . to bemade payable to John White, Post -office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s . 60 , 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable :

they prevent stooping and preserve the kymmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , bs. 6d . and 7s. 6 Adults, 10s. 6d., 158. 6d., and 21s. each .

Postage free . - JOHN White, Manufacturer , 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts," to :

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..

AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong -Room Door, depends on the fuct that there are no false duplicate
kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The
Lock , by a simplemovement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and Key , as often as may be desired, without the aid of

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vide
16 Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccted
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors ' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." . - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED.
Registered under the Companies 'Acts , 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60,000, IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.

£1 on Application , the remainder on Allotment.

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester. Messrs. HÄMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King -street, Manchester.
WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Esq., Durham Massey , Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man . MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester . JAMES BASLAM , Esq ., M .R .C . V . S.
JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq ., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY.
Cheshire. ( Pro. tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER.

BANKERS.

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street, } OFFICES.

Manchester, and its Branches. ( Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

PROSPECTUS :
The great want of a shoe for Horses and other draughtanimals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery

pavements, and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the
ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwieldy

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort), has long been felt by the community atlargo, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of horses,
and also by “ The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals . ”

Such a shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process . They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied, and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible , and therefore are the most natural substance from which to

form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a file
and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe, and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes , and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale ofthe same, where they will be able to supply setsmuch cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier .

Forms of application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary .

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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· H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN.

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE?

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .
London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers

promptly inserted .
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published forthe Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. SEPTEMBER 4 , 1876.
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J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .
AND AUDITOR .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co. are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity, particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Important Residential Estates. Messrs , MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

mo ACCOUNTANTS. - WANTED, as ACTIVE
I PARTNER, a gentleman of experience and som

an established accountant, with excellent offices in a central position in the
City . A capital of £250 to £500 required , which will be secured A fair
income, with good prospects. Letters (strictly confidential) to “ Fides, "
care ofMr. Daniel, 77 Gracechurch -street, City .

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before anycost or liability is incurred . Address Mesers.
Marsh , Milner , and Co ., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London, E . C .

- per cent., for a term of twenty years, on freehold land of ample
security . Messrs. Harvey and Davids, i26 Bishopsgate -street, Cornhill.

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences ,

and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E , C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

W ANTED a Gentleman with from £2000 to £4000 to
I take a half share and the financial managementof a merchant' s

and consignee ' s business. The present proprietor is sole consignee for

several large firms, both in France and England . Every satisfaction will

be given to any gentleman or his accountant. - John Bath and Co., 40a
King William -street, London Bridge , E . O .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates , City operties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842), 54 Cannon -street .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH S. E .39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO . , having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address ,

PHILIP TRIGGS.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL , E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
commodious offices at the above address , will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages . Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German, Italian ,

| Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

TOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
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The Accountant
temperate reply of the abused trustee, and by the

various comments which have been provoked ; but we

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
observe that there is amarked disposition on the part of

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
many to make a strong effort to oust accountants

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or altogether from a very large portion of their legitimate

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms professional sphere. Among others, Mr. P. M .
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free).
Leonard, the County Court Judge for Hampshire, has

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable | seen fit to follow the precedent of his superior, and to
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C ., I declare that he will never appoint an accountant to be

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
relating to the general business of the paper, should also a receiver. Doubtless, Mr. Leonard ' s comparatively

be addressed . Literary communications should be brief experience of administering law, equity, bank
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

· address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
ruptcy, admiralty , and the other multifarious occu

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to pations of a county court judge, has forced upon his

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. mind a conviction of the necessity of such a resolution,

TO ADVERTISERS.
but it is strongly to be wished that he had stated ,more

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver fully than he appears to have done, the reasons by

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an which he was actuated. Hemay have thought that the

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty
assets to be collected were so small as not to repay the

support of the leading members of the profession , the expense of collection ; and that would have been ample

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success justification for not appointing a receiver at all. Or he

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
may have thought that an accountant would naturally

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha require higher remuneration than the estate could

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
afford . That would have been a very good reason

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
for refusing to confirm the choice of the re

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, ceiver unless he chose to do the work at a

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com
nominal percentage, or to decline to nominate

panies ; and for Notices as to ' Investments, Vacant an accountant in this particular instance ; but

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser scarcely justifies the sweeping condemnation which the

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re
judge pronounced. Nor can we consider that this

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday . showed any very great courtesy to the creditors, whose

N . B . — Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,
money was to pay the receiver's charges, and on whom

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End any deficiency would ultimately have to fall. In con

Newsvendors. nection with Mr. Leonard 's outburst at Winchester,

TO SUBSCRIBERS
we may refer to the case at Warrington , which we

In consequence of numerous applications from sub reported last week , in which an application wasmade to

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the disallow a sum of £200, the amount voted to Mr. Crop
supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on ther, trustee of the estate . Here the judge, in deciding

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ), against the application , took occasion to denounce the

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on “ irresponsible people calling themselves accountants,"
front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering , ls, extra . Post Office and, as usual, expressed a hope for a change in the

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch law , which was somehow to do away with all abuses.

street, London , E .C . It appears , however, by a short letter from the trustee

in question, that this amount of £200 included nearly

£170 for money actually paid out of pocket, leaving

the remuneration of the trustee at a little under £30.
SEPTEMBER 11, 1875 .

The arguments were somewhat complicated by &

confusion between the firm to which the trustee be

The Bristol case , and the unjustifiable vituperation longed and the trustee himself, but the wording of the

of the judge, have been sufficiently disposed of by the Act, as we pointed out last week, is clear. 1

Tbe I ccountant.
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accountant is appointed trustee , he is at the mercy administer the law , thatit is their duty to do so without

of the creditors as regards his remuneration. If he prejudice, and not to draw hasty and sweeping

himself does professional work, it will be, of course, generalisations from insufficient premises .

or, rather , ought to be taken into account when the

creditors discuss the amount to be allowed him . If he

employs another accountant, he is personally liable for As will be seen by various paragraphs, which we

the bill, and must submit it to the proper taxing officer, quote for the amusement and edification of our readers ,

E It would probably be more satisfactory to all parties the example set by Justice Quain has been vigorously

= if an accountant, whether a trustee or not, had always followed up by authorities of more or less weight The

to make out a bill, and have it taxed in the regularway. various legal papers and other journals have repeated the

E The tender mercies of the taxing-master would cry in various intonations, from the “ heedless rhetoric "

Es certainly be less cruel than the caprice of creditors, of the Daily Telegraph to the small paragraphs of less

al: notmade more generous by the loss of their money. known country newspapers, who all speak as if an ac

With reference to the employment of accountants countant werean entirely new animal,ofexactly six years'

in bankruptcy cases , it must be obvious that in all im - standing , so far as regards theduration of his existence.

portant cases their assistance is absolutely essential. A Perhaps the most amusing part about the matter , is

few weeks ago, a paragraph went the round of the the way in which the herd of detractors fasten upon

$ papers to the effect that the leading joint- stock banks the name, and insist that an accountant should simply

te had determined to take upon themselves the manage attend to the keeping of accounts, and act, in fact, as a

ment of any bankruptcy proceedings in which they mere book -keeper. The Daily Telegraph , indeed,

Ds were involved, under the guidance of their own together with much astonishing information about the

accountant and their own solicitors. In the case of names by which accountants chose to be styled ,which

ce the bankruptcy of Messrs. Collie, an accountant is at was more admirable on the ground of startling novelty

The once nominated as trustee ; and the same course is than of rigid accuracy, informed the world that the

53 adopted in all proceedings where the amount to term “ accountant and auditor " exactly conveyed the

os be received is considerable. It is, no doubt, right description, and liberally added that there could

e perfectly true that in many small cases, and be no objection to any member of the profession draw

st in the majority of cases where the assets bear a ing up balance- sheets and examining accounts, but that

- very small proportion to the liabilities, the expenses of he must not go beyond the duties implied in his name.

investigation swallow up the scanty amount available And the result is this, that, with doubtless the very

for dividend . We can well understand that in such strictest logic, accountants are to be almost the only

- cases creditors may prefer to put up with a total loss, body of men who are to be considered as eligible to

rather than incur the responsibility of engaging com practise only the very limited range of business , which

petent advisers . But this is no reason for in acute philologers may discover to be indicated in their

dulging in sweeping condemnations of professional title.

trustees in general. Doubtless , if liquidations could be | It is always an amusing and not wholly unprofitable

conducted entirely without professional advice, the study to trace the various steps by which terms,

expenses would be much diminished, but the amount originally perfectly correct, have gradually become

of dividend would be diminished in equal or even “ terms of art,” or, as we used to be taught by the

greater proportion . What really does the charge logicians to style them , “ words of the second inten

against the accountants amount to ? That they under | tion .” The word “ bankrupt,” for instance, is

take business for which they receive either their strictly universally used by persons who are ignorant of the

fixed charges, or an arbitrary rate of remuneration . peculiar meaning of the breaking of the bench, and

We venture to say that if a fair estimate were made, the have strange confusion in their minds as to themean

accountant's charges would be less than the solicitor's ; ing of the first syllable. Then, consider how many

and that it would be found that those estates were, upon words there are, which, if literally translated, give a

the whole, most thoroughly and economically managed meaning totally distinct from what they bear in common

in which an accountant was trustee. In themean time, parlance. An accident happens, and the bystanders

we venture to remind those whose business it is to run for the doctor, a word which, without any quali
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hoilures.

fication , is invariably applied tomembers of themedical Correspondence.
profession , and is often borne by men who have

never taught any body in their life, and is

strictly synonymous with professor. The doctor ,

on arriving, is probably a surgeon , — a word literally de
SIR,— The following statistics will doubtless prove of

noting one who works with his hands, but who would
interest to your readers and the profession generally.

Yours,

never be identified if termed a “ manual labourer;"

the worthy workman who has summoned him Pending the report of the committee appointed by the

would be surprised to learn that he is more strictly Lord Chancellor in August, 1874, to consider the working

speaking a “ surgeon ” than the other. But when we
of the Act, it may be interesting to scrutinise the number

of bankruptcies, compositions, and liquidationswhich have

come to consider the old rules , by which a doctor was a been conducted under its provisions. From 1870 , the first

person who had proved himself competent to give
year of its operation , to 1874, inclusive, there have been

instruction to others in his art, and had won his degree
no less than 33,525 estates which have passed into liqui

dation , with total liabilities amounting to £85,224,188

not simply by an honorary exercise and a certain ex The following table will show how these amounts are dis

penditure of hard cash , we at once recognise the tributed over the five years :

propriety of the title . So with the surgeon. As dis
Years. Liabilities.

1870 5002

tinguished from the physician , whose duty it was solely
£17,456 ,429

1871 6280 14 , 158 ,859

to prescribe, the man who used his hands to alleviate 1872 6835 14 ,287 ,418

suffering by direct operation , rightly bore that title ;
1873 19,184 ,812

1874 7919 20, 136 ,670

though now the distinctions are broken down , and the The cause in 1870 of the liabilities appearing so large
surgeon will prescribemedicines in everyday practice , | as against the failures, is attributable to the suspension of

just the same as his neighbour, the physician, may
some large houses during that year ; but by deducting

have frequent occasion to set a limb or reduce a these exceptional failures, from the sum of £17,456,429.

fracture. it will be observed that insolvency has been increasing

And so we ask that too much may not be written on
with a very distinct amount of regularity.

From 1870 to 1874 , we find that " bankruptcies" de.

the literal meaning of the word “ accountant,” and creased in number from 1350 to 930 ; while, on the other

that persons bearing that title may not be summarily hand , “ compositions” and “ liquidations by arrangement"

disposed of by being told that their very name is a bar,
increased respectively from 1 ,607 and 2,305 , to 2,549 and

4 ,440 . The 930 bankruptcies of 1874 had liabilities,

on all principles of logic , to their being any thing more £3,788 ,639 ; assets, £485 ,445 . The 2 ,549 compositions

than mere book -keepers . But, even if we admit that
had liabilities £5 ,216 ,116 , the gross amount of compo

sition being £1,484,510 ; while the liquidations by arrange
nothing can be done by an accountant which is not ment had liabilities £11, 131,915 , against gross assets

connected with accounts, we must point out that this amounting to £3,461,893. Of 670 bankruptcies closed in

definition is sufficiently wide to cover almost every
1874, 241 paid no dividends at all, in consequence of the

estates either possessing no assets, or of the absorption of

thing, including trusteeships and receiverships. The what assets there were in costs and expenses. It is a re

very first duty of every trustee is to prepare the markable fact, that there were only ten bankruptcy cases in

accounts , or to see that the bankrupt does so ; and if the
which the assets were found to exceed £2,000 . Although

the number of liquidations in 1874 was 4 ,440 , the gross

letter is to be pressed against us, then , on the prin value of the assets was about £600 ,000 less than in 1873 ;

ciple advocated by the Daily Telegraph, the field of but the compositions, paid and arranged, show an increase

accounts must not be trespassed upon by unauthorised
of about £250,000 .

persons, and an accountant must be employed in every
The great falling-off in the number of estates wound-up

in bankruptcy is, undoubtedly, owing to the facilities

case and paid his professional charges , instead of being offered by the Act for compounding with creditors, or
employed in certain cases only, and remunerated with liquidating under arrangement. Creditors, however, ap
such sum as the creditors may see fit to vote for his , pear to be in no better position than they were before

1870 , as in but few cases have estates yielded satisfactory

services. Weshould have no hesitation in pointing out dividends, and the instances where the distributions have

which alternative accountants as a body would prefer .
amounted to 10s. in the pound have been exceptionally

and lamentably rare. In compositions, it is a notable cir

cumstance that the rates paid have been 30 per cent. less

Mossrs. Haswell (Chester), and William Hawkins
in 1874 than they were in 1870 , and, in 20 cases out ol

Tilston (Wrexham ), public accountants, have been engaged in
100, 1s. in the pound only has been accepted by thie

obtaining information from the collieries in North Wales, in
creditors. It may naturally be asked what is the reason

connection with the North Wales Coal Trade Arbitration . | that, under an Act of Parliament framed on the experiences
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of former legislation , the legal benefits to trade and com COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .
merce have become curtailed and contined , instead of

having been augmented and perfected ; and it appears
September 6 .

very doubtful whether the deliberations of the 1874

Committee will ever result in the formation of a measure (Before Nr. Registrar Pepys.)

of a sound and practical nature, unless a clean sweep be IN RE A . AND W . COLLIE . — A first meeting was held to- day,

made of the anomalous mistake perpetrated in 1869. under the bankruptcy of Alexander and William Collie , lately

trading in co- partnership as merchants in the City of London

and at Manchester, under the firm of Alexander Collie and

Co. The bankrupts in the first instance filed a petition for
THREE MONTHS' FAILURES. the liquidation of their affairs by arrangement or composition ,

A correspondent writes to us on this subject as follows : but the proceedings fell to the ground, and on the 19th of

August an adjudication was made on the petition of the Lon.

To the Editor of the Accountant. don and Westminster Bank , creditors to the extent of about

£160 ,000. The criminal proceedings instituted by that bank
The estimate made by the Times in the article

against the bankrupts have, it is well known , resulted in the
quoted in your last issue, of the losses occasioned by three absconding of Alexander Collie, and only William Collie now

months' failures,” is manifestly too high . The question as attended . There were a large number of creditors present,

to what the actual loss must be can be readily grasped,when many of whom had come from Manchester and Scotland ,

it is considered that if the leading firms who failed within where the liabilities are very heavy . The balance sheet pro

that period had been able to meet their acceptances, the duced was as follows:

subsidiary firms would have been saved . Liabilities incurred £90,025 0 0

According to the estimate madeby the Times , £1,250,000 Liabilities subject to the payment of accept
ances . . . . . . . 1 ,274,292 5 5

would suffice to pay the creditors of the Aberdare Com
Creditors fully secured . £164,829 1 5

pany, and about £1,600 ,000 more would be required to Value of security . . . . . . . . 195,876 5 0
make up the deficiency on Messrs. Collie 's estate. These

sums, about three millions, being supposed to be found , Surplus .. .. .. . £31,016 16 5
probably the discount houses which have failed would be

restored to solvency, and most, if not all, of the subsidiary Creditors partly secured . . £12,605 11 9

failures would have been averted . The identical bills on Value of securities 20 ,843 2 2

which Messrs. Fothergill and Hankey, and Messrs. Collie

and Co. are liable , are many of them repeated in the lists
Deficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . core .co 21,762 9 7

of liabilities of the subsidiary firmswhose names are upon
Other liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39,418 14 7

Rent, & c . 844. . . . . ; 2
them , and are again repeated in the lists of the liabilities

7
Liabilities on bills dis

of the discount houses.
counted against consign

The subsidiary honses and the discount houses being £606 , 286 11 2

compelled to sacritice what capital they would otherwise Other bills . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ,059,916 8 0

have possessed in paying dividends on these liabilities,

the bill-holders benefit to a certain extent through having £2,666 ,202 19 2

their names, and the national loss is not altered , the three Ofwhich is estimated to rank against estate 480,819 19 5

millions being in fact paid partly by these houses, and the
Total debts . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . £1,890 ,922 16 4

residue falling on institutions and firmswho are solvent.

What the Times ineans by the “ losses of country houses | Stock -in -trade at Manchester . . . . . . . . . . . . £38,789 16 1
and of firms that have not failed ,” is not clear ; but it is Book debts about 231, 277 7 7

pretty evident that, were the total loss to the solvent part Estimated to produce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,767 8 4

of the community set down at four millions instead of Cash in hand . . . . . . 9,914 14 6

twelve, we should be tolerably near the truth . If the
Bills of exchange and surplus securities es

timated to produce . . . . 7, 363 2 6
Times writer contemplated losses other than those oc

Freehold premises, furniture and fittings, at
casioned by bad debts, no doubt there is room to suppose

Manchester ; estimated balance after pay .
that in the iron trade and in the Manchester export trade ment of balance of purchase -money . . . . 75 ,000 0 0

these losses were large ; but if bad debts alone were 32, 160 00

under consideration , we do not see how the total of Bills of lading in hand . . . . 2 ,427 11 7
such can exceed the sum which , together with the assets Surplus from securities in the hands of

of the failed houses, would suffice to pay every body in creditors . . . . . . . 31,040 16 5

full. Sundry accounts requiring

time for realisation . . . . £109,875 17 7
Venture account, subject

140 ,540 00to adjustment
THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND. -- A new edition is announced of

16 Cassell's History of England ," in monthly parts . This is Other amounts to be re
400,000covered .. . . . . . . 0

the history of which Lord Brougham
0

said, “ The soundest

principles are laid down in almost every instance. Theinterests
509,875 17 7

of virtue, of liberty,and of peace — the best interests of mankind

- are faithfully and ably maintained throughout.” It will be Total assets £729,345 7 3

illustrated with upwards of two thousand engravings, and a The total unsecured debts (apart from those for which se

new portrait of her Majesty the Queen , produced in the best | curity is helil) are thus returned at £1,890,922, with assets

form ofart, and printed on imperial plate paper, 2 ft. 6 in . by | £729,345 , but comprising doubtful items in the nature of

1 ft . 10 in ., will be issued as a presentaiion plate with the first ventures, & c ., in South Carolina and elsewhere to the extent

monthly part, which will be published on September 27th . of about £500 ,000 , The separate accounts of Alexander

ment

ASSETS.

.
.

.
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Collie showed unsecured debts $ 1 ,641, with assets £45 ,054 ;

the separate debts of William Collie being returned at £68,

and assets £14 ,936 . A number of proofs having been admitted ,

Mr. John Young, public accountant (of the firm of Turquand

and Co.), was appointed trustee, the following being nomi.

nated a committee of inspection : - Mr. Henry Smith , of the

London and Westminster Bank ; Mr. R . Price, of the National
Discount Company ; and Mr. Edward Clodd , of the London

Joint Stock Bank . Messrs. Travers Smith and Co, are the
solicitors under the proceedings.

September 7 .

(Before Mr. Registrar Roche.)
In Re A . AND W . COLLIE . -- This case was again before the

Court. It seemed that Mr. John Adamson , of Blairgowrie ,
and the Union Bank of Scotland, large creditors against the
estate, bad taken proceedings by way of attachment in the

Supreme Court of New York , and attached considerable sums

due to the bankrupts from the American Government. An

interim injunction was recently granted staying the prose
cution of the attachment, and the question now arose whether,

having regard to the fact that the creditors had taken the

proceedings in question at New York in their capacity of

domiciled Scotchmen , this Court had jurisdiction to stay such

proceedings. Mr. J . Linklater was counsel for the trustee ;
Mr. Lucas and Mr. G . W , Lawrance appeared , under protest,

on behalf of the Union Bank of Scotland and Mr. Adamson

respectively ; Mr. Martin , on behalf of Messrs. Harwood

and Co ., who had also taken proceedings, submitted to the

jurisdiction of the Court . His Ilonour, in giving judgment,

stated that the question argued by the learned counsel had to

someextent been decided by the chief judge in that of “ Ex
parte Morton re Roberston ," (Accountant, June 12, p . 8,')

in which it was held that a Scotch creditor had waived his

right to contest the jurisdiction of the Court by arguing the

case ; and had the learned counsel present submitted to the

jurisdiction , he should have heard the present case on its

merits, but he had no doubt as to what his decision should be.

It was admitted that the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery

to restrain proceedings by British subjects abroad should

only be exercised in very strong and extreme cases, and

this was one of the weakest imaginable . The whole question

was disposed of by a most luminous judgment of Lord
Westbury in the case of “ Cookney re Anderson ," in which

that noble and learned lord went fully into the civil law , and

the modern European law , and came to the conclusion that he
ought to dismiss a similar application . In his opinion , thúre

was no justification whatever for the injunction , more

especially as by the comity of nations the American Court
would take notice of the appointment of a trustee. They were
bound to assume that the Supreme Court of New York would

do justice to the trustee in every respect, and if he granted

the injunction there would be no power to enforce it. The

injunction would , therefore, be dissolved , except so far as the
same affected Messrs. Harwood and Co . No order was made
as to costs.

that the said Bateman and Firth might withdraw from the

possession of the goods distrained upon, and deliver the same

to the trustee . The facts are as follows : The debtor rented a

house from Bateman as tenant from year to year, at a yearly

rent of £15 15s . per annum , and on May 12th , 1875 , there

was due from the debtor to Bateman the sum of £39 7s. 64 .

for rent and arrears of rent. On May 20th , 1875 , Firth ,as

the bailiff and acting under the authority of Bateman , dis

trained a portion of the goods of the debtor in the house

rented by him , sufficient to raise the rent, and having made a

proper seizure and inventory of the goods so distrained, left
with the wife of the tenant upon the premises the usualnotice

of such distress, and that the goods as particularised in the

schedule to the notice were impounded and secured in the

debtor's dwelling-house , and that if the rent together with the

charges of the distress were not paid , or the goods replevied

within five days from the date thereof, the same would be

appraised and sold according to law . By this proceeding the

distress was duly made and completed , and the goods dis

trained were placed in the custody of the law and taken out of

that of the debtor. On May 21st, at 6 p.m ., the debtor filed his
petition for liquidation , under which the present trusteewas on

May 24th duly appointed receiver, and afterwards at the first

meeting of creditors on June 14th was appointed trustee. On

May 21st , after the petition had been filed, the solicitors for
the debtor sent to respondents a notice that the petition had
been filed that day, and that by filing the petition an act of

bankruptcy available for adjudication had been committed by

the debtor. On the morning of Monday, May 24th, the re
spondents sent a man to the debtor's house and placed him in

actual possession of the goods distrained . On the same May

24th , Atkinson was appointed receiver by order of this conrt,

and later in the sameday sent a man to take possession of all the
goods in the debtor's house, who found the respondents' man
in possession of the goods distrained. On the sameMay 24th

the solicitors of the debtor and the receiver, made an uncon
ditional tender to the respondents of the sum of £15 15s. for

one year's rent due prior to filing the petition for liquidation ,

and such tender was accompanied by a notice which stated 15

follows : “ It appears that prior to the filing by Mr. Townend
of his petition , you made a distress upon Mr. Townend's

premises for a sum exceeding a year's rent. You , however,

afterwards withdrew such distress, and Mr. Townend there.

upon filed his petition . It appears you have now re -entered

the premises, under the pretence of continuing the distress ;

but this we contend you have no power to do, and the amount
now offered to you is for one year's rent which has accrued

due previous to the filing of the liquidation petition. " The

respondent Firth in reply to such notice wrote to the solicitors
as follows : “ Re John Townend. - In reply to yours of this

date , I beg to inform you that you have been misinstructed in
thematter of my distraint for rent on behalf of Mr. Thomas

Bateman . I made the distraint on Thursday, and on etery

day since except yesterday (Sunday) has myman visited iba

premises in order to retain possession , and when the receiver

went to the place to -day he found a man in possession on my

behalf. These are the real facts of the case , and I think you

John Firth .” And on the same May 24th , the respondent
BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. Firth wrote to the receiver Atkinson , as follows : " Re John

Townend. - As I understand that you have been appointed

September 3 . receiver in this matter, I beg to inform you that I have a dis
traint in the house of the petitioner for £39 76. 6d., beils

(Before Mr. W . T . S . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.)
two and a half years ' rent owing to Mr. Bateman of this towz.

IN RE TOWNEND, EX PARTE BATEMAN . — This was an appli. | The distraint wos made on Thursday forenoon last, and as the
cation on behalf of Alexander Atkinson , the trustee under the five days will expire on Wednesday next, I hereby give you

liquidation of the affairs of John Townend, of Cleckheaton , | notice that I shall on Wednesday, if not paid out in the mean
manufacturing chemist, for an order declaring that an alleged time, advertise the goods for sale at once , and shall sell on

distraint made by Thomas Bateman and John Firth , on May | Friday . - Yours, & c ., John Firth .” On May 25th the debtor

20th last , upon certain goods and chattels of the debtor for the and Atkinson as receiver, applied to this court for and obtained

sum of £39 7s. 6d . (being two and a -half years' rent of a an order ex parte, whereby it was ordered that the respondents

messuage demised by the said Thomas Bateman to the said and their bailiff be and they were thereby restrained from pro

John Townend ) was illegal and yoid against the trustee ; and ceeding further with the distress for rent alleged to have been
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made by them upon certain goods of the said John Townend to | can have no better or greater title than the debtor had , and as

recover the sum of £39 78. 6d . for two and a -half years' rent against the debtor the distress was complete . The only ques

until June 5th , should show cause to the court why the said tion is whether the trustee has acquired a title paramount

order should not be continued until the registration of a under the order and disposition doctrine. The limits ofthe doc

special or extraordinary resolution in this matter, with a pro trine have been varied , and the variations have been influenced
vision that in default of passing such resolution the order by the fluctuation of judicial opinion . In Ex parte Kemp, In

should stand discharged . The first meeting of creditors was re Fastnedge, Law Rep . 9 Chanc. App. 383, Lord Justice

held on June 14th. No cause appears to have been shown Mellish says : “ In former times this clause was construed

against the order of May 25th, and at the meeting resolutions most favourably to creditors , of which there could not be a
were passed for liquidation by arrangement. Atkinson was greater instance than that the words " goods and chattels '
appointed trustee, and Messrs. Lancaster and Wright were were construed to include choses in action. In later times,
appointed solicitors. These resolutions were afterwards duly the judges have given a stricter construction to the clause, and

registered, and on June 17th the present notice of motion was have endeavoured to confine it to cases properly within the
given . After stating the facts , his Honour said , - Upon theevi principle ,” stated by Lord Redesdale in Joy v. Campbell, as
dence it appears that the distress was duly levied and the levy follows : “ That clause refers to chattels in the possession of
completed ,and the goods effectually taken out of the custody of the bankrupt in his order and disposition with the consent of
the debtor and placed in the custody of the law , on May 20, the true owner ; that means where possession , order, and dis

the day before the petition for liquidation was presented . position is in a person who is not the owner to whom they

And as there is no dispute about the sum of £39 7s. 6d. being properly belong, and who ought not to have them , but whom
then due for rent and arrears of rent, the respondent Bate. the owner permits unconscientiously, as the Act supposes, to

man as landlord was entitled under section 34 of the Bank have such order and disposition . The objectwas to prevent
ruptcy Act, 1869, to distrain for the whole amount, and the deceit by a trader from the visible possession of property to
distress having been completed before the petition was filed , which he was not entitled.” Now applying the doctrine ac

he is not subject to the limitation of one year's rent ; that cording to this principle, it is clear that the goods in question
limitation applying expressly only to a distress levied after were never in the order and disposition of the debtor with the

the bankruptcy . Here the distress was before the bankruptcy , consent of the landlord as the true owner. From the time

and is therefore good for the whole arrears distrained for ; when the distress was levied (on May 20 ), the goods, although
and the only ground stated in the notice of motion , namely, they remained in the debtor's house, were lawfully impounded

the illegality of the distress by reason of its having been there and remained there in the custody of the law , and if the

made for two and a half years, fails, and that might suffice to debtor had attempted to remove them , or in any way deal

dispose of the present motion . It was argued on behalf of with them so as to defeat his landlord 's right under the

the trustee, that at the time the petition was filed , that is at distress , he would have been guilty of a pound breach and

6 p .m . on May 21st, the goods were in the order and dis might have been proceeded against accordingly .

position of the debtor, with the consent of the true owner, and

that this consent was not determined until Monday morning ,
May 24th , when Pinder took actual possession , and that pre

vions to that time the trustee 's title had by relation back BLACKBURN COUNTY COURT.

accrued . In strictness, this form of objection is not open upon

the notice of motion . The objection now taken rests upon August 23.
grounds which are directly opposed to the objection raised by

the notice. These grounds involve the admission that the ( Before W . A . Hulton , Esq., Judge.)
distress was legal and had not been relinquished , and insist RE WHITAKER ; EX PARTE TOMLINSON . — This was an appli
that the landlord , having become and continued the true cation to the court on behalf of the debtor for an order to

owner of the goods, they being his property, were, with his restrain Tomlinson from further proceeding with a judgment

consent, left in the order and disposition of the debtor, and he had obtained against him . It appeared that in June, 1874 ,

were so at the time the trustee's title accrued, namely, the Whitaker filed a petition under the arrangement clauses of

filing the petition for liquidation . The case was argued by the Bankruptcy Act for liquidation by arrangement or compo
analogy to that of the holder of an unregistered bill of sale , sition with his creditors. Tomlinson was a creditor for

who had not taken possession , and against whom the doctrine £29 9s. 9d., and he so appeared in all the lists of creditors

oforder and disposition prevails . But this analogy is not in (including the statement of affairs) filed by the debtor. The

my judgment applicable . The holder of a bill of sale meetings of creditors under the petition were duly held ,

derives title from the voluntary act of thedebtor, and though and a composition of 58. in the pound was agreed upon ,

as between those two parties the property in the goods passes payable by two instalments of 2s. 6d . each , at three and six

by the assignment without actual possession taken , yet when months after the registration of the resolutions, to be

the title of a third party accrues by an act in invitum , as secured by the promissory note of the debtor, and of one

regards the debtor, that title being completed by possession Christopher Whitaker, such instalments to be paid to the
prevails over a title without possession. In the case Swann v . trustee appointed by the creditors . At neither of themeetings

Lord Falmouth, Mr. Justice Littledale, after stating that as be | was Tomlinson present or represented . On the 2nd November,

tween the parties there was in that case an original seizure, 1874 , the debtor paid to the trustee the sum of £100 in satis

and no abandonment, as since the 2 Geo. II. the landlord faction of the first note , and a few days aftewards the trustee

might keep the goods on the premises, proceeds thus : “ The remitted the amount of the first instalment of the composition
case might have been differenthad the question arisen between then due to all the creditors who had proved their debts .
the landlord and an execution creditor or a purchaser for The debtor did not pay the note given to meet the second in

valuable consideration , without notice, for the landlord might stalment at the time it became due, and in April of this year

be considered to have lost his right as against third persons if

he neglected to give reasonable notice of it.” This dictum amount of his debt. The case was tried before his Honour at
was not required for the decision of the particular case,and Preston on the 6th July following. On the hearing it was con

was, therefore, extra- judicial ; but, attributing to it all the tended that inasmuch as Tomlinson had not proved upon the

weight that is properly due to the deliberately expressed | estate, he was not entitled to the composition , and that a
opinion of that learned judge, I think it does not apply to the trustee having been appointed it was the duty of the creditors

present case. The trustee is neither an execution creditor nor to apply to him for the amount of their composition . And on
a purchaser for valuable consideration . So far as he derives the other hand it was urged that it had been decided by the

title from the debtor he is a volunteer, and in that character | Lords Justices that it was not necessary for a creditor to prove
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his debt under a composition arrangement to entitle him to
receive his composition , and that the trustee, having notice

through the debtor's statement of affairs of the existence of

the plaintiff's claim , should have paid it without proof. A
verdict was returned for the plaintiff (Tomlinson ) for the

amount of his claim , and execution stayed for a month . A

restraining order was subsequently applied for on the grounds

previously stated, and that in Ex parte Waterer ; Re Taylor,

the Lords Justices lind held that where a trustee had been

appointed by the creditors, the debtor was not liable for any

default of such trustee in not paying the composition, that

a creditor who had commenced an action for his original debt

against the debtor ought to be restrained , and that the trustee

under a composition arrangement is not bound to tender to
the creditors the amount of their composition . Tomlinson
was inserted in the debtor's statement of affairs, but did not

attend the meetings, nor did he prove his debt. He made no

demand for payment of the composition upon the trustee, who
had always money in hand belonging to the estate to pay the

amount had payment been demanded , and it was contended

that this case was on all fours with the one quoted . On

behalf of Tomlinson it was contended that, according to the

resolutions passed at the meeting of the creditors , the trustee

was not appointed to receive and distribute the amount of the

composition , but that he was simply appointed as a person to

whom the promissory notes might be made payable, for there

was nothing upon the resolutions to show that the composition

had not to be paid by the debtor himself, and further that the

debtor did not meet the notes in due time, and that at the

time the action was commenced by Tomlinson , the trustee had

not sufficient funds in hand to pay all the creditors . His

Honour held that the trustee was appointed in accordance

with rule 279, and that inasmuch as he (the trustee ) had
always funds in hand sufficient to pay the composition to
Tomlinson had he demanded it, and not having so demanded

it, he must restrain him from taking any further proceedings

in the action he had commenced . His Honour, however, said
that the amount of the composition ought to have been paid
into court before the hearing of the case at Preston , and he

should therefore grant the plaintiff the costs of that action .

appointed a trustee of the estate of an insolvent debtor, who
had presented a petition for liquidation . It seemsthatduring
the proceedings and in the ordinary course, a resolution was
passed agreeing to accept a composition , but unfortunately

one resolution agreed to the payment of a sun of about £200

to the trustee. The learned judge considered that he could

not interfere, although he should have been very glad to tax

a bill so preposterous and exorbitant. His Honour, more

over, expressed his opinion that a great change in the law as

most desirable . Wemust say that it is certainly a monstrous

state of things that a person styling himself an accountant

be he a competent man or not - should make his own terms

with debtors and creditors, and be able to defy the authority

and power of the court in which proceedings, which are the
foundation of his charges, were commenced . It would seem
that the judges of both superior and inferior tribunals are

beginning to discover the evil consequences of recoguising the

continued existence of a new class of persons styling them .
selves bankruptcy accountants. The profession and the

public look for radical reforms in our present bankruptcy

system , which it is to be hoped will be accomplished early in

the next session of Parliament. In ninety-nine matters outof

one hundred there is no occasion for the office of accountant

trustee in cases of bankruptcy or insolvency. "

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

B . TATTERSALL (WESTGATE ). - A meeting of the creditors of

Benjamin Tattersall, of Westgate, Haberham Eaves, near
Burnley, draper, was held on Friday, the 3rd instant,at the
Bull Hotel, Burnley. After some discussion , it was resolved

to liquidate by arrangement, Mr. Alexander Atkinson, of

Bradford , accountant, being appointed trustee, and the pro
ceedings were transferred to the Bradford County Court.
Messrs. Terry and Robinson , of Bradford, were appointed

WIGAN COUNTY COURT.

September 3.

( Before Mr. WYNNE FFOULKES, Judge.)
Mr. France, solicitor,made an application re Samuel Webb ,

ing of creditors held on the 23rd of August a resolution to
liquidate the affairs of the debtor by arrangement and ap

statement was presented at that meeting of the affairs of the

debtor, the registrar refused to register the resolution . Mr.
France contended that it was the duty of the registrar to
register, although no statement was presented , and called the

attention of the Judge to sub -sections 3 and 4 of section 125

of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. The Judge, however, was of

opinion that the registrar had acted rightly , as the intention
of the section clearly was that a statement of affairs should be

produced , the object of the provision being to prevent the

creditors passing a resolution in the dark . Mr. France asked

for the case to be adjourned in order that hemight endeavour

to find a case bearing upon the point, but this his Honour

refused to do.

H . C . MOUNSEY (HALIFAX). - A meeting of the creditors of

H . C . Mounsey, oil and grease manufacturer, was held
at the offices of Mr. Walter Storey, solicitor, Halifax, on
Monday. The statement of affairs was produced by Mr.
Roberts , of the firm of Foster, Roberts and Co., public sc
countants , and showed liabilities as follows, viz . unsecured
creditors , £1,101 5s. 1d . ; fully secured , £682 . For rent,

rates, & c., £20 14s. ; liabilities on bills discounted , £70 .

Total £2, 173 19s. 2d . : against assets consisting of stock and

plant £300 ; book debts estimated to produce £70 ; property
£100 ; and also property partly in the hands of secured
creditors, £800 . Total, £1,570 . It was resolved to liquidats

the estate by arrangement, and Mr. Roberts was appointed
trustee, with a committee of inspection ; Mr. Storey to register

the resolutions.

J. D . Hilton (GREAT YARMOUTH ). A firstmeeting of credi

tors under the bankruptcy of Joseph Deare Hilton, of Great

Yarmouth , grocer, was held at the office of the Registrar of the

County Court, Great Yarmouth , on 7th September, when Mr.

Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay-chambers, Great Yarmouth,

public accountant, was elected trustee, with a commitiee of

inspection . Messrs. Worship and Rising are solicitors in the

proceedings.

M . WILLIAMS (LIVERPOOL). — The firstmeeting of creditors of
Maurice Williams, of 10 Berey 's -buildings, cotton broker, was

held on Tuesday at the Court-house , 80 Lime-street, before

Mr. Registrar Watson , and proofs of debt were preseuted
amounting to £5 ,706 3s. 101. The total liabilities, it was

stated , were about £11,200 , and assets estimated at £1,250 .

Mr. Henry Bolland, accountant, was appointed trustee, with &

committee of inspection . Messrs. Miller, Peel, and Hughes

were nominated solicitors to the trustee. The public exam .

nation before the court is fixed for the 8th October next.

The following are the comments of the Law Times on the

case Re Knowles which we reported last week : - " In another

column we report a case of some importance which recently

came before Mr. W . W . Ffoulkes , Judge of the Warrington

County Court. It was an application for an order directing

the taxation of an accountant's charges, who had been
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FAILURES. Messrs. Robert A . McLean and Co. notify that certificates

of the Company of Bondholders of the Bay of Havana
ENGLAND . — Messrs. Samuel Freeth and Co., of the Phoenix

Iron Works, Millwall, and the West Drayton Iron Works, have |
Railway are now being exchanged , at their offices, 8 Old

suspended payment, and the books are in the hands of | Jewry , for Bonds of the 1st Loan of £250,000 , the 2nd Loan

Messrs. Robert A . McLean and Co. The liabilities are esti: of £100,000, and the 3rd Loan of £400,000 .

mated at £30 ,000, and the assets at £11,000 . A petition for
liquidation has been presented , and Mr. McLean has been

LOANS IN AID OF PUBLIC WORKS. - In the last financial year

appointed receiver and manager of the works which , are being the Public Works Loans Commissioners advanced sums

continued by him . - Mr. John Hammond, of 6 and 7 Avenham amounting to £2,318,759 by way of loan in Great Britain ,

street, and i Friargate , Preston , wholesale and retail draper, Among these loans are £1,676, 154 to School Boards ; £460,979
filed a petition for the liquidation of his affairs by arrange

to Sanitary Authorities ; £83,140 for harbours, docks, and
ment or composition with his creditors at the office of the

Registrar of the Preston County Court on the 28th ult. The
piers ; £46,292 to Local Boards and Boards of Health ; £26 ,700

liabilities are estimated at £5 ,529 11s. 5d. The first meeting
under the Labouring Classes' Dwellinghouses Act of 1867 ;

of creditors has been summoned to be held at the office of
£12,794 for workhouses ; and £7 ,000 to the Portpatrick Rail

Messrs . Joshua Crowther and Co.,accountants, Bath Chambers,
way Company, In Ireland theCommissioners of Public Works

York -street, Manchester, on Wednesday, the 15th inst., at
advanced in the year sums amounting to £286 ,845 . Among

three o 'clock in the afternoon . - The failure is reported of the these loans are £102 ,005 for improvement of lands by drainage,

old -established firm of Tysoe and Sons, fine spinners , of erection of farm buildings and cottages, planting for shelter,

Salford. The liabilities are estimated at £50,000, and the
& c . ; £46 ,285 for advances to tenants for purchase of their farms,

assets at from £25 ,000 to £30 ,000 . and to landlords for reclaiming waste lands, and compensating

SCOTLAND. - Messrs. George Burgess and Co. , merchants , tenants for improvement; £52,966 in aid of construction of

New York , with a branch house in Dundee , have suspended Railways ; £39,236 , for river drainage ; and £26 ,781 for glebe

payment. Their liabilities are variously estimated at £30,000 loans. The account of the Paymaster -General (Dublin ) shows

to £50,000 , and a favourable realisation is expected. The
also that sums amounting to £220,452 were advanced in the

debts fall chiefly upon jute spinners and manufacturers in this
year in Ireland by way of loans under various Acts of Parlia

district, and in some cases the amounts are considerable. The
ment for public works other than those under the management

firm is an old -established one - having formerly been Burgess
of the Commissioners of Public Works ; the chief item is

and Meade - and had long been in good credit . The failure is
£217,861 for the building and support of lunatic asylums. The

understood to have arisen from losses on the other side, and
principal outstanding at the end of the year, the balance of

was quite unexpected here .
advances made in Great Britain and Ireland under various

IRELAND. - Charles Johnson , wine and spirit merchant, Acts , after allowing for repayments made, and for sums re

Tunstall, and of the Royal Hotel, Malahide, near Dublin ,
mitted (chiefly on public works loans in Ireland), is stated in

has filed a petition in liquidation in the County Court of Hanley. the finance accounts as amounting to £14,635,775 .

The liabilities are £15 ,000, and the assets unascertained . At the meeting of the Congress on International law at the
CANADA. -- Advices received from Canada report the failure of Hague, two important papers on bills of exchange were read .

Messrs. Moffat Bros., Toronto, with liabilities of £6 ,000 . - Mr. The first, by Mr. H . D . Jencken , was upon negotiable paper
J . M . Leavitt, of Courtney Bay Glass Works, and Allan Bros., | and paper to bearer. After showing the great importance of
founders, St. John , N . B ., have both made assignments . this class of securities , which in fact, he said , included even
Several small failures have occurred in Montreal. properties such as bonds, bills , bills of lading, dock warrants,
AMERICA. - American advices announce the failure of Mr. and those which the text writers described as “ imperfect paper

William H . Locke, calico printer, of Possaic, New Jersey, to bearer ” - namely , postage-stamps, railway tickets, & c .,
with liabilities of £160 ,000 . - Mr. William Braden , a prominent Mr. Jencken sketched out the history of these commercial
merchant, and real estate dealer, Indianopolis , Ind,, has made documents , and gave an interesting outline of their origin ,
an assignment ; liabilities £30 ,000 . - Mr. C . S . Whistler , progress , and final development, dating as far back as the year
Devonport, Ind ., has also made an assignment, with liabilities 1275 ; when Marguerite, Countess of Flanders, issued Treasury
of £20,000. -- Messrs. John Mayall and Co ., dry goods dealers, bonds payable to bearer . In Venice, in the year 1171, an
Colorado, have failed ; liabilities £14,000. - Messrs . Simon G . office ofpublic loans, called the Camera del Imprestito, to meet
Gove and Co., tanners, N . H ., with liabilities of £10 ,000. -- the necessities of a disastrous war, issued promises to bearer.
Messrs. Ferdinand , Hertz , and Co., produce exporters, 50 While in France and commercial Holland their employment
Broadway, New York , have suspended . - Mr. George Reeves, was all but universal, merchants , battling step by step, in
coal merchant, N . J., with liabilities of £10 ,000 . - Messrs. England had tardily compelled the Courts to admit the trans
Graham Bros., Baltimore, with liabilities of £12,000. - The ferability of paper to bearer, even in the case of bills of ex
suspension is announced of William A . Perry, at No. 817 change ; and, Mr. Jencken pointed out, the English had to this
Broad -street, Newark , N . J . The affairs of the firm are com very day refused to acknowledge a floating debt to bearer. The
plicated with the settlement of the bankrupt firms of Howell more scientificpart of this paper dealt with the legal definition
and Co., of Newark , and T . W . Sprague and Co., of Cincinnati. of these instruments, and concluded with the following
The liabilities are estimated roughly at 140,000 dols . - The conclusions : - 1 . That the minimum value of a bond or share
failure of the firm of Edmund and Lewis Dunham , clothiers, shall be limited to £4 ( 100f. ) 2 . That, after 50 per cent. of the
at No. 815 Broad -street, Newark , is also announced. No I nominalvalue has been paid up , bondsor scrip to bearer shallbe
statement of assets and liabilities has been made. - A tele . issuable. 3 . That they shall be transferable by delivery .
gram from Ottawa, Canada , says that the statement of the 4 . Thatthe property conveyed by delivery shall not be hampered
affairs of D . W . Coward and Co., insolvents , shows their by any rights of third parties. 5 . Thatthe words " to bearer "

liabilities to be 100 ,000 dols ., and assets 80 ,000 dols . shall appear on the face of the instrument itself. And, finally,

GERMANY. - It is announced that Messrs. Gottleib , Gunther that no private person shallbe allowed to issue paper to bearer.

and Co ., and Messrs. Rocholl Brothers, of Remscheid (Prussia ), In the concluding remarks Mr. Jencken suggested that in the

have for the present suspended payment, owing to some severe case of a public loan or issue of paper by a joint-stock company

losses that they have sustained in the trade. Mr. J. F . Reike, the funds shall only be allowed to be touched after the holding

of Remscheid , father-in -law to Mr. F . W . Rocholl, is apa of a meeting of the allottees, and disclosure in such meeting

pointed general liquidator to both firms. The liabilities of of all contracts and matters relating to the security issued to

Messrs . Gottleib , Gunther and Co . are estimated at about the public ; all the documents being filed at some public office,

£16 ,000 .
including the minister of the public meeting.
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THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN SAN FRANCISCO. who knew him well. When asked to name some of the prin.

cipal enterprises in which he had been engaged, the answer
New York papers give detailed accounts of the failure of the was a repetition of the above sentence, with the word ' every :

Bank of California , and the subsequent financial troubles . strongly accentuated . You can name nothing,' added the
The following despatch , published on Friday, August 28th , banker, . in which he was not.' This policy of widespread
gave the first intimation of the failure : - speculation is believed to have been the indirect cause of the

“ San Francisco , California , August 26th . disaster to the bank over which he presided . The theory
“ The Bank of California stopped paying cheques at 2 .45 as to the direct cause that found most supporters in Wall

to -day. President Ralston stated orally, on his own respon street yesterday was the following : - Ralston , with the Bank
sibility and that of the officers of the bank, that there was no of California at his back, and aided by his or its vast interest
doubt they would be able to meet all obligations. Mr. Ralston in the silver mines of Nevada , wielded such a tremendous
further stated that about 1,400 ,000 dols . was paid out to-day . power not only over the commercialand financial destinies of
No assistance was received from other banks, although appli- | the two Statee , but also over their politics, as naturally to
cation had been made for it. They had telegraphed to all the arouse the envy and opposition of men of wealth and energy
agencies of the bank to close. The excitement in California . under his rule. A number of such men did get together , and
street was intense. The street was blocked during the after the result was the organisation of the Bank of Nevada, with a

capital of 5 ,000,000 dollars , and a right to increase it
The following telegram announcing heavy failures at Balti. to 20,000 ,000 dollars. These men were J. C . Flood ,

more was received the same day : William S . O 'Brien , Samuel McLean , J. W . Mackey , and
" Baltimore, August 26th . James Fair . Flood and O ' Brien are known as ' the rich Bar

“ Sterling, Ahrens and Co ., said to be the largest importing | tenders. They kept a whisky shop in Sacramento -street for
house in the United States,suspended payment this afternoon , a number of years, and also owned an interest in certain of
Mr. Ahrensthinks the liabilities amount to about 2 ,000,000dols ., the Nevada mines. McLean was formerly a member of the
but that if the assets are judiciously administered, the credi firm of Wells , Sargo , and Co., and afterwards president of the
tors can ultimately be paid dollar for dollar. He assigns as Pacific Mail Steamship Compauy. Mackey, who is reputed to
the causes for the failure the general depression of business | be the richest man on the Pacific coast, his fortune being

and shrinkage in the value of coffee and sugar, of which the estimated at 75 ,000 ,000 dollars, was working in a tunnel at

firm have a large stock on hand . The debts of the firm are 4 dollars a day sixteen years ago. These men are the owners

due to parties in this city and in Cuba almost exclusively. It between them of the Consolidated Virginia , Kentucky ,Gavage,

is said that the business of the firm footed up 40,000,000 dols . and Hale and Norcross mines. Taking advantage of the

per annum ." widespread manner in which Mr. Ralston had been scattering
Summarising the situation on the following day (Saturday, the funds of the Bank of California , and of his involvement

August 28th ), the New York Times says : - " The San Francisco in mining stock speculations, they sold their own stocks short
failures are not likely to have any direct effect upon the com to him , and when they knew him to be full of them , and short
mercial or financial business interests of this city, or indeed of of gold , called upon him suddenly for margins, and broke
any part of the country east of the Rocky Mountains. The the bank . They were aided in this , it is said , by one of
news naturally created some excitement at the opening of the rival banks, who locked up all the gold it could get.
business yesterday. Gold went up a little , and there was a It was stated by another gentleman , thoroughly informed
rush to sell stocks, amounting to quite a small panic for awhile , regarding the financial business of California , that the
74,000 shares being disposed of at the morning board. Flood - O 'Brien party, though distinct from the clique of the
Gradually, however, returning reason , combined with re Bank of California , had in no way joined in an attempt to
assuring reports from local quarters, and a strong effort on compel its suspension , but on the contrary, for severalmonths,
the part of the stock bulls to uphold the market, tended to ever since the rumoured embarrassment of the corporation ,
calm down the general feverishness , and the close of business published during the past spring, had done every thing in
left things nearly as they were the day before. The news of their power to sustain the tottering institution . To this end
the failure of the Bank of California came upon the street the incorporators of the New Bank of Neveda bad received
like a thunder-cloud out of a clear sky. Every where the bank a proposition from the directors of the Bank of California to
was regarded as one of the strongest institutions of the kind purchase their goodwill ; but an investigation of the books
on the Continent. William C . Ralston was of Missouri made it evident that this could not be done, except at a great
parentage, and began life as a hand on a Mississippi steamer. loss, at the terms proposed. In general terms, the Flood and
In 1850 he was in Panama, a member of the firm of Fretz

O ' Brien party, though they had gained supremacy in the
and Ralston , who were the agents of Commodore C . K . great Nevada mines, to the exclusion of the Bank of California,
Garrison on the Isthmus. From 1852 to 1857 the firm of did not care to see the latter fall to the ground, on account of
Garrison , Fretz and Ralston flourished in San Francisco. In the damaging effect that it would have not only upon their oma
the latter year Commodore Garrison came east,and a new firm interests but throughout the coast.
was formed under the title of Donohue , Ralston , Kelly and 6 The latest advices from San Francisco indicate that the
Co., which lasted until 1862 or 1863. In 1865 Ralston took a failure of the Bank of California will have no lasting effect
leading part in the organisation and establishment of the upon the financial world , and that commerce in this section at
Bank of California , which he has just led to its ruin . The least will be in no way injured by it. In consequence of the
bank was started on a capital of 2,000 ,000 dols ., which was failure of the bank, the NationalGold Bank and Trust Com .
increased two years ago to 5 ,000 ,000 dols. Mr. Mills was pany, and the Merchants Exchange Bank of San Francisco,
made president, and Mr. Ralston cashier. More than a two rich and powerful institutions, were obliged to close their
year ago Mr. Mills resigned, and Mr. Ralston was doors. The directors of both institutions declare their ability
elected to his place. Both men were accounted extremely to meet every demand upon them , but state that their
wealthy. Mr. Mills is probably so still, though if he be, temporary suspension is rendered necessary by the scarcity of
as is believed, a trustee of the bank , and therefore liable gold , which , it will be remembered , is a circulating medium in
for its indebtedness, his fortune will probably suffer | California . There , there seemsto be no possibility of a com
considerable diminution . Two years ago Mr. Ralston ' s tinuance or spread of the panic, and in the opinion ofthe best.
private wealth was estimated at 20,000,000 dollars. Mr. informed business men of this city the money-market of San
Ralston was by all accounts a man of restless energy , and Francisco will in a few days return to its usual condition . It
unbounded liberality as well as great financial genius. is probable that themining interests of the Pacific Coast will
• There was no enterprise of any importance on the Pacific be for a time interfered with by the failure of the Bank of
coast in which he was not foremost,' said a banker yesterday, 1 California , but, as already stated , it is believed that its suse
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pension will have little or no effect upon the country at large. on the other sides of the accounts ; and colonial governments

To avert the possibility of further trouble , the Treasury £253,000 . The year's interest received on loans for public

Department at Washington is now engaged in transferring works advanced from the Exchequer reached £467,000. There
large sumsof gold to aid the California banks. A telegram is an item of nearly £139,000 payable annually by the Bank

from San Francisco, dated Friday the 27th , says the excite of England out of the profits of issue ; this was formerly de
ment consequent on the failure of the Bank of California ducted from the gross charge payable to the Bank for manage

seems to be subsiding. The crowd on California -street is ment of the public debt. There is also an item of $ 300,000,
much less than at the opening of business this morning . The the diminution of the cash balance in the Treasury chest , and

run on the London and San Francisco Bank ceased another of £48,000 for “ small branches of the hereditary
with a large surplus remaining in values. There revenue." Among the miscellaneous receipts by Naval and

was a slight run on the Anglo - California Bank Military Departments there is an item of as much as £464,000 ,

on its opening this morning, but it soon subsided . with only the brief and general explanation that it is for “ re

The first National Gold Bank reports every thing payments for stores supplied ” (perhaps to Indian and
secure,' and the same may be said of the Bank of British ColonialGovernments), “ sale of old stores, and other extra re

Columbia , the Pacific , and Commercial Banks. Private banks ceipts.” The fees. & c ., received by public offices amount to

report no excitement, and every thing is going on as usual. £561,000 ; these include £34 ,000 for House of Commons fees,

Generally speaking , all the city banks are considered sound nearly as much , also , received in the House of Lords, fees of
except the Bank of California . There has been a slight rush honour received in the Queen ' s Household, and fees and fines in
on the Hibernian Bank and Savings Bank , but demands were Courts of Justice. Other large sums for constituted fees in Courts

promptly met within the rules as expressed in by-laws of the of Justice paid by the use of stamps are entered as receipts under
institution. A later telegram on the sameday says the Board the head of " stamps," and some persons might be misled by
of Directors of the Bank of California held a meeting on that this entry of some of the fees of the courts in one part of the
day , and Mr. Ralston was requested to resign as president and accounts and some in another. The miscellaneous receipts

director, which he did . As regards the financial prospect , in (other than fees) by civil departments amount to £424 ,000 .

the best informed circles it is believed that all the banks will Here are entered a host of items: - Unclaimed wages and

go on without further trouble . The town is full of rumours . effects of deceased merchant seamen ; sale of British Museum

The streets at this hour (8 p . m .) are crowded with people. It publications ; sale of Common Law Courts printed cause

is understood that, owing to the excited feeling manifested , lists ; product of labour of convicts ; repayment of enclosure
arrangements have been made to call out the military to pre - | and drainage expenses ; receipts for brokerage on purchase

serve order if necessary. President Ralston committed suicide and sale of Chancery investments ; produce of Dublin police

about 5 .10 o 'clock . This afternoon a close carriage drove | tax, pawnbrokers ' licence duty , and cerriage revenue ; sale of

rapidly to the side door of the Bank of California, when a | school books by the Irish Education Office ; Mint profit on
gentleman jumped out in a state of excitementand ran into the | bronze coinage ; rents received by the Office of Works for

bank . In response to inquiries, the driver of the carriage said Westminster-bridge estate, & c . and sale of materials ;
he had just left the drowned body of the President of the parental contributions to reformatory schools, £16 ,200 ; sale

Bank ,Mr. Ralston , in charge of an officer on the beach near of waste by the Stationery Office, £29,023 ; sale of House of

the smelting works, in the north part of the city . From the Commons papers , £1,482 ; and a long string of other items,
best information obtainable , it appears that he went to a sea Then come miscellaneous receipts by revenue departments ,

bathing establishment at the North Beach at about 3 .25, £347,000. Among these are rents received by the Customs

undressed , went into the water, swam about 200 yards, and Department and receipts for special attendance of officers ;

disappeared behind a vessel. Soon after his body was dis Inland Revenue fires and penalties, receipts by the Post

covered floating by the Selby Lead Works, and was brought Office from India and Australia on account of themail packet

ashore still alive . A physician was summoned , but all efforts service ; also £103,000 from the National Debt Commissioners
to resuscitate him failed , and he died at 4 .50 p . m . Colonel for charges of management of Post Office savings -banks and

Fry, his father - in - law , Mayor Otis , and a number of prominent insurances, and £4,420 , the amountof “ void money orders.”
citizens arrived bofore he expired. Colonel Fry and Captain Finally, come some items with no pretence of clas

Lees went to the bathing house, and obtained Mr. Ralston 's sification ; among them are £7,890 repayment from
clothes, in which were found a few dollars, and his statement Greece towards our loss by guaranteeing the Greek

to the Bank, but nothing having any tendency to show that loan , £68 ,531, last instalment of the indemnity payable

he committed suicide. His body was conveyed to No. 1,812 by Japan under the Convention of 1865 ; £6,326 , part of the

Jackson -street; the residence of Colonel Fry. A boy named revenue of the Gazettes, other part being collected by means
Festus Mazzele states that he saw Mr. Ralston before he of stamps. These “ Finance Accounts " cannot be regarded as

reached the house, saw him sit on the clay bank near the smelt conveniently arranged . Wewant an annual statement,which

ing works, saw him tear up several papers and throw the need not occupy above 20 pages probably , showing the actual
scraps into the water. Search was made for the pieces, but income of the year last past classified as far as may be , and

none could be found . It is also reported that he was seen to with all the main items stated , and, on the other hand , the

drink the contents of a phial before going into the water." actual expenditure arranged in a certain number of classes,
and with all the large itemsshown. Such an account should ,

of course, equally include charges on the Consolidated Fund
and payments voted by Parliament, and indeed need take no

FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. - At the Central Criminal Court, notice of “ votes,” but should show actual expenditure, and
Henry Webb , a china and earthenware dealer, was sentenced to show the amount for every department or establishment - the

one month 's imprisonment with hard labour, for making falso salaries, pensions, general expenses,maintenance of buildings,

statements at the meeting of his creditors to induce them to and all other charges, and stating also the amount of fees and

agree to liquidation . other receipts , whether obtained in cash or by requiring the

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE. — The accounts of our public purchase of stamps. An account of this kind used to be ob

income, after stating the well-known great items of revenue, tained annually on motion made in the House of Commons,

conclude with “ miscellaneous receipts,” approaching four in the later years by Mr. W . Williams, but the return seems to

millions sterling ; and the recent issue of the Finance Ac have departed with him . If ever revived and resumed , as it

counts for the financial year ending with March last presents deserves to be , the arrangement of the items should be re

an opportunity for obserying the component parts of this large considered and the account made rather fuller ; in 1864 it

amount. India contributed some £655,000 towards the occupied only 13 pages. It would be much more serviceable for
military and diplomatic expenditure of the Empire, charged | general use than the Blue-book of “ Finance Accounts."
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COSTS IN BANKRUPTCY . give a dinner to themembers of the association at the Queen's

Hotel, Leeds ; and on the 23rd , excursions will be made to
different places of interest in the neighbourhood , and the

The following reports and remarks are from a contemporary : principal manufactories in Leeds and the neighbourhood will
A somewhat remarkable application was some time since be visited , as may be found most convenient. The programme

made to the judge ofthe Blackburn County Court. It was an
of business is not yet completed , but resolutions on the
following subjects among others will be discussed : - The

application under Rule 292 of the Bankruptcy Act for an order desirableness of all Imperial taxes being collected by the Inland
directing that the proper officer of the court should not tax the Revenue ; the introduction into Parliamentnext Session of a
costs of a solicitor incurred in a petition for liquidation by Bill for the Compulsory Registration of Firms ; the appoint

arrangement and composition with creditors by a bankrupt,
ment of a deputation to the Postmaster-General, with a view

to a more moderate tariff for telegraphic messages between
and asking his Honour to direct that the said costs be not England and France, and to the removal of the anomaly of
paid out of the proper estate of the bankrupt. The chief charging 4f. for a message from Paris to London , and 6f. from

ground for this unusual application was, thatbut for the action Paris to English townsbeyond London . At the request of the

of the solicitor at a meeting of creditors called in consequence
Paris (British ) Chamber, the Executive will be asked to take
the necessary steps for the early introduction of a Bill into

of a liquidation petition , the creditors would have agreed to Parliamentto adopt themetric system in the United Kingdom .

resolutions continuing the liquidation proceedings, and bank On the subject of Private Bill legislation , the Executive, being

ruptcy would have been avoided , and the liquidation pro convinced of the necessity of effecting some reform in the

ceedings would nat have proved abortive. After a lengthened
present costly and uncertain system , press upon her Majesty's

Government the desirableness of adopting certain resolutions
argument, the learned judge said , that in order to make out ( set forth ), prepared by Mr. Dodson , formerly Chairman of
a case for refusing to allow the costs of the liquidation , some Committees of the House of Commons, with a proviso that a
thing very strong ought to be shown , because rule 292, upon local inquiry should be made before a provisional order be
which the application was founded , is in express terms — that issued , as suggested by Mr. Dodson, by a permanent tribunal
where a bankruptcy occurs pending proceedings in liquidation of a judical character, before which both promoters and
by arrangement, the proper course is for the trustee to pay the opponents shall be heard in open court, and the decision of
costs of the liquidation “ unless the court shall otherwise

which shall be subject to confirmation by Parliament. As to
order.” There is primâ facie an unquestionable title , on Public Bills in Parliament, the Executive will propose a
the part of the solicitor to the debtor, to have those costs memorialto the Prime Minister, declaring the desirableness
paid , and they ought to be paid unless something is shown that Bills which have been read a second time in either House
which either affects the bankrupt himself in the institution of of Parliament shall be taken up at the same stage in the next
the proceedings, or affects the conduct of the solicitor in the ensuing Session of the same Parliament. Both the Executive
proceedings in the bankruptcy or the liquidation . From first and the Bradford Chamber have proposals for the appointment
to last it was a fair contest between the parties whother one

of a Cabinet Minister of Commerce. The Hull Chamber have
gentleman or another should be appointed on the committee of

on the paper a notice referring to limited liability companies,
inspection . His Honour did not think there was any impu to the effect, that every such company be required annually to
tation in the slightest degree against the solicitor, and did not file , with the Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies, a copy of
see any reason why the costs of the proceedings should not be its profit and loss account and balance-sheet for the preceding
paid out of the estate .

year, together with a statement of the principle on which its
With reference to the employment of accountants in pro

assets have been valued , such statements to be signed by the
ceedings under the Bankruptcy Act, it is gratifying to find

chairman or deputy- chairman and thesecretary, under penaltiss
County Court judges following in practice the opinions so aptly

similar to those provided by the Regulation of Railways Act,
expressed by Quain , J ., at the recent assizes. The following is

1868 , and that the Executive Council be and is hereby re
reported in regard to a case heard in the Winchester County quested to bring this matter before the Board of Trade. On
Court, before Mr. P . M . Leonard , judge. A debtor had filed a behalf of Newcastle and Gateshead , it will bemoved that, with
petition in bankruptcy, and his solicitor desired a restraining the view of carrying out one of the suggestions contained in
order as to two summonses, so that there should be no undue

the report of the committee of the association on bankruptcy,
preference. It was desired to have an accountant appointed already adopted , it is deemed expedient that the Bankruptcy
receiver. His Honour said he had decided never to appoint an

Act should be extended by statutory enactment as under:
accountant to be receiver, and desired to know what security

1 . That it shall be compulsory upon every trader to keep
the creditors had if the restraining order were granted . It books of account showing all his transactions. 2 . That the
was the old story where debts were liquidated by a dividend of sameshould be periodically balanced and made up to the time
a penny perhaps in the pound. Heexpressed again his deter of his insolvency. 3. That on non -performance of either of
mination never to appoint accountants as receivers . If creditors the above, no trader shall receive his discharge. 4 . That
would only refuse to consent to liquidation proceedings, and

the failure to keep proper books, or to have them periodically
compel every debtor to go into bankruptcy, they would often balanced and properly posted up , shall be an offence, punishable
get perhaps 10s., or even sometimes 20s . in the pound, atal

in the samemanner and by the same process as offences in
cost of not more than £5 per cent. in the way of expenses.'

bankruptcy are made punishable under the existing law ; and
Although we cannot concur with his lIonour in the moderate

view he takes of the costs of bankruptcy proceedings, we trust
the non -production of proper books by an insolvent trader,

whether in bankruptcy or liquidation , shall ipso facto be
that other judges will adopt his belief as to the evil arising deemed fraudulent, and the omission considered as done with
from appointing so -called accountants as trustees in liqui the intent to deceive. The Northampton Chamber will
dation .

recommend that, in any alteration of the Bankruptcy Act, 1859,

it is desirable that farmers should be excluded from the

schedule of non -traders. The Bradford representatives frill
TIE ASSOCIATED CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE . - A special recommend that County Courts ought to be made Courts of

meeting will be held at Leeds on the 21st and 22nd inst., at first instance for all commercial suits without limitation of

which Mr. Sampson Lloyd , M . P ., President of the Chambers of
amount, the legal Judge to be assisted by two honorry

mercantile Judges . Other subjects to come before the
the United Kingdom ,will take the chair . On the evening of the association at Leeds are the Patent Laws, Bills of Sale, Half
22nd, Alderman Barran , President of the Leeds Chamber, will penny Letter Post, and Public Prosecutors,
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MESSRS. COLLIE , Mr. Poland : I am sure a somewhat lengthened adjourn
mentwould be the better course.

At Guildhall on Monday, Mr. William Collie surrendered in
Sir Thomas White : Is it understood that is the wish of the

defendant as well as the prosecution ?
discharge of his bail before Sir Thomas White, to answer the Mr. Coward : I have no objection to raise on the part of tbe
charge of conspiring, with his brother Alexander Collie , to defendant.

defraud the London and Westminster Bank of large sums of
Mr. Poland : Would the 18th of October, then , be con

venient ?
money , amounting to upwards of £300,000 . Sir Thomas White : Mr. Poland , I will not hear of any
Mr. Poland , instructed by Messrs. Travers Smith and Co., thing like the word “ convenience " being suggested so far as

appeared for the London and Westminster Bank ; and Mr. I am concerned. We are here as servants ofthe public, and

Coward , of the firm of Hollams, Son , and Coward , appeared however inopportune the time may be, in the interest of

justice and of the public, I am ready to be here.for the defendant.
Mr. Poland : I am sure, Sir Thomas, from my experience

The particulars of the case will be fresh in the recollection of yourself and your colleagues in this court, nothing would

of our readers. Mr. William Collie , of No. 8 Aytoun -street, stand in the way of your attending here when the interests of
Manchester, of the firm of Collie Brothers , of 17 Leadenhall the public are concerned ; but what I intended to convey was,

that if a future day must be fixed the convenience of the court
street, and his brother Alexander Collie, appeared before Sir

must be consulted .
Thomas White, conjointly , on this charge, and at the last It was then agreed that the case should stand adjourned

examination , & month ago, Mr. Alexander Collie did not put until the 18th of October, at 12 o 'clock , with the same bail,

in an appearance, having absconded , and his bail was forthwith under the samerecognisances - that is, thedefendant, William
estreated . It will also be remembered that Mr. Serjeant Collie , in the sum of £4,000, and Mr. George Yule and Mr.

Parry stated to the court that the Union Bank of Scotland Theodore Andreae, each in £2,000.

(whom he represented ) had obtained a warrant against Mr. Mr. Andreae intimated that he feared he would be obliged

Alexander Collie for £170 ,000 . to leave the country on his own business before the 18th , and
wished to know whether substituted bail would answer the

Mr. Poland : Sir Thomas, in this case, since the adjourn . purpose of his attendance,

ment, I need hardly tell you that a reward of £1,000 was The Chief Clerk having arranged this matter to the satis

offered by the directors of the London and Westminster Bank faction of all parties, the proceedings were adjourned to the

for the apprehension of Alexander Collie , and every effort has
condor Collie and every effort has | 18th of October.

been made to apprehend that person . At present these efforts
have been unsuccessful, but we still hope that we may succeed
in bringing him before you at some future time. Whether it
will be so or not, of course, time alone can show . All we can COLLAPSE OF A LIMITED COMPANY. - On Monday, an ex
do we have done, and will do , to secure the re -arrest of Mr. traordinary specialmeeting of the shareholders in the Silkstone
Alexander Collie. In those circumstances, I have to apply to | Fall Colliery Company Limited , which was floated a few years
you for a further adjournmentof this case until such a day ago with a capital of £50 ,000, was held at the King's Head
as you may think right and proper to fix . Hotel, Barnsley, for the purpose of taking into consideration
Mr. Martin (the Chief Clerk ) : I forgot to ask whether the the present position of the company, and passing a resolution

solicitor for Mr. William Collie was present. I am reminded to wind it up voluntarily by liquidation . Mr Baker, chairman

that he has not yet arrived. of the company, presided . In 1865 an attempt was made to
Mr. Poland : Then I must wait. I myself thought he was float the colliery with a capital of £100 ,000 . The attempt

present. proved abortive, and a year or two later it was brought out

Mr. Martin (to the defendant) : Do you expect any legal with a capital of £50 ,000, the first dividend paid being 25 per

representative here to -day ? cent, and that it was stated entirely out of the capital of the
The Defendant : Yes . Mr. Coward will be here to represent company. So rotten was the concern that the whole of the

me. [Mr. Coward having arrived , ] first board of directors save one had their shares presented to

Mr. Poland said : I was just observing that I thought my them , and in March last the chairman moved that the capital

friend, Mr. Coward , who represents the defendant, was in should be reduced from £50,000 to £10,000 . It was also agreed

court. I was remarking that we still had a hope of arresting at that meeting to discontinue working a so -called Silkstone

Alexander Collie, but we thought that the more convenient pit, owing to the worthless nature of the coal. Until a recent

course would be to have another adjournment, to such a time period the directors worked the Thorncliffe seam for the pur

as would be convenient to all parties. It would not, I think , pose of the coal obtained from it , which they consumed in

be desirable to take a short adjournment at this time of the burning bricks and working a bed of fire clay . The quality of

year, because it would be difficult to get thewitnesses together. both the clay and the coal was found to be very inferior, and

It would , therefore, be better, under all circumstances, that I the directors having heavy waggon leases to pay , they resolved

should apply for an adjournment till some day in October, to wind -up the company, and bring all to a stand . The chair

when we may hope to have a more definite statement to make man explained at great length the deplorable position in which

to you , and I hope also one of a more satisfactory character. the company were placed . Being without funds,the directors
Mr. Martin (the Chief Clerk ) : It has been suggested that had to guarantee the bank from loss in order to keep the thing

the 18th of October would be a convenient day. afloat,and they had been compelled to sell part of the plant to

Sir Thomas White : First of all, Mr. Martin , suppose we pay off the bank. Mr. Kimber (London ) moved a resolution to
ask whether the bail of William Collie are present. the effect that it having been proved to the satisfaction of the

One of the gentlemen , who is bail for the defendant, at shareholders, that this company could not by reason of its

once answered in the affirmative ; and at the request of liabilities carry on its business, it be voluntarily wound -up.
the Chief Clerk, he and his colleague came to the front of the Mr. Culpin seconded the motion , which was carried.

court. Mr. Crabtree (Halifax ) moved , and Mr. Chambers seconded ,

Sir Thomas White : I need not tell you, Mr. Poland, that Mr. Baker, the chairman , be the liquidator. Mr. Warwick

that the eye of the world is upon you in this case. It (London ) moved , as proxy for Mr. J . Dawson (Exeter), and

entirely rests with you , gentlemen , on both sides. If the seconded himself, that Mr. J . V . Young, public accountant, of

solicitors for the prosecution and the defence are agreed , I am London , be the liquidator. The show of hands was in favour

quite satisfied. of Mr. Baker , and a poll was demanded,
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APPOINTMENTS. R E T A U R A N T ,S
13 OXFORD STREET,

· Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints, hot or cold , including vegetables and bread, 1s. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock, from 25 . 60 . to 10s.66 .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
II town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort .

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent. for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column.]

Mr. S . J . Beswick has been appointed receiver and manager
to the estate of Mr. William Killingbeck , tailor and draper,

Snaith . Mr. Beswick has also been appointed receiver to the
estate of Mr. M . Joseph, hat and capmanufacturer, Park -lane,
Leeds. A meeting of the creditors of Eleanor Cluderoy , of
Infirmary -street, Bradford , was held on Wednesday, at the
offices of Mr. Mumford , solicitor, Bradford , when it was

resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, and Mr. S . J.
Beswick , accountant, Leeds, was appointed (trustee, with Mr.
Hardwick, solicitor, Leeds , to register the resolutions.

John Pattinson , (of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford ,
Pattinson and Co.,) of 150 Leadenhall- street, E . C ., and 12 Vigo
street, Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been ap
pointed trustee of the estate of Andrew Holland Hingston ,

formerly of 58 Bold -street, Liverpool, in the county of Lan
caster, chemist and druggist, but now of 123 Gloucester-road,
Regent's -park , in the county of Middlesex, of no occupation .

Mr. E . W . Owles, 22 Chancery Lane, W .C ., solicitor to the
trustee.

Harry Brett (of the firm of Harry Brett , Milford, Pattinson
and Co.) , of 150 Leadenhall-street, E . C ., and 12 Vigo -street,

Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been appointed arbi
trator on behalf of the liquidators of “ Hester and Company,
Limited," in liquidation .
Harry Brett (of the firm of Harry Brett , Milford , Pattinson

and Co.), of 150 Leadenhall- street, E .C ., and 12 Vigo-street,
Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been appointed
trustee of the estate of R . H . Armit, of 33 Abchurch -lane, E . C .,
and 93 Regent-street, W ., commission and financial agent,

" The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS !! PENS !!
• They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl, and theWaverley Pen."

“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary
infliction. "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.ld .
Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair - street, Edis

burgh .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY'S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS .

FRIENDLY SOCIETY IRREGULARITIES. - Some very unpleasant
discoveries have just been made in connection with the
Burngreave funding societiesat Sheffield . They were established
eleven years ago, and the investors in them were a poor but
provident class . For some weeks past it has been impossible

to obtain any withdrawals, and & committee has been
appointed to investigate their affairs. They find that at the

present time the investments amount to about four thousand
pounds, about three hundred has been lent at fifty per cent.

interest ; where the remaining sum has gone has not been
ascertained . The revelationsmade have caused great excite
ment in the neighbourhood .

VALUE OF CITY PROPERTY . – One of the finest and most im .
portant vacant sites in the City of London , at the corner of
Threadneedle -street and Bishopsgate-street , having command
ing frontages thereto, the whole covering an area of about 3,600
feet, has recently been let by Messrs. Harvey and Davids, at a
ground rent of £2,600 per annum , and it is proposed to have
erected thereon a handsome pile of buildings suitable for
bankers, public companies, and merchants, of the estimated

rental value of over £8,000 per annum . The lessee has com
menced the work with unusual energy, and there is no doubt
but that he will find the transaction a very profitable one, as

there is a great demand for offices in this locality .

To CORRESPONDENTS. - L . B . Thanks; you will see thatwe have
quoted similar paragraphs. They are scarcely worth notice.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chanoary
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes. -
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAD SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply atthe Office of the BIRKBBCK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RATENSCROFT, Manager,

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

LATE ADVERTISEMENT.

AN ACCOUNTANT (6 years established ) would like

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices , No. 3 Crares.

street, Charing Cross, W .C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate " are : - 1st. - The Sale, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses , Restaurants , Coftee Houses, Tobacco

pists. Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Odices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Für

niture , Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents . 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on realand personal securities, as well as

to meet with a gentleman of experience in the profession, who
possesses a good business connection , with a view to partnership .- - Apply ,
in the first instance by letter only , to “ G . D . , ” 59 Lincoln 's Inn Fields,

W . C .

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst.
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate",
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and cook

dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 1s. PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners , fc.

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway , and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN ,

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J. Atkinson , Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.
George M . Kiell , Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry , Esq .

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq.

John Vanner, Esq.
S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M . P .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
D and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . 223,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned .. . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8
Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

IN HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be themost effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER ,fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and
may be worn during sleep. A descriptive circularmay be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16 ., 21s., 26s. 6d ., 31s. 68 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Trurg , 42s., and 52s . 6d. Postage

free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s . 60., 7s, 6d., 108 , to 16s. each .
Postage free .
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES , for both sexes . For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable :

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58 . 6d . and 7s. 6 . Adults, 10s. 6d ., 158 . 6d., and 21s. each .

Postage free. - John Wate, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

Invented especially for Safes and Strong - Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys .

N . B . The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong - Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself

to the NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The lock and Key may thus be easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a NEW LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times , " 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies ( in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERS

76 Cheapside,London, E . C .

APPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." -- See article in the
Civil Service Gazette .
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J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
I preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

TO WHOLESALE PROVISION MERCHANTS. - To
be disposed of by Private Sale, the business of a wholesale Provision

Merchant in Newcastle -upon - Tyne, doing a large trade. - For further par

ticulars apply to Mr. Jobn M . Winter, 56 Westgate-road, Newcastle -upon
Tyne.LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,

and Important Residential Estates. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER,
and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Kurveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .

Marsh , Milner , and Co . , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . C .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.
MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATE8, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs , Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S. E .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co . , have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842 ), 54 Cannon -street.

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W .GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875.

ARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence , & c., into the Principal European

Languages . , Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German , Italian

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL , E . C .

D AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol -lane, City .

J.unchconsfrom the joints, hotor cold ,including vegetablesand breaa, Is. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'cl ck , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese anu brcad, 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock, from 2s . 6d . to 10s.66.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor ,

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
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The Accountant. the debtor, it may be worth while to consider someof

the enactments of former statute law on the subject,

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
and see exactly how far the stringency of their pro

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time visions has been modified ; and by so doing, we may

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or form an opinion how far a retrogrademovementmay

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms be expedient. With reference to imprisonment for debt,
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ). we must say at once that it is a practice which ought

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable never to be restored as it existed previous to the pass

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C ., Ling of the Debtors Act. To arrest a man for debt.

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also and to punish him like a criminal for not having the

be addressed . Literary communications should be means to pay it , is simply barbarous. It would be far

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
wiser to restore a still more ancient practice, and to

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to condemn the debtor to work out his debt, than

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. to shut him off from any means of getting a liveli.

TO ADVERTISERS. hood, and so prevent him from paying his creditors.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver. But with the increased deference which is paid to the

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an liberty of the individual debtor, has come a great

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed
want of control over defaulters.

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty
Bankruptcy is now

support of the leading members of the profession , the resorted to as an easy means of escape from all

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success difficulties, instead of a measure of the most extreme

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ. The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
self-preservation. How far this is attributable to the

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha leniency of the law we propose to examine.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
Theoretically the practice in bankruptcy is marked

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and tlie ap . by the most admirable principles. The estate is to be

pointment of Trustees and Receivers; for Publishers, administered in the interest of all creditors, and they
Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

have absolute power to do what they think most ex
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com
panies; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant pedient. On the other hand , the debtor is entitled to

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser- his discharge on certain lenient conditions ; and so long

tion in the current number, should reach the office on
as he has only made away with half as much as he

Thursday ; late ' announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday . received, can claim it as a matter of right. But the

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs . W . H . Smith
creditors have the controlover the discharge, and in the

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End case of liquidation their resolution is an essential pre

Newsvendors. liminary. The assent of the creditors to the discharge

is not of unbroken usage . Under 4 & 5 Anne, cap. 17 ,
TO SUBSCRIBERS

In consequence of numerous applications from sub - 1 the power of granting a certificate to the bankrupt

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the is vested in the commissioners alone. A statute of the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

subsequent year provided that the certificate should beAccountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ) , first signed by four-fifths in number and in value of
with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

the creditors . The power, though modified by suc
front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 68 . each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s . extra . Post Office ceeding statutes, was still vested in creditors till the

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch . year 1842 , when the signatures of the creditors were

street, London, E . C . dispensed with , and power was given to the com

missioner, cither to allow the discharge, or suspend it,

or grant it upon such conditions as he might think fit,

subject to confirmation of his action by the Court of

SEPTEMBER 18, 1875 . Review . The Act of 1849 did away with the necessity

of confirmation , but granted a right of appeal. Under

Now that it is pretty generally admitted that the law this act, certain proceedings on the part of the bank

of bankruptcy has been relaxed very much in favour of rupt are stated to have the effect of making the

The Accountant.
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certificate void (section 251), and certificates were by costs. The fifth offence is one which has almost

schedule Z , to the act, divided into three classes. The entirely died out. Just as smuggling came to an

first-class certificate was granted only where the untimely end when free trade became universal, so

bankruptcy had arisen from unavoidable losses and mis nobody ever thinks of defending an action vexatiously

fortunes ; the second class , where it had not wholly | when so ready a means is at hand of getting rid of all

arisen from unavoidable losses andmisfortunes ; and the debts and liabilities at one clean sweep. But the

third class, where it had not arisen from unavoidable clause as to rash and hazardous speculations,is one

losses or misfortunes at all. These distinctions were which would be of peculiar importance in the present

abolished by Lord Westbury's Act in 1861. day. How many debtors are there whose collapse is

To Lord Westbury belongs the honour, such as it is,
owing, not to unavoidable misfortunes in business, but

of having endeavoured to cut down the discretionary
to speculations on the Stock Exchange, or ventures

powers of the commissioners. According to the act,
quite beyond the scope of their ordinary trade ! Under

and the interpretation of its provisions which
the old Act there were fewer cases in which the assets

he himself gave in his judgment in the
bore an infinitesimal ratio to the liabilities. The re

well-known case of Re Mew and Thorne, the discharge
enactment of this provision would cure a great evil.

must be granted , unless the bankrupt has been Many a firm has been induced to endeavour to recover

guilty of certain offences specified in the Act. These
some part of its losses by speculation , sure of but

are : 1 . Carrying on trade by fictitious capital. 2 . little notice being taken of such proceedings.

Contracting debts without reasonable expectation of Lastly,wewould urge,as to orders of discharge,that

payment. 3. Neglecting, if a trader, to keep proper it would be as well to distinguish more clearly between

books. 4 . Failing through rash and hazardous specu the purely ministerial duty of realising the assets,

lations, or extravagant living. 5. Vexatiously defend and the judicial duty of examining into the

ing any actions. The Act of 1869 sweeps away these conduct of the debtor. When men make a

offences, and makes the order of discharge consequent
practice of resorting to liquidation as an easy

upon payment of ten shillings in the pound , with the mode of escape from their embarrassments,

exceptions specified in the 48th section of the Act, on the condition of giving up the portion of their

with which all our readers are sufficiently familiar. creditors' money that they have not succeeded in

It is obvious that the modern provisions are much more irretrievably wasting, it is timethat a check should be

favourable to the debtor, and it is impossible to look put upon such criminal vagaries. Every onemust pity

through the clauses of the Act of 1861 without seeing honestmisfortune ; but atthe sametimea suicidalleviency

that the re-enactment of some of them would meetmany must not be extended to recklessness and dishonesty.

of the complaints which are so loud against the work

ing of the Act. The third provision , especially , is one Two Scotch cases which we report this week

which all accountants would consider of importance. illustrate admirably the simple mode in which people

Incorrect books, sometimes no books at all, sometimes contrive to become bankrupt, with only nominal assets

books so arranged and made up as to be misleading to to set againsi a large account of liabilities. The firstis

any one who has not the key to their solution , are the common case of a man starting in business with no

common occurrences in bankruptcy ; and one of the capital, and looking upon the bankruptcy law as a

great difficulties is to prepare a clear statement of means kindly devised by a paternal legislature for

affairs. Why this provision, so essential in impressing relieving him from any anxiety on the score of his

proper business habits on a trader, has been cut down pecuniary responsibilities . Mr. Duncan McLaren,

into altering or falsifying books within four months of indeed, seems to be thoroughly experienced in the art

bankruptcy, it is difficult to say. Moreover , the omission of whitewashing. He starts as a bankrupt in 1868,

to keep books was an omission that might be punished and then having given up allhis property to his creditors,

in various ways by the commissioner ; the offences among whom is included a friendly one in the shape of

against the Debtors Act involve the machinery his father, he commences life anew by buying a business

of a prosecution , and a trial before judge and for which he never pays. Less than four years after

jury, with even the possibility of a judicial | wards, he calls a meeting of his creditors, when bis

lecture on the heinousness of incurring any further | balance-sheet, which is then made out for the first time,

oftor
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shows thathe can pay exactly five shillings in the pound. in the ordinary course of trade, quick foresight might

A brief space of two years elapses, and then Mr. have enabled them to have checked, but because of these

McLaren, feeling that on revient toujours à ses premiers gambling transactions, utterly foreign to their legitimate

amours, betakes himself again to the protecting shades business , in which the partners saw fit to engage.

of the Bankruptcy Court. This time his statement of We hear a great deal of the vast superiority of the

affairs is oven less favourable to his business capabilities . | Scotch system in allmercantile matters , butwe suspect

He has to show liabilities of over £1,100, his assets that a good deal of the boast is founded more upon the

being £140 — as nearly as possible one- eighth part of national characteristics of the Scotch than on any

their amount — and he has contrived to make bad debts | very searching comparison of the two systems. Such

and losses to the amount of £1,338 . What the future cases as the two we have commented on, show that the

of Mr. McLaren will be it is difficult to predict, and it bankruptcy law is a mere farce played for the amuse

might be as well for his country to consider the | ment of the debtor, or it would be impossible for a

advisability of supporting him at the public expense . | man to fail three times in six years ; and that the fever

It seems clear that if he again urges on his wild career of gambling and speculation is just as keen among the

as a trader, it will result in no benefit to him , and prudent inhabitants beyond the Tweed as it is among

positive loss to those with whom hemay chance to do the more fervid southern race. Formerly there was

business. Possibly, improved legislation may result in some amount of disgrace attached to bankruptcy ; and

preventing the repetition of such a story as this. Even it would be better to let the law press heavily on debtors ,

the much-abused Act of 1861 would have been of some than to see it contemptuously made use of as it is at

efficacy; but the much - vaunted Scotch law is simply present. In these instances, at least, the fault is more

powerless . We hope that Mr. McLaren will confine | with the law than those concerned in administering it.

his energies to his own country, where they have been

so successful, and resolutely turn his back to the | The rights of dissenting creditors under a com

“ noblest prospect that a Scotchman can ever see." I position are now fully ascertained, and the case of Re

The history of Messrs. Wilson and Armstrong is Whitaker Ex parte Tomlinson, which we reported last .

no less instructive,and the frankness with which Mr. week, has been decided in the fullest accordance with the

Walter Armstrong favoured the Court with his auto most recent authorities. Thesection of the Act which

biography, leaves nothing to be desired, except that no regulates compositions, gives power to the court to

such story may ever have to be told again . Mr.Wilson enforce the debtor 's obedience to the resolution in a

and Mr. Armstrong are tweed manufacturers , their summary manner, or the creditor may, if he prefers it,

joint capital, including stock , plant and buildings , bring his action for the full amount of his debt. But

amounting to £18,500 , of which Mr. Armstrong con where a trustee has been appointed , it is simple justice

tributed £3,500. For some time their business throve that the debtor shall not be punished for default on his

amazingly , and it was this exceeding prosperity that part ; and so it has been held that no action can be

was the first cause of their misfortunes. Finding that maintained against the debtor if the trustee neglect to

money poured in upon them , they began to speculate pay the composition . As regards the argument that

with more vigour than judgment, and in 15 years they the trustee is bound to pay the composition without

succeeded in losing £240,000, while of this a large | requiring any proof of the debt, the position of the

amount was lost in pure speculation . Theirs was not law is rather curious. A creditor cannot vote at a

the case of men ruined by the unforeseen chances of | generalmeeting in respect of “ any debt the value of

trade ; their failure , as the senior partner candidly | which is not ascertained ,” and these words have been

stated , was owing entirely to the “ losses made by their decided to include untaxed costs ; but a compounding

London house out of trade and speculation.” This , debtor is bound to estimate their value , and pay the

surely, is a case in which it is an abuse to invoke the | composition on the estimated amount. This is ,

protection of the law . There, again , the provision of however, a different thing from saying that no proof of

the Act of 1861 against engaging in hazardous specu- | the debt should be required. It would , in the case

lations might advantageously be brought into play. referred to have been competent to a trustee to show

The creditors of the firm in their proper mercantile that the debt was fictitious altogether. The distinction

capacity suffer heavy loss, not from any causes which , between the creditor's remedy, in cases where there is a
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trustee and where there is not, is obvious. If the Correspondence.
debtor neglects to pay, he may be sued , or punished by

the court. If the trustee neglects his duty, the proper | FAILURE OF THE BANKRUPTCY LAW UNDER

course is to apply to the court to compel him , and not “ FREE TRADE.”

to try to recover what is virtually a penalty from a man To the Editor of the Accountant.
who has performed his share of the bargain , and has SIR, - The Hour, some short time since, published a
had, moreover, no voice in the election of the trustee. geries of letters signed “ Hyde" under the above heading.

The letter appearing in that paper on the 31st August,

commenced by criticising the sale of the Report of the
Wehave often said that the right of refusing regis Comptroller in Bankruptcy for three-halfpence in lieu of

tration to resolutions for liquidation and composition the price at which the writer valued it , namely one

has been unduly strained, though donbtless with good
shilling. “ Hyde" complained also of the “ wholesale fraud

committed under that amiable process called bankruptcy,"
results ; but there can be no doubt whatever as to the and accuses people of selling their goods without a profit and

duty of a registrar, to satisfy himself that all necessary becoming insolvent according to the modern commercial

formalities have been observed . In the case of Samuel
system , and charges the authorities with setting the

example by selling documents " at less than cost price,

Webb, at the Wigan County Court, the registrar refused and levying direct taxes to make up the loss ; ” and there
to register a resolution for liquidation because no upon went a little into the statistics furnished by the

statement of affairs had been presented to themeeting.
report in question , and argued that “ the law oughtnever to

give a man a clearance from his debts and liabilities."
As against this refusal, the 3rd and 4th clauses of the There is a great deal of reason in some of “ Hyde's"

125th section were quoted, to show that the registration
remarks, but I cannot agree with him that if a man meets

once with a misfortunehe shallhave no chance of retrieving
was a matter of course. Whether the amount of the his position . Furthermore, I am a believer in " frue
asscts should influence the registrar's decision has trade," but I certainly think that the expression is entirely

long ago been decided in the affirmative, though the
misconstrued , not only by the existing bankruptcy law ,

but also by creditors themselves. The present practice
creditors ,who know that the arrangement is illusory , appears to be to grant unreasonable credit upon the slightest
have come to a resolution which " whitewashes the provocation, to allow men to squander or divert their assets

debtor.” But the presence of the debtor, and the pro
in the most reckless and barefaced way ,and then , on their

filing a petition , to accept any composition which they

duction of his statement, are essential parts of the may be graciously pleased to offer, or hush up the matter

forinalities of the meeting, and tho registrar is bound quietly under liquidation . Now , sir , my idea of “ free

to inquire if all due formalities have been observed.
trade" is, to give liberty to every man to try his luck,if
he thinks he sees his way ; but for creditors themselves

Mr. Webb 's solicitor asked for an adjournment, to find to ascertain whether they are asked to trust a speculator,

authorities. We will present him with one. In the
or a hard -working and intelligent man . It is certain that

the overcrowded state of England , and the keenness of
case of a composition, unless a statement of debts and competition , render it very difficult for small men to hold
assets, with the names and addresses of all creditors, their own against wealthy or unscrupulous houses unless

has been produced, a resolution to accept a composition
they possess ability and energy above the average, and

therefore, in spite of a man 's best efforts, hemay find is
cannot be registered . This is decided by Ex parte impossible to succeed . There are also many circumstances
Sidey, reported in the 24th volume of the Law T'imes. connected with trade and credit (for trade means credt

Further, the statement must show a clear distinction
which prevent a man from making a positive certainty of

success, even after themostcarefulcalculations. I shoulu
between joint and severaldebts. It is plain , therefore, therefore,be sorry to see a law which prevented an hone::

that the registrar is bound, not only to require the pro
but unfortunate man from getting his release ; while,on the

other hand , I should like to see a law which would render
duction of the statement, but to examine it. it impossible for a man , without the unanimous consental

all his creditors, to effect an arrangement of less than

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS .
twenty shillings in the pound , unless the deficiency were

first clearly explained and authenticated .

I recently attended a meeting whereat a statement of
“ A SUBSCRIBER . " - A stamp must be affixed on all receipts affairs was submitted, showing liabilities to the amount of

for sums amounting to .£2 or upwards. We never heard
£140,000 , against trade assets of £2,700 only , which were

of any exception in bankruptcy cases.

RENT. - A trustce may disclaim a lease, even though he has
increased by supposed surpluses from the separate estatis

taken possession ; and in that case, the surrender is held
to a total of £13,500. The difference between £13,5

to relate back to the adjudication , and no rent would be
and £140,000 is not small, and some of the creditors very

payable. But we have inquired of legal friends, and are
reasonably desired to know what had become of this largo

told they can give no decided opinion on the point. Our sum , - whether the alleged losses had been incurred during
impression is that the £15 only is payable , but it is a the last year, whether they were of ten or twenty years
question which must be decided by judicial authority. standing, or whether a purse had been made for the secret

Perhaps some of our readers can give further information . | benefit of the debtors. But this the debtors positively
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. -declined to explain , and treated the very suggestion as an
insult. It was urged that themisconduct of the debtor of
itself justified recourse to bankruptcy, and many of the

creditors in the room seemed to be of that opinion, and

desired a strict investigation and public exposé of the
matter ; but the majority of the creditors elected to liqui

date, and I suppose we shall hear no more of it.

Now , sir, I believe very much in amicable arrangements

between debtors and creditors, and strongly advocate

compositions, although not so profitable to all parties as

liquidations or bankruptcy ; but I do not believe in men

hanging on until they have practically eaten up every

thing, and then quietly escaping from their debts by way of

liquidation . In my opinion, creditors should use some

discrimination , and when they get hold of a glaring case

make a thorough example of the delinquent, reserving all

their pity for persons deserving of sympathy.
I am , Sir ,

Yours faithfully ,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT.

London ,September 10th, 1875.

September 14.

(Before Mr. Registrar PEPys.)

IN RE ANDERSON , DUNCAN , AND ANDERSON.-- Thedebtors, John

Anderson , John Duncan , and George Gray Anderson , trading

in co -partnership as merchants at 17 Philpot-lane, under the

firm of John Anderson and Co., and at Colombo as Duncan ,

Anderson, and Co ., bad presented a petition for the liquidation

of their affairs, and at a meeting recently held the creditors

resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr. Bishop,

accountant, Tokenhouse-yard, being appointed trustee, with a

committee of inspection. A statement of the joint affairs

disclosed liabilities to the extent of £144 ,746 , and assets

£31,595, besides doubtful items returned at about $42,000 .

The case now camebefore the court upon the hearing of an

absence of opposition registration was ordered .
IN RE HEALD , MATHWIN , AND Co. - The debtors, Joseph

Heald , William Mathwin , Francis Brichta , and William

M 'Allum , were merchants, ship and insurance brokers , com
mission agents , and steamship owners, of Billiter-street, and

also trading at Newcastle-on - Tyne and Constantinople, under

the firm of Heald, Mathwin , and Co. Liquidation of their

estate by arrangement has been agreed upon , Mr. T . Y .

Strachan , accountant, Newcastle , being appointed trustee, and

the debtor 's discharge was also granted. Liabilities returned

at £51,146 , and assets £21,022. Registration of the reso

A QUERY.

To the Editor of the Accountant.

SIR , — Will you kindly say which is correct of the two
following interpretations of the 34th Section B . A .,

1869: - A . B . was bankrupt 25th May : at that time he

owed landlord the half-year's rent, due 12th May previous

to the bankruptcy ; also a balance of £2 10s. of previous

half -year, in all £15 . The trustee only vacated premises

a day or two prior to another quarter's rentbecoming due.

Landlord claims to be paid in full for what has accrued

subsequent to the bankruptcy, as well as the £15 previous

to it. Trustee thinks he should rank for the subsequent

quarter as a common debt, not being of opinion that the

Act contemplated whatever was deficient of a year's rent

prior to bankruptcy was to be made up by adding thereto

what had accrued during the bankruptcy. Can you tell

me which is correct ?
Your obedient servant,

RENT.

(Before Mr. Registrar Pepys .)
IN RE Da Costa RAALTI AND Co . - In this case the creditors

had agreed to liquidate by arrangement. The liabilities amount

to £135 ,580 10s., and the assets £85,290 9s. 7d . It was stated

that a question of great nicety had arisen with respect to the

connection of the firm with that of Messrs . Behrend Brothers,
of Alexandria , whose affairs were being liquidated under the

German law , and the relations were such that, without being

actual partners, each firm was entitled to participate in the

profits of the other , and important questionswould have to be

MR. REGISTRAR ROCIIE .

To the Editor of the Accountant.

DEAR SIR, - I am sure all your readers will learn with

much regret the death of Mr. Registrar Roche. The

cases which come before the learned Registrars are not

always of the most respectable character , and many are

the opportunities of testing the patience and temper of the

Judges of that Court. Mr. Registrar Roche, while he

knew how to uphold the dignity of the Court, will leave

behind him a good name for patience and invariable

courtesy ; and his death will, I am sure , be regretted by

many accountants. I, for one, shall miss his old familiar

face and pleasant ways.
H . B .

London, 15th September, 1875.

as to the amount of the profits to which they were entitled .

Theapplicant,however,contended that even a quasi-partnership

with a foreign firm would not disentitle an English firm from

taking the benefit of the bankruptcy law , still less would it

prevent the registration of a resolution of the creditors. The

relations between the two firms could only be determined in

the courts, and their decision would only affect the

distribution of the assets . His Honour, taking this view ,

decided that the resolution must be registered , and made an

order accordingly .

RE ROBERT BENSON AND Co. - The debtors in this case were

London and Liverpool and American merchants , who recently

failed for £82 ,900 . The resolution with reference to the joint

estate has been registered , but on the application to -day to

register that with reference to the separate estate , Mr. J.

Linklater stated that the resolution had been objected to in

the office, on the ground that two of the debtors were formerly

in partnership with the late Mr. Robert Benson , and that his

executors must be made parties to the proceeding and his

estate liable. After hearing a lengthened argument, his

Honour decided that, inasmuch as the two debtors in question

were continuing partners , being surviving members of the

old firm , and that a new firm was constituted on the death of

Mr. R . Benson , he had no jurisdiction , sittingas Registrar,

to enter into the legal question , but was bound by the pro

ceedings, which appeared to be regular. Registration ordered .

In Re Dowse Bros. - His Honour also ordered the regis

tration of a resolution for liquidation by arrangement in the

case of these debtors, who were potato salesmen in themetro .

THE BANKRUPTCY COURT. - The stamp duty in bankruptcy

matters realised a net sum in the year ended March 31 of

£63,072 10s. 7d .
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politan markets, and who recently failed for £140,190. In the he did not pay the money, and hemade over the stock to his
course of the proceedings Mr. Linklater took occasion to express successor in the place , Mr. Hay, on condition that hewould

the regret felt by himself and the profession generally at the pay the sum and the rent to the landlord . The stock had

great loss the court had sustained in the death of Mr. Registrar grown in value from £15 to £17 , and he got the difference,

Roche, who was much esteemed alike for the soundness of his All the four building associations of which he was a member

decisions and his courteous and kindly bearing towards all who were insolvent, so far as he knew , and they were all under the

had to come before him . It appears that the deceased regis . management of a judicial factor or trustea. His liabilities

trar's death was not quite so sudden as has been stated . He were £1,124 8s. 70 ., besides unascertained building association

had complained ofbeing unwell for some days, and especially claims, and the assets £140 3s. 11d ., excluding claims of £45

on Tuesday last, when he sat as liquidation judge. Mr. against building associations, being a deficit of £984 4s. 8d.
Registrar Pepys also expressed his sorrow at the death of his Hehanded in to his trustee a list of bad debts and losses to

learned colleague, and stated that, finding his health failing , the amount of £1,338 5s. 3d. No goods had been removed out

Mr. Roche hnd taken an early vacation, in the hope that an of his shop since sequestration , except in the ordinary course

interval of rest would restore his powers, but unfortunately of trade. In answer to Mr. Roy , bankrupt said he was not in

such was not the result . a position to place any value at present, as an asset in his

estate, on his claims as a member of the four building asso

Mr. Henry Philip Roche was a member of Lincoln 's Inn , ciations. The principalmen of these societies were practical

and was called to the Bar in Michaelmas Term , 1848 . He men connected with the building trade. These societies got esti

was appointed one of the Registrars of the Court of Bank mates for the erection oftheir houses, but in dealing with these

ruptcy by Lord Westbury , in acknowledgment of the services estimates the members of the association got the preference.

he had rendered in framing the Bankruptcy Act of 1861. He could not remember any case in which a contractwas given to

an outsider. Mr. Roy - Did it not come to this , that the taking

of estimateswas a mere farce and form ? Bankrupt - It served

EDINBURGH BANKRUPTCY COURT. as a check upon the member who got the contract . There was

no limitation of liability in these building associations. The
September 9 , statutory oath was then administered .

At this Court yesterday, Duncan M ‘Laren , carrying on

business at Bread -street as an ironmonger, under the firm of

M 'Laren and Son, appeared before Sheriff Hallard for exami COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN .
nation in bankruptcy . Bankrupt, in answer to the trustee,
Mr. James Drummond, C . A ., stated that he was sole September 8 .
partner of the firm of M ‘Laren and Son , and that he com

menced business in Bread -street, at the end of 1868. He got (Before JUDGE Harrison.)

the business which had been previously carried on by his IN REWM. BORTHWICK. — Thebankrupt had been a seed mer.
father and brother, but he had no capital. The sum he had to chant, carrying on business in North -street , Belfast. Mr. H .
pay for the goodwill and stock was £213 , but no part of that Fitzgibbon and Dr. Houston, instructed by Messrs . Armstrong
sum had yet been paid . Previous to taking over the business and Johnstone, Belfast, appeared for the assignees. Mr.

of his father and brother he had been in difficulties, and ob . Falkiner, Q C ., instructed by Mr. Browning , appeared for Mr.
tained a degree of cessio in March 1868 . Every thing that he Kirkpatrick , who claimed to be a creditor on the estate . The

then possessed was made over to the trustee, including his case came before his Lordship on appeal from the ruling of
furniture, which was sold to his father for £15 odds. His the Chief Registrar, dated the 16th of August, admitting the
father took delivery of the furniture , which wasmoved out of proof of the alleged debt of Mr. Kirkpatrick for the sum of
the house, and bankrupt left the town. On returning to £602 18s. 8d . The application was for an order that the

Edinburgh the greater part of the furniture was restored to ruling should be reversed or varied , and that the proof of
him . He went on in business till 1872, but during the whole the debt should be expunged , or only admitted subject to the

of that time he never took a balance sheet. In 1872 he condition that all the creditors of the bankrupt should be
called a meeting of his creditors, and his state of affairs then first paid in full, the allegation being that the said J . J. Kirk .

showed a dividend of 5s. in the pound. There were between patrick was a partner of the bankrupt, and that he was not

£200 and £300 of bills granted by bankrupt for the accommo entitled to a share of the profit of the trading carried on with
dation of others in the hands of the bark. He paid 5s. in the themoneys in respect of which the said proof of debt had

pound on his liabilities under the accommodation bills, 20s, in been made. It appeared that on the 16th of August, a meet

the pound to some of his trade creditors , and the claims of ing for proof of debts was held before the Chief Registrar,

some of them which were not so extinguished were carried and on that occasion Mr. Kirkpatrick was examined and cross

forward . Sometime ago he became a member of four building examined at considerable length by counsel, and after argu .

associations, his object being to make money - (laughter) - - and ment the Chief Registrar admitted Mr. Kirkpatrick 's proof to

specially to get their contracts for the furnishing of iron the amount in question , £602 188. 8d . From that ruling the

mongery. His anticipations of making money in this matter present appeal was brought. Mr. Kirkpatrick had served his
were not realised, but, on the contrary, he attributed his time to the bankrupt. His apprenticeship expired in 1870,

present bankruptcy chiefly to his connection with these and after its expiration he entered into the employment of

building societies. These associations owed him , for work Mr. Borthwick , as he stated , at a salary. Mr. Fitzgibbon , Q .C .,

done and materials supplied , accounts amounting to between opened the case , and referred in detail to the evidence of Mr.
£400 and £500 , and he wasunder large liabilities as a member. Kirkpatrick , contending that it showed a partnership between
In the case of two of these associations, meetings were held to himself and the bankrupt. Mr. Kirkpatrick was employed as
allot the houses among the members ; the allocation was made a salesman and buyer, and he lent 2800 in different sumsto

but not carried out. In the year 1869 he bought four houses the bankrupt, on which he was to receive 5 per cent. The

in Dalry Park -terrace at the price of £550 for the whole lot, condition besides, on which , it is stated , he lent themoney,was

and he borrowed a sum equal to the price on the security of that he was to get half the profits on what was known as the
these houses. He also gave in as security a policy on his own Irish Flax account, in the purchase of which tlax the noney

life , for the sum of £200 . He had no other property so lent was to be expended , and which was to be security for

transactions. In June, 1874 , he opened at Haymarket the loan . It was contended on the part of the assignees that

terrace, a branch establishment of his ironmongery the agreement constituted Mr. Kirkpatrick the partner of the

business. He left the branch on 25th May lasť. bankrupt. Counsel having been heard on both sides, Judge

Hehad got the stock for £15 when he went into the shop, but | Harrisou said he would take time to consider his decision.
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JEDBURGH BANKRUPTCY COURT. realised, and it was not till 1872 that we required to grant
any acceptances on account of the price. These acceptances

The adjourned examination in bankruptcy of Messrs Wilson were granted to Alexander Collie and Co ., who did the finance

connected with this purchase. The bills have been renewed
Hawick and London , was held yesterday in the Court-room , from time to time. It was in these circumstances that my

Jedburgh , for the purpose of questioning Mr. Walter entering on this speculation for the firm of Wilson and Arm

Armstrong both as a partner of the firm and as an individual. strong was not mentioned to Mr. Wilson at the time, but the
Bankrupt having been sworn , deponed in answer to the trustee cash payment on account of the deposit was entered in our

- When I joined Mr. Wilson, in 1853, I was possessed of about books, and formed an item in the list of investments returned

£3,500 of capital. Mr. Wilson 's capitalwas about £15 ,000, in to Hawick , and I observe that it is included as an asset of the

cash, buildings and plant. That, I understand, was the firm in the balance -sheet as at April, 1873 to 1874 . The

capital of which he was possessed after deducting liabilities. | French property adventures consist of the Seyssel Pyremont
Our business was as manufacturers and merchants, and until | Asphalte Mine and Manufacturing Company ; the Lawsal

about 1861 we confined our business to that, when webegan to mine, in Savoy ; the Schavroch property, including a chateau
speculate in stocks. I should say it was owing to our having , and forty -eight acres of land . There are two or three other

spare money in our business that we invested it in shares. parts on the lower part of the Rhone - of which I do not

Weaccumulated money rapidly in London , to say nothing of recollect the names, and there is an asphalte mine in Sicily .
what we made in Hawick as well. At first our investment | Along with the mines we purchased the works of the Paris

account was kept exclusively at Hawick , but afterwards we | Asphalte Paving Company. This latter business was pur.
opened books for investments managed in London ; but the chased by the French Property Company for £70,000 - £50 000
annual balance statements were sent down to Hawick , the in cash and £20 ,000 in shares. The property is held by Mr.

figures being there filled in , and the profit and loss accounts Callendar. He holds this property under a deed of sale ,which

were there made up. There were frequent changes in the in . was signed by me for our firm , but whether that deed has
vestments. Our transactions on the Stock Exchange never been executed by my co -adventurers I cannot tell. I am quite

exceeded , I should say , £200 ,000 in any one year. The in sure it was not executed by Mr. Collie. Mr. Callendar gave no

vestments at Hawick were entirely separate from those in consideration at the time or since for the deed . Hemay have
London. In one or two instances, the transactions were been at some outlay in connection with the property, as he is

initiated by Mr. Wilson , such as the Iberian Irrigation Com working it ; but I consider that one-fourth of the properties
pany, for which the whole money was found in London , and above described unsold is an asset of the firm subject to ad .

which ultimately resulted in a loss of £9,000 . This justment of accounts.

transaction was gone into on the representation of Mr. Did you ever explain to Mr. Wilson what the French pro

Bateman , and with my full cognisance. For some time I re perty was ? I told Mr.Wilson very little about this transaction ,

ceived copies of the general balance sheet made up at Hawick , as I expected it to be closed speedily with a profit. I am not
but for several years I have not received any copy, but, aware that I told him I had granted acceptances to Collie in
generally speaking, the result was communicated to me in connection with this transaction . These acceptances were

conversation by Mr.George Wilson . I first found that I was regularly entered in our books. We had other jointadven
in difficulty for want of money in the early part of 1874. Our tures with Messrs. Collie in seven or eight different matters.
trade previous and up to that timehad been fairly satisfactory. In these cases Collie and Co. drew upon Wilson and Arm

I attributed the difficulty in which I found myself to losses in strong, and I attribute the bankruptcy of our firm to the
speculations in which the firm engaged . I cannotatthis time stoppage of Collie and Co. The whole of these adventures

particularise the losses I refer to , but from the depreciation in are still open , and in someof them there is a large amount of

certain stocks on which we had been formerly able to borrow , property which ought to have met our acceptances. Previous

and from absolute losses on other transactions, we had some to the failure of Collie and Co . in June last , wehad suffered

difficulty in carrying on our speculations. I did not at that considerable losses in our speculations, but when the Collies
time inform Mr. Wilson that we were pinched for money . stopped we found it impossible to carry on business .

I never informed him that we were in any difficulty until To what do you attribute the bankruptcy of your firm ? - I
Collie and Co. failed ; indeed , I did not consider that the firm attribute the bankruptcy of our firm in the first instance to
was in any difficulty until that event happened . It was well my illness , and I had never the strength to recover the control
known at Hawick from our daily correspondence that we were of matters. My cashier was a Mr. Casswell, in whom I had

pressed for money in London , because we applied to them for great confidence, but shortly after the stoppage of the firm he

money. absconded , or rather he went away and has never been seen
When did you first begin the system of adventures conjointly since. (Laughter.)

with other persons ? - To the best of my recollection the first Have you made any endeavour to find him ? - I have used
joint adventures were entered into at Hawick , in wheat and my best endeavours to find him , but without avail. He had
wool, about the year 1860. From that timewe have had many the exclusive charge of the cash .
such transactions, jointly with other persons, and have had a Are you aware that the cash column had not been added up

share in adventures along with other firms. Some of these for the previous twelve months ? - I am now aware ; but I

transactions were carried on in Hawick , and others in never looked at the cash -book , trusting every thing to Casswell.

London . We were cognisant of each other's transactions to a The books show a balance unaccounted for by him of

large extent, but there were sometransactions in which I was between £2,000 and £3,000. Some of the investments

engaged which were not communicated to Mr. Wilson . The belonging to the firm were taken in the name of Casswell

principal of these were the French Property Company and a a very common practice in London . The purpose of this was

joint adventure with Frith , Sands, and Co. The transactions to conceal the true ownership , and the reasons for doing so

relating to the French property were entered into in 1871. I were that the holding of many stocks tends to discredit the

think two days before I became seriously unwell, an illness holder if he were a borrower, and another reason is that the
which necessitated my absence from all business for five or six stocks could be dealt in more readily .

months. The purchase price of the French property was about Are there any other persons holding investments in the

£140 ,000. There were four partners, and we were each equally name of the firm ? _ There are none at present, but there
interested . On my recovery I was informed that the property have been . At the date of the stoppage Casswell was, to the
could have been sold at a price which would have yielded best of my recollection , the only party holding stocks or other

£80,000 of profit , butone of the other partners held out for a securities belonging to the firm , not held by myself or Mr.

larger price, and the opportunity was lost. It was expected , Wilson . At the date of my illness Casswell got the keys of

however, from time to time, that the property would be the safes in which the securities were kept, and he retained
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them until he left, when he gave them to the London adventures specially conducted in Hawick, the profits of which

accountants who were called in . were divisible between Mr. Armstrong and myself. I was
Have you found that all the securities are paid for ? - I aware that Mr. Armstrong had entered into joint adventures

believe the whole of the securities can be accounted for. So in London in name of the firm , but I was not aware of the

far as regards the firm 's transactions in London , the state of full nature and extent of these until the failure.

affairs by the London accountant is , to the best ofmy know . When were you first aware of Mr. Armstrong's connection

ledge and belief, a true statement of affairs, and 1 account for with Collie and Co. ? - I was aware many years ago that he

the deficiency of over £200 ,000 by handing to the trustee a had transactions with Collie & Co. Such transactions appear

list of losses which occurred in the London house, viz . : Ist, in our balance - sheet, and were on behalf of the firm , but I

Losses by public companies enumerated , £25 ,400 ; 2nd, was not aware that the firm was under the acceptances to

losses by Spanish land and irrigation companies, £24,000 ; Collie,or that there were any transactions open with them atthe

3d, bad debts in trade, £21,600 ; 4th , losses in shares and date of our stoppage, except an old debt due to the firm both

stocks, £21,000 ; 5th , consignments and adventures, £18 ,500 ; at Hawick and London . The first time I heard of a jointad.

6th , loss through Messrs. Collie and Co., £60 ,000 ; 7th , bills venture with Firth , Sands, and Co . was in April last. I knew

payable, £8,600 ; 8th , bills receivable , £60 ,000 -- total £239 ,100. of adventures with Mr. D . P . M ‘Ewen, also of the adventure

I believe this statement to be a true statement of the losses, in potashes with Smith . I heard of the adventure regarding

with the explanation that the loss through Collie is rather the French property first from the balance -sheets sent from

understated . A number of these losses through public com London , but I knew nothing of the co -adventurers nor

panies were ascertained long previously. Some of these had of the magnitude of the transaction. I only knew from the

been written off in the balance -sheet, while others were carried statements furnished that a certain sum was invested under

on until they lost all hope of securing them . We never that head. I made no inquiries, believing that it was the

balanced our books in London , but we regularly, at the close limit of the obligation . The London business and transac

of each year, sent certain materials to Hawick , from which tions were managed by Mr. Armstrong, and the only time I

Mr. Wilson prepared the balance-sheet. We never had any attended in London was during his illness, but I never inter

profit and loss account in London , and so far as I know in fered with the cash . Mr. Casswell attended to that. The

Hawick. I have furnished to my trustee a list of the joint only time when we in Hawick were pressed for money was in

adventures carried on with eight different parties — also a list of the panic of 1857, and again slightly so in 1866 . More re
certain adventures in which we had a share with other firms, cently when we required money we drew upon the firm and

five in number. The speculations in shares were carried on discounted the acceptances for a round sum , as being the

either in name of Mr. Wilson or myself, or a third party for cheapest way of supplying money. The same explanation

behoof of the firm ; butwhen I say the firm , I mean thatMr. applies to our getting other parties to discount the accept

Wilson and I alone shared in the profits of the speculation . ances of the London house for goods supplied . The London

You said , when you commenced to speculate in 1861, that house in the spring of 1874 was not to my knowledge in want
you had made money fast in London and in Hawick . Were of funds, but in the spring of 1875 we advanced them a very

you not at that time accepting bills from manufacturers in considerable amount.
payment of tweeds they sent you ? We might have been To what causes do you attribute the bankruptcy of Wilson

accepting bills to manufacturers from whom we purchased and Armstrong ? Entirely to the losses found to have been

goods, notwithstanding that we had so much money, but such made by the London house, arising out of trade and specu.
acceptances would be more advantageous in some instances lations. In 1874 the London balance- sheet, prepared by mne

than by taking the usual credit and paying cash . from the information furnished , shows a balance to their credit
Bankrupt was then examined as to his individual estate, of £44 ,000 , this balance being comprised in favour of the trade

Hesaid : There is no marriage contract between my wife and of £9,725 , and London investments amounting to £34, 367. At
me. I have not at any time settled money or estate of any the same date the balance appearing on the Hawick business
kind upon her or upon any of my daughters. The only pro was £86 ,000 , of which £25 ,000 was invested . I was aware of
vision of any kind which I made for any of my children is a some of the investments in London which caused losses prior
sum of £11,000, payable to the trustees of the marriage settle to 1874, but I knew of no losses after that date except Grant,
personal expenditure, including purchases of furniture,horses, Brodie and Co. for £10 ,000 .
ment on my son ' s marriage in 1873 . My household and Did you take any steps to investigate into the nature and
& c ., has been about £7,000 on the average of the last seven worth of these London investments ? I did not make any
years. The sum expended during that time in furniture, independent investigation , but always took Mr. Armstrong's
pictures , & c . was about £11,000 . The policies of insurance statement. With reference to the drawings for private
on my life for £10 ,000 are deposited with Mr. M 'Ewen , in accounts, I explain that although these seem to be large, I
security of advances made to my firm . I considered that the consider that my personal expenses did not exceed £2,000 to
profits of mybusiness quite entitled me to live at the rate I £2,500 per annum . I had considerable advances in the pur.
have mentioned, but during the last eighteen months the chase of land and buildings , which now form assets in my
expenditure caused me great uneasiness, and in view of re private estate. My private expenditure did not nearly equal
ducing the expenditure I had made arrangements for selling the interest of my capital. So far as I know , the state of
the house and furniture in April last . I let the house and affairs of the london house, prepared by the London account.
went to the conntry when the stoppage took place. ants , is correct, and I adopt it.
Mr. George Wilson , senior , was then recalled for further The statutory oath was then administered to Mr.Wilson .

examination . He said , I was possessed of about £15 ,000 of
capital when I went into partnership with Mr. Armstrong . The principal sales by auction of landed property duringthe
For the first three or four years our business was not very past week were as follows : - “ Kentislı-town-road - Nos. 1, 2,

successful, but in the next ten years it was very prosperous. 5 , 7, and 9, Frideswide-place, £1,160 ; Redhill-- plot of freehold

What led you to go into speculations in stock and public land, containing 5a. Or. 22p., £1,060 ; Holloway, Eden-grove,
companies ? We had spare money, and we thought the lease of the George publichouse, £4,360 : Rotherhithe- JOS.

transactions would be profitable. The same explanation ap 51, 52, and 53, Adam -streetand the Adam and Eve publichouse,

plies to our entrance into joint adventures outside our regular £2,350 ; Greenwich - the King 's Head publichouse, £1,100 ;
business. When we entered upon these outside transactions Lingfield , Surrey - Crowhurst Land Farm , contaimug

116 acres, £4,360 ; Chelsea - Nos. 428 and 138 , King's road,

and we considered this was profitable to our business, in so far | £1,370 ; Westbourne-park - freehold ground rents of 169 10

as the rate of discount we paid was less than the value of the per annum , £1,580 ; Hammersmith - 15 to 20 , York-road and

money to us in our business . We have had several joint | a ground rent of £6 per annum , £2,020.”
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BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. remained in the respondent's possession at the time the

petition for liquidation was filed , the property would vest in
the trustees, unless after the petition had been filed , and

IN RE HAINSWORTI EX PARTE HAINES. - This was a judgment before the respondent had notice of it , he had disposed of the

goods in good faith and for valuable consideration . His
of Mr. T . S . Daniel, Q . C ., on an application that Mr. John

Honour then declared that the goods were transferred to the

Rayner, a mungo merchant of Leeds, should deliver up to the respondent voluntarily, and that the property in them re

trustees of Hainsworth 's estate certain sheets of mungo mained with the debtor and passed to the trustees under the

which had been received from the debtor in April, 1874. liquidation , and advised the respondent to pay their value to
the trustees.

The case was heard on June 8th last , and the debtor stated in
The result of all this liquidation was that,though he had failed

his affidavit that he was being sued on bills of exchange
to obtain forhimself the benefit of the fraudulent preference

bearing his name,which had been dishonoured ; and that he which the debtor intended for him , Mr. Rayner ' s right of proof
was apprehensive that he would have to fail before long. He as a bona fide creditor was not prejudiced, and he stood in the
had then in his possession a quantity of mungo , which he had sameposition asall the other bona fide creditors. The result
some time previously purchased from Rayner, and he con might be a disappointment, but it was not an injustice , nor

ceived the idea of returning these goods ; his object in doing so even a hardship ; and although , according to a recent case in

being to make the loss less in case of his having to file a petition . the House of Lords, full effect was to be given to the proviso
On April 20th , 1874 , he returned to Rayner sixteen sheets of in favour of a creditor who received a debt justly due, having

mungo, of the value of £185 108. 4d . His petition was filed an ignorance of the debtor's fraudulent intention to prefer, the
on May 1st, and in the mean timehe had no conversation with same effect ought, in his opinion , only to be given in the case
Rayner as to the return . His Honour said he had no reason of a purchaser who bona fide bought in the ordinary course of

to doubt the truth of the debtor's affidavit ; but he held that business , and was ignorant of the debtor's intentional

the transaction was a fraudulent preference within section 92 preference.

of the Bankruptcy Act, and an act of bankruptcy within sub

section 2 of section 6 of the same statute . The respondent, in

his affidavit , said he had known and done business with the

debtor for many years , and was in the habit of permitting A CO -OPERATIVE FAILURE AT NEWCASTLE .
customers to return goods, when these, after purchase, were

not required , on the understanding that any difference upon
resale was made up . This practice, it was said , was well The annual report just issued of the Ouseburn Engine

known to the debtor, who had taken advantage of it in the Works Company, established at Newcastle on productive co

February previous by returning goodswhich he could not use. operation principles during the memorable nine hours' strike
In dealing with the credibility of the affidavits, his Honour
said that Rayner's had been prepared with legal skill for the

some years ago, shows a greater loss than in previous years.

purpose of making out his case , and was more ofthe character It is £10 ,862, £8,000 being due to bad debts through failures.

of pleading than of evidence. The respondent, he held , had The workmen insisted upon a rise of 10 per cent. in wages,

no lien or charge upon the goods for current acceptances or which the directors were powerless to prevent. The system

for goods supplied since the return . The only question that of compulsory deposit, though founded on sound principles,
could be raised was whether he was a purchaser in good faith has, in the opinion of the manager and foreman , increased

and for valuable consideration , and that appeared to depend the cost of reduction . The directors have taken counsel with

upon the question whether the transaction as deposed to by the debenture holders, and with shareholders who have not

Rayner was a transaction in the ordinary course of business paid -up their shares, but the result had not been such as to

as between the debtor and Rayner. The case was referred to warrant the hope that they would be able to resist pressure of

a jury who sat on June 22nd, and questions were put to them : creditors or prevent liquidation . The directors call the im .

Were the goods received and dealt with by Rayner in the mediate attention of the shareholders, if they wished to save

ordinary course of business ? Were they dealt with by Rayner their business and property, to a schemeof reconstruction, and
in the ordinary course of business as between him and the submit various suggestions for their consideration .

debtor ? Were they received and dealt with by Rayner in the

ordinary course of business as between him and his customers ?

Were they dealt with by Rayner after he had received notice of
the insolvency of the debtor ? The jury answered these A GENERAL COLLAP°E . - Some time ago Thomas M 'Gregor

questions in the negative, and his Honour, who concurred in | Miller , a travelling draper , of Hudderstield , filed a petition in
the view of evidence taken by the jury on these points, ordered the Huddersfield County Court for the liquidation ofhis affairs ,

a verdict to be entered for the trustees. The case came before and Mr. P . K . Chesney, Bradford, accountant, was appointed
him again on July 20th , on an application for a new trial to set | trustee under the petition . With the consent of the creditors,

aside the verdict of the jury ,mainly on the ground that the thebusiness was sold to the debtor for £1,050 , which was to be

verdict was against the weight of evidence. That application paid in three equal instalments of £350 each , at 6 , 12, and 18
was refused without the trustees' advocate being called on for months. As security , bills were accepted from five of the

an answer, and, having promised at a future time to state his creditors ; and about six months afterwards Miller again failed

reasons for such refusal, he now did so . In his opinion the for several hundred pounds, and was made a bankrupt. Since

crucial test of the validity of the transaction , as between the then Mr. Chesney , the trustee, has served notices on each of

respondent and the trustees, was whether, at the time it took the five sureties under the first petition for the whole of the

place, it was a transaction in the ordinary course of business first instalment due under the first petition. Of these five
between the debtor and the respondent. If it were, then it was sureties four bave filed petitions for liquidation . They are

a purchase for a valuable consideration ; if not, then ,whatever Alfred Laycock , Primrose Hill , designer, who does not estimate

might be the good faith of the respondent in thematter, it his liabilities ; John Horace Davidson , Bradford Road , draper ,

was immaterial, and the transaction was void as against the whose liabilities amount to £1,500 ; Francis Nicholson ,

trustees as being a voluntary transfer of goods by the debtor Paddock , Huddersfield , who says he can pay more than 20s, in

to the respondent for the purpose of being sold by the the pound ; and James Peacock , Cross Church -street, draper,

respondent for the debtor's benefit. In that view of the whose liabilities are estimated at .£4,000 . Messrs Learoyd and

transaction , the property in the goods would not pass to the Learoyd are acting for someof the debtors , and Messrs. Craven

respondent, but would remain in the debtor ; and as the goods and Sunderland for some of the others,
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COMPANIES REGISTERED.

(From the London Gazette .)

Receipts into and payments out of the Exchequer between
the 1st April, 1875 , and the 11th September , 1875 :

REVENUE AND OTHER RECEIPTS .

Budget

Estimate
for

1875 - 76 .

Total Re

ceipts into
the Exche.
quer from
April 1 to
Sept. 1l,

1875 .

Total Re
ceipts from
April 1 to
Sept. 12

1874 .

Balance on April 1, 1875 :
Bank of England ..
Bank of Ireland . .. .. ...

4 ,662,265
1 ,603,061

£

5 ,908,870
1,533,984

6 ,265,322 7 ,442,851
Revenue.

Customs. .... .. ..... .
Excise .. . . . .

Stamps ..... .. ....
Land Tax and House Duty ...

Income Tax

Post Office
Telegraph Service ................
Crown Lands .... ......
Miscellaneous . .. .

19 ,500,000

27 ,740 ,000
10 ,600,000

2 , 450 ,000
3,900 ,000
5 , 750 ,000
1 , 200.000

385 ,000

4 ,100,000

8 . 295 .000

11, 270 ,000
4,860,000

563,000
1,029,000
2,832,000
520 ,000

150 ,000
1,745 ,813

8 , 111,000
10 ,869,000

4 ,762,000
536 ,000

1 ,374,000
2 ,600 ,000
500,000
140 ,000

1,253,217

The Investors' Guardian publishes the following list of

companies which were registered during the past weeks:

Capital. Shares.

Broadroyd Felt Manufacturing . . £25,000 in £5

Cadogan & Hans-place Estate . . 150 ,000 in 10

| Cambrian Sanitary Pipe and

Terra Cotta . . . . 25 ,000 in 5 ,

Compressed Gas Regulator and
Pneumatic Machine 40,000 in

English Sulphur Fusion .. . . . . 40 ,000 in

Halifax Worsted 10,000 in

Industrial Fire Insurance . . .. . . 50,000 in

Joseph Wright and Co . . . . . . . . . 50,000 in

Ley and Co. .. . . 25, 000 in

London and General Skating
Rinks . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000

Mossley-road Brick and Tile .. 5 ,000 in

North Lancashire Agricultural

Auction Mart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000 in 10

North London and Suburban
Skating Rink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 in 5

Preston Nursery and Pleasure

Gardens . . . . . . 20,000 in 50

Rockinghum Clay Works .. . . . . 20,000 in 5

Ship Timber . . 2,000 in 10 &
Winterbottom Brothers and Co. 8 ,000 in 1

Revenue..... £75,625,000 31,264,813 30 , 145,217

Total including Balance .. ... 37,530 ,135 37,588,071
Other Receipts.

Advances, under various Acts, repaid to the
Exchequer .. ... 782,667 1,038,378

Money raised for Fortifications and Military
Barracks... . 250,000 400,000

Money raised for Local Loans by Exchequer
Bonds . ... .. .. .. .. 500,000 -

Temporary advances, not repaid .....

Totals............) 39,062,802 39,026,449

EXPENDITURE AND OTHER PAYMENTS,

1. Total

Issues from Total

Exchequer Issues from
Estimate to meet Exchequer

for Payments from

1875 - 76 . from April I to
April 1 to Sept. 12 ,
Sept. 11, 1874 .

1875 .

Bryneini Lead Mining .. . . . . .. £50

10V

£5 ,000 in

2 ,000 in

3 ,000 in

50 ,000 in

300 in

120,000 in
5 ,000 in
5 ,000 in

15 ,000 in

10 ,000 in

£

13,311,529
Expenditure.

Permanent Charge of Debt . . . ..

Interest on Local & Tem . Loans . ..,
Other charges on Consolidtd . Fundo

Supply Services + .. .. . .... . ..

27,400,000
70 , 000

1,590 ,000

46,837,000

13,311, 431
689,102

20, 301,034
715 ,693

19,430,462 120 ,000 in 10 ,

31,331,567 33,457,684
Estimate ............ £75,897,600

Expenditure
Other Payments.

Advances, under various Acts , issued from the
Exchequer.......

Expenses of Fortifications and Military Barracks
Exchequer Bills paid off ... . ...
Surplus income applied to reduce debt .. .. ...

1 ,750 , 361 1,345,607
200,000

9,000
466 ,409

Clayton Liberal Club . . .,

Dinas Slate and Slab . . . . . . . . . .

Downham Market Hall . . . . . . . .
General Shipping & Trading . . .
Henry Cutts and Co. . . . . . . . .

Highbridge Cattle & Stock Market
Hyde Paper Manufacturing . . . .
James Bartleet and Co. . . . . . . . .

Life Saving Dress Company
(Boyton -Merriman Patents) . .

Manley Hall Winter Garden
Society . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .

Metropolitan Safe and Strong
Room ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..

Morpeth Grand Stand ... . . . . .
New Flintshire Lead Mining . . . .
New Guinea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

New Town Manure : :
North Buckley Colliery and Fire

Brick . . . . . . . . .

Plant Brothers .. .

St. Anne's- on-the-Sea Gas Light
and Coke . . . . .

South Cwmstwith Lead Mining ,
South Leicestershire Colliery . . .
Temperance Artisans', Labourers'

and General Dwellings Asso
ciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Thomas Wood and Co. . . . . . . . .
Union Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

William Bland and Son . m . . . . . .

450,000 in

125 ,000 in
2 ,000 in2 ,000 in

20,000 in
100 ,000 in

50 ,000 in

17, 300

331,867

188.

10
5

1

re . . . . . . . . . . . .

Balances on Sept. 11, 1875 :
Bank of England ,

Bank of Ireland .. ..... ..
10

36,461,095 35,478,700

1,892 ,463 2 ,633,079
709,214 914,670

Totals ....... 39,062,802! 39,026 ,449

† As per Appropriation Act.

15 ,000 in

50 ,000 in

* As stated in the Budget.
Treasury, Sept. 11, 1875.

15,000 in
12,000 in
100,000 in 10

At a meeting yesterday of the creditors of the Phoenix
Bessemer Steel Company (Limited ), Sheffield , which failed in
June with trading and share liabilities amounting to £220,000 ,

it was determined to reject an offer of 10s. in the pound, but
another meeting will shortly be held .

50, 000 in

10,000 in
4 ,000 in

60, 000 in
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claimsof the creditors are now to be represented by an issue

of debentures, to be gradually liquidated out of the future

income, and meanwhile cash has been raised to work the

properties, which are believed to be very valuable . A future

meeting of the creditors will be held , when the details of the

approval. Resolutionswere passed in favour of the liquidation

of the estate by arrangement, Mr. Turquand being appointed

trustee, with a committee of inspection .
J . HOLDEN (LIVERPOOL ). A statutory meeting of the

builder and contractor was held on Wednesday, at the offices of
Messrs. Quelch and Greenway, solicitors, Dale-street. An
offer was made of a composition of 5s, in the pouvd, but was
declined . It was subsequently resolved to liquidate the estate

by arrangement. A spirited contest took place for the choice
of trustees between Mr. Bolland (of Gibson and Bolland) ,

and Mr.Sheen (of Sheen and Broadhurst). The latterwas chosen .

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

W . KILLINGBECK (SNAITA ).-- A meeting of the creditors of
William Killingbeck , tailor 'and draper, of Snaith , was held on
Wednesday last, the 8th inst ., when it was resolved to liqui.

date the estate by arrangement, and Mr. S . J . Beswick and Mr.

J. Barrett were appointed joint trustees.
T . Shaw (LOWER BROUGHTON ). - A meeting of the creditors

of Thomas Shaw , of Lower Broughton , near Manchester , out

of business, was held on Friday last, the 10th inst. The

statement of affairs, prepared by Mr. John C . Beswick , the
receiver, showed liabilities £967 8s. 5d ., against assets £170.

It was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, and

Mr. J . C . Beswick was appointed trustee.

KNIGHT AND Sons. The first meeting of creditors of
Messrs. Knight and Sons, of 8 } Copthall-court, E . C ., stock
brokers, was held at the Bankruptcy Court, on Thursday, the

9th inst ., when Mr. E . Downs, of Moorgate-street Chambers,

E . C ., accountant, was appointed trustee .

R . MALLALIEU (MANCHESTER). - A statutory meeting of the
creditors of Richard Mallalieú, of Manchester, Salford , and

Pendlebury , grocer and provision dealer, was held on Saturday,
at the offices of Messrs. Addleshaw and Warburton , solicitors,
when a statement of affairs submitted by the receiver, Mr.

Nicholson (Nicholson and Milne), showed liabilities £2,366

8s. 8d ., and assets £853 138 . 9d . A composition of 7s. in
the pound was accepted . Mr. Bent, solicitor , of this city ,
represented the debtor.

SHAW AND SON (MANCHESTER) . - A second meeting of the

creditors of Messrs. John Shaw and Son , trading at Miles

Platting, Manchester, and at Barrow -in -Furness, under the

style of “ The Furness Coal and Coke Company," was held on

Friday, at the offices of Mr. J . Best, solicitor, 64 Lower King.

street, when the creditors confirmed the resolution passed at a

former meeting to accept 78. in the pound, by three instal

ments. Mr. Whitehead, of 6 Brown- street, was appointed
trustee.

H . BENNETT (FARNWORTI ). - A meeting of the creditors of

Henry Bennett, carrying on business as a builder in Glynn
street, Farnworth , was recently held at the offices of Messrs.

Dawson and Scowcroft , Bolton , when a statement was read ,

showing liabilities amounting to £4 ,246 , and assets estimated

to produce £4 ,592 10s. Mr. Gordon , solicitor, represented the

majority of the creditors. Resolutions were passed that the

estate should be wound-up in liquidation .

G . BURGESS & Co. (DUNDEE ). - A meeting of the creditors

ofMessrs. Geo . Burgess and Co., of New York and Dundee,

was held in the chambers of Messrs. Pattullo and Thornton ,

Dundee, on the 11th inst. It was reported that the liabilities
amounted to about £62,000 . An offer of composition of 10s .

in the pound was made — 55. to be paid in cash , 2s. in six
months, and 3s. in twelve months, the last instalment to be

guaranteed . A committee of investigation was appointed to

transmit a telegram to New York , authorising an accountant

there to make an examination of the firm 's books.
J . L . WHITELEY (SOWERBY BRIDGE). - A meeting of the

creditors of John Lord Whiteley, wool waste dealer, Sowerby

Bridge, was held on the 10th inst . at the offices of Mr.

Francis Jubb , solicitor, Halifax. The debtor's statement

showed liabilities of about £1,140, with assets - subject to

realisation - of £470 . An offer by the debtor of a composition

of 6s. in the pound was refused by the meeting, which also

declined to appoint the debtor's accountant trustee. One

third of the creditors were relatives of the debtor. It was

resolved to liquidate by arrangement ; and Mr. Atkinson , ac

countant, of Bradford , was appointed trustee, with a

committee of three of the principal trade creditors . Thepro
ceedings were transfered to Bradford County Court. General
dissatisfaction was expressed with the statement of affairs.

At an adjourned meeting on Wednesday, September 15th , of

the creditors of the Aberdare and Plymouth Iron and Coal
Companies it was announced that an arrangement had been

come to which would allow the works to be continued , and

secure the creditors , it was hoped , 20s. in the pound. The

FAILURES.

ENGLAND. — A petition has been filed in the Dewsbury
County Court, on behalf of Mr.George Oates, woolmerchant,
of Bradford - road , Dewsbury, for liquidation by arrangement
or composition . The liabilities are estimated at £12 ,000 ,
Mr. J . D . Good was appointed the receiver . - A statement ofthe

affairs of Messrs. Joseph Heald and Co., of Newcastle -on

Tyne, who recently stopped payment, has been sent to the

creditors. The liabilities of the Newcastle office are - to

creditors, £36 ,684 4s. 9d . ; other liabilities which will not

rank , £5,993 13s. 7d . ; estimated to be paid in full, £315 15s. 7d . ;

liabilities on bills discounted , £25 , 158 9s. 11d., of which it is

expected there will rank against the estate, £14 ,146 3s. 6d . ;

, total, £51,146 3s. 10d . Estimated assets - book debts estimated

to produce £7,000 ; cash in hand, £348 8s. 3d. ; bills in hand ,
£2,250 12s , id. ; estimated value, £1, 066 198. 78 . ; furniture

estimated to produce £100 ; property , $ 12,022 14s. 10d. ;
total, £21,022 14s, 10d.

AMERICA . — American advicesreport the suspension ofMessrs.
Juan De Mier and Co., of 69 and 71 William -street , New
York , with liabilities estimated at from £80 ,000 to £100 ,000 .

The firm was largely engaged in exporting soap, flour and
other American products to New Grenada . - Messrs. Edward

and Lewis Dunbarn , clothiers, Newark , N . J., had suspended ;
liabilities, £20,000 . - The Phillips and Jordan Iron and Steel

Company, Covington , Ky., hadmadean assignment; liabilities,
£30 ,000 . - Mr. J. Klopenstein , brewer, Canton , O ., had failed ;

liabilities, £20 ,000 . - Messrs. Edmund, Anget, and Co ., of the

Dominion Boot and Shoe Company, Montreal, had made an

assignment ; liabilities, £15 ,000 . - Mr. P . H . Stevens and Mr.

J. W . Brown, stock brokers, New York ; and Mr. J. B . French ,
of the Produce Exchange, had suspended . — Further advices

announce the suspension of Sterling, Ahrens, and Co., Balti.

more, said to be the largest importing -house in the United

States. Mr. Ahrens thinks the liabilities amount to about

2 ,000 ,000 dollars , but that, if the assets are judiciously ad .

ministered , the creditors can ultimately be paid dollar for
dollar. It is said that the business of the firm amounted to

40,000,000 dollars per annum . — The suspension is

annonnced of the Washington Market Co., in Paterson ,

New Jersey, with liabilities of £50,000 . – Messrs.
Union , Adams, and Co., of 913 Broadway, wholesale
and retail dealers in knit goods, & c . had also suspended ;

liabilities and assets unknown when the mail left. - Messrs.
Lee and Shepherd, of Boston, and Messrs. Lee, Shepherd, and
Dillingham , of New York , publishing houses, had also stopped

payment, the former with liabilities ofabout £30,000, the latter

at close on £120,000 . The creditors are in Boston , New York,
and London . — Messrs. Robert Griffith and Co., wholesale

grocers, Ontario , had made an assignment. - Messrs. H . Seymour

and Son , Montreal, have made an assignment ; liabilities

£10 ,000. — Mr. Andrew Moody, builder, Mr. H . F . Hamilton ,

trader, and Messrs. Richardson and Mason, ironfounders, all
of Halifax , N . S ., had made assignments .
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APPOINTMENTS. compulsory the true position of every friendly society in the
kingdom would be published to the world . When Mr. Forster
says that he should have liked to see the Act made a little
more stringent than it is , he means that he should have liked
to see a provision introduced into the Act withoutwhich the

rest of the Act is no better than an equivalent weight of waste

paper. - Pall Mall Gazette .

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint.

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this column. ]
Mr. John Slater (of the firm of Slater and Pannell), of No. 1

Guildhall chambers, in the City of London , public accountant,
has been appointed trustee of the property of the bankrupt
estate of Arbuthnot Macaulay Emerson , of 19 Cambridge
street, Pimlico, a bankrupt.
Mr. John Slater (of the firm of Slater and Pannell) , of

No. 1 Guildhall chambers, in the City of London , public ac

countant, has been appointed trustee of the property of
William Bond, ofNo. 16 Garway-road, Westbourne-grove, in
the county of Middlesex , dyer, a bankrupt.

Mr. William H . Pannell (of the firm of Slater and Pannell),
of No . 1 Guildhall chambers, in the City of London , public

accountant, has been appointed trustee of the property of

LATE ADVERTISEMENT.

PARTNERSHIP _ Wanted a Gentleman with £,1000
to join another having an equal amount of capital and a large con

nection , with a view of commencing business as Accountants in connection

with that of Commission Merchants. - Address, in the first instance,
“ A . B ., " at the office of The Accountant, 62 Gracechurch street, City .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in

county of Middlesex, theatrical manager, a bankrupt.
Mr. John Slater (of the firm of Slater and Pannell ), of

No. 1 Guildhall chambers, in the City of London , public
accountant, has been appointed trustee of the property of
Cyrus Baker Kirke, of 19 and 20 Lime-street chambers,
Lime-street, in the City of London , wine merchant, trading
under the style or firm of “ Cyrus B . Kirke and Co." and
residing at 26 Grove-road , St. John 's Wood , in the County
of Middlesex, a bankrupt.
Mr. John Slater (of the firm of Slater and Pannell), of

No. 1 Guildhall chambers , in the City of London , públic
accountant, has been appointed trustee of the property of
William Leopold Zoers , of No. 88 Victoria -park -road, Hackney,
in the county of Middlesex, stick manufacturer, who has
instituted proceedings for liquidation by arrangement or com
position with his creditors.

11 town or Country, from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .

te Possession and no kent to pay . - Apply at the Othce of the

BIRK BECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession, either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY, 29 and 50
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 reparable

upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office IIours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVEN SCRO

MR. FORSTER ON FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. — The points in regard
to which Mr. Forster would have liked to see the Act made

more stringent are fundamental points. They are a real and
satisfactory audit of accounts, and a periodical valuation of

assets and liabilities. These are provided in the great Friendly
societies, such as the Odd Fellows, at a meeting of which Mr.
Forster was speaking , because the great societies have proved

their anxiety to know and publish the exact state of their

affairs , and a society which has proved this in other ways can
be trusted to commit its audit and its valuation to competent
and disinterested persons. But of a great number of the
smaller societies no good is certainly known, while much evil
is shrewdly suspected. To place these societies on the same
level in respect of Government recognition with the Odd
Fellows or the Foresters, because they have gone through the
form of submitting their accounts to an audit which may only
be a sham audit and their assets and liabilities to a valuation
which may only be a sham valuation , is to neglect a duty
which is strictly within the competence of Parliament, and

which , but for the cowardice of those who had charge of the
Bill, it might easily have performed . As the Act stands, says
Mr. Forster, “ there is no security taken that the auditors
shall be responsible auditors, or that the valuation shall be
made by responsible valuers." In other words, there is no
security taken that the one condition of solvency in a friendly

society which is at once indispensable in itself and ascertain .

able by Government, and in many cases by Government only,

shall be present in all societies which bear the Government

stamp. Honest administration is also indispensable, but then

honest administration is not ascertainable by Government,
while for the most part the members of a friendly society are
able to ascertain it for themselves. But the existence of a

scientific proportion between the rates of payment to the
society and the rates of payment by the society must be dis

closed by a proper audit of accounts and a proper valuation of
assets and liabilities, so that if these two things were made

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
Land, Estate, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER . SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Cratch

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of tbe

“ Syndicate " are ; - lst. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground !

Rents , Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels.
Public Honses, Inps, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coftee Houses, Tobacco
pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , orAgents, Land
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Office

under private contract . 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . Ath . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farms, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Furs

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pare

poses. 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers , Surveyors , Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents . E .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advanceson real and personal securities, as wellas

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolut
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things ios!

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syodicate

from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies are

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascerta

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and con

dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants & town or coubw !
introducing business.
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“ The source of many a writer's woe has been STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS! ! PENS ! !!
48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E. C" They comeas a boon and a blessing to men .

The Pickwick, theOwl,and the Waverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN
1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphıc, 17th May, 1873.
Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post Is.id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin .
burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s .

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 173 . 60 . to 100 guineas.

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.
George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry, Esq .

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon , Esq.
John Vanner, Esq .

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M . P.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS .

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Fiveminutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 1 , 140 , 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. .

HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

So hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ), forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly .
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s. , 26s. 6d . , 31s. 6d
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 428., and 52s. 6d. Post
age free . An Umbilical Truro, 42s., and 52s. 6d . Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE , Post -office,

e l Piccadilly .
NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 60 , 7s, 60. , 10s , to 16s each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable :
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest . Prices
for children , 5s, 6d . and 7s. 6 . Adults , ios. 60. , 15s, 6d., and 21s. each .
Postage free. - John White, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schrankeund

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
| A . THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS, "

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or

Strong-Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keysof that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in fire minutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thusmade to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

Tbe lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the aid of

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

" Times , " 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,

LOCK, SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUE ERS,
76 Cheapside, London, E . C .

E 'PPS'S COCOA. - " By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .
hed with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - - See article in the
Pivil Service Gazette .
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Registered under the Companies' Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60,000, IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.
£1 on Application , the remainder on Allotment.

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister -at- Law , Manchester. { Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY,60 King-street, Manchester.
WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Èsq., Durham Massey, Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq ., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man MANAGING DIRECTOR.

chester, JAMES HASLAM , Esq ., M . R .C . V . S .
JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY.
Cheshire. ( Pro , tem . ) Mr. Thomas WINDER .

BANKERS.

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street , OFFICES.

Manchester, and its Branches. ( Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

P R O S P E C T U S

The great wantof a Shoe for Horses and other draught animals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippers
pavements , and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the

ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwieldy

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of horses,
and also by " The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals . "

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and ismade from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied, and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible, and therefore are the most natural substance from which
form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm

and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier.

Formsof application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO .
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE :

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA , BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other MineralWaters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION,
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau - street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .
London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers

promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers , only one MS. copy bete
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices .

Printed and Published forthe Proprietor by WILLIAMS STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. SEPTEMBER 18, 1870.
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THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869. J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .
AND AUDITOR ,

IN THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.
RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

TN THE MATTER of ROBERT HENRY ARMIT,
1 of 33 Abchurch -lane, in the City of London , and of 93 Regent- street,

in the County of Middlesex, Commission and Financial Agent, a bank
rupt .

TO WHOLESALE PROVISION MERCHANTS. - To
1 be disposed of by Private Sale , the business of a wholesale Provision

Merchant in Newcastle -upon - Tyne, doing a large trade. - For further par

ticulars apply to Mr. John M . Winter, 56 Westgate- road , Newcastle-upon

Tyne.

Brett la Fellow of the Society of Accountants in England ), of

150 Leadenhall -street , in the City of London, Public Accountant, has been

appointed trustee of the property of the Bankrupt. The Court has ap

pointed the public examination of the Bankrupt to take place at the
London Bankruptcy Court, Lincoln 's - Inn Fields, in the County of Middle

sex , on the 20th day of November next, at eleven o 'clock in the forenoon .

All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the Bankrupt,

must deliver them to the trustee . Creditors who have not yet proved their

debts must forward their proofs of debt to the trustee .

Dated this Second day of September, 1875 .

H . P . ROCHE

Registrar.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c.

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & c., printed with despatch.

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S. E .
1 PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT ( an Associate of the
1 Society of Accountants in England) is open to an engagement as

Managing Člerk. Is thoroughly conversant with Bankruptcy and Mer.
cantile Law , the duties of Trustees, Receivers, and Auditors , and could

manage a practice without supervision . IIighest references as to capability ,

& c . An engagement where arrangements may be made with a view to

partnership preferred , and no objection to a temporary engagement. --

Address, " Alpha , " at the Once of the Accountant, 62 Gracechurch - street,

London , E . C .

TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUNE 24TH, 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French, German, Italian

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL, E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

- commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincialand manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City.

Luncheons from the joints, hot or cold , including vegetablesand brenå, Is. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o' cl ck , from the joint, with soup or fish,

vegetables , checse an'l bread , 2s .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock, from 28. 60 . to 10s .6c .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES : IIALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTU .
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BA NK Ꭼ Ꭱ ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different

? Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia
ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND
ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each
Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30,000.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers , the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ) ,

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra .- Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London , E .C .

The Accountant.For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

SEPTEMBER 25, 1875.

The Accountant.
There is, probably, no question of law which has

been so hotly disputed at times as the question of the

validity of voluntary settlements , and the Bankruptcy
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Act has afforded a sufficiently simple mode of testing
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening 's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or
the propriety of these convenient family arrangements.

28s. per annum ( including postage) , the reduced terms It used to be very common , on the failure of some
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

person of great reputed wealth, to discover that his
24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable | wife and family were enjoying large incomes under

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C ., settlements of property that in reality ought to have
to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

belonged to his creditors. The remedies against this
relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be state of things are of very long standing. As far back
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same as the reign of Queen Elizabeth it was enacted that

address , and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to
such conveyances of property should be void as against

forward their copy as early in the week as possible . creditors existing at the time; but the mere circum

stances of the deed being voluntary have not been

TO ADVERTISERS. considered grounds for setting it aside in the interest

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver of subsequent creditors. Some very curious questions

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an arose on these distinctions, and a number of cases
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

were decided in the courts on the claimsof creditors.circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession, the The test applied was, whether the settlement was in
ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success tended to , or would have the effect of delaying the
in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad creditors, and much judicial learning was expended on

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha the various points of difference that arose ; but at last

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
a startling decision of the late Vice-Chancellor Kinders

for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap ley gave creditors very great power. Previous to this,

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, it was held that a creditor to whom money was owing
Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

at the time of the execution of the deed could file &
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant bill to have it set aside, if he was put to any incon
Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser venience in recovering his debt, but that a subsequent

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re creditor could not be said to have been delayed by the

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday. execution of a settlement which had been completed

N . B . — Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith
before his claim accrued . Of course, if the deed was

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls ,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-Fnd upset at the instance of the earlier creditor, hewas fully

Newsvendors. entitled to receive the amount of his debt from the
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estate. But Sir Richard Kindersley declared it to judge ; and this , whether the object is to protect the

be his opinion that a subsequent creditormight file a bill, after-acquired property from actual,or merely potential,

if any debt remained due which was owing at the time | creditors. But the mention of marriage as a valid

of executing the deed . This view of the law ,expressed consideration , also carries out the rules of the Court of

by a judge of such deservedly high eminence, was a Chancery. With that delightful commercial spirit

great blow to all who relied on the protection of volun of interpretation, which is one of the greatest blessings

tary settlements, as the slightest debt omitted or of our law , and which is charmingly exemplified in

forgotten at the time might be raked up and used to actions for breach of promise of marriage, it is laid

invalidate a perfectly legitimate transaction . down that, if a woman marries and has a settlement of

The Bankruptcy Act of 1840 made all deeds by a | all her husband's property upon her, nothing can

trader with intent to defeat his creditors an act of deprive her of her bargain ; she has purchased her

bankruptcy, and further, that if any bankrupt, being at husband's fortune as the price of herself, and she

the time insolvent, should, except on the marriageof his is the valuable consideration that has passed . The

children, or for valuable consideration, have transferred case of Hardey v. Green, which is a stock case

any property, the court should have power, as on the point, exemplifies this doctrine to perfection .

against the bankrupt, and those claiming under him , There (we quote from memory ) a man perfectly insolvent

to annul the transfer, and sell the property for the at the time of his marriage, but entitled to valuable

benefit of creditors. But still this threw upon the reversionary interests , married, and settled the whole

creditors the onus of proving the insolvency, and a of his property of every description on his wife. The

resort to the Court of Chancery was tedious, expensive, claims of the creditors were thus entirely defeated ; it

and often liable to be defeated by unseen circumstances. was laid down that the marriage was a valuable con

As the law isnow declared by theAct of 1869, nothing can sideration, and that the wife was fully entitled to what

bemore to the advantage of the creditors. The settle- she had sacrificed herself to obtain . This doctrine

ment is absolutely void if the settler becomes bankrupt still remains unshaken , though somewhat qualified by a

within two years of its date, and the onus of proving more recent case, in which, where a marriage was

his solvency lies upon him , or those who claim under obviously entered into merely as a means of cheating

him , if he fails within ten years. It must be borne in creditors, the wife being fully cognisant of the intended

mind thatthe Act speaks only of traders, and therefore fraud, it was held that the settlement was void. Still,

the convenient summary process which it provides must in the absence of the very peculiar circumstances of

give place to the more dilatory and costly process of a Colombine v. Fenhall, it may safely be laid down that

suit in Chancery, or the modern equivalent which is young men of fortune, who have perfect confidence in

provided in the Judicature Acts, in the case of a bank their powers to manage their future wives, need not

rupt who has not carried on one of the avocations hesitate to marry for fear of the consequences ; and it

mentioned in the schedule to the Bankruptcy Act. must be observed further, that the High Court alone,

There is one other point in this 91st section which and not the Court of Bankruptcy, would have the ex•

is worth notice , and which may become very important clusive right of determining the questions arising under

in view of sundry recent popular agitations. From the similar circumstances , and of declaring a settlement

operation of the opening clauses is excepted " A settle void . The Court of Bankruptcy, indeed, would have

mentmade before,and in consideration of,marriage, or

a settlement made on or for the wife, or children , of more than declare that such settlements were absolutely

property which has accrued to the settler after marriage protected.

in right of his wife .” The latter portion embodies a | It is curious to consider what may be the effect of

rule which has long been acted on by the Court of the “ emancipation of women " on the question of

Chancery in enforcing what is termed the wife's equity marriage as a valuable consideration. The tendency of

to a settlement. Where monoy belonging to a married the agitation is doubtless to reduce marriage to a sort

woman can only be obtained by means of proceedings of partnership determinable at very short notice, and on

in equity , the court will insist on a due proportion of very slight grounds, in which both parties to the con

the amount being settled , the amount varying from the tract retain their individual rights over the property

entire fund to a -half, according to the discretion of the they contribute to the common stock. So far as relates
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to the right of creditors to seize the wife's fortune to Correspondence.
satisfy their claims on the husband,modern legislation

must soon form a complete bar to this, whether a settle THE ERIE RAILWAY COMPANY.

ment has been executed or not ; but as regards the
To the Editor of the Accountant.

power of the husband to lock up his property from
SIR , — Although fortunately not an investor or speculator

the grasp of his creditors by giving what may be a mere | in any one of the various issuesof Eries, I, in common with

nominal control to the wife , the case is very different to most Englishmen ,have from time to timewatched themores.

those who regard marriage from its aspect as a life-long Sir Edward W . Watkin ’s report, dated London, låth

connection, and those who treat it as a mere partner September, 1875 , was published in the Times of 21st

ship at will. Such a case as Hardey v. Green is an inst. That report gives just about as much satisfaction

anomaly , look upon it how we will, and though we as most people expected , that is to say none. I sincerely

may have every pity for the disappointed expectations
hope Sir Edward W . Watkin and Mr. Morris enjoyed

of the family of the ruined trader, we must have equal
their trip , which must have been very pleasurable and

remunerative at the vacation period . Perhaps, next year
sympathy for the deceived and deluded creditors . the investing public will send me out to look into some

Probably the most satisfactory solution would be found other American swindle. I will not ask the same terms

in a species of retrograde extension of the old
in consideration of the pleasure to be derived from

the trip , and the meagre result likely to arise to those
system . We would still preserve the property that trusting people who believe in Yankees trading with

strictly belongs to the wife from the clutches of the Britishers' capital, I will be more moderate, and be

satisfied with from a thousand pounds upwards for 1:
husband's creditors , but we would make his property , honorarium . ( This word , Mr. Editor, conveys to thinking

as far as possible, available for the debts he has in minds a good deal !) It is notmy intention to find faut

curred . Wewould make, for instance, every settlement of
either with Sir Edward W . Watkin or Mr. Morris, both of

whom will, I am sure, do all in their power for the interest:
furniture void unless registered , instead of exempting they represent, buthow are they to succeed in an attempt

marriagesettlements,and wewould extend the provisions to get " figs from thistles ? ” .

of the Act to settlementswhether made in consideration Mr. Jewett's report of the 13th of May last, seems to

ofmarriage or not. But we would apply the doctrine of have omitted various deductions of loss, “ and this

unintentionally produced an erroneous impression of the
the wife's equity to a settlement to those cases where a | actual available net profit."

settlement previous to marriage had been made ; and “ Should it be found possible under the management of

though declaring the settlement void , if of less than " Mr. Jewett to work the Erie undertaking at a rate ai

two years standing, we would allow the judge to give
“ even 70 per cent. of outlay, an additional net proft

equal to some 1,600,000 dollars per annum - would result

effect to the wife's claim , and settle a portion of it ac " and we shall all watch with anxiety the changes di

cording to the rules now prevailing in the Court of “ management already hopefully commenced. Mr. Jerea

Chancery, and would not permit the settled property to
“ speaks with confidence of the propable future progress
" of the net earnings, & c .," but Sir Edward Watkin wis ."

be resorted to further than to make up the statutory postpones the expression of any opinion of his or

dividend. We throw out these suggestions for the 1 Only one engine in ten is in the shops for repairs:

renewals. The railway, together with the plant,is :
consideration of those who are vexed with the law as it " a full average state of repair according to the standar

stands, but uncertain in what direction to turn for w of the United States. One seventh of the nomail

amendment. • stock of cars is represented by useless or worn of

“ vehicles, or missing in number. It is gratifying 5

“ know that at the principal workshops at Susquehana.

" men now do asmuch work as 1200 formerly got throus .

There is one point especially to which we must call attention . “ As respects the usually heavy fees and charges attachin:
TheAct of last session is supplemented by a very large number “ to a receivership,Mr. Jewett does not contemplate e
of forms. It will be the duty of the profession at the outset " intend to receive any other remuneration than that ofLa

to watch jealously the use of such forms. They will be printed “ salary as president of the company.” How very cm
by law stationers all over the kingdom , who will be as ready to siderate of Mr. Jewett, to content himself with 35,!!
sell them to the class of so -called “ accountants ” whom Mr. dollars per annum , for which sum , as president, Le

Justice Quain has lately dealt with , as to the profession . It generously issued an erroneous report (no extra chart
is the use of formswhich has led to such a wholesale illegal

traffic in the preparation of bills of sale, leases, assignments,
being made for the same, we will suppose), and how very

and other documents, forms of which are exposed for sale in
ungrateful of “ those Britishers" to think that President

the shop windows of tradesmen . We admit that their use
and Receiver Jewett had the best of the bargain !

often leads to profitable litigation , but from this risk the public Now ,Mr. Editor, as " an outsider," but one who takes

ought to be protected. - Law Times . [Weare glad to see our sufficient interest in his compatriots to like to follow thes

contemporary draws so accurate a distinction between " little game," I should be glad to know what the line

“ Accountants " and " so -called Accountants." - Ed. ] grateful British public expected in the way of a pecuniar)
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egg."

result from the lastmove in Erie. If I may judge from distrain upon , otherwise, he is but an ordinary creditor

other experience, Erie is in its present shape a “ sucked the intervening period between the timeof rent-due and

date of filing of petition he must prove for — and rent

The suggestion of Sir Edward W . Watkin , " that the
| accruing after the bankruptcy should be paid by the

" bond and stock holders will have the courage now to trustee, so long as he holds possession.

s “ submit to a period of self-denial, and will consent to Yours truly ,

“ pay their debts and complete essential obligations out
PRACTICE .

" of available net profits, the bond holders receiving in

“ place of cash such equitable obligations realisable out of
" surplus revenue in the future, as each, according to right To the Editor of the Accountant.

" and priority ,may justly claim ," reads very nicely , but it SIR, - Asyour answer to “ Subscriber" in last week 's

1 . seems to me that this is merely another way of “ burying Accountant, with regard to stamp duty in cases of

" one's head in the sand, and from that elevated position bankruptcy, is calculated to mislead trustees, I hope you

" winking benignly on one's baffled pursuers." The Erie | will allow me to correct it. When the 1869 Act came

shareholders, by this time, must be simply a figure of | into operation , I took an early opportunity of ascertaining

Et speech , and the question at issue really lies between the whether trustees in bankruptcy would be justified in

creditors and the bondholders. Who takes precedence following the practice previously followed by official

I know not, but suppose that the bond-holders are | assignees under former Acts, who, in giving receipts for

1 . " secured creditors.” If such is the fact, why do they not moneys due to bankrupts' estates, in drawing cheques

realise their security . Liquidate the whole concern by on account of the same, and in taking receipts for

a sale to a new corporation formed out of their fore creditors' dividends, omitted all Inland Revenue stamps.

closure ; “ shunt” all the Yankee element; put in a prac The result of my communication with the Inland Revenue

tical, efficient and honest English staff, and then, and not authorities was, that the Solicitor to the Board informed

till then, hope for better things. me that a receipt given by a trustee for moneys due to a

bankrupt's estate was exempt from stamp duty, as was

This suggestion may be " rough " on the shareholders ;
also any cheque drawn by a trustee on a banking account

but is it not better that one section should lose, rather
representing the assets of a bankrupt' s estate . With

than that Yankees should absorb the whole ? I admire
regard to receipts given by creditors for dividends due to

“ Young America ” as a remarkably 'cute race ; but I think
them from bankrupts' estates, I was informed the law was

they might, with profit to the “ Old Country,” confine
not so clear, but that there appeared no reason for

their attentions a little more to home.
departing from the practice theretofore prevailing on this

point, viz . of taking such receipts unstamped. The

JOHN BOLL'S BROTHER . practice thus laid down, applies to liquidation by arrange

London , 22nd Sept., 1875.
ment as well as bankruptcy, but would not, I imagine,

extend to cases of composition - at any rate, I have never

treated it asbeing applicable to the latter.

Trusting this letter may be of service to trustees, and

We With reference to the answers to correspondents in our afford some little relief to estates in the matter of stamp

last, we have received several communications, of which duty , I am , yours truly
we print the first two, received from a well-known firm of TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.
accountants. It is singular enough, that in the 113th London , 20th September, 1875.
section of the Act, the word “ receipt" is not used, the

Si marginal note speaks of " deeds, & c .," and the instruments

specified are “ every deed, conveyance, assignment, sur
To the Editor of the Accountant.

render, admission , or assurance," and later on , “ every SIR , - In reply to “ Rent's " query in your issue of the

power of attorney , proxy, paper, writ, order, certificate, 18th inst., I think he will find the law and practice on the

affidavit, bond , or other instrument in writing." There question of payment of rent in full to be this : - A land

appear to be no cases on the point, which is purely one of lord is entitled to distrain after the commencementof a

practice, and on which the opinion of our various ex | bankruptcy for a year's rent accrued due prior to such

perienced correspondents must be conclusive. ] commencement, and he is also entitled to prove for any

rent due in respect of a proportionate part of a current

quarter up to the date of the bankruptcy. But if he neg
To the Editor of the Accountant. lects to avail himself of the power which the law gives

SIR, - In your presentnumber (41), you reply, in answer him , by either distraining, or obtaining from the trustee

to ó correspondents,” that a stamp must be affixed to all
an undertaking for payment in consideration of his not

receipts for sums above forty shillings. I beg to say, that
distraining, he loses his right of payment in full, and must

relying upon clause 113 of the Bankruptcy Act, I have rank as an ordinary creditor. Rent is not a preferential

never required receipts for dividends to have receipt payment in the same sense as rates, taxes, and wages ;

the landlord may rather be looked upon as a secured
stamps affixed .

Yours truly, creditor to a certain extent, the security being theproperty

Practice .
on his premises, and that security is not available to him

unless he distrains. Therefore, if the landlord omits to
secure himself, the trustee would be justified in selling the

To the Editor of the Accountant. goods on the premises, and treating the landlord as an un
SIR , - In reply to “ Query " as to a landlord's rights. secured creditor. With regard to the case cited by your

A landlord can distrain for rent, not exceeding twelve correspondent, I should hold the law to be this :-- The

months, due before bankruptcy, should there be goods to landlord is entitled to be paid in full his rent dueup to the
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12th May prior to bankruptcy, presuming the quarter ter - | had notice to do so, in which case, however, he must
minated on that day, and also that the landlord took care disclaim within the 28 days (sccs. 23-24 ), or he will be
to get from the trustee the requisite undertaking to pay responsible for the rent in full. If a trustee holds

what was legally due. He is also entitled to prove against premises for an unreasonable time, and no notice calling
the estate for the rent accrued due between the 12th of upon him to disclaim has been given by the

May and the date of the bankruptcy (25th of May). landlord , then I think it may be competent for the land
With regard to the trustec's occupation , it has been lord to prove only on the estate for damage ," (Subsec.

generally held , that the assignees or trustees are entitled | 23 and Sec. 31) which , in case of dispute , will be assessed
to hold possession of the bankrupt's premises for a | by the Court ; but I cannot see that he can call upon the

reasonable period sufficient to enable them to realise the trustee for “ rent," seeing that no tenancy has really
property thereon , and that for such a reasonable time no existed between them . It is, therefore , to the landlord's
claim can be made by the landlord for rent ; but where | interest to give a trustee notice to disclaim immediately,
the trustees hold the premisesfor the purpose of continuing or get an undertaking from him for his rent. Formypart,

the bankrupt's business, or otherwise obtaining a beneficial I have always failed to see why a landlord sbould be
occupation, the landlord is entitled to be paid a rent for entitled to any preference over an ordinary creditor, seeing
use and occupation for the actual period occupied by the that his rent is merely at best, as it were, but the interest
trustees. Of course, in the case of a lease, the trustees or profit only on his capital; whereas the tradesman's debt

is made up , not only of his profit or interest, but also of

a part of his capital in addition ! As matters stand at
Yours truly ,

present, I think the little hardship seeming to press un
ACCOUNTANT. justly against landlords after a bankruptcy, is more than

London, 21st September, 1875. counterbalanced by the preferences and privileges enjoyed

by them before. At the same time, I do not think that a
(We quite agree with our correspondent's views on this landlord ought to be compelled to make a bad debt in

point. Probably the landlord's course would always be to spite of himself, and I think it would only be fair and
distrain , or obtain some guarantee for his rent. We will reasonable to allow him to claim his proportion of rent,as
examine into the matter, and endeavour to state some more due from day to day, in full, after a bankruptcy, until he
positive rules for the guidance of trustees next week . — ED.

obtains possession of his premises ; but then, let him rankACCOUNTANT. ]

as an ordinary creditor for any rent or proportion of

rent due up to the adjudication . But all this is, of

course, beside the question. I have, at the present time,
To the Editor of the Accountant. several cases on hand , involving claims of hundreds of

pounds, and I should very much like to see - with your
SIR , - I wasmuch pleasod to see a letter in the Account

permission - the opinions of your many subscribers fully
ant of the 18th inst. respecting the relations at present

and freely expressed, in the columns of the Accountant, ou

existing between a landlord and a trustee in bankruptcy. this very important subject. I shall be glad, too, at any

It is a question which has puzzled myself, and, no doubt, time to exchange opinions, confidentially, with any of

many others of your subscribers, for some time, and one your readers on unsettled points of practice as to a trus:

which “ I am informed and believe" has not yet been tee's duties and responsibilities in the ordinary working of
bankruptcies, liquidations, compositions, & c. avoiding, of

judicially settled . I have had to deal with many cases | course, all legal matters, where the advice and assistance

somewhat similar to the one referred to by your cor | of the solicitor to the estate ought to be sought.

respondent “ Rent,” and shall be glad to give him the Yours truly and obliged,
result of my experience , and the conclusions at which I

C. T. R .have arrived, which, of course , he can estimate at what | Halifax, Sept. 21st, 1875.

hemay think they are worth . It appears, I think, quite
clear, that a landlord is entitled to six years rent, if he has

only distrained before the adjudication, but if not until
afler , then he is only entitled to twelve months in full, and

to rank as an ordinary creditor for any balance “ up to RECEIVERS' AND TRUSTEES' CHARGES IN
the day of the adjudication ;" of course, in both cases, the

COMPOSITION CASES.rent must necessarily have become due before the adju

dication , and as a landlord can “ only ” distrain for rent
accrued due before the adjudication , he cannot, of course, To the Editor of the Accountant.
distrain for any rent accruing due after the adjudication , Sir , - Referring to the case of Re Knowles, reported in
and (query ? ) if he cannot distrain for it, is he entitled to your issue of the 4th inst., I should be glad to be informed

it ? I think not. (Bankruptcy Act, 1869, section 34 , and what power or right the creditors of an insolvent hare,

Roche and Hazlitt's Bankruptcy , page 81. ) A difference in case they accept a composition under sec, 126 , to vote

of opinion seems to exist as to whether, if a landlord any part of their debtor's property to the receiver of

fails to distrain , and allows the goods to be removed off trustee, or any one else. It appears to me that if the

the premises, he thereby loses his legal preference, and creditors resolve to accept a composition in satisfaction of
must prove as an ordinary creditor ? I know of several their debts , they have not a shadow of right to deal in that

caseswhere it was so decided . It would also seem that a l or any other way with the property which they have

trustee is entitled to hold possession of premises for a practically sold to the debtor in consideration of his

reasonable time, for the purpose of realising the estate , 1 paying the composition . They may determine as to the
and is not bound to formally disclaim , without his having amount of composition ,manner of payment and security ,
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and by whom the composition shall be distributed ; but BANKRUPTCY LAWS. No. 9.
there I consider their power ends. The debtor's property

does not vest in the trustee, in fact the term “ trustee ” is
LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION .

perhaps somewhat misleading. The trustee's duty is

simply to receive from the debtor or his sureties the

moneys or securities for the composition , and distribute Owing to various calls on our time, we have been

such moneys or securities amongst the creditors. The compelled to defer continuing these articles. The last

question of the payment of the costs of the debtor's (No. 8 ), appeared on the 10th April, 1875 (No. 18 of the

attorney, the receiver, the accountant, and the trustee , is Accountant) . Our readers will, we trust, excuse the delay,

one entirely between those agents and the debtor. Their

remedy is against the debtor and not against the creditors ; and accept the apology which we hereby offer .

and for the latter to pretend to pass resolutions on the The last article referred to the duties of a Receiver and
question of costs must be entirely ultra vires. The agents

Manager. A recent decision , which has not yet been upset,
in the matter are, or ought to be, amenable to the court,

and if the debtor is dissatisfied with their charges he has, removes the distinction between a Receiver appointed ,

or ought to have, the right to call upon the taxing officer to either upon the application of the debtor or of a creditor,

tax such charges. With all respect, therefore , to the and one appointed upon nomination by a majority of the
learned judge before whom the application in Re Knowles

creditors. The practice hitherto has been to disallow
was heard , I am of opinion that his decision was founded

on an erroneous view of the rights of creditors in compo . the charge for the preparation of the statement of affairs,

sition cases, and he ought, upon the debtor's application , when the appointment of a Receiver wasmade under one

to have decided the taxation of the accountant's ,receiver 's, of the two first conditions, but to allow for it upon the
and trustee's charges. The amount allowed on taxation

appointment by nomination.
would have been recoverable by the agents from the

debtor in the ordinary way. No part of any funds handed | The decision referred to (Ex parteGordon ReGomersal

to the trustee to pay the creditors their composition could reported in our issue of August 14th ) certainly is a step

have been applied in payment of the taxed charges,

though he might reasonably have a right to retain his
in the right direction . Creditors always expect Receivers

to submit a statement of affairs, and it is not fair that

received during his receivership , and which moneys would they should be left to depend on the goodwill of persons

remain the property of the debtor upon the passing of the whose interest it may be to dispute the charge for its

extraordinary resolution , and the receiver would be

accountable to the debtor therefor under Rule 298 .
preparation ; and unfortunately , in the case of small assets,

this is too frequently done. After all, it is but natural

My remarks are intended only to apply to the principle that the principle of self- preservation should be adopted,
at issue, and I leave the question of the fairness or other and we therefore hold that, in common fairness , that which

wise of the charges made by the accountants and trustee

in Re Knowles to the decision of those acquainted with the is daily expected should be legally chargeable.

circumstances of the case, which I am not. I think , how The duties of a Receiver, or of a Receiver and Manager

ever , that some of the strictures of the learned judge were under composition or liquidation, ought not to cease until

beside themark .
the registration of the resolutions is completed . As a

I am , yours truly, matter of fact, however, their duties do cease at the first
TRUSTEE meeting of creditors, unless continued by a special reso

London, 21st September, 1875 . lution ; and we would call the attention of vur readers to

the necessity of such a resolution being passed, if the

creditors desire their interests not to be left unprotected

RECEIPT STAMPS IN BANKRUPTCY. during an indefinite period .

Instances frequently arise of registration being delayed
To the Editor of the Accountant.

for one and even two months. Section 125, subsection 4 ,

SIR, - Referring to your answer to “ Subscriber ” in your contains these words," and the liquidation by arrangement

issue of the 18th instant, permit me to call your attention | shall be deemed to have commenced as from the date of

to sec. 113 of the Bankruptcy Act,which expressly exempts the appointment of the trustee.” It is therefore highly

all deeds, documents, papers, & c. from stamp duty . important that creditors should not neglect the precaution

Being in doubt as to whether the wording of this section of having their estate protected until the trustee is in a

covered receipts given by trustees in bankruptcy , I, in position to act.

the early part of 1870 , wrote to the Board of Inland
Irregularities in connection with these points are not of

Revenue on the subject, and on the 22nd February , 1870 ,

received a reply in the following words : “ Receipts given by
rare occurrence, such as Receivers continuing to act after

trustees under the Bankruptcy Act for moneys paid to their duties ccase in consequence of omission to have their

them as such trustees are exempt from stamp duty .” position confirmed, or trustees commencing to act before

I am , Sir, your obedient Servant, their appointment is made.

F . M . I. A . As a rule, these irregularities are either overlooked , or
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.tacitly connived at in consequence of their having been

committed for the protection and benefit of the creditors,

and owing to their being based on common sense (which is

not always law ) ; but some of these days advantage will be

taken of it by some “ outsider," or sharp practitioner who

18 looking after his own costs or remuneration , and the

receiver or trustee will realise the fact that attention to

detail is necessary in his vocation.
Our next number will deal with the duties of a trustee

under liqnidation .

H . B . [London .]

September 17.

(Before Mr. Registrar Pepys.)

IN RE HON . W . F . O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . - Thie was an appli
cation to confirm a scheme of arrangement come to by

creditors under the 28th section . The bankrupt,who wasadjudi.

cated in March last , is described as of Old Burlington -street,
and Paris . Mr. Theodore Lumley applied to his Honour to
confirm the resolutions. He said that they were to the effect that

the trustee should be at liberty to sell the estate for £6 ,250 ,
to be divided among the creditors, in satisfaction of their

claims, the bankrupt receiving his discharge and tbe bank
raptcy being annulled. The report of the official assignee as

to the reasonableness of the offer having been read , his
Honour confirmed the resolutions.

IN RE JOHN STRACHAN AND Co.-- This was a first meeting for

the proof of debt and appointment of trustee. Theadjudication
was made in August last ; the bankrupt, John Strachan, being

described as an East India merchant, of 14 New City .

chambers , Bishopsgate -street -within , trading as John Strachan

and Co. Debts to the amount of £60 ,000 were proved , and a

resolution was cometo appointing Mr. W . Waddell , accountant,

trustee of the estate, with a committee of inspection . The
bankrupt was not in attendance , and no statement of affairs

was produced . The account produced at the meeting held

under the liquidation shows debts of £96,938, against assets of

£5 ,711.

IN RE MCFARLAND AND NANCE. - A trustee was appointed to

the estate of these bankrupts, who are described as builders,
carrying on business at Park -street, Victoria -park- road . The

adjudication was made on the 1st instant. The statement

shows about 18s. in the pound, subject to realisation .

A SCOTCH BANKRUPTCY. - At Perth , on Saturday, September

4th - before Sheriff Barclay - Mr. John Baxter, proprietor of

Ashbank and Ashgrove Spinning Mills , Blairgowrie, was
examined in bankruptcy. There appeared the bankrupt ;

along with Mr. David Myles, accountant, Dundee, trustee ;

Mr. John P . Kyd, solicitor, Dundee, agent in the sequestration ;
and Mr. Thomas Thornton, solicitor, Dundee, agent for the
Commercial Bank and other creditors . The bankrupt, inter
rogated by Mr. Kyd , deponed - I commenced business in
September 1869, on my father's death , and after his affairs
were wound-up . I succeeded to Ashgrove mill and machinery

under my father's settlement, burdened with an annuity of
£300 a year to mymother as long as she lived , and also with
the obligation to paymy father's debts in so far as themovable

estate was insufficient to pay them . In respect of that condition

I have paid about £8 ,000 ofmy father's debts . As shown by

state of affairs, Ashgrove Works and machinery are valued at

about £20,000 . Since my father's death I have spent nearly

£7 ,000 on improvements , so that the value as at my father 's

death would be about £13,000 . I had no capital other than

the works and machinery. I afterwards bought Ashbank Mill

from my brother Robert. As far as I remember, the price was

left to be determined by two practical men - Mr. Luke and
Mr. Grimond — who are personal friends ; but we had agreed

as to the price of the mill, although we took their advice.
These two gentlemen fixed it at £2, 100 . I have since spent on

it upwards of £7000, as shown by my books. In the state of

affairs my brother Robert is a creditor to the extent of

$ 470 14s. 7d., being the balance still to be paid to him . My
brother granted a discharge in 1874 bearing that I had paid
the full amount, but I had not paid him at that time. The

dischargewas delivered to me and recorded. I do not remember

if I granted him any letter as to the sum unpaid. My books
show all themoneys paid to my brother, and the dates of the

payments . I have made up a statement showing how the
deficiency of £19,850 is accounted for, which I now hand in .

I have given the trustee and his agent and the commissioners

every information I am aware of, and I will continue to do so .
I have disclosed to the trustee all the goods and effects and

bills given away by me during the present year, and have kept
nothing back. I have kept back nothing ofmy actings during

the sixty days prior to my bankruptcy. Mr. Thornton said
I understand , Mr. Myles, that you have got a full and correct

statement from the bankrupt of all his transactions and

deliveries of goods, articles , and machinery, not only for the

sixty days preceding his bankruptcy , but for the whole year,

and that you have compared notes of the information so
received ; and I believe you are satisfied that they are correct.

Mr. Myles replied by stating that he was fully satisfied . Mr.

Thornton thereupon said he had no questions to put to the
bankrupt. The statutory oath was then administered . The

assets are £10 ,466 16s. 8d . ; liabilities , £30 ,317 8s . 5d . ;

deficiency, £19,850 11s. 9d . - showing a dividend of 6s. 100 .

per £ , subject to expenses in realising and administering the
estate .

September 20 .

(Before Mr. Registrar Pepys.)

RE W . R . PERRIN . - The debtor, carrying on business as a

rod merchant and basket manufacturer at Ma idstone-buildings

Southwark , and Peckham , has presented a petition for

liquidation , and the court now appointed & receiver and

manager of the estate , it appearing of importance that the

business should be continued for the benefit of creditors. The
amount of debts was not stated. The assets , consisting of

stock and book debts, were of the estimated value of £1,230.

September 21.

(BeforeMr. Registrar Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)
IN RE CHARLES CARNIE . - Upon the application of Mr.

Travers Smith , on behalf of the London and Westminster

Bank , petitioning creditors , bis Honour appointed Mr.

Whinney, public accountant, receiver of the estate of Charles

Carnie , of 25 New Broad- street, merchant, who has filed a de

claration of his inability to pay his debts. The liabilities were

estimated at $ 56 ,000, and it appeared that the assets com

prised valuable property at the debtor ' s residence which

required to be protected. Order accordingly.

WINDING -UP. - A petition has been filed in Chancery towind.

up the Newspaper Company.

Messrs. W . Turquand and R . P . Harding, the liquidators in

thematter of Overend, Gurney, and Company (Limited ), hare,

with the sanction of Vice Chancellor Malins, declared a seventh

return of 10s. per share, payable on the 27th inst .
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BIRMINGIIAM COUNTY COURT. CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

dM

September 21.
N . M . DUFFIELD (LOWESTOFT). - A meeting of the creditors

of NaomiMary Duffield , of Lowestoft , single woman , was held

(Before Mr. W . H . COLE , Q .C ., Judge.) at the offices of Messrs. Chamberlin and Divers, solicitors,

Yarmouth , on the 20th of September, when it was resolved to
Mr. Motteram applied to the Court, on behalf of William

liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr. Lovewell Blake, of
Hales Pridmore, iron merchant, New -street, to have a warrant,

| Hall Quay-chambers, Great Yarmouth , public accountant,
made on that debtor some time ago, directing him to keep the

terms of a composition , rescinded or varied . Mr. Nordon ,
being appointed trustee.

of Liverpool, appeared for Mr.McCulloch , iron merchant, of W . Sixton (Salrond). - A numerously attended meeting of

that town, and one of the creditors, to oppose the application , the creditors of Mr. William Sixton , of Salford , builder and

Mr. Motteram based his application on the fact that the debtor contractor, was held last week at the offices of Mr. Dawson ,

had not had notice of the other proceedings against him , so solicitor, Ridgfield . The statement of affairs , read by Mr.
that the order of committal was without his knowledge, and he Whitt, accountant, showed total liabilities, £4 ,964 ; and assets,

had no chance of appearing to answer it. On the other hand , £5 , 183 , subject to realisation . An offer of 12s . 6d . in the

Mr. Nordon submitted that the debtor could not be heard in pound was made, which the creditors unanimously refused .

support of an application to vary an order whilst he was in It was resolved to wind -up the estate in liquidation , Mr. Whitt

contempt. The objection was over-ruled , however , and Mr. being appointed trustee, with three of the principal creditors

Nordon then said that Pridmore failed to attend the court, as as a committee of inspection . Mr. Dawson was intrusted
tteram explained that he could not do so , | with the registration of the resolutions.

being seriously ill at the time, and he put in an affidavit from ANDERSON & Co . - An application has been made for leave
a surgeon at Folkestone saying that this was so. He assured to register the resolutions come to by creditors in the case of
the court that the debtor was not contumaciously in contempt, Messrs. Anderson , Duncan , and Anderson , trading in co
even if he were in contempt at all. He had not had a chance to partnership as merchants in Philpot-lane, and at Colombo,
answer the order, and it was not known whether hehad paid his Ceylon . A statement of the joint affairs disclosed total un

creditors or not. Mr. Nordon said Pridmore had kept out of the secured liabilities to the extent of £144,746 , and assets
way, so that the order could not be served upon him . His £31 ,595 , besides doubtful items returned at about £42 ,000 .

Honour said he could not rescind the order, but he would hear The creditors have determined to liquidate the estate by
Mr. Motteram further if he had a case upon themerits. Mr. arrangement, with Mr. Bishop , accountant, Tokenhouse -yard ,
Motteram did so, but his Honour refused the application on as trustee ; and , in the absence of opposition , registration of
the merits also. the resolutions was ordered .

J . MAYE (HUDDERSFIELD ): - At a special sitting of the

Huddersfield County Court, Mr. S . Learoyd , of Messrs.

FAILURES IN THE IRON TRADE .
Learoyd and Learoyd , solicitors, filed & petition on

behalf of John Maye, Cross Church -street, Huddersfield ,

rope and twinemaker, for the liquidation of his affairs. The
The Richmond iron works have ceased working. The liabilities were about £4,000 . The debtor had during the last

establishment comprises 26 puddling furances and rolling six months sustained losses to the amount of £4 ,700 , and he

mills , and has been regularly occupied in manufacturing was compelled to cometo the court. He had to ask the court
puddled bar since their erection by Messrs. Jaques and Co., to appoint Thomas Westerby , accountant, the receiver under

five years ago, affording employment to nearly 300 hands. the liquidation , and grant injunctions restraining five actions
Mr. Jaques was transacting business at Middlesborough commenced against the debtor by creditors .

market on Tuesday, and on Wednesday it was rumoured that G . HANDSOM (MIDDLESBROUGH ). At a meeting of the
he had left the district. The night-shift men did not resume creditors of George Handsom , of Middlesbrough , watch

work on Thursday , and the furnaces have since been idle. The maker and jeweller , held at Birmingham on Friday the 17th
operatives presented themselves at the office on Saturday inst., a statement of affairs was presented showing liabilities

morning, and demanded their wages, but were informed that to unsecured creditors, £1361 3s. 5d . ; creditors fully secured ,

no money could be obtained , and that the concern was in . £1,006 17s. ; estimated value of securities, £1,250 ; surplus

solvent. Four sheriffs' officers, representing Middlesborough to contra , £143 38. Od. ; creditors partly secured, £145 ;
and Stockton firms,made their appearance immediately after estimated value of securities, £100 ; other liabilities,

wards, and are now in possession , £259 16s. ; creditors to be paid in full, £33 17s . 9d . Assets,
including surplus from securities, but less creditors to be paid

in full, £776 12s. 7d . ; stock -in - trade estimated to produce

£500 ; book debts, £43 11s . 100. ; furniture, & s., £50 ;

COURT OF CHANCERY. - In the year ended the 31st of March property , £73 16s. 6d. ; surplus from securities , £143 35. Mr.
the compensation paid to officers of the Court amounted to E . T . Peirson , of Coventry, public accountant, who represented

£5 ,046 10s., including £1,145 11s to “ Chaff Wax."
he had been in business about 5 years , having commenced

TIE ALBERT ARBITRATION. - The several firms of solicitors with a borrowed capital of $ 100 ; since then he had taken

recently engaged in the Albert Company Arbitration have sent stock twice, the last time being about 18 months ago , when he

to the secretary of the Arbitration a testimonial, in which they had a surplus of about £100, but the book and papers containing

express to Lord Cairns, their satisfaction at the way in which the accounts , he thought, had been destroyed . The debtor's
Mr. Thomas Preston has discharged the duties of the office of solicitor offered 7s. 6d , in the pound at 4 , 8 , and 12 months,

secretary in relation to the legal practitioners concerned. They but this was increased to 10s. in the pound, at 4 , 8 , 12, and 16

state that the magnitude, intricacy, and novelty of the work months, to be secured .

demanded special qualifications, and that Mr. Preston has The adjourned statutory meeting of the creditors of Richard
proved himself in all respects equal to the occasion . The Lord Mallalieu , of Manchester , Salford, and Pendlebury, grocer and
Chancellor, in acknowledging the receipt of the testimonial, provision dealer, was held on the 21st instant, at the offices of

says it has given him much pleasure to note such a recognition Messrs. Addleshaw and Warburton , King- street. It was

of the services of Mr. Preston , and that he is himself fully resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and Mr. H . G . Nicholson ,

cognisant of the diligence and intelligence with which the 100 King- street, was appointed trustee, with a committee of

duties of the office of secretary have been discharged , inspection ,
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S . FREETI & Co. (MILLWALL).-- The first meeting of
creditors of Messrs. Samuel Freeth and Co., of the Phoenix

Iron Works, Millwall ; the West Drayton Iron Works, West

Drayton , and 60 Gracechurch - street, London , was held on the
20th inst., at the Cannon -street Hotel. The creditors resolved

to liquidate the estate by arrangement ; and appointed Mr.
Robert A . McLean ( R . A . McLean and Co.), to be trustee, with
a commitiee of inspection . The statement submitted showed
liabilities, £30,824 ; and assets , £10,276 . Messrs, Linklater

and Co. are solicitors in the matter.

WILSON AND ARMSTRONG .-- The creditors of Messrs . Wilson
and Armstrong, manufacturers at Weensland , Hawick , met on

the 21st instant, in the Freemasons' Hall, George-street. The
trustee, Mr. T. S . Lindsay , accountant, presided , and the

meeting considered what allowance should be given to the

bankrupts. At a previous meeting the creditors fixed the

allowance at £1,500 a year - £750 to be given to Mr. George

Wilson , £500 to Mr. Charles Wilson , and £250 to Mr. George

Murray Wilson , for the management of the business. Mr.
Dunlop said that, so far as the bankrupts were concerned ,

the bankruptcy looked like a farce. The senior partner still
resided in the samemansion house he occupied in the days of

his prosperity , and kept his horses and carriages . Ho (Mr.
Dunlop) , as representing creditors , would not be a party to
taking money out of the pockets of the creditors to support
such an establishment. If a poor man or a tradesman had

failed with £200 or £300 , he would soon have found himself

rouped out. Hehad no objection to giving a small allowance,

but he would not be a party to giving a large allowance. He

is said , by the incautious use of its credit to bolster np Messrs.
Stirling, Ahrens and Co., of Baltimore , to the extent of
£160 ,000. - The following suspensions are also announced :
Messrs. Joseph Nicholl and Son , general contractors, Longton ;
liabilities £12,000 . Messrs. Homer, Langer and Co., fruit

merchants, Philadelphia , had suspended , with liabilities of

£5 ,000 . - New York advices announce the failure ofMr.Robert

M . Ferran, an extensive dealer in teas and groceries ; it was
believed that a compromise would be effected with his credi.

tors.- - Mr. William H . Hewitt , of 3 Bowling Green , had

notified the New York Produce Exchange of his inability to
meet his engagements, owing to the embarrassment of Messrs.

Hewitt and Sons, of London , with whom he was connected.
The boot and shoe manufacturing firm of Messrs. Snow ,

Hopper and Sanderson had failed . Messrs. Richardson,
Merriam and Co ., wood -working machinists , of Worcester,

Mass., reported failed . — Mr. George W . Hayward , of Buffalo,
N . Y ., wholesale grocer, had made an assignment ; liabilities

£18 ,000. - The Boston and Charleston Steamship Company
had also made an assignment ; the Company , it was thought,

would offer 50 cents on the dollar. -Mr. Friend Pitts , a Broad.
way merchant, New York , suspended ; liabilities £4,000,

Messrs. Morton and Co ., Falmouth , Hart County , Halifax, in

the lumber trade, had made an assignment; liabilities

£10 ,000 . - Referring to the failure of Messrs. Schuchard and

Sons, the New York bankers, we learn that the house, which
was established in 1825 , formerly enjoyed a high reputation ,

but it appears that, in common with other banking and mer.

cantile firmswhose difficulties have, to a large extent, been

the result of participation in the American railway mania,
which has caused so much mischief, there has been too greata

lock -up of capital the immediate effects of which were avoided
by timely assistance being obtained in 1873, since which
timo the business has been in virtual liquidation. The foreigu

bill business of the house was, previous to the crisis, the
largest of any house in the United States , and the ramifica

tions are understood to be very large now on the Continent,

especially in Germany, there being a branch establishment at

Hamburg. The total liabilities are understood to be about

£600 ,000 , and it is feared the estate will pay only a small

dividend .--- American advices report the failure of Messrs.

Hengehold and Co., extensive coal merchants , Cincinnati;
also , the suspension of the New York and Erie Bank, Buffalo,

which had a capital of £60 ,000 . - The Union Lumbering Co.,

Chippewa Falls ,Milwaukee, has failed , with liabilities estimated

at £130,000 .

The National Zeitung reports the failures of Wallfisch and

Sons, Schulhof and Co., and Steinitzer and Co., of Arad

(Hungary). The suspensions are attributed to speculatious.
Some of the banks are concerned to a considerable extent.

at the rate of three guineas & week for six months from the

day of the sequestration , that being the highest statutory

allowance. Mr. Dalziel, Edinburgh , who represented the Bank

of England, moved that the allowance previously fixed by the
trustees and commissioners be continued , and on a division
this was agreed to, only the mover and seconder voting for Mr.
Dunlop's motion . At a meeting of creditors , held immediately
before , it was agreed to continue Mr. Armstrong 's allowance at

three guineas a week .

FAILURES.

ENGLAND. - The firm of Crowther and Gledhill, slaters and

plasterers, Halifax, were adjudicated bankrupts on the 13th
inst., and Mr. C . T . Rhodes, Halifax, accountant, was ap

pointed receiver. The firstmeeting is fixed for the 4th October

at 11 o 'clock , at the Halifax County Court. Mr. W . H .

Boocock and Mr. J . W . Longbottom are the solicitors acting
in the bankruptcy. - A petition for liquidation has been filed

in the Halifax County Court by Richmond Gledhill, of Halifax,

plasterer and slater. The first meeting will be held at the
offices of Mr. J. W . Longbottom , solicitor, Northgate , Halifax.
Mr. C . T . Rhodes, accountant, of Ward 's End, Halifax, has

been appointed receiver. - Messrs. Hallett, Manning, and

Prentis , merchants and insurance brokers, of 150 Leadenhall.
street, have suspended payment in consequence of non

receipt of remittances from abroad . The books have been

placed in the hands of Messrs. J . J . Saffery and Co ., public

accountants , 14 Old Jewry Chambers, for investigation . - A
petition for the liquidation of the affairs of Mr. Francis Day,

accountant, Sheffield , was filed on Saturday. The liabilities
are estimated at nearly £10 ,000 . - A petition for liquidation by
arrangement or composition has been filed in the Dewsbury

Court by Henry S . Binney , glass and china merchant, of the

Market-place, Dewsbury. His liabilities are from £2,800 to

.£3,000, and the assets are estimated at £1,400 . Messrs.

AT THE CENTRAL CRIMINAL Court, on Thursday, Robert
Gordon Coleman , 37 years of age, an accountaut, was cono

victed of feloniously forging and uttering a check for £13 12s. 9d.,
with intent to defraud Messrs. Smith , Payne, and Co., bankers

in Lombard -street, and was sentenced to nine months' hard

labour.

By the death of Mr. Roche one of the supernumerary

registrarships in the Court of Bankruptcy ceases. It will be

London Bankruptcy Court were attached to the London Bank

ruptcy Court constituted under that act. But by section 61 it

was provided that, subject to this provision the court should

consist of a judge, “ and such number of registrars not exceed

ing four . . . as may be determined by the chief judge

with the sanction of the Treasury." There are still tive
registrars in the Senior Registrars' Department, so it may be

expected that no new appointment will be made in the place of

Mr. Roche. - Solicitors' Journal.

and Mr. Rhodes Clay, of Dewsbury, accountant, the receiver.

AMERICA. - American advices announce the failure of Messrs.

Azagra and Bell, of Valparaiso, with liabilities of £100 ,000 ;

also that of the Calyert Sugar Retining Company, caused, it
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THE ABUSES OF LIFE ASSURANCE.

The following letter is of peculiar interest to holders

of policies :

SIR , — It is hardly possible to conceive a subject of more
general interest to the public than that of life assurance ; and

seeing how extensively the practice of assuring has become, I

think you will agree with me that it is of the utmost im .

portance for the public to be acquainted with the position and

practice of the offices in which they are invited to insure .

We all know what loss and disappointment have been

occasioned by the failure of insurance companies to fulfil their

obligations ; and next to being protected against such con

tingencies, it is most desirable that assurers should have some
reasonable security as to the current value of their policies, so

that in the event of their requiring to surrender them , they

may get a fair consideration for the amount paid in the shape
of premium .

Unless the honourable dealing of assurance offices can be

relied on to afford some security in this respect, I need hardly

say that much hardship and injustice are likely to result.
Suppose, for example , a tradesman or a professional man has

insured his life for a considerable amount,and adverse circum
stances, or it may be the increasing demands of a large family ,
should render it impossible for him to keep up his annual
payments . Unless he is able to surrender his policy upon
something like equitable terms, he has to face a most disagree

able alternative. Either he must accept a sum out of all pro

portion to the amount he has paid , and so small as to be

comparatively useless to him ; or he has to risk the forfeiture

of his policy ; and whichever it be , the insurance office gets the

benefit, and the unfortunate insurer becomes the victim .

There are, I am glad to know ,many offices in which the

surrender value of policies is regulated upon a just and
reasonable basis , and in which assurers are , as a consequence,

protected against such unjust and unjustifiable treatment ; but

I have had recent experience of a precisely opposite kind , and

as a protection to the public both of Southampton and the
entire kingdom , I feel it incumbent upon meto make the facts

known through the medium of the newspaper press, which I

have ever found to be the most effective means of exposing
injustice and ensuring the redress of wrongs.

Ten years ago , upon the solicitation of a friend, I took out a

policy for £2,000, payable at death , in the Briton Medical and
General Life Association . The annual premium was
£76 3s. 4d. ; and up to last November I had paid upon that
policy £761 13s. 4d., receiving no advantages whatever in the
form of bonus. On the 3rd of June last I wrote to the actuary
and secretary (Mr.Messent) to inquire what sum ofmoney tho
directors of the Briton would advance on the security of this
policy , and what amount they would give for the surrender of
the same. In reply to this , I was informed that the required

information would be supplied on payment of a fee of five
shillings ! I accordingly paid the fee, and renewed the inquiry ,
which brought an answer to the effect that the present office

value of the policy was £99 48. ; or if preferred , the sum of
£99 - a difference, be it observed , of four shillings ! - would be
advanced upon itby way of loan . And it was added that the quo.

tation of value would only remain in force seven days from the
date , whereas it appeared from the printed form that fourteen
days had been the usual time previously .
As you may imagine, I was fairly astonished at such an

amount being named , more especially as I knew what very

different estimates other offices placed upon their policies ;

and accordingly , on the 17th June, I wrote to the secretary as

follows:

I cannot understand how you can make the surrender value
of policy 19 ,924, on the life of myself, only worth £99. Is
there not somemistake ? I find I have paid £761 13s. 4d. in
annual premiums of £76 3s. 4d ., so that you allow very little
more than one year's premium . I made the same application
to the directors of the Crown Life Assurance on a policy that

I hold for £500, and on which I have paid £342. The secre
tary replied by the next post, without asking for any fee,

stating that they would give £188 on loan or surrender of
policy . From this I feel that the sum offered by the directors

of the Briton is so unfair that I shall feel it my duty to make
these facts known to the inhabitants of Southampton , through

the local press . Please let me know at your earliest con

venience if there is not some mistake, as I fully expected

£350 would have been paid on the surrender of policy.

The actuary replied to this under date of 21st June, though
I did not receive his letter until the 3rd of July ; and in order

that both sides of the case may be fully and fairly stated , I

quote his remarks in extenso . Ho writes :

I have referred to the calculation of the value of your policy,

and find the same correctly arrived at in accordance with the
rules adopted by the society at the present time. It is right I
should add that the association has lately been the subject of
å most violent though unjustifiable attack , and that an un

usual number of surrender applications have been made in
consequence . The directors, therefore, in order fully to pro

tect the interests of the existing assured , have determined to
reduce , though but temporarily , the rate of return . Although
this may be a little disappointing to individual applicants, the
general wisdom of the course pursued will, no doubt, be recog .
nised by all. The surrender value of a policy of assurance
must depend upon a variety of circumstances existing at the
time the surrender is applied for, and it is a source of regret
to the Board and to myself that at this moment the circum .
stances , so far as our society is concerned , are somewhat ad

verse to the policy -holder. Doubtless, at some not very
distant period , this will be removed . I shall be happy, if you
wish it, to place this matter before the Board ; but I do not
anticipate they will be able to depart from the rules laid down .
With respect to the imposition of a fee, I would explain that
this is an office, and not a personal charge, and is a very com

mon charge with assurance companies.

Before the receipt of this communication , I had inquired for

what amount the office would insure a paid -up policy in sub

stitution for that which I held , and was apprised that a paid

up policy for £157 188. could be issued in lieu of the existing

assurance . Feeling that this proposal was even more unsatis

factory than the former one, and that both were manifestly

unjust to myself as the assured , I addressed the following

communication to Mr. Messent on the 8th of July :

In answer to your letter of the 2nd July , I beg to say , how

ever much I was disgusted by the paltry sum of £99 offered by

the “ Briton " Board of Directors for the surrender of policy

19,924 for £2,000 on the life of myself, and on which I havo
paid the sum of £761 138. 4d., without receiving any bonus

whatever, I am more than disgusted to find that you will only
issue a paid-up policy for £157 18s. You suy the directors
will only grant this small amount because an unjustifiable

attack has been made on the association ; but I am at a loss to
see why the policy holders should be robbed of what they are

justly entitled to because the “ Briton ” Life Association has

been assailed . I, therefore, trust you will bringmycase before
the Board of Directors at your earliest convenience, and let me
know their final decision in this matter. I beg to add that I

shall feel myself at liberty to publish the correspondence that

has taken place between us, not only in the local but also in
the London papers. I may add that since I last wrote to you

I have applied to the Argus Life directors , where I am in

sured for the sameamount, and on which I pay only £52 1s . 8d .

a -year, and have received in the shape of bonus one year's

premium every five years , and they now offer on the surrender

of policy £511 6s. I will add that I have been assured in the

company fifteen years, as I only wish what is right and just .

But I feel that the directors of the “ Briton " are acting so

unfairly , that if the association suffer from mypublishing these
facts it will be their own fault .

To this communication Vr. Messent replied by saying that

he had laid the correspondence before the directors, and was
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instructed to state that they were unable to alter thequotation creditors resolved to liquidate , and granted thedebtor his dis

in respect to the value of the policy. charge.' I am in no way interested in the failure, and do not
Thus the matter ended . I felt obliged , in self-protection , to even know the debtor ; but as some of your correspondents

accept the paltry sum offered, for the very obvious reason that have attempted to make the law responsible for the ready way
the actual value of a life policy must bear at least some pro in which debtors are released from their liabilities, I wish to

portion to the surrender value; and if the surrender value of point out the above case as proving incontestably that creditors
the Briton 's policies be so trifiing, what faith can be placed alone are themselves to blame, and not the law . I assert that
in their prospective actual value, even when the premiums the apathy and indifference of creditors to their own interests
paid amount to much larger sums than in my case ? I had lead to the perpetration of many of the abuses which they
already paid £761 16s., and might have paid another annual very thoughtlessly attribute to the present state of the law .
premium of £76 3s. 4d . in November next without increasing It may be that the debtor, Chapman , was & fit subject for the
the surrender value, or obtaining any better security ; and, exercise of creditors' benevolence , and that his losses may
therefore, I felt the best plan was to cut the connection with have induced them to give him a gratuitous release from his
such an office as speedily as possible . debts. As to this I have no knowledge whatever ; but it must

These facts are of so much importance to life insurers and be borne in mind that such a happy termination of a debtor's

the public generally, that I am satisfied you will be conferring difficulties can only happen by the consent of creditors, or,

a public benefit by giving effect to my determination to rather, of the bulk of the creditors, who are empowered to

publish them . The directors of the Briton announce that the bind the rest. The only possible complaint against the law is ,

total income of the office last year was £245 ,516 , and that that it allows a large majority to bind a minority ; but on a
the funds in hand amount to £660 ,000 . The new annual fair consideration of the question , such a complaint is un
premiums in the same period are stated to be $ 11,667 10s. tenable . Nearly all the public affairs of life which affect the

3d., derived from 1,245 persons, and assuring £352 ,619 15s. private interests and rights of individuals are controlled and

3d . If this be so, and if these statements fully represent governed by majorities. Laws are so made, and municipal and

the position of the office at the present time, why is it that parochial concerns are managed in the sameway . The law

the surrender value of its policies should be regarded as com very reasonably assumes that what is considered right by a

paratively worthless ? large majority of creditors should be held to be so by the

The shareholders of the Briton were paid 5 per cent. last minority ; but the law is perfectly consistent, for whilst it

year upon their paid -up capital. Why should not the policy allows a majority to rule, it only does so when the majority

holders , who have provided the necessary means for paying exercises its power bona fide and honestly in the interests of

this dividend, also receive just and equitable treatment at the the whole body of the creditors. It does not permit the

hands of the directors when they seek for some return for the majority to discharge a debtor from a motive of friendship,

money they have invested ? If the surrender value of all the generosity, or benevolence, and it certainly does not allow

Briton 's policies is to be estimated at the same rate as mine, I them to go through the farce of passing a resolution to liqui

pity the unfortunate 1,245 insurers who were induced last date the estate ' when there are no assets available for a divi

year to avail themselves of this means of making provision dend ; and , above all things, the law does not sanction the

for those who may survive them . Should any of them granting of a debtor's discharge under such circumstances.

through affliction , losses, or other unforeseen circumstances be The Bankruptcy Courts have repeatedly declared , at the

unable hereafter to keep up their premiums, they know what instance of non -assenting creditors, that a resolution so passed
they will have to expect. has no validity, because it is of the essence of a liquidation

Life assurance is worse than useless - it becomes a snare that there be something to liquidate, which will result in the

and a deception , unless , in all its details, it is regulated upon a | attainment of the object of a liquidation - viz , the payment of
just, fair, and consistent basis ; andwho can say that this is the a dividend. I do not now enter into the question as to the
case with regard to the surrender values of the Briton ? I ask way in which the consent of a majority of creditors is not

the public , in justice to themselves,to look impartially at these unfrequently obtained , or as to the manufacturing of debts

facts , and to draw their own conclusions. One oflice which I for the purpose of creating a majority by a debtor, who wishes
have named offers more than a third of the sum assured as to whitewash ' his affairs at the expense of the genuine

the surrender value of its policy ; another office, which has creditors . These matters are entirely within the control of the
given every four years a bonus equivalent to one year's creditors themselves, if they will only be true to one another,

premium , offers more than a fourth ; whereas the Briton , with and adopt those measures which the law provides for sup
all its vaunted advantages, refuses to give one twentieth part of pressing such dishonest practices."

the sum assured for the surrender of a policy upon which

premiums have been paid to the amount of nearly eight

hundred pounds ! If this is the value which the office puts

upon its own policies , what value can attach to the

office itself ; and what confidence can be felt in the security
APPOINTMENTS .

which it offers to the life-assuring public ? Facts are pro

verbially stubborn things ; and there are some facts which
should never fail to act both as a warning and a caution .. [ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

I am , Mr. Editor , faithfully yours, ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column ]
THOMAS P . PAYNE.

Southampton , Sept. 8th , 1875. Mr. Edward Thomas Peirson , of 46 Jordan Well, Coventry,

public accountant, has been appointed auditor to the Coventry

Corporation .

APATHETIC CREDITORS. Mr. J. J. Saffery ( J. J. Saffery and Company), 14 Old Jewry
chambers, E . C ., public accountant,has been appointed trustee

A correspondent of a Birmingham newspaper writes as fol of the estate of David French , coal merchant, cooper, &C.,
lows : - " Sir, — The interesting correspondence which recently of Chatham , in the county of Kent.

appeared in your paper induces meto ask permission to direct
the attention of your commercial readers to the report in your The Vice-Chancellor Sir James Bacon has appointed Mr. H .

paper of to -day of a meeting of the creditors of Henry Chap J . C . F . Woodhouse, public accountant, of 14 Warwick-court,
man , of Gate-street, Saltley, formerly of Balsall Heath . The Holborn , and Mr. J. N . Cuthbertson , merchant, of 29 Bath
liabilities are stated to be £778 10s. 5d ., and the assets £4 10s. street, Glasgow , to be official liquidators of the British Seaweed

The result of the meeting is giyen in these words : -- The Company (Limited ) .
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CONTINENTAL DEBENTURES. BUSINESS IN THE DIVORCE COURT. - The stamps in the finan

cial year ending 31st of March 1875, amounted to the sum
Under this heading a correspondent sends thefollowing: of £4190 13s.

Such large sums being constantly placed in the hands of
Common Law Counts (ENGLAND). — The fee stamps used at

accountants for the purpose of investment, and their advice

being continually required as to the safest modes of in
| common law in the year ending on 31stMarch, 1875, amounted

vesting capital and the reliability and genuineness of different
to £85,781 178. 6d .

financial undertakings, it will not be out of our province to FEES IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS. - A sum of $ 13,047 115. 11d .

explain the nature and security of the different “ continental

debentures” now announced in this country by the Messrs.
was received in the year 1874 as fees in the House of Lords.

Wolfskehl, an old established firm ofbankers, at Frankfort-am REGISTRATION OF DEEDS. - The amount produced by stamp

Main . For some years past , many of the continental govern

ments , notably Austria , Prussia , Russia , and Hungary , have
duty in the year ending the 31st of March 1875 , amounted to

been in the habit of raising money by loans, bearing three to £13,980 128 . 11d.

five per cent. interest, repayable by periodical drawings ex THE OLD MARSHALSEA COURT. - There are 12 officers of the
tending over & term of years, with a certain number of

bonuses attached to each drawing. An explanation of one late Marshalsea Court who enjoy pensions on the abolition of

will give the salient points in all, as the system adopted in their offices, to the amount of £1,482.
each is almost identical. We will take, for instance, the
Imperial Austrian Loan issued in the year 1860, for TAXATION . – Mr. Paget, M . P ., has obtained a Return , just

£20 , 000,000 sterling, in 400,000 obligations of 500 guldens or issued , relating to Property and Income Tax Assessment, Poor
£50 each , bearing 5 per cent. interest . The terms of the Rate , & c. from 1814 -15 to 1873 -74. In the first year the
legislative enactment authorising this loan stipulate that it
shall be paid off in 57 years by 114 half-yearly drawings, at

amount of property and profits assessed was £168,234,808 ,

each of which drawings £50 ,000 shall be divided in bonuses and increased to £437,611,490 last year. Returns are given

amongst 50 obligations as follows, viz . one obligation to receive in reference to the Poor Rate assessment and Poor Rate ex
£30,000 , one £5 ,000 , one £2,500 , two £1,000 each , fifteen penditure over the same period . In 1814 - 15 the relief to the

£500 each , and thirty £100 each ; besides which , all other

debentures drawn shall receive £60 each for the £50 originally
poor only amounted to £5,418 ,846 , and for all other purposes

paid , for the obligation . Up to the present time 31 drawings £2,090,008 . The total Poor Rate expenditure in that year

have taken place, by which means 37,600 debentures have been was 7 ,508,854, and in 1873-74 the relief to the poor only

redeemed , and the amount already paid by the Austrian £7,664,957 ; for other purposes (generally ), £4,408,909, and
Treasury is £3. At a superficial glance , it may appear
difficult to see how it can answer the purpose of any govern

£777,141 (specially ) Highway Rate transferred to the Poor

ment to borrow money at 5 per cent., and be able besides to Rate. The total Poor Rate expenditure last year was
pay handsomebonuses ; but a smallamountof calculation will £12,851,007 .
prove that the system is sound , and the countries negotiating

these loans procure great benefits therefrom . The interest
CO-OPERATIVE MINING. — Theannual report of theCo-operative

bearing portion of these loans being continually reduced ,

it will be seen that they have only to pay a Mining Society (Limited ), which owns a colliery in Derbyshire,
fraction less than two and a half per cent. for and whose meeting will be held in Newcastle-on - Tyne on
the money , which is at once paid up in full, Saturday, has been published by the directors . Messrs. Benson ,
and is used for the construction of railways and other | Eland, and Co , auditors , report a loss to the company upon
public works — as stated on the face of each debenture ; on the the trading transactions of the year ending June 30, 1875 , of
completion of which the State realises great benefits ; and the £7,715 3s . 60. ; adding to this interest on purchase money and
payment of the interest and bonuses is, therefore, of small loans amounting to £3,295 5s. 11d., the result is a loss of
account. All these loans are secured primarily on the works £11,010 9s. 5d. The directors report that the output of the
for which they are issued , and also bear the guarantee of the colliery was such as the committee was never led to anticipate.
respective governments, with the sanction of the different This , with the increased cost of production and the unsatis
legislatures on the continent ; they are held in highest esteem , factory state in which the society found the colliery, has
extensive investments being continually made in them on occasioned the loss shown in their balance sheet . The directors
account of “ trust-money,” mnnicipal, church and orphanage report that they have instructed their solicitors to file a bill in
funds, & c . and large transactions are daily recorded on all the Chancery against the vendor for the recision of the contract
Continental Bourses, wherenearly all are now dealt in at a high and the return of the purchase money.
premium , in instance of which we may mention the Imperial

Anstrian Loan of 1839, redeemable in 40 years , of which four
LEGAL TOUTING . – Under the head of “ More Touting," a legal

have still to run , the debentures being scarcely obtainable at

the enormous premium of 12.53 per cent. Up to the present
contemporary says : - “ The annexed advertisement has ap

peared in a local paper, the Frome Times ; I send it in case you
these loans have been neglected by English capitalists , owing

may think proper to refer to it. I do not know what is meant
to their being confounded with theGerman lotteries, to which ,

by the term ' law agents ; ' the names , I need scarcely say, do
however , they bear no resemblance whatever, and which were,

with two or three small exceptions, prohibited by an Imperial
not appear in the Law List .

German Edict passed January 1st , 1873.
EDWARD HENLEY.

We are informed that considerable dealings have already [We quite recently noticed this miserable advertisement,
taken place in these debentures through the agency of Messrs.

part of which is as follows:
Wolfskehl, of Liverpool, and that two of their clients in this

country have already been lucky enough to receive bonuses of T EGAL ASSISTANCE in the Chancery, & c ., Courts .

£20,000 each . Actions brought or defended by skilful Solicitors .
The Frankfurt Zeitung of the 10th instant states that one Damages recovered for breach of contract, railway accidents,

banking firm alone in that city sold , from the 1st of January and illegal distresses . Divorces obtained . Compositions

to the 31st of August this year, 216,678 Continental loan with creditors. See prospectus. Advice free. — and Co.

debentures . Law Agents, High Holborn, London."
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BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEN D .

return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Clearing -house for the week ending Wednesday, Sept . 22 :
Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Thursday, September 16 .. . .. . . . . . £15 ,773,000 Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Friday, September 17 14 ,559,000 Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

Saturday, September 18 . .. . . . 17,085 ,000 opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

Monday, September 20 . . . . 14 ,667,000 PISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

Tuesday , September 21 . . . . . . . . . . . 11,925 ,000 BED AND BREAKFAST POR GENTLEMEN £l is. PER WEEK .

Wednesday, September 22 . . . . . . 12 ,826 ,000 And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes'walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
£86,835,000 the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

The total at the corresponding period of last year, was

£102,122,000. MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country , from £50 upwards, repayable in one sum , from one
to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

HOUSE OF LORDS APPEALS. - It appears from a recent official Apply to R . F . Preston, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

report, that when Parliament assembled in February, twenty
three causes were effective for hearing and twenty -four causes
set down for hearing before the Whitsuntide recess, that is,
forty -seven causes were ready for effective hearing before THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

Whitsuntide. During the session forty -seven causes EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

were heard , seven of which causes were brought into the

House during the past Session . Subsequently to the HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH .
Whitsuntide recess fourteen more causes were set down With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the

for hearing. BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancers
Lane.

The meeting of the profession at Liverpool, says the Law HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
Times , will afford an opportunity to solicitors to let their PER MONTH .

united voice be heard and their influence felt in regard to the With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes. -
Inns of Court Act of last session , the origin and passing of Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD Society, 29 and 30
which is due to the energy and resolution of Lord Selborne ; Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
and among the many other subjects which should engage the HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
attention of those members of the profession so attending, we AT £4 PER CENT, IN TEREST.
may mention the question of professional remuneration , the
non -liability of counsel for negligence, their indiscriminate

Apply at the Office of the BIRKDECK Bank . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

receipt of briefs and fees without regard to their other engage Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

ments, restrain upon transfer of leasehold property , audience and sold, and Advancesmade thereon .

of solicitors at assizes and quarter sessions, encroachments by Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays

unauthorised persons on professional rights , unjust restrictions from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

on the call of solicitors to the Bar, qualifications of parlia A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-freementary agents , practice under the Judicature Acts, land on application .

transfer, scale of charges in conveyancing , and public pro Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager ,
secutors. We hope that the meeting in October will be a
success, to which we are anxious to contribute in every way in
our power ; and we cannot help thinking that an annual MIE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
meeting in London of a somewhat similar character would LAND, Estate, House , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

prove of advantage, not only in securing a free discussion on BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven

all questions of professional interest, but also in promoting street , Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system ofthe
additionaladhesion to the chief society on the part of solicitors, “ Syndicate " are ; - lst. -- The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of

some thousands ofwhom still hold aloof and take little or no
Rents . Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

Public Ilonses, Inns, Beer louses , Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

interest in their profession . nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS. under private contract. ' 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the nee
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses : also Valuations of For

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur

TO ACCOUNTANTS. — A Gentleman established some poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

years in one of the best positions in the City , will shortly have a Auctioneers , Surveyors , Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

portion of his handsomely furnished offices vacant, and will be open to - The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

share same ( together with use of clerk , & c.) with any gentleman having a capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

connection of his own , on equitable terms. - Address, " Accountant,' caro
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

of Housekeeper, Old Jewry Chambers, E . C .
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syudicate"
from their extended conuection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

TO FIRMS OF ACCOUNTANTS. - An Efficient reliably the status of parties , and make inquiries of a private and confi

- Clerk , of many years experience in all departments, desires a re dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

engagement. - " Ledger,'' 84 Kender-street, New Cross, S . E . introducing business.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C

" The source ofmany a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS! PENS !! PENS! !
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen.”
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is. ld.

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin .
burgh .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.

STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining , Halland Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.
John Napier, Esq .

Jonathan S . Pidgeon, Esq.

John Vanner, Esq .

S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M .P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . : 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,140 , 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to theHead Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body , while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit) , forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. John White, 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 60 . , 31s. 68 .
Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 429. , and 52s . 6d . Post

age free. An Umbilical Trurs, 42s., and 52s, 6d . Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE , Post-office,

B Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s . 60 ., 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. cach .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES , for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable :

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s. 6d . and 7s, 6d . Adults, 10s. 60., 158. 6d ., and 218. each .

Postage free. - John WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued securitv and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a Safe or
Strong -Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a bair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thusmade to adapt itself

to the NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock
and Key may thnsbe easily altered into whatwould be virtually

a New Lock and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vide
" Times , " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master” Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUF ERE,

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

PPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well - selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselses well forti

ficd with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice -President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming- | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham | EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON , London .
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . JOHN HENRÝ TILLY, London .
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS. Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .
FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington.
TREASURER .'-- JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford .
BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE!
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION,
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. SEPTEUBER 25, 1875 .
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LARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor. I WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,
I Rents £10 and £15. Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge-row , Cannon

street, E . C .

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

moACCOUNTANTS. - Partnership wanted in a sound MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c
established Business. IIas connection and business (six years'

standing ), which would be brought in . Age 36. - Address " B , 4 Linden 7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .
grove, Nunhead , s . E .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & c ., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S. E .
A PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT (an Associate of the

Society of Accountants in England) is open to an engagement as

Managing Clerk . Is thoroughly conversant with Bankruptcy and Mer

cantile Law , the duties of Trustees, Receivers, and Auditors, and could

manage a practice without supervision . Highest references as to capability ,

& c . An engagement where arrangements may be made with a view to TRANSLATIONS.
partnership prcferred , and no objection to a temporary engagement.

Address, " Alpha," at the Office of the Accountant,62 Gracechurch street, MR. ALFRED W . GEE,
London, E .C .

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

NOTICE OF REMOVAL . by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial
39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL , documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

JUNE 24Th , 1875 .
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German , Italian
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address. Spanish, and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

MESSRS. PARRETT AND PATEY,
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL, E . C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
II commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

R E S T A U R A N Ti

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court -road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol- lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints, hot orcold, including vegetables and breaå, ls. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish,
vegetables, cheese and bread , 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock, from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6ć.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties of the Second Floor .

NHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW - IN -FURNESS ,

REFERENCES GIVEN .

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION.

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 Is. PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR .

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BANKER ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub.

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra . Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C .

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND

ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each
Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30 ,000.

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL.

The Accountant.
OCTOBER 2, 1875.

untant

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or

28s . per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free ) .

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to
forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad.

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

N . B . — Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

In accordance with our promise last week , we have

taken an opportunity of investigating further the cor.

rect construction to be placed on the sections regulating

the respective relations of landlords and trustees. The

facts on which the discussion has arisen are of frequent

occurrence in cases of bankruptcy. A trustee has taken

possession of premises, in respect of which rent is

owing, and occupies them for some little time. The

landlord claims to be paid in full, not only the rent

which accrued due previous to the bankruptcy, but

also rent for the period during which the trustee occu

pied. To this our correspondent “ Rent," whose

letter first raised the question , very properly, in oor

opinion , answers, that rent subsequent to the bankruptcy

cannot be treated as a preferential claim ; and with this

view many experienced correspondents agree. Wemay

assume at once that the landlord has taken steps to

assert his right to the rent which has accrued. The

Act gives him a power of distress, limited to the arrears

ofone year ; and if he has remained passive,he loses his

right. If he has either distrained , or has forborne to

distrain by arrangement with the trustee , he has done

all that the law requires in the way of protecting his

own interests .

Wehave found no cases decided on the point arising

under the 34th section of the Act. But it is a fact very

frequently overlooked , that many of these provisions

are taken bodily from older statutes ; and it is by

reference to these that we may arrive at some definite

solution . The rule, that distress is effectual only in

respect of one year's rent, is exactly fifty years old ,and

is laid down in the 74th section of the Act of 1825

(6th George IV . cap. 16), which enacts that " no distress

for rent made and levied after an act of bankruptcy,

upon the goods or effects of any bankrupt, shall be

available for more than one year's rent accrued prior to

the date of the commission ; but the landlord shall befor more the ike date for
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allowed to come in as a creditor for the overplus of the loss will fall on the landlord ; but, if the trustee has

rent due, and for which the distress shall not be agreed to pay the rent, he will be personally liable for

available.” This clause, with a few verbal alterations, deficiency.

is repeated in the Act of 1849, and is substantially re

enaeted in the Act of 1869. The clause giving power
Upon a consideration of the whole circumstancesof the

to the landlord to apply for an order that the assignees
case, we are inclined to think that where a trustee has

may elect whether they will continue in possession or
disclaimed a lease , no rent is payable from the date

give up the lease , is also in the Act of George IV . (sec .
of the order of adjudication, and that this applies to the

case stated by our correspondent “ Rent.” The 23rd

ruptcy Act of 1849. It is to be observed , that the
section of the Act is very strongly worded . It provides

75th Section of the 6th of George IV., c. 16, provides

that the bankrupt shall not be liable for rent due after
session of such property , or exercised any act of

his bankruptcy, if the assignees elect to take the lease,
ownership in relation thereto, may disclaim such

or if he gives up possession within fourteen days after
property ,and upon the execution of such disclaimer the

the assignees have declined . It appears pretty clear,
property disclaimed shall, if the same be a lease , be

from a consideration of these sections, that there is no
deemed to have been surrendered on the date of

right to rent at all after adjudication, in case the trustee
the order of adjudication." Abuse is prevented by the

refuses to continue the lease ; and so it is laid down in
24th section of the Act, and the 21st rule of 1871.

the text books of bankruptcy law to which we have re
Our correspondent C . T . R . thinks that unreasonable

ferred . The Bankruptcy Act of 1861 allowed (by delay on the part of the trustee would be considered as an

Section 131) the assignees to take and retain posses “ injury ” within the meaning of subsection one of sec.

sion of the premises " up to some quarter or half
23. We cannot quite take this view . The creditor has

yearly day on which rent is made payable by the leases
only to serve the notice mentioned in sec . 24 to protect

or agreement, such day not being more than six months
himself, and unreasonable delay on the part of the

from the adjudication of bankruptcy ; and upon such
trustee would be ground for holding that he had elected

day to decline such lease.” This section was intro
to accept the lease, rather than as an act for which

the bankrupt could be mulcted in damages. What
duced in the interest of the assignees , who often found

the meaning of the subsection is, is clearly laid
themselves treated as having accepted a lease which

down in a case which
they had never intended to accept, and thus became

came before the

Lords Justices about four years ago. In
liable to the rent and covenants . Under this section

it is said , that if they take possession for the limited
that case a bankrupt was tenant under a lease

of property at a very high rent ; and the trustee , upon
period allowed, they will be liable to an action for use

being applied to to make his option , at once disclaimed .
and occupation.

It was stated that the property had deteriorated
We have treated this matter throughout as if the

in value, and would only let for about half the rent
landlord had exercised his right of distraint, but he

reserved by the lease. This was an “ injury " for
may lose his preferential claim altogether by negligence.

which the lessor was allowed to prove against the
If he neglects to distrain , and the goods are removed

debtor's estate on the following principles, — " if the
from off the premises and sold by the trustee, he can

landlord got as much rent for the premises as he did
only prove and take his dividends with the rest of the

before, the damages would be nil ; if he got less rent,
creditors. But, if the trustee agrees to pay the amount

it would be the difference.”
of rent, he will then render himself personally liable,

and the landlord will naturally only forbear to exercise We would , therefore, finally recommend all trustees

to act as promptly as they can in thematter. So long

from the trustee. It becomes important, therefore, as they receive no application, they need not disclaim .

for a trustee to ascertain that the value of the goods But, except under very peculiar circumstances, no rent

actually on the premises, and liable to distress , is suf would be payablo . They may apply to the court for

ficient to pay the amount of the year's rent. If not, further time to make up their minds, and it must be

his only course is to allow the distress to take place . / remembered that the disclaimer must be approved of

If there is insufficient distress on the premises , tlie by the court. Thismay press hardly on the landlord ,
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but then landlords generally are now suffering some will deal with these assets, may say, " Pay us

curtailment of their ancient rights and privileges. five shillings in the pound, and pay so much as remu

neration to the man we appoint as our agent in the

matter, and we will release you, or we will proceed by

The letter of “ Trustee ” in our last week 's issue liquidation in the ordinary way." We cannot see that

raises, à propos of the case of re Knowles, the either in a legal or an ethical point of view such &

question of the right of remuneration of a trustee

under a composition , and our correspondent holds that | Then there is another fallacy in “ Trustee's " argu

though fees and charges paid out of pocket were pro- ment, and that is, in talking about “ the debtor's pro

perly allowed, though in a somewhat informal manner , perty.” The case ofMr. Knowles was very exceptional.

yet there was no right in the creditors to vote any It is undoubted that every creditor was paid in full,

part of the debtor 's money as remuneration to the 1 and so the trustee's remuneration really came out of the

trustee. The case of re Knowles is not reported debtor's pocket. But how often does such a case as this

sufficiently full to make all the facts perfectly clear , but happen ? As a rule, the larger the amount paid to the

as far as they are set out, they seem to justify the trustee, the less is there for the creditors. If they pay

decision of the judge. It is quite true,as " Trustee” points the trustee out of their own pockets , they fail to get

out, that no property vests in the trustee in a compo the exact amount of composition they expected. If

sition , and that his duties are simply to receive the the debtor pays it, that must be taken into the

amount ofthe composition and divide it in due proportion account. If a man pays five shillings to his creditors

among the creditors. But in Knowles' case, it appears and a lump sum to their trustee for time, trouble

that Mr. Crowther had been for some time acting as and costs, as the terms of his release , he cannot

receiver and manager , and that the remuneration was complain . If he objects to assent to the arrangement,

mainly given to him for his services in that capacity , he can apply to the Court, and hecome a bankrupt.

hence the question scarcely arises in that instance . But And even in a case where twenty shillings in the pound

let us put the point on abstract grounds. A first meeting is paid , there is still a fallacy lurking in the phrase the

is held , and a composition proposed and accepted. " debtor's property .” He must be presumed to have

If a trustee is appointed, (and whether this is done or had someadvantageous result in view when he filed his

not is left optional by the Act), the question | petition, and sought the protection of an act where

then ariges, how is he to be paid . This question, ac- the essential point is that a debtor once brought within

cording to “ Trustee,” the meeting cannot entertain . its provisions is no longer master of his property , but

" They may,” he says, “ determine as to the amount holds it in absolute trust for his creditors till a trustee

of composition ,manner of payment, and security , and is appointed in whom it vests. So that it is, in reality,

by whom the composition shall be distributed ; but the creditors dealing with their own property, and not

there their power ends.” But with all respect to the that of their debtor. He has invoked to his aid a

opinion of our correspondent, we conceive that the power whose operation is at times inconvenient to him ;

meeting has full power to decide also how , and what and can only escape from his unpleasant position atthe

sum the distributor is to be paid . A composition is will of those to whose mercy he has surrendered

virtually a compromise . It may be of the most vital | himself.

importance to a debtor to escape from any proceedings

which vest his property in a trustee . He is entitled to
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

certain estate, which goes over to his children or to

strangers, if he is deprived by any means of the uso or “ R . R . R .” _ We are afraid that the words " made by a trader "

enjoyment of it. Let a trustee in liquidation be
do not apply to the case you speak of, where the debtor

was not actually in trade at the time of making the

appointed, and that property is gone from the debtor settlement. We will try and answer you more fully next

for ever . But if the creditors like to take a compo week, when , perhaps, some of our correspondents may be

able to assist us. - ED.

sition without any bankruptcy,the estate is not diverted .

In these and many other cases, composition is an ad

vantage to a debtor who has assets. Surely the creditors , PROFIT ON BRONZE COINAGE. - The sum of £34 ,669 6s. was

received in the year ended the 31st of March as profit on
who are omnipotent in the manner in which they bronze coinage.
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Correspondence. to accept the same position as to the acquisition of

property .

Yours truly ,
ANTE -NUPTIAL SETTLEMENTS. H . B .

To the Editor of the Accountant.
Liverpool, Sept. 26th, 1875 .

SIR , I have read with interest your article in last

week 's Accountant upon this subject, but do not agree with To the Editor of the Accountant.

all your conclusions. A few years ago, at the instance of SIR, - Having just read the article in your issue of this

the Chambers of Commerce, a committee ofmerchants and
date, on the subject of settlements, I am induced to ask
whether the question of a man being considered a “ trader"

lawyers was formed, and after many meetings, they came under the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 has

to certain resolutions, which , when published, weremuch been raised under circumstances as follows, and if so, with

commended by the press. A long and varied experience
what result ? A failed as a winemerchant in 1872, but

has convinced me that in nine cases out of ten , a settle
the creditors received twenty shillings in the pound ( I

ment by a man, before or after marriage, ought to be pro - |
by private arrangement ; in 1873, it appears he had no

hibited, at least in the case of a trader. If an intended occupation , but in 1874 again commenced business in the

wife has property, let her settle that, if you will. The same trade, in partnership with B , who was known to be
express object of all settlements is to defeat creditors, if without means, whilst À was believed to have money.
the chances of life should turn against the husband. In

Early in 1875, this firm was adjudicated, there being no
the case of re Clint, decided in December, 1873, in which assets, except some furniture of slight value in the separate

I was trustee, the debtor made a settlement in con estate of Ă , settlements of considerable amount having
templation of marriage, whereby, in addition to a life been made by A on his wife in 1873, behind which he
policy for £1,000, and household furniture, he covenanted | shelters himself from his present creditors (although the

to settle all future real or personal estate, of which he, 1 settlements bear date within two years of bankruptcy ) on

the settlor,might atany timeduring the intended coverture | the ground that he was not then a trader. I may add, that

become possessed . The settlor subsequently became | the furniture was settled in like manner early in 1874, but
possessed , inter alia, of shares in ships, and on his that settlement has been set aside on evidence that A was
bankruptcy they were claimed by the trustees of the wife 's | at the timeselling wine on commission . There are no

settlement. The County Court Judge upheld the claim , | books to show what became of the goods for which the
wherenpon I appealed to the Chief Judge, who, in giving | firm 's acceptances (nearly all bearing A 's individual en

his decision, said , that no man could make a declaration dorsement), now proved on , were given , or how the
of such a trust, because he could never know proceeds of said goods were disposed of, there having
the value -- he could only make a guess at been , apparently, no bonâ - fide sales. The office furniture
it. He added, that nothing could be more was sold a month before the date of adjudication , the
opposed to plain reason and justice and the policy tradesman 's account for same having since been proved ;
of the law , than that a man , either in trade or out yet from all I can learn , without trying the question, for
of it, should make over every particle of his property , which funds are not in hand, this fraudulent insolvent,
down to his very boots, to his wife , by including it in his (who has never surrendered , being still somewhere on the
marriage settlement, when the effect might be to interfere Continent) can with impunity live on the interest of the
with the rights of his creditors. He declared the settle money invested under the settlements, and set his creditors
ment void as to the after-acquired property , but solely on at detiance.
the ground of a well known rule in equity , upon which Surely such protection was never intended when the
there have been other decisions, beside the leading case word “ trader" was introduced into the 91st section of the

of Lewis v. Madocks (17 Vesey junr., page 47), that Act, which , as far as form goes, so jealously watches over
settlements of after-acquired property only carry property the interests of creditors.
in the nature of capital. Continually I find, where men Yours truly ,
have made ante-nuptial settlements, and afterwards be R . R . R .

come bankrupts, the trustees of the settlements come in September 25th , 1875.
and claim the amount the debtor covenanted to settle , and

vote at meetings of creditors with the bonâ fide

creditors, and by their vote carry the debtor's proposal. THE STAMP QUESTION .

We have a great many wise laws as to marriage being a To the Editor of the Accountant.
valuable consideration , and so on , which might well be

SIR , - As your correspondents do not seem quite clear
modified in operation . I say, let ladies settle their pro

perty , if they have any, and share their husbands' good or
as to how far the exemption from stamp duty in the 113th

ill luck ; if they have no property , let them do the latter.
section appears, I enclose copy of a letter from the Inland

As matters stand, instances will occur to every business
Revenue authorities, which I think is conclusive.

Yours truly ,

man where persons who have settlements of their own
L .' B ., A .S .A .E .

or their wife's property, go to the wall again and again ,

simply because , whatever comes or goes, they are assured [Copy.]
of no diminution of worldly comforts , and can calculate “ Inland Revenue, Somerset House ,
on the kindness of their wives. What do the strong London, W .C .,
minded women say as to marriage being a good considera * 25th April, 1872.
tion when it is used all on one side ? If they rightly Sir , - In reply to the inquiry contained in your letter of

contend for equal privileges with the men, they ought the 18th instant, I am directed by the Board of Inland
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Judge .)

Revenue to acquaint you that the exemption from stamp COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

duty in the 113th section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 ,

is applicable to receipts for dividends payable under September 27.
Bankruptcies, and to cheques drawn by trustees in Bank

| (Before the lIon. W . C . SPRING - Rice, sitting as Chief
ruptcy upon their separate accounts as such trustees, but

that it is not applicable to receipts or cheques in liqui
Judge.)

dation or compositions. IN RE FELLWRIGHT AND WATSON . - The debtors, Messrs.
Thomas Fellwright and James Watson , skirt and costume

I am , Sir,
manufacturers, carrying on business in Gresham -street, have

Your obedient Servant, filed a petition for liquidation . Their debts are estimated at
WILLIAM LOMAS." £9,000 , with assets, consisting of stock - in -trade, book debts,

and variousother items, £7 ,000 , subject to realisation . It ap.

peared that the debtor Watson, by whom the business had
been conducted for about a year, had presented a petition as a

To the Editor of the Accountant. sole trader ; but at the first meeting the creditors declined to
pass any resolution , and it became necessary to file a joint

SIR , — The correspondence in your last two issues on petition . Upon the application of Mr. A . H . Miller, his
the question of stamps and rents , is both interesting and Honour appointed Mr. J . F . Lovering , accountant, Gresham .

instructive to accountants. With respect to the former, street, receiver and manager of the business.

the course I have adopted (and it is founded upon
September 28.

authority ) is, not to give stamped receipts for moneys due
(Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief

to a bankrupt 's or liquidating debtor 's estate , but to require

them on all payments exceeding forty shillings out of such
IN RE BAUM , Sons, & Co. -- The debtors, Messrs . Peter

estates, including dividends and allocaturs for bills of
Frederick Baum and Adolphus Saly Baum , money- changers,

costs . As to rent, if it accrues due during the occupation
carrying on business at 58 Lombard - street, under the firm of

by the trustee, it can be distrained for, andmust be paid , Baum , Sons, and Co., have filed a petition for liquidation .

that is, to the extent of twelve months, but if the trustee Their liabilities are returned at £15 ,000, with assets about

can realise the estate before it accrues due, there is no £3,000 , consisting of bullion and cash , furniture, and bills

obligation to pay the landlord the proportion of rent receiveable . Mr. F . Miller now applied that Mr. James Holah,
owing, but the landlord would have a right of proof for accountant, 62 Moorgate -street, should be appointed receiver
the loss sustained . It a trustee, after having paid rent of the estate ; and he produced an affidavit showing that it

accruing due whilst he is in possession , remains longer was desirable the business should be continued until the first

than a time which may be considered reasonable for the meeting of creditors. His Honour gronted the application,

realisation of the estate , he will be taken to have adopted an interim injunction being also allowed to restrain actions by
creditors.

the tenancy, and may be held answerable for the rent. On
IN RE ARTHUR Rix . - Mr. Barnard , for creditors, applied

both these points it will be seen that my views are in
under proceedings for liquidation instituted by the debtor, an

accordance with those of your correspondents. There
iron merchant, carrying on business at 384 Rotherhithe-street,

are, however , two other questions which have recently for the appointment of a receiver of the debtor's property .
cropped up in my practice to which I wish to draw Mr. R . Griffiths, for the debtor, opposed the application ,

attention . The first is as to whether the allocatur for a stating that no actions were pending, and that the appoint

bill of costs should be for the bill as presented for ment would only give rise to unnecessary expense. His
taxation , or upon the amount at which the bill is taxed . Honour thought there was no evidence of the property being

The latter was all that was required under the former in jeopardy, and refused the application .

Acts, but now , for certain ingenious reasons, founded upon

the strict reading of the rules and scale , it is held in some September 29.

Courts that on presentation of the bill for taxation , an (Before Mr. Registrar SPRING -RICE.)
allocatur for the full amount thereof must be attached. IN RE JOHN High . – This was an application for the appoint

The other question is , whether it is imperative to require ment of a receiver and manager of the estate. The debtor

bills to be tased in liquidation cases ? I have invariably has presented a petition for liquidation ,describing himself as a

insisted upon such being done, in conformity , as I con builder and contractor, carrying on business at the Clarence

sidered, with the direct requirements of the rules, but I Works, Upper Clapton. Mr. E . C . Willis, in applying for the

am informed that in London and other large towns, certain appointment of Mr. Joseph Payne, St. Clement's House,

eminent accountants are in the habit of discharging Clement's -lane, as receiver and manager of the estate , read

solicitors' bills without requiring taxation . It is important from an affidavit which stated the fact that the debtor had

there should be some uniform practice herein , and it is called a meeting of his creditors, and at that meeting it was

much to be regretted that the rules are so vague as to the
resolved to appoint a receiver and manager to the estate. No

statement of affairs was then presented , but a list of the
consequences of non -compliance therewith in liquidation

debtor's contracts were read , theamount being stated and the
cases .

profit expected to be realised . The debtor also then informed
Yours truly, the meeting that about twelve writs were out against him , and

H . B . several judgments. His Honour granted the application,

Liverpool, September 26th , 1875 . The debts are estimated at about £30 ,000. The value of the

assets is not at present known.

Talloy, the solicitor who endeavoured to prevent a witness

giving evidence in a case of felony, was sentenced at the

Central Criminal Court, on Saturday, to twelve months' inn

prisonnent.

September 30.

(Before Mr. Registrar SPRING-Rice .)

RE A . ZAWADSKI.- - A first meetingwas held under an adjudi.

cation against Alfred Zawadski, described as of Essex-road ,
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Islington , and Camden Town, American organ manufacturer. | liabilities estimated at £1,500 or thereabouts , and assets £500.
The act of bankruptcy upon which the proceedings were - Upon the application of Mr. Edwin Jaques, solicitor for the
founded was the departure of the debtor from his dwelling debtor, the Registrar appointed Mr. C . T . Starkey, of Cannon ,
house with the alleged intent of defeating or delaying his street, Birmingham , public accountant, receiver of the estate,
creditors . No accounts were filed , but proofs for about £7,000 and granted an interim injunction to restrain proceedings of
were admitted , and a trustee appointed . creditors.

79, 135

LORD MAYOR 'S COURT. The Bankers ' Magazine furnishes the returns of the circu
lation of the Private and Joint-Stock Banks in England and

Sept. 30, Wales for the four weeks ending the 4th of September, 1875 ,

( Before the RECORDER and a Special Jury.) These returns, combined with the circulation of the Scotch
and Irish Banks for the same period, and the average circuHUNTER V . BROUSSON. - - This was an action brought to re
lation of the Bank of England, for the four weeks ending thecover the value of a dishonoured bill of exchange, for
1st of September (the nearest date furnished by their£479 11s. 6d. The defendant pleaded a traverse of the en

dorsement and acceptance, and also never indebted. - The
returns), will give the following results of the circulation of
notes in the United Kingdom when compared with the previousplaintiff, in the month of April last, succeeded to the business
month :

of a Mr. Buchanan , of Glasgow and Kames, who traded at

both places, as the Kames Gunpowder Company , and thus | Sept. 4 . Aug. 7. | Increase | Decrease .

became the holder of a dishonoured bill, which had been paid Bank of England ...... £28 , 215,954 £28 ,464,786
$ 248 ,832

Private Banks .. .. .... 2 ,373, 305 2 ,410 ,897 37,592

M ' Allam , and was drawn by aMr. Paterson , in the month of Joint-Stock Banks 2 ,221,238 2 ,244,758 23 ,520

November, 1874 , in the nameof the defendant's firm as it then Total in England ... 32,810,497 33,120, 441 309,914
existed, Brousson ,Wagner,and Paterson, and which was dis Scotland 5 ,873 ,681 5 , 952,816

honoured upon being presented at the Imperial Bank, Ireland 6 ,533,661 6 ,507,526 26 ,135

who now claimed its value. - The plaintiff, who was called ,
United Kingdom ... £45 ,217,839 £15,580,783 |

denied in cross-examination that the bill in question was one
£26 , 135 £389,079

of several given by Paterson in part payment of a sum of And as compared with themonth ending the 5th of September ,

£52,000 , the proposed purchase -money for the company's 1874 , the above returns show an increase of £1,526 ,186 in the

business, for which he was in treaty with Mr. Buchanan, circulation of notes in England, and an increase of £2, 150,701

through M 'Allam , in 1874 . On the part of the defence it was in the circulation of the United Kingdom . On comparing the

urged that M ' Allam had had notice given him that Paterson above with the fixed issues of the several banks, the following

had no rightto pledge the credit of the firm or to sign the name is the state of the circulation :

of the firm to bills of exchange or cheques, and thatsuch a The English Private Banks are below their fixed issue ............ 61,431,687

notice to an agent was a notice to the principals , and therefore The English Joint-Stock Banksare below their fixed issue ......... 431,755

they took the billknowing that fact,and the defendants were not
Total below fixed issue in England................. £1,866 ,412responsible . -- Mr. Brousson , one of the defendants , who said

he and his partner, Mr. Wagner , carried on business at 106 | The Scotch Banks are above their fixed issue .............. ....... £3 ,124 ,410
Fenchurch -street, City, as merchants, detailed the facts with The Irish Banks are above their fixed issue ...... 179, 167

relation to the partnership of the firm when the bill was drawn The average stock of bullion held by the Bank of England in
by his then third partner, Paterson . He said he had no both departments during the month ending the 1st of Septem
authority to do so under the articles of partnership without ber was £29,161,499, being an increase of £858,523 as
the consent of his senior, Mr. Wagner, which had never been | compared with the previous month , and an increase of

obtained . About £30 ,000 worth of these bills had been floated £6 ,546 ,094 when compared with the same period last year .

by Paterson for his own individual benefit, bearing the name The following are the amounts of specie held by the Scotch

of the firm . In cross-examination he admitted the firm had and Irish Banks during the month ending the 4th of Sep
met one bill for £378 11s. 4d., not knowing of the others, and tomber :

had sometimes allowed Paterson to sign cheques in the name Gold and silver held by the Scotch Banks . .. £1, 189,054

of the firm . They were also all three present at the bank at Gold and silver held by the Irish Banks .. .. . 2,659,838

the time of signing the signature book . Upon that the
Total.. ... ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. ..... .. . ......

learned Judge ruled in favour of the plaintiff , and ordered a
..... £6 ,818 ,892

verdict for the amount claimed . - being an increase of £38,992 as compared with the previous

return , and an increase of £364,569 when compared with the

corresponding period last year.

BIRMINGHAM COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. The risks to which stockbrokers are liable in delivering stock
in exchange for cheques has been just exemplified in connexion

September 28 . with the adjustment of the fornightly settlement, and the cir
cumstance should be made public without delay as a warning

(Before Mr. Registrar CHAUNTLER.) to others . It appears that £10 ,000 worth of Spanish , Egyptian ,
IN NE WILLIAM COOKE. — The debtor, described as a licensed and Turkish stocks were delivered to a Greek , who is said to

victualler, of the Victoria Inn, Albert-road , in the parish of be well known at the Baltic, in exchange for his check on one
Aston - juxta -Birmingham , has filed his petition for liquidation, of the City banks , which was returned dishonoured . On

with liabilities estimated at £1,700, or thereabouts, and inquiries it was found that his balance at the bank was 5s.
assets £1, 000 . Upon the application of Mr. Matthew J . Detectives were immediately despatched to the different railway

Blewitt, of No. 40 Waterloo- street, solicitor, the Registrar termini, and the person in question was fortunately seen by a

appointed Mr. Spencer Dominy, accountant, receiver of the gentleman who accompanied one of the detectives seated in a
estate, and granted an interim injunction to restrain pro train just about to start, and he was given into custody. On

ceedings by creditors . examining the bonds found upon him it was discovered that he

IN RE JAMES JEFFERY . - . The debtor, described as a grocer had , in addition to the £10 ,000 referred to, £8,000 of other

and provision dealer, of 67 and 68 Cattell-road , Small Heath , securities, which it is presumed were also fraudulently

Birmingham , has filed his petition for liquidation , with obtained, - Timos .
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. pound , and that if the more favourable interpretation were

the correct one he would endeavour to pay a composition of
ils . in the pound. The creditors generally were willing to

F . FURNISS. - A meeting of the creditors of Mr. F . Furniss , grant Mr. Mackenzie the delay he asked for, and seemed to be

contractor, of Westminster, who failed about three months | willing to entertain favourably the offer he had made. One of

since, was held on Monday, at which Mr. R . Eaton James, the creditors, however, insisted upon action being immediately

accountant, was appointed trustee, in the place of one of the taken by the creditors , and stated that for his part he wonld

trade trustees, who had resigned . agree to no further delay, and that if no action was to be taken

by the creditors he would take immediate measures to use all
J . BROWNE (MANCHESTER ). - A meeting of the creditors of

diligence against Mr. Mackenzie. Mr. Mackenzie, seeing the
John deMaine Browne, of Rochdale-road ,grocer,was held on the

position of affairs , thought it advisable to apply for sequestra.
24th September, afternoon , at the offices of Messrs . Addle tion in the afternoon , which was granted . His liabilities are
shaw and Warburton , solicitors, when the statement of affairs

between £30,000 and £40 ,000 .
presented by the receiver, Mr. Nicholson (Nicholson and
Milne) , showed liabilities, £1,380 65. 110., and assets , G . Oates (BRADFORD).-- A meeting of the creditors of Mr.

£548 18s. 3d . A composition of 4s. 6d. in the pound was

accopted ,and Mr. Nicholson appointed the trustee. held on the 28th of September at the Royal Hotel, Dewsbury ,

J. WAITE (MANCHESTER ). - The statutory meeting of the Mr. Guy, of the firm of Thistlethwaite and Co., Bradford , in

creditors of Joseph Waité, of Ogden -lane, Openshaw , pro the chair . Mr. J. D . Good , receiver, read the statement of
affairs,which showed the total liabilities to be £14,674 17s. ld ,

vision dealer, was held on the 21th September, at thu offices
of Messrs. Cobbett, Wheeler, and Cobbett, solicitors. It was and theassets £3,002 4s. 10d . The debtor offered a composition

resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, and Mr. of 4s. in the £ ; and, after a long discussion , the meeting was

Nicholson (Nicholson and Milne) was appointed the trustee. adjourned .

KENDRICK & Co. - The first meeting under this failure was
MULLER and Co. (BIRMINGHAM ), gun stock and veneer

held at the offices of Messrs. Haydon and Vivian , account
dealers. - A meeting of creditors of this firm was held at the

ants, 29 New City Chambers, 121 Bishopsgate - street, Within ,
offices ofMessrs . Beale , Marigold and Beale , solicitors , Waterloo

on the 25th September. From the statement read the
street, on the 28th of September. The statement of affairs

liabilities amount to £4 ,000 , with assets of £686 3s. It was
showed liabilities £10,670 4s. 6d ., of which £20 6s. 11d. is to be

resolved to liquidate by arrangement, Mr. Flaxman Haydon ,
paid in full. The assets (which consist of gun stocks and

accountant (Haydon and Vivian ), being appointed trustee ,
veneers) were estimated to be worth £1,392 78. 3d. It wasjointly with Mr. Brice Grellier (West of England and South
unanimously resolved that the estate should be liquidated by

Wales District Bank ), with a committee of inspection . Mr.
arrangement. Mr. Luke Jesson Sharp , accountant, of Ann

Edmund Kimber is the solicitor to the proceedings.
Street, Birmingham , was appointed trustee, with a committee

R . Lona (LIVERPOOL ).- -On the 27th September, a first of inspection .
meeting of creditors was held in the matter of Richard Long,
of Tempest-chambers, Tempest-hey , in this town , carrying on J. PEACOCK (HUDDERSFIELD). - A meeting of the creditors

of James Peacock , Cross Church -street, Huddersfield , draper,
business as an engineer and metal broker, under the style of
“ Richard Long and Co.,” and as an oil merchant, under the

style of the “ Lancashire Lubricating Oil Company," who was Hill-house, Huddersfield , draper, was held on Monday at Man

adjudicated bankrupt on the 9th September inst. Mr. J. P . chester. The statement read to the meeting showed that the

Harris, solicitor, represented the petitioning creditor, and Mr. liabilities amounted to £4,588 5s. 7d . , and the net or available

Rodway (of the firm ofMessrs. Barrell and Rodway, solicitors), assets were £2,991 4s. 11d ., though the total assets were set

Mr. Collins (of the firm of Messrs. Francis , Almond , and down at £3,991 4s. lld . Itwas resolved that the estate shonli

Collins, solicitors), and Mr. T . Theodore Rogers, accountant, be liquidated by arrangement, that Mr. Joshua Crowther,

represented the principal creditors. The statement of affairs Manchester, and Mr. Peter Kerr Chesney, Bradford , account:

submitted by the bankrupt, showed liabilities £1,492 7s. 2d ., ants, be appointed the trustees, with a committee of in

against assets £583 4s. *6d . Mr. Thomas Theodore Rogers, spection . It was also resolved that the proceedings be

accountant, 16 Lord -street, Liverpool, was chosen trustee, transferred to the Bradford County Court, and that the com .

with a committee of inspection . mittee be empowered to grant the debtor his discharge.

R . MACKENZIE (DUNDEE). - A meeting of the creditors of Mr. RE EDWARD BEVAN (BIRKENHEAD ). - A meeting of the

Robert Mackenzie was held in the office of Messrs. W . and D . creditors of Edward Bevan, of Birkenhead, watch manufae
Myles, accountants, on the 24th September. Mr. John turer, jeweller and silversunith , was held a few days ago. The
Gordon , chairman of the committee of inquiry , presided . statement of affairs presented by J . G . B . Mawson, publie
There was a full attendance of creditors . The report of the accountant, showed secured liabilities, $ 4 ,697 ; unsecured,

arbitrator in the questions betwixt Mr. Mackenzie and Messrs . £5 ,493 148. 2d . The assets consisted of stock - in -trade,

Stewart and Co ., of New York , was laid before the meeting , £2,102 5s. 6d. ; book debts , £1,197 15s. 9d . ; estimated to
but its termswere so vague and indefinite that none of the produce £500 ; cash in hand, £25 ; bills of exchange,

creditors were able to understand it. It was stated in expla £22 13s. 11d ; furniture and fixtures, £400 ; other property,
nation that three different letters had been written requesting | £26 58. 3d ., from which to deduct for rent rates and taxes,

explanations regarding the report. One of the answers re £57 13s. A composition of 7s . 60. in the pound, payable in
ceived led to the belief that the sum of £1,000 would fall to be 4 , 8 , and 12 months (the last secured ), was unanimously

paid to Mr. Mackenzie. Another answer received was to the accepted .

effect that Messrs . Stewart and Co. might have something to

receive, and that if this were the case they would rauk as W . WARBURTON AND Co. (MANCHESTER ). - A special meeting
creditors on Mr. Mackenzie's estate, and the third reply led to of creditors of William Warburton , corn merchant, Hanging

the belief that the sum of £7,000 would fall to be paid to Mr. Ditch , Manchester, trading asWarburton and Co., now a bank

Mackenzie by Messrs . Stewart and Co. Mr. Mackenzie , who | rupt, was held on the 29th September, at the offices of Messrs.

was present, said he would find out what in reality were the Cobbett, Wheeler and Cobbett, 61 Brown - street, Manchester.
terms of the report of the arbiter, and would like a week 's A statement of affairs , as presented by Mr. William Butcher,
delay to enable him to get the explanation he wished . He | of 73 Princess-street, Manchester, public accountant, showed

might say that if theadverse view of the arbiter' s decision was | liabilities £4, 135 3s. 1d ., assets £100. An offer was made of

correct, he would endeavour to pay a composition of 6s . in the Is. 3d , in the pound, guaranteed , and the costs of the barbank .
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ruptoy, payable in one month from this date. A resolution | William Moller and Sons, of New York , has failed , with lia

was passed accepting the offer , and to guarantee the discharge bilities amounting to about £100,000. The losses will fall upon
of the bankrupt upon payment of the said composition . four or five houses, which are presumed to be able to sustain

them . The suspension is also announced of Messrs. John J .

Cohen & Sons, of Augusta ,Ga., bankersand brokers, owing, it is

A Circular has beon issued by Mr. W . T . Henley , telegraph stated , to a shrinkage in securities, purchased by them during

engineer and contractor. who suspended payment in March the last two years. - Also of Mr. Harlow Chandler, wholesale

last, offering his creditors a composition of 78. 6d . in the grocer,Montreal,with liabilities of £40 ,000.--Messrs.Mallory and

pound, payable in three instalments, 12, 18, and 24 months Butterfield , No. 41 Broadway, New York, the largest dealers in

from the 7th of October next. It may be remembered that paper board in the United States, have suspended . The

shortly after his suspension a statement of his affairs was creditors, however, have allowed the house to continue business,

issued showing that he could pay nearly 50s, in the pound. - Messrs. Killert and Friendman , Montreal, had failed ;

The surplus realisable from securities in the hands of creditors | liabilities, £24 ,000.

was alone sufficient to pay all the debts shown, and leave a
GERMANY. — The suspension of Hirsch and Co., of Memel,

good £100,000 to go on with . The offer of 78. 60, has, therefore, has been followed by the stoppage of Herr Hellbusch and
excited somesurprise. The committee of inspection recommend

Judell and Loll. Other firms are understood to be em
the acceptance of the offer, on the ground that forced realisation barrassed .

· might yield less.
The National Zeitung reports a further group of failures,

viz . - Karl Teubner, of Vienna ; Miesto and Co., of Leo .
poldstadt ; and Victor Fischel , of Gumpendorf. The lia

FAILURES. bilities of the last-named are said to be very considerable .

ENGLAND. - Messrs. B . von Bartels and Co., merchants, of
Bradford, have filed a petition for liquidation in the County SAVINGS-BANKS. — The annual return, recently issued , giving
Court. The liabilities amount to £15 ,000. - On the 25th detailed accounts of the trustee savings-banks of the United
of September, a petition was filed in the Dewsbury County Kingdom , is advanced to the dignity of a “ Blue Book ," The

Court on behalf of Mr. Abraham Marsden , woollen manu . return fills 100 folio pages, constituting a remarkable contrast

facturer, of Ossett , who seeks for the liquidation of his with the brief annual account of the Post Office savings-banks.

affairs by arrangement or composition . The liabilities are At the close of the last savings-banks year, on the 20th of
estimated at over £2,000 , - A petition for liquidation has November, 1874 , there were 474 of these (trustee) establish

been filed in the Manchester County Court by Edward Barber, ments in the United Kingdom , or seven fewer than at the end

9a New Brown-street, Manchester, and moston -lane, Har of the preceding year. But the number of accounts open ,
purhey, and Langford -road , Heaton Chapel, in the County of which was 1,463 ,560 in 1874, was 18 ,071 more than at the end

Lancaster, rope and twine manufacturer and paper maker ; of the previous year ; and the amount due to depositors

liabilities, £3,500 . - Atthe Sheffield County Court , on the 23rd namely , £41,467,171, shows an increase of as much as

of September, a petition was filed on behalf of Charles Owen and £941,320. In England (with Wales) the increase exceeded

Co., electro-plate and Britannia metal manufacturers. The £740,000. In Lancashire the deposits advanced from

liabilities are estimated at £2,800. - A petition by Joseph £4 ,934,050 in 1873 to £5 ,087,621 in 1874 ; in Cheshire, from

Gardner, Doncaster , potato merchant, and carrying on the £1,115 ,950 to £1, 163,736 ; in the West Riding of Yorkshire,

business of a tanner in copartnership with Charles H . Verity, from £2, 282,190 to £2 ,353,621. In Northumberland there was

at Conisborough , under the style of the Conisborough Tanning an increase from £1,089,896 in 1873 to £1,158,015 in 1874 ;

Company, was filed on the 27th of September, in the Sheffield in Durham , with a much larger population , from £321,884 to

Bankruptcy Court. The liabilities are £6 ,000 ; assets not £338, 199 ; in Glamorganshire, from £426 , 258 to £464,715 ; in

stated . A petition for liquidation by arrangement or com Devonshire , from £1,813,895 to £1,858 , 219. In Middlesex the

position was filed on the 28th of September, by Mr. Edward increase is from £5 ,183,087 to £5 ,255 ,128 . Dorset shows a

Williamson , Scarborough , and Mr. J . Ibberson, Dewsbury, decrease from £399,802 in 1873 to £330 ,713 in 1874 ; Wilts, a

solicitors, at the Dewsbury County Court, on behalf of Thomas decrease from £492,983 to £491,128 ; and there is a decrease

George Fletcher, wool merchant, Bradford -road, Dewsbury. also in Suffolk , in Buckinghamshire, in Surrey, and in West

The liabilities are estimated at £3,500 . Mr. Good , of Dews. moreland. In Scotland the deposits show an increase of

bury, accountant, has been appointed receiver. - A petition £298 ,656 over the amount in 1873 ; Edinburgh county , an

has been filed for the liquidation of the affairs of Mesers. increase from £899,693 to £962,275 ; and Lanark, from

Marsden and Stoker, iron and steel merchants, Sheffield ; £2,061,312 to £2,245,583. Ireland shows a decrease of

liabilities, £5 ,000 . - À petition for liquidation of the affairs £106 ,925, the Channel Islands an increase of £8,745. The

of Mr. W . S . Taylor , dealer in pictures and fine art property , total amount due to depositors in November, 1874 , was

St. James- street, Sheffield , was filed on September 29th. The £34,064, 254 in England and Wales, £4,936 ,084 in Scotland ,

liabilities are £5 ,500 , and it is stated that the assets are £2,017,561 in Ireland, and £449,272 in the Channel Islands.

sufficient to pay them in full.
The rate of interest allowed to the depositors in England in

1874 averaged as much as £2 198, 6d . per cent., in Scotland
SCOTLAND. - The liabilities of Messrs. Geekie and Black ,

1d. less, in Ireland Is. 10d. less ; but it was £3 in the
Coupar Angus, are estimated at about £18 ,000 ; and as the

Channel Islands. There were in the year as many as 1,835,763
works are reported not to belong to the firm , the estate, it is receipts from depositors, the average amount being £4 9s.,
expected, will not turn out well. and there were but 983,608 payments to depositors, the

AMERICA. - American advices report the failure of the St. average being £8 7s. 6d. The year's expenses ofmanagement
Paul (Minn.) Lumber Company, with liabilities of £40 ,000 . were equal to 6s. 10d . per cent, on the capital. The number

- Messrs. Alexander Pope and Co., lumber dealers, in the Dor of accounts open in November, 1874, was 1, 144 ,884 in England

chester district , had also suspended. - Mr. John A Robertson , and Wales, 241,551 in Scotland , 55 ,455 in Ireland, and 21,670

lumber and planing mill, Boston , had failed , with liabilities of in the Channel Islands, - all showing an increase except

£8 ,000, - Messrs. S . L . Holt and Co. , machinists, & c ., Boston , Ireland, in which the depositors were less by 3,290 than in

had stopped. - Mr. Henry W . Nason , Montclair , N . J ., had sus . 1873, But all these figures relate only to the trustee savings .

pended ; liabilities, £16 ,000 . - Messrs. W . A . Cumming and banks, on which the Post Office savings-banks are so rapidly

Co., flour and grain merchants, Baltimore, had failed ; , gaining, having less than £5,000 ,000 deposits in 1864, and

liabilities, £10 ,000. - The large sugar refinery of Messrs . | more than £23,000, 000 in 1874 .
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A “ CLEARING DISCOUNT ESTABLISHMENT.” FORGED BANK NOTES. - A paper was laid before the House of

Commons Select Committee of last Session on Banks of Issue,

An “ Ex Bank Director” writes as follows to a daily
forged notes presented at the Bank of England in every

contemporary :
year since 1805. Up to 1820 the number was very large. In

“ Sir, - Although the proposition of ' A Bank Manager,' that year 29,083 forged notes, of the nominal value of £33,682,
which appeared in your article several days ago , for the

were presented, and no less than 27,993 of them were £1 notes.
opening of an office to receive and give information regard The £1 notes were then called in , and the forgeries declined
ing the leading features of the discount market, has been rapidly. In 1822 the number of forged notes presented had
pooh -poohed by some as too good to be practicable , its fallen to 3 ,642, and since 1829 the number has never reached
practicableness, nevertheless, becomes every day more and 1 ,000 in any year . In 1873 it was but 52, of the value of
more apparent. There is, in fact, no difficulty in the thing

£173 ; in 1874 it advanced again to 93, of the value of £475,
itself, for it only suggests that being done, though less in one being a £200 note . In 1871 a forged £1,000 note was pre
detail, for all banks, which each bank is supposed to do for sented, the only one mentioned in the 69 years' list. Mr. K .
itself. The only difficulty is in getting the banks to combine D . Hodgson, M . P ., a director of the Bank, stated to the com
for such a purpose. It is taken for granted , however, that mittee, that in the last ten years forgery of Bank of England
the banks that have suffered most from the Collie failures,

and their shareholders, would be only too glad to see such
notes may be said to have become almost unknown ; but it is

an institution in effective operation , and that the public
beginning again , not in this country but in foreign countries.

generally would give it a no less hearty welcome, as likely The system which the Bank of England has for many years

not only to save us from such catastrophes as we have seen followed , and found very successful in detecting forgeries, has

of late, but to keep trade in a normally sound state . The been to make the note as simple as possible , to rely largely

elements referred to are sufficient of themselves, from the
upon paper very difficult to make, and to obtain the most per:

area they already occupy, to set the thing going, and banks
fect uniformity. Even the signature of the cashier is engraved

standing aloof from it at first may before long see the
on the plate , and the examiners are able to see in a second if

advantage of joining it, every new adherent facilitating
there is the slightest difference even in the breadth of a line in

its further extension and usefulness. The policy of
any portion of the note, showing it to be false. The publie

secrecy hitherto maintained by banks generally with regard
have always claimed from the Bank of England the means of

to their own affairs evidently requires modification , for it is
stopping notes and of being able to trace them in case of

this which has enabled Collie to achieve the mischief he
robbery. No note is ever re-issued by the Bank ; and the

has done. If any one of the banks had known the amount notes brought in are preserved in the library, in which may

of bills he had in the circle at one time, it would certainly be found every note that has been presented for a certain

have acted more tentatively than it did . It is proposed
number of years back , with a statement of the date at which

that the several banks should make their returns to the it was presented , and the person from whom it was received.

central office under ciphers, variable from time to time and It would be difficult , if not impossible, to apply to £1 notes

intelligible only to the chief manager. If it is asked , “ Do
that system of record and tracing which is adopted with the

you mean that he should give information when required notes now issued by the Bank of England. If £1 notes

as to the amount each firm is under acceptance ? certainly
were issued, they would circulate among a larger and poorer

not, for two reasons - first, because Collie accepted no
class than the present holders , and would probably remain out

bills ; and, secondly , because banks would thus have no
for years. The average life of a £5 Bank of England note is

difficulty in seeing into the character of each other's busi
not above 80 days. The forged notes have almost always

ness. Hitherto banks have been open to information from been notes of small amounts. The largest number of forged

all and parted with none, except when it suited themselves, £5 notes presented was in 1812, when it reached 1,019; the

but it is now proposed they should all contribute
last year in which it exceeded 100 was in 1862 ; in 1873 it

their proper quota of information to a general fund , reached its minimum of seven ; it was 27 in 1874.

in so far as they can do so without injury to them

selves - namely , that they should give the extent to THE NATIONAL DEBT. - The Financier says that in spite of
which each customer is liable on bills under discount, with the purchase of telegraphs, fortification loans, and other

out saying whether as drawer, acceptor, or endorser. It outlays, the debt of this country is £41,004,588 less than it

has been objected that merchants might not like their com was ten years ago. It is the habit to state the debt of the

mitments to be known out of doors. Clearly not if they
were either shaky or of the Collie stamp. But all others l amount, indeed , which was rather below the truth in 1870

would prefer it , as enabling them the better to understand but since then we have paid off £26 ,057 ,875 , and the total

their own position ; and certainly the shares of banks indebtedness — whether funded , unfunded, or in the shape of
having access to such information would be none the worse terminable annuities - now amounts to $776, 348,686 . During

for it. Again , looking to the immense deposits on which the last five years the annual reduction of debt has averaged

banks have to pay interest, is it not natural, or inevitable £5 ,211,500 ; and, according to Sir Stafford Northcote's

almost, in the absence of such an institution , that these provisions, it now promises to be still more considerable.

should get mopped up by a few cliques or coteries, instead

of being more widely , as well as more usefully, employed ?
“ The Collie failures are said to amount to something under

six millions, or about a tenth of what used to be our Govern .

ment annual expenditure, and the consequent outside failures
APPOINTMENTS.

and fall in bank stocks must aggregate a considerable sum .

Nor should we lose sight of what they in the same trade must
have suffered when the Collies were in full operation and

[ The Editor will be glad to receive carly notice of appoint:

casting them into the shade . If the king of all this mischief
ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Columna .)

escapes scot free -- and for any thing we know he may now be
Mr. Pannell (Slater and Pannell), has been appointed

better off than any of his victims - we surely owe it to ourselves trustee of the estate of Woodward Mason , of Tunbridge

to do something to prevent the recurrence of such disasters." Wells, Kent, tobacconist,
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(Limited) has been presented to the Court of Chancery.

The extraordinary charge of poisoning at Norwood was
disposed of at the Central Criminal Court on Saturday, when

the prisoner, Walter Thompson Hunt, described as “ an
accountant,” was found guilty of the manslaughter of Mary
Ann Hudson , by administering to her a quantity of strychnine

in August last, and was sentenced by Mr. Justice Field to five

years' penal servitude. The prisoner's defence was that he

gave the woman strychnine intending to do her good.

FRAUDULENT DISPOSAL OF BONDS. - RESPONSIBILITY OF

e

F

the Mercantile Union Bank at Jersey , came before the Royal

Court of the island this week . It was an action by Mr. Edward

Nicolle to recover from Mr. Philip Nicolle Onley and Mr. Robert
Philip Malet the sum of £187 10s., being three half years'

dividend due on £5000. Sardinian Five per Cent Stock, of which
they were trustees, conjointly with Mr. Joshua Le Bailly ,
formerly judge of the Royal Court and chairman of the

Mercantile Union Bank , and now a convict in Pentonvillo

1 . Prison . The particulars of the claim are as follows : - In 1856

Mr. John Matthews, banker, died , leaving the before-mentioned

bonds in trust to his two daughters, Susan and Ann Elizabeth ,

who were to enjoy the interest during their lifetime. By the
terms of the will the trustees were to deposit the bonds in the

B Bank of England for safe custody, and if the bank declined to

take charge of them they were to be deposited in such other
place of security as the trustees jointly should deem advisible .
Without consulting the other trustees, and, so far as appears,

even without their knowledge, Mr. Le Bailly, in whose custody
they were, placed them in the care of Glyn , Mills , and Co.,

that bank being the London agent for the Mercantile Bank .
Afterwards the Metropolitan Bank became the London agent

for the Mercantile, and on Mr. Le Bailly 's request they were
returned to Jersey. They were shortly afterwards remitted

to the Metropolitan Bank by Mr. Le Bailly as collateral
security for advances made to the Mercantile , and later, on

account of the heavy debt against this bank , the Metropolitan ,

after due notice, sold the bonds, placing the proceeds to the

credit of theMercantile Bank , which failed in February , 1873.
Mr. Le Bailly became the subject of a criminal prosecution for

his transactions with these bonds, amongst other charges
against him , and was sentenced to five years' penal servitude .

Mr. Edward Nicolle , who married Miss Susan Matthews, one
of the legatees, now sought to make the co - trustees of Mr. Le

Bailly liable for the payment of the three instalments due to

her previous to the failure of the Mercantile Bank , on the

ground that they had wilfully neglected the trust they had

undertaken, and by their negligence allowed Mr. Le Bailly to

or was fraudulent and collusive as against the creditors and

estate of the said Jacob Stead . (2 ) Whether, at the time of
theexecution of the said assignment, the said Wm . Powell had
notice of any breach of trust on the part of the said Robert

Frederick Beswick in reference to the said assignment. Mr.

West andMr T . Atkinson , barristers, had been retained as

counsel for the trustee ; Mr. Shaw , barrister, for Powell ; and

Mr. Laurence Gane, barrister, for Mr. Beswick ; but the case

did not go to a hearing. Counsel had a conference with the

learned judge in his private room , and shortly afterwards, on
their return into court, the judge arriving subsequently, Mr.

West said the case would have taken some time if it had gone
to a trial, but by a compromisebetween himself and his learned
friends on the other side a compromise had been effected. The
terms were definitely settled. - The Judge : You had better
have them in writing . - Mr. West. They are in writing . - Mr.

Gane said he appeared for Beswick , and the terms were

satisfactory . - The Judge then said he was happy to tell the

jury that their services would not be required . Weare informed

that the arrangement decided upon was for the trustee to

receive £350 out ofthe policy money, and each party to bear
their own costs.

WHERE WE DEAL. - In the year 1874 wo imported foreign

and colonial merchandise, for consumption or resale, of the

value of above 370 millions sterling , and we exported produce

of the United Kingdom of the value of nearly 240 millions,

making a total of nearly 610 millions. The bulk of this vast

trade - about 500 millions of it - was with 16 countries : - with

the United States, 102 millions; with France, 63 millions ;

with British India , above 55 millions ; with Germany,

nearly 45 millions ; with Australia , nearly 38 millions ;

with Russia , nearly 30 millions ; with Holland, 29 millions ;

with British North America, above 21 millions; with

Belgium , 21 millions; with China, above 20 millions ;

with Brazil, nearly 15 millions; with Egypt, 14 millions;

with Spain and Canary Islands, above 13 millions ; with

Turkey, nearly 13 millions; with Sweden , nearly 12 millions ;

with Italy, 10 millions. Holland and Belgium serve in part

as gateways for a trade really carried on with Central Europe,

and Egypt for trade with the East. The 16 countries above

named do not stand in the same order in the amount of im

ports and exports. In 1874 we imported merchandise from

the United States of the value of nearly 74 millions sterling ,

but exported thither our own produce to the value of not quite

281 millions. Our imports from France exceeded 46 millions,

but our own exports thither were not very much over 164 mil

lions. Our imports from British India exceeded 31 millions ;

our exports thither were a little over 24 millions. On the

other hand, our imports from Germanywere below 20 millions ,

but our exports thither were nearly 25 millions. Our imports

from Australia were less than 19 millions, our exports thither

were rather over 19 millions. Our imports from Russia

reached nearly 21 millions ; our exports thither not 9 millions.

Jur imports from and exports to Holland were nearly equal,

both exceeding 14 millions. Our imports from British North

America reached nearly 12 millions, our exports thither not

9 millions. Our imports from Belgium exceeded 15 millions,

our exports thither were below 6 millions. Our imports from

China were nearly 12 millions, our exports thither were less

than 8.2 millions. Our imports from Brazil amounted to

7 millions, our exports thither were larger by nearly £700,000 .

Our imports from Egyptwere 10 } millions, our exports thither

little more than 3 } millions. Our imports from Spain ex

ceeded 9 millions, our exports thither were less than half that

amount. Our imports from Turkey were below 6 millions,

our exports thither exceeded 7 millions. Our imports from

Sweden were 8 } millions, our exports thither were less than

34 millions. Our imports from Italy exceeded 31 millions,

our exports thither were nearly 64 millions. Our imports

from these 16 countries in 1874 amounted to nearly 309 mil.

lions sterling, and our exports thither of our own produce

exceeded 191 millions, without including our exports of foreign

and colonial goods.

and then adjourned to a future day.

ALLEGED FRAUDULENT SALE OF A LIFE POLICY. - Thursday,

the 23rd instant, was fixed for a special sitting at the Halifax
County Court,beforeMr.Giffard , the judge, and a jury, for the

purpose of an inquiry into the circumstances of an alleged

fraudulent assignment of a life policy for £500 by Mr. Robert

Frederick Beswick , of the firm of Beswick and Co., accountants,

Halifax, Bradford , Leeds, and other towns, to Mr. Powell , bill
broker, of Leeds. The proceedings were instituted by Jno.

Alderson , of St. James's -road , the trustee of the estate of the

late Jacob Stead , woolstapler, Halifax , who, shortly before his

death , filed a petition for liquidation with his creditors .

Beswick was for a time trustee under the liquidation , and he

cold a policy for £500 on Stead's life for a comparatively trifling
sum to Powell, who is a relation , which transaction resulted in
his being removed from the trusteeship and Alderson elected

in his place . The issues which it was decided should be heard
by the jury were (1) whether the deed of assignment bearing
date the 2nd day of April, 1875 , and expressed to be made

between Robert Frederick Beswick , as trustee of the estate of

Jacob Stead, on the onepart, and Wm . Powell of the other
part, was executed in good faith and for valuable consideration ,
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ALLEGED EXTENSIVE FRAUD ON that train , and he evidently observed them , for he at once

STOCKBROKERS.
took off his hat and placed it before his face. Mr. Pollak

said he thought he was the man , and witness told him to get

into the carriage and walk round to the other side and see.

At Guildhall Police-court on the 30th September, Mr. | He did so , and the prisoner put his hat round his face so as to

Charles T . Mavrocordato, a Greek merchant, carrying on busi. prevent him recognising him . Witness observed it, and

ness at No. 108 Bishopsgate-street within , was charged before | stepped into the carriage and apprehended him . Mr. Pollak

Mr. Alderman Ellis with obtaining by false pretences certain then identified him . There were others in the carriage, and

foreign stock , to the nominal value of £24,000 .-- Mr. George | he asked the prisoner if he had any luggage, and he replied

Lewis , jun ., prosecuted ; and after the case had been partially | that he had a portmanteau and a bag. He brought them away

heard, Mr. Pratt , from the office of Mr. Buchanan , appeared with the prisoner, and found in them the securities he was

for the defence. - Mr. George Lewis stated that he appeared charged with having obtained by means of the false cheques,

on behalf of severalmembers of the Stock Exchange to pro Mr. George Lewis asked for a remand on this evidence, as he

secute the defendant, who was a merchant in the City of was not then prepared to go into all the cases. Mr. Alderman

London , for what he believed he would be able to show was a Ellis granted a remand for a week .

gross fraud upon the stockbrokers of the City . For many

years the prisoner had been a merchant in the City of London ,

and held a very high position in the commercial world . He EXPORT STATISTICS. - The Statistical Abstract of the United

was in the habit of buying stock through brokers, and in some Kingdom for 1874 , shows that the declared value of the British

instances paying for it and taking it up, and in others paying and Irish produce exported from the United Kingdom to

the difference and not taking it up . He would now show that various foreign countries was £167,278 ,029, the exports to

the prisoner had bought a quantity of stock from several British possesions reaching a value of £72, 280,092, giving a

brokers , in payment for which he had given a number of gross total of £239,558, 121 against £255 ,164 ,603 for the pre

cheques on the Imperial Bank , which on presentation were ceding year. There had been a decrease of £1,000,000 sterling

dishonoured and marked “ N . S .," which meant that there in the value in 1873, as compared with 1872 ; but the decrease

was not sufficient money there to meet them . The purchases of 1874 as compared with 1873 was £15,500 ,000. From 1862,

that hemade and for which he gave cheques were as follows : when the value was £123,992, 264, there had been a steadily

- Messrs, Stocken and Co., £5 ,000 Turkish Bonds, value increasing rise in the annual value up to 1873, the increase in

£1,600 ; Mr. Mackintosh $ 5 ,000 Spanish , value £983 5s. 1d . ; the ten years reaching an amount of £132,000,000. The

Mr. Dixon £5 ,000 Spanish , value £983 5s. 1d . ; Messrs. Moore reduction in the value of the purchasesmade from us last year

and Greatorex £3,000 Egyptians, value £1,800 ; Messrs.Messel was exclusively in the foreign countries, the value of the

£5 ,000 Turks, value £1,600 ; and Messrs Samuel and Cohen exports to the British possessions showing a large increase.

£1,000 Egyptians, value £740, making in all £24 ,000 of Our trade diminished chiefly with Germany, where the value

securities, the cash value of which was £7 ,540. Before the fell by nearly £2,500 ,000 ; Holland, where the reduction was

defendant could make use of the securities it was necessary upwards of £2,000,000 ; Belgium , where it was nearly

that he should obtain possession of them , and for that purpose £1,500,000 ; France and Italy, where the fall nearly reached

he gave his cheques to the several parties for the amount of £1,000,000 ; Egypt, where it fell by nearly £3,000,000 ; and

their respective contracts . When , however, they were pre the United States, where the fall was nearly £5,000,000 . In a

sented at the clearing-house, which could not be done until few cases there was an increase in the value of the exports.
five o 'clock , they were every one dishonoured , and upon Russia (northern ports ) bought more than in 1873 by an

inquiry it was found that the prisoner had kept an account at amount of £148,730 ; Sweden and Norway by £369,764 ; Spain

that bank since 1869, and that the balance to his credit was by £327,611 ; Greece by £16 ,742 ; and Brazil by £133,784.

now £60 . As soon as the fraud was discovered the police were The purchases of our home produce made by the British

communicated with , and Detective Serjeants Bull, Moss, Han possessions showed an increased value of nearly £6 ,000,000

cock and others, together with their staff of assistants, went to sterling as compared with 1873 , and the value has risen from

the various London railway stations to see if they could discover £43,664 ,835 in 1860 to £72,280,092 in 1874 , being nearly

the prisoner, as they expected that he would try to leave the £29,000 ,000, or £2,000 ,000 a year, in the fourteen years. Our

country. He was found in a first-class carriage at the North American possessions bought to the value of £9,332, 119 ;

Waterloo Station of the South -Western Railway, and when he the West India Islands purchased £3,283 ,764 worth of goods;

observed the oflicer and another person whom he knew , he put Australia , including New South Wales, Queensland , Tasmania,

his hat in front of his face in order to conceal himself, and when I and New Zealand, bought to the amount of $ 19 .000.000 ; and

the person who knew him walked round to the other side of the purchases of our East Indian , African , and Chinese settle

him , he passed his hat round his face so as to conceal it from ments reached the enormous sum of about £37,000,00 .

him . The officer, however, saw themovement, and wentinto British India 's purchases reached £24 .080,693 : the Straits

the carriage and stopped that manoeuvre by apprehending him . Settlements, £2 ,701,526 ; Hong Kong £3,650,963 ; and the

When he was searched nearly the whole of the bonds Cape ofGood Hope and Natal £4,301,761. In the case of the

were found upon him , or in his luggage, the only difference foreign countries the rise in the value of their purchases has

being that he had changed some Spanish for some Turkish been most remarkable during the past fourteen years, Russia ,

bonds of equal value. Aristides Carridia said that he was which in 1860 bought to the extent of about £3 ,000,000, now

agent to Mr. John M 'Ewen Mackintosh , a stock and share buys nearly £8,000,000. France, whose purchases stood at

broker, of Cornhill. He had known the prisoner for two or £5,000,000 , has trebled her custom . Spain buys more than a

three years, and he knew that he was a member of the | third asmuch again as in 1860 . The value of the imports to

“ Baltic." He sold to the prisoner £5,000 worth of Spanish the United States has risen from £21,000,000 to £28 ,000,000,

bonds on behalf of Mr. Mackintosh , to be settled for on the and thus English produce still finds its best market across the

29th inst. Yesterday he took the bonds to the prisoner, who Atlantic - France , our second customer, scarcely buying to have

counted them out to see that they were correct, and then gave the extent. Greece, which in 1860 stood at £343,500, now

him his chegne for them for £983 5s. Id . He had not seen buys to the value of a million ; and Japan, which in that year .

him since until he was in the dock . -- William Potts , detective scarcely entered into the competition , now purchases to the

officer, said that he and Mr. Pollak went to the Waterloo Sta value of upwards of a million. The exports to the British

tion on Wednesday night, about a quarter-past-seven o 'clock , possessions at the Antipodes have doubled in the fourteeb

and walked up and down the platform until the train arrived years, having risen from £9,000,000 to £19.000 .000 , and the

that was to start at 20 minutes to eight o 'clock . They dis value of the exports to British India have increased in the

covered the defendant in one of the first-class carriages of sameperiod from £17,000,000 to £24,000,000,
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LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO CAPITALISTS. - Wanted a Partner with £10,000
- for an Old -Established and prosperous Firm , to replace capital with

drawn by retiring partner. - Apply to J . Renton , Stationers' Hall Buildings,

31 -40 Ludgate Hill, E . C .

TO TRUSTEES AND OTHERS — Wanted a Loan of
1 £15,000, at 44 per cent., on security of property in Aldersgate- street ,

worth over £50,000. - Apply to J . Renton , Stationers ' Hall Buildings,
34 -40 Ludgate Hill, E . C .

THE SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. — The

monthly meeting of the Council of the Society washeld
on the 29th September, at the Society 's offices, 2 Cowper's
court, Cornhill. Present : Messrs . John Bath (vice

president) in the chair ; E . C . Foreman, Harry Brett, E .
Norton Harper, E . T . Peirson , W . C . Harvey, John H .

Tilly , and the secretary . James Sdeward , 133 West
George-street,Glasgow , was admitted as an associate of

the Society .

CONTINENTAL DEBENTURES.- In the article under the above

heading in our issue of the 25th of September, our corre

spondent was made to say that the total amount paid by the
“ Imperial Austrian Treasury " in recalling the obligations of

the 1860 loan , with interest and bonuses, was £3, instead of

$ 3 ,713 ,000.

BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. — The following is the official
return of the cheques and bills cleared in the Bankers'

Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, Sept. 29 :

Thursday, September 23 . . . . . . . . . . £10,786 ,000

Friday, September 24 . . . . . . . . . . . 12,011,000

Saturday, September 25 . . . . . . . . . . 15 , 131,000

Monday, September 27 .. . . . 14 ,078 ,000
Tuesday , September 28 . . . . . 14,297,000

Wednesday, September 29 . . .. . .. . 39,564,000

TO AUCTIONEERS, ACCOUNTANTS, & c . - A
- , Gentleman , aged about twenty -eight, wishes for an engagement, with

a view to Partnership . He is of active business habits, and his training

has fitted him for the management of the financial department, or keeping
of the books. He can command a moderate amount of capital. - Apply to
Mr. J . Jones, Westminster Buildings, Chester .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C.

property from 3 naxchrity ; also on morta

to be agreed upon . Ne

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH .
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - -Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under $ 50 repavable

upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post- free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

£105,867,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year, which

also comprised a Stock Exchange settlement, was £129,065 ,000.

On Thursday evening the revenue returns for the quarter ,
half-year and year ending on the 30th of September were pub
lished . The receipts during the twelve months amounted to
£75 ,916 ,637, a decrease of £49,582 as compared with the

return for the previous year. The half-year's receipts, however,

show an increase of £994 ,764, and those for the quarter an

increase of £400,623, as compared with the corresponding
periods of 1874 .

THE EXPORT COAL TRADE . - The exports of coal from the

United Kingdom in August amounted to 1,534,826 tons, as
compared with 1 ,436 ,421 tons in August, 1874, and 1 , 109,039

tons in August, 1873 . In these totals the exports to Germany
figure for 276,721 tons, 243,164 tons, and 181,869 tons re
spectively ; and those to France for 249,960 tons, 202,930 tons,
and 202,816 tons respectively . The exports also largely in .
creased in August to Russia , Sweden and Norway, Holland and

Spain . The aggregate exports of coal from the United King
dom in the first eightmonths of this year were 9 ,277,298 tons,
as compared with 8 ,910 ,616 tons in the corresponding period

of 1874, and 8 ,309,571 tons in the corresponding period of
1873. In these totals the exports to Germany figured for
1 ,418, 191 tons, 1,339,200 tons, and 1,077,680 tons, and those
to France for 1,752,733 tons, 1 ,531,209 tons, and 1,580,710
tons respectively . The exports have increased this year to

Sweden and Norway, Denmark, Germany, Holland , France,
Spain , and Italy ; but they have decreased to Russia , Turkey ,
Egypt, Brazil, Malta , and British India . The value of the
coal exported from the United Kingdom in August was

£992,642, as compared with £1,171,130 in August, 1874, and
£1,136 ,216 in August, 1873 ; and in the eight months ending
August 31 this year £6 ,373,195 as compared with £8,072,223
in the correspoding period of 1874 , and £8 ,755 ,831 in the

corresponding period of 1873.

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate " are ; - 1st. -- The Sale, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of
Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture, Jewellery, and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate "
from their extepded connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
deutial character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

" The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered . ”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! !

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl, and theWaverley Pen ."
" Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction .”

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

- Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.ld .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin
burgh .

.
.

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 108.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works :- London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,

£2 17s. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tento, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON AIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J. Atkinson, Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq .

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq .

John Vanner, Esq .
S . D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .O ., M . P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . 1 ,216 , 115 13 5

Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . 223,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned .. . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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THE ONLY AND SPECIAL

6 MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,"

S
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$1.
KOENIO
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RUPTURES- BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwardsof 500 Medical Men to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with somuch ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and
may beworn during sleep. A descriptive circularmay be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit ), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JohX WHITE, 228, Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s ., 21s., 26s. 6a ., 31s. 60,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 428., and 52s. 6d . Post
age free . An Umbilical Trueg, 42s., and 528 . 6d . Postage

J'fest free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post -office ,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60., 78, 6d ., 108 , to 16s . each .
Postage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 5s. 6d . and 7s. 6d . Adults , 10s. 6d ., 158.6d., and 218. each .
Postage free . - Joux WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London ,

was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong -Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Safe or
Strong -Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiogity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of $630 , ride
" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or " Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories : very

extensive robberies ( in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUF ERE.

76 Cheapside, London, E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which governi operations of digestion and nutrition, and

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

trong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " See article in the
Civil Service Gazette .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

First issue of Capital, £500 ,000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability. Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent, per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .
TRUSTEES.

Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . | Rev . C . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory, Ashford.
The Rev. W . F , Good , D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .

Current accounts opened , and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied.

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business .

the hands of the Subscribers.street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed
ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for
persons not having banking accounts, or not wishing to draw small cheques.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub

1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course.
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts

I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria
I street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, — Furnishes
1 Cheque Books for Customers.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America.MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY

1 SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

description of Sound Financial Business.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
1 Loans.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .— The PEOPLE'S
1 BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion
Money or Preliminary Expenscs.

T 'HE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Managerial Re
muneration Dependent on Profits.

" HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the
whole amount of the Liability ,

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of
Risk, its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House
Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 Companies of a bona -fide character.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
1 count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans

1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
L Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on

Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
I Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street , near the Mansion House.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability
1 beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. -- The Secrecy and

I Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A fixed instead
1 . of an uncertain Scale of Profits.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Eighteen per
Cent . per Annum paid Monthly .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A constantly ac
1 cruing Reserve Fund .

ICHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Power of Total
i Withdrawalatter six months on Sixty Days' Notice.

MHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House
I Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City .

TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply

1 and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY ,

I lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
1 COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY,Y ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,
Mansion House Chambers,

11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCH OFFICES. - LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hackins Hey. MANCHESTER : Messrs.
Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights .
BATH : Mr. H . J. Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron , 32 West George Street.
WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas .
A , York , Vale Street AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED .
Registered under the Companies' Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60 ,000, IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.

£l on Application, the remainder on Allotment,

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH, Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester. Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King-street, Manchester.

WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Esq., Durham Massey , Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester,
JAMES HASLAM , Esq ., M . R .O .V . S.

JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.
ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY.

Cheshire.
BANKERS.

( Pro. tem .) Mr. Thomas WINDER.

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street, } OFFICES.
Manchester, and its Branches. ( Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester .

M

PROSPECTUS.
The great want of a Shoe for Horses and other draught animals ( so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery

pavements , and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the

ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwields

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort ), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of horses,
and also by " The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. "

Such a shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third theweight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied , and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible, and therefore are the most natural substance from which to
form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm
and solid foothold, and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements,and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention ofthis Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smi or farrier.

Formsof application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary .

H . D . RAWLINGS,
D
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN . .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE!

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiero et Commerciale
de Paris .
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PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .
London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers

promptly inserted .
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one US. copy need

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAKAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. OCTOBER 2 , 1875.
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TARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor,

- Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge -row, Cannon
street, E .c .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountanty , & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON.

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - Partnership wanted in a sound
established Business. Has connection and business (six years'

standing ), which would be brought in . Age 36 . - Address " B . " 4 Linden

grove, Nunhead , S . E .

FOR SALE . - A well-established Wine and Spirit
Business in London , having, besides a fair private connection, a

regular trade attached to it, with four retail establishments , which alone

yield a profit of over £1, 100 per annum , in addition to profit rentals ex

ceeding £250 per annum . Principals only to apply to Richard R .

Robinson, Accountant, 19 St. Swithin 's -lane, E . C .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S .E .

A TRAINED ACCOUNTANT of skill and experience.

having a connection worth £460 a year, wishes an engagement as
Managing Clerk in an established Office , or would take a partnor having

capital. " Auditor,” 141Hampstead- road , London .

TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUNE 24TH , 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian

Spanish, and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL , E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London ,

R E S T A U R A N T ;

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol -lane, City .

Luncheons from thejoints,hotorcold, including vegetables andbread, 18. 38

Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d. to 10s.6c.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.

CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE ' IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW - IN -FURNESS.

REFERENCES GIVEN .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAV ESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
TOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Oprices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTI .

I F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Hotel. East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping.

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 18 . PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .Receiver AND TRUSTEL IN BANKRUPTCY AxD LIQUIDATION .
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The JccountantMR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BANKER ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different
Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND
ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each
Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings ,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30 , 000.

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol

lowing Drawings:
The 70th DRAWING of 1,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 $ 10

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1 ,500

IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

place on the 1st instant, at Vienna. The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of

120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at

Ofen on Ist instant.

He will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above
mentioned Debeatures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
or Obligations.

To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F . W . requests that all com
munications should beaddressed care of

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application .

P S . - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1,006 , No.
78, drawing a Bonusof £4,000, has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman
residing in London .

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or
28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ).
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch-street, E .C.,
to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty
support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any protes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers , Auctioneers, and Estate Agents;
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com .

panies; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can, however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .
N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors .

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
1 preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

[ AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,

U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co . Land Valuers and Timber Furveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS ofINVESTING in AGRICULIURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars , which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers , publicity being carcfully avoided,and written
terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Meers.

Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . C .

. TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the
Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C .MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Othces , 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

The $ ¢countant.
OCTOBER 9, 1875.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
11 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co. , have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be iminediately advanced upon ap
proved securities . Apply at the City Land aud Reversion Offices (Established

1942 ), 54 Cannon -strect .

Weare glad to see that the doctrine of the sanctity

of marriage settlements is not of universal acceptance.
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Butwe still adhere to our former opinion , that at present the fortunes of nine-tenths of the stockholders of the

some amount of consideration ought to be attached to world . There is the vice of luxury, which leads people

them , and in this respect wo differ from our corre to live beyond their means, and then calmly attribute

spondent of last week, H . B ., who holds that a settle their failure to their insufficiency of income. And

ment in the case of a trader ought to be probibited these are the people who calmly shelter themselves

altogether. At the same time, we would go further in behind their marriage settlements . A man who

one direction than he does, and make no distinction honestly works for his living and fails from pure mis

whatever between trader and non-trader in this respect ; fortune, — and, notwithstanding all that has been said

we would also make all settlements of furniture void , and written on the subject, there are many of such

unless registered under the Bills of Sale Act. As the | cases, - has seldom resorted to a settlement. His

law at present stands, post-nuptial settlements of fur capital is too valuable to be locked up in the

niture require registration ; and many a simple-minded hands of trustees. But a skilled conveyancer

husband who has, even with the most innocentmotives, can draw a settlement, bristling with ap

parent restrictions, full of technicalities and

ornament ” upon his wife, has been sadly shocked to apparently framed in a spirit of the utmost prudence,

find that such a praiseworthy token of confiding butwhich will, at the same time, allow the most entire

affection is summarily classed among bills of sale. | freedom in the investment of the capital. Armed with

But there appears no sound reason why ante-nuptial such a deed , a man may speculate, may gamble, using

settlements should not also be registered . The object for that purpose even a portion of the settled property ,

of registration is sufficiently apparent. It is to give secure that at the very worst, failure will result to him

notice to creditors , and all others whom it may concern , 1 in but a trifling diminution of his ordinary comfort.

that certain property , which has hitherto been available | We would , then, amend the law thus. We would

towards payment of their claims, is about to be with | abolish the distinction between a trader and non

drawn from their control, and to put them on the alert | trader in the first place ; and we would not stop to

to adopt such means in the future as they may deem | consider the solvency of the debtor at the time of

most advantageous for their interests. But it is surely | making the settlement, in declaring it absolutely

just as important to notify to the tradesmen of void , unless it was made by deed duly registered .

a district, that the costly furniture at a house they | Butwe would treat every payment made under it up to

serve is not the property of their debtor, the date of the Act of Bankruptcy as valid , and wo

but belongs to his wife ; especially as the ordi would allow the judge to consider the claims of wife

nary form of a settlement of furniture, whether and children so far as to direct a certain portion to be

before or after marriage, is 80 framed as to handed over to them , or to allow the trustees of the

give the most absolute powers of disposal to husband settlement to prove for the full amount settled and

and wife, and requires the trustees to interfere receive their dividend with the other creditors. In this

only so as to defeat the just claims of creditors. In case, any subsequent bankruptcy would again diminish

our experience the settlement question arises mainly in the sum . Such a course as this would be severe,

the case of non-traders, especially of settlements of but it would be extremely effectual in its operation on

furniture . It is not only commercial men who seek the luxury of the age. The wife's property we would

the protection of the Bankruptcy Laws. The fatal certainly protect in the instance of a trader ; though

vice of gambling has been fast permeating all ranks of there might be cases in which, in the case of

society . The younger man bets upon horses ; the elder private individuals, some portion of it might be

man speculates on the Stock Exchange, or invests fairly made amenable to creditors' claims. To go

far beyond his means in the shares of companies of as far as this would be to effect almost a revolution

doubtful solvency. There is scarcely a man who has in society , and the change will probably be due to the

ever had the command of a few hundreds of capital involuntary action of that eccentric section of politicians

who has not at some time or other endeavoured to which profess to seek the exclusive advantage of

increase it tenfold by measuring his limited sources of in - women . It will be a curious termination of their

telligence, and his scanty stores ofmonetary lore, against labours, if they succeed in destroying the peculiar

the greatmoneyed capitalists who can make or unmake privilege of their clients to enjoy their own, and their

vate
individualable to credit almost a Tes to the
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husband's property, " free from his debts, control and | who, when pursued by wolves, saved himself by

engagements .” throwing out the various members of his household at

We must say a few words, in conclusion , about the judicious intervals , to leave out a few morsels of

leading cases that were referred to in our previous | property for their creditors to fight over, and content

article , and in the letter of H . B . last week . The case themselves with preserving merely the greater portion

of Hardey v . Green, which we quoted then from memory , of all they possess. But we are afraid that in too

is sufficiently startling to deserve a fuller quotation , and many instances the risk may be safely run, as an Act

we cite , therefore, the marginal note of the case given of Bankruptcy is of but little assistance to the creditors

by Mr. Beavan in his report (vol. 12, p . 182). of a man who has learned as the first element of

“ Articles were executed previous to a marriage by | success to keep his own counsel.

which the husband and wife agreed that all property ,

estate and effects to which the husband or wife might There are few questions more distasteful to the legal

thereafter become entitled , should be settled to such | mind than those which dealwith points of practice , and

uses as the wife should appoint ; and, in default, on | especially those relating to the rules of the taxing

trusts for the husband , wife, and children . At the masters. Those useful officers have a system of their

time, neither husband nor wife had any property, the own, embodied but tentatively in text-books, and pro

husband was insolvent, and soon after the marriage took | fess an equal contempt for the opinions of counsel or

the benefit of the Insolvent Act. Property subsequently the decision of judges as recorded in the multitudinous

descended on him . Held as against his assignee that it | volumes of reports. It is, therefore, with some

was bound by the articles." It is true that in the case diffidence that we venture to pronounce an opinion on

of a trader, the trustee would be entitled , even under the two points raised last week by our correspondent

such a clause as this, to the after-acquired property , by “ H . B .” The first point is not very clearly stated,

virtue of the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act, but we take it to refer, in effect, to the amount of

1869, which makes void " any settlement by a trader of stamp duty on the costs , whether it is to be calculated

any money or property wherein he had not at the time on the original or the taxed bill. If this is so, we

of his marriage any estate or interest, either vested or should say that it ought to be assessed on the revised

contingent ;" and it was under this section that the case bill. The 189th rule provides that costs shall be taxed

of re Clint, to which H . B . alludes, was decided . But in on production of an office copy of the order for tara

the case of a non-trader Hardey v . Green remains as a tion, and “ the allocatur, being duly stamped , shall be

dangerous precedent, till it is finally overruled by some signed and dated by the master or registrar taxing the

higher judicial authority than the Master of the Rolls. costs." The term " allocatur " we understand to

There is, however, one gleam of light of which trustees | mean the certificate of approval, stating the total

may be glad, and that is, that it is extremely probable amount of costs allowed . Till the bill is taxed , it is

merely tentative and inchoate, and cannot be

consideration of marriage or not, which assigns | used by the trustee as a voucher for money

over all property , both present and future, would paid. To " attach an allocatur for the full

be, in itself , an act of bankruptcy under sec. amount ” would be to pass a bill without any

2 subsection 6 of the Act , and consequently taxation at all . On the second point, we agree

void as against creditors. As far as we are aware, the | with “ H . B .” that bills of costs in liquidations

point has not been actually decided by competent | ought to be taxed. The rules are express on the point.

authority , but there can be but little doubt as to the Rule 114 directs that “ a trustee shall not be allowed in

correctness of this view . So that, to the caution to | his accounts any sum paid by him to his attorney for

persons about to become bankrupt to take care, before | his bill of costs, unless the same shall have been duly

they make a settlement of all they possess, to ascertain | taxed .” The 5th rule of 1871 directs that “ all bills and

that they have sufficient power to obtain due obedience charges of attorneys in matters of liquidation shall be

wives whom they literally endow with all their taxed , and no payments in respect of such bills shall be

goods, must be added another, namely , to postpone allowed in the accounts of a trusteo , without due prool

their bankruptcy till six months after marriage, or to l of such taxation having been made." And the Act, in

take care, by following the preco lont of tho merchant | addition , contains a scale of costs to be allowed in mat.
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ters of liquidation. It is true that the creditors may, in Correspondence.
liquidation , audit the accounts as they think fit, and the

rulo must therefore be probably taken to mean , not only RECEIVERS' AND TRUSTES' CHARGES IN

that no untaxed bills of costs be allowed, but that every COMPOSITION CASES.

taxed bill of costs shall be allowed , and the trustee pro
To the Editor of the Accountant.

tected by the certificate of the proper officer from Sir, - In reply to the query put by “ Trustee " in your

vexatious objections to his accounts from men who are issue of the 25th ultimo, I beg to state, that creditors are

ignorant of the principles which govern the ro quite competent to impose the conditions upon which they
will accept a composition from their debtor ; but if those

muneration of solicitors. It may be more economical conditions go beyond a payment of so much in the pound,

for a trustee to make a bargain with the solicitors, it is necessary that the debtor and his sureties (if there

especially in small estates, to do the required work for
are sureties) should in writing concur therein . Debtors

are very often exceedingly fair spoken and lavish in their
a fixed sum , and it would be hard to say that this promises before carrying a composition , and propor

practice is wrong in liquidation . But then the tionately ungrateful afterwards. The practice I have

trustee must be careful to get the consent of
adopted from the first, has been to require the debtors (and
other parties to the arrangement) to sign their concurrence

the creditors to this arrangement, or he in the terms of the resolution, or the resolutions them

may find this item disallowed , or its propriety selves, and when that has been done, I have experienced

no difficulty in settling.
questioned. Weshould say, therefore, that the proper

Yours truly,
course for a trustee acting on his own responsibility, H . B .

would be to have all bills of costs duly taxed ; but that | London , October 1st, 1875 .

he might, in his discretion , dispense with this ceremony,

if he chose to run the risk incurred, or was confident of To the Editor of the Accountant.

the support of themajority of the creditors. Sir,-- I have read with considerable interest the corre

spondence in your paper as to the power of landlords to

distrain after the filing of a liquidation or bankruptcy

WINDING -UP. - A petition to wind -up the Military and Naval petition, but there is one point which does not appear to

Supply and Perfect Guarantee Company (Limited) has been | have been discussed, namely , the power of landlords to

presented to the Court of Chancery. distrain for rent payable in advance, the distraint not.

being levied until after the petition was filed. In a case in

From the 1st of April to the 30th of September the payments which I was recently appointed trustee, the landlord
into the Exchequer amounted to £34,648,879, as compared with distrained for £40 rent from June to Christmas next, and

£33,654,115 in the corresponding period of 1874. The pay
his authority for so distraining, was an agreement by the

ments were £37,926 ,519, against £36 ,847,274 in 1874 . The
debtor to pay rent six months in advance. I shall be glad

to learn through the medium of your columns if such dis .
balance in the Bank of England on the 30th of September was traint can be held good in a court of law .

$ 1, 076 ,318, and in the Bank of Ireland, £803, 109.

The quarterly revenue returns lately issued are ex W . C. H .

tremely satisfactory. The apparent net increase of revenue in
London , October 1st, 1875.

the quarter is £400 ,000, and in the first half of the financial

year which has now elapsed £995,000, the real increase,

making certain " rectifications,” being considerably greater. THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
The increase in Excise and Customs is especially satisfactory,

amounting in the former case to £309,000 for the quarter and To the Editor of the Accountant.

£406 ,000 for the half-year, and in the latter to £181,000 for
Sir . — The balance sheet ofthis " bank " for the quarter

the quarter and £305 ,000 for the half-year. The remark is

obvious that the quiet, steady industry of the country must be
ending June 30th , 1875 , has only just come under my

going on without a check for such results to be produced . The
notice. Although I have had some experience as an

decline of certain parts of the foreign trade, the recent shocks
accountant, I must say I have never seen under the

to credit and dislocation of a few trades, are hardly to be traced heading of Assets such items as the following : - Interest

when the general results on the welfare of the community are paid to depositors, £246 5s. 2d . ; discounts and interests,
summed up in figures like the present. The return , however, £383 2s. 6 . ; advertisements, £922 4s. 9d. ; printing,
shows the exchequer balance to be very low , and largely stationery, account books, & c ., £266 5s. ; rent of offices,
deficient to meet the charge on the Consolidated Fund for the salaries, postages, legal and incidental expenses, and re

ensuing quarter, thus confirming what has been surmised muneration of trustees, £996 13s. ; Co -operative and

from the amount of the public deposits in the weekly Bank FinancialReview , £995 8s. 60. Considering that the profit
return , that the Government must borrow a large sum from

the Bank - probably about £3,000 ,000 - to pay the October
and loss account is annexed to the balance sheet, and that

dividends. The advance will, of course , only be temporary,
some of these itemsare therein placed at the debit, I , inmy

but it does not seem good finance for a country like England,
ignorance , should have supposed that a balance sheetsetting

with a highly flourishing revenue, to be obliged to obtain short forth the liabilities and assets would not have recapitulated

adyances in this way from timeto time. - Daily News, items of profit and loss. It must be gratifying to the

Yours truly,
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BANKRUPTCY LAWS. No. 10 .

TRUSTEE UNDER COMPOSITION .

subscribers of “ the Co -operative Credit Bank ” to learn

that the books are kept by a “ well-known firm of ac

countants and auditors," and that“ the above balance sheet

is a true transcript of the books." Would it not, how

ever , be as well if the firm of “ accountants and auditors,"

for the future, either suppress the words " liabilities and

assets," or at least so place their figures as to enable sub

scribers to see at a glance what the liabilities and assets

really consist of ? The securities are stated at £8,611, but

there is no explanation as to what they are composed of,

and how they are valued . I am not a subscriber to the “ Co .

operative Credit Bank.” Do you know any body that is ?

I am , Sir , yours obediently,

INCREDULOUS.
London, October 6th , 1875.

[In regard to the statements and question of our corre

spondent, we have made some inquiry, and understand that

the system of accounting used by the Co-operative Credit

Bank, as shown in the balance sheet, is the same as that

adopted by leading London banks. It is scarcely likely

that the auditors of the Co-operative Credit Bank would make

public the particulars of the bank's investments, which would

bo tantamount to doing what our correspondent suggests . As

to the final query of “ Incredulous," — We understand that

there are many hundred subscribers to this bank . - ED .

ACCOUNTANT.]

THE AUDIT OF MERCHANTS ' ACCOUNTS. - A correspondent of
a Liverpool paper writes as follows :- " I scarcely ever now

take up a paper without finding one or more accounts of cases

of embezzlement and defalcation ; and frequently the amounts

are large, and it is stated that the pilferings have been going

on for a length oftime. I cannot help thinking that many of

these cases might have been entirely avoided , or at least

effectually “ nipped in the bud,” if the employers had been in

the habit of having their books audited by an accountant, say,

quarterly or half-yearly, and the cash , bills, and other

securities checked , to see if they corresponded with the balance

shown by the cashier or book -keeper. There are numbers of

merchants, provision dealers , brokers , & c ., in this and other

towns who have very good businesses, but never having been
accustomed to book -keeping, know next to nothing about it ,
and leave that department entirely to some young man , pro

bably with a salary of £100 a year, and take his word without

any check , that such and such a statement, is what is shown

by their books. The pilferings, at first small, gradually grow ,

and as the party in charge of the department sees that his
employers cannot make out anything from the books them .

selves, he gives up the idea of repaying what he has abstracted,
possibly because he does not now see any way ofdoing so, and

goes on until his employers find out that there are hundreds,

perhaps thousands, of pounds which they cannot lay their
hands on . I consider it to be a duty of every master ( to him

self and his clerk) who cannot afford time to check his books
himself to have them gone over from time to time by an audi

tor. It is not right to put such a temptation in the way of a

young man who has probably nothing but his small salary to
live upon . If accountants were employed more in this kind
of work , clerks would generally contrive to have their cash , & c.,
right by the time the auditor was expected . Many people

seem to think that there is no use in employing an accountant

until they are in difficulties, but it is a great mistake. Ac

countants would much rather see people prospering than in
difficulties,"

Considerable misapprehension exists as to the status of

a Trustee under composition. The expression is a wrong

one, as is evidenced by the refusal of the Court to issue a

certificate of appointment. The word “ agent ” would

certainly convey a more correct idea of the duties to be

performed. As a matter of fact, where no trustee is ap

pointed, the debtor is bound to tender his composition as,

and when due, to each individual creditor, and on his

neglect to do so , the whole (or unliquidated balance ) of

the originaldebt revives ; whereas in those cases where a

" trustee " is by resolution appointed, he is selected by

the creditors to act as their agent in the receipt and dis

tribution of the dividends, and the debtor has but to settle

the claims with the trustee, and hand over to him the

means necessary to carry out the terms of the reso

lution come to. Where no provision is made for the

remuneration of the “ trustee,” the debtor and his sureties
concurring therein , the “ trustee” would , we think , have an

undoubted right to charge for his services as agent by

distributing the dividends less the amount of his charges

for so doing. Creditors, however, are competent to agree

with the debtor as to the terms upon which they will

release him , and if the debtor accepts those terms nobody

is aggrieved. For the guidance of our readers, we subrnit

a form of resolution which (subject to modification accord

ing to the circumstances of the case) will,we believe,

prevent the occurrence of any misunderstanding.

1. That a composition of six shillings in the pound (free

of all costs, charges, and expenses, including the

charges of the trustee under this arrangement, which
shall be borne and paid by the debtor as a first charge

upon his assets ) shall be accepted in satisfaction of

the debts due to the creditors from the said Thomas

Jones.

2 . That such composition be payable as follows, viz.

Two shillings in the pound within one calendarmonth

from the date of registration of these extraordinary

resolutions ; two shillings in the pound within two

calendarmonths from the same date ; and two shillings

in the pound within four calendar months from the

same date .

3. That such composition be secured in the following

manner, viz . — The first instalment of two shillings in

the pound by the promissory notes of the said

Thomas Jones, and the second and third instalments

of two shillings in the pound each by the joint and

several promissory notes of the said Thomas Jones ,

of William Smith of - street, Southampton, in

the county of Hants, ironmonger, and of Henry Jones,

of 10 _ street, Clapham , in the county of Surrey,
gentleman ,
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William Smith , Sureties.

4 . That - - 0 - - in the City of London, public COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .

accountant, be appointed trustee in the matter, to

receive and distribute the aforesaid proinissory notes, October 1.

and that such promissory notes be receivable at his (Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)
office. IN RE ALEXANDER, PEARSE , AND COLLIE . — This was a first

We concur in the terms of aforesaid resolutions,
meeting for the proof of debt and choice of trustee to the
estate. The bankrupts, Nathaniel Alexander, Brise Hugh

(Creditors' signatures.) Pearse, and Alexander Collie , were East India agents and
Thomas Jones, Debtor. merchants, carrying on business at 23 Great Winchester.

street, under the firm of N . Alexander , Son , and Co., and

Henry Jones,
were adjudicated on the petition of the London and West

minster Bank , who are unsecured creditors to the extent of
The neglect to makesome such provision will give rise £50 ,000 and upwards. One of the partners, Alexander Collie ,

to disputes when the debtor is disposed to fail in good
was the senior partner in the firm ofAlexander Collie and Co.,

through the stoppage of which firm the difficulties of the bank
faith , rupts were mainly brought about Debts to the amount of

H . B . [London.] £147,605 were tendered and proved , and upon the nomination

of the London and Westminster Bank Mr. Harding (Harding,

Whinney, and Co ., accountants, 8 Old Jewry ) was chosen

trustee, with a committee of inspection . No statement of

PROFITS FROM TRADES AND PROFESSIONS. - In 1842-43, the affairs was produced. Messrs. Travers, Smith , and Co. are

first year of the income-tax, the profits on trades and pro the solicitors to the proceedings.

IN RE ALEXANDER LESLIE . - This was a bankruptcy arising
fessions were estimated at £52,787,348, and in 1873-74 at

out of that of Messrs. Collie . The debtor was described as of

£148 ,853,731, and this year, £2,112,563 . 32 St . Mary-axe, East India agent, trading under the firm of

TIE COUNTY COURTS Act, 1875 . - A barrister writes as
Leslie , Rivington , and Co. A preliminary statement of affairs

returned liabilities of £46,800 , stated to be in respect of the
follows : - “ Upon the 2nd day of November next, the above

bankrupt's acceptances to the draughts of Alexander Collie
Statute, 38 and 39 Vict., cap . 50, which contains some very and Co., discounted by that firm , and of which they had the pro
useful provisions, comes into operation . Section 4, however, ceeds, for purchases in cotton and grey shirtings on jointaccount ;
as it now stands, seemsto be so defective as to be of little or other debts, £321. The assets are thus given : - Book debts

no practical utility until it has been amended by striking out estimated to produce £334 ; cash in hand , 16s. 11d. ; and
the words on an ex parte application . As it now stands office furniture, £20. It appeared that a petition for liquidation
• A Judge of County Courts shall, whether within the district was presented in the first instance, but the proceedings under

of any of his courts or not, have jurisdiction to make any it fell to the ground, and an adjudication of bankruptcy was
order, or exercise on ex parte application any authority or

pronounced . At a first meeting now held debts were proved ,
jurisdiction in any action or proceeding pending in any of and Mr. Hurlbatt, accountant, 8 Old Jewry, was appointed
the Courts of which he is Judge, which if the same related to trusteo, to act with a committee of inspection .
an action or proceeding pending in one of Her Majesty's
Superior Courts might be given , made, or exercised by a Judge
of such last-mentioned Courts in Chambers, and , with the October 2 .
consent of both parties to an action or proceeding, to hear and

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)
decide any matter at any place, either within or without any

such district. By the above enactment, except by consent,
IN RE G . W . K .MEW . - The debtor,described as of Water-lane

the power of the County Court Judges to exercise in relation
and Tudor- street, Blackfriars, wine merchant, trading in part

to actions and proceedings pending in their Courts the
nership with J . G . P . Brotheridge, an infant, recently presented

authority (and jurisdiction of a " Judge at Chambers,' with
a petition for liquidation , and the court last week appointed a

regard to actions and proceedings pending in one of the
receiver, and granted an interim order staying further pro.

Superior Courts — which is , I have reason to believe, what was
ceedings at the suit of a judgment creditor. Mr. R .

intended to be the result of this new provision - is confined to
Griffiths, on behalf of the receiver and debtor, now applied for

the continuance of the injunction . Mr. Keighley, in opposing
such authority and jurisdiction asmay be exercised by a Judge

the application , pointed out that the judgment had been
at Chambers on an ex parte application ,and this ,as will be seen ,

by reference to Chitty 's • Archibold 's Practice,' 11th edition , p.
recovered against the debtor jointly with Brotheridge, who was

1 ,588, is extremely limited and of little or no general value in
not before the Court. The Registrar, without at present

County Court practice ; it is as follows:- - There are somecases, deciding any question as to the rights of the parties, held that

the injunction must be continued until after the meeting of
however, where a Judge's ordermay be obtained on an ex parte

creditors. Order accordingly .application . For instance, an order that the defendant may

be held to bail, that plaintiff may sue in formâ pauperis ,

and to compel the attendance of a witness before an October 6 .
arbitrator, may be thus obtained . If a party obtain an

order ex parte without summons, where the opposite
(Before Mr. Registrar SPRING -RICE .)

party ought to have had an opportunity of showing cause, the IN RE FREETH AND WHITLING . — This was an application to

order will be rescinded on application to the Court ,and in some register a liquidation resolution , come to by the creditors of

cases might, perhaps, be treated as a nullity. It can scarcely these debtors,who are iron manufacturers, carrying on business

at 60 Gracechurch -street, the Phonix Iron Works, Millwall,

which can now be made by a Judge at Chambers are to be | and theWest Drayton Iron Works, West Drayton. The failure

made by County Court Judges in proceedings before them , on took place early in September, and the statement since filed

an ex -parte application , as this would be investing the latter shows debts £30,824 ,against assets £10 ,316 . Registration was

with powers greater than those exerciseable by the Judges of directed by his Honour. The estate will be liquidated by
the Superior Courts, besides often operating injuriously to the arrangement,Mr. R . A . M 'Lean being trustee , with a committee

party to the action or proceeding in whose abgence such orders of inspection . Messrs. Linklaters and Co. are the solicitors

were obtained .” . to the proceedings.
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IN RE E . G . PHILLIPS. - Registration of the resolution come

to by the creditors was also directed in this case. The debtor,

who is described as a provision merchant, of 8 London -street,

and Staines, failed in August last, with debts to the amount of
£38 ,000 odd, of which £20,947 is fully secured , and assets

£11,968 5s. 4d. The estate will be liquidated by arrangement
with Mr. John Young ( Turquand , Youngs, and Co.) as trustee,

and a committee of inspection .

drew £300 from the treasury ; that made a total of £700, for
which he would have to account. In the evening he handed
over bags appearing to contain that sum . — Mr. Herbert

Walter Tilley , another clerk in the same office, said he
remembered the 28th of September, when he received from
the prisoner six bags, purporting to contain £600 in silver, and

deposited them in the treasury ; they were locked up in the
presence of a cashier and porter. - Mr. Frederick Griffiths,

also an in -telling clerk , proved that on the 29th of September,
he received from the prisoner seven bagg, purporting to con
tain £700 in silver, and deposited them in the treasury.
Other evidence was given to the effect that on the bags in

question being subsequently counted there was a deficiency in
all of £65 178. 6d . The prisoner admitted that he had used
the money to pay a lawyer's bill, and that he had intended to

return it - Mr. Alderman Owden remanded the prisoner for
the completion of the depositions. On the following day the
prisoner, who reserved his defence, was committed for trial,
with liberty in the mean time to give bail in two sureties, for
his appearance at the Central Criminal Court, in £100 each.

LEEDS COUNTY COURT.

October 7.

( Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief

Judge.)

IN RE PHILLIPS AND PAILLIPS. -- The debtors , Messrs .

Octavius and Maximilian Phillips, colonial brokers, carrying
on business in Great Tower-street, have filed a petition for

liquidation . Their liabilities are returned at £45 ,600, of

which £41,800 appears to be due to the holders of the

acceptances of the debtors to the draughts of Messrs . Shand

and Co., of Rood -lane, given aga nst security, with property,

of which the value is not yet ascertained . Nr. Baker , for the

debtors, and with the concurrence of some of the creditors,

asked that Mr. John Weiss, accountant (Turquand , Young, and

Co.), should be appointed receiver. His Honour granted the

application .

IN RE R . C . POOLE . — This was another petition for liqui.

dation , the debtor being described as of Bow -lane and West

street , Southwark, wholesale mantle manufacturer , and late

proprietor of the Royal Surrey Gardens, against debts of

£24 ,000 ; the assets are returned £8 ,000. Mr. Philp , for the
debtor and three creditors , asked that a receiver and manager

should be appointed to continue the business until after the

first meeting of creditors. Mr. E . C . Willis , for a large body

of creditors, objected to the nominee of the debtor, and asked

that another appointment should be made. His Honour

thought when a contest arose, the Court must have regard to

the wishes of the creditors, and appointed Mr. J. F . Lovering

to act as receiver and manager.

MANSION HOUSE POLICE COURT.

October 7.

Ex-PARTE HOPKINSON ; RE JOHN HALLIDAY, OF WHARFDALE
MOUNT, BEN RHYDDING . - In this case, in which Mr. Gane,

barrister , appeared for the trustee (Mr. Beswick ), and Mr,West,

barrister, for Messrs. Hopkinson , Brothers and Co., pianoforte

dealers, his Honour (Mr. Daniel, Q .C .) delivered judgment.

He said : In the month of July, 1874 , the bankrupt, John

Halliday, hired a pianoforte from Messrs . Hopkinson, Brothers

and Co ., upon the terms of an agreement to the effect that

the piano was ultimately to belong to the bankrupt upon the

sum of £37 4s. being paid by him in instalments. It was

agreed that, in case of default in the punctual payment ofany

instalment, the instalments previously paid should be forfeited

to Messrs. Hopkinson , who should thereupon be entitled

to resume possession of the instrument, the under

standing being that until the full payment of £37 4s., the

pianoforte remained the absolute property of Messrs.
Hopkinson . In pursuance of the agreement a pianoforte was

delivered to the said John Halliday, but he had paid no

instalment. He was adjudicated a bankrupt, and the piano

forte was taken possession of by Mr. S . J. Beswick, trustee of

the estate, who now held the same. The question for the

opinion of the court was - Is the trustee entitled to hold the

pianoforte under the circumstances aforesaid , as being in

the order and disposition of the bankrupt, or on the ground

that the bankrupt was the reputed owner thereof; or,
assuming (as is admitted ) that there is a valid custom for the

hiring of pianofortes, were Messrs. Hopkinson entitled to it ?

His answer to the question submitted to him was that the

right of the trustee to the piano prevailed over that of Messrs.

Hopkinson , and that they were only entitled to prove as credi.
tors upon the estate for £37 4s., the price of the piano ; and,
unless some arrangement to the contrary had been made,

Messrs. Hopkinson must pay the trustee the cost of this pro

ceeding - to be taxed by the registrar.

October 6 .

EMBEZZLEMENT BY A BANK CLERK, - Mr. Thomas Hughes, 35

years of age, a clerk in the Bank of England, was brought
before Mr. Alderman Owden upon a warrant, in custody of
Detective Serjeant Webb, charged with embezzlement. Mr.

W . D . Freshfield , solicitor to the Bank , appeared for the prose

cution ; Mr. Louis Lewis, solicitor, for the defence. — Mr.

Windsor Ansted , a clerk in the intellers' office at the Bank,

said he knew the prisoner , who was the third clerk in that
department. On the 28th of September he paid the prisoner
£300 in silver, and gave it him in three bags of £100 each ,

It was money which had been received from the London Joint

stock Bank . The prisoner signed a receipt for the money .

The prisoner also received on that day £26 from Messrs.

C . Mathew and Son , £27 from Messrs . Walter and Son , and

£50 from Mr. T . Wylde, who were customers of the Bank of
England . He likewise debited himself with £200, being

money obtained by him from the treasury of the Bank .
These were “ cross bags," made up of various denominations
of silver and gold coins. These sums together made up

£603. In the ordinary course the bags would go into the
Bank treasury in the evening, each bag being labelled and tied

up by the prisoner. They would then be weighed by another

clerk and à porter. On the 29th of September the prisoner

had charge of the “ blue book," and had to give outmoney to

the different officers who required it, and countmoney received

from bankers. On that day he received £200 from Glyn's ,

and £200 from the London and Westminster Bank . He also

THE NEW LAW SITTINGS. — Under the Supreme Court of

Judicature Acts the Michaelmas sittings will commence on the

2nd proximo and terminate on the 21st of December. The

Christmas vacation will commence on the 24th of December

and terminate on the 6th of January -_ " The days of the

commencement and termination of each sitting and vacation

shall be included in such sitting and vacation."
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. THE PHENIX BESSEMER COMPANY. - A special meeting of
the shareholders in the Phoenix Bessemer Company Limited

was held at Sheffield on the 5th of October, to decide what

BURY, LEECH AND C0. - A meeting of the creditors of Messrs. should be done with the concern . When the company found

Bury , Leech , and Co., Australian merchants, was held on the themselves in difficulties, they agreed to offer the creditors a

30th September, at the offices of Messrs . Harding , Whinney, | composition of 12s. in the pound. As less than £50 ,000

and Co., by whom a statement of affairs was submitted, show preference stock was subscribed, they were obliged to reduce

ing creditors expected to rank against the estate £35 ,102, with the offer to 10s. in the pound, but that sum the creditors

assets amounting to £16 ,157, a considerable portion of which declined to accept . The shareholders were very anxious that

is in Australia . The creditors agreed to accept a composition the works should not pass out of their hands, and they now

of 78. 6d . in the pound . authorised the committee to make the unsecured creditors an

J . KAYE (HUDDERSFIELD). - The first meeting of the offer of 12s. 6d. in the pound.

creditors of John Kaye, rope and twinemaker, Cross Church
W . C . GREEN (UPPER NORWOOD). - An adjourned meeting

street, and Alfred - street, Huddersfield , was held on the4th inst.,
was held at the offices of Messrs. Barrett and Patey ,

at the offices of Messrs. Learoyd , Learoyd , and Morrison, solici
90 London -wall, on the 5th inst. The statement of affairs

tors, Huddersfield . Mr. T . Westerby, accountant, the receiver,

read a statementof the accountswhich showed thatthe liabilities
showed unsecured creditors to the amount of £10,785 78. 10d.,
and assets consisting principally of surplus from properties

amounted to £6 , 184 17s. 1d ., made up as follows: - Unsecured

creditors, £3,436 4s. 100, ; balance due to creditors partly
in the hands of secured creditors . The meeting was further

adjourned to the 1st of November next, for the purpose of
secured , after deducting value of security held by them ,

£1,806 Os. 11d. ; liability on bills discounted by the debtor,
ascertaining the value of such assets , and with a view to

£942 12s. 2d . To meet the liabilities, the assets , consisting accepting a composition .

of stock in trade, book debts , and furniture amounted to G . E . SWIFT (SHEFFIELD). - A meeting of the creditors of

£1,703, and the debtor offered a composition of 5s. in the Mr. G . E . Swift, steel merchant, of Sheffield , was held on the

pound , payable in equal instalments , at two, four, and six 6th instant, at the offices of Mr. Bennett, accountant. A

months, the last instalment to be guaranteed . It was unani report was presented showing liabilities amounting to £5,173

mously accepted , andMr. Westerby was appointed trustee for 78., and assets to £697. Liquidation by arrangement was

the purpose of carrying out the compositional arrangement. resolved on .

Messrs. Learoyd, Learoyd, and Morrison were appointed to W . PROCTER (MANCHESTER).- A first statutory meeting of
register the resolutions. the creditors of Mr. William Procter, of Clifton , and of No.

C . F . AVEY (Holton ). — A meeting of the creditors herein | 1 Cannon - street, Manchester, estate agent and farmer, was

took place on Monday, the 4th inst., at the rooms of the held on the6th instant, at the offices of Mr. J . Best, solicitor,

London Warehousemen ' s Association . The claims of secured 64 Lower King-street, in this city. The statement of affairs

creditors amounted to £500, and unsecured £2,813 7s. 3d. ; read by Mr. Best disclosed liabilities £2,635, and assets esti

as against assets of £2,661 178. 11d. It was decided tomated at about £200 . Resolutions were passed to liquidate

liquidate the estate by arrangement, and Mr. W . L . Clifton the debtor's affairs by arrangement, and granting his dis .

Browne (C . Browne, Stanley and Co., public accountants , I charge, Mr. S . R . Freeman being appointed trustee, and Mr.

25 Old Jewry, E . C .) was appointed trustee, with a committee Best, solicitor, to register the resolutions.
of inspection .

G . BURGESS & Co. (DUNDEE). - A meeting of the creditors
W . EVERINGHAM (BIRKENHEAD) . - At the statutory meeting of George Burgess and Co., of New York and Dundee, was

of the creditors in the matter of William Everingham , of held in Dundee on Tuesday last, when an offer of 10s, in the
44 Watson -street, Birkenhead , in the county of Chester, pound was submitted by the bankrupts. Some of the
general draper , held at the offices of Messrs. Quelch and creditors declined to entertain the proposal until they had

Greenaway, solicitors , Dale -street, Liverpool, on the 5th inst., tried the legal question affecting the sale of their goods by the

liquidation was unanimously resolved upon , and Mr. T. bankrupts shortly before stoppage. After an adjournment, the

Theodore Rogers, accountant, 16 Lord - street, Liverpool, was other creditors agreed to accept the offer made, subject to
appointed trustee. certain conditions, and provided that , should the estate realise

J. MILLS (BECCLES). — A meeting of the creditors of James more favourably , the dividend should be augmented accord
Mills , of Worlingham , near Beccles, wheelwright, was held at ingly .

the White Lion hotel, Beccles, on Saturday , October 2nd ,
when it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement,

Mr. Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay -chambers, Great Yarmouth , FAILURES.
public accountant, being appointed trustee with a committee of

inspection . Mr. H . K . Moseley is solicitor in the

proceedings. ENGLAND. - A petition was filed in the Sheffield Bankruptcy

CROWTHER & GLEDHILL (HALIFAX). The first meeting of Court, on the 4th instant, for the liquidation of the affairs of

the creditors in this bankruptcy was held at the Halifax Magnus Sanderson, brass founder , whose liabilities are £1,200.
County Court on Monday last. Mr. C . T . Rhodes produced A petition was also filed for the liquidation of the affairs of
the statement of affairs, which he had prepared by special Alfred Pearson , provision dealer, Sheffield , with liabilities

order of the court, and which showed nearly 20s. in the estimated at £1, 100 . - A petition for liquidation has been filed
pound on the joint estate. Both assets and liabilities were in theManchester County Court by George Frederick Heywood

only small. During the meeting complaint was made that and John Lymer, both of 25 Piccadilly , Manchester, importers

Messrs. Foster, Roberts and Co., accountants , had written of ribbons and silk merchants, trading under the style or firm
letters to the creditors containing statements which were of “ Heywood , Lymer, and Co." The liabilities are £22,000 .

untrue, and asking for proofs and proxies to enable them to - A petition has been filed in the Dewsbury County Court, by

have the “ management of the estate," which , after hearing Messrs . B . Chadwick and Sons, on behalf of Mr. Matthew

an explanation from Mr. Foster, the deputy registrar (Mr. A . Johnson , woollen manufacturer and merchant, of the

W . Alexander ) characterised as “ a very improper proceed Scarborough Mills , Saville Town,whose liabilities are estimated

ing ;" and from the wording of the letters , “ very much like a at over £3,000.

contempt of court,” Mr. C . H . Leeming , solicitor, on behalf of SCOTLAND. — The suspension is announced of Messrs. Green

Mr. Boocock , appeared for the petitioning creditor, and Mr. Brothers , worsted spinners, Kildwick , with £13,000 liabilities,
Garsed, from Mr. Jubbs, for the bankrupt Crowther. land of Messrs . P . and J . Brown, stuff manufacturers , of the
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same place , whose liabilities are estimated at £5 ,000 . - The especial caution may be doubted ; it is certain that several

suspension of Messrs. Brown , Stevens, and Williamson , sugar important banks showed the reverse of caution . But, bappily,

merchants, Glasgow , is announced . Their liabilities are stated when the timeof trial came the Bank of England was found

to be of a considerable amount, and several of the sugar with a reserve far greater than at any previous period,and

refiners in Greenock are involved . therefore we escaped a panic . But we are, nevertheless,
suffering from the effects of long descending price --many

AMERICA. - Advices to hand from America state that Mr. failures, great loss of credit, and indisposition to engage in

B . H . Murphy, pork packer, Chicago, had gone into bankruptcy, new business , an entire absence of the sort of business which

liabilities £60 ,000. - The banking house of 0 . M . Tyler and Co., we sometimes call speculative and sometimes enterprising,

of Milwaukee, Wis ., had made an assignment. The creditors and a consequent scarcity of “ bills," which are the product of
of Messrs, Lee, Shephard , and Dillingham , publishers, New such business . This is the main cause of our present

York, had accepted 70 cents on the dollar, payable in six , situation ,the others are only minor and co-operative. Secondly,

twelve, and eighteen months ; they were to resume business in for a long time past the growth of first -class securities has

a few days. — The liabilities of Union , Adams, and Co., New hardly kept pace with that of the money which was to be
York, are £37,000 , - The failure of Messrs. Drake and Colby, invested in them . “ Banking money " will not go in largo

produce commission merchants, 66 Pearl-street, New York , had quantities out of this country ; some little of it may be in.
created much interest ; heavy speculations with shrinkage vested in the best colonial securities, or in the American

in values said to be the cause of their stoppage. — Messrs. W . funded loans. But, upon the whole ,we adhere to this country,

L . Holcomb and Co., flour merchants, had also suspended ; . because it is not certain that any foreign investments can be
liabilities £5 ,000. Messrs. Foster Brothers, carpet dealers, converted , at the day of need , readily in large quantities , and

Fulton - street, New York , had filed a petition in bankruptcy. without excessive loss. The same considerations have pre

Messrs. Anderson Brothers, flour merchants, Brooklyn , failed ; vented its being invested in many home securities. “ Banking
liabilities £5 ,000. - Messrs. Taylor and Sons, brewers in money ” was and is greatly lent to speculators in ordinary

Albany, had also suspended . - Messrs. Carr and Andrew J. railway shares, but it is little used to buy railway shares.

Cunningham , importers, of 69 Duane- street, New York, as Sufficient confidence is not felt in these great concerns; their
also Mr. William C . Duryea, had made assignments , the latter name is so tainted by long adversity that their true merits are

with liabilities of £7,000. - Messrs. Himsicker Brothers,lumber hardly seen. We confess we think it possible that a time may
dealers, at Germantown Railroad Junction , had failed ; lia oome when “ banking money " may be put safely into ordinary

bilities £22,000. — The following failures had transpired at railway shares. But as yet that time has not arrived. Such
Boston :-- Alexander Pope and Son ; liabilities , £12,000. - W . money is confined , as far as railways are concerned, to deben

H . Phipps and Co., wholesale dealers in boots and shoes ; lia ture and the best preference stocks. The borrowings of the
bilities estimated at from £40 ,000 to £60 ,000, - Messrs. Indian Government have been small of late years, and our

Summerfield and White ,wholesale clothiers , liabilities £6 ,000, own Government is repaying debt. Other new investments
- Messrs. J. D . Evans and Co., produce dealers ; liabilities for such money are rare. The “ Metropolitan stock ” of the
£5 ,000 . - Mossrs. C . E . Raddin and Co., wholesale dealers in Board of Works is about the only one of a large amount which

boots and shoes. - Bernard Baer, in the tobacco leaf trade ; occurs to us. In consequence, the price of such securities

liabilities £5 ,000 . has been rising for some years past; and although this was

not so much felt while trade was brisk, and the rate of dis
The National Zeitung states that the firm of Hahn and count high in Lombard- street, it is of cardinal importance

Marburg, silk mercers, of Vienna, has suspended payment, now , when the rate is low and that trade sluggish. Thirdly,
with liabilities amounting to £60,000 or £70 ,000 . theamount of " speculative " investments brought to themarket

has been less for the last few months than for a long time

past . The effect of the panic of 1866 , and specially of the
In our advertising columns itwill be seen that Mr. Ferdinand | failure of Overend , Gurney , and Co. (Limited ), its most con•

Wolfskehl, of Frankfort-am -Main , announces the drawing of spicuous event, was to create and diffuse very widely a disgust

the following loans on the 1st instant, at Vienna :-- The 70th of limited companies. From these people turned to foreign

drawing of the “ Imperial Austrian " 1858 Loan , when the stocks. But the effect of recent collapses and discussions bas

bonus of £4,000 was drawn by Debenture, series 1006 , No. 78 .
been that all but the best foreign Governments have now &

The lucky possessor resides in London , and purchased the difficulty in borrowing here . Not only South American

debenture a short time back of Mr. Ferdinand Wolfskehl. Republics, which had no revenue, and never ought to

The 42nd drawing of the Imperial Austrian 4 per cent. 1854 have borrowed 6d., but States like Turkey and Egypt,

Loan , and the 9th drawing of the Raab Graz 4 per cent. 1871 which really have large resources, and which might

Loan , took place on the same date. Mr. Ferdinand Wolfskehl have been in good credit if they had not misused

announces that full particulars can be had on application to the credit founded on them , cannot now borrow any

his brothers, Messrs. Wolfskehl, of Lord -street, Liverpool, who thing. The whole “ foreign want," so to speak, for money has

will also cash or exchange them . for the moment stopped , for first-class States are not just 10 #

borrowing . And though it is quite true that what we call

THE LOW RATE OF MONEY. – First , the principal cause of “ banking money " would not have gone into such securities

the low rate ofmoney is our present position in the commer if they had been offered , yet their non -existence diminishes

cial cycle . It has sometimes been said that there are “ five its value, because it brings into incessant competition with it

lean years in the Money Market, and five fat years," and other money which those investments would have occupied
though , of course, this is not the complete truth , yet there is and removed. Fourthly, for the moment the machinery of

much truth in it. There is a period of ascending price when credit in Lombard- street is somewhat impaired. The large
almost everyone is prosperous, followed by a period of and unlooked - for losses by bills of exchange have rendered the

descending price when almost every one is threatened. largest banks very cautious what they do. They compete with
Towards the end of the descending period there has in this the best bill-brokers less than they did , and (having found the

country generally been a panic . The banking reserve of the danger of inferior ones) they make use of the best more. And

country has been suddenly called upon , and has been found this tends to fill the hands of those brokers with money, and
unequal to meet the demands upon it. In consequence, credit to lower the rate which they will give for it. It is to the

has completely collapsed , and the bad effects of long falling remarkable concurrence of these causes, of unequal, although

price have been intensified and prolonged . This time, owing all of considerable, importance, thatwe must attribute the un.

mainly to the improved policy of the Bank of England, that | precedented difficulties which bankers experience in emplos:

danger has been ayoided . Whether other bankers showed any ing their funds suitably at present. - Economist.
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REGISTRATION OF BILLS OF EXCHANGE.

“ A Collie Victim " writes as follows to the Times:

" The deserved prominence you gave to a letter from a · Bank

Manager' a short time since, and the vast importance con
veyed in the idea of registering bills of exchange as suggested
by him , ought to have produced before this some attention

from finance authorities. The registration of bills of exchange
would certainly prevent great and serious frauds, as no firm or

individual could then accumulate paper credit to any serious

amount without its being known. Bills of exchange are, no

doubt, a great and necessary convenience to the commerce of

the world , but in their present form they offer too much facility

to weak and risky trading, from their vague character. For

instance, A buys of B goods, for which В draws on A for the
amount at, say, six months, ' for value received . Now , the

point I wish to raise is this , that all bills of exchange should

upon the face of them show the particular transaction to

which they refer , and against which they are drawn, so that
in the event of any suspicion of fraud or difficulty, the par

ticular transaction referred to may be traced. Bills should

therefore be drawn ‘ for value received in goods as per state
ment of date.' This form of wording would fix the bills

and the transactions belonging to them together definitely.

It may be remembered that some of the bills of Messrs.

Collie alluded in rather a vague, misleading way to particular

goods, but that reference is now known from its vagueness to

have been open to legal dispute . If the goods supposed to

exist had been regularly invoiced , and the bills drawn against

the amounts of the dated invoices, disputes could not arise in

that direction , and this particular fraud could not have gone

on so long without being discovered . Bills drawn against credit
only should be drawn for value received in cash ,' so that credit

bills and trade bills would be distinct. No merchants doing

good and substantial business would object to their bills
showing the particular transactions or business against which
they were drawn . Risky over-traders may object, and

probably would do so with all the assurance of injured inno

cence , but these are the very men who do all the mischief by
speculating and underselling every body. They are a class

of traders bankers and discount houses should not encourage,
because in the long-run they must, like the Collies, find it

impossible to continue their operations, and in their certain
fall would ruin hosts of innocent persons. I, therefore,
hold , Sir, that the proper way to remedy this great evil of

fraudulent trading would be to register bills of exchange, as
suggested by your correspondent, and to see that such bills

recorded the business they were drawn against . It has

been said that merchants and bankers would both object

to their operations being known to their competitors. This

is no argument against the proposed registration . If mer

chants want the accommodation of discount, they are not in
a position to object to registration , and if it is so necessary
that their transactions should be only known to themselves ,

then they should be able to hold their paper until it is matured,
and thus retain their own secret. The periodical losses sus

tained both by private and public banks in consequence of the
bills drawn for value received ' too frequently representing
nothing , are a sufficient reason for their seeking more definite

and collective information before they lend their cash , or the
cash of their shareholders , and that information can only be

bad by their agreeing to compare notes through the agency of a

registration office.”

* *

Mason told him that his watch was gone he did not notice any

thing. The girl pointed out the prisoner as being the thief,
and the prosecutor seized him , but the watch was not re
covered . The prisoner,who was well known to the police, and

had been previously convicted for a similar offence, was com

mitted for trial.

THE HAMBURG BANK. - An event of some historical interest

has just taken place in Germany in connexion with the coinage
reforms. This is the absorption in the Imperial Bank of
Germany of the Hamburg Giro Bank, the reference to whose

course ofbusiness, as well as that of the Bank of Amsterdam ,

forms so interesting a chapter in Adam Smith 's “ Wealth of

Nations." The Hamburg " valuation,” which the bank
established, has already been abolished , Hamburg having
adopted the new Imperialmarks as the standard for a long
time past ; but now the bank itself becomes a branch of the
Imperial Bank of Germany. The officers of the old bank pass

over into the service of the Imperial Bank. The bank, it is
stated, was established in 1619, and now disappears from the
scene, to use the language of the Berlin Börsen Zeitung in
recording the fact , “ after 257 years of fruitful activity ."
Economist.

CHARGE OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY. - At the Mansion

House on Monday, Mr. John Westwood , & commission

merchant, lately trading at 3 Mincing -lane, City, attended

upon an adjourned summons, charging him , under the 11th

section of the Debtors ' Act , 1869, with having within four

months next before the presentation of a bankruptcy petition

against him (he then being a trader ), pawned , pledged ,

and disposed of, otherwise than in the ordinary way of his

trade, 2o chests of tea, of the value of £100 10s. Ad., which he

had obtained on credit from Mr. Frederick G . B . Wells , a tex

dealer in Seething-lane, City , and had not paid for. Mr.

Besley was counsel for the prosecution ; Mr. Merriman , solici.

tor, appeared for the defence . The facts of the case were

undisputed . A traveller of the prosecutor called upon the

defendant in July last for an order, and, after some discussion
as to terms, the defendant agreed to purchase the tea in

question at two months' credit . He accepted a bill for the

amount on the 7th of July , which , in the ordinary course,

becamedue on the 10th of September. Meanwhile the de

fendant had become bankrupt, and the acceptance was dis.

honoured. It was then found that the tea warrants , or some

of them , had been given to Messrs. Martin and Co., bankers,

in Lombard -street, of whom the defendant had been & cus

tomer , as security for an advance. These proceedings wero

subsequently instituted . Mr. Merriman , for the defence , con

tended that the defendant had committed no offence within

the meaning of the statute, for otherwise every man

who applied to his bankers for a temporary advance upon

security, as even the largest and most respectable firms

often had occasion to do, would be made amenable to

the criminal law . Eliminating a few millionaires, no merchant

in the city of London would stand that test. He argued ,

moreover, that such dealings on the part of a merchant like

the defendant, he not being a mere retail tradesman , were

clearly in the ordinary way of his trade. It was a very common

thing indeed for traders in the City to obtain temporary

advances on bills of lading,dock warrants ,and other securities.

Sir Benjamin Phillips. - Not within a few hours of their

bankruptcy. Mr. Merriman , continuing, said the defendant

did not stop payment until a month after the advance was

made. He concluded by asserting that the defendant' s dealings

were of the most bonâ fide character, that he had not the

remotest intention to defraud, and that no jury would venture

to convict on the shadow of a case presented them . Sir

Benjamin Phillips said the intent to defraud was purely a

question for a jury to decide, and he must, therefore , commit

the defendant for trial at the next Sessions of the Central

Criminal Court. Meanwhile he admitted him to bail, as

before, in his own recognisances in $ 200 and two sureties in

£100 each . Bail was at once forthcoming.

tested

" DESCRIBED AS AN ACCOUNTANT." - At the Worship -street
police court on Monday, James Treherne, who according to the
daily papers was “ described as an accountant," was charged

with stealing from the person of William Gardner a silver
watch , value £4 . The prosecutor, a printer, of Huntingdon

street, Hoxton , said he was in a crowd in Hoxton - street and

felt a band fumbling in front of him , but until a girl named
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THE ALLEGED FRAUD ON STOCKBROKERS.

AtGuildhall, on the 7th inst.,Mr. Charles F . Mavrocordato ,

a merchant, formerly of 108 Bishopsgate -street Within , was

charged , on remand, before Aldermen Ellis and Sir Robert W .

Carden , with fraudulently obtaining by false pretences certain

foreign securities of the nominal value of £25 ,000 , with intent
to defraud certain stockbrokers. Mr. George Lewis, jun.,

prosecuted ; Mr. Blanchard Wontner appeared for the prisoner ,

and Mr. Mullens watched the case on behalf of a stockbroker
who was a creditor. At the previous hearing , as reported in

the Accountant of the 2nd inst., it was proved that Mr.

Mavrocordato had been a merchant in the city for several

years and stood in very high credit. He had been in the habit
of dealing in different stocks on the Stock -Exchange, and was

well known to the brokers. Previous to the 29th ult, he gave

orders to various brokers to buy for him Turkish , Spanish , and
Egyptian bonds, to the amountof £24,000 nominal value, but

the cash value of which was £7,540. They were all to be
delivered on the 29th ult., the settling day. They were

delivered , and the prisoner gave checks on the Imperial Bank
(Limited ) for the respective amounts, but when the checks
were presented at the clearing-house they were all dis

honoured , there being only about £60 in the bank to his
credit. The police were communicated with, and Detective

Potts apprehended him at the Waterloo terminus of the South

Western Railway in a first - class carriage, about to start for
Southampton . He had with him a black portmanteau and

black bag , and on those being searched , nearly the whole of

the bonds were discovered. In lieu of those missing were
others , for which , it had been ascertained, he had exchanged

them . Mr. Charles David Moss, of 13 Copthall-court, stock

broker, said that by the prisoner's orders, he, on September

28th , purchased £15 ,300 Spanish stock for delivery on the
29th . The price was £2,868 158., and for that amount
the prisoner offered his check , but he declined to take
it, and required Bank notes for it. He then received

orders from Mr. Mavrocordato to sell £4,000 Egyptian ,

1873, stock , for delivery on the 29th ; he did so, the price of

which was £2,980. On the 29th he received from the pri

soner the Egyptian stock and handed him over the Spanish

stock , and on the transaction there was a balance owing to

the prisoner of £101 17s. 6d., for which a check was drawn
on the Alliance Bank and paid to him . The Spanish stock
produced was that which he delivered to the prisoner. Mr.

Lodovic Messel, stockbroker, of 34 Throgmorton -street,

said that he bought £5 ,000 Turks for the prisoner, and

had them delivered to him , and in return received a

check on the Imperial Bank , drawn by the prisoner, for

£1, 949 19s . 6d., which included £200 differences that the

prisoner owed him . He carried over £10 ,000 other stock
which he had open for the prisoner, who was now indebted

to witness £345 , irrespective of the check, Levi Cohen ,
stockbroker, Throgmorton -street, said the prisoner pur
chased of him £6 ,000 Egyptian stock for delivery on the

29th . He delivered by his clerk only £1,000 worth of these
bonds, and his clerk brought back to him a check signed by

the prisoner for £750. Later in the day the prisoner sent

his clerk for the other £5,000 worth , but he declined to de

liver them . The prisoner now owed him between £50 and
£60 for differences on other accounts. William Henry

Cobden , clerk to Messrs. Moore and Greatorex, stock .

brokers, said that on the 29th ult. he delivered to the prisoner

£3,000 of Egyptian stock , and received a check from him
for £2,402 ls. 9d . on the Imperial Bank , Mr. Greatorex said

he purchased £5 ,000 Egyptians for the prisoner, but only
delivered £3,000. The prisoner owed him in addition to the

check £250 for differences. Mr. Frederick Pollack, of the
firm of Stocken and Co., 75 Old Broad -street, stockbrokers,

said that he purchased £5 ,000 5 per cent. Turkish bonds for the

prisoner for delivery on the 29th ult. The value of that stock

was £1,800, but he owed him some differences on that account,

and the prisoner sent him a check for the two amounts,mak .
ing a total of £2,060 5s. The prisoner now owed him in

addition between £370 and £380. Evidence was then given by

other brokers of amounts of stock purchased by them for the
prisoner, for which he had given his checks. Also that he was

besides indebted to them each in sums varying from £200 to

£400, James Sweetland , porter at the Waterloo-road Station

of the South Western Railway, said that on the 29th

ult. the prisoner drove up to the station in a hansom
cab about 7 37 p . m ., and asked him when was the next

train for Southampton , and he replied in three minutes.

He took his luggage to the first- class booking office, and
there the prisoner asked if there would be any saving by

taking a through ticket to Havre. One of the clerks

answered him , and he said he would take a ticket to Havre.

He took a ticket and witness put his portmanteau and bag
into a first -class carriage, and the gentleman got in after them .

Mr. Moreton Stammers said he was cashier at the Imperial

Bank . The prisoner had kept an account with them
since 1869. On the morning of the 29th ult. the prisoner had

£111 Os. 4d. standing to his credit in the books of the bank.
No money was paid in on that day. At the clearing in the

evening of that day the checks produced, for £7,540 , were

presented , but not cleared. He had some bills under discount
at the bank , and in addition he had a loan against some
securities. Witness produced a letter from the prisoner sent

to the bank on the 29th ult., asking for the delivery to bearer

of 200 shares in the Bank of Alexandria . The value of them
was about £2,600 . They were delivered to the prisoner's clerk .
Mr. Pollack was recalled , and, having examined the stock

found on the prisoner, described it. He said there were five

shares of the Bank of Constantinople , 200 shares in the Bank

of Alexandria , £25,500 worth of Spanish bonds, and £10,000

of Turkish stock, but no Egyptian . Evidence was given showing

that the prisoner had exchanged the Egyptian stock for
Spanish , and the numbers were traced. Mr. George Lewis
applied for a remand, and asked that the bonds might be given

up to the respective owners , as the prisoner also acquiesced in
that application . Mr. Wontner supported Mr. Lewis's appli.
cation , and also asked that the balance should be given up to

the prisoner's friends on his behalf. Alderman Ellis said it
was a great hardship upon the witnesses to be deprived of

their property for a time, but there might be some legal
difficulties in the way there might be creditors, for instance,

who might put in a claim for debts due to them . Mr. George

Lewis contended that creditors could have no claim upon

goods obtained by fraud, for although they had come into the

prisoner's possession the property had never been vested in

him . Besides, as a matter of fact, he could state that the

prisoner had no creditors except those gentlemen whom he

and Mr. Mullens represented . After an animated discussion,

Alderman Ellis declined to order any of the property to the

given up at present. The prisoner was then remanded until
Tuesday next.

BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official

return of the checks and bills cleared in the Bankers'

Clearing -house for the week ending Wednesday, October 6 :

Thursday, September 30 .. . .. . . . . . £18 , 269,000
Friday, October 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,621,000

Saturday , October 2 . . . .. 19 ,453,000
Monday, October 4 . . . . . . . 18 ,069,000

Tuesday, October 6 . .. 20,503,000

Wednesday, October 6 . . . . 16 ,630,000

£110 ,515 ,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year was
£115 ,538 ,000 ,
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THE LORD CHANCELLOR AND THE JUDGES. -- As the first

sittings under the new Supreme Court of Judicature Acts will

be held on the 2nd of November, on which day Michaelmas
Term was wont to commence, it is expected that the Lord

Chancellor will, as usual, receive the Judges and Queen 's

Counsel, & c ., to breakfast at his residence, and afterwards
proceed to Westminster-hall, where the High Court of Justice
will sit in several divisions, and where Her Majesty's Court of
Appeal will inaugurate the new sittings.

VONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
W town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON, Esq ., 120 Southampton - row , London, W . C .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , Estate , House , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices, No. 3 Craven

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate " are : - 1st . - The Sale , as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists , Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land,

Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Collection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture , Jewellery, and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses. 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate " .

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay.- Apply atthe Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply atthe Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers,
Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 10 till 12 o'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RavensCROFT, Manager.

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED,D
U

Registered under the Companies' Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60 ,000, IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.

£1 on Application, the remainder on Allotment,

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq ., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester, } Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King -street, Manchester.
WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER , Esq ., Durham Massey , Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester,
JAMES BASLAM , Esq., M . R .O . V . S .JAMES HASLAM, Esq ., Veterinary Surgeon, Manchester.

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY.
Cheshire.

( Pro. tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER.BANKERS.
The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King- street, { OFFICES.

Manchester, and its Branches. (Pro tem ) 60, King Street, Manchester.

PROSPECTUS.
The greatwant of a Shoe for Horses and other draught animals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery

pavements, and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the
ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwieldy
iron shoe, and to add to their comfort) , has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of horses,
and also by “ The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. "

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented

Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one- third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied, and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible , and therefore are the most natural substance from which to
form a shoe. They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm

and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animalshod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier.

Formsof application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary .
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" The source ofmany awriter s woe has been
discovered .”

PENS! PENS!! PENS!! .
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl,and the Wayerley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.id.

Patentees, MAONIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin .
burgh .

STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL , BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND OHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, 24 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Orystal and Gilt,
$ 2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
D and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. ' Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.
TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J. Atkinson, Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .
George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq .
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M . P.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,216 ,116 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581, 774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.

CEN
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE 'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

So hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep. A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer, Mr. JouN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s. , 21s., 26s. 6d ., Sls. 60 ,
Postage Free Double Truss, 31s . 6d ., 428. , and 52s. 6a . Post:

age free . An Umbilical Truga , 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Postage

free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office,
e Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 6 ., 78, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58 . 6d . and 7s , 60 . Adults, 10s . 6d ., 158 . 6d. , and 218. each .

Postage free. - JOHN WHITE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,

AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicat

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change 18

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key: 0

Lock , by a simple movementof the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itse
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into whatwould be virtual
a New LOCK and Key , as often as may be desired , without the aid ol !

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulen

copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, the

" Times, " 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protecnica

from duplicate or Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories res

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effecte
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTURERS

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti.

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." -- See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E . C .

First issue of Capital, £500 ,000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards . No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subsariber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H , GASCOIGNE , O . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . Rey. O . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory, Ashford .
The Rev. W . F . GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . - RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances . Cheque Books supplied .
The Bank grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - 1 THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book-keeping in
street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed . the hands of the Subscribers.

ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts , or not wishing to draw sm

1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.
They are pavable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.

1 street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,
payable threemonths after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These 1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments. THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, -- The ONLY 1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — The PEOPLE ' S description of Sound Financial Business .
1 BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street.

MTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - No Promotion 1 Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses .

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 Companies of a bona -fide character .

muneration Dependent on Profits .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
1 . count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

whole amount of the Liability .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of

1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.
Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .- Mansion House
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street . 1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK._ No Liability 1 Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.

beyond amount of subscription .

MHE 00 -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, Mansion House
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. -- The Secrecy and

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, near the Mansion House.
Despatch of IndividualManagement.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the AgenciesTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. A fixed instead
- of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign

1 of an uncertain Scale of Profits . Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply
1 Cent, per Annum paid Monthly . 1 and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY ,
1 cruing Reserve Fund . I lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
i Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice. I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE 00 -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

I Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City . II QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCH OFFICES. LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hacking Hey. MANCHESTER : Messrs.
Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights .
BATH : Mr. H . I.'Pocock, 4 Union Street, GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron , 32WestGeorge Street.
WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIĞH : Jas.
A . York , Yale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice-President. — JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . WALTER NEWTON FISHER , Birming - | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham | EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry .
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.

HENRY BOLLAND , Liverpool. London . | F . TENDRON , London .
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .
FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a ,King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrington,
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; O . PEMBER, Hereford.
BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER’ S COURT, CORNHILL , LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to

ALFRED C. HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN.

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE !
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 , GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Samerates charged as at the Publishing Offices .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. OCTOBER 9 , 1875.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Vol. I. — New Series. — No. 45.] SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1875. [PRICE 6D .

REFERENCES GIVEN .

ACCOUNTANTS DIARY

THE BANKRUPTCY Act, 1869.
MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY ,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF YORKSHIRE,HOLDEN 90 LONDON WALL, E .C .

AT HALIFAX HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

A DIVIDEND of Five Shillings in the Pound has been
L commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

1 declared in the matter of the special resolution for liquidation by require agents in London .
arrangementof the affairs of RICHARD CRABTREE PATCHETT. o

Crown Street, in Halifax , in the County of York , Wine and Spirit Merchant,

and will be paid by the undersigned Christopher Tate Rhodes , Accountant,

Agent, and Valuer, one of the Trustees, at his Offices at Ward 's End , CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
Southgate, Halifax, aforesaid , ( to those creditors only who have proved

their debts ) on Friday , the 22nd day of October , 1875 , between the hours of RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE ' IN BANKRUPTCY,

Three and Six o 'clock in the afternoon . BARROW - IN -FURNESS.

Dated this Ninth day of October, 1875 .

CHRISTOPHER TATE RHODES, I
{ Trustees.

CHARLES WILLIAM CHEESMAN )

FRANCIS JUBB,
LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .

Barum Top, Halifax , Solicitor acting in the Bankruptcy. SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
THE

J . F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

AND 17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

DIRECTORY for 1876 RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

Will be published in December next.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSION are par- Penal Accountancy & General $ rinters
12 ticularly requested to send in at once their proper names

and addresses for insertion in the Directory, to MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

ALFRED C . HARPER, 7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON.

2 COWPER’S COURT, CORNHILL,
| Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

LONDON , E .C . Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .

PRICE :

Foolscap Folio .. 6s. By post 68. 9d .

Medium Octuvo . . 38. 38. 6d. TRANSLATIONS.

(Bound in Cloth .)
MR. ALFRED W .GEE,

Orders and Advertisements received at the above address.
BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. 62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .
Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

JUNE 24TH, 1875.
documents , correspondence , & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect
The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO . , having been DISSOLVED by mutual fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .
speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German , Italian

PHILIP TRIGGS. Spanish, and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.
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The Accountant
MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BANK Ꭼ Ꭱ ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different
tal Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND
ANY Ꭰ0UBT . .

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings ,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU .

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30 ,000 .

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free).
Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C.,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also
be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same
address , and in order to ensure insertion in the current
number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.
MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol

lowing Drawings :
The 70th DRAWING of 1 ,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and tho 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1 ,500
IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

place on the 1st instant, at Vienna . The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of

120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at
Ofen on Ist instant.

IIc will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above
mentioned Debeatures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
or Obligations.

To secure safe delivery of Letters , Mr. F . W . requests that all com
munications should be addressed care of

• Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,
Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application .

PS. - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1,006 , No.
78, drawing a Bonus of £4,000 , has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman
residing in London .

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed
circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
for the announcements of members of the profession , as
to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,
Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser
tion in the current number, should reach the office on
Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.
N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End
Newsvendors.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER , AND Co., are
ag their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Oflices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests, TO SUBSCRIBERS
In consequence of numerous applications from suband Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL , scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable supply of CASES for holding and preserving the
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office onward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),
terms settled beforo anycost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs . with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
Marsh , Milner, and Co ., Land and Timber Surveyors, 5 + Cannon -street,
London , E . C . front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , is. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .
MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co.'s strect, London, E . C .
IL REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

The I «countant.
OCTOBER 16, 1875.MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon

1L Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon an

proved securitics. Apply at theCity Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1812 ) , 54 Cannon - street,

The question of the validity of marriage settlements
is in itself so important, and so full of interest, that we
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estances,
this emble effe

make an apology for reverting briefly to the points settlements of the husband's property, they may be

raised in the letter of “ H . B .” In the case of limited in their operation in the way we suggested , of

Colombine v. Penhall, it was stated that a general simply giving the trustees a right of proof for the sum

assignment of all present and future property was in settled , at any rate, for a space of some years, and

itself an act of bankruptcy, though the settlement was subject to certain considerations as to the provision

held void on the general ground of fraud, independently made for the wife. It is perfectly just that a woman

of any question under the bankruptcy laws, and the should not be left dependent on the testamentary

first proposition was therefore not judicially decided . caprices of her husband, but should be protected

In Colombine v. Penhall, the settlor, being at that time against any neglect or deliberate malice on his part.

in utterly insolvent circumstances, married hismistress ; | But this principle cannot be made to operate to the

and previously to themarriage settled the whole of his detriment of creditors ; and where a settlement of

property upon her , and a child he had by her. It was | the husband's property is made giving the first life

inferred from various circumstances, though not con interest to the wife, it is more or less suspicious in

clusively proved , that she was aware of his embarrass proportion to the amount of property thus placed

ments, and this fact, no doubt, bad considerable effect out of the husband's control. So long as a wife

on the decision of the judge. As Vice-Chancellor takes her husband " for richer or poorer, for better or

Malins said , in a subsequent case, “ a marriage got up worse," she must be contented to abide by her bargain ,

for the purpose of defrauding a man 's creditors, when and to follow the fortunes of her husband . Whatever

the intended wife is a party to the fraud , will not be may be the ultimate manner in which this is to be

supported. When the settlor has satisfied his creditors, brought about, we have no hesitation in saying that

then hemay give away the property if he pleaseg." such a reform is imperatively wanted , and we shall be

But the difficulty in all these cases is the proof of the glad if “ H . B .,” or any of our readers, can furnish us

collusion. It is curious, that in the two principal cases with any statistics of liquidations or other proceedings

on the subject, the husband and wife had been in which the marriage settlement has been used as a

previously cohabiting together ; and it might convenient lever to bring about an unsatisfactory result.

safely be presumed that the wife had full | With regard to the wife's property , the general current

knowledge of the husband's embarrassments, and of feeling seems setting so strongly in the direction of

was fully aware that the settlement was mainly | its inviolability by any claim of the husband,that future

intended to defeat the claims of the creditors. legislation will probably tend more and more to sepa

In the case of an ordinary marriage, proof must rate the interests of husband and wife. But though

necessarily be very difficult, especially as the Courts we would free the wife's property from any claim on

would lean rather to the defensive than the assailing behalf of the business creditors of the husband, we

side. But admitting that any fraudulent connivance should be inclined to make it liable to the claims of

on the part of the wife would vitiate the settlement, | domestic creditors, and even to go so far as, by a pro

there is a kindred question arises . As a rule, settle | cess analogous to " marshalling,” to make it primarily

ments are not mere matters of barter between husband responsible for such claims. Take an instance which

and wife, but the friends have a good deal to do with has actually occurred within our own experience , and

them . Supposing the settlement is made fraudulently, which can easily be paralleled from the experience of

with the privity of the father or any responsible adviser most of our readers. A private individual becomes

acting on behalf of the future wife, she ignorantly or bankrupt. His debts are mainly due to his tradesmen ,

carelessly leaving all matters to their control, — at for the food , clothing and maintenance of his family .

present the verdict of the Court would be wholly in her The wife has property settled to her separate use; the

favour, and it is difficult to lay down positively that extravagant living is discontinued, and the family live

this should be otherwise . It seems clear, therefore , upon the wife's money, while the creditors are foiled .

that it is only in very exceptional cases that the validity Now , surely , in such a case as this the wife's property

of a marriage settlement could be impeached with any may fairly be made responsible. But how many cases

chance of success . are there in which bankruptcy proceedings have been

We cannot help thinking that the reforms we advo taken against a wife ? The failure has been as

cate will some day be carried into effect. As regards much owing to her as to her husband ; the credit has
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been given to them jointly , and they ought both to be in question would be the actual registration , and not

made responsible. A system of registration of all the presentation. At any rate ,in the first instance weare

settlements would be the best safeguard. It is not so inclined to think that the solicitor should only be

allowed his payment for the stamp in proportion ,not to

duced, or the increased security to the creditor, which what it has been , but what it ought to have been , as its

would be the beneficial change, as the check which excess must be owing to his overcharges. The amount

would be placed upon unrestrained luxury and extrava of duty is not very large; but the principle of allowing

gance. Let it be once clearly understood by all classes these petty attempts to pick up small sums of money

of the community that family arrangements and settle is one which might well be reconsidered, and authori

ments would not protect wrong -doers against the tatively declared in the Act, if it is to be finally upheld ,and

consequences of their default, and a marvellous change not left to the uncertain practice of individual officials.

would very speedily take place. As instruments useful

in checking speculation, inculcating prudence, and pro

moting the acceptance of the Duke of Wellington's

theory as to high interest and bad security, settle | What is a month ? Most people would decide in

ments are of the highest social advantage ; but they favour of a calendar month , and so , apparently, does

are too often used as instruments of fraud, and mere Registrar Spring-Rice in restraining a creditor for taking

covers to reckless extravagance ; and, as such , themore proceedings against a compounding debtor who had

their absolute inviolability is restricted the better. tendered his composition one day within his time, if

month meant calendar month , but was too late if lunar

months were referred to . This was probably what the

A further perusal of the 180th rule, table A , and the creditors , excepting always the dissentient, meant too ;

remarkably worded foot-note to table C , combined with but it is curious to notice how varied the rule is for

a consideration of thepractice at the Liverpool County computing exactly which is meant. Originally , the term

Court, leaves us still in uncertainty as to the meaning of month when used in any statute or any legal proceed.

the Act. It seems an absurdity to affix a stamp to a ing, meant a lunar month , unless a calendar month

bill of costs far exceeding the ad-valorem duty properly was expressly specified . As regards the statute law,

payable, and to refuse to make any abatement ; and yet this interpretation was reversed by the 13th Vict. c. 21,

this absurdity seems countenanced by the wording of which directed that theword " month " should in future

the Treasury order directing that “ the stamp shall be acts primâ facie mean calendar month . In law and

affixed in respect of every fee before the proceeding is equity proceedings “ month ” was “ used to denote

had in respect of which the fee is payable.” Leaving | lunar months, except when a twelvemonth " was the

out this order, and translating the rules as to taxation phrase, in which case it was taken as equivalent to &

into plain English, what is meant is this : — Every bill year ; and in cases of presentation to livings, where, to

shall be taxed, and the certificate of the amount allowed, prevent lapse, calendar month was understood. In

duly signed and stamped with an ad -valorem stamp. | cases of bills of exchange, and, indeed, in commercial

But the words of table A seem to countenance the transactions, a calendar month , subject to any customs

stricter view : - “ Every allocatur for costs, where such of trade, is the understanding, except in contracts

bill of costs," not “ such costs ” simply , is the phrase for stock , where the word means " lunar.

used . The question as to the stamp duty on resolu | is yet one final observation. The 57th order

tions seems concluded by the same literal mode of in - of that Supreme Court of Judicature Act

terpretation : - " Every special resolution presented to which is to do so much for us, declares that

a registrar for registration ” must be stamped before | where under the Act “ time is limited by months,

presentation ; and the act of preserting is, we not expressed to be lunar months, such time shall be

suppose, what is meant by “ having the computed by calendar months.” It seems probable,

proceeding,” to use the clumsy and involved therefore, that Registrar Spring-Rice's view was correct.

diction of the Treasury minute ; though it might be At the same time, it might be as well for debtors not to

plausibly contended, that as the Act obviously contem - make quite such close computations on another oc

plates registration as a mere formal act, the proceeding casion, and to show their gratitude to their creditors by
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not insisting on taking those “ days of grace ” which is presented for taxation, it shall have affixed thereto an

mark the difference between calendar and lunar
allocatur stamp for its full amount; and that if reduced on

taxation to one- third the amount, as is frequently the case,

months. there is no rebate of the stamp duty. Thus, for instance,

if somemember of the honourable and liberal profession

brought in a bill for £1,000 , and it was reduced to £50,

ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY AND DIRECTORY. - Weare glad the poor creditor would have to pay stamp duty on the

to note that Mr. Alfred C . Harper is preparing to continue
£1,000 . This, I understand, is done in conformity with

the absurd terms of the scale, which prescribes that every
the useful and praiseworthy work which he set on foot last

allocatur for costs, where such bill of costs shall exceed a

year, viz. the publication of an annual Diary and Direc certain sum , shall bear the requisite stamp duty ; and a

tory for Accountants . The form and matter of last year's subsequent memorandum at the foot of the scale provides

Diary afford ample assurance of the value and general that the stamp shallbe affixed before the proceeding ishad

utility of the publication . Mr. Harper will be glad to be
in respect of which the fee is payable. This is absurd ,

but it is carried out in the samemanner with respect to
informed of any alteration of address, or of additions to resolutions for liquidation in compositions presented for

the ranks of the profession. registration . All the stamp duty has to be paid on

lodging the proceedings, although , as too frequently is the

case, from some technical detect, they are refused regis

Correspondence.
tration, and becomeabortive. Another absurd imposition

of stamp duty seems to me to be, the imposing of a 5s.

stamp on the adjournment of a public examination ,
To the Editor of the Accountant. or witness summons, both one and the same proceeding

SIR , I have read your further observations in the upon which duty has been paid . In case of public

Accountant of Saturday last upon marriage settlements, examination being appointed, no stamp is required ; ergo,
and agree with you that both ante - and post-nuptial settle why on an adjournment ?

ments should be registered . If they were, it would tend Yours,

to diminish the frauds constantly practised on creditors. H . B .

They would thereby be put on their guard against giving Liverpool, Oct. 10th, 1875 .
credit to persons with the appearance of wealth, which

really had been vested by them in trustees for the benefit

of their intended wives. Trader and non -trader ought to
A correspondent has forwarded us some particulars of a

be treated alike, for there is no reason why one should
fraud of which he has been the victim , with the double object

have greater facilities of obtaining credit than the other. of awaking the post-office authorities to the necessity of dis
The case of re Clint, referred to in my letter, was decided covering, if possible, the offender , and of warning the public

since the present Act came into operation, but had of the danger to which they are exposed . The circumstances

reference to a settlement executed previously , and there are these : - On the 3rd of July a firm at New York posted to

fore was exempt from the provisions of the Act, and a correspondent a draught drawn by the Merchants Bank of

decided in accordance with the law as it previously Canada, payable on demand to order. The letter was opened
existed . The suggestion you make, that a settlement in in transit, the draught was endorsed by the payee's name

consideration of marriagemight be held to be a fraudulent
being forged, and was paid by the agency of the Merchants

transfer of property under sub -section 6 of section 2 of
Bank of Canada in London . The firm 's correspondent is

much surprised that the 16 and 17 Vict., cap. 59, sec . 19, holds
the Act , and therefore an act of bankruptcy , can scarcely ,

the bank blameless. Wemay remark , however, that similar
I think, be of any avail. Where is the fraud on the part forged endorsements have frequently before given rise to
of the woman, if she gives for the property conveyed to litigation , but it has always been decided that it is impossible
her the highest consideration known to the law ? She is for a bank to verify a strange signature when endorsed upon a
not supposed to know the circumstances of her intended draught or order drawn on a banker payable on demand. In
husband ; and the transaction , therefore, so far as she is this case the chief responsibility seems to rest with the post

concerned , is bonâ fide. If, as in the case of a fraudulent office, which never accepts any.

preference, it can be shown that she is cognisant of her
intended husband's position, and colludes with him by

ALLEGED FRAUD BY A MERCHANT. Telo Stitterd Hare ,

means of the settlement to defraud creditors, then , no
generalmerchant, was charged at the Liverpool Police Court,

on the 8th instant, with defrauding the Rochdale Co -operative
doubt, it would be held to be fraudulent. Buthow difficult Manufacturing Society Limited of £1,978 . The defendant in
it is to prove, in the case of a fraudulent preference December last received an order from Mr. Clarke, manager of
where two parties only are interested , that the one the society , to purchase cotton of a particular sort. In June
favouring the other had made such communications as to last Hare sent in an invoice for 200 bales ex steamship Ganges,
place the latter in the light of a conspirator to defraud ! and on the strength of his representations Mr. Clarke accepted
The transaction is between the two, and what earthly bills of exchange to the above amount. The defendant was

motive could they have in admitting their own fraud ! The afterwards repeatedly pressed to give a delivery order, but he

last decision on fraudulent preference, makes the old
made various excuses, and on being requested to return the

bankruptcy doctrine a nullity ! It is a subject well worthy
acceptances he said he had discounted them , and that the

of discussion in the Accountant. The point of practice
cotton had been stopped by his creditors . It was alleged that

to which I referred in a second letter, is dealt with by you
the invoice in question was wholly fictitious, no such cotton

having been bought from the gentleman therein named or
in a separate article , but as I am writing, it may notbe shipped by the steamer represented . The defendant, who

out of place to refer thereto shortly , especially as you reserved his defence, was committed for trial at the sessions,

appear to think I have not clearly stated the case. What bail being accopted in two sureties of £500 each and himself

is insisted upon in Liverpool is, that when a bill of costs | in £1, 000 .
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. restraining Mr. J . Lindsay, of Castle -street, Edinburgh, the

trustee under the sequestration proceedings in Scotland of the
estate of William Armstrong, from interfering or dealing with

October 9 . his separate estate, and from further proceedings in relation

( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -RICE, sitting as Chief to the same until the further order of the court. Mr. F . O .

Judge. ) Crump appeared in support of the application , and Mr. Finlay
Knight against it. Mr. Crump read the affidavit of Mr.

IN RE COLLIE AND COLLIE . - A question arose under this
Emanuel, jeweller , Bond -street, which stated that the debtors,

bankruptcy in regard to the jurisdiction of this Court to George Wilson and Walter Armstrong, were woollen Fare.
compel the attendance for examination of a person domiciled housemen , of 69 Aldermanbury, also carrying on business at
in Scotland. The proposed witness appeared by counsel, and , Hawick , Roxburghshire, Scotland , in partnership with Charles,
acting under legal advice, objected to be examined on the

John , and George Murray Armstrong, as manufacturers, and
ground that he resided out of the jurisdiction . The matter failed on the 12th of July last for upwards of £500,000. On
was argued in chambers by Mr. J. Linklater for the trustee, the 19th Mr. Henry Chatteris,accountant,Gresham Buildings,
and Mr. G . W . Lawrence for the person summoned . The

was appointed receiver and manager of the estate. The first
proceedings rosulted in an order being made for a peremptory meeting of the separate estate was held on the 10th of August,
summons to issue, thositting to be adjourned in the interval. and adjourned for six months, Subsequently to the adjourn .

An application was made in the liquidation petition of ment, Mr. William Armstrong applied for and obtained seques.
W . Stephenson , who had been a wine merchant in Water tration of his estate in Scotland ,andMr. Lindsay was appointed

street , City, and latterly a commercial traveller. Mr. Holberry, trustee under those proceedings. It also appeared that
barrister, appeared to restrain by injunction an action pending William Armstrong, in addition , carried on a separate busi.

in the Queen 's Bench , by a creditor named Speechey, for £100 , ness as an underwriter at Lloyd's , and as such had incurred
brought under peculiar circumstances. The debtor offered a liabilities to the extent of £3,000. The larger portion of those

composition of one shilling in the pound, in two months after creditors were resident in England, where the greater portion

the registration of the resolutions, at a meeting of his of the assets were,and the application was supported by sixty.
creditors under the petition . The first offer was in May, and two creditors,who were anxious that the debtor's estate should
& resolution passed, but the second meeting was the 1lth of be administered in this country, more especially as William

June. On the 10th of August the debtor was on his way to Armstrong had submitted to the jurisdiction of the court by

pay the creditor the composition , and met him in the street, filing a petition here prior to the institution ofany proceedings

and on telling him he refused to take it , and forthwith an in Scotland. The learned counsel contended that the liqui

action was commenced to recover the original debt of £100, dation proceedings having been instituted prior to the seques

the creditor considering that the 10th of August was too late, tration , the receiver ought to have taken possession of the

and that the time had expired for its payment. The action whole of the estate , both joint and separate, for the general
was still pending, and the present application was to restrain polling of creditors. The learned Registrar, without calling

the creditor from litigation . Mr. Clare, on the part of Mr. on Mr. Knight, said that he thought themotion was wholly
Sparling, submitted that the two months, being reckoned as misconceived . There was no evidence that the trustee in

lunar months, had expired when the debtor met his creditor Scotland intended to interfere in any way, or that the receiver

in the street ; no tender had been made of themoney, and he was not doing his duty. It seemed to him that there was no

ridiculed the idea that for so small a sum as one shilling in ground for the application , and he should dismiss it with

the pound a creditor was to be deprived of his legal rights. costs. If it should be found that the receiver was in way

Mr. Registrar Spring-Rice was of opinion that calendar months neglecting his duty, the court could then be applied to . Ap.

were to be reckoned, and as the interview took place on the plication dismissed with costs .
10th of August, and as the second meeting was on the 11th of

June, it was within the period mentioned . As to there being October 13th.
no tender , the debtor said he had the money in his pocket,

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM . )
and the creditor said he would not take it. He restrained the

action , and directed the creditor to pay costs. Order IN RE FOTHERGILL AND HANKEY. — THE ABERDARE IRON
accordingly. WORKS. — This was an application to register the resolutions

passed by the creditors to liquidate by arrangementunder this

October 11. heavy failure, and appointingMr. Turquand , public accountant,

trustee, to collect and distribute the assets. Mr. Hollams
(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .) appeared on the part of the debtors , and Mr. Travers Smith

IN RE C . T . MAVROCORDATO . - In this case notice had been watched the case for the London and Westminster Bank. By
given of an application that immediate adjudication might be the balance -sheet appended to the proceedings it appeared that

made. The debtor, Charles Themistocle Mavrocordato. is the l 'the total liabilities amount to £898 ,687 188. lu ., and the

person against whom & criminal charge has been preferred ; assets to £103,851 14s. 60. ; but in addition to this there is the
and he is described as a merchant and dealer in stocks and property in the Aberdare and Plymouth Ironworks, including
shares, of 108 Bishopsgate-street Within . The petitioning stock , stores , cottages, freehold , and railways, which had been

creditors are Messrs. Cohen and Samuel, stock and sharo valued as a going concern at £1,290,665, but which was subject
brokers, Angel- court, the act of bankruptcy upon which the to mortgages and charges to the amount of £317, 180 10s. It

petition is based being the debtor's departure from his place of appeared that 56 creditors for debts, amounting in the aggre

business with intent to defeat and delay his creditors. Mr. gate to £8 ,000 , had not been served with the notice of the first

Lewis, jun ., appeared in support of the application , and, no meeting, but His Honour, taking into consideration the large

cause being shown , his Honour made an immediate adjudica amount of liabilities, and the fact that no opposition was now
tion . The first meeting for proof of debts and the appoint made,and that the amountdid not affect themajority, allowed
ment of a trustee will be held on the 9th of November, | registration of the resolutions to take place, and also con•

at 11 o 'clock . sented to an order beingmade, permitting the trustee to pay
the sum of £129 due to workmen for wages.

October 12 . IN RE W . F . P . Dadson . — The debtor in this case was a re

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .) tired captain in the RoyalMarine Light Infantry , who carried

on business as a banker and money lender at 301 Strand,WILSON AND ARMSTRONG . - An application was made on be. | under the style of the Clarendon Bank . The balance -shet
half of the separate creditors of these debtors for an order showed liabilities of £8,568 Os. 5d ., against assets to be
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commissioner in England to administer oaths for English

courts had no power to take affidavits for the

Irish Court of Bankruptcy. Counsel relied on the 366th

section of the Irish Bankruptcy Act of 1857. Mr.
Carton ( instructed by Mr. Larkin ), for other creditors,

argued , on the other hand , that such commissioner had the

power, under the combined operation of the Irish Chancery
Act, 1867, with the Bankruptcy Act referred to. Judge

Harrison thought the point a very importantone to the prac

titioners of the court, and suggested the point should be fully

argued before the court. Subsequently , however, his lord

ship having referred to the statutes bearing on the subject,

decided that the proof so sworn was valid . Mr. Davoren , for

creditors, proposed another assignee, but his lordship ad .

journed the appointment of the assignee till next court day,

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

amount of £2,599 16s. 8d . At the meeting of the creditors an

ofier of a composition of 8s. 6d . in the pound was accepted ,

but the resolution was objected to by Mr. Baker , of the firm of

Lawrence, Plews, Boyer , and Baker, on the ground that the

debtor at the first meeting refused to answer certain questions,

Mr. Winslow , Q. C ., and Mr. Beaumont appeared for the
trustee, Mr. H . J . Warham . Severalwitnesses were examined

as to what took place at the meeting, and it appeared that,
after answering several questions respecting his estate, he

refused to answer any thing relating to the proof of his mother

and sister, it appearing that he had misappropriated trust

money ; and, acting under the advice of his solicitor, he abso

lutely declined to disclose the amount coming to him under

his father's will, on the ground that his answersmight subject

him to criminal proceedings. Mr. Winslow , in reply , 'stated

that the fullest disclosures had been made to a committee of

creditors appointed at the first meeting, in which the whole

matter had been gone into and the deeds produced . A report
had been made by the committee to the shareholders , in which
the acceptance of the composition had been recommended ,

but the North Kent Bank, for whom Mr. Baker appeared , and

who were creditors for a considerable amount, were not satis

fied . The learned counsel contended that after the searching

investigation which had been made, the debtor was justified in

refusing to answer questions which he was apprehensive might

lead to his being proceeded against criminally . The learned
Registrar, in giving judgment, stated that had the debtor

simply refused to answer the specific question referred to , he

might have been justified in doing so , but he had refused to
answer any question respecting the proof of his mother and

sister, and all other questions, after reference was made to

them . He had therefore denied to his creditors the informa

tion which they had a right to demand , and the registration of

the resolutionsmust be refused . Mr. Baker stated that there

were also other points of objection on the proofs in the event

of his Honour's decision being reversed on appeal, and the

learned Registrar took a note to that effect.
IN RE J . H . THORNBER . — This was an application to register

a liquidation resolution come to by thecreditors of this debtor,
a tailor and clothierat 1 Fenchurch -street, and 120 and 149
Cheapside, who lately failed for £3,087, the assets being stated

at £1,366 . The resolution passed was for the liquidation of

the estate by arrangement with a trustee and committee of in

spection , Mr. Bagley, instructed by Mr. A . H . Miller,

opposed registration on the ground of mis -description in the

style of the firm , it appearing that the debtor carried on

business under the firm of Dombey and Son , which was

omitted from the petition. The debtor, in examination , said
he had used the name of Dombey and Son to obtain notoriety ,
but that all his bills were made out in his own name, and all

his credit was obtained in that name. After hearing Mr.

Rooks in support of the registration , his Honour decided that
he should refuse registration , but that, inasmuch as it had not

been shown that any creditor had been deceived by the

omission , leave was given to apply to the court to amend the
petition and to call a new first meeting.

October 8 .

(Before Mr. J. F . COLLIER, Judge .)

IN RE HENRY PEPLOW FORWOOD. - This was a bankruptcy

which took place in February, 1874, the bankrupt being a

cotton broker, trading under the firm of Zigamalo and

Forwood . The creditors in the course of the bankruptcy

passed a resolution to accept a composition of 3s. 4d. in tho
pound , and that sum having been paid by the trustee , the
courtwas now asked to annul the bankruptcy. Mr. Sampson ,

for the trustee, assenting, the court made the desired order .

IN RE GEORGE MURRAY QUAYLE. - This was a sitting for the
public examination of the bankrupt, a cotton broker , in Ex
change-buildings. His accounts disclosed liabilities £6 ,182,

against assets, consisting of debts outstanding, £1,360 ,
estimated to produce 5138, and office furniture £25 . Mr.
Sampson , for Mr. Chalmer, the trustee, said that the bank

rupt had supplied all the information required with respect to
his estate , and therefore the public examination could be
passed . The bankrupt accordingly passed .

IN RE MAURICE WILLIAMS. — This bankrupt, a well-known

cotton broker in Liverpool, appeared on his public examina

tion upon a statement of accounts, showing unsecured debts

£5,586 , those partly secured £25 ,000 , the securities being

valued at £20 ,015 , and other liabilities £846 . Mr. Rutherford ,

(from the office of Miller , Peel, and Hughes) represented Mr.

Bolland, the trustee, and stated that his investigation of the

debtor's affairs had not been concluded , and he desired the

sitting for public examination to be adjourned. Mr. Sampson ,
for the bankrupt, consenting, an adjournment was taken to

5th of November.

IN RE Joux MORGAN HUGHES. - This was also a public ex
amination sitting , the bankrupt being a cotton broker in

Tithebarn -street. The total liabilities were £1,143. Mr.
Bellringer, for Vr. Bolland, trustee, said that arrangements

were pending under which the creditors were to receive a com

position of 5s. in the pound and annulthebankruptcy . Under

those circumstances he applied for an adjournment of the
public examination , which was taken to the 5th of November.

IN RE JOHN WHITFIELD . - This bankrupt was a cartowner

in Collingwood -street. His public examination had been
repeatedly adjourned in consequenco of unsatisfactory ac

counts. Mr. Nordon , for Mr. F . L . Jones, a creditor, said

that the trustee, Mr. Bolland, had obtained from the bank
rupt extra accounts , which his client had examined , and
although numorous errors had been discovered , the trusteo

did not think any advantage would accrue to the creditors by
keeping thematter open . He (Mr. Nordon ) wished, however,
to disabuse the mind of the bankrupt as well as others
similarly situated of the idea that by passing his public ex
ainination he became freo to recommence trade. Such was
far from being the case . The passing of the examination
did not liberate the bankrupt, but left him amenable to the

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, DUBLIN.

October 11.

( Before JUDGE HARRISON.)

IN RE ALEX. M 'DONALD . — The bankrupt had been a draper,

carrying on business at 25 Merchant' s -quay, in this city. This

was the first public sitting, and there was also a meeting to

cùnsider an offer of composition . A question of some
importance arose in reference to the appointment of a trade

assignee. It appeared that one of the proofs on which the

appointment was sought to be made was sworn before a

commissioner in England. It was contended by Mr J. A . Rynd

(instructed by Mr. J . G . Rynd ), on behalf of creditors, that a
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trustee until he had obtained his discharge. His Honour he remained there . The next day the petition was filed by
a greed, and said that if such an impression were abroad the the firm of Burghardt and Kreuels . Mr. Jordan arged that

sooner it was dispelled the better . The bankrupt thereupon the goods had been taken out of the order and disposition of

was allowed to pass his public examination , the bankrupt, because they were taken possession of on a

previous day for Mr. Aders , and if these facts Fero
true he contended that there was no question to try .

MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. Mr. Aders , Mr. Mercer , and other witnesses were examined

October 12. in support of this view of the case. Mr. Storer gave his
version of the case, which was that so early as December,

1873, the partnership estate of Burghardt and Kreuelswas

(BeforeMR. J . A . RUSSELL, Q . C ., Judge.) insolvent to the extent of £9 ,000. The partnership continued

RE FRED, J. HARTE. - In this case , an application wasmade to trade, and in December, 1874, they were further insolvent

by Mr. Taylor, instructed by Messrs. Grundy and Kersbaw , on to the extent of £18,000 . In the month of February , 1875,

behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Royle and the Yorkshire Banking they were insolvent to the extent of £21,000, and on the 6th

Company, for an order that the provisions of the composition April, when the petition was filed, and the 3rd April, the date

made by the debtor might be enforced , or that, in default, the on which the bill of sale was given , they owed creditors

debtor might be adjudicated a bankrupt. The debtor, Fred. £31,216 . They had nominal assets of the value of £5,281,

J . Harte, formerly carried on business as a wholesale stationer His Honour would therefore perceive that as regarded the
in Piccadilly , in this city , as under the firm of Harte and Co ., partnership property Mr. Burghardt had no interest whatever

but now residing at Lytham . In November , 1864, he entered in it. On the day on which the bill of sale was given , Mr.

into a composition with his creditors, whereby he agreed to Burghardt was indebted to his separate creditors in the sum of

pay them 5s, in the pound , by two instalments of 2s. 6d . each , £7,463, and he had no assets whatever, excepting any surplus

at three and six months, to be secured by Mrs. Royle post which might arise upon the disposal of the security held by

poning her right to prove until after the receipt of the dividend Mr. Aders . It therefore followed thatMr. Burghardt assigned

by the other creditors. The time of payment of the compo the whole of his estate to Mr. Aders for a past debt, and that

sition had long since expired , but the debtor had failed to pay therefore the bill of sale was in itself an act of bankruptcy,

all his creditors . The judge made an order adjudicating Harte and as such was void as against the trustee. After hearing

a bankrupt, ordering the costs to be paid out of the bankrupt's Mr. Trevor, the trustee, the Judge gave & verdict for Mr.

estate . Aders, the plaintiff , with costs.

RE BURGHARDT AND KREUELS. -- Mr. Storer applied to the RE MATTHIAS ROBINSON . - Mr. Nuttall appeared to support

Court on behalf of Mr. E . R . Trevour, trustee to Thomas an application for the discharge of Matthias Robinson from the

Burghardt, one of the firm of Burghardt and Kreuels, Greek city gaol, where he had been committed for contempt for not
street, merchants, who are now in liquidation , for an order to having filed his statement of affairs. Mr. Nuttall stated, in

declare void as against him , the trustee of Burghardt's support of his application ,that the debtor's statement had now

separate estate, a certain bill of sale of April 3rd , been filed, together with an affidavit of the debtor offering to
1875 , madebetween Thomas Burghardt and Robert Aders, mer. submit himself for examination , and that he had disclosed the

chant, Whalley Range, by which Mr. Burghardt assigned his whole of his estate. Mr. W . R . Minor, on behalf of the

household furniture at Bowdon to Mr. Aders, as security trustee, contended that before the bankrupt could be released,

for £700 advanced by Mr. Aders to Mr. Burghardt. The judge he should be brought up for examination upon his statement

amended the declaration by making Mr. Aders the plaintiff. ofaffairs , as the trustee wished to question him upon his book

Mr. Jordan , who appeared forMr.Aders, gave a detailed history debts. The Registrar thought that, strictly speaking, the

of the case. He said the bankrupt's petition was filed on proper course would have been to have had the bankrupt in

April 6th . The present proceedings, however, were in respect attendance, and that his solicitor should have had him brought

of the separate estate of Burghardt. Many years ago Mr. up under a habeas corpus or otherwise, Mr. Nuttall, however,

Aders was in partnership with Mr. Burghardt, and they pointed out that, according to the form of the order as given

separated in 1851, Mr. Burghardt going into partnership with by the Act, the release of a bankrupt committed for contempt

his present partner, and Mr. Aders with other persons. On under the 19th section was to be ordered upon an affidavit

the 10th of March , Mr. Burghardt called at the warehouse of showing that he had cleared his contempt, and he (Mr. Nuttall)

Mr. Aders and asked him for a loan , which he said he wanted contended , therefore, that therewas no necessity for the debtor

for private purposes. Mr. Aders looked upon £700 — the to be in attendance in the present case , but that every thing

amount required - as no very great thing, and having a great had been done to entitle the bankrupt to his release. The

regard for his former partner, agreed to lend him the money, . Registrar said that he thought that the bankrupt had cleared

and had a cheque drawn out for that sum , which was given to his contempt, and there were no reasons that he should be

Mr. Burghardt, and that gentleman obtained the money . kept longer in custody. He should therefore make an order
It was a loan , but for a very short period of time, and a for his release. If, however, he refused to attend upon the

few days after Mr. Aders , meeting Mr. Burghardt, and the trustee, and give him all the assistance he could to realise the

money not having been returned , he asked him for it. The estate, the trustee could then make another application to have

truth was, however, that Mr. Burghardt had not got the him committed .

money, and he told Mr. Aders that he could not pay it. Mr.
Aders , a little annoyed that the money was not forthcoming,

saw his solicitors , Messrs. Page and Rowley, and ultimately NOTTINGHAM COUNTY COURT.
Mr. Page was instructed to issue a writ against Mr. Burghardt.

October 13 .
Mr. Burghardt was seen about the matter, and he agreed to

give a bill of sale on his furniture at Green Bank, Bowdon , to

secure the loan of £700 , and the bill of sale was accordingly (Before Mr. E . PATCHITT, Registrar.)
given on the 3rd April. A day or two after that Mr. Aders RE ROBERT JESSOP Wood . - Mr. Thorpe appeared on behalf
heard rumours of an unpleasant character as to the solvency

of the bankrupt, and Mr. Wright for Lloyd's Banking Comof the firm of Burghardt and Kreuels, and thereupon he con . pany. This being the first meeting under the petition , the
sulted Mr. Page again , told him what he had heard, and proofs of debt were produced , to none of which was there any
requested him to take the necessary steps to enforce his objection. These having been passed , Mr. Wright, as the
security. Accordingly , on the 5th April, Mr. Page, acting representative of the largest creditors, nominated Mr. W .
under instructions, put a man named John B . Mercer , a | Marriott, of Nottingham , as the trustee, which was agreed

person regularly employed in such matters, in possession , and | He then proposed Mr. Taylor, of Raleigh -street, Mr. l . .
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Brown, of Portland -road , and Mr. J. Thornton , of St. Peter's bank commenced an action against him to recover a large

Chambers, all of Nottingham , as the committee of inspection . sum . They brought an action to recover £3,247. The bank

This being agreed to, the Joint Stock Banking Company were | people beat him , as he had no money to carry on the case.

selected as the bankers, and the further proceedings were They had filed a proof against him for a large sum of money.

adjourned. Mr. Patchitt here interposed , and said he did not see how all
RE JONATHAN BURTON , of Nottingham , lace manufacturer. this camebefore the court. This matter really ought to have

Mr. Acton appeared for the debtor, Mr. Lees, jun., and Mr. been taken before the trustee at his own chambers, and if he
Cranch for creditors. This was a meeting for the purpose of was not satisfied he could report to the court at the next

considering objections filed with the registrar, requesting him meeting . The court was not to sit there and hear all that

not to register certain resolutions passed at a meeting of the general evidence. He was quite sure if the judge had been

creditors ; and also for the purpose of considering objections present he would not have allowed it to proceed so far. - Mr.

which had been taken by the trustee to the proofs of the cre. Fraser said it was a public examination . - Mr. Patchitt said it

ditors for whom Mr. Lees and Mr. Cranch appeared , viz . Mr. | was to hear any dispute that might arise, not evidence as he

Lees and Mr. Richard Burton . Mr. Lees submitted proofs of was going on with . -- Mr. Fraser then applied that the bankrupt

debt for £367, and Mr. Cranch for £2,690 . The objections should be ordered to produce & cash account for the last twelve

taken by Mr. Lees were , first that in the petition filed by the months, and also to make out a statement of his dealings with

debtor he had not inserted the whole of the places where he May ; and the Registrar ordered him to make out these, to be

resided and carried on business during the time the debts | produced at the next meeting to be held on the 8th Nov.
incurred in his statement were contracted , and also that he
had not made a full disclosure of his estate . The court was

occupied for some considerable time with the arguments of
the gentlemen on either side, but eventually the matter was MANSION HOUSE .
adjourned until November 8th , in order that Mr. Lees might

furnish the trustee with particulars of his client's claim . Mr.

Cranch 's claim was also ordered to stand adjourned for the October 14 .
same time.

Re Thomas ALDRIDGE, of Fiskerton , farmer . - Mr. Fraser CHARGE OF FRAUD AGAINST A MERCHANT, - Léon Skalski,

appeared for the trustee, and Mr. Pratt , of Newark , for the 58 years of age, a merchant, lately trading in Queen Victoria

debtor . The bankrupt was called by Mr. Fraser, and stated
street, City , was charged before Mr. Alderman Besley , upon a

that he was & tenant of some land at Fiskerton , but not

tenant in connection with Mr. May . He had had many
warrant, with unlawfully obtaining by false pretences a quan

dealings with Mr. May, principally cattle dealing. He bought tity of cloth of the value of £140 odd , with intent to defraud.

and sold some cattle for him , and settled at the time. They The prosecutor was Mr. Robert Cadenhead , a woollen mer .

never had any account between them . He had some memo chant, carrying on business at No. 12 Size-lane, Cannon -street,

randum books, but they did not contain any profit and loss and in October 1874 the prisoner, whom he had known four

account. They had carried on business like that for years ; months, was indebted to him on a bill of exchange for £99 15s.

some weeks they had no dealings whatever. He never alleged for goods supplied . The acceptance became due on the 3rd of

that Mr. May owed him £290, norany otheramount. He was thatmonth , and upon that, or the previous day , the prisoner

indebted to May, but did not know to what extent. He called upon him and engaged to meet the bill next day. He

believed May had filed proofs against his estate . He bought went on to say that he wanted some Scotch Tweeds

some cattle at May's sale, some four or five years ago. and black cloth, and he asked the prosecutor to supply

He had also sold some that May had bought, and him . Mr. Cadenhead promised , in the event of the bill

being paid , to let him have the goods. The prisoner

Southwell Bank stopped payment. He received the assured him that he had sufficient funds at his bankers,

money ; he believed there were 14 or 16 bullocks, which the City and County Bank , to meet the acceptance, and ,

sold for £20 each , and were sold to Mr. Mathers, living believing that statement, the prosecutor allowed him to

near Norwich . Mr. May never sent him a bill for the buy on credit twelve pieces of woollen cloth , worth

amount of that sale , nor did he apply for payment. He had £142 14s. 2d. The bill was dishonoured, the goods still re
never applied to him from about 1864 to 1874 , nor had he paid mained unpaid for, and the prisoner, according to the prose.

interest on the loan of that money. He paid the £320 he cutor' s statement, absconded . He was not arrested until the

received for the bullocks into the bank ; tbey had from £700 6th instant. The case for the prosecution had not been com

to £800 of his money in the bank. There were four rooms in pleted when the Court rose , and Mr. Alderman Besley

the house at Fiskerton where he resided , and in the petition remanded the prisoner for a week, and refused an application

he had filed he returned his furniture at £30. He did not by Mr.Merriman , his solicitor, to admit him to bail .

know if that was its proper value, but there had been two

valuers to see it . There were two bedrooms, two rooms under,

& kitchen , with a room over that, and cellar, but one of the
bedrooms was not furnished . He had never valued his furni. ALLEGED FRAUDS BY A BANKRUPT. - At the Bradford West
ture at all. He had never sold any furniture out of his house. Riding Court , on Tuesday, Jabez Bolton , of the firm of Cooper

None of it had gone to the house of Mr. Moore, but he sold and Bolton ,manufacturers, of Yeadon , near Leeds, a bankrupt,

him & cow for £14 . He knew a Mr. Cullen , and had dealt was charged with various offences against the Debtors Act,

with him , but he had not had any of his furniture . He had a namely, with omitting to make a full disclosure to the trustee
horse and cart, but was obliged to sell it soon after Christmas. of his property , with concealing part of his property, with

He never had a barometer in his house, nor did he sell one to fraudulently removing a part of his property, and with quitting
& Mrs. Mitchley . He did not occupy any fields near Fis England , with property belonging to his creditors . The
kerton station , but he looked after some beasts and sheep prisoner became bankrupt in October 1873, and subsequently
for Mr. Houseley, who occupied the fields. Mr. Houseley left England and went to Norway. The evidence went to show

did not pay him anything for his services, but that that the prisoner had failed to render a true account of various
gentleman bad a mortgage upon his house ; he lent him sums ofmoney due or paid to the estate ; and it was found by

£300 upon it , and the money had since been paid away ; the trustee that he had received a number of sums of money,

£100 to Mr. Smith , of Edinburgh ; £75 to a man at Thur- including somelodge funds, of which he had either rendered

garton ; £50 to Mr. Young, of Rolleston . He had owed Mr. / no account or an erroneous account. The prisoner was
Hart £57 for some time, and he had paid that. The Southwell committed for trial at the assizes.
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. Williams and Quiggin , solicitors. The statement of accounts
submitted to the meeting showed liabilities £2,315 178. 11d.
and assets £880 12s. 7d . Liquidation by arrangement was

G . E . SWIFT (SHEFFIELD ). A meeting of the creditors of resolved upon, and Mr. Thomas H . Sheen (Sheen and Broad
Mr. G . E . Swift, steel merchant, of Sheffield , was held on hurst) was appointed trustee, with three of the principal

the 7th instant. A report was presented showing liabilities creditors as a committee of inspection . Messrs. Williams and

amounting to £5173 7s., and assets to £697. Liquidation by
Quiggin were intrusted with the registration of the resolutions,

arrangement was resolved on .

R . MACKENZIE (DUNDEE ). A meeting of the creditors of

Mr. Robert Mackenzie under this sequestration was held in FAILURES.
Lamb's Hotel, on the 7th instant. It was unanimously agreed
to elect Mr. David Myles, accountant, as trustee. In terms of
the statute Mr.Mackenzie submitted a statement of his affairs. ENGLAND. — A petition has been filed in the Huddersfield
The assets were given at £7439 16s. 3d ., preferable debts, County Courtby Thos. Hirst Smith , of Providence Mill, Marsh,
£150 , and ordinary debts £33 ,740 6s. 7d., showing an apparent

dividend of 48. 4d. per . Reference was made to the claim
Huddersfield , cloth finisher , for liquidation of his affairs,the

against Messrs . A . T . Stewart and Co ., New York . It was liabilities are stated at £2,500 . Messrs . Laycock, Dyson , and
stated that the award by Mr. Fox in the arbitration between Laycock, are the debtor's solicitors, and Mr. J. Westerby,
Mr.Mackenzie and the firm amounted to £6300 , but the exact accountant, is the receiver. - A petition for liquidation has
effect of it on the bankrupt estate had not been ascertained.
Interim protection was granted to the bankrupt, and the next

been filed by Mr. George Alfred Jeffery , of Great George

step in the procedure will be his examination . street, Liverpool. His debts amount to £16 ,681, the creditors

GEIKIE AND BLACK (DUNDEE). - A meeting of the creditors
being 188 in number. Mr. Gibson was appointed receiver.

of Messrs. Geikie and Black , manufacturers, Coupar-Angus,
- Mr. John S . Galatti, Blomfield -street, London-wall , a
Greek merchant of twelve years' standing, has failed forwas held at Dundee on the 8th inst. A statement of the

affairs was submitted , showing the assets to amount to
about £150 ,000. The assets are said to be con

$ 14 ,612 14s. 10d . ; preferable debts , £450 ; and liabilities,
siderable . The books are in the hands of Messrs. Turquand.

£51,439 18s. 9d. - showing an apparent dividend of Os. 60.
- John Hirst, of Lower Low Westwood Mills , Golcar, trading

in the pound .
under the style or firm of Thomas Hirst and Son, has filed
a petition in the Huddersfield County Court, with liabilities

J. TYSOE (SALFORD ). - A meeting has been held of the estimated at £7,600 . Messrs. Hesp, Fenton , and Owen are
creditors of Mr. John Tysoe, Victoria Mill, Hope-street, Sal the debtor's solicitors, and Mr. Henry Wilde, accountant,bas
ford, cotton spinner and doubler, trading as Charles Tysoe and been appointed the receiver. - In connection with the fort
Sons, and also carrying on business in the Albert Mill, Hope nightly settlement on the Stock Exchange, the failure was
street, as a cotton spinner and doubler, in co -partnership with announced of Mr. Henry S . Strachan , of 33 Throgmortar
John Henry Tysoe, trading as John Tysoe, Son , and Co. The street, City, stockbroker . The books have been placed in the
liabilities were stated to be £57,000 , and the assets £60,500. hands of Messrs. Price, Waterhouse, and Co. - On Thursday
It was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, and a letter was received by the chairman of the Sheffield Stock
Mr. John Adamson , accountant, was appointed trustee, with a Exchange from Charles Edward Smith and Sons, share
committee of inspection . brokers, stating their inability to meet thoir engagements.

J. WILLIS & Son (BRADFORD). — A special meeting of the The liabilities are said to be heavy.

creditors of Messrs . John Willis and Son , brassfounders and AMERICA .— American advices to hand report the suspension
ironmongers , Millbank , Bradford , was held on the 12th inst.,
at the offices of Messrs Wood and Killick , solicitors, in that of Messrs. Glass, Neely, and Co ., of the Keystone Iron Works,
town , to consider an offer made by friends of the debtors to Pittsburgh , Pa., with liabilities of £60,000. - The Foarth
purchase the joint estate for a sum equal to 10s. in the pound, | National Bank , Chicago, had stopped . - Messrs. Levinger and
payable in two equal instalments of three and six months. Co., a large lager beer firm , had suspended . — The failure a
The trustee was authorised to accept the offer , and the dis

also reported of Messrs. Shepard , Hall, and Co., extensive
charge of the debtors was granted .

lumber dealers , with liabilities estimated at £300,000, includ
0 . DAYION (Manchester). - A special generalmeeting of the ing £200,000 due to the Boston banks. - Messrs. Languedoe.

creditors of Mr. Ovanes Dayion , late of Lloyd 's House, Albert Trotter, and Fournier , wholesale butchers, Montreal, had
square, Manchester, merchant, trading as Agop , Dayian and stopped with liabilities of £24 ,000. - Mr. S . A . Cohen , clothing
Co., was held on the 13th instant at the offices of Messrs. | house, had stopped . - The Jagger Iron Co., Albany, New Yorkin
Grundy and Kershaw , solicitors, Booth -street, when thedebtor's whose blast works cost £130 .000 , were having their affairs 1 .

offer to pay ls. 6d . in the pound within seven days on all vestigated . - Messrs. Janeway and Co. the well-known paper
provable debts, with costs , and to hand his acceptances for hangers, New Brunswick , had made an assignment.-- Messts
each creditor for sums equal to 9d . in the pound, payable in Strauss and Lehman, New York , in the dry goods trade, bare
twelve months, was accepted . It was also resolved that these suspended , with liabilities amounting to half a million. - 16€
engagements being fulfilled, the debtor's order of discharge be Third Avenue Savings Bank , in New York city , bas suspended
granted. payment, and been placed in the hands of a receiver. It has

N . PROCTER (MANCHESTER ). — The second statutory meeting
1 ,500,000 dollars liabilities, and assets nominally worth as

of the creditors of Nemin Procter, commission agent, was
much , though it will be difficult to realise them . There are

held on the 13th inst., at the offices of Mr. George Whitt, 5 ,000 depositors, chiefly small tradesmen and mechanics.

accountant, 8 King-street, when the resolutions passed at the A telegram from Berlin , according to Galignani, announces
first meoting, accepting a composition of 2s . in the pound, that the famous financier , Strausberg, ts a bankrupt.
were confirmed . Mr. Whitt was appointed trustee, Mr. Daw

son , solicitor, Ridgfield , to register the resolutions.

T . 0 . CONDLIFF (LIVERPOOL) . A general meeting of the WINDING -UP. - A petition has been presented to the Chori
creditors ofMr. Thos. Oakes Condliff, wine and spirit merchant, of Chancery for the winding-up of the Volunteer Co -operaty

was held on the 13th instant at the oftices of Messrs. ) and General Equipment Company (Limited).

1
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INFORMALITY IN LIQUIDATION PROCEEDINGS.

The following is from a Liverpool paper : - " At the County
Court a case came before the learned judge, Mr. Collier, which
affords but one ofmany illustrations of delay and unnecessary

expense to creditors through proceedings in liquidation being

conducted in an informal and slovenly manner. It appeared

that on the 23rd day of August last, Joseph Holden , of Kirk

dale -road , builder, presented a petition for the liquidation of

his affairs by arrangement,and at the firstmeeting of creditors,

held on the 14th September, a liquidation was determined
upon and a trustee chosen . The proofs and proxies , with the

resolution of the creditors, purporting to be signed by the
statutory number and majority in value, were in due course

lodged with the registrar for registration , but he found that

many of the proofs and proxies were so informal as not to be
admissible , and that, deducting the amount represented by

those proofs and proxies from the lists of assents to the reso
lutions, they had not been passed by the requisitemajority in
number and value of the creditors , and therefore he refused

registration . From his decision an appealwas now made to

the judge, Mr. Hodgson Bremner, instructed by Mr. Harris ,

appearing in support of the registration . Mr. Bremner took

the objections of the registrar seriatim . The first was that a

proxy at the foot of one of the proofs had a line through it,

and was apparently cancelled . This , it was submitted , was an

inadvertent act of the commissioner before whom the proof

was sworn, and he, the commissioner, on being examined ,
admitted the mistake, and stated that it was done without

authority . His Honour remarked that he was bound to regard

the document as presented for registration . As so presented

the proxy was struck out, and he wasunaware of any authority

he possessed to make valid that which was clearly invalid . If,
as argued , a mistake had been committed, there had been

sufficient time afforded prior to the meeting of creditors to

have made the necessary correction . The second objection

was to a defective jurat to a proof, the date when it was sworn

having been omitted . A third objection was to a proof to

which there was no jurat. Mr. Bremner argued that these

latter objections were not matters of substance , and that so

long as the court was satisfied of the intention of the creditor

to claim a debt, and take part in the proceedings, the for

mality in question ought not to be allowed to prevail. His

Honour, after hearing the learned counsel at great length, said
that although the points raised appeared trivial, they were
important as precedents for future guidance in the court, and

he would consider them further, and on Monday he stated that

as he was satisfied the proxy in question was struck out
inadvertently and without authority, he should allow it to

stand, but as to the other objections they would be sustained .

With this intimation he remitted the matter to the registrar to

deal with the case on its merits, and added that he considered

the registrar was perfectly justified in taking the objections

which had been discussed .”

formal evidence to complete the case. Mr. Solomon R .

Cavaliero, a foreign bill-broker , of Finsbury-circus, said that

the prisoner asked him to buy him 40,000f. worth of bills on
Paris , payable at sight. He told him that since the failure of
Messrs. Maua and Co., the French bankers had decided not to
sell bills at short dates, except for cash ; and if he had to

purchase them for the prisoner he must trouble him for the

money. The prisoner then said , “ Don 't trouble yourself, I
will get them through another channel.” Joseph Duson ,

ticket clerk at the Waterloo Station of the South -Western

Railway, said on the 29th September, he issued two and a -half

first-class tickets to Havre by the 7 .40 train . Mr. Lewis said

that would complete the evidence with regard to the charge of
obtaining the securities by false pretences ; and he now pro

posed to charge him under the 12th section of the Bankruptcy
Actwith endeavouring to leave England within four months of

his bankruptcy , with a large sum of money belonging to his

creditors, with intent to defeat and delay his creditors. The

prisoner had been adjudicated a bankrupt on the 11th instant,
and therefore his attempting to leave the country on

September 29th , was certainly within the four months. After

some discussion as to the course to be pursued , it was decided

that a new witness should be called to prove the adjudication

of the prisoner as a bankrupt, and the evidence of such wit

nesses as had been examined and were necessary to this charge

should be read over to them , and this was done. Richard

Sparks, clerk in the London Court of Bankruptcy , proved that,

on the 6th instant, Messrs. Samuel and Cohen presented a

petition in bankruptcy against Charles Themistocles

Mavrocordato , merchant and dealer in stocks and shares, of

No. 108 Bishopsgate-street, Within . The adjudication

took place on the 11th inst. The act of bankruptcy

alleged was that, with intent to defeat and delay his creditors ,

on the 29th September heabsented himself from his place of

business. Mr. Wontner opposed the committal of the

prisoner on the last charge, because notice had been served on

him to attend the Bankruptcy Court while he was in prison ,

and was totally powerless to attend and give any explanation
to the court . Mr. Lewis said that it did not require his per

sonal attendance, as his solicitor could attend for him . Mr.

Alderman Ellis said he would commit on this case also . The

witnesses having had their evidence read over to them , were

re-sworn to it, and the prisoner having reserved his defence,
Mr. Alderman Ellis committed him for trial on both charges,

and refused to make any order for the property found on the

prisoner to be given up to either party.

Mr. E . J . Wilson , the Secretary of the Estate Exchange,

Tokenhouse -yard ,has published the following return of landed

estates, & c . registered at the Exchange as sold by publio

auction and by private contract from the 1st of January to

the 30th of September , as compared with the corresponding

period in the three preceding years : - January 1 to September

30 , 1872, £8,000,581 ; ditto, 1873, £7,591,885 ; ditto, 1874 ,

£8,783,904 ; ditto, 1875, £9,766 ,135 .

THE ALLEGED FRAUDS UPON STOCK

BROKERS.

Mr. Charles Themistocles Mavrocordato was brought up for
final examination before Mr. Alderman Ellis, at the Guildhall
Police -court , on Tuesday, charged with obtaining, by means of

false pretences, different foreign stocks, amounting to the
nominal value of £24 ,000 , but the cash value of which was

£7,540 , with intent to defraud the various stockbrokers with

whom he had transactions. Mr.George Lewis , jun ., prosecuted ;
Mr. Mullens appeared for a creditor ; and Mr. Blanchard

Wontner for the prisoner. The evidence previously given ,
and which has already appeared in our columns, having been

read over to the witnesses, and re -sworn to , Mr. Lewis called

BANKERS' CLEARING House . - The following is the official

return of the checks and bills cleared in the Bankers'

Clearing-house for the week ending Wednesday, October 13 :

Thursday, October 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . €11,910,000
Friday, October 8 .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 14,063 ,000
Saturday, October 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 ,049,000

Monday, October 11 .. . . 13 ,401,000

Tuesday , October 12 15 ,377,000

Wednesday, October 13 . . . 40,423,000

£111,223,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year, which

did not comprise & Stock Exchango settlement, was

£103,196 ,000.
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APPOINTMENTS .
small withdrawals of gold will now have a much more direct
effect on the action of the Bank than they had some

weeks ago. - Times.
[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column. ]
ENGLISH LOSSES FROM THE TURKISH Default. – Estimating

approximately the amount lost by British investors in the
Mr. William Edwards,the accountant, has been appointed Turkish loans, the Times says : - " All the tribute loansare

by Mr. Registrar Spring- Rice , receiver and manager of the
probably held almost exclusively in this country, and perhaps

about from half to two -thirds of most of the other loans sup
estate of Augustus Ahlborn , of No. 74 Regent-street and else . posed till now to be secured on special hypothecations. The

where, Court dressmaker. The liabilities are said to be over General Debt and the 1873 Loan are less held here, and, in

£100 ,000, and the assets considerable . deed, the 1873 Loan has never reached the small holders to

any extent. Now , as the interest and sinking fund charges on

John Pattinson (of the firm of Harry Brett, Milford , Pattin all the loans, exclusive of the general debt and the 1873 Six

son and, Co.), of 150 Leadenhall-street, London , E .C ., and 12 per Cent. stock amount to between five and six millions, it

Vigo -street , Regent-street, W ., has been appointed trustee of
follows, if the 1854 , 1858 , and 1871 loans are all held here ,
and say a full half of the remainder, that about £2,200,00)

the estate of Benjamin Francis Hallowell Carew , of 41 St. has to come annually, exclusive of sinking fund payments, to
George's -road , Pimlico, in the County of Middlesex, of no trade investors in this country as their share of the sum paid by

or occupation , a bankrupt. Turkey on her debt. Some of the 1873 loan must be added to
this as being held in some shape, and we also hold a part of

Vice -Chancellor Bacon has appointed Frederick Whinney the general debt, while the financiers here are interested in
(of the firm of Harding, Whinney, and Co.), liquidator of the operations and profits of the floating debt, and some mayhad

European and South American Telegraph Company, Limited , Roumalian Railway bonds. Adding all together , it seems
probable that something like £3,500,000 will represent

in the place of Mr. H . W . Crace . approximately what has come every year to England from

Turkey as interest only . If the half of this is now to be lost,

the incomes of a large section of the English public will have

been diminished by £1,750 ,000 — say at least £1,500,00144
PROPERTY AND INCOME TAX . - The gross receipts for the year very formidable loss ; and if the sinking fund charges are

1874-5 are estimated at £4,401,692 2s. 11 d ., and the net at
added, that will make an additional half million or so which

will cease to arrive in the shape of drawings."
£4,315 ,132 38. 3 d ., the remaining £86 ,559 19s. 8d . being

absorbed in allowance, & c. THE INCORPORATED Law Society. — The second annual pro
vincial meeting of the Incorporated Law Society of

ALLEGED FRAUD BY A BANKRUPT. - William Bland , manu the United Kingdom was opened on Wednesday in
facturer, of Idle, a bankrupt, was on Thursday, at Bradford, the Town Hall, Liverpool. Mr. G . B . Gregory, MP,
committed by the West Riding magistrates for trial, with the president of the society, in the chair. Nearly 300 men
option of offering bail, on several charges against the Debtors | bers were present. The president, in opening the proceedings

adverted to the objects of the association , and observed ,with
Act, viz . with having failed to disclose to the trustee all his respect to the general question of the education of articed
property , with not delivering it up, with concealing it, and | clerks, that it was absolutely necessary that any gentleman
with removing it . A petition against the prisoner was filed | entering the profession should have a fair and liberal edo

on the 27th August,and on subsequent occasions he consigned,
cation . It might be a question whether the term of serce

under articles should not be reduced . He saw great difficulties
as was shown, goods of the value of £150 or £200 to persons in the way of carrying out any scheme for uniting the edu.
in Liverpool and Melbourne, and also received £80, refusing to cation of the two branches of the profession . He advocates

render any account of these transactions. the granting of further facilities for passing from one branca
of the profession to the other. During last Session some is

The Bank of England raised its minimum rate of discount on portant Acts bearing upon the interests of the profession

Thursday 14th instant from 24 to 31 per cent. This step passed . One affected procedure in County Courts, facilitatin

was abundantly justified by the return published in the after appeals from those courts, and giving County Courts powers

noon for the bygone week , which shows, as we stated yesterday, that Superior Courts had with reference to actions upon but

that much gold has been withdrawn for the Provinces in of exchange and other bills of that description . The President

addition to the large sum exported . The decrease in bullion

has altogether been £1,329,954, and it is almost exclusively to
also referred to the Land Transfer and Titles and Judicating

this large withdrawal that we owe the advance in the rate of
Acts , pointing out with regard to the latter that a good deal

discount. There has been a heavy demand for discount during
yet remained to be done in respect to the completion of the

theweek , it is true , but the quiet prevailing to -day proves it
scheme. What he believed the general body of solicitors

to have latterly been precautionary , in anticipation of an
desired was a strong Court of Appeal, and that its sittings

advance in the price ofaccommodation. The payment of the
should be continuous. He thought that their exertions should

October dividends has, in fact, had the effect of increasing the
be directed to these points. The reading and discussion of

volume of unemployed money, both at the Bank and in the
papers occupied the rest of the day, and in the evening the

members of the conference were entertained at a banquet

open market. But, although loanable capital is still very

abundant, the other banks and discount houses have followed

the Bank of England, and 34 per cent. is the general charge The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st of April ,

for advances. Few bills have , however , been offering to day, 1875 , when there was a balance of £6 , 205 ,322 to the you

and the pressure of the past few days is likely to produce a instantwere £35 ,717,293, against £31,867,467 in the corres.

lull for a little time. It looks still as if the advance of 1 per ponding period of the preceding financial year, which bepa2

cent. would produce no effect where it is wanted , for more with a balance of £7,442 ,854. The net expenditure :

gold has gone away to -day, and should the overflow continue £ 12,390 ,841, against £11,582,924 to the same date in this

the rate will not likely remain long where it is . The reserve is previous year. The Treasury balances on the 19th us

now down to rather less than £11,000 ,000 and the proportion amounted to £1,113,993, and at the some date in 1011Data in 1871

of reserve to liabilities has fallen to 35 - 25 per cent., so that £1,656 ,280 .
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THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession, either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings , Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advancesmade thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays

from 10 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

ALLEGED FRAUDULENT BANK TRANSACTION IN JERSEY. - An
action for the sum of £5000 , arising out of singular circum
stances, came on for hearing before the Jersey Royal Court,
on Tuesday . The virtual defendants were his Excellency
Major General Norcott, C . B ., (bailiff), and the twelve judges
of the Royal Court, the whole of whom constitute the impôt
assembly, or excise board . The plaintiff was Mr. Philip
Gosset, manager of the Jersey Banking Company, the
nominal defendant being Mr. Joshua M . Nicolle, the treasurer
of the impôt assembly. The action arose out of the failure of
the Mercantile Union Bank. The case of the plaintiff was
that the impôt assembly had advertised for the loan of money
to carry on public works, issuing debentures for the same,
bearing interest at the rate of 4 per cent. He offered Mr.
Nicolle the sum of £5 ,000, and , after some consultation be
tween them , it was arranged that they should together
proceed to the Mercantile Union Bank , at which Mr. Nicolle
kept his account for the impôt assembly. They went there on
the 29th of February, 1873, and after consultation between
Mr. Gosset and Mr. Armstrong, the manager of the Mercan .
tile Bank , the latter informed Mr. Nicolle that the sum of
£5 ,000 had been placed to his account for the credit of the
impôt assembly. Mr. Nicolle thereupon gave to Mr.Gosset
an acknowledgment for the said amount and a promise to
let him lands under the seal of the impôt assembly . Three
days after the Union Mercantile Bank suspended payment,
and the impôt assembly at once repudiated the arrangement
made by the treasurer , Mr. Nicolle , on the alleged ground of
fraud. As they had persistently refused to ratify the act of
their treasurer, the plaintiff brought this action . The de
fendants pleaded that the transaction was a pure fraud,
effected for the purpose of benefiting the plaintiff in his
private capacity, and as manager of the Jersey Banking Com
pany . Mr. Gosset and Mr. Armstrong were said to be
brothers-in - law , and by their relationship , and also by his
position as bank manager, plaintiff was alleged to have known
well what was the state of the Mercantile Bank at the time,
and that he took advantage of that knowledge to carry out
this attempted fraud . It was alleged on the part of the
defendant that no money whatever passed between Mr. Gosset
and Mr. Armstrong at the time of the pretended transference
of the £5000 , and that the whole affair was a plan to benefit
the plaintiff and his bank at the public expense, both being
creditors of theMercantile Bank at the time. Several witnesses
were called to give evidence, their depositions being taken in
writing. The case was only partly heard , and was adjourned
till a future day.

THEMETROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , ESTATE , House, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are ; - lst. -- The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents , Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .
Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract . 3rd . - The Collection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuntions
of Land, Farms, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur .
niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate "
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
n work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation
notices, & c ., by Zuccato ' s Papyrograph , which is used by a large number

of London and Provincial Accountants, including John L . Lovering and
Co. Gainble and Harvey ; Andrews and Mason ; Nicholls and Leatherdale ;
Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co. ; Sydney Smith , and Co. ; Ladbury,
Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron , and Co . ; Edmunds, Davis, and
Clarke ; & c . For 241., 500 4to , copies can be taken upon any kind of dry
paper , by an office boy in a copying-press at the rate of 10 a minute. For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic
Depot, 409 Strand, W . C .

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L , BOECKER, late of 13 Idol- lane, City.

Luncheonsfrom thejoints , hot or cold , including vegetables and breaå , ls. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock, from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread , 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 60. to 10s. 6c..

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small parties on the Second Floor .

r ARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor .
Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge- row , Cannon

street, E . C .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - Partnership wanted in a sound
established Business. Has connection and business (six years '

standing) , which would be brought in . Age 36 . - Address “ B ," 4 Linden
grove , Nunhead , S . E .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAV ESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Port, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISA DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! is. PER WEEK .

And an equally lou Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

he Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
I town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
Coars to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . Preston , Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C

DIRECTORS.

“ The source of many a writer' s woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS ! !
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,theOwl, and theWaverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.ld .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin
burgh .

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P.

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA,

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson , Esq .
Thomas Ball , Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq.
John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon , Esq:
John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M .P .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY

PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties . Tents , Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected . .
CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 62

ClaimsPaid .. . . . . . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body ,while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may beworn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s ., 21s ., 26s. 60 . , 31s. 60 .
Postage Free. Double Truss, 3ls . 6d ., 42s. , and 52s. 6d. Post

age free . An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s., and 52s. 6d. Postage

free. P . 0 .0 . to be made payable to Join WHITE, Post-office ,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s . 6 ., 7s, 6d., 10s , to 165. each .
Postage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 56 . 6d. and 7s. 6 . Adults, 10s. 6d. , 158 . 6d., and 21s. each .

Postage free. - Joon Wate, Manufacturer , 228 Piccadilly , London.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate es
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a sale of
Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicat

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - securry

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing

the thickLees of a hair from one or more of the steps of the key ;
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt -

to the NEW Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock . .

The Lock and Key may thn be easily altered into whatwould be virtua
ld be virtually

a New LOCK and KKY , as often as may be desired , without the ad
the aid of

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of Iral .
copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of low ,

" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protect
from duplicate or Master ' Keys secretly made in manufactoriei

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been ead
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR ÁCANUFACTURES

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

TPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
W natural laws which govern operations of digestion and natrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

poin ' . Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .
tied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the

Civil Service Gasette .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

First issue of Capital, £500 ,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability. Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOGNE , C . B ., Ivybridge , Devon . Rev. C . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory, Ashford.

The Rev. W . F , GOOD , D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London, E .C .

· MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . — RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America , and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - 1 THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , - Book -keeping in
street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed the hands of the Subscribers .

ing £20 against cash deposits , without any charge for commission, the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
persons nothaving banking accounts , or notwishing to draw small cheques .

1 lished Balance-shect issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria 1 opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.
street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards ,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These

1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments , and are perfectly
negotiable instruments .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,- The ONLY issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The PEOPLE'S 1 description of Sound Financial Business.
BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - No Promotion Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Managerial Re THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 muneration Dependent on Profits . 1 Companies of a bona -fide character .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Profits on the THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
I count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

whole amountof the Liability .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates LoansTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities .

Risk, its operations being spread over a variety of subjects.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street. 1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
1 Commission the Purchase and Sale of Stocks and Shares.beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The Secrecy and I Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House.
Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A fixed instead 1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
of an uncertain Scale of Profits .

Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply
Cent. per Annum paid Monthly .

I and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A constantly ac | TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY,
cruing Reserve Fund .

I lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice. L COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF TUE DAY. ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

Despas

BRANCH OFFICES. - LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hackins Hey. MANCHESTER : Messrs.
Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights.
BATH : Mr. H . J . Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron , 32WestGeorge Street.

WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas .
A , York , Vale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street .
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LÍMITED.
Registered under tk Companies' Acts , 1862 and 1867 .

CAPITAL £60 ,000, IN 12 ,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.

£l on Application , the remainder on Allotment.

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS. - •
JOSEPI JAMES SMITH, Esq., Barrister -at-Law , Manchester. Messrs.HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King-street,Manchester.
WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Esq., Durham Massey, Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf,Man MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester. JAMES HASLAM , Esq ., M . R . C . V . S.
JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon, Altrincham , SECRETARY.
Cheshire.

BANKERS.
( Pro. tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER .

The MANCHESTEB AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street, OFFICES. .

Manchester, and its Branches. (Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

P R O S P E C T U S .
The great wantof a shoe for Horses and other draught animals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippers

pavements, and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the
ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop : to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and un rieldy

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort ), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of bores,
and also by “ The Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.”

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and ismade from buffalo or other hides , rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process . They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied , and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoof as possible , and therefore are the most natural substance from which to

form a shoe. They willmaintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm
and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply setsmuch cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier .

Forms of application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES. AGRICOLE

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory , Nassau-street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one Ms. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published forthe Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN, 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. OCTOBER 16 , 1875.
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THE

ACCOUNTANTS DIARY

J. F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

AND
RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATIOX .

DIRECTORY for 1876

Will be published in December next.
PUBLICATIONS.

MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSION are par

A ticularly requested to send in at once their proper names

and addresses for insertion in the Directory, to

ALFRED C . HARPER ,

2 COWPER’S COURT, CORNHILL,

LONDON , E.C.

Now Ready.

Third Edition , Revised and Enlarged, 8vo, cloth . Price 78. 6d .

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING , Adapted to

1 Commercialand Judicial Accounting.

By F . HAYNE CARTER , C . A ., Edinburgh .

" A business book from a business man in a thoroughly business form ."

Daily Review .

“ There are few points on which even experienced bookkeepers may not

obtain someuseful hints from this work ." - - Daily Mail.

“ As bad bookkeeping and bankruptcy are closely related , we cordially

recommend all who wish to keep an accurate record of their transactions to

procure this work ." -- Edinburgh Courant.

PRICE :

Foolscap Folio .. 6s. By post 6s. 9d.

Medium Octavo .. 38. 39. 6d .

(Bound in Cloth.)

Orders and Advertisements received at the above address.

J . MENZIES & Co ., Edinburgh and Glasgow .

Simpkin , MARSHALL, & Co., London .

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUNE 24th , 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & co., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON
BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S .E .

I TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY, .

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL, E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
| BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .,require agents in London .

CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE' IN BANKRUPTCY, by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

BARROW . IN -FURNESS . arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

REFERENCES GIVEN . documents, correspondence , & c ., into the Principal European

I OVEWELL BLAKE , Public ACCOUNTANT,
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.
fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

SECRETANY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .
speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BANK Ꭼ Ꭱ ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A/MAIN , GERMANY, NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

Continental Government Securities , guaranteed by Acts of Parlia
ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND | for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or
ANY DOUBT. 28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms
Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each for payment in advance being : annual subscription

Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings,
OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU 24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ).
RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

£10 to £30 ,000 . to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C.,
to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care relating to the general business of the paper, should also
MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS, be addressed . Literary communications should be

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL, directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol. forward their copy as early in the week as possible.
lowing Drawings :

The 70th DRAWING of 1,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10 TO ADVERTISERS.
CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1 ,500

IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver.
place on the 1st instant, at Vienna . The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at
Ofen on Ist instant. Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed
He will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

mentioned Debentures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
or Obligations. support of the leading members of the profession , the

To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F. W . requests that all com ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success
munications should be addressed care of

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes
Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS , Bankers, il sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad.

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL, vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha
Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application. racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
PS. - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1 ,006 , No . for the announcements of members of the profession,as

78, drawing a Bonusof £4,000 , has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
residing in London .

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents;
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

Established 1843. panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES, Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser
tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re
MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

insure due publicity, particulars of Properties intended to be included in and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London . and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests , TO SUBSCRIBERS.
and Important Residential Estates. Messrs . MARSH . MILNER , In consequence of numerous applications from sub

and Co., Land Valuers and Timber furveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS ofINVESTING in AGRICUL scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable supply of Cases for holding and preserving the
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on
ward plans and particulars , which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers , publicity being carefully avoided , and written the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up),
terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs. with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
Marsh , Milner, and Co ., Land and Timber Surveyors , 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . C . front, 3s. each ; . same in leather, 4s. 6d . each. Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .
MESSRS. MARSII MILNER, AND Co.'s | street, London, E .C .

L REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

The I < countant.
OCTOBER 23, 1875.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1L Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds, Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Ouces (Established

1812 ), 54 Cannon -street.

The rights of a trustee over the foreign property of
a debtor seen to be somewhat obscure under the
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present practice, and the decision of Registrar very strong resemblance to the case above cited ,

Brougham in the application Re Wilson and Armstrong as our readers will see by comparing our report

(reported last week ) does not tend to make it any of last week with the following short summary

lighter. Messrs. Wilson and Armstrong, who were of the facts of the Bank of Scotland v. Cuthbert.

carrying on business as woollen warehousemen both in Four traders were carrying on their business

London and in Scotland, a country which, though for | in partnership in both London and Scotland, two of

national purposes a part of our nation , is nevertheless the partners, indeed, residing and carrying on business

in a judicial point of view a foreign country , failed on on their own account in Edinburgh. The firm became

the 12th of July last, and on the 19th, Mr. Chatteris bankrupt in London at the instance of the London

was appointed receiver and manager of the estate. partners , and it was held by the Scotch Court of

; Subsequently to this a sequestration was obtained by Session , that the issuing of the commission of bank

” Mr. Armstrong of his estate in Scotland, and a trustee ruptcy in London , vested the whole of the property of

duly appointed . The majority of the creditors were the bankrupts every where in the assignees, and was a

decidedly in favour of having the estate wholly complete bar to the proceedings under a sequestration,

administered in England, and an application to that both as regards the partnership property and the

effect was made to the Court of Bankruptcy . The separate estate of the debtors . It was held , too, that

registrar, however, held that there was no evidence that a Scotch sequestration would have just the same effect

the Scotch trustee was not doing his duty , and on this | as regarded proceedings in bankruptcy, — the preference

E' ground he refused to restrain him from proceeding to would be given to the court in which the earliest steps

e interfere any further with the Scotch assets . were taken ; and further, that the certificate of the

EŚ Wewish that such a question as this could be satis- London Court of Bankruptcy operated as a valid dis

factorily settled once for all. At present the Act seems charge of all debts contracted in Scotland.

to have introduced uncertainty where none existed | The Bankruptcy Act of 1861 authorised the assignees

before . The statute 6 George IV . c . 16, sec. 63, enables or trustees of debtors who have been adjudged bank

the commissioners to assign a bankrupt's property rupt in any colony or dependency to obtain an order

wheresoever the same might be found or known ; and for adjudication in an English Court, upon simple pro

E as by the Act, all property of the debtor vests at once duction of a certified copy of the first order of

in the trustees, and has done so ever since the Act of adjudication. The present Act apparently omits this

1841, it follows that all property , wherever situate, clause. In no respect, however, is thedoctrine stated

whether in England or in a foreign country, vests at above altered, and the rules now stand as they are

once in the trustees , — subject, of course, with regard to stated by Story in “ The Conflict of Laws," namely

property abroad, to the laws of the State in which it that “ An assignment under the bankrupt law of a

might happen to be situated . On this question a case foreign country passes all the personal property of the

was decided which has never, so far as we are aware , bankrupt locally situate, and debts owing, in England,"

been questioned , and which has been followed on more | and that “ in England the same doctrine holds under

than one occasion , which conclusively lays down the assignments by her own bankrupt laws, as to personal

rule of practice to be followed . In the Bank of property and debts of the bankrupt in foreign

Scotland v . Cuthbert, it was decided that “ a commis- countries."

sion of bankrupt vested in the assignees under it all If we apply these rules to the case before us,we

the property of the bankrupt, wheresoever situated, shall find that the following consequences will result.

precluding creditors in Scotland from attaching by Firstly — by the proceedings in England the whole of the

sequestration the debtor's property remaining or property of the debtors in Scotland would vest in their

situate in that country , and from administering it in a trustee, and, therefore, there would be no assets upon

course of distribution under such process of seques which a Scottish sequestration would operate ;

tration , and that though the commission had no secondly — the sequestration ought to have been stayed ,

operative effect upon heritable property in Scotland, it upon the production of proper evidence of

imposed a legal obligation on the debtor to execute the English proceedings ; and lastly, the zeal

proper assurances for the purpose of vesting it in his or integrity of the Scotch trustee ought

assignees. The case we are referring to bears a not to have been held to justify his pro
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ceeding to take upon himself the duties of his Bankruptcy is an expensive businessenough as it is,when
English colleague. It will be observed that Mr. carried on in one court only , and must be still more

Chatteris was not appointed trustee, but receiver and expensive when carried on in two. It seems evident

manager only. But a receiver, unless his powers are that the debtor's property must have vested either in

expressly restricted , is ordered to “ collect, get in , and Mr. Chatteris or Mr. Lindsay, and according to the

receive the property of the debtor, and to take imme actual fact future proceedings ought to be governed.

diate possession of such property ;' and these words If the creditors like to authorise the appointmentof

seem to cover property of every description . Any how , joint receivers , they can do so openly ; but at present

there seems a strange inconsistency in allowing pro - they had better unite to decide the question of priority,

ceedings to be carried on in two countriessimultaneously, otherwise they will find some knotty points are still

of course at a very considerable increase of expense . | left open.

It is clear that the court which first takes seisin , so to

say, of the matter, has the entire control of the busi
INSURANCE RISKS AND THE INDIAN TOUR. - So many insur

ness. It is clear also that the appointment of a trustee ances have been effected on the life of the Prince of Wales by

vests immediately all the debtor's property in him . speculative persons, that the proposed Indian tour sent 8

Whether the interest of a receiver is co- extensive with twinge of alarm through the insurance offices. The Lancet

that of a trustee or not, is for our present purpose affirms that the Prince undergoes no greater risks by visiting

India than if he remained at home, and that the Indian
immaterial. Either the whole of Messrs . Wilson 's climate from November to February is as healthy as that of
property vested in Mr. Chatteris, or it did not. In England , if not more so. The Lancet adds this further

the former case, there was nothing left for the
assurance, that experienced members of the royal suite, and

especially Dr. Fayrer, who has had extensive professional
Scotch trustee to claim , and he had no busi practice in India , may be trusted to utilise their intimate

ness to interfere ; in the latter case, the Scotch
knowledge of the country and its diseases in order that the

Prince may avoid malarious localities and other places where

any source of danger might be apprehended. Some anxiety

would have no right to sit in judgment on
would be justified if, by any inducement, the Prince were to

his remain in India beyond what is considered the healthy season.

proceedings . At any rate, there seems a confusion

here which it would be as well to have cleared up on the
A DEFAULTING CASHIER. - In March last Edward John Parry,

highest authority. There is one final observation as to
a cashier in the employ of Messrs . Duncan , Ewing, and Co.

timber merchants, Liverpool, absconded, his defalcations
the right of the court of bankruptcy to restrain by being said to amount to about £20 ,000. Parry was traced to

injunction . The extent of the jurisdiction conferred upon Jamaica , and was detained by the authorities while Detective

the court by the Act ismost unrestricted . It has power Maxwell, of the Liverpool police force, went there to bring
him back . Maxwell duly arrived at his destination, received

to restrain proceedings in other courts, and to decide his prisoner, and returned to England. He landed at Plymouth,
in themost ample manner questions of all kinds which and instead of taking his prisoner to the Bridewell, he accom .

had hitherto belonged to the exclusive cognisance of
panied him to an hotel. There Maxwell fell asleep in the

smoke room , and while he slept his prisoner escaped. Un
other courts. It is scarcely surprising that the Judges Monday morning Maxwell arrived in Liverpool, and was me

of the other courts have set their faces as far as they
mediately put under arrest. He is now in Bridewell under

charge of neglect of duty. Nothing has been heard of the

can against too great an extension of this jurisdiction ; prisoner, for whose apprehension a reward of £100 has been

and it has been laid down that there is no power given
offered .

over any property, or the owners of any property , MARINE ASSURANCES. - A Parliamentary paper has just been

which is not vested in the trustee. If, therefore, the
issued containing a copy of replies to questions from the

English Government, concerning the law of foreign countries
appointment of a manager and receiver does not vest

on the subject of marine insurance. The answers are from
all property in him , the court cannot interfere to restrain France, Austria , Sweden , Norway, Denmark, Holland,

the Scotch trustee from acting. If it did , then
Belgium , Italy, Germany, and the United States. The replies ,

except those from France and Belgium , are in the English

we conceive that it was bound to interfere . The Court language. With regard to the United States , it is stated,

of Chancery has interfered to stay proceedings in
“ policies are sued upon in the Common Law Courts almos

invariably, although the Admiralty Courts have occasionally
Scotland, and it is expressly provided in the 73rd and taken jurisdiction of such cases. That the latter Courts have

74th sections of the Act, that an order made in an
not been more frequently resorted to , has no doubt been owib

very much to doubts as to their jurisdiction ; but it indicates

English court may be enforced in a Scotch one. But also that the Common Law Courts have given satisfaction :

it might be as well for the creditors to come to a com
In the latter Courts the trial is by jury.” The Eng .

Government sent 24 questions to the foreign counts

mon understanding, and settle their respective priorities. touching their law on marine insurance.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. Basinghall-street and its various offices will be transacted at
33 and 34 Lincoln 's -inn - fields.

October 15 .

(Before Mr. Registrar SPRING-RICE .)
October 19.

IN RE WILLIAM John Coe. This debtor, who is a jeweller | ( Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief
and silversmith , of 37 Old Bond-street, has petitioned the Judge.)
court, estimating his liabilities at £9,000, againstassets £6 ,500,

IN RE JACOB L . SOLOMON . — The debtor, a dealer in works of
stock , book debts, & c . Upon the application of Mr. George

art, carrying on business in Duke- street, Manchester -square,
Lewis , jun ., his Honour appointed Mr. J. G . Bennett, account

has filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement, and a
ant, Great Marlborough -street, receiver of the estate, and

majority of the creditors have appointed a receiver. A pre
granted an interim restraining order against a suing creditor, liminary statement of affairs returns debts of £9, 000 , with
staying him from further proceedings at law for a week .

assets, consisting principally of works of art, of which theIN RE W . H . AND J. R . CARTER . - These debtors, who are
value is not yet known. It appeared that after the presen .

the proprietors of the St. Helena-gardens, Rotherhithe, have
tation of the petition the Sheriff of Middlesex caused a levy

filed a petition for liquidation on the statutory ground of
to be made at the suit of two judgment creditors, and that he

inability to pay their debts, which are estimated at £6 ,000,
was still in possession of the premises. Mr. Brough, on be .

with assets to the amount of £1,420 . Mr. Hastings, from the
half of the petitioner and receiver, now asked that an

firm of Nash , Field , and Matthews, now applied to the Court
interim injunction should be granted to restrain further pro

forthe appointmentof a receiver,and also for an interim injunc
ceedings under the executions. His Honour granted the

tion restraining eleven creditors from proceeding further with

actions-at- law . His Honour granted the application , and
application .

appointed Mr. Julius Goodliffe, public accountant, Palmerston (Before Mr. Registrar SPRING-RICE .)

buildings, receiver to the estate. IN RE CHARLES CARNIE . — The bankrupt, a merchant, of 25

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)
New Broad -street, had been adjudicated upon the petition of
the London and Westminster Bank, creditors for £1,600, upon

IN RE Thomas STANDRING . – This was a meeting held under a bill of exchange drawn by Messrs. Collie and accepted by

this bankruptcy for the proof of debts and choice of trustee the bankrupt. A first meeting was now held, when proofs

to the estate . The bankrupt, who has absconded , was a
stockbroker , of Copthall-chambers , Copthall-court, Debts to nominated ; but the creditors being unprepared to appoint a

the amount of upwards of £10 ,000 were proved , and Mr. T . committee of inspection , an adjournment becamenecessary.

W . Gilbert, Clement's -inn, accountant, was appointed trustee,

with a committee of inspection . Mr. W . Patton is the October 20 .

solicitor to the proceedings. (Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING -RICE , sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE J . WESTWOOD AND G . K . HEBDEN . - Mr. S . W . Baggs,
IN RE OLIPH Leigh SPENCER. - This was an application to

(Baggs, Josolyne, and Clarke) was appointed trustee to the
register the resolution of the creditors to wind-up the estate of

estate of these bankrupts, who are described as commission

merchants, of 3 Mincing -lane. The statement of affairs
this debtor, who traded as a merchant at 28 Lisle-street,

Leicester-square. The registration was opposed by Mr.
shows liabilities £2, 395 18s., against assets £222 17s. Debts

Roberts, from the firm of Messrs. Wild , Barber , and Brown ,
to the amount of £2000 were proved against the estate.

who objected to the proof of Mr. L . Lewis, for three sums of
£100, £90 , and £65 , on the ground that it was admitted that

October 16th. the debts were released. Before going into the objection the

(Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief
Judge.)

did not state the time when the debt was contracted , and

therefore, so far as voting purposes were concerned , it must
IN BE HENRY DRUITT AND Co. — The debtors, Messrs.Henry be expunged . Mr. Debenham asked for an adjournment to

Druitt and Charles Druitt, West Indian and South American give him an opportunity of examining the creditor, but his
merchants, carrying on business at 118 Fenchurch -street, have Honour refused to do so , observing that it was but common

filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement. Their lia sense that a creditor should attend to prove his debt. The
bilities are returned at £80,000 , of which £45,000 are secured , proof in question affecting themajority, the objection proved

with assets , consisting of bills of exchange and book debts, of fatal to the registration , which was accordingly refused .

the estimated value of £5 ,000. Mr. Robson, for the petitioners , IN RE F . S . HEMMING . — The debtor in this case was

now asked that Mr. Henry Bishop , accountant, should be described as a gentleman , formerly residing at Lee, in Kent,
appointed receiver. The affidavits showed that the firm had and now of Belsize-terrace. He had embarked in building

been in the habit of receiving consignments of produce from speculations, which had resulted in his filing a petition for

the West Indies and South America, and it was anticipated liquidation . The accounts filed showed an indebtedness to

that outstanding debts to a considerable amount would shortly the amount of £3,072, but the assets , consisting of the mort

be paid . His Honour appointed Mr. Bishop to act as receiver, gaged property , were put down at over £3,300, including

and, as the majority of the creditors reside abroad , granted £2,067 surplus securities. A question now arose as to the

an extension for three months of the time allowed for the first right of the Plumstead Board of Works, to whom the debtor

meeting of creditors. was liable for a sum of £38 5s. for paving, to vote as a creditor.

IN RE ERNEST A. Smith . - On the application of Mr. | No notice had been given of the first meeting to that body,

Downing, his Honourappointed Mr. Winton , public accountant, and Mr. Richardson contended that no notice was required ,

to the office of receiver and manager to the estate of this the Board of Works being in the position of secured creditors ;

debtor, who is an umbrella manufacturer , carrying on business which was contested by Mr. Weitland , who contended that a
at Queen Victoria -street, and also issued an injunction re charge for paving by the local board was not in the category of
straining suing creditors from proceedings at law . The lia - a parochial rate. It was admitted that if the Local Board

bilities are estimated at £11,000 , against assets to the amount of Works stood in the position of creditors, the statutory

of £2,900, including £600 book debts. majority for the resolution was not obtained. His Honour
eventually adjourned the case in order that the creditors might

A notice was issued on the 16th October, to the effect that I have an opportunity of ascertaining the wishes of the Plum
on and after the 27th inst ., the business of the Court at stead Board of Works.
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October 21, bond was purchased, he (the defendant) would " not mind

parting with £5 ," and further, did not object to the plaintiff's
(Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING-Rice .) estimated expenditure of one guinea in champagne on the

IN RE David E . Power. — This was a first meeting. The occasion of bringing Mr. Chichester to town for the purpose
bankrupt was described as of 45 Abingdon -villas, Kensington , of making the proposal to the assurance company. The defen

and his statementof affairs showed debts of £3,800 , with assets dant subsequently returned the bond to Dyson , but the plaintii
£156 . Several proofs having been admitted , Mr. R . Rabbidge, | alleged that although he obtained an acceptance from the Em
accountant, King -street, Cheapside, was appointed trustee, peror Assurance Society for the instirance of Mr. Chichester's life

with a committee of inspection . for £500, against the lives of Lord Edward Chichester and the

IN NE W . F .PQRTLOCK Davsox. - This debtor,who is described Marquis of Donegall, the defendant failed to satisfy the plain.

as a banker and money lender, carrying on business in partner- | tiff's claim . - Mr. Chapman , on behalf of the defendant, con
ship at 301 Strand, as the Clarendon Bank , a retired captain tended that the plaintiff must be non -suited . The defendan

in the Royal Marine Light Infantry , had presented a petition promised that if the bond were purchased in a short time

for liquidation , and at the meeting of the creditors resolutions

were come to accepting a composition of 8s. 6d . in the pound , Chichester were insured, he would entertain the matter, as

payable in three instalments. Last week an application was time was of the essence of the bargain . As a consideration for

made to the court to register the resolution ,butregistration was the introduction he would have no objection to giving the

refused on the ground that the debtor had declined to answer plaintiff £5 for his trouble . In the interim between the

questions in relation to the proofs of his mother and sister. introduction on the part of the plaintiff and the return of the

Mr. A . J . Shepheard now applied to his Honour for leave to hold bond to Dyson , he ascertained that Mr. Chichester 's life had

& new first meeting, or, in the alternative , to file a fresh been proposed for insurance in the Albion Assurance Office,

petition . He said his Honour would no doubt remember and had been rejected , whereupon the defendant refused to

the circumstances of the case, as the application to register entertain thematter. Subsequently to that time the plaintiff

had come before him . He had been unable to attend on the obtained an acceptance by the Einperor Assurance Society.

registration , and therefore could not state the whole circum but he (Mr. Chapman ) contended that if any contract existed

stances of the case. The fact was that the debtor had acted between the parties the plaintiff had been too late in the ful.

on his advice in not answering questions, but they were only filment of his part of it. The defendant was called, and cor

in relation to two of the proofs ; other questions he had an roborated the statement made by his solicitor. - His Honour

swered . It was important that thematter should not go into ruled that the plaintiff had not made out a case to his satis

bankruptcy, because on that taking place the debtor's interest , faction , and non -suited him .

amounting to £420 a year under a marriage settlement, would

cease, and also his salary of £70 a year as a member of her SALFORD COUNTY COURT.
Majesty's Guard of the Honourable Corps of Gentlemen -at
Arms. The resolution for composition was supported by a October 20.
considerable majority of the creditors, who preferred that to
bankruptcy. Mr. Plews, on behalf of the North Kent Bank ,

(Before Mr. J. A . RUSSELL, Q . C ., Judge.)

opposed the application , and said he did so because his The right of a bankruptcy registrar to refuse to register the

clients thought that more would be got out of bankruptcy. resolutions of a creditors ' meeting came before the Judge.

In fact , he believed that there was amply sufficient to The question arose in the case of Joseph Jackson, commis

pay 20s. in the pound , and the debtor did not
sion agent, Lower Broughton , who filed a petition in August

make any better proposition now than he did before.
last, and at the meeting of creditors resolutions were passed

His Honour said he was not disposed to act in opposition to to liquidate the debtor 's affairs by arrangement, appointing &

the majority of the creditors , who seemed to prefer a com trustee, and giving the bankrupt his discharge. Mr.Cobbett,

position . The fact as to the non -answering of the questions solicitor, who appeared for himself and another creditor , ob

had been made more clear to him than on the previous jected to the registering of the resolutions, and the deputy:

occasion , and the refusal to register was upon an almost registrar (Mr. Lister) refused to register them . An applica:

technical ground. He did not think that the description of tion was yesterday made to the Judge by Mr. Best, solicitor,

the debtor was sufficient, inasmuch as his partners were not to vary the order made by the deputy -registrar. The creditor ,

disclosed . He should, therefore, refuse to grant a new first
he said , were of opinion that it was to their advantage that

meeting, butwould give leave to file a new petition .
the estate should be liquidated by arrangement. -- Mr. Cobbers

opposed the application . He contended that the majority of

the creditors could not bind the minority for the benefit of 13

CITY OF LONDON COURT. debtor. The policy of the last act of Parliament was that
the resolution of the majority must be for the benefit of the
whole body of the creditors. In this case the debts were

October 20. £973, and the assets £39 ; but the assets were swallowed up
(Before Mr. Commissioner Kerr.) by the proceedings previous to the application to the depaty .

BROOKS v. M 'SHEENAN. — The plaintiff, an accountant in the registrar to register the resolutions, and the action of the

City , sought to recover £5 commission for obtaining a policy of
majority of the creditors was for the benefit entirely of the

assurance upon the life of Mr. George Augustus Hamilton debtor. - The Judge agreed with Mr. Cobbett that the resnit

Chichester, against the lives of Lord Edward Chichester and
of the creditors' meeting ought to be for the benefit of the

the Marquis of Donegall. The defendant pleaded a denial of
creditors ; and remarking that here the assets were so small

his liability. - Mr. Mayhew appeared for the plaintiff ; Mr. that practically there would be no dividend, dismissed the

Chapman represented the defendant.-- It appeared from the appeal with costs.

evidence on behalf of the plaintiff that in June last a Mr.

Dyson had for sale a post-obit bond on the lives of the three The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st April, 1000,
above-named gentlemen , and consulted the plaintiff. He in . when there was a balance of £6 , 265, 322 , to the 16th instant,
troduced the matter to the defendant, with whom the bond were £37 ,894 ,687 , against £36 ,973,467 in the corresponding
was left on the 15th of June, when the latter , who was repre period of the preceding financial year, which began with
sented as a gentleman of property, said he would consider the balance of £7,412,854. The net expenditure was $13,965,540 ,
question of purchase, but would not definitely entertain it | against $43,566 ,073 to the same date in the previous year.
unless the life of Mr. George Augustus Hamilton Chichester | The Treasury balances on the 16th instant amount

was insured ; but if that were carried out and the post-obit | £1.590 ,685 , and at the same date in 1874 to £1,300,101.
nted to
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HALIFAX COUNTY COURT. place respecting costs in a certain motion in which the
trustees, Messrs. C . T . Rhodes and J . I. Learoyd , were con
cerned. Mr. England appeared for the creditor on whose

October 13th . behalf the motion wasmade, and the trustees were represented

( Before Mr. GIFFARD, Judge.)
by Mr. West, barrister, of Leeds, who was instructed by Mr.
Godfrey Rhodes. Mr. England said the motion originally was

EAST NORFOLK TRAMWAY COMPANY.— This was an action to commit the two trustees to prison for contempt in the

brought by the East Norfolk Tramway Company against disobedience of an order of the court directing them to pay a

William Alfred Pardoe, designer, Crown-street,Halifax, for the
sum of money. But the trustees had sent a cheque for the

amount of his Honour' s order, and the motion now came
recovery of £11 13s. 9d., an amountalleged to be due on calls before the court on a question of costs . This was a material

for two shares. Mr. Jubb appeared for the company and Mr. question , as his client was a poor man , and he hoped his

Storey for the defendant. It appeared from the evidence that Honour would make an order granting the costs. On the

the defendant applied for and becamean allotee of two shares,
28th of September an order was made by consent that the
trustees should within seven days of the “ service of the

upon which he had paid an allotment and a call to the amount order pay £30 to the creditor. No timewas lost on the part
of £6 , and the action was brought in respect to calls which he of the creditor, and on the 29th of September an office copy

had not paid . Mr. Jubb said he would call theregistrar to the of the order was sent by request to the solicitor to the trustees.

company to prove that the defendant was a registered share.
Mr. West : My friend is quite out of order in saying that that

was done at the request of Mr. Rhodes. Mr. England said
holder , and that he had paid the first allotment and the first that on the 28th of September the order was made that the
call. The judge said there was a decision of the supreme trustees should pay the money : the order was sent to the

court to the effect that a call was due when it was made. solicitor of the trustees, whose clerk wrote in reply, “ I am in

Henry Kinduck , secretary to the company, produced the the receipt of copy of order . The trustees' cheque shall be
register and the number of the defendant' s shares. The sent to you to -morrow .” That was the 29th . On the 2nd of

amount already paid by the defendant was £2 on application October a letter was written to the effect that the trustees had

and £4 on allotment. The rules and regulations stated that not sent the cheque. On the 7th of October they wrote to
£1 per share should be paid on application , and £2 on allot ask if the order was to be enforced , and stating that that was

ment. A resolution approved by the company was also read the third letter which had been written since the order was

to the effect that every shareholder should be liable to pay the made. On the 8th of October, the solicitor to the trustees

amonnt of call at the time appointed by the company, and wrote that one of them was away from home, but on his

another resolution of the Board that seven days' notice would
be necessary previous to the demanding of a call. The com . solicitor also stated thatthere had been no necessity to write

pany was formed in 1871, and the defendant paid the first call three letters . The solicitor to the trustees was right as to one
on the 8th September, 1873. The second call was made on of the trustees being away, but it was not stated when he

16th April, 1874. Mr. Storey demanded the minute -book , would return , There was no reason why the matter should

but the secretary said he had not brought a second book , and have stood over from the 28th of September, and he asked for

in consequence of that he would only be able to prove one costs because , as he had stated , his client was a poor man.

call. Mr. Storey said he apprehended that the reason why Mr. West opposed the motion , and said he should ask for costs

only oneminute -book was forthcoming was that there was not

another . The secretary alleged that he had forgotten the of the case, inasmuch as Mr. England had put it on account of

other book . In answer to Mr. Storey , he further stated that the poverty of his client. His client was a poor man , and
about £200 had been actually subscribed in shares , and that could not afford to wait for this money, but there was for

200 shares had been alloted . The defence was that the com tunately his examination on the file of the court, and from

pany had been formed for a specific object, and that object had that examination the facts appeared to be these : That one of
not been carried out. In 1873 the only money the company the partners in Hanson , Pickles and Co., was leaving the firm ,

could boast of was $404 . It had been stated that a dividend and he was paid by the remaining partners £209 in promissory

had been declared , and the company had no right to declare notes or bills . Mr. North , knowing, as he told them , that the
a dividend. His Honour returned a verdict for £4 , and £3 for partners were in difficulties, and thatthe first bill had not been
travelling expenses on behalf of a witness who was not met, said, “ I bought these promissory notes out and out for

called . the sum of £20.” This poor man , one of the bills being dis
A BRIGHOUSE BANKRUPTCY CASE . — Mr. Boocock , in the case honoured , and two others being likely to share the same fate,

of Alfred Clarke, who lately carried on business at Brighouse could pay $ 20 for them . The man 's poverty was hardly the
as a plumber, asked on behalf of the largest creditor, Mr. subject of that strong remark which Mr. England had made,

Edward Foster, that the bankrupt should be ordered to file an The trustees naturally rejected his proofof €209. Thematter

account of his receipts and payments within the dates of his came before his Honour, and they had it that his Honour said

two petitions. About twelve months ago , the bankrupt filed a it was a very suspicious case indeed , and should be tried by a

jury ; but in order to save costs there was an agreement be

The bankrupt owed £400, and in that was included what was tween the solicitors that £30 should be taken by Mr. North
owing to his friends and his brother. His (Mr. Boocock 's ) without costs , the money to be paid in seven days. Now there
client had lost £80 in four months, and could get no expla was a motion seeking to commit the two trustees to prison .
nation as to where the goods were. Mr. Rayner (Messrs . He (the learned counsel) always understood the rule to be that
Tennant and Rayner) appeared for the trustee, who he said an order of which process of imprisonment was to follow must
was perfectly satisfied 'with what the bankrupthad done. The be personally served upon the person against whom the order
bankrupt did not wish to do any business with Mr. Foster, but was made, and he should ask his friend, before he continued
the goods were thrust upon him . The judgesaid Mr. Boocock with his motion , to show that he personally served that
ought to have all reasonable accounts, and after some con . order of the 28th upon the two trustees. It had been
versation it was decided that the case should be formally ad . admitted that such had not been done, but that
journed for a month , and in the mean time it mightbe a copy of the order was sent to the solicitor to the trustees.
settled . He (the learned counsel) should show that that never

SHARP PRACTICE. - Re Hanson, PICKLES, AND C0 . - EX PARTE came to the notice of the trustees. The solicitor was
NORTH , EXTRAORDINARY APPLICATION IN BANKRUPTCY. - - This not the proper person to receive the order. The order itself

case was again beforehis Honour , when a long argument took | stated that the money was to be paid within seven days " after
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service." There had been no " service" or " acceptance of PROSECUTION OF BANK DIRECTORS.
service" as his friend alleged , up to that time. There was
merely an acknowledgment by the solicitor's clerk that they On Monday, at the Justice- room of the Mansion House,

had received the copy order,and promising the trustees ' cheque Mr. John Axtell Deacon Cox, of 31 St. John 's Wood-park ;

the day after, but on inquiry , it was found that one of the

trustees was away and an intimation sent to that effect, and
Mr. Henry James Godden, of 168 Fenchurch-street ; Mr.

that a cheque would be forwarded on his return , but neither he James Hole, of Great College-street, Westminster ; Mr.

nor his principal had requested the order to be sent to thein . Alfred Marsh, of 85 Gracochurch -street ; Mr. W . Archer

He ought to say that the solicitor himself was away. Mr. Redmond, M . P ., of 12 Cambridge-terrace, Hyde-park ; Mr. W .

Learoyd was on the Continent, and he said , “ I do not know

when he will come back .” On the 8th of October, before this

Jones, of Woodberry-lodge, Stamford -hill ; and Mr. William

notice of motion was filed, the managing clerk of Messrs.
Russell Crowe, of 35 Lombard-street, appeared before the

Norris, Foster, and England called upon Mr. C . T . Rhodes, and Lord Mayor on a summons, at the instance of Mr. Charles

asked for payment. The whole of the affidavit of Mr. Rhodes Oldacre Pulley, farmer, of Latchington, nearMaldon , charging
on this point was read ; the salient features of the affidavit
were that Robert Edward Evans called at his office , produced a

them with having in January and February last, being respec:

document signed by Charles North appointing him one of the tively directors and the manager of a public company, called

proxies, and to demand £30. Mr. Evans said if themoney the City and County Bank (Limited), incorporated under the

was not paid he should file the document in the court on the

following inorning, but said nothing about any intended appli

Companies' Acts , 1862 and 1867, unlawfully made, circulated,

cation to the court. The trustee did not dispute his authority
and published, or concurred in making, circulating and pub

to receive the amount, but said his co-trustee was out of town, lishing, a certain written statement and account - namely, the
and when he came back the cheque should be sent. That they prospectus and a report and balance sheet of that company ,

did not know up to thatmoment that the money was ordered
well-knowing it to be false in certain material particulars, with

to be paid within seven days — that Mr. Learoyd was away intent thereby to induce Mr. Pulley to become a shareholder in

when the matter was before the court — that he could not give the concern .
him a cheque himself alone, because the resolutions required Mr.George Lewis , jun ., solicitor, conducted the prosecution ;

all acts to be done jointly. Mr.Rhodes, in his affidavit, further

stated that he called at the office of his co-trustee immediately

Mr. Poland acted as counsel for the defendants Messrs. Godden

and Marsh ; Mr. Straight for Mr. Hole ; Mr. Kemp for Mr.

afterwards, and was informed that he would be there on the

following day. He left a message with Mr. Learoyd 's clerk

Crowe ; Mr. Digby Seymour, Q .C ., and Mr. Thomas for Mr.

that immediately on his return Mr. Learoyd should draw a

Jones ; Mr. Plunkett, solicitor, forMr. Redmond, M .P . ; and

cheque for £30, he (Mr. Rhodes) wonld sign it, and it should
Mr. W . H . Roberts , solicitor, for Mr. Cox.

be sent to the office of Messrs . Norris, Foster, and England .

Mr. Rhodes wrote to these gentlemen to the effect that he could crowded .

not get a cheque that day because his co -trustee was out of town , Mr. George Lewis, in opening the case for the prosecution,
and all things must be done jointly between the two trustees. said , addressing the Lord Mayor, that he appeared on behalf

There was nothing there, continued the learned counsel, like a of Mr. Pulley, a farmer living near Maldon , in Essex, to sup

refusal to pay, quite the contrary ; but Messrs. Norris , Foster, port a charge which had been made upon sworn information
and England, instead of acknowledging the letter, filed the duly filed . That charge practically was that the defendants,

notice of motion , though a cheque was signed in the course being either directors, managing directors, or sub -manager ol

of theday, and would have been paid that day, even had the a bank in the City, were parties to the issuing of a false pro

notice not been filed . The cheque was signed within seventeen spectus, reports, and balance -sheet of that concern with &

hours of the trustees' personally knowing that the money was view of deceiving the public and inducing them to take shares

to be paid . - This was proved by the sworn evidence on the in the bank . So far as the gentlemen who had surrendered

file . - Mr. England denied that the cheque wassent on the 9th . were concerned , it was but fair to state that they were persons

Mr. West said it was signed and sent on the 9th , and there of position and of the highest possible character, and the

was an affidavit that it was received on the 11th , Sunday in court, therefore , started with the assumption of the infinite

termitting. On a matter of form this motion must fail on the improbability that they would commit such an act of decelt

ground that there was no personal service , and hemustask for
1 the

as that charged against them . p to that transaction

costs, the usual result when motions failed . A long argument | defendants, as he had every reason to believe, had bornet

ensued , in the course of which his Honour said there had l irreproachable character. The facts of the case were

been some sharp practice on the side whence the application simple, and he thought it would not be contesteu . . "

came, and expressed his abhorrence of it. Ultimately the moment that a false prospectus, false reports, and false

motion was dismissed , and the judge ordered the trustees' costs balance-sheets had been issued. The real question, so far as

to be paid by the applicant.
he could anticipate , would be who was responsible for the acts

which were the subject of the present inquiry . (Mr. Digby

Seymour, Q . C ., interposing, asked that it might not be taken
for granted that that wasthe only question .) Mr. Lewis, pro

At the Sheffield Town Hall, last week , Mr. Clegg, on behalf

ceeding, said the City and County Bank was started in 1872,

and took over another bank or building society with which the

of the directors of the Sheffield Loan and Investment Com defendant Mr. Jones was connected. Its nominal capital was

pany,made an application to the stipendiary for a warrant for

£500 ,000 , but from its formation to its stoppage a very small

portion of that sum had only been taken up. It had offices

the apprehension ofMr. C . Colgrave, the secretary of the com in Abchurch -lane, next door to its bankers, Messrs. Brown,

pany, who is described as an accountant, carrying on business Jansen and Co. To that firm it had ever been and still

in Sheffield . On the evening of the 30th September, he re
was largely indebted. In January, 1874, the attention of

ceived a cheque from the directors amounting to £448 15s.,
the prosecutor, Mr. Pulley, was called to a prospectus ol

with which he was to meet some applications for loans. The

the bank, issued by the directors through Messrs. Brown,

Jansen and Co., which represented the concern to be in

cheque was cashed on the following day by Colgrave, who left active and successful operation , its business enabling

the town , and was now in a foreign country. The stipendiary | the directors to declare dividends of 5 and 6 per cent.

granted the application, respectively in the two preceding half years , and to bave
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no

been carrying on a successful trade. By those representa Mr. Pulley, the prosecutor, was called as a witness. He

tions he was induced to take 100 shares of the nominal value said , -- I am a farmer at Latchington , near Maldon . My
of £600, upon which he paid up £250 . The next report and attention was first called to the City and County Bank in

balance-sheet issued , for the half-year ending the 30th of January , 1874, by the receipt of its prospectus. In consequence

June, 1874, represented the bank not only as perfectly solvent, of that I applied for 100 shares, and paid £250 in all in respect

but also as having earned a gross profit of £2,754 odd. So of them to Brown, Jansen , and Co. In June, 1874 , I received
far , however, from that being a correct representation , he a copy of the balance-sheet of the bank for the half-year
found that in the assets , under the terms “ Bills discounted , ending June. I had attended the meeting at which the balance.

advances on security , current and other accounts ," were in . sheet was passed , the defendant, Mr. Godden , being in the
cluded bad debts and overdrawn accounts amounting to up chair . The report was adopted , and the balance-sheet passed
wards of £20 ,000 , no sum at all , in reality , having been written unanimously ; I being present, and thinking every thing was

off for bad debts. Moreover, the item of “ Cash on hand and straightforward . In January 1875 , I received the balance sheet

at bankers of £18 ,225 ” was, he submitted , entirely fictitious, for January 1874, and in February my dividend of 7 per cent.
it having been created by means of a fictitious loan on the I afterwards saw the prospectus asking the public to take up
30th of June of £15 ,000, which was written off again on the a further issue of shares, in consequence of which I applied
1st of July , and the debit balance against the bank thus dis for 100 more shares, through Mr. Field , my stockbroker, and
appeared by such means, bnt re -appeared on the 1st of July . paid the calls , amounting to £150. I am now the holder of

In fact, it was a mere ledger entry , and nomoney passed . The 200 shares. I took the new shares in February, 1875 . If I

same process was, he said , observable in the balance-sheet of had known the balance represented to be in hand was not a

December 1874 , and the banker's pass-book produced showed true statement, I should certainly not have taken the shares.

oan . The Ccomplaint of the prosecutor I believed the statement in the prospectus and balance -sheet

against the defendants was that the bad debts and over to be correct. I am the prosecutor in this case. The bank

draughts had increased to £35 ,000, but appeared in the item stopped payment on the 12th ofMay, 1875 .

" Bills discounted," & c ., as good assets , and by such means the Mr. Poland , and other legal gentlemen representing the

bank was represented to have made a gross profit for the half defendants, intimated to the Lord Mayor that they would

year of £4576 odd. He argued that if the bad debts had been reserve the cross-examination of the witness to a future

written off, the bank was practically insolvent, and in fact had occasion .

Mr. Arthur William Blunt, managing clerk to Messrs. Hart
he stated that if the larger London banks had not written off Brothers, public accountants, of 57 Moorgate-street, deposed
the losses by the Collie failures, they could have continued to that Mr. Hart was appointed the official liquidator on the
show their usual profits , and pay their accustomed dividends. petition to wind -up the affairs of the bank , and in that
He drew attention to the details of what was called the bad character the books came into his possession , where they
debt account, showing that over -draughts of 1873-74 and remained about three months. Mr. Price was now the official

dishonoured bills against which dividends had been liquidator, and the books were now in his possession .

received had been treated as good assets , and in Witness in that capacity had access to the books. The

some instances the half-year's profit increased balance-sheet made up to December, 1874 , showed the cash
by charging interest on some of these accounts . Mr. at the bankers to be £9,019 18s. 8d. Messrs. Brown, Jansen ,
Pulley, the prosecutor , upon all these representations, took and Co. were the bankers, as appeared by the books. Looking
altogether 200 shares, in respect of which he paid £400 , and to the ledger under date of the 30th of December, 1874, the
was now liable for the uncalled portion of £600 . Mr. Lewis state of the account between the bank and Messrs. Brown ,
added that, so far as Mr. Pulley's inquiries were concerned , Jansen and Co., showed that the latter were creditors for
the defendants were gentlemen of high character, and that if £9,456 on that day. From July, 1874, Messrs . Brown, Jansen ,
they could explain the circumstances to the Lord Mayor's and Co. always appeared to be creditors. They were on the

satisfaction , no one would be more pleased than the com . 2nd of July, 1874 , creditors for £5,673 15s. The bankers '
plainant, who had undertaken the prosecution from no feeling pass-book showed that on the 30th of December, 1874 , there was
of retaliation , but in the public interest, and, until explained , a balance to the credit of the account of £9,882. On the 31st
he considered he was bound to call upon the defendants to of December there was placed to the credit of the bank in the
abide by his Lordship's decision . Subsequent to the last ledger an entry of £13,151, including the loan account with
balance-sheet a further prospectus was issued , inviting appli Brown , Jansen , and Co., amounting to £10 ,400 . On the same
cations for 7 ,300 shares, and attention was called in it to the day £2,087 ls. 8d . was paid out. There remained in the
circumstance that the bank from its formation had paid divi. hands of Brown, Jansen , and Co. £1,647 3s. 5d., and the
dends of 5 , 6 and 7 per cent. The business was represented balance, £9,456 Os. 2d ., disappeared . Referring to the
as profitable , and the bank as in active and successful opera bankers’ pass book , he found no such sum as £10,400 credited
tion . This occurred in February 1875 , and a great number of to the City and County Bank , nor could he trace any such
shares were taken up ; but on the 12th of May the bank sud money to have passed through the account. On the 31st of
denly stopped payment, and its affairs had since been ordered December, according to the pass book , the bank had overdrawn
to be liquidated by the Court of Chancery . to the amount of £8,791. On the 1st of January, 1875 , the

Mr. F . W . Lewis, from the office of the Registrar of Joint balance of £1,647 3s . 5d. was carried down in the ledger.

Stock Companies, produced the memorandum and articles of
There were payments in on that day of £1,486 18s. ld ., and

payments out of £12,392 14s. 11d ., including the sum of
association of the City and County Bank (Limited ), which , he £10 ,400. Messrs. Brown, Jansen , and Co . were then creditors
said , was registered on the 20th of April, 1872. The paid -up to the amount of £9,708 13s. 5d . There was no entry in the

capital was represented to consist of 11,736 shares, on which pass book of a payment out on the 31st of December of

a call of £2 10s. per share had been paid , making £22,182 odd, £10 ,400. Messrs. Brown, Jansen , and Co . continued creditors

and the unpaid calls £7 ,157 18s. Among the shareholders to the stoppage of the bank, when the balance due to them

was the name ofMr. Charles Pulley, oflatchington , farmer, for was £7, 186 2s. 6d . On the 29th of June, 1874 , that firm
100 shares. Replying to Mr. Digby Seymour and Mr. Straight. were creditors for £3,864 16s. 4d. On the 30th of June,

witness said by the articles the directors were entitled to £500 according to the cash book , there was a payment

a year each . In September, 1874 , the defendant Mr. Hole in ' to the credit of the bank of £18 ,407. In

appeared to have 200 shares ; the defendants Messrs. Cox , that was included a loan of £15 ,000 made by Messrs.

Godden, and Varsh, 200 each ; Mr. Redmond, 300 , and Mr. Brown, Jansen , and Co. On the 1st and 2nd of July
Jones, 605. Up to September, 1874, when he transferred some, there appeared to have been payments in to the amount

Mr. William Russell Crowe held 18 , having previously held 79. 1 of £745 138., and payments out of £2,737 88, 7d., and
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£16 ,831 6s. 11d., including in the latter item the loan of

£15,000. On the 2nd of July Messrs. Brown, Jansen and Co.

became creditors again for £5,763 15s. The account of that

firm in the bank books was never in credit, except on the day

when the balance -sheets were made up. On the 30th of June,

1874 , the loan of £15,000 was entered in the pass book , and
on the 1st of July it was paid off with 2 ls. 1d. interest.

On the 31st of December, 1874 , the bank books showed that
the amount of over-draughted accounts and dishonoured bills
of customers was £35 ,460 19s. 8d . That sum was included as

assets in one of the balance-sheets in the amount of £98,682
2s. 1d ., described as “ bills discounted , advances on security ,

current and other accounts ."

At this stage of the examination — the witness not having

concluded the evidence he had to give - the Lord Mayor ad

journed the further hearing of the case until Monday, the 1st

of November, admitting in the mean time the defendants ,

Messrs. Cox , Godden , Hole , Marsh and Redmond to bail, on

their own recognisances, each in £1,000 ; Mr. Jones on his

own recognisances in £1,000 , and two sureties in £500 each ;

and Mr. Crowe on his own recognisances of £500, and two
sureties in £250 each ,

Mr. Roberts, solicitor, acting for Mr. Cox, assured the Lord
Mayor his client had a complete answer to the charge.

Mr. Digby Seymour, speaking on behalf of Mr. Jones, said
he was sure when the matter came to be thoroughly investi

gated it would vanish into thin air .
The Court then adjourned .

In the above report a witness, Mr. F . W . Lewis, is reported
to have said that “ by the articles the directors were entitled

to £500 a year each ." This, we are requested by Mr, J . Pet.

tengill to state, is not correct. The " total remuneration of

the directors collectively , as fixed by the articles of association ,

was £500 in each year , so long as the dividends paid by the
company did not exceed 5 per cent. per annum , and was to

increase at the rate of £500 per annum for every 1 per

cent. per annum declared and paid as dividend , until the

directors' remuneration in any one year reached £2,000 .

For two years before the order to wind -up the bank was made,
the directors were entitled to take £1,500 each year as their

remuneration ."

the responsibility of determining what would be the best course

to take in order that the ends of justice should not be defeated.

Not only had he and his learned friend Mr. Poland had to

consider this matter, but they had also had theable judgment

and great experience of Mr. Hardinge Giffard . They per
ceived , of course, it was very advantageous to co-conspirators

to be tried separately , and it had been felt, therefore, that if

the trial of William Collie was proceeded with in theabsence of

Alexander Collie, there would be a substantial benefit accruing

to both the defendants in being thus tried separately . Now ,

of course, the absconding of Alexander Collie was a matter

which ought not to cast any obstacle in the way of the prose

cution , and as far as the prosecution could defeat the act of

his absconding, they were determined to do so, and therefore
they had come to the conclusion that it would not be advisable,

in order that the ends of justice might be carried to their

proper limits, to allow the prosecution of William Collie to
come to an end until all hopes of arresting Alexander should

be abandoned . How far those hopes were likely to be realised

there were many reasons for not stating at present. Hewould
only mention that the directors trusted before long there
would be an opportunity of trying both the defendants
together. It was thought the practical course to be taken

should be either now to remand the defendant for an inde

finite period until he should receive notice to attend, or to
remand him for a definite period , say two months, if that

should meet his learned friend's views on the subject. He had

only to add that, however much the absconding of Alexander
Collie had defeated the ends of justice , and, looking back upon
the matter now , however much onemight regret that he was
allowed to go at large on bail at all, this being a common-lay

conspiracy , he was entitled to bail; and, speaking with the
utmost deference to the court, it was not a matter of dis.

cretion left to any one, for they were entitled to it by right,
Whether the course taken by the Bank in not going on with
the prosecution against William Collie at the present time
was the most advisable or not, it was one the responsibility of

which rested with the legal advisers of the London and West

minster Bank , and not upon the directors individually.

Mr. Serjeant Ballantine said he cordially concurred in some

of the remarks made by his learned friend , especially that

MESSRS. COLLIE .

Mr. William Collie on Monday surrendered to his bail at

Guildhall before Sir Thomas White to answer the charge

which had been made against him and his brother, Mr.

Alexander Collie, of having conspired together to defraud the

London and Westminster Bank of over £300,000 bymeans of

false pretences.

Sir Henry James and Mr. Poland, instructed by Messrs .

Travers, Smith and Co., prosecuted ; and Mr. Serjeant Ballan

tine and Mr. Pollard , instructed by Messrs. Hollams, Son and

Coward , appeared for the defendant.

Sir Henry James said that six weeks had elapsed since the

last adjournment of this case, and probably it would be felt by

the court and every one connected with it , that the time had

come when those who appeared for the prosecution should

state what course they proposed to pursue in relation to it .

When the directors of the London and Westminster Bank in

stituted this prosecution , they had, as they still had, but one

desire, which was that the allegations put forward on the part

of the prosecution should be heard and determined by a jury .
As the court was aware, since this prosecution had commenced

Alexander Collie had absconded , and his bailhad been forfeited ;

and that having occurred, those who were the legal advisers of

the London and Westminster Bank had thrown upon them

bench had power to refuse bail in cases of the present

description , and he considered that Messrs. Collie only ob

tained that which was a legal and a constitutional right in

being admitted to bail. After the observations of his learned

friend , he did not propose to refer at any length to the ques

tion as to whether William Collie was so implicated in the

proceedings that his connexion with Alexander Collie wolul

in any way make him criminally responsible ; at the same

time, when his learned friend said - and his position atthe
bar made every thing he said of importance and authority

that the ends of justice might be frustrated by thismatter

being terminated at the present moment, he, on the part of
William Collie , would offer no objection to a further postpone

ment. He concurred with Sir Henry James that the post

ponement should be for two months. It was notuncustomary,

and he thought not improper on the present occasion, to be

that persons would withhold their judgment. It was not the
fault of William Collie that this matter was postponed to all

indefinite time. He did not by any means like those cutani

dried observations that there was an answer to the charge ;

but if the trial ever did come on , he was prepared to ansel
the charge , having had materials supplied to him which gave

him great confidence and hope that he would be able to

successfully answer it .
Sir Thomas White quite concurred in the observations

made by the learned counsel, and he believed that the course
suggested was the only one and the best to adopt in order to

attain the ends of justice. Hewished to know what was to be

done with regard to bail,
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Mr. Serjeant Ballantine said that would be arranged between

Mr. Travers Smith and Mr. Hollams.

Sir Henry James said the bail was perfectly satisfactory.

The bail were then taken , and they were Mr. George Yule,

93 Bishopsgate-street , City, and Mr. Charles Snell Paris , No.

10 St. James's -street, Westminster. The amount was fixed ,

the same as before - the two sureties in £2,000, and the

defendant in £4,000.

The case was then adjourned until Monday, the 13th of
December next.

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

The statement of accounts showed liabilities £1,675 , and

assets, after deducting preferentialclaims, £1,393. À proposal
on the part of the debtor of 10s. in the pound, in four and

eight months, unsecured , was refused , and after some dis

cussion it was determined to liquidate the estate by arrange

ment and appointMr. Bolland trustee, with power to dispose

of the estate for 10s. in the pound , provided it was paid in

three and six months. It was further resolved that the debtor

should have his discharge on the trustee certifying that he had

made a full and true disclosure of his estate.

B . von BARTELS AND Co. (BRADFORD). - A meeting of the

creditors of B . Von Bartels and Co., stuff merchants, of

Bradford , was held on the 20th instant, at the Victoria Hotel,
The statementof affairs showed liabilities £8,225 ; assets not

known . It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement, Mr.

H . Dickin , of Bradford, being appointed trustee .

BAUM , SONS AND Co. - At a meeting of creditors of Messrs.
Baum , Sons and Co., of Lombard-street, money changers,
held on Wednesday, the statement of affairs showed liabilities

to rank £18,087 Os. 3d., and general assets £2, 966 16s. 4d .

The composition offered of 3s. 4d . in the pound was not ac

cepted , and it was resolved to liquidate by arrangement, Mr.
James Waddell being appointed trustee, with a committee of

creditors.

HEYWOOD, LYMER , AND Co. (MANCHESTER ). — The creditors of
George Frederick Heywood and John Lymer, trading as Hey.
wood, Lymer, and Co., of 25 Piccadilly ,Manchester , importers
of ribbons, and silk merchants, held a meeting on the 20th

instant, at the offices of Messrs . Sale , Seddon , and Sale ,
solicitors, when the following statement, prepared by Mr.

David Smith , accountant, Brown-street, was submitted :

LIABILITIES.

To creditors unsecured .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£23,011 14 10

Creditors fully secured .. . . . . . . . . £34 2 9

Value of securities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 18 0

. . . . . . . .. . .. £77 15 3
Creditors for rent, & c . . .. . . . 32 18 4

On bills discounted , £5,646 1s. 1d ., of which it
is expected will rank against the estate . .. . 500 00

A . Coun (LONDON ). - At a meeting of the creditors of Mr.
Albert Cohn, of London and Leeds, the liabilities were stated at

£69,620 6s. 1d., and assets at £27,853 8s. ld. It was unani

mously resolved to accept a composition of 7s. in the pound,
at two, four , six, and eightmonths. Messrs. Lovering and Co .,

accountants , and Messrs. Rooks, Kenrick , and Co ., and Messrs.

Sampson and Burrice , solicitors, represented the various
interests.

F . DAY (SHEFFIELD). - A meeting of the creditors of Francis

Day , accountant and coalmerchant, formerly a partner in the

Cardigan Iron and Steel Company Limited , and also the

treasurer in the Burngreave Funding Societies, was held at

Sheffield on Monday. Mr. Wm . Smith , president of the

Chamber of Commerce, was voted to the chair . The statement

of accounts showed that the total liabilities amounted to
£9,898 ; and of this amount the unsecured creditors were

£5,208 7s. Id ., and creditors partly secured came to £1,307 10s .

Theassets were put down at £2,292 7s. 6d . A considerablo

portion of this sum is for book debts , many of which , it is

believed , will not go into the estate, but will belong to the

Burngreave Funding Societies. The debtor was submitted to

a very long examination as to his connection with the

societies, which are now in an insolvent condition . He declined

to pledge himself as to their position until he had concluded

a statement of their affairs , on which he was now engaged .

He admitted that he had banked the societies' money with

his own , and had also paid it away with his own. It was stated

that from £3,000 to £4,000 of the societies' money was still

unaccounted for, although it had been received by him . He

explained thatmuch of it had been lost upon bad loans, and

said he believed he should be able to show that the societies
were indebted to him and not the reverse. A proposition that

the estate should be wound -up in bankruptcy was advocated by

the chairman and several other gentlemen , on the ground that

the particulars revealed at the meeting showed that further

investigation of the debtor 's conduct was needed. An
amendment that the estate should be wound up by liquidation

was carried by a large majority.

J . WHITTAKER (MANCHESTER). - At the second meeting of

the creditors of Mr. John Whittaker, of Barnes Green ,
Blackley, near Manchester, trading there as “ Bradshaw and

Whittaker," as a builder and contractor, held on Monday

at the offices of Messrs . Hinde, Milne , and Sudlow , 7 Mount

street, Manchester, the resolutions passed at the first meeting,

accepting a composition of 10s. in the pound by three equal
instalments, at three , six , and nine months, and appointing

Mr. H . G . Nicholson, of 100 King-street, in this city , public
accountant, the trustee, and Messrs . Hinde, Milne, and
Sudlow , the solicitors , were confirmed, the latter being in

trusted to register the resolutions.

J. S . STOWER (LIVERPOOL). - A meeting of creditors under

the failure of Mr, John Stevens Stower , of Harrington - street,

Liverpool, oilman , was held at the offices of Messrs. Gibson

and Bolland, South John street, Liverpool, on the 20th instant.

£23,544 13 2
ASSETS.

Stock at warehouse . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . £8 ,014 5 0
Book debts, £5,339 2s. 5d., estimated to realise 4,761 12 3
Cash in hand .. . . . . . . . . . . 255 17 11

Bills of exchange , estimated to produce . . . . . . 216 11 10

Furniture at warehouse , estimated at . . . . . . . . 60 0 0

Surplus, per contra . . .. . 77 15 3

£13,386 2 3

After a discussion the meeting was adjourned , and in the

mean time the receiver, Mr. Smith , to act under four of the

principal creditors,who were appointed a committee.

FAILURES.

ENGLAND . - Messrs. E . L . Aves and Co., of 134 Leadenhall

street, provision and wine merchants , have filed a petition for
liquidation , the liabilities being estimated at £17,000 ; assets
at , present unascertained . Mr. William Cornish Cooper,

of 7 Gresham - street, E . C ., public accountant, has been ap

pointed receiver and manager by the creditors. -- The sus

pension is announced of Messrs . E . Smyth and Co., of 98
Queen Victoria -street, E . C ., umbrella manufacturers, with

liabilities of over £11,000 ; assets not ascertained . The
books are in the hands of Messrs . Minton , Boyes , and
Child . -- A petition for liquidation has been filed in the Man

chester County Court by Frederick William Ewen , of
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22 Dale -street , Manchester, merchantand agent, trading under APPOINTMENTS.
the style or firm of F . W . Ewen and Co ., and of 232

Oldham -road, Manchester, and Barlow Moor, Didsbury , near
Manchester , retail draper. The liabilities are stated at [ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint
£10,000. - Messrs. Roger Bolton and John Kay Bolton , dry .bay Bolton, drym ent of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column.]
salters, 4 Glover's -court, Preston , and 23 Argyle-street ,
Liverpool, have filed a petition for the liquidation of their His Honour the Vice -Chancellor Sir James Bacon has
affairs. Their joint liabilities are stated to be £13,115 appointed Mr. John Luttman (of the firm of Luttman ,
178. 4d. ; and the private liabilities of Mr. R . Bolton

£145 188. 7d ., and those of Mr. J. K . Bolton £69 188. As
Boddington, and Co. ) provisional official liquidator of the

yet there is no estimate of the amount of assets. Mr. Henry British, Colonial, and Foreign Property Insurance Corporation

Davies, accountant, Preston , is appointed receiver, pending (Limited).
the meeting of creditors .-- Mr. James Blakoo, of the Beach
Hotel, Blackpool, has also filed a petition for the liquidation Mr. J. Yalden , of No. 70 Cheapside, has been appointed
of his affairs, stating his indebtedness at £3,525 195. 20 . - A trustee of the estate of Joseph Ashton and Sons, hat manu

petition for the liquidation of the affairs of Mr. G . Wright,
facturers, Cornwall- road , Stamford -street.

engineer and machinist, Masborough , was filed in the Sheffield

Bankruptcy Court on Monday . The liabilities are £8 ,840 , and

the assets about £1,000 . - Messrs. J . and W . Dudgeon ,

engineers, of the Sun Engine Works, Millwall , and the Iron

Ship -yard, Cubitt -town, have suspended payment. It is ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS .

understood that the liabilities are considerable , and the firm

has never recovered the loss on the Brazilian ironclad Inde
R . R . R . - We have looked further into your point,and see no

pendencia , which was wrecked in launching. The books are

in the hands of Messrs. Robert Fletcher and Co., of Moor reason to change the opinion we expressed before .

gate-street, and Mr. W . R . Preston is the solicitor . - On the
C. L .- There is no objection to what you propose.

liquidation was filed on behalf of Thomas Hirst, trading as a

woollen manufacturer , under the firm of Thomas Hirst and

Son , Lower Low Westwood Mill, Golcar. The liabilities are The Bank rate was advanced on Thursday from 3 to 4 per
estimated at £7000. Mr. H . Wilde, accountant, Huddersfield , cent.
has been appointed receiver. - The failure is reported of Mr.

Alexander J. Halcomb, of Felixstowe, who was formerly pro A SINECURIST. - The recently issued Finance Accounts for

prietor of a cloth and sack manufactory. His liabilities the year ended the 31st of March contain for the last time &

amount to about £30 ,000 . - The suspension is announced , statement ofthe compensations paid for a lengthened period
owing, it is stated, to the non -receipt of remittances from
abroad , of Mr. M . B . Messulam , of 21 Cooper-street, Man to the late Rev. Thomas Thurlow . To the 26th of September,

chester,merchant. His books have been placed in the hands 1874, he received £2,977 4s, 4d. as Keeper of the Hanaper of

of Messrs. Broome, Murray and Co., accountants , and the the Court of Chancery, and it is added in a note, “ This

liabilities are expected to amount to £10 ,000 . -- A petition for annuitant received also up to the time of his decease the
liquidation has been filed in the Manchester County Court by

following annual allowances, viz . £291 7s. 3d ., compensation
Messrs . Grupdy and Kershaw , solicitors, on behalf of Mr. as late Prothonotary Court of Pleas , Durham , and £7,352 145.
Marco Dente, trading as M . Dente and Brothers, 22 Ridgefield , 6d . as Patentee of Bankrupts, London .
merchant. Liabilities estimated at £7 ,000. - The failure is

reported ofMr.George Demetrius Neroutsos, trading at 7 East Light SOVEREIGNS. — The Bank of England clip every light
India Avenue, Leadenhall-street, London , as G . D , Neroutsos sovereign that comes into the Bank . The weighing of every

and Co., and 10 Dickinson -street, Manchester, as Neroutsos sovereign is accomplished quickly ; they weigh 3 ,000 in all
and Co.,merchants. The liabilities are stated to be about hour with one machine. Mr. Palmer, the Deputy -Governor,
£30,000 , which will fall chiefly among grey cloth agents and informed the House of Commons Select Committee of
calico printers. Rumour ascribes the failure in somemeasure last Session on banks of issue that last year the Bank of

to the Turkish financial collapse. England weighed coin to the amount of £23,100,000, and

AMERICA. — American advices report the suspension of rejected £840 ,000 , or about 3.6 per cent., as being light gold .

Messrs. J . and G . Robson , , of Winona, Minnesota , in the
For this last amount the bank paid the value, making s

deduction for the deficiency of weight, which is generally
lumber trade ; liabilities, £27 ,000. - Messrs . Charles Clayton about 3d . or 4d. per light sovereign . It was stated to the

and Co., commission merchants, San Francisco , had asked for Committee that boxes of correctly weighed gold sent by the

an extension ; liabilities about £40 ,000 . -- Mr. E . Mann, in the Bank of England to Scotland, frequently came back without

boot and shoe trade, Milford , Massachusetts , had gone into
having been opened , and Mr. Palmer stated that there is then

somereduction for light weight. He explained this by adding
bankruptcy ; liabilities, £20,000. - Mr. George Brigham , in that themere shaking of the sovereigns on the journey will
the sametrade, Westboro',Massachusetts ,had failed ; liabilities, make a slight difference. There is a point at which every

£28,000. -- A meeting of the creditors of Dow , Hunt, and Co., sovereign becomes light, and many sovereigns turn that point

importers of fancy goods, Boston, had been held ; liabilities,
on the journey . Mr. Hodgson , M . P ., a Bank director, stated
that in a box of 5 ,000 sovereigns the number which would be

£7,000. - Messrs. Holmes and Blanchard , iron - founders, found to have turned the point would generally be about eight
Boston ,had failed . Mr. E . G . Norris, New Jersey, in the clothing if they have not been disturbed ; and he added , " You are
trade, had made an assignment with liabilities of £23,000 . No aware that the sovereign which is in your pocket at 8 o 'clock

arrangement had been made in the affairs of Messrs. E . D . in the morning is not the same sovereign at 12 o 'clock at

night.” After this rather alarming announcement it is
Jewittand Co., St. John , N . B . satisfactory to find Mr. Hodgson stating also that the charge
AUSTRIA. -- A telegram from Vienna announces the | for light weight on the eight deficient sovereigns would be

suspension of Messrs. Jonas Fraelbeck and Sons, in the wool about 2d. per coin , making only 16d , on the box of £5000;
trade. so that, says he, " it really amounts to nothing."
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THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

Three members of the firm of Duncan , Sherman, and Co .,
have been arrested on a charge of fraud. The complainants,

& firm named Roebling, state that, having faith in the
solvency of the defendants , they purchased of the defendants
& sight draft for the sum of £293 on the Union Bank of
London . The draft was dishonoured, and within six days

solvent. They state further that three months previous to
the failure, William Butler Duncan conveyed his real estate
to his father, but that the deeds were not removed until the
day after the failure. They charge that the firm knew of their
insolvency when they sold them the bill of exchange, as they
well knew they had exhausted every avenue of relief, and also
in not at once recording the conveyance of the real estate to
old Mr. Duncan . The defendants were released on bail.

OBTAINING MONEY BY FALSE CHEQUES. - At the Clerkenwell
Police Court on Monday, William Adams, aged 34 , described
as " an accountant," of 16 Junction -road , Upper Holloway,
James Henderson , aged 20 , a student-at-law , of 26 Barnsbury
road , Islington , and Edward Wood , aged 36 , described as “ an

accountant,” and late a schoolmaster, of 295 Essex-road,
Islington , were charged with being concerned together in ob .
taining by meansof false cheques several sumsofmoney . - Mr.

Fenton prosecuted ; and Mr. Ricketts, Mr. P . Ogle , and Mr.
Gilbert defended. It was stated by Police-serjeant Tyler, 27
Y , and Detective Webb , Y , that if a remand was granted
numerous cases would be brought against the prisoners. The

false pretence that it was alleged was used was that the
prisoner Adams got cheques cashed which , when presented ,
were marked “ N . S ., " and that he had received them as

money for salary from the other prisoners . — Mr. Barstow re
manded the prisoners for a week , and consented to take bail
one surety in the sum of £50 for each . The necessary bail

not being forthcoming, the prisoners were removed in custody.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . -- Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable

upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advancesmade thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays

from 10 till 12 o'clock.

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, Estate , House, LICENSED VICTVALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY.

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are ; - lst. - The Sale, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of
Rents, Freehold and Leaschold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels
Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land ,
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses. 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists , monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchaudize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate"
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

TOLMIE , SON , AND CO.,

AccountanTS, AND PROPRIETORS OF

TOLMIE 'S MERCANTILE OFFICES,

116 ST. VINCENT STREET, Glasgow .

Proofs prepared, and proxies obtained from Scottish Crcditors in English
Bankruptcies.

Meetings of Creditors attended and the proceedings reported .
Debts recovered , and business inquiries made, in all parts of Scotland .

Correspondence invited.

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court -road.

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheonsfrom the joints, hotorcold, including vegetables and bread, ls. 32

Dinners from 12 till 4 o'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6c .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor ,

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation

notices, & c ., by Zuccato ' s Papyrograph , which is used by a large number

of London and Provincial Accountants , including John L . Lovering and
Co . ; Gamble and Harvey ; Andrews and Mason ; Nicholls and Lcatherdale ;
Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co. ; Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury ,

Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron , and Co . ; Edmunds, Davis , and

Clarke : & c . For 22 d . , 500 4to , copies can be taken upon any kind of dry

paper, by an office boy in a copying -press at the rate of 10 a minute . For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic
Depôt, 409 Strand, W . C .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEN D .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

LARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor.
Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge -row , Cannon

strcet, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or Country , from £50 upwards repayable in one sumn , from one

to five years, at five per cent interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .

FISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! 1s. PER WEEK .

And an equally lou Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes froni
the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

" The source of many awriter's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS!! PENS !!
“ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,

The Pickwick,theOwl,and the Waverley Pen .“
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873 .
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.1d .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 28 to 33 Blair-street, Edin
burgh .

DIRECTORS.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

William Mowburn , Esq.

H . J. Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith, Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon , Esq
John Vanner, Esq .

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q.C ., M .P .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY

PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,140,151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.

ANIS VON
T
I
C
K
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1
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE ' S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia. The useof a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided, a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer, Mr. Joux WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly .

London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s ., 26s. 6a., 31s. 68 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 428. , and 52s. 6d . Post

age free. An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s., and 52s. 6d . Postage
Jhong free. P . 0 .0 . to bemade payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office ,

2 Piccadilly.
NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 60 ., 7s, 6d ., 108 , to 16s. each .
Postage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , B8 . 6d . and 78, 6d . Adults , 10s. 6d ., 158 . 6d . , and 218 . each .

Postage free . - John WAITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for “ Peuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

.“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Indented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock, fixed on a Safe or
Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

FPPS'S COCOA .- " By a thorough knowledge of the
u natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well -selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

ned with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickress of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . Th
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself
to the New KBY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the aid of s
Lockmaker or of any second person, thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of $630 , vide
" Times, " 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies ( in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK, SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERS

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E . C .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber
is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent, per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOIGNE , C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . Rev. C . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory, Ashford .
The Rev. W . F . Good, D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER , Esq ., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . — RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F.R .G .S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .
The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book -keeping in
street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed . the hands of the Subscribers .

ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission, the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts, or not wishing to draw small cheques .

Ilished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.
They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.
I street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from $ 5 upwards,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These

1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments , and are perfectly
negotiable instruments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The ONLY 1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Th , PEOPLE' S 1 description of Sound Financial Business.
1 BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - street.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion 1 Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

T 'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public

1 Companies of a bona - fide character .muneration Dependent on Profits .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Profits on the M E CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
whole amount of the Liability . count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans

1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.
Risk, its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

I Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street. Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes onTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . _ No Liability
Commission the Purchase and Sale of Stocks and Shares.beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - The Secrecy and

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, near the Mansion House .
Despatch of IndividualManagement.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A fixed instead 1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign

of an uncertain Scale of Profits . Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
IF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply

Cent. per Annum paid Monthly .
I and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY.
- cruing Reserve Fund .

I lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice. I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,
Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria - street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

ni

BRANCH OFFICES. - LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings, Hackins Hey. MANCHESTER : Messrs.

Lawrenson & Co., 20 Barton Arcade. BLACKBURN : Henry Walker, Esq., Fowler Heights.
BATH : Mr. H . J . Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J . Cameron , 32 WestGeorge Street.

WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw . DENBIGH : Jas.

A . York, Vale Street. AYR : Mr. Ramsay, Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL .
President. — JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London.

ALFRED ALLOTT , Sheffield. |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming. WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham | EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry

JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . F . TENDRON , London .
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London. EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London. JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .
ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford. EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .
JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester . GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY,London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a , King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London ,

AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford .
BANKERS. — Messrs , WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Annotincements of all kinds for English , Colonial,and Foreign Newspaper

promptly inserted.
N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy **

be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRADAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. OCTOBER 23 , 1873.
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THE

ACCOUNTANTS DIARY

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTLE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .
AND

DIRECTORY for 1876

Will be published in December next.

I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATIOX .

MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSION are par

a ticularly requested to send in at once their proper names

and addresses for insertion in the Directory , to

ALFRED C. HARPER,

2 COWPER’S COURT, CORNHILL ,

LONDON , E.C .

DOR SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY . - A Chemical

I ' Works in full operation , in the neighbourhood of Manchester. For

particulars, apply to O . R . Trevor, Accountant, 2 Clarence Buildings, Booth

Street, Manchester .

TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A useful Clerk and good
Penman is open to temporary or a permanent engagement, at a

moderate amount of remuneration . Reference is permitted to Messrs.

Josiah Beddow and Son , Accountants, 2 Gresham Buildings, Basinghall

Street, to whom applicationsmay be made.
PRICE :

Foolscap Folio . . 6s. By post 6s. 9d .

Medium Octuvo . . 3s. , 3s. 6d.

(Bound in Cloth .)

Orders and Advertisements received at the above address.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

• NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c .

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE , LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL ,

JUXE 24TH , 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO . , having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.
TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGV ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

MESSRS . PARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL, E.C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French , German, Italian

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW . IN FURNESS .

REFERENCES GIVEX .
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL

BAN KER ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different

Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia
ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND

ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

Debenture , within a limited number of vears, by periodical Drawings,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30,000.

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL.

for the announcements of members of the profession ,as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.
N . B . Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each. Sub

scribers ' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch
street, London, E .C .

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol

lowing Drawings :

The 70th DRAWING of 1 ,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1,500

IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

place on the 1st instant, at Vienna The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of

120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at
Ofen on 1st instant.

He will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above
mentioned Debentures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
or Obligations.

To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F . W . requests that all com
munications should beaddressed care of

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application .

The Accountant.
OCTOBER 30, 1875 .

PS: -- The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1 , 006, No.

78. drawing a Bonusof £1,000 , has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman

residing in London .

The Accountant.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free) .

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch - street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

There was a certain amount of originality about the

Cheque Bank system which makes us regret the un

lucky breakdown which has befallen it ; and it mightbe

worth the while of other banks to consider how far they

could adopt one or two of its leading features. The

system of ear-marking cheques is adopted in America

and Australia ; and an amusing story, which is, we

believe, perfectly authentic, is told of an Australian

minister, who, having been tendered a cheque in pass

ment of his fees , by a would -be bridegroom , and

knowing that the bank would be closed before the

ceremony was over, requested the happy couple to

devote a short time to serious reflection , slipped overto

the bank , had the cheque ear-marked, and then returned

to his pious offices with a clear conscience and a mindig

perfectly at rest. In London, the bankers can seldom

be persuaded to do any thing of the kind, though todo

so would be as much to their advantage as to that of the

their customers. The banker would gain , as the

Cheque Bank expected to do, by the greater length of

time during which the cheque would remain in cir

culation , and the longer use he would have of bis

customer's money. The customer would have all the

advantages of carrying about with him cheques whose

value was absolutely beyond question . The system ,10

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad.

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as & medium
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one aspect, is that of the issue of circular notes. A Cheque Bank cheques must necessarily prove failures.

traveller, intending to roam from place to place, from To give a workman a document which he can only get

Jerusalem to Madagascar, deposits as much money as cashed by a friend who has a banking account, is a

so he will require with his bankers , and receives palpable absurdity on its face. It was these defects

E documents which are readily taken in exchange, which that have led to the collapse. The directors , in a

will be cashed by any banker quite as readily as those somewhat lachrymose statement, attribute their failure

designated, and which are valueless to any one without to the want of sympathy of the public , who persisted

his properly authenticated signature. An ordinary in passing away the cheques as soon as they got them .

cheque would only be cashed after a tedious delay, and It was fondly anticipated that these cheques would pass

possibly at a considerable discount, as its value depends from hand to hand like bank notes, and, by remaining

upon two elements, the identity of the drawer, and the as currency for some time, enable the bank to make a

amount of his balance. nice profit out of the interest accruing on their

The value of an extension of the plan would be very deposits. As a matter of fact, the persons who

great. There aremany occasions on which personswho dealt with the bank were, as it must have been

object to carrying about large sums of money would foreseen they would be persons of small

find it useful to have these cheques , which would incomes, who could not keep a regular banking

form a complete answer to those doubts as to solvency account, and hence belonging to the very class who

:. which even the most courteous of tradesmen at times would be the most anxious to change notes for cash .

insinuate . The guaranteed cheques would become If the Cheque Bank determine to continue their opera

of almost universal acceptance. They might be tions, wewould recommend them to organise some plan

issued in blank, limited, like the Cheque Bank cheques , by which their cheques might be conveniently changed

ut to certain amounts, and left with clerks or servants into cash . But we very much doubt if an institution

ready to be filled up to meet any sudden claim . The which depends for its customers solely upon the poorer

bankswould gain by knowing, when a cheque was once classes, can ever do much , unless it offers some

presented, that any difference between the amounts for attraction to those who keep balances with it. And

which it might, or for which it had been filled up, wonld now one or two enterprising banks have taken up

remain in their hands for some time, and, in fact, the the idea , and by the aid ofmultifarious country branches

principle of guaranteed cheques would be most useful, are working it with good prospect of snccess in

when treated as an adjunct to the business of an conjunction with their ordinary business. If they

established bank. fail, no one else can well expect to succeed ; if

The weakness of the Cheque Bank system lay in the they prosper, we fear the originator of the

efforts of its promoters to extend the blessing of a Cheque Bank must be content with the fame

banking account too far. As a substitute for post of having pointed outthe road for others to travel.

;j - office orders their cheques were useful to persons who

had to transmit sums which those who kept a banking The great evil ofthe present system is, the enormous

1x accountwould naturally pay by crossed cheque. But, costs incident to the realisation of estates under the

as a means of making ordinary remittances, their supervision of the court. A case in a recent issue of

superior cheapness was counterbalanced by the sim . a legal contemporary affords but one of many illustra

- plicity by which a post-office order was cashed . A tions which daily occur of the cumbrous and expensive

post-office order is readily convertible into the due routine to be undergone in the solution of what ought

quotient of pounds, shillings, and pence, by applica to be a very simple question . It appears from the

tion at the proper office, or it may be carried about till report of the case which was heard by Judge Daniel

the money is wanted . A Cheqne Bank cheque was in the Bradford County Court, that in April last a

only useful when some one could be found to cash it, trader, being apprehensive of failure and desirous of

and it may be questioned whether in practice a stranger | emulating the example of the unjust steward mentioned

would not have to pay a premium for such accommoda in Scripture, thought to make friends of some of his

tion far exceeding the commission paid for a money creditors by returning goods he had bought from them ,

order. and he accordingly , on the 24th of April, returned to

As a mears of paying small debts and wages, the one creditor sixteen sheets of mungo which had cost

blessing of a / They prosper, we can well oxpect to
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£185. On the 1st of May the debtor filed his petition

for liquidation, and in ordinary course trustees were

chosen . They, on the 8th June,moved the court for

the return of the mungo, or its value. The question

was argued at length , and the judge, not wishing to

enforce his own views too strongly, they being in favour

of the trustees, offered the respondent an issue to be

tried by a jury, which, of course , he accepted . On

the 22nd of June the case came before a jury, who

name their children after archbishops , with a view to

their ulterior promotion in the Church. But Mr.

Thornber, who started in business under the imposing

title of “ Dombey and Son," can hardly have sufficiently

considered the consequences of attaching to himself

the name of that eminent firm . We will not do him

the unkindness of imagining that his notion was i

mere vulgar desire to attract notoriety, in much the

same way as enterprising tradesmen seek to draw eas

tom by gaudy placards and lavish expenditure of gas;

but we will give Mr. Thornber credit for having songht

to emulate the fame of the eminent, but unpleasant

merchant prince whose name he adopted , and to pay a

graceful compliment to the great historian of his doings.

But the bad fortune which overtook his prototype befel

Mr. Thornber, and the firm of Dombey and Son

figures for the second time among the dismal list of

commercial failures . Not only that, but still further

disaster ensued . Mr. Thornber, with true magnani

mity , filed his petition in his own name; but the

Registrar considered that in trading under so wel.

known a name, he might have incurred liabilities to

persons who would not recognise their debtor under

his own proper designation , and refused to register the

resolutions. It is only fair to Mr. Thornber tu sul

that his estate has yielded a much better dividendthen

Mr. Dombey 's, and that he will soon be able to start

again . It might, however, be as well for him to choose

the name of some successfulmerchant ; and possibly,

if he traded under the name of “ Gills and Cuttle,

he might find some of his old investments turn ;

wonderfully .

putea

tees moved for an order on the motion, in accordance

with the finding of the jury ; but it was opposed by the

respondent, on the ground that he intended to apply

for a new trial. The Judge adjourned the motion in

order that the respondent might have an opportunity to

move the court for a new trial, and on the 20th July

thematter was argued at length , but the Judge refused

the application , and remitted the case to the Registrar,

to ascertain the precise value of the goods in dispute at

a particular time. Now , without anticipating an appeal,

which is more than probable, seeing the litigiousness

already displayed , we should like to know how much of

this precious mungo will reach the hands of the

trustees ?

It is true, the costs follow the result of the decision ;

but what if the case goes upon appeal, and is

reversed ? The much maligned trustee has to stand

the brunt of such a contingency, and in the event of

non-success is denounced for wasting the estate in

litigation , and often left personally liable for costs .

Why, wewould ask, should there be such an exhaustive

course of procedure in the court below , as in the case

cited, so long as any decision arrived at is not con

clusive ? The decision of the County Court is not

regarded as an authority, and in reality is of little

value, except as a medium of obtaining the judgment of

the Court of Appeal. Instead of taking such pains to

ventilate their views upon nice points of law as is

observable in the case cited, it would tend materially

to economise time and minimise expense if the County

Court Judges limited their functions to a more sum

mary disposal of the cases upon which they have to

adjudicate .

Dobos
istrar

We direct attention to an extract from a Liverpoo

paper,which we quoted a fortnight since, headed “ Infor

mality in liquidation proceedings.” It appears thatt

a resolution of the creditors of a debtor being sub

mitted for registration , it was found that so many

the proofs and proxies were informal that it was in

possible to proceed . As regards the inadvertezi

striking out of a proxy by the Commissioner belin

whom the proof was sworn , the Judge was undoubted

right in holding that the debtor must not be madet

suffer for the carelessness of an official ; but the

number of invalid proxies is a suggestive commentan

on the many assertions that have been made thatan

body can be a trustee. As a maiter of fact, it 3

curious to notice what difficulty the average Englise

man finds in filling up a form . However plaib

There are many theorists who place superstitious

reliance on a name. · It has been imagined that to

give a child the nameof a hero will make it bold and

self-reliant ; while pious mothers have been known to
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directions may be upon a paper, there will always be a COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

large percentage of mistakes. The intelligent men October 22.

are seldom embarrassed ; the dull ones can seldom (Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING-RICE .)

understand any explanation. But it is all the more RE NATHANIEL VICTOR Rix . - The debtor was described as
necessary that proofs and proxies should be rigidly of Royal Exchange-buildings, Shadwell, and Rochester, iron

merchant. He had presented his petition for liquidation ,
scrutinised before they are actually used, and the trustee estimating his liabilities at £55,000, and his assets , consisting
should look to their formality, so as to obviate the ex of stock, & c . at £5,000, besides book debts . - His Honour,

upon application for that purpose, appointed Mr. F . Cape,

pense necessarily consequent upon a refusal to register . public accountant, receiver of the estate .

What would have been the result if one of these in

telligent creditors had been chosen trustee we fail to
October 23.

- imagine. (Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief
Judge.)

IN RE NEROUrsos. — The debtor, George Demetrius

A MODEL FRIENDLY SOCIETY. — Mr. W . Cole, the first
Neroutsos, a merchant, carrying on business at 7 East India

enrolled benefitmember ofthe Calne District Friendly Society,
avenue, Leadenhall-street, and 10 Dickinson -street, Manches

writes :- “ The Calne District Friendly Society was established
ter, has presented a petition for liquidation . The liabilities

in the year 1835, and completed the 40th year of its existence
are returned at £25 ,000, including liabilities alleged to exist

on the 30th of April last. The formation of this valuable
on account of certain goods intended to be consigned to the

society was largely due to the efforts of the late Earl of Kerry,
debtor and others, and which never, in fact, arrived , with

the eldest son of the third Marquis of Lansdowne, and uncle
assets of uncertain value. Mr. R . Griffiths, for the petitioner,

of the present marquis, in conjunction with the late Canon
and with the concurrence of creditors, now mentioned the

Guthrie , his Lordship 's former preceptor , and then the newly
case to the court, and asked that Mr. Halliday, accountant,

appointed vicar of Calne. In order to ascertain whether the
Manchester, should be appointed receiver and manager of the

then existing clubs in the town and neighbourhood could be
estate . His Honour granted the application.

remodelled , so as to make them in reality what they professed

to be, his Lordship obtained from several of them a statement October 27 .

-- of the ages of their members, with an account of their ( Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM, sitting as Chief Judge.)
financial condition , and had it submitted to a competent

actuary. The reply his Lordship received was, — They are IN RE UPTON AND HUSSEY. - Messrs. George Evans Upton

hopelessly insolvent,and it would be useless to attempt to help
and Thomas Alfred Hussey, jewellers and silversmiths, of St.

them . After carefully calculated tables of rates of payments, James-street, have filed a petition for liquidation , with debts

E with such other information as was thought necessary, had amounting to £25,000, and assets, consisting of stock - in - trade

- been procured , the society was formed , his Lordship accepting valued at £11,000, and book debts about £8 ,000. At the in

the office of President. This society does not have recourse stance of creditors,Mr. Richard Webb , jeweller, Oxford -street ,

to feasting, drinking,music, or any other kind of display. As was appointed receiver, and Mr. Lewis , on his behalf, now

stated by the late Canon Guthrie , at the last annual meeting asked that an interim injunction should be granted to restrain

he attended shortly before his death , - its appeals were to actions by creditors. His Honour granted the application .

the sense and not to the nonsense of men , and those appeals

were found to succeed.' The late Mr. John Tidd -Pratt was (Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING -RICE.)

present at two of its annual meetings a few years before his IN RE J. J. DE LIZARDI. — The bankrupt, Joseph Javier de

death , and after having examined its tables of payments with Lizardi, formerly carried on business at 124 Cannon - street, as

the books, and showing the manner in which its operations a merchant. The failure occurred in 1873, when the bankrupt

were carried on , congratulated the members on the position absconded in consequence of a criminal charge being preferred

their society had attained , and pronounced it a ' model society against him . The case was now brought before the Court

- a society not to be surpassed .' At the end of last April the upon an application by Mr. John White , silk mercer, of Regent

number ofmembers was 360 , 85 of whom assure for annuities street, as the representative of the bankrupt's separate

commencing when their sick pay ceases, either at the age of creditors, for an order declaring that the sum of £5 ,103 in the

60 or 65 . The society has received since its commencement : hands of Mr. William Turquand , the trustee, and being a

Benefitmembers' contributions, £5,749 3s. 10d .; paid for sick portion of the assets collected by him , was the separate estate

ness and other claims as they became due, £3,812 6s, 3d. ; of the bankrupt, and divisible as such . Mr. Winslow , Q . C .,

April, 1875 , accumulated capital invested , £4,918 16s. 101d . ; and Mr. Finlay Knight appeared for the applicant ; Mr. Stiffe

having realised from money invested , the whole of which arose Everitt, and Mr. Henderson for creditors who opposed ; and

from the contributions of benefit members, £3,011 19s. 3ļd. Mr. J . Linklater for the trustee. The question in dispute

Within the last ten years £1,000 , half of two declared surpluses, between the parties seemed to be whether the bankrupt, at the

has been distributed among the members by increasing the date of his adjudication , was in partnership with his brother,

weekly amount of their annuities and in lessening all con M . Miguel de Lizardi. It appeared that on the 1st July , 1862,

tributions. Another sum equal to that amount, which is less a circular was addressed by the bankrupt to certain firms in

than half of the recently declared surplus, is now awaiting London stating that M . Miguel de Lizardi had entered as a

distribution . The progress and present position of the Calne partner in the firm , and the trustee had caused diligent search

District Friendly Society clearly demonstrates the soundness to bemade among the bankrupt's papers, but he had found no

and value of the principle of mutual assurance on which document revoking or cancelling the notice, or referring to a

friendly societies are founded , and shows that, when rightly dissolution of the partnership . The trustee had realised the

carried out,without display and unnecessary expense, it is of assets of the estate, and a sum of £23,508 was now in his

the highest value to those engaged in labour, not only by hands, of which £5, 103 was the produce off the ba

affording them an opportunity for making a provision for furniture and effects ; and if the Court declared that a part

times of sickness and the infirmities of age, but also by nersluip existed at the rate of the adjudication , the latter

creating and fostering habits of economy, forethought, and l amount would be distributeil among the separate creditors,

self -reliance . " | The case was only part heard at the rising of the Court.
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THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . still affected with all the liabilities of being the holders of the

shares. It appears to me that the transaction between the
On Tuesday, the Arbitrator,Mr. F . S . Reilly, held a sitting respondents and the British Nation was a mere incident to the

in this matter, and delivered judgment in several cases, the general arrangement between the English Widows' and the

following being amongst them : - - British Nation ; and that that arrangement was not intended

Nasu , MIDDLEMIST, AND MURIEL'S CASE . - This case arises to be, and was not such as to destroy the rights of existing

out of an application made by the liquidators of the English creditors of the English Widows Fund , or to putan end to the
Widows' Fund and General Life Assurance Association for a liabilities of the shareholders of that company. The call

call, and was opposed by the respondents, who are con must be enforced on the contributories of the English Widow '
tributories. It appeared that in 1860 this association was Fund , including the three rospondents, and the lattermust pay

amalgamated with the British Nation Life Assurance Com the liquidator 's costs in this case .
pany . In 1862, however , the former was ordered by the TAYLOR 'S EXECUTORS' Case . — This case relates to the list of

Court of Chancery to be wound-up, and a list of contributories contributories in the European Assurance Society, and is
was settled. In 1865 the British Nation Life was united with rather interesting. In 1862 Ann Bowden , spinster, married

the European Society, and all three companies are now in Charles Taylor, she being the rogistered holder of 200 shares.

cluded in the liquidation of the arbitration . The liquidators of lo settlement was made under the marriage. In 1861 ber
the English Widows' Fund applied by summons that two calls husband died . In 1872 the European was ordered to be

- one of £4 and £7 per share respectively - credit being given wound-up, and Mrs. Ann Taylor was settled on the list of con.
for any money paid or credited in respect thereof,mightbe tributories in Chancery in respect of 200 shares as " Ann
made on thecontributories. This it was proposed to carry out Taylor , widow .” The liquidators by summons now sought to
under two classes, A and B - Class A , consisting of holders of amend the register by inserting the name of Charles Taylor
English Widows' Fund Shares ; and Class B , consisting of with hers, so that they might both be jointly settled on the
holders of English Widows' Fund Shares issued (on the list. The matter was argued immediately before the loug

union in 1858 with the Commercial Life Assurance Company) vacation . His Honour, in giving judgment, said : - I think

to shareholders in the Commercial. Class B included these I cannot make the order as required by the summons.

three gentlemen . His Honour, in giving judgment, said the Section 78 of the Companies' Act provides, in effect, that
first question is , whether any call should be made on con a man marrying a woman who is a shareholder is liable to be
tributories in the English Widows' Fund, and I am of opinion made a contributory during the marriage, but no longer. The
that a call is necessary. The liquidators' affidavit states the husband, as such , is only to be a contributory while he is a
liabilities of the English Widows' Fund under four heads husband . Judgment must be recovered against him during

- 1. The balance of the late official manager's remuneration , the marriage, otherwise the liability cannot be sustainei
£150 58., claimed as remaining due to him under the pro . against him in his marital character. If the marriage ceases
ceedings in Chancery. 2. The balance of interest ou debts by the death of the husband the liability does not attach to
admitted in Chancery , £492 93. 10d . 3 . The annuity contracts his estate, but becomes again that of the wife's alone. Les

as valued for proof in the arbitration , £4 ,352 12s. 3d , being Honour cited several cases bearing out this interpretation of

28 in number, which have all been admitted to rank against the law , and continued - Under Section 78 of the Comparies'
the English Widows' Fund. His Honour's opinion was that Act , 1862, the liability of Charles Taylor, as husband of A.

there was no valid objection raised to the call in respect of Bowden ,was a mere transitory one,which ceased on his deats
the outstanding annuity contracts of the English Widows' and therefore the woman alone ought to be placed on the 13
Fund. 4 . The liquidator 's estimated amount of costs in the | of contributories, and the husband's executors oughtnotto be
arbitration £1,000 . Such a liability necessarily exists, and | added to the list. The application of the liquidators must be

the estimate is a very low one. I think no sufficient reason dismissed , and they must pay the costs of the executors.

has been shown why the call should not be made against the LAKE 'S CLAIM . - This is a claim against the British Nation
respondents. It had been contended that their being on the Fire Insurance Company, Limited, which was formed in 1963,
list was not conclusive as regards their liability to the call , and and a resolution passed appointing Henry Lake, manare!

that a formal application to remove them was not necessary ; without salary, but with emoluments of two per cent. on 11.3
but they were settled the 16th April, 1863, and have ever since gross premium income of the company. In 1865 the compar!

submitted to be treated as contributories, and time and was amalgamated with the European , the latter agreeing **

acquiescence would be against their application to be removed take all the former 's assets and discharge its liabilities.
from the list. The ground on which they claim exemption from 1872 the European went into liquidation . Mr. Lake has since
call was, that they no longer were, after selling their shares been adjudicated bankrupt, and the trustees under his banka
in the English Widows' Fund to the British Nation , in 1861, ruptcy have taken out a summons claiming & sum of £350, 15

and receiving payment for the same, any longer shareholders. due to him for services rendered to the British Nation Fire
But they never sold out absolutely , as the agreement between Company in liquidating the affairs of that company from 1
the companies stipulated that shareholders in the English to 1872 . - His Honour said the summons must be disallo fra
Widows' Fund should have alloted to them shares in the on the ground of no sufficient agreement between the Brits
British Nation equivalent to those held by them in the Nation and Mr. Lake for his receiving the remuneration. I
English Widows', or a cash equivalent, and the respondents facts did not support his right to any remuneration in respect
received half in shares and half in cash . They say , to those services, inasmuch as bis duties with the Britis
however, that after the lapse of a year, in 1861, the British Nation Fire Company had become united with his functie i
Nation agreed and did purchase from them the surrender of as general manager of the European Society , and in this ! .
the shares so held by them in the English Widows' Fund, as latter capacity he received a sum varying from £3,000
to one-half thereof at their full value, and the other £4 ,000 a year, being £500 a year as salary , and one per etek !
half at two-thirds of the value , and the British on the gross life guaranteed premium income of the company ' s
Nation paid them the amount by instalments. I am of The claim was therefore disallowed , and the trustees order
opinion that the transactions for the sale and so -called to pay the liquidator 's costs.
surrender of their shares was ineffectual to relieve the re THE MUNSTER BANK. - The following is an importantrepte
spondents of their liability in the English Widows' Fund. sentative case, and the decision affects about £20 ,000 pl
Even the agreement between the two companies does not pro . away by the European Society after the presentation of
vide for the release of the English Widows' Fund by means of petition to wind-up. The case relates to a death claim agains
a substitution of the British Nation shares ; therefore, not. that society, the amount of which was paid by the directors
withstanding the alleged surrender or abandonment by the after the presentation of the petition . Mr. W . J . Jury
respondeuts of the shares, I am bound to hold that they are a life policy, originally issued by the Commercial
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Assurance Company in 1870. The life fell in , and the soli arbitrator, but both - that is , each differing from the other,

citor to the bank which held it as a security requested to be and each differing from himself. The learned counsel then

supplied with the necessary forms to prove the claim . On proceeded to point out the judgments of Lords Westbury and

the 3rd of February, 1871, the office admitted the claim , sub Romilly in the above cases, for the purpose of showing that

ject to a debt for premiums and proof of title. Correspon . they had clearly contradicted each other ; and that, in fact,

dence thereupon ensued , which ended in the bank threatening the one had given later decisions exactly contrary to former

legal proceedings if the claim was not forthwith settled. On ones, showing thereby that the principles on which they de
the 9th of May Mr. Murray executed a formal assignment of livered their decisions differed in very material particulars

the policy to the Munster Bank , and on the 6th of June an from the principles involved, recognised , and established in

action was commenced by the bank against the European in several cases under consideration . - Mr. Jackson , Mr. Millar

the Court of Common Pleas in Dublin . The office , however, and Mr. Methold respectively addressed the court, urging that

requiring further documents to support the claim , caused å the decisions already given were final, and could not be dis

delay in the negociation . The action was subsequently turbed . - His Honour reserved judgment.

dropped on receiving payment of the amount of the claim . GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY CASE , - Under section 10 of the

On the 3rd of July , 1871, a cheque was sent to the bank. On European Assurance Society's Act, 1859, it was provided that
the 10th of June of that year, a petition was presented for any public functionary or any person employed in any public

winding -up the society, on which an order was thereafter office required to give security in respect of such office or

made. It was duly advertised in the Gazette , the Times, the employment may accept, instead of the security so required ,
Standard , & c. on the 14th of June. The liquidators have now the guarantee or security of the society , to be given by their

made application by summons against the bank for the repay - | bond or policy . Section 16 defines the meaning of “ public

ment to them of theamount received by the bank on the 3rd | functionary ” contemplated by Section 10 as “ all municipal

of July, 1871, and the matter was fully argued before the long and other corporations and all persons acting under acts of

vacation , and duly reported - His Honour remarked that, in parliament, charters or deeds of settlement." A reserved

his opinion , the bank had not shown any sufficient reason why fund, amounting to about £34,000 , was created and invested in
the order should not be made. The bank had pleaded want of the Three per Cent. Stock, and that money is now in the

knowledge of the presentation of the petition ; that plea had , hands of the liquidators of the society . The Great Western
no doubt,been established . Even their solicitor, Mr. Hollams, Railway is a corporation with perpetual succession, and a com
had attested that he went to the European Society 's offices, mon seal, duly incorporated under act of parliament. One of

and had not been inforined of the presentation . The liqui. the rules of the company was to take security from their

dator's case had declared otherwise ; the allegation , therefore , officers for their faithful services. In February , 1864 , they

that there was knowledge of the pendency of the petition took out a policy guaranteeing the fidelity of one of their

must fail. His Honour carefully reviewed the law bearing | servants, and they further effected several policies for like

upon the matter, and remarked that he should , as at present purposes in respect of other employés, and duly paid the

advised , adopt the rule of treating as void all payments made premiums. While the policies were in full force each of the

after the petition had been advertised , in accordance with the persons insured under them committed breaches of trust,
rule of the Court of Chancery. However hard it might be, under the terms of the policies, amounting in the whole to

which he much regretted, yet itmust apply to all cases in the # 153 13s., which sum the company have claimed to be paid

arbitration. The question of costs wasarranged. from the reserve fund, contending that the policies are of the

nature and kind provided by the act of 1859. - The official

There were several other cases in the list on which his liquidators, however, urge that the Great Western Railway is
Honour gave judgment devolving upon this one, and the not a corporation or body within the meaning of the 16th

counsel engaged in them were Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., Mr. section of the act of 1859, and that the several persons as.

Jackson , Q . C ., M . P ., Mr. A . G . Martin , Q . C ., M . P .,Mr. Romer, sured under the policies were not persons appointed to any

Mr. Bush , Mr. Bevir , Mr. F . C . J . Millar, Mr. Renshaw , Mr. office or employment within the meaning of the 10th section

William Beard , and Mr. Methold . of the act, and therefore the railway are not entitled to rank
as creditors in respect of such policies against the reserved

fund but only to prove against the general estate of the society

applicable to guarantee purposes. — Mr. Napier Higgins, Q C .,

October 27 . and Mr. Romer, for the liquidators ; Mr. Medd for the

railway. - After hearing arguments on both sides, his Honour

RIVINGTON'S, SULLIVAN'S AND THOMPSON'S AND Doman 's said he thought it was a case in which the policies should

CASES. — The greater part of the day was occupied with the rank against the reserved fund . All that was necessary
on the part of the railway directors was to show

arguments of counsel in Rivington 's , Sulllivan 's and Thomp
they were public functionaries acting under an act of parlia

son' s , and Doman 's cases, arising out of the British Com ment, and that the persons serving under them were appointed

mercial, European, and Industrial and General Companies. to an office or employment established by acts of parliament,

In these several cases decisions have been given by Lord and that those persons were by virtue of that act, required to

Westbury and Lord Romilly , and the liquidators contend that
give securities of fidelity in respect of such office or employ ,
ment. Looking to the facts of the case , he thought they fully

for properly carrying on the administrative work of the arbi cameup to all the requisitions in the act of 1859. At first
tration it is absolutely necessary that a certificate for appeal to sight itmightbe thought that the term “ act of parliament"
a higher tribunal should be now granted , in order, as they say, in section 16 might properly be limited to acts of a public

that the conflicting decisions of the two first named arbitra character, but there he thought the expression “ acts of

parliament” might be fairly construed by the neighbouring
tors may be properly set right. -- Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C . words " charters or deeds of settlement.” Hemight say, there

(with him Mr. Romer), appeared for the liquidators; Mr. fore, that the act pointed to a public company working under

Jackson , Q ,C ., Mr. Millar and Mr. Methold represented the an act of parliament, just as it pointed to a company acting

several parties involved . - Mr. Higgins submitted that there under a “ charter or deed of settlement." The claim of the

had been a difference between previous decisions on matters Great Western Railway Company must be allowed against the

of priuciple relating to cases of novation , and also on cases reserved fund , the costs of both sides to be borne out of the

relating to liability of contributories, a difference , notmerely same fund. This decision is very important, as there are
as between one arbitrator and the other, but as between de several claimants anxiously watching the result in this case in

cisions of the same arbitrator ; and, moreover, not only one order to lodge their claims on the samefund.
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CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT.
THE KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY.

October 27.

(Before the Right Hon . the RECORDER.)

Charles Mavrocordato , aged 40, a Greek merchant, whoon
Tuesday pleaded guilty to a charge of obtaining bonds valued

at £7,500 by false pretences, was brought up for judgment

before the Recorder. There was a second charge against the

prisoner, that of attempting to quit the country with property

to the value of upwards of £20 within four months of the

presentation of a bankruptcy petition , and to this count he

pleaded “ Not Guilty.” Mr. Poland and Mr. F . H . Lewis

appeared for the prosecution ; Mr. Straight and Mr. Sims

were retained for the defence. Mr. Lewis said the prisoner was a

member of the Baltic, and carried on business in Bishopsgate

street. Undoubtedly he had been speculating for sometime, and

had been a considerable loserby his transactions. On the 29th of

September he was indebted for differences to the amount of

£1,000, and he gave notice to the different stockbrokers that

he required the stock for which he had entered into contracts .

He gave cheques on the Imperial Bank to the extent of

between £9,000 and £10 ,000, where his balance amounted only

to about £100. He did notmean to say that the departure of
the prisoner was premeditated ; it might have been an act of
momentary impulse , but it must be remembered that he was

apprehended at Waterloo station , having taken bis ticket for
Havre. Mr. Straight said that after reading the depositions he
felt it would be useless to attempt to fight against the evidence,
and to waste the time of the Court. The prisoner came to

England seven or eight years ago from Greece, where he was
in a good position , and brought with him a very considerable

sum of money to carry on the business of a merchant. He

became a member of the Baltic , and carried on his legitimate

business for some time ; but he soon became a follower of the

example of others, and embarked in speculations wbereby his

capital soon became impaired. The prisoner had endeavoured
to obtain loans to meet his engagements, but the percentage

he was asked for advances was more than he could afford to

pay. He became suddenly awakened to his position , and ,
instead of facing his difficulties, he foolishly and wickedly

formed the idea of going abroad, but he intended to restore

the stock. One thing he asked his Lordship to remember,

was that each of the stock certificates bore a number, and the
payment of each could have been easily stopped . Hewould

further remind the Court that if the prisoner had intended to

leave the country he might, from his position , have obtained
stock to a verymuch larger amount. He appealed also for
mercy on the ground that the prisoner had a wife and seven

children . The Recorder thought the position of the prisoner
rather an aggravation of the crime than a foundation for an

appeal for leniency. Looking to the nature of the things in

connexion with the case, the circumstances under which the

frauds were committed , and the consequences which might have

arisen , the Court did not think justice would be met unless he

passed a sentence of five years' penal servitude.

Leon Skalski, 58 , dealer , was charged with obtaining from

Mr. R . Cadenhead orders for the delivery of goods of the value

of £180. Mr. Straight prosecuted ; Mr. Grain defended. The

accused had transactions with the prosecutor, a woollen

merchant, on several occasions, and it was alleged that he
gave orders for goods to the above amount, stating that he had

sufficient funds in the bank to meet the bills he gave in pay .

ment for them . When the bills were presented there was no

money to meet them , his balance amounting only to 7s, 6d .

The total amount of bills not met was £600 . He was sen

tenced to 18 months' imprisonment, with hard labour.

The advertisement of the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway

Company , which will be found elsewhere, presents some new

features and novel characteristics of negotiation ; but it is

evident from a careful reading of the Prospectus and the

Engineer's Report that the promoters of this enterprise, ani

the Bank which is authorised to receive subscriptions, have

not ventured to place the loan on the market without subject

ing the enterprise in every detail to the most crucial tests

which practical experience could suggest. Itmay be noticed,

in the first place , that efforts are made to popularise the loan

by having thebonds, if required , of a much lower denomination

than has been generally supposed to be advisable . An appeal

is thusmade to all, notto one peculiar class ofthe community.

It may be that the subscribers to bonds of £5 will be few ;

but an opportunity is now offered to the mechanic or artisan

to invest his mite on as favourable terms as he who can drar

his cheque for thousands. Eight per cent. annually on the

price of issue, especially if the security is proved to be good,

should not be disregarded in these times, when every thing in

dicates that there is a plethora of unemployed capital both

here and throughout Europe, as well as in the chief financial

centres of the United States ; and when ordinary common

sense dictates more judicious investment than in Turkish,

Spanish , and South American loans. Again , the terms of

payment, extending altogether over eight months, seem

specially framed to meet the views if not the purses of small

investors, while ample assurance is given that the money tbus

subscribed will only be applied to the purposes contemplated,

when and as it is required , by the provision that no disbane

ment of money subscribed shall be made except on :

certificate, signed by an engineer appointed by the bond

holders, that five consecutive miles of railroad are completed

and in running order for trains, and so from time to time as

every consecutive five miles of new railroads are completed.

A novel and decidedly commendable feature of the prospectos

is , that themanagementof the property will be vested in those

who subscribe the money for carrying on and completing the

undertaking. Heretofore, when money has been subscribed

for any foreign enterprise, the investors have been left i

blissful ignorance of how the property was managed , or the

money applied ; more especially has this been the case with

the Erie securities, and those of other railroads too nameros

to mention , whose holders would now congratulate themselres

if the same vigilance had been exercised in their cases as

that which is now brought before the public. There will be a

English trustee to guard the interests of the bondholders, sald

trustee to be appointed by the subscribers at a meeting to

held after allotment. It has also been agreed that the rau

way company shall use its best endeavours to procure adu

tional powers conferring on the bondholders a right to fole

equally with the shareholders at all meetings, but in the

interim the subscribers to this loan have , by special agree

ment, the right to nominate and elect three English directors

A direct voice in the management is thus obtained , and it may

be appropriately noted that, while the original charter of the

company now advertising for a loan may be interpreted &

investing them with the necessary powers to confer spet

extraordinary privileges on bondholders, still it has been

deemed advisable to procure additional legislation , with the

| view of making such voting power unalienable and inco ",
trovertible during the continuance of the trust. Spec .

| attention is also directed to the scheme for enabling holat

ofbonds of lower denoininations than £100 to participate 1

the 20 per cent. bonus of ordinary full-paid share capital

the company, which will be allotted after the " ayment of belu
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final instalment and the issue of the definitive bonds, so that | 11 o 'clock , a day and hour obviously most inconvenient to the
each holder of a £5 bond has a chance of drawing a 100 dollar bulk of the members. Besides this, it is stated that the press
share of the ordinary stock , which it is calculated will itself will not be permitted to attend. I may add, that the meeting

be within three or four years a 4 per cent, dividend paying of the Civil Service Supply Association is called for Friday
stock . There is an evidence in every line of bona fides on the evening next, and that the press will be admitted .
part both of the railway company issuing the loan , and of the “ I am , Sir , your obedient servant,
Bank which invites subscriptions to the loan , and the com
mendable scrutiny which has preceded the advertisement of " A MEMBER OF THE CO-OPERATION .”

this investment should elicit from investors a corresponding " 5 and 6 Bucklersbury , E . C ., Oct. 27 .

endorsementand approval. “ Sir,-- Will you allow me to state, in reply to your corre

spondent, ' A Memberofthe Co-operation ,' that the commission

provided for meby the articles, as projector of the company

and consulting director, of 10s. per cent. on the gross annual

THE NEW CIVIL SERVICE CO -OPERATION .
returns, is by subsequent registered agreement reduced so as

to be calculated only on their excess over £50,000 a year. Its
amount for the first year has proved below £100. This part

We have been asked to give publicity to the following of the statement being of a personal character, you will, I
trust , allow mespace for immediate reply . The other portion

letters , which have appeared in the Times : can await the meeting . I may add , however, that your corre
spondent is in error as to any intention to exclude the press.

“ Sir , - Your notice on Friday Inst of the report just issued Your reporter received in mypresence a few days ago a balance

by the Civil Service Supply Association (Limited), encourages
sheet and invitation to attend.

meto hope that you will permitme to draw attention to the “ Yours faithfully , “ W . W . BENTLEY.”

very extraordinary principles upon which one of the competitors

of that institution has been founded . I refer to the New Civil

Service Co-operation (Limited) , in which undertaking

privileges and emoluments are given by the articles of THE BANKRUPTCY COURT. - A correspondent of a contem

association to promoters, and to consulting , managing, and
ordinary directors, such as almost, if not entirely, subvert the

porary says : - “ The general public may not be aware that the

true principle of co -operation ,which is essentially mutual in the offices of the London Court of Bankruptcy will in a few days

benefits it confers. This undertaking has already done an be removed from Basinghall-street to Lincoln ’s-inn-fields, and
extensive business, and is clearly a success as far as patronage that henceforth the whole of the administrative business in
is concerned , but I venture to say that it is not less one-sided

bankruptcy will be carried on at the latter place. As at least
in its constitution than would be any private establishment

three- fourths of this business is transacted by solicitors whose
conducted on a sound basis. For example, the promoters of

the company have appointed their leading man, Mr. W . W .
offices are within a radius of half a mile of the Court in
Basinghall-street, this removal will be a great inconvenience

Bentley , and a Mr. B . H . Evans, as consulting and managing
to the principal practitioners , but, as it is now beyond recall ,

directors respectively , the first to be remunerated by a
it is useless remonstrating about it. There is , however, one

commission of 10s, per cent. on the annual gross returns of
matter to which the attention of the authorities should be

the company, and the second by a similar commission on the called , and that is the absolute necessity for the retention at
annual gross returns in excess of £50,000 , both to be paid in
fully paid -up ordinary shares. Mr. Evans is secured in his

some place in the City of the officer appointed to administer

oaths. No fee is payable to this officer for swearing affidavits ,
position for 14 years , and Mr. Bentley is practically secure for
a much longer period. Mr. Evans is also to receive a salary

and it is of importance to merchants and others in the City

that they should not be deprived of this right. Should they
as managing director of £600 for the first year, £750 for the be, they will have to incur the expense of paying a commissioner
second, and £1,000 per annum afterwards. All these pay

for swearing them , as, of course, they could not go to Lincoln 's
ments are to be made over and beyond their remuneration as

inn ; and it need hardly be said that in many bankruptcy
directors . Besides these comfortable arrangements, the pro

matters it is desirable to avoid every possible expense. It is to
moters have received £500 in fully paid -up ordinary shares , be hoped that the authorities will not deprive the City people
and are retained for placing from time to time all shares of the facility they have hitherto enjoyed .”
forming the capital of the Company ,' at a commission which ,

with the above £500 , has already given them
A BANKRUPT'S EFFECTS. - Sir Simeon Stuart, Bart., of St.

£2,375 in fully
James's -square, Bath , came up for final examination at the

paid -up ordinary shares. The directors have also been ap Bath County Court on Thursday. His inventory of effects
portioned 50 fully paid -up ordinary shares for 'special services.'

caused considerable amusement. It transpired at the last
And all these fully paid -up ordinary shares, so lavishly given examination that Sir Simeon had obtained a large quantity of
away, carry a 10 per cent. accumulative dividend , and are to

jewellery from tradesmen at Bath , Exeter, and Bournemouth ,
be ultimately redeemed at 10 per cent premium . the majority of which he had given to ladies who were not

" Seeing that some of the members of the Civil Service members of his own family. Hosiery and tailors' goods to the .

Supply Association now propose thatthe remuneration of their amount of £200 had been obtained . The bankrupt had no

directors be reduced from £1,050, notwithstanding that the incomewhatever, and he said he thought Lady Stuart would

annual gross returns of that institution attain to nearly one
have paid the bills if she had had means, although she might

million sterling, the directors of the New Civil Service Co have objected when she knew to whom the presents were

operation must not be surprised if some objection should be made. The inventory was as follows : -- A railway rug much

raised at the forthcomingmeeting of the members to arrange worn , eet of old onyx studs, pencil case, pair of opera glasses,

ments which , under a similar extent of business , would give useless because out of order ; pair of worn -out gaiters , half a

the managing, consulting and ordinary directors something hundred pin cartridges, a gun cleaner, cartridge extractor, a

like £12,750 a year.
fishing rod , silver watch , three pairs of worsted stockings, and

a lantern . The solicitors humorously remarked that the
“ Another reason why I crave your aid in drawing atten - | fishing rod was an emblem of how the tradesmen jumped at

tion to this company is, that although it is mostly composed the bait. The bankrupt was allowed to pass his final

of employés in banks and other business establishments, the examination , but proceedings in a superior court were

directors have called this meeting for Saturday next, at announced .
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W . C . H . - We are sorry your query in our number for

October 9th has remained so long unanswered . If , by

the terms of the lease, the rent is made payable from
quarter to quarter in advance, the distraintmay be levied
as soon as the rent becomes due. The right depends

entirely on the wording of the lease , and would un .

doubtedly be upheld at law .

APPOINTMENTS .

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint.

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column .

Mr. W . H . Pannell has been appointed trustee of the estate

of J. W . Worden and H . Crook , of 28 Jewry- street, Aldgate, in
the City of London , importers of foreign goods, and co -partners ;
also of the separate estate of J. W . Worden. Also receiver
of the estate of Alfred E . Schultz , of 21 King 's -road , Chelsea,
in the county of Middlesex, wine, spirit , and beer merchant ,

Mr. John Slater has been appointed receiver of the

estate of William C . Steane , of 102 Denmark -street, Cam .

berwell, in the county of Surrey , gentleman .

WILLIAM WINN (LIVERPOOL ) . - A meeting of creditors under

the liquidation petition of this debtor, & silk mercer and

general draper, was held at the offices of Gibson and Bolland ,

accountants, on the 21st instant. The statement of accounts

disclosed unsecured debts, £7,104 8s . 5d . ; preferential claims,

£481 7s. 1d . ; and assets, £2,179 17s. 4d . A resolution was

passed to liquidate the estate by arrangement, and to appoint

Mr. Bolland trustee. There being creditors who held security

which would be available in case a composition were accepted ,

no proposal was made on the part of thedebtor, itbeingunder

stood that there would be an offer by him to purchase tho

estate from the trustee.

MESSRS. LOTTERIS AND Co. (LIVERPOOL). - A meeting of

creditors under the failure of this firm , shipbrokers and ship

chandlers in Liverpool, was held on the 19th inst. The lia

bilities were £3,000, and assets £300. Liquidation was

determined upon , and Mr. Bolland chosen trustee.

JAMES BLACK (LIVERPOOL ). - A meeting of creditors was held

at the offices of Gibson and Bolland , under the failure of this

debtor, a woollen warehouseman , with liabilities £10 ,423 10s.,

and assets £3,653 13s. ld . A resolution to liquidate by

arrangement was passed , and Mr. Bolland chosen trustee, with

a committee of inspection . The debtor subsequently purchased

his estate from the trustee for 6s. in the pound.

JOHN E . GIBNEY (LIVERPOOL). - On the 23rd instant, a

meeting of creditors was held under the liquidation petition
of this debtor, a tailor and draper. The debts are £1,018 , and

assets £450. A resolution to liquidate was passed, and Mr.
Bolland chosen trustee.

LEONARD STEPHENSOy (LIVERPOOL). - A meeting of the

creditors of this debtor, a confectioner, was also held on the

23rd instant. The liabilities are £150, and assets doubtful,

being dependent on litigation . Mr. Bolland was chosen

trustee to wind -up the estate , and the debtor allowed his

discharge.

PHILLIPPS HART AND Co . (LIVERPOOL). - At a meeting of the

creditors of John Dennis Phillipps and Hugh Hart, pianoforte

and music sellers , of Church - street, Liverpool, held on the
26th instant, atthe Westminster Palace Hotel, Westminster,

the liabilities were stated at £7 ,064 158. Od., and assets

£6,675 11s . 6d . It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement,

Mr. Frederick Lucas, of 20 Great Marlborough -street, London,
W ., accountant, and Mr. John S . Blease , of Liverpool,

accountant, being appointed the trustees , together with a
committee of inspection, the debtors being allowed their dis

charge on the trustees' certificate.

THE CHARGE AGAINST A LIVERPOOL CASHIER. — Edward John
Barry , who is charged with embezzling several thousands of
pounds belonging to Messrs . Duncan , Ewing and Co., timber
brokers, Liverpool, in whose service he was a cashier and con

fidential clerk , was brought up on Tuesday at the Liver .

pool Police-court . The prisoner absconded in March last, and
was not heard of until a few weeks ago, when he was appro
hended in Jamaica and brought back to this country in charge

of Detective Maxwell, of the Liverpool force. At Plymouth ,
however, he made his escape, but was re- captured at Yeovil,
in Somersetshire, on Friday last . The case was not gone into ,
the prisoner being remanded for a week. Mr. Davies, the
prosecuting solicitor, said that a statement had appeared in
one of the Liverpool papers to the effect that Barry 's recap
ture was chiefly due to a telegram from him to a lady in
Liverpool having been stopped by the Post-oflice authorities
and the contents communicated to the police . He was in .

structed by the police to give this statement an unqualified
devial. It was quite untrue. - The prisoner, addressing the
magistrate, Mr. Raffles, said he wished to complain of undue

severity on the part of the police, he having been put in irons
when being conveyed to Liverpool. - Mr. Rafiles declined to

hear the complaint, stating, however, that he had better make
it at another time. The courtwas densely crowded during the
hearing of the case. At the Liverpool Police-court Joseph

Maxwell, late a detective in the borough force, was brought up
on remand , charged with neglect of duty in permitting Barry
to escape from his custody. The court was crowded . It was

now stated that the suspicions of corruption and collusion
with Barry were unfounded, and that the case against
Maxwell was one of negligence only . The magistrate decided
to try him under a local act, providing a penalty not exceeding
£10 , or a month 's imprisonment in default, and the evidence
was then taken , Judgment was reserved to allow the magis

trate time to consider a point of objection which had been
taken , as to the applicability of the act in question . - On the
following day Maxwell was brought up and fined in the nomi

FAILURES.

ENGLAND. - A petition for liquidation has been presented to

the Court of Bankruptcy by Mr. N . V . Rix , iron merchant and

ironmonger, trading as John and Nathaniel Rix, of 4 Royal

Exchange -buildings, and High -street, Shadwell. The liabilities

amount to about £55 ,000 . - The stoppage is announced of

Messrs . Raffael Brothers, produce merchants , whose liabilities

amount to about £60,000, while the liquidation depends upon

the realisation of assets abroad. The books have been placed

in the hands of Messrs. Cape and Harris, accountants .

Owing to pressure of matter, several communications are

unavoidably deferred until next week . - Ep.

The Liverpool Courier states that the late Mr. C . Turner,
M . P ., was possessed of property of various kinds to the amount

of between £600 ,000 and £700,000, and that he has included

among his bequests £50 ,000 to Mr. Groves, of Liverpool, to be

applied to charitable purposes.

having been already dismissed from the police force, he was
unwilling to add to his punishment. At a meeting of the
Town Council, Mr. Samuelson drew attention to the case of
Detectiye Maxwell, and expressed his opinion that his dismissal
was an act of undue precipitation on the part of the Watch

Committee. The deputy chairman , however, said that upon
Maxwell's own statement he had been guilty of gross

negligence, and the committee had no other course open to

them but to dismiss him from the force.
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CONVICTION OF A STOCKBROKER.
THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . -- Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LA: D SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK Bank . All sums under $ 50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-books supplied. English and Foreign Stocks and Sharcs purchased
and sold , and Advances made thercon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays

from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

At the Central Criminal Court, on Monday, Mr. Edward

Bland pleaded " Not Guilty " to an indictment charging him

with having unlawfully converted certain valuable securities

to his own use. Mr. Poland appeared for the prosecution ;

Mr. Straight defended the prisoner. It appeared that the

prisoner was formerly a stockbroker, carrying on business at

3 Crown-court, Threadneedle -street. Mr. Swyer, the prose

cutor, is a chymist in business at 131 Brick- lane, Bethnal.

green, and in 1870 he directed the prisoner to purchase for
him Peruvian , Turkish , and other bonds of the actual value

of £2,313 13s. The purchase was made, but the prosecutor

could not obtain possession of the bonds, and, consequently ,

in July, 1870, be obtained a warrant for the apprehension of
the prisoner, who , however, was not taken into custody until

the 4th of August in the present year, he having been residing
in themean time on the Continent. When arrested , he said to

the detective, “ It is all right ; you have got a pennilessman ;"
and previously in 1873 he had written letters to the prose
cutor containing acknowledgments of his guilt. The jury
returned a verdict of Guilty . Mr. Straight said that pre
viously to this unfortunate occurrence there had been no im

putation on the character of the prisoner, who had speculated
with the bonds, fully believing at the time that he would soon
be able to replace the securities he had thus appropriated , but

this was rendered impossible by the breaking out of war
between France and Germany. The prisoner had been
recently married , and during the last five years he had been
living on the Continent in great poverty and distress . He
hoped the court would take this circumstance into considera
tion, and pass a lightsentence. The Recorder said the prisoner
had been convicted of an offence of great gravity in a com
mercial country like this . Under the statute many cases
might arise in which he should think it necessary to pass a

sentence of penal servitude. The court were justified ,

however, in taking into consideration the punishment which

the prisoner had brought upon himself by his act . He had
already had five years of misery , and but for that circum

stance the present sentence would have been much more

severe. The prisoner would be imprisoned and kept to hard
labour for six calendar months.

HE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAI

BUSINESS TRANSFER - SYNDICATE ” AGENCY
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

strect, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents , Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels .
Public IIonses, Inn , Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houser, Tobacco
pists , Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . -- The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farms, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture, Jewellery , and other Effects , for probato and other pur

poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agents . 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities , as well as

merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate

from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

WINDING-UP. - Petitions have been presented to the Court of
Chancery for the winding-up of the Volunteer Co -operative
and General Equipment Company, Limited , Grammes Mag

neto -Electric Company, Limited , and the General Register

and Meter Company, Limited . Petitions for the winding -up

of the Kent Tramways Company, Limited , East Norfolk

Tramway Company, Limited, and E . Fisher and Company,
Limited, are to be heard in the Court of Chancery. A peti
tion for the winding-up of the British Imperial Insurance
Corporation, Limited , will be heard on the 5th day of Novem
ber next.

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City.

Luncheons from the joints, hot orcold , including vegetables and bread , Is. 30

vegetables, cheese and bread, 28 .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock, from 2s . 6d . to 10s.66.

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

TARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor.

Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper , 26 Budge-row , Cannon
street, E .C .

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
n work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation
notices, & c ., by Zuccato's Papyrograph , which is used by a large number
of London and Provincial Accountants , including John L . Lovering and
Co. ; Gamble and Harvey ; Andrews and Mason ; Nicholls and Leatherdale ;
Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co. ; Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury ,
Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron , and Co. ; Edmunds, Davis, and
Clarke ; & c . For 24d ., 500 4to . copies can be taken upon any kind of dry
paper, by an office boy in a copying - press at the rate of 10 a minute . For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic
Depôt, 109 Strand , W . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
town or Country , from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . Pueston , Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .
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CO - OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E .C .

First issue of Capital, £500 ,000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber
is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General, J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon. Rev. C . HOPE ROBERTSON , Smeeth Rectory, Ashford .
The Rev. W . F , GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .

Current accounts opened , and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America , and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria . | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Book -keeping in
. street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed 1 the hands of the Subscribers .

ing £20 against cash deposits , without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Quarterly pob
persons not having banking accounts , or notwishing to draw small cheques.

They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit I lished Balance- sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.

Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria 1 opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balancs.

1 street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three montbs after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These 1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , - The ONLY issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — Th9 PEOPLE'S description of Sound Financial Business.
BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - street,

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion 1 . Loans.
L Money or Preliminary Expenscs .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — Managerial Re THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
Companies of a bona - fide character .

muneration Dependent on Profits .

| HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. -- Profits on the THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis

whole amount of the Liability.
I count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities .

Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street. 1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on

Commission the Purchase and Sale of Stocks and Shares.
1 beyogd amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - The Secrecy and
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, Mansion House

· Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House .1 Despatch of Individual Management.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A fixed instead MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts theAgencies

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
1 . of an uncertain Scale of Profits .

Governments .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESSdone Cheaply

1 Cent, per Annum paid Monthly .
I and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. A constantly ac TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY,
1 . cruing Reserve Fund .

1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK

IT'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Withdrawal atter six months on Sixty Days' Notice .

I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask thio

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BASK . - Mansion House Mansion House Chanibers,

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City . NI QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDOX.

BRANCH OFFICES - LIVERPOOL : Mr. E . Dronke, Batavia -builings , Hackins lley. MANCHESTER : Lessrs.
Lawrensou & ('o , 20. Barton Arcare. BLACKBURV : lleury Wilker, Ese , FoulerI I . .
BATH : Mr. H . J. Pocock , 4 Union Street. GLASGOW : Mr. J. Cameron , 32 WestGeorge Street.
WARRINGTON : Messrs. Henry Walker & Son , Albert Works, School Braw , DENBIGH : Jas.
A York , Vale Stroet. AYR : Mr. Ramsay , Temperance Hotel, High Street.
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“ The source ofmanya writer'swoe has been STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,
discovered . "

PENS ! PENS !! PENS !! 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl,and theWaverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infiction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN ,
1, 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphıc, 17th May , 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.ld . Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair- street, Edin
burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES’ AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS .

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt ,
£2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

William Mewburn, Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq .

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C., M .P .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned ' .. . . . . 581.774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 140, 151 1

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steelspring ,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE , 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s. , 26s. 6d ., 31s. 60 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s., and 52s. 6d . Post
age free . An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s ., and 52s. 6d. Postage

free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to John White, Post-office,

Piccadilly .
NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 6d ., 7s, 6d., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 58. 6d . and 7s, 6d . Adults, 10s . 6d ., 159. 6d . , and 21s. each .

Postage free. - John Wate, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschrills,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
. CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Saſe or

Strong - Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. Th
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually
a New Lock and Key, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERS

76 Cheapside, London, E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA. — “ By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well - selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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Issued and strongly recommended by the Co- operative Credit Bank.

KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY COMPANY

OF MISSOURI, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .
TIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND BONDS. — Issue of £500,000 sterling = 2 ,500,000 dols., American Gold,
I being part of £1,000,000 sterling, or £5 ,000 ,000 dols. American Gold , authorised to be issued in accordance with

the Charter and resolutions of the Board of Directors.

Bearing interest at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum payable half-yearly , but yielding at the price of issue 8 per

cent. annually.

Interest and principal payable in London , at the Co-operative Credit Bank, in sterling, or in New York City (U . S . A .) at
the office of the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company , in American Gold, free from all United States or State taxes.

The Bonds are to bearer or registered of various denominations as under, repayable at par A.D. 1905 .

DENOMINATIONS OF BONDS.

Class A , 1 ,000 dols., American Gold = £200 0 0 sterling.
Class B , 500 dols., 100 00

Class C , 250 dols., 50 00

Class D , 100 dols ., 20 0 0

Class E , 25 dols., 5 0 0

PRICE OF ISSUE PER BOND.

Class A , 875 dols., American Gold £175 0 0 sterling.
Class B , 437 50-100 dols., ,, 87 10 0
Class C , 218 75 -100 dols., , 43 15 0
Class D , 87 50 -100 dols., ,, 17 10 0

Class E , 21 88- 100 dols ., 4 7 6

A BONUS OF 20 PER CENT, IN FULL-PAID ORDINARY SHARES OF THE RAILWAY COMPANY WILL BE ALLOTED TO SUBSCRIBERS AFTER

THE FINAL PAYMENT, ON THE ISSUE OF THE DEFINITIVE Bonds.

TRUSTEES UNDER THE MORTGAGE.

Farmers' Loan and Trust Company of New York (U .S .A .)

. . . . . . . . England .

PRESIDENT.

Samuel H . Melvin , Esq . Springfield, Ill.

VICE -PRESIDENT.

A . C . Vandewater, Esq., Pana., Ill.

DIRECTORS.

Samuel H . Melvin , Esq., Springfield , Ill.
Howard M . Holden , Esq ., President 1st National Bank, Kansas City (Missouri).

William Patterson, Esq., President Keokuk National Bank , Keokuk (Iowa).
William H . Waters, Esq., President and National Bank , St. Louis (Missouri) .
John H . Cardell, Esq ., Cashier Saline County Bank , Marshall (Missouri).

Geo. H . Rea , Esq., President Mississippi Valley Transportation Company, St. Louis (Missouri).
John W . Morse, Esq .. General Agent, Indianapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company , St. Louis (Missouri).
General F . A . Jones, formerly United States Army, Macon (Missouri) .

A . C . Vandewater, Esq., Pana ( Illinois).

George P . Laurence, Esq., Pana (Illinois ) .

. . Esq ., England,
. . Esq ., England.

. Esq., England .
* To be elected by the Bondholders at a meeting to be called for that purpose after Subscription and Allotment.

SOLICITOR .

Charles Henry Edmands, Esq., 33 Poultry, London , E .C .

ENGINEER -IN -CHIEF.

Oswald Younghusband, Esq., M . Inst. C .E .

BANKERS

The Co -operative Credit Bank , Mansion House Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria-street, London , E .C ., and all its branches

throughoutGreat Britain and Ireland .
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The Co-operative Credit Bank is authorised by the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway Company to receive subscriptions
for £500 ,000 sterling, in Bonds of various denominations as above, said £500 ,000 being the first portion of an authorised issue

of £1 ,000,000 sterling, which is now for the first time offered to the public .

The terms of payment are

20 per cent. on application. 10 per cent. Feb. 1st, 1876.

10 per cent. on allotment. 10 per cent,March 1st, 1876 .

10 per cent. Dec. 1st, 1875 . 10 per cent. April 1st, 1876 .

10 per cent. Jan . 3rd , 1876 . 20 per cent. May 2nd , 1876 .

Subscribers will have the option of prepaying in full under discount at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum , either on

allotment or on any of the dates when an instalment falls due. The failure to pay duly any instalment will subject all previous

payments to forfeiture and cancellation of the allotment.

Scrip certificates will be issued against allotment letters and the Bankers' receipts , and after payment of the final

instalment will be exchanged for the Definitive Bonds in due course.

Special attention is drawn to the fact that a bonus of 20 per cent. of their holdings, in full-paid ordinary shares of the

Keokuk and Kansas City Railway Company, will be alloted to subscribers on the payment of the final instalment and the

issue of the Definitive Bonds. It is calculated that this ordinary share capital will, within four years from completion of the

road, be earning a dividend of at least 4 per cent. annually. For subscribers to bonds of a lower denomination than £100, it
has been arranged that inasmuch as theshare capital cannot be subdivided, according to the charter, into a lower denomination

than 100 dollars, a new plan shall be carried out to secure for them a similar interest in the 20 per cent. bonus. This arrange

ment is that the balance after allotment, made to the holders of larger bonds, shall be placed in the hands of trustees ; against

which numbered coupon tickets will be issued in proportion to the amount of the lower bonds, as, for instance, one to each

holder of a £5 bond , four to a holder of a £20 bond, and so forth . Within one month after the final payment on such smaller

bonds (i.e . those below £100 ) , a drawing will take place in the presence of a notary public, for such a number of 100 dollar

shares as will represent the proportion of said bonus of 100 dollars shares to £100 worth of bonds held in sums under the said

sum of £100 in which one coupon will have a chance of being drawn for a 100 dollar share .

The Bonds now offered will form a first charge on a main line of road 225 miles in length , extending from Keokuk ( Iowa)

to Kansas city (Missouri), the latter terminus being, as is well-known, the great commercial centre of the South -west . There

has been expended already on the property, 1 ,170 ,239 dollars , or, in round numbers, £200,000 . On the section or division

between Salisbury and Kansas city ( 107 miles in length , exclusive of sidings) ; fifteen and a half miles between Glasgow and

Salisbury are already in operation ; and about twenty miles more are so far advanced in respect to the earthworks and bridges

that they can be completed ready for the permanentway at a very moderate outlay.

A special provision of the mortgage is that the railway company bind themselves to use their best endeavours to

procure at the next session of the legislature of Missouri, such additional powers as will confer on the Bondholders the right

to vote at all elections equally with the Shareholders. In the mean time it has been agreed that the Bondholders shall have at

to Bondholders that by securing this voting power themanagement is practically vested in them , as having in connection with

the stock bonus above mentioned a majority of votes.

An English Trustee will be appointed to guard the interests of the English Bondholders.

No disbursement of the money subscribed will be made either to the Railway Company or the Contractors , except on

the certificate of an engineer appointed by the Bondholders that five consecutive new miles of railway are completed
according to specification , and are in running order for trains, and so from time to timeas every successive five miles of new

railway are completed , the contract being specific , that no payment shall in any case be made except as and when every five

miles are completed .

The completed and projected line of the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway has been very carefully examined by Mr

Oswald Younghusband, M .Inst. C .E . His report demonstrates that the proceeds of the Bonds will be amply sufficient for the

completion and full equipment of the division between Salisbury and Kansas City ; that in consequence of its judicious
location it can be worked at a very moderate cost ; and that through opening up & richly settled agricultural and mineral

section of the State of Missouri, the net receipts from the traffic will be amply sufficient, on completion of the road, to pay the

interest on the debentures.

Provision has been made by the Railway Company for depositing with Trustees two years' interest in advance on the

Bonds, so that there may be no possibility of default during the construction of the road . These Trustees are two in number,

and have been appointed conjointly in the interests of the Bank and the Railway Company. Every precaution has been taken

to guard against those abuses, which unfortunately have, in some cases, cast discredit on American railroad investments.

The legal documents connected with the Company can be seen at the office of C . H . Edmands, Esq., Solicitor,

33 Poultry, London , E . C .

Copies of the engineer 's report and of the mortgage or deed of trust, as settled by J. P . Benjamin , Esq., Q . C ., together

with prospectuses and forms of application , can be obtained at the Chief Office of the Co-operative Credit Bank , 11 Queen

Victoria -street, London , E .C ., or at its various branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland .

Subscription Lists will be opened October 30th , at the Co -operative Credit Bank in London, and at its various

branches. These Lists will be closed in London November 8th, and in the country November 9th . [See next page.
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Applications must be made on the following form , and must in all cases be accompanied by a deposit of 20 per cent.,
which will be returned without deduction should there be no allotment.

FORM OF APPLICATION .

( To be retained by the Bank.)

Issue of £500,000 — 2,500 ,000 dols. — part of £1,000,000, or 5 ,000,000 dols., First Mortgage

Sinking Fund Bonds of the

KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.
Redeemable in Thirty Years from October 1st, 1875 .

Principal and interest at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum , payable in gold .
In Bonds of A £200 , B £100, C £50, D £20, E £5.

TO THE DIRECTORS OF THE KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY COMPANY, LONDON, E .C .
Having paid to your credit with the Co -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK the sum of £ , request that

you will allot to , on the conditions of the Prospectus issued by you , dated October 30th 1875, Bonds of the
above-mentioned issue, Class , and hereby agree to accept the same or any smaller number that may be allotted
to , and to pay the additional instalments thereon as they may become due from time to time, and in default of due
payment on any instalment agree that allotment and all previous payments shall be liable to forfeiture.

Name in full . . . . . . .
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature of Applicant . .
ADDITION TO BE FILLED UP IF THE APPLICANT DESIRES TO PAY IN FULL .

desire to pay up Subscription in full, discount at the rate of 6 per cent. thereon to be allowed for the
intervening period . Signature . . . .

RECEIPT .

(To be retained by the Applicant.)
Received of the sum of £ for account of the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway

Company, being the payment of deposit of £20 per cent. per Bond, required on application for an allotment of Bonds,
Class For the Co-operative Credit Bank, .. . . . . . .

Manager.

N .B . - Similar receipts will be issued to subscribers on the payment of each instalment as it becomes due, said receipts
to be exchanged as soon as possible after the final payment for the definite Bonds.
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ME :

H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN.

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau- street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE.
ADVERTISING AGENT.

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

HAVINE

*
CHART

RECI

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. OCTOBER 30, 1876.
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[PRICE 6D.

THE LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY .

ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

AND OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

DIRECTORY for 1876
I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

Will be published in Decembernext.
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATIOX .
MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSION are par

un ticularly requested to send in at once their proper names

and addresses for insertion in the Directory, to

ALFRED C . HARPER,

2 COWPER'S COURT, CORNHILL ,

LONDON, E .C .

WILLIAM EDWARDS , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR ,

GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD , LONGTON,

STAFFORDSHIRE .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .
PRICE :

Foolscap Folio .. 6s. By post 6s. 9d .

Medium Octavo .. 38. „ 38 . 6d.

(Bound in Cloth .)

Orders and Advertisements received at theabove address .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24T1, 1875.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .
The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.
TRANSLATIONS.

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .C .,

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL, E . C .

HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

L commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincialand manufacturing towns who

require agents in London .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French ,German, Italian

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW .IN - FURNESS .

REFERENCES GIVEN ,
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL, | for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap
BANKER ,

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,
9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY, Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant
ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser
ANY DOUBT.

tion in the current number, should reach the office on
Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings , Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re
OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTÉD BY NO OTHER SECU . ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.
RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from N . B . — Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

£10 to £30,000 . and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS, Newsvendors.

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL, TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol. / scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

lowing Drawings : supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

The 70th DRAWING of 1 ,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10 | Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1,500 the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ) ,
IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

place on the 1st instant, at Vienna . The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on
i20 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each. Sub
Ofen on 1st instant.

He will Forthwith Cash or Exchango any of the above
scribers'names in gold lettering , 1s. extra . Post Office

mentioned Debentures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch

or Obligations.
street, London , E .C .To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F. W . requests that all com

munications should be addressed care of

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL ,

Ofwhom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application .

P .S . - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1,006 , No. NOVEMBER 6, 1875 .
78, drawing a Bonus of £4,000 , has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman
residing in London .

The Accountant.

The fatal day has come, and the time-honoured

The Accountant.
courts which have for so long administered justice in

the country , are swallowed up and become mere

divisions of one great court, amidst the most doleful
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

lamentations on the part of those whose livelihood is
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening 's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or gained by taking a guiding share in litigation . How

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms far the result attained will be commensurate with the
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free).
inconvenience caused to the profession generally cannot

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable appear for some time to come, but it is pretty well con
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C ., ceded that the really important alterations might have
to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also been contained in a much smaller compass, and that

be addressed. Literary communications should be there is not so very much change, except in the shape
directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same of reduction of tees , as was anticipated. The rules as
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to regards bankruptcy are of most interest to our readers ,

forward their copy as early in the week as possible. and we shall therefore sketch them ont, leaving the

more ponderous details of the simplification of common
TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver
law and Chancery procedure to those whose business it

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an is to study them .
Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed | The Court of Bankruptcy has escaped the universal
circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the
fusion and still remains independent, except that its

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success judge is a judge of the High Court, and that the appeal
in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes from his decisions lies to the full court. The time for
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha . appeal is stated somewhat verbosely to be “ the same
racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium as the time limited for an appeal from an interlocutory
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order," which, aswe gather from another section of the The half-yearly meeting of the Institute of Account

rules, is three weeks, in this instance agreeing with ants was marked by two resolutions in which we

the time prescribed for notice of appeal against heartily concur. We contended at the time that the

a winding-up order by sec . 121 of the Companies' | Friendly Societies Act was one in which accountants

Act, 1862, and from an appeal against a were especially interested , and we are glad to see the

decision of the Chief Judge, or a judge of the Institute taking under their charge the proper framing

County Court under rule 143 of the Bankruptcy Rules and carrying into effect of the various rules and orders

1870. Appeals from the Connty Courts are to be under the Act. The rate of accountants' charges has

heard by divisional courts, consisting of such judges of attracted a good deal of attention , and we are glad to

the High Court as may be chosen to serve on them . see that the Council will consider it. Weare not very

sanguine of a result being attained which will suit
There are two other provisions which bear upon the

alike employer and employed, but discussion and con
question of bankruptcy. One assimilates the winding

sideration cannot fail to do some good. But while we
up of insolvent estates in an administration suit to the

admit that the Institute cannot, strictly speaking, be
practice at present obtaining in bankruptcy ; and the

called upon to fight the battles of any but its own
other provides that no suit shall abate by bankruptcy

members, we are sorry to see that an attempt was made
of any of the parties, but that the trustee may, upon an

to gloss over the utterly unjustifiable language which
ex-parte application, be placed upon the record instead

Mr. Justice Quain used at Bristol. It may be that the
of the debtor. It must be noticed also that claims by

members of the Institute meet with courteous treatment
a trustee in bankruptcy, as such , shall not, unless by

at the hands of Her Majesty 's judges. Certainly ,
leave of the Court or a Judge, be joined with any claim

Mr. Clarke did not; and we doubt very
by him in any other capacity. In this respect a trustee

much if the judge took into consideration
differs from other individuals, who hold a representative

the fact that he was not a member of the
as well as a personal character . It will be observed

Institute , or would have spoken any differently if
that nothing is said as to claims against a trustee. As

he had been. The unanimous opinion of our many
the Act provides that, subject to the rules, the plaintiff

correspondents was, that Mr. Clarke did what any

may unite in the same action several causes of action ,
accountant of position would have done, and the

it follows that a trustee may be sued, but must not sue
Judge's language was resented as a slur on the whole

in both capacities.
body of accountants. We wish we could see a more

Another alteration is made in the rule as to un - cordial union of the profession in this and in other

claimed dividends. Section 116 of the Bankruptcy matters.

Act, 1869, provides that dividends under any bank

ruptcy which remain unclaimed for five years shall

then be deemed to be vested in the Crown, and dis WINDING -UP. - A petition to wind-up Gostling and Company ,

posed of by the Commissioners of the Treasury, with Limited, has been presented to the Court of Chancery.

power to the Lord Chancellor to direct that their
THE LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT. - A correspondentwrites :

amount shall be repaid to any applicant. This power - “ May I ask you to allow me to supplement the note which

is given to the various Bankruptcy Courts , any of you have already inserted on this subject, by calling attention

which may order payment of such moneys in like to the great inconvenience and loss of time which will be

manner as it might have done if the same had not, by caused to the legal profession and mercantile community of

reason of the expiration of five years, become vested
the City by having allthe officials of this Court at Lincoln 's.

inn ? Up to the present timemany applications could be

in the Crown in pursuance of the said section. This made and all affidavits sworn in Basinghall-street, and, as no

seems a very decided improvement, and substitutes a step of importance in bankruptcy or liquidation can be taken

simple and adequate method of procedure for the cum without application to the Court at some stage of the pro

brous formula of a petition to the Lord Chancellor.
ceedings, and as every proof of debt hasto be sworn , it is not

Altogether, those interested in bankruptcy proceedings
too much to ask that some office shall be retained in the City

where mere formal applications can be made and affidavits

may congratulate themselves on the very trifling sworn , to save the necessity for frequent journeys to Lincoln 's .

amount of fresh knowledge which they are called upon inn on mere matters of routine, and for running about the

to acquire. City to find a Commissioner to administer oaths.”
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Correspondence.
act as receiver in the interim . Immediately upon his

appointment, the trustee should send the statutory notice

To the Editor of the Accountant.
thereof to the Gazette and local paper, and to each

creditor appearing on the statement of affairs, whether

SIR,— I enclose you the circular ofa firm of “ Accountants
| secured or unsecured, preferential or otherwise, and causeand Auditors," which was sent to a firm of which my

father is the head . I need hardly say that in the event of an affidavit of the postage of such notice to be duly filed .

his firm requiring the services of “ Accountants and He should thereupon proceed to realise the estate, con

Auditors," he would hardly instruct the senders of a sulting the committee of inspection (if one exist) upon all
touting circular who are entire strangers to him . These

“ Accountants and Auditors ” state that they " continue
important points in connection therewith , and also proceed

to translate books, pamphlets, articles for the press, legal, to investigate the proofs of debt and claimswhich may
nautical, and patent documents , and commercial corre be tendered . In the event of the information contained

spondence, from any language into English , and viceversa." in the statement of affairs being of too meagre a charac

They also state that they contract for correspondence by
ter to enable him to effect the recovery of alleged assets

the year, and affect reasonable charges. Moreover, by
or the settlement of alleged claims, he should submit theway of postscript, they appear to give their “ personal and

most thorough attention to accountancy in all its branches position of matters to the committee of inspection , and

at reasonable charges, arrange partnerships, and have take their directions as to the examination of the debtor,
numerous clients with large amounts of capital, seeking

or the calling upon him for further accounts or particulars
partnerships in concerns bearing strictest investigation .”

- that is, of course , supposing that the debtor's book
I would suggest that, as an evidence of their skill as keeping has been of such a nature as not to afford the

translators in any language, they send you some specimen

translations of a leading article of the Times into the
requisite data. Wehave noticed that in cases where the

Bengalese, Kamskatchan ,Malay, and Hottentot language. discharge of the debtor is left to the discretion of the

That will keep them out of mischief for the present. trustee and committee of inspection , the debtor, as a rule,

I think, if these gentlemen claim to have any pretensions is far more ready to furnish information than where he

to respectability as professional men , they might confine depends upon a general meeting of creditors for his liberty.
their red and black circular attention to the clients As soon as the trustee sees a prospect of declaring a

whom they may be blessed with .
dividend, he should issue a notice of intended dividend,

Yours truly , giving a margin of, say a month , for claims to be sent in.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT. On proceeding to declare an interim dividend after duly

settling the list, it will be necessary for him to reserve for

those creditors who have not proved, but he should alsobe

BANKRUPTCY LAWS, No. 11. careful to ascertain before declaring a dividend what

amount it will be necessary to reserve for untaxed costs.

Having shown in Article No. 10 , which appeared in our While the fact of the trustee being directed by a com

issue of the 9th ult., that the word trustee as applied to mittee of inspection does not in any way relieve him from

composition is a misnomer, wenow come to his personal legal responsibilities, it does to a certain

TRUSTEE UNDER LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT. extent diminish the moral ones, inasmuch as, in the

The routine leading up to the first meeting of creditors majority of estates , questions arise in which considerable

having been duly gone through, the creditors at the discretion is necessary. In the first place, the committee

statutory meeting, or any adjournment thereof, having of inspection having been chosen from among the

decided to liquidate by arrangementand not in bankruptcy , creditors, or their direct representatives, they are more

thereupon proceed to elect one or more trustees, with or conversant than the trustee with the ins and outs of their

without a committee of inspection. In liquidation, we are trade, and are frequently better acquainted with

strongly in favour of the trustee being directed by the particular transactions to which the trustee may

committee of inspection. The duties of a trustee under have to give his attention ; and we would recommend the

liquidation commence as from the date of the registration trustee to leave the terms of his remuneration to the com

of the resolutions. This registration sometimes mittee of inspection, rather than to the general body of

involves a delay of many weeks. Should the trustee creditors. Creditors as a rule look only to the result,being

have been previously appointed receiver, no difficulty will unacquainted with the details of the administration

arise , for he will naturally continue his duties until he leading to that result ; whereas the committee of inspection,

obtains the certificate necessary to enable him to act as having the opportunity of going more fully into matters

trustee ; but should another person have held the appoint with the trustce, are better competent to appreciate the

ment of receiver , it is desirable either to continue him by nature and extent of his services , and the duties which it

resolution at the first meeting until the appointment of is desirable he should perform . Were our laws based upon

trustee, or to nominate the individual chosen as trustee to a proper foundation, a trustee 's duties should, in the
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majority of instances, be of a very simple character, THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

namely the settlement of claims, and the realisation and

distribution of assets. Owing, however, to the laxity of

The Half-yearly General Meeting of the Institute of

Accountants was held , in accordance with the rules, on

the present laws, and the facilities offered to fraud, it is

difficult for a trustee, at the outset of a case which is new

Wednesday, the 27th of October, at the City Terminus

to him , to form even an approximate estimate of the duties
Hotel, Cannon Street, at half-past three o'clock ; Mr. F .

Whinney in the chair .
which will devolve upon him . The requisite labours may

prove to be merely mechanical ; or they may involve
The formal business of the meeting having been

tedious and expensive investigations, litigation, or
transacted, it was moved by Mr. Lovelock , seconded by

Mr. Pannell, and unanimously resolved :
negotiations requiring considerable diplomacy and tact.

That the Council be requested to
For this reason, experience proves that it is difficult to draw

consider the

propriety of making some communication to the
a hard and fast line , or fix a standard scale of percentage Government with reference to the rules and orders to be
or commission on the results attained. This factwasmost framed under the Friendl Societies Act of last Session .

torcibly illustrated in the report issued by the committee
Itwas moved by Mr. Pannell, seconded by Mr. Tibbetts ,

appointed to consider the practicability of arriving at a
and unanimously resolved :

fixed standard for charges. In sometrades (as, for example ,
That the Council be requested to consider and report

to the Institute, as to the advisability of fixing &
the drapery trade) the majority of cases are very simple ; minimum rate of charge for ordinary accountancy work ,
whereas, in many other trades , there are no two cases and their opinion as to what such minimum rate of

exactly alike. One case is wound-up and disposed of
charge should be.

quickly, involving little trouble or expense. In the next
It was moved by Mr. James Cooper, seconded by

case the realisation of the few assets involves costly
Mr. Tibbetts, and resolved :

litigation and heavy loss of time, and more particularly in
That the Council be requested to fix a day upon which

the membersmay have the opportunity of dining together ,
matters where the liabilities are largeand the assets small ; and to make all necessary arrangements in relation to
or perhaps even the nominal cost of getting in such assets the matter ; and that each member be entitled to

may, and sometimes does, exceed the amount eventually
introduce a friend .

recovered. It is not an unusual thing now - a -days for
Reference was made to certain observations of Mr.

proofs of a very suspicious character to be tendered ,
Justice Quain , and it appeared that the Council had not

which proofs, unless upset, swamp the bonâ-fide trade
thought it necessary to interfere in the matter, on the

creditors,and enable the debtor, against all the principles
grounds, firstly, that the person against whom those

of equity , to carry out the terms which he thinks fit to
remarkswere immediately directed was not a member of

dictate. In one case which came under our notice , in
the Institute of Accountants, and secondly , that the more

which there was not the slightest pretence of fraud, a
general language used by the learned Judge could not be

proof was tendered for an amount representing nearly the
considered as directed against the members of the

whole of the other indebtedness. This proof being con

Institute , regard being had to the fact that members of

tested under the directions of the committee of inspection,

the profession are in the habit of meeting with most

involved a litigation which extended over nearly eighteen
courteous treatment at the hands of Her Majesty's

months, and it was eventually expunged, but the cost of
Judges.

expunging the same ate up the difference of dividend to
After some further discussion on minor topics, the

the remaining creditors. The principle which was involved
thanks of the meeting were given to Mr. Whinney (on

in that case was of sufficient importance to determine the
the motion of Mr. C . F . Kemp) for his able conduct in the

creditors to make the sacrifice , and those who had taken
chair, and it was adjourned until April next.

the trouble to inquire into the circumstances, considered

themselves well repaid by the result obtained ; but one or BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE . — The following is the official

two creditors , who had not taken that trouble, looked only return of the checks and bills cleared in the Bankers' Clearing

at the dividend they were to receive, and it required some house for the week ending Wednesday, November 3 :

patience to bring them to an exact appreciation of the
Thursday, October 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . £11, 986 ,000

facts. Trustees are unfortunately considered a fair butt Friday, October 29 . . . . . . . . . . 43,969,000

for attack , and it is ofttimes difficult for them to give Saturday , October 30 . . . .. . . . 20 ,087,000

satisfaction to all. Wehold , however,that it is perfectly Monday, November 1 .. . .. . . . . . 14,139, 000

possible so to frame our laws or even adapt the present Tuesday, November 2 21,175 ,000

Act (by putting a stop to existing facilities for fraud ), as Wednesday, November 3 . . . . . . . . . . 17,837,000

to enable creditors and trustees to establish one principle

of remuneration to govern all cases : and we shall proceed
£129,193, 000

in a future article to make a few suggestions tending The total at the corresponding period of last year which

towards that end ,
H . B . [London . ) | also comprised a Stock Exchange settlement, was £134,461,000.
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . ! elected to convert the demand upon their policies into a mere

money claim for the surrender value to which they were en .

COURT OF APPEAL, LINCOLN'S- INN .
titled under the terms endorsed upon their policies; and,

consequently , that no case arose for obtaining the opinion of

the Vice-Chancellor as to the propriety of issuing the fiat,

November 3.
The Lord Chancellor said it was quite clear that there was not
that accurate or full statement on the face of the petition

(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR , Lord Justice James, and Lord which would at once have shown that the requirements of
Justice MELLISH .) section 21 had been complied with . He therefore thought

IN RE THE BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATION, that the answer or fiat to this petition given by the officer to
LIMITED. -- Mr. Glasse , Q . C ., and Mr. F . C . J. Millar moved on whom that duty was intrusted ought to be struck out or
behalf of the corporation that the fiat obtained from the Lord vacated . What, then , ought now to be done with this
Chancellor's secretary to & petition for winding-up this | petition ? The proper course would be to send the petition to
corporation mightbe vacated , and instead thereof that the the Vice -Chancellor, Sir R . Malins, and request him to treat it
petition be referred to Vice-Chancellor Malins in Chambers to as a petition addressed to the High Court of Justice and
inquire whether a primâ facie case within the meaning of marked for his division . The Vice-Chancellor would then
section 21 of the Life Assurance Companies Act , 1870, was es. consider whether the provisions of section 21 applied , and if
tablished, and to consider the security to be given pursuant to applicable , whether they had been complied with . Ther
the samesection . The question turned upon the provisions of Lordships would also request the Vice-Chancellor to deal with
the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870, which it may be ob the question of the costs of this application .
served was passed at a time when the notorious European IN RE THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY — THE ANGLO
Assurance Society, though persistently attackedby winding -up AUSTRALIAN , & c . , ASSURANCE COMPANY - HARMAN'S CASE AND
petitions, had succeeded (for the time) in resisting a winding PRATT'S CASE .-- These cases , which , together with several
up order. By section 21 it is provided that the courtmay others, have been specially appointed to be heard before the
order the winding-up of any company under the Companies Court of Appeal upon special cases submitted by Mr. J.S.
Act, 1862, on the application of policyholders or shareholders, Reilly, the arbitrator in this liquidation , for the opinion of the
upon it being proved to the satisfaction of the court that the Court, under the provisions of the European Assurance
company is insolvent, taking into account its contingent or Society Arbitration Act, 1875 , were this day argued . The
prospective liability under policies and annuity and other cases of Harman and Pratt, which were substantially identical,
existing contracts ; “ but the court shall not give a hearing to arose as follows : - The Anglo -Australian Company was insti.
the petition until security for costs for such amount as the tuted in 1853, and incorporated under the 7th and 8th Vick ,
judge shall think reasonable shall be given, and until a primâ c . 110 . By clause 17 of the deed of settlement, as subse
facie case shall also be established to the satisfaction of the quently duly altered in 1858 by two extraordinary
judge.” The petitioners were holders of policies for £1,000, general meetings of shareholders and policy-holders, it was
both effected with the office in July, 1872. By the terms of provided that the company should have full power to resolve,
the policy it was provided that the holders could surrender the by a majority consisting of at least two-thirds in value of the
policy with the last renewal receipt at any time after the shareholders present (either personally or by proxy), also of
expiration of the first year, and either receive or make two -thirds in value of the policyholders of the company
payable to order, at three days ' notice, the cash value of the personally present at such meeting to make bye-laws,repeal,
stipulated amount of Government Stock withdrawable without alter, or vary any of the clauses contained in the deed ,or any
any deduction for expenses, or they conld have the amount of rules and regulations of the company, and to do other acts,
Government Stock transferred to their own names , or to the including the purchase of the business of any other company,
name of any person designated by them , or they could have a whether by amalgamation or otherwise, or upon the
new policy for the sum which that amountwould insure, what- sale of its own business or upon the amalgamation of
ever might be the state of their health at the time. On the the company with any other company ; and that
23rd of September, 1875 , the petitioners left at the office of such resolution should , if duly confirmed , be binding ou
the company their policies, each of which was accompanied by the company. By the constitution of the company all policy
a letter, mutatis mutandis , identical in terms: - " Herewith I | holders were entitled to vote at meetings of the company. b
beg to hand you my policy of insurance and last receipt, and 1856 Harman and Pratt effected policies on their lives with the
shall be obliged by your letting me have the full amount due Anglo -Australian Company. In 1858 it was resolved by two el:
as a loan standing to my credit , on Saturday next, being three | traordinary meetings of shareholders and policyholders, ans
days' notice, as required by you .” The application was not convened, that the Anglo - Australian should be amalgamaki
complied with , and in the course of last month a petition was | with the British Provident Society, which had power under 10
presented for winding up the company, stating the application deed of settlement to amalgamate with other companies. This
for the surrender value of these policies, the neglect of the | amalgamation was effected by a deed of the 1st of June,1838,
company to pay such ralue, although the policies had been | whereby the business, property , and liabilities of the Anglo
surrendered , and the consequent inability to pay its debts and Australian were absolutely transferred to and undertaken
insolvency of the company as grounds for the winding-up the British Provident Society . It was also provided that the
orders. On the 21st of October the Lord Chancellor's prin policyholders of the company should be under no necessity to
cipal secretary made the usual endorsement or fiat for the establish their claims against the society , or to have endorse
hearing of the petition . In support of the present applica ments on their policies or new policies unless they should re
tion to vacate the fiat, it was contended by Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., quire the same, in which case they might choose in wbus
and Mr. F . C . J . Millar that, having regard to section 21, and manner the society should assume liability on their policies.
a decision of the late Lord Chancellor upon that section , In July, 1858, Harman applied to the British Provide18
the proper course before granting the fiat was to remit the Society, and received from it a guarantee policy,
petition to the Vice -Chancellor before whom it was set down, executed by three directors, and stamped with
to ascertain if a prima - facie case had been made out. In the the common seal of the society. In March , 1859, le
present case the allegation of the petition that the corporation business and liabilities and name of the British Providen.
had refused to comply with the petitioners ' application to pay were transferred to the British Nation , and in March , 1801,
them the surrender value of their policies was not correct, in the British Provident was, on the petition of a shareholder,
asmuch as the letters now produced showed that theapplication ordered to be wound -up in Chancery. In 1865 the British
was simply for a loan upon deposit of the policies in question . 1 Nation transferred its business and liabilities to the European
Mr. C . H . Turner, for the petitioners , submitted that they had | Assurance Society , which was ordered to be wound.
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January, 1872. Harman and Pratt duly paid the premiums being the requisite majority , he was bound by the resolution
on their policies to the Anglo -Australian , the British Pro of the majority. This agreement for amalgamation was duly
vident, and the European Society successively, and received ratified and confirmed by a deed of the 1st of June, 1858 .
their respective receipts. Under the European Arbitration His Lordship, after stating the provisions of this deed , said
they claimed to be entitled to prove for the value of their that Harman was a party to the agreement thereby entered
policies concurrently against the Anglo - Australian Com . into , his policy being included in the schedule to the deed .
pany (which had never been ordered to be wound-up ) and Interpreting, therefore , the deed and the schedule together, it
the several transferee companies until all claims in re came to this — that there was an agreement by which Harman
spect of their policies had been satisfied. The case came was bound , and the effect of which was that his policy was
in the first instance in June, 1873, before the late transferred to , and was to be undertaken by, the British
Lord Westbury , the first of the arbitrators appointed Provident Society , who thereby assumed liability in respect of
in this unfortunate liquidation . His Lordship gave it , without any necessity for the policy to be endorsed or a
judgment in favour of Messrs. Harman and Pratt to the new policy granted , though that might be done if the policy
fall extent asserted by them , holding that there had been holder required it. The burden which lay upon the shoulders
no “ novation ” between these gentlemen and either the of the Anglo -Australian was thus shifted from them and
British Provident or the British Nation , but that they re- taken off and placed solely upon the British Provident, and in
mained creditors of the Anglo -Australian , with the addi. this arrangement Harman was a concurring party. That was
tional guarantee of their policies by the British Provident the whole case. It would have been absurd to suppose that
and British Nation , and were entitled to prove concur. these shareholders were to be transferred and placed under
rently for the value of their policies against the Anglo liabilities to the British Provident, and that they were at the
Australian and each ofthe three companies between which and same time to remain liable to the Anglo -Australian , or that
the Anglo -Australian successive amalgamations had been made. the Anglo -Australian was to continue for the benefit of the
Upon the death of Lord Westbury in July , 1873, Lord Romilly British Provident. The arrangement being thus complete, it

was appointed arbitrator, and, taking a different view on the appeared that at a later period Harman made some communi
question of novation from his illustrious predecessor, directed cation to the British Provident, and that in reply they
the " novation " cases , including Harman 's and Pratt's cases, forwarded to him a deed guaranteeing his policy. But this
to be set down again before him . On the 28th of October, was evidently done in a thoughtless manner, and being a thing

1874 , Lord Romilly stated that, looking at Lord Westbury's entirely inter alios acta , could have no effect upon the Anglo
judgment as if it were his own , and as if subsequent cases had Australian Company, or fix them with liability to Mr. Harman .
induced him to reconsider his view of the case, he was satisfied In his Lordship 's opinion, without using the term “ novation ,”
that he - that is to say, Lord Westbury -- was wrong, and that all the liability of the Anglo -Australian under these policies
he was bound to set the case right according to his own newer held by Messrs. Harman and Pratt ceased and came to an end
lights on the subject. Accordingly , all that Lord Westbury at the execution of the deed of amalgamation on the Ist of
had so carefully decided was summarily reversed , and in this June, 1858 . The costs of all parties would be provided
state of things, before the arbitration could be proceeded with out of such funds as the arbitrator should think fit. The
on this new footing , occurred the death of Lord Romilly . Mr. | Lords Justices concurred .
Reilly having been appointed the new arbitrator, special pro

vision wasmade in the Act of last Session for & rehearing of

these cases, in which there had been a conflict of opinion
between the arbitrators by the Full Court of Appeal. In HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE. - CHANCERY Division.
the case this day decided occurred, as will be seen , the
singular, if not altogether unusual, result of a reversal of November 3 .
Lord Westbury's decision , and an affirmance of Lord

(Before the MASTER of the Rolls.)
adverted to, or at least, not raised to prominence on the IN RE THE PHENIX BESSEMER STEEL COMPANY. - The 10th

former hearings, by the much -vexed question of “ novation," Section of the Judicature Act , 1875 , enacts that, in the

upon which Lords Westbury and Romilly differed, being | winding -up of any company under the Companies Acts, 1862
passed over entirely . Mr. Jackson , Q .C ., and Mr. F . C . J. I and 1867, whose assets may prove to be insufficient for the

Millar appeared for Messrs. Pratt and Harman ; Mr. Higgins, payment of its debts, the same rules shall prevail as to the

Q .C ., and Mr. Romer for the joint official liquidator of the rights of secured creditors as may be in force for the time

European , were not called upon . The Lord Chancellor said being under the law of bankruptcy. In other words, partly
that in this case the Anglo -Australian Company, in which secured creditors of a company that is winding -up are no

Harman and Pratt were insured , was formed under a deed longer entitled to prove for the whole amount that is due to

which , to a certain extent, was peculiar in its provisions, inas . them , but merely for the balance remaining due to them after
much as the policyholders had a voice in the management of realising or valuing their securities. In the present case, the

the affairs of the company, and ranked as shareholders in this question was whether the enactment applied to creditors of a

respect. By the 17th clause of the deed power was given to company the winding-up of which commenced on the 11th of

the Anglo -Australian to deal with other companies by selling June last, before the Act came into operation , there being

their business or by amalgamating, such power to be exercised nothing in the section expressly restricting its application to

with the consent of a majority of two -thirds of the share . windings-up commencing after the coming into operation of

holders and two - thirds of the policyholders at an extraordinary the Act, although , curiously enough , it is provided by the same

general meeting of the company, convened as therein provided . section that the new rule as to the administration
What was done was this : - Extraordinary general meetings of the assets of deceased persons shall only apply to
were held, at which it was resolved to transfer the persons dying after the commencement of the Act.

whole mass of business and liabilities of the Anglo . Mr. Bagshawe, Q . C ., and Mr. F . W . Bush argued the point for

Australian to the British Provident, to make all Anglo the creditors ; Mr. Chitty , Q .C ., and Mr. G . C . Price for the

Australian shareholders British Provident shareholders , and liquidators of the company. The Master of the Rolls said it

to agree that the British Provident should take over all was a general principle of the Legislature in altering the law

the engagements and assets of the Anglo -Australian . The to interfere with existing rights and liabilities as little as

policyholders, therefore, according to the constitution of the possible . The real reason why the law was altered in this
company, had a voice in the arrangement thus made with the respect was, that it was felt to be iinproper that there should

British Provident Society . Either Mr. Harman agreed to what be one way of distributing theassets of a living insolvent, and

was being done or he was in a minority, in which case , there another way of distributing the assets of a dead insolvent;
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and the rule in Equity had now been assimilated to the rule in described as a merchant, carrying on business at Mark -lane .
bankruptcy to meet the wishes of the commercial part of the The balance-sheet shows debts to the amount of £9,260, and

community. In the case of a deceased person 's assets , the assets, £1,014 . Several creditors having proved , the choice of

Legislature had been careful not to disturb ascertained rights , trustee fell upon Mr. H . J . Leslie, who was accordingly ap

for it had enacted that the new rule should only apply to the pointed to the office , with a committee of inspection .

case ofpersons dying after the commencementof the Act, and

his Lordship could see no sufficient ground for deciding that October 30.

the new rule affected the case of creditors of this company

whose rights had been ascertained before the commencement
(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)

of the Act. Hewas of opinion , therefore, that the creditors RE G . D . NEROUTSOS. - The debtor was a merchant in

were entitled to prove for the full amount of their claim , London and Manchester,trading as G . D . Neroutsos and Com .

according to the old rule. pany. The debts were estimated at £25 ,000 , and the assets

depend on consignments from India and elsewhere. Mr.

Robertson Griffiths asked to continue an injunction , which

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
Mr. Salem opposed , on the ground that third parties were

affected by the order. The learned Registrar, after s
lengthened discussion , declined to continue the injunction ,

October 28 . and it was therefore dissolved .

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM.)
RE SNELL, EX PARTE FRIEDHEIM . — This was a motion on the

RE DONALD MUNROE. - The debtor, carrying on business as
part of the debtor to restrain proceedings in the Lambeth

County Court. Mr. Friedheim , the bankrupt, had declined

an oil refiner and blacking manufacturer at the Lansdowne

Chemical Works, Bow, has presented a petition for liquidation ,
to pay a second instalment to a particular creditor, on the

his liabilities amounting to about £10,000 and assets £8,000,
ground that the debt in respect of which the instalmentwas

due had not been proved , as required by Rule 311. Mr.Robert

comprising stock, plant, and book debts . - Upon the applica

tion of Mr. C . E . Jones, his Honour appointed a receiver and
Williams appeared for the debtor, and Mr. R . T . Reid for Mr.

Snell. It was contended by Mr. Reid that default had been

manager under the petition , and granted an interim injunc
tion .

made in the instalment, and that the right reverted to the

creditor to sue on the original debt. Reference wasmade, in

October 29.
support of this view , to the case of Hodge, ex parte Hatton.
Mr. Registrar Brougham , after listening to the arguments of

( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -RICE, sitting as Chief Mr. Williams on behalf of the debtor, granted the injunction

Judge. ) without costs, on the ground that the default in payment of

IN RE KATTENGELL AND CAMPBELL. - EXTENSIVE MERCAN
the second instalmenthad not, as in Hodge' s case, been ofa

TILE FAILURE. — LIABILITIES, £400,000 . — The debtors in this
wilful character.

case carried on their business as merchants at 118 Leadenhall

street, and both of them are at present abroad, but have sent November 2.
over directions to their solicitors to file a petition for liquida (Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief
tion , estimating their debts at £400,000. The assets, it is

stated , will be considerable , but depend to a great extent upon
Judge.)

the recovery of debts abroad . Mr. J. Hollams, jun ., now IN RE G . W . R . Mew . - Mr. Downing mentioned this case

applied to the court to appoint a receiver and mannger to the to the court under the following circumstances : - The debtor,
estate, and in support of the application read an aflidavit from a wine merchant, carried on business in Water- street and
Mr. Langley, who had been left in charge of the business, Tudor- street, Blackfriars, in partnership with J. G . P.

stating that both the partners were abroad , Mr. Kattengell in Brotheridge. He had filed a petition for liquidation wder
Spain , endeavouring to recover a debt of £50 ,000 , and Mr. | which the creditors passed a resolution to liquidate by arrange

Campbell in Central America , where the debtors have debts ment, Brotheridge being no party to the proceedings. The

due to them to the amount of £300 ,000 . The have filed their question arose whether, having regard to the infancy of the

petition by power of attorney to Mr. Langley and Mr. C . Lee partner, it was incumbent upon the debtor to distinguish in

Nicholls , of the firm of Chatteris , Nicholls , and Co ., his statement between the joint and separate debts and assets.

public accountants, in whose hands the books were This the debtor omitted to do , and Mr. Registrar Keene, fol

placed. His Honour granted the application, and ap lowing the decision of the Chief Judge in the case of " Es

pointed Mr. C . Lee Nicholls receiver and manager. Subse parte Cockayne " (" Law Reports," 16 Equity, p . 218), de
quently Mr. Hollamsapplied for leave to amend the description clined to register the resolution. It was now submitted that

in the petition , he having just discovered that the firm had a a new meeting of creditors might properly be called . His

branoh at Manchester, and consequently they were permitted | Honour allowed a new meeting to be convened .
to describe themselves as of London and Manchester. The

creditors' meeting under the liquidation has been postponed
(Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

for three months, to give the partners time to get in the IN RE ALEXANDER THORNE. — The creditors under this

debts. petition for liquidation had passed a resolution accepting &

IN RE WILLIAM ANTHUR. - The bankrupt, who was a non composition of 4s. in the pound, payable by instalments.

trader, resided at Holland-road, Kensington , and had recently The debtor , a builder and contractor, of Cremorne-whari,

filed a petition for liquidation , but the proceedings having | Chelsea , also carried on business at the water-works, baths,

fallen through , he was adjudicated bankrupt on the petition of assembly -rooms, and skating-rink, West wolassembly -rooms, and skating-rink , West Worthing. Against

one of his creditors. His debts amounted to £5 ,607, and his | debts of £33 ,150 , the assets were returned at £13,536. Mr.

assets, including £635 surplus securities, to about £855. On Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. Doria now appeared in support of an

the application of Mr. Hackwood, of the firm of Linklater application to register the resolutions ; Mr. Finlay Knight,

and Co., his Honour appointed Mr. James Waddell, public Mr. Wilkinson , and Mr. E . C . Willis, for creditors , opposed

accountant, receiver to the estate , and granted an interim in the registration. The chief ground of objection was that,

junction restraining a suing creditor,
having regard to the value of the assets , the amountof thecom

(Before Mr. Registrar BROUGIAM.)
position was unfair and unreasonable, and that the resolution

ought not to be binding upon creditors who dissented. 15

IN RE CAMPANA. — This was a first meeting for proof of 1 appeared , however, that the debtor was fully examine

debts and the appointment of a trustee . The bankrupt is at the meeting upon his accounts, and Mr. Registrar a
r Keene

ned
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thought the matter ought not to be re-opened , and overruled

the objections. Registration was accordingly allowed .

of the petition to wind it up had appeared must be repaid to

the Society, even though the persons who received themoneys

had at the time no knowledge whatever of the winding-up

petition . A petition to wind-up the European Society was
presented to the Court of Chancery on the 10th of June, 1871 .

It was served on the Society on the 12th of June, and on the
13th of June itwas advertised in the London Gazette , and on

the 14th of June in The Times and other daily papers. The

petition stood over from time to time, and an order to wind -up

was not made until the following January. During this
interval various payments were made by the Society. One of

these payments was to the solicitor of the Munster Bank of a
sum of money due on a policy, on which the life had dropped

in the previous year. The payment was made on the 3rd July

1871, and the Bank and their solicitors were at that time
unaware of the presentation of the petition . The official

liquidator now applied for an order directing the Bank to re

pay the money to the Society . The Arbitrator, after referring
to the arguments based on the peculiar circumstances of the

case, said , - “ It appears to me that the tendency of such a

November 3 .

(BeforeMr. Registrar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge.)
THE JUDICATURE ACT. - Shortly after the sitting of the court

Mr. E . C . Willis, for a debtor, who had filed a petition for

liquidation by arrangement, asked whether, in the opinion of
the Registrar, the power of the court to grant injunctions in
liquidation cases was interfered with by the 24th Section , 5th
Sub-section , of the Judicature Act , 1873. His Honour said
that the question proposed was rather a wide one. His at

tention had not been specially directed to the subject, but, as

at present advised , he thought the jurisdiction of the Court

under Section 13 to grant injunctions was not affected by the
clause referred to .

IN RE BOWLES BROTHERS AND Co. - The bankrupts were

bankers, carrying on business in London , New York , and

elsewhere . The failure occurred in 1872 , and it appeared that

the firm had been declared bankrupt in three different

countries , and Charles Bowles individually in Geneva . Mr.

Richard Jones, on behalf of the trustee, now applied for the

confirmation of a resolution passed at a meeting of creditors ,

whereby it was resolved in substance that the assets in the

hands of the syndic in France and Geneva , and the trustees in

England and America , be handed over to trustees for the

benefit of creditors, and that the residue of the estate of Mr.

Nathan Appleton be also handed over to them as a security

for payment of the bonds of the bankrupts by annual coupons,

extending over a period of 10 years, until 20s. in the pound be

paid with interest, an instalment of 14 per cent. to be paid

upon the execution of the deed . Mr.George Lewis and Mr.
W . H . Roberts appeared for creditors . His Honour made an
order confirming the scheme, subject to the production of a

deed embodying the terms proposed, and also of the form of
bond intended to be used .

IN RE ALEXANDER, PYRE, AND ALEXANDER. — The debtors are
jewellers , carrying on business in Hatton -garden . They have
filed a petition for liquidation , with debts of £20 ,000 and

assets £27 ,000, consisting of stock in trade, bills of exchange,
leasehold property and cash . Mr. Brough, for the petitioners ,
and with the concurrence of creditors, asked that a receiver
and manager should be appointed , and for an injunction to
restrain actions. His Honour appointed Mr. James T. Snell,

accountant, to act as receiver and manager, and allowed an
interim injunction .

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR HAZLITT.)

IN RE CHARLES BEDELL. - At a first meeting under

an adjudication obtained against the bankrupt, a
wine merchant, carrying on business at 38 Mark .

lane, several proofs were admitted , and Mr. Crosbie , of

the firm of Quilter, Ball and Co., was appointed trustee. The

bankrupt had filed a petition for liquidation , under which a

composition was proposed , but the proceedings fell to the

ground, and an adjudication followed . The liabilities are now

returned at £28 ,022 , with assets £3,238, subject to realisa
tion .

desirableness of a broad rule . The policy of the Legislature

is obvious ; and one who has to administer the Act is bound

to give full effect to that policy. In no case, probably, can

there be more need for the application of the principle of

Section 153 than in the case of a Life Assurance Company,
where such payments as that now in question go to the

destruction of the fund , on the due maintenance and pro

gressive increase whereof depends the capacity of the company

to fulfil in good faith its obligations. Further, if such pay
ments are considered by the directors of a company absolutely
necessary for the preservation of the company's credit, appli

cation may be made to the Court, pending the petition, for
authority to apply the money of the company. I therefore
shall, as at present advised , adopt the rule of treating as void
all payments made after the petition had been advertised in

accordance with the general orders of the Court of Chancery.
This rule appears to me to be reconcilable with the former

decisions in this Arbitration . In the National Bank 's case,

in which the payment was allowed to stand good , it was not

shown or stated that the advertisements had been com

pleted, and for aught that appeared the petition might have

been at the time of payment advertised in the London Gazette

only , and not yet in two daily morning newspapers." The

Arbitrator went on to say that as the liquidators had made no

demand of interest in writing, and the summons did not ask
for interest, he had no power to allow interest before the date

of an order to repay. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr.
Romer appeared for the European Society ; Mr. Marten , Q . C .,

for the Munster Bank .

MAUNDERS' CASE . - ROBERTSON 'S Case. - Here the check wag

delivered to the London bankers acting for the payees, in the
first case on the 15th of June, 1871, and in the second case as
early as the 14th of June, 1871, and the checks were cleared

from the bankers of the European Society on the 19th and

15th respectively. The order now made by the Arbitrator was
the same as in the previous case. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q . C .,

was for the European Society, and Mr. Bush for the re

spondents .

GOODALL AND LONGFIELD 'S CASE . -- Here the respondents

were trustees, and after receiving the money from the Euro

pean Society had handed it over to their beneficiary. The

Arbitrator said he could not deal with thatmatter now . Any

representation made by them through the liquidators would
receive attention . The same order must be made as in the

preceding cases. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Romer

were for the European Society ; and Mr. Bush for the re

spondent.

HINGSTON AND SERCOWBE 'S CASE . - This was a similar case,

and the Arbitrator said , - " There is nothing in the Life
Assurance Companies' Act, 1870 (Cave's Act) , to interferewith

the effect of Sections 84 and 153 of the Companies ' Act of

1862, fixing the commencement of the winding -up at the date

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION .

October 28 .

(Before Mr. F . S . REILLY.)

DAILEY 'S CASE . - To-day this case, which relates to the lia .

bility of a bankrupt shareholder , after a prolonged argument,

was concluded . The Arbitrator said he would consider the case.

Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Romer appeared for the
official liquidator ; Mr. Robinson , Q . C ., and Mr. Lawrence for
Mr. Dailey .

On Tuesday, judgment was given in some important cases.
MUNSTER BANK 'S CASE . - It was here established that all

moneys paid by the European Society after the advertisements
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of the presentation of the petition , and making void , unless empowered by the Act to accept the guarantee of the Society.

the Court otherwise orders, all transactions of the company The Arbitrator gave judgment in favour of the railway com .

after the commencement of the winding -up . It was also pany's claim . Mr. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer were

urged that the presumption, both legal and moral, is in favour for the official liquidator ; Mr. Medd for the Great Western

of the upholding of a payment made in good faith in the Company.

ordinary course of business. But I think , in the first place,

Section 153 turns at least the legal presumption the other

way ; and, secondly , that if all the circumstances were gone November 1.
into, it would almost certainly appear that these payments INDIA AND LONDON . - CARGILL AND STUART'S CASE. - Mr.
were notmade purely in good faith for the purpose of carrying Montague Cookson , Q . C ., applied on behalf of Mr. Adam

on the business of the company in its ordinary course. The Stewart Stuart, formerly of the Admiralty , to have his name

order, therefore, will be as in the Munster Bank's case ." Mr. removed from the list of contributories of the India and

Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Romer were for the European London Life Assurance Company, on the ground that his name

Society ; Mr. Jackson , Q . C., and Mr. B . Eyre for the re was placed in the list of members against his will ; that there

spondents. had been no privacy of contract between him and Cargill or
WADE AND FORSHAW 'S CASE . — NATIONAL BANK 'S CASE , any past shareholder of the Society in respect to these shares ;

No 2 . - Smith 's Case.. - These were cases of a similar kind , that he had never done any act whereby any acquiescence in
and the same order was made. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., Mr. his name remaining on the register of shareholders could be
Romer, Mr. Renshaw , Dr. Thompson , and Mr. Willis Bund implied in any reasonable sense, and that he was entitled ,
were the counsel engaged . therefore, to have his name removed . In 1855 Mr. Stuart

Taylor's CASE. -- This had reference to the liability of the was asked by the then secretary and manager of the

estate of a man who had married the owner of some shares in society to becomeauditor. This he consented to do on the

a company. In 1862 Ann Bowden was married to Charles terms of being under no liability to the society, and being

Taylor. At that time she held 200 shares in the European obliged to take no shares therein . In 1860 the business of

Assurance Society, which was constituted by a deed of settle tbe India and London was transferred to the European

ment,dated in 1854, and was registered under the Act of 1844 , Society , whereupon Mr. Stuart's connection as auditor ceased ,

and subsequently under the Companies' Act of 1862. No when he considered he had entirely washed his hands of the

settlementwas made on the marriage ,and she had no separate India and London , and was not aware that the society had

estate . In 1864 the husband died. In 1872 the European taken upon themselves to open in their register an entry under

Society was ordered to be wound-up, and Mrs. Taylor was the head of “ Adam Stewart Stuart." In January , 1873,

settled on the list of contributories. The present application | however, he received notice of a call in respect of 50 shares,

was to amend the register hy inserting therein the names of whereas he was unaware of there being any ostensible tie

the husband's executors. The Arbitrator thought the question between himself and the India and London . On receipt of

was settled by Sections 196 and 78 of the Companies Act of the call-notice he at once wrote repudiating the suggestion that
1862, from which it would appear that a man marrying a he ever held any shares in the India and London . He also

woman who is a shareholder is liable to bemade a contribu wrote a full statement to the liquidators, from which is

tory during the marriage , but no longer. Thus the husband 's appeared that one of the officials of the India and London bed

estate would not here be placed under any liability by the Act. taken upon himself to carry through , as far as he could , being

With regard to the receipts for dividends having been twice unauthorised, the transfer of Mr. Cargill's shares to Mr. Stuart ,

signed by the husband and wife, that circumstance was and that somebody, not Mr. Stuart , had purported to psy to

insufficient in itself to make the husband liable to be treated Mr. Cargill a sum of money as the consideration for the

as a shareholder in his own right. So also the acceptance by transfer of the shares. Moreover, no dividend was ever re

the executors of the half-yearly dividend which last accrued ceived by Mr. Stuart , but probably Mr. Irving, in his capacity

due before the testator ' s death was insufficient to make the as secretary and manager, did receive the dividends, out of

testator's estate liable. Thus the application of the liquidator which , it was suggested , he paid Mr. Cargill a consideration for

must be refused, with costs. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and the transfer. It was also suggested that the transfer

Mr. Romer appeared for the official liquidator, and Mr. Ilbert was kept unexecuted by the transferee, and, un.

for the respondent. fortunately for Mr. Stuart, Mr. Irving died last year.

LAKE's Case. — Mr. Lake was the general manager of the His testimony would have been of great moment to Mr.

British Nation Fire Insurance Company, which in 1865 trans. Stuart. He (the speaker) urged now , as a reason for striking

ferred its business to the European Society . Mr. Lake then the name off, that Mr. Cargill ought to be proceeded against

becamegeneralmanageroftheEuropean Society. Subsequently first , and in the event of his name not being restored to the

he was adjudicated a bankrupt, and the trustees in bankruptcy register, that then proceedings mightbe commenced against

now claimed that his estate was entitled to the sum of £350 Mr. Stuart. After the case had proceeded so far, Mr. komer,

from the British Nation for certain services alleged to have for the liquidators, applied to have the present application

been rendered by him to that company between 1865 and 1872. adjourned , in order that both the summonses against Messrs.

The Arbitrator refused the claim , with costs. Mr. Napier Cargill and Stuart should be heard together , on the ground

Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer were for the British Nation that it would be inconvenient for them to be heard separately ,

Company, and Mr. Warmington for the trustees in bank For the ends of justice, he urged that postponement was

ruptcy .
essential, Mr. Stuart's name having been found on the register

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY'S CASE . - In this case, which was for the shares the original owner of which was Mr. Cargill,

heard yesterday, the Great Western Railway Company had Mr. Montague Cookson contended that it would not be right

effected with the European Society several policies, insuring to his client, Mr. Stuart, to have the case adjourned. He

the fidelity of certain of their employés . Seven of these might die in the interval, and thematter would then have to

servants committed breaches of fidelity, and the railway be contested by his executors. Besides, he had a complete

company suffered losses to the amount of £153 15s. in conse answer to make, and it would be keeping him in suspense

quence . The company now claimed to be entitled to be paid perhaps for months, as Mr. Cargill was abroad , and it would

this sum out of the European Society's Reserved Fund . The take a long time to communicate with him . He askel,

official liquidator, on the other hand, contended that the consequently, for a peremptory order for the removal of the

claim must be against the general assets only. The question name. Messrs. Lawrance , Plews, and Boyer, for Mr. Cargill,

turned upon the interpretation of the Society's Act of Parlia said they could not possibly be ready to go on with his case

ment, the chief doubt being whether the railway company | for two months, and , after further discussion , his Honour sau

could with propriety be included among the different bodies | he thoughtMr. Stuart could not possibly be damnified to me
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serious extent by the adjournment. As the liquidators declared

it was absolutely necessary in the interests of the arbitration

that the two casesshould be heard together, there was left no

alternative but to comply with the application of the counsel

for the liquidators, and adjourn the case. The case was then

postponed till the 22nd of December.

AUDITING .

two should be represented by the balances owing. Now , I

would suggest that in the case of a private firm , all the

debtors should be furnished with a statement of their in

debtedness as shown by the books, and requested to verify

or otherwise the same ; and in the case where collectors are

employed , as in corporate or public bodies, inspectors should

at certain periods either acccompany them or go independently

and check off what amounts are unaccounted for. These

reports being submitted to an auditor, would render him

wholly independent of the fair copied books, and I believe

effectually remedy this great evil.

“ It is time that audits ceased to be matters of routine, and
that they becamewhat the outside world understand them to
bo - thorough investigations. Honestmen will not shrink at
any thing that proves them to be worthy of trust .

" I hope, Sir , you will excuse my addressing you, but the

interest I have long taken in this subject must be my apology.

“ Your obedientservant,

“ JOHN LOWE.”

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

A . AHLBORN. - A meeting of the creditors of Augustus

Ahlborn , of Regent-street, was held on Monday, at which
some singular disclosures were made. According to the state
ment of affairs presented at the meeting the debts were

£203,836 , and the assets £95 ,817 , but this large deficiency
does not represent the real state of affairs. It appears that

Ahlborn systematically kept two sets of books — one correct ,
and the other intended to deceive those who trusted him .
In this latter set book debts figure to no less an amount than
£268,000 , all of which are false. .

The following letter recently appeared in a daily
contemporary. We give insertion to Mr. Lowe's com

munication , although his conclusions apply to honorary

and ornamental auditing, rather than to the work of a

paid accountant :

“ Arthur- street, Rochdale , Oct. 31.

“ Sir , - It must have been a matter of painful surprise and

astonishment to the outside public that so many great frauds

on the public elude detection . Day after day we are accus

tomed to find in our morning paper the account of some

serious defalcation on the part of some officer of trust who

has been successfully deluding his employers for a number of

years, and whose discovery is generally mainly attributable to

the chapter of accidents. It is not only in the affairs of

private firms that these practices obtain success, but equally

in the accounts of public bodies, corporate or otherwise , who

employ disinterested persons periodically to audit and certify

the same to be found correct. An effort to supply some

remedy that would prevent this anomaly, and nip in ihe bud
these gigantic frauds which so frequently startle us,'is a simple

duty.

“ It must be admitted that there must be a serious defect in

the system of auditing as at present generally exercised , else

it were a total impossibility that these evils should obtain .

I am inclined to think , indeed I know , that the majority of
' gentlemen who discharge the duties of auditor content them .

selves with the examination of the balance -sheet as prepared
by the secretary or book -keeper who submits it for their

perusal. This examination consists - firstly , of a simple com
paring of the balances shown in the balance-sheet

with the balances as they appear in the ledgers ;
secondly , the comparing of the vouchers with the payments

as entered in the cash -book ; and lastly , a general checking of

the various additions in the different books. This completed ,
the auditor signs his name to the balance-sheet, and his

work is ended . No means are adopted by him to ascertain if

every thing is in the books that ought to be there ; that point
'he considers to be out of his province.

“ I would ask, then , if this set form of procedure is all the

public or the auditor 's employers have a right to expect ?

Take, for instance, the affairs of a private firm who employ an
auditor. The books are put through the process as described
above,but there are probably somehundred or two of accounts

represented as debtors to the firm , but which are never applied
to by the auditor to ascertain if their debit balances as shown

by the ledger are correct or not. If any of these have paid

money which has not been passed to their credit , but which

has been appropriated by the dishonest servant, no means are

adopted whereby this wide door to fraud can be early and

promptly closed . Again , take an instance of a Corporation ,

where a rate of so much in the pound is laid upon à certain

assessed value. The balances as shown to be owing by the

books are invariably assumed to be correct without any further
inquiry, and so fraud may go on from year to year, duly

audited and found correct. In the latter case, it may be argued

that it is an impossibility to frame a check , as the number of

debtors are so numerous. I am not of that opinion . The

amount of the rate to be realised is known . The amount

actually paid is easily traceable. The difference between the

FAILURES.

ENGLAND, — The failure is announced of Vessrs. Duca

Paleologo and Sons, Greek merchants, of Liverpool, Alexandria

and Cairo, whose liabilities are estimated at about £100 ,000 ,

with large assets . The firm has occupied a respectable position ,

and its capital was originally understood to be $ 75,000 .

AMERICA. - American advices announce the suspension of

Messrs . C . J . Ketchum and Co., Mr. C . B . Camp, and Messrs .

Dufair and Elbert, on the Cotton Exchange, New York . Messrs.

Moseley , Hodgman , and Co., iron dealers , Boston , had failed ,
with liabilities of £20 ,000 . The creditors of Messrs. C . and

M . Cox , wholesale boot and shoe makers, Boston , had met.

The statement submitted showed liabilities of £47,000. A
composition of 40 or 50 cents on the dollar, it was thought,

would be paid . Mr. George Weymouth , cotton broker,

Boston , failed . The liabilities of Congdon and Son , lumber
dealers, South Hadley Falls , Massachusetts , are about £6 ,000 .

Mr. Morris Selegman , of the New York Stock Exchange,

suspended . Mr. F . Stanton , merchant, Richfield Springs,

New York , failed ; liabilities £10 ,000. Mr. A . S . Herman ,

dealer in woollens, New York, has made an assignment ;

liabilities £30 ,000 . The liabilities of Messrs. M . G . Hermann

and Co ., woollen merchants, in the same city, and whoso

stoppage we have already reported , are put down at £40,000.
A run had been made on the Home Savings Bank, Boston ,

but all demands were met. The first National Bank of Tiffin ,

Ohio , reported as in difficulties ; the cashier had committed

suicide.
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STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C

DIRECTORS .

" The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS!! PENS ! !
“ They comeas a boon and a blessing tomen ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infiction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls. ld .
Patentees, MAONIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin .

burgh .

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

J . DEFRIES AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
52 178. 6d . to 100 guineas.

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

William Mowburn , Esq.

H . J. Atkinson , Esq .

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C., M . P .

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2 0

Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office .

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit) , forwarded by post, on

the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE , 228 , Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 60., 31s . 60 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Post
age free. An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s., and 52s. 6d . Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE , Post -office ,

Els Piccadilly.

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c. for Varicose
· Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 6 ., 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free.

Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate theInvented especially for sause of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change 10

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest . Prices
for children , 5s . 6d . and 7s, 6d . Adults , ios. 6d ., 158. 6d. ,and 218. each .

Postage free . - John White, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

PPS'S COCOA . - " By a thorough knowledge of the
natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escapemany a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette .

Lock, by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thusmade to adapt item

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of 8
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, ride

· Times, " 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been cffected

by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUF ERS,

76 Cheapside, London, E . C .
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Io consequence of the unfounded attack made on the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway by the Times, and their refusal
to admit a reply to the same, the said reply has been inserted as an advertisement in two hundred London and
Provincial papers. It can also be obtained as a leaflet from all agents of the Co -operative Credit Bank. Special
attention is drawn to this answer ; and in order to give the Public full time to digest it, the Lists will be

kept open until Friday the 12th inst., for London ; and Saturday the 13th inst., for the country .

Issued and strongly Recommended by the Co -operative Credit Bank.

KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY COMPANY

OF MISSOURI, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND BONDS. — Issue of £500,000 sterling = 2 ,500,000 dols., American Gold ,

T being part of £1,000 ,000 sterling, or £5,000 ,000 dols. American Gold , authorised to be issued in accordance with

the Charter and resolutions of the Board of Directors.

Bearing interest at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum payable half-yearly, but yielding at the price of issue 8 per
cent. annually .

Interest and principal payable in London , atthe Co-operative Credit Bank , in sterling, or in New York City ( U . S . A .) at

the office of the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in American Gold , free from all United States or State taxes.

DENOMINATIONS OF BONDS.

Class A , 1,000 dols ., American Gold = £200 0 0 sterling.
Class B , 500 dols ., 100

Class C , 250 dols., 50 00

Class D , 100 dols ., 20 00 ,

Class E , 25 dols .,' 5 00 ,

PRICE OF ISSUE PER BOND.

Class A , 875 dols., American Gold £175 0 0 sterling.

Class B , 437 50-100 dols., , 87 100

Class C , 218 75 - 100 dols ., 43 15 0

Class D , 87 50 -100 dols., 17 10 0

Class E , 21 88- 100 dols ., 4 7 6 1

A BONUS OF 20 PER CENT. IN FULL-PAID ORDINARY SHARES OF THE RAILWAY COMPANY WILL BE ALLOTED TO SUBSCRIBERS AFTER

THE FINAL PAYMENT, ON THE ISSUE OF THE DEFINITIVE BONDS.

TRUSTEES UNDER THE MORTGAGE.

Farmers ' Loan and Trust Company of New York (U . S . A .)
. . . . . . . England .

PRESIDENT.

Samuel H . Melvin , Esq . Springfield, Ill.
VICE - PRESIDENT.

DIRECTORS.

Samuel H . Melvin, Esq., Springfield , Ill.

Howard M . Holden , Esq., President 1st National Bank, Kansas City (Missouri).

William Patterson , Esq., President Keokuk National Bank, Keokuk (Iowa).

William H . Waters, Esq., President and National Bank, St. Louis (Missouri).

John H . Cardell, Esq., Cashier Saline County Bank , Marshall (Missouri) .

Geo. H . Rea, Esq., President Mississippi Valley Transportation Company, St. Louis (Missouri).

John W .Morse, Esq., General Agent, Indianapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company, St. Louis (Missouri ).

General F . A . Jones, formerly United States Army, Macon (Missouri).

A . C . Vandewater, Esq., Pana ( Illinois ).

George P . Laurence , Esq ., Pana ( Illinois ).

Esq., England.
. Esq., England.
. Esq., England.

* To be elected by the Bondholders at a meeting to be called for that purpose after Subscription and Allotment.

SOLICITOR .

Charles Henry Edmands, Esq., 33 Poultry, London, E .C .

ENGINEER - IN -CHIEF .

Oswald Younghusband, Esq., M . Inst. C .E .

BANKERS

The Co-operative Credit Bank, Mansion House Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria-street, London , E .C ., and all its branches
throughout Great Britain and Ireland . [See next page.
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The Co-operative Credit Bank is authorised by the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway Company to receive subscriptions

for £500,000 sterling, in Bonds of various denominations as above, said £500,000 being the first portion of an authorised issue

of £1,000,000 sterling, which is now for the first time offered to the public .

The terms of payment aro

20 per cent. on application. 10 per cent. Feb. 1st, 1876 .

10 per cent. on allotment. 10 per cent,March 1st , 1876 .

. 10 per cent. Dec. 1st, 1875. 10 per cent. April 1st, 1876 .

10 per cent. Jan. 3rd , 1876 . 20 per cent. May 2nd , 1876 .

Subscribers will have the option of prepaying in full under discount at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum , either on

allotment or on any of the dates when an instalment falls due. The failure to pay duly any instalment will subject all previous

payments to forfeiture and cancellation of the allotment.

Scrip certificates will be issued against allotment letters and the Bankers' receipts, and after payment of the final
instalment will be exchanged for the Definitive Bonds in due course .

Special attention is drawn to the fact that a bonus of 20 per cent. of their holdings, in full-paid ordinary shares of the

Keokuk and Kansas City Railway Company, will be alloted to subscribers on the payment of the final instalment and the
issue of the Definitive Bonds. It is calculated that this ordinary share capital wilī, within four years from completion of the

road,be earning a dividend of at least 4 per cent. annually. For subscribers to bonds of a lower denomination than £100, it

hasbeen arranged that inasmuch as the share capital cannot be subdivided, according to the charter, into a lower denomination

than 100 dollars, a new plan shall be carried out to secure for them a similar interest in the 20 per cent. bonus. This arrange

ment is that the balance after allotment, made to the holders of larger bonds, shall be placed in the hands of trustees ; against
which numbered coupon tickets will be issued in proportion to the amount of the lower bonds, as, for instance, one to each

holder of a £5 bond, four to a holder of a £20 bond , and so forth . Within one month after the final payment on such smaller

bonds (i.e. those below £100), a drawing will take place in the presence of a notary public, for such a number of 100 dollar

shares as will represent the proportion of said bonus of 100 dollars shares to $ 100 worth of bonds held in sums under the said

sum of £100 in which one coupon willhave a chance of being drawn for a 100 dollar share.

The Bonds now offered will form a first charge on a main line of road 225 miles in length , extending from Keokuk (Iowa)

to Kansas city (Missouri), the latter terminus being, as is well-known, the great commercial centre of the South -west. There

has been expended already on the property, 1,170,239 dollars , or, in round numbers, £200,000 . On the section or division

between Salisbury and Kansas city (107 miles in length, exclusive of sidings) ; fifteen and a half miles between Glasgow and

Salisbury are already in operation ; and about twenty miles more are so far advanced in respect to the earthworks and bridges

that they can be completed ready for the permanent way at a very moderate outlay.

A special provision of the mortgage is that the railway company bind themselves to use their best endeavours to

procure at the next session of the legislature of Missouri, such additional powers as will confer on the Bondholders the right

to vote at all elections equally with the Shareholders . In themean time it has been agreed that the Bondholders shall have si

once the nomination of three English directors, and thus be guaranteed a direct voice in themanagement. It will be evident

to Bondholders that by securing this voting power the management is practically vested in them , as having in connection with
the stock bonus above mentioned a majority of votes.

An English Trustee will be appointed to guard the interests of the English Bondholders.

No disbursement of the money subscribed will be made either to the Railway Company or the Contractors, except on

the certificate of an engineer appointed by the Bondholders that five consecutive new miles of railway are completed

according to specification , and are in running order for trains, and so from timeto time as every successive five miles of new

railway are completed, the contract being specific , that no payment shall in any case bemade except as and when every fire

miles are completed .

The completed and projected line of the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway has been very carefully examined by Mr

Oswald Younghusband, M . Inst .C . E . His report demonstrates that the proceeds of the Bonds will be amply sufficient for the
completion and full equipment of the division between Salisbury and Kansas City ; that in consequence of its judicious
location it can be worked at a very moderate cost ; and that through opening up a richly settled agricultural and mineral

section of the State of Missouri, the net receipts from the traffic will be amply sufficient, on completion of the road, to pay the
interest on the debentures.

Provision has been made by the Railway Company for depositing with Trustees two years' interest in advance on the

Bonds, so that there may be no possibility of default during the construction of the road. These Trustees are two in number,

and have been appointed conjointly in the interests of the Bank and the Railway Company. Every precaution has been taken

to guard against those abuses , which unfortunately have, in some cases, cast discredit on American railroad investments .

The legal documents connected with the Company can be seen at the office of C . H . Edmands, Esq., Solicitor,
33 Poultry, London, E . C .

Copies of the engineer 's report and of the mortgage or deed of trust, as settled by J . P . Benjamin , Esq., Q . C ., together
with prospectuses and forms of application , can be obtained at the Chief Office of the Co-operative Credit Bank, 11 Queen
Victoria -street, London , E . C ., or at its various branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland .

Subscription Lists will be opened October 30th , at the Co- operative Credit Bank in London , and at its various
branches . These Lists will be closed in London November 12th , and in the country November 13th .
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Applications must be made on the following form , and must in all cases be accompanied by a deposit of 20 per cent.,
which will be returned without deduction should there be no allotment.

$

FORM OF APPLICATION .

(To be retained by the Bank.)

Issue of £500 ,000 — 2,500,000 dols. - part of £1,000,000, or 6 ,000,000 dols., First Mortgage
Sinking Fund Bonds of the

KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.
Redeemable in Thirty Years from October 1st, 1875.

Principal and interest at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum , payable in gold .
In Bonds of A £200 , B £100 , C £50 , D £20 , E £5 .

TO THE DIRECTORS OF THE KEOKUK AND KANSAS CITY RAILWAY COMPANY, LONDON , E . C .
Having paid to your credit with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK the sum of £ , request that

you will allot to , on the conditions of the Prospectus issued by you, dated October 30th 1875, Bonds of the
above-mentioned issue, Class , and hereby agree to accept the same or any smaller number that may be allotted

to , and to pay the additional instalments thereon as they may become due from time to time, and in default of due
payment on any instalment agree that allotment and all previous payments shall be liable to forfeiture.

Name in full
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Signature of Applicant

ADDITION TO BE FILLED UP IF THE APPLICANT DESIRES TO PAY IN FULL.

desire to pay up Subscription in full, discount at the rate of 6 per cent. thereon to be allowed for the
intervening period , Signature .. . . . . . .

RECEIPT .

(To be retained by the Applicant.)

Received of the sum of £ for account of the Keokuk and Kansas City Railway

Company, being the payment of deposit of £20 per cent. per Bond, required on application for an allotment of Bonds,

Class For the Co-operative Credit Bank, . . .. . . . .
£ : : Manager.
N . B . - Similar receipts will be issued to subscribers on the payment of each instalment as it becomes due, said receipts

to be exchanged as soon as possible after the final payment for the definite Bonds.

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Ohancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

or sheds gero. co.

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ENTATE, HOUSE , LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the

" Syndicate" are ; - lst. - The Sale, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Ground of

Rents. Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .

Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses , Restaurants, Coffee Houses , Tobacco

pists, Drapers,and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract .
2nd . - Tbe letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents , Land ,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houxes Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . -- The Collection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valu itions

of Lanj. Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture, Jewellery, and other Effects , for probate and other pur
poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- - The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists,monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations. The “ Syndicate"

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under $ 50 repayable

upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advancesmade thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

LARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor.

Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge-row , Cannon
street, E . C .

R E S T A U R A N T .

13 OXFORD STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham - court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City .

Luncheonsfrom the joints, hotor cold , including vegetables and brcaà, ls. 30
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables , cheese and bread , 2s .
Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 60 . to 10s. 6c .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor,

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
N1 town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent , for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .
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THE

COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington. Vice-President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming. | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda.
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . ham EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry

EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN, EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . TF. TENDRON , London .

JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London . | JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .

HARRY BRETT, London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland . JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester . GEORGEEDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield.
FRANCIS NICHOLLS , London .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a,King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES,Warrignton ,
TREASURER. JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St . Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. — R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER, Hereford .
BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London.

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON .
Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had, upon application to

ALFRED C . HARPER, SECRETARY.
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE :

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION

PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy Deed
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. NOVEMBER 6 , 1873.
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Established 1843 . * VEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, .
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES, RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION.

U preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London . AND AUDITOR,

· 17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .
LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
1 and Important Residential Estates. Nessrs. MARSH . MILNER .
and Co . . Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL.,
SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable WILLIAM EDWARDS , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plansand particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed AND AUDITOR ,
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided, and written

GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD, LONGTON ,terms settled before anycost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon - street, STAFFORDSHIRE .
London, E .c ,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

O ACCOUNTANTS. - A useful Clerk and good
- Penman is open to temporary or a permanent engagement, at a

moderato amount of remuneration . Reference is permitted to Messrs.

Josiah Beddow and Son , Accountants, 2 Gresham Buildings, Basinghall

Strect, to whom applications may bemade.MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon

I Landed Estates, City Properties , and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Landand Reversion Offices (Established
1842 ) , 54 Cannon -street .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs , Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets , & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S.E .

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & Co ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON
BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.
TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E .O .,

MESSRS. PARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL , E . C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
1 commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who
require agents in London .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents , correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and

speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German, Italian

MHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE ' IN BANKRUPTCY ,

BARROW . IN -FURNESS.

REFERENCES GIVEN ,
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

President, WILLIAM QUILTER .

Vice-President, WILLIAM TURQUAND .

ugs and cand.Co., London Co., Londo

COUNCIL .

Joun BALL (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London).
HARMOOD WALCOT BANNER (Liverpool) .

IIENRY WEBSTER BLACKBURN ( H . W . and J. Blackburn , Bradford, Yorkshire).

GEORGE AUGUSTUS CAPE (Cape and Harris, London ) .

HENRY CROYSDILL (Croysdill, Saffery, and Co ., London ) .

EDWARD CARTER (Carter and Carter, Birmingham ),

WILLIAM WELCH DELOITTE (Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths, and Co., London ).
ROBERT FLETCHER (Robert Fletcher and Co., London ).

ROBERT PALMER HARDING (Harding, Whinney , and Co., London ).

CHARLES FITCH KEMP (C . F . Kemp, Ford , and Co , London ) .

GEORGE HERBERT LADBURY (Ladbury, Collison, and Viney, London ).

SAMUEL LOWELL PRICE (Price, Waterhouse, and Co., London ).

WILLIAM QUILTER (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).

Geo. EDWIN SWITHINBANK (Gillespie, Swithinbank, and Co., London, and Newcastle -on -Tyne).
WILLIAM TURQUAND ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

Join Young (Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

TRUSTEES.

WILLIAM HOPKINS HOLYLAND (London ) .

ALFRED AUGUSTUS JAMES ( James and Edwards, London ).

ALEXANDER YOUNG (Turquand, Youngs and Co., London).

AUDITORS .

FREDERICK WHINNEY (Harding, Whinney and Co., London ).

SAMUEL Barrow (Barrow and Gates, London ).

BANKERS .

MESSRS. FULLER, BANBURY, Nix, and MATHIESON, 77 Lombard Street, E .C .

SOLICITOR .

ŽIENRY MARKBY (Markby, Tarry and Stewart), 57 Coleman Street, E.C.

SECRETARY.

Thomas A . WELTON, 30 Moorgate Street, E .C .

Under RULE 16 , applicants for admission as Associate up to 1st of July, 1878 (save as provided by RULE 19)mist

be twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than five years as clerk , either articled or otherwise,

to a member of this Institute or of some other Institute or Society of Accountants, or else must have been in

Partnership with such a person for not less than four years, orhave been in practice as a Professional Accountan

for the five consecutive years preceding the date of application .

Rule 10 is to the effect that Fellows shall (except as provided by Rule 19 ) for the future be elected from

among the Associates only ; RULE 19 enacts that it shall be competent to the Institute , in special cases, to ad

persons either as Fellows or Associates who may not be eligible under the foregoing regulations, provided su

persons have made application to the Council, accompanied by the proper written recommendation according to the

Rules, and have received the recommendation of three- fourths at least of the Council.

Applicants for admission as Associate must be recommended to the Council by at least one Fellow of the

Institute in the terms prescribed .

Applicants for admission as Fellow must be recommended in likemanner by at least three Fellows.

The Membership of the Institute is by Rule 53 restricted to persons who are not engaged in any other pus

than that of a Professional Accountant.

TIIOMAS A . WELTON , SECRETARY.
30 Moorgate- street, E .C ., 11th November, 1875 . .
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BAN KER ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different
U Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND

ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings,
OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30,000.

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and thie ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers , and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

MR . FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol.

lowing Drawings :

The 70th DRAWING of 1 ,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1,500

IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

place on the 1st instant, at Vienna. The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of
120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at

Ofen on 1st instant.

He will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above
mentioned Debentures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
or Obligations .

To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F . W . requests that all com
munications should be addressed care of

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application.

P . 8 . - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1, 006 , No.

78 , drawing a Bonusof £1,000, has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman

residing in London,

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of Cases for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on
the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering , 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch

street, London , E .C .

The Accountant.

NOVEMBER 13 , 1875 .

The Accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

The right of stoppage in transitu is one which has

been the occasion of much legal argument to decide

the exact point at which the transit ends. The right,

we may briefly remind our readers, is thoroughly

recognised, and is one which in every way deserves up

holding. A vendor has a lien on goods till he has

received their prico ; that is to say, though he has sold

them and is bound to deliver them upon payment, he

can retain them in his custody till such payment is

actually made. But if, after he has sent them off, — that

is, if he chooses to send them off without waiting for

his money, - he hears of the bankruptcy or insolvency of

his consignee, he may take due steps to stop their

delivery . This right depends strictly upon the dili

gence with which it is exercised . If the vendor is able

to act with such promptitude as to serve the notice

countermanding the delivery upon the carrier while he

is yet on his way , he is successful, and his goodsare

restored to him . If, on the other hand, from late in

formation or undue delay, the carrier has delivered

the goods, the right is gone ; the goods pass to the

trustee in bankruptcy, and the vendor is reduced to

prove for the amount of his debt in the ordinary way.

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession, the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha .

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
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It is obvious that in almost every case, with the But there are still nice points connected with such a

wide complications of our various systems of rail and case. It is laid down that the transit is not ended

road, many nice points must arise, and the case “ until the goods reach the place originally named bg

of “ Re Whitworth ,” which we report this week , is the vendee as their ultimate destination ; and it does

certainly not free from difficulty . The practice of the not cease although the general agent of the vendee

American firm claiming rightofstoppage was to send bill receive them at an intermediate place into his ware

of lading of goods shipped to their Liverpool agents house, for the purpose of forwarding them ." So that

together with a bill of exchango. This the agent sent

off to Messrs. Whitworth , and on receiving it back from must be actual possession by himself ; and it apparently

them duly accepted, he forwarded to them the bill of does notmatter how he gets them — indeed , he may take

lading. Their custom then was to send the bill of them out of the possession of the carrier into his own,

lading to the Liverpool manager of the Lancashire either with or without the consent of the carrier, so far

and Yorkshire railway, who took steps to deliver the as the right of stoppage is concerned : a somewhat

goods. The transactions appear to have been quite alarming doctrine for speculative vendors who are in

regular on both sides, so that the goods, instead of re- the habit of doing business with the inhabitants of

maining in the custody of the consignor's agent at regions where the system of police needs revision . The

Liverpool, were, pending the receipt of the bill of ex- question of part payment needs only a simple reference.

change, transferred into a siding on the Lancashire and The custom in Whitworths' case is stated to be, that

Yorkshire Railway, known as the “ Whitworth siding.” | the bill of lading was sent on receipt of the debtors'

But at last Messrs . Whitworth filed a petition for liquida acceptance. But it is suggested that the right is not

tion , and a difficulty arose . Certain bales of cotton had destroyed by taking any such acceptance , but that the

been landed at Liverpool, transferred to the trucksofthe goods may be stopped even without tendering back the

railway company in the siding, and nothing remained bill , and it does not appear whether the bill of lading

to enable the company to complete the delivery but the was actually sent or what are its terms.

receipt of the bill of lading by the traffic manager of | Wehave referred to this case simply as a means of

the company . The reportdoes not set out the circum - / showing themany pitfalls which lie in the path of those

stances with sufficientprecision to enable us to criticise who seek to give an authoritative opinion on points of

the judgment of the court, but wemay just point out | law, without the fullest study. We are told that some

a few rules to govern the judgment of private in - day the law will be codified, and that then we shall be

dividuals in a similar position . The right of stoppage | all able to do without the assistance of lawyers. The

may be exercised so longas goods are actually in transitu , careful consideration of the cases upon the law of

that is to say, in the hands of the carrier as such, and stoppage in transitu is recommended to the sanguine

also so long as they remain in 'any place of deposit individuals who aspire to cheapen law . They will find

connected with their transition . But if they are once | their codification and reduction to a few simple prin

delivered at a place from which they are to be removed ciples a task of no small difficulty .

by the direction of the consignee and not the consignor,

the transit is over and the right of stoppage is lost. It ! A curious question has come before the Court of

was, we gather, upon this last principle, that the case Appeal respecting the effect of writing a banker's name

we have taken as the text for our commentary was across a cheque. The impossibility of a banker identi

decided . The goods were lying in the railway siding, fying the signature of any but his own customers, led to

subject to the orders of the purchasers. As far as the an enactment, which provided that if a chequemade

consignors were concerned , their duty was over. They payable to order purported to be signed by the person

were bound to deliver them at a certain place and in a | whose name was on its face, the banker need make no

certain manner, and themode in which they were to be inquiry as to the genuineness of the signature. So

removed from that place depended upon the will of that, except as a kind of receipt, making a cheqne page

Messrs. Whitworth. Had the vendors undertaken the able to order was of but little practical utility. But

whole of the delivery, their right would not have been most persons believed in the use of crossing a cheque.

lost ; but here the transitus was ended, and no further Stated in familiar language, a crossed cheque imposes

transit availed to revive it.
upon its possessor the necessity of having either &
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banker of his own , or a friend who has a banker ; a 50 sound a lawyer as Mr. Justice Blackburn

guarantee of respectability which various recent dis- has more than the mere substance of soundness

closures have rendered somewhat less satisfactory than in the reasoning on which he based his judgment.

of yore . The crossing of a cheque, if the name of some

particular banker instead of the formal “ and Co." Benevolence is a charming attribute of woman, but it

were inserted , was supposed to make it incumbent upon must not be allowed to interfere with the course of

the holder to present it for payment through the particu even -handed justice; and though Lady Sebrightmay feel

lar banker named . This view wasnegatived by the Court some natural pain at the high-handed manner in which
of Queen's Bench, and the validity of their decision is Vice -Chancellor Malins wound up the “ Patent Felted

now under consideration by the Court of Appeal. Fabric Company,” yet a little reflection will show her that

Whatever the attributes of a cheque may be as regards her well-intentioned intervention could not be tolerated .

its negotiability, it might be thought that as a matter of A hard -hearted creditor was desirous of winding-up the
public convenience , the judgment of the Court of above-mentioned company, being unable to obtain pay,

Queen's Bench was unfortunate. A cheque is a di ment of his little account, and presented a petition for

rection to a banker by his customer to pay à sum of that purpose. This Lady Sebright objected to , and

money. If he makes it payable to bearer, it is simply | not only as a holder of paid -up shares opposed any

an order which may be presented by any one ; if he order being made, but tendered the petitioner his debt

makes it payable to order, it is intended not to be and costs out of her own pocket. This generous offer

openly negotiable without the written consent of the was not appreciated ; Sir R . Malins, indeed , actually

person to whom it is payable. The crossing is for the doubted whether Lady Sebright had any rightto appear ;

benefit of the holder. It is difficult to conceive a more and though he somewhat unwillingly conceded this

secure mode of transmitting money than by a cheque point out of chivalrous motives, summarily ordered the

payable to order , and crossed with the name of the company to be wound-up. Perhaps it may soothe Lady

bankers of the payee. A post-office order is payable to Sebright's disappointed feelings if we point out that

any onewho has happened to find out the names of the the reason for winding-up is thatthe company is unable

owner and of the remitter. But the thief of a crossed to pay its debts, the fact that a petitioning creditor

cheque must possess as much skill in imitating hand cannot get his money being taken as proof positive

of this. Her offer, if accepted , would not have

forge signatures . It must come into the hands lightened in any way the position of the company, or

of the bankers who are to present it, and made it better able to pay its other creditors. It would

they, being acquainted with the signature of their cus- have merely exchanged one harsh creditor for one

tomer, would not only tell at once the genuineness of lenient one, but its insolvency would have remained as

the endorsement, but would take care to place the hopeless as ever.

amount to his credit. But if any banker may receive a

cheque, nothwithstanding a special crossing, the se
APPOINTMENTS.

curity is gone. A cheque is crossed with the name of,

the Union Bank , let us say. Their clerks would know | [ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint
their own customer's writing, and a forged endorsement ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column .

would be instantly detected . But if the cheque were The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. Samuel Lovelock ,

passed through Coutts, no clerk could say if the endorse
accountant, 19 Coleman -street, official Liquidator of the News

paper Company, Limited .

ment were in the writing of the proper owner or not, Vice -Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr. F . Maynard to be

and the bankers of the drawer would be absolved if provisional official liquidator of the Grandreath Valley Col.

the forged namo was correctly spelled . The negotia liery Company, Limited.

bility of a cheque may be important, and seems to be of Mr. Georgo Edward Morton , A . S .A . E ., of 22 Buckingham

street, Strand, W . C , has been appointed by Mr. Registrar

the very essence of the case , but its security is in our Murray receiver and manager of the estate of John James

Green , of 134 Fenchurch -street, and Sutton , Surrey, colonial

hope that their Lordships may signalise the fusion of
broker.

Mr. Edward Thomas Peirson has been appointed trustee of
law and equity by summarily reversing the judg. the estate of Moses Jonah Cohen , of Newcastle-upon - Tyne,

ment of the court below , though we are afraid that jeweller and dealer in watches,
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . pany. The agreement referred to was one between

Hammon , of the one part, and M 'Kay, on behalf of the

COURT OF APPEAL , LINCOLN 's-Iyn .
Morvah Company, then intended to be formed, of the other
part, by which it was agreed that Hammon should sell , and
the company should purchase, the lease of the mine for

November 5 .
£6 ,000 , to be paid, as to £3,000 , in cash ; and as to the

(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR, Lord Justice James, and Lord
other $ 3 ,000 , by the issue to the vendor or his nominees of

Justice MELLISH .)
600 fully paid -up shares of £5 each in the company. The

agreement was duly registered with the Registrar of Joint.

IN RE THE EUROPEAN SOCIETY'S ARDITRATION, AND IN RE Stock Companies. The agreement was afterwards modified

THE ROYAL NAVAL, MILITARY, AND East INDIA COMPANY LIFE in this way, that Hammon was to receive only £1,000 in

ASSURANCE SOCIETY. - Grain 's CASE , - This was another of the cash and £5 ,000 in fully paid -up shares. There was a secret

appeals under the European Arbitration Acts , the appeal being arrangement between Hammon and M 'Kay that the latter

from a decision of the late Lord Romilly, the Arbitrator. The was to havo 600 of the fully paid -up shares transferred to

question was whether Colonel Grain , who, in 1861, effected a him as a remuneration for his services in getting the agree.

policy on his own life for £100 in the Royal Naval Society, ment entered into between Hammon and the company. Of

which company, in September, 1866, was amalgamated with this agreement between Hammon and M 'Kay tho directors

the European Society, was now entitled to rank as & creditor of the company knew nothing. M 'Kay said that in this

for the value of his policy against the Royal Naval Company, transaction he was acting on behalf of Fisher, who was the

or whether he was to be treated as only a creditor of tho person really entitled to tlie benefit of it . M 'Kay was tho

European Society. Lord Romilly admitted the claim against secretary of the company from its registration in November,

tho Royal Naval Company, being of opinion that thoro had 1871, until the 8th of March , 1872 , when he went away to

been no novation . The joint official liquidators appealed . A3 America . On the 5th of March , 1872, at a meeting of the

the hearing of the appeal is not yet concluded, we reserve a directors, at which M 'Kay was present, as secretary , 1,000

statomont of the naturo of the provisionsof the deed of settle shares were allotted as fully - paid up to Hammon, and of

mentof the Royal Naval Company and of the circulars which these 600 were, on the 12th of April, 1872, transferred to

were sent to the policy -holders on the occasion of the amalga M 'Kay for a nominal consideration . He had executed the

mation . These provisions and circulars are lengthy , and they transfer in blank before he left England . In December,
apply also to “ Hort' s case ," which was argued at the beginning 1872, ho returned to England, and in December, 1874, be

of August last, the judgment of the court being reserved . was appointed a director of the company. In February,

The peculiarity of the present case was that, in September, 1875 , the company , which had proved unsuccessful, mis

1867, Colonel Grain , being desirous of going to reside tem . ordered to be wound-up . Before this time, M 'Kay bad

porarily in Jamaica without forfeiting his policy , applied to transferred 100 of the shares to Colonel Trevenan J.

the Europoan Society for permission to do so , which was Holland, the managing director of the company. Under

granted on the terms of his paying an extra premium of £16 these circumstances, the Vice-Warden , on the application of

por annum , and a memorandum to that effect was endorsed on the liquidator, made an order that M 'Kay should pay to the

the policy by the European Society. The policy when originally | liquidator £2,500 , being the amount which he was liable or

granted contained a condition that it would become void on accountable to contribute to the assets of the company in

the assured going into (among other places) Jamaica , unless respect of 500 shares in the company. The order professed to

he should communicate his departure to the directors (of the bo made under Sec. 165 of the Companies' Act, 1862, which

Royal Naval Company), and pay theadditional premiums for provides that “ where, in the course of the winding-up of any

the increased risk according to the company's existing rates company, it appears that any officer of such company has

for the time being, or as a board of directors should specially misapplied or retained in his own hands, or become liable

determine. The additional premium was paid by Colonel or accountable for any moneys of the company , or been guilty

Grain to the European Society as long as he resided in of any misfeasance or breach of trust in relation to the com .

Jamaica , the original premium being also paid to theEuropean pany, the court may examine into the conduct of such officer,

after the date of the amalgamation . The receipts given by and compel him to repay anymoneys so misapplied or retained

the European for Colonel Grain 's premiums contained the or for which he has become liable or accountable , together

words " Royal Naval, & c , Department.” His policy was not with interest , or to contribute such sums of money to the

endorsed upon the amalgamation , and he never received any assets of the company by way of compensation in respect of

bonus from the European . Mr. Higgins, Q . C., and Mr. Romer such misapplication , reticence , misfeasance , or breach of trust,

appeared for the liquidators ; Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr. as the court thinks just." M 'Kay appealed from the order.

Millar are for Colonol Grain . The Lord Chancellor not being Mr. Ince, Q . C ., and Mr. Langworthy, in support of the appeal,

able to sit after 1.30, the arguments on this appeal were not argued that if M 'Kay was to be treated as a trustee for the

concluded, and the further hearing stands adjourned . company, he could be charged only with the profit which he

had actually made from the transaction , which profit in this

November 9. case was nothing ; that Section 165 did not apply , because

( Before Lords Justices James and MELLIAU and Mr. Justice
M 'Kay was not an officer ofthe company when the shares were

transferred to him ; and that, if it did apply,yet in estimating

BRETT.) the amount of damages the Court ought to take into account

IN RE THE MORVAN Coxsols Tin MINING COMPANY, LIMITED. the fact that the persons who mightotherwise have had these

- This was an appeal from a decision of the Vice -Warden of shares might have been insolvent, as indeed many of the

the Stannaries Court. The company was registered under holders of shares in the company had proved to be. The

the Companies' Acts on the 7th of November, 1871, with a appellant ought therefore not to be charged with the full

nominal capital of £15 ,000 , divided into 3 ,000 shares of £5 amount of the shares. Mr. Marten , Q . C ., and Mr. Northmore

each , its object being to purchase and work the Morvah Lawrence appeared for the liquidator, but were not heard.

Consols Mine in Cornwall, a lease of which for 21 years Lord Justice Mellish was of opinion that the decision of the

had , in June, 1871, been granted to a Mr. James Hammon . Vice-Warden was perfectly correct. The principle to be ap .

Mr. C . M . Fisher was one of the subscribers of the plied to the case was plain enough . M 'Kay was the secretary

memorandum of association , and Mr. G . S . M 'Kay was of the company, and was also the person employed on their

another. The articles of association provided that a certain behalf (whether he was or was not agent for Fisher appeared

agreement, set out in the appendix thereto, should be con to be wholly immaterial) to enter into negotiations with

tirmed and adopted , and declared to be binding on the com Hammon for the sale of the mining property to the company
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An agreement for the sale of the property to the company was Hammon was receiving from them a particular sum , whereas,
entered into between Hammon and N 'Kay on behalf of the in truth , Hammon was only to receive a part of that purchase

company. There was a sub-agreement (whether contempora . money, and the company, without their knowledge , were being

neously with or after the agreement for the sale of the property made to pay 600 sharos, part of the purchase-money, to M 'Ray,

was immaterial) that M 'Kay or Fisher should receive from who was affecting to act on behalf of the company, while he

Hammon 600 of the fully paid -up shares, and unquestionably was in reality deceiving them . There was not much difficulty

thero was never any consideration for the transfer of those 600 in saying that this was a frand on the part of M 'Kay and

shares from Hammon to M 'Kay beyond the benefit which Fisher, but at any rate it was a misfeasance. This was done
Hammon had derived from M 'Kay or Fisher while they were at a time when M 'Kay was not an officer of the company ; but

acting as agents of the company in the transaction . Whether then he committed another misſeasance by assisting , after he
it was a matter of bargain or a present made by Hammon , it becamesecretary, to carry out the wrongful agreement, which

was in consideration of a benefit which he received from the he had previously entered into . He had been guilty of a
company's agents. Now , in this court it was quite clear that misfeasance while he was an officer of the company, and this

all the benefit which the agent of the purchaser in such a court had jurisdiction under Section 165 to order him to pay a

transaction received from the vendor would be treated as sum of money in respect of that misfeasance. Then , what

belonging to the purchaser. It wasso laid down in " Sir John was the proper amount for him to pay ? Where there had been

Hay 's case " and many others . All the remuneration which an a breach of trust or a misfeasance, there was no fixed legal
agent so received, he received on behalf of his principal. It rule to determine the amount of the damages, but the damages

was , therefore, clear that all the shares transferred by were at large. Of course he could not be ordered to pay any

Hammon to M 'Kay, for which there was no other consideration damages whlch wero not consequent on the act, but he could

than the benefit which Hammon derived from him in the be ordered to pay the largest amount of damages which might

course of his agency ,belonged to the company. Either those have resulted from the wrongful act, and it might be assumed
shares should have had no existence at all, or M 'Kay held that a solvent purchaser could have been found for these shares

them only as trustee for the company. That was the sub if M 'Kay had not had them . If a clerk in an office chose to

stance of the transaction , and in the view of this Court M 'Kay allow himself to be made a tool of his employer to carry out
was liable for the 500 shares. Then arose the question such a transaction as this, the Court ought to compel him to
whether the value of the shares could be recovered by a pro. pay the largest amount of damages. Lord Justice James

ceeding under Section 165 . His Lordship agreed that it was quite agreed with the judgments of both his learned brothers.

necessary that the person summoned should have been an He only wished to add that, while their Lordships did not at

officer of the company at the timewhen the wrongful act com present express their concurrence with the view of the Vice
plained of was committed . But here M 'Kay was an officer of Warden that the shares should be treated as unpaid shares,
the company when the act was committed , or at any rate at they did not intend to express their dissent from that view ,

the time when it was begun to be committed . He, as secre inasmuch as it might be a question of importance in other

tary, knowing all the facts , allowed the directors of the com cases in which the holder of shares transferred in this way

pany to allot these shares to Hammon without telling them was not an officer of the company.

that in truth the shares were the property ofthe company. It
was immaterial that the actual transfer of the shares to him

self did not take place till after he had ceased to be secretary . COMMON LAW DIVISION .
Therefore , his Lordship was of opinion that the proceeding

was rightly taken under Section 165 , and that it was not November 8

necessary to file a bill. Then came the question , what was

the proper amount of damages to be paid ? His Lordship did (Sittings on Appeal from the Queen' s Bench Division , before the

not quite agree with the Vice -Warden tbat, because M ’Kay
LORD CHANCELLOR, Lord COLERIDGE, Baron BRAMWELL, and

was not entitled to have the shares as fully paid -up shares,
Mr. Justice BRETT. )

therefore he was to be treated as a holder of ordinary shares. SMITI V . THE UNION BANK OF LONDON . — This case - as Mr.

His Lordship thought he was only liable to account for the | Justice Blackburn observed - though the amount in dispute

fair value of the shares. But M 'Kay was a wrong -doer, and was small, raised a point of considerable importance with

therefore in estimating the damage a presumption might be respect to the liability of bankers to the holders of crossed

made against him which could not be made against a person checkswhich have been stolen. The question , shortly stated ,

who was not a wrong-doer. The directors were at this time was whether if a check crossed to a particular bank, and which

allotting the shares , and it was their duty to see that the has been stolen , is paid through the wrong bank but to a

shares were taken by solvent persons, and it was impossible as lawful holder, the banker so paying it is liable . The question

against a wrong -doer to assume that the persons who might had arisen thus : - A person indebted to the plaintiff gave him

otherwise have taken these shares would have been insolvent. a check for £21, payable to the plaintiff's order, on the Union

It must be assumed that these shares would otherwise have Bank of London . He having endorsed his name on it, crossed

been allotted to solvent persons ; and those of the share it with the name of his bankers — the London and County

holders who were solvent had been compelled to pay up the Bank - but the check was stolen from him , and sold by the

fullamountoftheir shares ; therefore his Lordship thought that thief for £8 108. The buyer passed it to another person , who

the amount of damages had been properly fixed, and that the took it bonâ fide, and paid it to his bankers – the London and

order was quite right. The appealmust be dismissed with costs . Westminster- -and they presented it to the Union Bank , who

Mr. Justice Brett was not quite sure thatheagreed with all the paid it to them , notwithstanding the special terms of the

reasons given by the Vice-Warden in his judgment ; but still crossing . The Act 21 and 22 Vic. , c . 79, 8, 2 , enacted that a

he thought it quite clear that the decision itself was that check payable to order or bearer, and uncrossed, may be

which the court ought to give in this case. At a time when crossed by the holder with the name of a banker, and such

M 'Kay was not an officer of the company, he entered into the crossing shall be deemed a material part of the check , and the

agreement for purchase on behalf of the company. By this banker upon whom it is drawn shall not pay it to any other

agreement it was made to appear that a certain number of than the banker named in the crossing, and upon this the

fully paid -up shares in the company were to be given to plaintiff sued the Union Bank to recover the amount ; but the

Hammon as part of the purchase money. But there was a Court of Queen 's Bench - constituted of Mr. Justice Blackburn

concealed agreement between M 'Kay and Hammon that600 of and Mr. Justice Field - held that he was not entitled to recover ,

these fully paid -up shares were not to go to Hammon , but to as the Act did not affect the negotiability of the check, and

Fisher or M 'Kay, as remuneration for their trouble in the the plaintiff had endorsed it so that a person had become the

transaction . The company were induced to believe that bona fide holder of it for value before it was presented to the
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bankers, and the plaintiff was not then theholder. Mr. Justice its debts, and, on the 12th of August last, Messrs. Wertheimer

Blackburn , in giving judgment, said he did not mean to hold and Co., as creditors of the company for about £76 , presented

that the bankers would not have been liable if they had paid a petition for a winding-up order. On the 20th of August thia

the check to any one but a lawſul holder ; on the contrary ,he petitioners' solicitor gave notice of an application for the

thought, that they woulu . But here the bankers, though they | appointment of provisional liquidators, and on the 21th of

had disobeyed the Act, as they had paid the check to another | October the application came on to be heard before the Vice

bank , not the bank mentioned in the crossing - had paid it | Chancellor Sir J. Bacon . Lady Sebright, who was the holder

through that bank to a person who was bonâ fide holder - that of 100 fully paid -up shares, appeared and opposed the appli

is , they had paid it through the wrong bank to the right party. cation , but an order was, nevertheless, then made for the

There are obvious reasons, said the learned Judge, why appointment of two provisional liquidators. Lady Sebright

bankers should not, and do not in practice generally pay then offered to pay the petitioning creditors' debt and £50 far

checks to any bank but the one whoso name is across the costs, but that offer was declined , and , although subsequently

check , because they do not protect their customers and may renewed, again refused. The petitioners then applied for the

mcur a very serious liability ; for if the crossed check is drawn appointment, by order, of Mr. Maynard as official liquidator.

payable to order and it is endorsed specially , or is kept unen Lady Sebright opposed that application , and nominated

dorsed , and is stolen and endorsement is forged , a party who another gentleman . After some discussion , the matter was

took it even for value would not be holder, and if the check directed to be adjourned into court, to be heard in due course.

is crossed to a particular banker and is paid to another the Mr. Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Barber now appeared in support

banker who pays it will be liable . But when he pays to the of the petition to wind-up the company, which , they said , it

rightholder, though through a wrong banker, he is not liable . was, under the circumstances, just and equitable should be

From this judgment the plaintiff appealed. Mr. Brown, Q . C . wound-up . The person who most strongly resisted the

(with him Mr. Collyer), argued for the plaintiff , the appellant; petition was a married woman , who did not appear with her

Mr. Thesiger (with him Mr. Douglas Walker and Mr. Pollock ) husband, or by a next friend , and should not be heard. Mr.

were for the bank. It was admitted in argument by the Glasse, Q . C . , and Mr. Solomon , for the company, admitted its

counsel for the appellant that the negotiability of the check inability to pay its debts , and that the petitioners' claim is

was not restrained by the crossing, which was not an endorse still unsatistied . Mr. E . Widdrington Bryne, for creditors of

ment, but merely a direction to pay through a particular the company to the amount of £20 ,000 , supported the prayer

banker, so that it could be transferred ; but still it could only of the petition , and submitted that, even if the petitioners

be paid through the particular banker. The Lord Chancellor. were not the proper parties to present it , his clients, as the

- But what harm has been done to you ? You were not the largest creditors of the company, might be allowed to have the

holder of the check. Mr. Brown. - We were deprived of the carriage of the order. Mr. Whitehorne, for Lady Sebright

protection the statute gave us. Mr. Justice Brett. – Were not (whose right to appear was after somediscussion conceded and

the bankers bound to pay the lawful owner ? Mr. Brown . other creditors, opposed the petition . He said the petitioners,

Only through the proper banker. The Lord Chancellor. — having had their very small debt and costs tendered to them ,

Then surely the negotiability of the check is restricted, which must be considered as having been paid what was due to them ,

you do not contend . Mr. Brown. — Then in the sense that the and should not now be intrusted with the working out of the

check can only be paid through the proper banker the negotia . proposed order. Ifother petitioners were substituted for there ,

bility is restrained , but to that extent only. It is like the his clients might, perhaps, withdraw their opposition. As to

acceptance of a bill of exchange,making it payable at a par. the company itself, there was no reason for thinking it would

ticular place ; and by the payment to the wrong banker the not succeed if allowed to go on . The Vice-Chancellor said

plaintiff had lost all remedy . On the other side the grounds that the petition in this matter had been presented by

taken by the Judges in the court below were urged and relied creditors who, it was true, were not creditors of the company

upon . The Court took time to consider their judgment. to any very great amount, but still they were , in fact, creditors.

The objection to their petition was that they had been offered
their debt and costs, which , having refused , they should be

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE . — CHANCERY Division. treated as having been paid . But the company itself appeared

by counsel, and admitted that the petitioners ' debt was due to

November 5. them , and that the company could not pay it and its other

( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS. )
debts. So far, therefore, the making of the winding -up orde

was a matter of course. But in answer to that it was said à
IN RE THE GOITRE WEN LLANGENNECH MERTHYR SMOKELESS shareholder (whose right, however, as a married woman to

STEAM COAL COMPANY, LIMITED. In this matter a petition was appear alone as such was by no means clear), when the appli

presented , praying for an order to wind -up the company. Mr. cation was made to the Vice-Chancellor Sir J . Bacon , bad ten

Glasse , Q . C ., was for the petitioner. The Vice -Chancellor dered the petitioners their claim , and afterwards repeated the

made an order to wind-up the company, upon an aflidavit of offer. If the company itself had done that, there might bara
service .

been some reason for staying the proceedings on the petition
IN RE Pavy's PATENT FELTED FABRIC COMPANY, LIMITED, of these gentlemen ; but it was a very different thing when

EX PARTE WERTHEIMER AND ANOTHER - AND IN RE THE SAME, the petitioning creditors' debt was tendered or paid by a share

EX PARTE THE CREDIT FONCIER OF ENGLAND. — The above-named holder in the company. Dis Lordship had serious doubts

Pavy's Patent, & c., Company was registered under the whether that could be allowed . If such a course were per.
Companies Acts in May, 1872, for the purpose of working & mitted , any bonâ fide petitioner might be stopped by soine

patent granted in 1868 for an invention of improvements in Quixotic shareholder, to the real detriment of a company's in
treating and preparing certain vegetable and animal fibres to terest. He could not, therefore, admit the right of Lady
manufacture a new description of fabric or stuff applicable to Sebright, even if an unmarried woman , to intervene in theway

various useful and decorative purposes in this country and in she had proposed. The company still owed the petitioners
France, Belgium , and the United States of America. The their money : but that was notall. Other creditors, to the es
capital of the company was originally £100 ,000 , in 20 ,000 | tent of £20,000, wished the company to be wound-up. No one
shares of £5 each , but it was afterwards resolved to increase | said it was solvent. How absurd , then , it would be to refase

that capital to £150,000 by the issue of 10 ,000 additional shares | the order now asked for, simply because Lady Sebrightis

of the sameamount. The whole of those new shares were willing to pay this particular debt ! It was manifest that este

not issued , but calls upon such of them as had been issued if that was satisfied , other petitions would be presented im .
were made to the extent of £3 per share ,and in mostinstances mediately, and for precisely similar purposes. The affairs of
paid . Nothwithstanding that, the company was unable to pay the company were now in the hands of the provisional liqui
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dators already appointed, and would remain with them till sufficient prudence in the management of his own affairs to
their successors were nominated . He considered that, on the avoid bankruptcy is not likely to exhibit prudence in the
whole case, the opposition to the petition had been most management of the affairs of others. There is a further

vexatious and ridiculous,and the usual winding -up order must special reason in this case, that the trust fund is personal

be made. The second of the above-named petitions in this property, consisting of various descriptions of stocks and

matter was then withdrawn. shares, some portion of which , at all events, is capable of being

IN RE E . FISHER AND COMPANY, LIMITED . - In this matter a | made away with . I must make an order for removal of this
petition was presented for an order to wind -up the company, gentleman .

on the ground that it had not commenced its business - had , in

fact, done nothing towards it - viz . “ the manufacture of

champagne nectar"' - within twelve months from the timewhen COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
the company was formed . Mr. Buckley was forthe petitioner ;

Mr. J . Cutler was for the company. The Vice-Chancellor, on
being satisfied that the evidence supported the grounds of the November 4.
application (the granting of which his Lordship considered the ( Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM, sitting as Chief
best thing for all parties concerned in the matter), made a Judge.)
winding-up order, but, under all the circumstances of the case ,

directed the order not to be drawn up for a week, so as to IN RE GALATTI AND GALATTI. — The debtors , John Sergio

enable the company within that time to pay to Mr. Fisher Galatti and G . C . Galatti, merchants, of Bloomfield -street,
£2 ,000 on account of purchase-money due froin them to him ; Finsbury, and Alexandria , have filed a petition for liquidation .

and if at the end of the week the money was paid , another Their liabilities are returned at £165,000, with assets consist
application must be made to the court before the order was ing of cash in hand, book debts , bills of exchange, shares in

finally drawn up. companies, and land at Worthing of the estimated value, in

the aggregate , of £19,000, exclusive of an interest in cotton ,
( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . Hall.) in the hands of brokers at Liverpool, upon which advances

IN RE THE WALNEY LAND AND BUILDING COMPANY, LIMITED.
have been made. Mr. Latham , for the petitioners, and with

the concurrence of creditors, now asked thatMr. John Weise,
- This company was ordered to be wonnd -up on a judgment

accountant, should be appointed receiver of the property.
creditors' petition . Mr. Graham Hastings, Q . C ., and Mr.

The evidence showed that creditors of the firm were taking
Speed appeared for the petitioners. The company did not

hostile measures in Alexandria , and that it was necessary
appear, but the order wasmade on an affidavit of service .

the assets there should be protected. His Honour granted
the application .

November 6 .
PRACTICE OF THE COURT. - It may be useful to state that,

( Before the Master of the Rolls.) for the future , applications for the appointment of receivers

BRANNON'S PATENT FIRE -PROOF, SANITARY, AND PERMANENT and for injunctions in liquidation cases are to be made during

WORKS, LIMITED — THE BRITISH, COLONIAL, AND FOREIGN the sitting of the Court of the Registrar who may be acting

PBOPERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION , LIMITED . - These companies for the Chief Judge, and that such applications will not be

were ordered to be wound-up by the court. Mr. Roxburgh , allowed to be made in Chambers after the Court has risen .

Q .C ., Mr. Lawson , Mr. Angelo Lewis, Mr. Romer, and Mr.
(Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING-RICE.)

McSwinney were the counsel engaged .

The South Wales ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY, LIMITED . IN RE THE Hon . W . F . 0 . O 'CALLAGHAN , M . P . - The case
- This was a director's petition for continuing under super of the bankrupt, who is M .P . for Tipperary, was again in the

vision the voluntary winding -up of a company which was list upon a motion by the trustee, but was struck out in conse

established in May, 1874 , with a nominal capital of £600 ,090, quence of the annulment of the adjudication , the creditors

the Marquis of Bute and others being the first directors. Mr. roceiving the sum of £6,250 in satisfaction of their debts.

Roxburgh , Q . C ., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods appeared for the

petitioners, and Mr. Whitehorne for the company and liqui November 5 .
dators. Mr. Cracknall, for three contributories, said the
directors were holdess of paid -up shares only , and his clients (Before Mr. Registrar PEPYS ,sitting as Chief Judge.)

were the only parties liable to contribute to the assets ; and he IN RE CHARLES RONALDSON. — A petition for liquidation has
claimed that a direction as to the appointment of an in been filed in this case , the debtor being described as a wine

dependent liquidator should be inserted in the order. The merchant, of Mincing-lane. The liabilities are returned at

Master of the Rolls , however, said that if Mr. Cracknall's £80 ,000, with assets, consisting of stock -in -trade (estimated ) ,

clients considered the present liquidators to be improper per. £4,000 ; book debts, £3,000 ; and household furniture at
sons, they might take out a summons in chambers for their Belvidere, £300 . Upon the application of Mr. F . H . Link

removal, and made the usual supervision order. laker, the Court appointed Mr. Charles Chatteris , accountant,

IN RE BARKER'S TRUSTS. - This was a petition praying the receiver and manager of the business.
removal of a sole trustee on the ground of bankruptcy . Mr.

Chitty, Q .C ., and Mr. F . W . Bush , for the petitioners, referred November 6.
to section 117 of the Bankruptcy Act , 1869, which authorises

the court, if it appear expedient to do so, to appoint a new ( Before the Hon . W . C. SPRING -RICE, sitting as Chief
trustee in substitution for the bankrupt. Mr. Chapman

Judge.)

Barber, for the bankrupt, stated that he had obtained his dis IN RE WILLIAM THOMAS HENLEY. — The debtor, a telegraph

charge since the presentation of the petition , and appealed to engineer and contractor, carrying on an extensive business at

the court, under the circumstances, not to remove his client, 110 Fenchurch -street, City , Plaistow , and Pontnewynydd
but to appoint an additional trustee . Mr. Chester appeared Ironworks, Monmouthshire, recently filed a liquidation

for the trustees of the bankrupt. The Master of the Rolls. petition . His debts amounted to upwards of £600,000 in the

I have no hesitation in saying that in my opinion it is the aggregate, of which more than one-half were secured . The

duty of the court to remove a bankrupt trustee in every case matter was now brought before the court for its approval of

where he has money to receive or there is property which he a scheme of arrangement, under section 28 of the Act, which

may misappropriate. A man who is in necessitous circum provided for payment to the creditors of a composition of

stances is far more likely to be tempted than a man who is 78 . 6d . in the pound by three instalments at 12 , 18 , and 24

Wealthy. Another reason is, that a man who has not shown months' date, with power for all creditors proying against the

-
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estate to claim in lieu of their composition fully paid-up November 9 .
shares ( value taken at par) in a company registered under the
name of William Thomas Henley and Co., Limited . The (BeforeMr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

scheme also provided that all the debtor's assets , except his IN BE HART AND WHITE . The bankrupts, David Hart and

house and furniture, should be assigned to the company by George Hart, wine merchants , of George-street, Tower-hill ,

the trustee, and that the liquidation should be closed and the applied to pass their examination . They had presented a
debtor discharged when the proposal had been carried into petition for liquidation , but the proceedings fell to the ground ,
effect. Mr. Jeune appeared for the trustee and Mr. Chidley and the creditors obtained an adjudication . The balance
and Mr. Starkey for creditors , in support of the application ; sheet of the bankrupts showed debts and liabilities amounting
and Mr. Hollams, jun ., for a creditor in opposition . The to £83,009 , and assets £28,608 subject to realisation . The

Court, after considerable discussion , confirmed the schemo. case has been before the court for a considerable time. Mr.

IN RE J . J . DE LIZARDI. - The bankrupt formerly carried on Lanyon , for the trustee, stated that at the last public ex

business as a merchantat 124 Cannon - street. He failed about | amination somemonths since , the late Mr. Registrar Roche,

two years since , when , upon a criminal charge being preferred who then presided , directed that the evidence should be taken

by creditors, he absconded. A claim was recently made by , in private, and the result of it afterwards stated to the court.

Mr. White and others , alleged to be separate creditors of the | The trustee did not desire now to opposo the bankrupts, but

bankrupt, to a sum of £5,103, now in the hands of Mr. only to make a statement as to whathad been elicited at the

Turquand, the trustee, on the ground that the fund formed meetings. Mr. Linklater, solicitor for the bankrupt Hart (the

part of the separate estate . The claimants contended , in other bankrupt being unrepresented), objected to the proposed

support of their case, that the bankrupt had been in partner statement being made, and submitted that the sole question

ship with his brother, M . Miguel de Lizardi, who resided in for the court to determine was whether or not the bankrupts

Mexico , and the fact mainly in dispute wag whether such were entitled to pass their examination . Mr. Registrar

partnership really existed at the time of the bankruptcy . Mr. Murray, after somediscussion ,said this was a sitiing for public

Winslow , Q . O ., and Mr. Finlay Knight appeared for the examination under the 19th Section . He did not know what

claimants ; Mr. Everett and Mr. George Henderson for reason there was for taking the examinations in private, but

creditors in opposition ; and Mr. J. Linklater for the trustee. he eupposed it was for the convenience of the creditors and

His Honour now gave judgment, and , after reviewing the the trustee. The learned counselmight read the examinations

evidence, hold that the allegod partnership with the brother as a brief. He thought it would be inconvenient to make a

was not proved , and that the claim of the applicants, as statement, but he could not refuse to hear the examinations

separate creditors, failed . read . Mr, Lanyon said the trustee desired that the accounts

should be more full, and that the bankrupts should make &

( Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.)
further discovery. Considerable discussion followed in regard

to the right of the bankrupts to pass their examination upon
November 8 . the accounts as they at present stood . Eventually Mr.

Registrar Murray said he must call upon the learned
Ex PARTE THE TRUSTEE , RE WHITWORTH . — This was an

appeal from a decision of the Halifax County Court, and
counsel to point out some particular item as to

involved a question as to the right of Messrs. Gibbes, of
which the trustee was not satisfied . Mr. Lanyon , after

Charlestown, in the United States, to stop in transitu certain
conferring with the trustee, said he did not think

cotton which they had consigned to Messrs. Whitworth, of any information could be obtained from an examination

Luddenham , Yorkshire. Mr. Benjamin , Q . C ., and Mr. Jordan
of the bankrupts beyond that which they had actually

were counsel for the appellant, and Mr. De Gex, Q . C ., and Mr.
disclosed . Mr. Registrar Murray said in that case the only

Finlay Knight for the respondents. It would appear that for duty hehad to perform was to allow the bankrupts to pass

many years Messrs. Gibbes were in the habit of consigning to their examination . They did so simply because they had

Messrs. Whitworth , who were cotton -spinners, large quantities filed their accounts , and had submitted themselves to

of cotton to be used by them for the purpose of their trade.
examination at the instance of the trustee, and the trusteo

Simultaneously with the shipment of the goods a bill of lading gavo no reason for adjournment. Passed .

for Liverpoolwas usually forwarded to Messrs. Brown, Shipley, (BeforeMr. Registrar SPRING-Rice.)
and Co., the agents of Messrs . Gibbes and Co. in this country , IN RE O . T. MAVROCORDATO. - This was a first meeting.
together with a draught of exchange, which the latter

The bankrupt was a merchant and a dealer in stocks and shares,
transmitted to Messrs. Whitworth for acceptance, and on

of 108 Bishopsgate-street-within. He was recently convicted
receiving from that firm the draught duly accepted , they and sentenced to five years' penal servitude on a charge of
immediately sent to Messrs. Whitworth , at Luddenham , the defrauding various stockbrokers, and consequently now failed
bill of lading, which was thereupon forwarded to Mr. Windle , to appear. Several proofs of debt were admitted, and a
the manager of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway at

trusteo appointed . No accounts were presented .
Liverpool, with directions to forward the goods to Luddenham .

On the 17th of April, 1875 , Messrs. Whitworth filed a petition

for liquidation . At that time a quantity of cotton consigned THE JERSEY MERCANTILE UNION BANK. - There is at length

by Messrs. Gibbes to the debtors, and of which the bill of some prospect of the creditors of this bank receiving a trifling

lading had been transmitted by the consignees to their agent dividend out of the estate. The bank suspended paymenton

at Liverpool, was lying in trucks of the railway company, the 1st of February , 1873, with liabilities amounting to about

placed in a siding known as “ the Whitworth siding," at £320 ,000 , the investigation into the affairs resulting in the trial

Luddenham Station . On the 21st of April Mr. Ernest Schutt, and condemnation of the chairman , Mr. Joshua Le Bailly (8

the agent for Messrs. Gibbes, countermanded the delivery of judge of the Royal Court), to five years' penal servitude.
the cotton to Messrs. Whitworth , and the learned Judge, upon After numerous efforts an agreement was at length come to

thematter being brought before him , held that Messrs . Gibbes between the creditors and the shareholders, by which the

were entitled to the goods. The trustee under the liquidation latter agreed to contribute a sum of £80,000, in full discharge

appealed . The Chief Judge, on the ground that the transitus of their liabilities. This, together with the sum realised by

of tho cotton , so far as concerned the vendors, was at an end the sale of Mr. Le Bailly 's estate, is estimated to yield about

upon its arrival at Liverpool, reversed the decision of the 5s, 6d . in the pound. The liquidators have obtained from the

Court below , and held that the trustee was entitled to Royal Court an order to call in the £1 notes held by creditors,

possession of all the cotton which was in the hands of the against which they will issue notes of hand, for the purpose of

railway company as agents for the debtors at the date of the simplifying the process of payment of the dividend, which

petition for liquidation . expected to be commenced shortly.
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EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . transferor company at the time of the amalgamation . He

should , accordingly , for the reasons given in “ Rivington 's
Case , No. 1, ” certify for an appeal. The Arbitrator further

November 4 . said that “ Doman 's Case, No. 2 ," would go with “ Doman ' s

(Before Mr. F . S .Reilly.) Case, No. 1.”
SULLIVAN 'S CASES, No. 1 AND No. 2 . - Thomson ' s Cases ,

At a sitting to -day the Arbitrator determined that an appeal No. 1 . AND No. 2 . - The Arbitrator said that these cases had
should be allowed in some cases which in a very great degree

been throughout treated as governed by Doman 's Cases, and
affect the amount of assets available for some of the creditors must continue to be so treated as regards the certificate for
in the arbitration .

appeal. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., Mr. Jackson , Q . C . , Mr.
RIVINGTON's Cases, No. 1 AND No. 2 . - The Arbitrator, in | Millar, Mr. Romer, and Mr. Methold were the counsel

giving judgment, said that the first question was whether the engaged in the foregoing cases.
new Act relating to the arbitration provided for an appeal in

cases whero decisions on different principles had been given
by the same Arbitrator, or only in cases where the differences CREDITORS' MEETINGS.

of opinion were betweon different Arbitrators. The inter

pretation the learned Arbitrator would now put upon the Act G . D . NEROUTSOS. - At a preliminary meeting of the credi
was, that it did apply to a difference in principle hetween two tors of Mr. G . D . Neroutsos, merchant, of London and Man

or more decisions of the same Arbitrator. Then came the chester, a committee was appointed. Tho liabilities amount
quostion whether there had been any such difference. The to £22,603, and assets to £12,869.

duty of making this inquiry had been cast upon him (the W . Woolston (GREAT YARMOUTH ). - A meeting of the

learned Arbitrator) by the Legislature,and must be discharged. creditors of William Woolston , of Yarmouth , grocer, was
This duty , however, did not involve the consideration of the held at Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth , on 5th

merits of any decision . Any one who studied tho judgment November, 1875, when it was resolved to liquidate the
in “ Rivington 's Case, No. 1 " ( Law Times European Reports, estate by arrangement ; Mr. Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay

p. 57 ) would see that, apart from all particular circumstances, Chambers, Great Yarmouth , public accountant, being

the principle of the decision was that Lord Westbury would appointed trustee with a committee of inspection . Mr. F .

not inquire into the validity of an arrangement in the nature J. Dowsett, of Yarmouth , and Mr. Alfred Kent, of Norwich ,
of amalgamation between two companies , after the lapse of a are solicitors in the proceedings.

considerable number ofyears, and when he could not restore M . J. COHEN , JEWELLER (NEWCASTLE -UPON -TYNE ). - At a
the parties to their original position . The judgment made meeting of creditors herein held on Monday, November 8th ,

no reference to the rights and interests of the respective 1875 , for the confirmation of a resolution to accept 38. 6d. in
creditors of the two amalgamating companies. On the other the pound , it was resolved to refuse the sameand to wind -up

band , in “ Barnes' s Case " ( Law Times European Reports, | the estate under liquidation , with Mr. Edward Thomas Peirson ,

p . 72 ) Lord Westbury did inquire into the validity of an public accountant, of Coventry, as trustee.

arrangement in the naturo of amalgamation between two JACOB WOLFE (LEEDS). – At the meeting held herein, the

companies after the lapse of a considerable number of years . debtor was closely examined byMr. Peirson , public accountant,
Hedid not consider whether he could restore the parties to Coventry, who brought out the fact that there must have been

their original position , and his judgment dwelt almost a large amount of property removed , and the debtor repudia

exclusively on the rights and interests of creditors as alleged ting all knowledge ofsame, his offer of composition of 5s. 6d.

to be affected by the amalgamation . It was immaterial how in the pound was refused. He subsequently amended the offer

the question arose, whether on an application to put a person to 88. in the pound, but this was refused, and bankruptcy

on the list or to remove ono therefrom ; whether on an was resolved upon . A few days after the meeting steps were

application for a winding-up order, or on an application taken to trace the missing property, and the debtor then made

relating to the validity of a particular transfer of shares. The an offer to pay 128. 6d . in the pound all secured , which offer
only material question was what were the principles of the the creditors will probably accept, and annul the bankruptcy

decisions; and he was of opinion that there was a difference in due course.

in those principles . He should accordingly grant a certificate N . J. CHAVIARA (LIVERPOOL ). - A meeting of creditors

allowing an appeal to the Court of Appeal, in accordance with under the failure of Mr. Nicholas J . Chaviara, of Exchange

the Act, which required & certificate that, by reason of the buildings, Liverpool, was held at the offices of Mr, C . C . Deane,

difference of decisions, an appeal was desirable . He had no Liverpool, on November 2nd. A statement of accounts
difficulty in so certifying, having regard to the desirableness produced disclosed unsecured debts £2311, and those partly
of uniformity in the measure to be meted out to the share secured £7347, theestimated value of the security being £4216.

holders and the creditors of the several companies subject to The assets consist entirely of book debts , amounting to £1089,
the arbitration , and to the desirableness of the claims of the which are not estimated to produce more than £350. Liquida

creditors ofthe British Commercial Company being satisfied , tion was determined upon , and Mr. Bolland chosen trustee,

as far as the rules of law and the assets of that company with a committee of inspection , and the debtor to be allowed
would permit . his discharge on payment of 10s. in the pound . Mr. Deane

RIVINGTON 'S CASE , No. 2 . - This caso was decided by Lord was retained as the solicitor to the trustee.

Romilly , and turned on the effect of the previous case. The F . M 'GRATI (LIVERPOOL). - A first meeting of creditors

Arbitrator said the two cases would therefore be heard in the | under the bankruptcy of Mr. Francis M 'Grath , provision

Court of Appeal together. merchant, trading in Peter-street, under the firm of A .
DOMAN 'S CASES, No. 1 AND No. 2 . - The Arbitrator said Broadhurst and Co., was held on the 7th of November, at

the principle of the decision in this first case (Law Times the county court. A statement of accounts produced showed
European Reports , p . 133) was the same as that in liabilities £2407, and assets £175 . Mr. Robert Nicholson
" Rivington 's Case, No. 1 ." The decision treated of the rights represented the creditors, and appointed Mr. Bolland trustee,
and interests of creditors of a company as prejudicially with a committee of inspection , The 10th of December was
affected by the operation of an arrangement in the nature of | fixed for public examination .
amalgamation assumed to be binding on or enforceable as E . PLEASANCE (LIVERPOOL ). - A meeting of creditors of
between the amalgamating companies . It proceeded then to Elijah Pleasance, of Liverpool, licensed victualler and tile
deal with the rights and interests of those creditors in such a merchant, was held on the 28th ult. Debts, £912 ; assets
manner as to subordinate and postpone them to the rights £144. Liquidation was determined upon , and Mr. Bolland
and interests of persons who were shareholders in the chosen trustee.
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T . Morris (LIVERPOOL). - A meeting of creditors was held on

the 7th instant, at the offices ofMessre. Gibson and Bolland,

under the liquidation petition of Mr. Thomas Morris, of St.

John 's Market and Brownlow -bill, butcher. The debts were

£1171, and assets £166 . Liquidation was determined upon ,

and Mr. Bolland chosen trustee, with a committee of

inspection . An offer of 5s. in the pound on the part of the

debtor was refused, but the discharge was allowed, subject to
the trustee and the committee certifying that the bankrupthad
made a full disclosure of his estate . Mr. Martin and Mr.
Rodway represented the creditors.

CASTREE BROTHERS (MANCHESTER ). — A second meeting of the
creditors of Messrs. Castree Brothers, Manchester, silk manu

facturers, has been held , when the resolution passed at the

former meeting was confirmed , accepting a composition of

38. 4d. in the pound , payable in two instalments - 2s. in one

month , and is. 4d. in two months.

C . L . MAVROCORDATO. — The first meeting of creditors was

held to -day in the bankruptcy of C . I. Mavrocordato , the

Greek merchant who was recently sentenced to five years'

penal servitude for absconding with about £10,000 worth of

securities, which were recovered . The liabilities have not yet

been ascertained . Mr. J. Waddell was appointed trustee , with
a committee of creditors, Messrs. Lewis and Lewis being the

solicitors to the estate .

W . Pitts (LOWESTOFT). - A meeting of the creditors of

William Pitts, of Lowestoft, draper, was held at the office of
Mr. R . Nicholson, solicitor, Lowestoft , on 2nd November, when

it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr.
Lovewell Blake , of Hall Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth ,

public accountant, being appointed trustee. Mr. Nicholson

and Mr. W . R . Seago are solicitors in the proceodings.

ACTION AGAINST AN ADVERTISING MONEY LENDER. - In the

County Court for the Newbury district of Berkshire, on

Thursday, an action was brought by a widow lady named

White, residing at East Woodhay, Hants, against *, W .

Seymour, Esq.,” who describes himself in the newspaper

advertisement as “ financier, of 9 Great Russell-street, London,

E . C .," to recover £2 2s. which she had paid him under the

circumstances stated below . - Mr. Lucas, solicitor, of Newbury ,

represented the plaintiff, and explained to the Judge (Mr.

Stonor) that the defendant (who did not put in an appearance )

had been advertising in the Newbury paper thathe had money
ready for immediate investment in large or small sums not

under £50 at 4 per cent. interest per annum , on any descrip .

tion of real or personal security. Plaintiff applied for a loan

of £50., and defendant replied that she could have it , and

plaintiff told him she had property , and could show him deeds

to satisfy him as to her bonâ fides. He then wrote requiring

the payment of £2 28. to cover the preliminary expenses, and

plaintiff said he might deduct that sum from the loan , and

remit her the balance, but he insisted on the cash payment

of the two guineas which she subsequently remitted . Having

obtained this money, defendant sent down to plaintiff several

documents for execution , including an absolute bill of sale ,

a bond, a guarantee, and a statutory declaration , which docu.

ments Mr. Lucas said were such that not one borrower in s

hundred could execute, and it was clear that defendant's object

was to obtain the two guineas, none of the conditions eventualis

mentioned being hinted at or required prior to the payment

of that money. Plaintiff placed the matter in Mr. Lucas's

hands, and defendant having refused to refund the two

guineas, or carry out the loan on the terms originally stated ,

the present action was commenced for the breach of contract.

Defendant, had , in his advertisement, distinctly stated that

no commission would be charged. The solicitor's statement

being borne out by evidence, Mr. Stonor gave judgement for

the plaintiff for the amount claimed , with full costs .

A LIVELY CREDITORS' MEETING. - At the Mansion -house , on

Thursday, E . W . J . Thompson ,of 28 Burney-street, Greenwich,

and Walter Thompson , of Tottenham , were summoned before

Mr. Alderman Ellis, the former for assaulting Mr. Moss Myers,

manager for Messrs . Lederer Brothers, 10 Fore-street, and the

latter for using threats. — Mr. T. Beard, for the complainant,

stated that the defendant E . W . J . Thompson recently filed a

petition in bankruptcy , and on Wednesday, the 27th ult , á

meeting of creditors was held ; but in consequence of the

defendant, Walter Thompson , who had likewise filed a petitive

some time ago, being returned a creditor for £500 , a questica

as to the genuineness of this and other claims was raised

Complainant took an active part against the defendants , and

he being thus obnoxious to them they sought to get rid of Lim

by ejecting him . - Complainant deposed to these facts, and to

the assault committed and threats used , but said he did not

wish to punish defendants , and only wanted them bound ore .

Mr. Straight, for defendants , suggested that it would be well

to bind all parties over. Defendants would certainly object

to being bound over unless complainantwas. - Mr. Alderman

Ellis said , if the case went on , and complainant's story was

not rebutted , he should think it his duty to inflict a pery

heavy penalty, if indeed he did not send defendants to gau

without the option of a fine. For a man attending a legal

meeting to be thus interfered with , and that when he was

endeavouring to do his duty , seeing that matters were gre

into and the bankruptcy carried out properly , was to his mind
& most serious offence. It was an endeavour to pervert

justice, but, fortunately for defendants, complainant Lad

taken á most lenient view of the matter. - Mr. Straight said

after this expression of opinion defendants were willing to be

bound over. They then entered into their own recognisances

of £50 each to keep the peace for six months.

FAILURES.

ENGLAND. — The suspension is announced of Messrs. G . A .

Witt and Co., of London and Liverpool, East India merchants ,

of about six years' standing. The unsecured liabilities are

roughly estimated at under £100 ,000, and the liquidation is

expected to prove favourable . Their books have been placed

in the hands of Mr. Joseph Shubrook, of 9 Gracechurch -street,

London , public accountant. The failure is also announced

of Messrs . J . J . Ronaldson and Sons, wine merchants , of 27

Mincing-lane. The liabilities are estimated at about £70,000 ,

the assets are not stated. The stoppage is understood to have

been caused by the suspension of Messrs. Kattengell and

Campbell, who filed a petition in bankruptcy on Friday last,

with liabilities estimated at £400 ,000. The books have been

placed in the hands of Messrs. Chatteris, Nicholls, and
Chatteris . -- A petition for liquidation was presented to the
Liverpool Court, on November 6th , by Messrs . Blood and Taylor,

wholesale druggists ,with liabilities £3,500 , and assets £1,800 ,
and Mr. Bolland was appointed receiver.

“ FOREIGN LOTTERY TICKETS OF NO VALUE.” — The following
curious statement appears in the Report of the Postmaster

General just printed : - “ A registered letter containing Turkish
Bonds, with coupons payable to bearer, worth £4 ,000 , intended

for a firm in the city of London , was misdirected to a street

in the West-end , where it was delivered . On inquiry being

made for the packet, it was found that the Bonds had been

mistaken for foreign lottery tickets ' of no value, and had
been put aside for the children of the family to play with ."
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PROSECUTION OF A FRAUDULENT DEBTOR.

At the Hull Sessions, on Thursday, before Mr. Recorder

Beasley, John Wilkinson, jeweller, of Driffield (on bail) was

charged with a breach of the Bankruptcy Act. Mr. Smith and

Mr. Wilberforce (instructed by Mr. R . O . Sydney, of 5 John

Street, Bedford Row , London , and by Messrs. Reece and

Harris, of Birmingham ) appeared for the prosecution , and Mr.

Lawrance, of the Midland Circuit, and Mr. Silvester (instructed
by Mr. White , of Driffield ) for the defence. - The defendant

filed a petition of bankruptcy in February, 1875 , and he was
charged under the 32 and 33 Vic ., sec. 11 and sub-sec. 14 and

15 of the Fraudulent Debtors' Act, with having, during the

four months previous to that date , obtained on credit certain

goods and articles with intent to defraud , and also unlawfully

and with intent to defraud , disposed of certain goods and

chattels otherwise than in the ordinary way of trade. The bill

of indictment contained ten counts, and the prosecution was

ordered by the Registrar of the London Bankruptcy Court.

On the accounts being gone through , it was found that there

was a deficiency of £2, 186 13s. 1d . Defendant commenced

business in March , 1871, with a capital of £1, 180 , a present
from his father, with which he bought the business at Driffield .

The retnrne were admitted to be about £1,500 a year, upon

which the defendant estimated that he made a profit of 25 per

cent. The liabilities of the defendant were £3,269 6s. 9d ., and

the assets £1,092 138 8d ., but that amount was subject to

certain reductions, amounting to £17. Thus, after adding the
capital the defendant started with to his present deficiency of

£2,186 13s. 1d ., and £1,500 the estimated profits for four years,

it would be seen that there was a deficiency of £1, 866 13s. 1d.
At an examination of the defendant in the Bankruptcy Court

TIIE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER “ SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the
" Syndicate " are ; - lst . - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

Rents , Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels

Public Honses , Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists , Drapers,and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land,

Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations
of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses. 5 : h . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate"
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .

R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET, .

Near the corner of Tottenham -court- road .
known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .
Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and bread, Is . 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 2s.

Dinners froin 6 till 9 o ' clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s. 6c .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor .

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

he had spent £509 per annum for housekeeping and other
purposes. Defendant stated that he lost £1,000 by racing,
and had also lost money by selling stock under cost price . He
sold diamond rings and other jewellery to Mr. Louis Holt,
jeweller, of Hull, to the value of about £1,000 at a reduction

of 25 per cent. on the cost price. Watches were also disposed
of in a like manner. - A number of witnesses, including many

Birmingham jewellers, were called in support of the case
against the prisoner, who pleaded not guilty. The evidence
of Louis Holt was to the effect that he gave the defendant
Wilkinson the full value of the goods which were sold him ,

and that if he had gone to Birmingham he would have got
similar as cheap , if not cheaper. - Mr. Wilberforce having
summed up the case for the prosecution , Mr. Lawrance asked

the jury to discharge the prisoner on the evidence ofHolt, and
maintained that the prosecution had not proved their case.

The conduct ofthe creditors before the Registrar in London ,
in wishing to settle the case , showed that they did not think
the prisoner had been guilty of any criminal action . Heasked

the jury to look upon the acts of the defendant as having
occurred more from inexperience and foolishness than
any thing else . At the conclusion of Mr. Lawrance's speech
there was some applause in Court, but it was immediaetly
suppressed. - The Recorder having summed up in a very
exhaustive manner, the jury retired to consider their verdict,
and on returning into Court announced that they found the
prisoner guilty , but strongly recommended him to mercy .
The Recorder deferred passing sentence until Friday. - On
Friday morning the prisoner was again brought up, and the
Recorder sentenced him to six months' imprisonment, with
hard labour.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT $ 4 PER CENT, INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advancesmade theroon .

Oflice Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

LARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor .
- Rents £10 and £15. Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge- row , Cannon

street, E . c .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq., 120 Southampton - row , London , W . C .

It is announced that a partnership has been formed between
Mr. Charles Rutherford , accountant, of 29 Saint Swithin ' s
lane, and Mr. Francis William Pixley , accountant, of 82
Cheapside, under the style of Rutherford and Pixley, and that
their offices will in future be at the former address.

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
n work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation
notices, & c., by Zuccato's Papyrograph , which is used by a large number
of London and Provincial Accountants, including John L . Lovering and
Co . ; Gamblo and Harvey ; Andrews andMason ; Nicholls and Leatherdale ;
Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co . ; Sydney Smith , and Co . : Ladbury ,

Collinson , and Vincy ; Arthur Barton and Co. ; Edmunds, Davis, and

Clarke ; & c . For 24d ., 500 4to . copies can be taken upon any kind of dry
paper, by an office boy in a copying-press at the rate of 10 a minute . For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic
Dopôt, 409 Strand , W . C .
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" The source ofmany awriter's woe has been STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS !! PENS !! 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl,and the Waverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen. CHAIRMAN
1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphıc, 17th May, 1873. Mr. Alderman MoArthur, M .P .
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls.id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair-street, Edin
burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.
RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H , J. Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.
Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell , Esq .

George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S. Pidgeon, Esq
John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M . P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1, 216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . .. . . . . : 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,
80 hurtful in its effects, is here avoided, a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep. A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Frice of a single Truss, 169. , 21s. , 26s. 6d . , 31s. 60 ,
Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s . 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d. Post
age free . An Umbilical Tsusr , 42s ., and 52s. 60 . Postage

free . P . 0 . 0 . to bemade payable to JOHN WHITE, Post -office,
El Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s . 6d ., 7s, 6d ., 108 , to 16s , each .
Postage free.

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 5s. 6d. and 7s, 60 . Adults, ios. 6d ., 159, 6d., and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John Watte , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste

Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschrills," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress .
" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the

use of Palse Keys.
N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a safe or

Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curioeity . A new change in
this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . Th .
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itsell
to theNEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .
The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and Kky, as often as may be desired , without the aid ol
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
" Times , " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protcction

from duplicate or “ Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been eflected

by thismeans.
HOBBS, HART & CO .,

LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERE,

76 Cheapside, London, E . C .

PPPS'S COCOA . - " By a thorough knowledge of the
V natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition, and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E .C.

First issue of Capital, £500,000 , in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber
is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General J . H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Iyybridge, Devon . I H . R . SNELGROVE, Esq., The Vicarage, Exmouth,
The Rev . W . F , GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq ., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London, E .O .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . - RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F . R .G . S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .
The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America , and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

WAGE
R

W. Hode
COUN

T

1

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria . | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - Book -keeping in
street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed 1 the hands of the Subscribers.

ing $ 20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the

penny stamp being the only expense. These are very convenient for
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .- Quarterly pubpersons not having banking accounts , or not wishing to draw small cheques.

1 lished Balance -sheet issued and certified by the SubscribThey are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on theMinimum Monthly Balances.

street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three monthsafter date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or pavable on demand without interest. These

Cheque Books for Customers.are very useful to persons requiring short investments , and are perfectly
negotiable instruments .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , - The ONLY issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America.

1 SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — Th PEOPLE'S I description of Sound Financial Business

BANK, 11 Queen Victoria -street .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces PublicTHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion
Loans.1 Money or Preliminary Expenses .

T 'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Managerial Re MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 Companies of a bona - fide character .muneration Dependenton Profits.

"THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
whole amount of the Liability . 1 . count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans

Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects . on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street. 1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . _ No Liability MAE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
1 beyond amount of subscription . 1 Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The Secrecy and MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House.Despatch of IndividualManagement.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A fixed instead MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

I of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign1 . of an uncertain Scale of Profits .

Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done CheaplyCent. per Annum paid Monthly .
1 and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . A constantly ac
TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY,cruing Reserve Fund.
1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total
TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLEWithdrawal atter six months on Sixty Days' Notice.
I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers ,
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn ; Denbigh , Dundee, Edinburgh , Glasgow , Inverness, Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington ,

Bristol, Newcastle-on - Tyne, Shields, Woolwich , Sunderland, Bishop Auckland, Exeter , Blyth , Bradford-on
Avon, Newton Abbott, Neath , Newport (Mon .), Middlesborough , Plymouth , South Shields, Worcester , Sheffield,
Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton , Leicester, Moreton -in -the-Marsh , Hull, Norwich , Portsmouth , Easingwold ,
Birmingham and Greenock.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE INVITED FOR 5 ,000 SHARES IN

THE BUFFALO HIDE HORSESHOE COMPANY, LIMITED .

ESSR

Registered under the Companies' Acts, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL £60,000, IN 12,000 £5 SHARES FULLY PAID UP.
£1 on Application , the remainder on Allotment,

DIRECTORS. SOLICITORS.
JOSEPH JAMES SMITH , Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Manchester. Messrs. HAMPSON AND WALMSLEY, 60 King- street, Manchester ,

WILLIAM BIRCH COOPER, Esq., Durham Massey, Cheshire.
GEORGE HILL, Esq., Coal Merchant, Navigation Wharf, Man - { MANAGING DIRECTOR .

chester . JAMES HASLAM , Esq., M . R .C . V . S .
JAMES HASLAM , Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Manchester.

ALBERT SEPTIMUS Cox, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon , Altrincham , SECRETARY.

Cheshire. ( Pro. tem .) Mr. THOMAS WINDER.
BANKERS.

The MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, King-street,
OFFICES .

Manchester, and its Branches. ( Pro tem ) 60 , King Street, Manchester.

P R O S P E C T U s .

The greatwant of a Shoe for Horses and other draught animals (so as to obtain a firm and solid foothold upon Asphalte and other smooth or slippery
pavements, and to obviate roughing or sharpening in frosty weather ; to reduce the jar or concussion the limbs are subjected to by the hoof striking the

ground ; to allow the hoof to expand and develop ; to reduce the labour of the animals by diminishing the weight of the present unnatural and unwieldy

iron shoe, and to add to their comfort), has long been felt by the community at large, but more especially by those who employ large numbers of horses,
and also by " The Societies for the Prevention ofCruelty to Animals. "

Such a Shoe has been Invented and Patented by Mr. Yates, and is made from buffalo or other hides, rendered impervious to moisture under Patented
Process. They are as durable as the iron shoe, one-third the weight, cheaper, and are neat and easily applied , and their application adds greatly to the
comfort of the animal.

They are made from a material as nearly approaching the nature of the hoofas possible , and therefore are the most natural substance from which to
form a shoe . They will maintain the integrity of the hoof in its natural form , and allow its freedom and development. They also assist in retaining a firm

and solid foothold , and aid in the impulsive efforts required in the performance of work and movements, and will thus be invaluable in preserving the
health of the animal shod with them .

This Company has been formed for purchasing and working the patent rights, titles, and interests for Great Britain , Ireland, and the Channel Islands,
of this Shoe , and for manufacturing and vending the same.

It is the intention of this Company to fit up works sufficient to manufacture these shoes, and to establish offices or stores in our principal cities for the
sale of the same, where they will be able to supply sets much cheaper than iron shoes, and which can be readily applied by any smith or farrier .

Forms of application for shares may be obtained by applying to the Bankers of the Company, or to the Secretary .
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES. AGRICOLE

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .
B oxcazuru KS

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all otherMineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATTO
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E. C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspap
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy

be forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices .

VES

LECEIs, only one MS. copy need

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. NOVEMBER 18 ,OVEMBE
R 13, 1875.
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Established 1813.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

TOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

I F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

Receiver and TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

LAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
I and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,

and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULTURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided, and written

terms settled before anycost or liability is incurred . Address Mesers.

Marsh , Milner, and Co ., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London, E . C .

TILLIAM EDWARDS, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR ,

GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD, LONGTON ,

STAFFORDSHIRE .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.
MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER of LANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description, is published Monthly , and may bé
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon O ACCOUNTANTS. - A useful Clerk and good
street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application . 1 Penman is open to temporary or a permanent engagement, at a

moderate amount of remuneration . Reference is permitted to Messrs.

Josiah Beddow and Son , Accountants, 2 Gresham Buildings, Basinghall

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
Street, to whom applicationsmay bemade.

L Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,
proved securities . Apply at theCity Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842), 54 Cannon -street.

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

NOTICE OF REMOVAL . 7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance
39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL , Sheets, & c., printed with despatch .

JUNE 24TH , 1875 . STEAM PRINTING WORKS , LAMBETH, S. E .
The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO . , having been DISSOLVED by mutual

consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON
BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS. TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,
MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

90 LONDON WALL, E .C . 62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .,

HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

- commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made
require agents in London .

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence , & c ., into the Principal European
CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY, fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and
BARROW . IN -FURNESS . speedy translations into, or from ,the French ,German , Italian

REFERENCES GIVEN , | Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

AV
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BANKER

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A/MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different
Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND
ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

Debenture, within a limited numbe: of year's, by periodical Drawings,
OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

BITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACII DR WING , varying from

£10 to £30,000.

For full particulars apply by letter , addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

for the announcements of members of the profession, as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.
N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol
lowing Drawings:

The 70th DRAWING of 1,400 IUPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1 , 500
IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

plare on the Ist instant, at Vienna . The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of

120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBESTURES, took place at
Ofen on Ist instant.

He will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above
mentioned Debentures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares
or Obligations.

To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F . W . requests that all com
munications should be addressed care of

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application .

PS. - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1,006 , No.
78, drawing a Bonus of £4,000, has been sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman
residing in London .

TO SUBSCRIBERS,

In consequence of numerous applications from sub
scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),
with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each. Sub .

scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E. C .

The Accountant.

NOVEMBER 20 , 1875.

The Accountant

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy , or

286 . per annum (including postage), the reduced terms
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free ) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s . (post free).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable
to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed. Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible.

The proper rate of remuneration for the services of

professionalmen is always a question of difficulty, and
none have found it more perplexing to adjust than

solicitors. Their clients are invariably discontentod ;

the taxing masters are a race whose régime is very ruth

less, and it is not always easy to make a bargain which
shall not come ultimately within their cognisance.

Moreover, the ordinary system of charging is of a rery

vexatious description , as every one knows who has had

denlings with a solicitor ; and the number of petty items

which are charged for in detail, makes a bill of costs

very lengthy reading. A remedy for this was sought by

the Attorneys and Solicitors Act, which allowed those

much-abused members of society to make agreements

in writing with their clients to take a gross sum ora

commission, and thus save bills of costs and the uneasy

feeling which they entail. But the Act itself contains

a very important clause , which virtually nullifics a good

deal of its beneficial effects, as far as the profession is

concerned, by declaring that any agreement as to costs

in an action must be submitted to the taxing

master, and examined by him ; a proviso which

can only be complied with by solicitor taking

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medinm . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession , the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes

sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha.

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
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as much trouble upon himself as would be caused and honourable solicitor would hesitate before taking up

by making out a bill of costs. And there is a doubtful case, and his professional reputation would

also a terrible clause , which makes void anybe a pledge of the bona fides of the claim . The

agreement that the solicitor 's costs shall be contingent change would be beneficial to the higher members of

on the success of his undertaking; an act known by the the profession , and not in the least affect the practice

name of champerty . In construing the Act , the Master and procedure of its residuum .

of the Rolls has given it as his opinion that an agree .

ment by which a solicitor was to receive a commission

in case of success , and costs out of pocket only in case A somewhat novel illustration of the difficulty of

of failure, was an act of champerty , and thereforo void . | making the steed drink when he is taken to the water

The wisdom of our ancestors was very great, and they has occurred at Liverpool. A bankrupt, being brought

certainly abhorred litigation. They rightly thought that up for his public examination , declined to answer ques .

a litigant ought to feel that he brought his action at the tions, observing that he had no wish to pass, as he

risk of a large fine of costs if unsuccessful, and there. disapproved of the way in which the trustee was

fore they prohibited any attemptto make a solicitor's costs administering his estate. The judge settled the matter

dependent on his professional skill,under the impression by saying that it was for the creditors, and not the

that this would discourage speculative actions. It is debtor, to raise objections to the conduct of the trustee ,

certainly true that many attorneys would take up cases and implied that the debtor must pass his examination .

on speculation, setting off heavy commissions in case of It certainly seemshard upon the debtor that he should

success against loss of costs in case of failure, if the have no voice in the realisation of his affairs, as the

present law were repealed . But it is equally true that way in which they are managed might, though we admit

the law is notoriously set at defiance every day, and that such an occurrence is very rare, be of pecuniary

that numbers of actions are brought simply as specu importance to him as well as his creditors. Ultimately,

lations. And there is another point of view from which the judge adjourned the case ; and we must wait for

law reformers may advantageously survey the situation . | another fortnight to learn what can be done to a con

tumacious bankruptwho declines to pass .

of getting costs out of the defendant, there are a dozen

who encourage unhappy plaintiffs to carry on an
BANKRUPTCY LAWS. - No. 12.

expensive litigation without the remotest pros

pect of success, if their clients aro men of means, 1 In a previous number we purposed making some sug .

knowing perfectly well that their costs are gestions with reference to the amendment of the present

quite secure. It would scarcely be practicable to laws. In the first place , we considered that there should

insure that every solicitor had a direct pecuniary | be no intermediate stage between composition and

interest in his client's success, but it might be as well
bankruptcy. If a liquidating debtor has no intention of

The
making an

not to check rudely any steps in that direction.
offer to his creditors, it is a farce

present law may be advantageous to a few rich de
thathe should be allowed to call them together under that

assumption. There are daily cases occurring in which no

fendants , but its amendmentwould he a great boon to offer whatever is made, and the nature of the trading is so

countless hosts of plaintiffs. In truth , the theory of discreditable that bankruptcy is richly deserved . A

champerty is of a very antiquated kind . Take the serious omission in the Act, to ourmind , is the necessity

case of a bonâ -fide “ claimant," a man who has really to commence bankruptcy proceedings from the initiative

a good title to an estate, but has to enforce his claim in stage, even after creditors have refused to accept liqui

the teeth of a powerful and organised opposition . | dation. In our opinion, the fact of a liquidation proving

Such a man may suffer the greatest injustice. He is
abortive, should of itself suffice to involve, as a natural

unable to pay the costs of taking proceedings ; and a
sequence, an immediate adjudication in bankruptcy. The

solicitor is forbidden to prosecute his cause except on
fear of incurring additional costs, and thus frittering away

the estate , often induces creditors to adopt a proposal for

the heavy risk of losing large sums of money if he fails, liquidation, even when their convictions lead them to

and receiving his bare remuneration only if he succeeds. regard bankruptcy as the merited consequence of their

So far from promoting litigation , doing away with the debtor's misconduct. The Act was intended to indice
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represent a minimum dividend of ten shillings in the HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE .

pound, but an experience of nearly five years shows us

that any such dividend is rather a rara avis. CHANCERY DIVISON .
Again , in our opinion, it should be compulsory on traders

to keep proper books of account; and any neglect to do November 11.

so should not only render bankruptcy compulsory , but (Before the MASTER of the Rolls.)

should be,per se, an offence punishable with a fixed term IN THE MATTER OF THE ATTORNEYS' AND SOLICITORS ' ACT,

of imprisonment, the onus being thrown on the debtor to 1870.-- The motion in this matter raised a point of general
substantiate grounds for any mitigation of the penalty. importance under section 4 of the above Act, which enables
This law is in force throughout most of the commercial solicitors to make agreements in writing with their clients

countries of Europe,and has been found to work well. It
respecting the amount and manner of payment for their pro
fessional services, which may now be remunerated either by

is unreasonable to ask creditors to accept less than twenty a gross sum , or by commission or percentage, or otherwise as
shillings in the pound, without adducing some substantial may be agreed on , instead of by the ancient and vexatious

and reasonable proofs in support of any such proposal.

six -and- eightpenny method. The point arose in the following
way : - A solicitor was applied to by somepersons who repre

Taking the above points as the fundamental principle sented that they were entitled to some property ; but owing to
of any effective bankruptcy law , we will in our next the difficulties appearing in the case and the large expenditure

article proceed to suggest the modifications of the existing

which would have to be incurred to assert their title, had ra .
mained without their title to the property being asserted , and

laws which are in our opinion desirable to effect a satis requested him to take up the case. This the solicitor agreed

factory working of the Act.
to do, and a deed was executed, by which the parties

covenanted , in the event of the solicitor recovering for them

H . B. [London .] any real or personal property beyond a legacy of £5 ,000 men .
tioned in the deed , to pay to him 10 per cent. commission
upon the property recovered, with a proviso that if nothing
beyond the legacy should be recovered the solicitor should in

Society OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND. - At the last thatcase receive from the parties his costs out of pocket only .

monthly meeting of the Council,held at the offices of the
Before taking any step on behalf of the parties the solicitor
submitted the agreement to the Taxing Master, who required

Society, 2 Cowper's court, Cornhill, there were present: the opinion of the court to be taken thereon , which was now
Mr. John Bath (Vice- President) in the chair ; Messrs. E . sought to be done. Mr. C . H . Turner , for the solicitor, sub
C . Foreman , J. Beddow , J. C . Bolton . F . Nicholls. F . | mitted that the agreement was valid , having regard to

Sections 4 and 11 of the Act. The Master of the Rolls said

Tendron, and the Secretary . The following were admitted themeaning of Section 4 was that a solicitor might make any
Associates of the Society :- Robert Hugh Sloley , 61 agreement he pleased with his client respecting remuneration

Bartholomew -close , E .C . ; James Milne, Albion chambers,
for his services,but should not receive payment for such services
unless it should appear to the Taxing Master that the agrea .

Bristol. The Secretary was instructed to issue a circular ment was fair and reasonable, and if this should appear to the
letter to the magistrates and boards of justice in reference Taxing Master to be not the case, le might require theopinion

to persons brought before them styling themselves
of the court or a Judge to be taken thereon . And the mean

ing of Section 11 wasthat nothing in the Act contained should

accountants . give validity to any agreement that amounted to champerty ,
As the solicitor had not yet commenced proceedings for re
covery of the property , and consequently nothing was yet

AUDITING . — “ Ex Auditor ” writes as follows to a daily
payable to him under the agreement, his lordship thonght

there was nothing on which the Taxing Master could require
contemporary . - " Sir , - In connexion with the cubject of his opinion to be taken , and therefore he should make no
auditing the accounts of public companies, permit me to give order on the motion . His Lordship added, that in his opinion

you my experience as the auditor of a building society. On
the agreement was clear champerty, and within themeaning

examination of the accounts it appeared - 1 , That the directors

of the 11th section , for it purported to give to the solicitor,

in the event of success, what was in substance a tenth part

had been paying dividends out of capital; 2 , that the assets of the property to be recovered by his exertione,

included ascertained losses ; and , 3 , that the rules of the

society had been worked unfairly by the directors for their November 12 .
own benefit or that of their friends. Of the members of the

society about one-seventh attended the general meeting held
(Before Vice -Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS.)

in the office of the secretary. Notwithstanding the opposition
IN RE THE WOOLLEN TRADE ASSOCIATION COMPANY, LIMITED .

of the auditors (themselves, be it remembered , the nominees
- In this matter a petition was presented by all parties in

of the directors), expressed in very plain language, and with no
terested in it, praying for an order to stay the proceedings in

justification attempted on the part of the directors, except
the winding -up of the company, and to discharge the official

virtuous indignation , the report and accounts were adopted .
liquidator, so that the companymight continue to carry on

To the uninitiated this may appear incredible, but the
its business . Mr. Dale appeared for the petitioners . The

explanation is not merely that those present consisted mainly
Vice -Chancellor made the order,

of friends of the directors brought there to support them , but IN RE THE HYNIR VARLEY COLLIERY COMPANY, LIMITED. —

that it was for the interest of those present to adopt the report, | In this matter a petition was presented praying for an order

as the effect would be to give them the chance of withdrawing to wind-up the company. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer

from the society, leaving the impending loss on the absentee appeared for the petitioner. The Vice-Chancellor made the

majority," order, on an affidavit of service,
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IN DE TUE Port or LoydoY WHARTAGE AND WAREHOTSE | Act which takes away the jurisdiction to stay actions which
COMPANY, LIMITED . - In this matter a petition was presented by you formerly exercised . They did not think they had not also

& creditor of the company praying for an order to wind it up power to stay the action , but they thought your Lordship had

compulsorily . The company was formed in 1871 for the pur. power as much as themselves to do so , it being their view that
chase or leasing of the business of a Mr. Fergusson , a whar any Judge of the High Court has power to stay an action

finger. The capital was to be £100 ,000 , in 25 ,000 shares of pending in any Division of that Court. The Master of the
£4 each , of which 1,503shares had been taken , and £7 ,091 108. | Rolls : I cannot see that I have jurisdiction to stay this action .

paid for calls. There was a sum of £423 10s. still due for un The jurisdiction to restrain actions by prohibition or injunc
paid calls , and a further sum of £130 had been paid on 65 for. tion is gone. The sub - section provides that either court

feited shares. In June, 1871, Mr. Fergusson agreed to that is , the High Court or the Court of Appeal - may direct &

grant to the company a lease of his premises in Upper Ground stay of proceedings in any action pending before it , on the

street, Blackfriars. The company then commenced its opera . application of any person who if the Act had not passed

tions, and continued them till the 2nd of March , 1875, when a would have been entitled to apply to any court with that ob

meeting was held , and a resolution passed for a voluntary ject. Now , the High Court, as such , does not and cannot sit.
winding-up and the appointment of a liquidator. On the 9th The application can only be made to some Division or sub
of March the petitioner's attention was drawn to a circular Division sitting as and representing the High Court. “ Pending
issued by Mr. Fergusson referring to the discontinuance by the before it," means, I think pending before that court , whether

company of its business , and to the fact that the possession of Divisional Court or single Judge, to which the application is
the premises occupied by the company would, consequently , made. It seems to me, therefore - I say it with the utmost

revert to him . On the 17th of March , 1875 , Mr. Fergusson deference to the opinion of the Judges of the Common Pleas

wrote to the petitioner's firm , offering them , as lightermen and Division - that the application to stay proceedings in an action
wbarfingers, the lighterage on the sameterms as the company must be made to the court or judge, as the casemay be, before
had previously had it from him . The company owed the whom it is pending.

petitioner £56 10s. 4d . for lighterage and goods, and he, being

unable to obtain paymentof the debt, and not finding that ( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS.)
any liquidator had been appointed , believing the company to

IN RE TIE CANADIAN OIL WORKS CORPORATION , LIMITED.
be unable to pay its debts , and being dissatisfied with the EASTWICK 'S CASE. - Thismatter came on to be heard upon two
mode in which (as he thought) the assets of the companywere summonses taken out by the official liquidator of the com
being collected and managed , presented this petition on the pany - the one for an order directing Mr. Eastwick, a past
16th of April last. Mr. Glasse, Q C ., andMr. Renshawewere director, to pay the sum of £1,000 received by him out of
for the petitioner. Mr. Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Crossley, the assets of the company ; the other for an order directing
for the company, contended that the petitioner was an un . him to pay a call of £25 per share on his 40 qualification
secured creditor for a small, but disputed debt, for which he shares, amounting to a further sum of £1,000. The nature
had made no demand ; that the voluntary liquidation was of the case will fully appear from the judgment infra . The
supported by all the other creditors of the company, was still case itself was said , on the one hand, to be governed by that of
going on , and would in no way prejudice the petitiorer 's Sir John DalrympleHay in the same company (which has been
rights. The Vice-Chancellor, after stating the facts of the

already reported in the Accountant) ; and on the other, that
case, said that when this petition was first before him he had

this case was clearly distinguishable from that of Sir John D .
had some thoughts of dismissing it , but, in the hope that Hay's , and unaffected by it. The decision of the Vice-Chancel
something might be done in the matter before November, he

lor in that case was confirmed by the Lords Justices . Mr.
had directed it to stand over accordingly . Nothing, however,

Glasse, Q . C., and Mr. Cookson , Q .C., appeared for the official
appeared to have been since arranged , and might not be for, liquidator ; Mr. Cotton , Q .C ., and Mr. Horace Davey , Q . C .,
even now , some indefinite period . It would be wrong, there. were for Mr. Eastwick . Mr. ('ookson, QC., was heard in
foro, to let the parties go on squabbling any longer. Although

reply . The Vice-Chancellor said this case had occupied a
his Lordship thought that the petitioner should have waited great deal oi the time of the court. It first came on to be
some little while before he presented the petition as he did , heard soon after he had decided Sir John Hay's case. When
still looking at the position of things since the former occasion that was under appeal, his Lordship ordered this one to
and feeling that the court ought, in the interest of all parties, stand over till that appeal was disposed of. The Court of
to have more control over the matter , he should make an order Appeal affirmed his Lordehip's decision , and this case then
to continue the voluntary winding -up of the company under came on again in July, when it stood over till this month .
the supervision of the court. The arguments in it were then continued on Saturday, Novem

Before Vice-Chancellor Sir CHARLES HALL. ber 6 , and concluded on Saturday, November 13. The ques.
tion to be determined in this case was, however, a very narrow

IN RE TIE SURREY GARDENS COMPANY, LIMITED . — This com one. It was not necessary for his Lordship to go minutely
pany was ordered to be wound-up on the petition of a into the nature and objects of this company, which had often
creditor, and Mr. John F . Lovering was appointed official been before this court end the courts of law . It was sufficient
liquidator. Nr. E . C . Willis appeared for the petitioner ; Nr. to say that it was formed in 1871, when Mr. Longbottom

Mulligan for the company. came to England as the agent of Mr. Prince, and repre
sented that the oil wells in Canada were of great value,

November 13 . inducing Sir John Hay , Mr. Eastwick and other gentlemen to

become directors of the company. The chairman was to
(Before the MASTER of the Rolls.) receive £1,500 a year, and the directors £500 a year cach ,

IN RE THE PEOPLE' S GARDEN COMPANY. - -An order to wind There were other directors besides Sir John Hay and

up this company being made on the petition of a creditor, Mr. Eastwick , and with some of them there were express

Mr. Cozens-Hardy , for the petitioner, applied under the 21th contracts that their qualifications were to be paid for by Mr.

section of the Judicature Act, sub- section 5 , to stay proceed Longbottom . They were made to believe that they might
ings in an action of ejectment (“ Kingchurch v . People's join the companywithoutany risk whatever. Thecompanybeing
Garden Company'') , pending in the Common Pleas Division . a limited one, they were assured that, taking as they would do

The Master of the Rolls : Why do you comehere ? Why do 40 qualification shareseach , there couldbeno liability in respect
you not apply to the court in which the action is pending ? of them ; that the shares being fully paid -up, there would

Mr. Cozens-Hardy: - Wedid , but the judges refused the appli undoubtedly be profits ; while of losses there would be none.

cation , on the ground that the proper course was to apply to His Lordship held in Sir John Ilay' s case thathe took the 10

your Lordsbip, there being, in their opinion , nothing in the shares originally on the footing that Mr. Longbottom was to
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pay for them . His Lordship had then to decide whether the regretted , so far as Mr. Eastwick was concerned , and as he had

transaction was a payment. In this case Mr. Eastwick had formerly said he regretted in the case of Sir John Hay, that he
agreed to take 40 shares of £25 each , for which he was liable should have been mixed up with the affairs of this com
to pay £1, 000 to the company. If Mr. Eastwick had agreed pany. But against the personal honour and character of

that his qualification was to be paid for him , his Lordship those gentlemen there wasnothing. Mr. Eastwick on his oath

would have been at a loss to see any distinction between his contradicted the evidence of the official liquidator. Which

case and that of Sir John Hay . Thematerial questions here, ought the Court to believe ? Although , as his Lordship had

therefore, were whether Mr. Eastwick had agreed with Mr. said , no language could too strongly describe the folly of these

Longbottom that the qualification for his directorsbip should gentlemen , there was no fraud on their part, nor any intention

be paid for out of the assets of the company, or whether it to commit one, or even to deceive any body. Having regard ,
was not proved thatMr. Eastwick intended to pay, and did pay, then , to the positive assertion of Mr. Eastlake, that he never
for the shares out of his own resources. The official intended to accept, and never did or would accept, from any
liquidator bad relied on the evidence of Mr. Longbottom and one a qualification in any company , and admitting thathe

a confederate of his. On the other hand,Mr. Eastwick swore was rightly paid one sum of £1,000 , the Court must conclude
that he never did agree with any one for the payment for him that the £1,000 which he paid to the company he paid rightly

of his qualification as director, but that hemeant to pay for and out of his own resources. He must therefore be held to
it out of his own pocket , and that allegation was corroborated | have paid the call which it was now sought to enforce against
by his own son -in -law . He said that Mr. Eastwick declared him . Mr. Longbottom 's evidence was materially contradicted
he never would accept a qualification in this or any other on several points ; but, were it not so, the statements of a
company. The burden of proofin the case, therefore, rested | man whose conduct had been such as his must be received

on the official liquidator. Mr. Eastwick said he had paid with qualifications. Now he swore that Mr. Eastwick never

the £1,000 . His Lordship , therefore, had before him on the accounted to him for a sum of £100 which he owed him in
one side Mr. Longbottom and his confederate asserting that respect of advances made by Mr. Longbottom to him for a
which Mr. Eastwick positively denied , and his denial supported journey to California . Mr. Eastwick was to receive £3,000
by another witno.3s. “ As to Mr. Longbottom , his conduct in all for that journey. Why a gentleman in Mr. Eastwick's position ,
these transactions was extremely bad . Hecameto this country in the service of the East Indian Government, should have

for the purpose of robbing,as his Lordship was sorry to think made thearrangementhe did with Mr. Longbottom was sur
he had done, many families, to their utter ruin , and of | prising ; but at all events, there was nothing wrong or dis
deceiving others, as in the case of Sir John Hay, and several honest in it. His Lordship thought Mr. Longbottom must
more . No language was too strong for the condomnation of | really have been a most fascinating man, to have persuaded so

the folly and want of sense of the persons who had been many persons that these oil wells and mines in other places
deluded . But that was not for this court now to consider. were so valuable , but he certainly did so persuade them . No

What had to be decided was, whether Mr. Eastwick had him doubt Mr. Eastwick was not so wealthy a man as in his
self paid the £1,000 for the 40 shares (and the case was rested position he could have wished to be , and therefore he was

on that) to the company out of his own money ? It was ad induced to enter into these transactions, to take this director

mitted thathe had signed the articles of the company for the ship, and to make the journeys to Canada and California . He

40 shares, and was bound to pay the £1,000 for them . He said he received the £2,000 , and that one -half of that amount

said he had paid for them , and in this way : - He found , was for the journey to California . On the 3rd of January ,
directly after he had become a director of the company, that 1872 , hewrote to Mr. Longbottom --and littera scripta manet

it was expedient for him to go over to Canada to inspect the telling him how £50 of the money for the California journey
mines. He did go and remained there till December 1871. was disbursed ; that in order not to mix up pounds and

When he came back he found that a sum of £2,000 had been dollars in the account he had not entered in it the £100 ad .

paid by Mr. Longbottom into Coutts's to his credit there. Mr. vanced by Mr. Longbottom to him beforehe left England ; nor
Eastwick was entitled to receive £1,000 from the company. another sum of £11, and one or two small items for hotel

The money was paid in two checks for £1,000 each . One was charges. But in that letter Mr. Eastwick said he owed Mr.
for his journey to Canada, and the other for £1,000 , made Longbottom £80 , and sent him a check for that amount,

payable to Prince, and endorsed by Mr. Longbottom . Now , which he could get cashed in the mode suggested in the
Mr. Eastwick went to Canada on the very day of the resolution letter, the receipt of which he asked Mr. Longbottom to

for the payment of the money, and he did not return to acknowledge ; more than that, Mr. Eastwick added on the

England till the 23rd of December, 1871 . On the 27th , finding other side of the letter a receipt for the sum of £1,000,
the £2,000 standing to his credit at Coutts 's , he drew a check which he epoke of as an “ honorarium " on account of his

on them for £1,000 for the payment of his shares, and gave journey to San Francisco ,and which Mr. Longbottom had paid

that check to the company in satisfaction of his debt to them . I into his account at Coutts 's for himn . That letter Mr. Long:
The official liquidator, however, objected to the propriety of bottom received , and to it he sent a reply , stating that he had

that transaction . He contended that there was another check received Mr. Eastwick 's letter, that the account was most
standing or paid in to Mr. Eastwick 's account at Coutts's - viz . satisfactory, and that he was much obliged . It was said in the

the check made payable to Prince and endorsed by Mr. argument that the payment by Mr. Eastwick of the £80, when
Longbottom , and that it was with the £1,000 drawn outof the there was money still owing, as he said , for the journey to
company's assets by that check thatMr. Eastwick purported to California , was, to say the least, a very strange act on his

pay for his shares. His Lordship felt bonnd to confess, after part ; £3, 000 were to be paid to him for the journey, and Le

all the arguments hehad heard , that inasmuch as Mr. Eastwick had only received £1,000 . Why did he not retain the £80 ou

had £2,000 standing to his account, paid to him out of the account of the balance due to him ? But the £80 had been
company's assets - as to £1,000 properly, and as to the other advanced to him for special purposes, and it might well be that

£1,000 improperly — there was no compulsion on the court to he did not wish to mix up the different accounts . He had

attribute the payment of the £1,000 made by Mr. Eastwick to been to Canada, but had not discovered the frauds of which be
the company to the £1,000 improperly paid to him . It had had been the victim . He thoughtall was right, and there was
been said , and his Lordship agreed with theargument, that as no necessity for him to retain the £80. His pass-book,which

to the £1,000 properly paid to Mr. Eastwick , he was at perfect was put in in evidence, showed that he had a good balance at

liberty and fully entitled to apply it in any way he thought fit his bankers when he paid the £1,000 to the company. So far,

-- to pay it to his baker , or his shoemaker, or any body else. therefore, any discrepancy connected with Mr. Longbottom 's

Well, Mr. Eastwick said he paid it to the company. Why was assertion that it was paid out of the assets of the company

not Mr. Eastwick , a gentleman of unspotted character,making was disposed of. There was, however, one other part of the

such a statement, and on oath , to be believed ? His Lordship case which was not very clear. Mr. Eastwick , having to re
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ceive a sum of £3,000 for the Californian journey, and liaving their liabilities, passed new rules. The society was ultimately,

received £1,000 on account of that, not only gave the receipt however, ordered to be wound-up on tho 3rd of July, 1874 .

already referred to , but brought an action at law against Mr. There were no outside creditors of the society, and the princi

Longbottom for £3,000 , instead of the balance -- viz. the pal questions in the winding-up were in what manner the

£2 ,000 due to him . If a bill had been filed in respect of the losses of the society were to be borne by its various classes of

claim in this Court, the true facts would have appeared on members inter se. There were four of these classes - 1 , in .

tho face of the pleadings, and the particulars of demand vesting, or unadvanced ” members ; 2 , borrowing, or “ ad

in the action should have been equally accurate. It was urged vanced ” members ; 3 , withdrawing, or “ withdrawal ”

that this was the pleader's doing, and that Mr. Eastwick 's members ; and 4 , realised members. The society 's shares

explanation was that, although he was not certain as to the were £25 each , and the unadvanced members were thoso

instructions which he gave to his solicitor in the action , it was who subscribed for a share and paid for it in monthly

not his wish to recover more than the £2,000 . Then , again , payments of 3s. & share, yearly payments of £1 195.

there was something said about the payment of a sum of or £3 18s. a share, or in one or more sums not exceeding in

£2,500 in relation to an alleged arrangement with reference to the whole £19 10s. per share. The " advanced ” mem

somo subsequent acquisition from certain mines in California. bers were those who subscribed for shares in order to ob

There was, no doubt, a mystery about this part of the case, tain an advance. The terms under which these advances were

On the whole , however, his Lordship had come to the con made were under the 15th of the Rules of 1863, as follows :

clusion that although Mr. Eastwick had become liable for the When the funds in hand of the society were sufficient, the

£1,000 in respect of the 40 qualification shares, he had chairman offered them to the members in shares of £25,

honestly and fairly paid for them with the check properly paid and themember who bid the highest premium was declared

to him by the company. But then it was also insisted that, the purchaser of that share . Theamount advanced and this

admitting that to be correct, still he had had £1,000 of the premium was then secured by mortgage, providing for

company 's money which he ought not to have had . His periodical payments accordingly, and by the 21st of the rules

Lordship was inclined to think that was the case ; but what of 1863 advanced members were to be discharged from liabilities

were the circumstances as to that? The company, being in as soon as they had by their periodical payments paid all

difficulties , issued bonds. Mr. Eastwick was a creditor of the moneys due from them . “ Withdrawal ” members were ordi

company in respect ofthose bonds for £800. The company could nary investing members, who, requiring their money else.

not meet them , and it was said , if Mr. Eastwick received the where , had given certain notices of withdrawal, and “ realised ”

$ 1 ,000 improperly , it should be repaid so as to enable the members were the holders of shares which had been fully paid

company to satisfy their obligations. It was true Mr. East up . Mr. Smith was an “ advanced " member, who, for a

wick could not set off any thing against a call, but against & premium of £130 108., had obtained in 1866 an advance of

general debt he could . His Lordship came, therefore , to the £600 . This advance was secured by an indenture ofmortgage,

further conclusion , on the whole case, that the two summonses by which he covenanted with the trustees of the society , that

must be dismissed , with oosts, to be paid by the official hewould pay unto the society, at the times and in the manner

liquidator out of the estate, but not exceeding £100 . The prescribed by its rules for the time being applicable thereto

liquidator's costs must, of course, come out of the estate . respectively, the several sums of money payable periodically ,

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir JAMES BACON .)
by way of subscription or otherwise, in respect of the said

several shares until (first) the same shares, together with in .

IN RE THE WELS : FREEHOLD COAL AND IRON COMPANY.
terest at the rate of £4 per cent. per annum , on the amount

This was a winding-up petition by a creditor, who claimed
thereof for the time being in advance should be realised and

either to be paid off or to have a compulsory winding-up order paid respectively, and until (secondly ) the said premium of

made ex debito justitie . Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr.
£130 10s., togсther with interest at the rate aforesaid on the

Brooksbank appeared for the petition , which was supported by
unpaid part thereof for the timebeing , should be paid , and that

Mr. A . E . Miller, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer on behalf of creditors in the mean time (except where varied by those presents) all

for £5 ,000, and Mr. Leeson for other creditors . Mr. Kay, Q . C ., the rules for the time being of the society should, in respect of

and Mr. B . B . Rogers, for the company (supported by Mr.
the same shares, be observed and complied with by the mort.

Caldecott on behalf of secured creditors) , asked that the
gagee.” Themortgage then contained a conveyance of certain

Court would make an order to continue a voluntary winding-up property as a security, to be redeemed upon payment of the

already commenced under the supervision of the court, instead sumsmentioned in the covenant. After it appeared that the

of a compulsory order, on the ground that the assets would be
society had incurred losses, but before their extentwas ascer

better realised in such manner. The Vice -Chancellor adopted
tained , the Rules of 1873 were adopted , and one of those

this view , and made a supervision order.
Rules -- yiz . Rule F - - altered the terms on which members

IN RE GOSTLING AND Co. - A supervision order wasmade in were entitled to withdraw , redeem , or realise. That Rule

the matter of this company, on the petition of the company
(upon which much of the argument in the case turned ) was as

itself, who applied by Mr. Warrington . follows :--
IN RE THE UNITED BITUMINOUS COLLIERIES COMPANY. - A " The amounts to be deducted on withdrawal, redemption ,

compulsory order for winding-up this company was made. Mr. or realisation under these rules shall in each case be such a

Robinson , Q . C .,and Mr. GrosvenorWoods appeared in support sum as the directorsmay consider to be the just share of the

of the petition ; Mr. Bilton, for the company, did not oppose . member withdrawing, redeeming, or realising in the debts and

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C .Hall.)
liabilities of the society, including any losses on investments

or otherwise , ascertained or reasonably probable at the date of
IN RE THE NORWICK AND NORFOLK PROVIDENT AND the withdrawal, redemption , or realisation . But at each

BUILDING Society - Smith 's CASE. — This was a case of con . | annual meeting the directors shall declare the amount per
siderable importance, as affecting the rights inter se of the | share which shall be payable during the following year, and
numerous class of persons who are members of the various such amount shall bo the prescribed rate for that year, what

provident and building societies throughout the country. ever the result."

This society, which was established in 1852, appeared to have Another of the new rules - viz . Rule 1, provided that
had a prosperous existence for some years , until, having

suffered very heavy losses, said to be between £20,000 and
" So far as the Rules of Law and Equity will permit, these

£30,000, by the defalcations of their former secretary, Mr.
rules shall apply to all members as well present as future, and

Josiah Buttivant, they stopped payment early in 1873. At
to all transactions as well past as fature.”

that time certain rules passed in 1863 were in force , and the | The question now argued upon a summons taken ont by Mr
The question now argued upon a sur

society in March , 1873, partly with the viow of providing for Smith as a representative case was, whether advanced members
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who had borrowedmoney under the old rules were entitled to ascertain whether such was the case. Mr. William Pearson,

redoem their securities upon making the payments required by Q . C ., and Mr. Freeman appeared for Mr. Cole ; Mr, Dickinson,

those rules, or whether they must make the additional pay . | Q . C ., and Mr. Cozens Hardy for the liquidator ; Mr. Bristowe,

ments required by the rules of 1873 . Mr. Bristowe, Q C ., and | Q . C ., and Mr. Badnall for advanced members ; and Mr.

Mr. Badnall for Mr. Smith , contended that he was not re Graham Hastings, Q . C ., and Mr. Bury for unadvanced mem .

sponsible for any of the losses of the society ; that the contract bers.

between him and the society was regulated by the terms of his

mortgage deed and by the rules in force at the time it was November 16.

executed , and that his rights could not be affected by rules (Before Vice-Chancellor Sir James Bacon.)
passed subsequently to the termsofthe contract, and that, con .

sequently , he was entitled to redeem withoutmaking any con
IN RE THE ST. PETERSBURG AND VIBORG Gas COMPANY. — This

tribution to the losses of the society under Rule F . Mr.
was a petition for winding-up the above company, brought by

Dickinson , Q . C ., and Mr. CozensHardy, for the liquidator, took
Mr. E . Herzberg Hartmont, à shareholder. In addition to a

no part in the arguments. Mr. Graham Hastings, Q .C ., and
winding -up order, the petitioner asked that proceedings might

Mr. Bury for the investingmembers, contended that Mr. Smith
be directed to be taken in the name of the company to obtain

was a member of the society , and as such bound by its rules,
an account from the directors in respect of certain allegations of

unless he had contracted not to be so bound , and thathis con
misconductmadeby the petitioner . It appeared that thepetitioner

tract in terms bound him to observe all the rules “ for
was in arrears of calls , and the companywas in voluntary liquida.

the time being ' of the society , which was an express
ticn . Mr. Kay, Q . C ., and Mr. Terrell appeared for the petitioner;

reference to future rules . Ile must, therefore, comply with
Mr. Jackson , QC , with Mr. Ward for the company, and with

Rule F before he could be allowed to redeem his property.
Mr. Brooksbank for creditors, opposed . The Vice-Chancellor

The Vice-Chancellor said he could not construe the rules of
said that on the merits no case had been made by the

the society, taken together with the terms of Mr. Smith's
petitioner. The petitioner, moreover, a single shareholder,

security , as operating to compel him to make any payments
asked in effect that proceedings might be taken at his instance

other than those which he was bound to make under the rules
in the name of the company, a thing he clearly had no right

which were in existence at the time his contract was entered
to . He was also shown to be indebted in respect of calls , and

into . In other words, that the contract must be construed
before he had paid them he could not be allowed to ask for a

with reference to the rules as they existed at its date . In his
winding-up order. The petition was therefore dismissed ,

Lordship’s opinion there was a clear bargain between Mr. | with costs.

Smith , as an individualmember (and there was no doubt that
he was a member) of the society, and the society itself, that he

should pay certain sumsofmoney as a premium for getting COMMON PLEAS DIVISION.
his advance , and those sumshe had paid ." When his Lordship

said the society itself he meant not so much the society
generally as the unadvanced members of the society, into

November 9.

whose pockets the moneys paid by Mr. Smith would go. And | ( Sittings in Banco, before Mr. Justice GROVE, Mr. Justice

the sums which Mr. Smith had bargained to pay must be DENMAN , and Mr. Justice ARCHIBALD. )

taken to have been those sums only which he ought to pay ARNOLD V . CITY BANK. - SAME v . CHEQUE Bank. These

by the rules then in existence, for the Vice-Chancellor were two actions tried before Lord Chief Justice Coleridge at
could not hold that his contract, although it referred to rules Guildhall, when his Lordship decided the verdict in each case to
for “ that time being," left him exposed to the passing of a be entered for the plaintiff for £1,000. His Lordship ,at the same

rule laying upon him a larger burden , although he had no time, refused leave to move, but stayed execution upon the
share in the profits of the society . That would be a con money being brought into court. Sir Henry James, Q .C . (with
struction too unreasonable for him to put upon the contract, him the Hon . A . Theisger, Q . C ., and Mr. R . T . Reid ) moved for

seeing thatMr. Smith was taking his money out of the society a new trial on the grounds of misdirection of the learned

and leaving the rest of its property for those who came after Judge and non -reception of evidence. The plaintiffs were
him . The language of the covenant in the mortgage deed was merchants in America , and, in August, 1874 , were desirous of

that “ in the mean time ” all the rules for the time being oi remitting two sums of £1,000 each to correspondents in

the society should be observed by the members, and this England. For this purpose they purchased of Stewart and
expression , “ in the mean time," meant until the two de Co., bankers, in New York, two draughts of £1,000 each.

scriptions of payments specified in the covenant had been These draughts were drawn on Messrs. Smith , Payne, and Co.,

made ; and it would be a strange thing if such a bargain could who had assets of Stewart's equal to or exceeding the amount.

The draughts were payable on demand, and were endorsed to
merely because rules “ for the timebeing ” were referred to . the order of the English correspondents. The draughts were
Further, the new Rules of 1873 were , as expressed in Rule I, stolen on their way to England, and payment obtained upon
to receive a construction having regard to the rules of Law and them from the defendants upon forged endorsements. Upon
Equity, and in his Lordship 's view , he must accordingly read proof of these facts at the trial, a body of evidence was read
them so as to exclude from their operation members whose on the part of the defendants as to what had happened in
existing contracts would be varied by them . Upon the whole , I America, the object of it being to show that there had been
Mr. Smith 's right of redemption was not varied by the Rules gross negligence on the part of the plaintiff. The Lord Chief
of 1873, and there must be a declaration that advanced mem Justice, however, ruled that the evidence was not sufficiently
bers in his position were not liable to make any payments proximate to the loss, and declined to submit it to the jury ,
under Rule F . This being a representative case, the costs of This was the non -reception of evidence complained of, but Sir
all parties would comeout of the estate. Henry James also submitted on general grounds that the

THE SAME SOCIETY - COLE 'S CASE . — This was also a repre plaintiff could not recover at all, irrespective of the evidence
sentative case arising out of the liquidation of the same rejected . He urged , in the first place, that the action , being
society . It was, however, of less public interest, the question one of money had and received , the money had and received
being whether, under the 20th and 21st of the Rules of 1863, by the defendants was not themoney of the plaintiffs ; and,
investing members were entitled to be credited with compound 1 secondly , that,whosesoever themoneymight be, thedefendants
interest after the rate of £4 per cent. to the date of this I had never so received it as to entitle the plaintiff to recover:
winding -up order . After argument, the Vice-Chancellor held | The Court granted a rule . In the course of the day, the
that they were not so entitled unless there were profits | Mayor, accompanied by the Recorder of London and the usual

sufficient for the purpose , and referred it to Chambers to | civio officials, attended in court , according to ancient custom ,
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and invited the judges to the banquet atGuildhall. Mr. Jus-
tice Grovo, in acknowledging the invitation , said some of their
Lordships would have the honour to attend .

November 11.

(Sittings in Banco , before Lord Chief Justice COLERIDGE , Mr.

Justice Grove , and Mr. Justice ARCHIBALD .)

IN THE MATTER OF JAMES C . MARTIN AND JAMES MARTIN,
SOLICITORS. - This case came before the court on the 10th

instant, in the form of a rule to be made absolute, when their

Lordships intimated that, though they were fully agreed upon

what they ought to do in point of substance, they were not so
certain as to the form in which , under the new Act, a solicitor

should be struck off the rolls, and they, therefore, reserved
their judgment until they had consulted the other judges, and

could announce that a uniform practice by all the Divisions

had been agreed upon . The Lord Chief Justice now delivered

the judgment of the court. It appeared from the facts, he

said , that Mr. J . C . Martin was an attorney, residing at Deal,
in Kent, and that James Martin , his son , was also an attorney

in Kent, but residing at Sandwich . They were either in
partnership together, or the son was the representative of the

father, and discharged for the father's benefit , under certain
arrangements , such business of the two as arose at Sandwich .

An account was opened at the bank in Sandwich in the name

of the father, in which all moneys received by the son for

their common business were paid . Both had powers of draw

ing , though this power was chiefly exercised by the son , but it
was the father' s account, and he , also , had power. It

appeared that at Sandwich there was & Benefit Building

Society , of which one Charles Baker, who made the applica
tion in this case, was secretary . The society was, as its name

purported , for the benefit of persons with limited means, and
the funds of the society and its affairs became, of necessity,

very much intrusted to the hands of Mr. Martin . If, said his
Lordship , in any caso absolute integrity 18 the duty of an

attorney to his client in this case peculiarly , though not more
than to others , it was the duty of the attorney to deal in the

fairest, most upright, and honourable manner with the funds

of this society . These being the facts, application has been

made to the Court in respect of three distinct transactions,

the broad result of them being that into the hands of the two

had passed a sum of £1,000 belonging to the society ; which ,

in point of truth and of fact, they had since embezzled . His

Lordship then , after going minutely into the facts of each

transaction , said he conceived it to be the bounden duty of
the Court, when it was proved that an attorney had abused and

misemployed for purposes of fraud and dishonesty , a character

in which he had been originally clothed by the Court itself, to

take that character away. The Court, therefore , ordered that

both gentlemen be struck off the existing rolls of the Old
Court, which still existed , and were in the custody of the

Master of the Rolls . And the Court further ordered that if,
under the new system , there was a Registrar of Solicitors of

the Supreme Court of Justice, their names should be struck off

that register ; and if the register itself was not yet complete

or in existence , that their names should not be inserted upon

it, and notice of this order would be given by the court to the
Master of the Rolls.

November 12.

EDWARDS V . HANCHER. - This was an action for goods sold

and delivered , tried before Mr. Justice Brett at Middlesex in

January last, when a verdict was found for the plaintiff. The

facts of the case were few and undisputed . It was admitted

that a debt was owing by the defendant to the plaintiff, and

that, while it was still due, the defendant became bankrupt,
and was obliged to file a petition in liquidation . At the

regularmeeting of creditors which followed , certain resolutions

were passed , of which the first was “ that a composition of

three shillings in the pound shall be accepted in satisfaction

of the debts due to the creditors.” The second provided

that the money should be paid in instalments , and the third
and last, “ that the security of one Henry Smith be accepted
for the whole of the composition , and for the receiver's and
solicitor's fees to be given in the joint promissory notes of the
debtor and Henry Smith .” After the confirmation of these
resolutions , three promissory notes for the composition in in
stalments were prepared , of the first of which the following is
a copy :

“ Three months after date we jointly and severally promise

to pay to Messrs. Edwards Brothers, or order , the sum of

£4 10s. 10d . for value received .
“ JOHN HANCHER.
“ HENRY SMITH .

" Payable at the National Provincial Bank of England,
at Birmingham . "

Other notes similar in form to this were sent to the plaintiff,
and with them a form of receipt in these words : - " Received
of Mr. Luke Sharp , trustee of estate, three promissory notes,
respectively amounting in the aggregate to £13 12s. 6d ., being
a composition of 3s. in the pound on our debtof £90 178 . 4d .,
resolved to be accepted at a generalmeeting of the creditors,
and in discharge of our debt.” When the first promissory
note becamo duo, the plaintiff presented it at the bankers
named, but there were no funds to meet it . The plaintiff then
applied personally to the defendant, but he refused to make
payment. Action was then brought, and a verdict found for
the plaintiff for the full amount. A rule was afterwards ob .
tained upon the ground that the rights of the plaintiff, which

had , without doubt, been suspended by the resolution of the
creditors, were, in point of law , superseded upon the proper
interpretation to be placed upon the different documents,
which , construed together , must be taken to mean that the
plaintiff agreed to accept the resolution of the creditors in
satisfaction of his claim . Mr. Anstie showed cause against the
rule. Mr. A . L . Smith (with him Mr. Day, Q . C .) and Mr.
Arbuthnot argued in support of it . The Lord Chief Justice .

in giving judgment against the rule , said it was too clear for
in giving in

dispute that it was the composition by the terms of the Act of

Parliament, and not the resolution to accept the composition ,
which was the consideration for the suspension of the plain
tiff's remedy ; and it was also plain that if this had been an
agreement by the debtor himself, and the debtor himself had
made default , that the plaintiff could have brought his action ,
but it had been said there was a difference if some solvent
person was taken as security for payment of the debt. In
point of fact there was a difference, inasmuch as the creditors
were doubtless influenced by the addition of the surety's name,
but in point of law there was no difference. It was true that
the composition , like any other document, must be interpreted
by its meaning, and it was also true that in giving it an
interpretation the receipt was not to be lost sight of. This
receipt might possibly bear the interpretation relied upon for
the defendant, and it was certainly not drawn up in themost
precise English ; but if the resolution meant “ payment," it
was a strong proposition to say that the receipt was intended to
produce ambiguity. In his opinion the receipt fairly construed
meant that these notes had been received , and represented
£13 12s. 6d . ; that composition of 3s. in the pound which had
been resolved to be accepted , and which so resolved to be
accepted and so paid would discharge the debt. Mr. Justice
Grove said he was of the same opinion , though the interpre
tation of the receipt, if it had stood alone, would have caused
somedoubt in his mind . The argument for the defendant
went to show that something taken as a new debt was a sub
stitution of the old debt ; but the word “ security” in the
third resolution meant something in addition to the rights of
the creditors, and could not be regarded as meaning a sub
stitution . Standing alone, the receipt was ambiguous ; but
taken with the resolution , he agreed in the interpretation
which had been given to it by the Lord Chief Justice. Mr.
Justice Archibald also concurred . A composition accepted by

creditors required performance , and it was only for non
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performance that the right to suo would revive. In this case

he thought the fair interpretation was the money itself should

be paid , and as this had notbeen done the original debt re

vived . Rule discharged . Mr. Anstie said he believed under

the Judicature Act, Order 40 , Rule 1 , he ought now to apply

for judgment by motion. The Lord Chief Justice pointed out
that the Act itself provided that in all cases transferred from
the old courts they should be continued in the same and like

manner, and the court thought it better in all pending cases

before it the old procedure should apply . Mr. Herschell, Q C .,
made an application with respect to a case in the new trial

paper in the Exchequer. The rule had been obtained in that
Court when it existed , but as the case was one from the

Lancaster Court of Common Pleas, it was assigned under

the Judicature Act to the Common Pleas Division . The learned

counsel said it was thought most convenient that the rule
should be argued in the Exchequer, and all difficulty could be

avoided under Order 61, Rule 2 , of the Judicature Act , by

transferring the case to the Exchequer Division , with the con

sent of the President of that Division — that consont in this
case had been obtained . The Lord Chief Justice. - We can

have no possible objection .

pany , bound the company either as a contract to appoint or an

appointment of the plaintiff. At any rate , that the assent of

theplaintiff to the terms of the articles and his employment
by the company were only referable to an appointment of him

as solicitor on those terms. Mr. Finlay , on behalfof the com .

pany, submitted that no such contract existed. If it did , it
was not on the terms of the plaintiff being the permanent or

sole solicitor. To hold such a contract to exist would lay tho

defendants open , being ultra vires, to perpetual and vexatious
actions whenever they employed another solicitor. This was
not an action of wrongful dismissal. The employment of a

solicitor must be conducted on the usual terms, and did not

preclude another solicitor being employed for other business.

Even if there were such a contract, it was not sufliciently re

duced into writing to satisfy the requirements of the Statute

of Frauds as to contracts not to be performed within the year.

The Lord Chief Baron intimated that the majority of the

Court wished the learned counsel for the plaintiff to confino

bimself to the last point. Baron Amphlett said as he differed
from the majority of the Court it did not matter much what

his opinion was ; but he thought no such contract could be
set up. Mr. Kingsford, in reply , urged that the Statute of
Frauds did not apply to contracts which , though possibly per.
manent, might be determined at any timein certain events
as, for instance, the plaintiff's misconduct. Even if it did that,

the articles of association being signed by all the members of

the then company, directors till others were appointed under
a clause in the articles, was a sufficient memorandum of the

contract to satisfy the statute . The Court took time to con

sider its judgment.

EXCHEQUER DIVISION .

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .

November 11.

(Sittings in Banco before the LORD CHIEF BARON and Barons

CLEASBY and AMPHLETT.)

ELEY V. THE POSITIVE GOVERNMENT SECURITY LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. This was a special case stated

by an arbitrator for the opinion of the Court . It has an im
portant bearing on the relations of companies and their
solicitors and other officers. Mr. Douglas Kingsford argued

for the plaintiff ; Mr. Finlay (with whom was Mr. Day, Q . C .)
argued for the defendants. The petitioner is a solicitor,

and brings this action for a breach of contract, alleging
that he was appointed and employed on the terms that the

defendants would , so long as he continued solicitor to the
company, employ him to transact all their legal business. The

breach is that the company sent business elsewhere while the

plaintiff continued to hold the office ; and so, practically re .

fused to employ him . The plaintiff prepared articles of
association , which were signed and registered in January, 1877.

These articles were signed by the seven subscribers to the

memorandum of association. Clause 118 was “ that Mr. W .
Eley, of 27 New Broad -street, in the City of London , solicitor,

shall be the solicitor to the company, and shall transact all

the legal business of the company, including Parliamentary
business, for the usual and accustomed fees and charges, and

shall not be removed from his office unless for misconduct.”
This clause was inserted in the articles in pursuance of a pre

liminary arrangementmade with the promoter of the company,

Mr. T . H . Baylis , to the effect that the plaintiff should be

appointed solicitor on the said terms in consideration of an

advance by him to the company of £200. That sum was ad .
yanced, the first advance being for the registration of the

company, and various other sums were paid by the plaintiff
between January and May, 1870 . These moneys were paid to

Mr. Baylis , who, early in February , 1870, had been appointed

out-door manager to the company, and were applied by him to

the purposes of the company. In the minutes of the pro

ceedings of February 2nd , the first meeting of directors, the

plaintiff' s name appeared as solicitor to the company. The

plaintiff transacted all the legal business of the company up

to near the end of 1871. From that time the company ceased

to employ him as solicitor, although his name appeared occa

sionally in the prospectuswith thenames of other solicitors. In

December , 1870 , at the first allotment of shares, the plaintiff

accepted 200 shares in payment of his advance. Mr. Kingsford

contended that the clause in the articles of association , having

been signed by the whole of the then members of the com

November 10.

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE RAFFAEL BROTHERS. - - The debtors, Messrs. M . and E .
Raffael, trading as merchants at St. Benet' s-chambers, Chy,
and also at Corfu and Rio Janeiro, under the firm of Raffael

Brothers, have filed a petition for liquidation . Their liabilities
are estimated at £60,000 , with assets comprising consignments
and furniture of considerable value. Upon the application of

Mr. J. Linklater, for the petitioners, and with the concurrence
of a creditor, his Honour appointed Mr. G . A , Cape, accountant,
receiver and manager of the business.

IN RE HENRY WAINRIGHT. - Tho bankrupt is the person

against whom a charge of murder has been preferred . He is
described in the petition as a brush manufacturer, of 216
Whitechapel-road , and the petitioning creditor, Mr. Joseph
Hobinstock , is a wholesale furrier and importer of bristles,
carrying on business in East-road, City- road , the act of bank

ruptcy being the non -compliance with the terms of a debtor's

summons, issued for the recovery of a debt of £59 14s. for

goods sold to the bankrupt. The petition was filed on the 30th

of June last, and adjudication was made on the 10th of July,
vo notice to dispute having been given . At the first meeting,

proofs amounting to about £300 were admitted , and claims

representing a very much larger sum stood over for investi
gation . This was a sitting for public examination , Upon the

case being called on , the bankrupt did not appear, and Mr.
J . Barrett, as representing the trustee, said the reason for his

absence was notorious. He asked that an adjournment sine

die should be ordered . Mr. Registrar Murray observed there

was no evidence upon the file that the trustco had given notice

to the creditors of the present meeting. Mr. Barrett said a
difficulty had occurred in consequence of the bankrupt's books

and papers being in the hands of his late solicitor in the action
Against the Sun Fire Office. That gentleman claimed a lien for

costs, and declined to give them up. He had served the bank .
rupt with a summons to attend, and also with notice to file

his accounts . Mr. Registrar Murray said that if the bankrup!

did not attend, all he could do was to order a memorandum of
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non -appearance to be entered. The name having been again ceedings fell through and an adjudication was obtained . A

called without any response, the memoranduin usual in such statement of affairs returns the following items: - Creditors

cases was drawn np . It was stated during the proceedings | unsecured £40 ,586 ; creditors partly secured , less value of

that the only “ asset ” which vested in tho trustee was the securities, £38,855 ; creditors holding bills for which security

claim against the fire office. purported to be given £37,565 ; other liabilities, £67,901 ; and

debts in respect of the Vacuum Break Company, £261 ; with
November 13. assets, £20,212 . Mr. W . Clarke, solicitor, appeared for the

trustee ; Mr. Linklater, solicitor , for the bankrupts. It was
(Before the IIon . W . C . SPRING -Rice , sitting as Chief

stated that Messrs. G . A . Smith and Phillips attended the
Judge.) sitting , the other partners being engaged at New York on

IN RE E . M . De Bussche. - This was an adjourned sitting business connected with the estate . His Honour allowed the

for public examination. The bankrupt, Edward M .de Bussche, bankrupts who were in attendance to pass their examination ;

was a steamship owner, carrying on business at Ryde. Hedid as to the others, he directed a memorandum to be entered

not now appear, and it was stated that an arrangement was showing the cause of their non -appearance.
pending under the 28th section , and a further adjournment

had been agreed to . His Honour said that the bankrupt November 17 .

ought to have attended the sitting, and ordered a memorandum (Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief
of his non -appearance to be entered. The bankrupt' s accounts Judge.)
show the following figures : - Creditors unsecured , £35 ,727 ; IN RE H . A . E . DRAMBURG . – The debtor, who carries on

creditors partly secured , less the value of securities, £53 ,450 , business at 2 Tower Royal, and is largely engaged in the paper

bnok debts estimated to produce £10,000 ; and surplus from trade, has filed a petition for liquidation. His liabilities are
securities in the hands of creditors , £9,250.

estimated at £9,000, with assets, consisting of stock, book
debts , and other property, of considerable value. Mr. Lucas,

November 15 . for the petitioner, and with the concurrence of creditors, asked

that Mr. Chandler , accountant, should be appointed receiver
( Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.)

and manager of the business . It appeared that an action was
Ex Parte FORD , RE CAUGHEY. - This was an appcal from a pending against the debtor, and it was necessary the property

decision of the Liverpool County Court . The debtor, William should be protected . His Honour granted the application .

Francis Caughey, formerly carried on business at Liverpool
with his brother, under the firm of J . and A . Caughey , as

dealers in cotton and corn . In July, 1870, the firm got into LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

difficulties, and filed a petition for liquidation . At the first
November 5 .meeting of creditors a resolution was passed for a liquidation

by arrangement, appointing Mr. Read as trustee, and providing (Before Mr. J. F . COLLIER , Judge.)

that the debtors should be entitled to their discharge when the IN RE JAMES BOARDMAN HILL.-- This bankrupt, a lard refiner
creditors had received 2s, in the pound upon their respective
debts. Mr. Read took possession of the existing assets of the statement of accounts prepared by Mr. Banner, the trustee,
debtors, and a sum of 10 . d . in the pound, and no more, was showed unsecured debts £1, 391, and those partly secured
paid to the creditors in respect of the agreed composition , £15 ,442. The latter represented a debt to a Liverpool broker ,
William Francis Caughey afterwards resumed business alone on open account £6,042, and on acceptances £9,500, against
as a corn merchant in the same town, under the style of which he holds securities valued at £7,600 . The assets con
Caughey Brothers, and incurred fresh debts, and, sist of stock - in - trade, £1,000 ; book debts, $ 4 ,000 ; and other
in August, 1873, he filed a second petition for liquida property, £661. Mr. Jenkins, on the part of Mr. Banner, said
tion . The creditors under that petition passed a resolution there was no opposition to the bankrupt passing his public ex

amination , and he was accordingly allowed to pass.
trusteo. The assets realised the sum of £175 , which was IN RE AUGUSTUS DE METZ. - This was also a sitting for
claimed by Mr. Ford for division among the present creditors, public examination , the bankrupt being a civil engineer, and
and also by Mr. Read , the trustee under the former liquidation , the projector of the proposed railway under the Mersey. The
on the ground that the bankrupt was undischarged , and that trustee was not represented , but the registrar stated that he
the proceedings had not been closed , and the learned judge had intimated to him there was no objection to the examina
decided that Mr. Read was entitled to the fund . The trustee tion being passed . Mr. Etty said he represented Mr. DeMetz,
under the second petition appealed. Mr. Read in his evidence and , anomalous as it might appear, he objected to pass his
stated that he had no knowledge of the debtor having recom examination . The trustee had failed in the discharge of his
menced business , except by meeting him in the streets of | duties, and , instead of asserting his rights to property which
Liverpool which were devoted peculiarly to the corn trade. should form part of the bankrupt's estate , he had allowed
Mr. Finlay Knight and Mr. W . R . Kennedy were counsel for | matters to remain quiescent; and as the bankrupt had an in
the appellant ; Mr. James was counsel for the respondent. The terest in whatever his estate might produce over 20s. in tho
Chief Judge said that no doubt there was an apparent want of pound , he preferred not to pass until the trustee had taken
equity in giving to old creditors the fruits of a subsequent such action as was necessary for the due realisation of the
trading, but, if creditors would deal with undischarged bank estate: His Honor said he much doubted the right of a
rupts , they must take the consequence. The law was settled bankrupt to interfere with the discretion of his trustee. If a
that, to entitle new creditors to participate , there must be trustee neglected his duties the creditors who had appointed
evidence the trustee had knowledge of the subsequent trading, him might call him to account, but not the bankrupt. The

and neglected to avail himself of his rights as to after acquired administration of an insolvent's estate under the present

property. There was nothing of the kind here. He regretted system was left entirely to the creditors, and the aid of the
that he must affirm the order of the Court below . Appeal court could only be invoked to enforce rights not otherwise
dismissed .

IN RE GILEAD A . SMITH AND C0. - This was an adjourned the creditors to move ; but as they would not suffer by an
sitting for public examination . The bankrupts, Messrs. Gilead / adjournment of the public examination , he should , on the
Abijah Smith , John Dennis Phillips, Robert Lyon Burnett, representation of the bankruptis solicitor, assent thereto. An
and Henry Eagle Smith , are merchants carrying on business adjournment was then taken to the 19th inst,

at 23 Change alley, and New York, as Gilead A . Smith and Co . ) IN RE ANONYMOUS. - This was a debtor's summons heard
In July last they filed a petition for liquidation , but the pro- | in camera which involved a point of interest to the public,
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A bankrupt it appeared had effected an arrangement with his
creditors by which , on payment of 2s. 6d. in the pound , the
bankruptcy was to be annulled, and on the basis of that
arrangement being bona fide the Court approved thereof, and
annulled the bankruptcy . The present claim was on a

promissory note given to one of the creditors, the consideration

alleged being that, on his assenting to the arrangement, the
original debt was to revive. His Honour, on hearing the

evidence, at once dismissed the summons, and said that

without using a stronger expression , he thought the action on

the part of the claimantmost objectionable.

Ohio . . . . . . . .

The population of these Southern States is 9,929,400, and the
above figures show in the given period one failure to every
13, 112 inhabitants, with an average of 1 .41 dollars to

every inhabitant, and an average of 18 ,494 dollars to the
failure.

The Western States and Territories show as follows :

260 . . . . 4 ,686 ,834 dols .
Kentucky . . . . . . 106 2 ,582 ,300
Indiana . . . . . 236 3 ,654 ,012
Illinois . . . . . . 277 6 ,013,970
Michigan . . . . 172 2 ,490 ,652

Wisconsin . . 198 . . . . 1 ,523,027
Missouri . . . . . . 146 2 ,725,793
Iowa 131 1 ,014 ,805
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . 109 . . . . 1, 363,200
Kansas 543,400
Nebraska . . . 176 ,400

Colorado Territory. .. . . 552,402

Montana Territory . . 35 ,000

. . . . . . . . . 198

10W

1001 DAW . . . . . . . . . .

AMERICAN FAILURES.

A daily contemporary publishes the following
statistics :
Mercantile , commercial, and financial failures afford one

means of estimating the prosperity of a country , just as

diseases and deaths carefully reported show us the condition
of a country as to its health . The mercantile agency of

Dunn , Barlow , and Co. , in New York , has just published some

interesting figures upon the subject of failures, and if theso
are trustworthy, as we may hope they are, they are very im .
portant. I give them for what they are worth , resting as they

do upon the authority of a firm whose successmust dependupon

their accuracy. The figures given cover only the ninemonths

preceding the annual report – that is, the second, third , and
fourth quarters of the fiscal year.

Taking the American States by sections, we have in the
Eastern States the numbers of failures and amounts of
liabilities given in the two columns of figures :

Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 904,000 dols ,

New Hampshire.. . . . 880 ,900
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . 472,500
Connecticut. . . . . . . . 141 2 ,368,569

Massachusetts . . 564 15 ,628,321

Rhode Island . . . . . . . . 59 995,594

. . ..

90 . . . .

49

Total. . . . . . . . 1774 . . . . 27,371,295 dols.

The population of these States and Territories is 14,348,400 ;
and the above figures show in the given period ono failuro
to every 8 ,088 inhabitants, with an average of 1.91 dollars

to every inhabitant, and an average of 15,429 dollars to the

failure .

The Pacific States and Territories show as follows:

California 165 3 ,134 ,111 dols .
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210,418
Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411,700
Utah Territory . . . . . . 53,500

Idaho Territory . . . . . . 3 , 000

Washington Territory . 2 ,804

Total . .. . .. 208 .. .. 3,815 ,563 dols.
The population of these States and Territories is about
820 ,000, and the above figures show in the given period one
failure to every 3941 inhabitants, with an average of 4.66

dollars to every inhabitant, and an average of 18 ,344 dollars to
the failure.

Reviewing the United States by sections we have:
Failures. Liabilities.

Eastern States . . . . . . 960 21,259,884 dols.

Middle States 1633 64,704,283
Southern States . . . . 14 ,021,478
Western States . . . . 1774 27, 371,295

Pacific States . . . . . . 208 .. . 3,815 ,563

Total . . . . . . 960 21,259,884 dols.

The population of the Eastern States being 3,487,924 , the
above exhibit shows in the last nine months one failure to
every 3 ,633 inhabitants, with an average of 6 .09 dollars to
every inhabitant, and an average of 22, 145 dollars each
failure.

The Middlo States - following the division of Maury in his
series of geographies - show as follows :

New York . . . . . . . . . . 476 8 ,474,857 dols.
New York City . . . . . . 546 . . . 31,696 ,350

New Jersey . . . . . . .. . .. 77 1 ,804, 103

Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . 419 13,019,883
Delaware . . . . . . . . . 15 154,500
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . | 85 9 ,324 ,566

District of Columbia . . 15 139,924

758

Total . . . . . . 5333 . . .. 131,172,503 dols.
The calculations given above are, similarly grouped , as

follows :
Inhabitants Dollars to

to each each in Averago
Failure . habitant Liabilities.

Eastern .. 3,633 6 .09 22,145 dols.
Middle . . 6 ,030 6 .57 39.623

Southern 13,112 1 .41 18 ,944

Western . 8 ,038 1 .91 15 ,429

Pacifio . . 3 ,911 4 .65 18,344

Total . . . . . . 1633 . . . . 64,704,283 dols.
The population of these Middle States is 9,848, 255 ; and the

above figures show in the same period one failure to every
6030 inhabitants, with an averago of 6 .57 dols. to every
inhabitant, and an average of 30,623 dols . to the failure. .

The Southern States show as follows :
Virginia & W . Virginia 90 1,480,370 dole ,

North Carolina . . .. . . 44 671,409
South Carolina . . . . . . 118 2 ,554 ,518

Georgia 123 4 ,318 ,430
Florida . . . . . . . . . . 12 241,800
Alabama . . . . . . . . 22 543 ,000
Mississippi . . . . . . 29 813 ,465

Louisiana 24 702,484
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 1 , 876 ,239
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . 221,000
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . 83 598,743

4 .13 22,807 dols.

There have been , that is to say, in the United States, within

the last nine months, 5 ,333 failures, aggregating 131, 172,503
dollars, which is an average of one failure to every 6961 in .
habitants, 4.13 dollars to each inhabitant, the liabilities being
22,807 dollars each failure .

'The following table shows the number of failures and the
liabilities during the corresponding period (the first nino
months of each year) since 1871:

Failures . Liabilities.

1872 3 ,050 . . . 90 ,791,000 dols.

1873 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ,887 . . . 171,374,000

20

Total .. . . . . 758 .. . . 14 ,021,478 dols.
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1872 . . . . . . . . . . . .

1874 . . . . . . . . . . . .

1874 . . .. . . . . .. .. 4 ,371 . . . 116,429,000 as at present exercised , and ventured to point out somemeans
1875 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ,333 . . . 131, 172,000 whereby it might be improved . Your remarks of yesterday

This shows a gradual increase in the number of failures, but are exceedingly pertinent to the question , and your suggestion
the liabilities were heaviest in 1873 . The average number of of the formation of a wholly independent body of professional
failures for the four years is 4 , 160, and the present year is auditors is one that would dissipate many of the existing
1 ,173 in excess of the average. The average amount of lia evils.
bilities in these four years is 127,442,250 dollars . The
liabilities of the present year are 3,729,750 dollars in excess of " Your correspondent · Auditor ' remarks that audits are

the four years' average.
too often regarded as tedious formalities, to be disposed of at

The failures in New York City indicate hard times there in
the least possible amount of expense ; and the fee allowed is

excess of those in the country at large. The following
frequently such as to make it well understood that merely a

table will exhibit that city's history of failures in round
superficial discharge of the duties is required .' If any thing

numbers :- -
were required to confirm the justice of my remarks it is to be

Failures. Liabilities.
found in this sentence, where we are gravely told by a profes

315 15 ,000 ,000 dols .
sional gentleman that we are to judge of the worth of the

audit by the amount of fee paid for its performance. Such is1873 . . . . . . . . . . . . 498 . . . . . . 69,000,000
not my opinion of the duty. Either a gentleman should

483 21,000 ,000
refuse to audit where the fee is insufficient, or the public

1875 . . . . . . . . . . 546 31,000,000. . . . . .
should be informed of its relative value. An auditor 's

Average . . . . . . . . . . 460
certificate should be based upon totally disinterested grounds,

35,000,000 dols.
This showsan excess this year of 86 failures over the average,

the result of careful and honest investigation ,

and an excess of 4 ,000 ,000 dollars over the average of the four " If you will allow me, Sir, to make another remark on this

years. subject, I would like to suggest that, when such a body as you

The circular of Dunn, Barlow , and Co. gives also some refer to has been formed , every proposed new company should
figures regarding the failures in British America . In the last submit its plans to the Board of Trade, and receive its sanction
nine months there are reported 1569 failures , with 22 ,000 ,000 before the public are invited by specious prospectuses to invest

dollars liabilities, in Canada . their capital. This would have, palpably , a very beneficial

effect in keeping out fraud . The promoters of any new com
EM BEZZLEMENT. pany that was honest would not complain of such a step as

this on the ground of unwarrantable interference , as the

“ Public Accountants” write to a Liverpool paper as public have a perfect right to a proper guarantee against the
follows: designs of schemers and those who make their fortunes by

Sir, - Owing to the frequent cases of embezzlement in this plausible representations and by cleverly working the share

town of late, we are emboldened to write you respecting the markets. If a body of independent auditors were attached

to the Board of Trade, to whom all new schemes would be
any acknowledgment being given at the time for the same. referred for approval or otherwise , and, if sanctioned , were

When bauking transactions are frequent, how is a principal to periodically audited by this body, a powerful check would , in
know that the amounts charged in his cash book by his clerk | myopinion , be put upon the issuing ofmany delusive schemes
have ever reached the bank ? Moreover, it frequently happens which now cause incalculable ruin .

that the cashier cannot leave his post until after banking

hours, and has of necessity to depend upon his subordinates
" Permit me also to hope that measures will be taken to

paying in the various sums intrusted to them by him , and
amend the clause in the Municipal Act which has been

has no check until he obtains the bank pass book , duly
recently defined as, confining the duties of an auditor to the

posted up , which cannot be obtained daily .
examination of the books and vouchers in a borough trea

To obviate this state of things, we would suggest that the
surer 's department only , and which, through being so inter

usual slip that has to be filled up when paying money into the
preted by the legal adviser of a corporation , has materially

bank should be in duplicate something like the enclosed :
helped to prevent an earlier discovery of the defalcations

Liverpool, 187 Liverpool, 187 lately reported in a neighbouring borough .

Credit Credit " Allow me to thank you for your assistance , and I hope it
Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ will promote an improvement in our commercial system of
Gold auditing .

Cash , & c ., as per slip . " Your obedient servant,
Cheques on .. . .

Stamp of the bank em “ JOHN LOWE.”

Bills . . . . . . . . bossed or ink .

Silver . . . . . . . .

CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
Lodged by
The teller at the bank would simply have to stamp the

counterfoil with the embossed stamp of the bank , which ,

although not being a receipt, would be satisfactory evidence to
those sendingmoney to thebank that it had been lodged there.

It parties will not wait for the counterfoil, that is their look
out. Not wishing publicity , we ascribe ourselves.

PUBLIO ACCOUNTANTS.

AUDITING .

The following additional communication on the subject
of auditing is extracted from a contemporary :

“ Arthur-street, Rochdale, Nov. 5 .
“ Sir, In my letter which appeared in your columns of the

2nd inst. I called attention to the loose system of auditing

HALLETT, MANNING, AND PRENTIS. - A meeting of the
creditors ofMessrs. Hallett, Manning, and Prentis , of No, 150

Leadenhall street, in the City of London , merchants and

insurance brokers , who suspended payment in September last,

was held at the London Tavern on the 6th inst., when a

statement of affairs, prepared by Messrs . J. S . Saffery and

Company, of 14 Old Jewry Chambers, was submitted , showing

gross liabilities amounting to £15 . 804 3s. 1d., and assets
amounting to £7, 264 18., expected to realise £2,278 128. 9d.

Resolutions were passed to liquidate the joint and separate

estate by arrangement, Mr. Saffery being appointed trustee

to act with a committee of inspection .
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APPOINTMENTS.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint
ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column.

Mr. W . H . Pannell has been appointed trustee of the estate
of Robert Scarlett , butcher , Air -street, Regent-street, in
liquidation ; also , trustee of the estate of Alfred Ebenezer
Schultz , of 21 King' s- road, Chelsea, in the county of

Middlesex, wine, spirit, and beermerchant.

THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
I

LAND, ESTATP., House, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER ". SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross, W .C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate " are ; - Ist. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .

Public Honses, Inne, Beer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contract.

2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land ,

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuations

of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur.

niture , Jewellery, and other Effects , for probate and other pur.

poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers , Surveyors, Land , House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from uplimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize , and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syudicate "

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character . Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business .

OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE . – The estimate of correspondence

carried by the Post Office for the public offices during the past

year shows that in Great Britain 11, 254 ,440oz. were conveyed ,

at an estimated value of £87,460 . In Ireland 3,199,330oz

were conveyed during the year, at a cost of $11,780. The
largest items are £16 ,590 on account of the Admiralty ,

£19,750 for the War Office, £8,500 for the Colonial Office,

£9,550 for the Inland Revenue, and £6 ,210 for the Home Office.

These items include a large amountof material charged with

book postage.

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

ba the
BROECKL

10,inch the joint: 28.

105.68

Luncheons from the joints, hotor cold ,including vegetables and bread, Is. 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables , cheese and bread , 2s .

Dinners from 6 till 9 o ' clock , from 2s . 6d . to 10s, 6c .

Private Dining Roomsfor large and small parties on the Second Floor .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

BANKERS' CLEARING House . The following is the official

return ofthe checks and bills cleared in the Bankers' Clearing

house for the week ending Wednesday, November 17 : —
Thursday, November 11 . . . . . . . . . . £14 ,089,000

Friday, November 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,115 ,000
Saturday , November 13 . . . . . . . 20 ,426 ,000

Monday, November 15 . . . . . . . . . . 16, 340,000
Tuesday, November 16 15 ,532 ,000

Wednesday, November 17 .. .. .. .. 12,849,000

£118 ,351,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year which

also comprised a Stock Exchange settlement,was £132,673,000 .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. -- Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes. -
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY, 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT £4 PER CENT. INTEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BirkbeCK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o' clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

LARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor.
Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge-row , Cannon

street, E . C .

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
V town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one

to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort.
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 8 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon. No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTON , Esq ., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

ACCOUNTANCY . - Wanted by a firm of Accountants
possessing a large and valuable business in the provinces, a Gentleman

qualified to take the managementof London offices about to be opened for
better facilitating the working of that part of the business which may

more conveniently be worked in London , such as Liquidation in Chancery
and Bankruptcy . To a Gentleman with connection and influence in

London , arrangements might be made which might ultimately lead to a

partnership in the London branch of the business. Address,w w . o .,

care of Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C .

OLD FALCON HOTEL; GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

PISA DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT.

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! Is . PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
n work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation
notices, & c ., by Zuccato 's Papyrograph , which is used by a large number
of London and Provincial Accountants, including John L . Lovering and
Co . : Gamble and Harvey : Andrews and Mason ; Nichollsand Leatherdale ;
Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co. ; Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury :
Collinson , and Viney : Arthur Barron and Co . : Edmunds, Davis, and

Clarke ; & c . For 24 ., 500 4to . copies can be taken upon any kind of cry
paper, by an office boy in a copying -press at the rate of 10 a minute. For
vrice list and testimonials , apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic

Depot, 409 Strand, W .C .
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| STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

DIRECTORS.

" The source of many a writer's woe has been
discovered .”

PENS ! PENS ! ! PENS !!
" They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl,and the Waverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary

infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen .
1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Grapk. c, 17th May, 1873.

Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post Is. id .

Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin
burgh .

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL , BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIR T H D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 17s. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.
RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tento , Temporary
Roonis , and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq .

Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.
John Napier, Esq .
Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq

John Vanner, Esq .

S. D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M . P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874 ) . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonusex Apportioned . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . 1 ,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HITE'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much case and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
the circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sent to the manufacturer , Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss, 165., 21s., 26s. 6d , 31s. 63,
Postage Free . Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d. Post
age free . An l'mbilical Tsusr , 42s. , and 52s. 6d . Postage

free . 1 . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post -office ,
Piccadilly.

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose

Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive , and are drawn on like

an ordinary stocking. l'rice from 48. 60., 78, 6d ., 108 , to 16s. each .
Postage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 58 . 6d . and 7s. 60 . Adults, 10s. 6d. , 159 . 60 . , and 21s. each .

Postage free . - John WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

THB ONLY AND SPECIAL

" MEDAL

FOR PROGRESS,”

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritis," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO .,

AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

" FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sare or

Strong-Room Door , depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
kess of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filingaway
the thick ..ess of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . Th
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock.
The lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and KRY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vide
" Tincs, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection
from duplicate or " Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
extensive robberics in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effccted

by thismeans.
HOBBS, HART & CO .,

LOCK , SAFE , AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUFERS.
76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

FPPS'S COCOA. — .“ By a thorough knowledge of the
u natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfnst tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - - See article in the
Civil Service Gazette.
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL .

President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington , Vice- President. - JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |WALTER NEWTON FISHER , Birming. | FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London , ham | WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda .
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON, Coventry .
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. London . | EDWARD SMITH , Manchester.
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . JOHN BRADLY GEARD, Ipswich . F . TENDRON , London .
HARRY BRETT, London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER, London. JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
ROBERT BUCK , Sunderland . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. - JOHN BATH , 40a ,King William Street, London ; THOMAS COLTMAN , Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington ,
TREASURER. — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .

AUDITORS. — R . R . ROBINSON, London ; C . PEMBER, Hereford.

BANKERS. — Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co., Birchin Lane, London .
OFFICES — 2 COWPER 'S COURT, CORNHILL, LONDON . ”

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to
ALFRED C . HARPER , SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS,
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E . C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy necu
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. NOVEMBER 20 , 1878 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. - NEW SERIES. — No. 51. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

MESSRS. MARSH . MILNER, AND Co.'s

11 REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application ,

TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, & c.

" THE CHRISTIAN UNION ,"
The largest Religious Penny Journal in the World .

TS INVALUABE AS A MEDIUM for Advertising to
1 Public Companies, Charities , Commercial Houses, Auctioneers, Estate
Agents, Capitalists, Bankers, Shippers, Railway Companies, Exporters,

Merchants , Manufacturers, Share Brokers, Insurance Companies, Benefit

Societies, Building Clubs, Public Schools , Colleges, Institutions, Hotels,

Tutors, Governesses, Secretaries, Managers , Clerks, etc. , etc. - Applications

for advertisement space to be addressed to ALFRED W . GEE, Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, London , E . C .

PUBLISHING OFFICE :- 108 Fleet-street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
1 Landed Estates , City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co ., have at the present time
access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply atthe City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842) , 54 Cannon -street .

MOOVERWORKED ACCOUNTANTS. - A Gentleman
(aged 40 ) , an experienced man of business, and a thorough and very

expeditious Auditor, with audits of £200 a year, seeks to ally himself with

an Established Accountant. Remuneration , first 12 months, by salary , it

desired ; afterwards out of profits or otherwise . Strictest integrity .

Address " Scrutator," office of The Accountant.

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Oprices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

T F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTER IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

ACCOUNTANCY. . Wanted by a firm of Accountants
possessing a large and valuable business in the provinces, a Gentleman

qualified to take the management of London offices about to be opened for
better facilitating the working of that part of the business which may
more conveniently be worked in London , such as Liquidation in Chancery
and Bankruptcy . To a Gentleman with connection and influence in

WILLIAM EDWARDS, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD , LONGTON ,
STAFFORDSHIRE .

partnership in the London branch of the business. Address, w W . O. ,

care of Alfred W . Gee, Advertising Agent, 62Gracechurch -street, E . C .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .TO ACCOUNTANTS. - A useful Clerk and good
- Penman is open to temporary or a permanent engagernent, at a

moderate amount of remuneration . Reference is permitted to Messrs.
Josiah Beddow and Son , Accountants, 2 Gresham Buildings, Basinghall

Street, to whom applications may bemade.

CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE ' IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW .IN -FURNESS .

REFERENCES GIVEN .
TARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor,

Rents £10 and £15. Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge-row , Cannon

street, E .C . DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

Established 1843.
PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity, particulars of Properties intended to be included in
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and
Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 2414, 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & co ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON
BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

LAND , Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER,

and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS ofINVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers , publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo anycost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs.

larsh , Milner, and Co. , Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,
London , E . C .

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL, E .C .

HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who
require agents in London .
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The Accountant.MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,
BANKER ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in timeContinental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND for Friday evening' s mail ; price 6d. per copy, or
ANY DOUBT.
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direction of property which does not belong to them , personal obligation of providing for them , but this was

is, in itself, sufficiently onerous, without an additional scarcely seriously pressed , and the point may now be

burden in the shape of a personal liability in respect considered as finally settled that a liquidator is merely

of the solicitors they employ . They are responsible the agent to pay the costs out of the assets of the

for mistakes of judgment, for acts of the slightest Company. It seems abundantly clear from every pre

negligence ; and no good intentions on their parts will cedent that this was the law ; and indeed it has been

save them from loss if they have departed one hair's decided that where during the proceedings the solicitor

breadth from the strict letter of the instrument which , is changed, and the assets are not sufficient to pay the

in language not always intelligible to the world , defines whole of his costs, they will in general, as between the

their duties. Trustees are responsible in every degree ; solicitors, be applied in payment of their costs pro rata .

they are responsible to their cestuis que trustent for the The remuneration of the official liquidator himself is,

safety of the property , they are personally responsible | however, not to be paid until all the costs of the

to the solicitors they employ to explain to them the winding-up have been provided for ; so solicitors may

limits to which they may safely go, and if by any console themselves, if they are capable of consolation ,console themselves, if they are cap

chance the assets are insufficient to pay the amount under the loss ofany part of their claims, that they are

they must bear the ultimate loss. What the liabilities not theonly sufferers , butthat no one can more earnestly

of a trustee in bankruptcy are, is painfully have desired an abundance of assetshave desired an abundance of assets than the official

familiar to many of our readers. But an official liqui- liquidator himself.

dator is in a more fortunate position than his humbler

brethren. He is one of the very few persons who may | Judicial terseness of expression is a very rare gift on

employ a solicitor,without taking thought how he shall the bench , and Vice-Chancellor Malins has lately

provide for the necessary costs. Serenely confident in | developed an epigrammatic style which is at times very

the security of reported decisions, he may enjoy all the effective. Nothing can be happier than some of his

luxury of an action at law , heightened by the conscious comments on the attempt made by the liquidator of the

ness that the assets must pay the bill or the solicitor Taly -y -drws Slate Company to place the executrix of a

must suffer. But solicitors are by nomeans content to deceased director on the register of shareholders. Mr.

sit quiet under affliction . Some of them fill the columns Mackley, the director in question , had signed the

of legal journals with the record of their wrongs ;; while memorandum of association for fifty shares, but though

others boldly seek the intervention of the Court of agreeing to become a director, he in fact took no further

Justice , in defiance of the proverb about the physician part. No shares were allotted to him , though the

who never takes his own physic. One of the whole of the shares were applied for and allotted to

pugnacious portion of the profession has lately, various individuals . But when the Company fell

with praiseworthy public spirit, appealed to the into trouble and underwent the process of winding

Lords Justices, only to meet with disappointment; up, the liquidator placed Mr. Mackley 's executrix

and a case which we report under thesomewhat verbose on the register in respect of these shares ,

title of “ Ro the Anglo -Moravian Hungarian Junction This proceeding the Vice- Chancellor set aside

Railway Company ” chronicles the result. in a judgment vigorously and cleverly expressed,

We will not refer to the facts in detail, as they are but differing somewhat boldly from some pre

fully set out in our report. The liquidator of vious cases which scarcely seem capable of being

the company had occasion to change his solicitors, and | distinguished. As regards the rights of creditors, said

the usual order was made directing the delivery up of his Lordship , “ considering that Mr. Mackley's name

all papers , and that the costs should be taxed and paid was never on the register of shareholders — & copy of

within twenty-eight days from the filing of the taxing which was atthe offices of the company, and that no one

master's certificate by the official liquidator. The case | knew , or could know , that it might have been there –

was slightly complicated by questionsof date , and by | it was plain that no creditor trusted the company on

the intervention of the long vacation ; but it was the faith of its being on the register, and so far no injury

finally disposed of on the simple issue. An attempt | was done to the creditors, and the other contributories

was made to show that the direction that the | were not damnified .” “ It did ,” continued the Vice

liquidator should pay the costs imposed upon him the Chancellor, " seem somewhat unjustifiable that the
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company (when found to be a losing concern) should be Huxham 's debt in full ; otherwise, though the decision

allowed to say that a man , who could not have a share seems unimpeachable, and indeed could hardly have

when hemighthaveasked for one, was nevertheless liable been different, he will find that a minute acquaintance

to the company for shares in his lifetiine, and that his with the technicalities of law and equity is occa

estate remained subject to that liability after his sionally scarcely worth the price at which it is bought.

death ." It certainly does seem hard on Mr. Mackley,

but the various reported cases are very strong in laying
· WINDING -UP. - A petition for the winding -up of the Court

down that, if persons will sign memorandums of asso - Grange Silver Lead Mining Company, Limited , is to be heard

ciation, and for a space of time, however brief, hold
before Vice-Chancellor Malins on the 3rd December. - A

petition to wind -up the Christon Bank Colliery Company,

themselves out to the world as shareholders and di Limited, has been presented to the High Court of Justice .

rectors , they must take the consequences of their acts, | ATTORNEY AT LAW . - Wednesday the 24th inst. was the last

and that they can only be relieved from liability by
day for applicants to be sworn in before the Master of the

Rolls ; Wednesday, the 1st proximo, will be the last to leave

taking shares and then making a formal transfer of the necessary documents . It is the first occasion since the

them . If Mr.Mackley ever madeformal application and
operation ofthe Judicature Act . The term “ attorney ” is now

abolished , and all are to be designated “ solicitors of the

was refused , the point is clear,and the inference drawn Supreme Court," and officers of the same are to be admitted

by the Vice -Chancellor from the remarks of Lord
by theMaster of the Rolls . The Judicature Act of 1873 con.'

tained provisions as to solicitors, and the same were amended

Cairns is a good specimen of acute reasoning. But in by the statute which came into force on the 1st inst. The

future, gentlemen who wish to avoid difficulties either to
certificate duty by solicitors is now payable , and must be paid

before the 16th of December. According to a recent Parlia .

their executors or themselves, will do well not to sign mentary paper the number was 14 ,419 . In London , Edinburgh ,

memoranduins of association , unless they are fully
and Dublin the annual duty is £9, and elsewhere £6. Only

half duty is payable for the first three years of being in practice.

prepared to accept in their entirety the corresponding THE CHEQUE BANK. - The Times ofNov. 19th says : - It was

liabilities. decided to -day, at a meeting of 27 shareholders of the Cheque

Bank , Limited , to wind -up the bank voluntarily. For some

time past a section of the shareholders has been dissatisfied

The decision of the Court of Appeal in the matter of and unwilling to wait the issue of an extended trial of the

the petition of Mr. Huxham to have the Dunraven
system , and as it has not been found possible to buy these out

this resolution was the only alternative. It is one to be re .

Adare Coal and Iron Company wound-up compulsorily gretted for several reasons. The worst was past, and as there

at his instance is of a very technical nature. Mr.
was nothing speculative in the Bank 's business its risks were

now fairly measureable and small, while in one direction it

Huxham claimed £218 from the company, and served hasmade very considerable progress. Some of the ramifications

them with the requisite statutory demand, of which the
of its business were not of a kind to command popular support

very readily , but where it devoted its organisation to post

company took no notice . Previously , however, to pre

senting his petition,he brought an action for the amount
meeting with a fair amount of popular support. In a state.

ment issued lately it was shown that as rapid progress had

he claimed ; and this step was unfortunate for his in been made by the Cheque Bank in selling post checks as was

terests . It was held , that by bringing an action and
made by the money order system on its first introduction , and

there can be no doubt that the post check is as safe, and a

submitting to arbitration , Mr. Huxham had waived the much cheaperandmore negotiable instrument for transmitting

effect of his notice , and therefore had lost his right to
money than the cumbrous and costly post-office order. There

is some talk still of reorganising the Bank , but if it cannot be

present a petition for winding-up. He was, in fact, a get on foot again the Government might do worse than re .

victim to the separation of law and equity . Had he
model its money-order business on the Cheque- Bank plan.

proceeded with his petition in the Court of Chancery
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT. - There were as many as 4,438

persons imprisoned in the course of the year 1874, by order of

without fitting another string to his bow in the shape of Judges of County Courts in England and Wales. The largest

an action at law , he might have been more pros
numbers are the following seven :- 94 persons were imprisoned

under orders made at the County Court held at Bristol ; 99

perous. The petition would have stood over to persons under orders made at Leicester ; 106 at Derby ; 136

abide the result of his action , and the costs of
at Leeds ; 162 at Birmingham ; 173 at Ulverston and Barrow

in Furness, where the whole number of plaints entered was

the petition would have followed the result. but 3 ,034 ; and , lastly, 196 at Wigan . This last town belongs

The case is one in which the petitioner has to
to Circuit No. 7 , on which the number of persons imprisoned

in the year was 423, or not very far from double the number
pay for themistakes of his advisers. His claim was, imprisoned on any other circuit. The number of plaints

as it turned out, sufficient to support a petition, and the
entered on that circuit was 23,404 , but there were five other

circuits with a still larger number ofplaints. Circuits No. 57

order might have been made on it,but for his resort to and 59, in rural or small-town districts in the South-west,

law . Under the circumstances, it is to be hoped that
had little more than 10,000 plaints each , but had to send

only ten persons to prison in the year, six in one circuit and

the assets of the company will be sufficient to pay Mr. | four in the other.
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . Smart personally to recover the costs , and on the 31st of
August Vice -Chancellor Bacon , as Vacation Judge, granted an

injunction to restrain Watkin from issuing a subpæna for his

COURT OF APPEAL, LINCOLN 'S- INN . costs , or from taking any other proceedings against theofficial
liquidator, or his estate, or the estate of the company, or from

seeking to enforce payment of his costs until further order ;

November 18 . and the time for payment of the costs was extended until the

(Before Lords Justices JAMES, MELLISI , BAGGALLAY, and Mr. 10th of November, 1875 . From this order Watkin now ap

Justice BRETT.) pealed . Mr. Cracknall, on behalf of the appellant, argued

that as a matter of general law an official liquidator is per
IN RE TIIE DUNRAVEN ADARE COAL AND IRON COMPANY,

sonally liable to his solicitor for costs, but, moreover, in the
LIMITED.-- This was an appeal from the refusal of Vice -Chan

present case, the order of the 28th of January, 1875 ,
cellor Bacon to make an order for the winding -up of this

amounted to an agreement on the part of the liquidator to be
company. The petition was heard in the Long Vacation . It

personally liable for the costs. At any rate the Vice -Chan
was presented by Mr. Hortensius Huxham , a mining engineer
at Swansea, who claimed to be a creditor of the company for

cellor's order must be wrong, inasmuch as it prevented the
appellant from taking any steps whatever for the recovery of

£218 in respect of work and labour done for and services
what was due to him . Mr. Dickinson , Q . C ., and Mr. Everitt,

rendered to them , and by Mr. J . H . Morrell, a shareholder in
for the liquidator , were not heard . Lord Justice James said

the company . Huxham in June last served a statutory notice
that on the question of general law the argument was that the

on the company, demanding payment of his debt, and the relation between the liquidator and his solicitor was the
company neglected for three weeks to pay it. It appeared ,

ordinary relation between a client and his solicitor, and that
however, that he afterwards brought an action against the

the solicitor was retained by the liquidator on his personal re
company for his claim . The company defended the action ,

sponsibility. It had , however , been expressly decided to the
and ultimately Huxham consented to have the case referred to

contrary several years ago in the cases of “ In re Massey "
arbitration . The arbitrator found that there was due to

(Law Reports," 9 Eq., 367 ), and “ In re Trueman ” (Law
Huxham more than £50, but considerably less than he claimed .

Reports,” 14 Eq., 278), in which it was held that in cases of
On the 17th of September last a meeting of the shareholders

this kind credit is given by the solicitor to the assets of the
resolved that it was desirable that the company should be

company. In a voluntary winding-up the liquidator was only
wound-up. Soon after that the petition was presented , and it

an agent of the company, and in a compulsory winding-up the
was heard by the Vice-Chancellor on the 5th of October, and

official liquidator was a pergon appointed by the court to act
dismissed : the petitioners appealed . Mr. Marten , Q . C ., and

as the agent of the company , and the only contract made by
Mr. C . H . Turner were heard on behalf of the appellants.

him with the solicitor was a contract to pay him out of the
Mr. Locock Webb , Q . C ., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods, for the

assets of the company. This court would be very loth to

disturb decisions which had been acted on for some years.
committee appointed for the reconstruction of the company Then the only question was whether the order of the 28th of
and for other shareholders ; Mr. Warmington appeared for January had introduced any new contract. It would require
debenture holders. Lord Justice James said that the petition very strong words indeed to show that the liquidator was
must be treated as that of a creditor only. His claim was one making himself personally liable without any consideration
as to the amount of which there was a bona -fidedispute. By for that for which he was not previously personally liable ,
bringing the action and consenting to the arbitration hewaived

while the solicitor was not altering his position at all. The
the effect of his previous notice, and could not be allowed

language of the order was not sufficient to lead to any such
afterwards to proceed with his petition , which had been there conclusion . The order appealed from was not intended to
fore rightly dismissed . The other learned judges concurred . prevent an application being made by the solicitor to the

Vice-Chancellor in chambers for payment of what was due to
November 19. him . The appeal must be dismissed , with costs. Lord

IN RE THE ANGLO-MORAVIAN HUNGARIAN JUNCTION RAILWAY Justice Mellish concurred , observing that the position of a

COMPANY, LIMITED . - EX PARTE T . E . Watkin. — This was a liquidator differed from that of a trustee in bankruptcy in
case of considerable importance to official liquidators and this respect - that the assets of the company were not vested

their solicitors, involving the question whether the solicitor in him , and, in the absence of an express bargain , it must be
of an official liquidator has any claim against him personally assumed that the solicitor trusted for payment only to the

for his costs, or whether the solicitor's right is only a right to assets of the company . Lord Justice Baggallay was of the

be paid his costs out of the assets of the company in liquida . same opinion , adding that Vice-Chancellor Bacon's order was
tion . Mr. F . B . Smart is the official liquidator of the above on the face of it intended to keep matters in statu quo until

company. Messrs. T . E . Watkin and Frederick Clift formerly an application could be made in chambers to Vice -Chancellor

acted as his solicitors in the liquidation , but on the 5th of Hall, who had the conduct of the winding -up of the company,

August, 1874 , he obtained an order to change his solicitors, Mr. Justice Brett agreed , adding that, even if the assets of
and Messrs. Lawless and Co. were appointed in place of the company were insuflicient to pay the solicitor's costs in

Messrs . Watkin and Clift. On the 28th of January , 1875 , an full, there was, in his opinion , no personal liability on the

order was made that Watkin and Clift should deliver over part of the liquidator to make good the deficiency .

the books and other documents relating to the winding -up

upon payment of their taxed costs, and it was referred to the

taxing master to tax and settle their bill of costs, and it was November 24 .

ordered that the official liquidator should pay the taxed Ex Parte Gordon - IN RE GOMERSALL. — This case involved

amount of the costs within 28 days after the filing of the | an important question with regard to the right of a person who

taxing master's certificate. Watkin and Clift did not carry I just before the bankruptcy of the accertor of a bill of exchange

in their bill of costs for taxation until April, and the taxing purchases the bill from the drawer for a sum very much less

master's certificate was not obtained until the 7th of August, than its nominal amount, to prove against the estate of the

just before the Long Vacation . Mr.Watkin at once pressed acceptor for the amount of the bill. The case was argued on

for payment, but as the chief clerk of Vice-Chancellor Hall, the 18th inst., and the judgment of the Court was given on
who had the conduct of the winding -up , was away, Lawless the 24th . Mr. DeGex , Q . C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight were for

and Co. told Watkin that in all probability they could not the appellant ; Mr. Marten , Q .C ., and Mr. E . C . Willis

obtain a check for him until after the Long Vacation . | were for the respondents. The appeal was from two orders

Ultimately he threatened to take proceedings against Mr. made by the Chief Judge in Bankruptoy, admitting two proofs
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tendered against the estate of John Gomersall and James solvent, for no man who was not in that state would have

Francis Gomersall, who were woollen manufacturers at made himself personally liable for the sum of £1, 700 in con
Dewsbury, and who were adjudicated bankrupts on the 6th of sideration of £200 , when as to part of it he could be pro

October, 1874, upon an act of bankruptcy committed by ceeded against in bankruptcy within a few weeks, inasmuch as

them in filing a liquidation petition on the 3rd of September, one of the bills for £227 was to fall due on the 26th of Sep.
1874. One of the proofs in question was tendered by Mr. tember. Suppose this had been the case of a purchase for

Joseph William Bennett , a stock -dealer , of Moorgate-street, £20 of bills for £17 ,000 , could the transaction have stood ?

London , for £3,593 18s. 6d., the amount of ten bills of ex Suppose bills to that large amount had been brought to Jones

change accepted by the bankrupts, and drawn upon them by by the sweeper of a neighbouring crossing. Clearly in such a
John Searby and Co., of Honey -lane Market, London . case the transaction could not stand. And his Lordship was
According to Bennett's evidence , the bills were brought to of opinion that what occurred then came really to the same
him on the 25th of August, 1874 , by Mr. J. F . Lovering, an thing. Jones, when he took those bills from such a man as

accountant,and were offered to him for discount. He made Searby, and under such circumstances, must have known that

inquiries and received information that the acceptors Searby had not got them honestly . The whole transaction
would be unable to pay the bills in full, as they were in diffi . was saturated with fraud , and Jones had notice of it . He
culties,butthat they were possessed of property, and if they failed bought these sham bills knowing that they were shams, and con
there was a reasonable prospect that a dividend would be paid sequently he was not entitled to prove upon them . The County
from their estate . On the 3rd of September he agreed to pur- Court Judge thought that Jones was entitled to prove as the

chase the bills for £250 , and the same day he gave a check for holder of accommodation bills, and to receive dividends up
that sum on his bankers, payable to Searby. and Co., and to the amount which he had actually given for them ; but

the next day the check was paid by the bankers. From the they were not, in truth , accommodation bills ; they were
evidence of John Searby it appeared that he had acted for shams. The transaction was really a payment of £200 to

several years as commission agent for the bankrupts in Gomersall through his agent Searby, and the holder of the

London , and thathe had been in the habit of accepting for bill was entitled to prove and receive dividends for that sum
their accommodation bills drawn by them on him to the ex only . The case of Bennett was in substance exactly the same,

tent of many thousands of pounds, and till the beginning of and a similar order must be made. Lord Justice Mellish said
1874 they always supplied him with funds to take up the bills that the County Court Judge held that Jones and Bennett
at maturity. During that time he had a large quantity of were not entitled to receive more than they had actually given
stock belonging to them in his possession ,but at the beginning for the bills, and be did so upon the authority of some old
of July , 1874, he, at their request, sent back to them all their cases mentioned in Cook 's “ Bankrupt Law .” In his Lord
stock which he then had . The ten bills in question , together ship's opinion , those cases had nothing to do with the present.
with four others, were drawn by him and sent down for their They related not to a case where bills had been brought
acceptance in August, 1874, as a security to him against the out, but to a case where money had been advanced upon
bills then current which he had accepted for them . This was the security of bills for a larger amount. In those cases
done in pursuance of a letter written to him by the bankrupts it was held that, if the bill was one given for value as between

on the 20th of August , 1874 , in which they said , “ What we the drawer and acceptor, theholdermight prove in bankruptcy
want you to do is to draw on us for same amounts we have against the acceptor for the full amount of the bill, and
drawn upon you ." The 14 bills thus drawn and accepted bore receive dividends until he had been paid the sum which he
variousdates from the 22nd of April to the 1stof August. Searby had advanced to the drawer. But those decisions had no
said that he could not get the bills discounted himself, and so bearing on the present case, which was not an advance made

he handed them to Lovering to get them discounted or to do on the credit of a bill, but a purchase of the entire amount of

the best he could with them . Searby had no interview with the bill. His Lordship thought that the Chief Judge was
Bennett about them . Lovering deposed that he received the right in holding that in such a case as this the purchaser of
14 bills from Searby on the 22nd , 23rd, or 24th of August, the bill might, if he had no notice of fraud, prove for the full
1874 , and he said, “ I offered them to several persons, but no amount of the bill ; but in the present case his Lordship

one would discount them . I offered to sell them at last. I thought that the bills were drawn and accepted for a frau .

was fully aware that Gomersalls were talked about in London . dulent purpose, in order to cheat the creditors both of the

I tried to get £1,000 for them , but afterwards less. I was drawer and the acceptor, and that both the holders had

down in Yorkshire about that time, and I knew that Gomer notice of the fraud . This raised a very important ques.

salls were between wind and water .” The other four bills, tion ; for this , his Lordship thought, was a new kind of fraud.

which were for sums amounting to £1,727 2s., were purchased What would be the nature and result of a similar transaction

on the 31st of August, 1874, for £200 , by Mr. Jesse Jones, of if it had occurred between the bankrupt and one other person ?

Camden -road, under similar circumstances. In his evidence If an insolvent debtor had some assets it would be quite
he said , “ I inquired of one or two clerks I knew in the City possible for him , on the eve of bankruptcy, to raise money

about the credit ofMessrs. Gomersall. I thought it a very risky from a person who was aware of his insolvency on such terms

thing from the information I received . The Judge of the as to enable that person to obtain afterwards the full value of

County Court at Dewsbury rejected the proofs of Bennett and the goods he had supplied by means of dividends in the bank

Jones , but allowed them to receive from the bankrupt' s estate ruptcy . The debtor might say, If you will let me have goods

the sum which they had actually paid for the bills held by them on a month 's credit I will enter into a written contract to pay

respectively. The Chief Judge decided that the proofs must you four times the value of the goods at the end of the month.

be admitted for the fullamounts ofthe bills held by Bennett and But in such a case as that the Court of Bankruptcy would say,

Jones respectively. Thetrusteeofthebankrupt's estate appealed . without any hesitation , You cannot be allowed to prove for

Lord Justice James, after reviewing the facts , said it was quite four times the value of the goods. Such a case as this had

clear that, as far as regarded Gomersall and Searby , the bills never happened, and probably never would happen . Suppose ,

in question were mere shams- fictitious things got up for a again , that the debtor went to a money lender and said to him ,

fraudulent purpose connected with their then impending bank . If you will lend me £200 for a month I will enter into a written

ruptcy. The question was whether Jones was affected with agreement to pay you £2,000 at the end of the month , the

notice of the fraud so as to disentitle him to prove upon the lender, speculating that by means of the dividends on the

bills. It was to be noted that, though Jones in his evidence £2,000 he would be able to make a handsomeprofit on the

said that he made inquiries about Gomersall, he did not sug sum which he advanced. The Court of Bankruptcy would

gest that he made any inquiries about Searby , and he did not certainly not be taken in by such a transaction as that. What

say whathe knew about him ; but it was clear that he must difference, then ,was there between that transaction and a case

have known that Searby was hopelessly and recklessly in . | where there was, as here, a bill between two parties ? The
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only difference was that the Court must be able to arrive were insolvent, and were going into immediate bankruptcy .
at the conclusion that the person who had discounted The bill-holders ought, therefore , only to be allowed to prove
the bill had notice of its invalidity - had notice that it was not for what they actually advancod , which was, in fact, a loan to

a good bill as between the drawer and the acceptor. This was Gomorsall.
the only part of the present case about which his lordship

had entertained any doubt ; but he thought that there was

evidence that the holders of the bills in this case knew such
facts aswould have led a jury to say that any reasonable man

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE ,

must have concluded that the transaction was tainted with

fraud, and even that he knew the particular nature of the CHANCERY DIVISON.
fraud . What right had the purchaser of the bills to suppose

that such a man as Searby would have kept the bills in his

possession for two or three months after they were drawn if
November 19.

hehad a good title to them ? They wilfully shut their eyes to ( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS.)
the factswhich made it clear that the bills had been recklessly

drawn and accepted on the eve of bankruptcy, and the Court
IN RE TIE ELLAND-ROAD , WORTLEY, FIRE CLAY COMPANY,

of Bankruptcy ought to deal with the case just as if there had
LIMITED. - In this matter a petition was presented, praying for

been a contract for the sale of goods such as his Lordship had
an order to wind-up the company. It was stated that another

suggested . The fraud was not one upon the holders of the
petition was about to be presented to the Master of the Rolls

bills, but upon the general body of the creditors. This
for a similar order, and leave was asked , with the view of

Court would be an unworthy successor of the great Judges
covering the costs of both petitions, to transfer this one to the

who first set up such doctrines as that of fraudulent prefer
Rolls Court. Mr. W . Barker was for the petitioner here ; Mr.

ence if it allowed this kind of fraud to prevail.
F . C . J. Millar was for the company ; Mr. Francis Webb was

The con

sequence of doing so would be that any man who wanted
for the other petitioner. The Vice-Chancellor said he had no

a sum of money in order to stave off his bankruptcy for a week ,
power to direct this petition to be transferred, and could do

or in order to make a payment in favour of a particular credi
nothing as to the one at the Rolls. There must be the usual

tor, or to make a provision for himself and his family ,would
winding -up order in the petition to this court, and the parties

be able to do this at the expense of the general body of his
could arrange as to the costs.

creditors. Lord Justice Baggallay was of the same opinion .
IN RE THE WEDGEWOOD COAL AND IRON COMPANY, LIMITED.

He fully recognised the well-established principle that negli
In this matter a petition was presented praying for an order

gence on the part of the holder of a bill of exchange was not of
to wind -up the company. Mr. Glasse, Q . C .,and Mr. F . C . J .

itself sufficient fo deprive him of his right of proof, but yet
Millar wero for the petitioner ; Mr. S . Pearson , Q . C ., was for

that negligence accompanied by the surrounding circumstances
the company, and Mr. Williams was for other parties. The

might be evidence of mala fides. Hewas not prepared to say
Vice-Chancellor made an order to continue the voluntary

that themere fact of giving a very small sum for a bill of ex
winding-up of the company under the supervision of the

change would of itself be evidence of fraud . The holder who
court, and appointed Mr. Smart as liquidator in the place of

had originally given full value for the bill might, when he
Mr. Banner.

afterwards found that the acceptor had become hopelessly in
IN RE THE Kext TRAMWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED. - In this

solvent, honestly sell the bill for one-fifth or one-tenth , or
matter a petition was presented praying for an order to wind

even a less proportion of its nominal value ; but the facts of
up the company. Mr. Glasse, Q . C . , and Mr. Solomon were for

the present case were very different. The circumstances were,
the petitioner ; Mr. W . Barber was for some of the creditors

in his Lordship's opinion, such as must have brought to the
of the company ; Mr. Cracknall, for other creditors, opposed

mind of the purchasers of the bills knowledge that there was
the petition . The Vice -Chancellor made the usual order to

some fraud in their preparation , and if they wilfully omit
wind -up the company, but gave no costs to Mr. Cracknall's

ted to make inquiries they must take the consequence .
clients .

Mr. Justice Brett said he apprehended that the argument in
(Before Vice -Chancellor Sir C . HALL.)

favour of admitting the proof for the full amount was this IN RE THE EQUITABLE PERMANENT BENEFIT BUILDING

that the bills in their inception were honest bills as between SOCIETY. — This society was ordered to be wound -up compul.

the drawer and the acceptor, and that the persons who bought sorily on the petition of a member and creditor. The society

them did so honestly, or that, if the bills were fraudulent as was established in 1868 , but, as in another recent well-known

between the drawer and the acceptor, the persons who bought case — that of the Norwich and Norfolk Provident and Build

them did so without any notice of the fraud. On the other ing Society — had got into difficulties through the misappro
side, the argument was that the bills were fraudulent in their priation of its funds by its manager, Martindale, who died in
inception , not, indeed , as between the drawer and the August last. Mr. Graham Hastings, Q . C ., appeared for the

acceptor, for they both knew that, as between them , it was not petitioner ; Mr. Langley for the society .
intended that either of them should be responsible for the bills ,

but that the bills were fraudulently concocted as against their November 20.
creditors, and that the purchasers of the bills knew when they

bought them that they were fraudulent, and even though they (Before the MASTER of the ROLLS.)
did not know all the circumstances, yet knew enough to affect IN RE THE DUNRAVEN ADARE COAL AND IRON COMPANY,
them with notice that the bills were fraudulent. In determining LIMITED.- -- The usual winding-up order was made in this in
the question of fact, the Courtmust, as a jury would do, make stance on a creditor's petition , presented by the Sheffield

use of their ordinary knowledge of business and of mankind . Waggon Company. Mr. Chitty, Q . C ., and Mr. F . C . J . Millar
His Lordship reviewed the evidence at considerable length , appeared in support of the petition ; Mr. C . H . Turner for

coming on it to the conclusion that the intention of the parties creditors ; and Mr. Warmington for shareholders holding

was that themoney obtained by the sale of these bills should debentures.
go to Gomersall, and that it did in fact go to him , Searby IN RE THE CONTINENTAL AND SHIPPING BUTTER COMPANY,

being a mere agent ofGomersall. As to Bennett, he said that LIMITED. - EX PARTE MEGE. - This company was incorporated

he made inquiries aboutGomersall, and the fair inference was | in January , 1874 , with the object of purchasing a Frenchiman' s
that when he paid the £250 for the bills he did so in the ex | patent for the treatment of fatiy bodies for a purpose which
pectation that Gomersall's estate would be able to pay him in may be guessed from the title of the company. It was ordered

dividendsmore than £250 if he could prove for the full amount to be wound-up in July , 1874. The patent never had been
ofthe bills ,and that he knew that both the drawer and acceptor assigned to the company, and the question now was, whether
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2 ,000 shares which had been allotted to Messrs. Mège and ! shares for which he signed the memorandum of association.
Augier in part payment for their patent, and which appeared Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. Dixon appeared in support of the
opposite to their names in the register as fully paid -up shares, summons ; Mr. J . Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. W . D .
were to be treated as shares on which nothing had been paid , Griffiths were for the official liquidator. The Vice-Chancellor
by reason of the requirements of the well-known Section 25 said that after all the arguments which he had heard in this
of the Companies Act, 1867, not having been complied with . case he could not think that the official liquidator was justified
Messrs. Mège and Augier' s case was that the shares in in raking up this gentieman ' s name for the purpose of putting
question were properly issued as fully paid -up shares under his widow on the list of contributories, and the attempt to
the contract for the sale of the patent which was made prior maintain her in that position wasunsustainable . The com .
to the incorporation of the company between their agent of the pany having been formed in 1863, Mr. Mackley made up his
one part, and a person described as “ trustee for a company in mind to be a director of it , and signed the memorandum of
course of formation , and intended to be incorporated under the association accordingly for 50 shares . Although he had in .
title of the Continental and Shipping Butter Company tended to act as a director, he never did . On the 16th of
Limited ," which agreement, they contended , being printed at , August, 1864, the whole of the 2 ,000 shares of £10 each were
length in the articles of association , was notice to every body allotted to other persons, presumably solvent, and remained
concerned , and entitled them to say that the shares were fully in their hands till March , 1868. On the 18th of March in
paid -up. Mr. Chitty, Q C ., and Mr. W . C . Druce appeared for that year the directors declared 89 of the shares to be forfeited,
the official liquidator ; Mr. Waller, Q . C ., and Mr. Cottrell for so that from 1864 to 1868 there was not a single share which
Messrs. Mège and Augier. The Master of the Rolls said it could have been allotted to Mr. Mackley, even if he had then
had been thought that a contract entered into between a applied for them . The company, however, went on for some
promoter and nominee of his own as trustee for an intended time longer , till , in April, 1874 , his Lordship made an order
company might be a contract within the meaning of Section to continue the voluntary winding of it up under the super.
25 ; but this could not be correct, for the company could not vision of the court. Considering that Mr. Mackley's name
adopt or ratify a contract made prior to its own existence, never was on the register of shareholders — a copy of which
The company might, of course , have entered into a new was at the offices of the company, and that no one knew , or
contract to perform the old contract, but it had not done so . | could know , that it might have been there - it was plain that
He should have thought, therefore, that there was no contract | no creditor trusted the company on the faith of its being on
between the company and Messrs. Mège and Augier that the the register, and so far no injury was done to the creditors.
shares registered in their names should be payable otherwise So with regard to the other shareholders in the company, the
than in cash . In the case of the Western ofCanada Oil Lands contributories, they were not damnified. It was impossible,
and Works Company he had decided that some directors were therefore, for the shareholders inter se or by the official liqui.
liable to pay up certain nominally paid-up shares which had
been transferred to them by the promoter, who received them their debts. In answer to that, however, it was said that Mr.
under a contract entered into, as in this case, between himself Mackley was liable because he signed the memorandum of
and a nominee of his own prior to the formation of the association for the 50 shares. No doubt, as a general rule,
company. He had so decided on the ground that such & that was true. His Lordship had so decided in more than one
contract was no contract at all that there was no registered case ; and other branches of this court had taken a similar
contract, as required by the section . It appeared , however, view . But that rule , like others, must depend on the sure
that the Court of Appeal had reversed his decision on the rounding circumstances in each particular case. The present
assumption that there was such a contract. He was, of course, case was, no doubt, a novel one; but it did seem somewhat
bound by that decision , and should therefore decide, against unjustifiable that the company (when found to be a losing
his own opinion , that the contract between Messrs. Mège and concern ) should be allowed to say that a man who
Augier and the trustee for the company prior to its incor could not have had a share when he might have
poration amounted to a contract binding the company . It asked for one was nevertheless liable to the company
appeared, too, that for some reason or other the company had for shares , in his lifetime, and that his estate
not got the patent. This might entitle the liquidator to sue remained subject to that liability after his death . His
Messrs.Mège and Augier for breach of contract, or to have Lordship thought it clear that the view which he took
back the shares for failure of consideration , but not to say that of this case would have been taken by the Court of Appeal
the shares were not fully paid-up . in Evans's case ( Law Reports," . 2 Chancery Appeals

427) if the facts of that case had been the same as those
( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir RICHARDMALINS.) of this one. Then Lord Justice Turner said :

IN NE TIE TAL - Y-DRWS SLATE COMPANY, LIMITED . - This “ Mr. Evans originally subscribed the memorandum of

was a summons taken out by a Mrs. Mackley to remove her association , and became one of its first directors, and, there
name from the list of contributories of the above-named com fore, his first duty was to take care that his name was entered
pany. The company was formed in 1863, with a capital of upon the register. It was, therefore, the plain duty of Mr.
£20 ,000 in 2 ,000 shares of £10 each . Mr. Mackley agreed to Evans to enter his own name on the register. This , however,

become a director of it , and signed thememorandum of asso he did not do, butwent on leaving the matter exactly as it
ciation for 50 shares in it. No shares , however, were allotted stood . Then could he take advantage ofhis own neglect ? for

to him , and his namewas not entered in the register of share . if he had entered his name on the register, he could only have

holders. Moreover, he never acted as a director, or in any got rid of his liability by regular transfer, and it was impossible

way interfered in the affairs of the company. In themonth of to say that he transferred the shares." Then the Lord Justice

August, 1864 , the directors allotted all the 2 ,000 shares to added this, which was most important with reference to the

other and solvent parties. In 1868 they, under a power in the present case : - “ If, indeed, all the shares had been allotted
articles of association , declared 89 shares forfeited . On the to others, a question might have arisen ." If, that was to say,
6th July , 1869, Mr. Mackley died , leaving the applicant his the very fact which occurred in this case had been found in

widow and executrix . On the 30th of March , 1874 , a resolution that, the Lord Justice Turner would have considered there
was passed for the voluntary winding-up of the company ; and would have been some question about it. Lord Cairns, the

in the following month an order was made to continue the other Lord Justice, said this : - " It was said that the shares

winding-up under the supervision of the court. The name of which Mr. Evans would have had were allotted to other

Mrs. Mackley, as executrix of her husband , was then placed by | people , but it seemed that the allotmentwas not final, and
the official liquidator on the list of contributories in respect of there were left at all times sufficient to answer the right of

50 shares, on the ground that he, in his lifetime, and his Mr. Evans." Could any thing, therefore, be plainer than this,

estate now , was liable to the company on account of the that if there had been no shares for Mr. Eyans when ( if eres)
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he wanted them he would have been relieved by the Court ?
There were also some remarks of Lord Cairns in other cases

with respect to the argument deduced from the fact that no
mischief actually arose from , and that no one had been de

ceived by, what had been done. Upon the whole of this case

his Lordship thought it very vexatious and unjust on the part

of the official liquidator , representing not only the creditors,

but also the contributories of the company, to bring this lady

so improperly before the Court. He should , therefore, order

her name to be removed from the list of the contributories,
and she must be paid her costs out of the estate. The official
liquidator must also be paid his ; and if the estate was in .

sufficient for the payment of all the costs , the parties must
have liberty to apply again to the Court on the subject.

IN RE THE BIRMINGHAM , BLAKELEY HALL , AND COLLIERY

COMPANY. - The voluntary winding -up of this company was

directed to be carried on under the supervision of the Court on

the petition of Mr. Kean , a creditor. Mr. King and Mr. E .

Ford appeared for the petitioner , Mr. Beale for other creditors ,
and Mr. Fellows for the company.

November 22.

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir Richard Malins.)
THE PHOSPHATE SEWAGE COMPANY, LIMITED, V . HARTMONT

AND OTHERS. - The plaintiffs in the suit were the above -named
company alone ; the defendants were Messrs . Hartmont and

Begbie , who were merchants in partnership together as
Hartmont and Co . ; a Mr. Ogle , a promoter of the company :

Messrs . Englebach and Keir, accountants in the City , and also
promoters of the company ; Messrs. Cockburn , Grant, Green ,

and Lonsdale, who with Mr. Keir signed the memorandum of
association of the company ; Messrs. Elmslie , Forsyth , and

Sedgwick , solicitors ; a Mr. Ramsden (who since the opening

of the case has been dismissed from the suit on certain

terms) ; and a Mr. Malleson , the assignee in the bankruptcy of

Messrs. Lawson and Son . The bill in the suit stated that

Messrs. Hartmont and Co., Lawson and Son , and Engelbach

and Keir were the promoters of the company, and that Messrs.

Elmslie, Forsyth , and Sedgwick acted first as the solicitors of

Messrs. Hartmont and Co., Lawson and Son , and Mr. Ogle, in
the promotion of, and afterwards for, the company itself. In

1869 the Government of the Dominican Republic authorised

Messrs. Hartmont and Co. to raise a loan of £120,000 for it ,
and on the 8th ofMay in that year granted them a concession

for 50 years of the guano or phosphate of lime on the island of
Alto Vela , belonging to the Republic. The articles of that

concession , to which it is at present necessary to refer, were

these : - Messrs Hartmont and Co. were themselves to bear all
the expenses of working the guano, guanito; or phosphate of

lime in the island ; to carry out the agreement at the latest by

the 1st of January then next, and to exportannually a quantity

of at least 10 ,000 tons of guano, guanito, or phosphate of
lime; to pay a specified tax for each ton ofmaterial exported ;

and the Revenues resulting to the Dominican Government from

the operations were to be devoted to the loan contracted for it
by Messrs. Hartmont and Co. It was further provided that,

in case the grantees should not export the minimum quantity
stipulated for, the Dominican Government should have the

right to declare that concession null and void and to

dispose of it as they should see fit. An arrangement

was then come to by which Messrs. Hartmont and Co.

became trustees of the concession for themselves and

Messrs. Lawson and Son and Mr. Ogle . Messrs.

Lawson and Son had the working of the island of Alto Vela ,

Up to the 31st of December, 1870 , no guano or phosphate of
lime had been exported from the island ; but 1 ,981 tons and

no more, of a substance known as phosphate of alumina was

exported from the island. By reason of that the Dominican

Government acquired the right to annul the concession , which
was then voidable and liable to forfeiture. In 1870 Professor
Forbes and a Mr. Price took ont patents for the manufacture

of artificial manures in the West Indies and other islands,

and in the early part of 1871 Messrs. Hartmont and Co.,

Lawson and Son, and Mr. Ogle determined to form a joint
stock company to purchase the original concession . Accord
ingly, a provisional committee was formed , which consisted

of the defendants Begbie, Engelbach , Keir , and Grant ; and

while Mr. Ramsden acted as the solicitor of the committees,

Messrs. Elmslie and Co. were to be the advisers of the pre

posed company. The bill stated, further, that the committee
determined that the price to be paid for the concession should

be £65 ,000 , of which £50 ,000 was to be paid by Messrs . Hart

mont and Co ., Messrs. Lawson and Son , and Mr. Ogle , in

shares agreed upon between them ; £15,000 to Messrs. Engel
bach and Keir ; £262 10s., to Messrs. Elmslie and Co. ; and

£120 to Mr. Ramsden , out of the intended company's moneys,

for assisting in its formation . To carry out that arrangement,
on the 20th of April 1871, Messrs. Hartmontand Co. assigned
their interest in the concession to Messrs. Lawson and Son ,

On the 28th of April, in the same year, the Messrs. Lawson

and Son (called “ the vendors '') entered into a contract with

Messrs. Engelbach and Keir (called “ the purchasers " ) " for
and on behalf of a company then intended to be forthwith

incorporated ." That contract recited the concession that

Messrs. Hartmont and Co. had assigned or agreed to assign

it to “ the vendors ; ” that the purchasers believed that the

working of the deposits on the island of Alto Vela and

the other patents of Professor Forbes and Mr. Price would

be very profitable, and that a company should be formed to

work the patents and products of the island with a capital
of £200,000 , divided into 20,000 shares of £10 each ; the

first issue to consist of 12, 000 shares. The contract then pro
vided that the consideration for the sale of the concession

should be the sum of £65 ,000 , of which £20,000 was to be

paid in fully paid -up shares, and the rest in cash . The
contract then specifically stated that the vendors had

delivered to the purchasers copies of all the documents of

title showing their rights to the concession , and had pro

duced to the purchasers' solicitors, who had examined the

same, all the original documents of title ; " and the pur

chasers by the now stating agreement testified their ac

ceptance of the vendors' title thereto ," and the purchase

was to be completed on or before the 3rd of July, 1871 . The
plaintiffs contended that the object of the parties to that

agreement was not the bonâ. fide working of the concession

or patents , but to obtain the control of a large number of
shares in the plaintiffs' company and procure a settling

day on the Stock Exchange and quotation of the shares in

order to speculate for their own benefit. The plaintiffs ' bill
also stated that the last-mentioned agreement was prepared

by Mr. Ramsden , and approved by Messrs. Elmslie and Co. ;

the former having insisted on and the latter having struck
out a clause protecting the proposed company from the con
sequences of a forfeiture of the concession , although

warned by counsel that the due compliance with the re

quisitions in that respect was essential to the existence of
the concession . On the 8th of May, 1871 , the plaintiffs '

company was duly registered under the Acts of 1862 and

1867, with the prescribed capital of £200 ,000 , divided

into 20 ,000 shares of £10 each ; and Messrs.
Cockburn, Grant, Green , Lonsdale, and Keir signed
the memorandum of association . It is unnecessary,
at this stage of the case , to refer more par

ticularly to the articles of association of the company ,

which were fully set out or referred to in the bill in the
suit. Soon after the formation of the company, Mr. Hart

mont was appointed a director, and afterwards chairman

of the Board of Directors, which office he held till

November, 1872. Immediately after the incorporation of

the company the directors issued a prospectus, stating ,

among other things, “ that the vendors had expended
more than £39,000 up to that time in connexion with the
island of Alto Vela , besides the payment to the San
Domingo Government.” The plaintiffs alleged by their

bill that that statement was, as the defendants knew ,
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untrue, and inserted in the prospectus on the sole authority entitled to the relief they sought in this suit. Mr. Horace

of Mr. Forsyth . The prospectus also stated that £5 ,000 in Davey was with Mr. Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Melville was with

fully paid -up shares had been allotted to those parties who
them ; Mr.Glasse, Q .C ., Mr. J. Pearson, Q .C ., Mr Cotton,Q0.,

subscribed the money necessary for thoroughly testing the Mr. H . M . Jackson, Q . C ., Mr. Westlake, Q . C ., Mr. Locock

various processes connected with the patents. That sum , the Webb, Q .C ., Mr. Montagu Cookson , Q .C ., Mr. Whitehorne,

plaintiffs alleged, was to be in full satisfaction of all the Mr. Romer, Mr. J. R . Griffith , Mr. Cepo, and Mr. Terrell were

claims of those parties. After the issuing of the prospectus, for the several defendants .

applications came in for shares, and 8 , 107 were allotted ; but

of these shares 4 ,500 were applied for by Messrs. Hartmont

and Co. and others of the defendants and their nominees. On
the 29th ofMay, 1871, Messrs. Lawson and Son sold the con QUEEN 'S BENCH DIVISION , WESTMINSTER.
cession and letters patent to the plaintiff company for £65 ,000 ,

subject, as to the concession , to the payment of the royalties

and the other matters stipulated for by it. The £65,000 was November 20 .

to be paid or provided for in the manner mentioned in the | (Before Mr. Justice MELLOR, Mr. Justice QUAIN , and Mr.
contract. The bill in the suit then set forth a number of Justice FIELD .)
details, to which , also, a precise reference is not now required ,
and stated , among other things, that the defendants, Messrs .

WALKER V . THE BANAGHAR DISTILLERY COMPANY. This

Hartmontand Co., Mr. Ogle ,and Messrs. Engelbach and Keir,
was a case of importance as to the procedure under the Judi

requested the directors of the company , and the directors ob
cature Acts. By the Companies Act, 1862 , the Court of

tained for those defendants on a certificate which the plaintiffs
Chancery is empowered to grant injunctions staying pro

alleged was untrue , a settling day on the Stock Exchange for
ceedings when actions are brought against companies which

the quotation of the shares in the company. Hartmont and
are in the process of beingwound -up. This was the case with

Co . then obtained the leave of the directors of the company to
the defendants' company, the dates of the proceedings being

enter into a contract, through Messrs.Oppertand Co, with some
as follows: - On the 6th of October notice was given of a

eminent French financiers for the sale to them of some ofthe
meeting to wind-up the company. On the 18th of October

patents belonging to the company for a sum of £250 ,000 , pay
the meeting was held , and the requisite consents obtained to

able in 12months. A meeting was called ,and in lieu ofthat itwas
a resolution for voluntarily winding-up ; the plaintiff attended

stated that a sum of £150,000 in cash might be procured
and voted in favour of the resolution . On the 19th of

immediately. The shares in the company then rose con
October notice was given of a general meeting to confirm the

siderably, and Mr. Hartmont, in March , 1872, sold 1 ,000 of
resolution . On the 22nd of October the plaintiff issued a

his shares at 256 per share. The proposed acceptance of
writ in an action in this Division for money paid . Mr.

the £150,000 was, however, afterwards declined at a meet
Meadows White now moved to stay further proceeding in this

ing of the company, and Messrs . Oppert paid , on account of
actiɔn . There had been a difference of opinion in the pro

the other sum , as much as £14 ,000. The plaintiffs insisted
fession as to whether the proper course under the Judicature

that Mr. Hartmont furnished the Messrs. Öppert with that
Act is to apply to the Division in which the action is brought

amount in order to give colour to the transaction which he
or to that in which the company is beingwound -up. Mr.

had really been throughout instrumental in furthering.
White stated that the two days notice of the application re

No other sums were ever paid in respect of the proposed
quired by the Judicature Act had been given , but the plaintiff

contract with the French financiers. The result of the
did not appear to show cause. The Court, without giving

dealings between the defendants was that the shares of the
reasons, made the order on the terms that the costs already

company fell so low as £3 per share in the market. The
incurred by the plaintiff should be added to his debt.

Dominican Government, also, in August, 1872, cancelled the

agreement for the concession under the powers which they

had originally reserved to themselves, and refused to recognize COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
the transfer of it to the plaintiff company. The bill in the

suit prayed that the sale of the concession to the plaintiff

company was fraudulent and ought to be set aside ; that the November 19 .

combination alleged in the bill of the defendants (other than

Mr. Malleson ) might also be declared fraudulent ; that the
(BeforeMr. Registrar Perys , sitting as Chief Judge.)

payment by the directors of the £65,000 or that concession The Court was occupied during nearly the whole day in

was a breach of trust on their part, and that all the defendants hearing arguments upon an appeal from a decision of Mr.

engaged in the transaction as vendors, or as promoters,on as vendors, or, as promoters, | Registrar Keene, allowing registration of a resolution for a
directors , or solicitors of the company were bound (togethor liquidation by arrangement in the case of Thomas Stammers
with the estate ofMessrs. Lawson and Son ) to make good to Webb, colliery proprietor, of Gracechurch -street. Mr. Hem

the company thesum of £65 ,000 so improperly paid , as above ming, Q .C ., and Mr. Leeson were counsel for Mr.Gibbs, the
mentioned ; or that, at all events , the £15 ,000 wrongly paid to appellant ; Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. Goodman for the re
Messrs. Englebach and Keir should be repaid by them to the spondent. The case is not likely to be disposed of for som
company. The bill also prayed that some of the defendants timo.
should repay other money improperly paid (as it was alleged )

to them out of the company's assets, and for other relief. The
IN RE M . Coin. - This was a sitting for public examination .

above is a condensed statement of the case as it is disclosed
The bankrupt formerly carried on business in Wilson -street,

on the plaintiff's pleadings. The arguments on behalf of the
Finsbury, and Cutler- street, Houndsditch , as a wholesale

company, which had already occupied four days, were not yet
clothier. Upon the case being called on , the bankrupt did

concluded . Mr. J . Napier liggins, Q .C . (who was two entire
not appear, and Mr. Townend, for the trustee, stated that he

days in opening the case for the plaintiffs ), contended that, on
had absconded . His Honour ordered the usualmemorandum of

the facts and evidence of the whole of it , there had been , as
non -attendance to be entered .

regarded the Messrs . Hartman and Co., the most extraordinary IN RE V . CHARD . - The bankrupt was described as a stock and

and unprecedented course of dealing which this Court, or, share broker, of 31 Threadneedle -street. He appeared before

indeed, any Court, had ever been called upon to consider, and the court on a statement which returned debts of £4,938 ,and

argued that on every ground of fraud and breach of trust on assets, £150. His Honour now confirmed a scheme of ar

the part of the defendants (whom and whose misconduct rangement, whereby the creditors would receive a composition

respectively he particularly referred to) the company were of 2s. 6d, in the pound , and the adjudication be annulled,

N
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November 20 . November 23.

( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief (Before Mr. Registrar Pepes, sitting as Chief Judge.)
Judge.) IN RE ALEXANDER COLLIE AND Co. - This was a sitting for

IN RE LESLIE . - This was a sitting for examination . The public examination . The bankrupts, Messrs. Alexander and

bankrupt was an East India agent, carrying on business at William Collie , were merchants, carrying on business at 17

32 St . Mary-Axe as Leslie , Rivington, and Co ., and his ac Leadenhall-street, and Aytoun - street, Manchester, under the

counts disclosed liabilities £47,121, chiefly in relation to firm of Alexander Collie and Co . They wereadjudicated upon

Messrs. Collie and Co.,with assets £355 . The bankrupt passed the petition of the London and Westminster Bank, in respect

his examination without opposition . of a debt of £1,400 due upon a bill of exchange dated the 4th

of January, 1875 , drawn by the debtors upon and accepted by
IN RE ARMIT. — This was a sitting for examination . The Charles Carnie , and payable six months after date ; and the

bankrupt, Robert Henry Armit, was described as a commission | act of bankruptcy upon which the adjudication proceeded was
and financial agent, of 33 Abchurch -lane, and 93 Regent the presentation by the debtors of a petition for liquidation .
street ; and it appeared he was engaged in a scheme for the A joint statement of affairs filed by Mr. William

colonisation of New Guinea. His balance-sheet returned Collie returns the following items :- Dr. - Creditors
liabilities of £23,778 , with book debts estimated to produce unsecured , £90 ,025 ; ditto , subject to payment of their ac
£1,123 ; unliquidated claims, £95 ,000 ; other property , £4,000 ; 1 ceptances, £1,274,292 ; creditors partly secured, less value

and surplus from securities in the hands of creditors, £724 . of securities, £ 9,418 ; creditors for rent, rates, & c., £844 ;
Mr. H . Brett, the trustee, opposed in person , on the ground and liabilities on bills discounted, estimated to rank
that the balance -sheet was insufficient. After an examination £464,579. Cr. - Stock - in -trade at Manchester, £38,789 ;
of the bankrupt, who stated he desired to complete his bank book debts estimated to produce $ 22, 767 ; cash in hand,
ruptcy in order that he might proceed to New Guinea, his £9,914 ; bills of exchange and other similar securities, esti.
Honour gave the trustee leave to hold a private sitting, at mated to produce, £7,363 ; freehold premises, furniture,

which further inquiry might be made, but declined to grant fixtures, and fittings, at Aytoun -street, Manchester, esti
any order for further accounts. mated surplus after payment of balance of purchase -money,

£75 ,000 ; other property, £32, 160 ; bills of lading in hand,
£2,427 ; surplus from securities in the hands of creditors .

November 22.
£31,046 ; and sundry assets requiring time for realisation , a

( Before Sir J. Bacon , Chief Judge.) judgment against a debtor, and further amounts, estimated at

EX PARTE ROBINSON - RE ROBINSON. - This was an appeal
£509,875 . A statement of the affairs of Alexander Collie,

filed but not signed by him , shows debts of £1,641, with assets ,
arising out of the failure of T . M . Robinson , a woollen mer

£45 ,054, inclusive of bankrupt's house at Palace- gardens ,
chant, carrying on business at Leeds. The question mainly in

Kensington , furniture, and effects, subject to lien , £28 ,755 ; pic

issue was whether a surety with whom the liquidating debtor
tures, water-colour drawings, and paintings, £14 ,500 . The

had , without the knowledge of his creditors, deposited goodsas debts of William Collie separately, are returned at £68, with

security for the amount agreed to be paid by him , was entitled assets, comprising property of various descriptions, £14, 936 .
to the benefit of the goods so deposited, or whether, in the

Mr. J . Linklater, for the trustee, said the facts of this case
event of a subsequent liquidation by arrangement, the trustee

were so notorious that he would scarcely be justified in bring
appointed thereunder was not entitled . The county court ing them before the court again . The bankrupts failed a
judge sitting at Leeds came to the conclusion that inasmuch short timesince, and the trustee had every reason to supposo
as the arrangement with the surety had been concealed from that one of them would not be in attendance . The other
the creditors, the trustee under the second liquidation was en

had filed & statement which the trustee considered wholly
titled to the goods , and Mr. Robinson , the surety, appealed .--

insufficient, but he was in this difficulty, that he could not
Mr. Little , Q . C ., and Mr. G . W . Lawrance appeared for the

examine the bankrupt thereon , seeing that the whole matter
appellant ; Mr. De Gex , Q . C . , and Mr. Northmore Lawrence

was pending before another tribunal, and appointed to be
supported the order of the county court judge . - The Chief

heard on the 18th of December. He would ask for an ad
Judge said that there was no evidence of fraudulent conceal

journment for three months. Alexander Collie, on being
ment from creditors of the deposit of the goods as security,

called , did not appear. Mr. Registrar Pepys asked whether
and it appeared that the property had been parted with for full

the other bankrupt objected to an adjournment until after
value. It would be unreasonable, under the circumstances ,

Christmas. A solicitor's clerk, by whom he was represented ,
to hold that the trustee under the second liquidation was en said he did not object. His Honour granted an adjournment
titled to the property deposited with the appellant, and his until the 12th of January .

lordship therefore discharged the order of the county court IN RE SHAND AND C0. - The bankrupts, Messrs. Charles

judge. Shand , Alexander Shand , and Ralph Abram Robinson , were

(Before Mr. Registrar Keene.) merchants , carrying on business at 23 Rood -lane and else

IN RE W . H . AND J . R . CARTER . - - The debtors were licensed where, and they had been adjudicated upon the petition of the

victuallers and proprietors of the Saint Helena Gardens, London and County Banking Company. A statement of

Rotherhithe. They had petitioned under the liquidation affairs returned liabilities of £341,980 , with assets, comprising

clauses, and the creditors have determined to liquidate by book debts, bills of exchange, and other property, inclusive of

arrangement; the accounts showing debts to the amount of surplus from securities in the hands of creditors , £38, 368.
£1907, and assets £121 78. 6d. - Mr. Field applied for leave There was also an estimated surplus from the separato estates

to register the resolutions, and stated that although the assets in the case of Mr. C . Shand of £5,425 ; A . Shand , £2,714 ; R .

appeared to be small it was proposed that the business of the A . Robinson , £223. This was a sitting for examination . The

Saint Helena Gardens should be continued with a view to trustee did not oppose ; Mr. Finlay Knight appeared for the

benefitting the creditors . No resolution granting the discharge bankrupts. The bankrupts passed their examination .

had yet been passed. Mr. Hardwick opposed registration , upon
the ground that there were practically no assets divisible November 24.
among the creditors. His Honour said it was clear that after

(Before Mr. RegistrarMurray, sitting as Chief Judge.)payment of the expenses of the proceedings there would be

nothing available for the creditors, and upon the authority of IN RE ALEXANDER COLLIE AND Co. - This case was again

I decision of the Chief Judge in the case of “ Staff” refused | brought before the Court this morning upon an application by
registration, the trustee to restrain an action commenced against him by
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Mr. Palin , a cloth manufacturer, carrying on business iu LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.
Mosley-street,Manchester. It would appear that on the 6th

of April last Mr. Palin received an order from Messrs. Collie November 12.

for 2 ,000 pieces of grey shirtings, of certain dimensions, at 8s.

4 d . per piece . One thousand pieces were delivered on the (Before Mr. J. F . COLLIER, Judge.)

25th of May, and 1 ,000 on the 9th of June, to the debtors. IN RE WILLIAM Hughes. This was an application for the
Messrs. Collie rejected 340 of the pieces as not being according court's approval of a resolution of creditors whereby they

to the order, and Mr. Palin assented to the rejection , and after agreed to accept a composition of ls, in the pound, and con

wards Messrs. Collie became bankrupt. The trustee took sent to the bankruptcy being annulled. The bankrupt was

possession of the 340 pieces as part of the property of the described as a metalmerchant's clerk in Argyla -street, and his

bankrupts, and Mr. Palin had since commenced an action in statement of accounts disclosed debts £301 and assets £382.
the High Court of Justice to recover the shirtings and Mr. Monkhouse, for Mr. Byrne , the trustee, stated that he had

damages for the detention . Another action , brought investigated the affairs of the bankrupt, and had made an

under similar circumstances by another creditor, against affidavit to the effect that in his opinion , the offer of the bank

the trustee was also pending, and the Court was asked to rupt was a reasonable one to accept, having regard to the

restrain the second action too. Mr. Linklater appeared unrealisable character of the assets, which consisted of equities

for the trustee in support of the application . Mr. in cottage property . His Honour, on perusing the affidavit,

Finlay Knight, for the plaintiffs in the actions, raised the said he was not satisfied that the offer was a reasonable one.
objection that, having regard to the termsof the 24th Section , | The court stood in the position of guardian of the interest of

5th Sub-section , of the Judicature Act, 1873, the Court had the minority of the creditors unrepresented by the resolution

no longer jurisdiction to restrain an action broughtagainst a of the statutory majority ; and seeing the wide variance be

trustee under a bankruptcy, and contended that even if the tween the bankrupt's estimate of his assets and that of the

jurisdiction remained , the court would not exercise it in a case trustee, he thoughtmore detailed information should be given

of this description . After hearing Mr. Linklater in reply , as to the precise value of the assets . Mr. Monkhouse respecte
His Honour held that, having regard to the provisions of the fully submitted that where the court found that the resolution

72nd Section of the Bankruptcy Act, and the authorities was carried by the statutory majority of creditors its functions

which had been decided under it , this court was the proper were simply to approve thereof and give effect to their wishes.
tribunal to dealwith a case of this nature, and that the right Under the previous Bankruptcy Act, in a similar proceeding to

course for the respondents to have taken was to have applied the present, the court had to be satisfied that the termsof the

to this court to decide the question between themselves and resolution were reasonable and calculated to benefit the

the trustee. It was clear that, under the 9th Section of the general body of creditors ; but the omission of such a provision

Amendment Act of 1875, the jurisdiction of this court re from the present act, as well as its general scope, namely, to

mained unaffected ; and the 24th Section , 5th Sub -section , of give effect to the wishes of the statutory majority of the credi.

the 1873 Act did not apply to this particular case. The goods tors, pointed to the action of the court being purely minis.

had been taken possession of by the trustee as part of the terial. His Honour thought otherwise, and considered the

property of the bankrupts, and that seemed to bring the court had a discretion in granting or withholding its approval,
matter within the 72nd section of the Bankruptcy Act. He | Mr. Monkhouse bowed to the ruling of the court, and applied
thought the trustee was entitled to an injunction restraining for an adjonrnment to supply the requisite information, which

the actions, but upon an undertaking to accept service of was granted to the 3rd December .

notice of any application in the case to be made in this court IN RE MAURICE WILLIAMS. — This bankrupt, a cotton broker

supported by affidavit. in Liverpool, was allowed to pass his public examination.

IN RE KILBURN AND KERSHAW . -- This was a sitting for the Mr. Rutherford (from the office of Messrs. Miller, Peel, and

public examination of H . W . Kilburn . Messrs. Kilburn and Hughes) represented Mr. Bolland , the trustee, and Mr.

Kershaw carried on a very large business as silk piece brokers Sampson the bankrupt.

at 28 St. Mary Axe , and were adjudicated in July last. Ker IN RE F . J. GRANVILLE AND Co . - This was a bankruptey

shaw absconded , a reward of £290 being offered for his appre which took place in 1872, the firm then being cotton brokers

hension . The joint statement produced by Kilburn shows & in Liverpool. The present was an adjourned sitting for the

total unsecured liability of £201,456 , as against assets of public examination of Mr. Granville, the other member of the

£6 ,577 12s. ; his separate statement shows debts of £10 ,513 . firm having already passed and been allowed his discharge.

against assets £7, 300 . No opposition was made to the passing Messrs. Bateson and Co. appeared for Mr. Banner, the trustet ;

of the bankrupt, and His Honour accordingly allowed him to and Mr.George Norris for the bankrupt. The trustee having

pass. The usualmemorandum was entered against Kershaw . stated that the bankrupt had been fully examined, he was

IN RE A . AND W . COLLIE -- This case was again before the | allowed to pass his examination .
Court upon an application by the trustee to stay proceedings IN RE Thomas BYRNE . - This bankrupt was a merchant in
instituted by creditors in the Manchester Court to recover the Walmer -buildings, and the present application was for bis

value of certain parcels of goods rejected by the bankrupts as discharge , in conformity with a resolution of the creditors

notbeing in accordance with contracts with these creditors, approving of the same. The liabilities were £3 ,629, and assets

but which were at present in the hands of the trustee , forming £20 . Mr. Kennedy, instructed by Messrs. Tyrer and Kenion,

a part of the property on the bankrupt's premises at the time appeared for Mr. Banner, the trustee. The court granted the

the petition for liquidation was presented . After hearing Mr. desired discharge.
J . Linklater for the trustee and Mr. Finlay Knight for the IN REGEORGE STEAD . - This was a motion for an order to

creditors, His Honour stayed the proceedings at Manchester, declare void a transfer made by the debtor, a druggist at

holding that the proper tribunal to try the questions at issue Widnes, to bis shopman , shortly prior to his liquidation of his

was the London Bankruptcy Court. stock -in -trade and effects. Mr. Kennedy (instructed by Messrs.

Tyrer and Kenion ) represented Mr. Bolland, the trustee, and

Mr. Etty the respondent. Mr. Etty took exception to the
motion proceeding, on the ground that it was not supported by

Messrs. Samuel Freeth and Co., of the Phænix Iron Works, affidavit, as required by rule 50 . Mr. Kennedy, in reply, sub
Millwall, and the West Drayton Iron Works, whose failure we mitted that the rules were merely directory, and not imperd.
announced in September last ,have obtained a settlement for tive ; and whero, as in this case, the motion was founded upon
seven shillings and sixpence in the pound . The instalments the evidence of the party sought to be affected , there was no
of cash and bills are now payable by the trustee ,Mr. Robort necessity to serve him with a copy thereof ; for, if he Dad

A . McLean , 8 Old Jewry. spoken the truth , he must know whathe had said ; and i no
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had not spoken the truth , it gave him an opportunity to FAILURES.

place a different complexion on the transaction now that he

saw it was impeached . Further, on the examination Mr. Etty ENGLAND. - The failure is announced of Mr. Sloane Richards,
attended, and had full liberty to examine his client and elicit metal merchant, of Birmingham , with liabilities amounting to

the whole account of the transaction if it had been left im £100,000 or thereby. The cause of stoppage is understood to

perfect by the examination in chief ; and therefore, even if he be serious losses through the failure of several of Mr. Richards'

had been served on the presentmotion with a copy of the exami. customers . These losses have crippled his operations for some

nation , it was too late either to add to or amend the same. | time past, and a large claim for £50,000, and an alleged

His Honour said , as he understood the practice had hitherto contract which could not be carried out, compelled suspension .
been to serve the party sought to be affected by the application | The assets are set down at £18,000. Mr. C . A . Harrison is

with a copy of the evidence upon which it was founded , he the accountant, and Messrs. Tyndall, Johnson, and Tyndall
saw no sufficient reason to deviate therefrom in the present the solicitors. - C . E . Ochsenbein : this debtor who carried on

instance, but he would consult with his learned colleague as to business as a corn , seed, and oil merchant, in Crutched
the future practice. The motion was then adjourned to the Friars, has filed a petition for liquidation , estimating his total
19th instant. liabilities at £60,000, of which about £30,000 is expected to

rank against the estate, the value of the assets being as yet
unascertained. Mr. William Cornish Cooper, of No. 7

MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. Gresham -street, public accountant, has been appointed the

receiver and manager by order of the Court, on the

(Before MR. J. A . RUSSELL, Q . C., Judge.) nomination of creditors.

Re Hand C . O 'HANLON . - An application of importance to

debtors whose affairs are in liquidation was made in this

court by Mr. Edgar, of the firm of Boote and Edgar, solicitors, | It is notified by Mr. Ferdinand Wolfskehl that the 22nd

Manchester, on behalf of the debtors to register the resolutions drawing of Debentures Royal Hungarian 1870 Loan took place

passed at the firstmeeting of the debtor's joint and separate at Pesth on the 15th inst. These debentures will be cashed

creditors for liquidation of the debtor's affairs by arrangement by Messrs . Wolfskehl of Liverpool.

and not in bankruptcy. Mr. Best, solicitor, Manchester , for BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE . - The following is the official
Mr. Turner , a creditor for £463, opposed the registration of
the resolutions on the ground that they had not been passed return of the checks and bills cleared in the Bankers' Clearing

bona fide for the benefit of creditors , but obviously in the sole house for the week ending Wednesday , November 24 :

interest of the debtors. This, he contended , was clearly evi Thursday, November 18 . . . . . . . .. . €13, 181,000
denced by the fact that the debts shown to be due from the

Friday, November 19. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,667,000
debtors on their separate statement of affairs were put down at

£2,951 11s. 7d ., whilst the only asset disclosed was a mort. Saturday, November 20 . . .. . . . 14,881,000

gaged reversionary interest estimated by the debtors to pro Monday, November 22 13 ,349,000

duce £52 , and that estimate was wholly unreliable. On the Tuesday, November 23 . . . . . . . . . . 14 ,755 ,000
joint estate the liabilities were £3,906 , and the only asset dis

Wednesday, November 24 . . .. . .. . 12 ,824 ,000
closed was a claim of £259 15s. 3d . alleged to be due from a

Mr. Robin , who also appeared on the other side of the account

as a creditor for £521 12s. 7d ., and would of course exercise £81,657,000

his right of set-off. His Honour held that the statement of The total at the corresponding period of last year was

affairs disclosed a state of things which he could not sanction . £88 ,752,000 .
It would not only be against the principle of, but & fraud on

the law of bankruptcy to permit registration under the cir

cumstances, and he accordingly refused to allow the resolution LATE ADVERTISEMENTS .
to be registered .

AN ACCOUNTANT, wishing to commence, may hear

APPOINTMENTS.
n of an Established Business. - Two offices, furnished.-- No premium .
In Brown -street , Manchester . - - Address, Mr. Hanley Wilson , “ Poste

Restante," General Post Office, Manchester.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint
ACCOUNTANT, with thorough knowledge of Bankment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column .
1 ruptcy , County Court, and Common Law - declining own practice,

A petition to wind -up the Carmarthenshire Anthracite seeks appointment as chief in Solicitor' s or Accountant' s office, where

Coal and Iron Company, Limited, has been presented to the
ability , experience, and application will have scope, and meet with appre

ciation . --Address , Accountant, care of Mr. Alfred W . Gee , Advertising
High Court of Justice. " Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, London , E . C .

Vice -Chancellor Bacon has appointed Mr. J. Waddell official

liquidator of the Tinfoil Decorative Painting Company,
Limited , MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in

Mr. J. H . Tilly, of Messrs. Tilly and Company, has been 11 town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one

re- elected auditor of the Frontino and Bolivia Gold Mining
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a

Company, Limited . years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Messrs. Tilly and Company, Victoria Buildings, Queen Apply to R . F . Preston, Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

Victoria Street, bave been appointed auditors of the Vale of

Neath Dinas Fire Brick and Cement Company, Limited. ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
Vice -Chancellor Malins has this day made an order to h work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation

wind -up the Wedgewood Coal and Iron Company, Limited . notices, & c . , by Zuccato ' s Papyrograph , which is used by a large number
of London and Provincial Accountants, including John L . Lovering and

Mr. Frederick B . Smart, accountant, 85 Cheapside ( F . B .
Co . ; Gamble and Harvey ; Andrews and Mason ; Nicholls and Leatherdale ;

Smart, Snell and Cn.) , being appointed liquidator. Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co . ; Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury ,
Vice -Chancellor Bacon has appointed Mr. Frederick Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron and Co. ; Edinunds, Davis , and

Warwick, of Bucklersbury, the official liquidator of the Clarke ; & c . For 20., 500 4to , copies can be taken upon any kind of dry

United Bituminous Collieries Company, Limited , on the pe
paper, by an office boy in a copying - press at the rate of 10 a minute. For

, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic

tition dated 13th November, 1875. Depot, 409 Strand, W . C .

price list and testimo
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“ The source of many awriter'swoe has been | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
discovered . "

PENS ! PENS! ! PENS ! ! 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C" They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen ."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infiction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN

Graphıc, 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post 1s.1d . Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

Patentees, MACNIYEN & CAMERON , 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin .
burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

1 , 200 Newspapers recommend them . See

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J. Atkinson, Esq.
Thomas Ball, Esq .
Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq .
George Lidgett, Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett .

William Merry, Esq.
John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon, Esq

John Vanner, Esq.

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q .C ., M . P .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystaland Gilt,
2 178. 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected ,

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

Assurance and Annuity Fund . .. . .. . .. . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2
Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 140 , 151 18

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE 'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided, a soft bandage being

worn round the body ,while the requisite resisting power is sup
plied by theMOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circularmay be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit) , forwarded by post, on

ti circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

8 11to the manufacturer , Mr. John White, 228, Piccadilly ,
London . Price of a single Truss, 16s., 21s . , 26s. 6d ., 31s. 6d .

Postage Free. Double Truss, 31s. 6d ., 428., and 528. 6d . Post
age free. An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s., and 52s. 6d . Postage
free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post-office ,

e Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 6d ., 7s, 6d ., 10s , to 16s, each .
Postage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;

they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children , 38 . 6d . and 7s. 60 . Adults, 10s . 6d ., 158 . 6d . ,and 21s. each .

Postage free . -- JOHN WHITE, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was aroarded for “ Feuerfeste
Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschrilts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress.

“ FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS ,"

Inoented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiozity . A new change in

this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. Th .

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt iteedi
to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually

a New LOCK and KEY, as often as may be desired , without the aid ols

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the original Key (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of 1630 , rése

" Times , " 12th September , 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or “ Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effected
by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERS.

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

TPPS' S COCOA . - " By a thorough knowledge of the

U natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocon , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills . It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti.
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." - See article in the
Cioil Service Gazette.
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E .C .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of $ 1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber
is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent, per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General J. H . GASCOIGNE , C . B ., Ivybridge , Devon . H . R . SNELGROVE, Esq., The Vicarage, Exmouth .
The Rev. W . F , Good , D . D ., Newton Abbott , Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .
Current accounts opened , and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances . Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - 1 :THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Book -keeping in
I street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed the hands of the Subscribers .

ing £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts , or notwishing to draw small cheques.

I lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit
Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .

| 1 opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria
street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per
annum if held to maturity, or payable on demand without interest. These
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, — Furnishes
Cheque Books for Customers .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY
SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every
1 description of Sound Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
1 Loans .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - The PEOPLE' S
1 BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - street .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion
1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Managerial Re
muneration Dependent on Profits .

" HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.- Profits on the
whole amount of the Liability .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of
1 Risk, its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House
Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public

1 Companies of a bona- fide character.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans

1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
L Development of Patents for Useful Inventions .

I MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability

beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The Secrecy and
1 Despatch of IndividualManagement.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A fixed instead

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
1 Cent. per Annum paid Monthly .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . A constantly ac
s . cruing Reserve Fund.

ILHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total
Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City .

IF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply

I and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

| TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY.
1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY, ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
Mansion House Chambers ,

11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn , Denbigh, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow , Inverness, Liverpool, Manchester , Warrington ,
Bristol, Newcastle -on - Tyne, Shields, Woolwich , Sunderland, Bishop Auckland, Exeter, Blyth, Bradford-on
Avon, Newton Abbott, Neath , Newport (Mon .), Middlesborough, Plymouth, South Shields,Worcester, Sheffield ,
Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton , Leicester , Moreton -in-the-Marsh , Hull, Norwich , Portsmouth, Easingwold ,
Birmingham and Greenock .
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MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIALI R E S T A U RANT,
LAND, ESTATE, HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER SYNDICATE ” AGENCY 13 OXFORD STREET,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head offices, No. 3 Craven . Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road.
street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the
“ Syndicate " are ; - 1st . - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates , Houses, Hotels Mr. L . BOECKER , late of 13 Idol-lane, City.

Public Honses, Inde, Beer Houses , Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco J .uncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and break , Is.

pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business , Furniture , Objects Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contracts vegetables, cheese and bread, 28.
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers , or Agents, Land Dinners from 6 till 9 o 'clock , from 2s. 6d . to 108.6c .
Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor .
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuation
of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
poses. 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as With immediato Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chandery
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst Lane.

dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGSlaying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate"
PER MONTH .

from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain | With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi . Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
introducing business . HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .
OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEND.

Proprietor - W . SKILLETER. Apply at the Office of the BIRKBBCK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll. Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon and sold , and Advances made thereon .
Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping. Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays

from 10 till 12 o'clock.
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls. PER WEEK . A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post- free

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc. on application .
Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager.

opposite Tilbury Port, ISH DINNERS AND WHITEBATT Is. PER WEEK.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau - street, W .

ADVERTISING AGENT,
62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .
. N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices. .

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. NOVEMBER 27, 1870 .
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MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co.'s
11 REGISTER ofLANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly, and may be
obtained at the Auction, Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon
street, E .C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, & c.

“ THE CHRISTIAN UNION ,"
The largest Religious Penny Journal in the World .

TS INVALUABE AS A MEDIUM for Advertising to
1 Public Companies, Charities, Commercial Houses, Auctioneers, Estate
Agents , Capitalists , Bankers, Shippers, Railway Companies , Exporters ,

Merchants , Manufacturers, Share Brokers, Insurance Companies, Benefit
Societies, Building Clubs , Public Schools, Colleges, Institutions, Hotels,
Tutors, Governesses, Secretaries , Managers, Clerks, etc., etc. - Applications
for advertisement space to be addressed to ALFRED W . GEE, Advertising

Agent, 62Gracechurch - strect, London , E . O .

PUBLISHING OFFICE :-- 108 Fleet- street, London , E . C .

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
11 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all
kinds . Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co. , have at the present time

access to large sumns of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842 ) , 54 Cannon -street.

moOVERWORKED ACCOUNTANTS. - A Gentleman
(aged 40) , an experienced man of business , and a thorough and very

expeditious Auditor, with audits of £200 a year, seeks to ally himself with
an Established Accountant. Remuneration , first 12 months, by salary , if

desired ; afterwards out of profits or otherwise . Strictest integrity.

Address " Scrutator," office of The Accountant.

LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

A FIRM OF ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS
T with a large and increasing practice , require an articled clerk . Pre

mium 250 guineas, and a corresponding salary will be given . Address

Auditor, care of Mr. ALFRED W . GEE, Advertising Agent, 62 Grucechurch

Street, E . O .

TF. TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEK IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION ,

TARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor.
Rents £10 and £15 . Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge-row , Cannon

street, E.C.

WILLIAM EDWARDS, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD , LONGTON ,

STAFFORDSHIRE .AN ACCOUNTANT, wishing to commence, may hear
of an Established Business. - Two offices, furnished . - No premium .

In Brown-street, Manchester. - Address, Mr. Hanley Wilson , “ Poste
Restante ," General Post Office, Manchester. RECBIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

CHARLES LOWDEN , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY ,

BARROW . IN -FURNESS ,

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
- work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation

notices, & c . , by Zuccato ' s Papyrograph , which is used by a large number
of London and Provincial Accountants , including John L . Lovering and

Co. : Gamble and Ilarvey : Andrews and Mason ; Nichollsand Leatherdale ;

Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co . : Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury,

Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron and Co . ; Edmunds, Davis , and
Clarke ; & c . For 2 d . , 500 4to , copies can be taken upon any kind of dry

paper, by an office boy in a copying -press at the rate of 10 a minute. For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic
Depôt, 409 Strand , W . O .

REFERENCES GIVEN ,

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL .

Established 1843 .

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,

LIFE POLICIES , SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay , to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

39 BROAD-STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875 .

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON
BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL , E .C .

HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more

and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER,
and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which ,when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .

Marsh , Milner, and Co ., Land and Tiinber Surveyors, 51 Cannon -street,
London , E . C .

1 commodious offices at the above address , will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident iu the provincial and manufacturing towas who

require agents in London .
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The Jccountant.MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BANKᎬᎡ ,

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A/MAIN , GERMANY,
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time
Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d . per copy, or
ANY DOUBT.

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms
Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

for payment in advance being : annual subscriptionDebenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings,
OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU 248. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto, 138. (post free ).
RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

£10 to £30 ,000. to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters
For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

relating to the general business of the paper, should also
MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS, be addressed. Literary communications should be

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL , directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same

address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

lowing Drawings: forward their copy as early in the week as possible.
The 70th DRAWING of 1 ,400 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1858 £10

CREDIT DEBENTURES, and the 42nd BONUS DRAWING of 1,500 TO ADVERTISERS.
IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 4 per cent. 1854 £30 DEBENTURES took

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adverplace on the 1st instant, at Vienna . The 9th BONUS DRAWINGS of

120 RAAB GRAZ 4 per cent. £15 1871 DEBENTURES, took place at tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
Ofen on lst instant.

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed
Ile will Forthwith Cash or Exchange any of the above

mentioned Debentures against other Debentures, Stocks, Shares circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty
or Obligations.

support of the leading members of the profession , the
To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F . W . requests that all com

munications should beaddressed care of ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers,
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,

Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application . vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
P . S . - The Imperial Austrian 1858 Credit Debentures, Series 1, 006 , No. | for the announcements of members of the profession , as

78 , drawing a Bonus of £1,000 , hasbeen sold by Mr. F . W . to a Gentleman

residing in London . to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and tlie ap

Royal Hungarian ( 1870 Loan ) Debentures . - The 22nd pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,
DRAWING of 800 DEBENTURES, upon redemption on the 15th of May Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;
next, took place at Pesth on the 15th instant. I have forwarded the list

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Comwith full particulars to

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL, BROS., Bankers, Liverpool, panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c . Advertisements intended for inser
atwhose offices they can be seen,and who are prepared , on myaccount, to
cash any of these DEBENTURES forthwith . tion in the current number, should reach the office on

FERDINAND WOLSKEHL.
Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o'clock (noon) on Friday.Frankfort-am -Main , Nov. 16th, 1875 .
N .B . -- Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand , at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End
Newsvendors.

WILLIA M & STRAHAN ,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch.

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S . E .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications from sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the
supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 18. extra. Post Office
Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E . C .

TRANSLATIONS,
MR. ALFRED W . GEE ,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed
by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence , & c ., into the Principal European
Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can be made for efficient and
speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German , Italian ,
Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

The X ccountant.
DECEMBER 4, 1875 .

The doctrine of novation has received a fresh illus

tration from the judgment ofthe Court of Appeal in two
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representative cases in the European Assurance Com victim . There are plenty of pitfalls for the unwary,

pany's Arbitration. The Lord Chancellor, assisted by in the shape of conditions, which may at any moment

the two Lords Justices , has decided these cases in the vitiate the policy, and proofs of various matters which ,

manner in which it was generally anticipated he would at the time when they are required , may be almost im

decide, but the grounds of the decision differ apparently possible to obtain , without an additional power enabling

from those principles of legal presumption which were the coinpany at any time to make a clean sweep of its

so strongly contested before the arbitrators. The battle liabilities. Doubtless in the present case every thing

raged on the point as to what acts on the part of a was done with the most perfect fairness and openness,

policy-holder constituted a novation , or a release of his but such a power is open to the greatest abuse. The

claim against the old company, and an acceptance of the companies urge, in answer to those who complain of the

over-stringency of their conditions, that they are in

sulted, and he agreed to the transfer, he was bound by tended as a necessary protection against rogues , and not

his action, and his rights against the old company went to be pressed severely against honest claimants . But

at once. But in those numerous cases in which a man insurers would do well to insist upon such terms as

was transferred from one company to another, nolens could not, by any possible interpretation , be made

rolens, many nice points arose , and the three arbitrators instruments, in the hands of a penurious or illiberal

differed mightily among themselves as to themain prin | company, of oppressing and delaying those who ask for

ciple by which these caseswere to be governed . Hence their own. But if people will enter into agreements

Hort's case excited some interest, and was looked upon without reading or endeavouring to comprehend them ,

with eager expectation as finally setting the point at | they must take the necessary consequences .

rest. The result in both cases was curious. The

Court decided in favour of the presumption of novation ,

but on curiously commonplace grounds. The fine | The anticipations which we expressed a week or so

drawn distinctions as to the meaning of the policy - back as to the ultimate decision in the crossed cheque

holders ' acts were summarily disregarded, and the case case have been realised , and our indignation at the

was decided on the plain wordsof the contract. There short-comings of those draftsmen who frame acts of

was, it seems, a power given to the Royal Naval and parliament which no one can construe, must be

Military Assurance Company to make over their funds tempered with admiration for the skill of those judges

to any other society which would take upon itself the who can construe a statute in a mode directly opposed

obligation of paying their policy-holders. That being | to its plain grammatical sense, and to the avowed

80, Mr. Hort's claim failed . He had signed away all intentions of its framers. Why an act which is on the

his rights ; the company had transferred him and his face of it intended to restrict the negotiability of a

claim , in pursuance of the power he had consented to cheqne, should have its plainest phrases wrested from

allow them , and it was too late for him to complain . their meaning , because they fulfil the very purpose they

There is an obviousmoralto be drawn from this case, were intended to fulfil — that of making a cheque less

which we commend to our readers' attention , and negotiable, it is hard to see . The interpretation which

which should be carefully laid to heart by every one the judges have put upon the act renders it almost a

who has any dealings with Assurance Companies; dead letter. There is one point, too, that they do not

! - that is, that before signing any agreement, seem to have sufficiently considered . Granting that

terms, or conditions , they should be care a cheque is intended to be as transferable as a bank

fully read over, and professional advice taken note, so far as the drawer is concerned , it is hard to

on any doubtful points. Nothing is more | interfere with the rights of the holder. A man who

striking in the way in which large companies of every has no banker may reasonably complain if he has to

kind do business, than the cool manner in which they open a banking account, or seek the aid of a friend,

hedge themselves round with conditions and stipulations to get his due, and may ask to be paid by a docu

which place the unlucky person who has to contract ment which is easily negotiable. But surely, if he

with them completely at their mercy. The ordinary chooses himself to restrict his powers of negotiation

conditions of a policy are hard enough on the insurer, he is at liberty to do so. As the law now stands, a man

without such a clause as that to which Mr. Hort fell a who receives a cheque after banking hours, cannotmake
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it secure . The thanks of the felonious are due to the SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE .

judges for the assistance that has been extended to them

in carrying on their nefarious career. COURT OF APPEAL, LINCOLN 'S- INN .

THE PAPYROGRAPH. - Weare glad to call the attention
November 25 .

of Accountants to the advantages to be derived from
CANNOT V . MORGAN . - Mr. J . Pearson , Q . C ., applied in this

the use of Zuccato's Papyrograph now introduced into case under the 51st order of the new Rules of Court for an
the offices of professional and mercantile firms in the City order to transfer this action , which was, on the 11th instant,

by Mr. W . Henry, of 409 Strand. In cases where circular
commenced in the Chancery Division of the High Court, to

the Queen 's Bench Division . The action , which was to recover
letters or a considerable number of copies of any docu damages for an alleged untrue representation made by the de
ment are required, the papyrograph is of great service. fendants, was stated to be one which ought to be tried before

In ordinary cases it is necessary either to write each copy
& jury, and would be more conveniently tried in the Queen 's
Bench Division . It appeared that in February last the

separately, or to use the somewhat slovenly manifold, by plaintiff commenced an action in the Court of Queen 's Bench

which from four to six copies may be written at once, but against the same defendants for the very same matter,
and on the 30th of October discontinued such action

with the Papyrograph process a letter written on prepared on the usual terms of paying the costs . Under the old

paper can be reproduced to the extent of a couple of hun practice if he had commenced another action at law

dred clean respectable looking copies in about an hour by against the same defendants for the samematter, the defend

ants would have been entitled to have the proceedings in the
a smart office boy, and a much greater number can be second action stayed until the costs of the first action had been

printed from the original, of course, in a proportionately paid . Those costs had not yet been paid , and this was an

longer space of time. additional reason for making the transfer asked for. The Lord

The Banker's Magazine furnishes the returns of the circu
Chancellor. – Under the present practice there is no reason
why an action for damages should not be brought in the

lation of the Private and Joint-Stock Banks in England and
Chancery Division , and there tried by a jury. I think I should

Wales for the four weeks ending the 30th of October. These
be doing what was never intended if I were to fetter in any way

returns, combined with the circulation of the Scotch and Irish the right which the rules give to the suitor to choose the
Banks for the same period, and the average circulation of the Division in which he will bring his action , merely because
Bank of England, for the four weeks ending the 27th October some personsmay think that another Division would be more
(the nearest date furnished by their returns), will give the fol

convenient than the one which he has selected. The other
lowing results of the circulation of notes in the United King

ground urged may be a good reason for applying to the Judged
dom when compared with the previous month : of the Chancery Division , to whom the action is attached , to

Oct. 30 . 1 Oct. 2 . | Increase. | Decrease. stay the proceedings in it until the costs of the former action

have been paid , by analogy to the old practice of the CommonBank of England £28 ,326 ,747 3 , 135 ,792 £690 ,955
Private Banks. . .. .. ... . .. 2 ,694,427 2,496 ,421 198 ,006 Law Courts , but it is no reason for making the transfer which
Joint- Stock Banks . .. .. 2 ,400 ,648 2 , 312, 926 87,722 is asked for.

IN RE THE EUROPEAN ARBITRATION ACTS. - HORT's CASE . -
Total in England . 33 ,921,822 32, 145 , 139 976 ,683

Scotland ... 6 ,238 ,417 6 ,098 ,978 139,439 GRAIN 'S CASE . - CONQUEST's CASE . - The hearing of the appeals
Ireland 8, 238,863 7,140,293 1,098,570 in the last two of these cases was resumed from the point at

which the argument broke off, as long ago as the 6th of
United Kingdom ...... $ 48 ,399,100 ! £46,184,412 £2,214,692

November. The first of the cases - that of the Rev. C . J . :
And as compared with the month ending the 31st of October, Hort, Chaplain of the Forces at Portsmouth , was argued on

1874 , the above returns show an increase of £1,467 ,232 in the | the 3rd of August,on the eve of the Long Vacation , and at the

circulation of notes in England , and an increase of conclusion of the arguments their Lordships intimated that
£2,334,863 in the circulation of the United Kingdom . On they should not decide Hort' s casewhile the other cases, which
comparing the above with the fixed issues of the several Banks, must stand over until November, remained unheard . The

the following is the state of the circulation : first case argued during the present sittings was that of Pratt
The English Private Banks are below their fixed issue £1,113,565 and Harman in re the Anglo -Australian and Universal Family
The English Joint -Stock Banks are below their fixed issue . .. .. 252,345 Life Assurance Society , in which their Lordships held , upon

Total below fixed issue in England ..................... grounds hardly touched upon in the former decisions, that
$ 1,365,910

Messrs. Pratt and Harman were bound by the amalgamation
The Scotch Banks are above their fixed issue. . . .. $ 3 ,489,146 and had lost all right of proofagainst their original company. ?
The Irish Banks are above their fixed issue .... ... . ... . ...

1,881,369 The arguments in Grain 's case were resumed this morning

The average stock of bullion held by the Bank of England in and soon terminated ; and the case on behalf of the official

both departments during the month ending the 27th of liquidator in Conquest's case had been alone finished when
October was £24,841,920, being a decrease of £3,043,138 as their Lordships rose for lunch , On their return into court

compared with the previous month , and an increase of they proceeded to give judgment not only in Conquest's case ,

£2 ,965 ,969 when compared with the same period last year. in which it had been intimated that they would not call upon

The following are the amounts of specie held by the Scotch counsel for Mrs. Conquest, but also in the reserved and very

and Irish Banks during the month ending the 30th of important case of Hort, upon which from the conflict of

October : decisions it had been expected that their Lordships would

Gold and Silver held by the Scotch Banks ... deliver a written judgment, after due notice to all parties£4 ,401,849
Gold and Silver held by the Irish Banks. ... .. ... 3 ,393,001 interested . From the sudden and unexpected decision of that

and the other case it will be necessary first briefly to state the
Total £7,794,850 particulars of each case , in order to render the judgments at !

- being an increase of £644,587 as compared with the previous all intelligible, and themore so as the ground of decision was,
return , and an increase of £565 , 966 when compared with the in Hort's case at least, quite different from that taken by either i

corresponding period last year. Lord Romilly or Lord Westbury.
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IN RE THE ROYAL NAVAL AND MILITARY, & c ., ASSURANCE Co. that society in 1872. No bonus had ever been declared by the
Hort's Case . -- In 1855 and 1857 the Rev. C . J . Hort effected European in respect of his policy. In September, 1867, Colonel
policies upon his own life for £200 and £300 in the RoyalNaval Grain being desirous of going to reside temporarily in Jamaica
Society . In August, 1866 , negotiations for the transfer of the without forfeiting his policy, applied to the European Society
business assets and liabilities of the Royal Naval to the Euro for permission , which permission was granted on the term of
pean Assurance Society were entered into by the directors.
Circulars were sent out to the policy -holders of the Royal randum to that effect was endorsed on the policy by the
Naval (including Mr. Hort) informing them that the arrange . European Society . The policy when originally granted con

į ments required by the deed of settlenent for dissolving the tained a condition that it would become void on the assured
E society had been duly performed, and that an arrangement going into (among other places) Jamaica, unless he should

had been made with the European for undertaking the obli communicate his departure to the directors of the Royal
i gation of their policies and securing the interest of the Naval Company) and pay the additional premiums for the

assured , and that the European would in future be the substi increased risk according to the company's existing rates for
tute of the Royal Naval. The termsand conditions of policies the time being, or as a Board of Directors should specially
would remain unaltered by the arrangement, and , although determine. The additional premium was paid by Colonel

each policyholder was fully guaranteed by the covenants of the Grain to the European Society as long as he resided in

European Society in the deeds carrying out the arrangement Jamaica, the original premium being also paid to the European

* Any of the assured desiring it may for greater security either after the date of the amalgamation . The receipts given by
have an endorsement to that effect or may have a policy the European for Colonel Grain 's premiums contained the

guaranteeing the existing policy , or a new policy of the Euro words “ Royal Naval, & c., Department.” His policy was not
pean Society. All communications should now be addressed endorsed upon the amalgamation , and he never received any
and all premiumspaid to the European Assurance Society,atthe bonus from the European . In this case, Lord Romilly was of
office, 17 Waterloo-place, Pall-mall,where the Royal Naval, & c ., opinion that no novation had been established , and, following
Department will be conducted. " A circular from the manager | Lord Westbury's decision in Hort's case, that Colonel Grain

of the European Society,which was enclosed in the RoyalNaval had not lost his rights as a creditor against the Royal Naval.
circular, after dwelling upon the advantageous position of the Mr. Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer appeared for the official

European and the great benefits insured to the policy-holders liquidators upon the present appeal ; Mr. Jackson, Q . C ., and

of the company thus fortunately amalgamated , called attention Mr. F . C . J . Millar for Colonel Grain .
to the option given to the Royal Naval policy -holders of having

their policies endorsed , signed by three directors, and sealed Conquest's CASE. — This was also a case of novation . In
with the seal of the European , or of having a new policy of 1861 the Wellington Reversionary, & c ., Society granted to

the European , in lieu of the one then held in the Royal

Naval. Mr. Hort sent his policies to the European Society ,
Mrs. Conquest (then a widow ) a policy on her own life for £300 ,

and they were returned to him with endorsements, sealed with
with profits, “ such profits to be appropriated so as to make

the seal of the society, and signed and countersigned , to the this poliey payable during the lifetime of the assured.” In
effect that its funds and property were liable for the sums 1863 the Wellington , having agreed to transfer its business to
assured by the policies, provided all future premiums were the British Nation , issued a circular to its own policy -holders
paid to it. Mr. Hort continued to pay his premiumsat 17 announcing the union of the two companies and stating :
Waterloo-place , the place of business of the Royal Naval “ The terms and conditions contained in the policies issued by
Society, and where, according to the circulars, the “ Royal | this society will remain unaltered by the arrangement. The
Naval, & c ., Department” of the European Society would policy-holders are fully guaranteed for all claims under
be conducted. The receipts for the premiums presented their present policies by the British Nation, by the agreement
- if the term may be allowed - & series of dissolving views, between the two companies, butany of the assured desiring or
in which , while the Royal Naval, & c ., gradually , and can have the endorsement to that effect on their policies of
by almost imperceptible changes , faded away and melted can receive new policies from the British Nation ,” “ The
out of sight, the European assumed shape and promi. Wellington policy -holders will have not only the security it
nence, until at last “ European Assurance Society, Chief the large annual income of the joint business, but it has been
Office No. 17 Waterloo -place," figured boldly alone as the arranged that in all future bonuses they shall participate on
head and front of the premium receipts and notices . The an equality with all the other policy -holders in the conjoint
case came before Lord Westbury, sitting as Arbitrator in the companies.” Mrs. Conquest did not have her policy endorsed
liquidation of the European Assurance Society, in April, 1873 , nor take a new policy, but she paid her premiums to the

upon a claim by Mr. Hort to retain his original right as against British Nation and took their receipts until 1865 , when the
the Royal Naval, and his Lordship ,without hearing counsel for British Nation transferred its business to the European , after
Mr. Hort, gave a most elaborate judgment, deciding that there which time she paid her premiums at the office where the
had been no novation of contract between the European amalgamated business was carried on , and took the receipts,
Society and Mr. Hort, and accordingly that Mr. Hort's original which were by a gradual process transmuted from British
right as a policy-holder of the Royal Naval continued in all Nation to European . In 1867 a bonus was declared by the
its integrity. Lord Romilly , on succeeding Lord Westbury as European, and a circular was prepared for the Wellington
Arbitrator, took an entirely different view upon these questions policy -holders, which , in the case of Mrs. Conquest, would
of novation ; and accordingly, under the powers of the Act of have informed her that a bonus would be payable to her at 85
last Session , Mr. Reilly , the newly-appointed Arbitrator,had if she lived to attain that age. The letter, however, which

stated special cases on this and other questions for the opinion in mistake was sent to Mrs. Conquest announced that a

1 of the Court of Appeal. Mr. Higgins, Q .C ., and Mr. Romer reversionary sum of £2 8s. had been added to her policy .
appeared for the official liquidators ; Mr. Ince, Q . C ., and Mr. Mrs. Conquest took no notice of this letter. Upon a claim

F . C . J . Millar forMr. Hort. by Mrs. Conquest to prove against the Wellington as a pre

liminary step to presenting a petition to wind it up , Lord

IX RE THE ROYAL NAVAL AND MILITARY, & o., Co. - GRAIN'S Westbury held that there had been no novation , and that she

Case. - In 1861 Colonel Grain effected a participating policy was entitled to rank as a creditor of the Wellington Company .

on his own life in the Royal Naval for £400. He received the Mr. Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Romer appeared for the official

circulars which were issued upon the occasion of the amalga
liquidators in support of the appeal from this decision ; Mr.

H . M . Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr. R . J . Cust, for Mrs. Conquest,
mation with the European in August, 1866, and paid his were not called upon . The Lord Chancellor. - The first question

premiums at the European office down to the winding-up of was how far the receipt from the European Society, signed by
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understand that they had the choice between the old and the

new company. Here , however, the circular was altogether

ambiguous and contained nothing more than an announce

ment that the policy-holders must pay their premiums at &

certain place, and not the same as where they had previously

been paid . Therewas no sufficient evidence to induce the

Court to say that Mrs. Conquest had ever lost her right against

the Wellington .

two of its directors , which was produced by Mrs. Conquest in

support of her claim , showed payment of premiums in the

Wellington Society. His Lordship , after stating the successive
assignments from the Wellington to the British Nation in
1863, and again from the British Nation to the European in
1865 , said that as between the British Nation and the Euro

pean it was right and proper that premiums of the old

Wellington payable to the British Nation should then become

payable to the European , and therefore the production by

Mrs. Conquest of these receipts given by the European would
be evidence of payment to the right quarter. Then the ques

tion arose quo animo these payments were made to the Euro
pean . They might have been made by Mrs. Conquest as
acting on that catena of representation without any intention
of altering her original contract with the Wellington , or pay

mentmight have been made on her consent to the substitution

first of the British Nation for the Wellington and then of the

European for the British Nation . In all these cases which had

been called cases of novation it had always appeared to him

to be a question of fact in the particular case. With

what intent was that different payment to a different com .

pany made? Was it made with the intention of accepting

as the body to whom the policy-holder was to look for pay

ment some different body from that by which the policy
was originally granted ? It was important to consider what

was the amount of information conveyed to Mrs. Conquest

as to the arrangement between the British Nation and the

European , With respect to the policy -holders there was

nothing to convey to them any notice that for the future they

were to pay their premiums upon any different contract from

that on which they had hitherto been paid . Nothing what

ever was proposed to them as to any option or choice between

the accepting and rejecting the arrangement. They were told
as a matter of course and as a direction which they must

follow that they were to pay their premiums at the office

where the two businesses were being carried on with one staff.

But there was nothing calling upon them for the exercise of
any choice or election ; no intimation that they were to pay

their premiums under any different contract or with any

different result . The case was complicated by the fact that

Mrs. Conquest had again married since she took out her policy
in the Wellington , and he had great doubts, to say the least,

whether her husband was armed with sufficient power to alter
a contract by which , during her widowhood , a reversionary

sum of £300 payable on her death had been secured . Neither

on the first nor on the second transfer was there anything

calling on Mrs. Conquest to elect. With respect to the bonus

declared by the European in 1867 , the circular sent to her was

erroneous, and referred to a different class of policies . No
notice was taken of that circular. There had been no dealing

with the bonus and no assent to it , and therefore the circular

issued as to the bonus did not affect the question . He was of

opinion , without any doubt, that there was nothing in this

case which as between the Wellington, the British Nation ,
the European , and Mrs. Conquest had released the

Wellington from their obligation to Mrs. Conquest ; that

the Wellington policy still continued in force, and that
Mrs. Conquest was entitled to rank as & creditor on

the policy against the Wellington Company. It was to

be regretted from the complications introduced by Mrs .
Conquest's marriage, that this had been taken as a repre .
sentative case , as it could hardly govern any other case.

Lord Justice James was also of opinion that there had been

nothing amounting to contract or bargaining on the part of
Mrs. Conquest or her husband to accept the liability of any
other company in substitution for that of the Wellington .

Lord Justice Mellish concurred . On the question whether
Mrs. Conquest had ex animo agreed to take the liability of

the British Nation in lieu of that of the Wellington not a jury
in all England would have turned round in the box for the

purpose of considering whether she had assented to this sub

stitution of liability . It was the business of directors to frame

their circulars in plain terms, so as to let the shareholders

Hort's CASE . — The Lord Chancellor then proceeded to give
judgment in this case . After referring at considerable length

to the provisions of the deed of settlement and the terms of the

policy , his Lordship said that the contract between the

Royal Naval and the policy-holders contained in it the
elements of power, proceeding on the course laid down

by their own deed, to enter into an engagement to dis

solve and make over the funds available for payment of

the policies to any other society which would take upon

itself the liability of providing funds for payment, always
provided such transfer was made bona fide and without any
fraudulent intent. The Royal Naval, acting upon this power

contained in their deed of settlement, and following its pro

visions, agreed to make over the business to the European

Society, and the transaction was carried out by deeds exe.

cuted on the 17th of September, 1866. There was no im

putation on the good faith of this arrangement, which

was done openly and not in a corner. The parties

professed to follow , and evidently did follow , the

terms of the deed of settlement under which they
were acting. The call was not in any way a case of
novation , and the simple questions were , whether the
Royal Naval were authorised to do what was done by
them ; and next, whether Mr. Hort was bound by what

was so done. His Lordship , after stating the facts attending
the amalgamation , said that Mr. Hort was not, under the

terms of his contract with the Royal Naval, entitled in all

events to come against them . It was a contract in its nature

open to the chance of shifting as the Royal Naval by the terms
of their deed were at liberty to hand over the funds, against

which alone Mr. Hort had a claim . Mr. Hort had clear notice

of what had been done. He could not, in his Lordship 's
opinion , have objected , and in point of fact he never did
object. He was therefore a creditor of the European Society

and not of the Royal Naval. Lords Justices James and Mellish
also delivered judgment, and agreed with the Lord Chancellor

that the case was entirely one turning upon the construction
of the deeds ofsettlement and the terms of the policy , and that

it had been too much treated on former occasions as a question
of novation .

GRAIN 'S CASE. – The Lord Chancellor said that this case was

exactly similar to Hort's case, with this peculiarity added to it

that Colonel Grain made an arrangement with the European ,

by which on payment of a higher premium he obtained leave

to go to reside in Jamaica. It was quite unnecessary to repeat

what had been already said in Hort's case, and the result was

that Colonel Grain was entitled to prove as a creditor against

the European only .

WINDING -UP. - A petition to wind-up the City and County

Investment Company (Limited) has been presented to the

High Court of Justice.
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HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE . for the defendants,Messrs. Hartmontand Co., Mr. Cockburn ,
and Mr. Begbie's assignees in bankruptay, said that when all
the facts of this case were fully stated to the court it

CHANCERY DIVISION . would be found that the bill in the suit was wholly mis

conceived. It was based entirely on “ fraud," and on
November 24 . the assumption that when the contract for the sale

to the company of this concession was entered into
( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir Richard MALINS.) the concession was voidable , if not void , and therefore

THE PHOSPHATE SEWAGE COMPANY, LIMITED, V . HARTMONT valueless. But the concession was not then either voidable or

AND OTHERS.- The arguments in this case were continued on void . The contract was entered into between the Messrs .
Wednesday : Mr. J . Napier Higgins, Q . C ., argued generally, on Lawson and Son , in April, 1871, and the Messrs . Engelbach

behalf of the plaintiff company, that when the concession was and Keir , on behalf of the company. It was not true that

sold to them in April, 1871, through Messrs. Engelbach and Messrs. Lawson and Son then had no interest in the conces

Keir as trustees for the company, the concession was voidable, sion , for they were to be paid out of the profits for their work

if not void , because the clause of it which prescribed the time ing of it ; and they had , as a fact, spent not only £39,000 , as
within which theminimum amount ofmaterial was to be ex - stated in the prospectus, but quite £40 ,000 on the island .

ported from the island had not been complied with ; that all There was, therefore, no misrepresentation either as to the

the parties concerned in the matter, including some of the concession or in the prospectus. But, further than that, the
directors of the company, knew that this was the case ; that bill in this suit actually referred to a letter, written in August,

even if a foreign tribunal might hold the forfeiture of the con 1872, in which the Dominican Minister, on behalf of his

cession to have, under all the circumstances of the case, been Government, treated the concession as subsisting in April,

waived, still it was a breach oftrust on the part ofthe directors 1871 ; and though he asserted the right of his Government to

of the company to foist upon it a property the title of which forfeit it if they thought fit to do so, yet he at the same time

depended upon such a contingency as the possible view of the - August, 1872 - offered to place the company in possession of

law to be taken by a foreign court ; that as a matter of fact the island and other mines if the company paid £8 ,000 extra

the concession had since been forfeited by the Dominican for future royalties. The original concession could not, by

Government ; that there was, really , no guano or phosphate the Code Napoléon , which prevailed in San Domingo , have
of lime in the island ,but only phosphate of alumina ; that the been invalid at the time of the contract for the sale of it to

Messrs . Lawson and Son , the alleged vendors, had , at the the company. Where, then , was the equity of the plaintiff
time of the contract for the sale of the concession to the | company against Messrs . Hartmontand Co . on that part of the

company , no interest in it at all, and that the pretended sale case ? Then it must not be forgotten who the present plain

of it by them was, therefore, a fraud on the company; that tiffs were — they were the company itself. But who were they ?

the price of the concession was improperly increased in various Why, the very persons who had signed the memorandum and
ways , and notably by the sum of £15 ,000 in favour of Messrs. articles of association , and who perfectly well know every thing
Engelbach and Keir ; that the prospectus was false in several that had been done in the course of these transactions. At

respects , and in particular in asserting that £39, 900 had been the time, too, of the contract, Mr. Hartmont had no interest

spent by the Messrs . Lawson and Son on the island ; and whatever in the concern , and all those matters about which so
that, otherwise, as regarded the issuing and distribution of much had been said at the bar - viz . the dealing with and

and dealing with the shares in the company, the defendants , distribution and appropriation of the shares, the French con

the directors and oflicers of it, had so acted as to entitle the tract for the £250,000 , and the sale of the shares for such

plaintiff company to the relief against them which they prayed large amounts on the Stock Exchange, after the obtaining of

by their bill. Mr. Horace Davey , Q .C ., and Mr. R . Melville , the settling day - had really nothing to do with the merits of
who were with Mr. Higgins, Q . C ., contended that as regarded this case. As to the £15 ,000 that was to be paid to Messrs.

Messrs. Elmslie, Forsyth , and Co. - or rather Mr. Forsyth Engelbach and Keir as the owners of the two patents, and in

it was the plain duty of a solicitor who in any transaction , but | respect of them alone. That payment had no reference to the

especially in such a one as the present, acted for both vendor island of Alto Vela. Above all, it was not a bonus or “ bribe,"

and purchaser, or indeed for any two parties to a contract, to as it had been called , to those gentlemen . He then com

give each party the best and most independent advice. The mented on the other facts of the case in relation to Messrs.
solicitor was bound to afford each party the benefit of any Hartmont and Co, and his other clients, and, in conclusion ,

knowledge hemight derive from the other of them , assuming , said the evidence showed that phosphate of alumina was,

of course, that the client afforded him any such knowledge. in its natnre, guanitic ; and there was nothing whatever in the
Applying those principles to the conduct of Mr. Forsyth with facts of this case to render Mr. Hartmont liable, as the plaintiff

respeot to the preparation of the contract in this case, it was company wish to have it supposed he was. In fine, if the
difficult, if not impossible, to see how - though no doubt the £65 ,000 were paid to the plaintiff company, they would be in
ingenuity of his counsel might, however severely taxed , make possession of a sum larger than their share capital ; and who

some defence for him - still it was not easy to see how those would be really entitled to the surplus, and what would be
defendants, Messrs. Elmslie , Forsyth , and Co., could resist the what could be- done with it ? Atall events , his clients should
claim which was made against them , or their firm , through not be made liable for it. Mr. Terrell (who was with Mr.
Mr. Forsyth, in this suit. Mr. Davey then commented upon Glasse, Q . C .) then proceeded to read the defendants' evidence ;

the remaining facts of the case, in their relation to Messrs. and after a short time, Mr. Hartmont was called and cross
Engelbach and Keir - who , though trustees for the company, examined by Mr. Higgins, Q . C . Mr. Hartmont said that his

had seemed to think they were not bound to take so much name had not always been Hartmont, but that he assumed

care of its property as they would have done of their own that namewhen he came to England in 1867, instead of the

and also with reference to the respective positions of the other name of Hertzberg , as he believed the name of Hartmont

directors and officers of the company, whose cases, though in could be more easily pronounced by English people. He ad

some respects similar, were yet distinguishable ; and he con mitted having been a bankrupt, but said that he had since

cluded the arguments on behalf of the plaintiff company by paid 20s. in the pound in respect of the bankruptcy. He
asking for a decree as to the £65,000 - or certainly , in the further admitted that he had been concerned in promoting
alternative, for the repayment of the £15,000 by Messrs. several other companies, which had not been successful, and

Engelbach and Keir. The rightof the plaintiff company to that in all, or most of them , the directors were the same as in

the lesser relief sought by their bill would ,he said , depend on the Phosphate Sewage Company. Mr. J . Pearson , Q . C ., and

their obtaining the greater, and needed not to be particularly | Mr. Locock Webb , Q . C ., for the assignees in bankruptcy of

discussed at this stage of the proceedings. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., Messrs. Lawson and Son (who were seedsmen of London and
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Edinburgh ), stated that an application had been made to the I Forsyth could not be implicated in the alleged fraud
Scotch Courts in connexion with the bankruptcy there to ap - | (if any there were ) in this case. Then with regard to
propriate a portion of the assets in Scotland belonging to the the charge of negligence . Mr. Forsyth was not the

firm to the payment of the claim contested in this suit, but solicitor of the plaintiff company, but of the vendors, on
without success, and that this application was now under the occasion of drawing up the contract, and it never yet was

appeal to the House of Lords. Mr. Cotton , Q . C ., Mr. West. known that a solicitor could be arraigned for negligence by any
lake, Q . C ., and Mr. Terrell were for Messrs. Elmslie , Forsyth , one else than his own client in the matters in dispute between
and Co. ; Mr. H . M . Jackson , Q . C ., and Mr, Terrell were for them . Mr. Ramsden was then the solicitor for the plaintiff
Mr. Ogle and Mr. Lonsdale ; Mr. Montague Cookson , Q .C ., company ; but that was not all. Even if Mr. Forsyth could be

and Mr. A . B . Cope were for ColonelGrant; Mr. Whitehouse held liable to any one for negligence, it would not be to the

and Mr. J. R . Griffith were for Messrs. Engelbach and Captain plaintiff company, nor in themode attempted by them . They
Keir ; Mr. Romer was for General Green . Mr. Terreli had did not seek “ damages ” against him for the consequences of

not concluded his address on behalf of the first defendants his alleged negligence in not properly investigating the title to
when the court rose on this day.

the concession , but asked a decree against him for the repay .
The arguments in this part-heard case were continued on ment of the whole £65 ,000 purchase money. Mr. Forsyth

Saturday. — Mr. Cotton , Q . C ., for Messrs. Elmslie , Forsyth ,and never had any interest in the company, and never derived any
Co., said that it had been insisted that Mr. Forsyth was benefit from it as a company. Mr. Cotton then went into
guilty of a participation in the fraud alleged to have been severaldetails of the case to show , inter alia , that the plaintiff
practised upon the company, and had , moreover, exhibited company were to blame for the non -success of the undertaking,
negligence in the discharge of his duties as solicitor. He which , if it had been allowed to go on , would in due course
would take the charge of fraud first. As to that the plain have been a prosperous affair. As to the form in which the
tiff company complained that they had been induced to articles of the contract were drawn, they merely enabled
purchase , at a large price, & concession subject to a stipu the plaintiff company to purchase that which it was of the very
lation which , not being complied with , reduced the conces essence of its constitution it should acquire. On both heads,
sion itself to & nullity . But the company knew of the therefore, of fraud and of negligence , he asked the judgment
stipulation , and unless Messrs. Elmslie , Forsyth , and Co. of the Court in his client, Mr. Forsyth 's , favour.
knew that when the company purchased the concession it The arguments in this part-heard case were continued on
was forfeited , those gentlemen - or, rather, Mr. Forsyth Tuesday. Mr. Montague Cookson , Q . C., for the defendant
could not properly be accused of any fraud in thematter . ColonelGrant, said the bill in the suit must be regarded as
The evidence showed that in April, 1871, when the con praying relief against all and each of the defendants on the
tract was entered into with the company, there was no grounds of conspiracy, collusion , and fraud , and , so regarded ,
suggestion whatever on the part of the Dominion Government it called on Colonel Grant to pay either a sum of £65,000
of a forfeiture of the concession . That Government never or £15,000. There were lesser sums claimed , but these two
raised that question till 1872 ; and even if it had , “ fraud " were the principal ones . Colonel Grant's case was quite
could not be presumed" in this court against any one. It must different from those of his co -defendants, and there was no
be strictly proved , and that proof must extend to the esta foundation for the charges against him , either from a legal or
blishment against the incriminated party of such a com a moral point of view . He was a Colonel in the Fusiliers, and
plete knowledge of the facts as would alone render him also Colonel of the Tower Hamlets Militia . In 1871, Captain
liable for the consequences. The evidence here showed Kerr spoke to him about the company. Colonel Grant was a
that Messrs. Elmslie and Co. did not know , in 1871, that gentleman who took great interest in the sewage question , but
the exports from the island were deficient, and in that very beyond thatheknew nothing whatever of theparties interested
year royalties were paid on the cargoes exported . A good in getting up this company . Hewas aware thatMr. Hartmont
deal had been said about the Messrs. Lawson and Son not was the Consul-General of St. Domingo , but that was all that
being the real vendors, but did Mr. Forsyth know they were could so far implicate him with any one. In that state of
not ? The Dominion Government itself dealt with them as things Colonel Grant found that the affairs of the company

the persons in possession , and the report of the Govern seemed to be all regularly conducted. There was a provisional
ment which was in evidence spoke of some concessions, of committee formed ; there was a responsible solicitor, Mr.
which it gave a list, being in force and others forfeited . That Ramsden, acting for it ; and there was a broker , Mr. Walker.
report mentioned the concession in this case as “ now being ColonelGrant joined the provisional committee, and after sub
carried out.” The certificate showing that was dated in scribing £150, out of a total of £1,500 , towards some experi
February, 1871. Mr. Forsyth did not know of any deficiency ments at Tottenham , went down himself with Mr. Engelbach
on the exports till October, 1872. But it was only in that to that place and took part in the proceedings there. For his
year, when the Government was discussing the question of services he was to receive some bonus shares on condition
royalties for the future, that they first adverted to a forfeiture, that allottees of the whole were found, sufficient
which they said they had a right to make, of the concession , to take up a sum of £25,000. The facts of the bonus
and that, too , " in the future," clearly showing that up to that shares, in which Colonel Grant was to participate , being
time they had had no idea of the concession not being an issued, and their amounting to £5,000, were mentioned in the
existing one ; but if that were so, where, so far, was the fraud ? prospectus , and so far, therefore, there was no concealment,
At all events , there could be none on the part of Mr. Forsyth . But then , it was said , the concession was worthless in 1870,
Then as to the preparation of the contract and the statements because it did not comprise phosphate of allumina , and that
in the prospectus ; unless Mr. Forsyth knew that the Lawsons Colonel Grant, as a member of the provisional committee,
were not the vendors, there was nothing to convict him of any knew , or must, or ought to , have known that. The answer
fraud, certainly not as against the company ; and it must to that was that, as a matter of fact, the concession did com .
never be forgotten that the plaintiffs here were the company, prise phosphate of allumina, as the evidence showed. In 1870
who could not say they did not know all that was being done. the concession was not forfeited, and the question of its
How , again , could they be heard to complain at all - how in voidability was one with which the company wasthe proper hand

any way against Mr. Forsyth in respect of the French contract to dealwhen it had commenced its operations, not sooner. That
for the purchase of the patents for £250,000 ? The company, question ,however, never assumed a definite form till 1872. Sup .
at all events, had actually received no less a sum than £14 ,000 pose, that instead of the company being the plaintiffs in this case ,
on account of that very transaction. Even if they could say | an original allottee of shares had filed the bill, complaining
any thing as to that branch of the charge, the matters there in of the misstatements in the prospectus, and , assume that the
dispute occurred long after the contract which it was now said | plaintiff company was in the position of such an allottee
should be set aside. All the proyed facts showed that Mr. | à position really superior to their actual one - Colonel Grant
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would have a complete answer to any thing which , for highest and most unblemished fame, and who had long held a

the reasons alleged , the supposed allottee-plaintiff could say commission in her Majesty's service, was it likely that he

against him . Much more then could he successfully resist the would in so short a time as he was proved to have been

present plaintiffs . The provisional committee of the com - acquainted with this company have lent himself to the frauds

pany must not be confounded with Messrs, Engelbach and so lavishly imputed to him ? Certainly not. The Vice

Keir. Colonel Grant, as a member of that committee , had Chancellor : Nemo repente fit turpissimus. Mr. Cookson : But

nothing whatever to do with the alleged bad title to the con - there was no ground for suggesting any thing of the sort against

cession , and he neither did , nor could , know any thing of the Colonel Grant at any time. The learned counsel then went

80 -called sham assignment to the Lawsons, and sham sale by minutely through the details of the case in their relation to

them to the company. The bill in this suit charged that the 90 bonus shares , with the improper possession of which

provisional committee was formed for the purpose of carry . Colonel Grant was also charged by the bill ; and after refuting

ing out the alleged fraudulent transaction , and insisted that those charges, and commenting on the other lesser claims

Colonel Grant was an accomplice in those transactions because against him , and on the peculiar form and constitution of the

he was a member of the committee . It was very easy for a suit, concluded by insisting that the case attempted to be

corporation , a body without a souland without a conscience , I made against Colonel Grant wholly failed , and that so far as

and possessing a balance at its bankers , to institute a suit and he was concerned the bill should be dismissed against him ,

make the most serious charges against honourable men ; but | with costs.

it was an abuse of the powers of this Court so to launch

grave imputations at the head of any man . The plaintiff November 25.
company could only attempt to get the relief they prayed
against Colonel Grant by straining the equitable doctrine of (Before the MASTER of the Rolls.)

constructive notice beyond all possible and proper limits . Was IN RE JOSEPH SUCHE AND Co., LIMITED. - This was a sum
Colonel Grant, a director of the company, bound to take mons by partially secured creditors of the company, which

more care of its property than he did of his own ? He was was ordered to be wound-up under supervision in January

bound to take as much care ; and if he deviated from that he last, raising an important question under Section 10 of the
ought, perhaps, to try and take more care. In this instance Judicature Act, 1875 — namely, whether in estimating the
ColonelGrant had every reason to think all was right. There | amount for which the applicants were to be allowed to stand

was the protection afforded by Mr. Ramsden , acting for the as creditors against the assets of Joseph Suche and Co .,
committee, and Mr. Forsyth for the company, the one before, | Limited , the value of their securities ought first to be de
the other after its formation . There was, so to say, no ducted , as in bankruptcy ; or , whether according to the rule in

solution of continuity. There was every thing to put him off Equity, they were to be allowed to stand as creditors for the

his guard , because he had no reason to doubt the honesty of whole nominal amount of their debt. The case resembled

any one connected with the affair . All the shares he applied that of the Phønix Bessemer Steel Company, decided by his
for and had allotted he paid for with his own money ; any Lordship at the commencement of the present sittings, with

others (and there were some) were allotted under circumstances this distinction — that whereas in the Phænix Bessemer Com

perfectly legitimate in themselves. Then with respect to his pany 's the creditors ' claim had been ascertained and admitted
signing the certificate as to the shares, in order to obtain a before the commencement of the Act, in the present case the

quotation of them on the Stock Exchange, he was in Scotland claim , though sent in before the 1st of November, had been
when he signed it. It was sent to him there for signature by neither admitted nor rejected. Mr. Whitehorne, in support
the secretary of the company, and with the approval of Mr. of the summons, contended that the old rule

Walker, its broker. How could ColonelGrant for one moment must be followed by admitting his clients to prove for

imagine that the shares were not bonâ fide ones, and that the the full amount of their debt, for the section was pro

holders of them were mere nominees of Mr. Hartmont ? He spective, nothing in it being applicable to companies ordered

signed the certificate believing its statements to be true ; but to be wound-up before the commencement of the Act.
his belief in the truth of the certificate was a sufficient answer Mr. E . B . Rogers, for the liquidators, contended that the new

to the charge of fraud brought on that account against him . rule - namely , the rule in bankruptcy, must prevail ; for the

With respect to the alleged French contract for the £250,000 , to applicants' rights had not been ascertained before the winding

be paid at the end of one year, rather than the sum of £150 ,000 up , and statutes dealing with procedure only formed an

at once, it was proved that Colonel Grant voted at the exception to the general rule that legislation is not re
meeting for the immediate payment of the £150,000, trospective unless expressed to be so. The Master of the
and afterwards retired from the directorship because Rolls said he abstained in the previous case from laying down
his views were not endorsed by the action of the com any general rule as to the meaning of Section 10 , and
pany. Therefore, as to the claim against him for the purposely decided the case on the narrowest possible ground,

£65,000 ,there was absolutely no ground whatever . Then with because he hoped the opinion of the Court of Appeal would
regard to the £15 ,000, the plaintiff company said Colonel be taken on the point. And in the present case he might, if
Grantmust have known that that was a “ bribe " to Messrs. he thought fit, confine himself to the particular circumstances

Engelbach and Keir . Why ? An equity of a novel kind was of the case and decide that the old rule applied , on the simple
relied upon by the plaintiffs in opening their case, an equity ground that the claim was carried in before the commence

of " magnitude.” They tried to make out that the fraud in ment of the Act. But his Lordship , having consulted some of

this case was “ vast," and the guilt of the defendants, one and the other Judges on the subject, now preferred to decide the
all - except Mr. Ramsden - the deeper as the fraud grew case on thegeneral ground, that the section was not intended

greater . Now Colonel Grant knew nothing of the Lawsons to apply to companies which were already in liquidation at
and had no understanding whatever with the Messrs. Engel- the commencement of the Act. It was a general rule of the
bach and Keir . Those gentlemen were to receive through Mr. Legislature ,when it took away a rightof action that previously
Ogle, from the Lawsons, the £15,000 in respect of the patent existed or created a right of action that did not previously
of which they were the owners , and which patents were exist, to interfere as little as possible with existing rights. It
afterwards assigned to the company. Unless Colonel Grant had been said that the Judicature Acts constituted a mere code

had been possessed of some “ divine instinct of fraud," how of procedure, and so were applicable to all pending pro

could he, in so regular a transaction, have suspected a fraud if | ceedings ; but he declined to take that view of the Acts . His

there was one ? But in this as in all such cases when charges Lordship , in support of that view , referred to several sub
80 groundless were brought against gentlemen of characterand sections of Section 25 of the Act of 1873, to show that most

position , it was very proper to consider the reputations of the important alterations of the law were effected thereby. Then ,

persons attacked. Here was Colonel Grant, an officer of the returning to Section 10 of the Act of 1875, his Lordship
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showed that it had no application to the case of such

companies as were already in liquidation , whether the claims

of creditors had already been admitted or not, and decided that

the proof was to be admitted for the full amount.

November 27.

( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS.)

RE THE BESSEMER STEEL AND ORDNANCE COMPANY, LIMITED.

- - The above-named company was ordered to be wound -up

compulsorily on the 24th of July, 1874 ; and in the next
month Mr. Kemp and Mr. Aylmer were appointed the official

liquidators. The total amount of the debts of the company

was about £170,000 , of which somewere admitted and others
disputed . Among the admitted creditors was a Mr. Dixon, one

of the directors of the company, for a sum of £44 ,275 ; his

claim being for £45,000, or thereabouts. In the month of

June in this year the official liquidators, on behalf of the

company, entered into an agreement with Mr. Dixon for the
sale to him of the assets of the company in consideration of

his paying the costs of the winding-up and a composition to
the other creditors of the company in discharge of their

severalclaims. On the 24th of September last a meeting of

the creditors of the company was ordered by the court to be

held , and was attended , either personally or by proxy, by 69

creditors, whose debts, either allowed or appearing in the

company's books, or admitted to be due, amounted in the

whole to £120 ,002 12s. 3d . All the creditors then present at

the meeting (with the exception of one who claimed £4 10s . 1d .

in full for poor rates) approved the proposed arrangement with

Mr. Dixon , and desired that it might be sanctioned by this

court. The only persons who objected to the arrangement
were the lessors of the company' s premises at Greenwich ,

who, however, had since withdrawn their objection , and the

Messrs. Payne 's Fire Brick Company, who were creditors for

£113 17s. The official liquidator, deeming the proposed
arrangement with Mr. Dixon to be beneficial to the company,

presented a petition under the Joint-Stock Companies Arrange

ment Act, 1870, praying for an order confirming the agree .
ment. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr. Whitehorne, for the
petitioners, said the only question was whether the agreement

had been approved by the proper number of creditors required

by the Act . The second section of the Act provided that the

meeting of the company 's creditors might approve and
sanction the agreement : _ “ If a majority in number re.

presenting three- fourths in value of such creditors, or class of
creditors, present either in person or by proxy at such meeting

should agree to the arrangement or compromise ," and the

arrangement or compromise should , if sanctioned by an order

of the court, be binding on all “ such ” creditors or class of

creditors (as the case might be), and also on the liquidators

and contributories of the company. The question , therefore,

was, whether “ the majority representing three -fourths in

value " was to be the majority of all the creditors - in which

case the £120 ,002 12s. 3d . were not three -fourths of £170 ,000,

or the majority representing that value of the creditors present

at themeeting ? In the latter case all the creditors but one,

for a very small amount, approved the agreement. Mr.
Carson was for Mr. Dixon . The Vice -Chancellor thought the
Act intended themajority of creditors present at the meeting ,

and made the order asked for by the petition .

IN RE THE RIVERS PROTECTION AND MANURE COMPANY,
LIMITED, - NEEDHAM V. THE SAME COMPANY. - In this matter

an action had been brought against the company in the Com

mon Pleas Division of the High Court of Justice. The
company was being wound-up voluntarily . Prior to the Judi.
cature Acts, 1873 , 1875 , this court would , on an application to
stay the action , have had power, under the Companies Acts ,
1862 and 1867, to stop the proceedings as a matter of course .
But it has recently been the subject of some difference of

opinion between this and the other Divisions of the High

Court of Justice whether the court intrusted with the winding

up of a company which - up to the passing of the Judicature
Act had unquestionably been the Court of Chancery - or the

Court in which the action was brought should stay it. The

Court of Common Pleas, in a case of “ Kingchurch v . the

People ' s Garden Company, Limited , " declined to make such

an order , and referred the matter to the Master of the Rolls,

who was then about to make an order to wind -up that com

pany. The Master of the Rolls differed from the Common

Pleas Division , and remitted the case to that Division , in ac

cordance, as his Lordship thought, with the requirements of

the Judicature Acts. In “ Fawcus v . Garbutt," however, this

branch of the High Court still more recently differed from the

views entertained by the Master of the Rolls , so far as that

learned judge thought the jurisdiction to stay actions in wind

ing-up matters was taken from the Chancery Division of the

High Court by the late statutes. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., and Mr.

Berrill, now moved for an injunction to restrain the action

brought by Mr. Needham against the Rivers Pollntion and
Manure Company, Limited . Mr.Methold , for Mr. Needham ,

admitted that the action would have to be stopped ; but said

it should - in accordance with the Judicature Act, 1873 , sec .
24 , sub-division 5 - be stopped by the Common Pleas Division

of the High Court, and not by this one. The Queen 's Bench

Division had, on Monday last, in a case of Walker v . the Banag

her Distillery Company,” assented to a motion to stay proceed .
ings in an action against a company in the course of winding-up .

The Vice-Chancellor said the question raised in this case

had been much discussed lately. In his Lordship's opinion

there was nothing in the Judicature Acts that interfered with

the jurisdiction of this Division of the High Court, in the

winding -up of companies. This companywas being wound -up

voluntarily, and although that process did not bring the parties

before the court, yet it gave power to apply to the court if any

questions of difficulty arose in their proceedings Creditors,

however, had no right in such a winding -up to apply to the
court, except by presenting a petition for an order to wind-up
the company compulsorily . Whatever applications were

necessary, however, must be made to this court . Before the

Judicature Acts they would have been mere matters of course,
His Lordship, being unable to find any thing in those Acts to

take away the jurisdiction - and, he might add , the useful
jurisdiction of this court - to stay actions in winding-up

matters , said he thought the truemeaning of these Acts was
that all actions brought against companies which were being

wound-up by this Division of the High Court should be stayed

by that branch of this Division in which the company was
being wound -up . Looking at the words of the 24th section
of the Judicature Act, sub-division 5 , no doubt in one sense

there was no court in which this companywas beingwound-up,

because the winding-up was voluntary . But in another sense

there was a court, because this was the Court to

which if this company should make any application in the

winding-up it must resort. The Common Pleas Division

really had nothing to do with winding-up matters, and, with

every deference to it , knew from experience but little about

them . His Lordship wished it to be reported as his opinion
that now , in all cases of the winding -up of companies, appli

cations of the nature of that here in question should be made

to this Division of the High Court. At the same timehe
would say that he thought both the Court of Common Pleas

Division in the case recently before it and the Courtof Queen 's

Bench Division in the case cited were right in the views they

respectively took .

EXCHEQUER DIVISION .

(Sittings in Banco before the LORD CHIEF BARON and Barons

CLEASBY and AMPHLETT.)

November 12.

SHELTON v. Wiguron . -- This was an appoal from the County

Court of Middlesex bolden at Edmonton, It involved an im .
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defendant's possession , and wrongfully detained. We cannot

say whether this is true or no. I might have found it difficult
to find so myself. Was their evidence for the jury is the solo
question for us. On the day the goods are being removed the

defendant sees them . Now , the defendant is bound to act
reasonably . Under the supposition that he is being deprived
of his rent, he directs them to be taken back , If he had only
forbidden the removal, it would have been difficult to say he
had taken possession . If he had no right so to forbid, he was

a trespasser ; but he had no right to place his hands on the

goods against the will of the owner. The house was in the
possession of the plaintiff, but would become the defendant's

on the evening of that day. We must assume that the plain
tiff wished the defendant to have possession by delivering the

key. Why did not the defendant answer the letter of the 30th
of September ? The jury had to consider the real character
of the defendant's act. I cannot say it was not for them .

Baron Amphlett : I am of the same opinion . Appeal dis

missed with costs.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

portantpoint as regards the rights of landlord and tenant. The
action is one of detinue ; and at the trial a verdict was found

for the plaintiff, - damages £10, and £20 16s. 4d., the value of
the goods, unless returned. Mr. Bush Cooper argued for the

defendant, the appellant. Mr. John Cook appeared for the

respondent, but was not called on by the court. The complaint

is for taking the plaintiff's goods, furniture , a piano, & c. The
plaintiff was a tenant of the defendant, and the alleged de

tention took place on the 29th of September, 1874 , when the

tenancy expired . The evidence was that while the plaintiff

was removing her goods on the 29th , the defendant, at 12

o 'clock (noon ), called and claimed his rent. Thereupon the

plaintiff asked for time; but this the defendant refused to
grant. The defendant then came with a policeman , and

ordered the goods, which were placed in a van , to be returned
to the house. The goods were accordingly brought back .
Afterwards the defendant got the key of the house from the

plaintiff's daughter, Mrs. Herbert,who was then superintending
the removal. The house was then given up to the defendant,

but the goods were never returned . On the 30th of September
application , in writing, was made by the plaintiff' s solicitor for

the return of the goods. But to this the defendant made no

reply, and the writ was issued on the 3rd of October. Mr.

Cooper, for the appellant, contended that there was no evidence
to go to the jury of the detention . There was no tortious act
done by the defendant - no physical seizure. The Lord Chief
Baron said : -- This seems a pretty clear case. The law invests

the landlord with great, with extraordinary powers. The day

after rent is due he may distrain . Any other creditor, except
the Crown in certain cases, must bring an action and wait for

execution . That is a power, however, which ought not to be

abused , as in the present case. The defendant has a tenant

who owes him rent at Michaelmas . He would have been en

titled to distrain on the 30th . But he goes on the very day

and sees the defendant about to remove her goods. He takes

the law into his own hands. He goes and calls a policeman ,

he says, as a witness — it is difficult to see why. Under his

authority and that of the policeman the goods are taken out of

the van, where they are for the purpose of removal, and are
brought back into the house, where they are now , for aught I
know . The first question is whether, though he took possession,
he in fact detained . I think when he laid hands on them by
his agent to convey them back , until they should be restored to
the owner, the defendant had possession and did detain them .

If it were not so , the owner would have no more rights over
them . The plaintiff had a right to convey the goodsaway. There

is a suggestion of fraudulentremoval. If so , it would have been a

good defence to the action if he could have substantiated it

by evidence . The law confers on a landlord the power to

stop goods which are being or about to be removed fraudu

lently . There was no evidence at the trial to give him such

right. The question then resolves itself into this — the

defendant had no right to touch the things till next day ;

while he is in the house he prevents their removal, and

doprives the owner of the right to do what she pleases with

them . Within an hour or two after the defendant gets the
key and some one prays him for time- till 5 o 'clock . He says

“ No ; I must have it at 3 o 'clock .” This was a reasonable

request as the plaintiff had till midnight to pay. The refusal

was cruel and oppressive and as illegal as cruel. It would

have been different if a reasonable time had elapsed before the

writing of the letter of the 30th , or if the defendant had

returned the goods on the 1st of October, or had intimated his

willingness to do so . The seizure may have been made under

a mistake of law ; but the defendant gives no answer to the

letter of request. Had he done so there would have been

evidence that he had not acted wilfully or knowingly . There

was evidence for the jury, and , under the circumstances ,

they could not have returned any other verdict than for
the plaintiff. I shall not say whether the action is entirely

to be commended ; but the plaintiff had a right to bring it.

Baron Cleasby : The jury have come to the conclusion that

before 11 o 'clock on the 1st of October the goods were in the

November 26.

(Before Mr. Registrar Pepys, sitting as Chief Judge.)

In ke ROBERT SCOTT. - The bankrupt formerly carried on
business in Trinidad as a merchant, but he was now resident

in this country . He had been adjudicated in the Trinidad

Bankruptcy Court, and the trustee in the matter had applied

for and obtained letters of request to this court for his

examination here. The bankrupt attended upon his subpæna,
and it was elicited from him that he was possessed of
property at Shepherd ' s Bush , upon which an execution

had been levied by the Sheriff of Middlesex at the suit of

a creditor whose debt was incurred subsequently to the
adjudication in Trinidad , The trustee also claimed the pro

perty as part of the assets divisible among the creditors.
Mr. Banning, for the trustee, now applied that an

interim injunction granted to restrain the Sheriff from pro

ceeding to a sale should be continued . Mr. Bagley, for the

execution creditor, appeared to show cause. During the argu

ment the Registrar pointed out that the onus was upon the

trustee to prove that the Court at Trinidad would have juris .

diction to restrain proceedings at law in England . Mr.

Banning contended that the foreign Court had jurisdiction ,
and that the property vested absolutely in the trustee. The

Registrar was of opinion that the application could not be

supported. The letters of request were simply that the bank
rupt should be examined . This had been done, and he could

not extend the letters so as to grant an injunction . Appli
cation refused .

IN PE S . G . CEFFALA AND C0. - The debtors , Messrs.
Spiridion Ceffala , George Ceffala , and Richard Wiltiam Lough ,

are merchants carrying on business at 4 , Great Winchester
street, under the firm of S . G . Ceffala and Co. They have pre

sented a petition for liquidation , with liabilities estimated at
£38,000 , and assets, comprising book debts , £43,000 ; furniture

£700 ; and other property, £700 . Mr. Spiridion Ceffala is now

at Corfu engaged upon the business of the firm . Upon the

application of Mr. Munns, his Honour appointed Mr. C . J .

Schneidau , accountant, to act as receiver and manager of the

estate.

November 29 .

(Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

IN RE W . P . Dadson. - Mr. Marten , Q . C ., and Mr. Beaumont,

appeared in support of an application to register a resolution
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of creditors in this case to accept a composition . The debtor

was a retired captain in the RoyalMarine Light Infantry , and

he had traded in partnership with others at 301 Strand , as the
Clarendon Bank . He recently presented a petition under the
arrangement clauses, and the necessary majority of the

creditors had passed a resolution accepting a composition of

8s. 6d. in the pound, payable by instalments, in satisfaction of

their debts . Mr. Baker (Lawrence and Co.) opposed the appli .

cation on behalf ofthe North Kent Bank, and pointed out that

the separate assets of the debtor were capable of yielding a
very much larger composition than the sum offered . He
stated that the debtor possessed an income of about £500 per

year from other sources, and he argued that, in existing
circumstances, the resolution , so iar as it affected the rights of

the separate creditors, was inequitable . Considerable dis.

cussion followed , and eventually Mr. Registrar Keene ordered
an adjournment for one week , with an intimation that, having
regard to the amount of the debtor's income, somearrange

ment should be made as to the separate creditors.

defended by Mr. Charles Russell, Q . C., and Mr. Addison . He

had been in the employment of the Corporation of Bolton

during a period of 22 years, commencing as a clerk with a
salary of £80 per annum , finally becoming superintendent of

the waterworks department at a salary of £240 per annum .

Under the terms of the employment as superintendent he was

to pay into the bank every twomonths the moneys coming into

his hands, or whenever the sum collected by him exceeded £50.

Evidence was given that the counterfoil receipts showed

that between the 1st June and the 28th of July , 1874 , the

amount passing into the hands of the prisoner was

£5 ,934 2s. 2 d . arising from water rents and payments for

fittings. During that period he only paid into the bank
£5 ,530 , leaving a balance of £404 2s. 2 d . unaccounted for.

On the 29th, 30th , and 31st of July , *1874, the receipts

amounted to £826 14s. 2 d., the prisoner making a payment
into the bank of £742 16s. 2d . on the 1st August, no moneys

having been paid in on the three previous days, showing a
deficiency of £83 17s. 9 d ., of which no payment or account

was given . On the books being examined by an accountant,

serious deficiencies were found during the four previous years,
amounting to £5 ,451. After the 1st of August, when the

prisoner left the office, the counterfoil receipts exactly cor

responded with the sums paid into the bank. The books,
which were under the immediate control of the prisoner ,

had in part disappeared at the time of his apprehension , and

evidence was called to prove that he was seen destroying

account books in a furnace near his office in the Town-hall,
Bolton , and that a portion of them from which leaves had

been torn out was found subsequently concealed under the

flooring of his office. The cross-examination of the witnesses

for the prosecution showed that great laxity in keeping and

auditing the accounts had prevailed among the officials of the

Bolton Corporation , and it was powerfully urged , on behalf of

the prisoner, that the charge was not fully made out against

him , and that the discrepancies might have arisen bymistake.
After a long and careful hearing, the jury retired to consider
their verdict , and returned into court with a verdict of Guilty .

The learned Judge sentenced the prisoner to penal servitude

for a term of five years.

November 30 .

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)

IN RE CHARLES MORTON . - This was a sitting for public

examination . The bankrupt, who was described as a

theatricalmanager, residing at 38 , Alwyne-road , Canonbury,

had been adjudicated upon the petition of Mr. Joseph

Hirschmann , wine merchant, Highbury Park North, the act of
bankruptcy being the non -compliance with the terms of a

debtor's summons. His balance-sheet returned debts and

liabilities amounting to £7,704, with assets £20 . Mr. Hand

appeared for the trustee, and Mr. H .Montagu for the petitioning
creditor. The bankrupt passed without opposition .

FAILURES.

December 2 .

( Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .)

IN RE EDWARD GARCIA . - The bankrupt, described as manager
of the Knightsbridge Music Hall of Varieties, Trevor-square,

Knightsbridge, applied to pass his examination on a statement

of affairs showing unsecured debts £3,094 , and assets £450 ,

On behalf of the trustee it was submitted that the accounts

were insufficient in every way . The Registrar said he could

pay no attention to such a vague allegation . The only question

was, did the accounts contain a full disclosure of the bank

rupt's estate. The bankrupt was briefly examined , and it

appeared that he had omitted to return in his accounts a debt

that was due to his estate, upon the ground that the debt was

bad . He had given the trustee all the information in his

power respecting his affairs. His Honour allowed the bank

rupt to pass his examination , subject to the insertion in the

accounts of the bad debt omitted therefrom .

ENGLAND. - Messrs. John Holmes and Co., who have for a
number of years carried on business in Leeds as the Mercantile

Bank , suspended payment on Thursday. It is estimated that

their liabilities amount to £65 ,000. The business of the bank

was in large part a deposit business, and as the depositors,

attracted by a 5 per cent. interest, numbered from 500 to 600 ,

there was great excitement when the stoppage of payment

became known. A number of small tradesmen had their

accounts with the bank . Mr. John Holmes, who established

the firm , died some time ago, and the present partners are Mr.

George Avison Woodhead and Mr. Joseph Holmes. The books
have been placed in the hands ofMessrs. John Routh and Co.,
accountants,Leeds, who will prepare a statement of the affairs

of the firm . A petition for liquidation was filed in the Leeds
County Court by Mr. T . A . Spirett, solicitor , acting on behalf

of the firm . - A petition for liquidation has been filed in the

Halifax County Court by George Rothwell, woolstapler,

Horton .street, Halifax. 0 . T . Rhodes, accountant, Halifax, is

the receiver, and Messrs. Ingram and Huntress, Halifax, are

the solicitors in the matter. The first meeting is fixed for
December 12. — John Speak , woolstapler , Halifax, has filed a

petition for liquidation . C . T . Rhodes, accountant, Halifax,
has been appointed receiver until the firstmeeting of creditors,

December 14, - Mr. W . S . Wigg , jeweller, of Yarmouth , has

WINTER ASSIZES.

NORTHERN CircuIT, MANCHESTER.

November 27 .

(Crown Court. – Before Mr. Justice Lush.)

John Wrigley was placed in the dock charged with embezz

ling £104 2s. 21 d ., the property of the Corporation of Bolton .

He was further charged with falsifying entries and with de

stroying books and accounts with intent to defraud ; also with

embezzling another sum of £83 178. 9d. Mr. Pope, Q . C ., and

Mr. Leresche appeared for the prosecution ; the prisoner was
Quay Chambers, Great Yarmouth , has been appointed receiver

by the Court.
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R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .
Luncheons from the joints,hotor cold , including vegetablesand bread, 1s. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread , 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock, from 28. 6d. to 10s. 66 .
Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor,

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY'S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

LEGAL EDUCATION. - The Inns of Court, it is semi-officially
announced , are about to propound a grand new scheme of

legal education . They have appointed Sir Edward Cressy ,

Mr. Joshua Williams, Mr. Fitz-James Stephen , and Mr. Eddis ,

Professors of Jurisprudence, Real Property, Common Law ,
and Equity, at salaries of £1,000 each . They have dismissed ,

or, at all events , declined to re -appoint, the previous pro
fessors and tutors. Of course, it may be said , by way of
excuse for this decisive action , that the classes under the old

system were small, and, in fact, grievously disappointing. No
doubt this was so . The attendance was such as to discourage

all concerned ; and there were few signs of improvement. But
we should have thought that the true cure was not to be dis

covered by search in the quarter to which the Inns of Court
look ; & more efficacious remedy would seem to be the removal

of some of the obstacles which obviously opposed the success
of the previous system . How could one hope that law students

wouid sedulously attendthe classes of the professors and tutors
when they were obliged to prepare for examinations before
other men who might not pursue the same lines as those pur.
sued in the classes ? The system hitherto existing was purely
theoretical, and led to nothing. Attendance was not com
pulsory , it was not even clear that attendance was advantageous ;
hence the failure. We shall not prejudge the merits of the

system which has been foreshadowed ; but we may be

permitted to doubt whether it is at all likely to be much more

successful than that which preceded it. The future lectures
are not, we understand, to be compulsory . Nobody need

attend them . They are to be interesting diversions for the

leisure hours of the law students. It is needless to say that
unless a violent revolntion occurs in the habits of law students

they are scarcely likely to appreciate these theoretical
disquisitions. -- Observer.

BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official
return of the checks and bills cleared in the Bankers' Clearing

house for the week ending Wednesday , December 1 :

Thursday, November 25 . . . . . . . . . . £11,415 ,000
Friday , November 26 . . . . . . . . 12 ,321,000

Saturday, November 27. . . . . . 16 ,223 ,000

Monday , November 29 . . . . 15 ,432,000

Tuesday, November 30 . . . . 51,980 ,000

Wednesday, December 1 . . 22,353,000

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the

BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes. -
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT, INTEREST.

Apply atthe Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .

Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased
and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particularsmay be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager,

£129 ,724 ,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year which
also comprised a Stock Exchange settlement, was £135 ,623,000 .

ATLAS OF THE COUNTIES OF ENGLAND . - Under this title

Messrs . Philip and Son have published a very neat, handy ,

and convenient atlas, containing an index map of England

and Wales and forty-seven maps of the counties reduced from

the Ordnance Survey by E . Weller, and the source from which

they are obtained is the best of all possible guarantees for

their accuracy. The usefulness of the work is materially
enhanced by an index compiled by Mr. Bartholomew , F . R . G . S .,
which , upon a rough calculation , contains about 450,000
references .

APPOINTMENTS.

THEMETROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND , ESTATE , House, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL

BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY .
Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate" are ; - Ist. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of

Rents . Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels

Public Honses, Inns, Beer Houses, Restaurants , Coffee Houses, Tobacco

nists , Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contracts
2nd . - The letting , or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . -- The Collection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuation

of Land, Farme, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture, Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses . 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land , House, Estate and Insurance Agents . 6th .

-- The negociatious of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities , as well as

merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute

sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate "
from their extended connection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive eurly notice of appoint
ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column .

Mr. Flaxman Haydon , (Haydon and Vivian , public-account

ants) of 29New City Chambers, 121 Bishopsgate -street Within,
has been appointed receiver of the estate of William Rollason ,
of Leopard's . court, Holborn , and 116 Edgware-road , tin -plate
worker and japanner , in liquidation .

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
1 town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent, interest on personal security ; also on mort

gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of
years to be agreed upon . No coinmission .

F . PRESTON, Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London, W . C .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , GRAVESEN D .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER.

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

PISA DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 1s. PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners , Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

I the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .
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" The source of many a writer'swoe has been | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS !! PENS ! !
48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C

“ They comeas a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick ,the Owl, and theWaverley Pen . "

“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.
infliction . "

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen. CHAIRMAN
1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1878.

Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post ls. ld . Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .
Patentees, MACNIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 33 Blair -street, Edin

burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL , BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works : - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE .

FOUNTAINS.
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
$ 2 178. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. . Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .
CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England.

William Mewburn , Esq.

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball , Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq .

John Napier , Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq
John Vanner, Esq .

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C ., M . P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216,115 13 5 .
Annual Income (1874) . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned ' .. . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . ., . . . . . 1,140, 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE ' S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be themost effective invention
A in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring ,

so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided, a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup

plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circular may be had ,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit) , forwarded by post, on

1t circumference of the body two inches below the hips being
ai i1to the manufacturer, Mr. John WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Frice of a single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 60 . , 31g. 6 ,

Postage Free. Double Truss, 3ls . 6d ., 42s. , and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Tsusr , 42s ., and 529 . 60 . Postage

free . P . 0 . 0 . to bemade payable to JOHN WHITE, Post -office,
Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .

They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 4s. 6 ., 7s, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free .
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes . For gentlemen they

are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 68. 6d . and 78. 6 . Adults, 10s. 6d., 158. 6d . , and 2

Postage free. - John Wute, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .

Was awarded for “ Feuerfeste
Eisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress.

« FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong- Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on & Safe or

Strong-Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no fal

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutesby simply filing away

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key. Th

Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itsell

to the NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Keymay thnsbe easily altered into what would be virtually

a New Lock and Key, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (sce the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide

" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault ) having been effccted

by this means.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUFERS.

76 Cheapside,London , E . C .

LPPS'S COCOA. — " By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural lawswhich govern operationsof digestion and nutrition , and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa , Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors ' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E .O .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability. Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.

Lieut.-General J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . I H . R . SNELGROVE , Esq., The Vicarage, Exmouth ,
The Rev. W . F , Good, D . D ., Newton Abbott , Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HudsweLL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G . S .

Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .
The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book -keeping in
A street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed . 1 the hands of the Subscribers .

ng $ 20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the
penny starp being the only expense . These are very convenient for THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Quarterly pubpersons not having banking accounts , or not wishing to draw small cheques .

1 lished Balance- sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.
They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co- operative Credit

Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria 1 opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.
Street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three montbs after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per IMHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , — Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These

1 Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly
negotiable instruments .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, — The ONLY 1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

1 SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - The PEOPLE 'S I description of Sound Financial Business.
BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

M 'HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re | 1 Companies of a bona- fide character.

muneration Dependent on Profits.

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
1 . count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .whole amount of the Liability .

HE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . Minimum of 1 THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans

| 1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.
Risk, its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House IMHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria - street. I Developmentof Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability IMHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
- Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.

1 beyond amount of subscription .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, Mansion House
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — The Secrecy and Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near theMansion House .

1 Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A fixed instead 1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
1 of an uncertain Scale of Profits.

Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Eighteen per
TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply

Cent. per Annum paid Monthly . I and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK ,

IPHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - A constantly ac ITF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY ,
cruing Reserve Fund .

1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total | TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice. COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY. ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, City . 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

T

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn , Denbigh, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow , Inverness, Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington .

Bristol, Newcastle -on - Tyne, Shields, Woolwich, Sunderland, Bishop Auckland , Exeter , Blyth , Bradford -on
Avon, Newton Abbott, Neath , Newport (Mon.), Middlesborough, Plymouth , South Shields, Worcester, Sheffield ,

Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton , Leicester, Moreton -in -the-Marsh , Hull, Norwich, Portsmouth, Easingwold ,
Birmingham and Greenock.
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Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris.

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .
PRICE LISTS on Application, at the Manufactory , Nassau-street, W .

ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C.

London Gazette Notices , and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English, Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers , only one MS. copy need
be forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published forth w etor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. DECEMBER 4 , 1876.
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

VOL. I. — New SERIES. — No. 53. ] SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1875 . [PRICE 6D.

IN the Matters of the QUEEN ' S , BETHESDA , GLAN

OGWEN , and VICTOR BENEFIT BUILDING SO .

CIETIES, established at Bethesda , in the County of

Carnarvon , in the years 1858, 1860, and 1864 respectively .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER , AND Co.'s
N1 REGISTER ofLANDED ÉSTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be

obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN , that all parties
having any claims or demands against the above-named Societies, or

the Trustees of the said Societies, respectively , are hereby required to send
to me, the undersigned , on or before the 18th day of December, 1875, full
particulars of such claims or demands preparatory to declaration of final

dividends in the matters aforesaid .

WILLIAM JOHN PARRY,
Liquidator appointed in the Matters

of the said Societies,

3 and 4 William ’s- court, Bethesda.

MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
11 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

kinds. Messrs . MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time
access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities . Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842) , 54 Cannon -street .

LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
RECEIVER , AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

Offices : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

JF. TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, & c .

" THE CHRISTIAN UNION ,"
The largest Religious Penny Journal in the World .

TS INVALUABE AS A MEDIUM for Advertising to

1 Public Companies, Charities, Commercial Houses, Auctioneers, Estate
Agents, Capitalists, Bankers, Shippers, Railway Companies, Exporters ,

Merchants, Manufacturers, Share Brokers, Insurance Companies, Benefit

Societies, Building Clubs, Public Schools , Colleges, Institutions, Hotels,

Tutors, Governesses , Secretaries, Managers, Clerks, etc. , etc . - Applications

for advertisement space to be addressed to ALFRED W . GEE, Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch - street, London , E . O .

PUBLISHING OFFICE :- 108 Fleet-street, London , E . C .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEB IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

Banis. Share Brokers, colleges,
Institutionsolications

WILLIAM EDWARDS , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR,

GRANVILLE PLACE, STONE ROAD, LONGTON,
STAFFORDSHIRE .

TARGE LIGHT OFFICES on the Fourth Floor.
Rents £10 and £15. Apply to Housekeeper, 26 Budge-row , Cannon

street, E . c .

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office

A work, and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation
notices, & c ., by Zuccato ' s Papyrograph , which is used by a large number

of London and Provincial Accountants, including John L . Lovering and

Co . : Gamble and Ilarvey : Andrews andMason ; Nicholls and Leatherdale ;

Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co . ; Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury ,

Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron and Co. ; Edmunds, Davis, and

Clarke ; & c . For 2 d ., 500 4to . copies can be taken upon any kind of dry

paper, by an office boy in a copying -press at the rate of 10 a minute. For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic

Depôt, 409 Strand , W . C .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

CHARLES LOW DEN ,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW .IN -FURNESS.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co., are
M preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly
AUCTION , which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London .

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH, 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

HANCOCK, TRIGGS, & co ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

[ AND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER ,
and Co ., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors , have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for

ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed

before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled beforo anycost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs .

Marsh , Milner , and Co ., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street,

London , E . O .

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

90 LONDON WALL, E .C.

HAVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
IT commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns wbo
require agents in London .
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.

President, WILLIAM QUILTER .

Vice- President, WILLIAM TURQUAND.

COUNCIL .

JOHN BALL (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).

HARMOOD WALCOT BANNER (Liverpool) .

HENRY WEBSTER BLACKBURN" ( H . W . and J. Blackburn , Bradford , Yorkshire ).
GEORGE AUGUSTUS CAPE ( Cape and Harris, London ).

HENRY CROYSDILL (Croysdill, Saffery, and Co., London ) .

EDWARD CARTER (Carter and Carter, Birmingham ) .

WILLIAM WELCH DELOITTE (Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths, and Co., London ).
ROBERT FLETCHER (Robert Fletcher and Co., London ) .

ROBERT PALMER HARDING (Harding, Whinney, and Co ., London ).

CHARLES Fitch KEMP ( C . F . Kemp, Ford , and Co , London ) .

GEORGE HERBERT LADBURY (Ladbury, Collison , and Viney , London ).

SAMUEL LOWELL PRICE (Price, Waterhouse, and Co., London ).

WILLIAM QUILTER (Quilter, Ball, and Co., London ).

GEO . Edwin SWITHINBANK (Gillespie , Swithinbank , and Co., London , and Newcastle-on -Tyne) .

WILLIAM TURQUAND ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

John Young ( Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

TRUSTEES .

WILLIAM HOPKINS HOLYLAND (London ).

ALFRED AUGUSTUS JAMES ( James and Edwards, London ) .

ALEXANDER YOUNG (Turquand, Youngs and Co., London ).

AUDITORS .
FREDERICK WHINNEY (Harding, Whinney and Co., London ).

SAMUEL BARROW (Barrow and Gates, London ).

BANKERS

Messrs. FULLER, BANBURY, Nix , and MATHIESON , 77 Lombard Street, E .C .

SOLICITOR .

HENRY MARKBY (Markby, Tarry and Stewart), 57 Coleman Street, E .C .

SECRETARY.

THOMAS A . WELTON, 30 Moorgate Street, E .C .

Under RULE 16 , applicants for admission as Associate up to 1st of July, 1878 (save as provided by Rule 19)must

be twenty -one years of age, and must have served for not less than five years as clerk , either articled or otherwise,

to a member of this Institute or of some other Institute or Society of Accountants , or else must have been in

Partnership with such a person for not less than four years, or have been in practice as a Professional Accountant

for the five consecutive years preceding the date of application .

Rule 10 is to the effect that Fellows shall (except as provided by Rule 19) for the future be elected from

among the Associates only ; Rule 19 enacts that it shall be competent to the Institute , in special cases, to admit

persons either as Fellows or Associates who may not be eligible under the foregoing regulations, provided such

persons have made application to the Council, accompanied by the proper written recommendation according to the

Rules , and have received the recommendation of three-fourths at least of the Council.

Applicants for admission as Associate must be recommended to the Council by at least one Fellow of the

Institute in the terms prescribed .

Applicants for admission as Fellow must be recommended in likemanner by at least three Fellows.

The Membership of the Institute is by Rule 53 restricted to persons who are not engaged in any other pursuit

than that of a Professional Accountant.

THOMAS A . WELTON , SECRETARY.

30 Moorgate-street, E .C ., 11th November, 1875.
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL, for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto, 13s. (post free ).
BANKER ,

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY, to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia relating to the general business of the paper, should also
ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND be addressed. Literary communications should be
ANY DOUBT.

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the sameEvery one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

Debenture, within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings , address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current
OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU number, correspondents are respectfully requested to
RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .
£10 to £30,000 .

For full particulars apply by letter,addressed care TO ADVERTISERS.

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS, The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL,
tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty
MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL announces the fol. support of the leading members of the profession , the

lowing Drawings : ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

The 57th DRAWING of 1,500 IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN 1864 $ 10 in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes
DEBENTURBS took place on the 1st inst. , at Vienna. sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad

Scries - -76 -321-772-1,080- 1, 279 - 1,569- 1,793-1,845- 1,862-2, 137-2 ,445 vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha
2 ,518 -3, 229 ,3,457- 3,535

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium
were drawn for redemption upon the 1st of Junenext.

for the announcements of members of the profession , as
He will Forthwith Cash or Exchango any of the above

mentioned Debentures against other Debentures , Stocks, Shares to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap

or Obligations. pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

To secure safe delivery of Letters, Mr. F . W . requests that all com Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;
munications should beaddressed care of for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

Messrs. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, Bankers, panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

3 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL, Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser
Of whom full particulars of the above Drawings can be had on application . tion in the current number, should reach the office on

Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers, and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End
Newsvendors.

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE , CHEAPSIDE , LONDON. TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance In consequence of numerous applications from sub

Sheets, & c., printed with despatch . scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH , S . E . supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms: - In green cloth (well got up ) ,
TRANSLATIONS. with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

MR. ALFRED W . GEE, front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 68 . each . Sub

scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office
BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT, Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE , 62 Gracechurch

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C ., street, London, E .C .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed
by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c ., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and DECEMBER 11, 1875 .

speedy translations into , or from ,the French ,German, Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

There is no portion of the Bankruptcy Act which is so

little comprehended generally as the sections relating
Tbe Accountant.

to compositions. The practice in Bankruptcy itself is

clear, and liquidation, which follows in very nearly tho
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

same lines, is now familiar to every professional man .
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening' s mail ; price 6d . per copy, or But the essentials of a composition are often a puzzle

288. per annum (including postage) , the reduced terms to the uninitiated , though they differ but slightly from

The Accountant.
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the old practice. Formerly a composition with creditors, petition for liquidation is comprised in the phrase

or “ doing a deed ," was a very simple matter . By the petition in bankruptcy,' and though the plain words of

aid of friendly creditors and the manufacture of a the section refer merely to a judgment for a sum ex

sufficient majority of assents, the matter could be ceeding fifty pounds, that an execution for a sum of less

arranged without the debtor ever leaving his office , and than fifty pounds, but which the costs of execution bring

with but little risk of interference on the part of the | up to that amount, comes within its operation .

hostile minority. The Act has, it is true, imposed a But there is one curious distinction between the effect

little more formality upon debtors who wish to com of a petition in liquidation and a petition in

pound, but if a man has sufficient proxies at his bankruptcy, so far as regards the rights of

command, he may nearly always get a composition an execution creditor. Where the petition for

accepted. But there is a distinction between the liquidation is duly filed, and the first meeting

different kinds of composition which is frequently over held within the fourteen days, then, if no reso

looked , the neglect of which often leads to difficulties . lution is passed at the meeting, the sheriff is justified

In compositions, the property of the debtor does not in handing over the proceeds of the sale to the execn

pass from him of necessity . Hemay call together his tion creditor , and this, although the title of the trustee

creditors in solemn form ; he may point out to them to the property has been, in apparent defiance of the

that they will gain nothing by harassing him , but will 4th subsection of the 125th section of the Act, held to

find forbearance much to their advantage ; and state the relate back to the date of the filing of the petition . In

amount of composition he is willing to offer. If this is Mr. J. R .Chidley 's case , no question of this kind arose;

accepted , the debtor, so long as he duly pays the sums the sheriff received due notice of the presentation of

payable , is a free man , no property has passed from the petition, and the length of time which elapsed

him , and no forfeiture has been incurred . But where between petition, adjudication, and appointment of

the debtor has been adjudicated & bankrupt or has trustee, was of no advantage to the creditor . It must

filed a petition for liquidation , his property passes be observed too, finally, that in the present case the

away from him at once, and the effect of accepting a dissentient creditors were not secured creditors,

composition is merely to restore to him what he has strictly speaking. The Act suspends the operation of

lost, and even an annulment does not wholly the judgment for a fortnight, till it can be ascertained to

destroy the effect of a previous adjudication. But whom the property of the debtor belongs. If he

as regards the action of the creditors, the accept becomes bankrupt, then , as the title of the trustee is

ance of a composition is binding upon all, and an retrospective , the goods which were taken in execution ,

annulment of a bankruptcy on the terms of a certain and sold , were the goods of the trustee , to be dis

composition , effectually destroys all rights against the tributed by him among the generalbody of the creditors,

debtor which might have existed previously on the part and not the property of the debtor himself. It is true,

of any creditor. that the judgment creditors were secured to this extent

that, provided no adjudication were made, their claim
The case of Mr. G . R . Chidley's bankruptcy , which

would have to be paid in full in priority to any others.
has suggested the foregoing observations, may be taken

But the effect ofthe adjudication was to destroy this ad
as conclusive of the proposition we have stated ; but vantage ,and to reduce them to an equality with their less

there are other points of interest not directly touched energetic or more forbearing brethren. Hence they

by the judgment,which are worth briefly referring to . were not secured creditors at all ; and as the effect of

Under the 87th section of the Act, the sheriffwho has allowing them to continue their proceedings against the

taken in execution and sold the goods of a trader to satisfy debtor might have been to exhaust the assets available

a judgment for a sum exceeding fifty pounds, is bound for the payment of the composition,and so , by enabling

to retain the proceeds for fourteen days ; and if within every creditor to commence an action for the full

that time he receives notice of a petition in bankruptcy amount of his debt, undo the whole benefit that had

having been presented, he is to account for the pro been gained by the bankruptcy proceedings, the decision

ceeds to the trustee when appointed ,and if not, to hand of the court must be pronounced to be as sound on the

them over to the execution creditor . On the con - l principles of public convenience as on the more

struction of this section , it must be remarked , that a technical principles of judicial legislation .
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . evidence of fraud of some kind, which might perhaps be the
subject of some other proceedings, statutory or otherwise.
The question was whether there was evidence of the particular

COURT OF APPEAL, LINCOLN' - INN. things mentioned in these sub-sections ; whether there was
any evidence that these goods were disposed of otherwise than
in the ordinary way of trade. In his Lordship's opinion they

November 29. were dealt with in the most ordinary course of business. It
( Before Lords Justices JAMES, MELLISII, and BAGGALLAY. ) was a simple case of buying goods on credit for export to
EX PARTE BRETT - IN RE Hodgson.-- This case raised an Australia , and then obtaining an advance ofmoney on the bill

important question upon the construction of the Debtors Act , I of lading. The mode in which the money thus raised was
1869 . Section 11 of the Act provides that any person ad . | applied could not affect the present question . The Court would

judged bankrupt under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 , shall be not be justified in acceding to an application under these

deemed guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on conviction be particular sections of this Act merely because it was of opinion

liable to imprisonment for two years, in (among others ) the that there was evidence of some other fraud not mentioned in

following cases : _ " Sub-section 13 . - If within four months them . Lord Justice Mellish was of the same opinion. He

next before the presentation of a bankruptcy petition against I thought that the Court would not be warranted in allowing

him he, by any false representation or other fraud , has ob the trustee to prosecute the bankrupt at the expense of the

tained any property on credit and has not paid for the same. country unless it could see that there was a clear case within

Sub -section 14 . - If within four months next before the these sections. If thisapplication were granted , the consequence
presentation of a bankruptcy petition against him , he, being would be that every insolvent who purchased goods knowing

& trader, obtains, under the false pretence of carrying on that he would not be able to pay for them would be within the

business and dealing in the ordinary way of his trade, any provision . But the essence of the offence was that the goods

property on credit and has not paid for the same. unless themselves should have been dealt with not in the ordinary

the jury is satisfied that he had no intent to defraud. way of business. The thing aimed at was the obtaining of

Sub -section 15 . - If, within four months next before the goods on credit and then immediately selling them at a loss,

presentation of a bankruptcy petition against him , he, which was clearly not a transaction in the ordinary way of

being a trader, pawns, pledges , or disposes of otherwise than business. What was done in the present case amounted to

in the ordinary way of his trade any property which he nothing beyond the ordinary way of dealing with goods by an
has obtained on credit , and has not paid for, unless export merchant. It was clearly not within sub -sections 14

the jury is satisfied that he had no intent to defraud .” Sec. and 15 . His Lordship had had more doubt whether it was
tion 16 provides that where a trustee in any bankruptcy within sub-section 13 ; buthe thought it was not. To satisfy

reports to any Court exercising jurisdiction in bankruptcy thewordsof that sub - section he thought there must have been

that, in his opinion, a bankrupt has been guilty of any someactive fraud on the part of the bankrupt, similar to the
offences under this Act, “ the Court shall, if it appears to making of a false representation, and that the mere fact that

the Court that there is a reasonable probability that the heknew he could not pay for the goods would not be sufficient.
bankrupt may be convicted , order the trustee to pro . Lord Justice Baggallay concurred , observing that there was no

secute the bankrupt for such offence.” And, by Section evidence of any false representation made by the bankrupt to

17 , when a prosecution is ordered by the Court, the expenses the vendors of the goods, though the case was one of very
of the prosecution are to be paid " in the same way as the ex grave suspicion . After the usual adjournment in the middle

penses of prosecution for felony are paid " — that is , by the of the day, their Lordships did not return into Court. Mr.

public funds. Edward Hornby Hodgson and Frank Arthur Murray, the Registrar in attendance, then informed the Bar

Denham were merchants, carrying on business at Clements. that Lord Justice Mellish was indisposed and unable to sit any
house, Clemeuts -lane. They were adjudicated bankrupts on longer to-day , and, consequently , the business could not be

the 20th of February last. From the evidence taken in the bank proceeded with . If his Lordship should be well enough to

ruptcy it appeared that the firm had been in an insolvent state attend to -morrow ( Tuesday) the hearing of the bankrupt

from the beginning of 1874 . It was also shown that within four appeals would be continued then . If he could not attend then ,

months before the presentation of the petition the bankrupts the sitting of the Court to -morrow must depend upon whether

had on several occasions purchased large quantities of goods one of the Judges of the Common Law Divisions should be

upon credit for the purpose of exportation to Australia , and able to be present. This , however, could not be ascertained

that they had in each case at once raised money by pledging until late this afternoon , and possibly not till to-morrow

the bills of lading with the Bank of Australasia . The goods morning .

were not paid for. Hodgson, who appeared to have been the
acting partner, could not state what had become of themoney November 30 .
thus raised . The trustee under the bankruptcy made a report

to the Court that in his opinion the bankrupt Hodgson had
( Before Lords Justices JAMES and BAGGALLAY, and

been guilty of offences under section 11 of the Debtors' Act Baron BRAMWELL .)

viz , under sub -section 14 and 15 thereof, and then applied to EX PARTE LENNARD - IN RE Cudley. -- This was an appeal

the Court under section 16 for an order for the prosecution of from a decision of Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, sitting as Chief

the bankrupt Hodgson . This application was refused by Mr. Judge in Bankruptcy. On the 11th of December, 1874 , a
Registrar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge. The trustee bankruptcy petition was presented against Mr. J . R . Chidley,
appealed . Mr. Winslow , Q . C . (with whom was Mr. Brough ), a solicitor , as a trader, he having carried on the Abbey Mills

for the trustee, argued that the whole course of business of Distillery at West Ham . On the 5th of March , 1875 , he was

the bankrupt must be looked at, including the way in which adjudicated a bankrupt, and on the 29th of June Mr. John
the proceeds of the goods were applied. From that it was Riches was appointed trustee . On the 27th July a general
clear that he knew he would not be able to pay for the goods, meeting of the creditors was held , and it was resolved that the

and never intended to do so. Therefore sub-sections 14 and 15 I order of adjudication should be annulled forthwith , that the

met the case . But, if not, it was within sub -section 13 . creditors should accept in discharge of their claims against the

When the bankrupt boughtthe goods the creditors, of course , bankrupt a composition of ls. in the pound, payable in three

assumed that he intended to pay for them , and if he knew that I instalments, six, twelve , and eighteen months from the date

he could not do so, hewas guilty of a fraud equivalent to a false of the annulling of the bankruptcy, and that the composition
representation . No one appeared on behalf of the bankrupt. | should be secured by the covenant of Chidley, and by an

Lord Justice James was of opinion that the Registrar was assignment by him to Riches oí all his personal property, on

quite right in refusing the application. There was abundant trust to secure the composition , and with power of salo in case
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of default. On the 5th of August the courtmade an order was, beyond all question , vested in the trustee under the
approving these resolutions, and directing them to be carried bankruptcy, and the Court having the administration of that

into effect, and the same dayanother order was made annulling property approved a scheme by which it was to be assigned as

the bankruptcy. On the 6th of August Chidley executed an a security for the payment of the composition . The order was

assignment accordingly. On the 5th of December, 1874, therefore made in what continued to be a matterof bankruptcy,
Messrs. H . B . Lennard and A . Blockey, who had recovered and it was within the words of Section 72 — " a case of
judgment against Chidley in an action at law for a debt above bankruptcy " in which the Court of Bankruptcy had “ full

£50, issued execution on the judgment, under which the power to decide all questions whatsoever, whether of law or
Sheriff of Essex seized goods of the debtor before the com . fact , arising." The other learned judges concurred. Mr.

mission of the act of bankruptcy on which the adjudication Winslow and Mr. R . T . Reid then argued on the merits that
was made. After the annulling of the bankruptcy Lennard the effect of the argument to accept the composition was to
and Blockey claimed the right to proceed with their execution , make the debtormaster of his property again , as if no petition

and on the 20th of August the Registrar granted an injunction had been filed. This was shown by the case of “ Ex parte
to restrain them from so doing, on the ground that they were Jones ” (23 “ Weekly Reporter," 886). Therefore , " the
bound by the composition scheme. The execution creditors execution which was valid against him ought now to be
appealed . Section 28 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, pro allowed to go on . Mr. De Gex and Mr. Griffiths were not

vides : heard on this point. Lord Justice James was of opinion that
" The trustees may, with the sanction of a special reso. the decision of the Registrar was well founded . Theobjections

lution of the creditors assembled at any meeting of which taken to it were technical and formal rather than matters of

notice has been given specifying the object of such meeting, substance. He entirely adhered to what was said in “ E :

accept any composition offered by the bankrupt, or assent to parte Jones " viz, that a majority of creditors could not by

any general scheme of settlement of the affairs of the bankrupt their own act compel a dissentient creditor to give up his

upon such termsas may be thought expedient, and with or security and accept something else in satisfaction of it. But

without a condition that the order of adjudication is to be here that which was done was done by the creditors with the

annulled, subject , nevertheless , to the approval of the court, authority of the court. An adjudication had actually been

to be testified by the judge of the court signing the instru validly made, and it could only be annulled , and was only
ment containing the terms of such composition or scheme, or annulled , by the Court for the general benefit of the creditors,

embodying such terms in an order of the court. Where the not by reason of any infirmity in its inception . At the time

annulling order of adjudication is made a condition of any when the order was made by the court the property in these
composition with the bankrupt, or of any general scheme goods belonged to the general body of the creditors, and they

for the liquidation of his affairs, the court, if it approves such were distributable among them in priority to the claim of the

composition or general scheme, shall annul the adjudication execution creditors. Then the body of the creditors came to a

on an application made by or on behalf of any person in . resolution adopting a scheme one of the terms of which was

terested , and the adjudication shall be annulled from and after that the debtor's property should be assigned to a trustee for

the date of the order annulling the same. The provisions of the benefit of the creditors generally as a security for the pay .

any composition or general schememade in pursuance of this ment of the composition , and this scheme was approved by

Act may be enforced by the court on a motion made in a the court and the bankruptcy was annulled . In his Lordship 's
summary manner by any person interested , and any dis . | opinion , the effect of this transaction was that that property,

obedience of the order of the court on such motion shall be which was then the property of the creditors, was intended to

deemed to be a contempt of court . The approval of the court be, and was, vested by the court in the trustee for the benofit
shall be conclusive as to the validity of any such composition of the creditors generally. In substance and effect, the pro .

or scheme, and it shall be binding on all the creditors , so far perty continued vested in the same person as a security for
as relates to any debts due to them and provable under the the payment of the composition , freed and discharged from
bankruptcy." the execution . The Registrar's order was, therefore, right.

And by Section 81 Lord Justice Baggallay was of the same opinion . The creditors
“ Whenever any adjudication in bankruptcy is annulled, all having agreed to this scheme, and the Court having approved

sales and dispositions of property and payments duly made, it, it appeared to his Lordship that Mr. Riches was in substance
and all acts theretofore done, by the trustee or any person a person appointed by the Court, under Section 81, in whom

acting under his authority , or by the court, shall be valid , but the property of the bankrupt should vest, and all that property

the property of the debtor who was adjudged a bankrupt shall was vested in him to secure the composition . Baron Bram .

in such case vest in such person as the Court may appoint, or, well was entirely of the same opinion . He took it to be clear
in default of any such appointment, revert to the bankrupt for that, if the bankruptcy had gone on , the appellants would have

all his estate or interest therein , upon such terms and subject lost the benefit of their execution . It was not reasonable to
to such conditions, if any, as the Court may declare by order." suppose that the composition was to give them an exclusive

Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., and Mr. R . T . Reid , for the appellant, benefit . Whether or not it was necessary that an actual

argued that after the bankruptcy was annulled the Court had assignment should be made by the bankrupt, it was manifest

no jurisdiction to make the order. It could not decide the that there had been antecedently a disposition of the property

rights of mortgages in a case of composition .Mr. De Gex , Q . O ., of the bankrupt within the meaning of Section 81, giving to

and Mr. Robertson Grifliths, for the trustee, contended that the creditors at any rate an equitable interest in this property,
the adjudication had taken away the rights of the appellants free from the execution . If the property did not revest in the

to sell under their execution , and that the goods, which but bankrupt, cadit quæstio . If it did, it revested in him subject

for the order to annulwould have been distributable in the to an equitable interest in the creditors, and an obligation on
bankruptcy, were now vested in the trustee to secure the com - his part to execute the assignment.

position . Mr. Winslow replied . Lord Justice James was of EX PARTE ANDREW - IN RE ANDREW . — This was an appeal

opinion that in the case of an arrangement under Section 28 from a decision of Mr. Registrar Pepys, as Chief Judge. On

the Court of Bankruptcy had full jurisdiction to determine all the 19th of July last, a debtor' s summons was issued against

questions which might arise . It was not necessary to decide Jabez Henry Andrew , a packing -case maker in Ormside-street,

what the Court could do in an ordinary case of composition Old Kent-road , and it was served on him the next day. Tho
between a debtor and his creditors. But here there was a case summoning creditors were Mr. Peter Rolt , who claimed a debt

of bankruptcy, and the order annulling the adjudication was of £26 12s. 9d ., and Mr. Arnold Goodwin , who claimed a debt
made by the Court itself as part of a composition or scheme of £33 14s. 20., thus making together a debt above £50, the
which had been approved by the Court. At the timewhen the sum necessary to support such a summons. Andrew took no

composition or schemewas made,the property of the bankrupt steps to dispute the summons, but he alleged that he made a
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tender, within seven days of the service of the summons, of subsisting contracts , & c.,thereto belonging,with a proviso that
£26 128, 9d . to Mr. Rolt. The tender was, however, made to a the agreements should take effect as from the 31st August,
clerk , who said that he had no authority to receive payment, then last. On the 7th of October Mr. Martin attended a

and refused to accept it. No other step was taken to comply meeting of directors and took part in allotting the shares ; and
with the summons, and Andrew was afterwards adjudicated a on the 31st ofOctober the company was incorporated , with
bankrupt on the petition of Messrs . Rolt and Goodwin , on the articles of association which purported to ratify and adopt
ground that he had committed an act of bankruptcy by the provisionalagreement. On the 15th of October and on

noglecting to pay the debts claimed by the summons. Andrew subsequent occasions, as well before as after the incorporation
appealed from the adjudication . Mr. R . Vaughan Williams, of the company, Mr. Martin entered into contracts with Fox
for the appellant, contended that on the true construction of and Bear, who were the managing directors, and delivered
the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, two separate creditors could not goods as before , in the belief that he would be protected by

join in one debtor' s summons ; and , if they could , the tender the clause in the articles, but this proved not to be the

of payment of one of the debts put an end to the right to | case, and in the result he was called upon by the share
proceed with the summons. Mr. De Gex , Q . C ., and Mr. E . C . holders to account for his profits under the contracts . He
Willis, for the creditors, argued that, as two creditors were made an offer to refund the amount of such profits, after
permitted by the Act to unite in a bankruptcy petition in order deduction of losses under some of the contracts , but his
to make up the requisite sum of £50 , itmust have been equally offer was not accepted, and this bill was filed to compel him
intended that they should be able to unite in compelling the to account for his profits under all the contracts entered
debtor to commit an actof bankruptcy. The tender alleged in this into by him since the time he agreed to become a director,
case was not sufficient, and , if it had been , still the summons without set off of losses, on the ground of the fiduciary re
was not satisfied unless the debtor tendered payment of both lation subsisting between himself and the company. Mr.
the debts. Mr. Williams replied . Lord Justice James said Robinson , Q C ., and Mr. F . W . Bush , for the plaintiff company ,
that, for the purpose of the decision , he would assume that a admitted that the defendant had acted throughout with perfect
good tender had been made. He adhered to the opinion he good faith , and that the contracts, without exception, were fair

had expressed in a former case — " ex parte Kibble ” (“ Law and reasonable, but these circumstances, they urged, could
Reports," 10 Chancery Appeals ) — that there were great incon not take the case out of the general rule — that a director
veniences in allowing two or more creditors to join in issuing cannot deal with his company with a view to profit unless
one debtor 's summons, but it appeared to him , on full con . there be a stipulation that he shall be at liberty to do so . Mr.
sideration of the Act and the rules and forms, that it was Chitty , Q . C ., and Mr. North , for the defendant, admitted that
intended that two or more creditors, whose several debts were he was liable to account for the profits upon contracts entered

less than £50 , but whose debts in the aggregate amounted into subsequently to the incorporation of the company, which
to £50, should be able to take out & debtor 's summons profits he all along had been prepared to account for ; but they

for the purpose of making their debtor a bankrupt. If that contended he was not liable to account for his profits upon

was so, an act of bankruptcy could not be avoided by the contracts prior to the incorporation , for the company was not

debtor making a tender of one of the debts claimed to one of then in existence , and there could beno agency on behalf of a
the creditors. By so doing the requirements of the summons non -existent principal ; and the company, having agreed to

were not complied with , and the Court should not compel one buy Fox and Bear's contracts,must be taken to have notice of

creditor to accept the tender for the purpose of destroying the the defendant' s participation in them . The Master of the Rolls ,

act of bankruptoy. Lord Justico Baggallay and Baron Bram . after hearingMr. Robinson in reply , said the rule was meant
well concurred . to meet cases of fraud , and the Court would not , where, as in

BANKRUPT APPEALS.- Lord Justice James gave notice that the present instance, it was satisfied of the good faith of &

these appeals will not be taken again before Thursday , defendant, bring him within the mischief of the rule without

December 9 . absolute necessity . It had been argued that from themoment
he agreed to become a director the defendant was disabled
from entering into contracts to supply materials for the use of

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE . the company by reason of his fiduciary position ; but, in point
of fact, he did not at that time occupy a fiduciary position .
Hewas not at that time a trustee or agent for the company ,or

CHANCERY DIVISION. any body else. He was simply a principal, contracting to sell
goods to Fox and Bear,who were the only other parties to the

contract and the parties liable to perform it. The subsequent
December 3 . adoption by the company of these contracts did not put the

(Before the Master of the Rolls.) company in the position ofFox and Bear ; itmerely authorised

ALBION STEEL AND WIRE COMPANY, LIMITED , V. MARTIN . the directors to see to the performance of the contracts . If

This was a suit for an account against a director of the plain after the incorporation of the company there had been a breach

tiff company, raising a new point under the general equitable of contract on the defendant's part, Fox and Bear would have

rule that a person occupying a fiduciary position is not at been the proper parties to sue, not the company. Being of

liberty to derive profit therefrom without the knowledge of his opinion that the plaintiffs' case failed as to contracts prior to

principal. In September, 1872, Messrs. Fox and Bear were the incorporation of the company, there would be judgment

carrying on business at Sheffield under the style or firm of for an account of the profits of subsequent contracts only ;

George Gray and Co. ; and negotiations were going on between each party to pay his own costs of suit up to and inclusive of
them and an accountant named Allott for the transfer of their the hearing.

business to a limited company promoted by himself. Mr.

Martin , who was in the habitofsupplying the firm with various December 4 .
descriptions of iron under contract, was asked to become a

director of the projected company, and on the 7th of Septem THE CARMARTIIENSHIRE ANTHRACITE COAL AND Inox Com

ber he agreed to become a director, on the understanding that | PANY, LIMITED -- The voluntary winding-up of this company

a clause would be inserted into the articles of association to was ordered to continue under the supervision of the court,

enable him to continue to supply goods to the company. On after an ineffectual opposition on the part of some share

the 21th of September a provisionalagreement was executed holders who pressed for a compulsory winding-up . Mr. Rox

by which Fox and Bear agreed to sell, and Allott, as promoter, burgh , Q . C ., Mr. Chitty, Q . C ., Mr. Davey, Q .C ., Mr. Kekewich ,

agreed to buy on behalf of the company when incorporated, Mr. Owen , Mr. E . T. Holland, and Mr. Warnington were the
the goodwill of the business of George Gray and Co ., with all counsel engaged.
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THE INTERNATIONAL PATENT PULP COMPANY, LIMITED, - A
compulsory winding -up order was made in this case. Mr. F .

H . Colt, Mr. Macnaghten, and Mr. Methold appeared.

( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS.)

THE PHOSPHATE Sewage COMPANY, LIMITED, V . HARTMONT

AND OTHERS. — The arguments in this part heard case were

continued to-day. Mr. Whitehorne, for Messrs. Engelbach

and Keir , before proceeding to argue on their behalf, said he

had appeared for Mr. Ramsden, who was no longer a party
to the suit . It was, however, only right to say that Mr. Rams

den was present at the meeting of the company in March ,

1872, when the question of the French contract was under

consideration . He was there as a holder of 12 shares in the
company. He seconded Mr. Parry's proposition for a poll,
and afterwards voted in favour of the immediate payment of

the £150 ,000, instead of the deferred one of £250,000. Till
that moment Mr. Ramsden had never seen Mr. Hartmont ;

and never was his nominee. With respect to Messrs. Engel

bach and Keir, the case made against them by the bill in this

suit was very far from correct. The defendants were charged

generally with fraud throughout the transactions in dispute ; but

Messrs. Engelbach and Keir were specifically accused of three
things — first, that they were “ promoters ” of the company ;
second, that they had joined as conspirators with the others to

concoct a scheme for the purpose of committing a fraud ; third ,

that they did certain improper acts in furtherance of that

fraud ; and fourth , that they finally completed the fraud. The

general answers to these charges were these : - First, they

believed in the soundness of the process which was to be

worked out by the company in their operations ; they also
believed that the property to be acquired by the company was a

valuableoneand would prove a success ; second ,they as financial

agents undertook to do certain works in the formation of,and

for, the company, for a certain fixed remuneration , which they

were from their position perfectly competent to do ; that which

they did they did thoroughly ; and the remuneration they

received they took openly from the parties entitled to give it ,

and with the knowledge of every one concerned ; third , there

was in their conduct no fraud, no deliberate deceit, and no im
proper concealment of any thing; and fourth , they were not

accountable for the present state of the company, whatever
that might be. No doubt they were promoters of the company,

in a sense at least; but the fact of a man being a promoter of
a company - doing acts which tended to or assisted in its pro

creation - in no way made thatman a promoter in the sense of

any fiduciary relationship between the company and himself,
Of course, there could be no such relationship between a pro

moter of that sort and the still unborn company. Messrs.
Engelbach and Keir had every reason , and notably from the re

port of a MonsieurGrafinstein , who had been sent out to San
Domingo to examine the island of Alto Vela - for regarding the

project as likely to be a good one. The company was, in fact ,
formed for three objects - ( 1) to work the concession ; ( 2 ) to

work a patent of the Messrs. Lawson ; and (3 ) to work four
patents of the Messrs. Forbes and Preed. The concession was
neither void nor voidable in 1871, when Messrs. Engelbach

and Keir had conveyed to them the property comprised in it,

as bare trustees for the company ; and they were not to be
made liable for the losses of a company which , sound in its

origin , had become afterwards unhealthy, by reason of its own
conduct. The learned counsel then went minutely, and at

great length , into all the details of the case, as they affected

the Messrs. Engelbach and Keir, and concluded his argument,

at a quarter to 5 o 'clock , by urging that no case whatever had

been established against his clients for the repayment of any
portion either of the £65,000 , or the £15 ,000, as claimed by

the bill. Before resuming his seat Mr. Whitehorne read some

passages from a report of the present directors of the company,

signed by its chairman, which , he contended , showed that the

company could not be in so very bad a condition as had been
supposed . At the same time, he said , in reply to a question

from the Court, thathe believed the causes of the downfall of

the company arose , first, from the reputation acquired by it in
consequence of the proceedings with respect to the alleged
French contract for the £250 ,000 ; and, second, from the

revengeful feeling entertained by the Dominican Government
towards Mr. Hartmont on account of his failure in raising the
loan of £430,000 which he had undertaken to obtain for them .

The arguments were continued on Monday. Mr. J.

Pearson , Q . C ., for the assignee in bankruptcy of Messrs .

Peter Lawson and Son (the last defendant on the record), said,

- It was of the greatest importance to his client to appreciate

clearly the nature of the issue between him and the plaintiff

company. They only sought a declaration with respect to the

£65 ,000 , but prayed no relief as to the £15,000 They asked

that the Messrs. Lawson 's estate might be held liable to repay
the £65,000,and for liberty to go in and prove for that amount

in the Scotch bankruptcy. In the early part of the present

century, viz . in 1813 — there was a controversy, when there

were two bankruptcies of the same estate, one in England and

the other in Scotland, which was to have precedence. That

controversy was ultimately decided in favour of that one of the

two bankruptcies which had occurred first. In this case there

was only the Scotch bankruptcy , and therefore no difficulty

existed in that respect. The sequestration in the Messrs .

Lawson 's bankruptcy occurred on the 11th of February, 1873.

The plaintiff company then took in a claim on the 4th of

March following . On the 19th of April, 1873 , the bill in this

suit was filed . On the 24th of June, 1873 , the claim so carried

in , in Scotland , was withdrawn , and on the 28th of June, 1873 ,

another one for the absolute payment of the £65,000 was

substituted for the former. On the 22nd of October, 1873, the

trustee in the Scotch bankruptcy rejected that claim . Further

steps by way of appeal were taken by the plaintiff company,

but without success, and the matter was now about to go before

the House of Lords. So far for the proceedings in Scotland . As

regarded the case made by the plaintiff company in this suit, it

was to be observed that they sought relief against the firm of

Messrs. Peter Lawson and Son , and their estate only, and not

against any member of the firm individually. It was said that

the firm knew the concession to have been void or voidable ,

and therefore worthless, in the first instance, and that they,

being in want of a sum of £17,000, concocted the alleged

fraudulent scheme, which had been so much commented on .

If, however, the Messrs . Lawson and Son believed at the

time of the sale of the concession to the company
that the concern was & valuable one, and had good

reason for so thinking, they could not be accused of

palming off upon it, or the public , a worthless bargain .

Now the evidence adduced by the plaintiff company themselves

showed that the committee of investigation , which was ap .

pointed in December, 1872, made their inquiries into the con

dition of the concession , cross-examined Mr. Hartmont as to

it, and in February, 1873, with the concurrence of all parties

concerned, recommended the rescission of the existing, and the

granting to the company of a new , concession . The company

then found that they must work the concession

themselves, and a proposition was made for a new one. This

Court was, nevertheless, now gravely asked to say that the

whole affair was a sham , and that in 1870 or 1871 every one

knew it to be so. It was absurd to suppose that any one would

wish to continue the working of really a sham concern . But,

independent of that, the character of the Messrs. Lawson and

Son then stood too high for them to be thought capable of con .

cocting a fraud, and a fraud which , if perpetrated or attempted ,

must have been so with the eyes of every one upon them . To

establish a fraud, there must be a person deceived as well as a

deceiver ; and here there was no proof of any one having been

for one instant deceived by any act of the Messrs . Lawson

and Son . The acts particularly laid to their charge were

these : - 1 . That they ought not to have been parties to

the conveyance of the concession to the company, and that

Mr. Hartmont ought to have been . 2. That the prospectus

was fraudulent, in not stating the voidability of the conces

sion ; and 3 . In its stating that they had spent £39,000 “ in
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connexion " with the Island of Alto Vela ; and 4. The plain and Son , he should , before he concluded, be able to sub

tiff company - - as if they knew the other three charges could stantiate every word uttered by him in his opening. The
not be maintained - said if the articles of association were defendants ,here, if one half of them were to be credited , con .
examined it would be seen that Mr. Henry Graham Lawson sidered the other half to have been guilty of the grossest
one of the firm was a director of the company. He, there . fraud ; and it had been over and over again asserted that
fore, must be taken to have known all the fraud (if there was every one of the “ corporators, " as they were called , or persons
any ) and be liable for all his partner' s misdeeds, of which the concerned in getting up the company , knew every thing that

company now complained. Further, it was insisted that had been done in the matter, with the exception of Mr.
Forsyth , who, it was said , knew hardly any thing of several

they were moral guarantorg of the concession , and therefore points in dispute,which ,however, he oughtto haveknown. The

responsible to the plaintiffs in this suit . But the only relief facts , then , were these : — There was a contract in April, 1871,
prayed was against Messrs. Lawson and Son 's estate , not for the sale to the company of the concession for £65,000, of
against Mr. Henry Graham Lawson , who was not even a party which £45 ,000 was to be paid in cash , and £20,000 in shares.

to this suit. Then further, the concession was originally Before that sale -- a very few weeks before it - the Messrs.
granted to Mr. Hartmont and Mr. Begbie in 1868 . They Lawson and Son , the ostensible vendors in it, had parted with

afterwards assigned their interests in the concession on certain all their interest in the contract , and had sold the very same

terms to Messrs. Lawson and Son , in December, 1870 . Those concession (he would not then advert to the patents) for

gentlemen were regarded as the vendors. Then , when the £10,000 ; so that while the whole value, in any point of view ,
contract was entered into for the sale by them of the con of the concession , was then only £10,000, they were to get, in

cession to the company in 1871 , it would be found apparent, little less than a month ,the increased amount of £65,000.
and it was the fact, that on the face of the documents carrying But then , supposing every one concerned knew every thing ,

outthat arrangement the very clause of forfeiture, as it affected there was this additional fact - from December, 1870, when the

the existence of the concession , was fully stated , together with affair got into the hands of Messrs. Engelbach and Keir , there

guch a disclosure of all necessary information as the most was a secret understanding, not reduced into & written or
accurate and censorious of critics would ever be expected to formal shape, not entered upon any of the deeds, as to a sum

require. Where then was the alleged fraud so vehemently of £15 ,000 . The real object of that understanding was

urged against the Messrs. Lawson and Son ? There wasno con . eventually to get rid of the claims of a Mr. Gill to a remunera

cealment of any thing which they werebound to disclose. With tion for what he said were his services. The £15 ,000 was to

the publishing of the prospectus by the company itself, whether be paid to Messrs. Engelbach and Keir for distribution by

true or false, they had nothingwhatever to do. Oneof their firm them among the persons whom they should select ; and Mr.

| Hartmont, it was said , actually divided the money. If, there .
and at a time when they had ceased to have any interest in the fore , in March , 1871, the true value of the concern was only

concern ? Mr. Henry Graham Lawson only attended one £10,000 at the utmost, was it not clear that there was through .

meeting of the company,and there wasnothing to make him out the whole transaction a complete catena of fraud ? But,
responsible on that account. In reality , the whole foundation as he did not wish to make unfounded charges of such a

of the plaintiff company's case was this -- that all the parties nature, he would proceed to clear away several misappre

interested knew they were going into a concern for the express hensions which appeared to him to have prevailed during
purpose of deceiving the public . If such had been the case, the arguments. He would shape his reply thus : - 1 . He
there would have been & villanous conspiracy indeed . But would re -examine the case as it stood upon the

nothing of the sort existed , and nothing of the kind was bill in the suit. 2 . He would consider the concession

proved in the case. The learned counsel then wentminutely itself. 3 . He would show that it was in any point of view of
through the various facts of the case (as they have been already little or no commercial value, and that it was not worth

more or less fully noticed in The Accountant) with reference £10,000, and certainly not worth £65 ,000. 4 . He would prove

to their bearing on the specific charges made against the that it was voidable, as all parties knew , or if they did not

Messrs. Lawson and Son , and concluded by insisting that as know it, their own blindness was the cause of their ignorance.

all the accusations of fraud - all the motives for any on his 5 . Hewould show that there was a forfeiture of the conces .

client' s part - all the alleged improper concealment, and all the sion in 1871, in respect of things then existing, and of the
supposed misrepresentations by them had been entirely dis deficiency in the exports from the island in 1870. 6 . He

proved , the Bill against them in this suit should be dismissed should argue that the Dominican Government acted reason

with costs. Atthe conclusion of Mr. Pearson 's argument, Mr. | ably in the matter ; that phosphate of alumina was not heard

Henry Graham Lawson was called , and cross-examined by Mr. of in 1869, at the time of the grant of the concession ; and
Horace Davey. The witness admitted , inter alia , that he did that the Government, therefore, could very fairly say, “ We
not think the Dominican Government got more than £50,000 did not then raise any question as to that.” 7 . He should
out of the loan of £420,000 which Mr.Hartmont originally , and examine the machinery by which the sale to the company was

which , as it appeared , the Messrs. Lawson and Son afterwards, carried out, and make it manifest that every one of the de

undertook to negotiate ; but that that sum of £50,000 was fendants was impeachable for that sale. 8 . He should show ,

borrowed by the Messrs. Lawson and Son from the also , how the £65,000 was divided. 9 . With respect to the
British Linen Company, and paid by Mr. Henry Graham £15 ,000, he had said at the opening, and he said still, that it

Lawson to the agents of the Dominican Government. was and is practically an undefended case. The counsel for
The arguments on behalf of the defendants in Messrs. Engelbach and Keir , on whom was thrown the prin

cipal duty of explaining that part of the transactions, kept
this part-heard case were concluded on Tuesday. Mr. J .

quite clear of the rocks they saw looming so dangerously ahead

Napier Higgins, Q .C ., in reply , said he had listened to the of them . 10 . Lastly , he should consider the legal

addresses of the defendants' counsel during more than ten consequences to the parties with reference to the £65 ,000,

days, and with respect to the opinionswhich he had expressed and in doing so would deal with the right of the company,

in his opening, he retracted nothing, withdrew nothing , and as such , to sue the defendants in this case, and the effect

qualified nothing . He repeated that the case was one of fraud of the Joint-Stock Companies Act, 1862, and the force of

in its commencement, fraud in its continuation , and fraud in the argument that this was a case “ prima impressionis."

all its circumstances. Many facts had transpired since the Now , the bill in the suit did not seek any relief in respect of

opening which justified those assertions. The other side had Messrs. Forbes and Price's patents, for which they had been

in many respects imputed to him a meaning which it was not paid the sum of £16 ,000 , wholly irrespective of the £65 ,000 ,

his intention , in every instance, to convey ; but as regarded and with which payment those gentlemen were quite satis

Mr. Hartmont, Mr. Begbie, Mr. Ogle, and the Messrs. Lawson fied . It had , indeed, been most strangely argued that the
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plaintiff company could not get the contract of which they Į day of the hearing. Mr. J. Napier Higgins, Q . C ., in continuing
complained rescinded without giving the defendants some his reply , adverted to several details of the case connected
relief as to those patents . But the matters were wholly with the forfeiture of the concession , which , he said , was
distinct. The company had done their best - though that proved by this additional fact among others — viz , that prior
was not much - to work the patents, and had only got in to the negotiations in 1872 for the grant by the Dominican
volved in profitless litigation while Mr. Hartmont was at the Government to the company of a new concession , Mr. Hart
head oftheir affairs . That gentleman and the Lawsons having mont was in possession of a letter from the representative of
got the concession , and Mr. Ogle and Mr. Begbie being inter thatGovernment notifying to the company that the Govern .
ested in it , wanted to form a company to work it . To get ment had, on the assumption that the concession was forfeited,
the requisite capital they only issued about 8 , 100 out of actually resold the Island of Alto Vela to some French con .
the first proposed issue of 12,000 shares. Of those, 4 ,500 cessionaires. That led to further consideration of the position
were taken by the directors of the company, who then in which the matter then stood ; and the Dominican Govern .
became vendors of the shares in the market, in order to give ment proposed, as the condition of a new concession to the
an appearance of stability to the concern . The public only company, that they must get & release from the French
had some 3 ,600 shares allotted to them ; but the number concessionaires of their interest in the concern , and must
of shares sold really exceeded the share capital of the com waive all their claims against Messrs. Hartmont and Co. in
pany . Then came the Oppert contract. In addition to the respect of the £65 ,000 already paid for the concession . All
£15 ,000 , there was a cash commission , on the whole capital, this showed the intimate connexion between the loan nego
of £1,500, which Messrs. Engelbach and Keir justified tiated for the Government by Mr. Hartmont and the con
themselves in accepting by saying “ they did not keep it, cession . After dwelling at some length on the surrounding
but paid it to Mr. Ogle ." Mr. Ogle said it was Mr. Hart. circumstances of that portion of the case, as establishing
mont's money . There was the most extraordinary un against the principal defendants - viz . Mr. Hartmont, Mr.
certainty throughout all that part of the case, and as to Begbie , Mr. Ogle , and Messrs. Lawson and Son - the charges
the distribution of the shares. This, however, was clear - made by the bill in the suit, the learned counsel proceeded to
that in November, 1870, the concession was worthless, and discuss the legal consequences of the proved facts — first, as to
the Lawsons were in difficulties. That was proved by the contract itself ; and second , as to the several defendants .
letters from Mr. Henry Graham Lawson to Mr. Begbie , and He argued that the plaintiff company had a perfect right
to his own firm , written in November, 1869, and by a letter to have the contract of April, 1871, which saddled them with
from Messrs. Lawson and Son to Mr. Hartmont. Those this ruinous and worthless bargain . set aside. They had
gentlemen - Messrs . Lawson and Son - appeared to be un that right because the contract was fraudulent and improper,
pleasantly mixed up with Mr. Hartmont, and the corre and one which could not be forced on the company without the
spondence referred to showed that they knew at that time fullest knowledge and acquiescence of all the parties interested .
that the concession was worthless. In one of the letters They also had the right because not only was the contract bad
Mr. Henry Graham Lawson stated that there was , in fact , in itself, but the means by which it was imposed on the com
no guano on the island of Alto Vela , but that providen pany were also fraudulent. Those means were the procure.
tially “ something had turned up ." That something ment of an agent and promoter of the company, who, for &
was phosphate of alumina. In another letter the island price to be paid out of the assets of the company as a bribe,
was spoken of as “ that wretched island," and as being should be induced not to do his duty to his principal - the
" any thing but a guano island.” The “ sample guano,” it company - -but to neglect his duty and aid in carrying out the
was said , was good , but the great bulk of the production fraudulent contract. Then , again , the contract could not
very inferior. The correspondence also spoke of the stand, because the firm of solicitors who were to act for the
Messrs. Lawson obtaining the island without payment of company, and who were informed thus they would be treated
any royalty to the Sun Domingo Government. The grant as so acting, perferred the interest of the vendors to those of
of the concession was mixed up with the San Domingo their clients (the company) ; neglected their duty to the com
loan , and that Government said they only actually received pany, and were guilty, to say the least, of the grossest negli
£30,000 of their money. However that might be, it was in gence and unfairness. Their negligence alone might not,
evidence that on the 1st of July , 1869, Messrs. Lawson and perhaps, have had so much weight against them , but, as it
Son wrote to Mr. Hartmont with reference to the loan , was, that and the misrepresentations which Mr. Forsyth had
and , speaking of the island , said there were 3,000,000 tons of ||made together gave the plaintiff company a right to rescind
guano on it, which could be most advantageously worked the contract. Mr. Harrison , one of the directors,when he saw
every year ; while just before that Mr. Henry Graham Lawson the statement in the prospectus, thatMessrs. Lawson and Son
had written to his firm to say there was hardly any guano on had expended the £39,000 in connexion with the island, at
it. Further, it appeared froin other letters in evidence that in | once required the truth of that statement to be ascertained ;
1870 the Government had threatened to forfeit the con - | and if Mr. Forsyth had not then said that there were in his
cession unless the royalties due to it were paid . Now , the possession accounts which would show that that or some
Scotch Courts thought there was clearly some fraud in similar amount had been spent, Mr. Harrison would then and
the matter, but did not consider the Lawsons to have been there have put his foot upon the mischief, and all the fraud
guilty of it. Assuming, for a moment, that they had that was perpetrated might never have occurred . Even if this
accounts to show that the statement in the prospectus that suit was considered as one for damages for the breach of the
they had spent £39,000 in connection with the island was contract, the recent Judicature Acts removed all technical
correct, how could that statement be reconciled with the objections on that ground, and enabled the Court to deal with
allegations in the correspondence referred to ? But no the rights of the parties now before it. Even if the Court
such accounts had been produced in evidence . The learned should not adopt that view of the effect of the recent Statutes,
counsel then adverted to the position of Mr. Forsyth in the authorities went to the length of showing that where there
connection with the Messrs. Lawson and the company, the was what amounted only to " moral " fraud , a contract
statements in the prospectus, the issuing of it, the con dependent on such a basis might be rescinded in Equity . The
tract for the payment of the £15 ,000 to Messrs. Engelbach doctrine of restitutio in integrum , without which it was said
and Keir, the division of it, the dealing with the shares, no decree could be made, and which had been held up by the
the concurrent sub -contract, and several other matters defendants ' counsel like a red flag of danger, really presented
relating to the details of the case. He had not concluded his no difficulty where fraud was proved to have governed the
address when the Court rose . transaction . Here there was the greatest amount of fraud.

The arguments on behalf of the plaintiff company in this | Nor could it be said that the plaintiff company had been guilty

part -heurd case were concluded on Wednesday, being the 16th of any delay. The contract impeached was in April, 1871,
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and the bill in this suit was filed in April, 1873. If the by arrangement. On the 1st of August a further instalment
company was entitled - as, under all the circumstances of the of rent, amounting to £55 , became due in advance, and on the
case , he said it was -- to have had this contract rescinded at 14th of the samemonth the appellant levied a further distress

the end of the year 1871, nothing whatever had since occurred upon the premises of the debtor, then in the occupation of the
to deprive them of that right. All thatrelated to the £65 ,000 . trustee, for that sum . The trustee paid the amount of the
As to the sub -agreement for the £15 ,000 , its existence was not first distress,which was for rent due before the commencement
known to the company and its present advisers till after the of the liquidation , but denied the appellant's right to distrain
bill in this suit was filed , when it was introduced into the bill for rent due afterwards. The County Court Judge adopted the
by way of amendment. But the case against the defendants view of the trustee, and granted an injunction restraining the
more directly concerned with the payment and distribution of landlord from taking further proceedings under the second
the £15 ,000 was practically undefended. What, therefore , distress. The landlord appealed. His Lordship held that,
the plaintiff company was entitled to was a decree in their under the 34th section of the Act, the appellant had a right to
favour as to the £65 ,000 , with an inquiry as to damages ; and distrain for the full amount which he claimed , and, as that

as to the profits , if any, which they might have made by the right was interfered with by the order of the learned Judge,
working of the concession , and the giving up to the the appealmust be allowed.
defendants of tho concession and any profits, and the ( Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief
Messrs. Lawson 's patent, which had never been used .

Judge.)
The learned counsel then commented at great length

on the various circumstances of the case as they IN RE HENDREY AND KALSHOVEN. — This was an adjourned

related to the £15 ,000 , the issuing of the prospectus, sitting for public examination . The bankrupts, Messrs.

the rigging of the market - procured through the misconduct, Ramsey, Hendrey , and John Christian Kalshoven , were

as he contended , of the directors and the secretary of the com colonial merchants, carrying on business at 61 Mark -lane, and

pany , who issued and signed the false certificate of shares their balance-sheet returned debts amounting to £10 ,663, and

the contract with the Messrs. Oppert and Co . for the alleged assets £3,713. At a former sitting the bankrupt Kalshoven

French contract, and several other details , all of which have alone appeared, and the trustee proposed to examine him fully

already been more or less fully noticed in The Accountant; and upon his accounts , but the court ordered that requisitions

argued that, although as facts in the case they occurred after should be delivered in writing stating in what particulars the

the time of the contract which the suit was instituted to trustee required the accounts to be amended ,and with informa

rescind , they all tended to confirm the one long unbroken tion of any asset alleged not to be disclosed by the bankrupt.

chain of fraud by which , from the very commencement of the Mr. Hollams, jun., appeared for the trustee ; and Mr. Finlay

history of these transactions, Mr. Hartmont and the other Knight for the bankrupt. It was stated that an appeal had

defendants, or some of them , had bound this worthless con been entered by the trustee from the order of the court com .

cession round the neck of the defrauded company. The
pelling him to file requisitions, and that nothing further had

learned counsel then referred to and commented on the been done by the trustee. An adjournment of the present

various cases which had been cited in the course of the argu
sitting was proposed . Mr. Registrar Brougham said the

ments ; and , after minutely stating the precise nature
trustee was at liberty to examine the bankrupt now , if he so

of the relief he sought against each of the de- |
desired . Mr. Hollams said the trustee declined to proceed

fendants , concluded by an analysis of the arguments with an examination at present. The sitting was then

addressed to the Court on the defendants' behalf, and adjourned.

a submission that the plaintiff company were clearly

entitled to the relief for which they prayed by their bill. December 3 .

The Vice -Chancellor said the case had occupied a great The Chief Judge sat again to hear appeals . Itmay be men

number of days, and had been most ably argued on all sides. tioned that his Lordship has intimated his intention of

following the rule recently adopted by the Lords Justices of
together with his own very voluminous notes, he must read giving costs to & successful appellant, the old practice, which

before he could pronounce his decision . In the present state occasionally operated somewhat harshly, being thus abro

of the business before him , his Lordship said he would deliver gated .

the judgment in this case as soon as possible, but he could not

undertake to do so this year. He reserved his judgment ( Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.)

accordingly . Ex PARTE MONKHOUSE RE DALE . — This was an appeal from

the county court or Newcastle, and involved a question of the
duties of a trustee in cases of composition . The liquidating

debtor, Mr. Dale, had failed for about £30,000 , against assets
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . to the extent of £13,000, and at the meeting of creditors they

agreed to take a composition of 6s. in the pound in instalments,

December 2 . which were secured by the debtor and a surety ; but when the

first became due the debtor could not pay it, and on the
( Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.) application of a creditor for £8 ,000, the county court judge

EX PARTE HALE, RB Binns. — This was an appeal from the ordered the trustee to take proceedings against the surety, but

Huddersfield County Court, and raised a question as to the he declined to do so, on the ground that there was no estate ,

rights of landlords in liquidation cases . Mr. Robson was and now appealed . The Chief Judge said that there was no

counsel for the appellant, and Mr. E . Beaumont for the ground for theappeal, especially asthetrustee was indemnified

respondent. The appellant, Thomas Ilale, was the owner of to the satisfaction of the registrar, and dismissed the appeal

extensive manufacturing premises called Bradley Mills, which with costs. Counsel for the appellant, Mr. Doria ; and for the

were used for the making of woollen goods. One of the mills respondent, Mr. De Gex, Q .C .
consisted of three floors, one of which he let to Binns under

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT, sitting as Chief Judge.)
an agreement made in May , 1875 , by which Binns became
tenant as from the February previously at a certain rental, IN RE CHARLES CURRIE . — This was a sitting for the public
payable in advance. Default having been made in payment examination of this bankrupt, who is described as a merchant,

of one of the instalments due under the agreement, Mr. Hale recently carrying on business at 28 New Broad- street. The

levied a distress for the amount, and on the 24th of June the adjudication was made in October last , the London and West

debtor filed a potition for liquidation . On the 14th of July a minster Bank being the petitioning creditors. The statement
trustee was appointed and a resolution passed for a liquidation of affairs showed liabilities £57,736 , and £421 19s, 10d . assets.
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act of bankruptcy. Messrs. Winder and Co. appealed . His

bankrupt wasallowed to pass. Lordship was of opinion that the trustee's objection to the
IN RECIARLES CARNIE. — This was a sitting for public bill of sale could not be sustained. The debtor asked for time,

examination . The bankrupt, a merchant carrying on business and the creditors consented to give it upon certain terms.
at 25 New Broad -street, had been adjudicated upon the petition The question was whether the transaction was a fraudulent
of the London and Westminster Bank. His balance -sheet dis one. He could not discover any trace of fraudulent intention .
closed debts and liabilities amounting to £57 ,736, of which It was said the bill of sale comprehended the whole of the
£56 ,778 were in respect of the draughts of Messrs . A . Collie estate, but it was clear that it did not. The very object of the
and Co., accepted against purchases of goods and cotton held arrangement was to enable the debtor to continue his trade ;
by Messrs. Collieand Co. for re-sale ; with assets, cash in hand , and his Lordship could not impute any fraudulent motive,
& c., £421. Mr. J. Linklater appeared for the trustee. It was which was the basis upon which the trustee's case rested .
stated that inquiries were in progress in reference to various Appeal allowed .
matters connected with the estate ; and, upon the application
of the trustee, the Court ordered an adjournment, so that the December 7 .
investigation might be completed .

(BeforeMr. Registrar PEPys, sitting as Chief Judge.)
December 4 .

IN RE CHARLES BEDELL . - This was a sitting for examination .

( Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING -Rice, sitting as Chief The bankruptwas a wine merchant, carrying on business in

Judge. ) Mark -lane ; and his balance sheet returned unsecured debts of

IN RE G . A . WITT AND Co. - The debtors , Messrs. G . A .
£27,820, and assets £3,228 . Mr. Lucas appeared for the

Witt and Edward Bohlen , are merchants, carrying on business
trustee ; Mr. Brough for the bankrupt. It would seem that in

at 7 Fen - court, Fenchurch -street, and also at Liverpool, under
November, 1874 , the bankrupt presented a petition for

the firm of G . A . Witt and Co . Their liabilities are estimated
liquidation , under which a proposal was made to and accepted

at £100 ,000 . Mr. W . A . Crump applied for leave to file a
by the necessary majority of creditors, for payment of a

liquidation petition , signed by Mr. Bohlen under a power of
composition of 7s. 6d. in the pound by instalments. A deed of

attorney, on behalf of himself and his co- partner. The Court
inspectorship was executed for the purpose of carrying out the

arrangement, and the debtor paid the first instalment of 4s.
granted the application . Subsequently another application
wasmade on behalf of the debtors and some of the creditors

in the pound , but the assets proved insufficient for payment

of the second , and an adjudication was obtained by a debtor
that a receiver andmanager of the estate should be appointed .

whose debt had been inadvertently omitted from the state.
It appeared that the assets consisted of cash , bills , policies of

ment of affairs. A contest had since arisen between the
insurance, and other property , of value in the aggregate of

£20,000. The agents of the debtors at Bombay , Calcutta , and
inspectors under the liquidation and the trustee in the

Madras had in their possession goods consigned by third
bankruptcy as to the right to the undistributed assets, and an

parties upon which advances had been made by acceptances,
appeal was pending upon the subject. His Honour allowed

and it was necessary the property should be protected. His the bankrupt to pass .

Honour appointed Mr. Joseph Shubrook , accountant, receiver

and manager of the estate.
FAILURES.

December 6 .

( Before Sir J . Bacon, Chief Judge.) ENGLAND. — The failure was announced on Monday ofMessrs.
William Spotten and Co ., linen manufacturers and bleachers ,

Ex PARTE WINDER - RE WINSTANLEY. — This appeal from the | of London and Belfast , a firm established about a quarter of
Wigan County Court raised a question as to the validity of a a century. The partners, however, lost a large sum in May,
bill of sale executed by John Winstanley, a brass founder 1874 , by the stoppage of Messrs. Lowry , Valentine, and Kirk ,
carrying on business at Wigan, in favour of Messrs. Winder and their operations have since been considerably reduced
and Harrop , Gaythorne, Manchester. Mr. De Gex, Q . C ., and from want of credit. The liabilities amount to about £300,000 ,
Mr. Bagley were counsel for the appellants ; Mr. Little , Q . C ., and the estate will produce, it is thought, about 10s. in the
and Mr. Smyly for the respondent. It would appear that pound .
Winstanley, being indebted to Messrs. Winder and Harrop SCOTLAND. — The Glasgow Herald contains & circular

in the sum of £287 for goods supplied by them in the course of addressed to the creditors of Messrs. Edmund Brace and Co.,
their trade, applied for further credit , which Messrs . Winder winemerchants, of Exchange-square, Glasgow , stating that a
and Co. refused to give unless they were secured against loss. committee of creditors has recommended the debtors to assign
On the 11th of December, 1874, the debtor, in consideration their property to trustees for the benefit of the creditors. It
of the amount then due, and of further goods to the limit of is estimated that their liabilities amount to nearly £80 ,000.
£500 in the aggregate to be supplied , executed a bill of sale AUSTRIA . — The failure is announced of Mr. Sigmund Reinitz ,
in favour of Messrs. Winder and Co. , by which he mortgaged of Vienna, with liabilities to the extent of £50,000, of which
his stock - in -trade , machinery, and furniture to secure the debt £10,000 to £15 ,000 , falls on Manchester commission agents,

due to that firm . He at that time possessed book debts , the £15 ,000 falls on Bradford , and the remainder on the continent.
lease of his foundry, and the lease of his dwelling -house sub The losses of Bradford through the failures of continental
ject to a mortgage , all of which were excluded from the deed . houses lately have been considerable . - The failures of Messrs.
The deed was duly registered , and further goods were supplied H . Lange and Co., of Caracas, and Messrs. Lange, Son , and
to the debtor beyond the limit agreed upon , the total amount Co ., La Guayra , are confirmed . The liabilities amount to
due to Messrs. Winder and Harrop in May, 1875 , being about £30,000, of which less than half will fall on Manchester com .
6000 . On the 23rd of June an adjudication of bankruptcy

mission agents. The liabilities of the Vienna house and of
was made against Winstanley . The trustee under these pro these two South American houses fall so equally on several
ceedings afterwards applied in the County Court for an order

houses here that they will not cause much inconvenience.
to set aside the deed. Mr. Harrop, in his evidence , stated
that before the bill of sale was executed the debtor told him
that he had a very good business , which he had worked up The 57th drawing of 1500 Imperial Austrian 1864 £10

himself; that he had a rare prospect before him ; and that he debentures took place on the ist inst., at Vienna . Mr.

could pay from 40s. to 50s. in the pound. Mr. Harrop be . Ferdinand Wolfskehl announces that he has forwarded lists

lieved the debtor to be perfectly solvent. The learned Judge and full particulars to Messrs. Wolfskehl Brothers, bankers,

set aside the bill of sale on the ground that it constituted an Liverpool, from whom they may be obtained on application ,
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. offered as security the duplicate of a gold watch and
chain , which he said had been his father's , and were

W . CULLIS (HEREFORD ), - At a meeting of the creditors of worth £50 , but which were pledged for £15 . Mr.

Walter Cullis , of Hereford , lithographer, a resolution was Dixon took the ticket as security for £10 10s. handed

passed to liquidate the estate , and Mr. W . C . Harvey was ap to the defendant to pay the composition £6 ls. 6d . for

pointed trustee . a dishonoured bill, and 158, for three months' interest for

John Hart (NEWCASTLE). - At a meeting of the creditors of waiting. The watch and chain were pledged for £15, and Mr.
John Hart, of Newcastle , cabinet maker, held on the 2nd Dixon had since found out that they were purchased by the

instant, it was resolved that a composition of eleven shillings defendant for £29, and immediately pledged , only part of the
in the pound be accepted in satisfaction of the debts due to the purchase -money having been paid on them . None of this

creditors from the said John Hart. That such composition be transaction , however, referred to the £6 178.4d. with which

payable by three equal instalments at three, six , and nine the defendant was charged with having misappropriated

months from this date, of three shillings and fourpence each , instead of settling the account of Messrs. Edmonds. Some

and one shilling at twelve months, the last six shillings of evidence in support of the charge having been heard , Sir
such composition to be securod to the satisfaction of the three | James Clarke Lawrence remanded the defendant, but admitted

largest trade creditors . Mr. William Comben Harvey, of 1 him to bail, one surety in £100 and himself in £200.

Gresham -buildings, Basinghall- strect, in the City of London , Stock EXCHANGE GAMBLING . - At the Liverpool Quarter

accountant, was appointed trustee. Sessions, on Saturday, Edward James Barry, formerly cashier

S. RICHARDS (BIRMINGHAM ). - A first meeting of the creditors to Messrs. Duncan , Ewing, and Co., timber merchants,
of Mr. Sloane Richards, metal broker, whose liabilities are Liverpool, pleaded “ Guilty ” before the Recorder , Mr. J. B .

estimated at £100 ,000 , was held on Thursday , at the office of Aspinall, Q . C ., of embezzling sundry sums, amounting to
Messrs. Tyndall , Johnson , and Tyndall, Birmingham , and was £1, 250. The case created unusual interest, as it was expected

nimerously attended . Nearly the whole of the unsecured that, as the prisoner had become involved through large

debts were proved , and the proofs amount to more than | Stock -Exchange speculations, important revelations would be

£15 ,000 . Mr. C . A . Harrison, receiver, presented a statement made during the trial. In his charge to the Grand Jury the

of the assets , and made a lengthy and exhaustive report , Recorder had made strong comments upon the practice of
particularly on the losses which Mr. Richards had sustained , sharebrokers permitting clerks to gamble in shares, and the

and which , according to the figures produced , amounted to Grand Jury subsequently made a presentment in which they

nearly £40,000 . The greater portion of the assets appeared to said that the evidence disclosed in the depositions more than

consist of shares in ships and Spanish mines , which at the justified the remarks of the Recorder. Barry , when brought

present time would not realise a tenth of their cost,and which back to England from Jamaica , whither he had absconded ,

did not admit of any offer of a composition. It was therefore escaped from detective officer Maxwell at an hotel in Plymouth ,

resolved to wind-up the affairs by arrangement. Mr. C . A . and wasat large for a week before his recapture . Mr. M 'Connell ,

Harrison was appointed trustee with a committee of instruc on behalf of the prosecution , said the actual defalcations of

tion consisting ofthree ofthe principal creditors . the prisoner amounted , within two years, to the sum of

£22,556 11s . 6d ., which was lost by him in speculations on the

APPOINTMENTS. Stock Exchange. The books of the gentlemen through

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint. whom he speculated had been in the hands of the prosecution .

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column . It seemed that his speculations were conducted chiefly through

The Master of the Rolls has appointed Mr. Alfred Audrey Mr. Bellman . For the year 1875 the purchases amounted to

Broad , (Broads, Paterson , and May, public accountants ) £1,642,592, and the sales to £1,641,093 , while in 1874 and

official liquidator of Brannon 's Patent Fireproof, Sanitary , and 1875 the former reached the sum of £1,390 ,119 , and the latter

Permanent Works, Limited. that of £1,379,727. Dr. Commins, on behalf of the prisoner,

Mr. Edward Thomas Peirson , public accountant, Coventry, pointed out that the losses on the share speculations, pure and

has been appointed receiver of the estate of George Smith , of simple, did not amount to more than about £3,000, but the

Coalville , in the county of Leicester, Brickmaker . continuation of the transactions swelled up the figures within

less than two years to about £5 ,000,000 sterling , making the

CHARGE AGAINST AN “ ACCOUNTANT." - At the Guildhall on basis upon which commission was charged so large that about

Friday, Mr. F . Wood Morphett , of No. 35 Moorgate- street, £30 ,000 was swallowed up . The prisoner had commenced with

described as an “ accountant," appeared on remand in dis £4.000 of his own, so that but for the enormous commissions

charge of his bail before Sir James Clarke Lawrence, M . P ., he had to pay he might have met the losses with his own

charged with being a fraudulent bailee. Mr. Thorne Cole , money. The Recorder, in sentencing the prisoner to five years'

instructed by Mr. Pratt, from the office of Messrs. Buchanan penal servitude, said he agreed that most dangerous tempta

and Rogers, prosecuted , and Mr. Blanchard Wontner appeared tions were offered to him . He went to the temptations, for he

for the defence. In this case , according to the opening state probably knew that such things existed and that there were

ment of counsel, the defendanthad acted as an accountant in such opportunities. He went into speculations, but it was not

Moorgate -street, and in the course of his business he had a suggested ,norwas it reasonably to be believed , that the stock

client named Saunders, who was in difficulties, and he under brokers sought him out. Mr. Higgin , Q . C ., who watched the

took to arrange his affairs for him . A proposal was made to
case for Mr. Bellman ; Mr. Goldney, who appeared for the

pay the creditors a composition , and for that purpose Mr.
Committee of the Stock -Exchange ; and Mr. Segar, who

Dixon , the brother-in - law of Mr. Saunders, gave bim ten appeared for various stock -brokers, wished to make statements

guineas, and afterwards sent him & post-office order for after sentence had been passed, but the Recorder ruled that

£6 178. 4d ., to pay in full a creditor, named Edmonds, from the applications could not be entertained .

whom credit to that amount had been obtained only shortly WINDING -UP. - A petition has been presented to the Master

before Saunders failed . With that order Mr. Dixon sent him
of the Rolls for the winding-up of the Malvern Hotel Company,

specific instructions to pay Messrs. Edmonds' bill, but he had Limited .

not done that, por had he returned the money, hence the pre
sent proceedings. Messrs. Edmonds had sued Mr. Saunders
for the amount of their account, and had recovered judgment MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
against him , and he was now paying the debt by instalments, M town or Country, from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one
under an order of the County Court. When Mr. Dixon pressed to five years , at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort

the defendant for the money which had been intrusted to
gage of freehold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission .
him , the defendant declared his inability to pay, but Apply to R . F . Preston , Esq., 120 Southampton -row , London , W . C .
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" The source of manya writer'swoe has been | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
discovered . "

PENS ! PENS !! PENS ! !
48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C

“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,theOwl, and the Waverley Pen."
“ The misery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN
1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.
Sold by every respectable Stationer. Post Is.1d . Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

Patenteos, MACNIVEN & CAMERON , 28 to 88 Blair-street, Edin
burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE, AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA .

Dinner Services, Gilt Pieces , £4 10s.
KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS

for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEN DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.

STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178 . 6d. to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.
PALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c ., DECORATED

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. ' Tents, Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE .

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mewburn , Esq .

H . J . Atkinson , Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq .

Walter Griffith , Esq.

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett , Esq.

Sir Francis Lycett.
William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon , Esq

John Vanner, Esq.

S. D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M . P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . .. . .. . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,140 , 151 1 8

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office .

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.
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NETGCHANT

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

W HITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be themost effective invention
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects , is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body,while therequisite resisting power is sup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sloep . A descriptive circular may be had ,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
tt circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

sl 11to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE , 228 , Piccadilly .

London . Price of a single Truss, 168. , 21s. , 26s. 6d ., 31s. 6a ,

Postage Free. Double Truss, 3ls. 6d ., 42s ., and 52s. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Tsusr, 428 ., and 52s . 6d. Postage

free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE , Post -office ,
S2 Piccadilly .

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS , & c . for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c .
They are porous, light in texture , and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking. Price from 48. 6 ., 78, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .
Postage free .

CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexes. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable ;
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices

for children , 68. 6d . and 78. 6 . Adults , 10s. 6d ., 158 . 6d ., and 218. each .
Postage free. - John Watte, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly , London .

Was awarded for “ Feuer feste

Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschritts,” to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions

testify marked Progress.

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,”

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a Sale or

Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no falso duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burgl:urs, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filingaway

the thickness of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . The
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator , is thus made to adapt itself

to the NEW KEY , after which no other Key will open the Lock ,

The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into what would be virtually
& New LOCK and KBY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person, thus frustrating theuse of fraudulent
copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630, vide

" Times, " 12th September, 1875 ) . This Lock affords effectual protection

from duplicate or " Master" Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERS.

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

TPPS'S COCOA . -- " By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and

by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa , Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette.
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E .C .

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which
will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES.
Lieut.-General J. H . GASCOIGNE, C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . H . R . SNELGROVE , Esq ., The Vicarage, Exmouth .
The Rev. W . F , GOOD , D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs. R . W . HUDBWELL AND Co ., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London, E .C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . – RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S.
Current accounts opened, and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound
Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria - | THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book -keeping in
street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any cum not exceed 1 the hands of the Subscribers.

ng £20 against cash deposits , without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only expense . These are very convenient for

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts, or notwishing to draw small chrques.

1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co -operative Credit
Bank , or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course.

MHE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria 1 opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.

1 street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These 1 Choque Books for Customers.

negotiable instruments .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and

1 issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY
SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

1 description of Sound Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
Loans.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
Companies of a bona - fide character .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Th9 PEOPLE'S
BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -str - et.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion
1 Money or Preliminary Expenses.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re
muneration Dependent on Profits.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the
whole amount of the Liability .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of

Risk, its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . _ No Liability
I beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - The Secrecy and
Despatch of Individual Management.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A fixed instead
1 . of an uncertain Scale of Profits .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Eighteen per
Cent. per Annum paid Monthly . .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A constantly ac
cruing Reserve Fund.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total
Withdrawalatter six months on Sixty Days' Notice.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House
1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, City.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis

count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
1 Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, near theMansion House

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
Governments.

TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply
1 and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.

TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY .
I lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY , ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK,
Mansion House Chambers,

11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn , Denbigh , Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow , Inverness, Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington,
Bristol, Newcastle -on - Tyne, Shields, Woolwich , Sunderland , Bishop Auckland, Exeter, Blyth , Bradford -on
Avon, Newton Abbott, Neath, Newport (Mon .), Middlesborough , Plymouth , South Shields, Worcester, Sheffield ,
Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton , Leicester, Moreton -in -the-Marsh , Hull, Norwich , Portsmouth , Easingwold ,
Birmingham and Greenock .
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R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court- road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .
Luncheonsfrom thejoints,hot or cold ,including vegetables and breaż, 1s. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o 'clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock, from 2s. 63. to 10s. 6c .
Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.ivantstanding accounnd Houses ; alopobate and otherted by

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
1

LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices , No. 3 Craven .
street, Charing Cross , W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate" are ; - 1st. - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels
Public Horses, Inns, Beer & ouses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects
of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contracts
2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract . 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re
covery of outstanding accounts , 4th . - The Surveys and Valuation
of Land, Farms, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses. 5th . The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with
capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate "
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain
reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND.
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River , directly

opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view ofthe Thames Shipping .
PISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £1 ls. PER WEEK .
And an equally low Tariff for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway , and Two Minutes fr

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery

Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH.

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY
AT £4 PER CENT. IN FEREST.

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder £50 repayable
upon demand . Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .
Cheque -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advancesmade thereon.

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o 'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

H . D . RAWLINGS,

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO BE

SOLE MARUL TES AGR
T
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN.

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE.

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION .
PRICE DISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau- street, W .

AERCIALEOPENDE
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U
D

ALFRED W . GEE ,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 , GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E .C .
London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers

promptly inserted.
· N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy need
he forwarded . Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. DECEMBER 11, 1875 .
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ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY

THE MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
NL REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES , Town and Country Residences,

and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be
obtained at the Auction , Land, and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon
street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .

AND

DIRECTORY for 1876 MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
111 Landed Estates, City Properties, and upon sound securities of all

IS NOW READY, and can be had upon application to the kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time

access to large sums of Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

Publishers, Messrs . WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established
1842) , 54 Cannon -street .

lane, Cheapside, or to MR . A . C . HARPER, 2 Cowper's

Court , Cornhill, E .C .
LOVEWELL BLAKE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

PRICE :
RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .
Foolscap Folio . . 6s . By post 6s. 8d .

Medium Octavo .. 3s . , 3s. 4d .
OFFICES : HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

LT F . TITCHMARSH, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, & c. AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

“ THE CHRISTIAN UNION , "
The largest Religious Penny Journal in the World . RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

TS INVALUABLE AS A MEDIUM for Advertising to
1 Public Companies, Charities , Commercial Houses, Auctioneers, Estate WILLIAM EDWARDS , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR ,
Merchants, Manufacturers, Share Brokers, Insurance Companies, Benefit

Societies, Building Clubs , Public Schools, Colleges, Institutions, Hotels, GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD , LONGTON ,
Tutors , Governesses , Secretaries, Managers, Clerks, etc. , etc. - Applications

STAFFORDSHIRE .
for advertisement space to be addressed to ALFRED W . GEE, Advertising
Agent, 62 Gracechurch - street , London , E . O .

PUBLISHING OFFICE : -- 108 Fleet-street, London , E . C . RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

-

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
CHARLES LOW DEN ,

work, and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation
notices, & c ., by Zuccato 's Papyrograph , which is used by a large number PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
of London and Provincial Accountants , including John L . Lovering and

Co. ; Gamble and Harvey ; Andrewsand Mason ; Nichollsand Leatherdale ; RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,
Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co . ; Sydney Smith , and Co . ; Ladbury ,

Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron and Co . ; Edmunds, Davis , and BARROW -IN -FURNESS.
Clarke ; & c . For 22 d ., 500 4to . copies can be taken upon any kind of dry

paper, by an office boy in a copying -press at the rate of 10 a minute. For
price list and testimonials, apply to 'WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic IDISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
Depôt, 409 Strand, w . .

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

Established 1843.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL ,

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER,' AND Co., are JUNE 24TH, 1875 .
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of

insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO . , having been DISSOLVED by mutual
the next sale should be forwarded , without delay , to the City Land and consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

Reversion Offices, 54 Cannon Street, London . BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address .

PHILIP TRIGGS.

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSI , MILNER , MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

and Co., Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of

WEALTHY BUYERSDESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES . OWNERS of marketable

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for 90 LONDON WALL, E C .
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
terms settled beforo any cost or liability is incurred . Address Messrs . 11 commodious offices at the above address, will be pleased to hear
Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon - street, from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

London , E . C . require agents in London .
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The Iccountant.

MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL, Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;
for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

BANKER , panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

9 STEINWEG , FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY, Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different
tion in the current number, should reach the office on

U Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND

ANY DOUBT.

ceived up to 12 o ' clock (noon ) on Friday .

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each

N . B . - Copies may be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

Debenture , within a limited number of years, by periodical Drawings ,

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls ,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from Newsvendors.

£10 to £30 ,000 .

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care TO SUBSCRIBERS.
MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS, In consequence of numerous applications from sub

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL. scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the

supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

TRANSLATIONS, the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),

MR. ALFRED W .GEE ,
with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d . each . Sub ,

BRITISH AND FOREIG V ADVERTISING AGENT, scribers' names in gold lettering, 1s. extra . Post Office

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E . C .,

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch .

street, London, E .C .

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial

documents, correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect

fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and DECEMBER 18 , 1875 .
speedy translations into, or from , the French ,German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

Whether it will ever become possible to put down

The Accountant.
gambling speculations by legislation, is a question

to which various answers will be given. On the one

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

hand will be urged the trite saying as to the impossi

bility of making men moral by Act of Parliament, and
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or
the inequitable effect of a law which punishes only the

28s. per annum (including postage), the reduced terms unsuccessful. On the other hand, it may be fairly
for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free).

alleged that, though no legislation can bring men to a

Cheques and Post -office orders to be made payable
state of absolute moral perfection , there can be no

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E . C ., doubt that stringent enactments,which bring sharp and

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

speedy punishments upon those who offend against

be addressed. Literary communications should be their provisions, are very effectual in deterring men

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same from vicious courses . At the same time, a law may be
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to
so sweeping and severe as to defeat the object at which

forward their copy as early in the week as possible . it aims. It can scarcely be doubted, to use a familiar

TO ADVERTISERS.

illustration, that an attempt to shut up all public houses

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver
in the country would be wholly abortive to produce

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an | a rigid régime of total abstinence from intoxicating

Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed drinks. During the brief period which would elapse

circulation , and with the entire concurrence and hearty
support of the leading members of the profession , the before it was swept away in an outburst of popular

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success indignation, it would be constantly evaded , and the

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes masses of the world would remain in their present
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha degraded condition . But, though so extreme ameasure

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium is admitted by all but fanatics to be impracticable,

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and tlie ap

there is no one who would deny the utility of some

pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers, | legislation on the subject. To régulate the traffic , to
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place houses under proper control, to punish excess checking lawful enterprise than it would do good in

severely , if scarcely satisfactory to Good Templars, has staying heedless speculation. It is no more unlawful,

yet a very beneficial effect in counteracting the evils of it is said , from a moral point of view , to speculate for

drunkenness, the rise or fall of stocks and shares, than to speculate

At the present time, the great evil with which the as to the rise or fall of the price of commodities. If a

nation has to grapple is the spirit of gambling. Upon wholesale merchant thinks that his wares are going

this scarcely any restraint is put. The vices of the turf up in price, he buys as largely as he can, regardless

are bad and demoralising enough, but they are outdone 1 of the loss he may cause to those from whom he makes

by the vices ofthe Stock Exchange. Among the causes his purchases. Why, then , it is asked , should we

of failure which bankrupts put upon record occurs over forbid a man from buying shares which he thinks will

and over again , the tale of heavy losses incurred by rise in value, or getting rid of those which he has reason

gambling speculations on the Stock Exchange. The | to believe will go down ? The answer is simple,

merchant, apparently in the full tide of prosperity , though often denounced as unsatisfactory . There is

whose ships invariably come home laden with heavy no objection to a man buying or selling to the best

freight, whose credit stands upon a rock , and whose advantage in the way of business. If his experience

business seems almost daily to increase, suddenly sus | or private knowledge lead him to believe that it will

pends payment, and his creditors , who would have be to his advantage to invest all his capital in a

trusted him to any amount, find that a nominal divi- particular stock , by all means let him do so . If it

dend is all that they can expect. The fortune made by rises in value, and he thinks it expedient to sell out,

slow years of steady industry has been dissipated by a that again is a proper and perfectly justifiable course.

run of ill-luck on the Stock Exchange, and the creditors But if he buys or sells without having stock or money

are robbed to feed the hungry tribe of schemers to in case of his calculations proving incorrect, he is no

whose unblushing dishonesty so many impoverished longer an investor but a gambler. If he professedly

families owe their ruin . No class, apparently , is safe gets his living by watching the fluctuations of the

from the fascination of the Exchange. To the brokers market, and buying or selling at opportune times, let

the mania means a rapid fortune. What their profits him do so. He will deal, in the ordinary course of

are appears from the case we recorded last week, tried business, with men who have proper means of

at Liverpool. A clerk in the employment of a firm of estimating his position, and know how to trust

timber merchants engages in speculation . Considering him . But let him confine himself to this walk

themagnitude ofhis transactions, he losta comparatively of life, and pursue it openly and soundly. There

small amount, not exceeding £3,000. But in order to are many individuals who pursue the despised trade

lose this sum he had to pay £30,000 to his brokers . of bookmaking. As a rule they are perfectly

That the brokers are culpable in thematter does not ap- solvent, and in their way strictly honourable and

pear. They incur a heavy responsibility ; they have to straightforward men. In the great collapses and

exercise all the arts of their profession ; and the com scandals of the turf they are not the persons whose

missions they charged were probably not in excess of names are covered with disgrace and reproach . It is

the lawful sums. But that brokers as a rule should those who take up betting , pot as a trade, but as a pure

discourage speculation is scarcely to be expected. A speculation , on whom rests the burden of loss and dis

few old firms, strong in the confidence of a numerous honour. So wewould lay down this rule as regards all

ard wealthy connection , may refuse to aid speculation , losses through gambling. Let those who will follow

and confine themselves to doing the business of boná speculation as a profession, but let business men stick

fide investors. But the great majority must swim to their business ; and let all failures attributable to

with the stream ; and to resist the temptation of making | speculation , of whatever kind outside the strict limits

so large a profit as the brokers employed by the de. of business, be treated with somemark of severity.

faulting clerk must have done, is one which it scarcely We have before expressed our opinion that some of

lies in human nature to achieve. the penal provisions of the Act of 1801 might adran

The answer that is made, when eager reformers tageously be re -enacted. The offences for which a

endeavour earnestly to grapple with such an evil as bankrupt is liable to criminal proceedings are pos ro

this, is that any ligislation would do more haim in duced to those which may projudice the operation of
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the Act. Fraudulent concealment of assets , fraudu. There are one or two cases in our last week's issue

lent removal of goods, and other like items, are alone which are worth noting as to practical points. First

punishable . If the creditors receive a sufficient of all we have the case Ex parte Andrew , which as far

dividend , or if they are kindly disposed or so apathetic as it goes, seems scarcely worth arguing. The practice

as to be swayed by a vigorous and organised minority | of allowing two creditors to unite for the purpose of

of the friends of the debtor, freedom from unpleasant | making their joint claims sufficient to invoke the

consequences follows as a matter of course. The dis jurisdiction of the Court of Bankruptcy, is so plainly

charge is granted if the creditors are not anxious to laid down in the Act, that it is an obvious corollary

oppose it, and the Court has no power to interfere un that the debtor shall not be allowed to endeavour to

less the bankrupt has made default in giving up his evade it by tendering the amount of one creditor's debt

property , or has been involved in a prosecution for an alone. What payment of one claim would effect is

offence under the Debtors' Act. The remedy we different. We agree with Lord Justice James in

would propose would be to enact plainly and clearly, thinking that the plan is productive of inconvenience,

that when the losses were occasioned by gambling | and a good many judicial decisions will be required

speculations outside the proper line of business , the before the full meaning of the rule is finally settled .

Court should have absolute power to suspend the order Another case raised the question as to the power of a

of discharge. landlord to distrain after bankruptcy for rent payable

Wewould not, for the present at least, go so far as in advance. The 34th section allows a landlord to dis

to make reckless trading punishable. The creditors, train after bankruptcy for any rent due not exceeding

who, at any rate, have to bear the pecuniary conse one year's amount. According to the view taken by the

quences of failure, may be left to decide upon this Chief Judge, the landlord is entitled to distrain for

point ; and they can already prevent the discharge of rent which fell due after the appointment of a

the bankrupt till he has made his statutory dividend . | trustee. The section , however , which uses the words

But to those whose losses have been occasioned outside “ rent due from the bankrupt,” is by no means

their business, we would show scant mercy . A man clear. It gives the landlord power to distrain not only

may be deceived in his calculations as to what he after but before the bankruptcy ; a right which he

professes to understand, and in the present age of possesses independently of all the statutes of bankruptcy

adventurous competition, it may not be easy to draw that have ever been passed . But surely what is in

the exact line between bold and hazardous trading . tended is, that the landlord does not lose his right of

But there is no possible excuse for the man who loses distress for what is due by bankruptcy , but is treated as

his money in illegitimate speculations. It may seem a secured creditor for the amount of one year's rent.

contrary to the principles of rigid justice to punish This is not quite the same as saying that he may

want of success as a crime, and to let the successful distrain for rent which accrues after the bankruptcy.

speculator go on his way rejoicing. But rigid justice The sections as to the rights of landlords are, however,

is not always practicable. We would disregard all cant | sadly in need of authoritative judicial explanation

about punishment, but we would simply declare that, throughout.

while every body is free to make money in any way

he likes, those who choose to gamble must do it
APPOINTMENTS.

at the risk , if they fail, of finding themselves utterly

at the mercy of every creditor. At present the chances
[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint

are in their favour. If they calculate aright they reapment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column.

a rich harvest, if they fail the chief part of their loss
Mr. J. J. Saffery (J . J. Saffery and Company) , 14 Old Jewry .

falls upon others. So in the future , let the cobbler chambers, London , has been appointed trustee of the estate

stick to his last, and the trader to legitimate trade.
of George Wilson Hay, of Leicester , seedsman and florist, in

liquidation .

If they choose to wander from the regular path fore

warned of the results of ill- success, they will only

have themselves to blame if those consequences are The protracted proceedings against the directors of the City

unpleasant. and County Bank at the Mansion -house have resulted in Sir

Robert Carden discharging Mr. Redmond and committing the

other defendants for trial, bail being accepted .
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Correspondence.
considered that it would be a somewhat inconvenient course to

fix a day for a further adjournment, and he therefore proposed

that recognisances should be entered into for the defendant to
REMOVAL OF THE BANKRUPTCY COURT. appear on receiving reasonable notice to do so . Of course

that would not be for an indefinite period , but he proposed

To the Editor of the Accountant. that the notice should be given within a period of six months

SIR, — With reference to the appointment of an officer
from this date. He understood that there was no objection

to administer oaths in bankruptcy in the City of London,
offered to this course on the part of the defendant, and the

bail were willing.
the principal point urged against the appointment is, the Mr. Pollard said that his client did not seek to avoid the in
expense of providing such an officer. I would suggest, as a vestigation , but, on the contrary, desired it , so that hemight
solution of the difficulty , that the chief clerk of any of be exculpated from a charge of which he was totally innocent.
the police, or other courts, should be allowed to administer It was, however, necessary that the investigation should take

oaths in bankruptcy, free of charge to creditors ; but place at as early a date as possible , and there appeared to be

should receive , as compensation for extra trouble, some no objection to the course suggested that the defendant should

advance of salary. This would give numerous facilities enter into recognisances to come up if notice be given within

to creditors for swearing their proofs, without materially six months, or before then if reasonable notice were given .

increasing the expenses of the Bankruptcy Court . If,
The only thing he had to ask was that the reasonableness of

however, it is absolutely necessary that the expenses of
that notice should be decided by Sir Thomas White.

such an officer should be entirely done away with , a small
Mr. Martin , the chief clerk , then read the special conditions

of the recognisances.
tee (say of sixpence) might be charged for every affidavit. Mr. Poland said themore convenient course would be that
It has been urged that in large firms a clerk is generally the recognisances should be limited to six months, and if
deputed to make all affidavits in proof of debt. It is , they do not receive notice within that period, they will no
however, seldom that he can make more than one or two longer continue in force .
at a time ; and a journey to the West End , therefore, Mr. Pollard suggested that the notice should also be served
entails a further loss of time and money to his principals, on the solicitors for the defence. He offered no opposition
which , in the case of small debts, is a very serious matter, on the part of the defendant, and the bail were prepared to
it being necessary in liquidation and bankruptcy that I renew .

debts, however small, should be proved , and in many in The recognisance, as amended , was then read as follows :

stances the cost of making the proof would exceed the
“ That Mr. William Collie appears at the Guildhall Justice

amount of the dividend to be received . For the conveni
room to answer the charge preferred against him on any day

at any hour when required , within six months of this day , by
ence of all concerned , I trust that somebody will be giving seven days' notice in writting, to be served by the
authorised to take affidavits in the City free of charge . solicitor to the prosecution on the defendant, William Collie ,

I am , Sir, personally , or by leaving such notice at his last known place

Your obedient servant, of abode, or by sending it to Messrs. Hollams, Son , and
A . S . A . E . Coward , the solicitor to the defendant.”

1 (iresham -buildings, London, Dec. 13 . Sir Thomas White said then what he was to understand
was that the case was to be adjourned on those conditions, on

the same bail as before.
To the Editor of the Accountant. Mr. Pollard said that was so .

SIR , - As a proof that we are advancing in Bankruptcy Sir Thomas White asked if the bail were present ?

legislation , and that the presentmode of realising estates Mr. Pollard said they were.

is preferable to that adopted under the previous Acts of
Mr. Andrew Yule and Mr. Theodore George Andreæ then

Parliament, I would intorm you that I have this day re
| entered into the required securities of £2,000 each , and the

ceived a dividend for a firm in which I am interested ,
defendant into his own recognisances in £4,000, and they then

left the court.
where the bankruptcy petition was filled in April, 1857.

Yours truly,

TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. FAILURES.

Newcastle-on -Tyne, Dec . 9th ,
ENGLAND. - Messrs. A , A . Morlet and Co., merchants, of

Billiter-square, have stopped payment “ in consequence of the
THE CASE OF MESSRS. COLLIE . failure of remittances from abroad ." Their liabilities amount

to £110 , 000, but the value of the assets has not yet been

Mr. William Collie , whose case has been so frequently before ascertained . The books of the firm have been placed in the

the public , surrendered to his bail on the 13th inst., before hands of Messrs. Chatteris , Nicholls, and Chatteris, the
Sir Thomas White, at the Guildhall, to answer the charge of accountants, and the solicitors in the matter are Messrs.
being concerned with his brother, Mr. Alexander Collie, who Hardwick and Holmes .

had absconded , in obtaining £300 ,000 from the London and AUSTRIA . — The failure is reported of Messrs. Spitzer and
Westminster Bank by false pretences . Mr. Alexander Collie, Loewy, merchants, of Vienna , with considerable liabilities,
it will be recollected , absconded from his bail, and the prose including £25,000 due to Bradford houses .
cution have not been able to proceed without him .

Mr. Poland , instructed by Messrs. Travers, Smith , and Co .,

prosecuted for the London and Westminster Bank , and Mr. The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st April, 1875 ,

Pollard , instructed by Messrs. Hollams, Son , and Coward, ap when there was a balance of £6,265,322, to the 11th inst. were

peared for the defendant. £19,437 ,312, against £18 ,661,442 in the corresponding period
Mr. Poland said that when this case was last before the | of the preceding financial year, which began with a balance of

court statements were made by his leader, Sir Henry James, £7,442, 854 . The net expenditure was £51,173,544, against
on the part of the prosecution , and by Mr. Serjeant Ballantine | £50,571,463 to the same date in the previous year. The
for the defence, and it was then thought desirable that the Treasury balances on the 11th inst. amounted to £3,620 ,105 ,
case should stand adjourned until that day, but it was now and at the same date in 1874 to £4,202,672.
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . on his opinion aloro. The members of the Court of

Appeal who heard this caso were not aware of any other
decided cases which tended to show the existence of the

COURT OF APPEAL, LINCOLN's-Inn . alleged custom than those which were reported in the books,
and the experienced connsel engaged in the case were unable

to mention any others. The reported cases did not appear to
December 15 . their Lordships sufficient to establish that the alleged custom

( Before Lords Justices JAMES, MELLISI , and BAGGALLAY, had been frequently proved ; and, on the whole, they were of

opinion that it had not been proved in such a number of cases
and Mr. Justice BRETT.)

as would entitle the court to take judicial notice of it. The
EX PARTE POWELL- IN RE MATTHEWS. - This was an appeal next question was whether the evidence in the present case

from a decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy. Charles was sufficient to establish the custom . The question of the
Matthews was an hotel-keeper at the North -Eastern Railway amountof evidence to establish such a custom had been before
Station Hotel, Harrogate. He took the hotel in November , the Court of Appeal recently in the cases of " Ex parte
1874 , and furniture for it to the value of over £900 was sup . Watkins '' ('Law Reports,” 8 Chan .) and “ Ex parte Marston "
plied to him by Messrs. J . and D . Milling , who are furniture (heard in March last and reported in The Accountant) . The re

dealers at Leeds. This furniture was supplied upon what is sult of those cases was thatthe custom must be proved to have
called a " hiring agreement,” which was not actually executed existed so long, and to have been so extensively acted upon ,
until the 30th of April, 1875 . The agreement provided that that the ordinary creditors of the bankrupt in his trademust
Messrs. Milling thereby let to Matthews, and Matthews there be reasonably presumed to have known it. The defect of the
by hired ofMessrs. Milling,the articles of furniture mentioned evidence in the present case was that, though it might prove
in the schedule to the agreement, which were admitted by that the practice of supplying customers with furniture under

Matthews to be of the value of £913 14s. The hiring was to contracts of this description was one well known to and used

be on the condition that Matthews should pay the £913 14s. by furniture dealers, it afforded but a slight inference that it

to Messrs . Milling in certain specified instalments spread over was so well known that the ordinary creditors of an hotel

several years. In the event of non -payment of any of the keeper — the wine merchant, the spirit merchant, the ordinary
instalments when due , the payments previously made by tradesman of his town - were likely to know it. In the hear.
Matthews were to be forfeited to Messrs. Milling. Upon pay ing of the appeal their Lordships offered to direct an issue to
ment of the whole £913 14s. the furniture was to become the try the question of the custom . The trustee, however, de

property ofMatthews, but until the whole of that sum was clined this on the ground that there were but small assets of

the bankrupt, except this furniture. The trustee could not be
was only to be let on hire to Matthews. The agreement was blamed for taking this course ; but, as the issue had been , in

registered as a bill of sale . On the 9th of June, 1875, fact, declined , their (Lordships thought that they ought not to
Matthews was adjudicated a bankrupt. The whole of the reverse the judgment of the Chief Judge, the evidence in
price of the furniture had not been then paid. The trustee support of the custom being , though slight, yet entirely un

under the bankruptcy claimed the furniture, under Section contradicted . The appealwas therefore dismissed , but without
15 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, as having been at the costs.

commencement of the bankruptcy in the order or disposition Ex Parte RASHLEIGH . - IN RE DALZELL. - This was an
of the bankrupt as reputed owner, with the consent appeal from a decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy, and

of the true owner. Against this claim reliance was placed it raised a curious question as to the construction of those

on the existence of an alleged notorious custom that clauses of the Bankruptcy Acts of 1861 and 1869 which make
furniture should be hired out in this way, so that the non -traders liable to the Bankrupt Laws. The Act of 1861,

possession of furniture would not lead to the reputation of by which non -traders were first made liable to those laws,

ownership ; and to show the existence of this custom the evi provided , by Section 90 , that, in the case of a non -trader, the
dence of several furniture dealers were adduced . They were debt of the petitioning creditor must be a debt “ contracted

not cross -examined , nor was any evidence brought forward to after the passing of this Act.” But Section 32 provided that

contradict them . The Judge of the County Court at York decided the Act should commence and take effect from and after the

in favour of the claim of the trustee , but on appeal to the passing thereof, as to the appointment af certain officers, and

Chief Judge this decision was reversed ; the Chief Judge “ as to all matters and things from and after the 11th of

thought that the custom of hiring furniture in this way had October, 1861.” The Act was passed - i e, received the Royal

been so often proved in previous cases in the Court of Bank Assent- on the 6th of August, 1861. The Bankruptcy Act of

ruptcy that the Court was bound to take judicial notice of it. 1861 being now repealed, the Act of 1869 (Section 118) provides

From this decision the trustee appealed. Mr. Winslow , Q . C ., that a non -trader shall not be adjudged a bankrupt in respect

and Mr. Yate Lee were for the appellant ; Mr. Little , Q .C ., and of a debt “ contracted before the date of the passing of the

Mr. Bagley were for Messrs. Milling. The arguments were Bankruptcy Act, 1861." The Chief Judge held that a debt

heard last month , and this morning the judgment of the court contracted on the 10th of September, 1861 - i.e. between the

was delivered, affirming that of the Chief Judge. Lord Justice passing ofthe Act of 1861 and its coming into operation

Mellish, in delivering the judgmentof the Court , said that the must, for the purpose of rendering a non -trader liable to be

furniture clearly passed to the trustee unless the existence of made a bankrupt in respect of it, be taken to have been

such a custom of letting furniture in this way was proved as contracted before the passing of the Act . Their Lordships

would preventMatthews being the reputed owner. The Chief held that this decision was wrong , and that the words " the

Judge decided the case, not upon the evidence, but on the passing of the Act " must be taken in their strict literal sense.

ground that the existence and validity of the custom had been Mr. De Gex, Q .C ., and Mr. Finlay Knight were for the appel

so frequently proved in the Bankruptcy Court that the Court
lant ; Mr. Karslake, Q . C ., and Mr. Herbert Smith were for

ought now to take judicial notice of it. The Courts of Common the respondent.

Law no doubt did take judicial notice of mercantile customs

which had been often proved , and treated them as a part of WINDING -UP,- --Petitions to wind -up the British Imperial

the law merchant. Their Lordships saw no reason why a Insurance Corporation, Limited, the Bulkamore Magnetic

similar rule should not prevail in the Court of Bankruptcy . Iron Ore Company, Limited , and the Exchange Trading

But then camethe question, how was the Court of Appealto Company , Limited , have been presented to the High Court of

ascertain that a custom had been proved to this extent ? That Justice. - A petition to wind up the New Dolcoath Tin and

Court ought, no doubt, to give great weight to the Copper Mining Company, Limited, has been presented to the

testimony of the Chief Judge, but it could not act | Vice-Warden of the Stannaries.
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HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE . Immobilière to the intended company (subject to the repay.

ment of the caution money and £114 ,000 to M . Barnbond ) for

CHANCERY DIVISION .
£179,000. That sum was to be paid to and applied by Messrs,
Frühling and Goschen as follows - viz . £78,000 to the
subscribers for 26 ,000 shares in the company ; £52,000 to be

December 11. retained by Messrs. Frühling and Goschen as remuneration

for their services ; £39,000 to Mr. Masterman ; and £10,000
(Before the MASTER of the Rolls.) to the promotion of the company. The two sums of $114,000

THE Erimus Iron COMPANY, LIMITED . THE CHARLTON IRON and £179,000 made up the £293,000 . Messrs. Frühling and

WORKS COMPANY, LIMITED . -- The usual winding -up order was Goschen then , on the 31st of May, 1865, paid the £100 ,000 to

made in each of these cases. Mr. Chitty, Q .C ., Mr. G . the Compagnie Immobilière. In the mean time it was
Williamson , Mr. F . C . J . Millar, Mr. Brodrick , and Mr. Romer ascertained that the property might not be so valuable as was

were the counsel engaged . supposed . In June, 1865 , the memorandum and articles of
the intended company were revised , and it was called the City

( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS. )
of Marseilles Land Company ( Limited ). This alteration was

THE IMPERIAL LAND COMPANY OF MARSEILLES, LIMITED , v . also made in the articles, enabling the company to purchase

MASTERMAN AND OTHERS . - The main object of the suit as it the property at an average price of 200f. per metre , instead of

the former provision for buying the estate at the sum of
two sums of £38 ,000 odd and £30 ,000 alleged to have been £293,000 . In July , 1865, Mr. Quentell (a partner of Messrs .

improperly paid to and received by them out of the assets of Frühling and Goschen ), who had been to Marseilles, and

the plaintiff company. The liability of the Messrs. Frühling there had an offer made to him by & M . Tellene to pur
and Goschen arose out of the circumstances which preceded chase the whole concern for a sum that would have yielded
the formation of the plaintiff company. These circumstances a profit of £800,000 on the original to M . Barnéond, ob

were extremely complicated, and involved the consideration tained a modification of the contract of the 1st of May,
of a great deal of correspondence between the various parties 1865 , with the Compagnie Immobilière , but subject to the

interested ; but the results of the whole, so far as the Messrs . approval of M . Barnéond and Mr. Masterman . Mr.
Frühling and Goschen were concerned , appeared to be these : Masterman declined to approve the modification . In

- In 1865 a French company called the Compagnie Immo July, 1865, M . Tellene cameto London, and renewed his offer
bilière of Paris , were the owners of large estates for building to purchase the undertaking ; but Messrs. Fruhling and

purposes at Marseilles . On the 14th of February in that Goschen again declined it. In September, 1865 , Mr. Master
year they entered into a contract with a M . Barnéond for the man went to Paris, and himself obtained a modification of the

sale to him of certain plots of their land for the sum of contract of the 1st of May. About the end of September,

£1,532,174. The purchase-money was to be payable by 30 1865 , the completion of the proposed company was again

annual instalments of £116 ,000 each , including the purchase . thought of, and Mr. Albert Grant, the bead of the Credit

money and interest, and not commencing till the end of two Foncier of England , was spoken to on the subject. Messrs.
years from the date of the purchase. The purchaser bound Fruhling and Goschen did not accede to the then proposed
himself to build on the lands within six years, and to pay a arrangement, and ultimately an agreement was come to by

deposit of £200 ,000 as caution money. Some slight altera which they were to be repaid the £100 ,000 advanced by them

tions were afterwards made in that original contract by as caution money, and two sums of £30 ,000 each for the

another ; but on the 1st of May, 1805, they were ratified by | release of their interest in the adventure. They stipulated,
the Compagnie Immobilière. M . Barnéond then applied to however, that that paymentshould be guaranteed by the Credit

Mr.Masterman , a financial agent in London, to assist him in Foncier of England , and Mr. Albert Grant agreed to that, on

procuring the caution money. Mr. Masterman consulted some condition that Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen would take and

stockbrokers in the City ; and eventually Professor Donaldson hold for three months 2 ,000 shares of £20 each in the pro
was sent out to Marseilles to report upon the property. He posed company. Those terms were embodied in two agree .

did so favourably , advising the purchase of the land at the rate ments dated 17th of October and the 19th of October,

of £8 per metre. Mr. Masterman then entered into two | 1865 . Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen considered that
provisional contracts with M . Barnéond for the purchase from that time they had not (with the exception of the

of his rights under the other, two agreements . One half 2 ,000 shares they were to take in the proposed company )
of the £200 ,000 was to be deposited before the 31st any further interest in the concern . On the 18th of October,

of May, 1865. Mr. Masterman , accordingly , applied 1865 , the memorandum and articles of association of a

to Messrs. Frühling and Goschen to advance that company called the City of Marseilles Freehold Land

amount, and to take part in the formation of a company Company, Limited, were registered , with a capitalof £600 ,000,

to carry out the purchase. Those gentlemen then agreed in 30,000 shares of £20 each . The subscribers to those
to advance the £100,000 , and that a company should articles were seven gentlemen , all directors of the Credit

be formed with a capital of £600,000, divided into 30,000 Foncier Company. Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen subscribed

shares of £20 each , of which they would take one-half pro for 2 ,000 shares in it , and paid into the Agra and Masterman

vided the other half of the capital was subscribed for by Bank, £8,000 on account of those shares. The Credit Foncier
responsible parties. On the 19th of May , 1865 , thememo Company also took 20 ,000 shares in the company, for which

randum and articles of a company called “ The City of they paid £80 ,000 ; and Mr. Masterman took 6 , 000 shares, for

Marseilles Improvement Company (Limited ) ” were prepared , which he paid £24 ,000. On the 19th of October, 1865 , Mr.

with the view of acquiring the property agreed to be purchased Masterman paid Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen the sum of
by M . Barnbond at Marseilles. That company was to have £100,000 by a check of the City of Marseilles Freehold Land
been divided into 30 ,000 shares of £20 each , and to have had Company, Limited , drawn in favour of “ John Masterman or

a capital of £600,000 . Its directors were authorised to order.” In January, 1866 , it was considered desirable that

purchase the property for £293,000 . On the 25th of May, that company should be wound-up , and to that Messrs.

1865 , Mr. Masterman agreed with M . Barncond for the Fruhling and Goschien assented ; on being paid the two sums

purchase of his interest in the property for £114 ,000 . On the of £30,000 and £30 ,000 , receiving also the sum of £8 ,000 in

same day Messrs. Frühling and Goschen agreed with Mr. respect of their 2 ,000 shares, and being entirely released from

Masterman to provide the first instalment of the caution any further interest in the undertaking . Those sums were

money before the 31st of May, 1865, and to subscribe for | then paid to Messrs. Frubling and Goschen by the Credit
15 ,000 shares in the proposed company. Mr. Masterman then Foncier Company. On the 19th of January, 1866 ,the plaintiff
agreed to sell the benefit of the convention with the Compaguio | company was duly registered . Its capital was £1,600 ,001),
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divided into 80,000 shares of £20 each , for the purpose of hearing of the case being continued he should have proved

purchasing and leasing land at Marseilles. The above, though that Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen - when they first entered
only a short outline of so much of the case as relates to the into the affair, and in October, 1865, when they withdrew
Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen , is (in the present stage of the from it - had the best reasons for believing that the property
cause) sufficient to explain the nature of the claim made in question was an extremely valuable one. He should further
against them by the plaintiff company. That Corporation , in have established to the satisfaction of the Court, that from
effect, insisted that all the four companies were practically October, 1865 , the Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen had no con
one and the same; that the Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen , trol over, and took no part whatever in the management of
having agreed to join in purchasing the property, and being the concern. The plaintiff company was not formed till
bound to the Compagnie Immobilière to form a company for January, 1866 , and his clients had nothing to do with it. In

the purpose of carrying out the proposed purchase , and fact, Mr. Goschen had retired from mercantile business before
thinking the property worthless, combined with the Credit | that time. The offer which he now made on his client's
Foncier Company and others to bring out a company ; that behalf was to pay a sum of £20 ,000 towards the ex

the plaintiff company was then brought out, and that the penses of the plaintiff company. He had written out the
Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen were paid by the Credit Foncier terms of the proposed arrangement, which was assented to

Company with moneys which were, and which Messrs. by the plaintiff company. They were to this effect :-- The

Fruhling and Goschen knew , or ought to have known, were in Vice -Chancellor having suggested that a course should be taken

reality the moneys of the plaintiff company. All those for terminating the case which would in no way affect the

allegations the Messrs . Fruhling and Goschen distinctly deny, high character and position of the house of Messrs. Fruhling

and insist on the perfect bona fides of their conduct throughout. andGoschen , and the counsel for the plaintiff company having

The opening of the case for the plaintiff company was not stated that, on the part of his clients , and , personally, he in

concluded when the Court rose . Mr. Glasse , Q . C ., Mr. J . the fullest manner retracted and withdrew any suggestion that

Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Mr. Wingfield were for the plaintiff any imputation could in any way attach to the defendants in

company ; Mr. Cotton , Q .C ., Sir Henry James, Q .C ., Mr. relation to any matter connected with the suit. The defend
Kekewich , and Mr. Hornell were for Messrs. Fruhling and ants, although they have hitherto refused to make any con

Goschen, cession by way of arrangement to the plaintiff company, and

have insisted on the suit being heard in open court, yet, upon
December 13. the bill being dismissed, are willing to yield to the Vice

The Vice-Chancellor, when they were about to resume Chancellor 's suggestion , and will voluntarily , and in con

their arguments , on the 13th , said that he had thought sideration of the position of the shareholders in the plaintiff

a great deal about the case since its commencement, company, contribute £20,000 to the funds of the company

and could not help feeling that, having regard to the high now in liquidation . The Vice-Chancellor expressed his satis

character and position of the gentlemen interested in the faction , both with the amount named in the arrangement, and
suit , it was extremely desirable that some arrangement the arrangement of the cause itself, as being most honourable
of it should , if possible , be arrived at. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., ex to all parties concerned in it. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., said that
pressed his concurrence in that opinion . Mr. Cotton , Q . C ., these proceedings had procured for the plaintiff company, in .
on behalf of Messrs. Fruhling and Goschen , said the question dependently of the £20 ,000 , no less a suin than upwards of
was not, so far as they were concerned , one of money. The £600 , 000. He wished also to add that Mr. Masterman had

bill in the suit contained very grave charges of fraud , and he I given his clients the fullest assistance possible in the investi.
could not recommend any stoppage of the case without the gation of their affairs. Sir Henry James, Q . C ., Mr. Kekewick ,

most public and unconditional withdrawal by the plaintiff and Mr. Hornell were (with Mr. Cotton , Q . C .) for Messrs.
company of all imputation against his clients. Mr. Glasse, Fruhling and Goschen . The Vice- Chancellor made an order
Q . C ., said he had carefully abstained from making any to the effect that, all imputations being withdrawn by the

personal observations. Mr. Cotton , Q .C ., found no fault plaintiff company by consent, the bill in the suit to be dis

whatever with the mode in which the case had been opened by missed , without costs.

the counsel for the plaintiff company ; but Messrs. Fruhling ( Before Vice-Chancellor Sir C . HALL .)
and Goschen naturally desired to clear themselves from the

charges made against them in the bill. Mr. Glasse, Q . C ., för HOLT v . EVERALL. — This case raised a singular and im
the plaintiff company, said that, with the object of promoting portant question upon the 10th Section of the Married

an arrangement, he would have no objection , and then offered Women 's Property Act, 1870 , which enables a married man to

to make the fullest retraction possible on his part. The Vice effect an insurance upon his life for the benefit of his wife and
Chancellor said if some arrangement of this suit could be family. Mr. John Edward Everall, of Wem , Shropshire, a

effected , it would materially facilitate thewinding -up of this married man , and a tanner by trade, insured his life in tho
company. If there was any reasonable prospect of a settle City of Glasgow Life Assurance Company in two policies of
ment being come to he would adjourn the Court for its £500 each , dated respectively the 5th of April, 1870, and

consideration by the parties ; and he did so accordingly. expressed to take effect as from the 26th of March , 1870. The

Mr. Cotton , Q . C ., when the adjournment of the court was over, Married Women 's Property Act, 1870, came into operation on
said : - Of course , his position had been , in the absence of Mr. the 9th of August following, and on the same day Mr. Everall,
Goschen , a difficult one. But for the fact that the suggestion who was the company' s agent at Wem , wrote to the secretary

of an arrangement was made by the Court, he should have of the company desiring to know whether “ old policies could
urged the further hearing of the case . But the suggestion by be renewed so as to act for the sole use of wife and children .”

the Court that an arrangement of the case was deemed ad To this the secretary replied that “ he did not think that the

visable placed him in a different position . The claim made company's policies could be altered , but if any such question

by the plaintiff company against his clients was a large one, should arise with one of their policyholders, he would consult

being for principal and interest together as much as £100,000. their solicitor about it.” On the 23rd of March , 1871, Mr.

Still, the question was not, as he had already said , one of Everall delivered his two policies to the company for the pur

mere money with them . Since the adjournment of the Court pose of having two new policies substituted for them , and the

he had seen his clients, and he was now able to accede to the secretary thereupon gave him a receipt stating that they had

suggestion made by the Court, and to accept - but before he been “ deposited with the company to be cancelled , in order

acceded to the suggestion - the offer of a full retraction of all that two new settled policies might be issued in lieu thereof."

imputations made by the plaintiff company, through their Accordingly , in substitution for the old policies two new

counsel. It was right, however, that he should (without, of policies for £500 each , dated respectively the 3rd of April ,

course, going into his client's case) say this , - that had the 1871, were handed to Mr. Everall, providing for payment of
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the policy moneys to his wife, if living at his death , for her as against the trustee in bankruptcy all settlements by a

solo and separate use. The day fixed for the premiums was trader who becomes bankrupt within two years after the date
the same as in the old policies. Each of the new policies also of the settlement. That the two policies of 1871 were sub

bore an endorsement that, “ notwithstanding its date, the stituted for those of 1870 is clear upon the evidence . Mr.
within policy shall participate in the profits of the company Everall was the local agent of the insurance company, and

from the 26th of March , 1870 , and shall be entitled to the applications were made to him by insurers in reference to

same privileges as a policy opened with the company at that making use of policies existing at the date of the Married

date ." The premiums which became due on the substituted Women's Property Act, 1870 , coming into operation, and
policies on the 26th of March , 1871 and 1872, were duly paid ; he applied to the secretary of the company to ascertain

but in January, 1873, Mr. Everall filed a petition for liquida whether old policies could be renewed so as to act for the sole

tion under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, and his creditors ap use of wife and children. The secretary , in answer , wrote,
pointed the plaintiff Holt trustee of his estate. In June, 1873, saying that he thought the old policies could not be altered ,

Mr. Everall died, leaving his wife surviving him ; and the but that if the question arose he would consult the company's
question now was whether the policy moneys were payable solicitor. Mr. Everall subsequently , and , as far as appears ,

to the trustee or to Mrs. Everall. The question of law in the without any further correspondence with the secretary of the

case turned upon the effect of the 10th section of the Married company,delivered to the secretary of the companythe policies

Women 's Property Act, 1870 , and the 91st section of the of 1870 , for which the secretary gave a receipt, expressing that
Bankruptcy Act, 1869. By the 10th section of the former Act they were deposited to be cancelled in order that two new

it is enacted that “ a policy of insurance effected by any settled policies might be issued in lieu thereof. Two new
married man on his own life , and expressed upon the face of policieswere accordingly issued . They do not refer to the old

it to be for the benefit of his wife , or of his wife and children , policies ; they purport to be based on declarations made a few
or any of them , shall enure and be deemed a trust for the days before, but as to whether any such declarations were, in

benefit of his wife for her separate use, and of his children , fact,made there was not any evidence. The annual premiums

or any of them , according to the interest so expressed , and payable under the policies of 1871 were the same as those
shall not, so long as any object of the trust remains, be sub payable under the policies of 1870 ; the assurance year was

ject to the control of the husband or to his creditors, or form computed from the same date in both sets of policies, and by

part of his estate.” The 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act, express endorsements on the policies of 1871 privileges were
1869, provides that “ any settlement of property made by a attached to them corresponding to those which attached to

trader not being a settlementmade before or in consideration the policies of 1870 . There were two or more classes of

of marriage. . . or a settlementmade on or for the wife or policies, and the policies of 1871 were of the same class as

children of the settlor of property which has accrued to the those of 1870. That the two policies of 1871 were substituted

sottlor after marriage in right of his wife , shall, if the settlor for the two policies of 1870 is , I think , clear. And I think

becomes bankrupt within two years after the date of such that for the purposes of the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act,

settlement, be void as against the trustee of the bankrupt 1869, the policies of 1871 should be treated and considered as

appointed under this Act." This bill was accordingly filed by being policies of 1870, so as to beoperated upon by that section ,
the trustee in bankruptcy to obtain a declaration that he was unless the contentions on the part ofMrs. Everall , which I now

entitled as such trustee to the policy moneys in question , on proceed to consider, can be sustained . These contentions are,

the ground that the two substituted policies were “ settle first , that the policies of 1871 should be considered as being

ments " within the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act. Mrs. policies effected under the 10th section of the Married Women 's

Everall, by her answer, asserted that the policies ought to be Property Act, 1870, and effectual as settlements under that
deemed as settlements made by her, she having, as she al section . It appears to me that that section does not operate

leged , arranged with her husband for the payment of the to render valid, as against the 91st section of the Bank

premiums thereon out of certain property which had been ruptcy Act, 1869, a policy effected under circumstances such
settled to her separate use upon her marriage. The other facts as exist in the present case. Inasmuch as Mr. Everall could

in the case will be found stated in his Honour's judgment. not have settled the old policies he could not, by resorting to

Mr. W . Pearson , Q .C ., and Mr. Lorence Bird were for the a new mode of making a settlement, although created by Act

plaintiff ; Mr. Waller, Q .C ., and Mr. Bunting for Mrs . Everall. of Parliament, and although that Act of Parliament contained

The Vice-Chancellor said , - The plaintiff, as trustee in bank provision for a bankrupt's estate being recouped moneys paid

ruptcy of a Mr. Everall, now deceased , claims to be entitled to for premiumsby the bankrupt, get rid of the enactment con

the sums assured by two policies dated in April, 1871, on the tained in the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act. The
life of Mr. Everall. The defendant, Mrs. Everall, the widow | Married Women 's Property Act is not, I consider, operative as

ofMr. Everall, claims to be entitled to these sums. According to cases falling within the 91st section of the Bankruptcy Act,
to the terms of the policies of 1871 the two sums, in the 1869. That section and Act apply to specified cases, which,
event, which happened , of Mrs. Everall surviving her hus as I consider, are left untouched by the general law created by

band , belong to her. The plaintiff's case, in addition to other the 10th section of theMarried Women 's Property Act . The
contentions, upon which it is unnecessary for me to state my two Acts can well be read together, the specific cases provided

views, is that the two policies of 1871 were substituted for two for by the one not being repealed by the other. Secondly ,

similar policies which Mr. Everall had , in April, 1870 , effected Mrs. Everall alleges that the obtaining the new policies of
with the same office at the same premiums, and that although 1871 was suggested by her, and under an arrangement come to

according to the terms of the policies of 1871, the sums between her and her husband that she should pay the
assured , in the event which happened , belong to Mrs. Everall , premiums out of her separate estate ; that she accordingly

she is not entitled thereto , Mr. Everall having , as, in fact, he so paid the premiums; and she contends that under such
did - paid the premiums on the policies of 1870, and the circumstances she is entitled to the proceeds of the

policies of 1871 being , as the plaintiff contends, in substance , a policies, she being under such circumstances herself

settlement by Mr. Everall of the sumsassured by the policies the settlor of the policies, Mr. Everall having , in
of 1870 through the medium of an assurance professedly Mrs. Everall's engagement to pay, or her actual pay

effected under the 10th section of the Married Women 's ment of the premiums in respect of the new policies,

Property Act, 1870 , and that inasmuch as Mr. Everall was a more than an equivalent for his having paid one premium

trader and became bankrupt in January , 1873 , which was (the one on the policy of 1870) , and in the moneys assured

within two years from the date of the policies of 1871, the being by the policies of 1871 made payable to him if he sur

provisions for Mrs. Everall in the policies of 1871 are void vived his wife . Mrs. Everall claims the sums assured irre
under the 91st section of the Bankruptzy Act, 1869, which spectiveof the Married Women 's Property Act, or at all events

(with exceptions not material in the present case ) makes void under that Act. In her answer she says it was agreed between
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herself and her husband that the premiums should be paid

out of her separate income. It appears to me that there is no

foundation for the contention and claim of Mrs. Everall. Such

an arrangement as Mrs. Everall alleges in her answer to have

been made was not capable of beingmade. She had not any

separate estate as to which she could contract. She was by

her marriage settlement restrained from anticipating the

income to which she was thereunder entitled for her life , and

she had no other separate estate . The alleged arrangement,

therefore, if come to , was in its inception inoperative.

Whether, if it had been acted upon by Mrs. Everall making

the payments, it could or should be treated as effectual, it is

not, I think, necessary to consider, because it is not, I think,

established either that such an arrangement was come to , or

that the payments to be made under it out of Mrs. Everall's

separate estate were, in fact , so made. His Honour having

commented at some length upon the evidence on this point,

continued : - Upon the whole , I consider the alleged arrange

ment and payment out of separate incomeare not established .

In coming to this conclusion , I do not forget that Mrs. Everall

has not been cross -examined. It follows that the plaintiff is

entitled to the sums in question , except that the premium pay

able in 1873 having been paid by Mrs. Everall after Mr.

Everall's bankruptcy, out ofher separate income, shemust be

repaid that sum , and considering that the policy was preserved

by that payment, I shall not order her to pay costs. The

defendants , the company, must be paid their costs out of the

fund, and the residue thereof, after the payment to

Mrs. Everall of the premium of 1873 , must be paid to the

plaintiff,

between the plaintiffs and the defendant prior to the formation

of the society, to the effect that the plaintiffs and an ac

countant named Massey should find £1,250 for preliminary
expenses, and that if the concern should be floated through
their instrumentality , the defendant should provide out of the
promotion money £5,000 , or its equivalent in paid -up shares,

for distribution in equal shares between the plaintiffs and
Massey, by way of remuneration for the services in relation to
the society. The society was incorporated in due course as a

company with limited liability ,and, £30,000 in cash and shares
having been paid to Robertson in consideration of his trans.
ferring to the company the contract which he had negotiated
for purchasing the site upon which the society 's gardens and

buildings were to be laid out and erected , the bill was filed
against him by the plaintiffs to enforce the alleged agreement

so far as they were concerned , Masseynot being a party to the
suit, as it was alleged that his claim on the promoter had been
satisfied . The defence was that the plaintiffs had not performed

their part of the bargain , the money required for preliminary

expenses not having been found by them , but through the
agency of a syndicate, who advanced to Robertson £2,000 for

the purpose on the termsof receiving back their money with a
bonus of $ 200 per cent. Mr. A . G . Marten , Q . C ., and Mr. B .
B . Rogers, for the plaintiffs, admitting the difficulty of a case
resting on the parties' recollection of a verbal agreement,
argued that the real bargain was that the plaintiffs and Massey

should introduce the scheme to the public, and find other
persons to advance the £1,250, and this they contended they
had done ; but the Master of the Rolls, without calling on
Mr. Southgate , Q . C ., and Mr. Begg, for the defendant, said

that each of the six persons presentat the meeting when the
alleged agreementwas entered into gave a different version of
its terms. On such circumstances it was no discredit to these

six gentlemen to say that the court was not bound to believe
any one of them . Assuming the plaintiffs' version to be the
correct one, the question was, what it meant. The plaintiffs
said it meant that they should find some one to lend the
money ; the defendant that they were to provide it gratis. His
Lordship was clearly of opinion that the latter was the true
meaning of the agreement, for it never could have been
intended that these gentlemen should receive £5 ,000 in cash

or shares for finding a syndicate to advance a sum of money on
terms of receiving back three for one. But he need not hear

further evidence for the purpose of deciding what the real

agreement was, for there was an amount of variance about the
case which rendered it an improper one for specific per
formance. The bill would be dismissed with costs , on the
simple ground that the plaintiffs had not satisfied the court of

their title to specinc periormance.

December 15 .

(Before the MASTER of the ROLLS.)

Varg v . SHIPPEY. - This bill was filed in August by an ac-

countant's clerk against his employer to recover an alleged

debt of £66 9s . 3d. The defendant having demurred on the

ground that the subject -matter of the suit, being an ordinary

money demand, was not within the jurisdiction of the Court

of Equity , the plaintiff, on the 12th of November, amended

his bill on payment of 20s. costs, without introducing any
equitable matter. The defendant demurred to the amended

bill on the same ground as before, and the demurrer now camo

on for argument. Mr. C . H . Turner appeared in support of
the demurrer ; Mr. E . Chisholm Batten for the bill. The

Master of the Rolls. - There is no ground for this demurrer.

It is said that this is a mere action for money had and received ,

which the Court of Chancery could not have tried , and I agree

that it is so. But, though the suit was commenced before the

coming into operation of the Judicature Act , the bill was

amended afterwards, so that the suit is a pending suit. Now ,

what does Section 2 of the Act of 1873 say with regard to

pending suits ? It says that the High Court of Justice shall

have the same jurisdiction in relation to all ponding causes,

matters and proceedings as if the samehad been commenced
in the High Court and continued therein to the point at which

the transfer occurs. This , then , being an action for money

had and received , which this Court, as a branch of the High

Court, has jurisdiction to try, comes the defendant with his

demurrer, and for cause of demurrer showeth that the subject

of the suit is not within the jurisdiction of a Court of Equity .

Hemight as well have said of a French Court , as of a Court

of Equity, for there are no longer Courts of Equity, it is all

the High Court. The demurrermust be disallowed with costs.

WEMYSS V . ROBERTSON . — The defendant, Mr. William Wy.

brow Robertson , was the promoter of the Royal Aquarium and

Summer and Winter Garden Society , Limited , and the plain .

tiffs were Colonel Francis Wemyss, Mr. ConstantineHenderson ,

an architect, and Messrs. Henry Benson James and Leslie

Jeyes, civil engineers. The object of the suit was to obtain

specific performance of an alleged parole agreement come to

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir JAMES Bacon.)

In RR THE STAPLEFORD COLLIERY COMPANY. — This was an
ex -parte application by Mr. Kay, Q . C ., and Mr. Cracknell for

the stay of execution against goods of a company which is

being wound-up . There has been a conflict of opinion between

the Master of the Rolls and three Judges of the Common

Pleas Division as to which was the proper division to make
such an application in - whether it was to be made before

the Judge of the Chancery Division who has seizing of the

winding-up, or the Judges of the Division in which the action

to be stayed is pending. The Common Law Judges considered

the jurisdiction was not affected by the Judicature Act, and

refused, on an application to them , to make an order. When

the matter came before Sir George Jessel in winding-up pro
ceedings on the question of costs, he considered the Common

Law Judges wrong and allowed the costs of the application to

them . Vice -Chancellor Malins has since had the question

before him , and made an order in a winding-up for the stay of

proceedings in a Common Law action . The Vice -Chancellor
said that if there had not been some difference of opinion on
the subject he should have thought there could be no doubt,

and made the order asked for.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. I were rendered to the Controller sometime ago, and since then

nothing had been received or paid . Mr. Aldridge said that

December 9.
until the close of the bankruptcy the trustee was bound to

furnish quarterly returns of his receipts and payments. Mr.

(Before Mr. REGISTRAR BROUGHAM , sitting as Chief Registrar Hazlitt made an order on the trustee to file the

Judge.) necessary account within 14 days, and pay the costs of the

application . He said that unless proper returns were made,
IN RE Thomas STANDRING . – This was a motion on behalf of the controller could not tell how cases stood, or whether addi.

Captain C . J . J . Wilkinson for an order for the delivery of tional funds had been received .

Bolivian bonds, of the nominal value of £1,800 , now in the

custody of the trustee. Mr. Wilson appeared in support of December 11.
the application ; Mr. F . Turner for the trustee. The bank .

rupt, who formerly carried on business as a stockbroker in (Before the Hon. W . C . SPRING-RICE , sitting as Chief Judge.)
Copthall-chambers, absconded in September last. At the IN RE MAVROCORDATO . - The bankrupt, Charles Themistocles

time of the adjudication , which occurred on the 1st of October, Mavrocordato, formerly carried on business at 108 Bishopsgate

£4,500 Bolivian bonds were found in the iron safe in the office, street Within as a merchant and dealer in stocks and sharos,

and the trustee, upon his appointment, took possession of the He was recently convicted of fraud , and sentenced to five

property. The question now arose whether the applicant was years' penal servitude. This was a sitting for public examina
entitled to £1,800 of the bonds, the numbers of which were

proved to be identical with those deposited with the bankrupt trustee, the Court ordered a memorandum of non -appearance
for sale on the 18th of September. It appeared that as many to be entered .

As 35 notices had been received from different persons claim

ing securities supposed to have been in the custody of the December 13.
bankrupt, but no demand had been made for the particular

(Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)bonds, of which the applicant now sought the delivery. The

trustee did not desire to place any obstacle in the way of the IN RE C . E . OCHSENBEIN . — This was an application to

applicant if the court considered his claim to be sufficiently register the resolutions come to by the creditors under the
established, and the direction of the Registrar was sought failure of this debtor, who is described as a corn , seed , and

upon the subject. Captain Wilkinson , upon being called , oil merchant carrying on business at 23 Crutched Friars. The

proved the deposit of the bonds with the bankrupton the 18tlı statement of affairs filed shows totalunsecured debts £33,200,

of September. He said the bankrupt advised him not to sell, against assets £3,300 . Mr. Doria now applied to register a

and the bonds were left in his custody awaiting orders for sale . series of resolutions liquidating the estate by arrangement,

On the following day a slip was left at the office of the solicitor with Mr. W . Cornish Cooper, accountant, as trustee, with a

for the witness containing the numbers of the bonds. He committee of inspection . An objection was raised to the re

had no dealings with the bankrupt before this transaction . gistration by Mr. Morley on the ground that certain partner

His Honour was of opinion that the applicant had established ship transactions had not been disclosed on the statement of

his claim to the bonds, and ordered the trustee to deliver them affairs. The debtor was examined, and from his evidence it
up. In reply to Mr. Turner , his Honour said he must decline appeared that these partnership transactions were really co

to give any general directions in regard to other cases which adventures in certain sales, which ended on the sales being

might arise. The trustee must form his own opinion upon the effected . His Honour then directed registration .

evidence before him , and, in case of conflicting claims, must IN RE UPTON , HUSSEY, AND Co. -- This was also an applica

give notice to all persons interested requiring them to establish tion to register a resolution come to by the creditors under the

their title . Application granted. failure of Messrs. Upton , Hussey, and Co., jewellers, of St.

IN RE JULIUS NELKEN. - This was a sitting for public ex . James's -street. The petition was filed in October last, the

amination . The bankrupt, who formerly carried on business liabilities being estimated at £28,484 28., against assets,

in Milk -street, as & velvet and silk warehouseman, has ab £15 ,569 198. Upon the application of Messrs. Lewis and

sconded . His liabilities are estimated at from £20 ,000 to Lewis , his Honour registered the resolution . The estate

£25 ,000 . Upon the application of Mr. Goldberg , for the will be liquidated by arrangement with a trustee and com .

trustee, his Honour directed the usualmemorandum of non mittee of inspection .
appearance to be entered.

December 16 .
December 10 .

(Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief Judge.)
(Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, sittiny as Chief Judge.)

IN RE A . A . MORLETT AND Co. - The debtors , who are

IN RE ARTHUR Orton . — This case was again brought before merchants, carrying on business at 11 Billiter-square, and

the court in consequence of a report by the controller to the Manchester ,have filed a liquidation petition . Their liabilities

effect that the trustee had failed to comply with the provisions are estimated at £110 ,000, with assets of uncertain value.

of the Act and the Rules by transmitting a certified copy of Mr. Finlay Knight, for the petitioners, asked that the

" the estate book." The bankrupt was adjudicated in the first meeting should not be fixed earlier than the 15th of

year 1870, under the description of “ Sir Roger Charles March next. The evidence showed that many of the credi.

Doughty Tichborne, of Harley- lodge, Harley -road, Brompton , tors were resident in America , and it would be impossible

of no business or profession ." Repeated adjournments of the to communicate with them before that time. The learned

firstmeeting occurred in the hope that an arrangementwould counsel also, with the concurrence of creditors for £31,000,

be effected with the creditors. Eventually this proved to be applied that Mr. Nichols , of the firm of Charteris and Co.,

impracticable , and theproceedings were continued in the usual should be appointed receiver and manager. The assets con :

mode, Mr. Joseph Neale , of 42 St. Peter's -road , Mile-end, sisted partly of bills of exchange, in respect of which remit

being appointed trustee. No accounts have yet been filed by tances were being received, and it was necessary the property

the bankrupt, and the probability of a dividend seems to be should be protected . His Honour granted the applications.

exceedingly remote. Mr. Aldridge, the official solicitor, men IN RE FRANCIS AVRILLON . - The debtor is the proprietor of

tioned the case to the court, and pointed out that it was the the Westminster Club , Albemarle - street, Piccadilly . He has

duty of the trustee to make the necessary return, irrespective presented a petition for liquidation with liabilities estimated

of the consideration whether the estate was large or small. at £7,000 and assets £1,000. Upon the application of Mr.

Mr. Hogan , who appeared for the trustee, stated that accounts Brough for the petitioner , his Honour appointed Mr. James
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Waddell, accountant, receiver of the property , and granted an W . Russell had, at the firstmeeting, resolved to grant his dis
interim injunction to restrain an action brought by one of the charge on paymenton his behalf to the trustee of £4,000 within

creditors in the High Court. a month ,and on his executing a covenant to pay £5,900 by instal.
ments : £4,000 and two of the instalments were paid , and the
deed was executed . A second petition was afterwards pre .

SUNDERLAND COUNTY COURT. sented , and it was held that the first, though not formally

closed, was no longer pending , as the arrangements amounted

(Before E . J . MEYNELL, Esq., Judge.) to a purchase by the debtor of his after-acquired property. In
IN RE JOHN PALLISER, WEST HARTLEPOOL . – This was a that case the creditors had resolved to grant the debtor's

motion on behalf of John Palliser, a liquidating debtor, discharge on his doing certain acts, which were done, and it

against George Hudson , his trustee, praying that the said trus merely remained to formally close the proceedings. In the
tee might be ordered to return goods of the said debtor re case beforemethere has been no such resolution , and the facts

cently wrongfully taken possession of by him , or to pay the are altogether different. The last case cited was the very
proceeds of such goods, if sold to the new creditors of the recent one of Englebach v . Nixon (32 L . P . C . P .) There the
said debtor. That an inquiry might be made as to the trustee had allowed the bankrupt to trade for the benefit of
damages suffered by the said debtor, and an order made for his creditors ; a creditor put in an execution in respect of a debt

payment thereof to him by the said trustee. That the said contracted after and without notice of the bankruptcy , and it

trustee might be ordered to pay the costs . His Honour gave was held that his rights were to be preferred to the rights of

judgmentas follows : - The debtor filed his petition for liqui. the trustee, that there was a case not between the debtor and

dation on the 10th October, 1874, and a meeting was held and trustee, but between a new creditor without notice, and the
liquidation resolved upon . Mr. Hudson was appointed trustee, trustee, and moreover the debtor,was trading with the consent

and took possession of the debtor' s property in the same of the trustee and for the benefit of the creditors . Justice

month , and, according to the debtor's affidavit, filed in this Grove says, in his judgment : - " The true principle appears to

motion , it was all realised in December and January. The be thatwhere a bankrupt trades with the knowledge of the

debtor has never got his discharge. It appears from his assignees all the property which he may acquire by such

affidavit that on the 18th February, 1875, he again commenced trading belongs to the assignees, but that where the assignees
business with a new stock -in -trade, procured , as he states, themselves allow him to trade they give him power to contract

from new creditors , ofwhom he gives a list . On the 18th of debts, and therefore cannot prevent those debts being satisfied
September the trustee seized the new stock , and the validity out of his effects ." All the cases that Mr. Simpson has cited

of such seizure is the question I have to decide. The motion , seem to me very different from the present, and I cannot find
however, I must remark, is made by the debtor ; none of the any such particular circumstances in this case as would take it
said creditors have interfered in the matter , nor is there any out of the general principle that all the after-acquired property

evidence before me to show that such creditors were not per of an uncertificated bankrupt belongs to the assignee, now

fectly well aware that they were dealing with an undischarged trustee. Mr. Simpson argued that the trustee must have

debtor. Mr. Simpson , who appeared for the debtor, seemed known the debtor had recommenced business , and that he

to admit that the trustce had a legal right to seize (the case should have objected to his doing so . There is no evidence

of Nias v. Adamson, 3 B , and Ald., is conclusive as to this ) ; on the debtor' s behalf that the trustee did know it, but he says

buthe argued that this was a case in which a Court of Equity in his affidavit that the debtor told him that he was carrying
would protect the after-acquired property from the claims of on business , and had retaken the premises for his sister, and

the trustee. In the case of Everett v . Backhouse, 10 Vic ., c . that it was not until the day before the seizure that he dis.

94 , it was held that an uncertificated bankrupt could only ac covered the debtor was carrying on business on his own

quire property for the creditors, except as the M . R . said in account. Even assuming, however, that the trustee had
his judgment, under very particular circumstances, as where known that the debtor had recommenced business, I am not

assignees, by their conduct, have precluded themselves from aware that he could object to his doing so , I know of nothingto
claiming the property . Are there , then , such circumstances in prevent a bankrupt trading again before he gets his discharge,
this case ? Mr. Simpson argued that there were, and cited if he chooses to run the risk of having his property seized. It

'several cases, which , however, when examined , seem very was held in Morgan v . Knight, (33 L . J. C ., P . 168,) and other
different from the present. First, he relied on the old case of cases, that the title of a bankrupt to his after -acquired

Troughton v . Gilby . In that case the bankrupt had bought property is good , except as against his assignees. I take it

his stock of his assignees, and sureties joined to secure the thatwhen Justice Grove speaks of the assignees allowing a
consideration . He traded for four years, and then died , but bankrupt to trade, he does not mean their merely remaining
still uncertificated , and it was held that the subsequent cre passive , buthe refers to such cases as those cited , where they

ditors were to be preferred to those under the commission . have expressly allowed time, or at all events done something
That was a question between two sets of creditors, and the from which such assent can be implied, as by selling him his
assignees having themselves sold the stock to the bankrupt to stock, & c . But be that as it may, as I have already said , there

enable him to re -commence trading on his own account ; it is no evidence in this case that the trustee knew the debtor

was held that they were precluded from claiming until the was trading unless on his sister's behalf. I can see nothing in
new creditors were satisfied . In ex parte Jinker, 47 L . J . B ., the case to deprive the trustee of his right to seize the

91 and 147 , the creditors agreed to dispose of the whole of the property, and refuse the motion with costs .

debtor's business to a third person for a sum to be paid by in

stalments, and a small part of which was to be paid by the CREDITORS' MEETINGS.
debtor himself out of his future earnings. This arrangement

was duly carried out by deed . Afterwards the purchaser and C. BARLOW (BECCLES).- A meeting of the creditors of
debtor carried on business in partnership ; the instalments Charles Barlow , of Becc!es, was held on Tuesday 14th December,

were paid , but the creditors becoming inimical to the debtor, 1875, when it was resolved to liquidate the estate by arrange
refused his discharge, and claimed his after -acquired profits , ment, Mr. Lovewell Blake, of Hall Quay-chambers , Great

and it was held inequitable for them to do so in the face of Yarmouth , public -accountant, being appointed trustee with a

the arrangement they had agreed to and carried out. That committee of inspection . Mr. C . H . Wiltshire is solicitor in

case , then , is very much stronger than the present. The very the proceedings.

fact that the debtor was to pay a sum out of his future THE ABERDARE AND PLYMOUTH IRON COMPANY. – At a

earnings, showed a consent by the creditors to his trading on meeting of the creditors of the Aberdare and Plymouth Iron

his own account. Ex PARTE RUSSELL (44 L . J . B . 112 ), also relied Companies, held on Tuesday, Mr. Joseph Robinson , of the

upon by Mr. Simpson , was a case in which the creditors of Sir . Ebbw Vale Company , presiding, the scheme which has been
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LAND, Estate, House, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER “-SYNDICATE ” AGENCY,

Registered according to Act of Parliament, Head Offices, No. 3 Craven .

street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate " are ; - lst. - The Sale, as Auctioneers, or Agents , Ground of

Rents , Freehold and Leasehold Land, Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels .

Public Honses, Inn , Bcer Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Houses, Tobacco

pists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture, Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contracts

2nd . - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land

Farms, Estates, Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices

under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts. 4th . - The Surveys and Valuation .

of Lund, Farms, Estates , and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur

niture , Jewellery , and other Effects , for probate and other pur

poses . 5 . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by

Auctioneers, Surveyors , Land, House, Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .

- The negociations of partnerships, and from unlimited connection with

capitalists ,monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as

merchandize , and every other description ofproperty intended forabsolute

sale , or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst

dental or conducive to the above objects , and every of them ; also the

laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syudicate"

from their extended conuection with the Trades' Protection Societies and

other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi

dential character Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country

introducing business.

put forward for carrying on the business by a limited liability
company, and for the immediate discharge of the debtors, was
proposed by Mr. Travers Smith , solicitor, and unanimously
adopted . It was also agreed to hold meetings on the 7th
proximo to close the liquidation in the separate estates of Mr.
Fothergill and Mr. Hankey. Mr. Smith , in moving the
resolutions, gave an account of the arrangement which has
been come to , and of the present position of matters, which
show a much more hopeful prospect for the creditors than
would have been thought at all possible when the suspension
of the firms took place. The estates altogether are valued at
£1,250 ,000 , which will be the nominal capital of the new
company, and the debts are about £310,000, represented by two
mortgages, and about £900,000 besides, being the amount of
the proved debts ranking on the estate , there being also two
small annuities amounting to £700 which come before the
mortgages. The arrangement, then , is that the company to be
formed , besides assuming liability for the mortgages, involving

an annual charge for interest and sinking fund of
£22,750 , should create two kinds of debentures - one
called “ A ” debentures, bearing 5 per cent. interest

for £36 ,000, which has been subscribed by the private
friends of the partners, for working capital of the company,
and the other called “ B ” debentures, to be given in exchange

for the debts proved in the liquidation , and not to bear
interest, but to be paid off out of the first profits of the
company after the debenture interest and charges have been

paid ; an immediate payment of about 1s. per pound being
made as the surplus value of certain assets sold to the new
company, which reduces the “ B ” debentures to £850,000 .

The first charges altogether, including the above £700 of
annuities, amount to £25,250 , and the profits above this
annual sum will thus go to repay the “ B ” debenture holders

that is, the creditors upon the estates in liquidation . The new
company will work under a committee of control, seven in

number, including five of the largest creditors, one repre .
sentative of the mortgage-holders , and one representative of

the subscribers of the working capital. Such are the arrange

ments for again setting this great business on foot and
gradually paying off the past indebtedness. At present, only
the coal business is being worked ; but it appears from Mr.
Smith ' s statement that since the suspension this has been

done at a profit, the working expenses of the whole concern
having been met and payments having been made on account

of arrears of rates and other preferential charges. The
company will also resume the ironworks business when the

condition of trade permits . The usual formal votes instructing
the trustee, Mr. Turquand, to obtain the confirmation of the
resolutions by the court, were also passed at themeeting, and
as the remaining proceedings are only formal, the liquidation
is practically at an end.

OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEND.

Proprietor - W . SKILLÉTER.
Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll,

Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the Old Falcon

Hotel, East Street . Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

PISH DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £l ls. PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, & c .

Five Minutes' walk from North Kent Railway , and Two Minutes from

the Piers , and Tilbury and Southend Railway.

R E S T A U R A N T ,

13 OXFORD STREET,
Near the corner of Tottenham -court-road .

Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of
Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol- lane, City .

Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and breaa, Is . 3d
Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,

vegetables , cheese and bread , 28.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o ' clock , from 2s. 6d . to 10s. 66 .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor,

LATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOTICE. - From and after 1st of January , 1876 , the
business hitherto carried on by the undersigned Mr. ARCHIBALD

STEWART, under the style of A . STEWART and Co. , at the above address ,
will be carried on by Mr. D . W . LAMBE , his former partner, at his offices
No. 32 WALBROOK . Mr. ALFRED HIORTON has ceased to have any
connection with the business .

ARCHIBALD STEWART,

D . W . LAMBE ,

30 Moorgate-street, Dec . 16th , 1875 .

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS

EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

L

WANTED AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTANT'S
CLERK who thoroughly understands the duties of auditing, and

the general routine of an Accountant' s Office , and is competent to under
take the management of the oflice. Apply by letter, stating salary and
references, to J . YALDEN and Co., 70 Cheapside, E . C .

JIOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH

With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay . - Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY, 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH.

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LA: D SOCIETY, 29 and 30
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAFETY

AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sums under £50 repayable

upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers.
Cheque -books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9 , and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o ' clock .

A Pamphletcontaining full particulars may be obtained post-free
on application .

Francis RAVENSCROPT, Manager

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON .

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Noticos, Balance

Shects , & c., printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS , LAMBETH , S.E .
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" The source of many a writer' s woe has been | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .
discovered .”

PENS! PENS !! PENS!! 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON , E .C
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl, and the Waverley Pen."
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infiction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN

1,200 Newspapers recommend them . See
Graphic, 17th May, 1873. Mr. Alderman McArthur, M . P .

Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post Is .id .

Patentees, MAONIVEN & CAMERON, 23 to 83 Blair- street, Edin .
burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS'
CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU .

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA.

Dinner Services, Gült Pieces, £4 10s.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham .

WEDDING AND BIRTH D A Y
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE.

FOUNTAINS.
STORER' S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,
£2 178. 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS.

RALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED
and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary

Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected .

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS.
TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE.

J. DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH .

Five minutes' walk from the Bank of England .

William Mowburn , Esq.

H . J . Atkinson, Esq.

Thomas Ball, Esq.

Walter Griffith , Esq .

George M . Kiell, Esq.

George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett.

William Merry, Esq.

John Napier, Esq.

Jonathan S . Pidgeon, Esq

John Vanner, Esq.

8 . D . Waddy, Esq ., Q .C ., M .P .

Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income (1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223,613 2 0
Bonuses Apportioned ' .. . . . . 581,774 6 2

Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140 , 151 18

Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be
obtained on application to the Head Office.

W . W . BAYNES, Secretary .
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RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

THITE ' S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed

by upwards of 500 Medical Men to be the most effective invention
in the curative treatmentof Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
80 hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being

worn round the body, while therequisite resisting power issup
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep. A descriptive circularmay be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
ti circumference of the body two inches below the hips being

AL into the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE, 228 , Piccadilly ,

London . Price of a single Truss , 16s. , 219. , 26s. 6d ., 31s. 6d .

Postage Free. Double Truss, 3ls. 6d ., 42s., and 528. 6d . Post

age free . An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s., and 52s. 6d. Postage
free . P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to JOHN WHITE, Post -office ,

pe Piccadilly .
NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c. for Varicose
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c.
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like
an ordinary stocking . Price from 4s. 60 , 7s, 6d ., 10s , to 16s. each .

Postage free.
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexer. For gentlemen they
are a substitute for the ordinary braces . For children they are invaluable ;
tbey prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices
for children . 58 . 6d . and 7s , 6d . Adults, 10s. 6d . , 158 . 6d ., and 218. each .

Postage free. - John White, Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, London .
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Was awarded for " Feuerfeste

Bisone Schranke und

Kunstchlosser Fortschrills," to

HOBBS, HART, & CO ..
AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .

This Medal is only given to Exhibitors whose New Inventions
testify marked Progress .

" FIRE -PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS

CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"

Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
use of False Keys.

N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , Alxed on a safe or
Strong- Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate

keys of that Lock in existence . The object of a Lock is twofold - security

against burglars, and secrecy against prying curioeity . A new change in

this Lock may at any time be obtained in five minutes by simply filing away

the thickless of a bair from one or more of the steps of the Key . Th
Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thusmade to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock .

The Lock and Key may thusbe easily altered into what would be virtually

& New LOCK and Key, as often as may be desired , without the aid of a

Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent

copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , cide

" Times, " 12th September , 1876 ) . This Lock affords effectual protcetion

from duplicate or " Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very

extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effected
by thismeans.

HOBBS, HART & CO .,
LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUE ERE.

76 Cheapside, London , E . C .

PPS' S COCOA. - " By a thorough knowledge of the
U natural laws which govern operations of digestion and nutrition,

by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage
which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to atuack wherever there is a weak

point. Wemay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti .
Aed with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - - See article in the

Civil Service Gazette,
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E . O .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend , at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .

TRUSTEES,
Lieut.-General J . II . GASCOIGNE , C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . I H . R . SNELGROVE, Esq., The Vicarage, Exmouth .

The Rev. W . F , GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott, Devon . HENRY WALKER, Esq., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

Messrs. R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E . C .
MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . - RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G . S .

Current accounts opened , and 5 per cent. interest allowed on the minimum monthly balances . Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound

Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria - THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Book -keeping in
street, ISSUES GUARANTEED CHEQUES for any sum not exceed the hands of the Subscribers.

ng £20 against cash deposits, without any charge for commission , the
penny stump being the only expense. These are very convenient for E CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
persons not having banking accounts , or notwishing to draw small cheques.

1 lished Balance-sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.
are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co-operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria I opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances.

1 street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards,
payable three montbs after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, – Furnishes
annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These Cheque Books for Customers.
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly

negotiable instruments. THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The PEOPLE' S I description of Sound Financial Business.

BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -street .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - No Promotion Loans.

1 Money or Preliminary Expenses .

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re

Companies of a bona - fide character.
muneration Dependent on Profits .

'THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis

1 . count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .
whole amount of the Liability .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Minimum of 1 1 on Deposit of Decds and other valuable Securities.

Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects.
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BASK . - Mansion House I THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the

Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street.
1 Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on

- Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares .

I beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, Mansion House
THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — The Secrecy and 1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, near the Mansion House.
1 Despatch of Individual Management.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts theAgencies
MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.- A fixed instead 1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign

1 . of an uncertain Scale of Profits . Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Eighteen per TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply
Cent. per Annum paid Monthly . 1 and Expeditiously , go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - A constantly ac IF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY ,

1 cruing Reserve Fund. 1 lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Withdrawal after six months on Sixty Days' Notice. L COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY. ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Mansion House Mansion House Chambers,

1 Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria - street, City .
11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn , Denbigh , Dundee, Edinburgh , Glasgow , Inverness, Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington ,
Bristol, Newcastle -on - Tyne, Shields,Woolwich, Sunderland, Bishop Auckland, Exeter, Blyth, Bradford -on
Avon , Newton Abbott, Neath , Newport (Mon .), Middlesborough , Plymouth , South Shields, Worcester, Sheffield ,
Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton , Leicester , Moroton -in - the- Varsli, Hull, Norwich , Portsmouth , Easingwold ,

Birmingham and Greenock .
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THE

SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND.

COUNCIL
President. - JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington . Vice-President.- JOHN BATH , London .

ALFRED ALLOTT, Sheffield . |EBENEZER CHAMBERS FOREMAN , I FRANCIS NICHOLLS, London .
JOSEPH ANDREWS, London . London . WILLIAM JOHN PARRY, Bethesda .
JOSIAH BEDDOW , London . JOHN BRADLY GEARD, Ipswich . EDWARD THOS. PEIRSON , Coventry.
HENRY BOLLAND, Liverpool. RALPH PRICE HARDY, London. EDWARD SMITH , Manchester .
JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , London . EDWARD NORTON HARPER , London . F . TENDRON , London .
HARRY BRETT , London . WILLIAM COMBEN HARVEY, London . || JOHN HENRY TILLY, London .
ROBERT. BUCK , Sunderland. | JOHN ALISON HESELTON , Bradford . | LEWIS VOISEY, Warrington .

JOHN CALDECOTT, Chester. [ham . GEORGE EDWARD LADBURY, London EDWIN WILKS, Plymouth .

WALTER NEWTON FISHER, Birming | JOHN UNWIN WING , Sheffield .

TRUSTEES. — JOHN BATH , 40a, King William Street,London ; THOMAS COLTMAN ,Leicester ; JOSEPH DAVIES, Warrington

TREASURER . — JAMES CHARLES BOLTON , 26 Great St. Helens, and 2 St. Mary Axe, London .
AUDITORS. - R . R . ROBINSON , London ; C . PEMBER , Hereford .

BANKERS. - Messrs, WILLIAMS, DEACON , & Co ., Birchin Lane, London .

OFFICES — 2 COWPER' S COURT, CORNHILL , LONDON.

Further information can be obtained , and copies of the Rules can be had , upon application to
AL FRED O. HARPER, SECRETARY.

H . D . RAWLINGS, 25

PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.

H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH .

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III .

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE:

Gold Medallist of the Societe Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale

de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON, SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE DISTS on Application, at the Manufactory, Nassau-street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE ,

ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,

LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices , and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted.

N . B . - In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers, only one MS. copy necd
he forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. DECEMBER 18 , 1875 .
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A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Vol. I. - New SERIES. — No. 55 .] SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25 , 1875 . [ PRICE 6D .

THE

ACCOUNTANTS' DIARY
AND

DIRECTORY for 1876
IS NOW READY, and can be had upon application to the

Publishers , Messrs. WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence

lane, Cheapside, or to MR. A . C . HARPER, 2 Cowper's

Court, Cornhill, E . C .

LAND, Domains, Mountain Ranges, Woods, Forests,
U and Important Residential Estates. Messrs. MARSII, MILNER ,
and Co. , Land Valuers and Timber Surveyors, have a number of
WEALTHY BUYERS DESIROUS of INVESTING in AGRICULIURAL ,

SPORTING , and RESIDENTIAL ESTATES. OWNERS O

properties wishing to effect advantageous sales are therefore invited to for
ward plans and particulars, which , when received , will be judiciously placed
before intending purchasers, publicity being carefully avoided , and written

terms settled before anycost or liability is incurred . Address Mesors.

Marsh , Milner, and Co., Land and Timber Surveyors, 54 Cannon -street ,
London , E . C .

MESSRS. MARSH , MILNER, AND Co.'s
N REGISTER of LANDED ESTATES, Town and Country Residences,
and property of every description , is published Monthly , and may be .

obtained at the Auction , Land , and Estate Agency Offices, 54 Cannon

street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on application .
PRICE :

Foolscap Folio . . 6s. By post 6s. 8d.

Medium Octavo . . 38 . , 3s . 4d.
MORTGAGES promptly NEGOTIATED upon
11 Landed Estates , City Properties , and upon sound securities of all
kinds. Messrs. MARSH , MILNER and Co., have at the present time

access to large sumsof Money ready to be immediately advanced upon ap

proved securities. Apply at the City Land and Reversion Offices (Established

1842 ) , 54 Cannon -street.
1 ITALIANI

TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, & c.

“ THE CHRISTIAN UNION ,
The largest Religious Penny Journal in the World .

IS INVALUABLE AS A MEDIUM for Advertising to
1 Public Companies , Charities, Commercial Houses, Auctioneers , Estate
Agents , Capitalists. Bankers, Shippers, Railway Companies, Exporters ,

Merchants, Manufacturers, Share Brokers, Insurance Companies, Benefit

Societies, Building Clubs, Public Schools , Colleges, Institutions, Hotels,

Tutors, Governesses , Secretaries, Managers, Clerks, etc. , etc. - Applications

for advertisement space to be addressed to ALFRED W . GEE , Advertising

Agent, 62 Gracechurch -street, London, E . C .

PUBLISHING OFFICE :- 108 Fleet-street , London, E . C .

WILLIAM EDWARDS, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITOR ,

GRANVILLE PLACE , STONE ROAD , LONGTON ,

STAFFORDSHIRE.

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION.

mo BE SOLD, with immediate possession , the valuable
I lease of the premises of a wholesale and retail Optician . The

buildings are very commodious, and fitted with numerous lathes, benches,

and every appliance for carrying on a large and lucrative business, and are
situate in a leading thoroughfare in London ; well adapted for combining

scientific with remunerative occupation . The Stock , Materials , Machinery ,

Fixtures, & c . , by valuation , no charge for goodwill . Apply for further

particulars to Messrs. John Bath and Co ., Public Accountants, 40a . King

William -street, London Bridge .

CH A R L ES L , O W D E N ,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY,

BARROW .IN -FURNESS.

SSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.NOTICE .
DROM and after 1st of January , 1876 , the business

witherto carried on by the undersigned Mr. ARCHIBALD

STEWART, under the style of A . STEWART and Co., at the above address ,

will be carried on by Mr. D . W . LAMBE , his former partner, at his offices

No. 32 WALBROOK . Mr. ALFRED HORTON has ceased to have any
connection with the business.

ARCHIBALD STEWART,

D . W . LAMBE,

30 Moorgate-street, Dec. 16th, 1875.

39 BROAD -STREET, BRISTOL,

JUNE 24TH , 1875.

The PARTNERSHIP hitherto existing under the Style or Firm of
HANCOCK , TRIGGS, & CO ., having been DISSOLVED by mutual
consent, I beg to give notice that I purpose henceforth to CARRY ON

BUSINESS as a PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT at the above address.

PHILIP TRIGGS.

Established 1813.

PERIODICAL SALE OF REVERSIONS, ANNUITIES,
LIFE POLICIES, SHARES, & c .

MESSRS. MARSH, MILNER, AND Co., are
preparing their printed particulars for the forthcoming Monthly

AUCTION ,which is held the FIRST THURSDAY in every month . To
insure due publicity , particulars of Properties intended to be included in

the next sale should be forwarded , without delay, to the City Land and

Reversion Offices , 54 Cannon Street, London .

MESSRS. BARRETT AND PATEY,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
90 LONDON WALL, E .C .

H AVING removed from No. 8 Finsbury Circus, to more
- commodious offices at the above address , will be pleased to hear

from Accountants resident in the provincial and manufacturing towns who

require agents in London ,
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MR. FERDINAND WOLFSKEHL,

BAN KER ,

9 STEINWEG, FRANKFORT A /MAIN , GERMANY,

CALLS THE ATTENTION of Investors to different

Continental Government Securities, guaranteed by Acts of Parlia

ment, through which Capital and Interest ARE SECURED BEYOND

ANY DOUBT.

Every one of these Loans must be repaid as per Plan attached to each
Debenture , soithin a limited number of vears, by periodical Drawings,

OFFERING ADVANTAGES PRESENTED BY NO OTHER SECU

RITIES, WITH BONUSES AT EACH DRAWING , varying from

£10 to £30 ,000 .

For full particulars apply by letter, addressed care

MESSRS. WOLFSKEHL BROTHERS, BANKERS,

LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL .

| Advertising medium . Starting with a good guaranteed

circulation, and with the entire concurrence and hearty

support of the leading members of the profession, the

ACCOUNTANT has achieved a large measure of success

in a wide field hitherto unoccupied by any profes
sional organ . The ACCOUNTANT thus secures to Ad
vertisers an excellent circulation of an exclusive cha

racter ; and is particularly valuable as a medium

for the announcements of members of the profession , as

to Estates and Declaration of Dividends, and the ap .
pointment of Trustees and Receivers ; for Publishers,

Printers, Law Stationers, Auctioneers, and Estate Agents ;

for the Advertisements of Insurance and Public Com

panies ; and for Notices as to Investments, Vacant

Partnerships, & c. Advertisements intended for inser

tion in the current number, should reach the office on
Thursday ; late announcements can , however, be re

ceived up to 12 o 'clock (noon ) on Friday.
N . B . — Copiesmay be obtained at Messrs. W . H . Smith

and Sons, Strand, at their numerous Railway Bookstalls ,

and at the Shops of the leading City and West-End

Newsvendors.

LOVEWELL BLAKE , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,

RECEIVER, AND TRUSTEÉ IN BANKRUPTCY.

SECRETARY TO THE GREAT YARMOUTH TRADERS' ASSOCIATION .

OFFICES: HALL QUAY CHAMBERS, GREAT YARMOUTH .

J . F . TITCHMARSH , PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

AND AUDITOR ,

17 PRINCESS STREET, IPSWICH .

RECEIVER AND TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY AND LIQUIDATION .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

In consequence of numerous applications trom sub

scribers, the proprietor has made arrangements for the
supply of CASES for holding and preserving the

Accountant, which may be obtained at the office on

the following terms : - In green cloth (well got up ),
with elastics, and “ The Accountant" in gold letters on

front, 3s. each ; same in leather, 4s. 6d. each . Sub

scribers'names in gold lettering, 1s. extra. Post Office

Orders payable to ALFRED W . GEE, 62 Gracechurch.

street, London , E .C .

TRANSLATIONS,

MR. ALFRED W . GEE,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN ADVERTISING AGENT,

62 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E .C .,

Begs to announce that in compliance with a wish expressed

by some of the subscribers to the Accountant, he has made

arrangements for the translation of legal and commercial
documents , correspondence, & c., into the Principal European

Languages. Members of the Profession are therefore respect
fully informed that arrangements can bemade for efficient and

speedy translations into , or from , the French , German , Italian ,

Spanish , and Dutch Languages on Moderate Terms.

The Accountant.
DECEMBER 25, 1875.

Tbe Accountant.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The ACCOUNTANT is printed and published in time

for Friday evening's mail ; price 6d. per copy, or
28s. per annum (including postage ), the reduced terms

for payment in advance being : annual subscription

24s. “ (post free) ; half-yearly ditto , 13s. (post free ).

Cheques and Post-office orders to be made payable

to Mr. Alfred W . Gee, 62 Gracechurch -street, E .C .,

to whom applications for advertisement space, and letters

relating to the general business of the paper, should also

be addressed . Literary communications should be

directed to the Editor of the ACCOUNTANT at the same
address, and in order to ensure insertion in the current

number, correspondents are respectfully requested to

forward their copy as early in the week as possible .

The “ order and disposition " clauses of the various

Bankruptcy Acts have on many occasions given rise to

much ingenuity of interpretation, and customs of trade

are equally fertile in points of interest. Apart from

questions of fraud, such as arise, in too numerous

instances , under voluntary settlements, there are many

cases in which the exact date of the transmutation of

possession becomes of the highest importance. In

discussing, a few weeks since, the doctrine of stoppage

in transitu , we pointed out the refined subtleties of

distinction which abound in determining the exact limits

to which the right of stoppage extends; and many of

our remarks will apply to the doctrine of reputed

ownership . To discover at what particular time the

vendor loses his right to retain his goods, and becomes

a mere creditor entitled merely to a scanty dividend out

of the problematical assets of his debtor, is quite as

vexatious to a trustee as to determine what custom of

TO ADVERTISERS.

The Proprietor desires to call the attention of Adver

tisers to the special advantages offered by the paper as an
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trade or conditions of hiring will regulate his right to This was the point that came before theLords Justices in

claim property, to all outward appearance in the the case of ex parte Powell in re Matthews. The result

possession and under the entire controlof the bankrupt. was disappointing, and illustrated that cautious habit of

But in the former instance he has the advantage of the judicial mind to which we have before referred . As

various authoritative , if obscure decisions to which to is not unfrequently the case, the debtor's assets were of

look for guidance ; in the latter , he has to face a a very small description , and the trustee was, not

difficulty which is of comparatively modern creation . unnaturally, unwilling io enter upon a course in

To lay down exactly the strict limits of the law as / which an adverse decision might have caused him

regards “ agreements of hiring,” is a duty imposed a heavy pecuniary loss, and success would have

upon the judges, whose careful performance would be a brought him but the barren honour of having

very valuable assistance to trustees . The principle on the correctness of his opinion on the par

which such cases ought to be decided is pretty well ticular point at issue established. Hence, as the

settled, but, unfortunately , the issue has not been raised various judges had thought there was evidence of the

in a sufficiently representative form for its decision to existence of such a custom as was contended for, the

be of very much practicalimportance, and the occupants Court of Appeal declined to interfere, though evidently

of the judicial bench are for various reasons extremely of opinion that the existence of such a custom was far

unwilling to do more than decide the exact point before from being conclusively established. The matter

them . therefore remains still undecided , until some wealthy

The practice of payment for hire of articles which estate in which a similar question arises will pay the

after a time become the property of the hirer , is fast expense of having the doubt set finally to rest. There

increasing. The purchase of a house through a is one point which does not seem to have been ad

building society is a recognised and convenient form of verted to in judgment or argument. The agreement

investment, and the system which Mr. Beale first for the hire of the furniture was registered as a bill of

introduced with a view of increasing the employment of sale. This would be notice, of course , to any persons

machinery among farmers,and then extended to pianos, dealing with the debtor that the furniture was not his

is often called into operation to provide the necessary property , and seems to us to be tolerably decisive ofthe

furniture . But its general adoption would be very point. But in the case of a creditor who has not

embarrassing to those called upon to administer the taken this precaution , we are inclined to think that the

bankruptcy laws. As regards the ownership of a house, final advantage would rest with the trustee.

difficulty need seldom arise . To live in a house im

plies nothing beyond a tenancy, as ownership of house It is perhaps to the general convenience , though

property is the exception rather than the rule . But, | occasionally very troublesome to individuals, that the

till the developments ofmodern commerce have altered defects of Acts of Parliament should be brought out by

the presumption ,the furniture in a house will be looked judicial investigation into their meaning. No person

upon as being as much the absolute property of the with a proper sense ofwhat he owes to the legal system

owner as the coat on his back . It may or may not be of his country ought to grudge any expense he is put to

paid for , but it is clearly part of his property. But, by being so unfortunate as to give rise to the illus

under the custom of hiring , it is contended that the tration of this doctrine, where his misfortune may be a

goods belong to their hirer only on the payment of the beacon to light the path of his fellow -creatures through

last instalment, and that, till that is made, the property the sinuous ways of pecuniary embarrassment ; but he

remains in the vendor and not in the purchaser. But certainly deserves our sympathy when his services in

the creditor of the reputed owner, who knows nothing acting as a leading case only settle the law for a brief

of any such agreement, may be deceived. He gives space of time. The case of Holt y. Everall, which we

credit to a man whom he judges, by the testimony of reported last week, is a case belonging to the latter

his own eyesight, to be the possessor of a large stock of category. It decides that a policy of insurance, to

furniture ; and the fact that furniture is frequently hired come within the protection afforded by the Married

in the waywe have mentioned is so notorious as to put | Women 's Property Act of 1870, to those who insure

the creditor upon his inquiry whether the furniture is their lives for the benefit of their wives and children ,

or is not actually the property of its reputed owner. must be anew policy effected after the passing of the
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Act. The importance of the decision is, however , materially strengthened by the revelation of its affairs,

getting less and less every day. It is scarcely possible we may safely lay down that an unsuccessful petitioner

that any one now should endeavour to settle an old should be wholly discouraged . There are many com

policy with a view to taking advantage of the Act, and panies which were called into existence under circum

the only persons likely to be affected would be those stances of undoubted fraud, and which are so heavily

who, becoming bankrupt, would have to show that they weighted in the first instance, that under no possible

were able to pay their debts without the aid of the circumstances can they hope to succeed. But there

policy ; and considering the very slight value that are many others whose existence is simply trembling in

these securities bear till a large number of premiums , the balance. Ifallowed to work their way undisturbed,

have been paid , he would be a very hard -hearted they may survive the crisis, but it is precisely at that

trustee who would put a debtor upon a very rigid proof time that an unfavourable rumour may destroy them .

as to this. As regards Mr. Everall's case, the logical The very threat of a petition to wind-up is alarming, and

inferences seem tolerably clear. A policy effected in is very often resorted to from improper motives. The

1870 would now be of merely nominal value ; an old Life Assurance Act of 1870 endeavours to remedy this

policy might be a valuable asset, and to allow this to be by providing that a preliminary inquiry shall be held in

subject to the operation of the Actwould very materially private to satisfy the judge that there is a prima facie

prejudice creditors. But a further remarkable fact in case of insolvency, - a useful and beneficial rule.

the case is, that it shows anew how often an attempt to But to appoint a provisional liquidator without

effect a slight saving entails a heavy loss . One year's hearing any statement on the part of the company

premium only had been paid on these policies, and to may bring about all that an unscrupulous petitioner

surrender them and take out wholly fresh ones, which | desires. The appointment can be made public , confi.

would have been protected by the Act would have cost dence is shaken , and the final catastrophe is speedily

but a very slight addition to the annual premium . It broughtabout. That the appointment was made in

was this false economy that was fatal. Had the debtor advertently is probable enough , but it is rather dis

lived , the policy would have been worth but a nominal couraging that such a mistake could possibly occur.

sum , but he died within a few months of his failure, An assurance company, however, as far as the share

and the amount assured became immediately payable . holders are concerned, is less liable to damage from

As matters turned out the saving of a few pounds in - such an occurrence than any other. Policies may lapse

volved the loss of a thousand . That the decision , in a very profitable manner, and as confidence is re

however hard it may seem , is correct can scarcely be | established, may be renewed on advantageous terms.

doubted , and the creditors may possibly be as worthy But in the interest of policy -holders, it is desirable to

of our sympathy as the family of their debtor. But a exercise the utmost care not to take any step that may

useful lesson may be learnt from the transaction, - one throw premature discredit on their association . That

which though continually repeated , is as constantly many companies have been wound -up deservedly , and

neglected , — that the greater number of catastrophes are that the majority of the rest stand sadly in need of such

almost directly traced to some desire to effect a trifling a measure, is true, but at the risk of a little delay in ,

saving. Mr. Everall's investment in a life policy proved proper cases, too many safeguards cannot be insisted

a wise and profitable move ; if he had not hesitated to | upon against the machinations of unscrupulous or ,

pay a slightly higher premium to make his investment revengeful petitioners.

absolutely secure, he would have acted still more

wisely . The failure was announced , on Saturday, of Messrs. Lawton

and Head , with estimated liabilities of £190,000 . The business

has been that of merchants, shipping and insurance agents.
A strange slip seems to have taken place in the order The books are in the hands of Messrs. Robert Fletcher and

made on the petition to wind-up the London and

Manchester Industrial Assurance Company,when Vice The liquidators of the Oriental Financial Corporation,
Chancellor Malins appointed a provisional liquidator of | Limited , have declared a further return to the shareholders of

2s. 6d. per share, to be paid at the offices of Mr. T . Fuller

the Company on an ex-parte motion . Without examin Carter , public -accountant, one of the liquidators , No. 2

ing very deeply into the merits of the petition , or
Gresham -buildings, Basinghall-street, on Wednesday , the 5th .

January next, or any subsequent Wednesday, between 11

considering whether the company is likely to be and 2 .

Co,
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE . had been paid to the father, and, even assuming that the

policy was illegal, thatwas a defence available for the company

only, and could not be relied upon by the plaintiffs in support

COURT OF APPEAL , LINCOLN's-INN. of their claim . Under these circumstances,melior est conditio
possidentis , and the appeal of the plaintiffs must be dismissed .

December 21. ( Before Lords Justices JAMES, MELLISH , and BAGGALLAY, and

Mr. Justice BRETT.)
(Before Lords Justices James, Mellish , and BAGGALLAY.)

MEREDITH V . TREFERY. - In this case a question of some
WORTHINGTON V. CCRTIA. - This case - on appeal from Vice importance was raised upon the construction of the recent

Chancellor Bacon - raised the question whether the proceeds Order of Court of the 28th of October, 1875, with regard to the
of a policy of assurance for £500 , effected upon the life of fees to be charged on the taking of the accounts of trustees in
George Curtis, deceased , formed part of his assets, so as to be suits which were pending at the time when the Judicaturo
available for his creditors, or belonged to his father and Acts came into operation . The order in question , which was
administrator, by whom the policy had been effected and the made by the Lord Chancellor, with the advice and consent of
premiums paid . It appeared that in 1862 the defendant, Mr. other Judges of the Supreme Court , and with the concurrence
Curtis, offered to pay his son , the late George Curtis , a legacy of the Lords of the Treasury, under the powers conferred by
of £400, bequeathed to him by his aunt, of whom the father the Act of 1875, provides (by Rule 1) that the fees and
was executor. The son at first demurred to receiving the percentages contained in the schedule to the order shall be
legacy , on the ground of the great expense to which he had taken in the High Court of Justice and the Court of Appeal.
put his father in his education and maintenance ; but it was Rule 4 provides that the provisions of the order “ shall not
at last arranged that the father should pay him the £400 , and , apply to any of the matters following,” two of which are
in consideration of such payment, should , at his own cost and these : - " The existing fees and percentages which shall have
for his own benefit , effect a policy on the son 's life for £500. become due or payable before the commencement of the
Accordingly, a proposal wasmade to the Rock Office, and in Judicature Acts, 1873 and 1875." “ The existing fees and
July, 1862, a policy for £500 on the life of George Curtis, the percentages in respect of any proceedings in any cause or
younger, was granted by that office. The premiums on that matter pending at the commencement of the said Acts , and in
policy were paid by the father, and the policy remained in his respect of which no fee or percentage is hereby provided.” By
possession until after the death of the son in April, 1871 ; but the schedule the fee “ on the taking an account of a receiver,
no legal assignmentof it was ever executed by the son to the trustee, & c ., or other person liable to account, when the
father. Administration was granted to the father, and the amount found to have been received , without deducting
policy moneys were paid to him by the Rock Office. A bill any payment, shall not exceed £200,” is fixed at 2s. ; and
having been filed on behalf ofcreditors for administration of “ where such an amount shall exceed £200, for every £50, or
the son 's estate, it was sought to recover from the father, as fraction of £50,” the fee is to be 6d. The schedule goes on to
forming part of the son 's estate , the £500 received in respect say :- “ In the case of any such receiver, guardian , consignee ,
of the policy . Vice-Chancellor Bacon having held that the bailee,manager, liquidator, sequestrator, or execution creditor,
£500 did not form part of the son ' s assets, but belonged to the the fees shall, upon payment, be allowed in the account, unless
father absolutely, the plaintiffs now appealed . Mr. Jackson , the Court or Judge shall otherwise direct ; and in the case of
Q . C ., and Mr. DundasGardiner were for the appellants ; Mr. taking the accounts of such other accounting parties, the
Kay, Q . C ., and Mr. W . P . Dickins in support of the Vice fees shall be paid by the party having the conduct of the
Chancellor's order. Lord Justice Mellish , in delivering the order under which such account is taken , as part of his
judgment of the Court, said that the first question was costs of the cause or matter (unless the Court or Judge shall
whether there was sufficient evidence that, as between the otherwise direct), and in such case shall be taken upon the
father and the son , the father himself was really the owner of certificate of the result of any such account ; but the fees
the policy. The statement by the father of the arrangement shall be due and payable, although no certificate is re
with the son , and that the policy was effected by him entirely quired, on the account taken , or on such part the
for his own benefit, was confirmed by the evidence of his may be taken .” Under the old practice of the Court of
wife, and also by the fact that for nine or ten years the Chancery no fee or percentage was payable upon the taking
premiums were paid by the father, and that during all this of trustees' accounts, but a fixed fee of £1 was payable on
time the policy was kept in his possession . Their lordships all certificates made by the Chief Clerk '; and if the parties
saw no reason , therefore, to differ from the Vice -Chancellor's agreed to the accounts , and no certificate was required , no
conclusion that the policy on the son's life was effected by the feebecame payable at all. But there was a percentage charged
father for his own benefit. But then it was contended on on the accounts of receivers, and it was at a higher rate than
behalf of the appellants that such an insurance was illegal that which is specified in the above schedule . This suit was
under the Statute 14 George III., cap . 48 , as having been commenced before the Judicature Acts came into operation ,
made by a person having no insurable interest in the life or and the question arose in it, and in some other suits which
death of the person insured . If the company had been sued were then pending, whether, with regard to accounts hereafter
for the amount of the policy they would have had a defence to taken in such suits , the old or the new scale of fees applies ;
the action under that Statute . But there being quite enough and whether, as the new order provides no fee to be taken on
to call their attention to the circumstances under which this a certificate, the old certificate fee is in such cases to be charged
policy was effected , they never thoughtof raising that question , as well as the new fee on the taking of the accounts. In this
but voluntarily paid the amount assured without disputing the particular case there was this further question : - The accounts
policy. The plaintiffs, who claimed the policy as forming part of the trustees for the years 1872, 1873, and 1874 had been
ofthe son' s assets , could have no better right to it than the carried into Vice -Chancellor Hall's Chambers before the Long
son himself had during his life . Now , quite apart from any | Vacation, and had all been vouched , with the exception of
question of the defence. under the Statute, which might have some bills of costs, the taxation of which could not be
been raised by the company, the policy clearly belonged to the completed until after the Chambers had been closed for the
father, and the son could not have compelled him to deliver it Long Vacation . The question was whether in any case the
up or maintain any action of detinue in respect of it , or even new scale of fees could apply to these accounts . A difference
have prevented the father from surrendering the policy and of opinion as to the application of the above order with regard
receiving from the office the surrender value. As the son , to suits pending when the Judicature Acts came into operation
therefore, had no property in the policy as between himself has existed between the Judges of the Chancery Division , the
and his father, his creditors could not have any. The money Master of the Rolls, and Vice-Chancellor Malins taking one

og
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view , the Vice-Chancellors Bacon and Uall taking another. The rule of the court was that a provisional liquidator could
Mr. Davey, Q . C , by the desire of Vice-Chancellor Hall , only be appointed in cases where the winding -up is not
mentioned the present case to the Court of Appeal, with the opposed ; here the appointmenthad been made on au ex-parte
view of settling the practice . Mr. John Rigby appeared for application , where it could not appear whether there was to be
the official solicitor. The Court held that the new percentage opposition or not, and it was most irregular and improper.

on the taking of accounts is in substitution of the old fee on With regard to the conduct of the petitioner, there was evi
the certificate of the result of an account,and that, therefore, dence on the file , which had not been contradicted , that he, a

only one fee is chargeable ; that in suits pending when the director of the company, whose duty it was to protect its
Judicature Acts came into operation thy new scale of fees business, had, on account of his having been discharged from

applies with regard to accounts which have begun to be taken a profitable office, and through motives of revenge, instituted
in Chambers since the Acts came into operation ; but that these proceedings. Whether the evidence were true or not ,
where in such suits the taking of accounts in Chambers was

commenced before the Acts came into operation , even though company throughout the country, seeking to take away the

they should not have been actually completed and certified till business in favour of a company of his own, not yet in
after that date , the old scale of fees applios. This afternoon existence. On the other application his Lordship also
the Court rose for the Christmas Vacation . Tho sittings will expressed a strong opinion that no primâ facie case of

ru- cominence on the 11th of January next. insolvency had been established , and said the petition would
never be brought before a court. lle therefore discharged the

provisional liquidator, refused to vary the chief clerk's grant,

and ordered Mr. Squires to pay the costs of all these pro
HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE. ceedings.

( Before Vice - Chancellor Sir C . HALL. )

CHANCERY DIVISION .
IN RE THE British IMPERIAL INSURANCE CORPORATIQX,

LIMITED , - This was a winding-up petition presented by a

December 17. creditor and shareholder. Three other petitions had been

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir James Bacon.) presented to Vice-Chancellor Malins, two of which were in his

Lordship 's paper for hearing to -day. The corporation was
IN RE THE LONDON AND MANCHESTER INDUBTRIAL ASSUR admitted to be insolvent. The counsel for the two last

ANCE COMPANY, LIMITED . - This matter was brought before the mentioned petitions having applied that those petitions might

court on two applications ; one was by the company to dis . be transferred to this branch of the court, The Vice -Chancellor,

charge an order made by Vice- Chancellor Malins on the 6th after some discussion , expressed his willingness that the two
inst ., on an ex -parte motion by which he appointed a pro petitions in Vice-Chancellor Malins's paper should be trans
visional liquidator. The order was made in the matter of a ferred , and made a winding-up order on those two petitions, as

winding -up petition by a Mr. Squires, a member. Though well as on the present petition , but directed that the order

the petition was presented in this branch of the court, should not be drawn up until the transfer had been made. No

order would be made on the fourth petition , which was not
Chancellor Malins, and on the matter being brought again ripe for hearing. Mr. Graham Hastings, Q .C ., and Mr. Lang

before him , he said Vice-Chancellor Bacon must dealwith the wortly appeared for the present petitioner : Mr. Dickinson .
question whether the order should be discharged . The other Q . C ., and Mr. F . C . J . Millar for the corporation ; Mr. Rigby
application was an adjournment into court of a decision and Mr. Grosvenor Woods for shareholders and policy-holders
of the chief clerk . By the Life Insurance Act, 1870 , it is pro . supporting the petition ; Mr. North , Mr. Ingle Joyce, and Mr.
vided that no petition for winding-up a life insurance company c . H . Turner for the petitioners in the other three petitions.
shall be as much as heard till the petitioner has satisfied the
court that a primâ facie case of insolvency exists. The

petitioner had failed , in chambers, to satisfy the chief clerk December 18 .
that the company did not appear to be solvent, and now ap

( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS. )pealed to the judge in court. The company was registered in

1869, with a capital of £50,000 , of which £4 ,625 was sub IN RE THE MOUNTAIN CHIEF MINING COMPANY or Utah ,

scribed for, and has all been paid up . There was evidence on LIMITED. - In this matter a petition was presented praying for

both sides as to the solvency or insolvency of the company ., an order to wind -up the company. Mr.Glasse, Q . C ., was for

The manager, Mr. Marriott, in support of solvency, said the the petitioner ; Mr. Brooksbank for the company. The Vice

premium income was about £13,000 , and the company was Chancellor made the usual winding-up order.
possessed of the following assets : - £500 on deposit, in the IN RE THE NORTHUMBERLAND ENGINE WORKS COMPANY,

names of two directors ; upwards of £700 in the hands of LIMITED . -- In this matter a petition was presented praying for

agents ; £664 due on loans on personal security ; more than an order to wind -up the company . Mr. Romer was for the

£1, 700 due for premiums ; some money on the current ac petitioner ; Mr. J . Pearson , Q . C . , for some of the respondents,

count with the Sheflield Banking Company, which was more opposed the petition ; Mr. Cozens Hardy was for the company ;

than sutlicient to discharge current liabilities ; and furniture Mr. Bush and Mr. Warmington for other parties. The Vice

and fittings to the value of £135. He also stated that Mr. Chancellormade the usual winding -up order.

Squires, who was a director, had been removed from the office
( Before Vice -Chancellor Sir C . Hall.)

of being one of the committee of management, for which he
received £3 a week , in consequence of his having taken the I IN RE THE ENGLISI AND FOREIGN CREDIT COMPANY, LIMITED

secretaryship of the Co-operative Credit Bank , Limited , the AND REDUCED. — This was a petition of the above.named
holding of which was considered inconsistent with the dis company for the confirmation by the court of a special resolu
charge of his duties as a member of that committee . Mr. tion reducing the capital of the company from the sum of
Squires was stated to have given as a reason for his £300,000 , divided into 20,000 shares of £15 each , to the sum

presenting the petition a desire for revenge, and to have of £200,000 , divided into 20 ,000 shares of £10 each . The
issued a circular to agents calculated to damage the company. requisite formalities had been complied with ; all the creditors

Mr. Jackson , Q .C ., and Mr. E . S . Ford appeared for the of the company had been settled with , except two, whose

company ; Mr. Kay, Q . C ., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods for the claims amounted to £213 6s., which sum would be paid into
petitioner. The Vice -Chancellor said hemust treat the order the Bank of England ; and the company had already used the

of Vice -Chancellor Malins as if it had been made by himself. words " and reduced " since April last. The Vice-Chancellor
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mailo the usualorder of confirmation ,and directed the company was that the company had been misled and deceived by what

to nse the words " and reduced ” for a month longer . Mr. F . was called the principal agreement, which did not show the

C . J . Millar appeared for the company, true contract between the parties . The case of the defendants
was that vendors have a right to stipulate upon what terms

December 21.
they please with the agent whom they employ, and as to the
truth of this there could not be a doubt. But the plaintiffs

(Before Vice -Chancellor Sir James Bacon.) replied that thevendors had so behaved as to render themselves

JOHN BAGNALL AND Sons, LIMITED, V. JAMES CARLTON AND liable for their conduct to the purchasers — that they had , in
OTHERS.-- This suit is instituted for the purpose of setting fact, been party to an agreement whereby the truth was
aside as against the plaintiff company and its shareholders an studiously concealed from the purchasing company. That was

agreement, dated the 6th of March , 1873, for the purchase of
a question for the hearing of the cause , which could not now

collieries and iron works, caused to be entered into on behalf be decided ; the materials were not before the Court ; but in

of the company by the defendants , James Carlton , Albert the mean time the principle was plain enough , that if a prima

Grant, William Henry Duignan , Lauriston Winterbotham facie case for the rescision of a contract were made out, and

Lewis , Rayner Blount Lewis, John Richardson , Charles the consideration for the purchase remained in the vendor's

Fletcher Richardson, Richard Samuel Bagnall, Richard Bag . hands, with danger of its slipping away , the Court would

nall, Joseph Nayler, and George Bytheway, and by William interfere for the purpose of keeping matters as they were, so

Sutton Nayler, deceased , acting as promoters of the company that in the result neither party should be prejudiced . No harm

then in the course of formation , on the ground that they did was being done to the defendants in the meanwhile , and the

not disclose to the company and its shareholders a collateral course was neither unreasonable nor contrary to the practice

agreement of even date with the above, whereby a sum of of the Court. The only doubt was whether the circumstance

£85 ,000 was (as plaintiffs allege) secretly appropriated out of of parts of the property having been disposed of did not render

the moneys of the company, and divided amongst the defend . rescision impossible ; but upon the whole his lordship thought

ants, J. Carlton , A . Grant, J . Richardson , and C . F . there had not been such an alienation as to justify the Court

Richardson , on the pretext of commission for services on in refusing to interfere, and there would be an injunction as

formation ; and that by other concealed and collateral agree prayed against all the defendants except Carlton , who would

ments sumsof £19,000 and £1,500 were agreed to be paid out
nevertheless still remain before the Court as a defendant.

of the same moneys, the former sum to the defendants Joseph Mr. Everitt asked that Mr. Grant, who was in the same
Nayler and William Sutton Nayler, deceased , and the latter to position , might be included in the same exception . The Vice

the defendants W . H . Duignan , L . W . Lewis, and R . B . Lewis, Chancellor said he could not consent to this. The defendant

the moneys so appropriated amounting together to £105 ,000 . Carlton had deposed that he had got rid of his debentures ,

The capital of the company, which was registered on the 21st
but the defendant Grant had said nothing of the kind . The

of March , 1873 , was £300,000, in 30,000 shares of £10 each . defendant Carlton's costs, however, would be specially

Mr. Kay, Q .C ., and Mr. Russell Roberts now moved that the reserved .

defendants , James Carlton , AlbertGrant, R . S . Bagnall, Joseph

Nayler, and Edward Nayler (executor of W . S . Nayler), might

be restrained from parting with , disposing of, or dealing with QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION, WESTMINSTER.

any debentures of the plaintiff company which might be in

their hands, or in the hands of any person by their order , or December 16.
for their use , or under their control. They argued that the

case was one of such gross fraud as prima facie to entitlo the
( Sittings in Banco, before Mr. Justice BLACKBURN , Mr. Justice

plaintiffs to have the contract wholly set aside, and , as inci. Quain , and Mr. Justice ARCHIBALD . )

dental to the right to such relief, they asked that the last WADDLING V. OLIPIANT. - This case raised a curious ques.

mentioned defendants might be prevented from dealing with tion as to the claims of creditors on earnings in literary,

such of the proceeds of the alleged fraudulent sale as were artistic , or professional employments . The question had

now in their hands. Mr. Swanston, Q .C ., and Mr. Ingle Joyce, arisen thus : Mr. Oliphant was editor of a weekly paper, at a

for the defendant Carlton , read an affidavit by him , from salary of £200 a year, and he had become insolvent. Afterwards

which it appeared that he never personally received any part the proprietor of the paper became insolvent, and the

of the £85,000 cash , promissory notes, and debentures in the trustees were ordered to pay him £100 , as six months' salary .

bill mentioned, except debentures to the amount of £12,500 , One of his creditors who had obtained judgment against him

all of which he had sold before the date of the filing of the claimed the money in the hands of the trustees, while it was

bill, for sums amounting to £10 ,476 . Mr. Jackson , Q . C ., and also claimed by the assignees under his former insolvency .

Mr. Everitt, for the defendant Albert Grant, said that he also The question was who was entitled to the money , which turned

had parted with all his debentures, but that he had not made upon this - whether, as between the insolvent and his former

an affidavit to this effect. Mr. Fry, Q .C ., and Mr. Woodroffo, creditors, he or they would be entitled to it ; and this turned

for the vendor to the company, Richard Samuel Bagnall, son upon the question whether assignees of a bankrupt or

and representative (with the Messrs. Nayler ) of the late James ntitled to his subsequent earnings. It was admitted

Bagnall, the former owner, contended thatno relief could be that they would be entitled to profits made in trade, and even

had against him . As vendor hewas entitled to sell upon what to the produce of work and labour and materials, as it is clear

terms he pleased , and if one of those terms was that he was | that they are entitled to after -acquired property ; but the

to allow his agent in thematter of the sale to take one-third point was whether they are entitled also to the produce of

of the purchase money, the purchaser had no right to com pure personal labour and skill, as in the case of an artist, an

plain of that. If the agent in this instance had mixed him author, or any professional man . Mr. Holl appeared for the

self up with the purchaser in such a way as to render himself assignees ; Mr. Horne Payne for the judgment creditor ; Mr.

answerable to the company, that was no affair of the vendor's . Baggallay for the insolvent. It was contended for the

Moreover, here there had been sales by the company of part assignees that the insolvent is only entitled to his earnings so

of the property, so that the subject matter of the contract far as necessary for his personal maintenance and support, as

could not be restored in its integrity , and the court would not, to which , however,Mr. Justice Quain observed that there was

under those circumstances, decree rescision . Mr. Millar a difficulty in laying down a rule of law which turned upon
appeared for the Messrs. Nayler. Mr. Kay having replied , what was necessary in each case for personal maintenance.

The Vice-Chancellor said that the case presented by the Mr. Justice Blackburn observed that of course it would make

plaintiffs was reasonably plain and simple , and there were no it in each case a question of evidence. Mr. Justice Quain ,

questions of fact seriously in dispute. The plaintiff's complaint upon that, observed that £200 a year did not appear more

vent

sol
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than was necessary for the personalmaintenance of a literary ondeavour had been made to effect an arrangement with the

man . Mr. Justice Blackburn observed that the argument for creditors under the 28th section . What had been the result

the judgment creditor went to the extentof insisting that, of that ? The trustee replied that it had been found im .

even although the insolvent received thousands a year in praticable . The bankrupt passed his examination .

his profession , his former creditors could claim nothing ;

and it was admitted that the argument did go to this extent, December 18.
which was what made the question one of some importance.

( Before Mr. Registrar SPRING-RICE.)
Mr Justice Archibald quoted a remark of Lord Mansfield 's
quoted by Lord Denman that “ the assignees cannot let out a IN RE E . M . DE BUSSCHE, — This was an application to
bankrupt to hire.” Mr. Justice Blackburn alluded to the cases confirm a scheme of arrangement under the 28th section .

as to the right of assignees to take advantage of contracts with The bankrupt, who is described as a steamship proprietor, of

the bankrupt, in which Lord Abinger, who differed from the
other judges of his court on that question , delivered the cele. | statement of affairs filed shows total unsecured liabilities

brated judgment in which occurred the famous illustration , so £183,177, against assets £19,250. The proceedings were

often referred to in cases of this subject - Suppose a contract originally instituted in the Newport County Court, but have

by Sir Walter Scott with his publishers to write a novel. On | since been transferred to London . The scheme come to by

his bankruptcy, could his publishers be compelled to take a the creditors is for the acceptance of £7,500 in discharge of

novel written by his assignees ? Mr. Justice Archibald said the all liabilities and the paymentof the costs . The money is to

general rule of law , no doubt , was that after-acquired property | be paid in six equal instalments in twelve months, security
went to the assignees. There was an exception of personal being given and the bankruptcy annulled . It appeared , how
earnings necessary for maintenance. Then , what was ever, that there were some matters of detail to be arranged ,

“ necessary for maintenance ? " That must necessarily vary and a short adjournment was ordered. Mr. Munns appeared
with the circumstances of the person , for what would be for creditors, and Mr. Barber for the trusteo .

sufficient for the maintenance of a day labourer would hardly IN RE E . B . AND A . S . PITCHFORD. — This was an adjourned

be sufficient for an artist or a literary man . Mr. Justice sitting for the public examination of Messrs. Pitchford and

Blackburn : Does “ necessary maintenance ” mean bare sub Pitchford , lead merchants, carrying on business at the Island

sistence, or does it include what would be “ necessaries " for Lead Mills, Limehouse. The bankruptcy took place about two

a wife or for a minor — that is, every thing reasonably necessary years ago, in connection with that of Messrs. Burrs Brothers ,

with reference to circumstances and position ? Mr. Justice and has been adjourned numerous times, pending the settle
ment of a large claim bewwela large claim between the bankrupts and Messrs.

maintenance of a gentleman in the position of the editor of a Burrs and Co., involving upwards of £40,000.40 000 It was stated
It was sta

paper ? It was urged on the part of the assignees that the £100 on behalf of the trustee that the claim had now been adjusted ,
puid here was not paid as salary which might be presumed to and no opposition was offered to the passing of the public ex

be necessary for his maintenance, but as a species of com . amination . The bankrupts accordingly passed on a statement
pensation for the cessation of his employment. But to this of affairs, showing total liabilities £137,053 35., against assets
it was answered that the £100 was awarded on the very ground £19,544 4s. 8d .

that, by the sudden cessation of employment, the insolvent IN RE W . J. LARKER. – The bankrupt, who is described as
would otherwise be left destitute of support. After long of Eton -road , Haverstock -hill, passed his public examination

argument, the Court gave judgment in favour of the trustees on a statement of affairs showing debts £30,998, assets
of the uncertificated bankrupt -- that the money should be paid | £116 10s. Mr. Baker appeared for the trustee and Mr. Doria

to them . Themoney claimed was awarded by the Court of for the bankrupt. Mr. Harker was an unsuccessful candidato
Bankruptcy to the insolvent as compensation for the breach of for the Kirkcaldy Burghs at the general election .

the contract of employment in dismissal without six months' IN RE M . L MAYER. - This debtor, who is described as of
notice. It was not merely money paid by way of salary for the Queen 's Theatre, Holborn , and Gresham -house , theatrical
work actually done ; it was a solid sum of money paid for the manager and commission agent, has petitioned the court ,
loss of future employment. It was not necessary, therefore, estimating his liabilities at £8 ,000 , against assets £3 ,000 odd.

to determine the difficult question as to what might be the Upon the application of Mr. Doria , his Honour appointed Mr.
position of an author or artist making a large income by his Chatteris, accountant, Gresham -house, receiver of the estate ,
professional or literary labours,much beyond any amount that and granted an interim restraining order against several suing

could be considered reasonably necessary for maintenance ; creditors .

the present case was different. Judgment for the trustees of

the insolvent. December 20.

(Before Mr. Registrar KEENE.)

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .
IN RE GALATTIAND SONS. — The debtors in this case carried on

business in Blomfield -street, London , as J . S . Galatti, and at
Alexandria as G . C . Galatti and Sons, and failed in October

December 17 . last, the statement showing debts to the amount of £99,564 2s.,

(Before Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, sitting as Chief Judge.)
against assets £15,854 12s. Mr. Latham (Messrs. Freshfields

and Co.) applied to his Honour to register the resolutions of
IN RE W . A . Wate . — The bankrupt, William Arthur White , the creditors accepting a composition of 38. in the pound,

was a financial broker , carrying on business in Queen Victoria payable in two instalments of 28. 6d . in 14 ,and 6d , in 48 days,
street. He had filed a petition for liquidation , but the from the registration. Mr. Channell, on behalf of a Manchester

creditors failing to pass any resolution , an adjudication was creditor, opposed the registration mainly on the ground that
obtained against him . A statement of affairs returned debts no meeting of the separate creditors had been called . He also
amounting to £8,094, of which £6 , 191 were unsecured, with claimed to have a right to a double proof on a bill of exchange
assets £120 . The trustee appeared in person ; Mr. Wether . drawn by the Alexandria firm against J. S . Galatti, on the

field , solicitor, represented the bankrupt. It was stated to the ground that being a separate trading he could prove against
court that the bankrupt had sustained serious losses in con both drawer and acceptor. Evidence was taken as to any

nexion with various companies which were now in liquidation ; separate trading, and his Honour said he had heard nothing
and, although the deficiency was large, it was properly ac to show that there was a separate estate, and nothing to show

counted for, and the trustee did not oppose. Mr. Registrar that there were separate creditors. There was therefore no

Hazlitt said he observed from the proceodings that an reason to call a separate meeting, and the objection must fall
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to the ground, and registration be ordered. An objection to
the registration was also taken by Mr. Bigham on behalf of

another creditor, but it appearing that he had not proved his
debt, the learned registrar held that he had no locus standi,
and therefore could not be heard .

IN RE NEROUTSOS AND Co. - His Honour, upon the application

ofMr. Bigham , directed registration of the resolutions passed

by the creditors liquidating this estate by arrangement with a

trustee and committee of inspection . The debtors are

described as merchants, carrying on business in East India

avenue and Manchester, as Neroutsos and Co. The liabilities

are $ 22,770 , against assets £13,023 9s. There were several

objections to the registration , but his Honour overruled them

and ordered registration . Messrs . Pritchard and Engelfield
are the solicitors to the proceedings.

December 21.

(Before the Hon . W . C . SPRING -Rice.)

IN RE AUGUSTE AHLBORN. - This was a first meeting for
proof of debts and the appointment of a trustee . The bank

rupt, who was the well -known costumier and milliner of

Regent-street, and who also carried on business at Barbican ,

as the Russian Fur Company, absconded about two months
ago ; no accounts have been consequently filed , but the

liabilities are stated at about £130 ,000 . The bankrupt was

adjudicated on the 9th of the presentmonth , on the petition

of a firm in St. Paul' s churchyard. Mr. Rooks, who appeared

for the petitioning creditor, stated that it was proposed to

appoint Mr. W . Edwards, public accountant, of King -street ,

Cheapside, who had been appointed receiver under a previous

petition, trustee, but to dispense with the appointment of a

committee of inspection . The learned Registrar said that it

was contrary to the whole scope and tenor of the Act to
appoint a trustee without a committee of inspection , and

although that course had been sometimes pursued , it was
always attended with trouble and increased expense , and cast

a burden upon the Court which it was not the intention of the
Legislature to impose upon it. Mr. Bagley, instructed by Mr.

Hall , who also appeared for creditors , explained that in this

case the bankrupt under a former petition had made an
assignment of his goods to his creditors, and under that

assignment they had appointed Mr. Edwards, and realised the

estate in conjunction with a committee of creditors. A very

considerable estate had been realised , and the creditors were

afraid that to appoint a committee of inspection under this

petition would have the effect of delaying the declaration of a

dividend. Eventually, after some discussion, it was arranged
that two of the committee of creditors should be appointed on
the committee of inspection , and three or four small proofs

having been admitted, Mr. Edwards was appointed trustee,
and a day fixed for the bankrupt to surrender for public

examination .

former liquidation , and the debtor having sworn that he was
free from debt at the time of making the settlement, tho

learned Registrar held that it was valid , and dismissed the

application of the trustee to have the furniture delivered up .

(Before Nr. Registrar Pepys.)

IN RE LAWTON AND HEAD - LIABILITIES, £200 ,000. - The

debtors carried on business as merchants and ship and

insurance agents at India - buildings, Queen Victoria - street.
They have filed a petition for the liquidation of their affairs ,

and made the usual statutory declaration of inability to pay

their debts,which they estimate at £200,000. The value of

the assets is not yet ascertained, but they are considerable,

consisting of consignments abroad and cash at bankers. Mr.

Bagley now applied to the court to appoint a receiver to the
estate , alleging as a ground that there were remittances con

tinually coming from abroad , which required of course to be

taken care of. His Honour granted the application, and

appointed Mr. RobertFletcher, public accountant, of Moorgate
street, to the office .

Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY.

RE J. M . BESSIE . — The debtor was described upon his own

petition as of the Approach -road, Lndon -bridge, cigar
| merchant. He had petitioned under the liquidation clauses of

“ the Bankruptcy Act, 1869," and had offered his creditors 1s .

in the pound in discharge of liabilities amounting to about

£2,000 . The assets returned were of almost nominal amount,

consisting , amongst other items, of book debts estimated to

produce £4 15s, 6d . The resolutions providing for the compo .

sition had been registered , but Mr. Robertson Griffiths now
moved upon affidavits on behalf of Messrs. Sales, Pollard , and

Lloyd , tobacco merchants , for examination of the debtor and

other persons at a private meeting with a view to the ultimate

vacation of the Registrar . It transpired from the evidence

that shortly before the filing of the petition the debtor had

obtained goods from the opposing creditors , which still re
mained unpaid for, and about the same time had given a bill of

sale over all his effects at London -bridge to his brother , an

alleged creditor, mainly to secure an antecedent debt, whilst

he proposed to discharge his trade liabilities by the payment

of 1s. in the pound . - Mr. Winslow , Q .C ., and Mr. Brough

opposed the motion , which , after having been argued for

several hours, was adjourned to January 12th next.
IN RE M . B . Solomon . — This was an adjourned sitting for

the public examination of this bankrupt, who is described as of

the Temple Wine Cellars, Fleet-street, wine and spirit mer

chant. The adjudication was made in June last upon the
petition of Messrs. Donaldson and Company . The statement

of affairs shows debts £3,650 14s., against assets £1,795. Mr.
Baker, on behalf of the trustee, offered no opposition , and the

bankrupt was allowed to pass his public examination .

December 22. WINTER ASSIZES.
( Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY.) NORTHERN CIRCUIT, LIVERPOOL .

IN RE BRAYSIAW . - This was an application to set aside a
December 11.

settlement made by the debtor in favour of his wife . He

carried on business at 32 Little Moorfields, and at Tenter (CROWN COURT. - Before Mr. Justice MELLOR.)

street, as a warehouseman and skirt manufacturer, and failed DEFRAUDING CREDITORS. - John Harrison Blair was

on the 8th September in last year for £4,591. Mr. Glyn , on indicted for having absconded from his creditors, and taken

the part of the trustee, now applied to the court under the 91st with him a quantity of property which ought to have been
section to set aside a deed by which he had assigned his divided amongst them . The charge was brought under the
furniture at 117 Forest -road to his wife, in April, 1874. It 12th section of the Debtors' Act. Mr. Pope, Q .C ., and Mr.
appeared that there was a previous liquidation in the pre Yates, prosecuted : the prisoner was undefended by counsel.

ceding year , and the debtor got his discharge under it in It was stated that before the 30th of September the prisoner
November. The Act makes void a settlement executed within was a draper and wholesale milliner in London -road ,

ten years of the act of bankruptcy unless it can be proved that Manchester. During themonths of June, July, August, and

the debtor at the time of making it had sufficient to meet all September, he carried on business there, and he obtained

his liabilities without such property as was comprised within credit from various wholesale firms, amongst them being

the settlement, and it being proved in this case that the | Messrs. Rylands and Co . and Messrs. Thorpe and Son . On the

creditors had accepted £150 in lieu of their claims under the 15th September the prisoner went to the Consolidated Bank
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of Manchester, where he had an account, and drew out £635 ,

and closed the account. On the 21st September , the steamer

China left Liverpool for America , and the prisoner was a

passenger on board . He took with him 13 packages of goods,
which he had purchased from Messrs. Rylands and others,

which were stated to be worth about £1000, and on his arrival

in America , the prisoner distributed the goods in various

places. Hewas traced to Lincoln City, in the State of Nebraska,
where he was arrested and brought back to England . Ainong

the witnesses for the prosecution was Mr. Marsh , a gentleman

connected with the firm of Rylands and Co., who traced the

prisoner to America , and who was instrumental in bringing

him back to England. He was cross -examined by the prisoner

as to the means ho took to get him away out of the United

States. It was stated that the offence being under the

Bankruptcy Act was one to which the Extradition Treaty in

America was not applicable . Mr. Pope : It is suggested , my
lord , that this case may become a casus belli. ( A laugh .) The

Judge : And lead to a war ? I hope not. The prisoner said
the offence was not within the Extradition Treaty . Those who

took him away did not wait for the necessary papers, but

smuggled him on board the steamer and brought him to
England . He asked the witness if he was the person who was
described in the American papers as the “ Hon . J . Cox Marsh

Foley, ex- M . P . of England " - (laughter) — who had “ 80
cleverly traced the swindler, thief, rogue, and forger "'?
(Renewed laughter.) Witness said he saw the statement in

the newspaper. Prisoner : I was arrested on a fictitious charge
in America . That charge was one of forgery , and I was taken

on board a steamer by detective officers and brought to

England . His Lordship said they were not there to discuss
the international consequences of theact of which the prisoner

complained. It did not matter what device brought the
prisoner there ; he was there, and charged with an offence
against the English law , and he must be tried . It might be

that the prosecution could not have got the prisoner here by

any application to the courts in America ; but here the
prisoner was, and he must be tried. The prisoner : I asked
as an American citizen on what charge I was taken to New

York . I was hustled on board the steamer by three detectives,

assisted by the witness Mr. Foley . His Lordship : They
wanted to bring you here, and they succeeded . The prisoner :

If they had asked me in a gentlemanly way. (Loud laughter.)
Mr. Pope : Probably hewould have declined the invitation to

come. (Renewed laughter.) The prisoner : I had fonr
lawyers to assist me. Mr. Pope : Perhaps that accounts for

his being here. (Loud laughter.) The prisoner : I had four
lawyers to get a habeas corpus to set me at liberty, but I would
not accept it. The prisoner addressed the jury, and asked his
lordship to give him a " little leeway , as he was not

accustomed to the usages of the court." He urged that it had
been his intention to send money home to England to meet
his liabilities, and that he had no intention to defraud his

creditors. The prisoner was found guilty , and was sentenced

to eighteen months' imprisonment with hard labour,

£6 178. 4d., and the defendant told him that he had better pay

that sum in full, as the debt was so recently contracted it

would bring him under the penal clauses of the Bankruptcy

Court . Mrs. Saunders went to her brother, Mr. Dixon , of

Southampton , and a few days afterwards he sent a post -office

order to the defendant, with instructions to pay Messrs .

Edmonds and Son . The defendant acknowledged the receipt

of the order, and promised to pay it. It was, however, not

paid , and in October, 1875, Messrs. Edmonds sued Ms.
Saunders in the Shoreditch County Court and recovered a

verdict, Saunders being ordered to pay £2 a month . Mrs .

Saunders took the summons to the defendant, and asked him

whathe had to say to Edmonds' account not having been paid ,
and he replied that it was not paid , but that he would pay the

£2 a month , but he would not pay the costs. Steps were then

taken to prosecute the defendant as a fraudulent bailee. The
defendanthimself failed in the beginning of this year, owing
both Mr. Saunders andMr. Dixon money. Besides the amounts

referred to , Mr. Dixon gave the defendant £10 10s. to pay the
composition which Saunders's creditors had agreed to accept,

but the Registrar refused to register the resolutions of the

creditors, and the composition had not been paid , nor had tho

money been returned . In April last Mr. Dixon pressed the
defendant for the return of that money, and also for payment

of £6 on a dishonoured bill, with noting and interest

amounting together to £17 6s. 6d ., but as he had not the
money be offered Mr. Dixon as security the duplicate of a

watch and chain , which was pledged for £15 , but which was

worth £50. For that duplicate Mr. Dixon gave a receipt, as

ho alleged , for those sums, but as the defendant alleged as

security for the £10 composition and Messrs. Edmonds'

account, £6 178. 4d. The receipt was produced , and Mr. Dixon

now stated that it was not the one he signed, or if it was, the

words in brackets (Edmonds and Co.' s claim , £6 178 . 4d., and

composition £10) had been inserted after it was signed .- Mrs.

Saunders also gave similar evidence, and they both stated

that the receipt Mr. Dixon signed was written on blue paper
and not on white , as that produced was written . A great deal

of evidence was gone into as to whether the signature was of

wes not Dixon 's , and whether if it were Dixon 's the words in

brackets had been added after it was signed. Mr. Wontner
contended that if that receipt was a genuine one there was an

end of the case, as Dixon had made a debt of the money.

Sir James Clarke Lawrence adjourned the case, but admitted

the defendant to bail in one surety in £100 and his own

rocognisances in $ 200 .

On the 17th inst., the defendant appeared again on remand ,

in discharge of his bail, before Sir James Clarke Lawrence,

M . P .. to answer the charge of being a fraudulent bailee.

· Mr. Thorne Cole, instructed by Mr. Pratt, from the office of

Messrs. Buchanan and Rogers, prosecuted ; andMr. Blanchard

Wontner appeared for the defendant.

The evidence previously given having been read over and the

depositions signed , the cross-examination of

Mr. Saunders was continued .-- He had made clothes for the

defendant to the value of £15 , of which he had paid £6 , and
for the balance he gave two bills, one for £6 , and one for
£3 odd . He got a notice from the Bankruptcy Court inform

ing him of the defendant' s bankruptcy. Hedid not know that
the defendant had scheduled him as a creditor for £10. Ho

had not offered to compromise thematter since these proceed .

ings . He wrote a letter to the defendant on the 13th of
November, threatening to take criminal proceedings under the
Fraudulent Bailee Act, unless he paid the money to Messrs,
Edmonds, and the costs he had been put to , amounting alto

gether to about £12 odd. He had filed three petitions for
liquidation , one of which was refused registration . The last

one was on Nov. 4 . The first petition he filed he paid 6s, 8d .
in the pound. The second one, in which Mr.Morphet was con
cerned, he offered to pay ls . in the pound, and it was agreed
to be taken , but the registrar refused to register the resolution

of the creditors. Mr. Dixon , his brother- in - law , was a credi

CHARGE AGAINST AN “ACCOUNTANT.” .

On the 11th inst. Frederick Wood Morphet, of No. 35 Moor
gato -street,described as “ an accountant," appeared on remand

in discharge of his bail before Sir James Clarke Lawrence, M . P .,
to answer the charge of being a fraudulent bailee. Mr. Thorne
Cole, instructed by Mr. Pratt ( from the office of Messrs .
Buchanan and Rogers), prosecuted, and Mr. Blanchard
Wontner appeared for the defence. The evidence in this case
showed that about the middle of October, 1874, Mr. Henry
Frederick Saunders, a tailor, carrying on business at No. 118
High -street, Stoke-Newington , was in difficulties, and he
applied to the defendant, who carries on business in Moorgate
street. Mr. Saunders gave him a list of his creditors, and
amongst them a debt due to Messrs. Edinonds and Son , of
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tor, and had a bill of sale on his furniture. He believed Mr. the matter very carefully, because there was some difficulty
Dixon gave up his bill of sale and proved as an ordinary in the case, but the main facts were admitted . The post-office
creditor. He had made no proposition to pay under the order was sent up for a specific purpose, and was received by
present petition , for the first meeting of creditors had not the defendant. Making all allowance for the defendant's
been held. Mr. Dixon and he were prosecuting in this case, pecuniary difficulties , there was this fact on the evidence - that

and he found most of the money for it. there was a suppression of the fact that the money had not
Mr. Charles Hodson , clerk in the head office of the Money been paid . The defendant had several interviews with Mr.

Order Department, London , produced the money order for Edmonds, when he mentioned that he had given the duplicate
£6 178. 4d. sent by Mr. Dixon to Mr.Morphet, to be paid by for the watch and chain as security, and stated that there
him to Messrs. Edmonds. would be a balance coming to him , and out of that he would

This was the case for the prosecution . pay Messrs. Edmonds' claim . That was inconsistentwith the
Mr. B . Wontner then addressed the court for the defendant, statement that the security was given for Edmonds' debt, for

contending that Mr. Morphet was a gentleman of high char : he never once told Mr. Edmonds that he had given security
acter, and had been ten years in the service of the Bankruptcy to Dixon forhis (Edmonds') debt. With regard to the hand
Court , and had heretofore borne an unblemished character. He writing , there were some doubts about that, and the evidence
admitted that the defendant had received £10 10s. for the was pretty evenly balanced . Under all the circumstances, it
composition , and the £6 178. 4d. for Messrs . Edmonds, and was a case that a jury must decide . He then committed the
the reason that he held them over was because the registrar defendant for trial, but accepted bail in two sureties of £100
refused to register the resolution of the creditors, and there each and himself in £200 .
was an appeal against that decision , which would take up
some considerable time. The fact was communicated both to LOAN SOCIETIES. – From the annual Parliamentary Return
Dixon and Saunders, and they were perfectly aware that the on loan societies just issued , it appears that on the 31st of
money was retained by him for the purpose of paying the December last there were in England and Wales 480 societies,
composition when it was agreed to by the Bankruptcy of which only seven were in Wales. On that day there were
Court. The money was certainly mixed up with the de- | 33,614 members : the amount actually advanced and paid by
fondant's own , but that was not a criminalmatter. When the depositors or shareholders in the year, £199, 365 ; " sums in
defendant found that he was about to become a bankrupt, borrowers' hands on the 31st of December," £407,774 ; the
he felt that it would not be right to let them suffer for amount circulated in the year, £636 ,472. There were 136 ,427
the money they had placed in his hands to meet the claims applications for loans in the period , and 126 ,886 actual
of the creditors of Saunders, and he gave Mr. Dixon the borrowers ; the amount paid for forms of applications and
duplicate of his watch and chain , which were pledged for £15, inquiry £7, 967. As much as £32,920 was paid for interest by
but which were worth about £30. Mr. Wontner then ad borrowers and sureties. The expense of management was
dressed himself to the question ofMr. Dixon's receipt for that £19,661. The net profits , after paying the expense ofmanage
duplicate which Mr. Dixon and Mrs. Saunders declared was ment, £21, 195 ; loss on the year, £2,316 . There were 8 ,783
a forgery, or if not a forgery, there had been words interpolated , summonses issued , and 1,751 distress warrants. The
showing that the security was given for £10 108., money given summonses were issued for £19,246 ; the amount recovered
for the composition , and the money for Edmonds, £6 178, 4d. in the year was £15 , 262. The socioties incurred in costs
Mr. Dixon declared that the security was for the £10 10s., £2,481, and recovered $ 2 ,122 costs .
for the composition , £6 for a dishonoured bill, Is. 60, for LAW OFFICERS. — " A London Solicitor " complains of what
noting, and 15s. for interest, making together £17 6s. 6d. ho considers to be a grave omission and defect in the Rules of
That, Mr. Wontner contended , was not the case , for the Court made by the Judges pursuant to the Judicature Act
defendant had inserted in his schedule in the Bankruptcy viz . the silence of the Rules as to the hours during which the
Court, where he said he had given the duplicate for the watch offices of the High Court of Justice shall be open . Heproceeds
as security for £16 178. 4d ., being the amount of the money to give one or two examples of the anomalies existing in the
for the composition , and the £6 178. 4d . for Messrs. Edmonds' offices of the one court now in existence : “ The old legal
claim , and therefore that could not be an invention , because torms are abolished by section 26 of the Act of 1873 , yet we
it was done within a few days after the occurrence. He then find the offices of the Queen 's Bench Division (except the
referred to themanner in which Mr. Dixon and Mrs. Saunders Judges' Chambers) opening at 11 and closing at 5 o 'clock
had given their evidence, and contended that they had spoken precisely the samehonrs as were adopted when · terms' were
incorrectly in all they had said regarding the receipt. If that in existence. The Common Law Judges' Chambers , on the
were genuine, there would be an end of the charge, as it had other hand , have until the last few days been opened from 11
been made a civil mattor. He would call two experts , who to 3 , but a notice has just been issued stating that in future,
would prove that the signature to the receipt was the genuine during the Hilary , Easter, Trinity, and Michaelmas sittings,
signature ofMr. Dixon . the Chambers will be opened from 11 to 4 , and during
Mr. Charles Chabot said he was an expert in hand -writing, vacations from 11 to 3 , and during the long vacation from 11

and ho had not the slightest doubt the signature to the receipt to 2 . Why should the hours differ in the same court ; in fact

was a genuine one of the writer of certain letters produced in the samo division of the court ? In the Chancery Division
(Dixon ' s ). the Record and Writ Clerk 's Office opens at 10 and closes at 4 ;

By Mr. Cole. He had heard of what Sir James Hannen had and in the Chancery Judges ' Chambers business generally
said of him and Mr. Netherclift in the case of “ Davis v. May," commences at 10.30. On the other hand , many of the
in the Probate Court ; and he (Mr. Cole ) was examining him Chancery offices adopt shorter bours. This confusion is very

from the newspapers , which were altogether wrong . inconvenient to solicitors, and occasionsmuch loss of time and

trouble. From many years' practical experience, I am con
what appeared in the newspapers was generally wrong. vinced that it would be a public boon if all the offices con

Mr. Chabot said that what he stated was that he could not nected with the Supreme Court opened at 11 and closed at 4 ,

recognise the testator's signature to that will. except on Saturday,when, like all other Government offices,
Mr. Frederick George Netherclift said that the signature they should close at 2 . Some years ago the Saturday half

“ A . M . Dixon ” to the receipt was undoubtedly the genuine holiday movement was so far recognised by the Judges that
signature of Mr. Dixon . He wished to say that he believed a rule wasmade for delivery of pleadings, & c . before 2 o 'clock

the signature to the will to be a rank forgery, and he should on Saturday, but there the recognition stopped . No effort was

believe so to the day of his death . made to close the public offices of the Superior Courts at 2

Sir James Clarke Lawrence retired with Mr.Martin , the o'clock, and , consequently , thousands of solicitors and clerks

chief clerk, and on returning into court said he had gone into | have no Saturday half-holiday.”
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CREDITORS' MEETINGS. July , 1874 , there was a second petition byRodolph Helbronner
as to non -payment of a debtor's summons, £261 16s. 2d . for

goods sold and delivered , and on the 21st of July , 1874 , it was

BACKHOUSE (BRADFORD ). - At a meeting of creditors in this adjudicated upon . The first meeting of creditors was held on

matter the statement of affairs produced showed total lia the 8th of September, 1874 . No statementof affairs was pro

bilities , £1,510 13s. 6d. ; assets , £528 3s . The debtor had duced or a note made to that effect. The public examination

no offer of composition to make, and a resolution was unani. bore date 2nd of November, 1874 , when no statement was

mously passed liquidating the estate by arrangement, and made. There were two orders of the court that the defendant

appointing Mr. W . C . Harvey (Gamble and Harvey) trustee. should file the statement of his affairs, but they were not

complied with . No statement of affairs was supplied by the
PARKFIELD IRON COMPANY. - At a meeting of the creditors of bankrupt ; he had filed no accounts at all. There were three

the Parkfield Iron Company, of Wolverhampton , held on other petitions. On the 13th of October , 1875 , the order of

Saturday, it was resolved to wind-up the undertaking. The the court for the present prosecution was made. Cross
liabilities amount to £35 ,539, and the assets to £3.627. examined by Mr. Lewis, witness said that Mr. Knight, as

trustee, had examined the defendant as to his accounts. Mr.
D . CLAMPETT (MANCHESTER). - The creditors of Mr. Daniel

Jos. John Saffery , public accountant, said he was trustee in
Clampett, 1 Cannon -street. Manchester , commission agent,

the bankruptcy of E . S . Jervis. Claims were put in to the
met on the 21st inst., at the offices of Mr. T . E . Jones, solicitor ,

amount of £45 ,807 188. against the estate . Witness allowed
Princess -street, and resolved to liquidate by arrangement,

£37 ,037 19s. 5d . of these claimsas just. The defendant him .
with power to the trustee to sell the estate to the debtor.

self admitted £10 ,885 as just claims. Witness had received
Liabilities, £1,907 14s. 4d. ; assets , £257 8s. 6d . £1,486 168, 4d . as assets. Cross-examined , witness said he

J. TURNER (MANCHESTER). - A statutory meeting of the was not the first trustee appointed in this case. He was

creditors of James Turner, of and carrying on business at 155 unaware that the purchase-money for Wenroe Castle had been

York -street, and Alexandra Works, Heywood , and 11 Halliwell tendered by the defendant. The case was then adjourned.

street, Manchester, paper merchant, was held on the 21st
WINDING -UP. - - A petition for continuing the voluntary

inst., at the offices of Mr. Thomas Chorlton , 32 Brazennose
winding-up of the Thetis Marine Insurance Company, Limited ,

street, solicitor. The statement of affairs, prepared by the

receiver, Mr. John Adam Eastwood, 57 Princess-street,
subject to the supervision of the High Court of Justice, is to
be heard before the Master of the Rolls .

accountant, showed the liabilities $ 2 ,508 16s. 3d ; assets ,

£626 1s. 6d . The debtor's offer of 5s., payable in four, eight, AN “ ACCOUNTANT” CHARGED WITH STEALING, - At Lambeth

and twelve months, last instalment guaranteed, was accepted. police court , on Tuesday, Henry Chandler , 33, described as

* an accountant," was charged on remand with stealing a gold
W . G . TRICE (CARDIFF). - At a meeting of the creditors of watch , value £10 , the property of Ann Wiggins, 32 Holyoak .

William George Trice , held on the 22nd inst., at the offices of road, Newington Butts, and also with obtaining from her about
Messrs. Barnard , Clarke and Co., No. 3 Lothbury , and whose £50 under false pretences. Mr. Mead , barrister, conducted

liabilities were stated to be £4,585 18g. 8d., and the assets the prosecution on the part of the Solicitor to the Treasury.
£3,811 17s. ld ., it was resolved to wind -up the affairs by The prisoner took apartments at the house of Mrs. Wiggins, &

liquidation , Mr. Frederick Lucas, of 20 Great Marlborough married woman , on the 28th of September last, saying he was
street, London, W . , and Mr. Frank Morgan , of Cardiff, being an accountant in the service of Messrs. Morrison, solicitors,

appointed the trustees . Chancery -lane. The prosecutrix being on unfriendly terms

with her husband , afterwards spoke to the prisoner respecting
a separation , and was told that Messrs. Morrison might draw

FAILURES. up the deed . The prosecutrix gave him several sams to pay

the costs. He said he had passed his examination as a

solicitor, and would require £80 to take up his “ brief." He
The creditors of J & N . Rix , iron merchants, of London and showed her what he called his “ certificate, " which was read

Shadwell, have resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and have in court : - “ Oct, 11, 1875. Solicitors' Examination . This is
appointed Mr. Robert A . McLean (Messrs. Robert A . McLean to certify that Henry Chandler proved his examination at the
and Co.) to be trustee, with a committee of inspection . The Inner Temple on the 11th of October, 1875 . Signed , Mr.

liabilities are stated to be over £30 ,000 . Vice-Chancellor Sewell, Mr. John Duarnal, B .C ., D .C .. ; Mr.

Abel Thewlis and George Thewlis , Meltham , carrying on
Thomas Haynes, Q . C . ; J . Bennet, Certificate Officer, Inner

Temple.” 'To each of the names there was a small red seal,
business as woollen -cloth manufacturers, under the style or

and in one corner a large seal. Mrs. Wiggins admitted that
firm of “ George Thewlis and Sons," filed a petition in the she had for a short time lived with the prisoner as his wife ,
Huddersfield County Court on the 21st, for the liquidation of as he said he would assist her in getting a divorce from her
their affairs by arrangement. Their liabilities are stated to

husband. The prisoner had stated that he was employed by
amount to £9,285 7s. 11d . ; and the creditors principally reside the Treasury solicitor, but this was denied. Thomas George
at Huddersfield , Slaithwaite, Holmfirth , and Meltham . Mr.

Philipps, printer, London -road, said he had printed the
Martin Kidd, of Holmfirth , is the debtors' solicitor ; and Mr.

certificate produced and some cards for the prisoner. Detective
W . Schofield , accountant, is the receiver. The first meeting

sergeant Chamberlain proved that the prisoner's name was
has been fixed for the 10th January. not on the rolls. Mr. Benwell, from the Treasurer's office,

Inner Temple, said no such certificate as the one read had

OBTAINING CREDIT BY FALSE PRETENCES. - At Bow -street, on
been given . Mrs. Wiggins further stated she advanced
£4 18s, for the prisoner to prove the will of a Mrs Redmond at

Monday, Mr. E . S . Jervis answered to an adjourned summons, Hammersmith , and he dressed himself in a “ solemn manner "
before Mr. Vaughan , charging him with having obtained credit when he went to read the will. Chief Inspector Hoskisson
by false pretences. Mr. Douglas Straight prosecuted ; Mr. deposed that no such person as Mrs. Redmond was to be
George Lewis, jun ., defended. Mr. Ernest Robinson , officer found. Mr. Pollard asked for a further remand, to bring
of the Court of Bankruptcy, produced various files of the pro . forward other cases. He had been so much engaged lately in
ceedings connected with the bankruptcy of E . S . Jervis. The the Wainwright trial, that he had not been able to attend to
first petition related to the non -payment of £300, and was he matter. Mr. Chance acceded to the request. - [ The name
adjudicated upon on the 25th of January , 1874 . That Henry Chandler does not appear in the published Lists of
adjudication was annulled in February, 1874 . On the 2nd of | Accountants . -- Ed. Accountant. 7
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APPOINTMENTS . The receipts on account of revenue from the 1st April, 1875 ,

when there was a balance of £6 , 265 ,322 , to the 18th inst. were

£51,103,300 , against £50 ,039, 143 in the corresponding period
of the preceding financial year, which began with a balance of
£7,442,854 . The net expenditure was £51,804,544 , against
£51,086 ,463 to the same date in the previous year. The
Treasury balances on the 18th inst . amounted to £4,633,519,
and at the same date in 1874 to $ 5 ,133,295 .

THE LEEDS MERCANTILE BANK. — The creditors of the Leeds

Mercantile Bank , which failed a month since, agreed on the

23rd inst., after a stormy meeting, to liquidate the estate
by arrangement. A dividend of 5s. in the pound is

expected. The liabilities amount to £50,000.

[ The Editor will be glad to receive early notice of appoint.

ment of Liquidators and Auditors for insertion in this Column. ]

Mr. John Unwin Wing, of Messrs . Wing, Wing, and Co.,

accountants , London and Sheffield, has to -day been appointed

by the chief clerk official liquidator of the Dunraven Adare

Coal and Iron Company, Limited .

Mr. W . C . Harvey (Gamble and Harvey) has been appointed

receiver of the estate of W . R . Wright and Sons, late of 8

Tokenhouse- yard , and now of 93 Queen Victoria -street, E . C . ;

and also of 7 Portland-place , Lower Clapton , china, glass ,

and earthenware dealers.

Vice-Chancellor Maling has appointed Mr. Edward Hart,

accountant, to be the official liquidator of the Liguria Gold

Mining Company .

John Pattinson (ofthe firm of Harry Brett, Milford , Pattin

son , and Co), of 150 Leadenhall-street, E . C ., and 12

Vigo-street, Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been

appointed trustee of the estate of Francis Henry Fearns, of

Marlborough Works, Peckham , in the County of Surrey,

philosophical instrument maker, a bankrupt. Messrs. Crook

and Smith , 173 Fenchurch -street, solicitors to the trustee.

John Pattinson (of the firm of Harry Brett , Milford ,
Pattinson and Co.) , of 150 Leadenhall-street, E . C ., and 12 Vigo

street, Regent-street, W ., public accountant, has been ap

pointed trustee of the estate of Oliph Leigh Spencer, of 28

Lisle-street, Leicester-square, in the county of Middlesex,

merchant, a bankrupt. James Davis, 51A Conduit- street ,
Bond-street, solicitor to the trustee.

BANKERS' CLEARING HOUSE. - The following is the official

return of the checks and bills cleared in the Bankers' Clearing

house for the week ending Wednesday, December 22 :

Thursday, December 16 . . . . . £16 ,881,000

Friday , December 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 ,231,000

Saturday, December 18 . . . . . 18,462,000

Monday, December 20 . . . . . . . . . . 15 ,845,000

Tuesday, December 21 . . . . . 15 , 361,000

Wednesday, December 22 .. . . . . . . 11,984,000

£93,764,000

The total at the corresponding period of last year was
£102,714 ,000 .

ACCOUNTANTS may greatly facilitate their office
I work , and materially increase their profits, by printing liquidation

notices, & c ., by Zuccato' s Papyrograph , which is used by a large number
of London and Provincial Accountants, including John L . Lovering and

Co . ; Gamble and Ilarvey ; Andrews and Mason ; Nichollsand Leatherdale ;

Slater and Pannell ; John Bath and Co. ; Sydney Smith , and Co. ; Ladbury ,
Collinson , and Viney ; Arthur Barron and Co . ; Edmunds, Davis, and

Clarke ; & c . For 2 d ., 500 4to . copies can be taken upon any kind of dry

paper, by an office boy in a copying - press at the rate of 10 a minute. For

price list and testimonials, apply to WALTER HENRY, Papyrographic

Depôt, 409 Strand, W . C .

WANTED AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTANT'S
CLERK who thoroughly understands the duties of auditing, and

the general routine of an Accountant' s Office , and is competent to under

take the management of the office. Apply by letter, stating salary and

references, to J . YALDEN and Co., 70 Cheapside, E . C .

EXTRADITION V. KIDNAPPING. - Under the above title the

Liverpool Mercury refers as follows to a case which we

report in another colunin : - “ A case was heard at the Liverpool

assizes on Saturday which was a curious commentary on the

law of extradition . John Harrison Blair , & tradesman , at

Manchester,having failed, packedup some of his most valuable

effects, and , leaving his creditors in the lurch , made good his
escape to the United States. Our extradition treaty with that

country does not include the minor offence of which Blair had

been guilty , and, therefore , it was reasonable to assume that

he had made good his retreat with the spoil. But his creditors

were men of resource, and despatched one of the smartest of

their number, with detectives at his back , to secure and bring

home the man who had used them so badly . Hopeless as their
task seemed , they succeeded , and to that extent every honest

man will be glad that Blair has received the reward of his

misdeeds. But, from another point of view , what bave the

citizens of the stars and stripes to say about their freedom
and independence ? When English detectives can drag their

victims from the very talons of the eagle itself, there is

something wrong. It was said in court, jokingly of course,
that this very case would be made a casus belli ; but joking

apart, the outrage on certain notions is rather marked. It was

simply a case of kid napping. The one object of his purguers

was to bag their game ; and they do not appear to have stuck

at trifles in gaining their end. John Harrison Blair must

now have a very poor opinion of the value of the protecting

shadow of the eagle 's wings ; and even American citizens
must feel uncomfortable . If an absconding bankrupt could be

80 neatly trapped , what is to prevent smart men from
kidnapping any body they may have a fancy to , and either ,
after theGrecian fashion, making them pay ransom , or quietly

putting them out of the way altogether ? Possibly the United
States police had an idea of the real state of things, and so

winked at the proceeding . It would be too much to believe

that so great an outrage on the republic could be perpetrated
with impunity."

MONEY to LEND to BORROWERS residing in
11 town or Country , from £50 upwards repayable in one sum , from one
to five years, at five per cent. interest on personal security ; also on mort.
gage of frechold or leasehold property from 3 per cent., for a term of

years to be agreed upon . No commission .

Apply to R . F . PRESTOx , Esq., 120 Southampton - row , London , W . C .

WILLIAMS & STRAHAN ,

Legal, Accountancy, & General Printers,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS, & c

7 LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

Bankruptcy Forms, Statements of Affairs, Dividend Notices, Balance

Sheets, & c , printed with despatch .

STEAM PRINTING WORKS, LAMBETH, S. E .
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“ The source of many a writer's woe has been | STAR LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .
discovered ."

PENS ! PENS !! PENS!! 48 MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E .C
“ They come as a boon and a blessing to men ,
The Pickwick,the Owl,and the Waverley Pen .”
“ Themisery of a bad Pen is now a voluntary DIRECTORS.

infliction ."

Another blessing to men ! The Hindoo Pen . CHAIRMAN
· 1 ,200 Newspapers recommend them . See

Graphic, 17th May, 1873.
Mr. Alderman McArthur, M .P .

Sold by every respectable Stationer . Post ls. ld .
Patentees, MAONIVEN & CAMERON , 23 to 38 Blair - street, Edin .

burgh . DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

GONENEOLKO
LNI

O

J . DEFRIES' AND SONS' William Mewburn,Esq .

CHANDELIERS, IN CRYSTAL, BRONZE , AND ORMOLU . H . J . Atkinson, Esq.

TABLE GLASS AND CHINA. Thomas Ball, Esq.

Dinner Services , Gilt Pieces , £4 10s. Walter Griffith , Esq.

KEROSENE and MODERATOR LAMPS George M . Kiell, Esq .
for INDIA .

Works: - London and Birmingham . George Lidgett, Esq.
Sir Francis Lycett .

WEDDING AND BIRTHDA Y William Merry, Esq .
PRESENTS.

NEW DECORATIONS for the DINING TABLE. John Napier, Esq .
Jonathan S . Pidgeon, Esq

FOUNTAINS. John Vanner, Esq .
STORER'S Patent Perpetual Perfumed CRYSTAL TABLE FOUNTAIN ,

S . D . Waddy, Esq., Q . C ., M . P .
for Dining, Hall and Drawing Rooms, in Crystal and Gilt,

£2 17s . 6d . to 100 guineas.

FETES AND REJOICINGS. Assurance and Annuity Fund . . . . . . . . . . 1,216 ,115 13 5
Annual Income ( 1874) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 ,613 2BALLROOMS and GARDENS, & c., DECORATED

0
Bonusex Apportioned . . . . . . 581,774 6 2

and ILLUMINATED for Evening Parties. Tents, Temporary
Rooms, and Banqueting Halls erected. Claims Paid .. . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140, 151 1 8

CRYSTAL and BRONZED CHANDELIERS. Copies of the Report, Balance Sheet and Prospectus can be

TABLE GLASS and CHINA LENT ON HIRE. obtained on application to the Head Office.

J . DEFRIES and SONS, 147, HOUNDSDITCH . W . W . BAYNES, Secretary.

Five minutes ' walk from the Bank of England .
THR ONLY AND SPECIAL

RUPTURES - BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

NHITE 'S MOC -MAIN LEVER TRUSS s allowed
“ MEDAL

by upwards of 500 MedicalMen to be themost effective invention FOR PROGRESS," Il
in the curative treatment of Hernia . The use of a steel spring,
so hurtful in its effects, is here avoided , a soft bandage being Was awarded for " Feuerfeste
worn round the body, while the requisite resisting power is sup Bisone Schranke und
plied by the MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER , fitting

Kunstchlosser Fortschrills," towith so much ease and closeness that it cannot be detected and

may be worn during sleep . A descriptive circularmay be had , HOBBS, HART, & CO .,ard the Truss (which cannot fail to fit), forwarded by post, on
ti circumference of the body two inches below the hips being | AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION .
81 11to the manufacturer, Mr. JOHN WHITE , 228, Piccadilly ,
London . Trice of a single Truss, 16s., 21s. , 26s. 60 . , 31s. 60 , | This Medal is only given to Exhibitorswhose New Inventions
Postage Free. Double 'Truss, 31s . 6d ., 42s., and 52s. 6d , Post testify marked Progress .age free . An Umbilical Tsusr, 42s ., and 528 , 6d. Postage

free. P . 0 . 0 . to be made payable to John White, Post -office, “ FIRE-PROOF SAFES ; AND LOCKS AND ENDLESS
E U Piccadilly .

NEW PATENTELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, & c . for Varicose CHANGE LOCKS AND KEYS,"
Veins, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of the Legs, Sprains, & c . Invented especially for Safes and Strong-Room Doors, to frustrate the
They are porous, light in texture, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like use of False Keys.

an ordinary stocking. Price from 48. 60 , 78, 6d ., 10s , to 168 cach . N . B . - The continued security and secrecy of a Lock , fixed on a saſe or
Postage free . Strong - Room Door, depends on the fact that there are no false duplicate
CHEST EXPANDING BRACES, for both sexer. For gentlemen they keys of that Lock in existence. The object of a Lock is twofold - security
are a substitute for the ordinary braces. For children they are invaluable : against burglars, and secrecy against prying curiosity . A new change in
they prevent stooping and preserve the symmetry of the chest. Prices this Lock may at any timebe obtained in five minutes by simply filing away
for children , 58 . 6d. and 78. 60 . Adults, 10s, 6d . , 158 . 6d. , and 218. each . the thickless of a hair from one or more of the steps of the Key . Th
Postage free. - JOHN WHITE , Manufacturer, 228 Piccadilly, Lock , by a simple movement of the Regulator, is thus made to adapt itself

to the New Key , after which no other Key will open the Lock
The Lock and Key may thus be easily altered into whatwould be virtually

FPPS'S COCOA . — “ By a thorough knowledge of the a NEW LOCK and KEY , as often as may be desired , without the aid of a
V natural lawswhich govern operations of digestion and nutrition , and Lockmaker or of any second person , thus frustrating the use of fraudulent
by a carefulapplication of the fine properties of well- selected cocoa , Mr. copies of the originalKey (see the Safe Robbery in Dublin of £630 , vide
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured beverage “ Times, " 12th September, 1876 ) . This Lock affords effectual protcction
which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of from duplicate or “ Master " Keys secretly made in manufactories ; very
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until extensive robberies (in one case 13 Safes in one vault) having been effccted
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease . Hundreds of subtle by thismeans.
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak HOBBS, HART & CO.,
point. Wemay escapemany a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. " - - See article in the

LOCK , SAFE, AND STRONG -ROOM DOOR MANUFACTUEERS.

Civil Service Gazette .
76 Cheapside, London , E . C .
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CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .
MANSION HOUSE CHAMBERS, 11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON , E . O .

First issue of Capital, £500,000, in Subscriptions of £1 and upwards. No further liability . Open to all. Each cash subscriber

is entitled to interest in lieu of dividend, at the rate of £1 10s. per cent. per month , 18 per cent. per annum , which

will be paid in Cash .
TRUSTEES.

Lient.-General J. H . GASCOIGNE , C . B ., Ivybridge, Devon . H . R . SNELGROVE, Esq., The Vicarage, Exmouth .

The Rev. W . F , GOOD, D . D ., Newton Abbott , Devon . HENRY WALKER , Esq ., Fowler Height, Blackburn .

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.
Messrs . R . W . HUDSWELL AND Co ., 23 Martin 's Lane, Cannon Street, London , E . C .

MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR . — RICHARD BANNER OAKLEY, F .R .G .S .
Current accounts opened , and 5 per cent. interest allowed on theminimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied .

The Bark grants credits and issues circular notes for the Continent and America, and transacts every description of sound

Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , - Book -keeping in
I the hands of the Subscribers.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , 11 Queen Victoria -
1 street. ISSUES GUARANTEED) CHEQUES for any sum not exceed .

ng £20 against cash deposits , without any charge for commission , the
penny stamp being the only cxpense . These are very convenient for
persons not having banking accounts, or notwishing to draw small cheques .

They are payable on demand at all the Branches of the Co -operative Credit

Bank, or can be passed through any bank in ordinary course .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Quarterly pub
1 lished Balance- sheet issued and certified by the Subscribers' Accountant.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Current Accounts
- opened and Five per Cent. allowed on the Minimum Monthly Balances .MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, 11 Queen Victoria

street, is NOW ISSUING PROMISSORY NOTES from £5 upwards ,

payable three months after date with interest at the rate of 10 per cent. per

annum if held to maturity , or payable on demand without interest. These
are very useful to persons requiring short investments, and are perfectly

negotiable instruments .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , — Furnishes
L Cheque Books for Customers .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK grants Credits and
issues Circular Notes for the Continent and America .THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK, - The ONLY

SAFE and FIRM SYSTEM of BANKING .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. — Th9 PEOPLE 'S
BANK , 11 Qucen Victoria -street .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK transacts every
1 description of Sound Financial Business.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK introduces Public
Loans.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK promotes Public
1 Companies of a bona- fide character.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - No Promotion
1 Money or Preliminary Expenses .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Managerial Re
muneration Dependent on Profits .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Profits on the
whole amountof the Liability .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - Minimum of
1 Risk , its operations being spread over a variety of subjects .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - -Mansion House
- Chambers , 11 Queen Victoria - street.

MIE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates the Dis
count of Bills and Mortgages on a Small Commission .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK negotiates Loans
1 on Deposit of Deeds and other valuable Securities.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK assists in the
I Development of Patents for Useful Inventions.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK undertakes on
1 Commission the Purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK , Mansion House
L Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria - street, near the Mansion House.

MHE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK accepts the Agencies

1 of Foreign and Country Banks and Merchants, and of Foreign
Governments.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. _ No Liability
beyond amount of subscription .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK. - The Secrecy and
Despatch of Individual Management.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK.— A fixed instead
I of an uncertain Scale of Profits.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Eighteen per
1 Cent, per Annum paid Monthly .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . — A constantly ac
cruing Reserve Fund .

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Power of Total
Withdrawal atter six months on Sixty Days' Notice.

THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK . - Mansion House

1 Chambers, 11 Queen Victoria -street, City .

TF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR BUSINESS done Cheaply

1 and Expeditiously, go to the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT TO BE TREATED WITH CIVILITY,
lodge your Money with the CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

TF YOU WANT THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
I COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OF THE DAY. ask the

Manager of THE CO -OPERATIVE CREDIT BANK .

Mansion House Chambers,

11 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON .

BRANCHES at Bath , Blackburn , Denbigh, Dundee, Edinburgh , Glasgow , Inverness , Liverpool, Manchester, Warrington ,
Bristol, Newcastle -on - Tyne, Shields, Woolwich , Sunderland, Bishop Auckland , Exeter, Blyth , Bradford -on
Avon , Newton Abbott, Neath , Newport (Mon .) , Middlesborough , Plymouth , South Shields, Worcester, Sheffield ,

Salisbury, Tow Low , Brompton , Leicester , Moreton -in -the-Marsh , Hull, Norwich , Portsmouth , Easingwold ,

Birmingham and Greenock .
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R E S T A U R A N T ,
13 OXFORD STREET,

Near the corner of Tottenham -court -road .
Known as the BODEGA, now under the new management of

Mr. L . BOECKER, late of 13 Idol-lane, City .
Luncheons from the joints , hot or cold , including vegetables and breaå, Is. 3d

Dinners from 12 till 4 o ' clock , from the joint, with soup or fish ,
vegetables, cheese and bread, 2s.

Dinners from 6 till 9 o'clock , from 2s . 6d. to 10s. 6c .

Private Dining Rooms for large and small parties on the Second Floor.

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY' S ANNUAL RECEIPTS
EXCEED THREE MILLIONS.

MHE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL
LAND, ESTATE , HOUSE, LICENSED VICTUALLERS' & GENERAL
BUSINESS TRANSFER " SYNDICATE ” AGENCY

Registered according to Act of Parliament,Head Offices , No. 3 Craven
street, Charing Cross, W . C . The organisation and working system of the

“ Syndicate" are ; - Ist . - The Sale , as Auctioneers, or Agents, Ground of
Rents, Freehold and Leasehold Land , Farms, Estates, Houses, Hotels
Public Honses, Inng, Beer Houses, Restaurants , Coffee Houses, Tobacco
nists, Drapers, and every other description of Business, Furniture , Objects

of Art, or Goods of any description by Auction or Private Contracts
2nd. - The letting, or disposing of, as Auctioneers, or Agents, Land .
Farms, Estates , Furnished , or Unfurnished Houses Chambers, or Offices
under private contract. 3rd . - The Cullection of Rents and the re

covery of outstanding accounts . 4th . - The Surveys and Valuation
of Land, Farme, Estates, and Houses ; also Valuations of Fur
niture, Jewellery , and other Effects, for probate and other pur
poses . 5th . - The transaction of all other business usually transacted by
Auctioneers, Surveyors, Land, House , Estate and Insurance Agents. 6th .
- The negociations of partnerships , and from unlimited connection with

capitalists, monetary advances on real and personal securities, as well as
merchandize, and every other description of property intended forabsolute
sale, or otherwise . 7th . Generally the carrying out of all things inst
dental or conducive to the above objects, and every of them ; also the
laying out of estates and surveys for delapidations, The “ Syndicate"
from their extended connection with the Trades ' Protection Societies and
other sources, undertake expeditiously for Clients and others to ascertain

reliably the status of parties, and make inquiries of a private and confi
dential character , Liberal terms to Accountants in town or country
introducing business .

OLD FALCON HOTEL, GRAVESEN D .
Proprietor - W . SKILLETER .

Late Chef de Cuisine to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
Visitors to Gravesend will find every accommodation at the old Falcon
Hotel, East Street. Public and Private Rooms facing the River, directly
opposite Tilbury Fort, and with a capital view of the Thames Shipping .

FISI DINNERS AND WHITEBAIT .
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR GENTLEMEN £ ! ls . PER WEEK .

And an equally low Tarif for Dejeuners, Dinners, fc.
Five Minutes ' walk from North Kent Railway, and Two Minutes from

the Piers, and Tilbury and Southend Railway .

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWOGUINEAS PER MONTH
With immediate Possession and no Rent to pay .-- Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK BULDING SOCIETY , 29 and 30 Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS
PER MONTH .

With Immediate Possession , either for Building or Gardening purposes.
Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAXD SOCIETY , 29 and 30

Southampton Buildings , Chancery Lane.

HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY WITH SAPETY
AT $ 4 PER CENT. INTEREST .

Apply at the Office of the BIRKBECK BANK . All sumsunder $ 50 repayable
upon demand. Current Accounts opened similar to ordinary Bankers .
Cheque-books supplied . English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased

and sold , and Advances made thereon .

Office Hours from 10 till 4 ; on Mondays from 10 till 9, and on Saturdays
from 16 till 12 o'clock .

A Pamphlet containing full particulars may be obtained post-free .
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager. .

and sold, and applied . English and Pened similar tower 550 repayable

H . D . RAWLINGS,
PURVEYOR OF MINERAL WATERS TO Somente
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H . R . H . THE PRINCE OF WALES.
H . R . H . THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

H . R . H . THE PRINCE CHRISTIAN .

THE LATE EMPEROR NAPOLEON III.

AND THE PRINCIPAL COURTS OF EUROPE .

Gold Medallist of the cociete Nationale Agricole Manufacturiere et Commerciale
de Paris .

SODA, BRIGHTON , SELTZER and all other Mineral Waters for HOME CONSUMPTION and EXPORTATION.
PRICE LISTS on Application , at the Manufactory, Nassau -street, W .
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ALFRED W . GEE.
ADVERTISING AGENT,

62, GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON , E .C .

London Gazette Notices, and Advertisements and Announcements of all kinds for English , Colonial, and Foreign Newspapers
promptly inserted .

N .B . — In the case of an ordinary Advertisement ordered for insertion in a number of Newspapers , only one MS. copy need
he forwarded. Same rates charged as at the Publishing Offices.

Printed and Published for the Proprietor by WILLIAMS & STRAHAN , 7 Lawrence Lane, Cheapside. DECEMBER 25, 1875 .
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